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THE conventions are to be held again this year at

Saratoga, an arrangement that seems to suit nearly

everyone. The ever increasing attendance demands

ample accommodations, which certainly may be secured

at Saratoga. The Master Car Builders came first com-

mencing Wednesday, June 18, 1902, and the following

Monday, June. 23, the Master Mechanics' Association

convenes.

IN these days of large capacity cars, the steel car of

course receives most of the attention, and its good

points and bad are discussed pro and con. Some roads use

them and some do not. The question of the life of a steel

car in ordinary service depends of course very largely

upon the proper and thorough protection of the steel at

every point from rust. The maintaining of steel cars from

the paint shop standpoint is therefore an all important

question and the article which appears in this issue will

doubtless be read with interest by every one in the roll-

ing stock department.

•»

»

THE 33-ifi. 60,000 capacity cast iron car wheel of

today is a product of evolution representing on one

hand, the efforts of the manufacturers to make a satis-

factory wheel at as low a cost as possible, and on the

other hand, the efforts of the railroad companies to get

as good a wheel as possible at as low a price as possible.

The results, from an engineering standpoint are quite

satisfactory, the wheels generally fulfilling the guaranty

if fairly treated. The design of this wheel was such that

by the addition of 50 pounds of metal judiciously dis-

tributed the wheel was made safe for use under cars of

80,000 pounds capacity and has given very good service

under such equipment. With the advent of the 100,000

pound capacity car it was naturally assumed that by ad-

ding a few pounds more of metal and using perhaps a

slightly different mixture it would be possible to produce

an efficient wheel for such cars. It would appear, how-

ever, that if this is the case the wheelmakers have not

all solved the problem, as reports indicate many more

failures than were expected. This situation is viewed

somewhat differently by the wheelmakers, some claim-

ing that no change is necessary except in the design of

the wheel, while others say that other conditions must

also be considered. It is probably safe to say that a good

wheel for 100,000 capacity- cars can be made of cast iron,

though it may be that its cost will be so great that it will

not be an economical wheel as compared with a steel or

steel-tired wheel. This view is apparently held by two

or more concerns that are planning extensive shops and

expensive machinery for the manufacture of solid steel

wheels for cars of high capacity.

-+-*—+-

THE importance of system in all things is being

more and more emphasized in the business world

of to-day and we note with pleasure that in at least a part

of the college world the same thing is true. We refer

especially to a recent address by Mr. Wade Hibbard,

principal of Sibley College of Mechanical Engineering,

in which especial stress was laid on the advantages of

systematic reading of the current engineering literature.

Mr. Hibbard's argument for the individual card index

and its application to engineering, though made before

the students of his college, is of interest to all technical

men. The address may now be obtained in printed form

by applying to Mr. Hibbard at Ithaca, N. Y.

-+—+-

SIMPLICITY in design prevails in all departments

of railway rolling stock to a much greater degree

than was the case some years ago. Ornamental work

on passenger coaches, and especially on the Pullmans,

mark them as cars constructed some time ago. This

matter is interestingly discussed in our paint department

in this month's issue in an article on "Old-Time Engine

Painting," and with the article is given an illustration

of the elaborate scroll work used on locomotives in 1878.

The economy of the plainness and simplicity of design

would certainly appeal to the modern railway official

when he notes the difference between a cost of $72.20 for

the old-style work and a matter of $20.00 expended in

the method of todav.

+—-»

IT is not necessary to go far at this time of the year

to find railway shops that are very poorly lighted

and in which the men grope around for an hour or two

each morning and evening, perhaps with the help of a

•smoky torch, doing as best they may the work that can

be done under such conditions. They are unable to do a

fair day's work, a fact fully realized by the foremen and

probably by the higher officials also. Improvements,

however, come slowly and the trouble generally lies with

the local officials who fail to present their cases with good

and sufficient reasons for the expenditures asked. Rail-

way earnings are generally good and money quite plen-

tiful, so it should onlv be necessarv to show that the
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investment proposed will pay dividends in order to se- 2,000,000 cars now in existence will command immediate
cure it. It is generally possible to do something even in attention. The fact that on large systems the cost of freight

such shops as will not bear the expense of installing car repairs represents an expenditure of $100,00 per

electric light or gas. The liberal use of water in cleaning month, chiefly for draft gear renewals, and further, the fact

windows and whitewash on walls and ceiling has trans- that this expense shows an increase of about 24 per cent as

formed more than one shop. One frequently sees large we are reliably informed, compared with a year ago,

cupboards or racks in shops which not only interfere with makes the subject of paramount interest. Not only does

the lighting, but the circulation also, thus making it dim- the item of increased repairs impose a serious burden,

cult to heat the shop satisfactorily in winter, and to keep but the loss of equipment account of those held in bad
it comfortably cool in summer.

THE lack of rain during the fall and summer has

caused the railroads of the West a great deal of

trouble in the past few months, as the ordinary sources

of supply have failed in

many cases and made it nec-

essary to haul Water where it

has never been done before.

It has also led to the use of

water that would not ordi-

narily be considered for boil-

er feeding purposes so that

in some localities leaky flues

are tolerated as a necessary

and unavoidable evil. Con-

ditions in certain parts of the

East seem to have been just

as bad. The rivers in the

Pittsburg district have until

recently been so low that the

acids and other impurities

from factories and the drain-

age of cities have made the

water absolutely unfit for

use. The damage done to lo-

comotives resulting from

bad water is said to have

been largely responsible for

the recent congestion of

freight in and about Pitts-

burg. The conditions have

recently improved in this re-

spect, as the recent floods

have thoroughly flushed the

rivers and furnished an un-

limited though somewhat

muddy supply of water.

Mr. E. T. Jeffery.
PRESIDENT DENVER & RIO GRANDE RAILROAD.

Mr. Jeffery entered railway service in October, 1856, be-
ginning at the very bottom of the ladder, and has reached
the top as president of one of the leading western roads.
It is with some feeling of pride that the Railway Master
Mechanic publishes Mr. Jeffery's photograph, as he is one
of the few railroad presidents who has risen through the
mechanical department.

THE question of improvements in draft gear, at all

times a very important consideration in the main-

tenance of equipment, has never attracted nor received

so much attention as at present. The tests about to be

conducted by the committee of the M. C. B. Association

will doubtless be productive of great results in deter-

mining the efficiency of the devices now offered, but as

they will apply more especially to new construction, the

order, causes a reduction in the earning capacity difficult

to estimate, to say nothing of the additional charge for

shifting cars for repairs. We therefore think our readers

will profit by a careful perusal of the report of the Chi-

cago Car Foremen's Association on the "Condition of

Draft Rigging and Sug-

gestions for Improvements

in Same," which appears

on pages 33 to 36 of this

issue. The subject is too

large to allow us to dwell on

its various phases at this

time, but it must strongly

appeal to everyone that any

undue strengthening of the

draw gear will simply result

in transmitting the buffing

and pulling strains to other

and doubtless more vital

and expensive parts, if the

present mode of handling

cars is not corrected. Doubt-

less the introduction of heav-

ier locomotives in road and

yard service has helped to

produce the increase in draft

rigging failures, but they be-

come of less importance

when pondering over the

treatment cars now receive

from train and yard men.

To improve the draft rig-

ging only will serve to di-

vert the responsibility to

another direction which may

prove more expensive, and

we predict that unless oper-

ating officials insist on active

co-operation from the men handling the cars the

results' wished for will not be attained. There is

not the shadow of a doubt that since the intro-

duction of the M. C. B. coupler, cars are handled

without due regard to their safety. Anyone who has

watched the crews at work must realize that with the

disappearance of the last vestige of their personal lia-

biliy, men have grown careless. We also emphasize the

fact that the "stitch in time which saves the other nine"
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must be more promptly and regularly applied if cars are

to be maintained in efficient condition at a reasonable

expense.
•»

»

UNDER date of November 6, 1901, Consul-General

Robert P. Skinner writes as follows regarding the

American locomotive in France : A great deal of interest

has been manifested in this portion of France in the ex-

periments of the Paris, Lyons, and Mediterranean Rail-

way Company—the most important railway corporation

in this country—in importing a number of American

locomotives. The first delivery was made in this city

in March, since which time the locomotives have^been

in process of erection in the company's shops at Aries.

I have been informed by one of the officers of the com-

pany that after these machines had been erected, the con-

trolling forces of the roadmaster's department objected

to their use, because of the fact that the weight was un-

evenly over the various sets of wheels. It was thereupon

concluded to make such changes in the mechanism as

would evenly distribute the weight to the satisfaction

of the roadmasters. This has now been done, and the

machines are in partial commission. While they are

thus, indeed, American locomotives, it does not appear

that they are absolutely of the type commonly manufac-

tured in the United States. My informant tells me that

in preliminary runs, these locomotives maintained a speed

of 71.45 miles per hour. A local newspaper of to-day

supplies these additional details: Yesterday morning

for the first time the rapid express No. 7 was conveyed

from Avignon to Marseilles by one of the new American

locomotives erected at Aries. This machine, No. 2999,

was attached to a train of four large cars of the first

class, weighing 34 tons, and two baggage cars, the total

weight being 181 tons. The mining engineers charged

with the control of this matter have been making re-

cently, in connection with other principal agents of the

company, numerous experiments with these machines be-

tween Miramas and Aries. The rates of speed attained

have exceeded at certain moments 77.67 and 80.77 miles

per hour upon this portion of the track, which, by reason

of the favorable condition, lends itself better than any

other to these interesting and important experiments, the

results of which, from the point of view of regularity of

speed and general stability of these new engines, have

been most satisfactory.

Chautauqua Type Passenger Locomotive.—Buffalo, Rochester

& Pittsburg Railway.

HE Brooks Works of the American Locomo-

!
j

tive Company recently built for the Buffalo,

Rochester & Pittsburg Ry. two Chautauqua

type passenger engines, the principal details

of which are quite clearly covered by the en

gravings and description published herewith.

In appearance these engines are particularly

neat and well proportioned and thus are char-

acteristic of the builders. As in most engines

recently turned out by the Brooks works, cast steel is

freely used, thus lightening many parts that would not

otherwise stand a material reduction and so allowing

additional weight in the boiler. The arrangement of

driving springs is quite unusual, the forward springs

being underhung and the rear springs over the frame.

It works out well, however, as this location of the front

driving spring gives plenty of room for the valve rods

and driver brake cylinders while the overhead position

of the rear springs makes possible a simpler connection

with the trailing equalizer than would otherwise be prac-

ticable. The cross sectional views show a cross equalizer

hung to the back end of the rear spring with the trail-

ing equalizer hangers set 7^ inches from the center of

the frame. The trailing truck is of the Player radial

type as shown in our issue of last May.

The center of the piston valve, being some distance

above the center of the cylinder and but little outside the

frame, a rocker is used consisting of two upwardly ex-

tending arms, one inside the frame and connected with

an extension rod attached at the other end to the link

block, the other outside the frame and in line with the

center of the valve to which it is connected by a short

jointed stem.

Among the interesting features of the boiler is the

cast steel mud ring which, although no lighter than the

Brooks Locomotive, B. R. & P. Ry.

usual wrought iron construction, is of a form which is

impracticable except in a casting. The flanges provide

for the attachment of the ash-pan skirting at front and
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sides and for the connection of boiler to frame at the

rear of the firebox.

Below are given a number of the detail dimensions and

other information regarding- the engine

:

Gauge 4 ft. 8^2 ins.

Kind of fuel to be used Bituminous

Weight on leading wheels 40,000 lbs.

Weight of driving wheels 99,000 lbs.

Weight of trailing wheels 34,000 lbs.

Weight, total 173,000 lbs.

Weight, tender loaded 120,000 lbs.

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

Wheel base, total of engine 29 ft. 2 ins.

Wheel base, driving , . .8 ft. o in.

Wheel base, total engine and tender 54 ft. 7 ins.

Length over all engine 39 ft. 6 ins.

Length over all, total engine and tender 63 ft. o in.

Height center of boiler above rail 9 ft. 7^ ins.

Height of stack above rail 14 ft. 11 ins.

Heating surface, firebox 202.3 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2,805.6 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,007.9 sq. ft.

Grate area 54-43 sq. ft.

WHEELS AND JOURNALS.

Wheels, leading, dia 33^ his.

Wheels, driving, dia 72 ins.

Wheels, trailing, dia 51 ins.

Material of wheel centers All cast steel

Journal leading axles 5^2x12 ins.

Journal leading axles, wheel fit 5^2 ins.

Journal driving axles 9^x12 ins.

Journal driving axles, wheel fit gfy his.

Journal trailing axles 8x14 ins.

Journal trailing axles, wheel fit 7% ins.

CYLINDERS.

Cylinder, dia 20% ins.

Cylinder, stroke 26 ins.

Piston rod, dia ^H ms -

Main rod length center to center 139 ins.

Steam ports, length 25^ ins.

Steam ports, width 1% ins.

Exhaust ports, least area 68 sq. ft.

Bridge, width 3 ins.

VALVES.

Valves, kind of Improved piston

A^alves, greatest travel 5^ ins.

Valves, steam lap (inside) 1% ins.

Valves, exhaust clearance (outside) o in.

Lead in full gear 3-32 in.

Lead, constant or variable Variable

BOILER.

Boiler, type of Straight top

Boiler, working pressure ; 220 lbs.

Boiler, material in barrel Steel

Boiler, thickness of material in shell Y\, 9-16, Yz in.

Boiler, thickness in tube sheet ^4 in.

Boiler, dia. of barrel front 70^ ins.

Boiler, dia. of barrel at throat 71^ ins.
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Chautauqua Type Locomotive,, B. R. & P. Ry.

Seams, kind of horizontal Sextuple

Seams, kind of circumferential Triple

Crown sheet stayed with Radial stays

Dome, dia. inside 30 ins.

FIREBOX.

Firebox, type Wide
Firebox, length 108 ins.

Firebox, width 74 ins.

Firebox, depth front •'
• • 74 ins.

Firebox, depth back 764 ins.

Firebox, material Steel

Firebox, thickness of sheets

. . . .Crown y% in., tube Y in., side Y in., back Y in.

Firebox, brick arch . On water tubes

Firebox, mud ring with

3Y in. back, 3^ in. sides, 4 in. front

Firebox, water space at top

7 in. back, 6 in. sides, 4 in. front

Grates, kind of Rocking

Tubes, No. of : .336

Tubes, material Charcoal iron

Tubes, outside 2 ins.

Tubes, thickness 12 B. W. G.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 16 ft. % in.

SMOKEBOX.

Smokebox, dia. outside > 73 ins.

Smokebox, length from tube sheet 65 ins.

OTHER PARTS.

Exhaust nozzle, single or double Single

Exhaust nozzle, variable or permanent Permanent

Exhaust nozzle, dia sH ms -> 5 5_I6 ins., $
l/2 ins.

Exhaust nozzle, distance of tip below center of

boiler 6 ins.

Netting, wire 'or plate Netting

Netting, size of mesh or perforations

2 lAx2 1A No. 12 wire

Tank, type Gravity slide

Tank, capacity for water 6,000 gals.

Tank, capacity for coal . 10 tons

Tank, material Steel

Tank, thickness of sheets % in.

Type of underframe Steel channel

Type of trucks B. W. all metal trucks

Type of springs Triple elliptic

Dia. of wheels 33^ ins.

Dia. and length of journals 5x9 ins.

Distance between centers of journals 5 ft. 5 ins.

Dia. of wheel fit on axle 6}i ins.

Dia. of center of axle 5^ ins.

Length of tender over bumper beams 21 ft. 9 ins.

Length of tank inside . 20 ft.

Width of tank inside 9 ft. 10 ins.

Height of tank not including collar 5 ft. Y in.

Type of draw gear B. W. twin spring

Among the special equipment used on these engines

are American driver brakes, Westinghouse brakes for

tender and train service, Michigan lubricators, Kunkle

safety valves, Hancock composite injectors, Consolidated

steam heat fixtures, French springs, United States pis-

ton rod packing and Brooks valve stem packing.

»-*-»

Flat Spots that Develop in Driving Wheel Tires.

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic:

Among the mechanical men of the railways of the

country in the past decade there has probably been no one

subject so often and so thoroughly discussed, nor one

regarding which so many theories have been advanced

and so little learned of the true cause, as that of flat

spots developing on driving wheel tires, and I know of

nothing in the motive power department of our railways

Stack, straight or taper Taper at the present time that is demanding more earnest re-

Stack, least diameter taper 15

Stack, greatest dia. taper 16%
Stack, height above smoke box 27

TENDER.

Type 8-wheel steel frame

ins.

ins.

ins.

search for a remedy. For several years the master

mechanics have taken this matter up at their conventions

and discussed it over and over again. With the prac-

tical side, the traveling engineers have done likewise.

and the mechanical engineers have given it their share
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of thought and attention for years. Some of our pro-

gressive superintendents of motive power, aided by the

railway companies, have designed and built testing plants,

whereby locomotives may be mounted on friction rollers

and put through tests as accurate as service tests on the

road, and in some respects more so. One of our leading

technical universities has an ideal plant of this kind

and has made several tests to find out the cause of this

very serious defect, and yet with all that has been said

and done the locomotives on our railways to-day continue

to pound along in the same old way with flat spots in

their tires. Locomotive engineers and firemen riding

from three to four thousand miles a month on these

deformities realize probably more forcibly than others

interested, by reason of their sore sides and lame backs,

the need of a remedy. Supintendents of motive power

realize it by having to take engines into shops every six

or eight months to turn from one hundred to three hun-

dred pounds of good steel from tread of tire in order

to remove these flat spots, when otherwise engines could

JCoSL.

the speed of trains there, and at present the trouble is

universal and chronic. Some claim it is due to too

much lap and too little load given to valve, and still

others claim it is caused by too much counterbalance,

and so on. There have been experiments made time and

time again in these directions (setting valves blind or

giving them more lead, giving valves inside clearance,

etc.) with no perceptible difference as to flat spots. Now
allow me to "ask the question, "If these were the causes

why did not the flat spots develop thirty years ago?"

Now, I claim it is speed and counterbalance combined

that is the cause of all this trouble, and to substantiate

my claims I will refer you again to past history. Twenty-

five years ago the speed of freight trains was from

twelve to twenty miles an hour; of passenger trains

from twenty to thirty; and just as soon as the railways

commenced to increase the speed of their trains these

flat spots commenced to develop on the same engines

that were pulling the trains before, and the greater the

speed the quicker the flat spots would develop, every-

have been kept in service six or eight months longer.

They also realize the damage done to other parts of the

machinery by pounding along at a speed of thirty to sixty

miles per hour. The permanent way officials realize the

damage these engines do to rails, bridges, etc., and the

general managers realize the excessive expense of renew-

als of machinery, bridges, rails and so on.

Everyone interested has been grasping for a remedy

like a drowning man at a straw, but as yet they have

all gone under, so to speak, at least I have heard of no

remedy so far. In my mind there has been many men
who have advanced theories that partly cover the ground,

but not wholly. I have never said anything on the sub-

ject before, but at the same time have my theory for

a number of years as to the cause of this defect.

Now with your kind permission I will switch you

all onto the same track as myself, and by running a

block apart we will avoid collisions and arrive at the

terminal safely.

We will commence and review the history of driving

wheel tires for twenty-five years past. At the beginning

of this period such things as flat spots in driving wheel

tires were unknown, I believe. About twenty years ago
there were occasional reports from roads in the east of

locomotives getting flat tires, and you will note they

commenced to increase the speed of trains down there

about that time. About fifteen years ago this disease

struck the roads in the middle west, and you will also

note that is about the time they commenced to increase

thing else being equal ; and I will ask again if this is not

proof enough that speed is an important factor in the

cause ?

A master mechanic or mechanical engineer can design

an engine having the counterweight in driving wheels

equal to the reciprocating parts, and practically it will

be all right standing still or revolving at ten or fifteen

miles per hour, but it is an altogether different proposi-

tion when the speed is increased to sixty or seventy

miles an hour. No up-to-date mechanical engineer

would think of designing a high speed stationary en-

gine with a counterweight opposite crank shaft and ex-

pect a smooth running engine. He would simply put on

a fly wheel ; and the heavier the rim the smoother -the

engine will run. This same principle applies to loco-

motive practice of to-day. In "figure No. 1, you will

please note a modern driving wheel with pin on lower

quarter and center of counterbalance on top quarter.

Now, imagine this is the right main wheel on a loco-

motive going at the rate of sixty miles per hour, the

weight and angularity of the main rod on the downward
thrust, the steam exerting its greatest power on the

piston, and the counterbalance coming over at the same
time. What is the result? A hammer blow and slip

to be sure. As I look at it, it cannot be otherwise. At
such a high rate of speed the centrifugal force of the

wheels throws the engine out of balance by having coun-

terbalance in wheel opposite pin. These flat spots develop

on right wheel just ahead of the pin or near the eighth.

On the left side the pin would be nearly on the quarter,
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and that pin would be following the flat spot in left

wheel, which would occur on quarter back of pin. At

this point on right side is where most power is developed,

and left being on center, the conditions are vice versa.

Generally there is more or less lost motion between driv-

ing boxes and wedges, also rod connections, on left side,

owing to the fact that engineers are not in a position to

discover the conditions on left side without more trouble.

The thrust of the rod downward, and counterbalance

coming over at same time, with steam exerting its power

on the piston, produces a hammer blow and slip on right

side, but more of a slip than hammer blow on left side,

owing to the loose condition of boxes, etc., which I have

mentioned. These conditions may be reversed, but with

a right hand lead engine it is generally the way explained.

I believe my theory is also proven by the fact that the

more wheels coupled and the smaller the wheels the

quicker these flat spots develop, speed and other condi-

tions being equal : also all main tires, whether on eight,

ten or twelve wheelers, develop flat spots first and the

largest ones, and it is on these wheels of course the most

weight and counterweight is of reciprocating parts.

Now, my idea of a remedy is explained in Fig. No. 2.

Take out counterbalance, or, if you please, place it in

outside rim of wheel, center all that is possible, the more

the better. Just follow out stationary practice as far

as possible, and I believe it will save thousands of dol-

lars to railways annually. Now, if any supintendent

of motive power believes my ideas are correct and fits

up an engine conforming to them, all I ask for the in-

formation is a pass and a permit to ride on the engine

until I get tired of it, for I do long to ride on a smooth

running engine before I die.

I. F. Wallace,

Locomotive Engineer, C, St. P., M. & O. Ry.

Minneapolis, Minn., Oct. 31, 1901.

» »

»

Forty-Ton Box Cars C, B. & Q. Railway

HE Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway

Co. recently placed an order with the Pull-

man Co. for 800 40-foot box cars of 40 tons

capacity, the principal details of which are

covered by the illustrations shown herewith.

None of the cars have as yet been turned out

with the exception of the sample car built

by the railway company, a photograph of

which we reproduce. The inside dimensions

of the car conform to the dimensions recommended by

the American Railway Association as to height and width

inside, the width being 8 feet 6}i inches and the clear

height 8 feet. The details of these cars conform in most

respects to the usual construction of the road, modified as

required to meet the dimensions desired. The longitu-

dinal sills, side plates, purlins, ridge pole, flooring and

lining will be of Norway or long leaf virgin yellow pine

and the other principal parts of the framing of white oak.

The longitudinal sills are 5 inches by 9 inches in section

and six in number. The end sills are 7 inches by 10^4

Forty-ton Box Car, C, B. & Q. Ry.
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inches in section, with the long dimension laid longi-

tudinally and the outside and intermediate sills are con-

nected with the end sills by means of malleable iron sill

pockets. The connections between the center and end

sills are affected by the use of a special form of the Miner

draft attachments which are provided with extensions

I

projecting underneath the end sills and are bolted se-

curely to end and longitudinal sills. The special feature

of this attachment aside from the two spring idea, is the

reduction gained in height as compared with the use of

draft timbers. It will be observed that the center line of

draft is on a level with the lower edge of the longitudinal

sill and that the position of the end sill makes it unneces-

sary to cut into it to provide clearance for the coupler

shank. The position of the end sill also enables it to

resist very effectively the shocks and strains of

service.

All posts and braces are provided with malleable iron

pockets at top and bottom. The ordinary wooden cross

ties or male beams are dispensed with and steel cross ties

used which are made of 8-inch deck beams fitted with

malleable iron truss rod posts. The details of this con-

struction are shown by our illustrations. The trucks are

of the common arch bar type with channel spring planks.

Among the special equipment used are the Miner tan-

dem spring draft attachments, the Prairie door hoop,

the Chicago roof, Westinghouse air brakes, Tower coup-

lers, McCord journal boxes and Prince's mineral paint.

The truck and body bolsters are one-half Bettendorf and

one-half Simplex.
^»»

New Passenger Equipment Grand Trunk Railway

^lOME new equipment has been recently added to

vj what is known as trains Nos. 3 and 4 on the

Grand Trunk Railway System. These trains run be-

tween New York and Chicago and Chicago and Mon-
treal. The first-class coaches that are part of these solid

trains are complete in every detail as regards artistic

taste, appointments and finish. They are 68 feet long,

tremely handsome, set off as they are by trimmings of

bronze design. The dining cars are in accord with the

rest of the equipment of which these trains are com-

posed. The dining rooms are large, being 31 feet 8

inches long, seating thirty persons comfortably. The

oak. Between Toronto and Montreal the cafe-parlor

with wide vestibule, steel platform and an adjustable car is run on train No. 4. They are 61 feet 10 inches

cover over the steps. The vestibules are also lighted long, have steel platforms, with wide vestibules, and are

with a powerful light. Each of these coaches has a seat- mounted on six-wheeled trucks. At one end of the car

ing capacity for seventy-two passengers. The interior general style of the interiors is colonial, in quartered

of these cars are finished in quartered oak and are ex- is placed the ladies' toilet, combining closet and wash-
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room, the latter being roomy and containing a settee at

one end, and the whole being beautifully fitted up. In

the adjoining compartment is the parlor. A door sep-

arates the parlor from the dining room, a comfortable

salon, with a seating capacity for twelve persons. This

room is also handsomely carpeted and furnished with

leather-covered movable chairs. Adjoining the dining

room is the kitchen, wine-locker and buffet, arranged

in a most compact way with a view to quick service and

saving of space. At the farther end of the car is the

smoking room and gentlemen's lavatory. The smoking

room is supplied with five comfortable arm chairs and

a large sofa. The woodwork of the parlor is of finished

mahogany, and the dining and smoking rooms of quar-

tered oak. The ceilings are of wood, tinted green, and
are ornamented in artistic combinations of gold.

Pipe Covering Tests, Manhattan Railway Power House

MR. GEORGE H. BARRUS, consulting steam

engineer, recently conducted some steam pipe

covering tests at the Manhattan Railway power house,

New York City, the results of which were brought out

in a paper read by him to mechanical engineers, archi-

tects and others, on Nov. 12, as follows:

The tests were planned with the object of ascertaining

the efficiency, both comparatively and absolutely, of some

of the leading coverings as ordinarily manufactured, sold,

and applied. By the term "efficiency" is meant simply

that efficiency which measures the degree to which the

covering serves to prevent radiation of heat from the

outside of the pipe, or what is the same thing, the de-

gree to which the covering prevents the condensation of

steam in the interior of the pipe.

The plant was divided into two sections, one for cov-

erings designed to stand the highest pressures which are

now regularly carried by the modern power plants, say

150 lbs. per square inch; and the other for lower pres-

sures such as have been in vogue for many years past,

say 80 lbs. per square inch.

It was sought to install a testing plant for the purpose

in view that should be on a sufficiently large scale to ap-

proximate to practical conditions of service, and that the

work might also be carried out on a commercial scale it

was sought to make and continue the tests a sufficient

number of hours continuously in a day and a sufficient

number of days in succession that no question could be

raised as to the reliability of the data from too short

duration, or from want of continuous repetition. Many
of the coverings were therefore tested day after day for

a period of a month, and every one subjected to at least

three days run from 8 to 9 hours continuous test each

day.

The size of pipe selected for the leading tests was the

ordinary standard two-inch steam pipe; and the length

selected, 100 feet for each pipe. That the effect of size

of pipe on the results might be studied and exhibited, and

at the same time the work brought into line with the

practice of high pressure power plants, especially as re-

gards much of the engine and boiler room piping, two

1 o-inch pipes each 35 feet in length formed a part of the

150-pound section of the apparatus.

The main object so far as the getting of the principal

data is concerned was to properly secure and measure

the water formed by condensation of the steam in the

pipes. Precautions were taken first to insure a supply

of steam to the pipes free from water at the start ; in

other words, dry steam ; second, suitable inclination or

pitch of the pipes to insure the drainage of all the water

formed by condensation to the drip-ends or the points

where it was discharged into the collecting casks ; third,

the thorough venting of the drip-ends of the pipes to

prevent the collection of air in the interior, and fourth,

the proper collection and measurement of all the water

discharged. To secure dry steam at the start, the steam

from the boiler first entered a central separator, which

was merely a vertical 6-inch pipe, drained at the bottom

by a steam trap, the steam entering through a 2-inch

pipe at the top which descends inside about 18 inches;

the steam, freed of its water, passing off at the two side

branches which are each of the 2-inch size. Before en-

tering either header the steam passed through another

separator, which was likewise a 6-inch vertical pipe,

drained at the bottom by a ^4-inch valve, the entering

steam descending through a 2-inch pipe a distance of

about 18 inches, and the dried steam passing off at the

side into the end of a 6-inch header. As a further pre-

caution the outer or dead end of either header was drained

by a ^4-inch pipe, connecting into the main drain pipe

above the valve, and attached to the vertical portion of

this pipe was a glass guage to reveal to the eye any col-

lection of water inside. Beyond all this, a steam calori-

meter was attached to the side of either header, the samp-

ling pipe of which drew from the center of the interior

space. Starting with dry steam in the headers which
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were protected by hair felt and canvas, a supply of dry to fall, and just before the pressure reached zero the

steam to the pipes was secured by connecting to the top j^-inch drips were blown out and the water remaining

of the header and taking the steam in each case through in the pipes drained into pails through the i^-inch

a 2-inch angle valve. The proper drainage of the water valves ; the pails being subsequently emptied into the

formed by condensation in the test pipes was secured by casks. All the water resulting from the preliminary heat-

pitching them from the inlet end to the discharge end. ing of the pipes and coverings and the draining of the

The 2-inch pipes have a total drop from one end to the apparatus at the end, was collected and weighed in the

other of 16 inches. The 10-inch pipes have a total drop casks, in addition to that condensed during the period

of 6 inches. of normal conditions. Half-hourly observations were

The venting of air was secured by the attachment of made of the weight on each scale, so that the condensa-

a 54 -inch air pipe to each drip end, at a point about half tion due to the preliminary heating could be separately

inch above the line of the bottom of the pipe inside. determined, and the record of the test ascertained for

The drip end of each test-pipe was provided with a any smaller period desired than the whole day's run.

vertical drain pipe of the ^2 -inch size, provided at the The temperature of the air surrounding the pipes was

bottom with a ^2 -inch globe valve. Attached to the pipe shown by thermometers suspended 24 inches below the

above this valve was a glass water guage. By means of coverings, and distributed in various parts of the room

;

this glass guage, an all-important appendage to each and the condition of the air as regards humidity was

pipe, a knowledge was had of the exact state of the water shown by wet and dry bulb thermometers,

condensed in the pipe, and by suitable regulation of the The pressure in each of the two sections of the ap-

discharge valve the water could be kept drawn down paratus was shown by the guages attached near each

continuously to the desired mark, and all the water dis- header, and the temperature of the steam by two ther-

charged to the weighing cask as fast as it collected, mometers placed in wells which were sunk within. The

To facilitate the easy regulation of the discharge water, temperature of the water discharged from the pipes and

a second discharge pipe of the ^-inch size was attached the temperature of the outside of the coverings were

to the drip end of the lower guage fitting and this was taken, and all the various observations made during the

provided with a ^-inch globe valve. The main depend- test were at uniform time intervals, so as to obtain aver-

ence for the discharge of water into the casks was placed age records of the attending conditions. The use of a

upon this pipe, and its outlet descended to within 6 inches delicate anemometer failed to show an air current about

of the bottom. That all the water discharged under the the pipes at any time sufficient to move the fan in the

pressure to which it was subjected in the test-pipe might least.

be recovered without loss of evaporation when the pres- The tests above described were made with pipe having

sure was relieved, the cask was partly filled with cold dead ends and with no circulation of steam through the

water at the beginning of a test, and the highly heated pipe except that required to supply the loss by condensa-

water quickly cooled. Each cask rested on an indepen- tion, and the small amount escaping at the air-vent—in

dent platform scale which read to *4 pounds and the rate no case being in excess one-half of one horse power of

of condensation in the pipe for any interval of time, steam for any one of either the 2-inch or of the 10-inch

such as a half hour, or an hour, was the increase of pipes. To determine whether this method of test is ap-

weight shown on the scales for that period of time. plicable to the ordinary conditions of service where steam

In planning the tests of the 80-pound section of cover- is moving through the pipe at a far greater velocity, two

ings two methods were pursued. Four pipes were tested pipes were fitted at their drip ends with steam discharge

with four different coverings, each of which was in use pipes arranged so as to obtain any desired current

without removal during the entire time of the tests, through the pipe without carrying away with the steam

which commenced Sept. 27th. With the exception of one discharged any of the water condensed. The amount

week, these coverings were under test 8 to 9 hours per discharged was determined by passing the steam through

day, each day of the week throughout. Another pipe a horizontal orifice y?. inch in diameter, and maintaining

was used to test the four different classes, substituting above it a pressure of about 15 pounds by the guage.

each week, thereby applying one by one the various cov- This made a current through the pipes having a velocity

erings to the same pipe, and so far as attainable subject- of about 18 feet per second. It was found as a result

ing it to the same surrounding conditions. To a limited of tests made first with no current and then with the

extent the same system was followed on the 150-pound steam moving at the velocity mentioned, that the rate

section of 2-inch pipes ; the endeavor being to obtain of condensation was unaffected, being the same with

sufficient data to enable a reliable conclusion to be drawn moving- steam as it was with comparatively dead steam,

regarding the effect of all differences of condition. and this was true whether the pipes were covered or

The tests started each morning with pipes empty and bare,

pipes and coverings cold. A period of iy2 hours usually The lowest rate of condensation obtained on any of

sufficed to thoroughly heat the coverings, and after that "the 2-inch coverings of the 80-pound section was a total

time for 7 to j
r/2 hours uniform conditions as to rate of for the entire pipe of 13.46 pounds per hour, and the

. condensation prevailed. At the end of a day's run, the highest, 15.14 pounds. The lowest on any of the 2-inch

steam was shut off from the headers, the pressure allowed coverings of the 150-pound section was 10.47 pounds
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per hour, and the highest, 14 pounds per hour. The

lowest on any of the 10-inch coverings was 10.67 pounds

per hour total for the entire pipe and the highest 15.93

pounds. All these figures apply to the average rate for

a period of 7 or 73^ hours continuous run.

The following results of the tests show the order of

efficiency of the different coverings

:

2-IN. COVERINGS 80 LBS. PRESSURE.

1. Johns' Asbestocel.

2. New York Air Cell.

3. Carey's Moulded.

5. Gast's Ambler Air Cell.

2-IN. COVERINGS—150 LBS. PRESSURE.

i. Johns' Asbesto-Sponge Hair Felt—3 ply.

2. Johns' Asbesto-Sponge Hair Felt—2 ply.

3. Asbesto-Sponge Felted (Sectional).

4. K. & M. Magnesia (85 per cent Carb. of Mag-
nesia).

5. Asbestos Fire Felt (Navy Brand).

IO-IN. COVERINGS—150 LBS. PRESSURE.

i. Johns' Asbesto-Sponge Felted.

2. K. & M. Magnesia (85 per cent Carb. of Mag-
nesia).

3. Asbestos Fire Felt (Navy Brand).

4. Watson's Imperial.

Minimum and Maximum Rates of Condensation per

Hour for Each of the Coverings Tested.

2-in. coverings, 80 lbs. pressure.

Length of test pipes 100 feet.

Mini-

mum.
Johns' Moulded . 13.46

New York Air Cell 13.88

Carey's Moulded 14.18

Johns' Moulded 14-15

Gast's Ambler Air Cell 14.60

2-in. coverings, 150 lbs. pressure.

Length of Test Pipes 100 feet.

Johns' Asbesto-Sponge Hair Felt, 3 ply. 10.47

Johns' Asbesto-Sponge Hair Felt, 2 ply. . 11.21

Asbesto-Sponge Felted (Sectional) 11.20

K. & M. Magnesia (85 per cent Carb. of

Magnesia) 11.64

Asbestos Fire Felt (Navy Brand) i3-i8

10-in. coverings, 150 lbs. pressure.

Length of Test Pipes 35 feet.

Johns' Asbesto-Sponge Felted 10.67

K. & M. Magnesia (85 per cent Carb. of

Magnesia) 13.00

Asbestos Fire Felt (Navy Brand) 14.00

Watson's Imperial 15.79

Bare Pipes.

2-in., 80 lbs. pressure 55-75

2-in., 150 lbs. pressure 7 x -78

10-in., 150 lbs. pressure io5-9

Temperature air of room (approx.) . . . . 50.

Maxi-

mum.
14.07

14.14

15.00

15-07

15-14

10.93

11.29

n-57

12.20

14.00

11.07

13.64

14.64

15-93

60.30

72.20

112

75-
«» »

»

New Locomotives for the C, M. & St P. Railway

THROUGH the courtesy of Mr. A. E. Manchester, photographs taken of the wide firebox Atlantic type

superintendent of motive power, we are enabled to passenger and 10-wheel freight locomotives recently de-

present the accompanying half tone illustrations from livered to the C, M. & St. P. Ry. by the Baldwin Loco-

Baldwin Locomotive, C., M. & St. P. Ry.
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Baldwin Locomotives, C, M. & St. P. Ry.

motive Works. These engines, although but recently received some years ago. The change was made neces-

placed in service, have met with very general favor, and sary by reason of the heavier trains and faster schedules

surpass expectations in steaming qualities. now run on these divisions. It is a little early to speak

The passenger engines are used on the main lines be- of results, but some fine records have been made as to

tween Chicago and LaCrosse, and Chicago and Savanna, speed, and we will doubtless be enabled later on to af-

hauling the Pioneer Limited, the Omaha Express and ford our readers more information about their per-

fast mail trains, replacing the Atlantic type locomotives formance.
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A Center Bearing Axle.

lOME of the modern heavy locomotives are

giving considerable trouble and causing

delays to fast freight trains on account of the

excessive weight on the driving boxes,

which, as is well known, are restricted to

limited dimensions both in diameter and in

length. The heating of the driving boxes

and axles (presumably on account of exces-

sive pressure per square inch) necessitated

something to remedy the matter, and the device shown

in accompanying drawings was applied to several loco-

motives by Mr. George W. West, superintendent of

motive power of the New York, Ontario & Western

Railway, and since learning the efficiency of same has

been patented by him.

applied to the main axle of a locomotive, the former fig-

ure being a cross section of locomotive frames and

Figure 2 a longitudinal section through the center of

axle. The center driving box is here shown as being

equipped with bronze bearing and cellar underneath

the axle, packed with lubricant same as the ordinary

driving boxes.

The weight of locomotive is distributed to this center

bearing through a spring (and saddle resting upon

top of driving box), the ends of which are connected to

The application of the intermediate or center bearing

on driving axles is shown in Figures 1 and 2 as being

a yoke shown in Figures 1 and 2, and the yoke it at-

tached to frame by the bolts, the pedestal brace being

gained out for the foot of yoke to pass through. The

spring has been adjusted to carry about 10,000 pounds,

relieving the ordinary springs of this amount, but is

readily increased or diminished by lengthening or short-

ening the spring hangers.

To hold the center driving box from revolving with

the axle the jays are provided and can be connected to

cross frame braces or one end attached to firebox. In

case of the rear axle (which usually passes underneath

the ash pan) this device has been applied, as shown in

Figures 3 and 4, which do not require further explana-

tion. The ends of driving box cellar on this axle should

be well covered with an end cap to protect same from
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ashes and dust. The length of the center bearing on

the rear axle can usually be 10 inches or longer, but on

the main axle this journal is limited to the distance be-

tween eccentrics.

The efficiency of this device has been proven by its

application to several 70-ton mogul locomotives which

give a great deal of trouble, seldom giving over 30

days' continuous service, but have now been run con-

tinuously for 15 or 18 months, every day in the week,

making from 130 to 250 miles daily without heating or

giving any trouble whatever from hot driving boxes,

hauling heavy passenger and fast freight trains. This

same device has been applied with excellent results to

the rear axle of passenger engines with 4 drivers, for the

purpose of making easier riding for the enginemen.
»

»

A Pneumatic Fan

THE illustration shown herewith is of a small air-

driven fan which is being used in the shop of a

southern railroad. As will be noted by looking at the

drawing, the fan is of the rotary type and runs at any

pressure obtainable. The consumption of air is small,

lowing: The Berlin Neuste Nachrichten, of October 29,

contains a telegram from Munich concerning the results

of the experience of the Royal Railway Administration

with American locomotives, of which the folowing is

a translation : The general administration of the Bavarian

State railways ordered and received from the Baldwin

Locomotive Works, in Philadelphia, two express passen-

ger locomotives, which have been in use nearly ^ of

a year. The difference between these locomotives

—

which are easily recognized by their unearthly whistle

—

and the German engines consists principally in the fact

that they have on each side three cylinders, placed ver-

tically one above the other, and cast in one piece with

the valve chests and saddle. In other respects, the Ameri-

can machines are characterized throughout by the great-

est simplicity in all parts, and their management differs

very slightly from that of any other locomotive. Since

they were placed in service, the methods in which the

steam power acts and the general efficiency of the loco-

motive have been very carefully observed. The result

of all these tests and observations has been entirely satis-

factory. The general direction has now, as is announced

Pneumatic Fan

the air compressor at the shop, when the fan is in use,

easily keeping up the pressure against four of them in

constant use in the shop. At a pressure of eighty pounds
it easily makes 3,000 revolutions and throw a current of

air 25 feet. Such a fan is of course very desirable in

warm weather.

* »

American Locomotive in Bavaria

Mr. Frank H. Mason, Consul-General at Berlin, writes

regarding the American locomotive in Bavaria the fol-

by the Munich Allgemeine Zeitung, secured the patent

of the American Vauclain, and authorized the construe

tion of a locomotive according to this system, with cer-

tain modifications, by each of the two firms Krauss &
Co., of Munich, and J. A. Maffei, of Hirschau. These

machines are now in process of construction, and it will

depend upon their efficiency and durability whether the

•system shall be further utilized. The cost of the Ba-

varian locomotives will be about 20,000 marks ($5,760)

greater than that of the American.
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Death of Colonel Soper.

COLONEL ARTHUR W. SOPHER, president of

Safety Car Heating and Lighting Company and

the Pintsch Compressing Company died after a month's

illness at his residence in New York City, on Sunday

December 1. Colonel Soper has been prominently identi-

fied for many years with railroad interests throughout

the country. He was born at Rome, N. Y., on July 16,

1838. At the age of twenty he entered railway service'

as a clerk in the freight office of the Rome, Watertown

and Ogdensburg Railroad. At the end of three years

he was appointed superintendent's clerk. This position

he held two years, when he was made a passenger conduc-

tor, and the following year appointed assistant superin-

tendent of the Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg Rail-

way, under Addison Day. Some four years later Mr.

Col. A. W. Soper.

Day was called to St. Louis as superintendent of the

St. Louis, Iron Mountain and Southern Railway, and

soon after his arrival offered Mr. Soper the office of

assistant superintendent, which he accepted, leaving

Rome in February, 1871. At the end of a year Mr. Day
resigned because of ill health, and Mr. Soper was made
general superintendent, and afterwards for several years,

general manager.

As president of the Pintsch Compressing Company
Colonel Soper achieved his greatest success. He went

to New York City in 1889, and with George M. Pull-

man, Sidney Dillon and others organized the Pintsch

Compressing Company and the Safety Car Heating and

Lighting Company. At that time the so-called "Pintsch"

lights were used by only two railroads in the United

States, but before his death Colonel Soper was to see

it adopted by fully one-half of the roads in the country.

Colonel Soper's successful career as a railroad man

covers a period of forty-three ears. He began at the

foot of the ladder, as a train conductor, and, by dint

of application and seemingly inexhaustible energy, before

many years had passed had won the confidence and

esteem of such men as the late Jay Gould, Collis P. Hunt-

ington, Thomas Scott, the president of the Pennsylvania,

and S. W. Fordyce, of the St. Louis and St. Paul. Syd-

ney Dillon, Sir W. C. Van Horn and the late Garrett

A. Hobart, and former President Harrison, were also

among the men with whom he was associated, both in

a business way and personally.

Just above the desk in Colonel Soper's office is a

framed engraving, presented to him by some of his more

intimate associates. This shows a strong, sharp, well-

shaped pick, and under it is the legend: "If there's a

way, I'll find it ; if there is none, I'll make one." This

is in epitome the secret of Colonel Soper's success, the

axiom which made possible his phenomenal rise to in-

fluence and wealth. But coupled with this determina-

tion was a broad sympathy, a whole-heartedness, which

enabled him not only to understand the characteristics of

the manv men with whom he came in contact, but to

gain and secure their lasting respect and friendship.

• »

A New Catalogue.

The catalogue just issued by the J. A. Fay & Egan
Co. of 145-166 West Front street, Cincinnati, Ohio, has

just reached our office. Heretofore the catalogues of

J. A. Fay and Company and the Egan Company have

been issued separately but to facilitate matters and en-

able buyers to gain an adequate idea of the many diver-

sified lines of machines that are now being turned out by

these companies it was decided to combine the two into

a large and complete book. This catalogue, known as

series "L," is now completed and ready for distribution

among those interested. The Fay and Egan companies

are large manufacturers of wood working machinery

especially adapted for railway and car shops. They have

received medals and awards from all of the principal ex-

positions because of the character of the goods manufac-

tured by them. At Paris in 1900 they were awarded for

the third time the "Grand Prix" and the declaration of

the "Legion of Honor" was conferred upon Colonel

Egan by the French government.

»

»

New Planer, Matcher and Joiner.

WE illustrate a new machine just brought out and

placed on the market by J. A. Fay & Egan Co., of

145 to 166 West Front St., Cincinnati, O., and patented

January 9th and March 20th, 1900. It .is their No. 26

heavy six-roll double-cylinder planing, matching and

jointing machine. This is the largest and heaviest com-

bined planer and matcher they make, and is especially

recommended for railroad car and repair shops, and

large planing mills. It will plane 30 inches wide and 14

inches thick, and will work simultaneously three sides

of two pieces of material of uneven thickness up to 12

in. wide and 14 in. thick. The frame is massive, per-
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fectly pointed, and bolted to insure rigidity. The cylin-

ders are made from solid-forged steel, and are slotted on

all their faces. The matching works are very substantial,

and are fitted with a patent matcher-clip for working

cross-grained and knotty lumber, producing rapid and

accurate work. The feed works are very powerful, con-

sisting of six rolls eight inches in diameter, connected by

a train of heavy expansion gearing, with double links,

and are heavily weighted. In fact, this machine will

be found to have embodied in its construction numerous

devices and conveniences for facilitating the work, and

doing it in the most accurate and rapid manner. If our

readers are interested and will write them, the manu-

facturers will furnish them with prices and full particu-

lars, and also their large new illustrated poster, showing

this and other ear repair and pattern shop machines.

»

»

AWes of the Month

Mr. J. S. Thompson, recently connected with the me-

chanical department of the Vandalia line and for several

years connected with the mechanical department of the

Ann Arbor railroad and Steamship lines, has been ap-

pointed mechanical engineer for the Locomotive Appli-

ance Company, whose general offices are at No. 1504

Fisher Building, Chicago, 111. For the present Mr.

Thompson will make his headquarters at Indianapolis,

corner of 21st St. and Northwestern Ave.

Miss Helen Gould has given another $1,000 to the new
railroad Y. M. C. A. building at Coffeeville, Kan., mak-
ing a total of $3,000 she has donated. The building is

two stories high, built of brick, is adjacent to the Missouri

-Pacific depot and cost $13,500. In addition to sleeping

rooms, it contains a lecture room, library, reading room,

reception hall, game rooms, bath and bowling alley. The
membership fee is $5 per year and the cost of sleeping

rooms to members is but 10 cents per night, including

bath. A membership of 500 is expected, and is not to be

confined to railroad men. F. L. Greer is secretary of the

association.

The Galena and the Signal Oil companies send out the

following announcement under the date of January 1,

1902. "The Galena Oil Company and the Signal Oil

Company have been consolidated into the Galena-Signal

Oil Company, which new company will carry out all the

contracts, perform all the duties and continue the business

of each of the old companies. We solicit for the new
company a continuance of your patronage and friendship

which we have enjoyed in the past."

-A letter to the Homestead Valve Manufacturing Co.,

of Pittsburg, speaks well for the valves manufactured by

them, we quote from it as follows : "You have splendid

valves and I would like to introduce them in this section

at my own expense, that is I would' call on the manufac-

turers and pay the labor of putting them on trial out of

my own pocket, if you would give me protection* and

make it an object for me. All your valve wants here, is

some one to push it. I have given your valves a fair trial,

having put those on you sent me a year ago last April.

They are just as good to-day as the day I put them on,

and I have put on everything that has been made

for boiler blow-off for the past 26 years." A full de-

scription of the Homestead valve here referred to will

be found in the February, 1901, issue of the Railway

Master Mechanic.

W. E. Miller, formerly president, and L. B. Thorn-

burgh, formerly assistant general sales agent of the

Shelby Steel Tube Company, have opened a business as

metal brokers, under the title of the Miller & Thorn-

burgh Company, with offices at 135 Broadway, New
York. The firm will handle tubing, sheet steel, standard

pipe, etc.

Thomas M. McGill & Company have opened an office

at 805 Tacoma Building, Chicago, for the handling of

railway supplies. Mr. McGill is well known among

railway and railway supply men, having been connected

with both the Railway and Engineering Review and

the Railway Age. For a number of years he has been

identified with the lumber business in Chicago.

The Three Rivers Railway Supply Company of Three

Rivers, Mich., have sold their title and interests in rail-

way crossing alarms to the Railroad Supply Company,

Bedford Building, Chicago, and will discontinue the

manufacture and selling of the highway alarms. The

Ross & Holden crossing alarms in the future will be

manufactured by the Railroad Supply Company.

The largest increase in the business of the Handy
Car Equipment Company has made it necessary for them

to remove their office from 1525 Old Colony Building,

to more extensive quarters in suite 890 of the same

building. This company sells the Handy Box Car, and

the Snow Car and Locomotive replacers.

The American Trade Index, a descriptive and classified

membership directory of the National Association of

Manufacturers of the United States is a most convenient-

ly arranged book of reference for foreign buyers. The

purpose of the "Index" is to furnish to merchants who
are interested in American goods a comprehensive hand-

book of the leading manufacturers of the United States.

The Walworth Mfg. Co. have secured from the Na-

tional Tube Co. the rights on the "Mack Locomotive

Injector." They are preparing a reduced price list of

parts, and will shortly be in a position to put the in-

jector on the market at a reduced price. They have also

issued a new desk calendar for 1902, which they will

be glad to furnish to friends.

The N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R. have closed a contract

for a 5,000 H. P. electric plant to be installed at their new
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shops at Reaclville, Mass. The shops are expected to be power." Read these two essays on Roosevelt and Piatt,

ready for occupancy next summer. and you will learn why people all over the country are

The St. Louis Railway Club gave their annual Christ- looking more and more to William Allen White to teach

mas smoker on Friday, the 13th of the month, and in them the common-sense truth about the public men of our

spite of the proverbially unlucky day of the month and own day that we want to learn the truth about,

week everything passed off most pleasantly and with The Northern Engineering Works of Detroit, Mich.,

honor to our friend Johann who had the entertainment in have recently installed an electric traveling crane in the

charge. plant of the Lunkenheimer Company of Cincinnati, O.

Secretary Taylor has sent out the following announce- The crane will take the place of a hand power crane and

ment regarding the conventions for this year : The will be used for floor work.

Thirty-sixth Annual Convention of the Master Car Work has been started on the new cylinder shop 100

Builders' Association will be held at Saratoga, N. Y., by 300 feet to be built at the Brooks Works of the Ameri-

commencing Wednesday, June 18, 1902. The The can Locomotive Company at Dunkirk, N. Y. The com-

Thirty-fifth Annual Convention of the American Rail- pany have also secured additional land in the vicinity

way Master Mechanics' Association will be held at Sara- f the shops, where it is said a new machine shop and

toga, N. Y., commencing Monday, June 23, 1902. Head- foundry will shortly be erected.

quarters will be at Grand Union Hotel, which has made AmQng ^ many monthly periodical publications of
the following terms for members and their friends: Ms country> most of which are devoted to articles of a

Per day. literary character, it is interesting to note one that is

Single room, without bath, one person. : $3.00 primarily devoted to the dissemination of public informa-

Double room, without bath, one person 4.00 tion. We refer to "The Official Guide of the Railway
Ordinary double room, with bath, one person 5.00 and Steam Navigation Lines of the United States, Can-
Extra large double room, with bath, one person.

. . 6.00 ada> Mexico, Cuba and Porto Rico," so large a portion

Double room, without bath, two persons, each 3.00 of the contents of which consists of information as to the

Ordinary double room, with bath, two persons, each 4.00 most recent raiiway and steamboat schedules, which em-
Extra large double room, with bath, two persons, braces the latest news as to all changes in such schedules.

eacn 5-°° The importance of having this information embody the

For special accommodations that may be required, current news on the subject cannot fail to be realized by
such as apartments of three or four rooms, or large every traveler who purposes to take passage on a train

drawing-rooms, special rates "will be made on applica- or steamboat. Those of us who have suffered the in-

tion. Members of the association will have preference convenience of missing a train for the want of this latest

of rooms until March 15, 1902. Applications for rooms information (and who has not done so at some time?)
should be made to Woolley & Gerrans, Saratoga Springs, wjh not need to have its importance impressed upon us.

N. Y., and the committee of arrangements requests that j t js an exceedingly disagreeable situation to realize on
the members should apply at once for rooms. The joint arriving at a station that the time of the train which we
committee of arrangements consists of Messrs. G. W. propose to take has been changed, that it has already de-

West, F. W. Brazier and F. A. Casey. parted and that one has been left because of the failure

Abundant harvests and great activity in all branches to receive news of the change. In fact, many serious

of trade have caused demands to be made upon railroads consequences may arise from such a situation. The latest

that were impossible to foresee, and congestion is the information as to such changes appear in each monthly

rule at all leading exchange points, especially in the west issue of "The Official Guide," and the extent to which

and southwest. The railroads are also suffering from this important news affects people generally may be real-

shortage in freight equipment which, however, can hardly ized from the following extract from the leading editorial

be charged to laxity on the part of railroads in looking in its December issue: "We publish in our December
after their rolling stock as more new cars and engines issue not merely the current figures for all railway lines,

have been ordered the last year than ever before. but also information conveyed to us by mail and telegraph

W. D. Sargent, president of the American Brake Shoe respecting changes on 619 time-tables, affecting not less

Company, Chicago, was elected president of the National than 15,846 trains and giving the latest current news as

Founders' Association at its annual convention recently to the time of the arrival and departure of trains at not

held in New York. less than 28,000 stations. The number of people who are

Here is a striking example of the way McClure's affected by these changes may be counted by millions.

Magazine keeps up to the times. When Roosevelt was While the extent of this news printed in the December

governor of New York he was a thorn in Tom Piatt's 'Guide' is greater than usual, nevertheless the smallest

side. As Mr. White puts it, "Piatt's machine has one number of new time-tables respecting which current in-

immovable check—an honest executive." So Piatt con- formation was published in 'The Guide' for any month in

trived to be rid of him by making him vice-president. I 9° I was 226."

Now Roosevelt is president, and Piatt, to quote Mr. S. E. Moore, the well known accountant, for many
White again, "is passing from his kingdom and his years auditor of Carnegie Steel Company, has been ap-
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pointed auditor of the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The H. W. Johns Mfg. Co., of New York, and the

Manville Covering Co., of Milwaukee, each company

having been closely identified as handling the goods

manufactured by the other, have consolidated their in-

terests. This consolidation takes effect January 1st.

The new company, whose capital stock will be $3,000,000,

will be known as the H. W. Johns-Manville Co. The
officers of the new company will be : Mr. T. F. Man-
ville, president; Mr. C. B. Manville, vice-president; Mr.

George W. Gladwin, vice-president ; Mr. F. R. Boocock,

treasurer, and Mr. fH. E. Manville, secretary. Mr.

James G. Cannon will be chairman of the board of di-

rectors. Mr. C. R. Manville will be manager of the

western department, and he, with Mr. C. B. Manville

will remain in Milwaukee. Mr. T. F. Manville and

Mr. H. E. Manville will remove to New York. The
new company is rapidly completing a plant at Milwaukee

for the manufacture of carbonate of magnesia and min-

eral wool. When this plant is completed, the company

will be prepared to furnish a most complete line of all

grades of steam pipe and boiler coverings and asbestos

goods of all descriptions.

Cornelius Vanderbilt gave a stereopticon lecture on

"The Development of Locomotive Boilers," before the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Society of Arts

at Boston, Mass., Dec. 13. The development of the fire-

box, together with a careful explanation of his own in-

vention, the Vanderbilt boiler, formed the prominent

feature of the discourse.

From the office of the secretary under date of De-

cember 2, 1901, we have received the following in re-

gard to the outside dimensions of box cars, which has

been sent to all the members of the Master Car Build-

ers' Association

:

At a meeting of the American Railway Association,

held in St. Louis, Mo., Wednesday, October 23, 1901,

the following resolutions were adopted

:

"Resolved, That the dimensions of the standard box car be 36

feet in length, 8 feet 6 inches in width and 8 feet in height, all

inside dimensions. Cross section 68 square feet, capacity 2,448

cubic feet. The side door opening to be 6 feet in width."

"Resolved, That the Master Car Builders' Association be re-

quested to consider and adopt the required external dimensions

of the standard box car based upon the interior dimensions, as

prescribed by the American Railway Association."

Immediately upon receipt of notice of the action of

the American Railway Association, the president of the

Master Car Builders' Association named the undersigned

as a committee to consider the subject. The committee

held a meeting in Chicago on November 30, and after

a careful consideration of the limiting dimensions of the

important railroad clearances, the present established

height of loading platforms, the various methods of car

body construction and such other matters as seemed to

have a bearing on the subject, it proposes the following

dimensions for this class of cars

:

For a box car set on the trucks used as standard, where the

height from top of rail to top of floor is 4 feet

:

Height, top of rail to upper edge of eaves 12 ft. 6^4 ins.

The following details were used to determine the above ele-

vation :

Top of rail to upper face of floor 4 ft. in.

Upper face of floor to under edge of carline 8 o

Width of carline at end where secured to plate.

.

3 13/16
"

Thickness of rafter to which metallic roof is

applied \Y%

Thickness of purlin to which roof boards are

secured \Yi

Thickness of roof boards 13/16"

12 ft. T% in.

Less pitch of roof from inside edge of plate to

outside edge of eaves V& in.

12 ft. 6?4 in.

Width, at eaves, at above height, maximum 9 ft. 7^ in.

The following details were used to determine the above di-

mension :

Width between lining 8 ft. 6 in.

Thickness of lining 1^
Thickness of siding 1^
Thickness of posts and braces 6

Air space between fascia boards 1

Thickness of fascia boards i5/£

Projection on each side for roof Y\ inch i 1
/*

9 ft. 7V& in.

The committee believes that with the above allowances

no difficulty whatever will be encountered in framing a

car with a metallic roof as is ordinarily applied. Where

a double roof is applied with the ordinary construction,

this width can be reduced from }i inch to ^4 incn DY

using the usual i^-inch rabbeted fascia board, allowing

the roof to project from }i inch to 1 inch over the fascia

boards.

The committee recommends as a minimum distance

from top of rail to bottom edge of outside sill not less

than 1 foot 6 inches. This limit of dimension is recom-

mended for the reason that on many roads there are

girder bridges and viaducts which necessitate a limit

at this point.

For a box car set on low trucks where the height from top of

rail to top of floor is 3 feet 6 inches,

Height, top of rail to upper edge of eaves 12 feet Y\ inch

Width at eaves, at above height, maximum 9 feet 10 inches

In determining the above elevation, the same details

were used as in the case of the car on trucks used as

standard, except in the dimension given for height from

top of rail to upper face of floor. The committee has not

made any recommendations as to longitudinal dimensions,

but it is of the opinion that the strongest end possible

should be used in the construction of the car, regardless

of the exterior longitudinal dimensions. It, however,

recommends the dimensions for cross section and eleva-

tin of the eaves submitted above for your consideration,

and has given sizes for the different parts used, believing

• that they are ample for the framing of a car to meet the

inside dimensions adopted by the American Railway

Association. The above dimensions are submitted to

the members at this time as the recommendation of your
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committee, and it asks that you address a letter to the

secretary of the association before January 1, 1902, stat-

ing whether or not they meet with your approval ; and if

not, wherein they should be modified to meet the con-

ditions existing on your road.

(Signed) C. A. Schroyer, chairman; G. W. Rhodes,

W. P. Appleyard, J. N. Barr, Joseph Buker, committee.

Personal

Mr. S. L. Farmer, foreman of freight repairs at the

Delaware shops of the Big Four, has retired.

Mr. W. C. Walsh has been appointed master mechanic

of the Southern Indiana, vice Mr. E. S. Walker, re-

signed.

Mr. R. P. C. Sanderson has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power, of the Seaboard Air Line, vice

Mr. F. H. McGee.

Mr. E. M. Roberts has been appointed superintendent

of motive power and equipment of the Detroit & South-

ern, vice Mr. T. M. Downing, resigned.

The office of Mr. A. W. Quackenbush, master me-

chanic of the Omaha, Kanshas City & Eastern, has been

removed from Stanberry to Milan, Mo.

Mr. Lewis Archer has been appointed master mechanic

of the Wrightsville & Tennille, with headquarters at

Tennille, Ga., vice Mr. R .A. Moore, resigned.

Mr. William Cross, formerly mechanical superintendent

of the Western division of the Canadian Pacific, has been

appointed chief engineer of tests at Montreal, Que.

Mr. Charles Greenough, master mechanic of the Brad-

ford Bordell & Kinzua, has been appointed superinten-

dent of motive power, with headquarters at Foxburg, Pa.

Mr. George J. Hatz, master mechanic of the Illinois

Central at East St. Louis, will succeed Mr. F. E. Place

as general foreman of the locomotive works at Burnside.

Mr. J. E. Bowden has been appointed master mechanic

of the Baltimore & Ohio shops at Grafton, W. Va., suc-

ceeding Mr. James Pendergast, transferred to Pittsburg.

. Mr. William N. McMunn, mechanical engineer of the

Chicago Union Transfer Railway, has resigned to take

charge of the mechanical department of Fitz, Hugh &
Co., Chicago.

Mr. O. E. Raidy is acting as road foreman of engines

of the Peoria division of the Vandalia, his authority as

trainmaster of the Vandalia having been extended over

the Peoria division.

Mr. B. C. Gerner has been appointed master mechanic
of the Intercolonial Railway, with office at Stellarton,

N. S., and Mr. W. C. Hunter has been appointed air

brake inspector, with office at Moncton, N. B.

Mr. T. H. Symington, who was until recently superin-

tendent of motive power of the Atlantic Coast Line and
later president of the T. H. Symington & Co., of Balti-

more, has accepted a position as representative of the

Gold Car Heating Co., of New York and Chicago.

Mr. F. H. McGee, superintendent of motive power -if

the Seaboard Air Line, has been appointed master me-

chanic of the same road at Americus, Ga., vice Mr. D. J.

Justice, transferred with the title of general foreman to

Savannah, Ga.

Mr. H. Swoyer, master mechanic of the Atlantic Coast

Line at Florence, S. C, has been appointed general

master mechanic of the Louisville & Nashville, with

headquarters at Louisville, Ky., to succeed Mr. Mord
RobertSj resigned.

Mr. John A. Greenhoe, formerly master car builder

and master car painter of the Arkansas Midland, has

been appointed master mechanic of the Gulf & Chicago,

with headquarters at Ripley, Miss., in place of Mr. T.

M. Cox, resigned.

Mr. John Player, superintendent of machinery of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has resigned on account

of ill health, and Mr. G. R. Henderson has been ap-

pointed in his place. Mr. Player will hereafter be con-

sulting superintendent of machinery.

Mr. George S. McKee has resigned as division master

mechanic of the Wabash at Fort Wayne, Ind., to accept

the position of superintendent of motive power and car

equipment of the Mobile & Ohio, with headquarters at

Mobile, O., vice Mr. M. T. Carson, resigned.

Mr. D. Van Alstine, heretofore master mechanic ol

the Chicago Great Western, has had his title changed to

that of superintendent of motive power. The headquar-

ters of Mr. F. N. Risteen, who has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent of motive power, are to be at Oel-

wein, la.

Mr. S. S. Swift, assistant foreman of the Kansas City

car shops of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has been

promoted to the position of foreman of the car shops

at La Junta. Mr. Swift succeeds Mr. C. C. Crewson,

who has accepted a position with the St. Louis & San

Francisco.

Mr. W. J. Richardson has been appointed assistant to

the superintendent of machinery and rolling stock of the

Intercolonial Railway, with headquarters at Moncton, N.

B. Up to this time Mr. Richardson has held the fol-

Wabash Railway, at St. Thomas, Ont. ; September 1899

to October 1900, clerk, Chicago & Grand Trunk Rail-

way, at Port Huron, Mich. ; October 1900 to November

1 901, timekeeper, Fort Gratiot (locomotive) shops, Chi-

cago & Grand Trunk Railway.

Mr. W. O. Thompson, formerly traveling engineer of

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, at Elkhart, Ind.,

later train dispatcher at the same point, who has been

with the railway department of the International Cor-

respondence School for the past nine months, has been

appointed general inspector for the locomotive depart-

ment of the New York Central, with headquarters at

West Albany, N. Y.
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^ Railroad Paint Shop >?
A Department Devoted to the Interest of master Car and Locomotive Painters

Edited by CHAS. E. COPP, General Foreman Painter, Car Department, Boston & Maine Railroad, Lawrence, Mass.

Official Org'an of tRe Master Car and Locomotive Painters Association

M
M. C. & L. P. A. Portrait Gallery. is needed to shield them from the devouring tooth of

R. CHRISTOPHER CLARK, familiarly known the weather, or other elements; and, judging by observa-

among our "boys" as "Chris," was born at Bir-

mingham, England, in 1859, and attended now "King

Edward's" school in that city and was later apprenticed

in a small town where the muller and slab were still in

use to learn the painter's trade.

tion and past experience, this will be a considerable item

for some time to come. It is a fact that iron and steel

unprotected with paint, will decay very rapidly, prob-

ably faster than wood. In the old colonial and revolu-

tionary days paint was considered a luxury, or a crude

Like his ancient namesake, Christopher Columbus, he and unknown quantity in New England and houses then

felt an itching for a new world, so he set sail in 1881 built were left unpainted. How well they stood the

and arrived in Chicago in the spring of that year and at tooth of time many can attest who remember them, and

once went to work at Pull-

man for the late Mr. Ralph

Brown. When piece work

was instituted there in 1884

he was given a contract for

the graining and remained

until 1889, when he went to

work for the New York,

Chicago & St. Louis R. R.,

popularly known as the

"Nickel Plate" line, which

company he still serves, hav-

ing been appointed foreman

painter in April, 1896.

Mr. Clark became a mem-
ber of the Master Car and

Locomotive Painter's Asso-

ciation at the Old Point

Comfort convention in 1897,

and has attended each con-

vention since, and hopes to

meet us at Boston in 1902.

We may add that the name
of Clark ought to be well

known in his community, if

not already, (and possibly

there will be more foreman

painters by that name in the

near future, if there are boys), as he has a wife and eight

children. Mr. Clark is well known as an Episcopalian in'

his vicinity.

:— * »

Maintaining Steel Cars from the Paint-Shop

Standpoint.

BARRING accidents that mix and twist things up,

though well constructed and of the best materials,

it would seem by the large orders of steel cars lately

made by the big roads that the time is fast approaching

Mr. Christopher Clark.

some can even be seen to-

day still standing unpainted.

Would a house covered out-

side with pressed steel or

sheet iron have stood such a

test with anything like com-

parative results? We "trow

not." There would likely be

only a red mound of earth or

rust to mark the spot. Car

builders and others interest-

ed must take these things to

heart if they have not already

done so. It is easy enough,

with suitable facilities, to

make a thing ; it may become

a task to preserve it after it

is made. With a road equip-

ped with steel cars it will be

more than ever a question of

paint to maintain them. The
"boxer" laundryman says,

"No checkee, no shirtee." It

will be as pertinent to the

railroad—no paint, no cars,

in a short time.

Now the exposed parts

that are seen may pass ordi-

nary observation without alarm, but behind and under-

neath are other attachments of the same material in un-

observed places and rust may be getting in its work faster

than you think until when shopping occurs and begin-

ning to investigate for repairs you find nothing left to

repair.

It is evident that in the hurry and bustle to make those

cars fast enough to meet the requirements of the times,

not" to mention fads and fancies, that care must be taken

not to slight or neglect the work, as is too often, if not

when freight car repairs will be confined chiefly to paint- always, the case with the painting where cars of all sorts

ing them from time to time, when a protective coating are made, and where nothing is cared for except that
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they present an acceptable and marketable appearance,

like a plow or hay tedder in an agricultural warehouse.

The very best materials adapted to and selected for the

purpose after painstaking study and effort and experi-

ence should only be used for this important work; and

then how they are used is still another matter that should

be insisted on. Slip-shod, careless, slovenly work will

prove detrimental to the use of even the best materials.

A good organization for turning out work according to

specified rules should be made and its constant practice

insisted upon, so that the steel goes from the mill to the

car without the chance for the old man "Rust" to register

himself and get ensconsed in his new quarters to "board"

on the thing made and live there and eat his daily food,

until he eats himself out of house and home, and you out

of your rolling stock or bridges. He is a hungry chap

with a good set of teeth and a strong, capacious stomach

and a never-dying nature, so long as there is any iron

and steel to live on. He must be grinning and chuckling

to himself these days thinking what is fast coming for

him to eat and how good the "board" is going to be at

his well-spread table.

Well, we must spoil his fond anticipations and* defeat

him in his evil and selfish purposes by coating over his

food with a coating that will make him leave it in dis-

gust and go elsewhere. This is largely "up to us" as

master painters, and to our association in particular, to

which it has been before referred. Let us not dodge the

responsibility thus placed but manfully take hold of the

task anew, if we have temporarily laid it aside, and de-

vise the best means and methods for this ever-increasing

and important work that is in battle array before us. We
need a sort of foot-ball organization to "tackle" it—their

zeal and push anyway.

road came along and looked at it and said to the engineer,

"You have a handsome engine there." We think this

was about the last one to be decorated, as orders soon

came to do them plain, in which we gladly acquiesced

if we were not actually instrumental in bringing it about.

We had become somewhat tired of it, having the orna-

mental work to do ourselves largely, as we had no one

who could successfully do this kind of work.

On this engine tank this scroll was put on at each end

Old-Time Engine Painting.

OJR readers have occasionally had the pleasure of

seeing an old-time scroll in these columns from

the pencil of that master scroll painter, Warner Bailey.

We give a pen sketch of one of our own in this issue

for the benefit of the "young 'uns," so that they can

see what they have escaped from in locomotive painting,

if for nothing more. This is the way we used to do it,

"boys," years ago. That is, this is one pattern among

the many; we never did two alike.

We put this scroll on an engine tank (in gold leaf,

shaded, and with colors), that went out of shop Jan. 16,

1878; and, if our memory serves us, it cost over $70 to

paint the tank alone. Yes, we have the record, $72.20.

And it was not an exceptional case, except that it was

a passenger engine ; we made those a little more elabor-

ate than the freighters, which latter cost about a third

less to paint. The officers did not find fault with it either.

(It costs about $20 to paint a tank now.) We remember

when the proud engineer (who by the way, is still run-

ning on the road), backed this engine on to his train the

first time after it was painted, that the president of the

Locomotive Tank Scroll.

of the lettering, on each side of the tank, of course, mak-

ing four times in all, with another pattern on the back

end around the number. Our readers may, therefore,

judge something of the elaborateness of the job. And
still we used to scroll off one of these tanks in three or

four days, putting in all the lights and shades, and look

after all our other work.

Well, this style may all come back again as have the

styles of our grandma's bonnets and granddaddies'

hats, overcoats, etc. We may never see it, but our chil-

dren's children may. The roads do not pay any better

now than they did then. What they have saved on this

they fool away some other way. That all expenditures

on railway rolling stock are wisely made even today most

any one of experience and observation with half an eye

knows better. But upon the whole much progress has

been made and there is still room for improvement.
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Painting Locomotive Tanks.

The following from the veteran locomotive painter of

the Canadian Pacific at Montreal will be read with inter-

est by those at least who are accustomed to see his face

at our annual gatherings. It is too late to make the

correction he asks in the bound volume of our proceed-

ings at our late convention at Buffalo, for it is already

mailed to members ; but we gladly give him space here

for correction, which is the only thing that can now be

done. Sorrv he has been sick and trust that he will show

up as usual in September at our Boston convention.

—

[Editor.]

Montreal, Dec. 14th, 1901.

My Dear Mr. Copp

:

I am just recovering from a severe attack of pneumonia

which laid me up for seven weeks ; I am very thankful to

be able to say that I pulled through, but it was a very

close call. I have been down to the shop for the last

week, although I am not able to do much but put in an

appearance, still being very weak in the legs. I was

much surprised and sorry to hear of our old friend, Mr.

R. McKeon, resigning his position on account of failing

eyesight. I trust it will not be anything serious and that

he will be all right in a short time and be with us as

usual for years to come. I think this prayer will be of-

fered by every member of our association. His photo-

graph in the "Railway Master Mechanic" is very good.

After getting back to the shop, I read the report of our

convention in the Railroad Digest, and on page 396 I

find that the stenographer or the printer have mixed

things up pretty badly in what little I said on priming

and painting tanks; any locomotive painter reading that

report would say "that fellow has been out to see a

man" ; it reads silly enough to pardon the thought. If it

is not too late, will you kindly have it corrected before

it is printed in book form ? What I did say was as fol-

lows :

President Bruning: How long do you let that coat dry?

Mr. Jones : I let it stand a day, then give two coats of knif-

ing filler, rub down, and, as a rule, I give only one coat of black

finish, then number, and one coat of varnish. Another formula

that I use, when I can get the time to employ it is to give a

coat of boiled oil, with one third varnish in it, the rust of

course being well cleaned off; I then put steam into the tank,

and get it as hot as possible, and while in that state, apply the

coat of oil. I let it stand at least three days, longer if possible,

and then give one coat of lead color made from half oil and

half turps, knife it in with knifing filler, rub it down and give

one coat of black finish, and number and varnish it. In my
experience I have found the best results from this method, in

painting steel tanks; but, as Mr. Gohen said awhile ago if the

steel plates could be coated, after being passed through the rolls

in the mill, it would be still better, for as some gentlemen have

already said, that when you burn off an old tank, you will

find the marks on the plates that were put on in the mill, with

not a sign of rust under them, which is a fact.

Trusting you will give this matter your early attention

and wishing you a Happy Christmas and a prosperous

New Year, I remain,

Yours very sincerely,

Thos. Jones.

Shellac Substitutes.

T is very doubtful at the present time if there is an
all-round substitute for shellac as a surfacer over

a paste filler, or other uses for which that useful article
is required in the passenger equipment shop. Various
subterfuges are on the market and many experiments
have been resorted to in order to displace shellac solely
on the question of expense, which the use of this old
stand-by involves. The attack has been made on all

sides. First, other solvents for the gum than the pure
grain alcohol have been tried, chief among which is

wood alcohol in its various forms and under the many
aliases which it has masqueraded; but this feature has
been a failure on account of its odor partly, but prin-
cipally because of its rapid evaporation when the shellac
is being applied, rendering the operation on large and
intricate surfaces difficult and unsatisfactory. And,
when dry, its surfacing qualities with sandpaper are not
what they ought to be. In fact, it has to be run so thin
in order for the operator to get over large panels that
the surfacing power of the gum is thus diminished to
a great extent, rendering more coats necessary to ar-
rive a*t anything like the same result obtained in the
use of the pure article.

Then, again, other gums are introduced to try to dis-

place gum shellac ; and resin, which the fiddler uses on
his bow, comes in for its share of recognition here. But
for good work this is a failure on account of its brittle,

powdery nature under sandpaper and its perishability

generally.

Still later, we have now substitutes for shellac with

no claim for alcohol of any sort in their nature, com-
posed of a benzine or turpentine mixture of resin, etc.,

to be applied over a paste filler to hold up varnish,

which may be all well enough for a house painter's

shellac, to be used on cheap house finish, or on cheap
furniture or agricultural implements and the like. But
it is unfit for a surfacer on the interior woodwork of

first-class passenger coaches as constructed today. One
of these, lately tried below the windows of a car on new
finish, resulted, when water ran under the window and
down over it, in washing the outside of the car, in a

white streak wherever the water went, which also

showed when again done over with the material, as

though the water washed out a part of the material, or

so powdered it that, when rubbed with the brush or

sandpaper, it came out, leaving a perceptible depression

or channel, indicating that resin had much to do with

its composition, which cannot stand water, no matter

how dry it may be before water touches it. And it was
dry in this instance.

Some of these articles, as we say, may do as an un-

dercoat on some kinds of cheap work, but as as all-

round article to take the place of shellac in the car shop
they are "not in it" as yet. And as long as we must
have the shellac, there are always enough bits of refuse

shellac left on various jobs to work into all the places

where a cheap article as a substitute could alone be
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used, which renders the carrying in stock of such an

article unnecessary and bothersome, with no practical

saving in the end.

Pure orange shellac has an important use with us in

the restoration of such perished and scarred places on

a coach interior, that is not to be varnished after clean-

ing, as the window sills, wooden seat-arms, water closet

seats, etc., as well as occasionally the bottom of blinds

that get scarred in handling by the rubbing together of

the lifts when the carpenter takes up an armful of them

to put them into a car. Now we have found shellac very

useful for this, as it dries at once so that the car goes

right on the road and it has proven durable withal,

Nothing that we have ever tried would answer so well

for this purpose.

This system is in every way superior to the old way
of putting on the oil by hand, with a piece of waste or a

sponge tied on a stick, for, as you will readily see, there

are so many corners which the sponge cannot reach, but

which are oiled with the atomizer as easily as a smooth

surface. Two good men can accomplish as much work
in this line by using the machine as four or five men can

in the old way, and do a very much better job.

The oil used is as follows:

2 parts coal oil and 3 parts Coalinga oil and crude oil.

—

-

»

* »

»

Terminal Cleaning

WE notice in a recent issue of the Railway and En-

gineering Review the following by C. C. Borton,

general foreman car department Southern Pacific Ry.,

West Oakland, Cal., which we republish in these col-

umns as being of interest to our readers

:

Since the question of terminal cleaning has been

brought up and discussed so exhaustively, we have been

wrestling with some of the difficulties so commonly men-

tioned, and, in addition to this, we were confronted with

the very serious problem as to the cheapest and best

means of keeping the trucks on passenger equipment, not

only clean, but looking bright and attractive, leaving our

station.

The accompanying snap shot is an illustration of the

very ingenious scheme originated by Mr. F. L. Burt,

foreman of the passenger yard of this company, of using

a paint atomizer for this purpose of putting oil on the

trucks, and, which you will very readily see, is a quick

and easy manner of applying the oil, and also is the best

possible means of getting the oil distributed over the

entire face of the truck.

After the oil has been applied we have a man follow

up with waste and wipe the trucks, which leaves them

looking almost as good as when newly painted and, so

far, we can see no danger to paint or varnish.

Convention of the Sherwin-Williams Company

THE 2 1st Annual Convention of the Sherwin-Wil-

liams Co., the great paint manufacturers of North

America, was held at Cleveland, November 4th to 9th.

It was in many ways the most successful meeting the

company has ever held. The Sherwin-Williams Co. has

just rounded out the largest year in their history—the

largest in total business and also in the percentage of

gains in all deparments. They are looking ahead with

the greatest confidence to the new year just starting,

and expect still larger gains all along the line. Fifteen

new salesmen have been added to the traveling force of

the company, and many new buildings and much new
equipment added to the maufacturing facilities. In ad-

dition to the entirely new plant at Newark, N. J., the

company has doubled the size of its Chicago factory,

added a new building to the Montreal plant, and erected

three large buildings at the Cleveland plant.

The campaign that begun when the 21st Annual Con-

vention adjourned will be the most aggressive and the

most progressive that the Sherwin-Williams Co. has

ever conducted. "Co-operation" was the key-note of the

meetings. It was meant to convey the strong "working

together" that exists between the company and its em-

ployees, and the company and its customers. Everv rep-

resentative went from the convention imbued with trie

idea that

"You pull and I pull

And all pull together,

Keeps the pace and wins the race,

In spite of wind and weather."

The customers of the S.-W. Co. may expect more help

and better service than ever before. There were in at-

tendance at this year's convention 125 men, consisting

of the traveling representatives and managers and offi-

cials of the company. The traveling force numbers at

present 100. The daily sessions were devoted solely to

business. The work of the past year was carefully re-

viewed. The new line of goods and new advertising

were explained and discussed. All plans and methods

for the new year were thoroughly handled. Everything

was done that could better prepare the representatives

for more effective work and give the management a

broader view of trade conditions and a closer grasp of

the paint and varnish situation.

Three evenings out of the week were devoted to pleas-

ure ; a smoker in the company's club room on Tuesday
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evening, a theater party on Wednesday evening, and a

banquet on Thursday evening. The banquet was held in

the auditorium of the Cleveland Chamber of Commerce,

and was given for the visiting representatives and man-

agers and the employes of the Cleveland plant. Five

hundred covers were laid, and the evening proved the

most enjoyable of the week.—Exchange.

A Fire Proof Paint

Special attention is called to the advertisement of the

National Fire-Proof Paint Co. in a recent issue. If

this is a true presentment of the case, and we have no

reason to doubt it, it speaks what volumes could not do,

without those illustrations, in favor of their product as a

resister of the devouring tongue of fire, which is "a good

servant but a hard master." As these cuts are repro-

duced photos it is evident that they speak the truth, for

the "kodak" has no reputation as a liar. Therefore, those

in want of a fire-proof paint for any purpose should

consult this concern before going farther ; and there

ought to be a large field of usefulness for it in train

sheds and all buildings into which engines are required

to enter, not to mention buildings and bridges in general

that are susceptible to fire from sparks. Of course

weather exposure and the consequent durability of such

an article for the last-mentioned use must be taken into

account, as well as its fire-proofing qualities. How well

this requirement is met they are doubtless prepared to

state from experience, which if one doubts he can try it

for himself.
» «

»

Harmony

HARMONY is that pleasant adjustment of sights

and sounds that we delight to see and hear. It is

Nature's law. She blends all her colors, lights and shades

into a harmonious whole : and happy is he who can most

resemble her in his efforts to put her upon canvas.

The cultured eye of the architect and the trained ear

of the musician are quick to detect jargon. It is dis-

tressing to them. Certain rules, when observed, produce

harmony in design as well as in music.

Parliamentary rules, when duly regarded, produce

harmony in deliberative bodies. Man alone, of all the

universe, seems to have a proneness to be "out of or-

der."

Harmony in railway shops, as well as in all other

spheres, is a great desideratum. The best results are ob-

tained in that way. To arrive at this desirable end there

must be one well-trained, responsible head, to make rules

and enforce them, to whom and to which all others must

yield loyal obedience.

The relations of the paint-shop to the office and to all

other departments is no mysterious enigma when viewed

ir. this light. Every organ of the human body has its in-

dividuality and must perform its part in obedience to the

head and in harmony with all other parts of the body.

So the various forces of the shop must in like manner

perform theirs.

But do not attempt to make a tool of your foreman

painter, or you may make such a handle of him that

somebody else may get hold of him and turn him to their

use, and against you. Do not foolr~yourself by expecting

him to say that white is black and black is white. If

he has become a nonentity by having the life crushed out

of him, give him a decent burial or a glorious resurrec-

tion to a new life, and expect him to maintain his own
identity and individuality thereafter, and say his soul

is his own. Be honest and generous with him, and he will

pay you back in the same coin, full weight and measure.

He must have some ambition or he is a poor stick. If

he has too much, keep a string on him, and his balloon

will soon come down after the inflation is expended, with-

out puncturing it with a shot; then gently tell him he

would better not spend his time firing up again. Insist

on his saying to your face or on a report to you—same

thing—what is right and what is wrong without fear or

favor, or he will have the most flagrant piece of good-

for-nothingness that can well be considered. What do

you have a watch for except to tell the exact time? Do
you want to keep guessing ? If you know the time better

yourself without it, then get rid of the watch.

The painter is sometimes out of harmony because he

;s put out by someone who ought to know better ; and

sometimes he is out by getting up on too high a key

himself. Judge for yourself through uncolored glasses,

and away from the bedlam of noises.

<* »

»

Manufacture of Wood Alcohol

THE manufacture of wood alcohol is getting to be a

great industry in this country. More than 16,000

acres of woodland is annually cleared for the purpose of

making wood alcohol. The wood is put into an iron

retort and subjected to heat until nearly 65 per cent of the

wood is converted into gases and smoke, which is con-

densed into pyrolignius acid from which acetate of lime,

wood tar and alcohol are obtained. The acid from one

cord of wood makes about nine gallons of crude alcohol

about 195 pounds of acetate of lime, 36 bushels of char-

coal, and 30 gallons of tar. The acid is neutralized with

lime, and the alcohol is taken off by distillation, the lime

holding acetic acid in solution. Wood alcohol may be

used as a substitute for grain alcohol for all the work of

the painter where alcohol is indicated.

* »

Painting Galvanized Iron

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic:

I notice in your November issue some discussion on

painting galvanized iron in which it is shown that lin-

seed oil and all other paints will not retain their place

on it. This is true because the gum of linseed oil, which

holds the paint to a surface, is easily affected by weak

acids or alkalis—in fact, vinegar or brown soap will

destroy it. Galvanized iron in process of manufacture

uses acid to clean the iron, and enough of this acid crys-

tallizes on the surface so that, when wet with paint, it is

dissolved, eating away the "clinch" of the linseed paint.

Some years since, having large galvanized iron sur-

faces to paint, I was advised to use lucol oil in place of
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linseed, and it was shown that the gum of lucol was ab-

solutely unaffected by any acid or alkali, and thus would

not be affected by the acid on galvanized iron. A trial

proved this to be true. In New York City many of the

dock buildings are sheeted with galvanized iron and lucol

oil paint is on all of them and has been for years.

T. C. Smith.

»—-»

Evolution of the Freight Car Painter.

The Forth Bridge, in Scotland, is constantly being

repainted. So vast is the structure that it takes 50 tons

of paint to give it one coat, and the area dealt with is

something like 120 acres. It continuously engages a staff

of 50 painters, who by their united labors manage to

complete its new coating in seven years—in time to begin

again.

» » r-

Crimsonbeak—Did you see Dauber's painting of the

ocean?

Yeast—Yes.

Crimsonbeak—What did you think of it?

Yeast—O, I thought the water looked too calm.

Crimsonbeak—Well, you know, it's the oil on it that

does that.—Yonkers Statesman.

•» »

»

Umg-ah-bah-ger-r-r—uh !" remarked the brakeman on

the train going through Maine, as he poked his head

into the car.

An old lady beckoned him to her and softly inquired

:

"Young man, why do you not pronounce the names of

the towns so that the passengers may understand them?"
"Madam," courteously responded the brakeman, "if I

could say those names proper I'd be gettin' a thousand a

week in grand opery."—Baltimore American.
• »

Notes and Comments
A Happy New Year to all our readers, both new and old.

Hope to see you all in Boston in September.
"The other day the western railroads announced that they

would turn the frozen face toward would-be deadheads after
Jan. 1, and now Chile has called out 30,000 men to guard the
passes." The above from the Boston Globe, Dec. 18, is a pretty
good pun, but it will be no joke if our boys have to pay their
fare to the Boston convention next September. Already we
have received letters on the subject, one for publication, from
prominent members of our association, but we are holding the
matter in abeyance until our next, when we hope to give

definite information by getting an interpretation of this new
order of things. Our own opinion is that it relates to ex-

change annuals only and not to trip passes, of which latter

we have reason to believe there will be no curtailment.

Joseph Pomeroy, of Pomeroy & Fischer, New York City, has

been ill for a long time, but making a strong fight for life.

Those who have the good fortune to know this genial gentle-

man, will remember him as a man of sturdy frame. Since his

illness, he has lost nearly forty pounds. He was unable to make
his usual fall trip, and his many friends and patrons will do

much toward hastening his recovery by sending their orders

direct to the house, 30 Frankfort street, New York. They will

receive the same careful attention as heretofore. We clip the

above from the November issue of "Varnish," an excellent car-

riage monthly published at Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. Pomeroy has

our sympathy in his severe affliction and our hope for his speedy

recovery. He is a fine type of an English gentleman and always

a welcome caller at our office, full of information from his ex-

tensive travels in this and other countries in the interest of

Nobles & Hoares' English varnishes and ever ready to impart

that information.

Even the famous Dooley is a believer in piece-work. In one

of his articles in a recent Boston Sunday Globe on "The Law's

Delays, or Trial by Supreme Coort," his celebrated friend "Hin-

nessey" suggested a remedy. "I have a better way than that,"

said Mr. Dooley. "Ye see they're wurrkin on time now. I

wonder if they wudden't shtep livelier if they were paid be th'

piece?"

We used to be told a hunter's yarn to the effect that a flock

of pigeons were neatly trapped in this way : A long pole was

laid in two crotched sticks and grain strewed along underenath

on the ground for bait. Pretty soon down came the flock and

ate the grain and incidentally flew up and alighted on the pole

to oil their feathers. Now Mr. Hunter draws his rifle and, by

a well-directed aim, hits the end of the pole with the bullet and

cracks it its entire length, which crack closes by reaction and

catches by the toes the entire flock ! Be this as it may, we do

not vouch for it, but a big flock of railroad pigeons were re-

cently pinched and caught by the closing up of a certain get-

rich-quick brokerage concern in New York City in about as ex-

peditious a fashion as this, which concern was represented by a

well-known former Master Car Painter. Alas ! how many of

the writer's acquaintances took the bait (but not he) and lin-

gered too long ! Moral : Do not linger after you have success-

fully taken the bait, but fly to other fruitful fields.

"Charlie" Mason, Foreman Painter, Loco. Dept, Altoona ma-

chine shop, P. R. R., was obliged to again leave for Denver,

Colo., Nov. 12, with Mrs. Mason, who is again in a serious

condition, and, under the advice of her physician, was compelled

to get away from this climate. We have since learned that she

is very ill in Denver by a letter dated Altoona, Nov. 22. The

sympathies of our entire association, of which he is an honored

member, will go out to Charlie and his estimable wife in this

affliction.

Mr. H. M. Butts writes, Nov. 28, that he had just returned

from a trip to Buffalo and says : "I thought of you and the rest

of the 'boys' as I passed the Columbia Hotel last night. The

place is closed up and looks lonesome and deserted." As we
understand it, the above hotel was made for the Pan-American

business out of other property, the office being once a bank.

Mr. Franklin Murphy, head of the well-known concern, the

Murphy Varnish Company, of Newark, has been elected Gover-

nor of New Jersey. We never had the honor of his acquaint-

ance, though we are well acquainted with his excellent products

and his numerous traveling representatives. We hope and trust

he will shine in office as does his varnish on the cars and car-

riages. Pretty good this for a varnish maker. Will he appoint

a varnish user on his staff?
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December Meeting

HE regular meeting of the car Foremen's Associa-

tion of Chicago was held in Room 209
_
Masonie

Temple, Wednesday evening, Dec. 11th, 1901.

Meeting called to order at 8:00 p. m., by Presi-

dent Grieb. Among those present were the fol-

lowing:

Bates, Geo. M.

Bauen, A. C.

Bodler, O. W.
Bossert, Chas.

Kroff, F. C.

Krump, M.

Kuhlman, H. V.

Lamb, B. J.

La Rue, H.

Lau, W. C.

Longfelow, F.

Lutz, Jos.

Buker, J.

Cardwell, J. R.

Cather, C. C.

Chambers, Frank.

Cook, W. C.

Downing, I. S.

Earle, Ralph.

Evans, W. H.

Farrington, Edw. C.Manchester, A. E.

Gilbert, Adam.
Grieb, J. C.

Guthenberg, B.

Harvey, H. H.

Hedrick, Elas.

Hoff, J. R.

Johannes, A.

Julian, J. B.

Keeler, B. A.

Kline, Aaron.

Mattes, J.

Marsh, Hugh.
Mercatoris, M.
Morris, T. R.

Mullen, J.

Miller, J. C.

Murphy, W. T.

Nelson, Fred.

Northam, F. R.

Olsen, L.

Parish, Le G.

Parke, P.

Phelps, Geo. T.

Powell, C. R.

Rieckhoff, C.

Saum, G. N.

Schultz, F. C.

Scott, J. B.

Shearman, C. S.

Skilling, J. K.

Smith, R. D.

Stevens, C. J.

Stewart, H. A.

Stewart, Harry.

Stimson, O. M.

Sepke, H.

Sullivan, J. E.

Terry, O. N.

Thomson, Geo.

Trudeau, E. J.

Wessell, W. W.
Widner, J. E.

Wensley, W. H.

Pres. Grieb: I assume that you have all read the proceed-

ings of the last meeting, printed in the Railway Master Me-
chanic. If there are no objections offered we will consider

them accepted as printed. In the matter of reports of officers,

I believe there is due this association a report from its Treas-

urer. The board of directors held a meeting this afternoon
and a report was presented to them, but I think the associa-

tion at large should be duly informed as to our financial con-

dition, and I would be glad to hear again from Mr. Parish.

Mr. Parish (Treas.): We have deposited with the Illinois

Trust and Savings Bank, $207.85. The former treasurer has
turned over to me the balance on hand at the end of the year
just closed.

Sec. Kline: The following have made application for mem-
bership:

R. H. Alexander, General Foreman, 111. Car & Equipment
Co., Chicago; R. H. Aishton, Gen. Supt, C. & N. W. Ry., Chi-
cago; A. R. Ayers, Special Apprentice, L. S. & M. S., Elkhart,
Ind.; A. F. Bedard, Chief Template Maker, 111. C. & E. Co.,

Chicago; Jos. Benzinger, Foreman, C. M. & St. P. Ry„ West
Milwaukee, Wis.; F. W. Bay, Foreman, L. S. & M. S. Ry. Air
Line Jet., O.; Julis Breetzke, Air Brake Helper, L. S. & M. S.

Ry., Chicago; John Briden, Asst. Foreman, Burton S. C. Co.,

Chicago; W. H. Boss, Gen. Manager, Burton S. C. Co.,Chicago;
A. W. Beckwith, Instructor, Int. Correspondence School, Chi-
cago; H. E. Best, Foreman, C. N. Y. & B. Ref. Co., Elsldon,

111.; W. H. Bradley, International Correspondence School, Chi-
cago; W. G. Boulton, Agent, Union Tank Line Co., Chicago;
C. F. Carroll, Supt. Steam Fitters, C. M. & St. P. Ry.„ W.
Milwaukee, Wis.; Bruce V. Crandall, Publisher, Railway Mast-
er Mechanic, Chicago; D. F. Crawford, Supt. Motive Power,
Penna Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind.; J. J. Conolly, Supt. Motive Power,
D. S. S. & A. Ry., Marquette, Mich.; James Cranton, Foreman.

Standard Oil Co., Grand Crossing, 111.; Geo. M. Carpenter,

International Correspondence School, Chicago; C. B. Conger,

International Correspondence School, Chicago; Wm. Dietz,

Car Inspector, Armour Car Lines, Cincinnati, O.; A. M. Doo-

little, Supt., Armour Car Lines, E. St. Louis, 111.; T. H. Der-

rick, Foreman C. N. Y. & B. Ref. Co., Elsdon, 111.; R. B. F'ildes,

Foreman, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago; J. W. Flaws, Foreman,

Brittain Prov. Co., Marshalltown, la.; O. A. Goodnow, Gen,

Supt., C. M. & St. P. Ry., Chicago; Theron Higby, Gen. Store-

keeper, C. M. & St. P. Ry., W. Milwaukee, Wis.; G. R. Hender-

son, Supt. Machinery, A., T. & S. F. Ry., Topeka, Kans.; Wm.
Hoisterman, Inspector, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago; F. H. Han-

son, Night Foreman, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago; Gilbert Johns,

Clerk, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago; O. Larson, Car Inspector, L.

S. & M. S. Ry., Porter, Ind.; W. E. Moeller, Asst. M.

E., 111. Car & Equip. Co., Hegewisch, 111.; A. E. Mitchell, Asst.

Supt. Motive Power, C, M. & St. P. Ry., W. Milw.; FV, L.

Macfarlane, Asst. Gen. Foreman, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Air Line

Jet., O.; W. T. Murphy, Foreman, Arms Palace Horse Car Co.,

Chicago; W. N. Mitchell, International Correspondence School,

Chicago; Frank McManamy, International Correspondence

School, Chicago; G. W. Manning, Clerk, C, N. Y. & B. Ref.

Co., Chicago; P. H. McGraw, Road Foreman of Engines, Pen-

na Co., Chicago; John S. Naery, Gen. Foreman, C. I. & L. Ry.,

Lafayette, Ind.; John Nelson, Inspector, L. S. & M. S. Ry.,

Chicago; Chas. Nord, Repairer, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago;

Fred Nelson, Foreman, C. B. & Q. R. R., Chicago; L. Oberauer,

Supt, 111. Car & Equip. Co., Hegewisch, 111.; F. Olsen, Car

Inspector, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Whiting, Ind.; G. Frank Price,

M. E., 111. Car & Equip. Co., Hegewisch, 111.; W. M. Poole,

Foreman, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago; H. T. Pottinger, Interna-

tion Corespondence School, Chicago; O. J. Ronge, Foreman,

C, M. & St. P. Ry., W. Milwaukee, Wis.; John Robinson, Air

Brake Man, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago; W. H. V. Rosing,

Asst. Supt. Machinery, I. C. R. R.,Chicago; John W. Reade, In-

ternational Correspondence School, Chicago; Fred Spohnholtz,

Air Brake Man, C., M. & St. P. Ry., Chicago; Geo. A. Sander-

son, Vice Pres. & Gen. Manager, P. D. D. Chicago; Gus. Ste-

phens, Clerk, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago; Harry Stewart,

Gen. Foreman, Burton S. C. Co., Chicago; E. M. Sawyer, In-

ternational Correspondence School, Chicago; Thos. J.

Stocks, International Correspondence School, Chicago; Samuel

S. Small, International Correspondence School; John B. Scott,

Clerk, Cont. Fruit Express, Chicago; H. Sepke, Foreman,

Laurel Hill Car & Coal Co., Chicago; John Thiele, Car In-

spector, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago; M. H. Tabler, Foreman,

L. S. & M. S. Ry., Adrian, Mich.; M. B. Vansickle, Gang Fore-

man, Penna. Co., Chicago; E. H. Wirtschoreck, Bill Clerk, I.

C. R. R., Chicago; L, L. Yates, Foreman, Armour Car Lines,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Pres. Grieb: It is very pleasant indeed to note such an

active interest and so much of a diversity in the directions

from which the new members are being taken. With the new
members added tonight it brings our membership up close to

GOO. It is also a pleasure to note the personnel of the members
now being received—general superintendents, superintendent

motive powers, etc., showing that the good work which the

asociation is doing is being appreciated. The enrollment of

executive officers, affords us a very suitable prestige. We
but need to continue this for a few months more and we will

have accomplished what we have started out to do,—putting

the association on a self-sustaining basis. In the line of com-

munications, I will ask the secretary to read a letter received

from Mr. G. B. Bobbins, general manager of the Armour Car
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Lines, which is in reply to a personal letter which the secre-

tary is sending out requesting the officials of railways and

private lines, to take out applications for membership in our

association.

Sec. Kline: The letter reads as follows:

Chicago, Nov. 25th, 1901.

J. C. Grieb, Esq.,

President, Car Foremen's Assn.

Dear Sir:

Yours of the 22nd received. I regret that the nature of my
duties will not permit me to attend the meetings of your as-

sociation and I presume that my joining, you would be bene-

fited only to the extent of the dues. We want to encourage

the work of the association and if agreeable to you will con-

tribute $25 to this purpose.

Please advise if this is satisfactory.

Yours truly,

G. B. Robbins,

General Manager.

Pres. Grieb: It is hardly necessary to say that a voluntary

subscription of this kind and for such a nice amount is indeed

very acceptable to the association, and Mr. Robbins will be

promptly advised that we accept his very kind offer.

Under the head of new business I beg to state that we have

had some interviews and correspondence with the Interna-

tional Correspondence School, particularly with Mr. Conger,

superintendent of the various instruction cars sent out which

deal with the air brakes. We have completed arrangements

for a lecture to be given by Mr. Conger at our meeting in

January, in the lecture room of the International Correspon-

dence School, 7th floor of the Manhattan Building, 315 Dear-

born St. The subject of Mr. Conger's lecture will be the.

Maintenance of the Air Brake illustrated by stereopticon views

and exemplified by the various apparatus with which the

school is equipped, which as many of you know from experi-

ence, is complete, I dare say the most complete extant, so

I look forward with a great deal of expectation for a very

instructive and entertaining meeting in January. The corre-

spondence schools have a nice lecture room with a seating

capacity of double of this roon^&ppropriately arranged for

such purposes as we need, andl^Rr manager Mr. Mitchell

has made the association a very flattering offer for the use

of that room if we so select. We will go there in a body next

meeting and view it. If it is to our liking we have carte

blanche to continue our meetings there. In addition to the

lecture room they have a very fine suite of club rooms and
committee rooms, all of which are very generously placed at

our disposal by Mr. Mitchell. I would also announce as the

probable subject of our February meeting a report by a com-

mittee appointed, to consider Repair Track Facilities and Ap-

pliances. The committee will be composed of W. H. Evans,

of the B. & O., Chairman; B. A. Keller, of the L. S. & M. S.;

F. C. Kroff, of the Penna Co.; P. Parke, of the Swift Ref.

Trans. Co., and M. Parkinson, of the C., M. & St. P. Ry. This

will give the committee about two months to work on the

subject and present their report. I presume the time allotted

is ample and we may confidently expect an interesting re-

port. For the benefit of the committee I will state we leave

the manner of treating the subject in their hands to handle

as they see fit, but I would suggest, in view of the diversity

of work and requirements of the various repair tracks that

the subject might advantageously be considered possibly in

three divisions, first a repair track for large terminals where
from 75 to 125 or more cars are repaired daily; next for a

repair track where they handle from 25 to 50 cars and lastly

for minor points where they handle from 2 to 25 cars daily.

The usual notice will be issued by the secretary at once, so

they will have ample time for them. The first subject pre-

sented for discussion tonight is the report of the committee ap-

pointed to design a suitable card case for holding repair and
defect cards. The secretary has brought with him the cases

accompanying the report, which was presented at our last

meeting.

Mr. Morris (C. M. & St. P.): I can only emphasize one point

and that is the necessity for having a case where the card

can be removed for inspection by one hand. I notice that

some of the cases have a spring attached, which holds the

card in position. In order to extricate the card from such

a case it would be necessary for an inspector to use both

hands—one hand to release the tension of the spring and tne

other to remove the card. When doing this I believe that he

puts himself in a position where there is great danger of in-

jury in case the car should start up by another one striking

it and moving the car, even if he was only leaning against the

car slightly, it is liable to overbalance him and injury re-

sult. I think that a case should be so arranged that it would

not be necessary to use both hands to remove the cards.

Mr. Mercatoris (C. & E.): Regarding the card case, I think

Mr. Morris has covered the point completely in respect to re-

moving the card with one hand. I have looked at several

of the cases and while there are some very good cases there

are some that do not fill the requirements and there still can

be some improvements made on the better ones.

Mr. Stimson (S. R. L.)): I think it is in order for the

gentleman to suggest the improvements that may be made.

Mr. Mercatoris: The case attached to the board, (No.ll) I

think comes the nearest to meeting the requirements, if some

improvement was made in the spring. I also think that it is

the most inexpensive.

Mr. Stimson: The case referred to was designed by em-

ployes of the car department of the C. ,B. & Q. Ry. It is

estimated they can be made in quantities for 3 cents apiece.

Pres. Grieb: Does anybody see any desirability in having

a card case on a car to-day, and if we are in favor of card

cases ought a car to have one or two?

Mr. Morris: I believe that there have been objections to

a card case of any description, but I believe it has been

brought out as a point in favor of the card case, that if they

are used, the cards can be written on one side only, which

would obvite the great trouble that is experienced by reason

of the writing becoming illegible. If the cards are written

out on one side only and the blank side exposed, that would

necessitate taking the card out to read it, but is no more

work than has to be done now if the card is tacked on and

remains there for some time, causing illegibility of the writ-

ing, especially if written with indelible pencil.

Mr. Cather (I. C): I think the use of a suitable card case

would be beneficial, particularly one of such design as will

permit of a ready insertion and removal of the card. I think

the idea of obviating writing the card on both sides is a very

good point. It lessens the labor of the ear man or clerk making

out these cards, and a man can apply and remove a great many

cards while filling in one side of some of them. I think he

can remove a card from any of those cases while he can fill

in a one side of the average repair card. I think myself, that

the majority of the cases as submitted are of such nature as

would make it difficult to remove the card. Some of them

have an idea of preserving the card but it would take en-

tirely too long a time in applying and removing the cards, es-

pecially the repair cards. One of the cases I notice has a

hinged cover. That is absurd in practice. It is nice enough,

but I do not think it is practical, but that same case can be,

in my opinion, made of such a design as will permit the

ready application and removal of the card. There is also

one hinged at the top that is a very good one to keep the card

from becoming lost in ordinary service of the car and also

affords sufficient protection to preserve the card. I think that

the card ease idea is a good one and the expense of apply-

ing them would be very small, considering the time of a man

tacking on cards, the tacks themselves and the other expense

incidental to it would offset the cost of application of the

case.

Pres. Grieb: I would like to hear from the car inspectors,

present here this evening, as to whether the presence of repair

and defect cards in a uniform location on all cars would be

desirable from their point of view, and whether if we had

them it would aid them in applying cards to all cars repaired.

There must be a whole lot of cards lost from cars if every-

body puts on a card when they make repairs.
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Mr. Longfellow (C, M. & St. P.): 1 am in favor of a case

for a card for the reason that many of our cards are lost

or torn off. They are many times torn off by boys or by the

velocity of the wind when the car is in motion, but I am not

in favor of any card case shown here tonight. I think the

card should be inserted from the end and not from the top,

i also think it should have some kind of a transparent face

which would protect the card and at the same time it would

be readable at all times. - Mica would very likely fill the bill

but I presume it is a little expensive. I have one in my office

that I made some years ago, and it will stand the weather

all right as I have had it tacked up outside the building where

it is exposed to the weather and it has stood the test all

right, but as I said before, it is probably too expensive. In

my opinion the card should be inserted from the end and be

so that it could be easily removed. The car inspector in the

wintertime is muffled up and has very heavy gloves on, but it

should be something from which you can readily remove the

card as there is no time given, or not enough to-day, to re-

move the card and see what is on the other side. The in-

spection must be done quickly.

Mr. La Rue (C, R. I. & P.): It seems to me that a card is

something that is hardly needed. In the first place I think it

would be necessary to put one on each side of the car. That

would make it rather expensive, and another thing, I do not

think that the cards remain on the cars long enough in this

time and age, except in a few cases, where the writing gets

illegible so that you cannot read it, and I think car inspectors,

if the card is tacked on there can run over the cards much
quicker than to take the cards out of a case and read them

over.

Mr. Mercatoris: I would like to ask Mr. La Rue what he

would do with a steel car that had no wood sills to tack the

cards on?

Mr. La Rue: I would say that that is lack of mismanage-
ment on the part of the party building the car. I have writ-

ten specifications for steel cars and have alway specified a

board on the sills for tacking cards on.

Mr. Downing (L. S. & M. S.): It is my opinion that, card

cases would cause delay at interchange points. The printed

forms show whether it is a repair of a defect card. If it is a
repair card on a foreign car we do not need to read it and if

it is an M. C. B. defect card we -can stop and take time to

remove it, but if they are enclosed in a case we would have
to take the repair cards out as well as the defect cards and
I think it would cause delays.

Mr. Kroff (P., P. W. & C): I am of about the same opinion

that Mr. La Rue is, I think myself if you enclose the M. C.

B. repair and defect cards in one case you will have to spend

considerable time sorting them out and finding what the de-

fect cards are. I would not approve of card cases on cars

at all. We ought to tack them on the same as we have been

doing.

Mr. Cardwell (A. C. G. O. Co.): I have noticed some recom-
mendations for two card cases for each car. I cannot see that

that is necessary- With the present method of tacking the

cards on there is no particular side for defect or repair cards.

They may be all on one side or all on the other and both
sides of the car have to be examined. I would make the sug-

gestion that we make two card cases, one for defect and one
for repair cards, both to be applied on the same side of the

car.

Pres. Grieb: We must not lose sight of the fact that these
things are going to cost money and while a single card case

at 3 cents looks like a small amount, if we double that by
having a case on each side, for an equipment of 40,000 cars,

it would mean an expenditure of $2,400. Would anything
that would have a tendency to insure the return of repair

cards in all cases where repairs are made be any advantage?
Mr. La Rue: I do not think it is feasible to have only one

card case on a car. My experience at a division end was
that the inspector that looked over the cars was not the per-

son who made the repairs. A man came along and made the

inspection and made cross with chalk where repairs were

to be made. Now if we have a card case only on one side of

the car possibly the first car the man who applies the repair

cards comes to has the case on one side and the next car has

the case on the other side and he would have to be dodging

back and forth like a rabbit.

Mr. Buker (C. C. C. Co.): I think you would need a basket

to carry away the cards that are on some cars. Our cars go

west and are gone for some time, and when they return they

have 12 or 14 cards on. I do not think you can make a card

case suitable for holding cards. I think many cards are lost

by children and boys taking them off, and I think if they were

in a case they would be more likely to take them out to see

what was in there.

Mr. Bates (C., B. & Q.): I think I wil have to agree with

some of the gentlemen here that a card case is not necessary.

I know that it would frequently be a hard job to get all the

cards in a case of that kind, as I can recall instances where
there have been 30 repair cards on one car, and a man would
certainly have trouble in getting that many repair and defect

cards in the case. The only provision that should be made is

in the case of steel cars, and I think that they should be sup-

plied with a board so the cards can be tacked on.

Mr. Evans: I think while there is considerable excuse for a

card case, I do not think it is casting any reflections on this

committee that they have not exactly reached the point in

designing a proper card case. I understand those card cases

which we have here were really intended for car cards. But I

really think there is some excuse for a card case, providing we
should succeed in designing one that would meet the require-

ments. I do not think there is a piece of paper that carries

with it the responsibility of a defect card, that is cared for as

carelessly as a defect card on a car. I think the card case

would really take care of the cards in much better shape than
by putting them on the sill with four tacks, particularly the

lighter cards which some roads have come to use in place of

the heavy one.

Mr. Kroff: I do not think there are many M. C. B. defect

cards- placed on cars now-a-days, and the inspection now-a-

days is mostly made for safety; and the owner being respon-

sible for a great many defects, I do not see why it would be

necessary to want a card'cSse. There are very few defect

cards on cars; at least, I do not find a great many, and if there

are, the nature of defects are such that they require repairs

and are immediately taken off.

Mr. Stimson: The seeming lack of interest that has been

displayed in this subject is indeed a surprise to me, and more
especially am I surprised that the consensus of opinion seems

to be that the card cases are not desirable. Your committee

communicated (at the time they were compiling this report)

with a very large number of railroad inspectors and other

railroad employees, who were interested in protecting defect

cards and repair cards. Without exception, the replies indi-

cated that the card case, if one could be designed that would
meet the conditions that would be required of it, was not only

desirable, but in some cases a necessity. My position is such

that I am not as well prepared to determine the necessity of

the card case, as some other railroad employees, who have to

do with the handling and examining of defect cards at inter-

change points, but basing our report upon the information

which we received in reply to our circulars, your committee

reached the unanimous opinion that a card case was neces-

sary, and I am personally still of the same opinion, notwith-

standing the expressions to the contrary. Objection has been

raised to the expense involved in equipping cars with the card

cases, in reply to which I wish to say that it is doubtful if

there is a line of cars on any railway company in the country

that are earning more than 6 or 8 per cent upon the invest-

ment. It has been estimated that it would cost approximately

$2,500.00 to equip the cars of a large railroad company (30,000

to 40,000) with card cases. If there is any saving whatever,

it certainly would equal as high a rate of interest upon the

investment necessary for the equipment as the initial cost of

the car itself. I think I am voicing the sentiment of the asso-
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ciation, at least those who have to do with the cost of main-

tenance, that the cost of these card cases is a mere bagatelle,

and should not be considered, if it can be shown, that there is

any advantage in having the card case applied. It has been

stated that card cases would be objectionable because the

cards would be taken out by mischievously inclined people,

because they are so easy to get out, whereas they would not

be removed by the same parties if they were tacked on the

cars, because they are harder to get off. How these arguments

can be reconciled with the statements of other members, that

the card cases were objectionable because it was too hard to

get the cards out, is more than I can understand. I do not be-

lieve that any railroad man will seriously state that it is more

difficult to remove and examine cards from a properly de-

signed card case, than it is to tear off the card, examine and

again replace it, as at present. The designs that have been

submitted may not comply with all requirements, but the good

points of one may be adapted to the other with satisfactory

results; but it is believed, as stated in the committee's report,

That the card case, which complies with the requirements, as

were enumerated, will be satisfactory. I think this associa-

tion should first determine whether or not a card case was
required, and if neither of the samples that have been sub-

mitted are satisfactory, others should be submitted. I dislike

very much to have this association, the members of which are

composed largely of the best talent in the country, to acknowl-

edge that they are unable to design a satisfactory card case.

If we were discussing axles, car roofs, draw gears or air

brakes, no doubt it would be admitted that we were capable

of designing either; why, then, should we admit that we were

unable to design a card case? The committee would therefore

request that the chair ask for a vote as to whether a card case

is or is not necessary and desirable. If it is decided that it is

necessary, we certainly can produce a suitable design; if it is

decided to be unnecessary, the subject should be dropped..

President Grieb: Mr. Stimson vhas touched upon a good

point in getting the opinion of this association on record. We
have, unfortunately, very often in the past had some good

papers presented to the association, discussed them leisurely,

and then gently dismissed the subject from all consideration

by taking no further action. There was nothing done to

reward the committee for its labors on the subject matter.

I think in future I will have to insist on obtaining a more
decided expression of views entertained by the members
present on the subject under consideration. We will not be

satisfied to dismiss such matters without going definitely on
record as to how the majority of this association feels. I will

therefore ask some one to volunteer a motion either in favor

or against the card case, whether it is desirable to have a card

case or not.

Mr. R. D. Smith (C, B. & Q.): I would like to offer a com-
promise in this matter. I believe that there have been some
points brought out in this discussion that perhaps were not

considered by the members of the committee when they de-

signed the card cases, and they, as well as the rest of us, have
perhaps learned something from what we have heard here

to-night. I would therefore like to see this committee con-

tinued. I agree with the chairman of the committee; we can
design something that will be suitable if.it is decided that .

something of that sort is needed, and with that in mind I

would move that the committeee be continued, to report and
show designs of improved card cases at the March meeting.

Seconded. H
President Grieb: That presupposes that the Car Foremen's

Association is in favor of a card case—see some necessity for

it. If there is anybody that is not in favor of the card case I

think we had better have him on record before the motion
is put.

Mr. Morris: With a view of getting the sense of the meeting
on this, I would make the motion that there is no necessity for

a card case as a receptacle for defect or repair cards. Sec-

onded.

Mr. Parish: I would like to hear from some af the car

inspectors in regard to that. There seems to be a question as

to whether or not it takes more time to take cards out of the

case and return them than to read them when on the sills.

That seems to be the question, and we are hardly able to settle

that witbout getting an expression from the car inspector.

He is the man that has to do it.

Mr. Olsen (S. & S.): In my experience I have found that it is

easier for the inspector to get the M. C. B. defect card tacked

on the sill than it is for him to look through a lot of repair

cards for one defect card, as that is the only card an inspector

is looking for at receiving point.

Mr. Nelson (C., B. & Q.): If we had two card cases, one on

the inside of the intermediate sill for repair cards and one

on the other side for defect cards, you would have to have the

car inspectors spending more time finding the defect cards,

because they would get in the wrong box.

Mr. Schultz (C, B. & Q.): From a car inspector's point of

view, you can read the card far easier on the sill than you can
by being obliged to open the case and get the card out. You
can see at a glance what the card covers. There are very few
defect cards on cars to-day. They are issued only for missing
material, and often you cannot get the card in time to apply

to the car before it leaves.

Mr. Guthenberg (C, M. & St. P.): I think the card case

would be a very good thing, and I would be in favor of one
card case on each side, for repair cards and defect cards both.

I worked nights some years ago, and trying to copy the defect

card I had to take it off the sill in order to see what was
written on the other side, and it took some nights from two to

three minutes to replace some cards again, and I think in that

time I could look over a good many repair cards and defect

cards and replace them in the case, while I was taking the

defect card off the sill and replacing it.

Mr. Bossert: In my experience I find there are very few
M. C. B. defect cards on cars, and if I had to go and look in

every card case on every car to see if there were any defect

cards in there, it would take too much time. I do not believe

I find more than two or three M. C. B. defect cards all day
long, on an average. I do" not think it is necessary to have a

card case of any kind.

Mr. Saum (C. & E.) : In the first place, a card case should be

so designed that you can remove the cards with one hand;
that is, if you are going to have a card case at all, and that

card case should be so that you would not have to open it to

see if there was a card in there. It should be so a person

could see inside. I think a great many of the gentlemen here

are rather exaggerating the matter about so many cards. It

is a rare case where 25 or 30 cards are found on a car. We do
not find so many on our cars, but you take cars belonging to

small corporations or individuals that have no home shop and
depend wholly on railroad companies to do their repairing.

These are the cars we find carrying 25 or 30 cards, but we do
not have very many of them. Now, of course I think a card

case is all right providing we get the proper one. Unless we
have it so we can see in, and at the same time remove the card

with one hand and place it back with one hand, I think it

would be a detriment to the inspector. If we can design that

case I think it will be a help to us, otherwise I would rather

not see one in use.

Mr. Smith's motion to continue the committee was here put
and carried.

Mr. Stimson: I would like to make a motion now to get an
expression of the members present as to whether a card case

is or is not necessary. Seconded. A rising vote developed

that a card case was not necessary.

Mr- Smith: What I meant to get at, was that from some of

the arguments that have been advanced and some of the

points brought out, that possibly the committee could redesign

a card case or make a report that one was not necessary.

Mr. Phelps (C. & A.): I move you that the previous motion
be reconsidered and the committee discharged. Carried.

President Grieb: This brings us to subject No. 2 on our pro-

gram,—Discussion of the code of rules governing the condition

of, and repairs to passenger equipment cars in interchange,

and before taking up this portion of the program I would like
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to say a few words concerning a matter which has come to my
ears since my arrival in the city this evening, which is to the

effect that the discussion of the freight car rules was too

hurried; that we did not allow sufficient time to it. Several

members have requested that the freight car rules be taken

up, section by section, and made the subject of topical discus-

sions at our future meetings. It is proposed that the com-

mittee on subjects select from one to five sections of the M. C.

B. rules at a time, and we will consider them when oppor-

tunity offers each meeting night hereafter until we have gone

over the entire book once more, going at it leisurely and thor-

oughly. I would like to learn your pleasure as to the method

of considering the passenger car rules. They are not very

elaborate, and I think we can afford to read each section.

(It is understood that the sections that did not elicit any

remarks were understood and found to be satisfactory.)

Section f. Rule 5. Flanges, rim, tread, plate or brackets

either cracked, chipped or broken in any manner.

Mr. La Rue: It seems to me that there is one word in there

that is not right. It says "brackets." Of course in our freight

car rules one bracket broken or cracked condemns the wheel,

and I think it ought to do it in passenger service. I think it

should read "one or more cracked brackets."

Mr. Harvey (C, B. & Q.): The word "flanges" appears in

the same section. Why should not that be in the singular as

well?

Mr. Evans: I think it is thoroughly understood that that

refers to one cracked bracket. It simply refers to brackets in

general in passenger service. I think it is generally under-

stood that one cracked bracket condemns the wheel.

Mr. Gather: I think Mr. Evans has covered the point. I

think that it is an oATersight on the part of the framers of the

rules in framing this section.

Mr. La Rue: I will say that I have read the rules over sev-

eral times, but it did not strike me as it did then. I would
move you that it is our understanding that this section should

read "one or more cracked brackets." Carried.

"Wheels, Steel Tired. Section a. Loose, broken or cracked

hubs, plates, bolts, retaining ring or tire.

Mr. Phelps: We find the same objection in that. That is

used all the way through, but I think it is generally under-

stood that it is in the singular, too.

Mr. Evans: Under that rule, how many bolts would you
say should be broken before condemning the wheel? I think

it is left to the judgment of the receiving inspector. I think

the inspector would be justified in throwing a wheel out

for one broken bolt.

Mr. Mercatoris: I do not think any inspector is justified in

knocking any wheel out for one broken bolt.providing he finds

the rest of the bolts in their proper condition. I think it would
be very poor judgment for an inspector if he throws a wheel
out for one broken bolt.

Mr. La Rue: I do not see how you can make a limit on that

on account of the different makes and different constructions.

As Mr. Evans says, I think it will have to be left to the judg-

ment of the inspector and condition of the wheel.

Mr. Cather: As I understand, it is not a matter of knocking
the wheels out, but knocking the authority out for making a

bill. If one bolt is broken, the owner of the car should

authorize bill for the replacement of that bolt. If the receiv-

ing road deems it necessary to change the wheels, the owners
should furnish authority for bill.

Rule 6. Brakes must be in perfect working order. Cylinders

must have been cleaned and oiled within six months, ,and the

date of the last cleaning and oiling marked on brake cylinder

and triple valve with white paint.

Mr. Powell (I. C): "Valves and cylinders must be cleaner]

and oiled within six months and date of cleaning marked on
brake cylinder with white paint." It seems to me that the
same rule ought to be applicable in passenger cars as in

freight cars, yet it is a fact that cylinders will become dirty

in passenger cars in less time than that, six months. I do not
know any reason why the road making the repairs should be
responsible. I believe that the owner should be responsible
for the cylinder whenever it is dirty, irrespective of the time

preceding -the last cleaning. I think the section should be

amended so that when the cylinder is found dirty the road

making the repairs can charge the owner.

Mr. La Rue: I do not know how a person is going to tell

whether the cylinder is dirty or not. The only way, it seems
to me, to tell that would be under Section 1, and when the

interchange is made to test the brakes, then if the brakes are

inoperative make the repairs and charge under Section 4,

"Receiving road is authorized to make such alterations and
repairs as are necessary for the safe movement of cars over

its line." I do not see where you can get authority for clean-

ing the cylinder when it comes within that limit by saying

that they are dirty.

Mr. Powell: In explanation of my remarks, I would say that

the railroad with which I am connected had a private car in

which they claimed that the cylinders were "cleaned and oiled,

but as I remember it was due to the cylinder not being cleaned

and oiled that four pairs of wheels were slid under the car,

and the result was that one road was responsible for the

damage.which investigation shows was due to the fact that

the triple was not cleaned, and this matter was taken up with

the car owner and afterwards adjusted to the satisfaction of

both parties. Another time a road objected to our making a

charge for cleaning a cylinder and triple valve which had not

been cleaned within six months of time on which our road

did the work, claiming that the rules prescribe that they can

only be cleaned every twelve months. If the cylinder and
triple valve is cleaned more frequently than that, then the

road making repairs is responsible. Now it is a small matter,

of course, and the arguments did not go to any great extent.

However, the question was raised then, and I believe, as

Mr. La Rue says, the only way we can tell is by testing the

triple valves; but even in doing that, if you find it has been

cleaned in less time than one year, then is it right that the

company making repairs is responsible for it? I believe not,

and do not believe that the owner of the car should be re-

sponsible for it.

Mr. La Rue: I think that the interchange of passenger cars

should be the same as the interchange of freight cars on that

question, that after you receive a car the road handling the car

is responsible. The rule very plainly says that the receiving

road is authorized to make such alterations and repairs as are

necessary for the safe movement of the car over its line.

Noav I do not see how you are going to get around that in any

other way than just as it is printed.

Mr. Powell: I would like to ask Mr. La Rue why they put

any limitations in the rules at all. Why do they say six

months? Why not leave that out entirely?

Mr. La Rue: It has been demonstrated by usage and experi-

ence that the practice of oiling and cleaning as recommended

by the Westinghouse Air Brake Company in ordinary usage,

will keep the brakes in good condition.

Mr. Cather: Supposing, Mr. La Rue, that you received an

Illinois Central coach on the Rock Island, the cylinders having

been cleaned and oiled two months before. Now, supposing

that you test the car and find that the cylinder and triple do

not work satisfactorily and they are dirty. Now, under the

present rules you say the brakes are not operative; you clean

the cylinder and bill the Illinois Central for the work. Now
then, that raises the point, is it necessary for any six months'

limitation at all? Why any limitation as far as passenger

equipment is concerned? You test the car and find the cylin-

der dirty, take it out and make repairs; no matter what sten-

cilling is on the car, the car owner should authorize charge for

cleaning and oiling of the cylinder and triple.

Mr. La Rue: Then you do not comply with the requirements

of Section 1: "Each railway company shall give to foreign

cars, while on its line, the same care and attention that it

gives its own cars." If the time limit comes within that time

and the ear comes on your line, you are privileged to clean it.

Mr. Powell: I would like to raise the point on that rule

whether that means that you must make the repairs at the

point of delivery. Suppose you receive a car and wear a brake

shoe out at some point other than the point of delivery. They
certainly have the i-ight to bill the owner, and it is not neces-
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sary to get authority from hirn. In regard to the brakes, I

think we can bill without regard to the stencilling. If it

becomes dirty and defective inside of six months we have the

right to bill, and the owners are responsible.

Mr. Phelps: I would like to hear a little more discussion on

this. I would like to hear some one say whether it is right to

bill for cleaning a cylinder and triple valve that has been

cleaned within six months.

Mr. Evans: I think that Mr. La Rue is the only gentleman

that stated the case fully. I think Mr. Phelps should be satis-

fled with that. If he receives a car from connecting line and

finds the brakes are not working properly, he has the right to

take it out and bill the owner.

Mr. Parish: I do not think any road would object to paying

a bill of that kind. I think we do the same thing on freight

cars. If we find a car with defective triple we certainly clean

it and will the owner of the car, whether the car is stencilled

or not.

Mr. Powell: That is just the reason this question was
brought up. The Illinois Central billed another road under

just such circumstances, for cleaning a triple valve which had

been cleaned within the time limit, and the bill was objected

to on the ground that the M. C. B. rules specify that the

cylinder had been cleaned within twelve months.

Mr. Stimson: I would like to ask Mr. Powell if his argu-

ments have been relating entirely to freight cars or passenger

cars?

Mr. Powell: The argument was primarily due to freight

cars, but it was applicable also to passenger cars.

Gas. If a car is transferred from the service of one railroad

to that of another, the receiving road shall issue an M. C. B.

defect card authorizing the delivering road to bill against it

for the quantity of gas in the holders at the time car was
received.

Mr. La Rue: There is a question in there. It is all right, in

my opinion, until you get to a large interchange point like

Chicago. If we give a defect card for every car that is inter-

changed at Chicago it will make a lot of correspondence; that

is, if you question every defect card that is issued, which is

generally the rule. Now it seems to me, in a point like

Chicago, that the record of the gas held by the receiving road

should be taken and the balance drawn out at the end of the

month, and authority given for bill for the difference in

amounts. It would make almost one man's work difference.

Take our company, for instance, which goes to Pullman and
takes a great many cars backward and forward from there.

We have to take the record of the receiving road anyhow,
whether a defect card is furnished or merely the record taken.

Mr. Cather: The remarks Mr. La Rue makes are very good,

and I think the question he brings up can very easily be
adjusted where they have a large interchange at one point.

If he finds that his company is interchanging a great many
cars with any particular road, the idea of having a monthly
balance can very well be brought up with that road and no
doubt entered into by both companies satisfactorily, precisely

as is. being done with all roads and the Pullman Company
itself. We handle our business with the Pullman Company on
the monthly basis, and the same thing can be done with any
railroad where the interchange is large. Of course where only
a few cars are interchanged a defect card given at the inter-

change point is all that is necessary.

Mr. Rieckhoff (C. M. & St. P.) : I would like to ask whether
it is the policy or proper to take the atmospheres of gas when
the car is delivered to connecting line, or when it comes in off

the road and lays in the yard a few days and loses probably
two atmospheres of gas while standing in the yard.

Mr. Phelps: You can only charge the amount of gas you
gave the receiving road.

Mr. Evans: I would like to ask if roads objecKto giving
defect cards for one-half atmosphere of gas, say in four 580
holders. It is a small amount, but the money value is nearly
as much as a brake shoe. Is it necessary that there be one
atmosphere before asking card?
Mr. La Rue: I think that the half atmospheres are counted

when there are more than one atmosphere in the car—4%, 5%.

Mr. Phelps: I never bill for one-half atmosphere of gas.

but if any railroad company sent me a bill for it I believe we
would pay it.

Mr. Smith: Before we pass the passenger car rules, I would
like to call attention to one point which seems to have been

omitted. The freight car rules provide a minimum of 31%
inches and a maximum of 34% inches for the height of coup-

lers, while the passenger car rules make no mention of this.

I suppose they have considered that we will keep the passen-

ger cars at the same height, but this we find difficult to do,

especially when turning cars out of the shop. The way I have
become interested in this is in trying to formulate a report

about the acceptance of show cars, or cars in special service,

and the question has come up as to the height the couplers

should have if the cars are to be received. Shall we hold to

"the limits of the freight car rules or shall we allow another

inch or half an inch? I do not think that this is a matter to

take up this evening, but I thought I would speak of it, as it

may come up when we are discussing changes of the rules,

and perhaps some of the other members may desire to con-

sider it in the meantime.

It being necessary for President Grieb to leave at this time,

Vice-President Stimson was called to the chair.

Vice-Pres. Stimson: We have now reached subject No. 3—
Report of committee on condition of draft rigging in cars and
suggestions for improvement of same, of which Mr. Morris is

Chairman.

CONDITION OF DRAFT RIGGING AND SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT

OF SAME.

The subject given your committee to report upon

covers possibly the most important question that the

car department of the railway companies of the United

States have to deal with at present. A statement that

perhaps 75 per cent of the bad order cars in our yards to-day

have defective draft rigging will not be considered an exag-

geration. We are confronted by a condition which is really

appalling, and it seems that only recently have the heads of

the car departments awakened to a realization of the situation.

For many years the changes in the general design in draft

rigging were few. The number of failures was not abnor-

mally large, at least not sufficient to justify investigation, due

in a large measure to the use of the link and pin draw bar,

which demanded greater care in coupling and switching the

cars for the safety of the switchmen, thus prolonging the life

of the draw gear in its original construction. The advent of

the M. C. B. coupler, working automatically, has removed the

element of danger in coupling and radically changed the condi-

tions. No longer does the switchman go between the cars to

make a coupling; he opens the knuckle and the cars are

thrown together with such force as to insure coupling them,

usually more force than is necessary. The results are readily

seen and are attested by the alarming increase in the number
of damaged cars found on our repair tracks, necessitating

renewal and repairs to draft rigging, with a full complement

of broken center sills, end sills, ends broken, and a bill for

renairs which is startling.

The hauling capacity of our locomotives has increased enor-

mously, and the schedule time of our freight trains to-day will

compare favorably with that of our passenger trains of a

dozen years ago. This, in connection with the expeditious

manner in which cars are handled in our terminals, makes it

absolutely necessary that the draft gear should keep pace in

efficiency with the increased demands made on it. Yard work
is certainlv severe on those of our cars which have a weakness

in the region of the draft ringing. Most of you probably have

stood and watched the switchmen doins: their work. If the

cars are moving and a signal is given to stop.they stand still:

there is no gradual slacking up, but a sudden change and the

moving car becomes motionless. When the signal is given to

iro ahead or come back, the car is started with a jump, and

instantly from a condition of absolute lack of motion it as-

sumes a gait of from two to four miles an hour.

Your committee has been asked to consider the situation and

make report of its findings, but with only six weeks' time at
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its disposal must respectfully state that we do uot regard it as

sufficient to enable us to do justice to the subject.

The force of the above will be manifest when we state that

at the last M. C. B. Convention one of the members of its

Committee on Draft Gear arose and said the committee should

be allowed three years in which to make tests and report.

The committee also desire to state that in making this report

they have decided to consider only the defects, causes and

remedies in connection with draft rigging on cars now in

service; that new construction shall not enter into the question.

The fact that the members of the M. C. B. Association repre-

sent railways owning 1,511,000 cars seems to your committee

to be of sufficient importance to warrant us in limiting our

work in this way.

It has been decided by your committee that for the purpose

of discussion, the subject shall be considered under two sepa-

rate heads, viz.:

1. Defects and causes.

2. Remedies.

One of the most serious features under the present condition

is the low capacity car with its small draft timber and weak
attachments, wholly incapable of withstanding the service

now imposed upon it. The continued use of these cars not only

requires constant attention and work for our repair track, but

is a menace to safety in being handled in trains with cars of

greater capacity. In nearly all cases the single draw lug is

used, which is bolted to the face of the draft timber with

three bolts. The draft timbers in Ihe cars referred to are

small in size, short in length, and usually fastened to center

sills with three bolts through each timber; the follower plates

are too small and with insufficient bearing surface on the draw
lugs. It is almost impossible to obtain ordinary results with

this design. The absence of tie rods or anchor straps, and

with little or no shoulder at ends of draft timbers against

deadwood or end sill, throws the entire strain on the three

bolts which secure the draft timbers to the center sills. These

bolts are usually % in. in diameter. The incessant strain

loosens the bolts, causes the holes to become worn oblong,

permitting the parts to work back and forth, thus breaking

and splitting the draft timbers and center sills and in a great

many cases resulting in the draft rigging pulling out entirely

and causing further damage.

The friction between the draft timber and the sill to whicli

it is secured is a very considerable factor in keeping the draft

timbers rigid, and if the nuts are not properly tightened up

and the timber secured firmly against the draft sill, the

strength is considerably reduced. The draft timbers should

be bolted together, there being no more striking illustration of

the old saying, "In union there is strength," than in the case

of draft timbers. Too many of our old-style cars have draft

timbers each one of which acts independently of the other.

Draft timbers as a rule are made too light. When we con-

sider the immense force and weight of heavy cars coming

together, we should not fail to realize that it is folly to expect

a timber 4x6 in. or 7 in. to withstand the shock successfully. It

has been pretty well demonstrated that use of the draft pin

in connection with the coupler is not a good practice; a pocket,

of at least 4x1 in. iron should be used. The committee is

unanimous in condemning the various kinds of continuous

draft rigging. The weak points in this rigging are limited

only by the number of parts that are supposed to do service;

broken keys, rods, split and broken draft timbers, and broken

coupler key slots are the result of using this device, and we
do not hesitate to recommend that it be condemned on all cars.

A number of cars are fitted with very small striking plates

secured to the headbloek. It has been noted by some of the

members of the committee that a great many cars equipped

with 21/£>x1/£ in. plates secured to headblocks by lag screws are

in bad order within a few days after having come from the

shop.

REMEDIES.

Your committee recommends that with a view of reducing

the bad order cars, all those having short draft timber inse-

curely fastened be not allowed in trains with heavy capacity

cars. That it would be policy for railway companies owning
such cars to destroy them or put them in such service that

they would not be mixed up with heavy capacity cars.

It is recommended that still stiffeners be used, extending

from the ends of the draft timbers to the crossties and be-

tween crossties so as to make a continuous subsill the full

length of the car. Draft timbers should be gained to the

depth of at least two inches to make a shoulder against the

end sill. A number of strong tie rods securing the end sill

to the framing of the car increases the compactness and
strength of the ends and draft timbers.

Nothing less than % in. bolts should be used in draft tim-

bers, and the committee thinks that 1 in. bolts are preferable.

Draft timbers themselves should be not less than 5x8 in.,

and they should be tied together with tie straps in front and
rear (at pocket). Having condemned the old style single

drawings, we unanimously recommend the use of continuous

draw lugs or cheekcasting, with draft timbers properly gained

out to receive them and properly bolted to the draft timbers.

Follower plates should not be less than 1% in., and we rec-

ommend that the construction of the car be so arranged that

the draft sills be separated only as much as is absolutely

necessary, a follower 8 in. being preferable to one 9% in. Fol-

lower plates should have dowels to keep springs in the center

of pocket. The draft rigging should be equipped with two
springs, either tandem or twin, the former being preferable

because of the previous statement, which is to the effect that

draft sills should be as close together as practicable. An
angle iron should be applied to the headblock in place of the

small striking plate we have mentioned.

The above are some of the recommendations that we would

make, but regardless of the effectiveness originating from any

style of draft rigging, it should be borne in mind that the best

results can only be obtained by keeping it in good condition,

by keeping the nuts screwed up tightly, renewing broken or

defective bolts. The life of the best draft rigging ever con-

structed will be of short duration if the bolts with which it

is secured (if bolts be used) are not kept tightened up. Obvi-

ously, if the parts are allowed to separate ever so slightly

the efficiency is reduced.

It is recommended that more attention be given to keeping

the parts of draft rigging drawn tightly together. The com-

mittee believes that the standing orders on all repair tracks

are to "tighten up the bolts." It is also their belief that these

orders are not always carried out as they should be. Rush of

work, lack of help and other excuses are given for failing to

do this necessary work, and it must be acknowledged that in

many instances there is some justification so far as the fore-

man is concerned. However, much better results could be

obtained if greater efforts were made and not only cars on

repair tracks, but those set in at freight-houses and team

tracks to be loaded, should receive attention in the way of

tightening up. A few nuts applied, a few broken bolts re-

newed, and a few minutes' time expended on a car, at a cost

of a sum represented by cents, will save dollars in money
and days in time.

T. R. Morris, chairman: H. H. Harvey, Hugh Marsh, Thos.

B. Hunt, S. Shannon, C D. Pettis.

Vice-President Stimson: You have heard the very admirable

report of the committee appointed for the investigation of the

draft rigging subject. It will be in order for some member
to make a motion that the report be accepted, after which it

will be placed before you for discussion. Motion made and

carried that the report be accepted.

Mr. Bates: I think it would be a good idea to lay that over

until some future meeting, after it has been printed, and then

placed on the program for discussion.

Mr. Manchester (C, M. & St. P.): I hope that you will dis-

cuss the question to-night, and if you do not get enough dis-

cussion, take it up at some future meeting.

Mr. Stimson: As the president has arranged an entertain-

ment for the January meeting that will take the entire even-
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ing, and the chairman of the Committee on Subkjects has ar-

ranged for the February and March programs, it would there-

fore be necessary to lay this subject over until the April meet-

ing, unless it were given preference.

Mr. Smith: I have listened with a great deal of interest to

the reading of the report and am particularly interested in it,

as I believe there is no part of the car that gives us as much

expense as the draft rigging, but at the same time I am free

to confess that I cannot very well discuss the report as read.

I would like to read the report over, and then perhaps I would

have more to say about it. The M. C. B. Association now
has a committee that is to make a report on this same subject,

and from the circular sent out, if my memory serves me right,

they are to have all of the devices, which are to be tested,

ready by Feb. 1st. We will no doubt be able to learn some-

thing from their test that will better enable us to discuss this

paper, and personally I am not prepared to discuss the report

at present. I must say that it strikes me as being a most

excellent report, and I would like to hear it discussed, but not

until some iater meeting.

Mr. Stimson: Is it not a fact that we will not obtain any

report from the Master Car Builders' committee until after

the convention next year, unless it be a few that care to wit-

ness the test?

Mr. Smith: Perhaps that is true, but I think most of the

technical journals will publish articles concerning the experi-

ments and probably sketches of the devices used. In the

report this committee makes some pretty strong recommenda-

tions which seem to be in line with good work, and perhaps

by comparing the two we will be able to better discuss the

various recommendations.

Mr. Evans: As. I listened to that report, it is not so much
the trouble with new patent devices that the report is alluding

to, but the old draft rigging in service on cars to-day which

needs something to protect them from breaking down on the

heavy cars. That being the case, the report of the M.C.B. Asso-

ciation would not do any good. It is the old cars with % in.

bolts in the draft timbers and side castings that they recom-

mend be changed to % in. or 1 in. bolts. There are thousands

of them in service and will be for some time to come. They
recommend that we cut the draft timbers in 4 in. That can-

not be done on some cars. The newer cars with patent devices

stand pretty well.

Mr. La Rue: In looking over the yards considerably I And
that a good many new cars are being built with short draft

timbers, some having as many as four sill keys and four % in.

bolts through the draft sill and the draft timber, no other tie

rod or anything to tie it fast to the transom. It does not seem
to me that that is good construction. Our reads have sacri-

ficed a good deal of the efficiency of the bolster in protecting

the long draft timbers. I noticed a new car last Sunday morn-
ing which had four bolts through the draft timbers and short

draft timbers; one key, I think 6 in. long, and it was 6 in.

from the end of the sill. That was the only thing there was
to hold it. Now, it does not seem to me as if that was good

construction. The key being so close to the end of the draft

timber, it seems to me it will soon split off after the car gets

a little older. I do not think the trouble is all going to be

with the old cars; a good deal is going to be with new cars,

and it is commencing already.

Mr. Cardwell: I listened to that report with a great deaj of

interest and heartily concur with the recommendations made,

and in cars with short draft timbers where the bottom of the

end sill is flush with the long sills it is necessary to use keys.

If it is not we can cut the draft timber out 2 ins. to hold it up
against the end sill as recommended. In regard to sill stiff-

eners extending to the crossties and between the crossties so

as to make a continuous sub-ill. is another valuable recom-

mendation. Of course when the car gets between two heavier

ones the transome sometimes give back and it loosens the

bolts. One addition, however, I would make would be tie

bolts or strap bolts in the back ends of the draft timbers se-

curing them to the transoms. An angle iron on the deadwood

is another good recommendation. Plates on the deadwoods
get broken after a very little service and the draft timber ends
split out where the coupler is allowed to strike, and I should

add also, to that recommendation, some kind of a cap over

the ends of the draft timbers to furnish additional striking

surface for the coupler, let the coupler have three points to

strike when it is compressed against the deadwood, instead of

one. That will prevent our couplers from breaking as well as

from damaging deadwoods and draft timbers. I think that

the report is very concise and complete and I heartily concur

with all the recommendations made.
Mr. Parish: I would like to have a little more time to go

into this. There are, however, one or two items that I would
like to call attention to. The committee recommends nothing

less than 1x4 in. pockets. We find in looking over the broken
pockets that very few railroads are paying attention to the

quality of iron which they are putting into these pockets. We
also find there is quite a reduction at the back end of the

pocket in the angle, that instead of being 1x4 in. it will not

be more than % x 4 in. at the corner, or less. I bring this

matter up because a great many pockets are being improperly

made. Referring to the matter of striking plates, we use a

1 x 4 in. striking plate and we find that it will not stand the

service but bends very quickly. On our new cars we use an
angle iron and I believe that such angle irons should not be

less than % in. thick.

Mr. Cardwell: In speaking of pockets I have in use a cast-

ing that is made in a semi-cylinder shape that fits in this

pocket at the back end, back of the follower plate and it

does away with the right angle bending of this pocket. It sim-

ply curves around this casting and makes a much stronger

pocket.

Mr. Buker: I might say in regard to pockets that in making
a great many of them I think the dies are square or put in

the bull dozer and cuts the corner. I think if the die had

the sharp corner taken off it would protect it a great deal. I

think if a tail strap is made in a circular form and not with a

square shoulder a great many would not break as they do,

and as the gentleman that just spoke said, I think there is a

great lot of poor iron used. Some of them break off like

pieces of cast iron from no particular cause. I .think all short

draft timbers should be anchored to the needle beam. I think

more than two keys is a detriment to the short draft timber

because I think it will split out the ends of the center sills.

We have more trouble with center sills than anything else in

the new equipment we got last spring.

Mr. La Rue: Mr. Buker has voiced my sentiments in regard

ao the ends of short draft timbers. Too many keys is worse

than not enough. In regard to pocket straps I think the M. C.

B. design is a half oval corner and the follower has the corner

rounded off to suit. I think if that is followed out closely we
will not have the pocket failing.

Mr. Stimson: For the information of the members, I might

add, that my experience has shown, that more satisfactory

results may be expected and obtained, by using what is

known as the wing former, instead of the ordinary male and

female die. It costs but very little more, and is much easier

on the iron; it also makes it possible to upset the corners, thus

increasing the area at the corners, instead of decreasing it,

which is usually done by the ordinary process of manufacture.

We have such a former in our shop, and I understand it is the

practice of all the principal forging manufacturers, to manu-
facture drawbar pockets in this manner.

We have a very large number of cars in service equipped

with 4 in. x 1 in. pockets, with which we have had no trouble

whatever. I am inclined to believe that much of the trouble

referred to comes about by permitting too much strain at one

point of the pocket. As an illustration most of the designs

of draw gear as applied today, are provided with two springs

either in tandem or twin; if the design is such that the entire

strains are transmitted to the rear end of the pocket, a 4 in. x

1 in. pocket is hardly strong enough to stand it, in my judg-

ment, but if by some means it is distributed to the different
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points of the pocket, there should be no difficulty, at least Ave

are experiencing no such trouble. Mr. Morris mentions in bis

report, that he would condemn all short draft timbers in

heavy trains. I would not concur in that recommendation,

unless it were qualified "to condemn all short draft timbers

in heavy trains, unless they were properly fastened by rods,

transmitting the strains to the body bolster, or to the cross

ties.

Mr. Morris: The report referred to the short draft timber

with single lug, secured with three bolts, etc.

Mr. Stimson: It is not quite clear to me how the committer

proposes to gain the draft timbers on top 2 in. to receive end

sill or buffer block on cars already in service, as it would ap-

pear, that to do this, it would affect the height of the coupler.

Mr. Evans: I would like to ask for information, whether that

recommendation of Mr. Morris is contrary to the use of M. C.

B. recommended practice on short draft timber, or does he

simply refer to the cheek casting that has only three bolts.

The recommended practice is four bolts. I think, however,

that the report of the committee is a good one and deserving

of more discussion than we will be able to give it now and I

think it would be well enough to carry it over. I notice the

committee neglected, however, to speak of the draw gear on

steel cars, a great many of which are coining into service and

causing us a great deal of trouble too. 1 think this associa-

tion can well go on record as recommending a draft rigging

that the ordinary carsinith and blacksmith can repair. I do

not think that car building has progressed to that extent that

the mechanism on some of the frictionless draft timbers iioav

in existence is required.

Mr. Manchester: The subject under discussion this evening

is one that Ave are all very much interested in, and for that

reason I asked that the discussion go as far as it could this

evening and be continued. For my part I am interested in

anything that, this association has to say about the defects as

they find them in the draft gears of the cars of today. While

no doubt much can be done to improve the draft gear on new

cars and many of the older cars, especially those having 1

longer draft timber, can be vastly improved, yet it seems to

me that there is another all important question that has to be

taken into consideration in reference with the damage to cars.

and that that question has got to be over and beyond the

question of building cars to stand such shocks. My attention

was called a few days ago to a ucav car with an iron under-

framing that came into our yards with a load of dimension

iron for body bolsters. There Avere 30 tons of iron in the car.

in tAvo tiers at either side of the door, lea\'ing a space near the

center of the car, Avhen the iron Avas loaded, the width of the

doors betAveen the two tiers and a space of three to four feet

betAveen the end of the tiers and the end of the car at either

end. The tiers were about 12 inches deep. In sAvitching that

car it had been thrown against a string of cars with such

force that that tier of iron had moved out and taken the end

of the car with it. In switching at some other point it had

been thrown the other way against a string of cars and moved
out, taking the end of the car with it. Now with such usage as

that it is absolutely impossible to build cars to withstand such

shocks. What seems to me has got to come is that Ave must

make these weak features in the draft gear stronger and that

then there must be a law that cars shall not receive such

usage. I further believe that the large engines are not as

much responsible for the damage to draft rigging today as

they are. getting credit for. That it is the rough usage in

yards and in switching, throwing the cars together, that it is

the impact that first does the damage to the draft rigging,

starting the bolts loose, getting everything in good shape to

give way and then getting mil on Hie road in the long trains

and the big engine gets the credit of having done (he damage.

As the committee says, with the link-ahd-pin coupler out of

1 he way, the knuckle is open and the cars 'ire thrown together.

There is nobody between the cars and consequently that fea-

ture of danger no longer exists, that is Hie personal injury

question. What has probably still further aggravated the

breakage of the car is that all yards to-day are congested and
business has got to be done very rapidly in order to get all

the business through the yards that must pass through. The
switchmen are urged on to work faster and faster and that

means that your cars are roughly handled, and as I said ear-

lier in my remarks, it appears to me Ave have got to weed the

Aveak features out of our draft rigging and then make hiAvs

that the cars must not be thrown together and damage the

draft rigging. There have been some remarks made about the

buffing plates. I am doubtful whether any style of a buffing-

plate will ever be satisfactory. I think that Ave will eventu-

ally have to go back to the old buffer. It is one of the very

strange things that came to pass in car construction that for

the many years that the buffer Avas really a man-killer on the

cars with link-aud-pin draw bars, it was maintained, but just

as quick as the automatic coupler came into use and the buf-

fer could have continued to exist Avithout being a man-killer,

it AA'as ordered out of service. Believing as I do iioav, that th>

majority of the cars which are damaged are caused by hard

shocks, Ave cannot put butting plates on that will stand those

shocks, without possibly, the help Ave may get from the fric-

tion draft gear, which may give some relief, and I would say

that it would be one of the proper things in car construction

to look in the direction of a satisfactory buffer. The question

of material that has been already referred to, is very import-

ant, especially in the matter of pockets. It is a difficult mat-

ter to-day to get a good quality of iron; but I believe that rail-

way companies building cars and writing specifications for

cars should demand a. very good quality of iron in the pocket.

As to what can be done toAvards strengthening and improAr -

ing the cars uoav in service I do not know that I can add any-

thing to what the committee has already said. Their recom-

mendations are good and will- certainly give a great deal of

relief if carried out. There must lie a question come up

before long as to responsibility in connection with the han-

dling of -these old and short draft timber cars. They do not

stand the shocks that a car should stand to-flay in ordinary,

reasonably careful service and Avithout the companies who
are owning these cars do see that it is decidedly to their ad-

vantage to maintain and keep them up so that they can afford

to be responsible to the company handling the car for a larger

measure of repairs for that class of equipment than they are

with a car that is equipped with a reasonably safe and strong

draft timber and I think a reasonable time should be given

when they be not offered in interchange and the receiving

road be responsible for repairs to the draft timbers. I hope

that the discussion will be continued and this association put

the full force of its Avisdom and observation on this question

because I believe it is the most important question in car con-

struction to-day.

Mr. Stimson: The chair wishes to thank Mr. Manchester,

for the remarks he has made, as I am sure the members pres-

ent have been given a cue that will help them in the future

discussion of this subject. I would ask Mr. Bates, Chairman
of the Committee on Subjects, when he can alloAV space to

continue this subject.

Mr. Bates: I think possibly it can be put on not later than

March, possibly February. We may set something else back

and get on this, and I think we can possibly do that, Pos-

sibly at our next meeting we will decide that.

Mr. Stimson: For the information of the members it may
be stated, that the committee on subjects are iioav consider-

ing the advisability of selecting a dozen or twenty subjects,

and placing them before the association with the information

that they will be discussed at some regular meeting during

llio Avinter. They may come up at the first meeting or may
not come up until later, but this advance notice will enable

all tlie members to look up data and study the questions that

are coming before the Association for discussion. The report

of the committee on draft gear Avill lie taken up at one of our

meetings, and at as early a one as it is possible to do so.

Meeting adjourned.
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THE cutting off of exchange passes in the Trunk

Line Association territory seems likely to> effect to

quite an extent the attendance at the Saratoga conven-

tions this coming June. While the work of the Master

Mechanics and Master Car Builders is educational it is

none the less important and in view of the many recent

railroad accidents, the public i*s likely to look upon this

educational work, which minimizes the chances of acci-

dents and makes possible safe and comfortable traveling,

as a very necessary adjunct to railway operation. In

view of the fact that to these two associations is due in

large part the credit for bringing railway rolling stock

equipment up to its present high standard, it seems very

poor economy to curtail in the slightest degree their use-

fulness.

•»

»

WITH the increased number of steel cars in service

comes an increased interest in and desire on the

part of rolling stock officials for the proper maintenance

of this class of equipment. At the January meeting of

the Central Railroad Club, a report on the best method

in shop practice of meeting the requirements and main-

tenance of all-steel cars was presented. The report of

the committee went into the matter very thoroughly and

recommended the painting of cars at least once every year

and a half, considering the pneumatic painting machine

preferable to the brush. Except in the case of wrecks the

principal repairs which are necessary to the steel car is

the painting. We do not claim that a protective paint is

a "panacea for all the ills that the steel car is heir to,"

unless it is still possible to create a certain "paint wonder"

such as was very freely advertised not so long' ago, and

which had "five times the durability of any other paint

and was absolutely indestructible." But when all is said

the importance of using a good paint well applied cannot

be overestimated.
•»

AN official announcement confirms the various state-

heretofore given out by the daily press that die

New York Central has been preparing plans for the

enlargement of the Grand Central Station and for changes

in the Park avenue tunnel. Electricity will be substituted

for steam in the side tunnels and the underground sta-

tion
; and before determining that electrical or some other

power shall permanently be used in place of steam, suf-

ficient time will be given to see whether the trains can

be as well and safely handled as by the old method. Pos-

sibly the recent accident in the Fourth avenue tunnel has

hastened the adoption of the new plans. It is not likely

however that a railroad of the high standard of the New
York Central waits for accidents to improve its equip-

ment, neither is it hurried in such matters by public

clamor. The betterment of any department of railroad

service is anxiously sought after by the railroad officials

themselves and the best thought and attention is given to

such matters by men most eminently fitted to handle

them.

•»

»

AN interesting feature of the discussion on Mr. La-

mont's paper on freight car bolsters at last month's

meeting of the Western Railway Club were the sugges-

tions brought out in reference to designing bolsters with

a view of carrying a portion of the load on the side bear-

ings. The idea received considerable support from some

of the prominent members present, though to others who

have made it a point in ordering new equipment to pro-

vide bolsters which would not get down on the side

bearings, and have been considering various plans to

get their old equipment off the side bearings, it seemed

more or less heretical. The question probably has not an

infinite number of sides as was claimed of a subject dis-

cussed by the club a year or two since, but it has at least

two sides. The principal argument for carrying a part of

the load on side bearings is the alleged difficulty of getting

bolsters within the space available to carry the loads with-

out undue deflection. With this argument is coupled the

suggestion that if a good design of anti-friction side bear-

ing is used the trucks will curve as well under normal

conditions at if the side bearings cleared, while if the

cars on account of eccentric loading or some other cause

ride on one side, they will curve better than if they

had the stiff bolsters and no anti-friction side bearings.

It is claimed on the other hand that it is quite possible

with most designs of trucks to provide roOm for a good

body bolster without excessive weight and that the body

bolsters should not be blamed for the lack of adaptability

of certain designs of trucks ; also that roller side bearings

have been used for years on freight equipment with un-

satisfactory results. Passenger car equipment almost

without exception is turned out with some Aveight on side

bearings in order to prevent excessive rocking. In the

case of freight equipment, the question of rocking being

less important the cars are generally given a small

amount of clearance in order that they may curve more

easily and it usually takes very little reflection to con-

vince the average man that trucks curve more easily -if

sile bearings are free and the weight carried on the cen-

ter plate, unless some good design of anti-friction side

bearing is used. The question of providing a good sup-

port for truss rod saddles should not be lost sight of in

designing body bolsters and it is doubtful if the weight

or strength of the bolster should be verv much reduced on
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account of the use of anti-friction side bearings. It looks

on the whole very much as though the matter resolved

itself into the question of using or not using anti-friction

side bearings. Theoretically they are a good thing and
there are undoubtedly some good designs on the market.

»» »

VICE-CONSUL-GENERAL MURPHY sends from
Frankfort, November 23, 1901, translation from

the Frankfurter Journal, as follows : The Technical High
School in Charlottenburg has just completed a series of

experiments with a new method for preparing steel, and

the result will no doubt attract much attention in inter-

ested circles. Experts claim that this new invention may
revolutionize the entire metal

industry. The inventor,

named Giebeler, is a small

manufacturer in Mecklen-

burg, who has for years been

interested in this new pro-

cess, but was unwilling to

bring it before the public un-

til it had been thoroughly

tested by experts. The re-

sults reached at the Techni-

cal High School were most

satisfactory. By the Giebel-

er process, all sorts of iron

can be given strength and

hardness double that obtain-

ed by the Harvey, Krupp

and Boehler processes, in

spite of the fact that the cost

of production is reduced 50

per cent. Projectiles fired

against a 7^-millimeter

(0.305 inch) sheet of steel

produced by the Giebeler

process penetrated only to

the depth of 1 millimeter

(0.039 inch), while a simi-

lar sheet of Krupp steel was

completely penetrated. With

sword blades of this ma-

terial, other sword blades

can be shivered as if

they were made of

wood. A representative of

Mr. Giebeler will start next

week for Pittsburg, to

bring the invention to the attention of the great steel

kings of America.

dinarily large. How large no one has been able to
tell. To determine this important question with some
considerable degree of accuracy, The Railway Age, at
great labor and expense, has gathered these statis-

tics." which show 193,439 freight cars, 2,879 passenger
cars and 4,340 locomotives. The well known accuracy
of the Railway Age in such matters makes this report
doubly valuable.

• »

Mr. George F. Baer,
PRESIDENT PHILADELPHIA AND READING RAIL

WAY COMPANY.

Mr. Baer began his business career in a newspaper office,
and by studying law at night laid the foundation for his
well known legal career. At the close of the war, in
which he served with honor, he resumed his legal
work and as early as 1870 became counsel of the road
of which he is now the head.

» • »

UNDER the heading of "Statistics of Cars and

Locomotives Ordered in 1901," The Railway

Age in its issue of January 3, 1902, published some

very complete and interesting tables showing the

number, the kind, the purchaser and the builder of the

railway rolling stock ordered during 1901. It states

that: "It is a matter of common knowledge that the

requisitions for car and locomotive equipment made

by railway companies during 1901 on their own shops

and on car and locomotive builders have been extraor-

T^| R. FREDK. W. HOSSFELD, consul at Trieste,

1 M. under date of Nov. 15, 1901, writes the following:
The locomotive industry of Austria comprises five dif-

ferent establishments, employing at present 5,200 work-
men, viz : The machine works
at Florisdorf, with 1,300

men; the machine shops of.

the State Railway Company
at Vienna, with 1,300 men;
the locomotive works at

Wienerneustadt, with 1,400

men; the Kraus Machine
Factory at Vienna, with

from 400 to 500 men; and

the Bohemian-Moravian Lo-

comotive Works at Prague,

with 800 men. The total

number of men employed in

normal times is about 6,000.

The total annual capacity of

the five establishments is

about 400 locomotives, and

their annual earnings are be-

tween 20,000,000 and 25,-

000,000 crowns ($4,060,000

and $5,075,000). The aver-

age price of a common lo-

comotive without tender is

50,000 crowns ($10,150).

More powerful machines for

express trains range in price

from 75,000 to 100,000

crowns ($15,225 to $20,-

300). The number of the lat-

ter type of machines built in

Austria is, however, compar-

atively small. The various

establishments have at pres-

ent orders for 92 locomo-

tives and 24 tenders from the State, and for some 20

locomotives from railroad corporations doing business

in Austria. Foreign orders were quite frequent in former

years, and even as late as 1900, no less than 60 Austrian-

built machines went to Belgium and France. During the

present year, however, the only foreign order received has

been one from Egypt for six locomotives. Unless new
contracts are obtained in the near future, four of the five

locomotive-building establishments will be without work
within six months. In fact, the blacksmiths and turners

will be left idle much sooner—in January or February, at

the latest. A representative of the locomotive industry

states that when new orders are received, it usually takes
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from two to four months to procure the necessary mate-

rial. If this be true, an interruption of work in some of

the departments would seem unavoidable, and the Gov-

ernment orders, which 1 recently reported as being under

consideration for the relief of this industry, can not come

any too soon.
* »

PURDUE'S second historic locomotive has reached

the University. It is deposited with the Uni-

versity by the Baltimore & Ohio R. R., as a result

of interest shown by Mr. J. N. Barr and Mr. F. D.

Underwood, when with the B. & O. R. R., and Mr.

F. D. Casanave, the present general superintendent of

motive power. The engine belongs to what is known

as the "camel-back" type and is designated by the

initials "B. & O., No. 173". This type of locomotive

was originated some forty years ago by Mr. Ross

Winans, one of the most eminent of the early loco-

motive designers and builders. Engine No. 173 is of

the ten-wheel type and has cylinders 19 x 22 inches,

driving wheels 50 inches in diameter, weight on driv-

ers 56,500 pounds and a total weight of 77,10,0 pounds.

The shell of its boiler is 48 inches in diameter. It was
built in 1868 and is, therefore, 33 years old. It has

been in regular service until withdrawn, to be put in

order for delivery to the University, after which it

made the trip from Baltimore to LaFayette under its

own steam in six days. This engine of thirty-odd

years ago presents many interesting features, the

whole machine being in fact designed with wonder-

ful skill and ingenuity. The name "camel-back," as

may be surmised, was given to the engine on account

of the peculiar appearance produced by the large cab

on the central part of the barrel, and of the rapidly

receding back end, with its staircase and hand rail on

the steeply inclined fire-box, all of which gave the

engine a humped appearance. It is said that the chief

aim of Mr. Winans was to produce a locomotive hav-

ing a maximum capacity at a minimum cost, and this

he apparently succeeded in accomplishing, for it is

proverbial that the Winans engines did a larger

amount of work than any other type used at that

time and the business of making them resulted in a

large fortune to Mr. Winans. The Purdue "camel-

back" is different from the original Winans engine,

which had eight driving wheels and no truck. The
Purdue engine, also, has a Stephenson link motion

and injectors, while the original engines used the hook

motion and pumps. The driving tires of the Purdue

engine are secured by gibs in addition to shrinkage.

The driving springs are used as equalizers and are

not placed central over the axles. It is of interest to

note, also, that the fire-box of Purdue's "camel-back"

extends entirely back of the rear axle, giving an op-

portunity to make it wider than those boxes which

were placed between the frames, after the manner
which was common when Mr. Winans lived. It is

noteworthy, also, that the wide fire-box with an in-

clined top is now again coming into use, being found

in the best of recent designs.

-*—*-

Chautauqua Type Locomotive, Central Railroad of New Jersey.

HE Brooks Works of the American Loco-
* motive Co. recently delivered to the Cen-

tral Railroad of New Jersey three Chau-

tauqua type locomotives quite similar in

construction to the B. R. & P. locomotive

described in our January issue except that

in this case the firebox is wider and the cab

set in front of it. These locomotives are

intended to burn fine anthracite coal.

The weight in working order is 191,000 lbs. of

which 99,400 lbs. is on drivers, 48,400 lbs. on front

truck wheels, and 43,200 lbs. on trailing wheels. The
tender with a full load of coal and water weighs 124,-

000 and carries 6,000 gallons of water and twelve tons

of coal.

The boiler has 325 tubes 2 inches in diameter and

16 feet 6^4 inches long, and a firebox 10 feet 2 inches

long. The heating surface amounts to 2,967 square

feet of which 2,793 square feet is in the tubes and the

remaining 174 square feet in the firebox. The grate

area is 82 square feet.

With a boiler pressure of 210 lbs., 20^ in. by 26 in.

cylinders, and 85 in. wheels the engine has a traction

force of 22,950 lbs. The factor obtained by dividing

the heating surface in square feet by the weight in

pounds of one cylinder full of steam at boiler pressure

is 1,210, which should insure a good steaming engine.

The frames are of wrought iron, the main portion 5

ins. wide, reduced to 4 ins. in width at the cylinders

and to about two inches under the fire box. In addi-

tion to the usual braces from the smoke box sides to

the bumper beam these engines have similar braces

extending back from the smoke box and making a

connection with the frames at the guide yoke, a con-

struction which ought to go far toward preventing

loose saddle bolts and cylinder bolts. Free use of cast

steel is made as a substitute for wrought and cast iron.

The spring rigging is of an arrangement often used

by these builders, the front driving springs being un-

derhung and the back springs over the boxes, the rear

ends connecting with a cross equalizer to which con-

nections are made by the trailing equalizers. The
trailing truck is of the Player design used on the Buf-

falo, Rochester & Pittsburg, Chicago, Rock Island and

Pacific and Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern En-

gines built during the past year by these builders.
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The detailed dimensions and particulars not given

above are as follows

:

Kind of fuel to be used Fine anthracite coal

Weight on leading wheels 48,400 lbs.

Weight on driving wheels 99,400 lbs.

Weight on trailing wheels. . . . .

' 43,200 lbs.

Weight, total 191,000 lbs.

Weight tender loaded. . 124,000 lbs.

Valves, greatest travel 5^ in.

Valves, steam lap (inside) 1% in.

Valves, exhaust clearance (outside) o

Lead in full gear 3-32 in.

Lead, constant or variable Variable.

Boiler, type of . .Wagon top.

Boiler, working pressure 210

Boiler, material in barrel . . Steel.

Chautauqua Type Locomotive, Central Railroad of New Jersey.

Wheel base total of engine 29 ft. 10 in.

Wheel base driving 7 ft. 8 in.

Wheel base total engine and tender 53 ft. 8 in.

Length over all engine 39 ft. 8^ in.

Length over all total engine and tender. . . .69 ft. 8 in.

Height center of boiler above rail 9 ft. Sy2 in.

Height of stack above rail 14 ft. 11 in.

Heating surface, fire box 174 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2793 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2967 sq. ft.

Grate area 82 sq. ft.

Wheels, diameter 36 in.

Wheels, driving, diameter . . .85 in.

Wheels, trailing, diameter 51 in.

Material of wheel centers All cast steel.

Type of trailing wheels Improved radial axle.

Journal leading axles 6 x 12

Journal leading axles, wheel fit 6}2

Journal, driving '

g
l/2 x 12 in.

Journal driving axles, wheel fit 9^ in.

Journal trailing axles 8 x 14 in.

Journal trailing axles, wheel fit 7% in.

Cylinder diameter 20^ in.

Cylinder stroke 26 in.

Piston rod diameter 4 in.

Main rod length center to center 140 in.

Steam ports, length 2 S
lA m -

Steam ports, width 1^4 in.

Exhaust ports, least area 75 sq. in.

Bridge width 3^ m -

Valves, kind of Improved piston.

Boiler, diameter of barrel front 68 in.

Boiler, diameter of barrel at throat 73^ in.

Seams, kind of, horizontal Sextuple.

Seams, kind of, circumferential Triple.

Crown sheet stayed with Radial stays.

Dome, diameter inside 30 in.

Fire box, type - Wide.

Fire box, length 123 in.

Fire box, width 97 in.

Fire box, depth front 59 in.

Fire box, depth back 48 in.

Fire box, material Steel.

Fire box, thickness of sheets

Crown }i in., tube $/% in., side Y% in.

Fire box, brick arch . . .None.

Fire box, mud ring, width

T,y2 in. back, 33/2 in. sides, 4 in. front.

Fire box, water space at top

4 x/2 in. back, $y2 in. sides, 4 in. front.

Tubes, number of 325

Tubes, material Charcoal Iron.

Tubes, outside 2 in.

Tubes, thickness 12 B. W. G.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 16 ft. 6% hi.

Smoke box, outside diameter 71 in.

Smoke box, length from tube sheet 65^ in.

Exhaust nozzle, single or double Single.

Netting, wire or plate Netting.

Netting, size of mesh or perforations

2.y2 in. x 2.y2 in. No. 12 wire.

Stack, straight or taper Taper.
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Stack, least diameter taper 15 m -

Stack, greatest diameter taper 16^ in.

Stack, height above smoke box 2.J in.

Type 8-wheel steel frame.

Tank, type Slope top.

Tank, capacity for water ' 6000 gallons.

Tank, capacity for coal 12 tons.

Tank, material Steel.

Tank, thickness of sheets Ya m -

Type of underframe Steel channel.

Type of trucks B. W. all metal trucks.

Type of springs Triple elliptic.

Diameter of wheels , ^36 in.

Diameter by length of journals 5^ in. x 10 in.

Distance between centers of journals 6 ft. 5 in.

Length of tank inside 20 ft.

Width of tank inside 10 ft.

Height of tank, not including collar 5 ft. 7*4 in.

Type of draw gear Williamson & Pries tandem.

The special equipment includes New York automat-

ic brakes for driving and trailing wheels and tender

and train service, Nathan sight feed lubricators, Con-

solidated safety valves, Hancock injectors, Consoli-

dated steam heating system, French springs, Jerome

metallic packing piston rods.

»»

Thirty-six Foot 6o,ooo-lb. Capacity Box Cars, Delaware, Lacka-

wanna and Western.

|E are enabled, through the courtesy of Mr.

L. T. Canfield, master car builder of the

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Rail-

road, to publish herewith the plans for the

36-foot 30-ton box cars, of which 1,000

were recently ordered of the American Car

& Foundry Co. These cars are built in ex-

act accordance with the recommendations

of the American Railway Association as to

length, height, width and width of door opening.

The details of construction are very clearly shown
on the general plan drawings furnished us. The side

and intermediate sills are 4Y in. by 8 in. in section, and

the center sills 5 in. by 8 in. in section. The end sills

are 8 in. by 9 in. in section and are mortised in the

usual manner for the tenons of the longitudinal sills.

The side posts and braces are but 2^2 in. thick, but

the panels between bolsters and door openings are

short so the sides are probably as stiff as will be

required.

The floor trussing consists of four iy& in. truss rods

located inside the outside sills and outside the center

sills, the latter rods being located on the centers of

the buffer castings, which are so designed as to serve

as truss rod washers. The body bolsters are of D. L.

& W. design, made up of plates 10 in. wide and rein-

forced by truss rods passing over the tops of center

and intermediate sills. The draft timbers pass through
the body bolsters.

The trucks are of the D. L. & W. standard design,

with Simplex bolsters and the Barber roller bearing

Among other special equipments is the following:

Gould couplers, Butler single spring draft attach-

ments, Sterlingworth brake beams, Westinghouse air

brakes, Standard Railway Equipment Co.'s outside

metallic roof, Magnus Metal Co.'s M. C. B. journal

bearings, D. L. & W. standard malleable iron journal

boxes, Gould Coupler Co.'s wrought iron axle, Nation-

al Railway Spring Co.'s springs, Chicago grain door,

and Durham side door fixtures.

Z"Rollers10"Lon^

TBarber Roller-Bearing Truck, D., L. & W. Box Cars.
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Boom Island Roundhouse, Wisconsin Central Railway, Minneapolis.

HE Wisconsin Central Railway how have

T under way some important improvements

in their terminal facilities at Minneapolis.

Minn., including freight yards and houses,

a repair yard with a round house, machine

shop, power house, oil house, sand house,

and other buildings and conveniences for

cleaning and repairing cars and locomo-

tives. With the exception of the freight

yards and house the improvements are located on

Boom Island, which is an island in the Mississippi

River.

We are enabled by Mr. R. B. Tweedy, chief engi-

neer of the railway company, to present herewith the

plans of the round house and machine shop. The

round house is an 80 ft. eight stall structure with brick-

walls and concrete foundations. The posts, braces

and roof girders and purlins are of best Oregon fir

or Georgia pine, and the roof sheathing of 2 x 6 ins.

No. 1 white pine. The roof is covered with a five-ply

tar and. gravel. The pits are of concrete connected

with a line of 12-in. vitrified salt glazed sewer pipe, ex-

tended to an outlet into the river. A drop pit connect-

Levp/

Cross Section of Roundhouse, Wisconsin Central Rv.

Rear tfievofiQn Front Elevation

Elevations of Roundhouse, Wisconsin Central Railway.
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Plan of Roundhouse, Machine Shop, Power and Storehouse, Wisconsin Central Railway.
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ing two adjacent pits is provided for convenience in dumped into the cinder pit car, then by moving the lever,

removing wheels. An unusual feature of this round-

house is the arrangement for eating, consisting of a

hot blast apparatus with underground distribution

through galvanized iron and tile pipes.

Adjoining the roundhouse is the power house and

machine shop, a building 50 ft. by 80 ft. in size with a

wing 25 ft. by 63 ft. containing the store house, oil

house, and offices for foreman and dispatcher. From

the power house is supplied the necessary heat, power

light, etc., compressed air, steam and water for use

throughout the buildings and grounds. The whole

arrangement of buildings and yards seems very con-

venient.

»

Cinder Pit Conveyor.

MANY devices have been invented and put in use

for the saving of money in railway service but

it is claimed that none have effected a greater saving

for the money expended than the device herewith illus-

trated. The device consists of an air cylinder and car

running on a track, with a third rail in the center, this

rail being used to dump the car at the proper time. The

locomotive is run over the pit as usual and grates cleaned

and cinders dumped in the regular manner, but instead

of the cinders dropping into the pit to be shoveled out

are run up the incline railway and automatically dumped.

It will be readily seen by this improved method no

Cinder Pit Conveyor.

labor is used. Where the cinder pit is located near the

roundhouse or shops, the air is taken from the air re-

by hand and then rehandled into the cinder car, they are ceiver in the shops, but, should there be no air used in

Cinder Pit Conveyor.
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the shops it can be operated by the air brake apparatus

on the engine. A saving of 60 per cent per year on the

present system can be made when a fair amount of en-

gines are in use, and the work performed in a more

satisfactory manner.

The apparatus can be adapted to any cinder pit now in

use without any great additional expense to the present

pit. As seen by the illustration only a small section has

to be taken from the side of the pit to allow the car to

pass under the rail for loading. The apparatus is sold

complete F. O. B. cars, Chicago with drawings for erect-

ing, or the plant will be furnished and set up in place

ready for operation. Those interested are referred to

the officials of the Grand Trunk Ry., this company has

one of the devices in operation at their terminal at Chi-

cago for some months and it is giving excellent services.

The plant can be seen in operation any day at the round-

house, located at Elsdon, only a few miles from Chicago.

At the office of the company, a complete working model

is on exhibition. The conveyor is being manufactured

and put upon the market by the Robertson Conveyor

System, with general offices at 1400-1 Monadnock Block,

Chicago. The device was invented by Mr. W. Robert-

son of Chicago, and the patent taken out by Mr. Chas.

W. Hill, Attorney at 1527 Monadnock Blk., Chicago.

Mr. J. A. Mason, the manager and Mr. J. H. Glenden-

ning, the engineer of the company, will be glad to fur-

nish further information on request.
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The VanDuzen Railroad FireLocomotive and
Pump.

THIS is a steam-jet pump of special construction,

placed in the rear part of the locomotive tender,

just under the top. Attached to it is a brass suction-

pipe extending: to

MB> > the inside bottom of

tank, and a steam-

pipe leading out of the tender at a

convenient place for a steam con-

nection with the boiler. Immedi-

ately from the top of the pump ex-

tends the discharge-pipe (a two-

inch gas-pipe nipple). On the top

top of of this is an elbow,

tender. to which is attached,

at ^.11 times, a proper length of hose

—flat cotton rubber-lined preferred

—and a hose-nozzle, the hose snug-

ly folded in a small box close to the

pump. The main feature is, that

every locomotive is a steam fire en-

gine, and every one with steam up

means a fire engine on its way to

the fire. Further than this, it means
that a few barrels of water well ap-

plied on an incipient fire will, in almost every case,

extinguish it, while thousands of barrels applied late

will, in but few cases, avert entire destruction and save

life. With the ordinary pressure of steam on a loco-

motive this device will fill a two-inch hose 100 feet

long and discharge a solid stream of water from a

5/^-inch nozzle to a distance of 90 feet horizontally.

This pump requires no mechanical skill or supervision.

All its parts being immovable, it can not get out of

order; and, being made of brass, will not corrode or

rust. If neglected or unused for years, it is just as

ready for work as when first put up ; and having no

valves, etc., to hold water, will not freeze. The cost

is a small item compared with the saving of property

that it will effect. The manufacturers have furnished hun-

dreds of them to various railroads and locomotive manu-

facturers. Further information will be furnished by E.

W. Van Duzen Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

»»

amount of sand that will pass through this machine in a

given time is variable and depends largely upon the con-

ditions under which it is used ; that is to say, how wet the

sand is when it is put in the hopper and also the intensity

Clark's Sand Drier.

of the fire maintained in the stove. The furnace is ar-

ranged to use any kind of solid fuel such as hard or soft

coal or wood. These driers are for use with clear sand

only, as earth or clay will merely bake and will not dis-

charge itself from the machine. These driers are claimed

to be the best ever put upon the market for preparing sand

for use on locomotives and street cars.

»*»

Clark's Perfect Sand Drier.

THE accompanying illustration shows one of the types

of the Clark "Perfect" Sand Driers, which are

manufactured by the Parkhurst & Wilkinson Co., of Chi-

cago. This sand drier received the premium as the best

sand drier at the National Exposition of Railway Appli-

ances, and it is in extensive use not only throughout the

United States but in Canada, Europe and South America.

These driers are built in the fashion of an hour glass, the

wet sand being shoveled against the stove and as it dries

is allowed to run out through apertures in the perforated

ring which surrounds the bottom of the hopper. The

Fifteenth Annual Report of the Interstate Com-

merce Commission.

WE give herewith a synopsis of the fifteenth an-

nual report of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission, transmitted to Congress January, 1902, pub-

lishing only such portions as are of particular interest

to the department of railroad service represented by

the Railway Master Mechanic:

The report then shows that for the year ending

June 30, 1901, the number of employes killed in coup-

ling accidents was less than in the preceding year by
about 35 per cent, and the number injured was less

by about 52 per cent. Attention is called to the form

of accident reports promulgated by the commission

under the accident law of March 3, 1901, under which

precise definitions are given for the purpose of these

reports to the words "killed" and "injured," and that

this has resulted in a uniform system of reporting.

According to the accident returns for the month of

July, only four employes were killed during thai-

month while coupling and uncoupling cars. This war-

rants the expectation that casualties due to this cause

will be less for 1902 than for 1901. For the full year
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ending June 30, 1902, the number killed in coupling

accidents averaged 23^ per month. A table showing

the complete statistics for 1893, and 1897 to 1900, in-

clusive is given. Another table shows for those years

the number of persons killed or injured by falling

from trains and engines.

There was a material increase in the ratio killed in

1900 from the three years preceding, the causes for

which can only be conjectured. With the use of air

brakes on freight trains it is confidently expected to

lessen the deaths and injuries under this head, and it

is observed that air brakes were not nearly as gen-

erally used in 1899 and 1900 as they are now. It is

pointed out, however, that with more powerful loco-

motives, heavier cars, and longer freight trains the

use of air brakes on these trains has been the occasion

of an increased number of violent shocks, which tend

to increase the danger to men on the cars.

Another table indicates the increased efficiency of

the men. In 1893 the number of ton miles to each

trainman was 638,635, while in 1890 it was 913,425.

Some damage cases brought under the safety-appli-

ance act, or similar provisions in the state stautes, are

mentioned. The commission recommends that this

act be amended so as to specifically require the appli-

cation of automatic couplers to locomotives and tend-

ers. Although about 75 per cent of the locomotives

and tenders have been equipped with such couplers,

the amendment is desirable if for no other reason than

to insure uniformity on all the roads. It is also rec-

ommended that the application of "handholds" be re-

quired on locomotives, tenders, and snow plows as

well as upon cars. Both of these provisions and also

the requirement of a standard height for couplers

might reasonably be made to cover all vehicles, pas-

senger, freight, and miscellaneous, which are hauled

or propelled by standard locomotives. The commis-

sion recognizes that as a rule the railroad companies

now need no compulsion to induce them to use auto-

matic couplers, and that it is only in details of a minor

character that any road has assumed a critical or re-

luctant attitude. Both the automatic coupler and con-

tinuous power brake are now absolute necessities in

the operation of roads which move long trains, or use

the powerful locomotives and heavy cars which are

now common. Thus the policy of Congress in enact-

ing the safety-appliance law is amply vindicated on

what may be called business considerations, without

regard to the question of safety of life and limb.

Attention is called to the dangerous tise at the pres-

ent time of old and weak cars in nearly all trains.

This has largely been caused by the great expansion

of business, but it is reasonable to expect that every

well-managed road will do away with this element of

danger as fast as is practicable. The action of the

American Railway Association in recommending the

adoption of a standard size for box and freight cars

is noted and commended. The rules adopted by the

commission for the government of its inspectors are

appended to the report. These rules have been widely

distributed and have come to be largely used by the

railways themselves. About 50 copies have been sent

at the request of the Master Car Builders' Associa-

tion. The appendix to the report also contains a table

summarizing the results of the inspections made by
the commission. For the year ending June 30, 1901,

the five or six inspectors employed examined about

98,600 cars. The results of these inspections are dis-

cussed with some detail. Attention is called to defects

in couplers, uncoupling mechanism, brake cylinders,

or triple valves. Especial reference is made to the

breakage of the "knuckle" on couplers, which often

results from the fact that slots and holes are still left

in the knuckles for the purpose of coupling with the

old-fashioned link and pin, thereby diminishing the

strength and security of the knuckle and of the coup-

ler as a whole. The needs of the future in respect to

couplers are strength, simplicity, and finish, the latter

term being used with reference to the outer lines and

greater smoothness.

Railroad officials complain frequently of rough

handling of cars in the yards. With the general use

of automatic couplers, relieving the men of the neces-

sity of going between cars about to come together, it

has become possible to quicken the work of switching

by moving the cars much faster than formerly,

and taking less care to properly graduate the speed of

one car or a draft of cars as it approaches another.

This condition is regrettable, not only on account of

damage to the cars, but because it produces an ele-

ment of danger to the men. The breakage of a timber

or loosening of a bolt or other fastening may not be

discovered until it has caused a derailment while run-

ning on the road at high speed. The remedy for this

fault lies chiefly in greater discipline of the men while

handling the cars. Considerable space is devoted to

the subject of air brakes, and the commission says

that the air brake on freight trains has long been in

need of a decided improvement. Trains have often

been run with only a few cars air-braked, when, but

for insufficient inspection, a very much larger number
could have been made available. A harmful practice

in connection with air-brake hose, which, unfortu-

nately, seems to be on the increase, is noted. This

results from pulling one car away from another with-

out disconnecting the house couplings, but leaving

these couplings to separate automatically. While
such separation is theoretically provided for in the

design of the coupling, the hose is strained and fre-

quently loosened at its fastenings, so that defects are

produced. This introduces an element of constant

danger while trains are running, for the incidental

rupture or parting of a hose while the train is in

motion is sure to cause sudden stoppage, and the

resulting shocks are quite liable to cause derailment

or other damage to the cars. The retaining valve is a

valuable additional safeguard, and on every steep

grade a necessity, but it appears that only a few roads
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have as yet made regular and systematic use of these

valves.

Another cause of unsatisfactory service is found in

deficient arrangements at yards for testing the brakes.

The systematic maintenance of air brakes on freight

cars requires the intelligent co-operation of all who
have to do with making up, movement, and distribu-

tion of trains. The running of trains partially air-

braked is a practice which is still tolerated every-

where. The balance of economy is probably in favor

of running trains partially air-braked, rather than with

no air brakes, but such a dangerous condition must

be obvious to every railway manager. Some com
panies, particularly in the east, are still controlling

trains on steep descending grades by the use of hand

brakes. This is in disregard of the lessons of expe-

rience on many roads in the west, and is contrary to

the advice of expert engineers. An object of the

safety-appliance act was to provide for the use of uni-

versal and continuous power brakes on all trains, and

it is the purpose of the commission to pay particular

attention to this feature. Attention is called to the

benefits accomplished by the establishment of a stand-

ard height for drawbars, and that the -railroads had

made good progress in that direction before the pas-

sage of the law. It is gratifying to be able to state

that many railroads are introducing or extending the

use of the block system, and otherwise improving

their signaling appliances, all of which decreases the

dangers of train movement and makes the duties of

the men simpler and easier. In conclusion, particular

reference is made to letters in the appendix from offi-

cers of railway companies and trainmen's brother-

hoods, testifying to the good results of the law.

»

»

The R. A Car Mover.

EVERYONE who has had occasion to move a heav-

ily loaded car with the ordinary pinch bar, knows
how difficult a matter it is, especially when there is even
a slight amount of snow or ice on the track. We illus-

trate in the accompanying cut a car mover manufactured
and for sale by the Railway Appliances Company, 680
Old Colony Bldg., Chicago, 111. It will be noticed in the

illustration that the desirable feature of this device is that

the clamping arrangement makes it impossible for the bar
to slip. The greater the resistance, the tighter the clamp
grips the rail. One man with this car moved can easily

do the work of four. There are 1,200 "R. A." car mov-
ers in use, and all said to be giving perfect satisfaction.

To any one who has a switch it will save its cost twice
over in time and labor, and the same is true of car

shops, round houses, barns, etc.

The Railway Appliances Company have received many
letters in regard to this car mover and we quote from
several of them. The Crescent Coal & Mining Com-
pany of Chicago say that they are glad to report that

the device works better than they had expected. They
believe that they have tried all the car movers in

existence and can cheerfully say that they have never
had any that has proven so satisfactory as the "R. A."
They have no difficulty in moving three loaded cars
at one time with it.

Aurora Metal Company of Aurora, 111., under date of

January 10, 1902, write as follows : "We received one of

the R. A. car movers some time ago and find that it does
its work perfectly. One man can move a car with its

aid, more rapidly than four or six men have been able to

do previously. We regard it as an exceedingly useful

and labor saving implement which we can cheerfully rec-

ommend.'' Mr. A.M. Clark, Supt. of the American Brake
Shoe & Foundry Co. of Chicago Heights, III, has sent

the Railway Appliances Company the following letter:

"I take great pleasure in testifying as to the unusual
N\

R. A. Car Mover.
merits of your "R. A." car mover. Two of these have

been in constant use for some time, one in our yards mov-
ing cars of pig iron and sand, the other in our shipping
department. Your mover possesses decided advantages
over any other bar we have seen or used on account of its

"never slip" construction; its lightness and strength and
on account of the excessive leverage which can be
exerted on the wheel which enables the operator to
move two loaded cars with perfect ease. I can heartily

recommend its adoption as a great labor saving device.

Further information in regard to the "R. A." car mover
will be gladly furnished upon application to the Railway
Appliances Company, 680 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago.
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Cleveland Car Foremen's Association.

THE regular monthly meeting of the Car Depart-

ment Foremen's Association of Cleveland, O.,

was held at the Kennard Hotel Saturday, Jan. 18.

Meeting was called to order at 8:00 p. m. by President

Berg.

Among those present were the following:

A. Berg, J. C. Dennerle, W. J. Frey, J. D. McAlpine,

C. A. Halleen, J. H. Acker, C. Schneider, J. Johnson,

Geo. Lynch.

Reading of the minutes of the previous

meeting was dispensed with.

The committee composed of Messrs. John-

son, McAlpine and Dennerle reported several

changes in the constitution, which they rec-

ommended, and also presented an application

blank which they recommended for adoption.

On motion of Mr. Frey, seconded by Mr. Hal-

leen, the report was referred back to the com-

mittee with instructions that they make such

further changes as they deem advisable, and

report at the next meeting*.

The following made application for mem-

bership, and their names were placed on the

rolls

:

C. Schneider, assistant foreman, L. S. & M.

S. Ry., Sandusky, O.

J. Johnson, assistant foreman, L. S. & M. S.

Ry., Ashtabula, O.

Subjects for discussion. Among the sub-

jects taken up and discussed by the members

present were the following

:

No. 1. "Is the delivering road or car owner

responsible for an axle which is too long or

too short, found in a foreign car?"

After some discussion it was made the sense

of the meeting that the change of an axle of

improper length found in a foreign car would

be chargeable to the car owner.

No. 2. "In view of the additional item added to the

labor schedule, which specifies that a labor charge of

two hours shall be made for replacing one or two

coupler stops at same end of car, what is the proper

charge for replacing a coupler in connection with

Butler casing?"

After considerable discussion pro and con it was

made the sense of the meeting that according to the

1901 rules four (4) hours would be the proper charge

in making the repairs mentioned.

Election of officers.

As the hour was getting late, and the attendance not

being up to expectations, it was decided to postpone

the annual election of officers until the next meeting.

Meeting adjourned.

A New Radial Drill.

IT is probably a fair statement -that the radial drill

has developed less during the past fifteen years

than any other standard type of machine tool. It

would seem that other tools—particularly the several

types of lathes—have so engrossed the attention of de-

signers that the radial drill has been more or less neg-

lected and the possibilities of its development rather lost

sight of. The Bickford Drill & Tool Company, of Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, have just placed upon the market the

Fig. 1.

—

Bickford Radial Drill.

new radial drill is illustrated in Fig. 1. This machine

possesses many novel features, and gives evidence

throughout of a bold effort to introduce at once every

means of augmenting output, while at the same time in-

creasing the accuracy of the work done.

The machine is provided with a wide range of speeds

and feeds operated through nests of gears that give in-

stantly any speed and feed without stopping the spin-

dle; a depth gauge for reading all depths from zero;

a multiple automatic trip that can be set to operate at

as many different depths as there are holes to be drilled

;

an absolute safety stop; and a tapping device that oper-

ates at all speeds. All the adjusting levers are within

easy reach of the operator and changes can be made so

quickly that there would seem to be every reason why

on this machine the several sizes and kinds of tools used

should be operated at their correct speeds and feeds.
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-Bickford Radial Drill

American .V.icltinist

The power is applied to a single driving

pulley and is transmitted through a speed

box mounted on the base at the left of the

column. The single lever shown gives any
one of four speeds instantly without stop-

ping any part of the machine, by operating

the friction clutches shown in the sectional

view Fig. 2. This speed box takes the place

of the customary cone pulley. The advan-

tages claimed for it are that it does away
with all belt shifting; prolongs the life of

the belt
; gives great economy of power

—

the belt speed being constant and the pull,

therefore, directly proportional to the power
absorbed at the drill; can be driven with

unimpaired convenience from below the

floor—when the arm is free to describe a

full circle about the column
;
permits setting

the machine at right angles to the line shaft-

ing by using a quarter twist belt; and is

equally efficient when driven electrically be-

cause it permits the direct connection of a

constant speed motor.

The second shaft of the speed box trans-

mits through mitres to the back gears.

These are mounted in a box bolted to the

back of the cuff, or sleeve, of the arm, and

are operated through friction clutches, with-

out stopping any part of the machine, by the

pair of levers shown at the extreme left of

the arm. An engraved index plate on the

cuff tells the operator how to manipulate

these levers. The speed box and back

gears together give 16 spindle speeds,

which are arranged in geometrical pro-

gression from 16 to 256 revolutions per

minute. The back gear shaft transmits

to the head and through a simple train

of gears to the drill spindle. The feed

box is mounted on the head immediately

to the left of the drill spindle and con-

tains a nest of gears that give instantly

any one of 8 feeds, ranging in geometric-

al progression from .005 in. to .1 in. per

revolution of spindle. The method of

feed changing is shown in Fig. 3. The

sliding key A is hinged to the pull pin

B ; there are three keyways in each gear

and between each pair of adjacent gears

there is a steel ring so shaped that the

key is free to be moved at any instant to

any one of the four gears and then en-

gages automatically with the first of the

three keyways that comes around.

It will be seen that the position of

lower C, a quarter turn of which changes

the feed either to. the next higher or the

next lower, indicates which of the gears

is operating. The cone of gears shown

gives 4 of the 8 feeds ; the other four are

obtained by means of a similar pull

Fig. 4.

—

Bickford Radial Drill.
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Fig. 2.

—

Bickford Radial Drill. Fig. 3.

—

Bickford Radial Drill.
ilnurudi Maohinitt

pin key actuating two gears immediately below. Taken

together, the feed changing, speed box, and back gear

levers give practically instantaneous speed and feed

changes—a feature of no small importance when it is

remembered that the time required to drill an average

hole is a matter of seconds rather than minutes, so that

any time spent shifting belts or locking and unlocking

back gears decreases by a very large percentage the pos-

sible output of the machine. The engraved plate on

the front of the feed box gives positions of levers for

the 8 feeds. The range of these feeds is effectively indi-

cated in Fig. 4, the specimen shown was prepared with-

out stopping the spindle—each half inch of traverse be-

ing read direct on the dial depth gauge—and with only

sufficient interruption of the feed to give a clear line of

demarkation between changes. One of the most novel

features of the machine is the zero depth gauge and mul-

tiple automatic grip. Fig. 5 in the lower view shows this

trip and gauge set for drilling three holes, the respec-

tive depths of which are 3, 6^2 and 8^4 inches. To set,

the graduated dial is turned until its stop pin brings its

zero opposite the fixed pointer; the dogs are then set

by the graduations on the dial for the depths required.

An important feature of this tripping mechanism is that

while drilling the 8^-inch hole, for which the third

dog is set, the other dogs can be rendered inoperative

by simply lifting a latch on the clutch pawl; or if by

any chance the workman neglects to lift the latch and

so permits an intermediate dog to trip, the feed can be

continued without interruption by throwing the clutch

in again by hand. The upper view of Fig. 5 shows the

first dog at the moment of tripping.

The safety stop, S, Fig. 5, is a steel pin permanently

secured in the face of the tripping gear. When the

spindle reaches the end of its transverse this pin engages

positively with the fixed part of the clutch pawl and

makes it impossible for the feed to be continued or the

clutch thrown in again until the spindle has been raised.

In the general design of the machine great rigidity has

been aimed at by making the arm as well as the column

in pipe section so as to overcome both the twisting and

the bending stresses, while to take care of exception-

ally severe conditions the base has been provided with

a circular arc slot from which the end of the arm can

be supported. It will be noticed that the hand wheel for

operating the head is on the head itself immediately in

front of the tapping lever. The machine is being built

in four styles—in which modifications of some of the

above features are introduced—and in three sizes, to

drill to the centers of 8 ft., 10 ft., and 13 ft. circles re-

spectively. The illustration shows the smallest size; this

has a total vertical feed of 15 inches and will, the mak-

ers assure us, pull a 4-inch twist drill through solid cast

iron under a feed of .012 inch per revolution. We un-

derstand that the novel features are being well covered

bv patents. We may add that an exceedingly interesting

and instructive booklet entitled "56 Points of Vantage"

lias been published by the Bickford Drill & Tool Com-
pany, in connection with their new line of radials, in

which the general design of drilling machinery as well

as the proper speeds and feeds of tools used are ably

discussed. This booklet can be had upon application.

»»

New Heavy Planer and Matcher.

The machine we are pleased to show our readers is

designed for working lumber, car shops and other
places having a large amount of flooring, surfacing,
jointing, tongueing and grooving to do. It is espe-
cially for heavy work, and for working uneven lumber
will be found of great advantage, both as regards
quality and quantity. Its many operations save and
do the work of several machines. It was patented
January 9th and March 20th, 1900, and is called a
New No. 16 Extra Heavy Double Cylinder Planer and
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Matcher. A detailed description of the machine is

necessary to fully understand what it can do, so we
will only consider a few of the most important fea-

tures is has for insuring fine work. Its range of work
is extraordinary. It will plane four sides to 8 inches

thick and from 15 to 30 inches wide. It is also made
with divided rolls, planing two pieces of uneven thick-

ness at the same time. The frame is very heavy and

prevents any vibration. The matching works are sub-

stantial, will match as narrow as ij^ inch, and free

access can be had to heads. The steel cylinders are

slotted on all four faces, with chip breakers for work-
ing cross-grained lumber. All adjustments are made
easily, quickly and accurately. The feed is six large

rolls, powerfully driven; can be regulated as desired,

and is under positive control of the operator. An im-

proved belt-tightening device enables stock \y2 inch

machine, J. A. Fay & Egan Co., of No. 145 to No. 166

West Front St., Cincinnati, Ohio, will be pleased to

thick to be matched accurately. The makers of this

furnish any further particulars and details desired, and

LfiT

Improved Heavy Planer and Matcher.

will also send to those interested their new combined
450-page catalogue, showing to advantage each and
every machine they make, free of charge.

Personals.

Mr. J. G. Woodworth, traffic manager of the Pacific

Coast Company, has resigned to accept service with an-

other company. Hereafter correspondence relating to

the traffic of the Pacific Coast Steamship Company and
Pacific Coast Railway will be addressed to Messrs. Good-
all, Perkins & Co., general agents, San Francisco, Cal.

Correspondence relating to the traffic of the Columbia &
Puget Sound Railroad Company and Port Townsend
Southern Railroad Company will be addressed to Mr.
C. W. Miller, general freight and passenger agent, Seat-

tle, Wash.
Mr. George H. Baker has been appointed fuel superin-

tendent for the Rutland Railroad Company, with office

at Rutland, Vt. Engineers, firemen, roundhouse men
and coal shute men will respect his orders in the handling
of fuel.

Mr. M. S. Monroe has been appointed master mechanic
of the Gulf, Beaumont & Kansas City, Beaumont Wharf
& Terminal Company and Gulf, Beaumont & Great
Northern, with headquarters at Beaumont, Tex., vice Mr.
S. L. Trotter, resigned.

Mr. James P. Renecker has been appointed foreman of
locomotive repairs of the Southwest system of the Penn-
sylvania Lines at Logansport, Ind., vice Mr. Thomas
Austin, resigned.

Mr. Samuel Millican has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Houston, East & West Texas, with head-
quarters at Houston, Tex., to succeed Mr. A. S. Grant,
resigned to accept the position of master mechanic of the
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern at Little Rock,
Ark. ........
On the Metropolitan West Side Elevated of Chicago

the title of general foreman as heretofore applied to the
head of the shop department has been changed to master
mechanic. Communications will hereafter be addressed
to Mr. M. N. Scott as "Master Mechanic and Road Mas-
ter."

Mr. S. Pierce has been appointed superintendent of
motive power of the Orange & Northwestern, with gen-
eral headquarters at Orange, Tex.

Mr. James Lander has resigned as master mechanic of
the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe at Cleburne, Tex.

Mr. R. P. Blake has been appointed mechanical engi-
neer of the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at St
I 'aul.

Mr. J. G. Kalbaugh has been appointed superintendent
of motive power of the West Virginia Central & Pitts-

™ gk
W
^
th
JieadqUarters at Elkins

>
W

-
Va -> to succeed

Mr. 13. C. Courtney, resigned.

Mr. J. A. Gibson has been appointed master mechanic
of the Peoria & Eastern division of the Chicago, Cleve-
land, Cincinnati & St. Louis, with headquarters at Ur-
bana, 111., vice Mr. John McClurg, resigned.

Mr. A. L. Humphrey, superintendent of motive power
and car department of the Colorado Southern, has been
appointed superintendent of motive power of the Chicago
& Alton, with headquarters at Bloomington, 111., to suc-

ceed Mr. C. M. Mendenhall, resigned.

Mr. J. H. Rathbone has been appointed assistant mas-
ter mechanic of the first division of the Denver & Rio
Grande, vice Mr. John Kelker, resigned.

George S. McKee has been appointed superintendent
of motive power and car equipment on the Mobile &
Ohio, with headquarters at Mobile, Ala., vice Mr. M: T.
Carson, resigned.

Mr. N. L. Smitham has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Texas Central, with headquarters at Wal-
nut Springs.

Mr. William Henry has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Texas Midland to succeed Mr. Smitham,
with headquarters at Terrell, Tex.

Mr. Z. A. Baird has been appointed general foreman
of shops of the Wabash at Tilton, 111, to succeed Mr.
George W. Smith, who has been appointed general fore-
man at Peru, Ind., vice Mr. Thomas B. Hindle.

Mr. W. C. Walsh has been appointed master mechanic
of the Southern Indiana, with headquarters at Bedford,
Ind., vice Mr. E. S. Walker.

Mr. R. A. Moore, formerly master mechanic of the
Wrightsville & Tennille, has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Hawkinsville & Florida, vice Mr. M. G.
Howe, resigned.

Mr. F. H. McGee has been appointed master mechanic
of the Seaboard Air Line at Americus, Ga., vice Mr.
D. J. Justice, who has been made general foreman at

Savannah, Ga.
Mr. C. C. Robinson has resigned as master mechanic

of the Peoria division of the Illinois Central at Mattoon,
111.

^ Mr. D. E. McBain, master mechanic of the Michigan
Central at Saint Thomas, Out., has been transferred to

Jackson, Mich., as master mechanic.
Mr. P. F. Mooney has been reappointed master car

builder of the Texas Central.

Mr. J. R. Slack has been appointed superintendent of
motive power of the Delaware & Hudson, with head-
quarters at Albany, N. Y.
Mr. John Witmer, of Lima, has been appointed gen-
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eral foreman of the Detroit Southern shop at Spring-

field, O., vice Thomas Cahill, resigned.

Mr. W. J. Hayward has been appointed master me-

chanic of the Chesapeake Beach, with headquarters at

Washington, D. C, vice Mr. C. F. Winn.
Mr. J. W. Fogg has been appointed master mechanic

of the Chicago Terminal Transfer, with headquarters at

Chicago.

Mr. M. B. Hunt has been appointed mechanical en-

gineer of the Erie, with headquarters at Eagle Lake,

Tex., vice Mr. Theodore H. Curtis.

Mr. D. J. Timlin has been appointed master mechanic
of the Cane Belt, with headquarters at Eagle Lake,
Tex., vice Mr. A. C. Snyder.

Mr. Charles Wolf has been appointed road foreman
of engines of the Saint Louis division of the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with headquar-
ters at Mattoon, 111.

Mr. Theodore H. Curtis has resigned the position of

mechanical engineer of the Erie Railroad to accept a sim-

ilar position on the Louisville & Nashville, with office at

Louisville.

• »•

Notes of the Month.

Secretary Taylor has sent out for the committee the

following circular of inquiry on splicing passenger car

sills

:

The Committee on Splicing Passenger Car Sills re-

quests replies to the following questions

:

1. Do you consider a sill as strong with a splice in it as one

without?
2. At what point in each sill do you consider it best to make

the splice?

3. Would it, in your opinion, be safe to make the splice di-

rectly over the body bolster?

4. Do you consider it good policy to make the splice over the

tie timbers?

5. In your opinion, would it be better to use an iron plate

on the side of the splice of J/2 inch or Y% inch in thickness, the

depth of the sill and of sufficient length to strengthen the sill,

instead of wood?
6. Would you advise the use of a key in making the splice?

7. What do you consider the length of the splice should be?
8. What do you consider the best form of splice?

9. What number and size of bolts, in your opinion, should be
used in making the splice?

The committee will be glad to have you furnish
prints showing your practice* or preference of splicing
sills. Replies are to be sent to John S. Lentz, Master
Car Builder, L. V. R. R., Packerton, Pa., not later

than March 15, 1902. John S. Lentz, Chairman, Mord
Roberts, T. W. Adams, Committee.
The organization of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool

Company, of New Jersey, has been completed, and on
December 21st, 1901, took over the properties pro-
posed, namely, the business and plants of the Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Company of Illinois, the Boyer Ma-
chine Company of Detroit, Michigan ; the Chisholm
& Moore Crane Company of Cleveland, Ohio ; the
Franklin Air Compressor Company of Franklin, Pa.,

and the New Taite-Howard Pneumatic Tool Company
of London, England, and the executive board have just
announced the following appointments : W. O. Dunt-
ley, vice-president and general manager ; C. E.
Walker, assistant general manager ; Thomas Aldcorn,
general sales agent; W. P. Pressinger, general man-
ager air compressor department ; Chas. Booth, man-
ager Chicago office ; S. G. Allen, manager New York
office.

The general passenger and ticket agent of the Chi-
cago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry. recently honored for
redemption an emigrant's ticket issued in 1857. The
ticket was issued over the Pennsylvania and the Chi-
cago, Rock Island & Pacific roads, from New York
to Peoria, 111., and was found on the person of a Ger-
man emigrant who had committed suicide in the Illi-

nois & Michigan canal during the year of the purchase.
It fell into the hands of a party who laid it aside and
only recently discovered it.

The Watson-Stillman Company, of 204-210 East
Forty-third street, New York City, has just issued
their catalogue No. 63, which is an assortment of
sheets selected from illustrated sheets describing; their

hydraulic tools. Their printed matter, consisting, as

it does at this date, of over six hundred illustrated

sheets, and covering machinery for a great variety of

purposes, is too large and varied for general distribu-

tion, so they have prepared a series of subdivided cata-

logues, among which is this one. The tools shown
are all thoroughly guaranteed in every particular, and
the greatest possible care is used to make them abso-
lutely reliable. They make a very large line of high-
pressure hydraulic tools for all purposes, and if a spe-

cial machine of any sort in this line is required, they
are ready to enter into the matter with exceptional

facilities, and produce the article in the best possible

manner. As they have drawings and patterns for

many special machines, and are constantly designing
new ones, they would be pleased to hear from those
wanting tools in their line which are not illustrated

in this catalogue or differ from the illustrations. It is

the desire of the manufacturers to distribute this cata-

logue wherever it will be of value, and parties apply-
ing for it should give their position or line of business.

With the January issue of their magazine, on the

front cover of which is a design illustrative of the mod-
ern railway, comes their announcement for the com-
ing year, which certainly shows that during 1902 Mc-
Clure's Magazine will be filled with articles of exceed-

ing interest. The history of the Standard Oil Com-
pany, by Ida M. Tarbell, is a study of one of the most
vital subjects in our recent history, and an account of

the many recent consolidations, especially in railway
circles, will attract much attention.

Mr. W. H. Tew, formerly connected with the Amer-
ican Locomotive Co., Brooks Works, Dunkirk, N. Y.,

and later with the mechanical engineering department
of the Chicago & Northwestern Railroad, has been •

appointed managing director of the newly organized

German branch of the Standard Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany, with headquarters at Klosterstr., 13- 15a, Berlin,

Germany, in which country the Standard Pneumatic
Tool Company are about to erect works for the manu-
facture of "Little Giant" pneumatic tools and appli-

ances for supplying the trade in continental Europe.
They are now purchasing machinery for the plant

mentioned, which they expect to have completed be-

fore long. This has been necessitated owing to the
unprecedented demand for "Little Giant" pneumatic
tools in Europe, particularly France, Germany and
Holland, which they are unable to supply, although
they recently greatly enlarged their plant at Aurora,
111., U. S. A. Their export business during the month
of December, 1901, was 100 per cent greater than the
corresponding month of 1900, and there is every indi-

cation that there will be a proportionate increase dur-
ing the present year.

A very neat catalogue of the Q. & C. Priest snow
Hanger has been recently issued by the Railroad Sup-
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ply Company, illustrating and describing this snow
flanger. The several photographs which are illus-

trated show very plainly the satisfactory results ob-

tained from the use of this device.

Purdue University will inaugurate, about February

1, 1902, a new department of instruction in telephonic

engineering. This step is taken in response to the in-

creasing demand by telephone interests for men
trained in the particular branch of electrical engineer-

ing pertaining to telephony. Investigation has dis-

closed the fact that students completing the ordinary

courses in electrical engineering must devote upwards
of two years additional work to acquiring the special

details of telephone practice before they are sufficiently

equipped with the knowledge which is valuable to

manufacturers and consumers of telephone material.

It is confidently expected that the courses now offered

by Purdue University will largely take the place of the

two years practical employment or apprenticeship and
will enable the engineering graduate of this depart-

ment to at once fill telephonic positions demanding
special qualifications. The proposed course in tele-

phonic engineering will be based upon the general

course of electrical engineering already provided for

by the curriculum and extensive laboratory equipment
of the university. It will include practically all of the

required work of the present course in electrical engi-

neering through the junior year, in English, mathe-
matics, shop practice, drawing, German, physics,

chemistry, history, descriptive geometry, physical and
electrical measurements, mechanics, engineering design,

etc.

Mr. C. L. Robison, who is well known in railroad

trade circles, has accepted a position with the Detroit
Graphite Manufacturing Company. Mr. Robison's
headquarters will be in Chicago, in the office of Mr.
T. R. Wyles, western agent of the Detroit Graphite
Manufacturing Company.

At a meeting of the board of directors of the Pressed
Steel Car Company recently held in the office at Pitts-

burgh, at which three vacancies in the board were
filled by the election of Judge J. H. Reed and Mr. T. H.
Given of Pittsburgh, and Mr. H. E. Moller of New
York. Judge Reed is the head of the well-known firm
of Knox & Reed of Pittsburgh, and a director in the
United States Steel Corporation, and president of the
Philadelphia Company of this city. Mr. Given is presi-

dent of the Farmers' Deposit National Bank, the largest

bank in Pittsburg, and also a prominent director in many
other companies. Mr. Moller represents the interests
of large stockholders resident in New York. The
president reported gratifying trade conditions, and
stated that the company's output, which had been in-

terrupted by failure to secure materials in consequence
of the switchmen's strike, had now resumed its former
proportions, and conditions are now practically
normal.

A decision of Judge Coxe, in the United States Cir-
cuit Court for the Northern District of New York, has
been handed down. It covers the suit of the Westing-
house Air Brake Co. against the New York Air Brake
Co. for infringement of a patent of the former com-
pany in the manufacture and sale of the form of en-
gineer's brake valve for some time past furnished by
the New York Company under a patent granted to
Vaughan and McKee. The decision grants the decree
asked for, namely, for an injunction against further
infringements and an accounting of damages and profits
arising from sales hitherto made.

Taking effect January ist, 1902, the Pressed Steel

Car Company made the following appointments : Geo.
H. Goodell appointed chief engineer. Mr. Goodell has
been assistant chief engineer for several months past.

Prior to this time he was connected with the North-
ern Pacific Railway in the capacity of mechanical en-
gineer, and has also had experience in various capaci-

ties on other railroads. G. E. Moore appointed audi-
tor. Mr. Moore is an expert accountant, having been
employed by both the Carnegie Steel Company and
the Philadelphia Company in this capacity. G. H.
Judy appointed superintendent of the McKees Rocks
works. Mr. Judy was formerly in the Pennsylvania
Railroad service, and has been in the employ of the
Pressed Steel Car Company as assistant superintend-
ent at McKees Rocks for some months.

The "Record of Recent Construction" No. 30, just

issued by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, contains
an address upon compound locomotives to the officers

and employees of the Union Pacific Railroad by Mr.
S. M. Vauclain.

The Emperor and Empress Dowager of China had
their first experience in railway travel this week, going
by special train from Chengting to Paoting. After-

ward they personally thanked the director-general and
expressed themselves pleased and interested. Special

trains were busy for two days moving the baggage of

the court from Paoting to Peking.

At the annual banquet of the Western Society of

Engineers, held on the 7th inst., at the Auditorium
hotel, Chicago, Mr. Octave Chanute, the retiring presi-

dent, presented the society with $1,000 to be used as

an endowment fund to provide medals each year for

meritorious papers presented before the society. The
new president of the society is Mr. W. H. Finley, prin-

cipal assistant engineer of the Chicago & North-
western Ry.

The management of the Chicago & Northwestern
Ry. has made a change in its pension system, cutting

down the service limit from 30 to 20 years. As orig-

inally planned retirement from the company's service

was compulsory at 70 years of age, after a service of

30 years with the company. Under the new rule some
employees of 70 years and upwards who have not seen

30 years of service are now subject to retirement.

The Philadelphia & Reading Ry. has inaugurated a

pension system for some of the oldest employees. This
system will give authority to retire all employees who
have been continuously in the company's service 50
years or more. Such employees will be retained on the

pay rolls with pensions amounting to 50 per cent of

the wages received at the time of retirement. The
minimum pension will be $30 per month, whether the
rating on the 50 per cent basis amounts to this sum or

not. It is stated that Mr. Seymour H. Garrigues, a

machinist, has been in the employ of the company for

58 years.

The mechanical officers of the Vanderbilt Lines

have formed an organization which contemplates bi-

monthly conferences for the discussion of topics per-

taining to the motive power department of the system
and ought to prove of exceeding value to the roads
which go to make it up. It is no doubt intended to

embrace the mechanical field in a manner similar to

that in which the transportation branch of railway
service is covered by the association of officials in that
department of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pitts-

burgh, which does much admirable work through its

committees. In the present instance, Mr. A. M. Waitt,
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superintendent M. P. & R. S. of the New York Cen-
tral, is chairman, and the New York Central & Hud-
son River R. R., Boston & Albany, Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, Michigan Central, Big Four (C,
C, C. & St. L.), Nickel Plate (N. Y., C. & St. L.), and
other lines are included in the organization.

The Standard Pneumatic Tool Company make the
following important announcement to the trade:

"Two of the best informed and most reliable firms of

patent attorneys in the United States make us the
following statement: The 'Little Giant' reciprocating

piston air drills, now being manufactured by the

Standard Pneumatic Tool Co., of Chicago, do not in-

fringe in any particular on any patent for rotary or

other drills. We hereby guarantee all purchasers and
users of 'Little Giant' drills against all liabilities. We
will assume the defense of any litigation against our
customers which may result from the sale or use of

our drill, and respectfully request the trade to pay no
attention to intimidating circulars which are sent out
for the sole purpose of attempting to injure our busi-

ness."

Advices dated London, December 28th, state that

the Highland Railway, who have had a number of

their carriages lighted by the Stone axle electric sys-

tem, have finally abandoned all attempts to use that

method of lighting, and have placed an order with the
Pintsch's Patent Lighting Company of London for the
erection of a large gas plant, and at the same time
have ordered of the same company equipments for 212
of their carriages. As is well known, efforts have been
made during the past few years by many people, on
the other side of the Atlantic as well as in this country,
to make practicable the use of electricity for train

lighting, but the test of experience has not in all cases
proved satisfactory. The determination on the part of
the Highland Railway to pursue their experiments no
further and to equip all their carriages with the
Pintsch system of gas lighting is in line with the
action taken by many American railroad companies.
The Standard Pneumatic Tool Company have issued

a very neat catalogue in the German language describ-
ing and illustrating their 'Little Giant', pneumatic tools

and appliances.

Since the reorganization of the Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Company, whereby they acquired the plants of

the New York & Franklin Air Compressor Co., they
are devoting special attention to this branch of their

large interests, and report the outlook very encourag-
ing. Among recent orders received may be mentioned
one for seven 500-ft. air compressors from the Lehigh
Valley R. R. Co. The crane department is running
full time on orders in hand, and from the number of

inquiries received since January 1st the outlook is that
this plant will shortly be working double shift. The
compressor department have ample orders to keep a
full complement of workmen employed for some time
to come. Mr. Reuben C. Hallett, who has a large
circle of friends throughout the country, has accepted
a position with the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Com-
pany's eastern sales department.

At a meeting of the Boards of Directors of the Safety
Car Heating & Lighting and Pintsch Compressing Com-
panies, January 15th, 1902, the folowing appointments
were made : Mr. R. M. Dixon was elected vice-president
of the Safety Car Heating and Lighting Co., and first

vice-president and manager of the Pintsch Compressing
Co. He will have charge of the Mechanical Departments,
embracing also adoption of all standards, and experi-
mental work, together with the construction and opera-

tion of the gas works. He will also have charge of the
preparation of all applications for patents. The assist-

ant engineers and superintendents of the gas works will

report to him. In the absence of the president, he will

perform the duties assigned to the president by the by-
laws of the companies. Mr. D. W. Pye was elected as-
sistant to the president of the S. C. H. & L. Co., and
second vice-president of the Pintsch Compressing Co. He
will have charge of the commercial interests of the com-
panies, and perform the duties of general purchasing
agent.

^
He will aso perform such other duties as may

be assigned him by the president.

The following circular of inquiry from the committtee
on Laboratory Brake Shoe Tests has been sent out by
Secretary Taylor with the information that the Arbitra-
tion Committee will probably hold its next meeting the
last week in April to formulate its report to the associa-
tion on the Revision of the Rules of Interchange. Any
member having suggestions to make as to any revisions
should forward them to the secretary's office before that
time.

"The Committee on Laboratory Tests of Brake Shoes
at the Convention of 190 1 recommended the following
specification for brake shoes: 'Shoes when tested on
the Master Car Builders' testing machine in effecting

stops from an initial speed of forty miles an hour, shall

develop on a cast-iron chilled wheel a mean coefficient

of friction of not less than 22 per cent when the brake
shoe pressure is 2,808 pounds, 20 per cent when the
brake shoe pressure is 4,152 pounds, 16 per cent when
the brake shoe pressure is 6,840 pound. In the case of
steel-tired wheels, a mean coefficient of friction of not
less than 16 per cent when the brake shoe pressure is

2,808 pounds, 14 per cent when the brake shoe pressure
is 4,152 pounds, and 12 per cent when the brake shoe
presure is 6,840 pounds ; in the case of steel-tired wheels
the speed bing sixty-five miles per hour." The specifi-

cations were subsequently submitted to letter ballot (see

questions 1 and 2) and adopted as standard by a large
majority, indicating that they were satisfactory. The
committee has not as yet received any request from any
railroad company to test shoes on the machine to deter-

mine whether or not the shoes now used are of a com-
position necessary to produce the mean coefficient of

friction, and believe some effort should be made to ascer-

tain whether or not the standard adopted is the most ef-

ficient that can be obtained for practical service. For
the purpose of arriving at some more conclusive results,

the committee requests replies to the folowing questions

:

1. Do you use the same make of shoes on both passenger

and freight cars?

2. If not, please give name of shoe used on each class of cars.

Passenger,

Freight,

3. Do the passenger and freight car brake shoes used by your

company have the same area of surface? If not, please give

area of each.

Passenger,

Freight,

4. Do you wish the committee to test the shoes you use to

ascertain their relative coefficient of friction to the standard

adoped?

5. It is presumed the shoes used by your company are satis-

factory, but if not entirely so, please state what objection you

may have.

6. If your road is mountainous, do you experience any ob-

jectionable results to either the wheel or the shoe by reason of

the continuous application of the brakes while descending heavy

grades?
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If so, kindly state what the results are, and, if possible, the

cause.

7. Kindly state what particular make of shoe you find best

adapted to your service.

Replies are to be sent to James E. Simons, superin-

tendent rolling stock and machinery, Pittsburg Coal
Company, Pittsburg, Pa., not later than March 15, 1902.

McClure's Magazine for February is one of the best

all-around numbers its editors have got out. The time-

liness of the articles, their range of subject and the variety

of short stories make it possible to read the number from
cover to cover without monotony. One article stands out

for special notice as among the most opportune and read-

able magazine articles for the month—"Marconi's
Achievement," by Ray Stannard Baker. It is of interest

to learn that the author of it was the first special corre-

spondent for any paper or magazine to catch Marconi in

Newfoundland after his success in telegraphinp" across the

ocean without wires. Mr. Baker had many opportuni-

ties of seeing Marconi at work, and when the inventor

left Newfoundland traveled across the island with him,

and so has been enabled to write the most authoritative,

and by far the most thorough account of the matter yet

published.
» » »

Paint Spraying Machines.

KEEPING pace with the increasing demand for

good and efficient paint spraying apparatus,

the Wallace Supply Co., 54-58 Fifth Ave., Chicago, is

marketing what may be regarded as the most com-

plete line of pneumatic painting machines in the world.

From the small hand machine used as shown in ac-

companying illustration, for spraying oil paints onto

box cars, etc., now commonly used by roads through-

out the country, a much larger and more efficient type

of machine has been developed, with reservoir for

any single hose type. For those who have available

compressed air it will perform a remarkably large

amount of work continuously. Space will not permit

us to give but a few illustrations of these machines,

but the manufacturers will gladly send their catalogue

No. 7, in which will be found a variety of sizes and

styles.

In addition to oil painting machines for use in con-

nection with compressed air power plants, they manu-

facture a complete line of hand power spraying ma-

chines for cold water paint, calcimine, whitewash, etc.

These machines are specially valuable for cleaning up,

making shops light and wholesome, coating unsightly

wooden buildings, dirty rough brick walls, outhouses,

Hand Power Whitewashing and Paint Machine.

holding a much larger supply of paint and equipped railroad fences. Unusual success has been, attained

with two sets of nozzles, so two men can operate from with "Sticktite" cold water paint, which is not only

a single machine at one and the same time. weather-proof, so that it is suitable for outside use

The accompanying illustration shows their No. 6-B the same as oil paint, but also is fire-proof. The cost

double-hose painting machine, ready to connect to air sup- of "Sticktite" is very trifling as compared with nearly

ply. This machine has a much larger capacity than every other sort of coating material.
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^ Railroad Paint Shop ^
A Department Devoted to the Interest of Piaster Car and Locomotive Painters

Edited by CHAS. E. COPP, General Foreman Painter, Car Department, Boston & Maine Railroad, Lawrence, Mass.

Official Org'an of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters Association

Meeting of the Advisory Committee-

Official Notice.

THE advisory committee of the Master Car and Locomotive

Painters' Association will meet at 9:30 a. m., Feb. 22,

1902, at the Hotel Lincoln, Pittsburgh, Pa., for the pur-

pose of formulating a list of subjects for discussion at our Bos-

ton convention.

All members of the association are cordially invited to meet

with the committee and any suggestion they desire to make will

be duly considered by the committee.

Th Hotel Lincoln is conducted exclusively on the European

plan, with rates at $1.50 to $3.00 per day for rooms. As the

house is usually crowded, it is desired that those who attend

the meeting write to Frank A. Brobst, Hotal Lincoln, and se-

cure rooms a few days in advance, stating rate you desire to

pay. A large committee room has been reserved for us free of

charge.

D. A. Little, Chairman.

* »

Exterior Decoration.

ON passenger equipments with dark body colors that are

susceptible of being cut in with one coat of color two

gold stripes Y% to Vz ipch wide, horizontally around the

car, one sufficiently below belt-rail or window sills to nicely allow

cutting in between, with a two-inch flat camel's hair brush, and

the other about three inches or so from the bottom edge of car,

is all the decoration the up-to-date equipment should receive in

these days, excepting possibly some lines on the letter -belt at

the end of the short names of some roads, if it is to be main-

tained in first-class condition as to brightness and clearness of

color. In order to do this, frequent cutting in must be done,

and to this end plainness of decoration facilitates the operation

wonderfully.

We know one of the largest passenger equipments that are

cut in annually with the result that the cars always look bright

and new instead of seedy and ancient. The lettering also should

be plain and without shading or edge lines. How much better

to have a car plainly striped with heavy lines so that cutting in

can be done with large brushes and often, than to have so much
difficult and intricate decoration that cutting in is so expensive

that it is deferred and the whole job of painting held on to so

long with simple annual washings and varnisbings that its an-

tiquity is a sore and self-evident fact that is but little abated by

what you have done to it

!

"It shines !" So does your old boot that you have blacked,

but it is an old patched boot still. What is wanted is some way
to renew the appearance of age at not too great cost and this

a cutting in does, for it renews the color which is the most

noticeable thing about a car. Crimps and bangles do not renew

the complexion of an old maid—hist !—don't say anything about

this to the better half of our annual conventions ;—what she

needs is a complexion renewer most of all and then she'll pass

for young again and catch some old widower who happens to

attend our conventions with money to burn.

Varnish renews the appearance of our equipment wonderfully

when well cleaned ; but it does lfot do it satisfactorily when the

color is "off" in various ways—faded, streaked and patched like

Joseph's coat.

We are of the opinion that there can be extremes both ways,

however, in this matter. Cutting in cars every year seems to

us one unnecessary extreme; they ought to "touch up" once or

twice satisfactorily by good watching and the color used very

sparingly. There is no need of dabbing on a patch two inches

square on a small speck. Cars should probably be cut in twice

or thrice during the time from painting to burning off which
will be about eight years in all.

Our Official Organ and Our Conventions.

To the Editor of the Railroad Paint Shop

:

^OMEBODY has said "the good die young." Don't you

Vj believe it. The writer is very much pleased to see that

"the Railroad Paint Shop" does not die at all, just gets

"another coat" and lives right on. All members of the associa-

tion must be pleased to recognize the same old friends as editor

and "pusher." May he be willing to push for many years to

come.

Reading the printed report of the convention makes one feel

as if he had not been able to go home and see the old folks at

Christmas. 'But it was a pleasure to read the words of cheer

and encouragement to the younger members from Mr. Brazier,

Gohen and others. When I attended the convention at St. Paul

it was with the expectation of being treated as a one-horse west-

ern painter. Instead of this, every pains was taken to show
me kindness. Later, when notified that my name was chosen

to write for the Philadelphia convention, it would have seemed
to me as a ridiculous joke had it not been for the broad encour-

agement previously shown. There can be no doubt of the

earnest desire on the part of the old members to welcome and

help all young or new members who are willing to learn.

However, there is one thing which friends Gohen, Quest, and

others old ones seem to forget, which is this : Comparatively

very few men can talk well in public, notwithstanding they

may have the finest mental abilities; and it is not pleasant to be

reminded by reading thep rinted report at home of some gram-

matical error, or a showing that they were a little nervous and did

not say just what they intended. It seems to me if some plan

could be adopted, either by revising or correcting these little

errors, so that the published report would show what was meant
by the speakers, that it would be an inducement for everyone

to say what his evident interest prompted.

Still, if this can be thought of as a cloud, there is a silvery

lining, namely, just outside the convention doors one can hear

the question, "Well! what have you got new this year?" and
the exchange of experiences in conversation is very often worth
as much as what is said in the hall. By comparing notes this

way I learned "a dodge" that I am sure is worth a hundred
dollars a year to any railroad. This privilege of exchanging

thoughts in private must be a strong factor in the interest and
success of the association.

Sincerely yours,

J. L. Johnson, Salida, Colo.

•» »

Locomotive Tank Painting.

OUR association President Dane showed us a locomotive

tank recently in his shop that had only been in service a

year from the contract shop in which it, with the engine,

was built new, that was a sight as to the rust problem, which
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shows that there is something in the subject of protective coatings

for iron and steel that is still worth considering. It was scraped to

the iron arid such a crop of rust-scale, paint and varnish as they

got from it only the sweeper can tell accurately. Such a case of

pock-marks from rust we never saw, except where the letters

"Boston & Maine" were located and that, which was sized and

gilded at the time of painting, was in such good condition that

the letters were plainly readable after the tank was scraped

and primed with Prince's Metallic Brown. This shows that if

that tank had been sized all over with the gilding size and gilded

all over with something cheaper than the gold leaf of the letters,

for economy's sake, say aluminum leaf, and then painted and

varnished over that, no such a condition of rusting would have

been found. Who will make some experiments on this line? Or
has some one done so already and will give us the benefit of it

in these columns? It occurs to us that Mr. Gohen gave us

something of the kind a couple of years ago at one of our con-

ventions wherein dry graphite or plumbago was rubbed into the

sign, when sufficiently dry, in the form of dry-bronzing with

good results as to durability. Also that some one else reported

on the aluminum gilding of a tank all over for durability. Who
will advise us on this topic? If they will wear like that under

gold leaf it might be advisable to gild them all over, if thev

would not be taken for a circus chariot, and lettered in black

instead of the reverse of this which is now done.

purpose, saving possibly such things as are only painted to make
them salable, is a grave error that the consumer will sooner or
later find out to his sorrow.

• »

* »

Fiddler's Gum in Paint and Varnish.

THOUGH the paint and varnish consumer or user is not a

manufacturer in the strict sense of that term, he can make

a paint, Japan or varnish "upon a pinch" and knows what

such articles should and should not contain. He knows that they

should not contain that upon which the fiddler depends for the

proper working effect of his bow and which the tinsmith sometimes

uses in his soldering, viz., resin; or, as it is more commonly
pronounced, rosin. Almost any product from a tree, excepting

maple sugar in New Hampshire and Vermont and India rubber

in South America, is called a resin, but the product in question,

"rosin," comes from the North Carolina pine. Now this pine is

a mighty help to the painter in furnishing him with his spirits

of turpentine, which is one of the most indispensable adjuncts

of the average paint shop, or varnish factories for that matter;

but with this yield of milk of the motherly pine there is no more

that she can do for the painter; the residue of resin is of no

earthly use to him. Yet unscrupulous and unskilled manufac-

turers will use it to impart a gloss to the paint, and the first

soaking rain will turn it white wherever it strikes and it will

never turn back without some heroic treatment, or repainting.

When such a paint, or enamel, is put on it should be immediately

labeled, "Keep dry."

Years ago, at the desire of an old master car builder, now
deceased, a barrel of a new brand of freight car paint with a

funny name was tried by the writer and a freight conductor's

caboose painted. After the next rain it reminded one, who
knows about such things, that turkeys had roosted all around

its edges and let their white marks go clear down its sides

!

The writer was at once interrogated by that M. C. B. in stern

tones as to what ailed that caboose. Why, that is some of that

paint you wanted tried. "If that fellow ever comes around here

again, shoot him; and there is a gun in my office" was his char-

acteristic reply.

There are various cunning and ingenious ways to treat rosin

gum to utilize it in paint and varnish to save buying a right

article at a higher price, but he who makes a paint or varnish

of it is making money for himself and a fool of you, and havoc

of your work.

Non-drying animal oils are juggled with it to make them dry;

shellac is adulterated with it ; enamels for carriage and car work
are made of it largely, only to turn hopelessly white in the first

rainstorm. In fact its introduction into paint-stock for any

Cadmium Yellow.

THE following, clipped from a current newspaper, may be of

interest to some as showing the origin of cadmium yellow,

a pigment in use by artists, and also by the "Big Four" and
C. & O. Railways as a car body color; but for the latter use
it is doubtless prepared in a more crude or extended form to

reduce the cost, as in its purity it is a very expensive color.

Should a reported discovery of cadmium ores of comparatively

rich quality and in great quantities in Aspen, Colo., prove to be
truethe increased supply of this rare metal from this source

would come at a time when it is likely to be of high service in

A Headlining Corner by Mr. Warner Burley.

the development of the much needed new electrical storage

battery.

Nothing is more necessary today for forwarding the applica-

tion of electricity to scores of purposes, and particularly to make
it the ideal motive power for land and water vehicles, than a

light-weight storage battery which shall give satisfactory serv-

ice.

Mr. Edison's invention is believed to contain these qualities,

and many electricians are confident that it will create a revolu-

tion in the application of electricity. In this battery cadmium
is an essential element, but unless this metal can be produced in

quantities much greater than at present the invention would be

useless.

The output of cadmium at present is estimated at only about

two tons a year. It comes principally from Silesia and Belgium,

where it is reduced from zinc ores in which it frequently occurs.

Cadmium also occurs in combination with sulphur in a rare

mineral called greenockite. From this is manufactured cadmium

yellow, a pigment used by artists, and in the arts, for coloring

soap, in calico printing and for giving a yellow luster to porce-

lain.

According to the report from Aspen the whole face of the

drift in the Delia S. mine is of ore which assays 8 per cent of

cadmium and contains 19 ounces of silver and 21 per cent of lead,

with an estimated value of $125 a ton.
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Terminal Car Cleaning.

The Modoc Soap Co., whose advertisement appears elsewhere

in this issue, make the following claims and give the following

directions for using their valuable Car Cleaner agauist the time

of need when "spring cleaning" comes

:

"1st:—Cars having run through the shops to be revarnished

during. the winter will show three or four months' wear, and

should have immediate attention, as well as those coming out

of the shops now. The great economy is in taking these kind

of cars in hand at once, not allowing them to run five or six

months and then clean them, for then it will cost as much as

though cleaned with soap and water which, often repeated, takes

off the paint and varnish and costs an average of $5 a car, while

if cars are cleaned regularly every 30 days after leaving the

shops, they can be cleaned for

$1.25 each ; thus, if you have

fifty coaches running into any

one terminal, they will always

be clean and bright at a cost

of $62.50 per month. We have

some customers that clean their

coaches semi-monthly, they

averaging eight men to a coach,

cleaning three coaches every

two hours, this being done ow-
ing to the condition of their

road or color of their cars.

"2d:—It is needless to expect

our Liquid to clean as rapidly

the first time over dirty coaches

as well as with soap and water,

because if it was an article con-
taining component parts as

strong as that, it would take but*

very few cleanings to eat all the

paint and varnish off, and would
necessarily have to contain an
acid,, alkali or ammonia. Our
material cleans rapidly enough,
as the figures show, after the

coaches have had their first

cleaning, but if we were given a

tolerably clean coach to start

with, we could then keep it up
at the figures above given.

"3rd:—Cars that have been on
the road without cleaning from
five to six months get very dirty

and should be first cleaned
with our Modoc Powdered Soap and then dressed with our
Liquid, afterwards using nothing but our Liquid every 30 days,
avoiding the use of water at all times, as it is injurious to
varnish and does not clean; in the interim wipe down with dry
or the old moistened waste. You can readily figure out the
economy in thus systematizing your cleaning and not allow
cars to run so long as to necessitate the double expense of
cleaning with powdered soap, then dressing with the Liquid.
Cars treated properly by cleaning regularly, as suggested above,
taking them in hand right from the shops, or soon thereafter,
will be kept at least eight months longer on the road, and will
always present an attractive appearance.

"4th :—On cars where the dirt is absolutely ground in and the
varnish gone, it would be a waste of time and money in attempt-
ing to clean them with either the Modoc Powdered Soap or
Modoc Liquid Car Cleaner, as they should go to the paint
shop.

"5th :—A large number of cars that are sent to the shops for
slight repair work should be given a thorough cleaning with our

Liquid before being turned out, thus insuring their being in a

clean condition at once for their run, and will look like new
coaches and can be kept so.

"6th:—The regular and systematic method of cleaning coaches

with our Liquid should also be adopted for locomotives, proving

equally as beneficial and economical.

"7th:—In preparing our Modoc Powdered Soap according to

printed or previous directions for shop use and when necessary,

for first cleanings at terminals, we particularly desire to call

your attention, when making a solution with the soap, not to

use water at a higher temperature than 80 degrees (which will

produce a soft soap), then allow it to stand three or four hours

(it being even more preferable to allow it to stand over night)

before using. Our Powdered Soap for shop use is the mildest

soap made, yet cleans rapidly,

because it comprises materials

that produce the greatest fric-

tion without scratching, but its

use should not be repeated often

for terminal cleaning.

«»» »

A Corner Post Ornament.

Notes and Comments.

January 9 Mr. Chas. Mason,

of the P. R. R. at Altoona, was

still in Denver with his invalid

wife.

Mr. Geo. W. Lord, Foreman
Painter at the E. Fitchburg

shops of the Boston & Maine
R. R., has been elected a mem-
ber of the Common Council of

the city of Fitchburg for 1902.

We insert in this issue sev-

eral designs for headlining bor-

ders by Mr. Warner Bailey,

Foreman Painter, Concord (N.

Y.) shops, B. & M. R. R. Who
else will favor us with some

designs?

We learn that Mr. W. H.

Truman was (Nov. 18th) placed

in charge of all painting at the

Columbia (S. C.) shops of the

Southern Ry., having previous-

ly had the locomotive painting

only.

The editor of these columns has just been re-elected president

of the Boston & Maine R. R. Relief Association for the third

term, at a salary of $100.00 per annum!—a thank-ye job, if you

get the thanks instead of the kicks. Membership, about 1,875;

paid during iooi, $22,000 in death benefits and nearly $10,000 in

sick benefits; pays $1,000 each death and $6 per week, after first

week, for sixteen weeks, for sickness, or other disability.

The Long Island R. R., one of the youngest babes in the

Pennsylvania R. R. family, is now adopting the standards of

the latter in the painting of its equipment. Mr. R. J. Kelley

of the former was in Altoona recently for data and pointers

along this line.

Mr. Joseph Pomeroy of Pomeroy & Fischer, New York City,

mentioned in our last issue, passed away December 16. A genial

business acquaintance of ours he has, like others, gone to join

the great majority. Though we have not seen him for years,

he left a pleasant memory of himself with us, and for him we
sincerely mourn.

An increase of from 4 to 12 per cent in the wages of about
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45,000 trainmen will be made soon by the Pennsylvania Railroad

company. The new scale of wages will take effect from Jan.

I. The clerical -force is not included in the plan, but may
come in for consideration later. So says a clipping from the

Boston Herald, Jan. 2. How about the shop force?

This scribe was notified at the January meeting of the N. E.

R. R. Club to be "on deck" with a paper on "Painting," choosing

his subject, for the February meeting, the nth inst. We have

in mind quite a lengthy paper, if we are able to present it, being

at present (Jan. 17) about used up with a cold and the Advisory

Committee meeting to attend to in addition to all our regular

routine. "It never rains but it pours."

We insert an interesting letter from Mr. J. L. Johnson, of

the Denver & Rio Grande, in another column. He has not been

so situated as to meet with us since the St. Paul convention in

'98, consequently he is all the more worthy to be heard. He is

the man hard of hearing, with the ear trumpet, that many will

remember, and here is an important consideration ; if he, labor-

ing under that affliction and difficulty, finds so much to praise,

what ought to be the attitude of the man with two good ears,

and his superior officer who sends him, towards our conven-

tions? Or is this nature's way of compensation for losses in

balancing her accounts?

The following clipping is from a current daily paper, which

we use here to show the utter worthlessness of such matter

found in an untechnical publication. If the reader will strike

out the words "varnish" and "varnishing" and substitute the

words shellac and schellacing, he will come nearer the truth,

though we see no need of such a high temperature so long as

the atmosphere is dry : "When varnishing wood, the work

must be done in a warm room at a temperature of at least

74 degrees F. At a lower temperature the moisture in the air

will give a milky and cloudy appearance to the varnish. On
the other hand, at the higher temperature the moisture is not

precipitated until the alcohol of the varnish has sufficiently evap-

orated to leave a thin smooth film of shellac. The durability

and gloss are dependent on this."

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company Jersey City, N. J., give

interesting information concerning the protective painting of

the Union Railroad Bridge, which crosses the Monongahela

River at Pittsburg (Rankin), Pa. The associate engineers were

Mr. Emil Swensson, designer and engineer of construction, and

Mr. Wm. H. Smith, chief engineers, Carnegie Steel Company.

The total weight of this bridge is 5,135 tons, and it has a total

length of 2,338 ft. Designed for carrying molten metal from the

Carrie Furnace to steel mill and raw material to the furnace,

this notable steel structure is subjected to heat from and molten

metal, sulphur fumes from locomotives and river steamers, also

from the adjoining furnaces and steel mills. No other steel

bridge in all the world is exposed to so many and severe de-

structive agencies. The best metal preservative was necessary,

and the eminent engineers selected for its protection Dixon's

Silica-Graphite Paint as manufactured by the Joseph Dixon

Crucible Company.

Since forwarding our "copy" for the February issue the fol-

lowing sad news comes in from Mr. D. A. Little, being clipped

from an Altoona paper of Jan. 22 and reaching us the 24th. The
sympathies of the entire membership of the M. C. & L. P. A.

will go out to Charlie Mason in his affliction. Mrs. Mason was

a constant attendant at our conventions until failing health took

her from them some four or five years ago : Mrs. Charles W.
Mason, wife of the foreman of the locomotive paint shop, who
had been in Denver, Col., for her health for several months,

died there last evening- of tuberculosis. Deceased was 50 years

of age and lived at 1007 Third avenue. She is survived by
her husband and two daughters, Anne B. and Helen W., at

home, and b one son, now in Mexico. Mrs. Mason was a mem-
ber of the Second Methodist church and a constant Christian

woman, beloved by all who knew her. The remains will be
brought to Altoona for interment.

Those who have entertained any doubts of attending our next

convention on the anti-pass score may now consider them brushed
away, if the newspaper reports are to be accredited. We clip

the following from The Boston Journal, Jan. n, 1902: "So far

as the territory of the Central Passenger Association is con-

cerned the anti-pass agreement apparently has been broken past

all mending for another twelve months at least. Circulars were
received in Chicago today which were issued by the Pennsylvania
and Lake Shore roads, announcing that for the year 1902, ex-

change passes would be given and inviting the same. Similar

notices are being issued
. by all the lines. The decision

to abrogate the agreement was reached in a meet-
ing of the trunk line presidents in New York two days ago, at

which it was decided that conditions were not favorable for

carrying out the agreement in Central Passenger territory." A
correspondent also sends us the following from the Philadelphia

Press
:

"The anti-pass agreement has been wrecked beyond
hope of repair, for the present at least, in Central Traffic As-
sociation territory. The Pennsylvania railroad notified its con-

nections to-day that it would exchange passes with them in

all the territory west of Pittsburg."

This is the humorous way a Boston paper views the matter
of relettering the Boston & Albany passenger equipment to

New York Central : A tall man in a fur-lined overcoat stood

at the extreme end of one of the log platforms that extend be-

yond the train shed of the South station the other day, and
appeared to take deep interest in the frequently passing trains.

He was evidently^ stranger, and after viewing the busy scene

for 15 mnutes he turned to a man who was trundling a hand
cart loaded with irregular pieces of ice and inquired: "Where
is Boston?" The iceman stopped suddenly, and, looking quizzi-

cally at the stranger, replied: "This is Boston." "That's what
I thought; but while standing here I have had serious doubts

as to just what part of the East I was in." "That's singular,"

said the iceman, as he eased himself on one of the handles of

his cart. "May I ask what led to this singular impression?"

"It came about in this way. I have been out here some little

time watching the trains come and go, and upon one set of

equipment I have noticed 'New York, New Haven & Hartford

Railroad,' while upon another the words 'New York Central &
Hudson River Railroad' have appeared. I have looked in vain

for the name of your city on either locomotives or cars, and I

began to have doubts as to where I was. I fully realize the fact

that New York, the leading city of the country, is entitled to

representation in the naming of the railroads that radiate from

her municipal boundaries, but I can hardly understand by what

right New Haven and Hartford, which are tenth-rate cities,

should be set out in gold leaf, and Boston, the second commercial

port in the United States and possessing more personal wealth

than 50 New Havens and Hartfords, should be eliminated alto-

gether. I am not a crank sentimentalist, but it seems to me
that there should be sufficient of this quality lying around here

to bring about the display of the word 'Boston' on the equip-

ment of these lines." The iceman melted under the force of this

argument and admitted that the stranger had presented a good

case.
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2f/?e Car Foremen's Association
A Department Devoted

to the
.Interests of the Car Department

of Chicago
<£? -£? <£> -^ J& j£?

Official Organ
of the Association

January Meeting

Bodler, 0. W.
Barrowdale, J. M.
Bossert, Chas.

Bourell, J. W.
Bogle, E. W.
Bradley, W. H.
Brown, Wm.
Bruce, Wm.
Buker, J.

Carroll, J. T.

Carey, C. H.

Carr, Geo. R.

Cather, C. C.

Casgrain, G. D.

Chambers, Frank,

Chadwick, A. B.

Clark, T. H.

Connors, J. J.

Cornwall, J. R.

Cook, Ray J.

Cook, W. C.

Copper, Thos.

Conger, C. B.

Casper, W. P.

Cuthbert, J. R.

Drust, Frank,

Downing, I. S.

Earle, Ralph R.

Elkin, J. L.

Etten, L.

Evans, W. H.
Flanagan, Jos.

Fildes, R. D.

Franz, W.
Gallagher, A.

Godfrey, J.

Gradl, M.
Grieb, J. C.

Griffin, H. G.

Gusckle, A. G
Hanson, W. L.

HE regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Asso-

ciation of Chicago was held in the lecture room of

• the International Correspondence Schools, seventh

floor Manhattan Building, Wednesday evening,

January 8th. Meeting called to order at 8 :oo p.

m. by President Grieb : Among those present

were the following

:

Baldwin, M. J.

Ball, J. H.

Bates, G. M.

Benning, Wm.
Blohm, Theo.

Harvey, H. H.

Harvey, W. M.

Hubbard, J. H.

Johannes, A.

Johnson, Axel F.

Johnson, A. G.

Jones, R. R.

Kanimski, N.

Keeler, B. A.

Kennedy, Chas.

Ketchum, I. J.

Krischel, M.
Kline, Aaron,

Knauss, O. J.

Kroff, F. C.

Kuhlman, H. V.

Lamb, E. J.

Law, W. C.

La Quay, M.
La Rue, H.

Lendseth, A.

Lundquist, C. J.

Lutz, Jos.

Manchester, A. E.

Marsh, Hugh.

Marsh, Jos.

Mattes, J.

Mattes, Jos.

Mileham, C. M.

Miller, G. W.
Miller, R. S.

Mitchell, A. E.

Mitchell, W. M.
Morris, T. R.

Murray, Jos.

McRae, D.

Nicholson, W. S.

Northam, F. R.

Olsen, L.

Parish, Le G
Parke, P.

Paton, E. R.

Peck, P. H.

Perry, A. R.

Phelps, G. T.

Plummer, A. K.

Pottinger, H. T.

Queenan, Wm.
Richard, L.

Rieckhoff, C.

Robinson, Jno.

Rohrback, G. T.

Russell, M. F.

Saum, C. L.

Saum, G. N.

Sawusch, E. G.

Schmidt, C.

Schmidt, M. P.

Schonberg, John,

Schultz, F. C.

Scott, J. B.

Senger, J. W.
Shannon, S.

Sharp, W. E.

Shearman, C. S.

Stimson, O. M.
Skilling, J. K
Sponholtz, C.

Sponholtz, Chas.

Steinmueller, F. C.

Stephens, Gus,

Stevens, C. J.

Tabler, M. H.

Taylor, Saml.

Terry, O. N.

Thomson, Geo.

Warlick, Geo.

Wendt, Ernest,

Wensley, W. W.
Wentsel, Geo.

Wessel, W. W.
Wessendorf, L. H.

Westphaln, H. G.

Willcoxson, W. G
Williams, T.

Wirtschareck, E. H.

Wolfe, Ralph.

Pres. Grieb: As is customary, we will dispense with the read-

ing of the minutes of the previous meeting, assuming that every

one had received the Railway Master Mechanic in which the

proceedings are printed in full. If there are no objections we
will consider them accepted as printed and proceed directly to

the reading of applications for new members.
Secretary Kline: The following have made application for

membership

:

W. App, M. C. B., Can. Pac. Ry., Montreal, Que.
Peter Anderson, car insp., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Englewood, 111.

M. W. Barnes, air brakeman, C. B. & Q. R. R., Chicago

A. W. Bair,, G. R, C. M. & St. P. Ry., Milwaukee, Wis.
L. E. Bridenstein, foreman, C. B. & Q. R. R., Council Bluffs, la.

V. M. Black, inspector, Armour Car Lines, Columbus, O.

H. G. Bentley, M. M., C. & N. W. Ry., Clinton, la.

Geo. A. Cooper, manager Atlanta Brass Co., Chicago.

J. R. Cuthbert, air brake foreman, C. B. & Q., Aurora, 111.

Jos. Chidley, R. H. foreman, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Toledo, O.

W. A. Clark, car builder, C. M. & St. P., Milwaukee.
Geo. R. Carr, Mgr. Dearborn Drug & Chemical Co., Chicago.

F. H. Clark, M. E-, C. B. & Q. R. R., Chicago.

Frank Drust, air brakeman, C. B. & Q., Chicago.

Chas.' Derkin, truckman, C. M. & St. P., Milwaukee, Wis.

Jas. F. DeVoy, chief draftsman, C. M. & St. P., Milwaukee.
L. L. Dawson, M. M., I. C, McComb City, Miss.

Martin Farrell, Insp., M. St.P. & S.S.M. Ry., Hermansville, Mich.

Jno. R. Flint, bill clerk, C. M. & St. P., West Milwaukee.

T. Gaughan, clerk, C. & N. W., Clinton, la.

W. A. Granneman, M. M., I. S. Ry., Sparta, 111.

Chas. A. Haas, machinist, L. S. & M. S., Chicago.

Fred Hickstien, Insp., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago.

John Henry, Insp., L. S. & M. S- Ry., Chicago.

Max Hickstien, foreman, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago.

Carl Houser, foreman, L. S. & M. S., Toledo, O.

J. D. Hunter, boiler inspector, C. M. & St. P., Milwaukee.

Jno. Horan, Trav. Blr. Insp., C. M. & St. P., West Milwaukee.

John C. Homer, M. M., C. H. & D. R. R., Cincinnati, O.

A. G Johnson, Insp., C. & E. R. R., Chicago.

C. E. Johnson, Insp., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago.

A. Johnson, Insp., L. S. & M. S. Ry., South Bend, Ind.

E. Josephson, Insp., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago.

James Johnston, R. R. foreman, CM. & St.P., Council Bluffs, la.

J. M. Jackson, R. H. foreman, C. M. & St. P., Marion, la.

Herman Kern, Insp., L. S. & M. S. Ry., South Chicago.

W. A. Kenyon, foreman, L. S. & M. S-, Monroe, Mich.

F. J. Krueger, clerk, M. C. R. R., Chicago.

S. S. Koehler, R. H. foreman, C. M. & St. P., Savanna, 111.

Jas. E. Keegan, M. M., G. R. & I., Grand Rapids, Mich.

J. A. Laughlin, A. C. F., C. & N. W. Ry., Clinton, la.

A. L. Lathrop, stenographer, A. C. Lines, Chicago.

J. W. Lucas, carpenter, B. & O. R. R., New Haven.

R. H. L'Hommedieu, Gen'l Supt, M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.

Henry Moushey, R. H. foreman, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago.

J. B. Morgan, M. M., T. & O. C. Ry., Bucyrus, O.

Charles Meyer, clerk, C. M. & St. P., Chicago.

T. A. Oliver, foreman, Armour Car Lines, New Orleans, La.

E. R. Paton, salesman, N. Y. Belting & Packing Co., Chicago.

A. K. Plummer, foreman, C. B. & Q., Aurora, 111.

Samuel Payne, foreman, U. P., Council Bluffs, la.

T. B. Purves, Jr., supt. M. P. & R. S., B. & A. Ry., Springfield,

Mass.

G L. Potter, G. M. B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
F. E. Rick, D. F. C. D., M. P. R. R., A.tchinson, Kan.

John C. Seng, wheelpressman, B. & O., Chicago.

A. P. Schuck, foreman, M. St. P & S. S. M. R. R., Pembine, Wis.

Thos. Scott, draftsman, C. M. & St. P., Milwaukee.

W. L. Shinefelt, A. F., C. M. & St. P., West Milwaukee.

J. B. Smalley, T. M., C. M. & St. P., Marion, la.

John Schonberg, Insp., C. M. & St. P., Council Bluffs.

H. H. Swift, G C. F., C. H. & D., Lima, O.

W. M. Snider, foreman, B. & O., Connellsville, Pa.

F. D. Tucker, T. M., C. M. & St. P., Savannah, 111.

John Taylor, D. M. M., C. M. & St. P., Minneapolis, Minn.

W. H. Walter, shipper, C. M. & St. P., Milwaukee, Wis.

Fred Weaverson, Railway Review, Chicago-
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Thos. R. Williams, clerk, C. M. & St. P., Racine, Wis.

Gro. Warlick, foreman, C. R. I. & P., Chicago.

M. T. Willis, foreman, C. & N. W. Ry., Boone, la.

S. D. Yarnelle, clerk, Armour C. L., Chicago.

Pres. Grieb: You have heard the list of applicants for member-

ship. They will be acted upon by the board of Directors in the

usual manner and enrolled as members. I have endeavord to

keep track as the Secretary read the names and find that we

have a total of 70 for tonight, which certainly is very pleasing

and augurs well for the new year. This gives us a total of 235

new members admitted in the present fiscal year. We started

out, as you know, with the intention of doubling our membership

this year, which would require 420, and with 235 secured it seems

to be an easy matter to get the uemainder, but I do not wish any-

body to feel that he should relax his efforts in that direction,

because if we would all assume that position and everybody de-

pend on some one else to carry on the good work we would fail

in our undertaking. On the occasion of our first visit to the

lecture hall of the International Correspondence Schools, which

has been so kindly tendered us by Mr. W. N. Mitchell, General

Manager of the Schools, Mr. Ralph Earle, of the Earle Photo

Art Company, has kindly volunteered to take a picture of the

assemblage, which I am sure, if successful, will make a very

pleasant and lasting souvenir of the occasion, and we will now

allow him the necessary time for that purpose. It has occurred

to me desirable that a committee be appointed to recommend a

code of rules for the examination of car inspector. As you

know, the Master Car Builders' Association has appointed a com-

mittee to look into the subject and in view of that fact and that

we have such a large representation amongst our members of a

class of men who have direct supervision of car inspectors, I

think that this subject can be exploited to good advantage to our

own Association and possibly be of some assistance to the com-

mittee appointed by the Master Car Builders' Association. On
that committee I have appointed Mr. Geo. M. Bates of the C. B.

& Q. R. R., Chairman; Mr. W. E. Sharp of the Armour Car

Lines, Mr. E. R. Campbell of the Minnesota Transfer Ry., Mr.

M. P. Schmidt of the C. M. & St. P. Ry., Mr. H. La Rue of the

C. R. I. & P. Ry. I would request that they get to work as

soon as possible and if they find it is convenient, we would be

glad to receive this report at the March meeting. I will also ap-

point LeGrand Parish, L. S. & M. S. (chairman) ; Hugh Marsh,

C. N. Y. & B. Ref. Line; H. H. Harvey, C. B. & Q.; F. C.

Kroff, Penna. Lines; T. R. Morris, C. M. & St. P., a committee

to Recommend Changes in the Rules of Interchange, to report at

April meeting.

This brings us to the regular program of this evening, which

consists of a lecture by Mr. Clinton B. Conger of the Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools on the Maintenance of the Air

Brake from the car man's point of observation. In introducing

Mr. Conger to you it almost seems a superfluous task to say

anything about him. possibly some present may not have met

the gentleman personally, there will be found but few who have

not heard and read of Mr. Conger, who served as expert adviser

to the Railroad Commissioners of the State of Michigan from

1887 to 1891, after which he was appointed Road Foreman of

Engines and Air Brake Instructor on what is now known as the

Pere Marquette Ry. He also was for several years Associate

Editor of Locomotive Engineering and is now Superintendent of

the Air Brake Instruction Cars of the International Corre-

spondence Schools. He has, as you are aware, written a great

many very interesting articles and books on air brakes. Gen-

tlemen, I take great pleasure in presenting to you the speaker

of the evening, Mr. C. B. Conger.

Mr. Conger: When Mr. Grieb, your President, asked me to

say something about the air brake apparatus he spoke some-

thing about the maintenance of the device. I have noticed by
looking over the proceedings of the last two or three meet-

ings that the air brake maintenance, that is, the care, repairs,

cleaning, etc., of the air brake equipment on cars, we might say

freight equipment, has been talked over pretty thoroughly twice

in your own meetings and once by the Western Railway Club,

only one or two meetings previous, so I thought best to say

something about the relation of the air brake maintenance to the

work of the car foreman or car man who is looking after the

damage done by poor air brake work, both in maintenance and

operation. It might interest you, and I thought it might possi-

bly draw out a good many ideas that an article complete and per-

fect in itself would not do. I do not think it is a good idea

to completely cover every point in a paper so that there is no

chance for discussion, but I believe in raising questions to draw

out the fire of the men who have to take care of the air brakes

and keep them up. Some of this report may not agree with your

ideas, but my intention is to bring to your notice some facts

that I think from my observation around the' United States have

been overlooked. I do not think they are short sighted enough

not to see it, but I do not think they realize the importance

of it.

THE MAINTENANCE OF THE AIR BRAKE EQUIPMENT AND ITS RELATION

TO THE WORK OF THE CAR FOREMAN

In coming before this Association of Car Foremen, whose in-

terest is in the line of building, rebuilding and maintaining the

car equipment in such good condition that it will give good ser-

vice at a minimum cost, I am a little modest in the matter, for I

am not much of a car man in that sense, but an air brake man,

who believes that efficiency should rank higher than economy,

for there can be no mistake in fixing the standard of efficiency,

while there may be a false standard of economy.

There are a great many points at which the work of the car

man and the air brake man come closely together. There are

many items of repair work done by the car man, the amount and

cost of which depend in a great measure on the cars and amount

of work done on the air brake. All repairs cost money, but re-

pairs which are needed on account of damage to one part of a

car from a failure of some other part of the equipment, whether

on that particular car or not, are in a measure a dead loss.

There is no doubt, if it is shown that an expense of one dol-

lar put on at the right time and on the right part of the

air brake equipment would save two dollars later on for the car

department, that every one here would have a lively interest in

knowing about it. The object of this talk by an air brake man

is to show some of these points of common interest. My point

of view may not be yours, and I hope the discussion at this

meeting will bring out the different points of view.

Most of the damage to cars in transit, as well as to the lading,

is due to shocks, not to steady strains. Now if we can reduce

the number and severity of these shocks, we will diminish the

expense of repairing the damage.

We will, of course, leave out of consideration at this time the

shocks and damage at terminal yards by careless switching, as

that is something that depends on the men and not on the cars,

and just so with the defective work of the men operating the

engine and the brakes. That is a matter of discipline, which we

do not have to handle. The officials up nearer the top of the

ladder will look out for that.

You will admit that serious shocks to moving cars will do

more or less damage, and damage to the draft rigging possibly

gives as much trouble to the repair man and causes as much ex-

pense to the car department as any one item except changing

wheels. Work done on any part of the equipment that will tend

to diminish these shocks, is well worth doing as well as worth

doing well.

Now a defective triple valve, whether some part of it is dis-

abled, or when it only needs cleaning to put it in order, can

cause serious shocks. If the triple valve is dirty and gritty, so

the piston and slide valve stick, or move with a jerky motion,

this brake is liable to set with the emergency application, while

the engineer is making a moderate service reduction as is proper

at the first reduction, and this defective triple valve will set all

the quick action brakes with the emergency application. If at

a slow speed or with a part air brake train at any speed, this

causes a very severe shock to the draft rigging and may dam-

age it so it will need repairs. Other defects in the triple valve

may cause the same trouble. Most of these troubles can be cured

by cleaning the defective triple valves. Now it is really less

work to clean and fix the triple valve than to repair the damage

to draft rigging, besides some of the package, freight may be

damaged also-
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To prevent further damage from this triple valve, it must be

put in good order at once. Would it not be in the line of true

economy to fix the valve before it does any damage, instead of

after? It must be cleaned anyhow. If kept in good order right

from the beginning, shocks from this cause would be eliminated

almost entirely.

Leaks in the train pipe can and do cause serious shocks to the

equipment. A moderate reduction of train pipe pressure will

operate the brakes moderately. The engineer may make a very

moderate reduction, but the train pipe leaks also take air out of

the train pipe and make a heavy reduction which will cause very

serious shocks on a train. Besides that, train pipe leakage takes

the control of the brakes out of the hands of the engineer, so

he cannot make a smooth easy stop. Right here it should be

noted that nearly all the leaks in the train pipe are found in the

hose and the packing rings of the hose couplings, but not so

readily in other places.

If the car foremen, who have the opportunity, will make a

business of testing with 70 lbs. train pipe pressure, the hose on

a long train that is coupled up clear through, the number of leaks

they find will surprise them. A porous hose can be repaired in

only one way; by exchanging it for a new one. In the present

state of the art of operating the air brake equipment, , a large pro-

portion of the slid flat wheels are caused by defective triple

valves, that leak past the piston packing rings, so the triple valve

does not go to exhaust position and release the brake when the

other brakes release. If one of these defective triple valves fails

to release its brake when a stop is made and remains set after

the train starts, the wheels usually slide and are spoiled. The
leaky packing ring allows auxiliary reservoir to recharge past

this ring; sometimes the brake cylinder pressure will raise also,

so that with a slow speed or on slippery track the wheels slide

and are soon spoiled. Of course, this kind of a defective triple

can be operated so as to do fairly,, good work if close to the en-

gine or in a short train. With a large main reservoir capacity,

a good air pump and a tight train pipe they do not give as much
trouble as when worked with the opposite conditions, which em-

phasizes one of the strenuous facts in air brake operations, that

one defect will make another defect much worse.

A defective emergency valve, which leaks air from the train

pipe into the brake cylinder, will set that brake much harder than

the others which are applied, for as soon as the exhaust port is

covered by the slide valve at the first application, the train pipe

pressure tends to equalize with the brake cylinder and is pretty

apt to slide wheels on an empty car. It only costs a few cents

to put in a good emergency valve.

The damage done to a pair of wheels by skidding will cost

more by the time a new pair of wheels is put in than a new triple

valve. You can easily see that it will cost less to take off the

defective triple valve, replace it with one that has been cleaned,

tested and known to be in good order, than to change the wheels,

when you take the labor charge only, without counting the delay

to the cars.

The levers used with the foundation brake gear should be, and

usually are proportioned to the work they have to do and the

braking power desired on the car. If a lever is lost or taken off

a car and one of the wrong proportion put on, it is possible to

increase the braking power so as to slide the wheels. Some in-

side hung brakes have first class levers, others have second class,

and there is a great difference in the increase of power with

these two classes of levers. If the wrong cylinder lever is ap-

plied it makes trouble from sliding wheels, or if the braking

power is reduced, shocks are sure to occur. Just, as bad results

are produced if the dead cylinder lever is put up wrong end to.

The braking power on the truck it controls may be materially

changed.

The bottom rods frequently are lost. If another length of rod

is put on this will change the operation of the entire brake.

Usually the rod is too long, as a short one cannot be got on.

The brake rods and the levers they are attached to, should be

at right angles to each other, when the brake is set tight, as a

right angle is the proper one to get the full power. Why? Be-

cause the farther from a right angle the nearer they are to what

engineers call the "dead center," where the pin gets no pull at

all, that affects the brake shoe.

Improper piston travel has a great deal to do with shocks to

the draft rigging. Air brake experts are agreed that the inequal-

ity of piston travel is the prime cause for the shocks when ap-

plying and releasing the brakes at slow speed. The evil is such

a serious one that some railroad officials require the engineers to

come to a full stop rather than risk releasing the brakes on a

long train at a slow speed. With some the limit is four miles an

hour, with others the limit is six, others eight miles an hour.

Sometimes, I think, that the eight mile limit must mean the

brakes are in worse condition then, than where the four mile

limit of speed at release is in vogue.

First. In the matter of applying the brake ; if one brake has

a piston travel of four inches, a seven pound initial reduction,

which is the usual one, will give a pressure on the brake piston

of 25 lbs. per inch, or one half the standard pressure for a full

service application. Another brake may have a piston travel of

ten inches. This same reduction will not pass sufficient air into

the brake cylinder to move the piston out so that the shoes will

come against the wheels. We will have no braking power on this

car when the other is applied with half the full pressure. 2d.

As to releasing, brakes of unequal piston travel, never release

simultaneously on a long train ; if one releases and another hangs

on, shocks are sure f?> result.

If all the brakes on a long train had the piston travel adjusted

to the proper limits of not less than five nor more than seven

inches, the braking power would be so nearly uniform that the

strains on each drawbar would be nearly uniform. Of course,

loaded and empty cars mixed together in a train will also

cause shocks. If it were possible to have the piston travel

on a loaded car adjusted to the short limit of five inches and

the empty one with seven inches, it might ease some of the

shocks, but this is hardly possible. Usually the loaded car has

the longest travel and thus really gets less brake power than

the empty car.

Part of this difficulty is due to the arrangement of the beams

and hangers. A large share of brake beams are hung to the body

of the car, or to the truck bolster above the springs, so that when

a load in the car compresses the springs, the shoes hang farther

down on the wheels. This increases the piston travel, as it al-

lows the brake beams to come closer together.

When this car is unloaded the springs raise the bolster and

body of the car up, the brake beams also raise up on the wheels

so that the piston travel is shortened. It is not unusual to see

brakes adjusted so tight on empty cars that the shoes are against

all the wheels, when the air brake is released. With several

of these closely adjusted cars in a train it draws hard and the

regular speed cannot be maintained.

Now, if the brakes on a train are in good order, so that it

will pull easily and the speed can be regulated down hills,

into stations and yard limits and good stops be made, this train

can be safely run at a higher average rate of speed during the

entire trip. On single track roads this means that freight trains

can make one or two stations farther when meeting trains and

surely a longer distance between stops to allow faster trains to

pass them on either single or double tracks.

Fast time, if it has to be made by spurts of speed between

stations to make up for dragging down into a station, because

the brakes are so poorly maintained that the crew are afraid

to risk trying to make a quick stop, is expensive.

Freight cars earn revenue in proportion to the miles they

make each day and immunity from special repairs that hold

them in the repair tracks when they should be on their journey.

The company profits by a quick despatch of freight, therefore,

any work on the air brake equipment, that will insure better

time is of advantage to the company. Besides, a reputation

for quick and certain despatch has a commercial value.

Pres. Grieb: We have enjoyed the pleasure of listening to

a most interesting paper on the maintenance of the air brake,

and it is now open for discussion. Mr. Conger has very kindly

consented to answer all questions raised and requests that any

one here who has any problem concerning the maintenance of
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air brakes to please propound the same and he will take pleasure

in answering them. This will afford every one an opportunity

to take part in the discussion.

Mr. Conger: I do not know whether I can answer all the

questions you may ask or not. I will say, though, that if you

ask me any questions that I cannot answer, I will hunt up some

man that can, then there will be two of us that will know it.

Pres. Grieb: There is a stereopticon in operation and por-

tions of the air brake apparatus will be shown which will af-

ford better means and an unequalled opportunity to get in-

formation.

Mr. Conger: We can show a slide of the quick action triple

in three positions on the curtain, then you can see the various

parts. I would like to hear some expression from the men
who are busy fixing up draft rigging, changing slid flat wheels,

who will agree with me that the air brake equipment is caus-

ing a great deal of that ; whether it would not be easier to re-

pair a bad triple valve before, than after damage is done. And if

that is the case if the same money paid for fixing damaged parts

could not be diverted and spent for fixing air brakes and putting

them in good shape. Most railroad officials will say that we
have spent all the money we can on the air brakes now. It

is on the cars and you must take care of it the best you can.

Is it not better to do the repairs on air brake equipment and

save something on the damage? We can repair ten triples for

what it costs to put in new draft rigging or change slid flat

wheels.

Pres. Grieb : I hope, gentlemen, that you have all formed

one good resolution the first of this year and that is that when

you attend any meetings of the Car Foremen's Association, you

will come prepared to take active part. If we have any air

brake experts with us tonight it will be especially desirable to

have them embrace this opportunity and come forward.

Mr. Wensley (C. & E.) : Why do we have more slid wheels

in the winter time than in the summer?
Mr. Conger : The track is more slippery in the winter than

in the summer, that is the principal reason. Triples freeze up.

The air brake does not operate so well in the winter time. In

very serious cold weather the leaks in the train pipe caused

by the hose pulling apart when frozen stiff, wastes more air

than the train pipe can supply. When a train is standing in

the yard with the slack closed up, if the hose are stiff, when the

slack is stretched out with a heavy engine, the air brake will

set at once. In the winter time we have a great deal more trouble

keeping the train pipe pressure up. It is a pretty hard matter

to charge the train pipe up and release the air brakes properly,

so it makes it harder to release brakes in the winter time than

in summer. I think those matters will explain in a measure

why we have more slid wheels in winter than in summer. There

is another matter. Slippery track is sometimes found where

ballasted with cinders. A fine black powder covers the rail,

almost like grease. Some of the ballast they have in the western

country is clay and in wet weather it gets on the rails and makes

them slippery. In that country men have to go to work and

learn the business over again, who have learned how on a

gravel or stone-ballasted road.

Mr. Stimson (S. R. L.) : I would like to ask Mr. Conger,

if in his judgment the condition which he would like to see,

can be maintained if the air brakes do not receive attention

oftener than once in nine months, as now prescribed by the

M. C. B. rules.

Mr. Conger: Yes sir, I do. I do not think anything is im-

possible to the American mechanic, if he is paid for it. Now
we do not seem to have any trouble in taking care of the coach

equipment. That is because it is a matter we are interested in.

If you take as much interest in repairing a Boston

& Maine, or East & Western Florida car, or if you
will take the same interest in cleaning the air brakes

on foreign cars that you do on your own ; if you take as much
care of the brakes as you do of the draw gear, they will work.

The trouble is, as I understand it, each company endeavors to

take care of its own cars once a year, and they have a big

contract. There are some big companies running into Chicago
and by doing their level best can get over their own cars once

a year. If every single company in the United States did the

same thing with a foreign car as with their own, if it is cleaned

all the time just the same as if the road owned it, and they

really do own it while they have got the car in service, I do

not see why they cannot be taken care of just the same as

journals.

Mr. Stimson : I do not think Mr. Conger understands my
question. He seems to assume air brakes on freight cars re-

ceive attention oftener than once in nine months. But if he was

assured that the air brake equipment was properly cleaned

but once each nine months and not given any further attention,

I would like to know if he believes the condition he would like

to see can be maintained.

Mr. Conger : As to that, it is well known to every company

that has ever cleaned air brakes than an air brake car cleaned

in first class shape, taken out and put on a side track and left

there six months is in almost as bad condition as if it had been

continuously in service. About the only thing that stays the

same is the brake shoes. The rest should be in just as good

order. Now just exactly why that is, I do not know whether

I am able to explain. I think if the cars were taken care of

properly, I mean not cleaned with a tencil and a piece of chalk,

but properly cleaned, the triples taken off, another one that was

tested and cleaned, put on there and that triple cleaned and put

in some other car, I think they can be just as well taken care

of as any other part of the equipment.

Mr. Stimson : We have something like 8,000 cars, and our

men are under instructions, that regardless of the fact that the

M. C. B. rules specify that the air brakes must be cleaned every

nine months, the brakes on our cars are cleaned once in six

months. Possibly 75 per cent are cleaned by our own people.

I have taken occasion to go over the track after air brake men
reported that a string of cars was repaired. I have seen the

brakes tested and have had my men take down the triple valve

for examination, and believe that we are getting as good service

as can be obtained, and as is obtained by the average railroad

company, but we are not free from the conditions which Mr.

Conger has cited. We have had instances of a train of fast

freight cars leaving our yard (30 or 40 cars) that have had special

attention given them, and they were in perfect condition, as far

as could be determined, but when they reached Buffalo, three

of four hundred miles away, I have received a telegram that three

or four cars were cut out on account of defective air brakes.

Some people have reported that they have taken a hat full of

dirt out of the triple valve and cylinder, which I knew was not

in there, when the car left our yard, at the same time I know

that because of the interest the railroad company had in the

transportation of that product, they would not cut out the

cars unless something was wrong, I am therefore personally

of the opinion that a car cannot run nine months without giv-

ing attention to the air brakes.

Mr. Conger : I wish we could make all railroads believe that,

but I do not think you can. Did you, when cleaning those triples,

see that the work was properly done?

Mr. Stimson : Every triple was taken off the train.

Mr. Conger: How do you clean the train pipe strainer?

Mr. Stimson : Put a new one on.

Mr. Conger : If the train pipe strainer is in good order I do

not see how you can get anything past it to the triple valve.

Remember that the train pipe strainer is in the drain cup, or

cross-over tee, not at the triple valve union.

Mr. Mitcheh (C, M. & St. P.) : I would like to ask Mr. Con-

ger if he does not find that the train pipes on the cars are yery

often improperly clamped; that the threads on the pipe do not

extend in the couplings far enough and that there are a great

many leaks in that respect.

Mr. Conger : Yes sir, we find leaks all over. In my observa-

tion, both with the railroad company and since I have been away

from the railroad company, I have been in a good many freight

yards looking at the air brake equipment, both on freight cars

and locomotives; in fact wherever anything was going on in the

air brake line, I made it my business to be looking it up. As I

said before, most of the leaks that are found in the train pipe

are in the hose and couplings, not that there are no leaks in the

train pipe, but because the inspectors do not look under the car

for leaks except at the unions. At the train pipe tee there are
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three joints, two of them screw joints and one union. Now
if the train pipe shifts it is liable to affect one or the other of

these points which will give a very serious leak at that point-

Right now we might say that enough care is not taken in putting

up the train pipe connections and in making the joints air tight.

We do not have to go back very many years to remember when

we could put an engine in the house at night with 40 lbs. of

air and take her out in the morning with 20 lbs., which showed

that the joints were tight. Why cannot these pipe joints h~

made with as much care today? I was in a car manufactory

not long ago and saw the workmen putting up train pipe. They

screwed the connections together by hand, one man taking hold

of one end and the other man the other and they put them up

without using any wrenches until they put on the angle cocks

and screwed up the union nuts. When they connected the pres-

sure retainer pipe to the triple valve, instead of screwing the

union up with an alligator wrench they just screwed them up

with their hands, and neglected to put in any gaskets, yet these

cars were passed by the inspector. Now if new cars are passed

by an inspector in that condition, what can we expect of old

cars which are repaired on the repair tracks? I believe if we
put up the train pipes as we did twenty years ago, we would

have less trouble. I can remember seeing a coach on the L. S.

& M. S. Ry., at Kalamazoo on which the brake was set at 4:00

o'clock in the afternoon and was still set tight at 9 :oo o'clock

the next afternoon. If you want good work see that it is done.

Nothing is impossible to the Omerican mechanic, if you pay

him for doing it and give him the proper tools to do it with.

(A picture of the quick action triple valve in three different

positions was now placed on the screen-)

Mr. Conger : You see here a steroplician view of the quick

action triple valve, which we think will show just exactly how
a triple valve operates and where the defects can be located.

Now we have a great deal of trouble on account of the triple

valve sticking, which is caused usually, by a leak in the pack-

ing ring. It is impossible for a machinist to make a single pack-

ing ring which has an opening in it to allow it to expand, that

will be perfectly air tight, as the air will leak through the open-

ing. It might be possible if they put in two packing rings, and

have them break points and make them air tight, but the air

brake companies can be depended on to know whether that can

be done or not. If it can, they would probably have two rings

in them. . While this opening is very small in a new packing

ring, it is not open 1-64 in., yet considerable air will blow past

it, and certainly a great deal will blow past as soon as it becomes

worn. With a short train a leaky packing ring does not give

so much difficulty, but with a long train, especially if this de-

fective valve is on the rear of the train, it is sure to give trouble.

After a light application of the brakes, when the engineer has

reduced the pressure six or seven, or possibly ten pounds, and

he wishes to release it, he turns the air from the main reser-

voir, into the train pipe.

Now if at the rear end of the train, the train pipe pressure

raises so slowly that the air can equalize around this triple valve

piston without sufficient increase of pressure to move the piston

and slide valve to release position, that brake will remain set. I

have seen a triple valve having a leaky packing ring stay set

when the train pipe pressure had been pumped up from 55 to 85
lbs. In some cases you will find that the brake cylinder pres-

sure will raise to the same amount. This will be sure to slide

the wheels. Even if the pressure in the brake cylinder is not

sufficient to slide the wheels when the train is running, yet if

the brake does not release when the train stops and they start

again, or if running at slow speed over a slippery crossing the

wheels are sure to slide and if it once slides it will not com-
mence turning again until the brakes release. A leaky packing
ring is something that particularly affects long trains. The same
triple on a 25-car train might give good service, but if two 25-

car trains were put into one 50-car train and we had the defec-

tive triples on the rear end I will guarantee that you would
have some stuck brakes. With a long train the engineer is un-
able to raise the train pipe pressure at the rear as rapidly as

he can with a short train. Of course if he has a large main reser-

voir volume and high excess he can handle a long train much

better than if he had a small main reservoir volume and a poor

pump. One of the difficulties that we have with the triples, as

I mentioned this evening, is the triple piston sticking in its

cylinder or bushing. If a triple piston has been wiped off per-

fectly clean, all grit and dirt taken out of it and a very small

amount of thin oil put on, it can be moved backward and forward

in its cylinder with your hand. Now we will take that same

triple piston and its cylinder and put a little grinding com-

pound or gritty material in there so it will work under the ring

;

it will make it work so hard it will be necessary to get a pair

of pinchers to move it backward and forward, which emphasizes

the fact that a very little grit under a triple piston will cause it

to stick, so that when it does move it will go into the emer-

gency position. This of course affects the work of the brake

on all the cars and gives those shocks.

A Member : How much reduction in the train pipe pressure

does it take to move that triple piston?

Mr. Conger : About a pound and a quarter difference in pres-

sure between the two slides of the triple piston should move it.

An ordinary guage will not show this slight difference. I have

seen triples tested, some of which would move with less differ-

ence of pressure than that, while others take more. There are

a little above nine square inches on this triple piston shown on

the screen so that a pound and a quarter per square inch would

make close to 11 lbs. total pressure on the piston.

The Member : What I was trying to get at is,—when you

reduce five pounds of air in the train pipe and get about 15 or

20 lbs. in the brake cylinder, leaving the piston up pretty near

the position shown on the screen, why should it stick in service

application?

Mr. Conger : A reduction of 5 lbs. of air in the train pipe

will never give 15 lbs. in the brake cylinder, but that is not ex-

actly the information that you want. The triple valve bushing

usually wears more on the position where it opens and closes

the graduating valve than on any other part of its triple. Every

4ime you reduce the pressure in the train pipe a moderate

amount after the first application, the triple piston moves down
far enough to unseat the graduating valve, and as soon as the

auxiliary pressure is reduced the same amount this triple

piston moves forward, closing the valve. Now it does this

each time that a moderate reduction is made and it is possible

to make as many as fourteen moderate reductions for each

application of the brake, although two or three will be a more

average amount. Now if the triple piston moves backward

and forward there four times each time a brake application

is made, you can readily see that the bushing will wear more

than it does any other parts and air is more liable to leak

around there than it does either in full application position or

in the release position, so that a triple valve could be in such

condition that at what we might call "lap position" air could

leak by the packing ring, while if you made a full reduction

and pulled it clear down to the limit of its triple where the

bushing was not worn, a very slight raise of pressure would

throw this piston up so the brake would release- Does that

explain to you why, wth a light service application, the brake

will stick, while with a 20 lb. reduction it is very easily re-

leased? Then there is another matter connected with this. Of
course if the main reservoir pressure is 90 lbs. and you make
a reduction of 5 lbs., from 70 to 65, you will have only 25 lbs.

difference between the auxiliary and the main reservoir, while

if you have made a reduction of 20 lbs. you will have 15 lbs.

more difference, which means 40 lbs. altogether.

One of the tests for a triple valve is to re-charge 100 ft. of

train pipe connected to the suspected triple valve through an

opening 1-32 inch in diameter. This allows the air to feed in

so slowly that if the triple piston leaks it is very apt to go
around the packing ring into the auxiliary and not release that

brake. If, however, the air passing through that small opening

releases the piston promptly, I will guarantee that that triple

will give you no trouble.

A Member : Another thing I would like to ask. What causes

the triple valve to act like a pump? It will release at about

10 lbs. reduction and keep on that way until all the air is gone.

Mr. Conger : Is that triple valve in good order or is there some-

thing wrong with it?
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The Member: The triple valve is in perfect order. What I

want to know is what has done that?

Mr. Conger : When a triple valve sets and releases the brake

without being operated by some person it is in consequence

of one or more leaks—usually there are two leaks, one out

of the train pipe which sets the brake and one out of the auxil-

iary reservoir which will release it again,—a combination of a

train pipe leak and a graduating valve leak both on the same

car, will do this. The train pipe leak will move the triple valve

down and allow air to pass out of the auxiliary reservoir into

the brake cylinder, but if the graduating valve also leaks, when

the graduating valve is closed by the motion of the triple piston

it does not shut off the flow of air from the auxiliary reservoir,

which contnues to flow into the brake cylinder. Ths will re-

duce the auxiliary pressure on this side of the piston (showing

on screen) so that the train pipe pressure will move the triple

to exhaust position. Then the train pipe leak, which is still

there, will get its work in again and set the brake and the

graduating valve will leak it off until the pressure in the train

pipe and auxiliary gets so low that it cannot move the brake

piston, when the triple valve will soon use up what air is left

in the train pipe and auxiliary.

Now there are other things which can cause the triple valve

to act as you have tried to explain it. A leak from the train

pipe line, provided there is another leak in the triple valve at

some other point, may do this. For instance, in the emer-

gency or rubber seated valve. That can leak into the brake

cylinder until it equalizes.

A Member : I had one act the same way one day. For this

defect you want to look between the cylinder and auxiliary

reservoir. The gasket in there gets crowded or buckled so that

air can leak through and the triple valve will move into service

position and when air leaks out of the brake cylinder the triple

will move back. That is where I have found the trouble. I

put a new gasket between the auxiliary reservoir and cylinder,

and that rectified all the defects.

Mr. Harvey (C B. & Q.) : What do you consider the proper

material for that seat, hard or soft rubber?

Mr. Conger : Soft rubber. At first they put leather seats on

the emergency valves but they soon found that if any foreign

substance got on the leather it made a dent in there which

did not come out, while in the case of soft rubber seat it works

loose, and the rubber having some elasticity, too, it will soon

fit up against the seat so no air will pass. A hard rubber seat

will act something like a leather seat, possibly worse, as far

as creases, which any foreign substance has made, would be

affected in closing up.

Mr. Harvey: The Westinghouse Co. is furnishing a hard

rubber, oil-proof gasket.

Mr. Conger: I do not know that the Westinghouse Co. is

furnishing an oil-proof seat. They may be, but I have not seen

any of them. If so it is with the idea of making them last

longer.

Mr. Harvey : We got hold of some so hard that if you fold

them over they will crack in two. I think with the hard rubber

seat, a little dirt gets in there and makes a leak. We find it

almost impossible to get a tight seat.

Mr. Conger : I do not know the exact reason why the West-
inghouse Co. is furnishing these, but my opinion is that the

soft seat is the best.

Mr. Harvey : The lift of the seat is only the length of time the

triple runs between cleanings, ordinarily only about nine months.

A Member : What do you consider the shortest piston travel

that should be allowed on a freight car when the triple is in

first-class condition?

Mr. Conger: Six inches. I would not adjust it less than six

inches. As the running travel is usually one inch to one and

a half inches more, that would make seven to seven and a half

or eight inches piston travel when the car was running, which
is the limit.

A Member: Is it not a fact that the piston travel should be

governed by the brake power?
Mr. Conger: No, sir. However, with a very heavy leverage

we are obliged to have a longer piston travel than with a light

braking power in order to have the shoes clear the wheels.

A Member: Would it not be proper to adjust the piston

travel by the brake shoe clearance?

Mr. Conger: If you are going to adjust the piston travel on

the brake shoe clearance you are going to be up against it

solid right there, for this is surely the wrong way to do it.

The piston travel should be adjusted to give a certain air pres-

sure on the piston, not to give a certain brake shoe clearance on

the shoes.

Mr. Harvey: I would like to know how an air brake man
out in the yard can discover whether there is a leaky pipe be-

tween the triple valve and brake cylinder. How is he going to

do that unless he chases it up and sets the brake?

Mr. Conger: I do not know how he is going to tell when
there is a leak in there unless he makes a test or examines the

pipe.

Mr. Harvey: We had a case a short time ago where we
overhauled a car and when the car got to Aurora they found

that the pipe was split. We got a letter inquiring about it and
I went out to look at the brake and found the pipe split, but

it could not be seen from the outside in ordinary inspection and

the only way it could be found was by setting the brake.

Mr. Conger : That is an auxiliary reservoir leak and is

pretty hard to tell by inspection. We have found some of these

pipes split in our cars and the way we found it is by operation

of the brake. We then took down the triple valve and exam-
ined the auxiliary. In two cases we could see the split in the

top of the pipe.

Mr. Parish (L. S. & M. S.) : I would like to ask the mem-
bers if they give the same attention to cleaning air brakes on

foreign cars that they do with their own. We have found on

the Lake Shore that by cleaning all cars that come on our re-

pair tracks and making every effort possible to clean the brakes

or foreign cars we are not able to get all of our cars once in

12 months. At the present time we clean all foreign cars that

come on our^ repair tracks the same as we do our own, but we
believe that if we only cleaned our Own cars we could get over

them once in 12 months.

Mr. Wensley. We have every repair yard on the whole sys-

tem cleaning air brakes. We do not slight anybody's car. We
are not only cleaning them on the repair tracks but out in the

yard.

Mr. Bates (C. B. & Q.) : I am very sorry to say that we have

all we can do to clean our own cars and we do not make it a

practice to clean foreign cars unless they are going out on our

road, but even some of them get away from us without being

cleaned and I think we have as large an air brake force as

any road in town.

Mr. Evans (B. & Q.) : We are in a good deal, the same

shape as the C. B. & Q. We do our own cars principally and

other cars that we have had troube with, but do not make it a

practice of taking down all triples that come on the repair track.

Pres. Grieb: I wish to state that Mr. Mitchell, general man-
ager of the International Correspondence Schools, has very

kindly offered to answer any conundrums andquestions that are

propounded pertaining to air brakes if anybody here this even-

ing has any hesitation in making his wants known and chooses

to do so in writing, addressing his inquiry to our secretary.

The International Correspondence School has offered to assist

us to the very best of their ability, and I am sure in matters

pertaining to the air brakes, their ability is unlimited.

Our artist, Mr. Ralph Earle, informs me that he has been

successful in taking a good picture of the meeting, and he will

be' glad to supply members who desire copies of the same, nicely

mounted, for 35 cents each in the gloss finish and for 50 cents

each in the platinum finish. Any members desiring these pic-

tures will kindly direct their requests to Mr. Kline, and he will

turn them over to Mr. Earle when the orders filled.

Mr. Harvey : I think it would be in order for this Associa-

tion to tender a vote of thanks to the International Corre-

spondence School for their courtesy in extending the use of

their room and also to Mr. Conger for his very able lecture.

Motion seconded and carried unanimously.

Meeting adjourned.
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Modern Machinery
A Department for the Illustrating' and Describing' of

Improvements in, and Inventions of Machinery and Appliances of Interest to
Railway Rolling' Stock Officials

New Norton Plain Grinding: Machine,

THE Norton Grinding Company of Worcester, Mass., have
recently brought out a new plain grinding machine Avhich

should be particularly interesting to master mechanics,
car builders, etc., as it is particularly well adapted for taking
care of a great many kinds of railway work, such as the pro-

duction of piston rods, crank pins, car axles, etc. Possibly the
matter may appear as being of particular interest to our readers.

We therefore publish the accompanying photograph together
with the following description of a new plain grinding machine
for straight and taper work that revolves on two dead centres.

A machine has been produced that will grind heavier cuts from

from end to end with the lever shown just above the cover. The
vertical lever at the left of the cone cover may be used at any
time to reduce the table speed without changing the belt on the
cone. At the center of the illustration is shown the hand and
automatic micrometer cross or sizing feed for the wheel. When
the knob at the center of the hand wheel is screwed tight, the
wheel is moved toward the work by turning the crank handle
around the small dial shown at the top over the hand wheel.
This dial is divided into eight parts by holes in which the crank
handle pin may rest, a movement from one hole to another caus-
ing the wheel to reduce the diameter of the work one-quarter of
one-thousandth of an inch. When the knob is unscrewed the

Norton Plain Grinding Machine.

heavier work than has been heretofore possible, and this rapidly

and accurately. To obtain the best results a great variety of

table, work and wheel speeds are necessary. All speed changes
are simple in arrangement, and being an adaptation of the well
known belt and cone will be easily understood by all operators.

Provision is made for the amount of power and water demanded
by the rapid rate at which the machine is designed to work.
The detail is heavy and simple and easily understood. The
machine has entirely new features, among which may be men-
tioned the extra heavy swivel table of triangular section, form-
ing a permanent water guard, and a two way front and back
support for the head and foot stocks, one of these ways being
at the base of table to give stability. The table is very rigid

along its upper edge and front way to give support to steady
rests when grinding heavy cuts from long or heavy work. The
center of gravity of the head and foot stocks is very low and
they rest on a wide base. All changes of speed are .conveniently

effected at the machine, there being no overhead cones. This
fature will be appreciated by all, and especially by those who
have high ceilings. There are sixteen changes of table speed,

eight changes of work speed and six changes of wbeel speed, and
all changes can be made without stopping either the table, work
or wheel. The table speeds are independent of the work speeds,

so that with each work speed any of the entire sixteen table

speeds can be used. With this arrangement the work may tra-

verse a distance equal to the full width of the Avheel at each
revolution of the work, which is desirable when removing stock
rapidly. A lever change is provided to instantly reduce the
traverse speed when desired for producing a finer finish. All

speed changes and adjustments are effected at the front of the
machine within easy reach of the operator. The cone shape
cover at the right contains a belt cone, the belt being moved

wheel is moved with the hand wheel. The pawl of the automatic
feed is shown thrown out, but when thrown into engagement
with the teeth of the feed wheel, will move it more or less ac-
cording to the position of the connecting- joint block on the arc

shown at the left of the cross feed wheel, and attached to the
reversing lever shown at the center. This automatic feed can
be set to stop at any desired point. The table reversing lever

and dogs cannot be broken if the operator moves the heavy
table by hand against the lever; in fact the table dogs may pass
the lever in either direction at any time, and yet the correct

reversal of the table is not disturbed when power is again
applied. The water tank is a part of the base and the water
falls directly into it, there being no pipes or channels to become
clogged. The pump is very large, raising sufficient water when
running at slow speed. It is well made, requiring no packing
and no repair. In principle it is like an exhaust fan submerged
in water. In order to better show the features of the machine,
a simple water guard is omitted on both end views. This guard
prevents the water from reaching the pump pulleys and floor.

-•-*

Vertical Turret Machine.

THE 30-inch vertical turret machine herewith illustrated and
manufactured by the Warner, and Swasey Co., of Cleveland,
Ohio, is especially adapted for boring, facing and turning

a large range of work. In design and construction it represents
many important improvements over previous similar machines,
and its capacity has been great-ly increased. The machine will

swing full 30 inches in diameter and will take 22 inches in height
under the full cross slide, while the maximum distance from
the chuck to the turret when in its uppermost position is 29%
inches. In order to facilitate the chucking and facing of work
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of different heights, the upper portion of the column is con-
structed with broad ways on which the rail carrying the cross
slide and turret can be moved up or down a distance of 9
inches, for vertical adjustment. The cross slide has a travel
of W/2 inches' and can be fed either by hand, using the crank
shown at the right of the head (page 6), or by power. Fixed
automatic stops are placed at both ends of the slide, so that when
power feed is used, even though the adjustable steps should
not be set, the feed would trip automatically. The turret slide

has a motion of 16 inches, and is carried on a swivel saddle

Vertical Turret Machine.

attached to the cross slide by a central stud. The saddle is

clamped to the cross slide by bolts working in a circular T-
slot, and the turret slide is fed either by hand or by power.

When the latter is used, an adjustable stop and two fixed

stops, one at each end of the slide, automatically trip the feed.

A weight connected by chain running over pulleys counterbal-

ances the turret slide, and thus insures its easy running. The
turret is 10 inches in diameter, and is bored to receive four

turret tools, having 2%-inch shanks, the tools being clamped
in place by binder bushings. One tool holder like that shown
on page 10 is furnished with each machine. The lock bolt is

of hardened tool steel working in a tool steel index, and is

placed directly under the cutting tool. The spindle, which is

of large proportions, runs in Babbitt bearings, constructed with
adjustable half boxes. The main driving gear is of large dia-

meter, is cast solid with the spindle, and is so placed that the

center line connecting it and the driving pinion is directly under
the line of travel of the cutting tool; thereby eliminating all

torsional strain in the spindle itself. On the top of the spindle

is fitted an extra heavy Three-jaw Geared Scroll Combination
Chuck. The jaws are fitted in T slots planed in supplementary

slides and not in the body of the chuck. These supplementary

sides are adjusted universally by a scroll in the usual manner,

or each slide can be adjusted separately by an independent

screw, if desirable. This arrangement, which permits of either

universal or independent adjustment, has many advantages; for

upon setting the jaws approximately the work can be quickly

and accurately trued by means of the fine adjustment of the

supplementary slide, after which the jaws can be operated uni-

versally if desired. One of the elements of the driving mech-
anism is the friction back gears, the clutch being operated by the

long lever shown at the side of the machine. When the machine

is m operation the table may be brought to a standstill by mov-
ing the friction clutch lever to its central position. The cone is

three-grade for 3%-inch belt, the largest diameter being 18
inches. The cone gives three speeds, the friction back gears
double this number, making six, and the double friction counter-
shaft again doubles the speeds, making twelve in all, ranging
from 3% to 72 revolutions per minute.

The horizontal and vertical feeds are both gear driven. For
either one there are eight changes of feed ^for each speed of the
cone, these changes being secured by means of the two side levers
on the gear box. The lever at the right gives four changes, and
that at the left increases or decreases either of these feeds four
to on. All feeds are reversible, the small lever in the top of the
gear box being used for the purpose. All gears and running
parts are carefully protected from injury and danger by means
of suitable metal shields, and the lower portion of the feed box
is hinged so that the clutches can be readily gotten at for ad-
justment.

A New Cincinnati Miller.

THE accompanying illustration shows the latest pattern
milling machine made by the Cincinnati Milling Machine
Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, as exhibited by them at Buffalo.

The chief features of the machine are the positive feed mechan-
ism, a positive gear-driven feed, a wide range of feed changes,
means for changing from any one rate of feed to any other rate
of feed conveniently and without stopping the machine.

Fart of the mechanism is placed at the rear end of the milling
machine spindle, and part is incased in a gear box at the rear
of the column. The connection between these two parts of the
mechanism is by means of a vertically inclined shaft. It will be
seen that by simply shifting the levers on the feed mechanism,
any one of the sixteen different rates of feed may be obtained,
and a change from any one rate of feed to any other may be

!
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New Cincinnati Miller.

made without stopping the machine, since there are no change
gears to interpose nor belts to shift. Any one of these rates

of feed may be used in combination with any of the sixteen

different spindle speeds, providing, in all, 256 different combina-
tions. The spindle speeds vary from 9 to 350 turns per minute
and have been chosen with a view to secure the proper cutting

speed for cutters of standard diameters. The rate of feed can be

changed practically instantaneously. It is positive, at all times,
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imparting an even motion to the table, thereby avoiding the

broken cutters and spoiled work which so often result from a

slipping feed belt. In addition to this new feed mechanism, there

are other improvements on these machines. Notable, among
which, are a telescopic vertical feed screw which does away with
the necessity of cutting a hole through the floor.

•»
Farwell Milling Machine.

IN the accompanying illustration we show the Farwell Milling

Machine No. 3 on planer manufactured by the Adams Com-
pany of Dubuque, Iowa. The spindle is of steel with a

diameter of 4% inches and length of 22 inches, the taper hole is

in both right and left end of spindle, with a

taper Vz inch to 1 foot, and the center of the

spindle 11 inches from planer rail. A recess

forming a clutch on each end of the spindle,

allows the clutch collar of arbor or face mill

to engage therewith. The spindle runs in

bronze boxes of special design, affording ready

means for taking up all lost motion. Three
pulleys for worm shaft, 10, 14 and 18 inches,

will, with two speeds to countershaft, give

six speeds to spindle. The pulleys have 6%
inch face and the belt can be put on either way
and spindle driven in either direction. The
spindle is driven by a hardened steel worm en-

gaging with a bronze worm wheel. The worm
wheel runs in oil. Hardened steel ball-bearing

thrust collars take care of the heavy end thrust

on worm shaft in taking heavy cuts. The balls

are confined in a cage in spiral rows which
guide them in separate paths, so the collars

will not wear in grooves. The collars are

thoroughly hard and both sides are ground per-

fectly true and can be reversed if one side be-

comes worn. Each saddle is specially made to

fit the planer rail on which the miller is to

work. The bracket, or support for outer end
of horizontal arbor, is, like the' saddle, spe-

cially made to fit the planer rail. It can be
easily and quickly removed.

into the lower end of the connecting rod, and from it derives a
partially rotary motion, thus locking the tool block on the down
stroke and causing the tool to clear on the up stroke.

+—+
Plain Millina Machinery.

APLAIN milling machine, new in design and known as No.
24, has recently been brought out by the Brown & Sharpe
Mfg. Co. Several important features that have not been

combined before in a machine of this size and capacity are em-
bodied in its construction. This machine is built for work requir-
ing unusually large table capacity and long cuts. Exceptionally
heavy gearing is provided, thus fitting the machine especially for
the requirements of machine tool builders, engine and railroad

*•*

A Small Die Slotter.

THE accompanying illustration shows a die slotter manu-
factured by the Garvin Machine Company of New York
City which is suitable for all die work, small key seating,

both straight and taper; also internal or external gear patterns,

and affords greater strength

than an adjustable pin. The
speed can be changed by means
of the cone pulley. The slide

for the ram can be swiveled five

degrees either way and set by
a graduated index, therby . in-

suring the same draft to every

part of the die. The tool block

is well adapted for holding spe-

cial tools. It swivels in a centre

upper end, carried in a yoke,

near its lower end, and at the

are two hardened plugs which
bear on a cam that is bushed
where draft is required, and all

that class of common slotting.

The two cross motions and the

rotary table provide for follow-

ing any outline. The handle

for the rotary table is arranged

for using dials for dividing pur-

poses, but for small divisions and
rapid work it may be entirely

removed, and the table revolved

by hand, using the lock-pin de-

vice, which provides twelve di-

visions for square, hexagon, oc-

tagon, duodecagon, etc. The
stroke of the machine has been

fixed at 2^4 inches, which is am-
pie for this class of woTk for

bMALL DIE bLOTTER. which the machine is intended,

Farwell Milling Machine No. 3.

Plain Milling Machine.
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shops. The steel spindle has ground and lapped bearings and

runs in phosphor bronze boxes, provided with means of compen-

sation for wear. The spindle is smoothly and powerfully driven

by a worm wheel, the worm wheel being made of phosphor

bronze, while the worm is made of steel, hardened, and runs in

oil. The thrust of the worm is taken by ball bearings. Pro-

vision is made for taking up the wear of the worm and wheel,

thus insuring proper contact and the smooth running of the

spindle. The spindle cone runs idle and in the same direction

as the shaft on which it is mounted, thus reducing the friction

to a minimum. It has only two steps, the power being trans-

mitted through a system of gearing, arranged to give an excep-

tionally high ratio. The changes of spindle speed are obtained

by means of transposing gears. With 2 speeds of the counter-

shaft, 8 changes of speed are obtained, varying from 15 to 100

revolutions per minute. The method of clamping the spindle

head and knee is improved, each being clamped by one lever in

place of two as formerly. This will tend to show the care and

Horizontal Drilling Machine.

THIS new machine manufactured by the B. F. Barnes Com-
pany, Rockford, III, has been designed particularly for

work which, by reason of length, cannot be handled advan-

tageously on either an upright or a radial drill. • It is specially

adapted for drilling in the end of long pieces, as, for example,

in the end of a column or shaft, and generally for any work
within the range of its capacity which cannot be done at all,

or with difficulty, or a vertical drilling machine. It is provided

with a reversing friction countershaft, adapting the machine
for tapping as well as drilling, and is capable of drilling up to

one and one-half inches and tapping up to one and one-fourth

inches. The cut shows very clearly the construction of the

machine, and its method of operation will be easily understood.

The upright arm swings on journels which are in line with the cone
shaft and is properly counterweighted as shown. It can be
swung in either direction and moves through 180 degrees of a
circle having a radius of 24 inches. The spindle is provided

attention given throughout to the details of convenience in the
manipulation of the machine. The overhanging arm is of steel

and can be pushed back from over the table when not in use.

The arm support is exceptionally rigid and of improved design.

It is made in two parts, clamped directly to the front of the

knee and can be easily placed in position or removed. The two
parts slide upon each other and are clamped in position by bolts

passing through the slots. This form admits of a bearing for the

outer end of the arbor directly in the support, and allows the

adjustable arbor support to be used at any intermediate point

on the arbor. The design of this machine shows that especial

care has been taken to make it as convenient in operation as

possible. All the working parts are easy of access, and all levers,

hand wheels, etc., are so placed that the operator has complete
control of the various movements of the machine.

with power feed, hand worm feed, and also quick return me-
chanism. The machine can be furnished either with or with-

out back gearing, as required. The distance from table to

center of spindle when the swinging arm is in a vertical posi-

tion is 17 inches, and when the arm is swung so that the spindle

is on a level with the table the distance from the center of table

to center of spindle is 22% inches. The spindle can be operated
at any point through 145 degrees of a circle having a radius

of 24 inches. The table is 20 x 40 inches and has lateral T-
slots, so that work can be held either in jigs or bolted to the

table. The spindle is 1 5-16 inches in diameter and is fitted

with No. 3 Morse taper and has travel of 10 inches. Required
floor space, 90 x 42 inches. Weight 1,800 pounds. The tight

and loose pulleys on countershaft are 8% x 2y2 inches and
should be speeded 450 revolutions per minute.
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SPECIAL ANhOUNCEMENT
MANY of the friends of the late Mr. Edwin N.

Lewis, who for many years was the manager

of the Railway Master Mechanic, will be pleased to

learn that his son, Mr. W. E* Lewis, has become as-

sociated with this publication as its manager. Mr.

Lewis has also associated himself with the undersigned

in the ownership of a publishing company which in

addition to the Railway Master Mechanic will pub-

lish The Contractor, a semi-monthly publication

covering the field of heavy construction and railroad

building and earth moving work of every description.

Iron and Steel, a weekly journal in the interests of

the hardware, iron, machinery and metal trades, will

also be published under the same ownership and man-

agement. Bruce V. Crandall.
+•+

THE motive power department has been honored

again in the recent promotion of Mr. W. H.

Marshall from that department to the position of gen-

eral superintendent of the Lake Shore and Michigan

Southern Railway. The advancement of mechanical

officials to the higher operating departments is always

noted with pleasure by the Railway Master Mechanic

and more especially so in this instance, inasmuch as

Mr. Marshall was for some years editor of this pub-

lication.

•»»
IN the Railway Master Mechanic of February,

1888, there appeared a report of some tests made
by the Michigan Central Ry. Co. for the purpose of

comparing the relative durability and action upon the

steel tire of plain unflanged cast iron brake shoes and

flanged brake shoes, recessed over the limits of rail-

wear, but having steel cutting inserts located in those

portions of the brake shoe bearing on the top of the

flange and outer tread of the wheel. We republish

this article in another portion of this issue in connec-

tion with a paper on locomotive brake tests, by Mr.

W. H. Stocks, before the February meeting of the

Western Railway Club. The results of this test show.,

that there was a strong cutting action, accompanied

by large increase in durability with the insert shoe,

as compared with the common cast iron. The fact that

these insert shoes were very similar to the "B" shoes

noted in the paper read at the last meeting of the

Western Railway Club, is very interesting and in-

structive, because these early tests confirm one of the

conclusions by the author of the paper in question,

which is, that "Tire dressing is an important factor

in the driving brake shoe, because by reason of the

- cutting action upon the tire, friction is generated from

the use of a hard and durable shoe, which could not

possibly be obtained from a shoe whose hardness is

due to a simple rubbing face, which would not hold

up a cutting edge." We have often advocated the

importance of making actual road tests to confirm

if possible, theoretical deductions and conclusions

from shop tests, as after all, it is the actual result in

every day use that we are all after, and upon which

any final conclusion must rest. The paper on locomo-

tive brake shoes gives the results of a series of intel-

ligently planned and carefully conducted experiments

for the purpose of establishing the comparative value

of two distinct types of brake shoes in common use.

Having the indorsement of the mechanical depart-

ment of a prominent railroad system, the facts given

cannot be neglected, and it is surprising that there

was so little discussion on the part of the railroad

gentlemen present at the meeting. It would appear

from this that there is very little information at hand

on the subject, which emphasizes the importance of

more tests in the line of those indicated in the paper,

wheh is certainly an important contribution to the

brake shoe subject. The example of the C. R. I. & P.

R. R. in conducting elaborate tests and then clearly

and frankly presenting their results for general infor-

mation, is one which should be appreciated and should

be followed by other roads who are equally interested

in developing their brake mechanism to the highest

efficiency and economy. The work of comparing all

the common types of brake shoes by actual tests for

both friction and durability and action on the wheel

tread, should be continued until we know from actual

experience just what may be expected from each

class of shoe, and this work should not be left to par-

ties interested in any particular brake shoe patent,

but should be entirelv under the unbiased supervision

of the railroad experts, so that all sides of the question

may be presented. A series of carefully conducted
brake shoe tests cannot fail to result in more econom-
ical and more efficient train control.
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N another portion of this issue will be found an arti- the coal consumption twenty-five tons for that one

cle on the "Efficiency of Bituminous Coal," by engine in a month of thirty days. If, during Novem-
ber, our engineers had such little appreciation of what
an economical coal record meant, and had no one to

remind them of the fact, we would have had an in-

crease in our coal consumption of over 694 tons, at a

cost of $1,096. I cite this instance to demonstrate what

may be accomplished by a thoughtful and conscien-

tious traveling engineer."

Mr. H. J. German, of the B. & M. R. R. As Mr. Ger-

man explains his ideas fully it is hardly necessary

to do other than call attention to his article and at the

same time an extract from a paper read by Mr. W. J.

Schlacks, on "Locomotive Fuel" before a recent meet-

ing of the Rocky Mountain Railway Club, will be

of interest in this connection. The paper calls

especial attention to the fact that the item of fuel

amounts to thirty-six per cent of the total expense

of locomotive operation, including renewals and re-

pairs, or as much as the wages of enginemen, hostlers

and wipers, and cost of lubrication combined ; or six motive power of the Chicago Great Western Railway,

read a short paper before a

recent meeting of the North-

west Railway Club. These

< «

»

UNDER the caption "Notes on the Wear of Jour-

nals," Mr. David Van Alstine, superintendent of

note were an outcome of

an investigation of the

per cent more than the next

greatest item of expense

—

the wages of enginemen.

It further amounts to twelve

and three-tenths per cent

of the total cost of operat-

ing a modern railroad. The

importance of educating

the firemen as regards fuel

economy is aptly illus-

trated in a portion of Mr.

Seldack's paper and we

quote from that portion of

it the following: "When

one thinks of the object to

be attained by reducing the

coal consumption just a tri-

fle, for which a ton is now
being used, he is liable to

be considered neglectful

were he not to use his best

efforts in the direction in

which so much can be

gained. On the little road

with which I am connected,

and which is quite insignifi-

cant compared with the

great eastern trunk lines,

we consumed, during No-
vember last, 12,745 tons.

In one year, at that rate, we
will have consumed 152,940

tons, at a total cost of

$241,645. I have in mind

a case where an engineer's

coal record did not vary over 300 pounds on six con- lent care they receive and the light average load they

secutive trips over a district of 238 miles, while the carry. Engine truck axles: The records, though very

very next day there was an increase of 1,700 pounds incomplete, indicate the average life of engine truck

under the same condition, except a change of engineers, axles for one-half-inch wear in diameter, to have been

The increase was due to his running the engine longer about 7 years, or, say 245,000 miles. This low mileage

'in the corner than the regular engineer, in his anxiety may be accounted for from the fact that they have

to get out of stations, while he made no better time been run with babbit bearings, have smaller wheels,

arriving at terminals than the regular man. If that hence a higher velocity, and have a considerable ten-

man had been allowed to continue with the 1,700 dency to wear tapering, requiring frequent trueing up.

pounds increase every day, he would have increased Engine truck axles have made only half the mileage

MR. J. W. THOMAS, JR.

GENERAL MANAGER, NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA
AND ST. LOUIS RY.

Mr. Thomas' entire railway service has been with
the road of which he is now general manager. He is a

most practical railroad man, having seen active service

in nearly every department of his road.

consumption of axles on the

C. G. W. Ry. Owing to

the difficulty of keeping ac-

curate records of journal

wear, Mr. Van Alstine

states that the figures can-

not be taken as absolutely

correct, but presents them
with the hope that they

would be of some interest

to the club. The following-

is the paper as read : "Tak-
ing up the various axles

separately, beginning with

tender axles. The aver-

age life of tender axles for

one-half inch wear in diam-

eter of journal appears to

have been about 14 years,

or, say 490,000 miles. Only

5 per cent of these axles

have been removed on ac-

count of worn collars.

Tender axles seem to be

the most economical of

all the axles, in that

the journal wears
slowly and the num-

ber removed for collar

wear is small. This is no

doubt due to the excel-
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for the same depth of wear as tender and driving axles.

Driving Axles : The record of a number of driving

axles shows an average of 476,800 miles, or about 13

years for one-half-inch wear in diameter of journal.

Driving axle journals have a tendency to wear taper-

ing and hollow, and this uneven wear is no doubt due

to an uneven distribution of dirt in the packing. This

unevenly distributed dirt wears both journal and bear-

ing unevenly, concentrates the load on a small area,

and when the. load becomes so concentrated that the

unit of pressure is sufficient to exclude the oil, a hot

box results. However good the bearing metal and

packing may be, there is no assurance that a box will

not run hot so long as dirt can work in at the sides of

the box and produce this concentration of load at the

center. A driving box which will distribute the dirt

uniformly along the journal, or, better, exclude it alto-

gether, is much to be desired. Freight Car Axles : An
average of a number of 4% ins. x 8 ins. axles shows a

life of 3.83 years per 1-32-in. depth of wear, or about

30 years for y2 in. in diameter, which is the life of the

axle. Only 29 per cent have been removed on account

of worn collars, so that a large majority run the full

life of their journals, unless the wheel seats are re-

duced to the limit before the journals are worn out.

This indicates the importance of never reducing wheel

seats, except when in such condition that wheels can-

not be fitted to them. Assuming that a freight car

makes 25 miles per day, the life of a freight axle will

be about 274,000 miles, which is not much more than

half the mileage made by a passenger car axle. The
probable explanation is that freight boxes receive less

care as to tight lids and dust guards and clean packing,

and contain more dirt to wear away the journal. Pas-

senger Car Axles : The average of a number of 4J4

ins. x 8 ins. passenger axles indicate a life of 7 years,

which at 72,000 miles per year, gives a mileage of 504,-

000 when journal is worn y2 in. in diameter. This is

approximately the mileage made by driving axles for

the same depth of wear, and is twice that of freight car

axles. For several years past 24 per cent of all passen-

ger car axles in service have been removed annually,

and of those removed 94 per cent are on account of

collars worn off. Of the axles removed with collars

worn off, 70 per cent are mounted with steel-tired

wheels, 30 per cent with cast iron wheels. The ten-

dency of steel wheels to wear out their flanges is no

doubt the cause of their wearing the collars off their

axles so rapidly, and this tendency is what makes steel

wheels so much more expensive than cast iron wheels.

The rapid wear of passanger axle collars suggests the

possible economy of using collarless axles under pas-

senger cars. In answer to my letter of inquiry as to

why the Pullman Company uses the collarless journal,

Mr. H. M. Pflager, mechanical superintendent, writes

that they find the collarless journal lasts longer than

the collar journal, on which the collars wear thin,

making it necessary to scrap the journals before they

are worn down to the limit. They also find that the

cost of maintaining trucks with the collarless journals

is less than with the collar journal, and they have

noticed that the wheel wear is in favor of the collar-

less journal. They are of the opinion that they have a

smaller number of hot boxes with the collarless jour-

nals. In conclusion, it seems to me that the quality

of bearing metal and packing need not be a source of

much anxiety, but that an increase in the life of jour-

nals and a decrease in the number of hot boxes depend

mainly on the exclusion of dirt.

** »

Bracing Boilers and Bracing Blunders.

By W. H. Graves.

"He who seeketh wisdom, and he himself is also

wise, scruples not to acquire a morsel of truth, even

from the sayings of a fool."—Hindu Saying.

There is no detail of boiler construction that needs

closer attention than bracing, a strict adherence to

well defined principles of structural design, close at-

tention to results brought out by calculation, intelli-

gent methods of distributing braces in areas found,

common sense methods in plotting, a thorough knowl-

edge of the material entering into the brace, and finally

the best form of brace for that particular area to

supported. It is almost needless to enter the do-

main of brace fallacies, and their peculiar design, kn^e,

crowfoot, strap and threaded, each one has its adher-

ents, simply because in his experience, by using that

form, he knows of no boiler explosions resulting from

its use, or if he is in a contract business, it is the

cheapest form of brace that can be used, or according

to his calculations, it is the best form he can devise,

ignoring the saying that although theory and prac-

tice are sisters, they are always quarreling, and prac-

tical results are not what theory would lead one to

believe. In most cases it is not the fault of the theory,

but rather the fault of the one who is using it. I will

cite several cases to demonstrate what is usually the

cause of the quarrel between those sisters of theory

and practice. A boiler maker finds from his calcula-

tion that a certain crown sheet calls for a certain num-

ber of braces we will say of % in. diameter, he will

have them threaded, reducing the area corresponding

to a diameter 25-32, it not only reduces the area be-

low the safety line, but the bolt is further weakened

by cutting in it a V thread, the poorest design that

could be used. The boiler goes out, something hap-

pens and he will say in triumph, "Now what does your

theory amount to?" and if it is pointed out to him that

the calculation calls for a bolt whose minimum area

must not be less than that which corresponds to a
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diameter of y% of an inch, which will take a bolt one

inch in diameter, he usually feels you are defending

one more book fallacy. The writer has had several

experiences of this kind.

Another fault of a great many who find errors in

calculations, is in the plotting and correct area for a

brace that is not at right angles to the area to be sup-

ported. If on the close investigation of structural

design they will find that a brace, say, for an illustra-

tion, has an angle of 45 degrees, it will take a brace of

a greater cross sectional area to support a given load

is supposed to be equalized by the two rivets in double

shear, as they are riveted through a seam. The im-

portance of thoroughly bracing front flue sheets has

not received the attention that it deserves, not only

on account of well designed brace plotting, but on the

influence on steam pipes. The writer had an experi-

ence of this kind. He had an egnine that continually

gave trouble on account of leaky steam pipes. They
were taken out frequently and ground in, only to be

found on the next trip leaking. It was suggested that

there may be braces loose on the flue sheet. The

figure 2.

area than one at right angles. The writer has seen

in several cases brace plotting that has brought that

error into full prominence. In Fig. 1 it will be seen

that in spaces that have the greater angle there is a

less number of braces, and in numerous cases the brace

has a smaller diameter than the brace on top, which

figure 1.

has a less and a lighter load to support.

A brace fallacy that is hard to combat in a great

many cases is that which is riveted into seams. The
designer seems to consider that the rivets are in dou-

ble shear, which on investigation will be found to be

only in single shear. Fig II will illustrate this. In the

pad that is riveted to the head there are three y^
rivets, and the foot, that is fastened to the boiler, is

two Y\ rivets, The difference in cross section area

figure 3.

dome cup was removed, and three braces were found

to be without pins. On another occasion a pair of

leaky steam pipes were remedied by putting in two

extra braces, one on each side of the rigger head. It

is evident that in this era of high boiler pressure too

close attention cannot be given to this subject, and

now that the United States is taking the lead of the

world in supplying machinery to all nations, a general

enlightenment of all people in theoretic knowledge, we
must conform our brace plotting to some standard of

intelligence and common sense. I will

give only one illustration (in Fig. Ill)

of this. The writer was putting in a

battery of boilers in Mexico, 60 in. x 16 ft.,

containing 12.6 flues, and the bottom, with no braces

in the space under flues. After running thirty days

it was found that they had bulged, and it was neces-

sary to put in braces. In this case it was conceived

that the flues would support the space underneath

them, and to generalize the whole subject we have

M. C. B.'s couplers and M. M.'s standards of all kinds.

Would it not be a good idea if we could have a stand-

ard brace for certain areas, and at the next Master Me-

chanics' convention the writer hopes some suggestion

will be made in this direction.
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operation

At the

Locomotive Brake Shoe Tests*
By W. H. Stocks, Master Mechanic C, R. I. & P. Ry.

T is impossible to estimate the amount of specification, the subject has not been forgotten and

money that has been saved to the railroads the leaven is undoubtedly working, with the result

and investors by the celebrated brake trials that before long extensive tests will be made in actual

of the M. C. B. committee in 1886 and 1887. train operation to confirm the conclusions of the M.
The question of brakes was settled in favor C. B. committee, which were crystallized in its report

of the air brake, and the buffer brakes and and specifications at the Saratoga convention in 1901,

and these road tests will be made to determine the

actual stopping qualities of various brake shoes, the

texture and construction of which will be most care-

fully noted.

As a contribution to the knowledge on the subject

other substitutes for the automatic air

brake disappeared from consideration for-

ever, to the inestimable good of railroad

present time much money is being spent by

Table II

CHICAGO HOCK ISLAND & PACIFIC RY.—BRAKE SHOE TESTS, DECEMLSr.

"A" and "15" and "C." Driving brake shoes.

Emergency stops under as nearly as> possible similar conditions.

Grade.

Dynamometer Records. Computed.
Comparative Condition

Shoes. Train.
Speed,
M. P. H.

Time,
Seconds.

Distance,
Feet.

Speed,
M. P. H.

Distance,
Feet.

Value of Stops,
Per Cent.

ot
Weather.

"A." Engine and dvnamometer ear
"B " " " ••

Up 14 ft. per mile
Up 14 ft. per mile

Down 39% ft. per mile
Down 14 ft. per mile

Down 7% ft. per mile.

.

40
37%

46%
40

1,565

1,237
40
40

1,565

1,388

88.7
100

Dry.
No wind.

"A." " " " 39
38%

39*
48^

1,256

1,550
40
40

1,321

1,672

1,443

1,530

1,565

1,555

100
78 4"B " " " •'

Dry.

Averages. 40
40

100
94.3"B " " •' " Dry.

"A." " "' "
Up 14 ft. per mile

Down 29 ft. per mile....
Down 29 ft. per mile...

40 46W 1,565

1,525
40
40

99.4
100

Dry.
39'/» 48%

"A." " " " 39
39%

39*
53

1,256

1,744
40
40

1,321

1,766

100
71.8

Dry.
•C.'' " " "
• \." " " " Down 7% ft. per mile.

.

Down 7% ft. per mile..
Averages. 40

40
1,443

1,660

100
87

Dry.
"C." " " "
" V " " " " 63%

66
82
77*

4,000
3,906

4,570
4,587

65
65

4,156
3,789

91.4
100

Dry.
•B " " " " %

Down 23 ft per mile....
Down 35 ft. per mile

65
65

92
92%

65
65

4,570
4,587

100
99.8

Dry.
"li." " " "

"B." " " "
Down 11% ft. per mile..
Down 17% ft. per mile..

Averages. 65
65

4,363
4,188

96
100

Dry.

63%
64K

82
76%

4,000
3.80J

4,570
4,875

65
65

4,156
3,587

92.8
100

Dry.

Down 23 ft. per mile
Down 25 ft. per mile

Down 11% ft. per mile..
Down 12% It. per mile..

65
66%

92
96

65
65

4,570
4,412

4,363
4,U5

86.5
100

Dry.
••(J

" " " '

Averages. 65
65

94.7
100

Dry.
"C ." " " "

"A." Engine, dynamometer and six-car train.

.

•B."
Down 14 ft. per mile
Down 14 ft. per mile

40*
40

29%
28%

990
962

40
40

978
962

98.4
100

Dry.

"A."
"Li."

39%
39%

28%
27

919
905

40
40

931

924
99.2

100
Dry.

"A."
"A"

Down 11% ft. per mile.. Averages. 40
40

954
943

98.8
100

Dry.

"A " Down 8 ft. per mile. .

Down 8 ft. per mile
39%
40 y2

28%
38

919
1,187

40
40

931
1,15/

100
80.5

Dry
Light snow.

"A."'
"C." " " " . "

"A."
"0."

-A"
"B."

Down 14 ft. per mile 40*
40*

29%
•>0

990
1 213

40
40

978
1,197

100
77.7

Dry.
Light snow.

Down 11% ft. per mile.
Down 3% ft. per mile. .

.

Down 25 ft. per mile
Down 2d ft. per mile

Aver

60
59*

ages.

51%
47*

2,437

2,372

40
40

60
60

954
1,177

2,437
2,431

100

99.7

81

100

Dry.
Light snow.

Light snow.
Dry

" \."

•B."
Down 8 ft. per mile 59 H

56k
45
43

2,156
1,978

60
60

2,210
2,215

100
99.8

Dry.

"A."
"It."

Down K% ft. per mile..
Down 12}! ft. per mile..

Averages. 61)

60
2,323
2,323

100
100

Dry.

"A."'
"C." • " " " .

Down 25 ft. per mile
Down 35 ft. per mile

60«
56%

51%
66H

2,437

2,860

60
60

2,437
2,931

100
83.1

Dry.
Light snow.

"A "

"C."
Down 8 ft. per mile
Down 40 It. per mile

59!4
58%

45
51%

2,166
2,378

60
60

2,210
2,497

100
97

Dry
Light snow.

.'C."

Down 16% ft. per mile..
Down 87% f\ per mbe A vet ages.

60
6u

2.437

2,714

100
80

Dry.
Light snow.

the railroads for various types of brake shoes, and if

some road tests can be inaugurated by the M. C. B.

Association on the lines of the M. C. B. brake trials,

the brake shoe question will undoubtedly be much
simplified and there will certainly result a large sav-

ing to all concerned, together with a great improve-

ment in the efficiency of the train control. While

there appears to have been no immediate action on the

part of the railroads upon the suggestion of the M.

C. B. brake-shoe committee to select brake shoes by

*Abstract of a paper presented before the Western

Railway Club, February 18, 1902.

of brake shoes, as well as to inaugurate a discussion

in this club of the question, some results of a compar-

ative brake shoe test recently made on the C. R. I. &
P. Ry. are presented for your consideration.

Last summer a certain type of brake shoe was

offered to the motive power department of the above

mentioned road with the claim that it was a much

better shoe for their use than that which they had

adopted as standard on their locomotive driving

wheels

:

The claims made were as follows

:

First—Greater durability.

Second—Equal, if not superior, retarding power.
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Third—Superior tire dressing effect.

And in proof of these claims, records were presented

showing the satisfactory results obtained on other

roads.

In July a service test was arranged and certain

engines were equipped with the different brake shoes,

which, for the purpose of comparison, we will desig-

nate in this paper by the letters "A" and "B."

"A" representing: A cast iron brake shoe having

two curved inserts of very hard white iron, disposed

along the outer tread-bearing portion of the shoe, and

three similar inserts disposed along that portion of

the shoe covering the wheel flange, the center portion

of the shoe over the limits of the rail wear being cut

away. The inserts presented well-defined cutting edges

transverse to the wheel tread. The back of the shoe

was reinforced with a steel plate to prevent fracture.

This plate, however, has nothing to do with the face

of the shoe.

"B" representing: A cast iron brake shoe, having

four crucible cast steel inserts arranged along the

outer tread-bearing portion of the shoe face and three

inserts of crucible cast steel disposed along the flange

groove, these inserts presenting well-defined cutting

edges transverse to the wheel face. The shoe surface

was recessed over the limits of rail wear on the tire,

while the ends of the shoe were tapered and heavily

chilled from the back, the chill being confined to the

beveled .ends.

Each engine was equipped on one side with the

"A" shoe and on the other side with the "B" shoe,

so that as nearly as possible the two classes of shoes

were given equal service under similar conditions.

The table one shows the result of the road tests in an

average wear of 3^2 pounds of the "A" shoe for each

i-pound wear of the "B" shoe:

C. K. I. & P. RY, CO.—TABLE (I). SERVICE TEST FOR DURABIL-
ITY, A. VS. B. SHOES.

Engine.
Date

Applied.
Date.

Removed.
Loss in Weight. Tested by Master

"A" "B"

814
815
853
856
865

7-11-01
7- 6-01
7- 6-01
7- 3-01
7-30-01

11- 2-01
10-12-01
10-31-01
11- 2-01
12- 3-01

26^4 lbs.

35

51H "
24H "
48

7% lbs.

10*4
"

10H "

HYt "

13 "

Chicago, 111., W. H. Stocks.
1 tl tt ti

tl (< ft tt

U It *t tt

Trenton,Mo.,A. McCormick.

"A" "B" "A" "B"
Total loss in weight 185V4 lbs. 53. lbs. Ratio of wear.... 3.5 lbs. 1 lb.

Engine 809, Horton, Kas. Test record incomplete.
Engine 1224, Valley Junction, la. "B" shoes have worn out two sets

of "A" shoes. Third set now on. 12-1-1901.

So convincing were the figures showing the greater

durability of the "B" shoe, the question was naturally

raised as to their frictional effect, the general impres-

sion being that the more durable "B" shoes would
not stop the engine in as short a distance as the "A"
shoes on account of being more than three times as

hard. This point was taken up and discussed with the

makers of the "B" shoes, who were convinced, how-
ever, that their shoe possessed good holding power,

which seemed to be confirmed in part by superior

dressing effect on the tire, and that this work of wear-

ing down the wheel tread meant that the shoe was
surviving at the expense of the wheel, whereas the

"A" shoe probably did the work at its own expense.

In order to further convince our people that there

were sufficient frictional qualities in the "B" shoes as

furnished us for service, a series of road tests was
suggested for the purpose of demonstrating beyond

any doubt the difference between the two types of

shoes in question as regards stopping a locomotive.

Mr. George F. Wilson, S. M. P. & E., gave instruc-

tions to make some road tests, and in order to get

the best possible data, the dynamometer car of the

C. M. & St. P. R. R. was secured, through the cour-

tesy of Mr. A. E. Manchester, superintendent motive

power of that road, accompanied by their expert, Mr.

Goodwin.

On December 2, 1901, the tests were started on our

main line southwest of Blue Island, 111., to compare

the retarding power of a set of the "A" driving brake

shoes and a set of the "B" driving brake shoes similar

to those noted in the service test, Table I, and a third

set of shoes, which we will designate as "C," which

were similar in shape to the "B" shoes, but differed

in having the chill omitted from the ends and an

additional insert in both the tread and flange bearing

portion. This extra set was introduced for the pur-

pose of determining what effect would result from

the omission of the hardened ends and an increase in

the cutting effect due to an additional insert.

The test consisted:

First—Of stopping an engine and dynamometer car,

using the emergency application of the driver and

tender brakes (I might say here the latter being used

without change through all the tests), while the en-

gine was drifting with steam shut off at nearly as

possible the desired speed. Two stops with each set

of driving shoes were made with the engine and dy-

namometer car at 40 miles per hour, and two stops

at 65 miles per hour, the endeavor being to always

make the stops as nearly as possible on the same

stretch of track.

Second—Following these tests a train consisting of

two baggage cars and four passenger coaches equipped

with steel-tired wheels (using unflanged coach brake

shoes unchanged throughout all the tests) were at-

tached to engine and dynamometer car. Two stops

were then made with each set of driving shoes at a

speed of 40 miles per hour, and two stops at a speed

of 60 miles per hour with the full train.

The engine used in this test was No. 858, Engineer

-C. W. Goodall, Fireman John Smith, engine weighing

65 tons, exclusive of tender ; cylinder, 19 inches by 26

inches; 6 drivers, 63^ inches outside diameter; four-

wheeled truck; steam pressure, 180 pounds.

The rate of grade naturally had some effect on the

result of the test in lessening or increasing the length

of the stops accordingly as the grade was up or down.
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The records do not indicate a close enough agreement

in the distances run under the various rates 6! gradi-

ent to figure definitely the proper correction in order

to reduce the stops to a level grade basis. Below is

indicated the average grade of the two runs of each

set of shoes at the same speed. The only correction

applied was that necessary to bring the stops to the

same speed for comparison—that is 40, 60 and 65 miles

per hour.

The results of these tests are given in Table II, in

which the stops are arranged in pairs for the purpose

of ready comparison, each couple representing as

nearly as possible stops on the same grade. Where
the grades are different, it is so noted.

The shortest stop made with train at 40 miles per

hour was made in 924 feet by the "B" shoes. At 60

miles per hour the shortest stop was made by the "A"

shoes in 2,210 feet.

There were no brakes used on the dynamometer

car in any of the stops.

Averaging the stops with the "A" and "B" shoes

we find that the "A" and "B" shoes are practically of

equal efficiency in stopping the engine.

From the figures of this report we can now reach

some definite conclusion as to the comparative merits

of the "A" shoes and the "B" shoes:

First—From a frictional standpoint, which is the

greatest virtue in the brake shoe, there appears no

choice.

Second—From the standpoint of durability, the "B"
shoe, as shown in the service test, has three and one-

It is regretted that no tire diagrams have been taken

to show exactly the cutting effect of each shoe, as it

is of considerable importance that the brake shoe

should cut the wheel as much as possible outside the

limits of the rail wear, and the brake shoe which has

a continuous and uniform cutting action on the wheel

tread can save its cost over a non-tire dressing shoe

by the greater length of time the engine is kept out

of the shop for tire turning, provided, of course, the

brake shoe is recessed above the limits of rail wear,

and this is the case in the shoes which have been

tested on our road.

We hope to present at some later date some records

of tire wear by the brake shoe, and we believe it would
be a good thing if all interested in the matter would
endeavor to secure information in this line. Tire dress-

ing is an important factor in the driving brake shoe,

because by reason of this cutting action upon the tire

friction is generated from the use of a hard and dur-

able shoe which could not possibly be obtained from a

shoe whose hardness was contained in a simple rub-

bing face which would not hold up a cutting edge.

•»

Tire Wear as Affected by Brake Shoes.

Reprinted from our issue of February, 1888, as being of un-

usual interest in connection with the paper on "Locomotive

Brake Shoe Tests," which is published in this issue.

Interesting tests have lately been made upon the

Michigan Central railway to determine how far the

FiffA-.

Fta5
«» rrn

—

_-Flg.6

Fvg.7.

Fig. 8
r~

half times the life of the "A" shoe. It is about \2.y2

per cent heavier, which will reduce the advantage

slightly, but at the same price per pound must be far

more economical.

Third—As to the action on the tire, there are no

records of measurements made to determine the exact

effect, but all who have observed the action of the

shoes in question agree that the "B" shoes do the best

work.

use of an improved brake shoe will affect the wear

of steel tires in proper lines. The results, as revealed

by diagrams taken with the Mackenzie tire indicator,

prove that the new shoe admirably affects its purpose,

as our engravings clearly show. The tire indicator

used is that devised by Superintendent of Motive

Power Mackenzie, of the New York, Chicago & St.

Louis, and which was illustrated in the Master
Mechanic of July, 1887, p. 119.
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The tests were made on baggage and mail car No.

302, Michigan Central railway, which went into ser-

vice on July 1, 1887, on the local run between Detroit

and Grand Rapids, equipped with 42-in. steel tired

wheels, which, having been newly turned, were in the

condition shown by the upper dotted line in the accom-

panying cuts.

Common cast iron brake shoes were applied to the

wheels of one truck and Ross-Meehan shoes to those

of the other. Figs. 1 and 2 show the outlines of the

tires on one axle, and Figs. 3 and 4 those on the sec-

ond axle of the forward truck ; Figs. 5 and 6 similarly

show the tires on the first, and Figs. 7 and 8 the tires

on the second axle of the rear truck—the common
brake shoe being applied to the wheels of the forward

truck and the Ross-Meehan shoe being applied to the

wheels of the rear truck.

On October 14, 1887, after the car had run 31,220

miles, the outlines of the tires, as shown by the central

dotted lines, were obtained by the use of Mackenzie's

tire indicator, and on January 7, 1888, when the car

had made 24,360 miles since the last outlines were

taken, and 55,580 miles since the beginning of the

test, the final outlines, shown by the solid lines, were

taken in the same way as before. Wheels 1 and 2

were removed on the completion of the test don ac-

count of the sharp flange of No. 1.

It is clearly shown that the Ross-Meehan shoe

keeps the wear of the tire remarkably even all over,

from the extreme edge of the flange to the throat and

full face of the tread ; when re-turning does become
necessary, very little metal has to be cut off. With
the deep wear under the ordinary shoe a heavy cut is

required to restore the standard outline.

»

»

Instrument for Graphically Recording the Wear

of Tire

[Reprinted from our issue of July, 1887, as being of unusual

interest in connection with the paper on "Locomotive Brake

Shoe Tests," which is published in this issue.]

Mr. John Mackenzie, the superintendent of motive

power and machinery of the Nickle Plate road, has

invented a device for accurately measuring and re-

cording the wear of locomotive and other tires, which

we illustrate this month.

In using this device the lowest point in the tire is

found by slowly turning the wheel under the instru-

ment or moving the instrument around the periphery

of the tire. The lowest point will be shown by the

pencil on the card. This point is then checked by a

chalk mark on the wheel. To get a diagram of the

face of the tread at this point raise the pencil holder

and set the indicator point on the top of the flange,

letting the pencil point come in contact with the card;

then draw the indicator point from the top of the

flange to the outer edge of the tread. The weight of

the pencil bar will cause it to follow the irregularities

in the face of the tire—thus making a diagram of the

face. The method of attaching the instrument to the

wheel is shown in the illustration. By using this in-

strument a record can be kept of tire wears between

turnings, and used as a check on the engine drivers.

Chart 1 is to be used after turning but before the

wheel begins service. Chart 2 will give a diagram and

record at the end of three months, or after a mileage

of about 12,000 miles; No. 3 after 24,000, and No. 4
after 36,000 miles. After the fourth card the tire is

presumed to need turning. The four charts, there-

fore, are between turnings, and make one card, and

it is supposed that four cards (16 sheets) will cover

the life of the tire. Blue prints and full information

concerning this device can be obtained from Mr. Mac-
kenzie at Cleveland.

+*-+

Cleveland Car Foremen Associations

At the regular monthly meeting of the Car Depart-

ment Foremen's Association of Cleveland, O., at which

the following were present, it was decided that as the

constitution did not permit the admission of all classes

of railroad employes, and in consequence the member-
ship had not increased satisfactorily, it was decided to

adjourn sine die: A. Berg, E. S. Mooney, J. D. Mc-
Alpine, J. H. Acker, W. J. Frey, F. B. Johnson, C.

Schneider, P. J. Finnigan, J. C. Dennerle. A new asso-

ciation was immediately formed under the name of the

Car Foremen's Association of Cleveland, O., and a con-

stitution adopted which will admit practically all classes

of railroad employes.

The following officers were unanimously elected

:

President, A. Berg; vice-president, F. B. Johnson ; sec-

retary-treasurer, J. C. Dennerle.

A board of directors was appointed, and an applica-

tion blank adopted. The following committees were also

appointed: Committee on subjects, J. D. McAlpine, F.

B. Johnson and C. A. Halleen. Committee on introduc-

tion of new members, A. Berg and J. C. Dennerle. Com-

mittee on amusements, P. J. Finnigan, W. J. Frey and

E. S. Mooney.

The third Thursday evening of each month was se-

lected as the time of meeting. Among the subjects dis-

cussed was the question whether Diamond brake beam in

place of a National Hollow beam should be considered

wrong repairs. The claim was made that if the require-

ments of the beam adopted by the M. C. B. Association

in 1899 were complied with it could not be called im-

proper repairs; that the rule in regard to applying M.

C. B. standards does not now include the word "mar",

therefore if the strength of the car was not impaired

"the repairs must be considered proper. In opposition

to this view it was shown that the present M. C. B.

standard relates only to the distances between center

of shoes, angle of slot, etc. It was decided that the re-

pairs in question should be considered improper re-

pairs.
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Elevation Showing Section ofTire.
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MACKENZIE'S DEVICE FOE MEASURING AND RECORDING WEAR OF TIRE.

Standard Specification for Locomotive Driving and Truck Axles,

M. M. Assn.

THE committee appointed to investigate the above

subject, consisting of A. E. Mitchell, chairman,

S. Higgins, W. S. Morris and L. R. Pomeroy, has is-

sued the folloiwng circular, addressed to the mem-
bership of the association

:

Your committee intrusted with th3 duty of formulat-

ing a standard specification for locomotive driving

and truck axles would respectfully request your

hearty co-operation and assistance in the preparation

of a comprehensive report and one that will prove

acceptable to the members generally; consequently, in

general give us the benefit of your experience and
specifically furnish as full and detailed information as

the scope of the following questions or items will

admit

:

-CARBON OR NICKEL STEEL.

(1) Give the maximum and minimum limits of

tensile strength required in steel axles. (2) Checi-

cal and physical requriements in general. (3) Do
you believe in prescribing any particular form of

manipulation to insure axles being thoroughly and
adequately worked? (4) Is it well to provide that

hammers shall be of sueffiient size to insure the

proper dynamic effect on the axle, i. e., that the weight
of hammer shall be proportional to the diameter of

the finished axle? (5) Is it advisable to require
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any subsequent heat treatment after forging to re-

lieve the axle from internal strains, such as annealing,

etc.? (6) Assuming you have specifications cover-

ing the physical and chemical requirements, what form

of tests do you prescribe to determine same, assum-

ing that drop tests are not available for driving and

the larger sizes of engine truck axles? (7) Do you

favor tesi pieces for physical tests being taken from

the cross-section of axle both at surface, as (a), and

at a point near the cen-

ter to be determined,

as (b), and establish a

minimum average or

per cent of difference

j

in elongation between

the points so located;

or a test piece from the

cross-section in the di-

rection of the diam-

eter, to insure ade-

quate and proper
workmanship? If so, kindly state distance (x) from
center and per cent difference in elongation allowable.

(8) How do you select axles for test, driving axles
for instance, so that manufacturer will not know be-
forehand which axle is to be tested,? It is quite easy
to check the chemical contents of a given heat so as to

know that the component parts comply with what is

desired, but quite another matter, when drop tests

are not available, to prescribe a test that will be a

satisfactory measure of the hammer work given, ami

it is on this point that information is especially de-

sirable.

IRON AXLES.

(a) Do you believe in prescribing any particular

form of manipulation to insure axles being thoroughly

and adequately worked, (b) Is it well to provide

that hammers shall be of sufficient size to insure the

proper dynamic effect on the axle, i. e., that the weight

of hammer shall be proportional to the diameter of

the finished axle? (c) How do you select axles for

test, driving axles for instance, so that the maunfac-

turer will not know beforehand which axle is to be

tested? (d) In ordinary iron axles, do you make any

tes';s to determine if steel has been worked into axles ?

If so, kindly give your practice, (e) What tests

do you prescribe to determine quality and workman-
ship of iron axles?

Any statistical information or improvements in spe-

cifications brought about by tentative changes would
prove very helpful. Replies are desired not later than

March 15, 1902. Send replies to A. E. Mitchell, chair-

man, A. S. M. P., C, M. & St. P. Ry., West Milwau-

kee, W
«» » »

A Strange Japanese Railroad.

By Willard C. Tyler.

OWN the coast of Honshiu, the main island

Dof Japan, about seventy miles south of

Tokio, is a very curious sort of transporta-
tion line, known as the "Coolie Railroad."
It bears this name because its only motive
power is coolies, Japanese men of the labor-
ing class. To get to this road you must
take a train on the Tokkaido or govern-
ment railroad to Kodzu, sixty miles below

Tokio, and then transfer to a trolley road, which car-
ries you six miles southeast of that city to a town
called Odawara. There you are at the terminal sta-
tion of this extraordinary trunk line, a picture of which
is shown in Fig. 1. A train (?) consisting of three
separate cars is about ready to start. This railroad
extends from Odawara for twenty-two miles, follow-
ing the sinuosities of the coast line to Atami, a pretty
place, which has a most wonderful spouting geyser
that blows an eighteen-inch stream of alternating hot
water and steam every five hours, the eruption lasting
for about one hour. The "Coolie" railroad in cov-
ering the twenty-two miles between Odawara and
Atami rises between 100 and 200 feet above the sea
.level and then returns to it at its other terminus.
Atami is a pleasant place, especially in winter, being
much sheltered from cold winds, and the geyser and

the surrounding hot sulphur baths bring many people

there at that season, and they must all travel over

this railroad. The line rises to and follows the edge

of high rocky cliffs, passing in places within a few

feet of the edge, with a straight drop of one to two

hundred feet to the sea. It is full of curves, many
of them reversed, and it has also grades and curves

combined and several wooden bridges of such appear-

ance that you wonder if they won't fall under the

weight of the car, as they look none too sound. The
sole motive power of this road is men, as has been

stated. The cars seat six persons, three of whom
ride backward, and they weigh, light, about 1,000

pounds. The six passengers easily weigh 1,000 pounds

more, making a total of about one ton. The cars run

on twelve-inch grey iron wheels, not chilled, with

very sharp and thin flanges about one-half inch thick

at the throat, which joins the thread at practically a

right angle. The track is of twelve-pound rails, with

a very old pear-shaped rail section, which did not fit

the throat of the wheel flange at all. There is a

brake at each end of the latch—lever type, the front

brake operating on the two forward wheels and the

rear one only on the back wheels. Across the end

of each car is a "running board or shelf, on which

the "power" coolies may jump and rest in going down
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hill. Three men furnished the power for the first half

of the run, where the grades are light, and about

half way there four more are taken on, making seven

in all over the second section, to Atami. There are

several turn-outs in order to pass trains coming in

the opposite direction, and at each such place there is

located a tea house for the refreshment of travelers.

The general manager walks over the line every day

or two, to see that everything is all right.

the curve. This process was not very comfortable

to the passenger. Then, when we went clown a grade,

and they were not very steep on this part, the men
jumped on and rode.

Fig. 2 shows our three "pushers" toiling with each
car up a mild grade. When we had progressed about
half way towards our destination the grades became
stiffer and at a station we took on seven men, all fresh,

the first three going back. Here our troubles began.

I. - - -- ;.-..-.

One pleasant September day last year the writer,

with a German friend, left Odawara in one of these

cars at about three in the afternoon for a journey to see

the sights at Atami. For the first half of the trip we
had only three "pushers." Some of the grades were

1 in 50 at least, and they had to work pretty hard.

Where there was much of a curve and the flanges

ground, the three men would get hold of the corner

handles on the outer sides of the car and give its rear

a strong yank, to bring it as straight as possible on

The grades grew heavier, approximating 1 in 30 or 40,

and with three men pulling ahead and four more push-

ing, we went at times as fast as one mile an hour.

But when we reached the top of these grades it all

changed. The mountains here, as in most of Japan,

come down to the sea, and we were going up and

over these spurs, which ended in cliffs of rock with a

straight drop of from one to two hundred feet to the

ocean, where the huge swells of the Pacific rushed in

and broke against the rocks. None of the curves on

the road were guard-railed anywhere, and on the brow
of the cliffs the road often ran within six feet of the

edge, with only a bamboo fence for protection. The
views from these heights were fascinating, with many
little fishing villages nestling in the fissures of the

cliffs. But when we started down, our seven "motors"

gave a shout and a run and got our car under as

much speed as possible—just as you give a double-

runner sled a strong send-off at the top of a coasting

hill. Then they all jumped on the front and back

footboards and away we went; our speed increasing

every second. Occasionally we dashed around curves

on the edge of the cliff, and sometimes these curves

reversed within a hundred feet. At these places the

car, with its six passengers, would lurch savagely out-

ward towards the sea, causing that rising sensation to

be felt in our hair, while our happy and careless "mo-
tors" yelled with delight. We were so frightened that

we would gladly have changed places with the coolies,

for if the car jumped the track, as it seemed likely to
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do at any second, they had only to let go and drop of this ride, until about one hour before we reached

off, while the unhappy passengers were penned in our destination darkness came on and mercifully hid

very much like a lot of rats in a box. Meantime, the anything interesting enough to warrant conversation

speed kept increasing until it rose to ten and then until our arrival at Atami.

twelve miles an hour, until at one place we were going Fig. 3 shows Atami. There were many such down-

fully fifteen or more miles an hour for a mile or so, grades on the line, and our pushers thought it .only

and at the bottom of this decline the road made a just clear fun to go coasting down them, but anyone

sharp turn almost to the reverse direction. Right in who knew anything about railroading would never

the middle of this sharp curve was a flimsy looking take this ride twice. We felt that we had been most

wooden bridge, every visible member of which was in miraculously preserved, and that no one was justified

a punky condition. We took this curve and bridge in tempting Providence twice in any such manner,

on the fly. There was an awful lurch and a fearful so we determined to walk back the twenty-two miles

grinding of the flanges, and we whizzed over the and hire a coolie to carry our luggage. It had taken

bridge and around the curve at such a rate that we us five hours to ride (equal to a journey from New
were both quite speechless with fear. York to Boston), and we believed we could walk

The writer has done a mile in 47 seconds in a loco- it in six hours, anyway. Happily, though, we found

motive cab, and some other pretty fast railroading in passage back on a small coasting steamer, and so still

his time, but never with any such creepy sensations have a few hairs left that are not grey. It is rumored

coupled with a strong desire to jump off, as in the that this line is to be rebuilt and equipped with elec-

present instance. trie power in the near future. It will be anyway, be-

During this wild flight down a 1 in 30 hill full of fore the writer journeys over it again,

sharp curves, we thought of the grey iron wheels, with The price we paid for our pleasure ( ?)' was 60 cents

their thin sharp flanges and throats that fitted the gold for twenty-two miles, second class. No one

rail heads so badly, and the faster they whizzed under rides first class, and most of the people third class,

us the more scared we became. We finally came to The equipment of this line is two first-class cars, three

the conclusion that we must have been specially re- second-class cars and ten third-class cars. The power

served for a different fate, or that car must, in the is all the coolies in that region, if they are needed,

nature of things, have jumped the track and killed us They receive about 30 or 40 cents gold a day for acting

all. Thus we journeyed on for the last three hours as locomotives.

*-^»

Efficiency of Bituminous Coal
By Harlan /. German, B. & M. R. R. Co.

HE attention of railroad managers all over duced from the fixed carbon, that we will speak of in

I

the country, particularly those of roads the following. To begin with, I think it would be well

burning bituminous coal in their locomo- to first describe the several events which take place

tives, are having their attention drawn very in the fire box in producing heat for evaporative pur-

forcibly to the fact that the amount of their poses.

fuel bills are assuming immense propor- We will consider that the fire box is already heated,

tions, the expenditure of some roads for a hot fire of partially burned coal being on the grates

this one item being from one-half to three and that the boiler is delivering steam. We now re-

million dollars annually. It is now gener- plenish the fire by throwing in a couple of shovelfuls

ally understood that more service should be secured of fresh coal, which we spread evenly over the surface

from each ton of coal burned than is at present ob- of the hot bed of fire. The first thing that then takes

tained. This can only be accomplished by education place is the evaporation of the moisture contained in

of enginemen in the handling of fuel. In order to ac- the fresh coal. This process naturally absorbs heat

complish this, it is necessary and very important that from the fire which is cooled more or less thereby,

enginmen have at least a fundamental idea of the Here, we have our first loss in combustion, the amount
principles of combustion, and it is for this purpose that of loss being governed by the amount of moisture

I herein present a few of the various losses which are contained in the fuel. If the coal of the new firing is

incident to the combustion of bituminous fuels, this of small size it partly fills the interstices between the

being the fuel mainly used on our central and western pieces of hot coal and coke, checking the draft and

railroads. The average bituminous coal contains about diminishing the supply of air entering through the

35 per cent of volatile gases. The percentage of mois- grates. The formation of the steam in the fire box by

ture will run from about 2 per cent to 12 per cent of the evaporation of the moisture in the coal, together

its weight. The volatile gases contained in bituminous with a simultaneous reduction of the air supply, may
coal contains very high heat producing properties, and cause either one of two chemical actions to take place,

it is the saving of this heat, together with that pro- which are in the nature of decompositions or the re-
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verse of combustion or rapid oxidation, both changes generally caused by heavy firing, the air received in

being very detrimental to an economical evaporation the fire box would not be enough to secure complete

in the boiler. The first is a decomposition of the car- combustion, part of the carbon being only turned to

bon dioxide, the chemical symbol of which is C0 2 ,
carbon monoxide, CO, and the temperature in the fire

which is formed by the union of the oxygen of the air box will be low. Here we have two distinct losses,

with the carbon of the hot coke and coals formed from One that is due to direct loss of heat units by imper-

previous firing, into carbon monoxide, CO, by the re- feet combustion, and another which is due to the low

action of C0
2
-|-C= 2

CO, which takes place when the rate of transfer of heat into boiler, thus practically

carbon dioxide, C0 2 , is passed through the bed of hot reducing number of heat units already produced,

coke and coals, the air supply, being deficient. The During the process of burning the coal as above de-

second action which may take place is a decomposition scribed, heat is more or less generated according to .

of a portion of the steam produced by the evaporation the completeness of the combustion at a rate varying

of the moisture in the coal, by the reaction as these actions in combustion vary. The tempera-

H
20-|-C= 2

H-|-CO, which takes place when steam is ture of the fire box also varies as the actions take ;

brought into contact with very hot carbon. place, and with it the rate of transfer of heat into the

Both of these reactions or decompositions are cool- boiler by radiation and conduction. A portion of the

ing processes, absorbing heat from the fire, and in that heat generated in the fire box is radiated directly into

way decreasing the rate of transfer of heat through the the boiler ; the remainder of the heat passes out of the

heating surface of the boiler. Furthermore, they ab- fire box into flues in the heated gases of combustion,

stract carbon from the bed of fuel, converting it into These give up to the boiler a portion of their heat as

combustible gases, which escape through the smoke they pass along, the remainder passing into smoke

stack unharmed, thus causing, in some cases, a serious box and out of stack. How much of this should be

loss of heat. When the firing is done carefully and the absorbed by the boiler and how much pass out of the

fresh coal is fired only in small quantities and at fre- stack depend upon a number of variable conditions

quent intervals, the length of time during when these which cannot be discussed here.

reactions take place is not long, the supply of air When the combustion is perfect in the fire box, the

being then sufficient for the amount of fuel fired. whole of the carbon in the fuel is burned to carbon

After the moisture is driven out of the coal, the vola- dioxide, C0 2 , each pound of which generates about

tile matter in the coal begins to be distilled, and this 14,000 heat units, and the whole of the hydrogen is

distillation continues until the coal has attained a red burned to steam or water vapor, H
20, each pound

heat. When the amount of this volatile matter is generating 62,000 heat units. When the combustion

small, when the air supply is sufficient, and when the is imperfect and part of the carbon only burned to car-

heat in the fire box is at high temperature, the vola- bon monoxide, CO, that part generates only 4,450 heat

tile matter may all be completely burned before it units per pound, or some of the hydrogen, together

passes out of the fire box, but if the distillation occurs with the carbon with which it is combined in the coal

in large volume, such as it does.in western bituminous forming the volatile matter, may only be distilled from

coal, and it is not mixed with sufficient air at a tern- the coal and not burned, it passing out of the stack

perature high enough to maintain ignition, more or in the form of hydrocarbon gas, this condition gener-

less of it will escape through the smoke unburned. ally caused by too much draft, thus causing an over-

This loss is, probably, the largest one that locomotives supply of air in the fire box. Or, possibly, the hydro-

under ordinary conditions suffer, particularly those gen only in the volatile matter may be burned, leaving

burning bituminous coals that are high in volatile the carbon in the form of smoke to be carried out of

matter. the stack with gases. This last condition is due to an

After the volatile matter has been distilled, the com- insufficient supply of air. While the loss of heat

bustion of the remaining parts of the coal is completed. caused by escaping smoke is small, careful tests plac-

If the relation of the thickness of the bed of coal on ing it at only about 1 per cent, yet the smoke itself

the grate to the force of draft as will cause the com- causes much annoyance and its effects are such that it

plete combustion of the carbon to carbon dioxide, C0 2 ,
should be eliminated as much as possible,

the temperature of the fire box will be very high, thus Under perfect conditions with pure carbon, an evap-

causing a fast evaporation. If the force of draft be oration of 15.2 pounds of water, at a temperature of

excessive in relation to resistance of grate and fuel 212 deg., per pound of carbon is the limit of its color-

upon it to the passage of air, that is, the bed of coal ific power. The practical limit of ordinary bituminous

and coke being too thin for the draft, an excessive coal, however, which contains 45% carbon, under the

supply of air will pass into the fire box, lowering its best of conditions is but 8 or 9 pounds. Among the

temperature and making conditions very unfavorable western bituminous coals, 45% may be taken as the

to an economical evaporation. If, on the other hand, average amount of carbon that they contain. Ordi-

the thickness of the bed of coal and coke is too great, nary grades of Illinois and Iowa coals contain about

considering the force of the draft and amount of air 40%, Missouri coals about 45% and Colorado coals

supplied otherwise to fire box, this condition being about 50%. The volatile matter in these coals is very
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great, ranging from about 33% in Iowa coals to

40% in Colorado coals. An efficiency of 100% in

fuel is an absolute impossibility, because of certain

losses which are incident to combustion, some of

which are inevitable, while others may be diminished

or avoided by careful attenton. The principal losses

are:

1 st. The heat lost by converting into steam the

moisture contained in the coal and the air used in

burning it, as well as that formed by the burning of

the hydrogen and the heating of the steam thus

formed to the temperature that the gases leave the

stack. The amount of moisture in coal depends upon

the character of the coal, its temperature and its pre-

vious exposure to the atmosphere. Ordinarily, in

bituminous coals, it amounts to from 2% to 12%.
The moisture, therefore, has an important influence

upon the heating value of the coal, and if the maxi-

mum heating power is to be realized, the coal should

be kept as dry as possible.

2nd. This loss is that resulting from the formation

of smoke, but, notwithstanding the great impression

that commonly prevails as to its greatness, careful

tests place the actual wastes as comparatively insig-

nificant, generally about y2 of 1% or, under adverse

conditions, perhaps 1% or 1^2%. The tendency of

coal to produce smoke increases with the amount of

volatile matter which enters into its composition.

Pure carbon is smokeless. Smoke being a result of

incomplete combustion, its prevention must be sought

through the provision of an ample supply of air, with

sufficient intensity of draft and at once maintaining

the high temperature required. Numerous contriv-

ances have been presented for such prevention but

the fact now is patent that it lies mainly with the at-

tention given by fireman to his fire. Frequent and

careful firing is the only remedy. An improvement

might be made, however, by changing the present

standard of fire box doors, substituting one which

would admit more air, yet not in too great quantities,

to mingle with the gases over the fire.

3rd. This loss and last of the principal ones is the

escaping carbonic oxide gas, as, owing to the small

amount to only 4,400, that is, for every pound of car-

tion of the original carbon, it is not converted into

carbonic acid gas. When the combustion is complete,

the carbon gives off 14,600 heat units, but when only

burned to carbon monoxide, the heat units given off

amount to only 4400, that is, for every pound of car-

bon that passes off as carbonic oxide, 69% of its value

is lost. Of course, under ordinary conditions most of

the carbon of the fuel is consumed by a complete com-

bustion, but we find by tests of flue anaylsis that have

been made that this loss averages about 7%. Thus it

is plainly seen that the greatest of the losses occurs in

this way and that it is caused by excessive firing, that

is, placing fuel in fire box in quantities greatly in ex-

cess of air supplied with which to furnish oxygen for

its proper combustion.

Is it not now plain to every reader that an import-

ant saving in fuel may be produced by educating en-

ginemen in the proper methods of handling the fuel so

as to secure its greatest efficiency?

• »

Thirty-Six Foot 6o 9ooo lbs. Capacity Stock Car, Illinois

Central Railroad

E are enabled through the courtesy of Mr.

W. Renshaw, Superintendent of Machinery

of the Illinois Central Railroad, to publish

herewith the plans for the 36 foot, 30 ton

stock cars, of which 450 are to be con-

structed at the Burnside shop of this road.

The details of construction are very clear-

ly shown on the general plan drawings fur-

nished us. The dimensions of the inside

of the body of the car are : Length 36 feet,

width 8 feet 6% inches, height 7 feet 2 inches from the

floor to the under side of carline. The longitudinal

sills are 5 inches by 9 inches. The end sills are 7

inches by 9 inches. The underframe is 9 feet 2^4

inches wide over side sills and 36 feet 10 inches over

end sills. The side bracing is of 4 inch by 2^2 inch oak

posts and 5 inch by 2^ inch diagonal braces.

These cars will have Gould draft rigging, Kindl

trucks, Pressed Steel brake beams, Buckeye couplers,

Simplex bolsters on 350 cars and Bettendorf bolsters

on 100 cars. Illinois Central Stock Car—End View.
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Private Car for Prince Henry.

THROUGH the courtesy of the Pullman com-

pany we are enabled to show herewith several

views and the plan of the private car Columbia, which

will be used by Prince Henry of Prussia while in this

country.

The special train provided by the Pullman com-

pany for the accommodation of Prince Henry of Prus-

sia and suite, the representatives of the government

and others accompanying him on his southern and

cilities, dressers and wardrobes, and has a separate

dining and observation-room. The interior is finished

in the most expensive woods, with marquetry decora-

tion of appropriate design. Each of the three com-

partment-cars contains ten private rooms, finished al-

ternately in the Persian and Renaissance styles if

architecture, and each room has complete toilet ar-

rangements. The library-car is furnished with a li-

brary of selected literature, easy chairs, bath-room and

Interior Private Car for Prince Henry.

western trip, consists of a baggage and buffet li-

brary-car, dining-car, drawing-room sleeping-car,

three compartment-cars, and a private-car, the latter

car being for the personal use of the Prince. The

train is lighted by electricity, heated by steam, and is

wide-vestibuled throughout, affording easy access

from one end to the other, and giving the occupants

the same freedom enjoyed in hotels and clubs. The

cars are modern and represent the latest production

in the art of car building, and a majority of them

are making their first trip since their completion at

i.he works of the Pullman company, Pullman, 111.

The private-car contains five separate rooms, fur-

nished with stationary brass beds, complete toilet fa-

Interior Private Car for Prince Henry.

barber-shop, with all its appliances, a skilled barber is

provided to perform the tonsorial duties.

The use of the dining-car enables the occupants to

obtain meals without stopping en route, the car being

provided with a trained corps of skilled cooks, and

a full supply of delicacies of every kind. The range

and appointments for cooking are the most modern,

permitting the furnishing of meals equal to those of

any first-class hotel. The conductors, porters, waiters,

etc., selected from the corps of the Pullman com-
pany's employes, have had experience in conducting

important parties on similar trips, and the most care-

ful attention has been given to the details to insure

the best of service.

Floor Plan of the Columbia, Private Car for Prince Henry.
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The Morrison Automatic Air Safety Valve.
HE Morrison Automatic Air Safety Valve is its travels passing the port in the cylinder, allowing

a device to be attached to locomotives and the compressed air from the train pipe to pass below

cars in connection with existing air brake the piston completing its stroke and holding it in po-

system, for the purpose of automatically

controlling the train line pressure when the

same is accidentally applied by reason of

burst hose, or train parting. As is well

known to those operating railway trains,

the couplings of adjacent cars sometimes be-

come detached or draw bars pull out and incident

thereto, the hose couplings of the brake system are

disconnected or the hose ruptured, whereupon the air

escaping from the train pipe suddenly, the brakes are

applied instantaneously resulting in hurling the pas-

sengers from their seats endangering life and limb.

On freight trains moveable articles are displaced, the

load shifted, and the cars are subject to severe shock

with accompanying damage to the car bodies and draft

rigging.

The purpose of the Morrison Automatic Air Safety

Valve is to obviate all such casualties and damage by

causing the rear section of the train to be brought to a

gradual stop and at the same time allow the front sec-

tion to be in perfect control of the engineman, which

will permit him to advance far enough so that a colli-

sion will not take place between the two sections. The
drawings illustrate a longitudinal section view, showing

the moveable piston and stem in their normal position

Fig. -Longitudinal Elevation and Section,

Morrison Air-Safety Valve.

downward movement.

When the engineman admits the air into the train

pipe, it will flow to the enclosed chamber above the

with stops on inner wall of cylinder, which limits the sition, the stem closing the main pipe line. The air

in the train pipe slowly discharges through small hole
in the top of the cylinder to the atmosphere allowing
the brakes to be applied throughout the rear section of

the train gradually and without

., shock.

The action of the safety valve

at the rear of the front section

of the train, acts in a similar

manner, but as the train pipe of

the front section is in commu-
nication with the main reservoir

upon the locomotive, the dis-

charge of the air through the

small holes in the top of the cyl-

inder will be replaced and the

pressure be retained and the

brakes will not be applied until

the engineman uses the pressure

in the pipe in the regular

way. In coupling the two

.A,..

liiLii III
1

Fig. 2

—

Method of Applying Air-Safety Valve to Locomotives and Cars

piston and as the piston has no packing, the air will sections of the train when brought together, the stop

pass between it and the wall of the cylinder and fill cock is turned, shutting off communication between the

the lower chamber producing equal pressures above train pipe and below the piston, the stop cock on bottom

and below the piston. When the train breaks apart of cylinder is opened, allowing the air to escape to the

and the hose becomes disconnected the sudden dis- atmosphere, whereupon the piston and stem drop to their

charge of air from the train pipe relieves the pressure normal position,

on top of the piston, forcing the piston upwards, in In a service test, made in the Pennsylvania Com-
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pany's yards, Toledo, Ohio, Feb.' 10th, 1902, with a

train of heavily loaded cars running at a speed of 15

miles per hour, train being broken, the rear section of

train came to stop without shock at 200 feet from

where the train hose parted and the front section was

under full and perfect control of engineman, as though

a "break-in-two" had not occurred. -The attachment

of these valves on the train pipe did not in any way

interfere with or obstruct the free passage of air

through the train pipe and subsequent recharging of

train pipe system, nor with the proper making of the

service or emergency application of the brakes.

This test was made before prominent railway offi-

cials and others and its operation was entirely success-

ful, the valve working perfectly and performing every

claim made by the inventor. The apparatus was de-

vised by Mr. Frank B. Morrison, a locomotive engi-

neer, and company has been organized under the name

of the Morrison Air Safety Valve Co., with offices in

the Spitzer Bldg., Toledo, Ohio.

Edwards Electric Headlight, Chicago, Milwaukee & St Paul Ry.

|NEW form of electric headlight, which has normal. In fact, the propeller has a factor of safety

/^ -been in operation for some time on the new

Atlantic type fast passenger locomotives

of the St. Paul road, was given a most in-

teresting test on the night of the 12th of

last month. ..The locomotives hauling the

fast express trains between Chicago and

Milwaukee have been equipped with the

Edwards electric headlight, ahd at the time mentioned

a most favorable opportunity was given to see this

light in use.

The equipment as furnished by the Edwards "Rail-

road Electric Light Company consists of four pans

—

the motor, a simple acting steam turbine; the dynamo,

co-axially connected with the preceding and designed

to yield to the arc a current of from 30 to 33 amperes

and from 30 to 33 volts ; the lamp, including the arc,

Edwards Electric Headlight.

the reflectors and the case, and the bed-plate on which

the whole apparatus is mounted.

The steam turbine is provided with a propeller

wheel, which is wholly constructed of rolled steel, the

buckets thereon being die formed and so interlocked

with the steel plates which form the body of the wheel

as to withstand a very much higher speed than the

of about 5 ; that is to say, while the normal speed of

the engine and dynamo is about 2,000 r. p. m., the

hi.

Edwards Electric Headlight.

wheel will successfully withstand a speed of 10,000

r. p. m. In the turbine the steam is allowed to ex-

pand down nearly to atmospheric pressure in the noz-

zle before it comes in contact with the buckets. This

results in throwing all, or nearly all, of the energy of

the steam into effluent velocity, and in this way there

is attained a very fair degree of steam economy.

The speed of the engine is held constant, or prac-

tically so (that is, within about 3 per cent), regardless

of load or initial pressure, by a simple and efficient

governor, which is so arranged with relation to the

other parts of the engine as to be easily and readily

accessible, should occasion demand. The wheel shaft

is journaled in ball-bearings, and there is absolutely

no contact of parts in the whole machine, except at

the ball-bearings. Hence the co-efficient of friction

is exceedingly low ; in fact, under actual test this en-

gine will operate, running to its full speed, under a

pressure so light that the pointer on a 160-pound

steam gauge will not leave its stop, the gauge being-

connected at the point of the engine between the gov-

ernor valve and the nozzle. All the moving parts are

thoroughly encased in a cast iron housing, so de-
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signed as to protect them from the elements, dust, dirt,

etc. The lubrication is wholly automatic, and is ef-

fected by loose rings feeding the oil to the ball-bear-

ings from the oil wells, so as to require the least

possible attention.

The dynamo is of peculiar construction, designed

for the particular purpose for which it is used, and

is the only dynamo on the market which cannot be

burned out when operating under the trying condi-

tions under which this machine is worked. The field

is differentially wound, and the electric circuits so

arranged that a burned-out armature is impossible.

~-End of faIre Ci/I. Bushing

5ection through Valve;

Qdmissic

Section through Nozzle.

Longitudinal Section.

Steam Turbine for Edwards Electric

Should a short circuit occur at any point on the circuit

the current is killed, and no matter how long the en-
gine may run or the armature rotate there will be
no production of current until the short circuit is re-

moved. As soon as this is done the dynamo per-

forms its proper functions and operates as usual. This
unique feature is of inestimable value.

The current densities throughout the whole machine
are very low, so that a minimum heat effect is pro-
duced, regardless of extremes of temperature or other
conditions which might affect the resistance of the
machine. The electrical balance is so carefullv ad-

justed that absolutely no spark or flash is ever seen
at the brushes. Low resistance carbon brushes are

used, and many months of constant use show very

little wear of deterioration of them. The dynamo is

wholly constructed in its essential magnetic parts of

soft rolled steel, die formed, and the utmost skill and
care at the command of modern electrical engineering

is involved in its design and construction. Very large

and long journal bearings are provided, and profuse

lubrication is effected through the medium of lojse

rings dipping into oil wells. The whole machine is

completely inclosed and protected. One of the most

valuable and important features of this equipment is

involved in the lamp, which embraces within itself

all that is required to produce a smooth and steady

light in the most reliable way. It is very strongly

and substantially made, and has a record of many
thousand miles run without a waver or a flicker.

An entirely unique and most valuable feature of

the Edwards equipment is the provision of an auxil-

iary plain deflector, placed outside the goggle in such

a position and at such an angle as to intercept about

40 per cent of the whole volume of light issuing from

the parabolic reflector, and project it vertically. This

vertical beam, reaching to a great height, on cloudy

nights even striking the clouds, can be seen for many
miles and forms a constant warning signal. Upon
the Big Four road this vertical light has been seen

for twent}--one miles, and on the C, M. & St. P. road

for a distance exceeding sixteen miles. It can be seen

regardless of hills or curves or any obstacle interven-

ing, and should make absolutely inexcusable both

head-end and rear-end collisions.

The horizontal beam is very powerful, showing up

clearly three-quarters of a mile to a mile, on a clear,

straight track, ahead of the locomotive bearing it.

Perhaps the only valid objection that was ever raised

to the electric headlight is the fact that on a double

track road there might be some tendency to blinding

an approaching engineer. To guard against this the

apparatus is provided with a translucent shade within

the goggle, which may be drawn by the engineer at

will when he is at the proper distance from an ap-

proaching train. This shade destroys the glaring of

the light giving to the goggle glass the effect of

ground glass. As soon as the approaching train is

passed, the engineer releases the shade and again gets

the full value of the light.

As previously indicated, this company supplies not

only the engine, dynamo and lamp proper, but also

the reflector, case and bed-plate, making a complete

equipment. In Class A equipments the whole appa-

ratus is mounted upon one cast iron bed-plate, and

it is the work of only six to ten hours to apply the

equipment to the locomoive. All that is necessary

is to secure the bed-plate at the proper place on the

smoke arch by means of brackets bolted thereon, the

running of a three-quarter-inch live steam pipe from

the cab, and the passing a one and one-quarter inch

exhaust pipe into the smoke arch. In Class B equip-

ments the engine-dynamo combination is located upon

a separate bed-plate, and the case upon another inde-
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pendent cast iron base. This is to provide for cases

where it is desirable and advisable to locate the en-

gine and dynamo at some other point on the locomo-

tive than the smoke arch. All parts of our electric

headlight equipment are as perfectly designed and

as carefully constructed as the best modern electrical,

and mechanical engineering will permit, to yield the

best results and the longest life, with a minimum of

attention and repairs. The accompanying illustrations

give a general idea of the appearance and design of

the light.

» »

»

Examination of Car Inspectors.

THE committee of the M. C. B. Association, con-

sisting of G. W. Rhodes, M. K. Barnum and

Charles Waughop, under date of January 20, sent out

the following circular of inquiry in regard to the

formation of a code of rides for examination of car

• inspectors

:

"If you have any instructions or rules in force on

your line regarding the selection of men for car in-

spectors, will you not kindly send copy of same to the

undersigned for the information of the committee?

The committee would also like to have a reply from

you as to whether you have any special instructions

in force regarding this matter. Please send your re-

ply not later than March 15, 1902, to G. W. Rhodes,

Chairman, Lincoln, Neb."

-&+-*-

Successful Locomotive Engine Running.

AVERY practical paper on "Successful Locomo-

tive Engine Running," by Mr. R. S. Goble, Road

Foreman of Engines of the Los Angeles Division of

the Southern Pacific Railway Company, was read be-

fore the January meeting of the Pacific Coast Railway

Club. Mr. Goble, while acknowledging the value of

the correspondence schools, emphasizes very strongly

the fact that locomotive engine running cannot be

learned except by practical experience. The paper

in full we publish herewith

:

Frequently the question, "Can I become a locomotive

engineer by taking a correspondence-school course in

locomotive engineering?" is asked, and, when pro-

pounded to me, the answer has invariably been, "No."

Much of interest and much that may be of value in

after life to the practical engineer can be acquired by

a course of study in locomotive engineering intelli-

gently and persistently followed out in any well-

equipped school ; but the proper care and manage-

ment of a locomotive on the road is learned only by

experience with and on the machine itself. Successful

locomotive engineering is not a science to be acquired

through mental application to the writing of sundry

authors, who, learnedly or otherwse, may have ex-

pounded their views on the subject; nor yet a trade in

which the eye and hand, through oft-repeated efforts

in one direction, become expert in the manipulation of

tools, but rather an art, developed by a combination

of study and practice, by means of which the two for-

mer, as exemplified in the steam locomotive, are made
to perform their designed parts in our modern system

of transportation. The term "successful locomotive en-

gine running" implies the "successful locomotive en-

gineer," and he can be found at any time on any

division of the many railroads of the country.

Any average intelligence, supplemented by a com-

mon-school education, together with physical health,

is the. most important requisite for an apprenticeship

to locomotive engine running. Then a reasonable in-

terest in his work, a laudable ambition to excel, and

a conscientious desire to return a fair equivalent for

value received, shown throughout his apprenticeship

as fireman, will qualify him for the position of engin-

eer; and a continuance in the same line, together with

a knowledge gradually acquired by experience, will,

in the course of time, entitle him to be classed as a

successful runner. He may by this time have become

somewhat of a crank, but that does not necessarily

impair his efficiency, but rather enhances it instead;

it is the crank who makes things go, and that is what

the successful runner does, often under adverse con-

ditions, which would paralyze the less-efficient indi-

vidual. The successful runner must thoroughly under-

stand his machine. It is not sufficient that he possess

a general knowledge of the mechanism of the locomo-

tive ; he must also have an intimate acquaintance with

the many and varied peculiarities pertaining to his

individual engine, in order to properly guard against

the numerous causes of delays, which are otherwise

sure to develop, ofttimes into engine failures, and also

to enable him to get the greatest amount of work out

of the machine at the lowest possible cost. A few trips

will usually place him on good terms with the new
engine, but acquaintance ripens only with time.

A thorough inspection of the machine, noting that

every bolt, nut, and key plate is in place, that fire-box,

water, and fire are in proper condition, oil cups filled

and feed adjusted, bearings lubricated, and air equip-

ment ready for service, and necessary tools and sup-

plies for the trip are in place, are some of the details

to be looked after before a trip can be commenced with

any confidence in its successful termination. The

guarantee of that result is still lacking. The first trip

on a new engine is usually very exasperating to both

engineer and fireman. A few miles will probably de-

velop hot bearings ; some oil cups will be found to

have fed out in that distance, while others have not

fed at all. ' The fireman is unable to determine what is

the proper way to place the coal until, after the fire

is ruined for the trip, and the results are conducive to

profanity (I now deprecate anything of this sort), and

an engine failure is only averted by the ability of the

engine men ; but in a few trips the conditions are im-

proved. Hot bearings are cooling down ; oil-cup feed-
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ers have been adjusted to the requirements which ex- valve motion, effecting the distribution of steam and

perience has indicated ; the fireman has become accus- the possibility of cut valve. He personally sees that

tomed to the manner in which the fuel is demanded, the margins of safety and economy in the carrying of

and feeds the fire with regularity and precision con- water in the boiler are not encroached upon, if practi-

ducive to the best results; and, in the language of the cable, feeding the boiler with his own injector, and not

poet, "The blood has disappeared from the face of the leaving that most important duty to the fireman, a

moon." practice which leads to carelessness on the part of the

With the knowledge and experience thus gained, the engineer, and is sometimes responsible for the over-

engineer is inspired with ever-increasing confidence

;

heating of crown sheets. Economy in the use of sup-

he knows which bearings can be depended on with plies, attention to the many rules of the road, and,

ordinary care, and which ones require extra attention with his other multitudinous duties, ever keeping

in order to prevent trouble. His daily inspection of within his time-card rights, and remembering and

his engine soon shows him the particular nuts which obeying train orders (the latter not always easy, when

are inclined to work loose and keys to work out, and orders for half a dozen or more movements at as

he constantly guards the possibility of disaster from many different points are often held at one time), are

these causes; with the regular assignment of tools, among the details the engineer has to look after on

which he personally knows to be in place, supple- the road, and his innate sense of the eternal fitness of

mented by the addition of a few small ones of his own, things will at all times impel him to exert his best

which are not regularly furnished, but which he gladly efforts in the discharge of his duties,

purchases (if they can not otherwise be procured), Successful locomotive engine running also implies

together with a few extra bolts, nuts, cotters, etc., he successful shop and roundhouse methods, for, with-

is prepared to promptly meet the small emergencies out the efficient co-operation of shop and roundhouse

which so frequently arise, and which would perhaps forces, successful locomotive engine running becomes

otherwise result in engine failures, if nothing worse. an impossibility. In the illustration given, starting

The preliminaries to a successful trip having now with a new engine, or with one just out from a gen-

been attended to, the "knight* of the road," attired in eral overhauling, and in the general good condition in

a blue (denim) uniform, a piece of waste in his hand, which engines are supposed to be turned out from all

a cigar (which probably some disgruntled patron of first-class shops, it then becomes the duty of the

the road had maliciously presented) in his mouth, roundhouse force to co-operate with the engineer in

backs his engine onto a string of freight cars, charges keeping it in that condition as long as possible; and

the train with air, tests the brakes in the prescribed to this end all work reported by him on the comple-

manner, checks the register, compares watches, gets tion of a trip is carefully done as required, and other

orders of clearance, and starts. All of these various repairs found necessary by the special inspectors about

moves are made deliberately yet expeditiously, and ash pans, extension-front fire-boxes, etc., also made,

the start is made with the reasonable certainty, so far Dust and grease which have accumulated during the

as the motive power is concerned, a successful trip is trip are removed by the wipers, not alone as a matter

assured. of cleanliness, but also in order that close inspections

In starting the train, care is taken not to break it may be made of bolts and nuts and other parts, which

in two, and this same care is exercised throughout the would otherwise soon be buried in filth, which would

trip, both in starting and stopping, with the result that discourage familiarity on the part of even the most

no time is lost in replacing couplers nor in chaining inquisitive. Where required, the boiler is carefully

up or setting out cars crippled by rough handling, washed out, ample time having first been given it, to-

Occasionally a defective triple valve, over which he gether with any brick work within the fire-box, to cool

has no control, gets in its deadly work, but he has down, in order that great and unusual strain of un-

learned that, in such events, if it is possible to keep equal contraction, leading to the inevitable cracking

the train bunched, a break in two may still be averted; of fire-box sheets, be avoided. This also allows ample

therefore, when applying the brake at slow speed he time after boiler has cooled down for the making of

notices the sudden stoppage of train-line exhaust air, necessary boiler repairs and the renewing of brick

he will often either throw his brake-valve handle into work, without compelling the foreman to drive boiler-

emergency position or quickly reverse the engine and makers and brick-arch men into suffocatingly-hot fire-

open the throttle, and in that manner lessens the shock boxes, at the expense of their constitutions, almost of

which invariably follows the emergency application of their lives. When the engine is again fired up, it is

the brakes when induced by a defective triple. In ad- gradually warmed, giving time for the natural circula-

justing the working of his engine to the load or grade, tion of the water to distribute the heat as evenly as

he soon learns where the best results are accomplished possible to all parts of the boiler, thereby providing

with the expenditure of least efforts, where longer cut- against the evils of rapid and unequal expansion, in-

off and lighter throttle are preferable to shorter cut- stead of forcing the fire with roundhouse blower, as

off and full throttle, and their attendant distortion of some modern methods demand, until a steam pressure
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of 100 or more pounds shows on gauge, while the fire-

box sheets near the mud ring are still comparatively

cold. When the locomotive is employed on a run of

a large number of miles between terminals, there will

usually be ample time to safely prepare it for follow-

ing trips while the engine men are taking their needed

rest; but if the run is a short one, which keeps it in

service every day, it may be necessary to lay it in

occasionally for washing out and other repairs which
can not be made while it is under steam. In this man-
ner and by these methods is the locomotive kept up
to its highest efficiency, and the cordial co-operation

of practical men, each experienced in his particular

line of work, makes it possible. "Successful Locomo-
tive Engine Running" is not furnished by correspond-

ence schools.

< »

»

Personals.

Mr. Joseph Harris of the Pennsylvania shops ai

Fort Wayne, Ind., has been appointed assistant to the

general superintendent of motive power, Mr. Casa-

nave, of the Baltimore & Ohio at Baltimore, Md.
Mr. F. H. Stark, master car builder of the Cleveland,

Lorain & Wheeling, has been transferred to a position

with the Baltimore & Ohio at Baltimore, Md., the lat-

ter road having been absorbed by the Baltimore &
Ohio.

Mr. Thomas Paxton has resigned as master me-
chanic of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe at Cleburne,

Tex., to accept the position of superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Colorado & Southern with head-

quarters at Denver, Colo.

Mr. George W. Kenney, heretofore superintendent

of motive power of the Rutland, has been appointed

superintendent of motive power and rolling stock with

headquarters at Rutland, Vt. Mr. C. J. McMasters,
master mechanic at Malone, N. Y., has been appointed

assistant superintendent of rolling stock.

Mr. W. R. Phillips, foreman of car repairs of the

Southern at St. Louis, has resigned to accept the posi-

tion of master car builder for the Mobile, Jackson &
Kansas City at Mobile, Ala. Mr. Phillips is succeeded

by Mr. D. H. Harrison.

Mr. Charles M. Bloxham has been appointed master
car builder of the Lmion Tank Line company, vice Mr.
C. A, Smith, who has been appointed consulting en-

gineer. All correspondence heretofore addressed to

Tv!r. C. A. Smith on the subject of repairs to Union
Tank Line cars, settlement for destroyed equipment
and all other matters heretofore handled by the mas-
ter car builder should be addressed to Mr. Charles M.
Bloxham, 26 Broadway, New York.

Mr. J. H. Rathbone has been appointed assistant

master mechanic of the first division of the Denver &
Pio Grande at Pueblo, Colo., succeeding Mr. John Kel-

ker, resigned.

Mr. W. A. Nettleton, formerly superintendent of

motive power and machinery of the Kansas City, Fort

Scott & Memphis, has been appointed assistant super-

intendent of motive power of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe at Topeka, Kas., vice Mr. George R. Hender-
son, promoted.

Mr. J. M. James, general inspector of the motive
power department of the Pennsylvania at Buffalo, N.
Y., has been appointed assistant engineer of motive

power of the Buffalo & Allegheny division, with head-

quarters at Buffalo.

Mr. J. J. Whalen, master mechanic of the Philadel-

phia & Reading at Cressona, Pa., has been appointed

master mechanic at Palo Alto, Pa., vice Mr. W. M.

Stellwagon, who has retired.

Mr. G. W. Smith has resigned as master mechanic

of the Coast Line of the Santa Fe . system at San

Bernardino, Cal. ; and Mr. C. F. Tape, division mas-

ter mechanic of the Santa Fe Pacific at San Bernard-

ino, is also said to have resigned.

Mr. A. H. Thomas, general foreman of the locomo-

tive department of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

at Chicago, has been appointed mechanical engineer

of that road, with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis.,

vice Mr. R. R. Bradley, resigned.

Mr. W. Henry has beeen appointed master me-

chanic of the Texas Southern with headquarters at

Terrell, Tex., vice Mr. N. L. Smitham, resigned.

Mr. Angus Brown, division superintendent of mo-

tive power of the New York Central & Hudson River,

was recently killed at Albany, N. Y.

Mr. A. J. Haaser, after 23 years of railroad service,

lias resigned his position as foreman of the Southern

Pacific at Algiers, La., to accept a position in the

United States Government, having been appointed

by the Secretary of the Navy as "Machinist-in-

Charge" of the new steel floating dry-dock at Algiers.

Mr. J. C. Grieb, for many years Chief Clerk of the

Motive Power Department of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul at West Milwaukee, Wis., has resigned to

engage in mercantile business in that city.

Mr. M. R. Coutant is performing the duties of mas-

ter mechanic of the Wabash at Fort Wayne, Ind., Mr.

George S. McKee having resigned.

Mr. John Leeson, formerly general foreman of the

shops of the Pennsylvania at Fort Wayne, Ind., died

recently at his home in Van Wert, O.

Mr. H. A. Beech has been appointed foreman of the

locomotive department of the Ann Arbor railroad at

Owosso, Mich., vice Mr. C. J. Matthews, resigned.

Mr. F. N. Risteen, assistant superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Chicago Great Western at Oelwein,

la., has been appointed mechanical superintendent of

the eastern grand division of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe at Topeka, Kan., and Mr. C. M. Taylor, di-

vision master mechanic of the Santa Fe at Albu-
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querque, N. M., has been appointed mechanical super-

intendent of the western grand division at La Junta,

Colo.

Mr. G. H. Haselton, division superintendent of mo-

tive power of the New York Central & Hudson River

at Depew, N, Y., has been appointed division super-

intendent of motive power at West Albany, succeed-

ing Mr. Angus Brown, deceased. Mr. John Howard,

division superintendent of motive power at Corning,

N. Y., is transferred to Depew, in place of Mr. Hasel-

ton, and is succeeded at Corning by Mr. E. A. Walton,

master mechanic at New Durham, N. J.

Mr. C. H. Quereaii has resigned the position of as-

sistant superintendent of machinery of the Denver

& Rio Grande and the office has been abolished.

Mr. T. W. Place, for many years master mechanic

of the Iowa division of the Illinois Central, is to be

pensioned.

Mr. Charles E. Donnatin has been appointed super-

intendent of the mechanical department of the Los

Angeles Street Railway company at Los Angeles, Cal.

Mr. Donnatin is recognized as an expert car builder,

and this especial work will be in his charge. He is a

veteran railroad man, having been in the service of

the Southern Pacific for twenty-seven years. He be-

gan as car inspector at Oakland. From Oakland he

went to Tulare, to take charge of the railroad shops

there, and later went to Los> Angeles and has been

superintendent of the shops there since, resigning his

position with the Southern Pacific to go with the

street railway company.

Mr. J. P. McCuen has been appointed superintend-

ent of motive power of the Queen & Crescent railroad.

Mr. George P. Bishop has been appointed master

mechanic of the Pennsylvania shops at Wellsville, O.,

vice Mr. J. D. Harris, who goes to the Baltimore &
Ohio.

Mr. W. L. Calvert has been appointed division mas-

ter mechanic of the Rio Grande Western at Helper,

Utah, succeeding Mr. J. T. Schlacks, who has resigned

to accept a position with a Colorado road at Den-

ver.

Mr. J. R. Mitchell of the Chicago & Northwestern

has been appointed master mechanic of the Gulf, Colo-

rado & Santa Fe at Cleburne, Tex., succeeding Mr.

James Lauder, resigned.

Mr. L. L. Smith, general foreman of the Chicago

Great Western shops at Oelwein, la., has been trans-

ferred to Fort Dodge, la., as division master mechanic.

Mr. E. Burgess has been appointed supervisor of air

brakes for the Western, Rome, Watertown & Ogdens-

burg and Pennsylvania divisions of the New York-

Central & Hudson River, with headquarters at Depew,

N. Y. Mr. W. H. Foster has been appointed super-

visor of air brakes for .the middle and Hudson di-

visions, with headquarters at West Albany, N. Y.

Mr. H. A. Fergusson has been appointed general

foreman of the Oelwein (la.) shops of the Chicago

Great Western, having resigned as assistant engineer

of motive power of the Pennsylvania at Williamsport,

Pa.

Mr. J. F. Deems has resigned as superintendent of

motive power of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy to

accept the position of general manager of the Ameri-

can Locomotive Company.
Mr. Isaac N. Kalbaugh has been appointed super-

intendent of motive power of the West Virginia Cen-

tral & Pittsburg at Elkins, W. Va. He was formerly

master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio at Glen-

wood, Pa.

Mr. E. F. Needham, assistant master mechanic of

the Wabash at Decatur, 111., has been placed in charge

of the company's shops at Ashley, Ind.

Mr. W. J. Wilcox, who has had charge of the Santa

Fe shops at Los Angeles, Cal., for the last two years,

has been offered and accepted the position of division

master mechanic on the Mexican Central at the City

of Mexico. Mr. A/Vilcox was at one time mechanical

engineer at Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y., and has

been in the service of the following railroad com-
panies : General foreman of the Pittsburg & Western

at Allegheny City, Pa. ; chief draughtsman of the

Southern at Charleston, S. C. ; master mechanic of the

South Carolina & Georgia at Blacksburg, S. C. ; di-

vision master mechanic of the Santa Fe at Winslow,
Arizona.

Mr. T. J. Hennessey, division master mechanic of

the Michigan Central, has been transferred from Jack-

son, Mich., to West Bay City, Mich. Mr. E. R. Webb
and Mr. C. D. Hilferty have been appointed master

mechanics at Michigan City, Ind., and St. Thomas,
Ont., respectively.

Mr. W. H. Marshall, superintendent of motive pow-
er of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, has been

appointed general superintendent of that road, with

headquarters at Cleveland, O., succeeding Mr. A. H.

Smith, resigned.

Mr. Harry Ashton has been appointed master me-

chanic in charge of the Moncton Locomotive shops

of the Intercolonial Railway of Canada.

Mr. C. F. Thomas has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Savannah division of the Southern, vice

Mr. N. E. Sprowl, transferred.

Mr. F. H. Clark, mechanical engineer of the Chicago,

Burlington & Quincy, has been appointed superintendent

of motive power, with headquarters in Chicago.
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Notes of Month.
The passenger department of the New York Cen-

tral are now issuing monthly under the title of "The
Four-Track News," a most handsome, artistic and in-

teresting publication. The beautiful half-tone work
of the magazine is among the best that has ever c«une

to this office. It seems to be in keeping with many
other enterprising features of the modern railroad

for the passenger department to conduct a publication

devoted exclusively to the interests of their own road.

This has been done exceedingly well in this case, and

certainly much credit is due Mr. Daniels for the man-
ner in which "The Four-Track News" is issued.

The Standard Pneumatic Tool Co., of Chicago,

have appointed Mr. J. B. Wilson, formerly connected

with the mechanical department of the Grand Trunk

Railway, manager of their new Canadian offices, which

they have just opened at 103 Union Station Arcade,

Toronto, Ont., at which place they will carry a full

line of their "Little Giant" pneumatic tools and ap-

pliances, repair parts and accessories. In the future

all machines for Canadian customers will be shipped

direct from their Toronto office, thereby saving pur-

chasers the inconvenience of making out manifests and

paying duty. The business of this company has

greatly increased during the past few months, and the

outlook is very encouraging.

Mr. G. W. Roosevelt, United States Consul at Brus-

sels, reports that owing to the very satisfactory re-

sults obtained with the Stone system of electric light-

ing on 205 cars, it has been decided by the Belgian

State Railways to equip another 141 cars in the same

manner. The Stone system is now in general use ".i

the continent, France, Switzerland, Austria, Italy,

Belgium, Norway, Sweden, Holland, Greece and Fin-

land being among the countries in which this system

is used. India, China, Japan, South Africa, Egypt

and South America also are included in the list. In

Great Britain thirty-five railroads have cars to the

number of four or five thousand on which are also

installed the Stone system.

powers, but also a clear insight into world politics.

Few men possess such knowledge as the author's,

gained from years of experience in a diplomatic and
political career. The article is so broad in scope and
straightforward in treatment that it will be read with
interest not alone by statesmen, but by every one
whose thoughts travel beyond the immediate wants of

a single day.

The Pond Machine Tool Company, with works at

Plainfield, N. J., have issued a handsome catalogue,

in which they illustrate and describe their latest line

of heavy and powerful engine lathes, which has had
all the benefit of their long experience as lathe build-

ers. They are regularly manufactured in stock sizes

;

they are uniform and interchangeable. Correspond-
ence will be carefully and promptly attended to from
any of their numerous offices.

»

»

The Armstrong Clamp Lathe Dog.

THIS dog is so constructed as to combine the con-

venient features of the clamp dog with the sim-

plicity and strength of the ordinary lathe dog. It will

accommodate itself readily to work of any shape, and

will hold it securely and squarely, being especially

adapted for use of unfinished work, which would be

liable to be damaged by the set screw of a common
lathe dog. The sliding block is drawn up to the work
by a loose-fitting P bolt of steel, threaded on the ends

and with case hardened nuts, loosely fitted, so that

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company reports that

since their reorganization orders for compressors,

pneumatic tools and appliances, including cranes and

hoists, received from the 1st to the 15th inst., equal

the total December business, which was greater than

that of any preceding month. This also includes an

order for eighty tools from the Cramp Shipbuilding

Company.

Sir Charles W. Dilke contributes to The Cosmopoli-

tan for February an article on "The Naval Strength

of Nations," which gives not only a most interesting

and comprehensive account of the navies of the great

CLAMP LATHE DOG.

they can be run rapidly to size without using a wrench
until tightened. The body of the dog is cast of steel,

and the design is such that there are no projecting

screws or other parts liable to catch the file or the

workman's hand or clothing. One advantage «of this

dog is that it can be adjusted without removing work
from centers. It possesses a wide range of adjust-

ment, the seven sizes in which it is made being prop-

erly proportioned and balanced to take work from %
in. up to 5 in. in diameter. It is manufactured by
Armstrong Bros. Tool Company, 617-621 Austin ave-

nue, Chicago, U. S. A., who will gladly furnish on

application a complete catalog of Armstrong tool

holders.
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Some Notable Promotions.

WE understand that Mr. Richard J. Kelley, here-

tofore Master Painter of the Long Island R.

R., has been appointed "General Foreman Car Dept."

of that road, effective Feb. 1st. This is an unusual

promotion. When a painter gets as high as he can get

on the ladder of fame and usefulness to his company

in his calling it is a rare thing for him to attain to a

superior position. Still they do occasionally, and we
recall two other notable ex-

amples, namely, Mr. Harry

L. Libby, Master Painter of

the West End St. Ry. (now

Boston Elevated), who was
a few years ago made su-

perintendent of the com-

pany's shops. The other is

Mr. H. E. Farrington, Mas-
ter Mechanic of the Boston

& Northern St. Ry., a con-

solidation o f numerous
street car lines in several

N. E. cities, of which the

Lynn & Boston forms a

part, where he was former-

ly foreman painter. Messrs.

Libby and Kelley were and,

we think, still are members
of our association ; and Mr.

Farrington was in 1884-

1887, thoueh he has not

'

met with us in convention

for some years.

There may be others that

we do not now recall. How-
ever, let no one fancy that

there is to be any general

movement along these lines and get inflated with am-
bition in place of ability. The best way for any man
to do is to make himself just as useful to his com-
pany as he knows how to be in the positions, however
obscure, in which he is placed and be observing and
studious ; and some day they may want him to step

up higher. If not, let him stay contentedly where he

is, loyal to his company's interests and to his like-

minded superior officer, neither envious of > him, nor

over-ambitions.

We take pleasure in reproducing the portrait here-

with of our old colleague Mr. Kelley, though we once

had his picture in our gallery of Master Painters in

the "Railroad Car Journal," and we again use a por-

MR. RICHARD J. KELLEY.

tion of the sketch of his career then published. And
all of this unbeknown to him, as we still retain his

picture then used. We take this liberty on account

of "auld lang syne," and wish him all success in his

new sphere and hope while he goes to Saratoga in

June he won't forget Boston in September.

The following is an abstract of the career of Mr. R.

J. Kelley taken from our columns in the September,

1898, "Railroad Car Journal
:"

"Mr. Richard J. Kelley,

Master Painter, Long;
Island R. R., whose portrait

appears on this page, was
born in Trenton, N.J., June
15, 1863. He is the young-
est of a family of car and
engine painters

, a father

and three sons all working
at the business. He was
brought up in Wilmington,

Del., where he attended the

public schools and served a

full apprenticeship at car

painting with the Bowers-'

Dure Co. of that city. The
day after his apprentice-

ship expired he started in

as a journeyman with the

Jackson & Sharp Co., of

the same city, and was with

them about ten years, dur-

ing which time he put in

six months of what he

terms valuable experience

at the old East Cam-
bridge shops of the Bos-

ton & Lowell R. R., under

Mr. Harnden, who was the Foreman Painter there

then. He says he would not have missed this part,

as he was looking for experience, and got it (good

and strong), scrubbing cars one day and striping and

lettering the next. This was in 1885. During his con-

nection with the Jackson & Sharp Co. he was sent by

that firm to be Foreman Painter for the N. Y., P. &
N. at Cape Charles, Va., and was with that road about

six months on account of roundhouse and shop burn-

ing down. He was also sent to the Camden & Atlantic

R. R. by the J. & S. Co. to paint headlinings for Mr.

R. Hill, Superintendent Motive Power, and later re-

turned to the J. & S. Co. and was recommended to his

present position in August, 1891." , ,
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Maintenance of All-Steel Cars.

IN the Central Railway Club proceedings for Jan-

uary last is a report on the "Best Method in Shop
Practice in Meeting the Requirements and Mainte-

nance of All-Steel Cars ; Probable Future Shop
Changes Necessary," by Messrs. Dow, Macbeth and
Ferguson, from which we quote, regarding the paint-

ing question, as follows :
,

"The question of corrosion is a very serious one in

the hand method of painting these cars, as the cost of

labor and material is not only much less than the hand
method but the atomized paint is forced into crevices

and other parts which would not be reached with the

brush. The life of the material in these cars largely

depends on thoroughly painting all parts."

Quite a lengthy debate followed the reading of this

report, most of it being devoted to the painting ques-

tion, from which we observe that much importance
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PORTABLE SAND BLAST,

FOR REMOVING SCALE FROM
STEEL CARS AND LOCOMOTIVE TANKS

connection with this class of equipment and no delay

whatever should be tolerated in procuring ample paint

shop facilities for taking the cars in as often as neces-

sary. The prevailing opinion appears to be that the

cars should be painted if practicable inside and out,

once in eighteen months. In covering this work the

fact must not be lost sight of that the corrosion,

scale and all parts must be cleaned off thoroughly be-

fore applying the paint, so it will take hold in the

manner expected.

Your committee would recommend for this purpose,

that a sand blast or some other suitable method should

be used. Would further recommend that the pneu-

matic painting machine is a decided improvement over

was attached to the proper preparation of the steel to

receive the paint, the sand-blast, scrapers and wire

brushes being used for the purpose, the former being

considered the most effective. We reproduce a draw-

ing of the apparatus in this issue that was submitted

in the report. It came out in the debate, what we
foreshadowed in these columns in our January issue,

- that this class of cars is subject to speedy decay unless

taken care of and painted often, especially when left

loaded on side tracks with coal a few months, in which

case the shovels of the unloaders "went through the

pockets down on the ties," so badly were they de-

cayed.

There was an effort made to get Mr. Dow, of the
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Lake Shore (formerly of the Boston & Maine, at

Salem, Mass)., to state publicly what he considered

the best paint for this purpose, having tried several

;

but he declined to go on record. How do these men
expect the painters to tell, if they won't? We think

the time has come for every tub to stand on its own
bottom ; likewise a paint publicly offered for sale for

this important purpose. If a man has got a good thing

all concerned should know it ; and if one or more have

failed let them aim and fire at the bull's eye again. In

this way good marksmanship is developed and the

best results obtained from wholesome rivalry. Rub-
ber hose was used for sand blast, with brass or iron

pipe, one speaker claiming that either malleable or

chilled cast-iron nozzles are the best to withstand the

action of the sand cutting the nozzle out.

The pneumatic hammer with a broad chipping chisel

attachment was also stated to be a good device to take

off the scale and rust from steel. We saw men lying

on their back in the Portsmouth (N. H.) dry docks

cleaning the bottom of the "Raleigh" with these last

summer. All in all the above was a good subject and
an interesting debate.

,

»

»

Car Painting from the Wood.

HOW well a railroad keeps up the appearance of

its equipment as to paint and varnish depends
upon how many cars are painted from the wood up
each year in proportion to its total number; that is,

how many are burned off or resheathed. Other an-

nual renovations and repairs, such as cleaning,

"touching-up," "cutting-in," or painting over the old

paint and revarnishing, are essential in their turn and
have their sphere in improving and lengthening the

life of the painted car ; but they all have their limita-

tions. There comes a time—and this is generally con-

ceded by competent authorties to be about eight to ten

years from the previous painting from the wood —
when we have got to get down to first principles again

by the aid of the scraper and the flame and begin to

lay the foundation over again for another job of a

like period of service and war. To the inexperienced

and untutored mind this may seem discouraging and
wrong; that if a right foundation were laid in the

first place and well built on all the way up, a more
lasting structure of paint and varnish might be built.

Well, it may seem so; but quoting the philosophical

poet, "things are not always what they seem." As a

matter of fact, it is a good job of car painting in these

hurry days that lasts and keeps in good appearance

eight or ten years. Many are burned off from being

badly cracked or peeling much short of that time.

Seeing houses and other structures painted from time

to time over the old paint without cracking, the un-

sophisticated mind does not understand this. It is

the purpose of this article to inform such on this and

other points. A house or similar structure is painted

with oil-mixed paints all the way through, all coats

being alike. Then why not serve our cars the same

way, do you ask? First, because you cannot obtain

the requisite surface with an oil paint
;
you cannot

sandpaper or rub it with pumice stone, as it would

"roll up" under your sandpaper, or stone, instead of

being cut down to the proper surface ; and, second,

it would not do to varnish over a paint of that na-

ture. Why not? Because the varnish in drying would

in short time become less elastic than the paint un-

derneath it and would be soon pulled apart into wide

fissures, similarly as would paper be pulled apart if

pasted or otherwise fastened to rubber and then the

latter stretched by the hands. What do we care for a

fine surface On our cars and why do we varnish them

at all, do you ask? Well, in the first place for beauty,

and in the second place and for the far more important

reason of making them cleanable as they follow the

smoke of a locomotive daily. Varnish, as you ought

to know, is. the very best foundation to clean upon

that is known, as it not only resists to a great degree

the accumulation and adhesion of smoke and dirt, but

it also resists the action of suitable detergents in their

removal by the processes of cleaning. If a car were

painted with a sticky oil paint, like a house, smoke

and dirt from the engine and fast-moving train would

be so speedily absorbed by it that your car in a very

short time would become repulsive in appearance and

uncleanable and have to be again painted as before,

only to have the operation repeated ad infinitum. The
only admirable feature would be, the name of the

road on the car would be soon obscured by smoke so

that no shame need be experienced in its ownership.

This, then, is why we surface and varnish cars—to

make a practically maintainable appearance while in

service, together with the beauty of the job at the

start. To accomplish this, coatings must be designed

with this end in view from start to finish, as you

would build a house by first laying the foundation and

then adding the" superstructure and then the finish.

What would you think of a man who would build a

costly house on cobble stones hastily piled up without

cement? Well, he would be a foolish man, you say.

So he would, but no more so than he who paints cars

without due regard to his foundation ; and this leads

me to contemplate, the main object of this article,

namely,

THE PRIMING.

For this purpose some use a prepared primer, bought

all put up for the purpose, while others make their

own from materials in the shop. Others still buy the

former and adapt it to their use, if not just suited to it.

Now whatever the primer is it must penetrate the

wood sufficiently, and that which penetrates must

have the requisite toughness and adhesion to not only

hold itself on but all the surfacer, color and varnish

coats to follow that are piled on to it, and hold Ihem

through a rough-and-tumble fight of eight or ten

years' wear and exposure to the weather, as well as

about two coats of varnish and a "cutting-in" coat of
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color per year added afterward. It is like a monkey's

tail that takes a twist around the limb of a tree and

said monkey holds, in a string hanging down, twenty-

five or thirty other monkeys. It has got to be a

tough, strong tail. So is your primer got to be of a

tenacious fiber, as well as of good penetration, to bold

on of itself and all that are to become attached to it.

This is the prime factor in a good primer. Is this the

case with yours, reader? Yes, says the redoubtable

supply man at once. Well, time tests all things.

Here is a section of lathing and plastering taken

down from an old house that illustrates our meaning

very well. You will notice the mortar has gone oe-

tween the laths and turned over and clinched? - Yes.

Very well ; so far, so good, but what is in that mortar

to give it adhesion? Hair. That is true. Now there

must be a corresponding toughness imparted to your

primer and it must be as well worked into the wood
as was that mortar into the laths by the plasterers

in order to hold on equally well. When men at piece-

work prices, for a few cents, "swipe" over a car with

one stroke in a plan of the brush with a primer, well

thinned with spirits of turpentine, what can you ex-

pect for durability?

Some years ago the writer observed that the cars

from one of the division shops on the road on which

he is employed were noted for peeling to the wood
after being painted two or three years or so. He be-

gan to investigate and found that a man was kept in

the woodshop during the building of cars to prime

the sheathing, piece by piece; and as he would natur-

ally be there two or three weeks at a time and his pot

of primer continually evaporating and growing thin-

ner, he had a can of spirits of turpentine handy and

kept thinning it ! It seems almost needless to s.^y

that this was constantly changing the nature of that

primer and cutting its vitality and toughness all to

pieces. We immediately gave order to have this prac-

tice stopped and the car primed all at once the same

day, if possible ; and have seen no trouble since of

that character.

Look well to your primer. A most fatally mistaken

notion is apt to gain credence that about anything

is good enough for this part of the work. From time

immemorial white lead and oil, with the requisite col-

oring, dryer and thinner, has been considered the

only safe and sure primer in carriage, couch and car

painting. Well, there are a good many worse; and,

unless the master car painter can have his selection

of some good, ready-prepared primer on the market,

he will do well to adhere to his lead and oil formula

until he does, for he knows what that is. But there

is this that can be said of the ready-prepared, canned-

up article—it contains a certain uniformity of prep-

aration through machine mixing that cann )[ be ob-

tained by hand, and is generally ready for use, though

most of them require some manipulation to suit vary-

ing needs and requirements. It seems to be a pretty

well established fact that a large portion of linseed

oil should enter a primer, whatever the pigment, and
probably this oil is toughened and made better for

the purpose by a percentage of the best varnish gum
cooked into it when made, or good elastic finishing

varnish added afterwards. But we believe in the in-

corporation of pigment also ; and we think a por-

tion of ground white lead in oil cannot be ex celled

for this purpose, though other pigments for surfaces

to follow work equally well, if not better.

How long should the priming be allowed to dry be-

fore proceeding with succeeding coats? That depends

upon its nature and the character of the surface upon

which it is applied, as well as the drying conditions

of the shop. No rule can be laid down here. Suf-

fice it to say that if a good elastic primer is used

that under ordinary conditions requires several days

to dry before proceeding farther, a good foundation

is laid ; and, if properly built upon, a more lasting

job will be the result than is too frequently met with

in our observations.

Locomotive Tank Painting.

Meadville, Pa., Feb. 6, 1902.

To the Editor of The Railroad Paint Shop

:

Friend Copp—In regard to your gilded tank, men-

tioned in the February number of the Railway blas-

ter Mechanic, I wish to make a few remarks relative

thereto, as I have experienced similar cases. A num-
ber of years ago, when this railway (now the Erie)

was named "Atlantic & Great Western," the initials

"A. & G. W." were lettered in gold and the tanks

were iron. The priming coat was composed of white

lead, lamp black and linseed oil, which made a slate-

color coating. In those days painting was done to

stand, and was given proper attention while in serv-

ice, and the burning off process was a rarity ; conse-

quently the surface of this particular tank in question

showed no bad indications, except a few abrasions

from time to time and was repeatedly puttied up and

painted and kept in good appearance. This tank un-

derwent the three changes of names of the road, until

finally it was dismantled of its painted surface by

the aid of steam ; the entire mass of paint blistered up

and was easily removed ; and when we had it all off

there stood the tank with its original priming coat

still clinging to the iron sheets and the gold "A. &
G. W." letters in fair and bright condition staring it

us. This primer was then removed with lye and

the surface found underneath was free of rust (with

the exception of the exposed parts of the metal),. and

still brighter where the gold letters were and stood

out plainly as in the case of the tank you write of.

Now, you may think this a remarkable case when I

state to you the fact that this tank in question had

been primed more than twenty-five years before it

was burned off.

The fact that gold leaf should afford protection re-
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minds me of the time when doing sign work. It a ciation in Boston (with the writer) at Young's Hotel

knot in the wood looked suspicious, we used to size in 1884. "Fred," on account of ill health, was suc-

and lay a leaf of gold over it, after the priming coat ceeded by Edward Webb some 20 years ago, yet he

was dry. Why did we do it? Because we were told still performs some light work a portion of the time

that that would hold back the pitch. The scientific in tctwn and, with a pension, makes a comfortable hv-

point attached to this has since then presented itself ing. "Ezra" expects to attend our Boston convention

to me in this light, namely (however, I may possibly next September and we gave him the address of this

be mistaken), that gold leaf protects the sizing under- paper, as he wished to subscribe.

neath, from the fact that the rays of the sun do not While there we were informed of the sad news that

(in a scientific way) penetrate gold, but to the con- Mr. Webb, who was with us at our Buffalo convention

trary deflect them to some extent

being a very close-grained

metal, would also have a

tendency to exclude the

other elements. This, to my
mind, is the reason the siz-

ing remains durable so much
longer than the surround-

ing surface (black surface,

especially), and the bright

metal underneath the let-^

ters would indicate.

A good fat oil sizing is

thus protected by the gold

leaf on a sign still in use,

but the ground work is

nearly gone, on a sign I

made nearly twenty-nine

years ago, and it is still do-

ing battle with the ele-

ments, although the gold is

in fairly good condition and

the sign has been rehung in

five different places to my
knowledge. Well, I hope to

meet you in Pittsburg soon,

and will wish you and your

estimable family happy and

healthy lives, and will quit

right off.

Yours truly,

J. H. Kahler.

Then, again, gold

» « »

Laconia (iV. /f.), Car Shops,

THE B. & M. is having 200 Pratt's patent coal

cars made at the Laconia Car Co.'s shops, La-

conia, N. H. Thursday, Feb. 13, we visited that shop

and found Mr. Ezra Page, Foreman Painter, the suc-

cessor of Mr. Edward Webb, busy at his post with

at present about 28 men, some being out during a lull

between orders, an order of electrics for Columbus,

Ohio, having been completed and another of narrow
gauge steam cars for the Boston, Revere Beach &
Lynn in process of building.,

Mr. Ezra Page is the brother of T. Fred Page, years

ago Foreman Painter there, and who joined our asso-

and who works for Harry Liebby, of the Boston Ele-

vated, is having serious

trouble with his eyes, the

sight of one having failed

and the other likely to

through sympathy, unless

we were misinformed. If

true, he will have the sym-

pathy of our entire mem-
bership and of Bro. Mc-

Keon in particular, who is

suffering with a like mal-

ady. We shall look up

Mr. W. in the near future

on one of our Boston

trips.

The paint shop of the

Laconia shops has been di-

vided into three compart-

ments by the insertion of

two wooden partitions with

large sliding doors where

the cars pass through. This

is a much needed improve-

ment as it excludes dust

and dirt from rooms where

the finishing is done. There

is many a long railroad

paint shop that could be

likewise improved.

Since writing the above

wecalledonMr.Webb at his

home, 29 Alpine St., Boston. We found him with col-

ored glasses on, having been out of shop three weeks with

this trouble with his eyes that began with severe neural-

gic pains across his forehead, temporarily losing the sight

of his left eye, which passed to the right one through

sympathy. He is better and his eyesight slowly improv-

ing and will be fully recovered, the doctor says.

•» » •

Varnish Turning White.

THERE has been much trouble from varnish turning white

on cars in Boston and vicinity of late that, if confined to

one brand of goods, might well be set down for its immediate

discarding from use; but as the honors were about even with

several makes, they can congratulate themselves, as did the old

woman when the frost killed her beans, by looking over the

fence and seeing that the neighbor's beans were killed also. It
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is said that "misery loves company," and we felt the comfort

of the thought when we saw that our neighbor's cars had turned

white also.

The cause of it was a very heavy rain storm Sunday, Dec.

15, which poured all day, soaking everything, during which, of

course, the varnish absorbed moisture enough to turn it white,

the more, the longer a car had been in service, and the more

absorbent its surface. Had the weather cleared off warm this

would have turned back to its normal state and probably it

never would have been noticed; but, instead of that, it was fol-

lowed by a freeze that set up this whiteness "for keeps." We
had seen nothing like it for many years, in fact the usual "oldest

inhabitant" came in with his doleful plea
—

"never saw the like."

There were many cars in the Boston yards affected, some a

sight to behold; and yet our fears were soon assuaged, for we

soon found out by experimenting that washing with hot water

would turn it back again, especially if followed with a swipe

with emulsion cleaner. And the hot vapor from a yard steam

hose is more effectual than the hot water. Indeed subsequent

warm rains, after a week of cold weather, have done much to

obliterate this trouble, which seemed to be permanently fixed

by the freeze and cold days succeeding.

There is a good deal of truth in the sold Scotch saying that

"It's an ill wind that blows nobody good," for we feel that this

has taught us some useful lessons as to the cause and cure of

varnish turning white on cars, and strengthened pur mind and

nerves so that we shall not soon be so shocked again as by this

occurrence.

But we would not give aid and comfort to our enemies, the

makers of varnishes and enamels with fiddler's gum in them.

Let them not take to themselves consolation from the above.

The turning white of varnish, or enamels, or gloss paints, made
of resin from the North Carolina pine, is altogether a different

proposition. When this whiteness turns back without some

heroic treatment then the Ethiopean will change his skin and the

leopard his spots. This kind of material should be relegated to

painting toys and labelled "keep dry."

-•-»

Notes and Comments.

A Correction.—The typos gave us a salary in our last issue

of $100.00 per year as President of the B. & M. Relief Associa-

tion ! Wish it was so, but it isn't. The error was in prefixing

a figure "1" to some zeros that we intended as a joke to convey

that our services are for nothing, save the glory and good of the

cause.

Speaking of fast trains on the railroads nowadays, here's a

choice sample of it. Hamilton W. Mabie tells it. A gentleman

traveling on the New Jersey Central flyer put his head out of

the window of his car to kiss his wife good-bye as the train

was moving out of the Jersey City station. Instead of succeed-

ing in his purpose, however, he found that he had kissed a

strange lady standing on the platform of the next station. This

is one of the New York Times' prize stories, and the only im-

proper thing about it is that it only got a second prize.

As noted in our last issue, the editor of these columns "held

forth" for about an hour at the N. E. R. R. Club, Boston, Feb.

nth, on "The Theory and Practice of Railway Equipment
Painting," illustrated by objects and tests, and, judging by com-
pliments received adfter adjournment from many persons who were
strangers to us, it was well received. We have been told that we
ought to publish the paper in these columns, running it in serial

form through several issues. We hardly think of doing that in

its entirety, but may publish portions of it. We had just written

an article for these columns, "Car Painting from the Wood,"
.which we held back and partly used in that paper. We will now
use that and perhaps follow it with other portions.

On account of the anti-exchange pass agreement we did not

show up at the Advisory Committee meeting at Pittsburg Feb.

22, and at present there is a dark prospect before us for our

coming convention in Boston next September, unless, as in many

other instances of a similar nature, "the clouds roll by" before

the time, revealing "a silver lining." Let us hope that they will.

We cannot force ourself to think the railroads are going to ig-

nore the associations that by their deliberations have saved them

so many dollars. Some way will be provided, we believe, to

"get there." As chairman of Hotel Committee we have can-

vassed the matter thoroughly and have it narrowed down to

about two houses to choose between and can close the bargain

any day but have made no contract yet. Wish the air was a little

clearer

!

Among the many things Mr. J. T. Chamberlain, M. C. B.,

B. & M. R. R., knows how to do well is how to take a vacation

when he feels he needs a rest from his arduous duties. Two
years ago he took a trip to Jamaica. Friday, p. m., Feb. 7, he

started for New York, from whence he sailed for Havana, Cuba,

for about three weeks, the most of it being passed on the water

en route. He is a veritable "sea dog," never sick. Hence these

trips, which are beneficial to him, for he gets where the tele-

graph wire twineth not and the drummer mourneth not for his

first order. Jokers say he has gone over there to look after the

equipment of another B. & M. leased line!

The Boston & Maine output from its six passenger shops for

January, 1902, was 227 cars, of which 23 were painted complete

and 204 were "cut in" or "touched up" and varnished; 138 cars

were cut in, n were burned off and 29 were varnished inside.

Of the total output Lawrence shop did 20, Salem 18, Somerville

54, Concord 46, Lyndonville 7 and Fitchburg 82. The same

month the previous year the output was 199.

Glancing hastily over a sample copy of the Railway Age (Jan.

24) we were horrified to learn the following sad news. This

courteous gentleman only two months previously showed us over

his entire plant, which visit we wrote up at length for our De-

cember issue. It seems like the loss of a relative: Angus

Brown, division superintendent of motive power of the New York

Central & Hudson River at West Albany, N. Y., was killed by

being struck by a passenger train at West Albany on January

21. He had been with the New York Central since June 1, last,

going to that road from the Chicago Terminal Transfer, where

he was master mechanic. He was formerly superintendent of

motive power of the Wisconsin Central. Mr. Brown was about

to cross the tracks when he saw a passenger train approaching.

In attempting to hurry out of the way of the train he slipped

and fell on the rails and was struck by the train and instantly

killed. He was forty-five years of age.

Dingy, stained cherry sash that do not require to have the old

varnish scraped off may be painted a mahogany ground color,

both inside and out, and, when dry, rolled by the gelatine roll

transfer process from a mahogany panel, and, when dry, var-

nished, and you have as good looking a set of mahogany sash

as if made new of the wood itself. Stained window seats may
be treated the same way, by using a rocker of the right length

instead of a roller.

< »

Sad News

Though the following is delayed it is none the less news to us,

and seemed peculiarly sad as Mr. Marshall's letter was delivered

to us in church (Feb. 23). by our daughter, who had called at

the post office on the way for a letter for herself. Miss Hoesly,

daughter of our esteemed fellow-member, Jacob Hoesly, Foreman
Painter of the Meadow shops of the P. R. R., near Newark,

N. J., was married to Mr. A. Duncan Melville, Nov. 1st, 1900,

and was always a familiar figure at our conventions and enjoy-

able company to all who had the pleasure of her acquaintance.

She will be mourned by a large circle of friends and Mr. and

Mrs. Hoesly will have the heartfelt sympathy of all our Associa-

tion family in this deep affliction.
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THE regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Association of

Chicago was held in Room 209 Masonic Temple, Wednes-

day, Feb. 12th, at 8:00 o'clock P. M. Among those pres-

ent were the following:

Aley, David, Godfrey, Jas. Rohrback, G. T.

Alderson, R. R. Grieb, J. C. Parke, P.

Buker, J. Harvey, H. H. Peterson, A.

Bates, G. M. Jones, R. R. Rorhback, G. T.

Blohm, Theo. Johnson, A. G. Scott, J. B.

Briden, John, Johannes, A. Schultz, F. C.

Bickford, Wm. Jones, W. E. Stimson, O. M.

Baldwin, M. J. Knorr, Wm. Sepke, H.

Carey, C. H. Kline, Aaron, Schmitt, C.

Cook, W. C. Kennedy, J. H. Sharp, W. E.

Cardwell, J. R. Ketchum, I. J. Schultz, Aug.

Conger, C. B. Laughlin, J. A. Stewart, H. A,

Cuthbert, J. R. La Rue, H. Stocks, J. T.

Depue, Jas. Lauky, M. J. Stocks, W. H.

Earle, Ralph, Marsh, Hugh, Saum, G. N.

Evans, W. H. Morris, T. R. Terry, O. N.

Frenk, Wm. Murray, Jas. Wentwl, Geo.

Frenk, Henry, Murphy, Geo. Wessell, W. W.

Farrington, E. C. Nelson, Fred. v
Willis, Milo T.

Pres. Grieb: I presume that all present this evening have

read the minutes of the last meeting as printed in the Railway

Master Mechanic, and doubtless have observed that the minutes

now appear under the caption of the official organ, under which

title they will be hereafter printed in the Railway Master

Mechanic. If there are no objections we will consider the min-

utes accepted as printed. We will now ask the Secretary to read

the applications of the new members:

Secretary Kline: The following have made application for

membership:

Edw. A. Moseley, secretary Interstate Commerce Commission,

Washington.

H. A. Bowen, M. M., C. B. T. Co., Kansas City, Mo.

E. G. Brubaker, car builder, C. & E., Huntington, Ind.

F. Baker, chief joint inspector, Kansas City, Mo.

Arthur Ball, C. I. & L. Ry., Chicago.

H. Chappell, clerk, C. B. T. Co., Kansas City, Kans.

Wm. L. Cook, machinist, C. B. T. Co., Kansas City, Kans.

J. H. Cook, clerk, C. B. T. Co., Kansas City, Kans.

D. W. Cashin, clerk, C. B. T. Co., Chicago.

Wm. Creger, foreman, C. B. T. Co., Kansas City, Kans.

J. W. Cuddy, chief clerk, E. J. & E., Joliet, 111.

W. P. Cosper, general agent, Con. Car Heating Co.

F. A. Chase, G. M. M., Burlington Lines in Mo.

W. T. Dunley, asst. foreman, C. B. & Q., Aurora, 111.

C. L. Douglas, inspr. & salesman, McCord & Co.

J. Godfrey, foreman, C. R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago.

K. T. Graves, inspector, C. B. T. Co., Kansas City, Kans.

J. H. Hubbard, foreman, C. B. & Q., Aurora, 111.

Robt. Jones, air brake repairer, C. & N. W., Milwaukee.

W. E. Jones, foreman, C. C. C. Co., Chicago.

Chas. James, G. F., C. & E. R. R., Chicago.

W. Kaminski, foreman, C. B. T. Co., Chicago.

G. A. Kelley, foreman, C. B. & Q., Aurora, 111.

Wm. Knorr, M. M., C. C. C. Co., Chicago.

Geo. F. Mills, manager, Niles Tool Works, Chicago.

Geo. Murphy, car inspector, C. & N. W., Clinton, la.

Robt. Moran, M. M., L. & N. R. R., Nashville, Tenn.

M. K. Northam, pres. & G. M., Dairy Shippers Despatch, Chicago.

Jas. O'Neill, air brake man, C. B. & Q., Aurora, 111.

S. J. Ogar, trav. engr., C. M. & St. P., Ottumwa, la.

J. R. Overmyer, wrecking master, C. & E., Huntington, Ind.

E. R. M. Pierce, G. F., A. C. L., Los Angeles, Gal.

A. Peterson, joint inspector, Coster, 111.

Wm. Peterson, air brake man, C. M. & St. P., Chicago.

F. T. Reese, asso. editor, Railway Age, Chicago.

Chas. Riddell, repr., Standard Steel Works, Chicago.

Meeting.

Otis Rudd, car inspector, E. J. & E., West Chicago, 111.

Jas. Scott, car inspector, M. St. P. & S. S. M., N. Escanaba,

Mich.

G. E. Simpson, supt. trans., C. M. & St. P., Chicago.

Cary D. Terrell, asso. editor, Railway & Engineering Review.

J. C. Whitridge, asso. editor, Railroad Gazette, Chicago.

Pres. Grieb: You have heard the applications read of those

who desire admission in the Car Foremen's Association of Chi-

cago and these will be handled by the Board of Directors in the

usual manner and their names enrolled as members. We have

a total of 42 tonight which brings the total number of members
admitted during the present fiscal year up to 280. I wish to

say that we started out to get 420, so that we now have 66 2-3

per cent in the clear and it' ought to be a very easy matter to

get the other 33 1-3 per cent. We have only worked during

October, November, December and January, four months, and

have gotten two-thirds at present, and I do hope to see the other

missing one-third supplied, and if I remember right we are get-

ting in new members at the rate of two to one as compared

with last year. If I remember right we had only 22 members
admitted last February and this year 42 so that our growth is

keeping up its rapid pace and I think we will accomplish what

we started out to do, to put the Association on an independent

and self-supporting basis.

Secretary Kline: I have a letter here from Mr. Edw. A. Mose-

ley, Secretary of the Interstate Commerce Commission, which

I think you will all be glad to hear, which is as follows:

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION.
Office of the Secretary,

Washington.

Edward A. Moseley,

Secretary.

January 11, 1902.

Mr. AARON KLINE,
Secretary, The Car Foremen's Association of Chicago,

886 S. Turner Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Dear Sir:

I am very much interested in the work of the Car Foremen's
Association of Chicago and thinking that possibly the Reports
of the Commission would be of interest to the Association I

take great plesure in forwarding to you, under separate cover,

a full set of the Annual Reports of the Commission.
Wishing the Association every success, I am,

Very truly yours,

EDWARD A. MOSELEY,
Secretary.

Pres. Grieb: You have noticed that Mr. Moseley became a

member tonight, and if there are no objections I will instruct the

Secretary to acknolwedge receipt of the communication and an-

nual reports, thanking him for the deep interest he has taken in

our welfare and expressing our gratitude for the information

he has placed at our disposal. This brings us down to the regular

program for the evening, the first of which is the Discussion of

report of committee on condition of draft rigging in cars and
suggestions for improvement of same. This is a subject of very
vital importance, paramount to any other in the amount of

money it consumes annually and delays and damage that are

caused thereby if neglected. It has been before you for 60
days and I hope that every one present here this evening is fully

familiar with it and has come fully prepared to lend his active

assistance to the discussion.

Mr. Sharp (A. C. L.): It is hardly fair for any one but a
member of the committee to open the discussion, and endeavoring
to do this makes me feel a good deal like the story of the man
under the load of hay. The story has it, that a gentleman went
over to the yards to purchase a load of hay, and after arriving

home, finding it had not been delivered he became a little anxious
and started out to search for the cause of the delay. He had
not gone far when he came upon a little boy pitching hay up
out of a ditch where it had tumbled on account of the wagon
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upsetting going around a corner. He noticed the little fellow

working and invited him up to his house for dinner. "Oh, no,"

he said, "I am afraid my father will not like it." "But," said

the man, "you can work lots faster and accomplish a great deal

more if you come up and eat dinner first." Under this persua-

sion the little fellow came np and after dinner the man said to

him: "Didn't I tell you you would feel better after dinner."

"Yes, I feel better and a good deal stronger, but I am really

afraid my father won't like it." "I don't think your father will

take any offense at your eating dinner. Where is he?" "He's

under the load of hay." I feel very much like the father in

attempting to open this discussion. However, I have read this

report with a great deal of interest and I think it shows that the

committee have done a great deal of work and are deserving

of a great deal of credit, perhaps more than our Association

will give them. I believe we all agree that it is the most im-

portant issue at the present day in car construction, but I want

to call attention to a few of the recommendations and sugges-

tions of the committee, to which I will direct my remarks, and

regret that on some points I cannot agree with the committee.

In the first place, at the top of page 34 the committee states:

"In making this report they have decided to consider only the

defects, causes and remedies in connection with draft rigging

on cars now in service, and that new construction shall not enter

into the question." Later on in the report on the same page,

about the middle, it states, "We recommend that the construc-

tion of the car be so arranged that the draft sills will be

separated only as much as is absolutely necessary, a follower

8 ins. being preferable to one 9M> ins." I believe the committee

has' got us mixed up to some extent here, as I think the recom-

mendation in the second one refers to designing of a car, in

which case they enter into new construction. Also in this report

reference is made to the old style single draw lugs, which are

commonly called "cheek castings," bolted to the draft timber

by %-in. bolts as being the cause of present failures of draft

gear. While it is a fact that a large number of cars now in

service are equipped with some such draft gear, I believe the

majority of these cars are already out of service or at least

assigned to certain districts where they are not handled in

the fast freight trains with the more modern car, and while

it may appear that there are large numbers of them, I think

the majority of them are short cars and cars of light capacity,

in which case I do not think the owners consider them of suffi-

cient value to rebuild and equip with the modern style of draft

gear, and instead they are using them in local service with a

view of destroying them when no longer suitable for such

service. Again, the committee "unanimously condemns the vari-

ous kinds of continuous draft rigging." I surely do not agree

with the committee on that. I do not think we should condemn
all forms of continuous draft gear. I agree with the commit-

tee as far as the long single or cheek casting is concerned. On
the other hand I believe that the proper kind of a continuous

draft gear is most desirable is the most practical in use at the

present time. We use a draft gear which has a continuous

pull and continuous buffing, so arranged that the pulling strain

and buffing strain is taken care of. I want to emphasize no

shearing effect. When I was at the works of the American Car

& Foundry Co. about a year ago I was discussing the ques-

tion of draft gear with the superintendent, and he called

my attention to a car they had in their shops for repairs.

The car, it was acknowledged, had been in service for

about three years and on taking down the draft rigging found

that the holes in the center sills were exactly as round as the

day they were bored. I think that speaks very highly for the

continuous draft gear, otherwise with the old style where the

pulling out of bolts and center sills in which the bolt holes

elongate to a considerable extent. The continuous draft gear

I have referred to is where the rod runs from the draft key.

Under the head of remedies they recommend the use of long

draft timbers. I want to call attention to the report made
to this association last year on this same subject by a part of

this same committee, in which they condemned the long draft

timber. There is no question in my mind that the long draft

timber is better, so far as the draft timber itself is concerned,

but if you use it you do it at the expense of destroying the

efficiency of your body bolster and I would call attention to the

remarks of Mr. Lamont in presenting (his subject recently before

the Club. Mr. Lainonl in speaking of this subject, to]) of page
.'!, if any of you have that report, lie says,—"Long before the

strain has reached this point, however, the plates have deflected,

til-' side bearings. We do not hesitate to say, that under the

conditions imposed, in a case like this, it is a practical impossi-
bility to design a bolster that will, for any length of time, carry
the car free of its side bearings. To safely carry the load in this

case, and allowing a working strain of 14,000 pounds per square
inch, would require a bottom plate of 12x2% inches cross section;

but a plate of this size alone, nine feet long, would weigh 900
pounds, and the total weight of a bolster, with such a plate,

would probably be 1,200 to 1,500 pounds. The difficulty and ex-

pense of manufacturing such a bolster is evident."

The committee also recommends the use of tandem springs.

They give as their reason for this the spacing of the center

sills. I want to call attention to the fact that the center

sills can be used closer with the twin springs than
can be done with the tandem. I also think the twin
spring is preferable on account of the inspection, which is

made easier and the fact that with the twin spring you can
use the standard M. C. B. length of pocket and requires less

labor to change the spring or draw bar with the twin spring

as against the tandem springs. I might say that I coincide,

with the committee on the points that I have not mentioned.

They have stated that this report is made up without any re-

gard to the effectiveness and style of draft gear now in service.

I will have to confess that in my remarks I have not been

so modest but have spoken from actual results obtained by
using the form of draft timber that I have recommended. I

think, however, that this subject is of greater importance than

any other that might be brought up in this association, and I

would like, if I am in order, I do not know that this report

has been disposed of, but if I am in order I would like to make
a motion that the report be accepted and that the committee

be continued, if the president thinks it advisable, and instructed

to continue its work and broaden the scope and take in the

various kinds of draft gear now in service. I do not think that

we should confine ourselves wholly to the old style,—what we
call "cheek casting" draft gear. They are going out of existence

with the short and light capacity cars which we know are rele-

gated to the dump, but I think we should direct our attention

also to the form of draft gear being used in new construction.

That is the car that is going to cause trouble in the future.

Pres. Grieb: I think we have touched the right load of hay

in calling upon Mr. Sharp tonight to open the discussion. I

hope that everybody has come so thoroughly prepared, and will

take such an active part in the discussion as Mr. Sharp has.

Regarding his suggestion or motion that this committee be con-

tinued and asked to exploit the subject still further In the

direction of a really modern draft rigging, it occurs to me that

this would be asking a trifle too much from the committee on

account of the good report and heavy work they have put in

on it, and while I approve Mr. Sharp's suggestion and think

it is a very good one, to still further exploit the subject, I

think it is possibly best to assign this work to another com-
mittee, and if that is agreeable to Mr. Sharp we will place it

in the hands of Mr. Bates to bring before the association at as

early a date as he can arrange among the subjects he now has

and I will appoint the committee.

Mr. Sharp: My making that suggestion, I did it after con-

sulting the chairman of the committee, and knowing that the

report had not been disposed of. I did it in all kindness and
consideration for their report, and appreciate the fact that the

committee liad hold of a very hard problem, and I would sug-

gest, although I do not want to be arbritrary, that perhaps this

committee, or the chairman, at least, would be more capable of

handling the report from now on, having had charge of it and

having this information all at his command and the source of

it, and I would like to see it continued, and I believe we can

afford to impose on our worthy past president to this extent.

Mr. Morris (C. M. & St. P.): I think that Mr. Sharp has

drawn on his imagination a little bit when he said he had the

sanction of the chairman of the committee for the continuation

of it. I think that the committee that drew up this report have

put in about as many evenings as the association has the right

to exepct of them just at present, and if anything further is

done I think somebody else ought to be allowed to have a chance

at it. I am perfectly willing they should.

Mr. Marsh (C. N. Y. & B.): I feel in duty bound to do

what I can for the association, at the same time I am willing

to step aside and let some one else take it up and perhaps do
better at it than we did.

Mr. Morris: In regard to what Mr. Sharp has said 'about
taking up the matter of new construction. I do not believe that

any committee that can bo appointed from this association would
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road Gazette. It was just a sort of a general statement that

be qualified to go into that matter and bring about satisfactory

results. There are many different devices on the market at

present. Some of them probably are very good ones that have

not been thoroughly tested up to the present time, and also

in view of the fact that the Master Car Builders' Association

has a committee out now working with the idea of demon-

strating which draft rigging would give the best service, I think

we ought to let it remain as it is. They are certainly in a

position to get the best results and any report that any com-

mittee could make from this association could be hardly satis-

factory in any way, although of course the association may have

a different opinion in regard to that matter.

Mr. La Rue (C. R. I. & P.): I move you that the report be

received and the committee discharged.

Mr. Evans (B. & O.): I read the report of the committee,

also listened to Mr. Morris' delivery of it at the association,

with a great deal of interest. I did not bring the report with

me this evening, consequently I am not in a position to give

it a thorough discussion. As I understood, the object of the

committee was to make suggestions with reference to draft

rigging already in service, rather than designing draft gears for

new cars. Of course even in complying with those instruc-

tions it was necessary to meet the conditions that exist on ac-

count of the increased capacity of our locomotives and heavier

equipment that is hndled in connection with cars already in

service that have the weaker draft' rigging. I concur in the

recommendations of the committee that the capacity of cars

used now will almost require a continuous draft rigging, as

wooden sills seem to be entirely inadequate to stand the strain

that is necessary in handling cars in the amount of tonnage

now handled with our large locomotives. I have seen a state-

ment where the cost of repairs to draft gear amounted to 75
per cent, of the total cost of repairs on cars. I am not pre-

pared to verify this statement, but" if there is any truth in it

it would appear to me that this committee has a most import-

ant work to perform in connection with this association. I do
not quite concur in what Mr. Morris has said in regard to the

ability of the personnel of this association. Quite a number
of our members, I have no doubt, have had to do with the

designing of new cars and it is possible for this committee, if

continued, and different members give their attention to the

matter, it would possibly result in the recommendation of as

creditable a draft rigging as has yet been devised. As I said

before, I think the efforts in regard to draft gear shoidd be
made toward the continuous draft rigging and that particular

attention will have to be given to the buffing strains. I have
seen a statement where, I think on the Erie Railroad, they

had a test car that would register 78,000 lbs., and this did not

begin to register the buffing strains against the draft rigging.

My experience is that draft rigging, as a general thing, does

not fail, on account of the tension from the draw bar pull of

the engine. The draft rigging is first injured and damaged by
the buffing strain, which is on account of the very common
practice now in vogue in switching cars, to leave them run.

This has been increased very largely on account of the auto-

matic coupler. Formerly it was necessary for the switchmen
to. go in between the cars to couple with the link-and-pin and
all concerned were very careful that the cars came together

easily to avoid taking the switchman's hands off; so it seems
to me, in designing draft rigging, or in improving draft rigging

already in service this is the most important thing to look after.

That fact is also borne out by the large number of couplers

and knuckles that it is necessary to replace. I have seen a

statement where on the New York Central they replace every
month 2000 couplers and 500 knuckles. A very trifling mental
calculation will show the amount of money involved in that

transaction on a road like the New York Central.

Mr. Parker (S. R. L.): In connection with what Mr. Evans
just said about a 70,000 lbs. testing machine not even beginning

to register the force exerted in buffing, it might prove interest-

ing to consider this matter from a theoretical standpoint. We
know that the momentum, or force necessary to bring to rest in

one second a body in motion, is equal to the product of mass,

times the velocity, or:

Weight x velocity in feet per second

Momentum =
Acceleration due to gravity = 32.2 ft.

Assuming 500 tons as the weight of a train of cars moving
with a velocity of two miles per hour or 2.93 feet per second,

and further assuming that this weight at the speed mentioned

and the further strain is relieved by the cars coming to rest on

is pushed against a train of cars of equal or greater weight,

or against cars backed up by a bumping post, the force would
be equal to 91,000 exerted during one second. In this con-

nection it should be remembered that trains, as made up to-

day, weigh 1000 tons and over and that switching is quite

frequently done at a greater speed than that mentioned.

It is evident that this immense possible buffing stress can not

be taken care of by the coupler and associated parts, without

assistance from deadwood. The M. C. B. draw gear is so de-

signed that after the spring capacity, 18,000 lbs., is exhausted
the balance of the stress is transmitted to deadwood by means
of horn on coupler, also by two buffer blocks. Regarding these

latter, I heard the other day a remark attributed to Mr. Schroyer:

"When old style link and pin couplers were used and it was
really dangerous to have cars provided with buffer blocks (we
called them 'mankillers' in those days), then most cars were so

equipped. When the adoption of M. C. B. automatic couplers

made the use of buffer blocks perfectly safe, railroads imme-
diately began to abandon them." There can be no doubt about
the necessity and advantage of buffer blocks, and it is clearly

evident how totally inadequate is the small plate about 3x1
inch frequently used on deadwood, without buffer blocks, to re-

sist the buffing stress. With a view of finding the weakest
part of the M. C. B. draw gear, I looked into the resisting

power of the various parts the other day, and was really sur-

prised to find how strong this arrangement is, considering it

being so little used. In fact, while attachment to the draw-
timbers are called upon to resist a compression of only 18,000

lbs. (the capacity of the springs) the combined resisting power
is greater than that of many modern devices using double

springs. This is all the more surprising when we bear in mind
that a double spring arrangement transmits double the force

to draft attachments. We must not lose sight of the fact that

while two independent drawings are used in connection with
M. C. B. drawgear these lugs are connected by means of the

follower guide and carry irons. The compression stress im-

posed on M. C. B. drawgear attachment is amply provided for

without depending upon resistance to bearing of bolts, but

continuous buffing sills, commonly called sub sills, are a neces-

sity. Regarding resistance to pulling: the drawbar pull would
probably not exceed 24,000 lbs. under ordinary working condi-

tions, although locomotives are being built to-day capable of

exerting a drawbar pull of 35,000 lbs. To resist this pull the

M. G. B. drawgear is not as strong as might be desired. In

the first place the spring capacity is only 18,000 lbs., and, sec-

ondly, the method of attaching draw timbers is weak. While
the resistance offered by keys, also by shoulders against dead-

wood, would be quite sufficient for drawgear designed for

18,000 lbs. pull, it is not sufficient for modern requirements.

In figuring total resistance it is not safe to rely on the resist-

ance to bearing of bolts securing timbers to sills, as the bolts

will in a comparatively short time crush the fibres of the wood
thus making bolt holes oblong, allowing bolts to move forth and
back, which soon breaks them off. From what I have mentioned

it would appear that a necessity exists for increasing the resist-

ance to pulling and the best way I know of accomplishing this

is by providing continuous tie rods.

Mr. Harvey (C. B. & Q.): I wish to say in relation to what
MrN Sharp said about the continuous draft rigging, the idea in

the minds of the committee was to condemn the draft rigging

that consists of single or double draft rods. I believe that the

report recommends one form of continuous rigging, or sill

strengthened, rods running from the end sill to the transom.

The idea was to condemn the single continuous rod and the

American side rod. Another thing is that a great many single

side or cheek castings are still being used. I do not think

Mr. Sharp has been around our railroad yards lately, or he
would not say they were almost out of use, as we see compara-
tively new cars that have single side castings and there are

hundreds and hundreds of cars in service to-day that go in

our fastest merchandise trains, with single side castings and
%-inch bolts.

Mr. Sharp: I would like to ask Mr. Evans to give us a little

more information he started out on there. I believe I under-
stood him to say that he had seen a report where 75 per cent, of

the cost of car maintenance per annum was for the draft gear.

Would he mind stating to us whether that was a statistical

report for a railroad system or one division.

Mr. Evans: I am not in a position to carry that out -any

further. I think it was a general statement seen in the Rail-
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I took to be compiled by some person who was sufficiently fa-

miliar with the cost of repairs on freight cars in general to

make that assertion and I have simply stated it here for what it

is worth. If it is anything like the truth it would appear to

me that 75 per cent, of the cost of keeping up the cars is

worth going after.

Mr. Sharp: The reason I asked that question is that it seems

to me like an enormous amount. I do not know what railroad

that was taken from or what the cost of maintenance of cars

per annum was, but in going over statistical reports that I have
been able to get hold of, the cost of maintenance of the various

lines was recommended by the Inter-State Commerce Commis-
sion at $50 per car. Take 75 per cent, of that for the cost of

repairs to draw gear and it would be a tremendous amount.
Mr. Bates (C. B. & Q.): We prepared a table of statistics

some time ago in regard to repairs to freight cars and I believe

that about 50 per cent, of the cars repaired required repairs

to the draft rigging. According to that the cost would be
probably 50 per cent, of the total cost of repairs and I think

the statement Mr. Evans referred to must be a little exag-

gerated.

Mr. Evans: It is quite likely and may be something like that of

a gentleman who had evidently gone to make a reasearch and
prepared a paper that was read before one of the Railway Asso-
ciations some time ago, and in making his calculations in reference

to the strain that was exerted on the body bolster, he said that

possibly he might have forgotten to divide by two- at some place

or other. That may be the case with the authority I have quoted.

I do not want the association to get the idea that I am in a

position to make that statement good. But there is no ques-

tion in my mind but what the repairs to the draft gear on the

car consist of a very large percentage of the repairs to a freight

car, and it is possible that Mr. Sharp is not in a position to

become acquainted with the very large amount of draft gear

repairs which is necessary on the average railroad repair track,

for the reason that usually repairs to draft gear forms a com-
bination for which the railway company has to be responsible.

Mr. Sharp: In relation to what Mr. Evans has said, I want
also to emphasize the fact that I am not in a position to see

the amount of repairs that is required to draft rigging on the

ordinary railroad repair track, not that my position is so exalted

that I do not come in contact with this work, but because we
use a perfect draft gear. I might modify that and say because

we do not have any cards only our own to repair. I asked those

questions purely for information. I believe as Mr. Evans does,

that I venture the assertion that 75 per cent, of the bad order

cars that come to the repair track ordinarily are for some re-

pairs to the draft rigging. At least that was my experience

a few years ago when I was connected with the railroad. That

may be reduced from the fact that with the more modern cars

more modern draft rigging is put in service every day. I had

occasion last year for the benefit of the committee appointed

by the Master Car Builders' Association to draft report on this

same subject, to reply to some questions they asked in their

circular, one of which was the average cost of maintenance,

and we found that the average cost of maintenance of the

M. C. B. form of draft gear was something like $4.50 per car

per annum.

Mr. Marsh: I might emphasize the remarks made by Mr.

Harvey in regard to the continuous draft rigging. It was the

intention of the committee particularly to condemn the use of

the two common forms of continuous draft rigging, the single

rod and the double rod. We all favored the compression tim-

bers with double rods either running from the end sill through

the body bolster, or running from the draft arm to the cross

tie and two cross ties at the key. We were somewhat limited

in every way to work on new cars, simply looking into the

condition of the old cars as we found them.

Mr. Morris: I am very sorry if I hurt the feelings of any

member of the association by reflecting on their ability, and

.perhaps it would soothe them somewhat if I modified that and

said that they have not the facilities for making an examina-

tion of the various new styles of draft rigging that perhaps

we should have in order to make a proper report. The figures

that we got from some of the Master Car Builders' publica-

tions showed, I think, that as the report read, something like a

million and a half of cars were reported by the members of

that association. Now certainly a very large proportion of

those cars are of the old style construction and we thought

if we could say anything or recommend anything in the way

of making improvements to those cars it would be achieving
the object we started out to accomplish. So far as continuous
rods are concerned, Mr. Harvey and Mr. Marsh have both ex-
plained what we meant by continuous rods, that they were
not of the other designs that we all realize certainly have a
good many points to recommend them. I will say, however,
that in view of the fact that the members of the association

have not responded very liberally in the matter of the discus-

sion, the reflection which they think I was casting upon them
gave certain grounds for my remarks and perhaps if a new
committee was appointed with the idea of going into the question
further, it would perhaps bring out further information and
do a great deal of good.

Pres. Grieb: This brings us to the second number of our
program, which is an interchange case in dispute, as follows:

Case in dispute: A car is delivered home to private line owner
in the following condition:

One Miner draft spring missing.

Two follower plates missing.

One deadwood damaged.
Two draft timbers damaged, all B end.

Car carried connecting line M. C. B. repair card, showing they
made repairs and the missing parts were left out; using a com-
mon yoke in place. A makes request on B for M. C. B. defect

card on account of missing material. B declines to furnish
card and argues that joint evidence card will cover, which the

car owner will not accept. -B also argues that Arbitration Case
394 will apply, as in this case car carried repair card and ac-
cording to the rules the owner should look to that line for re-

dress. Should defect card be issued against delivering line, or

joint evidence card be accepted.

Mr. Stimson (S. E. L.): After having carefully read the case,

as it has been presented to us, it does not appear to me as

though sufficient information had been furnished to enable this

association to reach a satisfactory conclusion. As you doubtless

know there are at least two different styles of the Miner Draft
Rigging, one of which provides for the M. C. B. Standard draw-
bar pocket, in which is encased a front or leading spring, with
the usual follower plates.. Immediately back of this is an-
other spring with follower plates; this style makes use of but
one spring in pulling, and two springs in buffing. This case, as
presented to us, does not show which design of the Miner Draft
Gear is referred to, but I should infer that it refers to the
old type of Miner draft rigging, such as I have just men-
tioned. If my understanding is correct, it would appear to be
a clear case of a car being delivered to its owner with missing
material:—viz, that the spring and follower plates, which were
a necessary part of the original design, were missing, in which
case the M. C. B. Rules provide that a defect card should be
issued as requested. On the other hand, if the present type
of the Miner Draft Rigging is referred to, it is clearly evident
that the spring was omitted by the party making repairs. The
question of damaged draft timbers is not to be considered, in

my judgment, in connecton with the missing followers and
missing spring, except to magnify the possibility that the rear
spring and follower were lost after repairs had been properly
made.

Pres. Grieb: If either parties interested in this case are
present, it might be well to get a little more information on
the condition and concerning what particular type of Miner
Rigging is referred to in the question.

Mr. Bates: I am sorry to say none' of the parties who are
interested in this case are present this evening. This is a case
that was sent here from So. St. Joseph, Mo., and as I under-
stand the matter there was a third party concerned, and it was
the third party who made the repairs, and left out the spring
and followers. The case as presented states: "Car carried con-
necting line M. C. B. repair card showing they made repairs
and the missing parts were left out; using a common yoke in
place." I would infer therefore that the Miner yoke was not
used but that a common yoke was substituted, and if that is

the case I certainly would not give a defeat card, if I were in
B's position. Joint evidence is all that I would give, at least
that is all I would give until the owner took the matter up
with this third party and ascertained whether he actually did
leave out these parts. If it was proved that the parts were not
left out then I think B should furnish card for the missing
parts.

Pres. Grieb: Here is a statement of the case which says
"repair card showing they made repairs and the missing parts
left out." Have you any information as to how this repair card
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read to indicate that the missing parts were left out?

Mr. Bates: No, sir.,

Pres. Grieb: Can we further consider the question in view of

the fact that we have not absolute necessary data, except from

a hypothetical standpoint,—imagine we know what the case im-

plies and still we do not.

Mr. Morris: I believe the gentleman who presented this

question has always taken a great deal of interest in this asso-

ciation and I believe we should do all we possibly can to favor

him with any points that we might have to offer on the ques-

tion, and in view of this I would make the motion that the

question be referred back to him for further information, and

brought before the association afterwards and discussed.

Pres. Grieb: Will Mr. Morris kindly indicate what informa-

tion he will desre, and will Mr. Bates kindly correspond with

the gentleman with a view of procuring it.

Mr. Morris: I referred to the point brought up by Mr. Stim-

son. I think it would be well, also, to get the repair card, or a

copy of it, which would show what basis there is for the state-

ment it showed that the missing parts were left out.

Mr. Evans: It occurs to me that this subject has been very

well stated from the fact that he says "using a common yoke

in place." It is well known that both style of draft rigging

yoke has a hole through the rear of the yoke. That being the

case, I think this can be very well considered as being the

common type of M. C. B. yoke without the hole for the bolt

for the tandem spring, in which case it would appear to me

to be conclusive evidence that the party who made out the

repair card was responsible for the wrong repairs and the

missing material and the only thing delivering road could do

would be to give joint evidence. I can hardly see the necessity

of referring this back to the gentleman, as no doubt it has

been delayed already some time and the association can well

go on record of disposing of it tonight.

Mr. Stimson: No doubt the members present are as famil-

iar with the construction of the different Miner Draw Gears

as I am, but it seems very clear to me, that if the pocket re-

ferred to had no hole in the rear end, the spring and followers

were not applied, when repairs were made. On the other hand,

if the necessary hole was in the rear end of the pocket, it would

appear to be satisfactory evidence that they had been applied.

I think it very important, whether or not the so called "Com-

mon" pocket had a hole in the rear end permitting of the proper

application of the Miner Draw Gear in accordance with the

orgiinal construction.

Mr. Sharp: As I read this case, as submitted in our pro-

gram this evening, I cannot see the necessity of asking that

question, and if it is referred .back to the party submitting

ths subjeict for decision, I would suggest that the secretary

send him a copy of the minutes of this evening, although they

would not appear in our regular minutes, for the fact that

he states here that the car carried connecting line M. C. B.

repair card, showing they made repairs and the missing parts

were left out. We have all this information before us and it

seems to me we are in a position tonight to decide this case.

It is very clear who is responsible. Further down it cites an

arbitration case which, under the crcumstanices, I do not think

has any bearing on the case whatsoever. Arbitration Case 394

refers to a case of improper repairs where no M. C. B. repair

card was applied, where in this case we have the repair card

of the party making wrong repairs, and the gentlemen submit-

ting the case states the evidence was they left the material out.

I should say it is a case of improper repairs.

Mr. Bates: I think the reason that he refers to Arbitration

Case 394 is because the Arbitration Committee said "had there

been a repair card on the car the delivering line would not have

been responsible." I believe as Mr. .Sharp says, that we have

all the information we need right here. He says their repair

card shops those parts left out and a common yoke used in

place and I do not see why we want to refer the case back

for further information.

Mr. Cardwell (A. C. C, O. Co.): The repair card showed that

a common yoke was applied. With the present style of Miner

draft rigging, in applying a common yoke in place of the Miner

yoke it is necessary to leave out one spring and two followers

and certainly it can be inferred fom the repair card that they

left the parts out, as it states a common yoke was applied.

Mr. Bates : I notice that it says "two follower plates miss-

ing." The new design of the Miner draft rigging has four fol-

lower plates and according to the reading of this case it must

have been one of the late styles, and that makes the case all the

clearer, it seems to me.
Mr. Sharp: I would make the motion that it is the sense of

this meeting that joint evidence card is all that B is required

to furnish; that it is a case of wrong repairs.

Mr. Stimson: I would like to amend that motion to read

"That it is the sense of this meeting that the case cannot be

decided upon the evidence that has been presented." Seconded.

Mr. Stimson: In voting upon this amendment, I hope that

the members will consider that there are two distinct types of

Miner attachment:—the Miner attachment as applied with a

common yoke, such as referred to here, and the present standard

Miner attachment applied with the long yoke. I do not know
whose case this is, but the company I represent have in their

equipment cars equipped with both styles of Miner attachment.

This case would be clear if we know which style of Miner at-

tachment was referred to.

Mr. Bates: I think the fact that there were two follower

plates missing makes it very safe to assume that the new style

of Miner draft rigging is referred to.

Mr. Sharp: I do not fully understand what difference it

makes which style of Miner draft gear it was. The case is

as stated here,—"A car is delivered home to private line owner
in the following condition: One Miner draft spring missing, two
follower plates missing, one deadwood damaged, two draft tim-

bers damaged, all B end. Car carried connecting line M. C. B.

repair card showing they made repairs and the missing parts

were left out; using a common yoke in place. A makes request

on B for M. C. B. defect card on account of missing material.

B declines to furnish card and argues that joint evidence

card will cover, which car owner will not accept. B also argues

that Arbitration Case 394 will apply, as in this case car carried

repair card and according to the rules the owner should look to

that line for redress." Now, then, it goes on and asks the

question he wants us to decide here tonight, which is,
—"Should

defect card be issued against delivering line, or joint evidence

card be accepted?" Now, as I understand the question at is-

sue, what he wants us to decide is whether or not M. C. B.

defect card should be issued by the delivering line. As I read

this case there are three parties interested. First the car owner,

A; second the delivering line, B; and third the party not men-
tioned, who made improper repairs, and I assume it is acknowl-

edged by both parties in the dispute that this third party made
repairs, which he has acknowledged by placing his repair card

on the car. The question, then, at the delivering point is

whether or not B as the delivering line, should issue defect

card or furnish joint evidence. If, however, the association feels

that should have more information on this question I will be

glad to withdraw my motion.

Mr. Jones (B. & O.): I believe this case can be settled now.
If the material was missing he should furnish defect card for it.

Mr. Evans: Even though they used the regular Miner draft

yoke it would appear to me it would be nessary for the owner
to go back to the party who issued the repair card and have
him state conclusively that he made proper repairs, then it

would be necessary for the delivery company to issue defect card.

The same condition can exist on any Miner draft rigging that

is returned home with the second spring missing. It is possi-

ble that is really the point that this party desires to have de-

cided, but I think it would be necessary for the party making
repairs to show conclusively that they made proper repairs

before the delivering company would be justified in issuing defect

card for missing material.

Mr. Stimson: This is a very important matter and should not

be decided by us without careful consideration of the conditions

l'n connection with the different designs of this particular draft

rigging. The company which I represent have a number of cars

equipped in the same manner as I understand this case to rep-

resent, and we have never yet been refused a defect card when
one of those cars was delivered to us with missing spring and
followers, whether there was a repair card on the car or not.

If it was clear on its face that this material was omitted, as

has been stated, there people would not submit this case for

us for discussion. It is a question of whether this is missing

material or improper repairs. If it is missing material we can-

not go on record, that joint evdence card is all that is neces-

sary. It is not proper or right for us to decide a case like this

without having more evidence as to the condition of the car,

when it was delivered home. Would it not be unreasonable to

suppose that the owner would ask for defect card for missing
material, if there was no hole in the rear end of the draw bar
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pocket, because it would be evident on the face of it that the

missing parts were never applied.

Pres. Grieb: Will you kindly let me know what you under-

stand by the term "common yoke"?
Mr. Stimson: The Master Car Builders' yoke, whether it had

a hole in the rear end of it or not. You will find many people

manufacturing M. C. B. yokes today who do not bend them
until they have first punched a hole in the center to hold them
central while bending, consequently by a "common" yoke I infer

is meant a yoke 11 inches long with two holes to rivet it to

the draw bar, and may not have a hole in the rear.

Mr. Marsh: Iu reading this case over it says,
—"One Miner

draft spring missing; two follower plates missing." Then it

goes on and says,
—"Oar carried connecting line M. C. B. repair

card showing they made repairs and the missing parts were left

out; using a common yoke in place." By "common yoke" I

take it that it refers to a single pocket. All Miner draft riggings

have a double pocket. The hole that Mr. Stimson speaks of

being in the rear of the pocket, as I understand, he means the

hole in the center of the pocket where the thimble goes through.

These people admit using a common yoke, viz., a single pocket.

When they did that they must have left out two followers and
one spring, therefore they made wrong repairs. They left out

those parts because they did not use a double pocket, and
acknowledge it by saying they used a common yoke in place.

I believe, the party making repairs is responsible and a joint

evidence is all that is required of B.

Mr. Stimson: This is the point I wish to make clear. Mr.

Marsh has taken it for granted that there is only one style of

Miner Draft Gear.

Mr. Bates: I do not agree with Mr. Stimson concerning the

number of follower plates in the old style Miner draft rigging.

The old style Miner draft rigging requires three follower plates

while the back end of the pocket acts as a follower plate for

buffing. In the case under discussion there were two follower

plates missing, showing that it was one of the improved Miner
draft rigging.

Pres. Grieb: In view of the explanation made by Mr. Bates

would not you consent to withdraw your amendment to that

motion?
Mr. Stimson: No, sir. With all due respect I feel convinced

that the position I have taken is correct.

Mr. Harvey: The question is clearly stated here. We cannot

go back of the way it is stated and it distinctly says these miss-

ing parts were left out. The only way to dispose of it is to

put the amendment and vote it down and then vote on the

motion.

Mr. Stimson's amendment was put and lost.

Mr. Sharp's motion was put and carried.

Pres. Grieb: Item No. 3 on the program is intended as a

"filler in," and as it is getting rather late I think we will pro-

ceed directly to No. 4—Report of committee appointed to for-

mulate a list of questions for the examination of candidates for

Car Inspectors.

Report of the Committee Appoinnted by the Car Foremen's

Association of Chicago to Prepare and Present for

Adoption a Code of Rules for the Examination of Appli-

cants for the Position of Car Inspector.

To the President and Members of the Car Foremen's Associa-

tion:—Your committee, appointed to prepare a code of rules for

the examination of car inspectors, beg to report as follows:

Circulars of inquiry were sent out and numerous replies were
received. Your committee, at its final meeting, held Feb. 5th,

considered each one of these suggestions, and while there were
a number of them which would seem to be very important, yet

it was the intention of your committee to frame a set of rules

that would harmonize, in every respect, with the present Master
Car Builders' Rules of Interchange. Some of the suggestions

previously referred to, which pertain to the loading of long

material, the loading of cars above their marked capacity, and
others of equal importance, were considered by your committee,
as being taken care of by the Master Car Builders' recommended
practice, and by special rules in effect with each railroad com-
pany. We also believe that this code of rules should be made
brief, and have, therefore, limited our recommendations, which
are as follows:

All applicants for position as car inspector must be in good
physical condition, possessing normal vision, perfect color sense,

and hearing, and not over 45 years of age, and must be able to

read and write a good plain hand. It would also be advisable

to give preference to men who have had three or more years'

experience as car repairers:

1—What are the M. C. B. Rules?
2^-What other rules, if any, govern the car inspector?
3—What attention should be given to foreign cars?
4—On what grounds can a car be refused at interchange points?
5—What defects condemn a wheel?
6—What wheel defects are chargeable to delivering Company?
7—Is there any difference in the amount of wear permissible?

on the wheel flanges upon cars of different capacity.

8—What is the maximum thickness of a wheel flange?
9—What defects condemn an axle?
10—What are the minimum sizes of axles and journals for dif-

ferent capacity cars?
11—Under what condition are truck repairs chargeable to

owners?
12—Under what conditions are brake repairs chargeable to

owners ?

13—How long should a car be permitted to run without clean-

ing and oiling the triple valve and brake cylinder, and how
should last cleaning be indicated?

14—Name some of the defects which would justify cutting out

the air brakes.

15—Under what conditions are repairs to body of cars charge-

able to owner?

16—What are the standard maximum and minimum height for

couplers?

17—Is there any standard location and fastening for grab irons

and ladders?

18—What class of wrong repairs are chargeable to delivering

company, and under what conditions?

19—Do you know of any combination of defects which would

indicate rough usage?

20—What distinction is there between railroad companies and

switching line in regard to responsibility for damage?

Signed: G. M. Bates, Chairman. W. B. Sharp, E. R. Camp-
bell, M. P. Schmidt, H. LaRue, F. Baker.

Mr. Cardwell: The report seems very complete, and I think it

would be very wise to let it be printed and studied over before

discussing it, because there may be other questions which may
come up that we would like to have incorporated in the report.

Mr. Morris: I move you that the report be held over and dis-

cussed at our next meeting. Carried.

Mr. Evans: In view of the fact that we have a committee ap-

pointed to recommend changes in the M. 0. B. rules, I would
consider it advisable to dispense with the discussion of Rules 1, 2

and 3 this evening. It was also suggested that it would be very

important that our recommendations in regard to the M. C. B.

rules be formulated before the April meeting, and it has been

suggested that the committee will present its report at the next

meeting, and there would hardly be sufficient time and oppor-

tunity to give their report a thorough discussion from the fact,

principally, that we expect to take up all the time at the next

meeting on the report of Repair Track Facilities and Appliances,

and it was suggested that it would be well to have a special

meeting -for the discussion and consideration of such changes as

this association desires to make in the M. C. B. rules. My
understanding is that we have the privilege of this room the

second and fourth Wednesdays in the month; that would bring

the meeting for the discussion of the report of the committee

two weeks from the next meeting.

Mr. Stimson: I move you that the report of the Committee on
Revision of M. C. B. Rules be received at our next meeting,

printed and distributed among the members, and be discussed at

a special meeting two weeks following, unless it should be found
that there will be ample time without the special meeting.

President Grieb: It is not necessary to get these recommenda-
tions in the hands of the M. C. B. Association until about the

20th of April, and as our April meeting will come on the 9th I

think it will give us ample time to discuss the report at the reg-

ular meeting. Meeting adjourned.
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growth and added interest on the part of railway men
in various organizations of this character. The Rail-

way Master Mechanic has for some years published

the proceedings of the Car Foremen's Association of

Chicago and has always maintained that such organi-

zations work for better, more efficient, more success-

ful, and more economical railway service. The Rail-

way Master Mechanic recently became the official or-

gan of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' As-

sociation, and a month later began the publication of

the proceedings of the Cleveland Car Foremen's As-

sociation. With this issue we take great pleasure in

introducing to our readers a very recent organization,

the Car Foremen's Association of Scranton, of which
Mr. L. T. Canfield, master car builder of the Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western Railroad, is president. The
report of the proceedings of this association will here-

after appear regularly in the Railway Master Me-
chanic and we wish the Scranton Association all success

in their new undertaking.
•» » •
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THAT "time is money" was certainly very clearly

shown in a recent paper on the Value of Up-to-

date Tools for Railroad Work fead before the Western
Railway Club by Mr. M. K. Barnum, master me-
chanic of the Union Pacific railroad. The paper,

which we publish in full on another page of this issue,

proves very clearly that a large amount of money may
be very easily wasted by the lack of proper shop

equipment. Perhaps this is an old story, but some old

stories need to be often repeated in the new and force-

ful way that Mr. Barnum's paper puts it.

THE proper maintenance of air brake equipment

has been so often referred to in these columns,

and the importance of such matters emphasized, that

our position in this regard is well understood. We
would, however, call the attention of our readers to

• the answer of the question as to whether the operating

departments do their share in the maintenance of the

brakes by requiring that all cars hauled with brakes

cut off, or inoperative, be reported properly and

promptly. The foregoing question is interestingly an-

swered by Mr. J. B. Finley, master car repairer of the

Southern Pacific Railway, in another part of this issue.

<•

»

•*

THE third annual convention of the American

Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way
Association was held at the Auditorium in Chicago,

March 18, 19 and 20. The convention was well at-

tended and great interest was shown in the papers

presented, as was evidenced by the discussion follow-

ing the various reports. The exhibits were most in-

teresting and well displayed. While maintenance oi

way is not in the field of the Railway Master Me-
chanic, the growth and usefulness of this organization

is noted with pleasure, and we wish them every suc-

cess in their work.
-•-

TO say that the American railroad has made re-

markable progress in the last twenty years, is

but to repeat what has been said a great many times.

To the American railroad man, his perseverance, his

ingenuity, his untiring energy, we owe our modern

American railroad. The American railroads owe much

to such organizations as the Railway Master Me-

chanics' and Master Car Builders' associations, to the

Maintenance of Way, to the Bridge and Building and

to the Roadmasters' associations, and to the various

railway clubs. The last few years have seen a larger

THE question box of the Pacific Coast Railway

Club brought before the recent meeting of the

club a number of interesting answers to the questions

as to whether train brakes are sufficiently maintained,

or can be, to enable an engineer to stop his train with-

in the range of vision afforded by the ordinary oil

headlight. This question answered in the negative

by one of the members probably coincides with the

views held by most motive power officials. If the oil

headlight does not meet the requirements of the mod-

ern passenger service, the natural question is as to

what does. An answer was given at the same meeting

to a question regarding the relative merits of various

kinds of headlights, oil, gas or electric. The answers

as given are published in another portion of this issue.

»

»

THE following is a translation of an article which

appeared in a Gothenburg newspaper of the

nth instant; it may possibly prove of interest to

American railroad men : A Swedish invention which

ought to have a good. future is the system of oiling

piston rods, cylinders, slide rods, and slide guides on

locomotives, which has been invented by T. F. Malm-

ros, of Gothenburg, locomotive engineer on the state

railroads. Formerly, cylinders and slide guides have,
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at best, received necessary lubrication from the cen-

tral steam-lubricating apparatus, but piston rods and

slide rods with packings have been lubricated by

means of old-fashioned oil-cups with wick feed, which

method, for many reasons, has proved unsatisfactory

—especially when metal packings are used. Mr.

Malmros, by introducing the intermixed oil and steam,

coming from the central steam-lubricating apparatus,

through glander bushings expressly constructed for

this purpose, has effected a good and economical lu-

brication of packings and rods, as well as of the cylin-

ders and slide guides. The system has for five years

been well tested on one of

the express engines of the

state railroads—used for the

fastest train in Sweden, with

a speed considerably exceed-

ing 60 kilometers (37 miles)

per hour—and with such

good results that all locomo-

tives of the state railroads

will be provided with the

same. The state railroads

have also applied the new
lubricating system to a num-

ber of old locomotives. Mr.

Robert S. S. Bergh, consul

at Gothenburg, Sweden, who
sends the report, further

says that he is informed that

Mr. Malmros has recently

made improvements in his

system, which makes it

worth mentioning even at

this late date.

ing to the stipulation, each is warranted to last six

years or cover seventy-five thousand miles. All the

wheels are numbered and a careful record kept. When
they fail to do the work, they are returned to the

manufacturer, who is compelled to make the loss

good.
<» »

»

THE Society of German
Mechanical Engineers,

influenced by the recent ex-

periments in electrical rapid

transit in Berlin, has offered

first, second and third prizes

of 5,000, 3,000 and 2,000

marks respectively for the

best design for a steam

locomotive with a single

car carrying 100 passengers

THE subject of "Repair Track Facilities and Ap-

pliances," as presented at the last meeting of

the Car Foremen's Association of Chicago, was of

more than passing interest. The investigations of the

committee were confined to what is known as the re-

pair tracks, as distin-

guished from repair shops or

coach yard facilities. It

was shown by the com-

mittee that until recently,

repair tracks were not

regarded as requiring any

special facilities for the

work to be done, and that

usually a track originally in-

tended for regular yard pur-

poses was given up only

when absolutely necessary

for repairing cars. In con-

nection with their report

the committee submitted a

sketch of the general plan of

a repair yard which they

would recommend. This

plan we illustrate on another

page in this issue.

Mr. Arthur G. Yates.
PRESIDENT BUFFALO, ROCHESTER & PITTSBURG

RAILWAY.

Mr. Yates was born December 18, 1843, at Waverly,
N. Y. He entered railway service 1890 as president of the
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg Railway, which position
he now holds.

-*-•-#-

CONSUL WINSLOW
writes from Liege,

February 17, 1902, that the

business outlook in that

part of Belgium is much
brighter, and that there is

a fine opening for Ameri-

can goods, especially labor-

saving machinery. Belgian

manufacturers are beginning

to realize that in order

to successfully meet the

and their baggage, to run seventy-five miles an hour on a competition of the United States, up-to-date machin-

straight and level track. The intention is to develop a

system of frequent service between the large German
cities at a rate of speed much above the one at present

used.

•» * »—
ON the Burlington Railroad system of 8,000 miles,

over 385,000 wheels are in service under the vari-

ous passenger, freight and way cars, locomotives and

other rolling stock. An average of 40,000 wheels are

purchased each year and they are very carefully in-

spected, as they are bought with a guarantee. Accord-

ery is necessary, and in the opinion of the consul there

is in that country a market for this class of our ex-

ports. He says that he has recently had many calls

for addresses of American firms engaged in various

lines of manufacture, and that he is cognizant of an

opportunity to furnish tools and machinery for an ex-

tensive rubber plant, as well as an outfit for a man-

ufactory of enameled ware, communications in regard

to which may be addressed to John Gross, rue Che-

vanfosse 13, Liege.
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Some Suggestions as to Stay Bolt Improvements

By Mr. W. H. Graves

WHEN the cold hand of experimental analysis re- "Heat as a mode of Motion." In analyzing the spec-

duces preconceived theories to an absurd proposi- trum, as the thermo-electric pile advances from the red

tion, and upsets all previous ideas in relation to to the violet, the temperature falls and as it advances

practical results, then we must be eager to accept some- to the ultra violet, the needle in the galvometer falls

thing that will answer problems not only satisfactorily to to zero. But in reversing the pile, as it approaches

our minds, but also to the object to be attained. the red rays, the temperature rises, and as it advances

A question of deep import, and one that must be into the ultra red, instead of falling, the temperature

answered right, as it means much to the mechanical rises in a wonderful manner, proving that the invisible

department of all railroads, is : "Why is it that fire calorific ray transmits an immense amount of heat and

boxes that were put in some fourteen or fifteen years when these rays are concentrated and sifted of their

ago give better service than those that have been ap- radiant rays, the arc is capable of fusing substances

plied in recent years?" Has the material that enters of a high refractory nature, although on other sub-

into their construction lost that high standard of ex- stances no power is observed, for when the rays are

cellence that it formerly possessed, or is it that the passed through a bisulphate of carbon and iodine solu-

workmanship is not as good as it was some years ago ? tion and brought to a dark focus, a strip of zinc burns

Let us review the question and ascertain, if possible, with its peculiar purple light, but the eye placed in the

the ultimate cause of fire box failures. same f°cus suffers no injury.

When the writer was serving his apprenticeship, it Let us now apply the foregoing theory to our stay

was customary, in building a fire box, to flange the bolt problem. The writer constructed an apparatus to

flue and door sheet, bend the side sheets to fit, bolt the observe stay bolt motion under heat, and as it led

mud ring up in place and, with a block and long him into a great many errors, I will give an idea of its

punch, mark off the stay bolt holes in the side sheets, construction for the benefit of the student of boiler

A rather crude way, we will admit, but it guaranteed designs to have as a crude model to improve upon,

perfect stay bolt holes, fire box all riveted by hand, A 5-16-in. piece of fire box steel with an area cor-

bolts carefully fitted, and then placed in position with responding to that which one stay bolt supports, was

a six-inch wrench, bolts carefully driven, and rarely securely anchored to a base flanged from the same raa-

a stay bolt leaked in a new fire box. It is now a com- terial and a stud placed in the center and also to one

mon occurrence to see a whole set leaking, just out side of the center, a narrow slot sawed in the end of

of shop. So much for difference in workmanship. the stud, and a piece of spring steel drawn to a sharp

As it does not answer the question, it has only a point secured to the stud, and at a distance equal to

bearing on it. The trouble all lies in the stay bolts that of the water space, a glass plate, blackened,

themselves. With our more refined methods of laying placed in a vertical position, the sharp point of the

out work, all holes are put in the fire box in the flat needle in contact with the blackened surface. A flame

sheets, reducing the time expended in fire box con- from a Bunsen burner was played on the back ot the

struction one-half, and if the man who is laying out plate, and the motion observed on the glass plate con-

the fire box thoroughly understands the principles in- sisted of a serrated series of notches, giving the writer

volved, the holes will all be as accurate as if he put the impression that the motion was one of ascending

them up and marked them through, but, in a great series, due to the increased heat ; a wrong one, as will

many cases, stay bolts follow all points of the com- be presently shown, as it did not answer, the stay bolt

pass, all paths except the direct one, and it is not pos- crystalizing around the circumference and towards the

sible to have a durable fire box under these conditions, center, usually leaving a space that when the bolt

We have now investigated two points of view, but was broken down, exhibiting the barking phenomena

the question is still unanswered. As it is a well known and not in layers, as the experiment would lead one

fact, no matter how direct stay bolts are put in, they to believe. The writer came to the conclusion that the

will crystallize in several localities in the same boiler, advance was caused by the difference in expansion of

and we are troubled with broken stay bolts. The the two plates, the glass being pervious to the radient

writer has watched this for the last ten years and, rays and not to the invisible ones, causing the steel

from data collected and observations, has come to the plate to travel upwards and away from the rigid base,

conclusion that a great many of our stay bolt theories and I believe, if a more refined instrument was con-

are fallacies. We will investigate a novel theory, structed, so that the advance in both plates would be

leading us into the deep canon of physics, but answer- graduated so that they would be similar, the impos-

ing some of the more complex problems in stay bolts, sion would be one of curves, giving the correct rao-

If permissible I will mention a few fundamental prin- tion of heat vibration in a mass of steel or iron under

ciples in radiant heat, derived from Prof. Tyndall's tension, and, reasoning from an observed motion, al-
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though incorrect, leads one to surmise from analogy

that it is this heat vibration in bolts under different

tensions that causes them to crystallize quicker in

some positions than others and different bolts under

different tensions may act as our bisulphate and iodine

solution, although impervious to radient rays, may be

highly transparent to the slower but more intensely

hot invisible ones, causing the molecules of the iron

to respond in unison with them, and resulting in crys-

talization in a short period, and in summing up we are

led to the following conclusion : Anything that will re-

tard that action of crystallization will prolong the life

of the bolt, care being taken that bolts are perfectly

in line and applied with the same tension in all parts

of the box, and some form of bolt used that will be

so constructed that it will render the fabric of the

bolt whose period of recurrence would not synchron-

ize with those of the heat rays passing through. That

form of bolt would be, I should think, a jacketed one,

and to close, the writer's only wish is that this article,

although it may be wholly incorrect in reasoning and

the conclusions may be fallacies, that it will lead the

careful student to a correct solution of this difficult

problem.
»

»

Fast Run on the Pennsylvania

LAST month a special train of an engine and two

cars, carrying the president of the Pennsylvania

Railroad, was run over that road, from the Broad

Street Station, Philadelphia, to the terminus at Jersey

City, 89.76 miles, in one hour and 19 minutes which is

at the rate of 68.17 miles an hour. This is the best

time ever made over this line, though a similar run

the day before was accomplished, in spite of a delay

due to a hot box, in one hour and 20 minutes, but in

this run no stops were made.

•» *

»

New Passenger Locomotive for the Illinois Central Railroad

THE Baldwin Locomotive Works has just com- 95,710 lbs. is on the driving wheels; it has cylinders

pleted some locomotives for passenger service 20x28 ins. ; a wagon top type of boiler 66 ins. diam-

on the Illinois Central railroad. The engraving pub- eter, with a working pressure of 200 lbs. ; a fire box

lished herewith shows the general appearance of the 102 ins. long and J2 ins. wide; a heating surface 3191.7

engine. The total weight, including the tender, is sq. ft., of which 3017 sq. ft. is tube, 174.7 sq. ft. fire

about 318,000 lbs., of the engine 178,600 lbs., of which box surface; grate area of 51 sq. ft.

Baldwin Locomotive for the Illtnots Central Railroad.
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Baldwin Locomotive for the Illinois Central Railroad.

The Value of Up-to-date Tools for Railroad Work

A Paper Presented at a Recent Meeting of the Western Railway Club

By M. K. Barnum, M. M„ Union Pacific R. R,

HE amount of money that is wasted every-

day by the lack of "up-to-date" tools is ap-

preciated by very few railroad officials.

Even many superintendents of machinery

and master mechanics do not fully realize

the saving that can be effected by replacing

worn out and obsolete machines with oth-

ers which are strictly "up-to-date" and

fitted with all the latest improvements.

If an old machine can be replaced with a new one

which will do enough more work or do the same work
with enough less labor to represent a saving in money
equal to 5 per cent per annum on the investment, it

should be entitled to careful consideration, as this is

the basis on which other railroad improvements are

figured. How easy, then, ought it to be for mechani-

cal men to obtain approval on a requisition for a ma-

chine which will save from 10 per cent to over 100

per cent per annum on the investment.

A few actual examples of such savings may be

needed to convince those who have not studied this

question, or others who have not had the new ma-

chines to compare with old ones.

(1) In a railroad shop employing about 160 ma-

chinists there were no horizontal boring machines for

such work as boring driving box brasses, rod brasses,

rocker boxes, air pump cylinders, etc., and all such

work had to be done in lathes, milling machines or

drill presses.

After repeated conferences and much argument, ac-

companied by estimates of savings that would result,

permission was obtained to order a No. 2^ horizontal

boring and drilling machine with 4-inch bar and latest

attachments. It has been in use about 18 months and

shows earnings by money saved as follows

:

Original cost of machine installed ready for

work $1,696.00

Average savings per year as compared with

old manner of doing same work 900.00

Interest on investment 53%
It formerly required three hours to bore a driving

box brass for a 9xi2-inch journal in a milling ma-
chine and about four hours to do the same work in a

lathe, whereas they are now bored in one hour in the

horizontal boring machine. Rocker boxes, tumbling-

shaft boxes, etc., are done in one-half the time for-

merly used.

In boring air pump cylinders it was formerly neces-

sary to take the pump apart and set and bore each

cylinder separately, requiring from two to three hours
each. In the new machine it is possible to bore all

four cylinders of a New York pump at one setting,

without taking them apart, and requires but an aver-

age of one hour for each cylinder. In addition to the

saving in time, much greater accuracy is insured. It

is very conservative to say that this machine does

double the work of the old ones, thereby saving the

wages of one machinist at $3.00 per day for 300 work-
ing days, or $900.00 per year.

(2) An old car wheel borer was replaced by a new,

heavy 42-inch borer with hub-facing attachment, pow-
er crane for handling wheels, etc., which cost in-

stalled, $1,710.90. This wheel borer saves the wages
of one helper three hours a day and does more than

double the work of the old machine, making a total

of $2.45 per day, or $735.00 a year, which amounts to

42^ per cent on the investment.

(3) A new heavy double head car-axle lathe, cost-

ing $1,665.00 installed, turns out one-third more work
than the old one on account of taking a heavier cut

and heavier feed, thereby saving about $250.00 a year,

or 15 per cent on the principal.
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A long list of such examples could be given to show

the increased earning power of machine tools which

are strictly up-to-date.

Tools are not up-to-date when there is something

else on the market which will do more work or do it

at less cost of labor. They need not necessarily be

worn out to be wasteful by comparison. -

;

Most engine lathes of modern design hay6 greater

power, weight and strength to withstand heavier /cuts

and coarser feeds than those built.20 or 25, years ago*

which enables the former to turn out from 20 to 30"

per cent more work.' This, represents savings equal

to from" '15 To" 35 per~ceri"f interest oh the investment"
'

varying with the cost of the lathe and the class of the

work for which it is used.

Recent planers are built 30 to 50 per cent heavier

than they were 20 years ago, with greater power and

quicker return, the latter running as high as 72 to 80

feet per minute as compared with 40 feet or less. for

the older machines. They are also fitted with three

or four tool heads, whereas the old planers had only

one or two at most. This means an increase of 25 to

50 per cent in the amount of work done, or earnings of

IO to 25 per cent on the amount expended ior the

machine.

The various types of turret lathes for making bolts,

studs and pins from bar iron are well adapted to loco-

motive work and will easily turn out twice or three

times as much of this class of work as will an ordi-

nary Old style engine Tathe. Such machines cost

$1,600.00 to $1,800.00, and make a return of from 50

to 60 percent in savings.

The large automatic turret lathes for turning piston

heads, cylinder packing, bull rings, balanced valve

rings, etc., will do double the amount of this work
that an engine lathe will, and the same may be said of

the latest boring and turning mills.

Many improvements have been made in drill presses,

among which may be mentioned easier and quicker

adjustments of both spindle and work, swiveling

tables, tapping attachments, multiple spindle drills, va-

riable speed countershafts, etc., all of which help to

increase the output.

Milling machines are great time savers on certain

classes of work which used to be done : on slotters,

shapers or planers and are especially economical where

a large number of duplicate parts are to be made.

Every tool room ought to have at least one universal

milling machine and there are various jobs of locomo-

tive work that can be done to great advantage on such

machines. The percentage of saving to be obtained

depends not only on the original cost and amount of

additional work done, but also on the rate of pay and
skill of the operator and the number of hours the ma-
chine is run.

As a rule, improved small tools will therefore earn

a larger rate of interest on the investment than larger

and more expensive ones.

There are very few railroads to-day which have not

more or less pneumatic drills, hammers, riveters,

hoists, etc., and no argument should be necessary to

demonstrate their earning capacity, but the value of

air jacks for cars and locomotives is not so generally

known- It formerly required about four hours for

eight men- with screw jacks; to take.a.io-wheel engine

Weighing 132,000 lbs. -off its drivers, at #: cost of $5.14,

and about one-half that time" for four men "to do the

same work with hydraulic jacks, but. using four pneu-

. matic ja,cks, it is now regularly done, by four men in

one hqtir at a cost of 66 cents. However, to be strict-

ly.up-to-date an electric crane should be used and the

time reduced to ten minutes."

A pneumatic ram was recently made at a cost of

$168.55 f°r breaking staybolts to remove worn out

fire boxes, which earns very large interest on the in-

vestment. It formerly cost $45.60 to cut out the crown

bolts and staybolts of a 10-wheel locomotive with 9-

foot fire box, using three men, but with the pneumatic

ram it is done by two men for $15.20, thereby saving

$3046 on -each fire box. If only one fire box was re-

moved each year this tool would earn 18 per cent on

the investment-, but as. this shop applies 30 new. fire

boxes a :year the saving amounts to $912.00, or 541

per cent per annum on the amount invested.

The improvements and radical departures during the

past ten or fifteen years, from old practice in the man-
ufacture of machine tools for metal working, have

been much greater than in wood working machinery

;

but recent designs of planers, tenoners, moulding and

mortising machines are much heavier and more power-

ful and will do from 25T0 50 per cent more work than

old machines.

The hollow chisel mortiser is an ingenious and very

profitable tool for any shop, and the four and six

spindle boring machines are great labor savers.

Wood trimmers are most valuable additions to the

equipment of cabinet or pattern shops, and the new
pattern and corebox machines will easily earn ioo per

cent on their cost if used one hour a day.'

In figuring the earnings of the "up-to-date" tools in

the above example, only average results have been

taken and not special cases of unusual savings. No
credit has been allowed for the scrap value of the old ma-
chinery thrown out, nor have we considered the sav-

ing in shop room due to the use of more efficient tools

;

and last, but not of least importance in railroad work,

is the reduction in the number of days locomotives

must be held out of service for repairs, which will

follow the use of up-to-date machinery.

In a certain shop which makes general repairs to

about 160 locomotives a year the average length of

time required to put each engine through the shop
was reduced from 34 days in 1898 to 30 days in 1900.

This represents a saving of 640 days for one locomo-

tive which, at a rental value of $10.00 a day, .gives

$6,400.00. As this was done with the. addition of only

a few new machines in a shop full of old and worn
out tools, many of which had been in service from 25
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to 35 years, you can readily understand how much
greater saving could be effected had .the shop been

fully equipped with up-to-date machinery.:

A New Flue Cutter

WE show herewith drawings of a pipe or flue cutter

on which Mr. R. J. O'Neill, of Peoria, 111., has

been recently granted a patent. This tool has been de-

signed to cut out tubes from a locomotive or stationary

boiler, either inside of the boiler or outside. When flues

are put in, the extra labor in getting the length of the

flues and bringing them to a machine to cut them off

the right length to fit the boiler may be saved, as it is

claimed that by this tool flues may be cut off faster than

by any tool now on the market. The tool has no friction

whatever and binds on the flue only on the two cutting

rollers, which turn on their axle, which is set in a car-

riage for holding the same. It is expanded by a slotted

grooved wedge which is operated by hand or by a small

air motor, very little power being required. The mov-
ing of a pin back and forth in the slot throws the tool in

and out of gear. Two sizes of flues, or more, can be cut

by applying a larger carriage, which can be done in a

few seconds by pushing the wedge ahead of the carriage

and placing the larger size in socket. An examination

of the drawings show the good qualities claimed. It ; is

strong and durable,- being- made of cast steel. The
"wedge and carriage of tool steel and is always ready for

use. The. weight is 14 pounds. It has cut No. 11 wire

guage flues in six seconds,: with an ordinary air motor;

one now in use having cut 8,000 flues shows but little

wear. This flue cutter will be put on market by Mr ; R.

J. O'Neill, who was formerly with the Monon Ry., and
is now general foreman of the McAleenan Boiler Com-
pany, Peoria, 111.

The Air Brake and the Headliqht

AT a recent meeting of the Pacific Coast Railway
Club the question, "Are the train brakes suffi-

ciently maintained, or can they be, to enable an engi-

neer to stop his train within the range of vision af-

forded by the ordinary oil headlight?" was answered
by Mr. W. L. Kellog, traveling engineer, St. L., I. M.
& S. Ry., as follows

:

"It. has been my experience under ordinary condi-
tions that this can not be done. Of course, the speed
of train and the length of train are to be taken into

consideration. I think a passenger train of from eight
to ten cars, running at a speed from fifteen to twenty
miles an hour, could be stopped within the vision, of
a good oil headlight. A freight train of thirty to forty
cars could be stopped, running at a speed of from
twenty to twenty-five miles an hour, under the same
conditions, I should judge.

"This is a very broad subject to consider in detail, as
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there are so many points, such as grade, condition of

rails, etc., to be considered. From the tone of the

question, I should judge the main point is this: With
the speed of our trains at the present time, under or-

dinary conditions, is the headlight considered adjunct

with the air brake as a safety device? From my view

in this matter, I consider it is not, and I think the time

is at hand, as a matter of safety, that our companies

should adopt a headlight with more reflecting power
than the out-of-date oil headlight As a matter of fact,

we all know that the oil headlight possesses very lit-

tle virtue as a safety device, and the efficiency of the

air brake is sacrificed many a time by the engineer on
dark, stormy nights, not being able to see the obstruc-

tion, and many lives given up and a vast amount of

property destroyed from this cause alone.

"The air brake is useless if the brain that controls it

is not warned of the danger. I have had a somewhat
limited experience with the electric and acetylene-gas

headlights, and, I must confess, I am very much im-

pressed with these lights as safety devices, and I wish

to state that I owe my life to the electric headlight.

As a safety device alone I consider it next of import-

ance to the air brake."
+-—+

The Maintenance of the Air Brake

MR. J. B. FINLEY, M. C. R., of the Southern

Pacific Company, in answering before the Pa-

cific Coast Railway Club the following question : "As

a rule, do the operating departments do their share in

the maintenance of the brakes on our trains, by re-

quiring that all cars hauled with brakes cut off, or in-

operative, be reported properly and promptly? Is the

failure to make such reports properly noted?" states

that while it is generally conceded that subordinates

in any department are less apt to comply strictly with

all the details imposed upon or exacted of them than

are the heads of departments, who feel the greater re-

sponsibility, yet it is more often the fault of the heads

of departments than with the subordinates, when the

latter are found to have neglected to comply with de-

tails to the extent of materially impairing the service.

If there is any division on this system where trainmen

are not properly and promptly reporting to car inspec-

tors cars that have brakes cut out, or are inopera-

tive, in trains handled by them, to the extent of injur-

ing or impairing the service, I am of the opinion that

the fault for such a condition should more properly

be charged against the head of the car departtaent of

that division than to the negligence or failure of any

one connected with the operating departments. It has

been my experience that our superintendents, when ap-

pealed to, will enforce any reasonable requirement of

.trainmen or others under their supervision. On divi-

sions like the Tucson, where superintendents, train-

men, and car inspectors are so frequently changed, it

becomes necessary for us to renew our demands for

an enforcement of instructions more frequently than

would be otherwise necessary. Trainmen are in-

structed to report upon a blank form furnished them
for that purpose all defective air brakes; special in-

structions have been issued to them on this division,

requiring them to wire this information in case of pas-

senger trains. Car inspectors are instructed to note

upon the face of the report handed them by the con-

ductor, and over their own signature, all cars having

brakes cut out, or brakes that are found inoperative,

and not covered by the conductor's report. If we al-

low our inspectors to become neglectful of their duty

in this respect, we become practically responsible for

the condition complained of, if it is found to exist
"

<» *»

National Association of Manufacturers

Announcement is made by President Theodore C.

Search that the seventh annual convention of the Na-
tional Association of Manufacturers will be held in

Indianapolis, April 15th, 16th and 17th. Local ar-

rangements for the convention are being made by a

committee of Indianapolis business men under the

leadership of Mr. D. M. Parry, who has been for many
years a member of the executive committee of the as-

sociation, and a particularly hospitable welcome to

visitors is assured. Members of the association are

manifesting rather more than usual interest in this

year's convention, and there is promise of an un-

usually large attendance from all parts of the coun-

try. President Search announced at Detroit last year,

when he consented to accept the presidency for the

sixth time, that he could not serve the association in

that capacity beyond the expiration of the present

year. Mr. Search has recently made known his ad-

herence to this determination, and one of the most

interesting problems which the Indianapolis conven-

tion will have to consider will be the selection of a new
president. This matter has been quietly discussed

among the members for several months, but at present

there is nothing to indicate upon whom the choice of

the association will fall. During the six years of Mr.

Search's presidency the membership of the association

has increased from less than 200 to more than a thou-

sand, and a vast amount of hard work has been done

to promote the interests of the manufacturers of the

United States in a broad-minded, public-spirited way.

The National Association of Manufacturers was or-

ganized in Cincinnati in 1895, and its annual conven-

tions have been held in Chicago, Philadelphia, New
York, Cincinnati, Boston and Detroit.
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New Box and Stock Cars,

A., T. & S. Fe Ry.

THE accompanying illus-

trations represent the

latest design in box and stock

cars for the Atchison, Tope-

ka & Santa Fe Fy. The box

car design is revised to meet

the present practice of the

road and shows some con-

spicuous advances over the

box cars of the road's 1901

pattern. The box cars are of

60,000 lbs. capacity, inside

dimensions being as follows :

Length 36 ft. J/g in. ; width

8 ft. 6 T
/i ins. ; height, from

floor to underneath face of

carline, 8 ft. The center and

side sills and one pair of in-

termediate sills are 5x9 and

the other pair of intermediate

sills are 4x9. There are four

lyi-m. truss rods with the

ends upset to iy2 in. The
needle beams are 10 ins.

deep, the king posts are 11

ins. deep, thus giving a good

depth of truss. The ends of

the cars are trussed each

with two truss rods. The
ends are also well secured by

tie rods extending back to

the first side post and also

secured to the first angular

braces. The inside sheath-

ing on the ends extends

from the floor to the plate,

thus giving additional

strength to the ends of the

car. End loading doors are

provided. There is a dou-

ble belt rail extending
around the car, thus adding

considerable strength to the

upper frame. The stock car

is the road's design brought
down to date of December,

1901. The inside dimensions

of the stock car are as fol-

lows : Length 36 ft. ; width

8 ft. 8 ins. ; height 7 ft. 1 in.

Cars are of 60,000 lbs. capac-

ity, and the framing and
trussing is about the

same as that for the box
cars. The stock cars

are provided with double

60,000 - Pound Capachy
Stock Car, Atchison,
Topeka & Santa tv.

Railway.
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board roof instead of Chi-

cago roof. The other spe-

cialties for the stock car are

the same as for the box car.

There are provided, in addi-

tion to the usual end doors

above the belt rail, end doors

below the belt rail as well,

these doors extending the

full width of the car and

providing openings in the

clear of 21 ins. above the

floor. Both the box and

stock cars are well designed

and should prove serviceable

cars.

»

»

The Locomotive Headlight

By T. W. Heintzelman.

THE following is reprint-

ed from the last issue of

the proceedings of the Pa-

cific Coast Railway Club:

"What are the relative

merits of the various kinds

of headlights, oil, gas, and

electric, all things consid-

ered? Is the present loca-

tion preferable to that in

use in foreign countries,

which is usually on the

bumper timber?"

"Oil headlights at their

best do not give sufficient

light to meet the require-

ments, and we are all

pleased to note that they

are gradually becoming ob-

solete. Acetylene-gas head-

lights give much better re-

sults, and have met with

favor among all engine-

men, from the fact that they

are a much better factor of

safety than the oil head-

lights."

"Electric headlights are

the most powerful, as well

as the most expensive at

first cost, and also to main-

tain ; but these objections

are gradually becoming

overcome, and will no

doubt be brought to a min-

imum figure in due time;

this, together with over-

coming other complica-

tions, will, when complete,

60,000 - Pound Capacity
Box Car, Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway.
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serve to commend them for more general use, espec-

ially in passenger service. And from the fact that

they are one of the best factors of safety that we have

for our locomotive equipment, we should not too

deeply consider the extra cost of applying them to

our engines, when their value has been fully demon-

strated, and also from the fact that many of our roads

are to-day sparing no expense in equipping their first-

class trains throughout with a system of electric light-

ing."

"Relative values in lighting effect are approximately

as follows: Coal oil, 100; acetylene gas, 800; electric

light, 5000. Relative cost of lights for 16 hours' con-

stant use, or 1000 locomotive miles, for all kinds of

service: Coal oil, $.1650; acetylene gas, $.3616; electric

headlight No. 1, $3.4340; electric headlight No. 2,

$1.4190."

"At this time I will refer to another electric head-
light recently brought out, and which, I understand,

is in service on several prominent lines, and which, no
doubt, we will hear from in due time; this light is

manufactured by the Edwards Railroad Electric Co."*

"As to the best location for a headlight, will say

that the present location is preferable to placing it on

the bumper beams; from my experience, I consider

that the best results are obtained by placing the cen-

ter line of headlight about half the diameter of the re-

flector below the center line of vision of enginemen

in cab."

*For a complete description of the Edwards Electric

Headlight, see pages 90, 91 and 92 of the March issue

of the Railway Master Mechanic.

» • »

The Excelsior Car Roof

HILE a large amount of attention is being

|\/%/^ directed to the building of large capacity

cars, and trucks, couplers and draft rigging

are being greatly improved, the car roof,

which is one of the important parts, should

not be overlooked. An absolutely good

car roof should be regarded as a necessity.

The number of cars out of service on ac-

count of bad roofs is at all times large, and

the lo.>s. sustained by railroads from this cause is suf-

ficient to warrant a much larger expenditure for a

good roof than they have been called on to meet. An
attempt is made to run a car a little longer by con-

tinual patching, from day to day, until the repairs

exceed first cost, not considering lost service, dam-

ages to freight, damage to trains from sparks, and

general deterioration of car body from leakages.

We show in the accompanying illustration the Ex-

celsior Car Roof, a patented roof of galvanized iron,

which has proven to be a most excellent and durable

there are hundreds of patents on different forms, the

Excelsior Car Roof Company present in their roof

something entirely new and entirely different from

any other car roof now in use. They pay especial at-

tention to the formation of the seam, which provides

for contraction and expansion, and allows one edge of

The Excelsior Car Roof.

material when on the outside where the sulphur from
the smoke can wash or blow off, and when supported

by a strong back, so that the weaving of the roof-

frame is not contributed to the sheets.

While the standing seam iron roof is very old and

The Excelsior Car Roof.

sheet to be nailed to roofing boards, while the other

edge is sufficiently free to take up any motion of frame

work; also, to the malleable iron corner cap which is

absolutely novel and effectually provides against leak-

age and at the same time holds the running board se-

cure to the car. The roof as laid is formed as fol-

lows : A double bend with a nailing flange is made
on one edge of sheet, and a single bend upward on
opposite edge ; the nailing flange is covered by the ad-

joining sheet coming close, against the double bend;

this joint is covered by a seam cap of same material,

thus forming a standing seam with two rivets—the

malleable iron corner cap holding it at the ridge; the

ends of the sheets, where they meet at ridge, are
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formed so that one covers the other, as shown in draw-

ing. No nails are exposed to action of the weather.

The malleable iron corner cap is integral (cap and

stem in one piece), protects

itself and overcomes the

objection to bolts passing

through ridge pole. It is

shown in the illustration

published herewith. The

manner of nailing the sheets

to the under course of

boards, 'together with the

fact that this roofing ad-

mits of the boards run-

ning lengthwise of the car,

materially strengthens and

ties the frame-work of

the roof, and makes the

purlins entirely unneces-

sary. The under course

of boards may be of a

low grade, and even old

lumber may be used. In case car is wrecked, only

such sheets as are damaged need to be replaced; and

this can be done with little trouble on the road, not

requiring in all cases to be shopped. Further infor-

mation will be gladly furnished by the Excelsior Car

Roof Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Wilson High Pressure Valve

WE illustrate, herewith, the "J. T. Wilson High-
pressure Valve," designed by Mr. J. T. Wil-

son, President of the American Balance Slide

Valve Company, of Jersey Shore, Penn., and which
the makers guarantee to handle perfectly easy under

pressure as high as 250 pounds. The imperfection in

the balancing of the slide valve, as is well known, has

been due to the fact that, at different points in its

stroke, the pressure on its back varied. In this valve

this has' been overcome by varying the balanced area

to suit the changed condition of the valve at the dif-

ferent points in its travel, thereby balancing the valve

perfectly in its heaviest position, as well as in its

lightest position, and thus maintaining a uniform fric-

tional contact between the valve and its seats, which

contact is just sufficient to form steam tight joints.

It is evident that the designer of this valve, recog-

nized, as absolutely essential, minimum frictional

contact, positive action, durability of the parts, and

automatic adjustment, and in securing these he has

made it possible to introduce another feature of im-

portance in the locomotive valve, that of double open-

ing for exhaust, as well as double opening for admis-

sion of steam. The valve, which is very light, is the

only moving part, and as the seat is so proportioned

that, at the shortest cut-off, the valve travels to the

edge of the seat, the valve and the seats should wear

straight.
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It is worthy of note that the packing forming the

balance for the valve is stationary and is, therefore,

indestructible and practically everlasting.

High Pressure Balanced Slide Valve.

The illustrations show the application of this valve

to an engine with cylinders and valve seats designed

for the ordinary slide valve with external admission,

but for internal admission valves it is only necessary

to change the arrangement of the balancing rings, and

the valve itself may be changed to meet any desired

or existing condition.

Valves of the same design as shown in the illustra-

tions are in heavy fast passenger service on the

Lehigh Valley Railroad giving excellent satisfaction.

It is now being applied by other large roads, and being

applied to new power in several modified forms. It

is claimed that this valve is the nearest to a perfect

balance that has been obtained, while retaining an

automatic adjustment for wear, which feature can be

considered indispensable for economical and efficient

valve service.- Further information can be obtained

from The American Balance Valve Company, Jersey

Sliore, Penn.

»»-

Caswell Level Floor Dump Car

E show in the accompanying illustrations a

new dump car designed and patented by Mr.

W. A. Caswell, Monadnock Block, Chicago.

The car is of gondola style, and while it is

primarily a dumping car the floor is perfectly

level and smooth, and the contents, of what-

ever nature, may be removed by shovel or

otherwise, as readily as if the dumping

features were not present. The flat spaces

around the sides and through the center of the car will

hold back about five per cent of the load to be dumped,

which can be easily scraped off, taking but a few moments,

or the sides and center may be hoppered in a simple

manner, so that every pound of the load will pass out.

This hopper feature is portable, put in and taken out as

required, and has proved a success for certain purposes

and certain kinds of material. This is clearly shown in

Fig. 1, showing the interior of the car. This

illustration also calls attention to the fact that the doors

are so arranged as to dump one-fourth of the car at a

time, the operating rods extending only to the middle

rather than to the end of the car to avoid torsion.

The several doors are arranged as shown, level with

the permanent part of the floor, and are hinged at one

edge to one of the intermediate sills, and locked at the

other edge by eccentric locks operated by a rod attached to

one of the center sills. The arrangement may be readily

reversed if for any reason it is desired that the direction

of dumping shall be toward the sides rather than toward

the middle of the car. A feature of especial importance

in the dumping arrangement is the fact that no portion of

the load is carried on chains, thus doing away with one

of the most objectionable features of many dump cars.

As stated, the doors are hinged to one of the sills and

locked from another. The load is supported in such man-

ner that the heavier it is the more firmly are the locks held

in place, while the power required to dump the load is but

little more than when the car is empty:- This is shown in

Fig. 1 where four traps are down and a portion of the

lock in position to support the trap when in place. The

entire function of the chains is to lift the doors into place

after the load has been dumped. This is accomplished by

Fig. 1

—

Interior View of Car.
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means of winding rods, four to the car, which project un-

derneath the end sills and are worked by means of a re-

movable crank handle attached to and a part of the car.

These chains wind around a 2V2-inch worm over a 2V2-

Fig. 2

—

End View of Car.

inch fulcrum pulley and are so protected that no part of

the load will strike them in passing through the traps.

The locks upon which the doors are supported when
closed are of eccentric form, anti-friction in construction,

with a throw of three inches fro mthe permanent bearing

on the rest to the locking rod upon the sills. Each of

these rods is operated by means of a lever (leverage 12

to 1), shown at the end view of the car in Fig. 2, and
which is provided with a gravity-operated support to re-

tain it in its raised position until doors are again in posi-

tion to be locked, when it is brought down and the doors

locked. As an incidental advantage of the manner of

supporting the doors it will be noticed that as they are

directly supported by the sills they will rise and fall there-

with and maintain their level with the floor whatever the

camber given to the sills by the load upon them. On ac-

count of the necessity for locating all parts of the brake

rigging and cylinders out of the way of the dump open-

ings, it has been assembled entirely along the middle of

the car, occupying a space

nineteen inches in width.

The manner of placing and

compounding the levers is

also new, but has been shown

by actual test to add to the

general efficiency of the

brakes, a matter of great im-

portance when it is recalled

that all cars will soon have

to be equipped with air

brakes. The rods connect-

ing the air brake are pro-

tected by guards in such

manner that no part of the

load will strike them in pass-

ing through the traps.

The especial advantages

claimed for this car are that

it is made possible to carry

any kind of freight usually

carried in gondola cars, while

such freight as coal, ore, sand,

gravel or broken stone may be handled either by dumping

or shoveling, as the case may require. This car can also

be used for ballast purposes by hanging the traps to the

cross heads of the frame and by the use of an improved

spreader attached to the car. The dumping features can

also be applied to grain cars, for which a specially con-

structed top and bottom is designed. The demonstrating

cars are forty feet in length, 80,000 pounds capacity, with

sixteen traps 24x36 inches. The number and size of the

traps can be increased or diminished according to the

dimensions of the car. The improvements can be applied

to wooden or steel cars. The mechanical features of the

car are simple, practical, durable, very easy to maintain

and so easily operated that it is not necessary to employ

skilled labor for this purpose.•
Cleveland Car Foremen's Association

The March meeting of the Car Foremen's Associa-
tion of Cleveland, O., 1902, was held at the Erie R. R.
depot. The meeting opened at 8 P. M. by President

Berg, among those present being the following: A.
Berg, J. D. McAlpine, E. S. Mooney, Geo. Lynch, J.

C. Dennerle, J. H. Acker, W. J. Frey, C. Schneider, J.

Johnson.

The following made application for membership

:

J. E. Halleen, Clerk, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Ashta-
bula, O.

C. H. James, Car Fore., W. & L. E. Ry., Cleve-
land, O.

J. B. Durkin, Wreck. Master, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Col-
linwood, O.

R. Mooney, F. C. L, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Collin-

wood, O.

L. G. Pearse, Storekeeper, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Ashta-

bula, O.

John M. Peters, Car Insp., Big Four Ry., Cleve-

land, O.

Minutes of last meeting were read and approved.

Subjects for discussion.

"In removing a broken 9 in. x 10 in. inter, sill and

substituting two sills, one 5 x 10 in. and one 4 x 10 in.,

so as to make proper size of sill removed, would it be

wrong repairs under the present M. C. B. Rules"?

It was the unanimous opinion that technically it

should be considered wrong repairs, and the owners
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should have been asked for authority before replacing

the 9 in. sill with two pieces, one 4 in. and the other

5 ^.

In case of a car having sills made of two pieces 5

x 10 in. and car bears defect card covering one broken

sill, both pieces are broken, could you charge for replacing

the two pieces 5x10 inches or only one piece 5x10 inch,

it being understood that that is the original construction

of the car?

After a general discussion it was decided that if the

car was so constructed, and the card read "one sill,"

and both pieces were broken, a charge for replacing

both would be proper. It was stated that it was nota
hypothetical case, and the party carding tried to evade

the bill.

It was agreed that the card should have been more
explicit, reading, "One 10 x 10 inch sill, or "Two 5 x 10

inch sills."

It was explained that the owners (a private line com-
pany) issued the card on the claim that the car had been

allowed to get in a dilapidated condition through neglect

to keep it in proper repair.

The question of whether the Rules were just in allow-

ing an additional charge of two hours in cases where
broken draft bolts are replaced in a loaded car, at both

ends, was brought up and discussed, and it was decided

that four hours additional for moving the load at each

end was perfectly proper under the Rules, and was no
more than just, as it involved considerable extra labor.

The question of revision of the M. C. B. Rules for

1902 was taken up, and the following changes recom-

mended :

Section 19, Rule 3. Cut out the words "not else-

where provided for," and make the section read: "De-
fective, missing, or worn out parts of trucks, except

as provided for in sections 20 and 21, of Rule 3.

Section 22, Rule 3. Cut out the words "not else-

where provided for," and make the section read: "De-
fective, missing, or worn out parts of brakes which
have failed under fair usage, except as provided for

in sections 24 and 25 of Rule 3, and missing material

on cars offered in interchange."

The changes above referred to are for the purpose
of making the meaning clear and definite, as the

words "not elsewhere provided for" leaves one in

doubt as to just what and how much is referred to.

Section 25, Rule 3. Add the defect "cut by strik-

ing," making the section read: "Missing or torn air

brake hose, air brake hose cut by striking or other-

wise, missing or broken air brake fittings," etc.

This in order to avoid correspondence and disputes

as to whether the word "torn" includes "cut" by strik-

ing."

A motion was made that the words "delivering com-
pany," wherever they appear opposite the sections in

Rule 3 be changed to read "Possessing company."

In lieu of recommending that the words "delivering

company" be changed to "possessing company" it was
decided that the Arbitration Committee be asked to

define more in detail the words "Delivering company,"

which appear opposite several sections of Rule 3, as

some parties claim that a torn hose is chargeable to

owners if the car is not in interchange.

Meeting here adjourned.

Railroading in Mexico

IN many respects the average conditions existing on

most railways in Mexico are similar to those which

obtained on lines in the western part of the United

States during the early days the old-timers love to dwell

upon. That is, water is scarce and very bad on many
divisions, there is a scarcity of men and consequently

plenty of jobs. Men change constantly, with the inevit-

able result of delayed trains, wrecks, etc. But beyond

all this more or less "familiar story" the railroad man
from the "States" on coming into Mexico finds he is

up against the oddest proposition of his experience in

dealing with the native. Whether a shop or road man
his grief in this direction begins immediately and lasts

through his entire stay in the country. The class of

natives with which the railroad man has to do is a

constantly novel, generally exasperating, occasionally

amusing study. He is seldom able to read or write,

never able to understand English entirely, without that

Anglo-Saxon mechanical instinct, and above all, is utterly

without ambition. He makes a fairly good machine hand,

fireman or brakeman, these being lines of work wherein

there is but a limited call for judgment. But on the

erecting floor, the right hand side of an engine or in

charge of a train—where emergencies arise, no amount

of training can instill that knack of arising to emergen-

cies that is latent in practically all Americans—the Mex-
ican simply throws up both hands and waits for the

American to come along and get things going again.

While, as in other things, there are occasional excep-

tions, these characteristics hold in all ranks of the native

employe—but one cannot fully appreciate the difficul-

ties these characteristics occasion until he is thrown

into actual contact with the lower ranks, laborers, wood-

men, helpers, new firemen and brakemen. If you are

a shopman, imagine putting up a set of shoes and

wedges with a couple of helpers who cannot understand

a word you say, who have not the slightest conception

of what you are trying to do, and who do not care

—

either to learn, to get the job done or to stop your pro-

fanity Imagine also starting in to work in a shop where

you have to learn the Spanish name for each tool,

machine, part of the locomotive, in fact you are the same

as a deaf and dumb man until you have picked up some

of the language.

If you are an engineer, imagine a fireman and head

brakeman who not understand a word you say and who
also do not give a — well, who would just as soon be

discharged as not, for they know that their successors

will in turn be too rich to work in a couple of months
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and hence there will be another opening for them after a

little vacation. Or, imagine coming up to a wood sta-

tion, short on time to make the next telegraph siding,

and find the wood men positively refusing to work until

it stops raining—in consequence you get stuck to flag

out of a blind siding. And at the end of the trip you

ask him his name to put on the trip slip. He cannot

write and tells you his name is Evohanio Erenao. Next
trip in, the master mechanic's clerk looks you up and

after much running around you find out the name should

have been spelled Eugenio Yrineo. This providing the

slip has not gone in leaving you to explain on payday

to Eugenio and the thirteen or eleven different firemen

and twice as many wood passers you had during the

month why their names are not on the pay roil.

Of course one soon picks up enough Spanish to get

along with and many difficulties then vanish. But even

a fluent command of the language does not obviate

the many troubles arising from the untrustworthy and

hopelessly dull character of the average native employe.

He cannot be implicitly trusted to perform the slightest

duty—all must be watched to make sure of the proper

performance of any detail. At the same time, however,

more extended acquaintance with the native character,

customers and point of view, tends to greatly alter the

exasperation with which one at first is inclined to regard

the native. His wage scale is comparatively very low

and his opportunities for much promotion are limited

through an entire lack of education. At the same time his

wants are simple and his salary is princely to him

—

enough to not necessitate his working more than half

the time. Having no ambition, there is nothing at

stake, from his point of view, which compels him to

submit to being driven. These people cannot be dis-

ciplined and driven like Americans. They don't band

together and strike, they simply walk off and will not

work. If a man gets the name of being a hard man to

work for, he soon finds it impossible to get men—there

is no interference of any sort, but the purely passive

boycott is none the less so effective that the heads of

departments find it necessary, in order to have the work

go on, to replace the hard man, the "malo hombre,"

with one who understands the native character better.

After one is in Mexico awhile, he commences to rather

admire this attitude in the native, and to think that after

all, it would be better for all concerned if there were

less ambition and more contentment, life would be lived

far more satisfactorily—that the "strenuous life" is but

a disease which is the cause of all the strife and bitter-

ness and heartburnings back there in the States. Here-

in lies the charm that infects all who dwell in Mexico

for any length of time and makes the railroad man,

once here, always come back again—even though he

does not understand the cause of this longing. It is

not the quaint picturesqueness of everything so much

as the object lesson presented in the native's point of

view of life—-his acceptance of the fact that ambition is

not worth what its gratification entails.

The Armstrong Planer Jack

THESE planer jacks are designed to displace the

haphazard devices and methods now generally

in use for leveling work on machine tools, and a

glance will show any mechanic their convenience and
utility. A set of these jacks on a machine will greatly

reduce the proportion of time required for preliminary

arrangements, as compared with the actual machine

time on the job, and will, moreover, by their perfect

adjustability and solidity insure good, true-surfaced

work. The base is substantially made of malleable

iron, faced true on the bottom ; it is of strong design,

an important feature being a split hub and screw (case

hardened), providing a convenient means for locking

jack screw in position and of compensating for wear
of screw and socket. The tilting cap is of malleable

iron, faced on the top, and is attached to head of screw
by ball and socket arrangement which allows it io

adapt itself to uneven, irregular or angular surfaces.

The screw is made of steel with U. S. standard thread

and has hexagon neck for wrench. The jacks are

made in 4 sizes. They are manufactured by Arm-
strong Bros. Tool Co., 617-621 Austin Ave., Chicago,

U. S. A., who will gladly furnish on application a com-
plete catalog of the Armstrong tool holders.

+-++

Personals

Mr. W. J. McQueen has been appointed assistant

master mechanic of the Hudson, Harlem and Putnam
divisions of the New York Central & Hudson River

railroad.

Mr. Alex Struthers, master mechanic of the Rio

Grande railroad shops at Grand Junction, Colo., has

tendered his resignation, to take effect April 1.

Mr. Ira C. Hubbell, president of the Locomotive

Appliance Co. of Chicago, has been appointed pur-

chasing agent of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient,

with headquarters at Chicago.

Mr. W. M. McCampbell has been appointed master

mechanic of the East Louisiana railroad, with office

at Florenville, La.

Mr. William C. Ennis has been appointed master
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mechanic of the Central New England, with offices at

Hartford, succeeding A. B. Phillips, resigned.

Mr. S. W. Crawford has been appointed master

mechanic of the Chicago & Southeastern shops at

Muncie, Ind.

Mr. William Apps, master car builder of the Cana-

dian Pacific, has resigned and will go to Florida. It

is stated that Mr. Fowler, who is on his way home

from California, will be his successor.

Mr. C. Skinner has been appointed master me-

chanic of the Chicago & Alton at Slater, Mo.

Mr. Milton Ployer has resigned his position as

master mechanic of the eastern division of the Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe at Topeka, Kan.

Mr. John Forster, general foreman of the St. Louis

& San Francisco at Kansas City, Mo., has been made

master mechanic.

Mr. Ernest Messnier, formerly with the Lake Erie

& Western, has been appointed master mechanic of

the Cincinnati, Richmond & Muncie, at Richmond,

Ind.

Mr. Thomas Anderson, master car builder of the

Pittsburg & Western, has resigned.

Mr. O. G. Cheatham has been appointed master

mechanic of the Seaboard Air Line at Fernandina,

Fla., succeeding Mr. E. Burton, deceased.

Mr. W. J. Thomas has been appointed master me-

chanic of the Cairo division of>the Cleveland, Cincin-

nati, Chicago & St. Louis at Mount Carmel, 111., vice

Mr. H. G. Hudson, transferred.

Mr. George Gregg has been appointed master me-

chanic of the Chicago & Alton, with offices at Bloom-

ington, III, vice V. B. Lang, resigned.

Mr. B. A. Orland has been appointed master me-

chanic of the Mobile division of the Mobile & Ohio

at Whistler, Ala., vice N. Kirby, resigned.

Mr. C. B. Young, chief draughtsman of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & Quincy, has been appointed me-

chanical engineer, succeeding Mr. F. H. Clark, pro-

moted.

Mr. J. R. Donnelley has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power and car department of the

Cape Breton Railway, with headquarters at Port

Hawkesbury, Nova Scotia.

It is stated that Mr. G. Y. Smith has not resigned

as master mechanic of the coast lines of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe at San Bernardino, Cal., as re-

cently reported.

Mr. James McDonough, traveling engineer of the

Gulf Colorado & Santa Fe, has been appointed master

mechanic at Cleburne, Tex., in place of Mr. Thomas
Paxton, resigned.

Mr. W. C. A. Henry has been appointed assistant

engineer of the motive power department of the Pitts-

burg, Fort Wayne & Chicago railroad.

Mr. J. D. Murphy has resigned as shop foreman of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Newton, Kas.,

to accept a position as foreman of the Missouri Pacific

at Fort Scott.

Mr. Charles Hufschmidt has been appointed assist-

ant road foreman of the St. Louis & San Francisco

railroad, looking after equipment between Springfield

and St. Louis.

Mr. R. J. Turnbull, master mechanic of the Albue-

querque division of the Gulf Colorado & Santa Fe, has

resigned, and will be succeeded by Mr. J. P. Burns.

Mr. H. G. Hudson has been appointed master me-

chanic of the Michigan division of the Cleveland, Cin-

cinnati, Chicago & St. Louis railroad at Wabash, Ind.,

vice Mr. G. Wirt.

Mr. J. O. Bradeen has been appointed master me-

chanic at East Buffalo, N. Y., succeeding Mr. Charles

Hogan.

Mr. W. J. McQueen has been appointed assistant

master mechanic of the Hudson, Harlem and Putnam
divisions of the New York Central, with headquarters

at Mott Haven, N. Y.

Mr. J. A. Graham, master mechanic of the Balti-

more & Ohio at Lorain, O., has been given charge of

all matters pertaining to the car department between

Cleveland and Wheeling and Cleveland and Lester.

Mr. G. W. Tompkins has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power and car department of the

Nevada-California-Oregon railroad at Reno, Nev., vice

Mr. E. J. Valley, resigned.

Mr. V. D. Lang, master mechanic of the Chicago

& Alton at Bloomington, 111., has been appointed

master mechanic of the Cincinnati, New Orleans &
Texas Pacific. Mr. George Gregg will succeed Mr.

Lang.

Mr. W. L. Kittredge, master car builder for the

Northwestern division of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, recently died at Milwaukee, Wis.

Mr. Felix Fayette has been appointed locomotive

foreman for the Grand Trunk at Point St. Charles,

succeeding J. R. Donnelly, who recently resigned to

accept a position on the Cape Breton railroad at Syd-

ney.

Mr. G. Wirt has been appointed master mechanic

of the Cincinnati-Sandusky division of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis railroad at Delaware,

O., vice Mr. M. Pickert, resigned.

Mr. Chas. H. Hogan has been appointed master

mechanic of the West Shore railroad at New Durham,

N. Y.

Mr. N. Kirby, master mechanic of the Mobile divis-

ion of the Mobile & Ohio, at Whistler, Ala., has re-

signed.

Mr. N. J. Eichborn has been appointed general fore-

man of the Mobile & Ohio at Meridian, Miss., vice

Mr. R. E. Lewis, acting foreman.

Mr. J. D. Gurgams, superintendent of car equip-

ment of the Mobile & Ohio, at Whistler, Ala., has had

his title changed to assistant superintendent of car

equipment.

Mr. W. M. Paul, general foreman of the Wabash
shops at Fort Wayne, Ind., has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the Galveston, Houston & Henderson
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at Galveston, Tex., Mr.- Paul is succeeded by Mr. W.
F. Yergens, general foreman of the Grand Trunk at

Battle Creek, Mich.

Mr. H. F. Ball, mechanical engineer of the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern, has been appointed su-

perintendent of motive power, with headquarters at

Cleveland, O., succeeding Mr. W. H. Marshall, pro-

moted.

After April 1 Mr. T. B. Purvis, Jr., superintendent

of motive power and rolling equipment of the Boston

& Albany, will have his headquarters at Boston, in-

stead of Springfield, Mass.

Mr. David Patterson has been appointed division

master mechanic of the Gulf Colorado & Santa Fe at

Raton, N. M., succeeding Mr. C. M. Laylor, promoted.

Mr. F. A. Louey, master mechanic of the Ottumwa
division of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, has

been appointed master mechanic of the Creston divis-

ion, with offices at Creston, la., vice Mr. E. Jones,

resigned. Mr. I. N. Funk has succeeded Mr. Louey
at Ottumwa, la., as acting master mechanic.

Mr. R. H. Briggs, master mechanic of the St. Louis

& San Francisco, has recently had his territory ex-

tended to include the line to Thayer, Mo.
Mr. A. C. Hone has been appointed master me-

chanic of the Cumberland Valley division of the

Louisville & Nashville, and assistant master mechanic

of the Louisville shops, with headquarters at Louis-

ville.

Mr. F. A. Torrey has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Creston division of the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy, vice E. Jones, resigned, with headquar-

ters at Creston. Mr. I. N. Funk has been appointed

acting master mechanic of the Ottumwa division, with

headquarters at Ottumawa, vice Mr. Torrey.

Mr. S. W. Crawford has been appointed master me-

chanic of the C. & E. at Muncie, Ind.

Mr. W. M. McCampbell has been appointed master

mechanic of the East Louisiana at Florenville, La.

Mr. William C. Ennis has been appointed master

mechanic of the Central New England at Hartford,

Conn., succeeding Mr. A. B. Phillips, resigned.

Elias Hedrick, for eleven years superintendent car

department of the Live Poultry Transportation Com-
pany, and for the past two years assistant superin-

tendent of the Armour Car Lines, Chicago, resigned

his position the first of the year to go west on account

of his wife's health. He has accepted a position as

general foreman with the Southern Pacific at Tuscon,

Arizona.
***

Notes of the Month
Mr. C. H. Vannier, of the Griffin Wheel Company,

Chicago, delivered an address before the engineering

students of Purdue University upon "Cast-Iron Car

Wheels," on Wednesday, the 5th.

The B. M. Jones & Co., sole representatives in the

United States of Samuel Osborn & Co., Sheffield, Eng-

land, and Taylor Brothers & Co., Leeds, England,

have removed their Boston offices to 159 Devonshire

street, rooms 51, 53 and 55, Boston Mass.

the Armstrong gang planer tool, at the request of

Mr. Karl Olsen, superintendent of the. works. The
subject of the test was a large cast-iron plate used in

connection with pulp mill machinery, and Superin-

tendent Olsen announced their regular time on this job

as seven hours. Mr. Johnson and the gang planer tool

finished it in just 1^4 hours. Numerous large orders

for Armstrong tools and self-hardening steel sent in

subsequently by C. S. Christensen testify to the prac-

tical and convincing nature of Mr. Johnson's work
and the merits of the tools he introduced.

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., of Chicago, report a

marked increase recently in the export demand for

their tool holders. They have recently established

agencies in Australia and New Zealand which give

every promise of developing into important markets

for the company's product. Some time ago the com-

pany sent Mr. Nestor Johnson into Norway, Sweden

and Denmark to investigate that market and to intro-

duce the Armstrong tools. Mr. Johnson, who is a

native of Norway, and a practical mechanic of wide

experience, met with the most gratifying success. He
has recently returned to Chicago after placing the

Armstrong agency for the countries of Norway, Swe-

den and Denmark with the firm of C. S. Christensen,

of Christiania, Norway. Mr. Johnson relates many
interesting experiences which he had while traveling

in the company of one of C. S. Christensen's engineers,

visiting the largest machine shops in the countries

above named. One of the most interesting of these

occurred at the plant of the Moss Mechanical Works
at Moss, Norway, while making a demonstration of

The Sargent Company of Chicago, heretofore

operating an open hearth steel plant at Fifty-ninth

street for the manufacture of draw bars, knuckles,

coupler parts for repairs, and a plant at Chicago

Heights, 111., for the manufacture of Tropenas steel

castings and steel and iron brake shoes, have trans-

ferred the plant at Chicago Heights, together with the

classes of business done there, to the American Brake

Shoe and Foundry Company, which company will

hereafter conduct the business of this department

from its offices at Chicago Heights. The Sargent

Company will continue the operation of the open

hearth steel plant at Fifty-ninth street, where its

general offices will be located. The Sargent Com-
pany, manufacturers of draw bars, knuckles and

coupler parts, located at Fifty-ninth and Wallace

streets, Chicago, are having plans drawn and specifica-

tions prepared for an extension to give them approxi-

mately three times the capacity of their present plant.
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^ Railroad Paint Shop >?
A Department Devoted to the Interest of Raster Car and Locomotive Painters

Edited by CHAS. B. COPP, General Foreman Painter, Car Department, Boston & Maine Railroad, Lawrence, Mass.

Official Organ 0/ the Master Car and Locomotive Painters Association

Advisory Committee Meeting

Official Notice.

ON February 226. the Advisory Committee of the

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Associa-

tion met at the Hotel Lincoln, Pittsburg, Pa., at 9:30

a. m. The meeting was called to order by the chair-

man, D. A. Little, the following members of the com-

mittee being present:

D. A. Little (Chairman), Penn. R. R., Altoona, Pa.;

F. J. Rodabaugh, P., Ft. W. & C. Ry., Ft. Wayne,
Ind.

; J. Lanfersiek, P., C, C. & St. L. Ry., Columbus,

Ohio; J. H. Kahler, Erie R. R., Meadville, Pa.; Rob-

ert McKeon, Kent, Ohio.

The visiting members present were : J. A. Gohen,

C, C, C. & St. L. Ry, Indianapolis, Ind. ; W. O. Quest,

Pittsburg & Lake Erie R. R., McKee's Rocks, Pa.;

B. F. Seisler, Pittsburg & Western Ry., Allegheny,

Pa.
; J. D. Wright, Baltimore & Ohio Ry., Baltimore,

Md.; J. P. Stroud, Allegheny Valley R. R., Verona,

Pa. ; A. R. Lynch, P., C, C. & St. Louis Ry., Dennison,

Ohio; D. W. Smith, P., Ft. W. & C. Ry., Allegheny,

Pa. ; J. F. Gearhart, Penn. R. R., Altoona, Pa.

A letter from Mr. C. E. Copp, who was not able to

attend the meeting, was read, after which the matter

of selecting subjects for the next annual convention,

to be held at Boston, Mass., Sept. 9th, was taken up,

and the following list was adopted:

1. Is it good practice to use the same priming on

burnt off parts as on the renewed parts of passenger

equipment cars?

2. Coal tar is the best protective paint that can be

adopted for use on steel cars, where the color is not

an objection.

3. Suggestions on practical scaffolding in the rail-

way paint shop, with sketches or prints. Note: All

members having modern scaffolding are requested to

furnish sketches or prints.

4. Paper—Some of the relations of chemistry to

painting.

5. What are the best methods and materials to be

used in making the silvered gothic glass of the modern

passenger coach?

6. What causes putty to bulge from the nail holes

of some passenger equipment cars, soon after they

leave the shops, when we should expect it to shrink?

How can it be avoided?

7. The difficulties encountered in locomotive paint-

ing.

8. Essay—Why a Railway Master Car and Loco-

motive Painter should meet with his fellows in con-

vention.

9. Car roofs from the painter's standpoint—what
is the most economical and durable roof to maintain?

What is the best color to use?

Queries.

1. What is the best material to use on the tubs at

water stations?

2. Do varnish removers give good results ?

3. What shop material combination makes the best

joint packing for locomotive front-ends, etc. ?

4. The best car glass cleaning methods and ma-
terials?

5. Should compound gothic glass be bedded in

putty?

6. What is the best material for stencils?

Robert McKeon,
Secy.

•» * »

About Sponges

ONE of the big show windows of the R. H. White

Co. on Washington street, Boston, is given over

to a display of sponges. Here is shown in wax a most

lifelike figure of the man who risks his life for this in-

dispensable article of the toilet and of the paint shop.

The sponge is shown in its various stages of prepara-

tion for the market, and in the center of the whole dis-

play is the figure of the sponge diver holding the big-

gest sponge ever imported into the country. This

great sponge, 30 inches in diameter, is attracting

crowds daily.

Metaphorically speaking there are bigger sponges

than this who take to themselves everything they come

in contact with and never give out anything to benefit

others, unless pressed to.

Figures aside, the sponge market seems pretty well

run down hereabouts, judging by what is supplied to

the railroads. It is well nigh impossible to get these

indispensable articles to the car paint shop that are fit

to use, and they come in scanty driblets at that. If

ordered in bales a few pounds come in an open basket,

covered only with burlap. They are hard and non-

absorbent, or rotten and ragged. The situation is alto-

gether different from former times. Is it altogether

the result of a depleted market, or the result of a mis-

taken policy of the supply department?

A poor sponge is a poor thing indeed. It is twisted

to pieces and thrown on the floor for the sweeper to
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take care of. A good sponge about takes care of itself.

It finds itself in the washer's locker noon and night,

and if perchance it should be abducted there will be a

search instituted of the Cudahy pattern at once. It

does not take a fellow with half an eye to see that it

pays to give good money for a good sponge. As for

poor sponges the man who buys them fools himself

and the company who pays for them, but he doesn't

fool those who use them.

It is best to supply shops sponges by the small bale

and then they can sort them out big and little, coarse

and fine, to suit their varying needs, instead of sending

them those that have been culled over in supply rooms

and sampled to a shortage on the way in baggage

cars.

this mixture to stand for a short time and prior to

using to be thinned with one quart of raw linseed oil

and half of japan—this will make one gallon of paint.

Only such quantities as are necessary for immediate

use shall be mixed. In no case shall a red lead paint

made from a paste red lead be used. Lamp black to

the extent of five ounces to the gallon of paint to be

added to the above formula to assist in modifying the

rapid action of the lead on the oil and to aid in holding

up the lead, but in no case may any larger quantity or

any other pigment be incorporated.

On top of this first coat, after it is thoroughly dry,

shall be two coats of C. & O. Ry. standard black

freight car paint.

All surfaces of the body and parts, such as angles,

^>^S>A

^JX^Z^XFM'FJXF
Borders by Mr. Warner Bailey.

The Painting of Steel Cars

THE subject at the New York Railroad Club's

February meeting was "The Maintenance of All

Steel Cars," from which we call out that relating to

the painting, which is so important that we think it

ought to be served up to our readers who will not see

this club report.

Mr. W. S. Morris, S. M. P. of the C. & O., who read

a valuable paper covering the entire subject, said re-

garding the painting:

It is presumed that those handling steel cars have

by this time come to the realization that protection of

metal cars from weather and acid attacks is necessary

;

while it is true the comparative greater tonnage, car-

ried with a lesser percentage of tare, enhances the

worth of the steel car, its life may be prolonged in

preventing oxidation by thorough painting at proper

intervals. The better body the covering has and the

better affinity established between the metal and the

covering or paint, the more effective and lasting the

protection. The sepcifications of the Chesapeake &
Ohio are simple and thus far have proved equal to the

requirements ; they are as follows for its metal cars

:

Body.—Car body to have a priming or first coat

made according to the following formula

:

22 lbs. red lead, dry,

2 quarts of pure linseed oil, raw :

etc., coming together shall receive a coat of red paint

as per formula before being riveted together.

Frames.—Before riveting up the frames all surfaces

coming together shall be painted with red lead paint

of above formula, and after frames are riveted together

they shall receive one coat of red lead paint made ac-

cording to above formula. The frames to receive on

top of the red lead coat, after it is dry, two coats of C.

& O. Ry. standard black frieght car paint.

Trucks.—All pressed steel work of the trucks to

have a first coat of red lead according to above formula

and requirement for frames, then all surfaces exposed

to view to have two coats of C. & O. Ry. standard

black freight car paint—each coat to be dry before the

next one is applied.

Specifications for Coal Car Black.

This paint to be bought in semi-paste form.

The proportion of liquid and pigment, by weight,

must be as nearly as possible 35 per cent pigment and

65 per cent liquid.

The pigment should be composed, by weight, as fol-

lows

:

Carbon, 15 per cent.

Inert material, 80 per cent.

Carbonate of lime, 5 per cent.

The paint must be so finely ground that when a sam-

ple of it is thinned for use there will be no separation
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of the oil and pigment when a drop is placed on a Third day, stenciling and lettering, then ready for

piece of glass and kept in a vertical position for thirty service.

minutes, the temperature of the room being about 70
°

Now, it is absolutely impossible to paint these cars

Fahrenheit. well and durably in that time, even allowing for 24-

The liquid must be so prepared that when equal vol- hour shifts. It is just as essential to have a covered,

umes of paint and raw linseed oil are mixed and thinly enclosed and steam-heated paint shed for these cars as

spread upon a piece of dry glass, the film will dry, free it is to have such facilities for passenger cars. The tem-

from dust, in eight hours at a temperature of 70
°

perature at which steel cars are to be painted should

Fahrenheit. be never less than about 80 to 85 degrees Fahrenheit,

Shipments will not be accepted which

—

and 12 hours at least should elapse between the appli-

1. Contain less than 33 per cent or more than 37 per cation of successive coats—taking it, of course, for

cent of pigment. granted that the sheets are free from scale when the

2. Contain any naphtha, rosin or petroleum painting is begun.

products of any kind. Comments of Mr. Wm. Mcintosh, S. M. P., N. J.

3. Contain less than 15 per cent of carbon, or less Central on above:
than 2 per cent or more than 5 per cent of carbonate ^ . ,. , , . , , , • , T c , . . ,v J

,\ .
Fainting steel cars, as pointed out by Mr. Streicher,

of lime, or have present any aniline colors or organic , . ,, r .

' l \ fe involves more conveniences in the way of space and
coloring- matter or any caustic substances. , , ,, , , , • , , ^ •& J temperature than have yet been provided. During

4. Weigh less than 10 pounds per U. S. standard ,, _ ,' . ,. _ ,
i- & f t- the summer season some very good painting can be

§ ' done provided a reasonable time is allowed betwreen
J- y •

coats for the paint to dry without forcing it by adding
J

' ? ° drving ingredients that destroy the elasticity of the
7. Are not ground sufficiently fine. ..'

, . n t 1 1 *. +1 v :„' te J
-.. oil and paint generally, in cold or wet weather it is

8. Are "a liver," or so stiff when received that they ,, t
-u , . • , , , ,

' J utterly impossible to paint steel cars under an open
will not mix for spreading.

shed afld ^ ^ fate of frQm 5o tQ ?$ per day ^but
Fainting Motes. "doctoring" up the paint in a manner that will render

Lead paint, per gallon $1.92 it worthless, as is evidenced by the appearance of

Black paint, per gallon 74 many steel cars that have been in service but a short

Area. period. The problem of repainting these cars is really

Sq. Feet a more serious one than doing the work in the first

Body outside 1,200 place, owing to some of the original paint adhering to

Body inside 1,200 the metal in patches that are difficult to remove. Some
Trucks 250 recommend cleaning up the car by a sand-blast, and

others with wire brushes. The sand-blast would, no
Total 2)45° doubt, make the most complete job if the necessary

Cost of Painting Car, New. time is taken to allow it to do its work; but from in-

First coat lead paint at 6 mills per sq. ft., 2,450 ^.$14.70 formation at hand this is a slow process and hardly

Second coat black paint at 2.4 mills per sq. ft.,
applicable to cleaning off hundreds and thousands of

2 4=;o ft < 88 cars. The wire brush is effective in removing the

Third coat black paint at 2.4 mills per sq. ft.,
loose Paint >

and {t is a question if it is necessary to do

1 200 ft 2 88 more than this, except in the way of improving the

appearance of the cars, for paint resisting the wire

Total <t2 ., 46 brush must necessarily be securely enough fastened to

A 1 n • ,.- the metal to remain there. A proposition is being-
Annual Paintings. . . .

q , . , - og considered of using a revolving wire brush suspended

rp , £ j. in a manner to be controlled by a counter weight, so

T7 ,

•

'

'- > -\/r r-u c, • , , ,r- as to be easily moved over the surface of the car, the
Fxtract from Mr. Chas. • Stretcher s paper (Gen. J

'

Foreman Car Dept, N. J. Central) :

sidesand ends being usually the parts in greatest need

A . , , , ,. .,., , 1
of this treatment. Another suggestion worth consid-A very important matter in connection with steel ...

• ,1 • , • -p, , 1 , , enng is to give the steel car one coat of paint yearly,
cars is their painting. I he steel car people make a .

&
, . .

r
.

j j >

„ , • , 1 A • , ,. ,, , ,, n r using the wire brush on any spots that had loosened
great mistake in not appreciating that the first coats of .

&
. .

J v

„„•„+ r a u +u ^ -ii 4-1 1 i a. 4.
m the meantime. It is calculated this method would

paint applied by them will greatly help to prevent or
/„ u„„4- Q ~ ~ • 4-u 4. -a a 4. 1

De less expensive and more effective than the more
to hasten corrosion on the outside. As steel cars are l

built now at the Pressed Steel Car shops, in Allegheny
elaborate P^n of applying two coats at longer inter-

and McKees Rocks, is takes about three days to turn va ^ s -

a car out from start to finish, ready for service— From the remarks of Mr. R. L. Gordon, of the Pressed

First day, fitting and riveting up

;

Steel Car Company

:

Second day, erecting and painting, and Leaving out of consideration, injury from wrecks,
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the prevention of corrosion by the careful application Reasoning from analogy, steel cars are subjected to

of paint of good quality whenever necessary is the much less severe service than locomotive tenders, and

most important operation in the maintenance of steel no one hesitates about the material for coal spaces in

cars. We all know that steel will not corrode if it is tenders. The general conclusions are that steel cars

properly painted, so that in order to have a steel car should not be used for the storage of soft coal for any

body last indefinitely all that is necessary to preserve length of time, and should be painted thoroughly and

the car is to paint it at proper intervals. The cost of often.

maintenance of the steel car as compared with the From paper of Mr. H. S. Hayward of the Pennsyl-

wooden car is so much less, that the cost of painting vania R. R.

:

the steel car, say, twice as often as the wooden car Undoubtedly the life of steel cars can be very

would cut so small a figure in the cost of maintenance materially prolonged by keeping them thoroughly

that it is hardly worth consideration. The steel car painted, especially around all the seams and under-

presents the further advantage of being practically framing of the car; but we believe there is very little

watertight, thereby protecting the underframe, trucks benefit derived from the painting of the inside of the

and. brake gear from water dripping through the cars as we found some time ago by examining a num-
cracks, a condition to be found in the wooden car, so ber of them which had been recently painted and had

that it is a question whether there would be as much only made one or two trips, that the paint had been

damage by corrosion to the steel car, as a whole, as entirely removed from the interior of the car body by
there would be in any car having a wooden body, the lading when loading and dumping. We made a

which will also rot and wear out. careful examination of a number of steel cars recently

The time for painting should be determined by in- and found that the greatest corrosion takes place at

spection and the interval of time elapsing from one the seams and laps on the inside, in the vicinity of the

painting to another will vary with cohditipns such as hopper sheets, and at the connection of the center sill,

class of car, service in which it is used, climate, etc. hoods and edges of drop doors. All of the laps being

There are differences of opinion concerning the best on the inside of the car and turned up, the sulphur

methods of applying paint and local conditions may water from coal, which naturally works to the bottom

make different methods advisable at various places, of the hopper, rests on the projections formed by

but probably hand painting of car bodies and pneu- these laps and finally eats its way through to the cen-

matic painting of trucks will prove to be the most sat- ter and side sills. In several cases we found an open-

isfactory methods. Although pneumatic painting has ing between the floor and side sheets of 1-16 of an

many advocates, because by this method the paint is inch, which was found to be filled with fine coal, being

forced into the crevices, it will probably be found that kept moist enough to cause corrosion to be constantly

the paint may be made to adhere more firmly by the taking place. In regard to the method of painting, we
use of a brush as for some reason the adhesion is less have experimented with applying paint by the pneu-

perfect in pneumatic painting and therefore the paint matic method, but with not altogether satisfactory re-

is more likely to peel off. As car bodies generally suits—that is, it is very objectionable to the men, and

present large, flat areas there is not so much difficulty has therefore been abandoned on that account. We
in painting them by hand as there is in painting the believe that by flooding the joints or laps with a brush

trucks which present a large number of broken and just as beneficial results can be obtained. It is an

irregular surfaces to be covered. Therefore, for trucks, open question as to the best paints to use for the pres-

pneumatic painting seems to be cheaper and sufficient- ervation of iron under present traffic conditions, and

ly thorough. To insure perfect painting, the parts to I have no doubt we all have a great deal to learn on

be painted should be thoroughly cleaned and if the this subject, which can only be obtained after some
part to be painted has any scale it should be removed years of practical experience,

either by use of sand-blast or wire brushes, as we the discussion.

know that if the work is done over the old scale it is Prof. Hibbard—I asked the question of Mr. Morris

merely time and money thrown away. regarding the cleaning of the surface before the paint

In connection with this subject, the following arti- is applied and what the paint was, because it seems to

cle, taken from the American Engineer and Railroad me that those are two of the most important points in

Journal of December, 1900, on the corrosion of steel connection with the maintenance of steel cars. The
cars, may be read with interest

:

ideal surface is a surface that is absolutely bright steel,

In France, Mr. Tolmer in 1896 found that steel perfectly bright and clean steel on which to put the

frame cars showed the following proportion of losses paint, no beginning of rust pitting having been al-

in section from corrosion

:

lowed and the rolling-mill scale completely removed.

Cars Loss, The worst paint is probably red oxide of iron (Fe 2 O s ).

built in Life. per cent. He spoke about the use of red lead paint. It may not

1869 27 years 6.0 be generally known that red lead paint swells in the

1874 22 years 4.0 presence of sulphur, and in swelling it increases in

1875 • 21 years 3.18 volume about one-third, thus tending to peel off, and it
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seems to me that the parts of a steel car exposed to a certain great shipyard the plates are first pickled

smoke, ought to be painted with something else than in dilute muriatic acid, then passed between rapidly

red lead, for instance, with graphite and purest linseed revolving wire brushes to remove all scale and dirt,

oil, the inert graphite tending to protect the steel, then thoroughly washed with pure water, rubbed per-

perhaps on account of the minute flakes lapping over fectly dry and immediately painted,

one another like the shingles on the roof of a house. So far as I know the best, most comprehensive,

The chemical theory governing the protection of steel exact, scientific and at the same time practical treatise

by red lead paint is believed to be the formation of on paints for steel is to be found in the Transactions

black magnetic oxide (Fe3 4 ) on the steel due to the of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

chemical action of the oxygen through the medium of under the authorship of Mr. M. P. Wood, of this city,

the red lead paint, and that it is the black magnetic oxide See his series of papers, as follows

:

underneath the red lead paint that protects the steel. The

Bower-Barff oven and hot steam process of forming black

magnetic oxide on small steel parts is probably the

most perfect protection of steel. The black magnetic

oxide will last for centuries without any action upon

it, perfectly protecting the steel.

It seems to me that the

fault of the paint coming

off goes right straight

back home to the manu-
facturers of the steel cars

in not having the plates

perfectly bright and clean

and dry and not cold

when they are painted,

and then they should be

painted with red lead,

if you please, if there is

a part not to be exposed

to sulphur; graphite and

linseed oil, probably, where

they are to be exposed

to sulphur, the

oil being pure

oil. We have

twenty vegetable

oils on

seed oil is

— and about all of those

are cheaper than lin-

seed oil, hence it is a great temptation to the dealer
in linseed oil to doctor up his linseed oil with a little

of these other oils, trusting he will not be found out.

If in addition to those twenty drying oils that can be
used to adulterate linseed oil we mention the 293
vegetable oils that are not drying and the eighty fish

oils and animal oils, then it behooves us to look out

linseed

linseed

perhaps

drying

the market—lin-

a drying oil

Vol. 22, page 757, (1901), the best.

" 18, " 251,

" 16, " 663,

" 16, " 350,

" 15, " 998.

Users and builders of steel cars can ill afford to re-

main unacquainted with

Mr. Wood's researches and

conclusions to be found as

above.

Mr. Canfield—I did not

know this was going

to develop into a dis-

cussion on the painting

of steel cars. I have made
a few notes of ques-

would like

Morris and

If I kept

Morris' fig-

tions that I

to ask Mr.

Mr. Gordon,

track of Mr.

ures correctly, I think it

cost him about $20.00

per car to paint a car

with three coats. I would

like to ask Mr. Gor-

don if three coats applied

at his works would cost

$20.00 per car ?

Mr. Gordon—In answer to

Mr. Canfield about paint,

our practice is to paint the cars with two good coats,

while Mr. Morris figured on three coats. Speaking

off-hand, I think if we were to paint a car as does the

C. & O. with three coats, the cost would figure about

the same as that given by Mr. Morris.

Prof. H. Wade Hibbard—I would like to have Mr.

Morris tell us in particular detail, just how the steel

that we get the real pure linseed oil. It is said that a rough should be cleaned and just what the paint is that is

test of linseed oil paint is that it will greatly increase put on.

in weight as it dries.

The cleaning of steel from shop grease should not
be done with benzine, because the benzine in evaporat-
ing leaves a thin, imperceptible paraffine wax which
prevents the paint from adhering directly to the clean

Mr. Morris—I think I shall have to refer to my
paper again, as I cannot remember the details of the

paint. The first coat work, that is referred to in my
paper, comes from our own specifications which our

chemist has prepared, and I presume that is what the
steel. A good way to clean off the grease is with car- gentleman would like to know about ; or is it the ap-

bonate or sal-soda water, then washing it off with plication of this paint?
clean water, wiping it dry, and then immediately Prof. Hibbard—Cleaning the steel first and then
painting it before it has a chance to. rust at all. In what paints?
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Mr. Morris—For the first coat application we simply

clean with the brush, an ordinary painter's brush

—

the annual painting we have not gotten to but we

expect to clean the metal as has been suggested by

Mr. Mcintosh, with a steel brush the same as you

would clean a casting and then brush it off with an

ordinary painter's duster and paint it with first or

second coat as the surface requires.

Mr. West—I would like to ask Mr. Morris whether

they use a mineral oil or a flax-seed oil?

Mr. Morris—Lead of course is a mineral. We use

a dry red lead and linseed oil for the first coating, next

to the metal.

Mr. West—I had reference to the oil.

Mr. Morris—Linseed oil and dry red lead for the

first coating. That is the protector. The other paint

is more for decoration or coloring and is a cheaper

composition.

Mr. Mcintosh— I would like to ask Mr. Morris if

these cars were painted in summer or winter.

Mr. Morris—A great many of our cars were first

painted in the winter time, but they were painted

under cover. We have not attempted to paint any

through the winter months although, as you all know,

we have special advantages in our location and can

paint in the winter months if we so desire. We do

not think it necessary to commence painting until the

first of April and then our cars, 600 of them I think,

will be in service something over a year, going on

two years.
» »

Notes and Comments

The Eureka Solvent Company is the latest candidate for

honors in the line of varnish removers. Their new Peerless

Varnish Remover is free from the -objectionable odor that is

attached to the majority of varnish removers, and if they

can sustain their claims as to its rapid work, no discoloraton

of the wood, and is perfectly harmless to the hands, they

are entitled to the success that their energy deserves. This

company is. located at 1437 Monadnock Block, Chicago,, 111.,

and would be glad to send samples free, express charges

paid, to anyoue desiring to become acquainted with this

product.

readily removed with knives and scrub brushes without in-

jury to the wood.

The Boston & Maine has recently equipped Ave coaches with

Pintsch gas to inn jointly with the Central Vermont between

Boston and Montreal; also some mail cars for the E. Div.,

Boston to Bangor, Me. With 41 vestibule cars and 50 other

coaches, something like 100 cars are now equipped with

Pintsch gas, with prospects of more, as the gas plant at E.

Cambridge is to be enlarged and the purchase of oil lamps
for cars has been curtailed. Changing four-lamp cars to five-

fixture gas makes a good bit of work on deck headlining^ for

the paint shops.

"Phenoid," manufactured by Ellis, Chalmers & Meafs, Ded-
Iiam, Mass., is a new varnish remover lately on the market
that, devoid of. the objetcionable features of some articles

for this purpose (notably the odor), bids fair to become a

success in interior car renovation. It is in a paste form, like

vaseline, and , may be applied to vertical work without its

running off; and one heavy coat allowed to stand on long-

enough will cut through the most alligatorish finish and be

We have just been informed of the death, last November,

of Mr. John Josenhans, formerly Foreman Painter for many
years of the P., F. W. & C. Ry. shops at Allegheny, Pa. Mr.

Josenhans was one of the old veteran car painters, having

followed the business for more than fifty years. He retired

a few years ago when the pension system of the Pennsyl-

vania R. R. was inaugurated. We met him and formed his

acquaintance Avhile visiting his shop in January, 1897. He
was one of the early members of our association, but for

several years had not met with us, presumably on account

of advancing years.

A Correction: By opening up one of the forms, to get in

the closing item, entitled "Sad News," in our department last

month, a mix-up was made and Mr. Marshall's letter, an-

nouncing the death of our associate Jacob Hoesly's daughter,

was inadvertently left out, we regret to say. The following

matter is inserted in this issue as it should have appealed.

Though the following is delayed it is none the less news
to us, and seemed peculiarly sad as Mr. Marshall's letter was
delivered to us in church (Feb. 23) by our daughter, who had

called at the post office on the way for a letter for herself.

Miss Hoesly, daughter of our esteemed fellow-member, Jacob

Hoesly, Foreman Painter of the Meadow shops of the P. R.

R., near Newark, N. J., was married to Mr. A. Duncan Mel-

ville, Nov. 1, 1900, and was always a familiar figure at our

conventions and enjoyable company to all who had the pleas-

ure of her acquaintance. She will be mour.ned by a large

circle of friends and Mr. and Mrs. Hoesly will have the heart-

felt sympathy of all our Association family in this deep af-

fliction.

Friend Copp:

I have just returned from an extended trip west and when
I saw the February "Master Mechanic" felt condemned that

I had not written you to inform yon of the death of our mu-

tual friend Hoesly's daughter, Mrs. Duncan Melville.

It occurred on Christmas night. Mr. and Mrs. Hoesly had

dined writh their daughter and her husband. Had a very de-

lightful time, and Mr. Hoesly, about seven, went home, say-

ing he wanted to look after the house and might not return.

Within a half hour a message came for him to hurry back,

as "Maysie" was very sick; and before he did so she was
dead.

It was an affection of the heart, not "fatty degeneration,"

but fat growth around the heart that stopped its action. Of

course Ave were all greatly shocked. A large number of Mr.

Hoesly's P. R. R. friends attended the funeral. A baby daugh-

ter was about a month old, but both mother and child were
doing well at the time, and the baby is now well.

Yours truly,

Wm Marshall.

Mr. R. W. Scott has severed his connection with the N. Y.,

P. & N., at Cape Charles, and is representing the Thompson
Wood Finishing Co., of Philadelphia, Paint and Varnish Spe-

cialties, 115 No. Fourth St.; also Nelms & Co., Brushes, 30

No. Fourth St. It will be the earnest wish of "Bob's" many
friends in our association that he may succeed in his new
sphere. His address is 114 No. Fourth St., Phila., Pa.

The Boston Sunday Globe, Mar. 2, says that there was 10

ft. of water in the cellar of the Hotel Lincoln, Pittsburg,

as a result of the great l'resliet in that vicinity; also that

Allegheny was "a Modern Venice." If "our boys" of the Ad-

visory Committee could only have forseen this and held

their meeting a week later they need not have gone thirsty

and might have had lots of boat rides around town.
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6>6c Car Foremen's Association
of ScrantonA Department Devoted

to the
Interests of the Car Department jgp j^ jg> j^ jf^ j^

Official Organ
of t K e Association

March Meeting

On Saturday night, March 8th, at 8:00 o'clock, the above

association held their third meeting in the R. R. Dept. Y. M.

C. A. Hall, President L. T. Canfield presiding.

The following is a list of new members acted upon and

accepted

:

Acker, Charles, clerk, J)., L. &

W.
Bell, 0. R., clerk, D.

s
L. & W.

Brown, R. E., machine shop

foreman, D., L. & W.
Broadwell, S. A., cabinet mak-

er, D., L. & W.
Banker, J. H., joint car inspr.,

D., L. & W. and G. R. R. of

N. J.

Burns. J. J., foreman, D., L.

& W.
Carpenter, H. A., chief clerk,

d., l. & w;
Cleary, Frank, clerk, D., L. &

W.
Davis, H. A., car inspector,

Erie.

Dippre, P. W., foreman, D., L.

& W.
Eagle, C. I., foreman, D., L. &

W.
Harvey, Douglas, blacksmith

foreman, D., L. & W.
Heinrich, II., carpenter, D.. L.

& W.
Kissam, Geo. F., Murphy Gar-

nish Co.

Martin, (,'. W., Consolidated

Car Heating Co.

MaGinley, James, foreman, D.

& H. Co.

Neuls, Peter P., foreman, D.,

L. & W.
Shaw, Geo., inspector, D., L. &

W.
Smith, H. P., general foreman,

D., L. & W.
Wright, Harry, clerk, D., L. &

W.
Alter, Wm., foreman, C. R. R.

of N". J.

Mr. Canfield: We could not

get the minutes of our last

meeting to the Railway Master
Mechanic in time to get them
printed, so we had memeograph

Mr. L. T. Canfield,
MASTER CAR BUILDER, DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA
& WESTERN R. R., AND PRESIDENT OF THE CAR

FOREMEN'S ASSOCIATION OF SCRANTON.

Mr. Canfield, who has been elected the first president
of the Scranton Car Foremen's Association, was born De-
cember 3, 1861, and educated at Elizabethtown. He en-
tered railway service in 1879 with the Indianapolis, Cin-
cinnati & LaFayette Railroad as shopman, and was subse-
quently for a number of years connected with the car de-
partment of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis, St. Louis &
Chicago Railway at Cincinnati, O., (the latter road having
absorbed the Indianapolis, Cincinnati & Lafayette Rd.) as
locomotive foreman, car inspector and foreman. From
1889 to April 1898 he was with the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railway as foreman and division master car build-
er; from April, 1898, to April 15, 1899, with the Standard
Railway Supply Co., at Chicago, and from April 15, 1899,
to the present time he has held the position of master
car builder with the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Railway.

to make delivery; however, we expect to mail a copy to each

member before our next meeting. I regret that we are un-

able to furnish them at this meeting.

Mr. Canfield: The next order of business, I presume, is the

discussion of our first subject,

the hot box question, and I

will call on Mr. Slreicher to

open the discussion.

Mr. Streicher: Hot boxes on

any railroad system will be re-

duced to a minimum when all

or nearly all of the following

conditions exist: (1) Proper

kind of lubricants for different

seasons, which means timely

change from winter to summer
oil, or vice versa. (2) Prop-

er kind and proper preparation

of waste, also proper method
of packing same into journal

I-oxes, which, of course, includes

suitable facilities and tools;

(3) Brasses of good composition

properly lead-lined and cor-

responding with M. C. B. di-

mensions; (4) Brass wedges, M.
C. B. dimensions, free from

lumps or flask seams on top or

bottom; (5) Journals and fil-

lets free from imperfections,

turned smooth, straight and
true,also rolled finish ; (6) Jour-

nal box, M. C. B. standard, free

from lumps or flask seams
where resting on wedge back-
box preferably made in one

piece instead of being parted

in longitudinal center; (7) Rea-

sonable tight journal box lid;

(8) Square trucks, plumb pedes-

tal jaws and plenty of freedom

for up and down motion of

journal boxes; (9) Equalizers

stiff and strong enough to re-

sist and perpendicular or side-

bend, also square planed bear-

ing on equalizer lip and top of

box. Plenty of clearance be-

tween inside top corner of box
and corner of equalizer so

box can shift and tilt free when
making stops or airbrake ap-

copies sent to all members;
but we have copies of the above paper to pass to each of yov

to-night, and after tonight our proceedings will be printed in

this journal. The first order of business is the reading of the

minutes, and as they have been mailed to you, if there arp

no objections, they will stand approved as printed. Not hear-

ing any objections it is so ordered. The next order of busi-

ness is the reports of officers. Have any of the officers or

committees anything to report?

Mr. Miller: Your committee on Constitution and By-Laws
beg leave to report that the printers had promised to get the

matter out in time for distribution at this meeting, but failed

under conditions 8 and
senger car equipment.)

plications. (What I mention

9 refers particularly to pas-

(10) Prevention of hub fric-

tion between wheel hub and back end of box by
having wheels equidistant, and such with sharp flanges re-

moved; (11) Good, saving, intelligent men to look after the

business; (12) Well-posted, careful and impartial superiors,

capable of giving and imparting information and possessing

the gift of getting at the "why" of troubles. Referring to

experiments and tests made by Prof. Denton on Friction ana
Lubrication, at the request of the Standard Oil Co., and pub-

lished in M. C. B. proceedings, 1895, he brought out the fob
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lowing facts: That a 4 1
/4x8-in. new brass has 24.48 sq. ins.

bearing surface on a new 4%x8-in. axle; that by taking 11,000

lbs. as the load on one journal the pressure per sq. inch is

449 lbs.; that when the same journal is worn down to M. C.

B. limits, 3%x8-in., the bearing surface between brass and
journal is 20.68 sq. ins. only and the pressure under same
load is 553 lbs. per sq in.; that when, however, a new 414x8-

in. brass is placed on a journal worn down to its limit, 3%x8-

in., the bearing surface between new. brass and worn journal

is 8.59 sq. ins. only, and the pressure under same conditions

is 1280 lbs. per sq. in.

Mr. Bundy: I believe the first point in connection with this

subject is the condition of the journal. If we have axles

turned out of our shops as they should be, with smooth jour-

nals of the proper size and with proper fillets, I believe we
would have considerably less trouble. The next thing is the

proper fitting of the brass to the journal. I believe that a

good many of our hot boxes are due to defective dust guards,

and lids on oil boxes, that permit dust, grit and cinders to

get into the box causing them to heat. Another important

thing is the condition of the waste. I believe that waste

should be soaked 48 hours at least, put right down under the

oil, then taken out. You do not want to get it too dry nor

too wet. Again, we do not want to pack the boxes too tight.

It is equally bad to have it too tight as to have it not tight

enough. Another cause of hot boxes is the trucks getting

out of square. You all know that when .trucks have run for

some time they get so that the bearing is heavier on the

back end of the brass1 and the result is hot boxes. In ex-

tremely cold weather we have more hot boxes than we do in

moderately warm weather, on account of the waste getting

stiff and hard, which rolls up, pushing out to the end of the

journal. As a result, the journals commence to heat at the

back end. I also think it is poor policy to leave waste in the

boxes too long. I think it should be pulled out and picked

apart and loosened up and the boxes repacked occasionally.

If you leave waste in the boxes too long it glazes over, and

it is impossible for the oil to work through the waste and

lubricate the journal as it should. As a result we have bot

boxes.

Mr. Canfield: I see Mr. Taylor, of the Galena Oil Co., is

here to-night. I would like to hear his views on the sub-

ject.

Mr. Taylor: I should have taken no offence if permitted to

remain seated and unobserved. However, this is a matter of

interest to a Galena representative, although I would prefer

that you do not consider me as such, but rather as a layman

seeking light. I am desirous of information; what I have is

from practical experience and associations with practical

men. In reviewing the remarks made, I think Mr. Streicher

has covered the ground quite thoroughly, and Mr. Bundy
has added important points. In enumerating the essentials

for reducing hot boxes to a minimum, I should not class a

proper lubricant as the most important, because it matters

not how good the lubricant may be, if the mechanical condi-

tions are not what they should be. satisfactory results will

not be obtained. A good lubricant will assist. I agree with

Mr. Streicher that to get the best results, a journal should

be rolled, with liberal bearing surfaces, boxes square in the

jaws not too rigid, and proper methods of preparing pack-

ing and attending to boxes. I presume you are all familiar

with the methods endorsed by the company I represent, and

I believe that experience has demonstrated that these methods

are good. The results warrant that assertion. I find in my
experience that there are some who do not pay proper atten-

tion to the preparation of packing. Some pouring the oil on

the waste to be saturated as it works through. I do not

think that best results can be obtained in that way. It is

better practice to immerse the waste in a sufficient quantity

of oil, keeping data of amount of oil and waste used and af>

ter a saturation of 48 hours drain the surplus oil leaving

the proper proportion of oil (5 pints—some use iy2 pints),

to each pound of waste. In some instances this is attempted

in a cold room, but with poor results. The saturation will not

be effective when the temperature is much less than 70 de-
grees. We can get at the very essence of this thing, having
considered the mechanical relations (and that, of course,
covers a wide field) in the personality of the men who are
doing the work,—the car inspectors and car oilers. It means
close attention. With the trainmen the knowledge of a hot
box often depends on the sense of smelling or seeing; a hot
box is discovered, examined and found dry. He reports to

his superior officer "Hot box on account of dry packing." This
is referred to the chief car inspector and he in turn to the lo-

cal inspectors, and it comes to the question of lubrication.

Now, to my mind, a large percentage of hot boxes is due to

mechanical conditions, rather than to improper lubrication.

Brasses get thin, journals tapering and many other kindred
ills, but the cause is directly attributed to insufficient lubri-

cation. My recommendations on that point would be "Look
for the Cause." It is not enough to repack the box; doing this

simply means passing it along to the next man, and another

report to answer for. I know of some roads where the re-

ports of hot boxes as they come from the Transportation De-
partment with causes given are not accepted without further

investigation, and I must say that they get excellent results

by tracing the cause and remedying it.

Mr. Canfield: Both you and Mr. Streicher have mentioned

the fact that it was a good idea to roll the journals. I would
like to ask what is the idea of rolling journals?

Mr. Taylor: My understanding is that it presents a smooth

surface to the brass and tends to close the pores. Now I

speak more from a familiarity with results obtained with

rolled journals than from a theoretical point of view.

Mr. Canfield: My reason for asking the question is that I

was in a western country some four or five years ago when
the roller craze first started, and I understood from state-

ments made by men who used the roller that it was intended

to roll down any little fibres that might be left standing af-

ter the lathe tool passed over them. That looks to me to

be a very good scheme if you can keep your journal work-

ing in the same direction all the time and you can work

the fibres down so that they won't come up again in a re-

verse motion. But, when you turn your car the other way
is there not a tendency to raise the fibres and make them

worse than before? I had an experience some four months

ago where we were having considerable trouble with some

hot boxes on cars that were received from a manufacturing

plant on our line, and I sent my General Car Inspector there

to see if he could locate the cause. He knew my ideas pretty

well in regard to the roller question, and he found the roller

in use. He asked them if they would not stop it, and they

wanted to know what was the next best thing to do. We fol-

lowed the practice of cutting these fibres off entirely and

smoothing the journal with an emery cloth. They agreed to

do that and our hot boxes ceased. They might have done

something else, but we did not have any more trouble with

the cars.

Mr. Taylor: It is undoubtedly true that a journal in serv-

ice, when placed under a powerful glass, would show a se-

ries of elevations and depressions. The lubricant serves

as a separator between the metals, and the smoother the sur-

face the better opportunity the separator has to do its work.

Mr. Canfield: In regard to your remarks, Mr. Taylor, I

want to say for the railroad men that they have innumerable

subjects to treat on, while you have one particular line to

perfect yourself in and are better able perhaps to learn the

best methods of handling that line of work better than rail-

road men, who must drop lubricants to take up the question

of draft timbers, lay new floors, look out for steam heat, or,

in fact, any subject that might come up on a car. We are

glad to have you with us.

Mr. Fritts: I hardly know what to say more than has al-

ready been said in regard to reducing the number of hot

boxes. However, it is my opinion that the first thing on this

subject is, we should have our pedestals and trucks in line.

I think we should have a journal of the proper size to carry

the weight of the car, use the proper kind of waste, properly
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prepared, and good men; then we won't have much trouble

with hot boxes. Mr. Taylor says that a very large number

of our hot boxes is due to mechanical defects. I hardly think

so myself. I had that proven to me very thoroughly lately.

We had some little trouble with hot boxes and there was a

remedy found, viz: a different method of packing, and they

stopped at once, as it were. That proves to me very clearly

that not even 50 per cent of the hot boxes are caused by

mechanical defects. Not long ago we changed time tables on

our road and we were all very anxious to have no trouble,

but it happened to be my luck to have a box run hot on this

very day. I felt quite bad about it, and I examined the car

thoroughly when it came back. I found that the pedestals

were out of line and brasses wearing tapering. Car was sent

to shop and put in good condition. From that day to this the

car has not had a hot box. In this case it was undoubtedly

a mechanical defect, but that is not always so. As Mr. Bundy

said, the waste should be soaked in oil at least 48 hours, and

then drained, not too dry nor to wet. I would advocate the

practice of changing dust guards every time we change a

wheel. By this practice you will have less trouble with dust

and grit getting into the box. In regard to packing boxes, I

would suggest making a rope, as it were, of the first piece

you put in the box,—a piece 8 ins. or 10 ins. long, and pack

that up tight around the journal. That will also prevent dirt

from getting in or oil leaking out. I find this is almost a sure

preventative of dust getting into the box and also at the same

time the oil will not run out of the box. I would like to lay

particular stress upon the manner of packing boxes and pre-

paring waste, also taking care of the waste after putting it

in the box. I believe that is the seat of our trouble generally.

I believe we have little trouble with mechanical defects, and

from my own observation I believe most of our trouble comes

from the manner in which the waste is applied to the box

and the manner in which it is taken care of after it is ap-

plied. I think the waste should not be packed too tight, al-

though it should be packed tight enough at all times to feed

oil to the journal, but should not be packed above the center

line of the journal. If you do, you run the chance of getting

the waste up between the journal and brass. Again, if the

waste is not properly watched it will begin to glaze and cake

around the journal. You should have proper packing irons

and hooks for your oilers. I find in cold weather we have

a great deal more trouble than in warm weather. . The waste

will freeze up in the box and become hard, there being no

elasticity in it and it is impossible to get oil through the same.

The oil will lay on top of the waste and if you put any more
on it will run off. We have had very good results this last

three weeks during this heavy snow by pulling all the waste

from the side of the journal and taking a small piece of new
waste about 8 ins. or 9 ins. long and about V/2 ins. in diam-

eter, and putting this on the end of the packing iron and run-

ning it along on each side of the journal. In regard to the

matter of rolling the journals, I have not had much expe-

rience in that line, but I do not think it is good practice.

Mr. Taylor: I assumed before I made that asertion in re-

gard to mechanical conditions, that the packing was proper-

ly prepared and that proper methods were in vogue. I also

assumed that you were all familiar with these methods and
did not wish to dwell upon that feature of the subject, as I

was quite sure it would be brought out in the discussion. I

believe yet that my assertion will hold good when proper

methods' are resorted to in the preparation of packing and

care of boxes that hot boxes can primarily be traced to me-

chanical defects. For instance, an imperfect dust guard (I

do not believe we have a perfect dust guard yet), a brass

improperly moulded, or metals mixed from a poor formula.

Mr. Fritts has brought out the very points desired and I

am satisfied that he understands the proper care of boxes.

Mr. Miller: My experience as regards hot boxes has been
about the same as that of Mr. Fritts. We obtain good results

by applying new dust guards every time we change wheels.

We make it a practice to cut the duts guards off short about

one inch below the top line of box, and then fit a piece of

wood crosswise into the slot of box above the dust guard

to exclude the dust and dirt. The most trouble on account

of hot boxes at this time, of the year, I think, is caused by

packing getting more or less saturated with water and freez-

ing solid in the boxes, preventing proper lubrication of jour-

nals. We also find some hot boxes caused by rough or im-

properly finished collars; in new equipment especially we are

apt to find the latter, some being as rough as a rasp. Collars

in this condition are inclined to pick up waste and twist it

out of position; thus laying the journal bare and causing hot

box. Hot boxes are also caused by improperly manufactured

or unfinished brasses. Brasses should be properly milled or

bored out and all sand thoroughly removed, especially at the

ends where they come in contact with the fillets on journals.

If sand is allowed to remain on any part of the journal bear-

ing where same is liable to come in contact with any part of

the journal after the babbitt or lead lining of brass has be-

come worn through we are very apt to have trouble with hot

boxes. I think Mr. Fritts' practice of using a twist of well

saturated waste on each side of journal instead of repacking

a whole box is all right, especially at this time of the year

when the packing is frozen in the boxes and we find it very

difficult to remove it. For a matter of information I would
like to ask the members present as to what their experience

has been in regard to the different kinds of packing that are

in use; what kind of packing sems to furnish most of the

trouble on account of hot boxes; is it the long fibre wool

waste or the short, fuzzy waste, that gives best results?

Mr. Bundy: Replying to Mr. Miller's question, I prefer the

long fibre wool waste. I think it is preferable to the cotton

waste front the fact that there is more elasticity in it and

the cotton waste will settle down hard in the box, while

the wool waste holds up around the journal better.

Mr. Canfield: The question has been brought up that we
have some trouble with waste getting between the journal

and the journal bearing. We have one of our foremen here

to-night who has followed that question very closely and we
would be glad to hear from Mr. Dyer.

Mr. Dyer: The ground has been pretty well covered and

any suggestion that I could have made has already been given

voice to, and the details have been expressed better than I

could do so. My opinion as to the better kind of waste is

that the long fibre wool waste gives better service.

Mr. Canfield: In following the hot box question it has been

my observation that a large number of men will drop on to

some one cause, and that is my reason for calling on Mr.

Dyer. He has dropped on to the hobby of waste being caught

between the brass and journal. Now, someone else here might

have dropped on to something other than Mr. Dyer's hobby.

By doing this we get all of the causes of our hot boxes.

Mr. Dyer: I think the waste getting between the journal

and bearing is one of the chief causes of hot boxes, especial-

ly is such the case on a road that has considerable curves

and heavy grades to contend with. From personal experience

I am positive that at least 90 per cent of the hot boxes on

passenger trains at Scranton is due to packing getting be-

tween brass and journal. This condition is aided also by poor

mechanical condition of truck in addition to track conditions.

It has been said that the electro-plated spots so often found

on journal bearings in cases of hot boxes are induced by

copper spots caused by improper mixing of metals. Now, I

have always thought that by far the larger proportion of

these so-called copper spots have been caused by packing

getting between the journal and bearing. A very good reason

for this opinion is that oftentimes I have seen bearings re-

moved from hot hoxes which have 1-16-in. lining in first-class

condition except at a spot at center of the bearing, where the

lining has melted away which has been electroplated. After

the lining has melted from this spot the journal no longer

comes in contact with the bearing at that point. What, then,

caused the bearing to be electroplated, uless it was conse-

quent on the packing which having gotten under the brass

and after melting off the lining on part in contact was the
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cause of the electroplating. In a great many such cases the

packing adheres to the brass and plainly shows the cause.

Mr. Davis: I think we ought to consider the conditions as

we have them. I think it is a matter of attention as much as

anything else. I do not think there is any question but what
any good inspector knows how to pack a box. I think the

question is, do they do it, and do they do it at the right time.

I think there are only two elements that enter into the mat-

ter, and these are the dust guard and lid. When I speak of

attention I have one car in mind that I gave personal attention

to, with an ordinary dust guard in the back running over a

coal, dirt ballasted road. We ran that car nearly 49,000 miles

with one oiling. This result was due to attention and was
done partly during the winter months. I think it is not a

question of misundertsanding how to do it, but doing it and

doing it at the right time. I think we all know that we have

more hot boxes in winter than summer. This, I think, to a

certain extent, is due to the time when the change is made
from summer to winter oil. No doubt you all feci the effects

of it; we do, at least. During the cold snap we have had

within the past few weeks, we have had considerable trouble

with hot boxes due to the freezing of waste, and I think Mr.

Fritts' method of handling this matter is a very good one.

I have had a great many boxes emptied of frozen waste

where it came out in a lump. So far as the question of waste

is concerned, I think the long fibre wool waste is the proper

material to use.

Mr. Streicher: In regard to the matter of rolling: When
you remove a brass from a car that has given good service

we find the journal is smooth, shiny and perfect in every re-

spect; it has a gloss on it due to wear and the pressure placed

on it. The idea of rolling journals, so far as I know, orig-

inated down South, and at the time was received as a ready

remedy for hot boxes on new equipment. There are, how-
ever, two ways of doing work. A man applying a roller to a

journal can spoil it if he puts too much pressure on it. He
can wear the metal almost right out of the journal. That de-

pends upon whether he understands his business or not; the

same as the man using the finishing tool. He can make a

good job or he can spoil it. Before commencing to roll a

journal we should leave it, say 1-100 part of an inch larger

than the actual size desired. When applying the roller, if

we push it in too far we will injure the fibre of the metal,

but if we do not push it in too far we will get a journal that

is equally as good as if it ran a thousand miles or more. That
is the reason, I think, that a rolled journal has given such

good satisfaction.

Mr. Bundy: In support of the rolled journal, I want to

say that some two years ago I had charge of a shop for one

of the largest packing houses in the country, and we were
turning out new trucks at the rate of probably three or four

cars per day. We sent those cars out in some of the fastest

freight trains over all the railroads in the country, and it

was seldom we heard of a hot box on them, and we rolled all

of the journals.

Mr. Ganfield: Mr. Streicher admits that there are two ways
of doing almost any kind of work. It is our practce to use

emery cloth in our shops, and I would like to call upon Mr.

Baumgardner to give his views on the subject.

Mr. Baumgardner: In regard to turning journals I wish to

say that when you turn a journal and run a finishing cut over

same you find a tool mark left on the journal. To get rid of

this tool mark, I take a mill saw file and file the journal; then

I apply emery cloth to polish the journal. If there is any de-

fect on the journal it opens up . If you apply a roller to a

journal it will cover up this tool mark and defects, and there-

fore I would not advocate the use of the roller.

Mr. Muray: In support of what Mr. Baumgardner has

stated I notice if you take a lot of wheels where the journals

have been rolled and you look at them closely they are ap-

parently smooth, but if you stand back 8 or 10 ft. where
the light shines on them directly, you can see the thread

marks left by the tool. This roller has been supported to-

night in case of new equipment. As we all know, nearly all

of the work at manufacturing establishments is done by
piece work, and the man who does this work knows the more
work he turns out the more money he will naturally make.
Therefore, he will do all the work he possibly can with the

roller, covering up the rough work of the cutting tool.

Mr. Brown: For a point of information; Mr. Baumgardner
states that after turning a journal with a water cut, it leaves

a ridge that follows the tool and he takes a le and files the

journal to take this ridge away. On an ordinary axle lathe

how would you get the required speed to file this journal?

You take an ordinary axle lathe, it does not run fast enough
and as I have always been taught, the faster you run when
filing the better results you will have. Whenever you put

a file on a job, in a lathe, you can never file it round, because

when you make a stroke with your file it has got to stop

somewhere. With the experience I have had working on

journals I do not think a roller does any good to a journal.

If you do not finish up your journal properly at first, the

roller will do no good. The roller simply puts a polish on

it, which I think is easily worn off. When I was in the

South a year ago, we had some trouble with a hot crank

pin, which has been finished up with a roller. We took

the pin out and finished it up with emery, but still it ran
hot. We sand-papered the pin and took the brass out, tinned

it with babbitt and rebored it to fit the pin, and we had good

results. The conclusion I came to by doing this, in using

emery on the job was that the fine emery will work into the

pores of the iron or steel and set there. If you use sand

paper, the sand will drop off. By rolling the journal you can

spoil it just as well as by any other way. If the roller does

not set properly on the journal it will spoil it every time, but

if you have a large roller and a perfect flat surface you

can get good results; however, as I said before, it only puts

a gloss on that can be easily worn off.

Mr. Ganfield: T have listened to the discussion with a great

deal of interest. I note in Mr. Streicher's remarks he brings

out some very good points. To start with, I think we should

have as nearly as possible mechanical perfection. I think

when we cover that point properly, we have overcome most

all of our trouble in regard to hot boxes. Car and engine

builders of the country have figured out proper sizes for

journals to carry certain loads. They have figured out bear-

ings suitable to journals allowing for lateral motion and with

suitable radius for fitting the bearing, The wedge comes in

for its share of dimensions. I think we should start right

in around the shop where our boxes are fitted up, to know
that they leave our shops according to the dimensions given.

I think next the brass should be gone over very carefully.

I think the foundry should watch very carefully the ques-

tion of brasses. We make it a practice to break one out

of every 50 to see what kind of metal we have, to see if the

metal is properly pored and unless the bearing gives a

good clean fracture we reject the brasses. We had an epi-

demic of hot boxes on our line in passenger service about

12 months ago. They were keeping me up nights and I guess

a few others were kept up nights, for I was after them
pretty severely and I sent my general car inspector to see

if he could locate the trouble. He came back and reported

that the boxes were not packed properly. Well, I told him

_ to have them packed right. I also sent a foreman, but I

do not know just what cause he found, anyhow, he said he

found something which caused the trouble. They corrected

it according to his ideas, but sill we had trouble. So it kept

going from bad to worse until I took a trip down to Hoboken

to see if I could locate the trouble, and went to the scrap brass

pile. Mr. Fritts had a large number of brasses laid out for

examination, and the first thing I noticed was the electro-

plate or copper spots. We had some brasses broken and I

immediately telephoned for the manufacturer. Every brass
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we broke showed a very dirty fracture. The minute the man-

ufacturer saw these brasses he said, "you send these back

and we will replace every one of them." We did, and it

took us some two weeks to get all of these bad brasses out

of service and get better ones. That settled that trouble.

At that particular time it was due to bad brasses. Commenc-

ing at that time we demanded that the manufacturer break

two brasses out of 50 and we also adopted the practice of

breaking one out of every 50 after they came to us, so that

now we are getting pretty good brasses. Mr. Streicher brings

out another point. The reduction in diameter of the journal

bearing reduces the number of square inches for carrying

the load. It is a very important point and while on that

subject I wish to say that the Pullman Company have now
in service four different sizes of journals, 3%, 4, 4% and 4%
in. They thought they were carrying too many different

brasses in stock and adopted 4%-in. brass for all service.

Shortly after that time we had a car assigned to our lines

from Hoboken to St. Louis via the Wabash, if I remember
correctly, it was the Calgary. It started in to give trouble and

it came to us hot at Buffalo. We worked with it all the

way down to Hoboken, putting in new brasses, and every

day we wired the Wabash people if they did not correct

the trouble we would have to cut the car out at Buffalo.

After a time Mr. Fritts notified me that this car had a 4-in.

journal with a 4%-in. brass. I immediately wired him to hold

the car out of service until he could fit their journal bearing

by hand, which he did. He fitted their journal bearing by

hand, giving it a suitable radius and we had no more trouble

with the car. I simply mentoned this fact to bear out Mr.

Streicher in his remarks relative to getting brasses of suit-

able radius. I have been thinking seriously of fitting up

our mandrills so as to line a brass 3%, 3%, 4, 4% ins. and

so on, placing them in the hands of such stations as Hoboken
and Buffalo, only not scattering them broadcast, but put

them in the hands of men where we had one or two men
whose duty it was to do nothing else, so that they could

caliper- the brasses to the proper radii. Mr. Dyer, as I said,

attributes a large number of his hot boxes to the fact of waste

getting between the bearing and the journal. I think he is

right. I believe the prnciple cause of that on our line is

due to the track conditions. Coming into Scranton from the

east, we come down a mountain 22 miles long with very bad

curves, and the centrifugal force of the train coming around

the curves must lift one side of the truck from its load,

and at that time it is very easy for the journal to pick up

a little waste and carry it over the top. The question of

keeping your pedestals plumb and your equalizers plumb is

one that should receive a great deal of attention. In caring

for passenger cars, I think it good practice to set your ped-

estals so that when the truck is light they will stand at

least 1-16 n. out of plumb, or will throw your truck % in.

narrow. When you let the weight of the ear on your truck

the bearing is in so far from the wheel piece that the ten-

dency is for the transom to go down. This downward motion

of the transom forces the pedestals back to the plumb line.

The Pullman Company, about six years ago adopted the prac-

tice of setting their equalizer springs out of line. They went

so far as to set the equalzer spring % in. of of line with the

center line of the equalizing bar to prevent the equalizer

from springing out. That was thought to be a good prac-

tice, but it is not followed very closely. The question of

planing the equalizers so as to give the box a chance to move
when the brakes are applied is one that I think should re-

ceive attention. The matter of parting patterns I think

should also receive attention. I think the pattern should

be parted transversely rather than vertically. In that way
you avoid any unevenness that might come from imperfect

fitting of flask. The wedge is a very important factor. When
I first came east we hauled a great many new cars over

our line from the American Car & Foundry Company, and at

one time we began to have trouble. The first thing we found

was that the rapping plate on the wedge had been allowed

to get loose and every wedge had a high spot where that

rapping plate was. We had the pattern repaired and cor-

rected the trouble. As Mr. Taylor has said, I think the next

thing after we have gotten the mechanical conditions as

nearly perfect as we can is to get men who understand the

business. One fault with a great men who care for hot

boxes is that they do not report to their superiors any defects

that may show up or any cause they may locate. They

do not go that deep into the subject. We are able to run

passenger cars 317,000 miles per one hot box. We should

do better than that. We have demonstrated that we can

run them cool by running them that distance. The fact

that we do not make that number of miles per one hot box in-

dicates that our mechanical conditions are almost perfect.

The next thing that comes to my mind is that the men are

not giving this matter the attention they should. The boxes

are not properly packed and not properly lubricated. One

of the gentlemen here tonight spoke about changing dust

guards. I think this is a good idea. We have on our line

an arbitrary rule that every time a box is removed from jour-

nal, we must apply a new dust guard, regardless of the con-

dition of the old one. We follow out the practice sug-

gested by Mr. Miller. We cut the dust guards short. It is

my experience that just as a train stops the wheel will have

collected a large amount of dust, and it is there in motion.

The centrifugal force of the wheel holds it in motion, and

as the wheel stops it settles down on the box.' It is good

practice to have the box lids fitting perfectly tight. In re-

gard to the use of the roller, it is my opinion that by the

use of the roller we simply roll down the fibres and there

is a chance of their coming up if the motion of the journal

is reversed, and in preference to taking that chance, I would

rather have emery cloth cut them off. We do know that we
get a highly polished journal with emery cloth. There is

one thing that has not been brought up tonight and I think

Mr. Taylor would be able to give us some information on

the subject, and that is what it costs to run a car per 1,000

miles for lubrication. I do not know what other people

are doing, and I do not know whether we are doing well

or bad. On freight our cost will run from 4% to 6% cents

per car per 1,000 miles, and our passenger cars will vary from

11 to 14 cents. There was a time when we went as high

as 30 and 35 cents. We had one month some tnree vears

ago, when we went up to 42 cents. As I said a few moments

ago, our passenger service cars are running so that we only

have one hot box to 317,000 miles run. We run our freight

cars from 12,000 to 17,000 miles per one hot box. We make

up this statement monthly. I will admit that some two or

three months ago I let it get away from me and did not give

it my attention and the hot boxes went very high. I got

after it vigorously and we had beneficial results at once.

Now our service is very good on hot boxes.

Mr. Taylor: In regard to the cost of lubrication, referring

to freight service: this depends in a measure on the total

mileage made, from 4 cents to 8 cents per 1,000 miles are fair

averages. While on the floor, I wish to lay emphasis on the

fact that the keynote to the whole situation is "eternal

vigilance", constant attention. Such facts as Mr. Canfield

presents, the number of mileage per hot box, is an evidence

that mechanical conditions are good and getting better each

year; close attention is being paid, and such records are testi-

monials to the faithfulness of the men who do the laborious

work, often under disheartening conditions.

The matter of passing cars at interchange points on record

was taken up and dscussed thoroughly, the majority of mem-
bers being in favor of same. After a lively problematical

discussion the meeting adjourned to meet in the same hall,

the second Saturday night in April, at 8:00 o'clock p. m.

R. W. Burnett,

Secretary.
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March Meeting

The regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Association of

Chicago was held in Room 209 Masonic Temple, Wednesday,
March 12th. Among those present were the following:

Briden, J. Kline, Aaron, Ryding, A.

Blohm, Theo. Keller, B. A. Stimson, 0. M.

Callahan, J. P. Kroes, D. Scott, J. B.

Cuthbert, J. N. Kroff, F. C. Schreck, D. W.
Chambers, Frank, La Rue, H. Swinson, N.

Cook, W. C. Lutz, Jos. Schultz, F. C.

Downing, I. S. Miner, Max H. Stewart, H. A.

Dunley, W. T. O'Neill, Jas. Vansickle, M. B.

Evans, W. H. Peterson, A. F. Wirtschoreck, E. H.

Earle, Ralph, Phipps, D. L. Willcoxson, W. G.

Godfrey, J. Parish, LeGrand, Wentsel, Geo.

Grieb, J. C. Perry, A. R. Wessell, W. W.
Jones, R. R. Parke, P.

Kuhlman, H. V. Powell, C. R.

Pres. Grieb: It rather looks from present appearances as

though we would have an attendance this evening very much
out of the ordinary for the Chicago Car Foremen's Association.

The weather is not in our favor and we have a little side

attraction in the way of a fire on State St., and with these

things competing with us our attendance is iikel3' to be small.

Unless there are some objections the minutes of the previous

meeting as printed in the Railway Master Mechanic will be

accepted.

Secretary Kline: The following have made application for

membership:

H. A. Anderson, Car Inspector, B. & 0., Walkerton, Ind.

Geo. W. Beebe, Wheel Inspector, C, B. & Q., Aurora, 111.

J. R. Buckley, Foreman, Des Moines Union, Des Moines, la.

F. R. Brown, Chief Clerk, C, B. & Q., Chicago.

David B. Carse, Pres. Carse Bros. Co., Chicago.

A. B. Cassidy, Car Foreman, Soo Line, Gladstone, 'Mich.

B. F. Dudley, Car Foreman, K. C, St. J. & C. B., St. Joe, Mo.

G. N. Dow, Master Car Builder, L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, 0.

Geo. H. Frazier, Asst. Foreman, P., C, C. & St. L., Dennison, 0.

Frank B. Harrison, General Manager, Harrison Dust Guard
Co., Toledo.

J. M. Hopkins, Gen. Manager, National Ry. Specialty Co.,

Chicago.

G. E. Herrick, Foreman, B. & M. R., Lincoln, Neb.

Edwin M. Herr, General Manager, Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

E. E. Hull, Car Inspector, C, B. & Q., Aurora, 111.

II. D. Holmes, Asst. Foreman, C, B & Q., Aurora, 111.

Jno. R. Jamiesou, Car Inspector, W. & M. V., Waukegan, 111.

Henry Kilian, Car Inspector, E., J. & E., Barrington, 111.

J. A. Lindberger, Foreman, P., C, C. & St. L., Dennison, 0.

B. Morrison, Mchst. Helper, L. S. & M. S., Chicago.

E. Machin, Foreman, P., C, C. & St. L., Dennison, 0.

Thos. E. McGown, Machinist, L. S. & M. S., Chicago.

P. H. O'Connor, Train Desp., C, M. & St. P., Perry, la.

Albert Propper, Clerk, C, B. & Q., Chicago.

E. D. Payne, Car Clerk, C. G. W. St. Paul, Minn.

0. G. Patterson, Gang Foreman, P., C, C. & St. L., Dennison, 0.

Edwin Rogerson, Foreman, C. & N. W., Waukegan, 111.

Adolph Ryding, Air Brake Man, L. S. & M. S., Chicago.

H. J. Speck, General Foreman, P., C, C. & St. L., Dennison, 0.

Carl W. Sperry, Machinist, C, B. & Q., Aurora, 111.

J. W. Skelsey, C, B. & Q., Storekeeper, Aurora, 111.

A. Uhlich, General Foreman, B. & M. R., Lincoln, Neb.

L. C. Vincent, Foreman, P., C, C. & St. L., Dennison, 0.

R. L. Whitton, Salesman, Berry Bros., Detroit, Mich.

E. W. Wheaton, Gang Foreman, P., C, C. & St. L., Dennison, 0.

Pres. Grieb: "Xou have heard the applications from those

desiring admission as members in the Car Foremen's Associa-

tion, and they will be handled in the usual manner by the

executive committee and the names enrolled as members.
You will note that there are 34. We still continue our good
work of rolling in new members. Thus far we have some-
thing over 300 admitted during the present fiscal year, and
comparing the month of March this year against March last

year we have 34 vs. 12. Now for the ensuing six months
in order to do a little better than last year, we simply have
to bring in more than five new members each month, that

is there was an average of five new members admitted dur-

ing the six corresponding months of last year. As you know,
our aim is to double our membership this year and with the

results so far accomplished it ought to be an easy matter
to accomplish what we have set out to do.

This brings us to the regular program of the evening, the
first number of which is the discussion of the report of the
committee appointed to formulate a list of questions for the
examination of -candidates for car inspectors. This report

was presented at our last meeting and was printed in the
Railway Master Mechanic for March. I presume all present
are familiar with it and I would like to hear any remarks
the members desire to make.

Mr. Stimson (S. R. L.) : Since there are no members of this

committee present this evening I move you that the subject
be laid over for discussion at some future meeting. Carried.

Pres. Grieb: Subject No. 2 is the report of the committee
on Repair Track Appliances and Facilities, of which Mr.
Evans is chairman.

Report of Committee on Repaie Track Facilities and Appli-
ances.

To the President and Members of The Car Foremen's Asso-
ciation of Chicago:

Your committee, appointed to consider the subject of Re-
pair Track Facilities and Appliances, and report at this meet-
ing, would respectfully submit the following:
In considering this subject, we were of the opinion that it

was the intention in appointing this committee to confine
our investigations as applies to what is known as the repair
tracks, as distinguishing them from repair shops or coach
yard facilities. We are all aware that it is only in recent
-years that the repair tracks were regarded as requiring any
special facilities for the work done, and was usually a track
originally intended for regular yard purposes, and which
was only given up when the absolute necessity for repairing
cars required. However, with the increasing amount of work
to be done and the importance of keeping cars in service, the
repair track has become to be accepted as a very important
matter, and well worthy of being thoroughly equipped and
arranged to facilitate the repairs of cars in the shortest pos-
sible time and with correspondingly less" expense.
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Kepair tracks should be located convenient to the larger

switching yards, and where circumstances will permit, should

also form a part of the repair shop plant, in order to facilitate

the machine work, and the handling of material and supplies.

They should form an entirely separate track arrangement,

especially designed for the purpose, and so far as possible,

have the lead tracks for same, separate and distinct from

the regular switching yard, to reduce to a minimum, the

liability of a cut of cars being dropped in on the repair tracks,

on account of a switch being set wrong.

Considerable advantage is gained in having a storage track,

or yard, where cars can be placed as switched out from the

switching yard, and later placed on the repair tracks, usually

at night or at times when the force is not working. This

also affords an opportunity for the foreman to designate

what cars he desires placed on certain tracks, to facilitate

their repairs.

Tracks that will hold from 20 to 25 cars, when, properly

separated, allowing about 50 ft. for each car, are found to

be most suitable length, and should, where the arrangement

will permit, have double end leads, where the repaired cars

can be taken out from the opposite end from which they

are received. This is also quite convenient in placing ma-

terial, gathering scrap and exchanging trucks, etc.

By arranging the tracks in pairs, with centers of about 14

ft. and a wide space betwen the pairs, with centers of 20

ft. where standard gage material or supply tracks can be

put in, extending the full length of the repair tracks, con-

siderable economy in space can be effected, as well as provid-

ing the best arrangement for distributing wheels, material,

etc. This track being standard gage, mounted wheels or

trucks can be run out very easily, and the ordinary standard

gage truck cars can be used, thus avoiding any special equip-

ment for the material tracks. A track should be laid crossing

the yard at about the center, and where this intersects the

material tracks, turn-table or air lift jacks should be placed,

thus permitting a loaded material car or a car truck, to be

quickly handled to any portion of the yards. Wheels can

be removed from the side next to the material tracks and
placed on the rails and run to the end of the yard, or shops,

where wheels are usually kept, and should be so arranged

that the wheels mounted first are used first; that is, the

track for wheels being supplied at one end and taken off

at the other.

Lengthwise through the center of the yard, a space 35 ft.

wide should be reserved upon which to locate the necessary

building for sorting material and scrap, the convenience of

the men, and for locating such machinery as the importance

of the yard and the circumstances of the location will re-

quire. These should contain a small engine and boiler, suffi-

cient power to drive such machinery as a drill-press, bolt

cutter, bolt shears, air compressor and blast for at least one
blacksmith fire, as well as furnish sufficient steam for the

heating of the building properly.

In this connection it was considered advisable by the com-

mittee to submit a sketch of a general plan of a repair yard,

which would embody their idea, as set forth in this report,

and the same is herewith submitted showing the track ar-

rangement and the locations of the buildings, as recom-

mended.

The switching crews should be required to separate all

loaded cars a sufficient distance to remove the trucks, and
also all the empty cars requiring heavy repairs; and they

should be careful to leave all crossings clear. This is facili-

tated by having stakes set to indicate the end of each car.

All switching should be done after working hours; with the

exception of fast freight loads, requiring light repairs or

exchange of wheels, which should be placed on a track set

aside for that purpose, and then, only after the track fore-

man has been notified. No cars should be placed on the re-

pair track except for immediate repairs.

Where the business will justify it, ele-

vated tracks, or a drop pit will be found

a great advantage in removing wheels

from loaded cars, especially cars double-

loaded with long material. The main

lead switch leading to the repair yards

should be locked and the key in charge

of the track foreman, during the work-

ing hours, thus making it impossible for

an engine or runaway cars to strike

any cars being repaired. While this

would seem to avoid the necessity of

any danger signals or blue flags, we are

not sure but that strict compliance with

the laAV would require them to be used.

Lever ratchet jacks, similar to the

Barrett or Mosher patterns, are found

to be the most desirable for all around

repair track work, as they are easily

handled, operate quickly and are least

liable to get out of order. We would
recommend, however, that every repair

yard of any consequence, be supplied

with at least two 40-ton hydraulic jacks

for extra heavy work. The smaller

tools usually supplied repairmen should

all be marked with the man's check

number and a suitable box provided to

carry them around in, and also a locker

where each man's outfit can be stored,

when not in use. The larger tools, such

as sledges, pinch bars, claw bars, car

trucks, etc., are to be under the charge

of the track foreman, and should be

gathered up and stored each evening

before the men quit work. A truck

car loaded with emergency blocking of

suitable size will be found to be very

handy. For exchanging wheels under
the larger capacity cars, some arrange-

ment should be made to avoid the extra

heavy work of handling wheels in the

ordinary way. A light plank extending

across the track to the material track,

with a small trolley car to carry a pair

of wheels, will be found very handy.

For this purpose, a light repair yard
derrick car can also be used to advan-

tage, as well as for many other pur-

poses. Where the business will justify

it. an overhead traveling crane of at

least 30 tons capacity, will be found
useful in adjusting or transferring

heavy loads, or replacing a broken

down car. This can be so located as to

be available for unloading heavy ship-

ments.

Facilities for the repairs of steel

freight cars, in the way of rivet heat-

ing, driving tools and machinery, also

for heating and straightening bent met-

al end sills, sprung side and end sheets,

without removing from the' car, such as

gasoline torches or oil burners, etc..

should be provided.

All character of materials for the re-

pair tracks should be stored as nearly

as possible to the center of the yard,,

and a separate bin, or shelf, pro-,

vided for each different article.
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and the name and weight, or price marked on suitable cards.

Intelligent laborers should be employed to distribute the ma-

terial to each workman, and in returning gather up the

scrap or broken parts. Such men soon become thoroughly

acquainted with the stock of material and a great saving can

be made in this line. The complete separation of material,

as indicated above, will also save time ;md labor and assist

the foreman in keeping the run of his stock of material on

hand. This has been very commonly neglected in most repair

yards. Scrap material should be collected as fast as made,

assorted and placed in separate bins, or taken to the shops

to be worked over again and made ready for use. Here also is

a chance for a great improvement over the usual practice.

It is also important that repairmen be acquainted with and

appreciate the money value of material used, as well as scrap

removed, which will prompt them to greater interest in the

conomical use and care of same.

All cars requiring repairs should bear a bad order card,

placed on it by the inspector in the switching yard, indicat-

ing the repairs required, and also bearing the initial and

number of the car. The repair yard inspector should also

inspect the car, and attach a work card, indicating in de-

tail all the work required, also giving the initial and num-
ber of the car. It is very necessary that this work be done

previous to the time the regular force begin work. The fore-

man then distributes his men to best suit the repairs re-

quired. When the repairs are completed the work is again

inspected and the material used placed on the work card,

and the work marked 0. K. From these two cards, the re-

pair cards or defect cards are made out by the repair yard

clerk, who checks the repairs for bills or defect cards, and

also for the correct numbers and initals. It is well known
that only by having a frequent check, mistakes in the initals

and numbers of foreign cars can be avoided. A good prac-

tice is to give the name of the roads in full, in place of the

initials.

The increasing amount of clerical work connected with

the repair track require that the work be systematized as

far as possible, and that records be arranged in cipher, and

filed under regular headings, to facilitate ready reference to

records of cars repaired or inspected. The use of rubber

stamps is recommended for dates, location and initials and
numbers of repair or defect cards, and in fact wherever

any saving in time or improvement in legibility can be

effected. Signatures, however, should be written with a

pen. Properly printed stationery and suitable blanks will

also effect a large saving in time and labor, all of which
means considerable money, when applied to car repairs. The
office work of the foreman should be reduced as far as pos-

sible, in order to enable him to be out among his men and
material. He should also be encouraged to visit the repair

yards and shops at other points, both on his own line and

at those of other roads to observe the different methods
of repairing cars and interchange ideas for improvement.

Your committee would further recommend that he be re-

quired to regularly attend and actively participate in the

meeting of the Car Foremen's Association.

The selection of men for the repair track depends to a

large extent on the conditions existing in the locality, as well

as the wages allowed for the work. While regular mechanics

are not required for the greater portion of the work, a good
repairman, must be one handy with tools and not afraid of

hard work, and one accustomed to working in the open air.

He should be able to speak, read and write the English

language, and should be sufficiently intelligent to accept in-

struction readily and act promptly. In this connection is

recommended that maps of the roads, showing the territory

covered, charts or blue prints, showing the standard or special

equipment, directing particular attention to improvements in

draft or running gears, charts of the Westinghouse or New
York air brakes, or of the different makes of automatic coup-

lers, or any other matter bearing on the repairs of cars,

should be displayed in the buildings used by the car repairers.

While on this line we would call the attention to the mat-

ter of suitable and comfortable buildings, equipped with

lockers for clothing and lunches, and drinking and washing
water, with plenty of light and good air, where men can

enjoy their lunch hour. This would be appreciated, and re-

sult in an improvement of the general character of the men,

and an increase of interest in the work. Convenient water

closets and urinals should also be provided.

It is also recommended that buildings where material, such

as castings and duplicate forgings are kept, be heated during

the severe weather, as the material being warm is much
easer and quickly applied, and the saving will consider-

ably more than offset the expense of the heat.

Usually men who have been in the service and gradually

advanced make the best men for car repairers, inspectors,

car machinemen, carpenters, car foremen or general fore-

men, and it is of great importance to interest the men in

the business of the company employing them, and to have
them understand that merit will be appreciated and deserved

promotions will surely follow.

Acknowledgment is herewith made of suggestions received

from the members and the large percentage replying to our

requests for information indicate a lively interest in the sub-

ject, all of which is appreciated by, Your committee, W. H.

Evans, Chairman; B. A. Keeler, P. Parke, F. C. Kroff, M. M.
Parkinson.

Pres. Grieb: We have had the pleasure of listening to a

very complete and satisfactory report from your committee

on Repair Track Appliances and Facilities. They evidently

have put in a good deal of labor and considerable thought

in formulating their ideas as presented by Mr. Evans. The
track arrangement proposed, which is shown on the blue

print, is of course an ideal arrangement, subject to change
as local conditions demand. It is rather strange that such an

important factor as proper repair track room and facilities is

so sadly neglected, but like a good many other things it has

finally come to the foreground and is receiving some atten-

tion. I think the work of this committee will enhance its

value and after it has been discussed will result in increased

economy in a line which represents one of the greatest av-

enues of expenditures in car maintenance.

Mr. Stimson: I move you that the report be accepted and
the thanks of the association be extended to the committee
for the very able report they have given, and that it be placed

before the association for discussion at an early meeting,

after which disposition of the committee shall be determined.

Carried.

Pres. Grieb: This brings us to subject No. 3 on our program,

Discussion of M. C. B. Rules 1, 2 and 3. I do not think it is

the intention to read every rule and section thereof, but al-

low the members to bring up such matters as they would like

to hear discussed and the association will kindly proceed

on that basis.

Mr. Evans (B. & 0.): Rule 3, Sec. 15. Determination of

flat spots, worn flanges and chipped treads shall be made
by a gage as shown in Fig. 1. The determination of thick

flanges shall be made by a gage as shown applied to M. C. B.

standard wheel tread and flange in Fig. 2. I would like to

direct attention to the fact that it is necessary, under the

present M. C. B. Rules, to have a gage for flange wear for
' wheels under cars of over 80,000 lbs. capacity and possibly

some members have suggestions to make as to how a gage
can be constructed or possibly the old one adapted for the

new rules.

Pres. Grieb: This point has been considered by the com-
mittee appointed by the Western Railway Club to recommend
changes in the M. C. B. Rules and they present a modified

gage that provides for wheels under cars of 60,000 lbs. ca-

pacity and less, having the same gage as illustrated on pages
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8 and 9, and also for wheels of cars with a capacity of 80,000

lbs. and over.

Mr. "Parish (L. S. & M. S.) : We had that point under con-

sideration but there has been nothing done as yet. I saw

an advance' copy tonight, of the report of the committee on

Revision of Rules of the Western Railway Club, and that

has been taken care of by them.

Secretary Kline: I would like to ask if it is the general

understanding that an M. C. B. defect card covering broken

draft timbers, end sill, or similar parts, is sufficient author-

ity to charge for any bolts that it may be necessary to use

In making repairs.

Mr. Stimson: My understanding of the rules is that a de-

fect card covers the replacement of a draft timber, and if

it requires any new bolts they are to be included in the charge

for the timbers.

Mr. Kroff (P., F. W. & C.) : I would like to hear from some

of the members on Rule 3, Sec. 17, in regard to axles for

refrigerator cars; whether that limit is all right.

Mr. Powell (I. C): Why should there be any question in

regard to these axles?

Mr. Kroff: The reason I asked that question is that re-

frigerator cars are built heavy in themselves; they weigh

from 12,000 lbs. up heavier than the ordinary car and in ad-

dition to the ice, etc. I think it makes a greater capacity

on the car and therefore I think the axles ought to be in-

creased accordingly.

Mr. Stimson: Mr. Kroff will doubtless re-call that this

particular subject was discussed by this association some

few months ago, and if my recollection is correct, it was

decided that the lesser load for the refrigerator car more

than compensated for its additional- weight. I think that Mr.

Sharp of the Armour Car Lines showed the association very

clearly that the average weight of a refrigerator car loaded

was considerably less than the average weight of a loaded

box car. As it was shown that although the capacity of re-

frigerator cars was from 40,000 to 60,000 lbs., they were sel-

dom loaded with more than 30,000 lbs. If that information is

correct the difference between the load and the capacity of

the car would more than compensate for the weight of ice

and heavier the car body, my recollection is that it was so

decided by the Association. The impression prevails in the

minds of some inspectors and car men that because of the

corrosion of axles that takes place under refrigerator cars

that the axle is weakened, but such is not the case, that is

to say, no more than to the extent of the corrosion, and I be-

lieve that axles under refrigerator cars are made large on

this account. I might add for the benefit of the members that

recent tests have demonstrated that there is no perceptible

diffierence in the strength of the axles of the same size re-

moved from under box cars and those removed from under

refrigerator cars, both having been in service the same time.

Mr. Kroff: I do not understand how it is when you put

a limit on such a thing you are going to allow excess weight

on the other thing. Now a refrigerator is a great deal heavier

than a common ordinary car and the M. C. B. Rules lay

down laws showing what is the limit of a certain capacity.

I am under the impression that those things have been over-

looked; they have been forgotten the same as a good many
more things have been forgotten. I believe that refrigerators

are loaded to their full capacity a good many times, especially

with boxed meat and more so when the car is rented out to

some private concern. They will load all they can get in the

car and I am of the opinion that the axle is too weak as

laid down in these rules for refrigerator cars, although my
opinion may be wrong.

Mr. Stimson: Mr. Kroff seems to think that the light

weight of the car is the basis of figuring the strength of the

axle. Such is not the case however. I remember of read-

ing with some interest the problems that were worked out

in determining the size of the axle required for an 80,000

and 100,000 lbs. capacity car, which were very thorough and
extensive, but the light weight of the car cut very little

figure in any of the problems or calculations, and so it was
with the smaller sizes of axles when they were designed.

It was figured that they would be expected to carry a certain

load. The factor of safety for the journal of a 60,000 lb. axle

is sufficiently high under an ordinary box car with a load

of 60,000 lbs. It should therefore be entirely safe under a

refrigerator car, which is seldom ever loaded with more than

30,000 lbs.

Mr. Parish (L. S. & M. S.): The only question in connec-

tion with that would bo, I believe, the weight per square

inch on the brass. There is :ao doubt in my mind but the

factor of safety is great enough if there is a proper fillet

at the back shoulder of the journal. The most trouble we
have had from broken axles has been where the fillet was
worn out.

Mr. Schultz (C, B. & Q.): The idea seems to prevail that

refrigerator cars are overloaded. A very small percen-

tage of these cars are loaded to 30,000 lbs. In looking over

the billing I find that they are loaded to 20,000 and 22,000, but

very seldom to 24,000 lbs. by the packing companies. Those
loaded by private firms, such as dairy products, etc., are some-
times loaded to 30,000 lbs. but very seldom more, although

the cars are 60,000 lbs. capacity.

Mr. Powell: Rule 3, Sec. 7. Tread worn hollow; if the

tread is worn sufficiently hollow to render the flange or rim
liable to breakage. It seems to me that section allows the

inspector to be the sole judge as to what amount of wear
will render the flange or rim liable to breakage. We had
a case the other day wherein we were asked to pass a bill

where the tread was worn hollow % in. deep. That left it

to the inspector to say whether the wheel was liable to

damage. I would like the opinion as to whether any limit

should be allowed in determining wear of tread or whether
each inspector will determine a limit of his own.

Mr. Blohm (C, M. & St. P.) : We have no set limit that we
work by. We simply use our own judgment.

Mr. Kroff: The rules say that the receiving road is to be
the judge of what is safe to run and you willhave to go
by the condition that you find the wheel in. A wheel cannot
be worn very hollow and still be bad enough to condemn
it. It may be worn through the chill, and if the wheel is

worn hollow very bad it is liable to force the other wheel
close to the flange and liable to breakage of the rim, and I

do not see how there could be any rule laid down to govern
worn hollow wheels. I think that it will have to be left

entirely to the judgment of the inspectors or foreman re-

moving the wheels.

Mr. La Rue (C. R. I. & P.) : I do not think there should be
any limit placed on that, for this reason, that the inspector

should be the judge under the circumstances. There are dif-

ferent makes of wheels and different weights of wheels.

There are times when the lighter weight wheels get under the
heavy car and for that reason I think the inspector should
take into consideration where the wheel is and the load that
it has to carry. Also I think there are certain other times
when the wheel is worn through the chill. To a man that
is used to handling wheels I think you will notice a wheel
that is worn through chill you will find that certain dis-

tances around the wheel where the wheel is worn on the
other side. That was always evidence to me that it had gone
through the chill and for that reason I would call the wheel
worn hollow.

Mr. Kroff: You will find a worn flange on one side and as
a rule you will find the ma'te wheel worn hollow more or
less, either from flange or next to flange. I do not know as
there could be any line drawn there. You frequently apply
two new wheels on one axle and on those removed you will
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find one wheel worn out and the mate wheel you have got

to take for what it is worth. It may be a good wheel and
run for quite a few more months and it may not run two
weeks and I do not see how a limit could be drawn on the

wheels in that respect.

Mr. Powell: As the rules stand now each individual in-

spector is to be the judge as to the limit allowed. The reason

I raised this question was that a bill was presented to the

Illinois Central R. R. where a party had designated the wheel
as removed account worn hollow % in. If he had said worn
hollow there would have been no question, but he said % in.

deep which raised the question in my mind as to the right to

say that a wheel worn % in. hollow was properly chargeable

to the owner or not: whether that was sufficient depth to

permit the wheel being removed for that cause.

Mr. La Rue: That was the idea that I wanted to convey,

that the different weights of wheels and difference in thick-

ness of the treads when the wheel is worn % in. hollow and
should it be a light capacity wheel, 550 lbs., and should get

under a heavy 60,000 lb. capacity car, that wheel would have
to be removed.

Pres. Grieb: That is a prerogative which the rules give

to the receiving line to be the judge of the safety of any

portion of a car they accept for movement over its line. It

is generally conceded that this matter should be left to the

judgment of the individual inspector who is to pass upon

the condition of the wheels, etc., based upon the leading of

the car, its destination, etc., all of which have some bearing

on making the decision.

Mr. Kroff : I would like to ask the gentleman whether the

mate wheel was condemned or whether the one wheel was
simply removed account of worn hollow.

Mr. Powell: Both wheels were condemned.

Mr. Kroff: Then I think the man was justified in condemn-

ing the worn hollow wheel, because if he condemned one

wheel and found the other worn hollow it would not be

policy for him to give full credit for second hand wheel

and then could not get rid of it.

Mr. Evans: In that case I think, since this section comes

under that part of the defects for which the owner is re-

sponsible, I do not think it is very good policy for the owner

to object to a wheel taken out on account of worn hollow,

as I think that defect generally develops from the fact that

the wheels were originally mis-mated to a very great extent.

You will find that a wheel worn hollow is 011 account of the

other wheel being a little bit larger or smaller and wearing

one wheel on the tread and the other at the flange. In that

respect I do not think, at least in the past, that railroad

companies have been sufficiently accurate in mounting up

wheels. In my experience in inspecting wheels at the wheel

foundries I find that that very important part was very often

assigned to a boy or an irresponsible person, simply from

the fact that it was a very simple thing of itself to do, to

tape and mark a wheel and then after the wheel left the

foundry the wheelpressman or man fitting up the wheels

depended on the tape marks rather than taping the wheels

himself. I think that is a very frequent cause of wheels

wearing out in the way indicated and is a considerable more

fruitful source of trouble in car trucks than has been given

credit for.

Mr. Stimson: I would like to ask for a little information,

and that is to get an expression from the members, if they

care to give one, as to what extent the practice is being fol-

lowed of billing repairs for two-thirds of a combination

indicating unfair usage, and leaving out the balance of it.

I refer to instances where the combination has been broken,

and the party who has broker, the combination has repaired

the car but billed for only such part as prevent a combina-

tion (in the bill) from being broken, whereas if they had

been honest they should have repaired the car and attached

their repair card without making auy bill. I would like to

know to what extent that is encountered by the parties pass-

ing bills and instances where they have caught up with the

other fellow.

Mr. Powell: For the benefit of the Illinois Central R. R.

1 think I can give the gentleman a little information. It is

my duty to pass on all charges made by the Illinois Central,

of a doubtful nature. Whenever I find a case where there is

a conflict on repair stubs you get no bill from the Illinois

Central. In the case of draft timbers and couplers, (which

is about the only kind of a conflict wherein a doubt exists),

we try to trace. If coupler and the draft timbers are broken,

we mark the stub "no bill." However, if the coupler is

missing and the draft timbers are broken, we investigate

and ascertain whether coupler was broken and caused the

draft timbers to be broken after the coupler was taken out,

or whether the draft timbers broke allowing the coupler to

come out and become lost in the yard, for which we have

our superintendents and master mechanics locate coupler and

advise if there is any other damage that would cause a con-

flict. If so, we mark the stub "no bill." However, if there

is damage indicating rough usage, we do not hesitate in

sending the repair stub to the owner. We try to make it

our particular business to ascertain each conflict of that

nature and properly protect the car owner and do not hesi-

tate in cancelling any bill when our attention is called to

same.

Mr. Stimson : This is brought to my attention at the

present time by a case we have under consideration now.

One of our cars was cut out and held in a railroad shop for

some time. We investigated (through the traffic officials) to

find out why the car was held. After some considerable cor-

respondence the general freight agent said the car was being-

held because of broken deadwood, broken continuous draft

rods, broken draft timbers, timber bolts and broken coupler.

Several weeks afterwards we received a bill for repairs to

the deadwood and the continuous draft rod, bolts, etc.,

necessary to make the repairs. When the car arrived homo,

having this information in our possession, we instructed our

inspector to make a careful examination of the car which

had the repair card attached, and he discovered that the

draft timber was broken, and the coupler had received re-

cent repairs. We went back to the railroad company, not

telling them that we had information that these defects ex-

isted, when the car was in their shop, and they denied posi-

tively that the car has a broken draft timber and continu-

ous rod bolts, etc., and coupler. We have since called their

attention to the fact that we had evidence that a combina-

tion existed, and they acknowledged it and canceled the bill.

That is one instance of many where we have caught im-

proper billing in the same manner.

Mr. Schultz: I believe the M. C. B. rules were intended for

honest parties only. I do not think we will ever be able to

make rules that can be used in any other service.

Mr. Powell: For the benefit of Mr. Stimson I might say in

my desk I have at least a dozen cases similar to the one he

has referred to. Our trouble seems to be mostly with the

southern lines wherein very heavy repairs are made and

there is a conflict, but only part of the repairs made, we

do not receive either bill or repair card stub for them, con-

sequently cannot locate who made the repairs, but we can

trace over each foreign road that the car moved and ask the

parties if they made repairs. If they say "no" we are sim-

ply stuck. I had two cases where the center sills and draft

timbers were broken. We got joint evidence card showing

other additional defects on the car had been repaired namely

end sill but no repair card, and the car had moved over six

or eight foreign roads. It is quite a difficult matter to get

anybody to acknowledge that they made any repairs and if

simply means that the Illinois Central railroad has got to re-
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pair the additional defects at their own expense, whereas

some road had the ear in an accident.

Pres. Grieb: In tracing the movement of these cars over

foreign roads did you get a full tracer showing delays at

stations.

Mr. Powell: We simply asked the head of the motive

power department to trace the car over his line and ascer-

tain what repairs were made.

Pres. Grieb: I think Mr. Powell exhibits a larger amount

of good nature than is credited to some other roads. On

the Milwaukee road, in cases of that kind, we got the full

movement of the car over the line in question and then

asked them what repairs were made. We usually located

the guilty party.

Mr. Kroff : We do not experience so much trouble in that

respect. There are a good many old cars out of kilter all

the time and if you move them two blocks they have got to

be repaired again. It might be on some cars of that nature

that the trouble is found. We have not experienced such a

great deal of trouble that I know of.

Mr. Parish: We check our cases very similar to the way
the Illinois Central does,—endeavor to locate the coupler and

ascertain its condition. We do not receive the bills any

more, for check at our shops, and have not for three or four

years and I am not familiar with what those conditions are

at present.

Mr. Cook (S. R. L.) : We recently had a case where one

of our cars arrived home bearing a new air brake hose ap-

plied by a certain company, bearing their road initials and

also carried repair card issued by the same company
showing that they had applied this new hose on account of

the old hose being burst. The hose at the opposite end of

the car was one of our own hose bearing our own initials

so that there could be no question that there was only one

hose applied to the car. Our inspectors, on examining the

car, discovered what the other man had not found and that

was a defect card that had been placed on there covering

one torn air hose, issued at an interchange point and the

new hose had been applied at the same interchange point.

It was simply a case of the receiving inspector receiving a

car with defective air hose and not only overlooking the

defect card on there but violating the rules in taking that car

with defective hose and billing against the car owner. We
had received a bill in the meantime, covering the application

of this hose and returned the bill with the defect card and
they very nicely cut the charge out of the bill and said they

would render bill on the defect card, and it was only after

we had gone back after them the third or fourth time that

we finally received an acknoweldgment that the matter had
been handled out of the ordinary.

Mr. Evans: On this same subject I would like to ask,—
page 15 says, "Combination of defects that denote unfair
usage if caused at one and the same time and at the same
end of car." I would like to have the benefit of the associa-

tion as .regards that part "caused at one and the same time."
I think that that could be just as well left out because it

is impossible to determine whether the defects have occurred
at the same time, particularly if they have run for some
time.

Pres. Grieb: I think it is generally accepted that if the

combination is found that is sufficient evidence of responsi-

bility.

Mr. Evans: I would like to ask, in regard to Rule 3, Sec.

27, page 13, Owners responsible "if the car has air-signal

pipes or air-brake pipes.but no air brakes, the hose and
couplings on the car are at owner's risk, unless the car is

stencilled that it is so equipped." I do not recall that there

is anything in the rules under which we are working, except
the capacity of the car being stencilled on the car, that says

anything about stenciling the car with what is standard to

the car. I think some car owners take advantage of that

by stenciling the car that a certain kind of equipment is

standard to the car. I would like to know whether the rules

give them that privilege.

Mr. Grieb: That same idea of stenciling refers to metal

brake beams and wood beams. You will notice Mr. Evans
brings forward the point of responsibility of the delivering

line for parts that are missing or receive repairs if not spe-

cially stencilled. Whether it is the intention under the M. C.

B. rules to restrict this responsibility of the delivering line

to the matter of brake beams, wood against metal and the

air pipe and hose. Would it apply to any other items that

are not specially mentioned here?

Mr. La Rue: If I understand what he is getting at, he

wants to know whether it is in accordance with the M. C. B.

Rules to stencil on the side of the car to maintain a certain

kind of draft rigging, for instance.

Pres. Grieb: That would be one of the restrictions.

Mr. Evans: Suppose you stencil the car "Equipped with
Universal car bearings." Does that give the owner the privi-

lege of requiring everybody to carry a stock of Universal car

bearings?

Pres. Grieb: I do not think that is the intention nor is it

in accordance with the rules.

Mr. Powell: I would like to call attention to Sec. 29, Rule
3, "Car not within the limits of standard height for couplers
3ly2 inches to 34% inches for standard gauge cars." I un-
derstand the proceedings of the Master Car Builders state

how a car shall be raised, but I think it proper to have some
information of that nature included in the rules because we
find frequently that roads are charging us for raising ear to

standard height, whereas practically all they do is place a
shim under the coupler. That is not proper repairs, although
from the appearance of the stub it would show the coupler
raised iy2 or 2 ins., as the case may be, and for all you can
tell, without joint evidence card, it is all right and yau pay
the bill. We are unable to say whether repairs were made
properly or not, and I think the information should be em-
bodied in the rules that the car should be raised on the bol-

ster.

Pres. Grieb: Do I understand that the Illinois Central
would pay for a coupler being raised to proper height if it

is done by putting a shim under the coupler?
Mr. Powell: Not exactly, because we have had a few cars

with a shim put under the coupler and when the car settled
those shims were supposed to be taken out and allow the
coupler to remain at standard height, and under those cir-

cumstances of course we would not pay the regular charge
for raising car to standard height. The ordinary charge is

one dollar for raising a coupler and the same should be raised
to standard height on the bolster, according to M. C. B. pro-
cedure. But if it is raised under the coupler it is temporary
repairs and not chargeable to the owner of the car.

Mr. Parish: I would like to ask Mr. Powell if very many
roads bill against them for raising a coupler in the manner
he has described?

Mr. Powell: We have instances wherein bill was presented
for raising car to standard height, as before stated.
Mr. Jones (B. & 0.) : I would like to ask if the Illinois Cen-

tral accepted the bill?

Mr. Powell: Not intentionally.

Mr. Jones: It is a case of temporary repairs and no bill
should be made.
Mr. Powell: Suppose you are in the office and a repair

card stub comes to you reading "Car raised to standard
height." You have no other information before you. what
are you going to do. Pay the bill or object to it.

Pres. Grieb: Do you get your repair cards back?
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Mr. Powell: I do not believe that the Illinois Central gets

25 per cent of repair cards back.

Mr. La Rue: I think if my memory serves me right the

Illinois Central is the road that stated here that the repair

cards were taken off by the goats.

Mr. Blohm: We raise the cars under the bolsters. We
would not render a bill for raising a coupler in the way the

gentleman has stated. That is only temporary repairs for

our own benefit so we will not have to go to so much work

to raise the car under the bolster. If we have a loaded car

and the coupler is too low we will stick a plate under the

coupler and make no charge.

Mr. Kroff: There are several ways of raising cars, as Mr.

Blohm says. The Milwaukee cars have gibs on the truck

bolsters to raise them up and a man might put a shim un-

der the truck springs and raise them up or he might shorten

the truck hangers. As Mr. Powell says that somebody has

been putting a shim under, I do not think any one would

bill on that. That would just simply be to get the car with-

in the limits. I would like to ask Mr. Powell how he knew
the man put a shim under the coupler to get it within the

standard height.

Mr. Powell: I do not remember how the case came up.

Of course I do not intend to infer that any road would make
this bill intentionally, but I know - if we should get a case

of that kind in our office we would presume that repairs were
properly made, whereas as a matter of fact there was merely

a shim put under the coupler to raise it to standard height.

The question was not raised as to whether a road would in-

tentionally bill for such repairs, but merely how would you
determine it from the information in your office as to whether

the repairs were proper. Also as to specifying in the rules

proper method of raising car?

Mr. Kroff: I notice quite a lot of little kicks coming from

the office about wrong repairs and I will admit that the men
do not know much about repairs sitting in the office. He
has got to get on the outside and see what is done. There

are lots of times repair men work under peculiar conditions.

The clerk gets the stub and looks it over and they do not

understand about this; how about that, and the poor ear

inspector has got to write a big song as to how it was, all

this and that, and then they are making lots of trouble for

the inspector that inspects the car. He is the man to say

whether the repairs are wrong and if he accepts the car I

think the owner ought to be thoroughly well satisfied to pay
the bill.

Mr. Downing (L. S. & M. S.): We have had a good many
cases where we raise the cars by putting a shim under the

coupler to raise them to the proper height and consider that

the owner ought to pay for putting these shims under to level

up the coupler. In regard to Illinois Central cars we find them

too high when loaded,although they are all right when empty.

They come down in the center and the ends raise up and we
have to shim the carrying iron down.

Meeting adjourned.

The following report will be presented for discussion at the

April meeting:

Chicago, March 18, 1902.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago:

Your committee, in considering the revision of rules of

interchange, find that there is a general feeling that the rules

should be allowed to remain unchanged. If they are not

changed, the benefits derived will be considerable on account

of the fact that there would be no disturbance of the gen-

eral good results being obtained under the present rules. Very

few cases have been referred to the Arbitration Committee

during the past year, and it is believed that the number would

be even less if the rules are not disturbed. The Car Fore-

men's and Inspectors' Associations of this country have ac-

complished a great deal toward arriving at a uniform inter-

pretation of the rules. This is evidenced by the decided re-

duction in correspondence relative to bills, and a great re-

duction in the number of cars delayed at interchange points.

The rules in their present form are perfectly satisfactory,

we believe, to railroad and private car companies, and partic-

ularly so to inspectors who handle the detail work of car

interchange. Any radical change in the rules has the effect

of disturbing these conditions for at least four months each

year. It is desirable to avoid this condition of affairs, not

only from the point of view of the inspector, but also from

that of the Traffic Department.

Therefore, we would recommend that the Arbitration Com-

mittee of the M. C. B. Association be advised that it is the

opinion of this Association that the rules governing inter-

change and inspection should be allowed to stand as they

are.

Le Grand Parish, Chairman; Hugh Marsh, H. H. Harvey, F.

C. Kroff, T. R. Morris.
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THE Pennsylvania Railroad Company is going to use

the high-speed brake on all of its passenger equip-

ment on all lines, east and west of Pittsburg. The cost

involved in making the necessary-changes will amount to

approximately $130,000. It is claimed for this brake

that it is 25 per cent more efficient than the present brake,

and in its operation the entire power of the brake is put

upon the wheels immediately upon applying the air to the

cylinder, and is gradually released as the momentum of

the train decreases. This is effected by modifications of

the triple valve. The general introduction of the high-

speed brake was not determined upon until after a full

and thorough trial on the part of the company. We un-

derstand that the Lehigh Valley railroad and Grand

Trunk railway have also decided to use the high-speed

brake for all passenger equipment.

» » »

between Eckley and Wray, Colo., was made. The train.

consisting of an engine and nine cars, made the distance

of 14.8 miles in just 9 minutes, which is at the rate of

98.66 miles per hour. The train left Denver for Chicago

ten minutes late, having to wait for a through California

car from the D. & R. G. Ry. A heavy wind prevailed to

Akron, 112 miles from Denver, causing them to leave

Akron 30 minutes late. A distance of 39 miles from

Akron to Eckley was covered at the rate of 67 miles per

hour, and 14 miles between Eckley and Wray was made

in 9^2 minutes. For this stretch of 15 miles a speed of

more than 90 miles an hour was attained and maintained

for the entire distance.

-•-

ONE of the locomotives recently equipped for burn-

ing oil on the Fitchburg division of the Boston &
Maine road, and which is used as a helper in the Hoosac

Tunnel, recently caught fire at Williamstown, Mass., due

to a torch coming in contact with the oil in the tender

tank. The locomotive was standing on a side track near

a car of oil in the yard and the flames spread from the

engine to the car, causing so large a blaze that the fire

department was called out. The engineman backed the

engine under a water crane and extinguished the flames

with a great volume of water. The car was then moved
under the standpipe and the second fire drowned. A de-

scription of this design of locomotive was published in

the December, 1901, issue of the Railway Master Me-
chanic.

<» »

»

THE last month has witnessed some unusually fast

running time on two of our western roads, the

Continental Limited, on the Wabash railroad, making a

record from Tilton to Granite City, running 180 miles in

180 minutes This was with five stops—three station

stops, one to change engines, and one to take on coal.

The actual running time was 158 minutes. The run from

Danville to Decatur, 71.6 miles, was made in 70 minutes,

including stops at Tolono and Bement. The run from

Decatur to Granite City, 105 miles, was made in 10

1

minutes. A five-minute stop was made at Litchfield,

making the actual running time 96 minutes, an average

of 65.4 miles for the whole distance. The best previous

time was 98 minutes. From Staunton to Carpenter, 10.2

miles, the time was seven minutes, or at the rate of 87.42

miles an hour. The 47 miles from Boody to Honey Bend

was made in 40 minutes—70.5 miles an hour. On the

Burlington a record-breaking run of an east-bound train

THE bill providing for the adoption by the United

States of the metric system of weights and meas-

ures, which was ordered to be favorably reported to the

house by the committee on coinage, weights and meas-

ures some weeks ago, contains an amendment providing

as follows: "That on and after Jan v 1, 1904, all the de-

partments of the government of the United States, in the

transaction of all business requiring the use of weights

and measures, except in completing the survey of public

lands, shall employ and use only the weights and measures

of the metric system; and on and after Jan. 1, 1907, the

weights and measures of the metric system shall be legal

standard weights and measures in the United States."

It is said that the ordnance bureau of the war department,

in which it is conceded the greatest inconvenience will be

suffered by the transition, is favorably disposed toward

the change. The bureau of steam engineering is not so

strongly inclined, the principal objection being the co* 1-

of making the change. It is not proposed to make tnc-

installation at once, but to have it take place under such

regulations as shall be prescribed by the heads of the de-

partments, in accordance with the practical requirements.

*•+

AVERY elaborate and interesting account of the

railways in Turkey is given through the consular

reports by Mr. Thomas H. Norton, who is our consul at

Harput. He writes that the contract between the Otto-

man government and the Anatolian Railway Companv
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for the construction of the railroad from Konieh to Bag- Church, Kerr & Co., including complete generating;

dad and the Persian Gulf has been concluded. This in- plants as well as motor equipments. This apparatus will

sures through rail communication from the Bosphorus be installed in the new shops of the Union Pacific R. R.

and the Mediterranean to the Indian Oceon. As is well

known, the prolonged delay in reaching the agreement

hinged upon the amount of the imperial subsidy to be ac-

corded the new road and the security offered for the

same. The road is a continuation of the railway extend-

at Omaha, and the Oregon Short Line R. R. at Pocatello.

Idaho, and will consist of Westinghouse machines

throughout—engines, generators and motors. It is pro-

posed to adopt direct-driven tools wherever possible.

The equipment for the Union Pacific shops at Omaha
ing from the Bosphorus to Konieh, and the company will contain two compound engines directly connected to

which built and owns the latter has received the conces- 250-k. w. 250-volt engine type generators and one com-

sion for the new route. For economic reasons, it is evi- pound engine directly connected with a 75-k. w. 250-volt

dently desirable that this company should construct and generator. These engines are to run non-condensing

operate the prolongation.

Before the close of the nego-

tiations, it is reported that

American capitalists offered

to construct and operate the

road without requiring a

state subsidy.

Recent propositions from

the same quarter to construct

a line along the eastern lit-

toral of the Red Sea indicate

that American capital is be-

ginning to consider seriously

the possibility of investment

in the Orient. There is a

strong probability that con-

cessions could be obtained

by American capitalists in

the Ottoman Empire .
with

greater ease than by Euro-

peans, on account of the to-

tal absence of political en-

tanglements. Of interest in

this connection is a letter in

the Chicago Record-Herald

by Mr. William E. Curtis,

now traveling in Turkey,

who states that Damascus,

Jerusalem and Tarsus can

already be reached by rail,

and that is will soon be pos-

sible to go by train to Mount
Ararat. Since 1896 the

Russians have beene build-

Mr. J. E. Childs.
GENERAL MANAGER NEW YORK, ONTARIO AND WESTERN

RAILWAY.

Mr. Childs entered railway service in 1865 as assistant

engineer of the New York and Oswego Midland Railroad.

Prom there he has risen through the Engineering Depart-

ment to his present position, having been connected with

several leading railroads during that time.

under a boiler pressure of

150-lbs. The contract also

covers 21 shop motors of

various sizes from 5 to 25
horse power. The generat-

ing sets are to be of regular

engine type construction

with bedplates. The Oregon
Short Line contract covers

two Standard engine type

outfits for direct connection

to 150-k. w. 250-volt gener-

ator, the engines to be of the

regular Westinghouse con-

struction with bedplates.

The contract also covers 12

shop motors . of various

sizes. These engines will

operate non-condensing un-

der a boiler pressure of 100

lbs. Under both of these

contracts Westinghouse mo-
tors will be used for all indi-

vidual direct-driven tools.

There will be 21 motors for

Omaha, ranging from 5 h.

p. to 25 h. p. and 12 motors

for Pocatello ranging from

5 h. p. to 25 h. p.

+* »

AN unusual shipment of

machinery parts was

recently made from the

works of the Allis-Chalmers

Kara, a strongly fortified city on the Turkish frontier. Company, at Milwaukee, Wis. It consisted of a steel

ing a line south from Tiflis, and have already reached shaft 30 ins. in diameter and 34 ft. long, with its fittings.

Kara is near the foot of Mount Ararat, 5,689 ft. above The shaft is hollow forged, with a 10-in. hole, and was
the sea level. The railroad is chiefly important for finished and fitted for use in one of the plants of the

strategic purposes, but the people in the interior raise a American Steel & Wire Co., at Cleveland, Ohio. The
great deal of wool, and, having facilities for reaching the" actual shipping weight of the shaft was 78 tons. It will

market, will no doubt extend their enterprises. be used with a 40 and 80x60 combined vertical and hori-

*"*"*
zontal Reynolds rolling mill engine, carrying a rope wheel

THE increasing use of electricity in railway shops is 23 ft. in diameter by 18 ft. face. The weight of the wheel

evidenced by the many plants which are being is about 138 tons. The total weight of the finished engine

equipped in this manner. We note that recently two im- is about 500 tons. The shaft was shipped on two flat

portant contracts for electrical apparatus for operating cars, being supported at each end by heavy timber block-

railroad shops have been secured by Westinghouse. ing well braced longitudinally of the car.
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Burlington Route Test Car

By Max H. Wickhorst, Engineer of Tests, C, B. & Q. Ry.

H7

HE Burlington Route test car contains an oil

dynamometer for measuring train resistance,

an Orsat gas analysis apparatus for analyzing

smokebox gases or products of combustion,

air-brake recorder, steam pressure recorder,

smoke box vacuum recorder, Boyer speed re-

corder, and several electric counters. The im-

portant part of the equipment consists of the

dynamometer and the gas analysis apparatus.

The car body is similar to the regular Burlington way

cars, being 30 feet 9 inches outside of the sills, 30 feet

long by 8 feet 6 inches wide inside, with a platform on

train and thus cut out the dynamometer and save any

strain on it. To do this it is simply necessary to open

a bypass to allow free circulation of the oil between the

two ends of the cylinder, and put in filler blocks to fill

in the space between the springs and encircling yoke.

The recording arrangement is somewhat similar in

principle to a steam indicator, consisting of two cylinders

9-16 inch diameter, or about %. square inch area placed

on each end of a bed plate and the piston rod extending

from one to the other. The general arrangement is

shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6. The piston rod is held in

place by means of two springs, each under compression

unn»

Fig. 1

—

Burlington Route Test Car and Locomotive.

each end, and has a convenient cupola situated over the

recording table and seating four men conveniently. An
outside view is given in one of the accompanying illustra-

tions, Fig. 1, and a general plan of the car is shown

by cut No. 5. It will be noted, one end contains the

dynamometer, large gauge board, recording table, gas

analysis apparatus, and work benches, while the other

end contains seats and sleeping accommodations.

The dynamometer consists of an oil cylinder or oil

"jack" 10 inches in diameter with a piston of 5 inches

face, 23^2 -inch piston rod, and four inches of free move-

ment of piston. There is no packing around either the

piston or rod, but both being ground fits, and still free in

movement. This makes an expensive construction, but

does away with friction in the dynamometer. The cylin-

der is designed to withstand a pressure of at least 1,000

pounds per square inch, which is equivalent to a tractive

pull of over 75,000 pounds. The general principle is the

same as that used by Prof. L. P. Breckenridge, of the

University of Illinois, but we have merely one piston, and

this is double acting ; that is, suitable for either pull or

push. When in testing service, the drag of the train

comes on the cushion of oil and we arrange to take auto-

matic record of the oil pressure thus developed. In addi-

tion to the oil cylinder there is a twin spring draft ar-

rangement which can be made to take the drag of the

of one-half their capacity, the springs each having a seat

on one end against one of the small cylinders and the

other end against a sleeve, fastened to the piston rod.

The pressure then on either end of the piston rod will

compress one spring and release the other. As one cylin-

der is piped to the front end of the dynamometer and the

other to the back end, the recorder is thus made double

acting. The movement of the piston rod is multiplied

by means of a lever arm giving a multiplication of 10 and
giving a straight line motion with correct multiplication.

The ordinate obtained with a given pressure may be

varied by using different capacity springs in the recorder,

and we aim to get an average ordinate of 3 or 4 inches.

The records are taken by means of stylographic pens.

one of which draws a datum line, or line of zero drawbar

pull which remains stationary and is set before starting.

The drawbar recording pen gives an ordinate varying

with the drawbar pull or pressure in the dynamometer.

The general arrangement of the piping is shown in

Fig. 7. It will be noted that pipes lead from both ends

of the bottom of he dynamometer and the pressure at

either end can be shown on high pressure gauge or on

low pressure gauge which also shows vacuum, or mav
also be lead to the recorder. There is an oil supply tank

and a hand pump. This pump can be used to replenish
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the dynamometer while on the road, going with the train

if necessary, although practically this necessity never

occurs. One pipe leads from the top of each end of the

dynamometer, and these are air pipes, which are used for

forcing the oil out of the dynamometer back into the oil

tank whenever it is desired to drain the dynamometer.

This air can be obtained from an air supply attached to

the pipe system in the car, or it may be obtained from

the auxiliary reservoir under the car, a pipe being tapped

into this. Each of the oil pipes from the dynamometer

has in it a check valve which has a scratch on its seat, so

of mallets while the paper is pulled through slowly until

the recording pen becomes stationary. The recording

pen is then forced to the other side and the same pro-

cedure gone through. If there is no undue lost motion

and the recording piston has no undue friction, the two
lines thus obtained will very nearly coincide. The valves

are now opened so that pressure produced by the gauge

tester is brought to one end of the recorder, while the

other end is opened free to the atmosphere, care being

taken to have the gauge tester brought level with the re-

corder, or else to correct for difference produced by the

Fig. 2

—

End of Car Showing Gauge Board Recorder, Piping, Etc.

it is never perfectly closed and which relieves any

vacuum or pressure that may occur in the end not in use

for recording pull or push. For convenience of distinc-

tion the oil pipes from the front end of the dynamometer

are painted red, and those from the back end are painted

blue, the air pipes are painted green, and other pipes

black.

For tbe purpose of calibrating the dynamometer, we
use a dead-weight gauge tester, which is tapped into the

pipe system and arranged so pressure can be obtained in

either the front end or back end of the recorder. Before

calibrating, the apparatus is all put together and datum
pen properly set. To test the datum line the recordin.sr

pen is forced to one side and allowed to come back slowlv

and the bed plate of the recorder tapped with a couple

head of oil. Pressures are now produced by means of

the gauge tester, starting with say 20 pounds per square

inch and using increments of 20 pounds up to the de-

sired limit of 200 or 300 pounds per square inch. At

each pressure the corresponding ordinate is obtained in

the same manner as in testing the datum line. Having

these various ordinates corresponding to various press-

ures per square inch, and knowing the area of the dyna-

mometer piston and dynamometer piston rod, we figure

the corresponding drawbar pull. From this we then plot

a calibration chart showing ordinate in inches hori-

zontally and the drawbar pull vertically. In service,

when the engine is pulling, the back end of the dyna-

mometer is open to the oil tank through the check valve

described above, and also to the back end of the re-
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Fig. 5

—

Burlington Route Test Car.

corder, while the front end of the dynamometer is open

only to the front end of the recorder. The oil head in

the tank, acting through the dynamometer, produces

pressure in the front end of the recorder, but it also acts

directly on the back end of the recorder, and the two thus

neutralize each other. Any oil head in the tank or for

that matter,any excess pressure of vacuum that may occur

in the back end of the dynamometer while engine is pull-

ing, has no effect on the recorder, and only the pressure

in the front end of the dynamometer due to the pull of

the engine is recorded.

The feeding mechanism for feeding record paper is

shown in Fig. 6. It consists of a worm and gear on the

axle under the recording table which drives a shaft run-

ning up into the car, which in turn drives some gearing,

and motion is finally produced in a brass feed roll. Paper

is passed by this brass cylinder and made to press against

it by means of a rubber roll. As at present constructed,

the paper may be fed at the rate of about one foot of

paper to the mile of track or two feet to the mile. For

most work we use a feed of one foot to the mile, al-

though for a great deal of train resistance work the feed

of two feet to the mile is used, and sometimes it would

be desirable to have still greater feed of paper.

Besides a record of drawbar pull, we have also ar-

ranged to get records of distance, location, time, reverse

lever positions, places where indicator cards were taken,

integrator record showing area of dynamometer diagram,

and at times other records. The recording pens consist

of 8 electro-magnets and four pens, each pen being con-

nected with two of the electro-magnets and arranged so

that one electro-magnet deflects the pen in one direction

and the other in the opposite direction. Sample record is

shown in Fig. 9. To locate mile-posts, stations, etc., an

observer is placed in the cupola, and as the car passes a

mile-post he pushes a button which actuates an electric

magnet, and this in turn deflects a recording pen, making-

a notch in the record line. Time is recorded by means
;

of

a clock closing a circuit every five seconds, and this in

turn notching the same line in the opposite direction.

Reverse lever positions are recorded by an observer in the

engine cab pressing a button an appropriate number of

times ; the places indicator cards are taken are recorded

in a similar manner by an observer on the front €nd

pressing a button just before taking the card. The

various wires running from the engine into the car are

collected into one cable, and suitable terminals are placed

in the car and on the end of the cable to allow connecting

or disconnecting quickly.

The mechanical integrator is a very important and use-

ful adjunct, and automatically records the area of the

dynamometer diagram as it is produced. The integrator

consists of a wheel Ij4 inches in diameter whose plane at

zero ordinate is about at right angles to the line of mo-

tion of the paper, but as the drawbar ordinate increases

the plane of the wheel is rotated and the wheel thus re-

volves as the paper moves under it. The number of revo-

lutions of the wheel is a function of the length of the

paper passing under the wheel and the length of the ordi-

nate—that is, it is a function of area of dynamometer dia-

gram. The integrator wheel also has attached to its

shaft a small commutator having 20 contacts on its cir-

cumference, and each time a contact is made it actuates

one of the recording pens. The dimensions of the instru-

ment are such that each contact or notch in the record

line equals 2.243 square inches of area of dynamometer

diagram above integrator zero line. In practice it is usual

to set the integrator so that the integrator zero line -is

somewhat below the drawbar zero lin'e, and then deter-

mine what is the constant difference between the two

lines, the integrator zero line, however, not being actually

drawn. To determine the average ordinate of a given

length of diagram, we count the number of integrator

notches included in this length, multiply by 2.243, then
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divide by the length of the diagram, and finally substract

the constant, which then gives us the average ordinate of

the dynamometer diagram. In Volume XXII of 1901 of

the transactions of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, page 83, the author described the mechanical

integrator which was used with our old dynamometer.

Fig. 4

—

Gas Analysis Apparatus.

The principle of the present integrator is somewhat dif-

ferent and was copied from one used by the Pennsylvania

railroad.

The various wires of the car come to terminals on one

switch board placed on the recording table. This switch

board will take care of 12 push buttons or places of mak-

ing contact, also of 12 electro-magnets. At present we

have 7 independent lines where circuit can be made, and

1 1 independent electro-magnets ; 8 of these are used for

actuating pens and 3 of them for actuating counters. For

batteries we have 30 ordinary ammonium Chloride wet

batteries arranged in 3 sets of 10 each. The batteries are

arranged in multiple series with 2 cells in each series, thus

giving a pressure of about 2 volts. The various push

button circuits have a common return, the various electro-

magnets have a common return, and the batteries also

hav a common return.

The gauge board is shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 8. This

gauge board has the clock which makes a circuit every z

seconds, 3 electric counters which can be used for count-

ing air pump strokes, etc., dynamometer gauges, Boyer

speed gauge, air gauge showing both train line and brake

cylinder pressure, recording train line pressure gauge,

recording smokebox vacuum gauge, steam gauge show-

ing boiler pressure in the engine and recording steam

gauge.

The gas analysis apparatus is shown in Fig. 4, and is

an Orsat apparatus as modified by A.Bement.and was ob-

tained from him. A pipe extends into the smokebox of

the locomotive, ordinarily just back of and below the ex-

haust nozzle, and runs from there back into the test car.

a suction pump being placed in the car to draw the

smokebox gases back through the apparatus. Care is

taken to see that the pipe line is tight by closing a small

pet cock placed just outside of the smokebox, producing

a little vacuum in the pipe and then noting if this is sus-

tained, by means of a column of water in a glass tube.

The various absorbent solutions are potassium hydrate

for absorbing carbon dioxide, or (C0 2 ) ;
pyrogallic acid,

for absorbing oxygen, or (O), and cuprous chloride, for

absorbing carbon monoxide, or (CO).

Below is given a list of the more important tests made
with the car since first built, the tests made in 1901 being

with the remodeled car. This list is not at all complete,

but gives an idea of the various uses that have been made
of the test car.

Tests Made with Burlington Route Test Car.

Built in 1885 with twin spring dynamometer and

remodeled in 1901, with a hydraulic dyna-

mometer and gas analysis apparatus added.

1885 Tests made of tractive force of various engines.

Fig 3— Top of Table Showing Recorder, Sample

Record and Switch Board.

1886 and 1887 Burlington brake tests made for Master

Car Builders' Association from Burlington, la.,

to Middletown, la.

1886 Relative tractive power with 53-inch and with 57-

inch wheel center. Comparison of engines with

17 and 18 inch cylinders.

1887 Comparison of four engines in passenger service,

coal, water, dynamometer recorder and indicator

cards.

189 1 Test compound engine No. 324 and simple engine

No. 75.
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Fig. 6

—

Arrangement of Dynamometer, Recorder, Etc.

1892 Tests of six engines in passenger service, four

simple and two compound—coal, water, indi-

cator cards and dynamometer records.

1894 Tests of five engines in freight service, three sim-

ple, two compound—coal, water, indicator cards,

and dynamometer records.

Train resistance as affected by length of train,

empty and loaded cars.

Tonnage rates equalized for length of train, Gales-

burg to Mendota.

Passenger train resistance ; variation with increase

of speed, fast mail tests.
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Fig. 7

—

Arrangement of Piping.

1895 Car loaned to Denver & Rio Grande R. R. Co.

Rail washer tests, resistance of cars with sand on

rail and sand washed off.

1897 Car loaned to Chicago & Northwestern R. R. Co.

1899 Rail washtests, resistance of cars with sand on rail

and sand washed off.

1900 Train rating tests, Creston division, C.,B. & Q. Ry.

7Wg vnzuwu^g —

Fig. 9

—

Dynamometer Record

Freight train resistance, side bearings and center-

plates lubricated and not lubricated.

Narrow vs. wide fireboxes
;
gas analyses.

1901 Curve resistance tests at West Alton, Mo.
Freight train resistance, side bearings and center-

plate lubricated and not lubricated.

Compound vs. simple engines, freight and pas-

senger service.
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Cylinder and boiler performance, mechanical

efficiency and gas analyses.

Finally, I wish to say that in remodeling our car, spe-

cial credit is due Mr. C. C. Higgins, my assistant, who

Fig. 8

—

Gauge Board.

made the necessary designs and drawings and looked

after the construction. My thanks are also due to a good

many others who offered suggestions and helped in

various ways.
• »

»

Interstate Commerce Commission Report

THE report on "Safety Appliances and Accident Re-

ports," which is an extract from the fifteenth an-

nual report of the Interstate Commerce Commission, has

been received by us. The importance of the matters dis-

cussed therein are of great interest, and we quote the

following as being worthy of especial notice

:

The act of 1893, with its amendments, known as the

safety-appliance law, became of full effect on the 1st of

August, 1900, and the beneficent results of its operation

are now being realized. The greatly increased securitv

of life and limb with which the men on freight trains and

in freight yard now perform their work is apparant on

every hand. Evidence of the improved conditions that

have resulted from the practically universal use of auto-

matic couplers on freight cars appears in the accident

records of the commission, of the railroad companies, and

of the railroad employes' insurance organizations, and

also in ,the testimony of railroad officers and employes

and the heads of the engineers', conductors', firemen's,

and trainmen's brotherhoods. Further proof, from the

financial standpoint, is found in the records of the claim

departments of the railroads, as well as those of the sev-

eral trainmen's organizations.

This gratifying state of affairs is due to the Federal

statute, to the railroad companies' united action, and, we
believe we may fairly say, to the efficient performance of

their duties by the inspectors in the service of the com-

mission ; in other words, to the energy and perseverance

of the men, in and out of Congress, who brought about

the passage of the law, to the persistent work of the

managers and mechanical officers of the railroads, who.

in their technical associations, carried through the vari-

ous measures necessary to accomplish uniformity, and to

the intelligent and careful inspection by which the com-

mission has been able to promote the efficient and method-

ical maintenance of couplers, brakes and handholds on

freight cars, and to facilitate the adoption of good prac-

tice in regard thereto.

In the expansion of traffic incident to unprecedented

activity in manufacturing and commerce, many railroad

companies found themselves hard pressed to keep pace

with the demands for increased locomotive power, cars

of greater carrying capacity and other costly facilities,

and thus, almost of necessity, gave inadequate attention

to some matters of detail. In this emergency the useful-

ness of the commission's inspectors, in supervising the

methods of dealing with defective cars or with doubtful

questions about the requirements of the statute, has not

only been evident in resulting improvements, but has been

cordially recognized by railroad officers of all grades.

These inspectors, who are competent men of long ex-

perience in car and train work, have not confined their

observations exclusively to those details of construction

and operation which are specifically covered by the stat-

ute, but have taken notice of all features of operation,

maintenance and repairs which seem to be germane to the

work in which they are engaged. In their interview with

railroad presidents and managers they have frequently

made suggestions, based on their observations, which

have elicited much commendation from those officials.

The inspectors have also been successful in establishing

amicable relations with conductors, brakemen, repairmen

and others with whom they come in contact, their former

service in train and car repair work being of great ad-

vantage to them in this respect.

In crediting to the railroad technical associations the

important share they have borne in bringing about this

great reform in equipment, it is proper to say that the

various local clubs and associations, which have become

so prominent in the railroad world during the past few

years, have been active and useful, though the national

associations were the pioneers and leaders in the move-

ment. These associations have done a work which is

unique—unique in the sense of influence exerted and re-

sults accomplished. The Master Car Builders' Associa-

tion, composed of technical officers, has carried on the

campaign for uniformity for many years, and the Ameri-

can Railway Association, more strictly official in its char-

acter yet still voluntary in its organization, has put the

seal of approval on the acts of the former body. This

approval—that is, the adoption of standards of construc-

tion and of practice—has had a marked effect in pro-

moting a wholesome respect for the law, notwithstanding

the fact that the decisions and recommendations of the

association have no legal or compulsory effect on anv

railroad company.
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Some New Appliances in the C, R. L & P. Railroad

Blacksmith Shops
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HE blacksmith of to-day is quite a different

personage from the blacksmith of say

twenty years ago. He has always repre-

sented inventive skill more than other

tradesmen, to be sure, but the cunning of

hand acquired during long years' work

with the hammer has left room for the

necessity for quantitative production un-

known to his predecessor. The blacksmith

of the larger establishments is, like the machinist and

others, more an operator of machinery than a jour-

neyman, and some of those operations are so simple

that "blacksmith" is realty a misnomer.

The modern successful blacksmith must ever be

alert to the problem how to produce the greatest pos-

sible quantity of forgings in the shortest possible

time and at the least possible expense. In railroad

car work particularly the field is extensive, and one

interested must admire the ingenuity displayed in the

often crude devices made up by the men themselves

to give a certain bend or twist to a,piece of iron. The

great number of forgings of the same shape needed

in car work warrants the construction of quite ex-

pensive tools, and our illustrations show some exam-
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Fig. 5.

jples of recent construction from the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific Railway shops in Chicago.

Mr. George Tietbery, for many years the success-

ful master blacksmith of the road, was not satisfied

with the method of making brake hanger stirrups. On
the lines of the device shown in the 1901 proceedings

of the Master Blacksmiths' Association, the machine

shown in Fig. 1 was constructed. It will be noticed

that the stationary part is bolted on to the table of

a "bulldozer," the other main part being held to the

ram, which is given the proper amount of travel.

When the ram is withdrawn the jaws or formers are

opened to permit the hooked iron rod to be put in

position. On the in stroke the formers or jaws are

closed and the stirrup formed. The top end, consist-

ing of one-inch round iron, is then welded on and the

brake shoe hanger finished. Fig. 2 shows the brake

hanger completed.

Fig. 3 shows a machine very similar to the one

previously described. The main part of an 1 34-inch

air brake pipe clamp is formed here. Two of these

Iparts are shaped at the same time and later sheared

off. Fig. 4 shows the complete pipe clamp.

Fig. 5 shows a machine to shape the jaw end of
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dead lever rods. The two flat parts are first welded

together and the weld rounded. After reheating the

forging is placed in the former and pressed to shape.

Fig. 6 shows the finished dead lever rod.

We are indebted to Mr. G. F. Wilson, T. M. P. & E.,

for the blue prints from which these illustrations were

made.
*-*-*

A New Steel Car Company

A NNOUNCEMENT is made that the Standard

•* * Steel Car Company has perfected its organiza-

tion and closed the purchase of the land for its works

at Butler. This place is about 39 miles north of Pitts-

burg, and is reached by the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburg, Bessemer & Lake Erie, Baltimore & Ohio

and Pennsylvania Railroads.
.
It therefore has unex-

celled shipping facilities. The property purchased

comprises some 300 acres, which will afford room for

other allied manufacturing interests, homes for work-

men, etc. It is believed that the new plant for the

manufacture of rolled steel wheels will be located here.

The machinery for the new car works was ordered

some months ago and will be ready as soon as the

buildings are prepared to receive it.

The works, with a capacity of from 40 to 50 cars

per day, will be ready to begin operations by August

15. Various designs of steel cars, using both pressed

and structural shapes, will be manufactured, as well

as box cars with steel underframing, trucks, bolsters,

and other parts. The capital stock of the company is

$3,000,000, all paid in, and represented only by com-

mon stock. Contracts for the buildings have been let,

and delivery of material has begun, so that the work
of construction will now go on rapidly.

The directors of the company are: A. B. Fraser,

H. J. Gearhart and John M. Hansen, of Pittsburg

(who were all formerly connected with the Pressed

Steel Car Company), and Mr. Edwin Hawley and L.

C. Weir, of New York. Mr. Hawley, who is a well

known railway official, was also formerly a director of

the other company. Mr. Weir is president of the

Adams Express Company. The president is John M.
Hansen; vice-president and treasurer, A. B. Fraser;

general manager, J. H. Gearhart ; works manager,

P. F. McCool ; assistant to the president, G. H.

Goodell. Mr. Hansen was closely associated with Mr.

Chas. T. Schoen in the development of the pressed

steel industry, and was assistant to the president and

chief engineer of the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The men who are identified with the new company in

active positions have all had practical experience. It

is stated that the new company already has taken orders

of respectable size and is assured of a large business.
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A Review on Alloys
A Paper Read Before the April Meeting of the Western Railway Club by Gustav Thurnauer,

Ph. D„ Aurora Metal Co.

HE probable derivation of the word "alloy"

is from the Latin "ad ligo"—to bind to, to

unite. Strictly speaking, all metals used

industrially are alloys, because no metal

prepared for industrial purposes is abso-

lutely pure, but always contains small

quantities of other metals alloyed with it.

The alloys to be dealt with in this jpaper,

however, are more or less definite combi-

nations of metals, prepared in such a manner as to

impart to this combination qualities not possessed by

either coenstituent. The knowledge of alloys dates

back into prehistoric times; in fact, it is supposed that

the first metals employed for useful purposes were

alloys, and it has been quite generally conceded that

the stone age was followed by a bronze age, though

lately the opinion is promulgated that a copper age

preceded the latter. That quite an extended number
of alloys were known to the ancients is proven by

analyses of ornaments and implements discovered by

Schlieman, which show that the early Greeks were

familiar with alloys of silver and gold, copper and

tin, lead and silver, etc.

Aristotle speaks about a goblet the color of gold, but

not its weight, which was part of the loot Alexander

took from Darius. He further mentions a people living

on the shores of the Black Sea who, by smelting copper

with an earth (probably calamine) and charcoal, could

color copper yellow and make it heavier. Brass was

known to the Romans, though the existence of zinc

was only recognized in the beginning of the sixteenth

century by Paracelsus, and it was not until 1742 that

Swab, a Swedish metallurgist, showed that brass could

be obtained by melting together metallic zinc and

metallic copper.

In their vain search to obtain gold from base met-

als, the alchemists prepared quite a large number of

alloys, but it is not until the beginning of the eight-

eenth century that there appear any investigations on

alloys, which were along similar lines as modern re-

search in this particular field. The mechanical prop-

erties of alloys were examined in the beginning of the

eighteenth century by Musschenbroek, who experi-

mented on the tensile strength of metals and alloys.

Gellert, in the middle of^he eighteenth century, in hi

"Metallurgic Chemistry," clearly shows the analogy

between alloys and solution and gives a table show-

ing the, relative solubility of metals in each other.

Finally, Acha-rd, in 1774, published a series of experi-

ments on the conductivity of alloys for heat and elec-

tricity.

Toward the end of the eighteenth century and

throughout the nineteenth the investigations on alloys

became more numerous, and the researches published

in the course of the last ten or fifteen years by men
like Prof. Thurston in the United States, Roberts Aus-
tin, Heycock and Neville, Stead and Guthrie in Eng-
land, Le Chatelier, Osmond, Charpy and Gautier in

France, Behrens in Holland, Spring in Belgium, Lede-

bur in Germany, and many others, have vastly in-

creased our knowledge of the alloys, regarding not

only their physical properties but also their internal

structure, the changes they undergo under varying

conditions, etc. Since 1898 there has been published

in this country an excellent quarterly review devoted

exclusively to metallic alloys and iron and steel, unde:

the name of "The Metallagraphist," by Albert Sau-

veur, in Boston.

The ordinary, method of obtaining alloys is by melt-

ing together the different constituents. However, as

Professor Spring of the University of Liege has

shown, alloys can also be obtained by subjecting the

powders of the constituent metals to strong compres-

sion. By exerting a pressure of from 13 to 38 tons per

square inch, he has been able to obtain from the filings

and powders of antimony, aluminium, bismuth, cop-

per, lead, tin and zinc, solid blocks of these metals as

well as their alloys.

It has furthermore been found that the molecules of

metals penetrate each other when in contact, at tem-

peratures far below the melting Jpioint of either of the

constituents. In this way a piece of lead in contact

with silver or gold is found after the lapse of some
time to be alloyed with quantities of the above met-

als, the amount of which in the lead decreases with

the distance from the plane of contact. A practical

application of this phenomenon is found in the manu
facture of steel by cementation, in which case the car-

bon penetrates into the iron ; furthermore, plates of

nickel and iron on being heated together can be

united, due to the mutual penetration of the two met-

als. That metallic alloys can be obtained by electro-

deposition from their solutions is a well-known fact,

but hardly applied otherwise than for purposes of

electro-plating. In combining different metals with

each other, a few rules may be laid down regarding

the qualities of the alloy, though it must be stated

that, like most rules, they do not apply absolutely to

every case. By adding one metal to another, the

strength of the latter is generally increased I'tp to a

certain point dependent upon the nature of the metal

added. After going beyond this limit, a decrease in

strength takes place again, frequently very rapidly,

unless the metal added possesses greater strength than

the one to which it has been added.

Tin, aluminium or zinc added to copper arc exam-

ples of the correctness of this rule. By adding a third
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metal, not infrequently a further increase in strength lar in character to that produced by the admixture of

can be accomplished. The hardness of a metal also tin ; but the quantity of zinc demanded to produce the

generally increases by adding another metal. An alloy same modification is about twice as much as of tin.

of 95 per cent copper and 5 per cent tin possesses On adding zinc, the deep red color of copper is

double the hardness of pure copper. The ductility changed at once, becoming lighter and lighter, and

of metals is generally greater the purer they are. The finally shading into a grayish white and then assum-

temperature is of some influence ; copper and zinc are ing more of the color of zinc. The alloy generally

more ductile at a high temperature, while the ductility increases in hardness and loses ductility as the per-

of brass and German silver decreases with a rise of centage of zinc is increased, up to maximum, which

temperature. The fusing point of a metal is generally being passed, ductility increases again. The most due-

lowered by alloying it with another. Alloying one tile are, however, those which contain 70 to 85 per

metal with another in most cases decreases the con- cent copper, 30 to 15 of zinc. The red color of cop-

ductivity for heat and elecrtricity. The alloys most per, in this series, fades into yellow very gradually,

thoroughly investigated in the time preceding the last and becomes golden-yellow at about 40 per cent zinc

;

ten or fifteen years were the alloys used for coinage, the color then becomes lighter, and at 60 per cent zinc

as well as brass and bronze. By this it is not proposed is bluish-white or silvery. With the change of color

to state that other alloys were not subjected to re occurs the same change of strength and ductility

search, but the majority of work was done on the noted with the copper-tin alloys, but it requires about

alloys above mentioned. In his admirable monograph twice as much zinc as tin to produce it. The white

on "Alloys, Brasses and Bronzes," published in 1893, metals richest in copper are, like those of the bronze

Professor Thurston has compiled all the valuable class, too brittle to be of use in engineering construc-

knowledge on the composition and physical qualities tion, but the yellow metals obtained with from 40 to

of these alloys, including his extensive research car- 50 per cent zinc are very valuable,

ried on upon the instigation of the Committee on Brass may be made tough or soft, hard or brittle,

Metallic Alloys of the United States Board, appointed strong or weak, elastic or inelastic, dull of surface or

to test iron, steel, etc. lustrous as a mirrow, friable or nearly as malleable

It would be impossible to give, within the confine^ and ductile as lead, as may be desired, by varying its

of this brief paper, an abstract of the extremely val- composition. No known materials, perhaps not even

uable data he obtained in his researches, so only a excepting zinc, can be given so wide a range of qual-

few of his conclusions shall be mentioned here. Cop ity or so wonderful a variety of uses. All the com-

per and tin will unite to form homogeneous alloys in mon varieties are composed of 67 to 70 parts copper

a wide range of proportions. As tin is added to pure and 33 to 30 of zinc. A little lead is often added to

copper the color of the alloy gradually changes, be- soften and cheapen it and tin in small proportion to

coming decidedly yellow at 10 per cent, and turning strengthen it. The copper-tin-zinc alloys or kalchoids

to gray as the proportion approaches 30 per cent. In (from the Greek "kalchos," indicating bronze or brass)

the researches conducted by the author, it was found are of great value, and include the strongest and prob-

that good alloys contain as much as 20 per cent tin. ably the hardest possible combinations. They are in

When the color changes from golden yellow to gray most respects, usually, intermediate between the

and white, the strength as suddenly diminishes; and brasses and the bronzes obtained by uniting two

alloys containing 25 per cent tin are valueless to the metals.

engineer ; nevertheless, this alloy and those containing On making a large series of tests with composi-

up to 30 per cent show compressive resistances in- tions of the three metals named, Professor Thurston

creasing to a maximum. Under 17.5 per cent, the finally arrived at the conclusion that the best alloys

elastic limit lies between 50 and 60 per cent of the for purposes demanding toughness as well as strength

ultimate strength ; beyond this percentage the propor- lay between 58 and 54 per cent copper, 44 and 40 per

tion rises, and at 25 per cent tin the elastic limit and cent zinc, and 2.y2 and l/z per cent tin. It was found

breaking point coincide. Passing 40 per cent tin this that the strongest of bronzes contained 57 per cent

change is reversed and the elastic limit, although in- copper, 1 per cent tin, and 42 per cent zinc; however,

definite, is lowered until pure tin is reached and a an alloy of the composition 56 per cent copper, 2 per

minimum at about 30 per cent. The bronzes useful to cent tin, 42 per cent zinc, is likely to prove more gen-

the engineer contain between 85 and 91 per cent cop- erally useful, in consequence of its greater ductility

per and 15 to 9 per cent tin. A small addition of a and resilience, and alloys with a little less tin may
deoxydizing agent like phosphorus, silicon, manga- often prove better than that. The safest alloys under

nese, aluminium, greatly increases the strength of a shock are those containing the smallest quantities of

bronze. tin. By far the most ductile alloy of this series tested

Copper and zinc together form brass, which is usu- contained no tin at all and had the composition 57 per

ally made nearly in the proportion copper 66 2-3, zinc cent copper and 43 per cent zinc.

33 1-3. The change of color and of other qualities A discussion on the properties of alloys would be

with the introduction of zinc is gradual and very simi- incomplete were the influence of small quantities of
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impurities upon metals not considered in this con-

nection. We all know of the deleterious effect which

small quantities of phosphorus and sulphur exert

upon the quality of iron and steel. One-tenth of a

per cent of antimony, bismuth or arsenic in copper

or brass will make it absolutely impossible to roll

these metals into sheets, due to their cracking under

the rolls. The electrical condictivity of copper is ma-

terially diminished by minute quantities of impurities

;

on the other hand, it has been found by the "Alloys

Research Committee" that a small quantity of arsenic

is actually beneficial in copper used for fireboxes and

staybolts.

Two-tenths of a per cent of lead, bismuth or anti-

mony added to gold will make this most ductile of all

metals so brittle that it can be shattered with the

greatest of eas-e ; a small quantity of arsenic in tin will

transform this soft metal into a very hard and brittle

one, etc. I wish to add here a few observations made
in my laboratory as regards the influence of small

quantities of impurities upon the qualities of certain

anti-friction metals. A small quantity of zinc, from

5-100 to 1-10 of a per cent, in a lead-antimony-tin

alloy, will greatly interfere with the obtaining of clean

castings, due to the great tendency of forming oxides

or drossing. A similar phenomenon is caused by the

presence of 1-10 to 2-10 of a per cent of iron in a tin-

copper-antimony alloy. A small quantity of arsenic in

either of these alloys will cause large, lammellar and

brittle crystals to be formed, which make the metals

useless for the purposes they are intended for.

A great step forward in the understanding of the

nature of alloys was made toward the end of the ninth

decade of the last century, due to three causes: In

the first place, in 1887 Le Chatelier perfected a pyro-

meter consisting of a platinum, platinumiridium ther-

mocouple, with the aid of which temperatures from

1 degree to 1600 degrees C. can be measured with ac-

curacy. Secondly, the microscopic investigation of

alloys was taken up with renewed vigor by men like

Charpy, Roberts Austin, Stead, Behrens and others;

and in the third place, about that time the theory of

solutions, which applies equally to saline solutions as

it does to alloys, was greatly advanced by men like

Raoult, Ostwald, Van't Hoff, Arrhenius and others.

An attempt will now be made to show how consid-

erations along lines as indicated above have contrib-

uted to our understanding of the nature of alloys. We
all know that by dissolving common salt in water we
lower the freezing point of the water. By increasing

the amount of salt the freezing point of the resulting

mixture is at first correspondingly lowered until it

contains a certain percentage of salt. The lowest pos-

sible freezing point of a solution of salt in water is

then reached and further additon of salt will grad-

ually raise the freezing point of the brine. Dr. Guthrie

found that the mixture which has the lowest possible

freezing point contains about 23.5 per cent of salt. He
proposed for it, and for all similar mixtures, i. e., for

all saline solutions of lowest freezing points, the name
of cryohydrate, by which he meant to imply that they
can ^only exist in a solid state at low temperature.

Figure 1 shows the curve of solubilitv or the freez-
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ing curve of a solution of salt in water. The abscisses

represent the composition, the ordinates the tempera-

tures at which the various mixtures freeze. The curve

is made up of two branches which meet at a point

corresponding to a temperature of —22 C. and to a

solution containing 23.5 per cent salt, i. e., to the com-
position and freezing point of the cryohydrate. We
can see from this curve that if the solution is poorer

in salt than the cryohydrate, ice will first crystallize

out on cooling, while if it is richer in salt than the

cryohydrate, salt crystals will appear first. Conse-

quently it will be clear that the entire solution solidi-

fied will contain, in the first case, ice crystals sur-

rounded by cryohydrate, in the second case salt crys-

tals surrounded by cryohydrate. While saline solu-

tions, therefore, containing various proportions of salt

begin to freeze at temperatures which depend upon
their degree of concentration, they all finish freezing

at the same temperature, namely, at —22 degrees C.

In mixtures of melted salts which form neither def-

inite compounds nor isomorphous mixtures, it is found

that upon solidifying, the formation of their structures

is regulated by exactly the same laws that govern

solutions. In the case of isomorphous mixtures, or

the formation of definite compounds, the freezing or

fusibilty curves present a digerent aspect, but the

working of the fundamental law can easily be traced

in them too.

The present theory of the constitution of alloys,

worked out on the basis of the theory of solutions,

ranges them into three classes

:

I. Alloys which give neither definite compounds
nor isomorphous mixtures.

II. Alloys which form definite compounds.

III. Alloys which form isomorphous mixtures.

Into the first group belong the alloys of lead and

antimony, lead and tin, copper and silver, etc.

Taking the curve of fusibility of antimony and lead

as an example, we find that the lowest fusing point
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lies at 228 degrees C. with a composition of 13 per cent

antimony and 87 per cent lead. (Fig. 2.)

The similarity between this curve of fusibility and

the curve of solubility of a saline solution is obvious.

If a molten alloy of lead and antimony containing less

than 13 per cent antimony is allowed to solidify
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slowly, lead will first start to crystallize out until the

temperature has fallen to 228 degrees C, when the

temperature will remain constant, until the total mass

of the alloy is solidified. If, on the other hand, more

than 13 per cent of antimony is present in the alloy,

the antimony will solidify first until on cooling to 228

degrees C. the lead and antimony will solidify together

in the proportion of 87 to 13. From this may be eas-

ily observed the absolute similarity between the cryo-

hydrate and the alloy of the lowest possible melting

point, and for this latter Dr. Guthrie has proposed the

name eutectic alloy. Into the second group, alloys

which form definite compounds, belong the tin-copper,

antimony-copper, aluminium-copper, aluminium-gold,

aluminium-antimony alloys and others.

As a characteristic curve of fusibility the antimony-

copper curves was selected. This curve is composed of

three branches crossing each other at two points cor-

responding to the alloys, containing respectively about

25 and 71 per cent of copper. The intermediate branch

exhibits a maximum of about 60 per cent copper. This

points to the existence of a definite compound with

the composition SbCu
2 . These branches may be in-

terpreted in the following manner

:

In the case of alloys containing less than 25 per

cent of copper, pure crystals of antimony are sepa-

rated when solidification begins, increasing gradually

in size as the temperature decreases ; the portion re-

maining liquid, therefore, gradually becomes richer

in copper until the composition of the eutectic alloy

is reached ; it then solidifies, at a constant tempera-

ture, through a simultaneous crystallization of anti-

mony and SbCu2 . In the case of alloys containing

from 25 to 60 per cent of copper, a similar phenome-

non occurs, only it is the definite compound SbCu 2 ,

which separates from the molten mass as soon as the

freezing point is reached. When from 60 to 70 per

cent of copper is present, the same compound is sep-

arated, but is in this case surrounded by a second

eutectic alloy made up of copper and the compound

SbCu 2 . Finally, when more than 70 per cent of cop-

per is present, a portion of the latter is first deposited

when solidification sets in, until the portion remain-

ing liquid has reached the composition of the second

eutectic alloy.

Into the third group, alloys which form isomor-

phous mixtures, belong the alloys of silver and gold

and of bismuth and antimonv. TV>^ r«-v* <-{ fusibility
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of these alloys is the simplest imaginable, consisting

nearly of a straight line drawn between the two melt-

ing points of the respective metals. In this case there

is no eutectic alloy, as the whole mass solidifies at a

constant temperature, which is a function of the com-

position. All these conclusions drawn from the curves

of fusibilty have been corroborated by microscopic

and analytical evidence, and a very large number of

beautiful photomicrographs have been published by

the above-named investigators. It might be mentioned

in passing that the joint application of caloric and

microscopic methods of investigation on iron and steel

have contributed greatly to our understanding of the

molecular constitution of these metals, the changes

of the molecular arrangement on tempering, etc.

A group of alloys of especial interest to the railroad

man are the bearing metals.

In 1892 Dr. Dudley published in the Railroad and

Engineering Journal a report in which he condemned

the use of gun bronze, quite generally employed in

axle bearings at that time, and advocated the substi-

tution of it by a bearing containing besides copper,

tin and a small percentage of phoshorous, a quantity

of 10 to 15 per cent lead, on the grounds that such an

alloy was very much less liable to heating than can-

non bronze and wore about 50 per cent less.
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The conclusions he drew from a large number of

tests were the following:

I. The loss of metal by wear under exactly the

same conditions diminishes with the increase of lead.

II. The loss of metal by wear diminishes with the

diminution of tin.

III. Phosphorous in a copper-tin-antimony alloy is

more valuable in the foundry than in service. Its

principal value lies in the help it gives in getting

sound castings.

Dr. Dudley then proceeds to state that it is impos-

sible to use white metal alloys for solid bearings, on

account of the distortion they suffer in service due to

YOO

cement. All alloys used for anti-friction purposes

should possess the same general characteristics ; they

should consist of hard grains imbedded in a plastic

alloy. Such constitution may be produced in binary-

alloys, the hard grains being made up of a single metal

such as antimony. It is generally preferable, how-

ever, to use ternary mixtures, because, owing to the

complex composition of the cement, the constitution

possessing the required qualities may be more readily

obtained. Such alloys are the tin-antimony-copper

alloys (genuine babbitts) and the lead-antimony-tin

alloys, both of which have been found empirically to

be best suited for the purposes of anti-friction metals.
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their plasticity, but he adds if provided with a stiff

backing there is no reason why they should not give

very satisfactory results. The latest and most ex-

tensive work on anti-friction alloys was published in

1898 in a very comprehensive paper by Dr. Charpy, in

which he describes how, with the aid of the micro-

scopic structure of the metals, the curves of fusibilty

and tests of compression, he was able to determine

the composition of alloys best adapted for the purpose

of anti-friction metals. His manner of reasoning was

as follows : Experiments have demonstrated very

conclusively that the coefficient of friction in the case

of a well-adjusted bearing depends exclusively upon

the nature of the lubricant, regardless of the metals in

contact. Furthermore, while for small loads without

lubrication the coefficient of friction is practically con-

stant, it increases in proportion to the pressure up to

a certain point, above which the increase is very rapid,

the surfaces rubbing together, producing heat and

finally cutting. Theoretically all bearings should be

as hard as possible, as they will bear the heaviest load

without materially increasing the coefficient of friction.

In practice, however, bearings of this kind would be

absolutely useless, as a constantly perfect adjustment

cannot be obtained, and therefore a certain placticity

of the bearings is necessary. Alloys used for bearings

should therefore have two apparently contradictory

properties, i. e., hardness and plasticity.

Such properties can be obtained in white metal al-

loys composed of hard grains imbedded in a plastic

Houston Shops of the Texas and New Orleans

Railroad Company

WE are furnished with the following information by

Mr. J. J. Ryan, superintendent of motive power,

in regard to the Houston shops of his road

:

The following changes and improvements have been

decided on and partly completed : The storeroom has

had a second story put^on it.covering 80 feet of its length,

which gives a space of 40x80 feet upstairs for offices

:

which are used to accommodate the superintendent of

motive power and the master car builder, together with

the several clerks, telegraph operators and draftsmen. A
new foundry has been built that is double the capacity of

the old one. The building is 100x140 feet, with a cupola

50 feet in diameter and 16 feet in height. Tt will be

equipped with a traveling crane, etc., and is undoubtedly

the largest and most modern foundry in the south. The

pattern shop has been enlarged by adding another story.

making it a two-story building 45x70 feet.

The machine shop has had an addition to it of 140 feet

in length, making a building 70x340 feet.

Work will soon be commenced on a new coach repair

shop, 120x230 feet, and the building that is now used for

both mill work and coach repairs will be used exclusively

for woodworking machinery. It is also intended to build

a shop 50x100 feet for an upholstering and silver-plating

shop.

These different improvements add greatly to the ca-

pacity of the shops, as the old foundry is now used for

a boiler shop, and is much larger than the old boiler shop

:

the old boiler shop, standing as it does at the end of the

blacksmith shop, is thrown in with the blacksmith shop.

and adds very much to the capacity of that shop. The

new upholstering shop will relieve the present upholster-

ing shop, which adjoins the tin and copper shop, and the

tin and copper shop will be enlarged by taking in the

shop so relieved.

The several changes and enlargements require, of

course, a great deal of new machinery, and in selecting

this they will endeavor to get the most modern and useful

machinery on the market. Some of this has already been

purchased, and more will be forthcoming as soon as

everything is ready for its use.
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New Equipment for the "Overland Limited

161

T is expected that the improvements now overhead in the vestibules and each car is fitted with

under way will permit of reducing the time each sleeper and the dining car and the buffet cars

required for the transcontinental journey have 40. Twelve-inch electric fans are placed in the

service.

over the Chicago & Northwestern by about

half a day, and in anticipation of the faster

service the officials of the road in question

have ordered entirely new and thoroughly

modern equipment which will be put in

'Eight trains are necessary to make

up the equipment of the "overland limited,"

and one of these has been completed and was

recently placed on exhibition at the passenger

station of the Chicago & Northwestern.

A number of invitations were issued to the

traveling public to inspect this train. The

train was previously on exhibition at the sta-

tion in Miwaukee. These trains have been

put in service and will be run daily between

Chicago and San Francisco and Portland.

We show a view of the compartment-observa-

tion car attached to the train on exhibition.

The cars are painted in the Pullman standard

coloring and the uniform vestibuling of the

entire train with broad plate-glass doors gives

a very handsome exterior. The novel features

of the new trains are the telephone service, the

arrangement which provides each toilet room

with electric curling-iron heaters, and the elec-

tric reading lamps in each berth. The con-

veniences of the buffet-smoking car also in-

clude a novel feature. This car contains the

smoking room, barber shop and bath room,

with the usual conveniences for correspond-

ence and a library. The library and reading

room is illuminated by sixteen ceiling lamps

and twelve side lamps, the fixtures being com-

bination electric and gas. The buffet-smoking

and library cars are finished in mahogany

with green and gold decorations and carpets

that harmonize in colors. In the baggage

compartment of these cars stationary berths are ar

ranged for employes.

observation, dining and buffet-smoking cars by which

means these cars can be effectually cooled.

Much ingenuity has been displayed in the construc-

tion of the dining car by the manner in which all the

equipment of this car is gotten into the small space

Interior of Observation Room, "Overland Limited."

a switch and cut-out cabinet. There are 70 lights in

available and yet maintain the unusually commodious

The train is lighted by electricity and is equipped appearing interior. The dining room has 10 tables

with an auxiliary system of Pintsch gas burners to be with a seating capacity for 30 persons, each table

used in cases of emergency. The lighting plant is being placed in front of a very broad plate-glass win-

located in the baggage car and consists of a 25 horse- dow, thus permitting of a very good view of the

power Westinghouse engine direct-connected to a six- scenery on either side. Electric candelabra are placed

pole, 125-volt dynamo capable of supplying from 260 on the tables and supplement the general electric

to 350 incandescent lights of 16 candle-power each, illumination. The interior finish of this car is similar

The switch board is of Tennessee marble. A storage to that of the buffet car, namely, mahogany decorated

battery with a capacity of 250 ampere-hours is located in green and gold. The sleeping cars are the latest

under the baggage car and is charged directly from form of standard Pullmans, each car having 14 see-

the plant on the train. The connection between the tions and a drawing room. The interior finish '.5

cars is made by a flexible three-cable connector placed Cuban mahogany with inlaid or marquetry work.
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IN the accompanying illustration we show a tandem

compound freight locomotive recently furnished

to the Chicago Great Western Railway by the Brooks

Works of the American Locomotive Company.
These engines, of which 20 have been ordered, are of

the "Lake Shore" type of tandem compound freight.

The weight on the leading wheels is 28,400 pounds

and on the driving wheels 133,200 pounds, making a

total of 191,700 pounds, and the weight of the tender

loaded is 120,000 pounds.

The general dimensions are as follows

:

Wheel base, total, of engine 29 ft. 2 in.

Wheel base, driving 11 ft. 4 in.

Wheel base, total, engine and tender... 54 ft. 2}^ in.

Journal, trailing 7x12.

Diameter trailing, wheel fit 6% in.

Cylinders.

Cylinder, diameter high pressure 16 in.

Cylinder diameter, low pressure 28 in.

Cylinder stroke 28 in.

Piston rod, diameter 4 in.

Main rod, length center to center. 11 ft.

Steam ports, length 29.2 in. H. P. & L. P.

Steam ports, width 2 in. H. P., 2 l/& in. L. P.

Exhaust ports, least area. 100 sq. in.

Bridge, width 3*4 in. H. P., 2^ in. L. P.

Valves.

Valves, kind of Improved piston valves.

Chicago Great Western Tandem Compound.

Length over all, engine 40 ft. 11 in.

Length over all, total engine and tender. .64 ft. 9 in.

Height center of boiler above rail. . . 8 ft. 8 in.

Height of stack above rail 14 ft. 11 in.

Heating surface, firebox 179 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 3071 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3250 sq. ft.

Grate area 48.5 sq. ft.

Wheels and Journals.

Wheels, leading, number 4-

Wheels, leading, diameter 33 in.

Wheels, driving, number 6.

Wheels, driving, diameter 63 in.

Wheels, trailing, number 2.

Wheels, trailing, diameter 42 in.

Material of wheel center Driving

....wheels, cast steel; trailing wheels, cast iron.

Type of leading wheels Standard.

Type of trailing. wheels Improved radial axle.

Journal, leading axles 6x12.

Journal, leading axles, wheel fit 6 in.

Journal, driving 9^2x12.

Journal, driving axle, wheel fit

9^4 in- main, g
T/2 in. front and inter.

Valves, greatest travel 5J4 in-

Valves, steam lap

H. P. inside 1 in., L. P. outside 1% in.

Valves, exhaust clearance

H. P. outside o in., L. P. inside J4 in.

Lead in full gear.H. P.=+i-i6 in.—L. P.=—i-i6in.

Lead Variable.

Boiler.

Boiler, type of Radial stayed wagon top.

Boiler, working pressure 200 lbs.

Boiler, material in barrel Steel.

Boiler, thickness of material in shell

U in-, 25-32 in., 13-16 in., ys in., 9-16 in.

Boiler, thickness in tube sheet j>4 in.

Boiler, diameter of barrel front 70}i m -

Boiler, diameter of barrel at throat 79?1$ in.

Seams, kind of horizontal Butt sextuple.

Seams, kind of horizontal Triple.

Crown sheet stayed with Radial stays.

Dome, diameter inside 30 in.

Firebox.

Firebox, type Wide.
Firebox, length 96 in.

Firebox, width 74 in.
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Firebox, depth front 74 in.

Firebox, depth back 63 in.

Firebox, material Steel.

Firebox, thickness of sheets

. . . .Crown y in., tubes y in., side y., back y m -

Firebox, brick arch On water tubes.

Firebox, mud ring width

Front 4 in., sides 4 in., back 4 hi.

Firebox, water space at top. . . .Sides 7 in., back 6 in.

Grates, kind of Rocking.

Tubes, number of 352.

Tubes, material Charcoal iron.

Tubes, outside 2 in.

Tubes, thickness 11 B. W. G.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 16 ft. 8^j in.

Smoke Box.

Smoke box, diameter outside 73 in.

Smoke box, length from tube sheet 66y2 in.

Other Parts.

Exhaust nozzle, single or double Single.

Exhaust nozzle, variable or permanent .. .Permanent.

Exhaust nozzle, diameter 5^4 in-

Exhaust nozzle, distance of tip below center of

boiler \ . . . 2 in.

Netting, wire or plate Wire.

Netting, size of mesh or perforations 2^x2^/2 in.

Stack, straight or taper Taper.

Stack, least diameter taper .*.
. 15 in.

Stack, greatest diameter taper 17 in.

Stack, height above smoke box 3 ft. 2J/2 in.

Tender.

Type Eight wheel steel frame.

Tank, type Water bottom.

Tank, capacity for water 6000 gallons.

Tank, capacity for coal 12 tons.

Tank, material Steel.

Tank, thickness of sheets % in.

Type of under frame Steel channel.

Type of trucks B. W. all metal trucks.

Type of springs Elliptic.

Diameter of wheels 33 in.

Diameter and length of journals 5 in. x 9 in.

Distance between centers of journals 5 ft. 6 in.

Diameter of wheel fit on axle $y in.

Length of tender over bumper beams. . . .22 ft. l 1/, in.

Length of tank inside 20 ft. 6 in.

Width of tank inside 9 ft. 10 in.

Height of tank, not including collar 5 ft. 0^2 in.

The special equipment includes American brakes

for drivers and Westinghouse for tender and train

service, Michigan sight feed lubricator, Ashton Safety

valves, Ohio injectors, French springs, Jerome Metal-

lic packing.

Printing on Tracing Cloth

MANY attempts have been made to print on

tracing cloth, but such attempts have gener-

ally proved unsatisfactory. It has been difficult to

find an ink that would give a clean print, dry in a

reasonable time and copy perfectly. A strongly con-

structed hand lever press with firm leverage impres-

sion and without side arms was also a necessity.

Golding & Company, of Chicago, are manufacturers

of the only press specially adapted to this work and

now offer an ink that is perfect for the purpose. The
accompanying illustration gives a general view of the

apparatus.

The Keloe Ink Company, who manufacture this ink,

have turned over to Golding & Company the exclusive

sale of this ink. In manufacturing a press suitable for

this work they drill an extra hole in the handle of the

presses, making it possible to print without bringing

the handle alongside the press. Any width of sheet

can be printed. The ink cannot be used with rubber

stamps.

It requires no previous training or special skill to

do good work with these small presses, and in an

hour's time anyone can learn to do the work with no

instruction in printing. It is claimed that there can

be no risk in ordering either of the complete outfits.

It will be worth vastly more than the small cost in

any office where plans are drawn. Additional type

can be purchased as the possibilities of a wide range

of work are shown, and none of this material would

be useless in any printing office, large or small.

Further information may be secured by writing to the

manufacturers, Golding & Company, 167-9 Fifth ave-

nue, Chicago,
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with wood fillers 3 by 4 in., and with %-in. tie rods.

These posts, together with the end braces, are fitted

80,000-lbs. Capacity Box Car, Norfolk & West- flooring is yellow pine i}i in. thick and S/i m - wide.

em Railicau Yellow pine is also the material used in the inter-

mediate side posts and side and end braces, while theWE show in the accompanying illustrations cQmer and doQr postg are of Qak _ The end inter_

the latest type of box car adopted by the
mediate pQsts^^ ^^ I _beams fi ft> ins

.

Norfolk & Western Ry., of which 400 were

recently constructed at the Roanoke shops

of the railroad and for which orders have

recently been placed with the Southern ^ -.- --?*-- —-

Car & Foundry Co. calling for 1,000 addi-

tional. Of the 400 cars built at the Roa-

noke shops all have been put in service and

have shown every evidence of substantial construc-

tion,

lows

The general dimensions of the car are as fol-

% 111.

1034 111.

Length over end sills 38 ft.

Length over running boards 38 ft.

Length over body 36 ft. n^ in.

Inside length 36 ft.

Width over eaves 9 ft. 11J/4 in.

Width over siding 9 ft. 3^ in.

Width over side sills 9 ft. 1^4 in.

Width inside .

;

. 8 ft. 6 in.

Inside height to bottom of carline 7 ft. 6 in.

Distance between truck centers 26 ft. n^4 in -

The longitudinal sills are of yellow pine, the end
sills and cross-tie timbers of white oak, and the draft

timbers of the same material, the center sills having
re-enforcing timbers 5 by 9 in. over the bolsters. The
extreme dimensions of the end sills are 8 in. by 11 in.

by 9 ft. 5 in. The side plates, purlins, running boards,

ridge pole and end plates are of yellow pine. The Ti/r/ibucffkJtiCk/ftffj

Norfolk and Western Box Car.
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in cast-iron pockets at both top and bottom. The car-

lines and girths are of oak, the roofing, siding and lin-

ing being of poplar or white pine. The dimensions

of the side and center sills are 5 by 9 in., the center

sills having under strips 4^ by 5 in. cut tight between

cross-tie timbers and between the bolsters and the

latter, being secured by ^-in. bolts. The intermediate

sills are composed of inner and outer sills 4 by 9 in.,

laid side by side.

Among the special equipment are Westinghouse air

brakes, Chicago steel couplers, Chicago roof, McGuire
grain doors. The coupler attachment, body and truck

bolsters and brake beams are all N. & W. standard.

»

»

Double Cylinder "Lightning Floorer."

^TK7 E show lurewith an improved flooring ma-
^ * chine, which the makers claim has embodied

in its construction the necessary qualities to insure

successful work. It was patented March 20, 1900, and
is designed for those who make flooring, ceiling, sid-

ing, casing, etc., in large quantities. Special atten-

tion is invited to some of its principal features

:

It planes four sides 9 and 14 in. wide and 6 in. thick,

and by the use of belt-tightening apparatus, i>4-in.

stock can be matched to advantage, this last device

being an improved advantage. The frame is massive,

preventing vibration, and resists all strain, and the

machine can be run at a very high speed if desired,

same being always under control of operator. The
feed is six large powerfully-driven rolls, having ex-

pansion gearing, and they can be easily raised and
lowered, and the feeding-out one is provided with

scrapers.

The matching works are very heavy, the cylinders

four sided and slotted and shaving hoods swing out-

ward to give access to knives. The pressure bars have

easy and quick adjustments, and possess many new
improvements for facilitating their works. Altogether,

this machine will be found to have incorporated many
points for giving satisfactory work, inasmuch as this

class of machinery has been one of the most success-

ful specialties of the makers. J. A. Fay & Egan Com-
pany, of No. 145 to No. 166 West Front street, Cin-

cinnati, O., the makers of this tool, will willingly fur-

nish any further details, cuts and prices, together with

their new and complete catalogue, free to those inter-

ested.

Machinery Hall, St. Louis Exposition

MACHINERY HALL, at the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition, which will probably be of unusual

interest to mechanical officials, will be 525x1,000 ft. in

size, and will cost in the neighborhood of $660,000. The

building is crowned by eleven towers. Two of these, each

285 ft. high, flank die northern entrance. Five are lo-

cated one on each of the main corners of the building.

Each of these is 185 ft. high. Four lesser towers, each

100 ft. high, are located on the south front of the build-

ing. The building will house the big electric light and

power plant to be put in by the Westinghouse Electrical

Co., consisting of four units of 2000 kilowatts each.

Coupled with this plant will be a switchboard 107 ft.

long, from which the electricity is to be distributed to all

parts of the grounds. This switchboard will stand in a

gallery at the western end of the building. The wires

carrying the current issue from it and reach the subwav

through two large towers, each 8}4xi8 ft.. These towers

are to be fire-proof and to be built of tiling and iron.

The building has been designed by Widmann, Walsh &
Boisselier, architects of St. Louis. The contract provides

for the completion of the structure not later than Deci.
1902. As in the terms of the contracts of the three other

big buildings already under contract, the successful bid-

der for the machinery building must give a bond covering-

one-third the price of the building, and forfeit a sum

equal to $500 a day for every day it takes to complete the

building beyond time fixed for its completion in the con-

tract.

• • »

Cleveland Car Foremen's Association

THE regular monthly meeting of the Car Foremen's

Association of Cleveland, O., was held at the Ken-

nard hotel, Thursday evening, April 24th, meeting be-

ing opened at 8:00 by President Berg.

As the minutes of previous meeting were published in

the Railway Master Mechanic, reading of same was dis-

pensed with.

Mr. Mooney, of the entertainment committee, reported

that they had not prepared a program, and stated that it

would probably be a good idea to have the members in

general offer suggestions, etc.

A motion by Mr. Johnson that the committee be

granted an extension of time until the next meeting to

arrange for amusements of some kind was carried.

The following made apolication for membership :

Anderson, Tas., Asst. Fore., L. S. & M. S., Cleveland,

O. ; Ball, H. F., Supt. M. P., L. S.&M.S., Cleveland, O.

;

Bruehler, G. H., Clerk, L. *S. & M. S., Cleveland, O.

;

Cadv, Paul C, Chief Clerk, Asst. S. M. P., L. S. & M.
S., Cleveland, O. ; Dow, G.'N, M. C. B., L. S. & M. S.,

Cleveland, O. ; Donahue, C. J., Chief Clerk, Supt. M. P.,

L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O. ; Durnbau, Geo., Asst. Fore.,

L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O. ; Ferguson, G. M., Supt.,

Lake Terminal R. R., Lorain, O. ; Fasen, fohn, Asst.

Fore. Blacksmith, L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O. ; Foster,

T. J., Asst. Storekeeper, L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O.

;

Gonnerman, W., Joint Fore. Insp., Elyria, O. ; Hirsch, R.

A., Fore. Tinner, L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O. ; Hartline,
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Geo. 0., Fore. Blacksmith, L. S. & M. S.. Cleveland, O.

;

Johnson, Chas., Clerk, L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O.

;

Kirby, W. H.; Clerk, L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O. ; Linn,
H. R., Gen. Fore., L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O. ; Langdon,
S. S., Fore. Cabt. Maker, L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O.

;

Miller, John J., Fore. Frt. Repairs, L. S. & M. S., Cleve-
land, O. ; Mackenie, R. B., Asst. Fore., L. S. & M. S.,

Cleveland, O. ; O'Leary, D., Fore. Machinist, L. S. & M.
S., Cleveland, O. ; Shore, Robt., Fore. Painter, L. S. &
M. S., Cleveland, O. ; Sharp, J. M., Jr., Clerk, L. S. &
M. S., Cleveland, O. ; Sharp, W. C, Clerk, L. S. & M.
S., Cleveland, O. ; Turner, Jno. T., Asst. Fore., L. S. &
M. S., Cleveland, O. ; Telfer, T. P., Asst. Fore., L. S. &
M. S., Cleveland, O. ; Tyler, C. F., Foreman, L. S. & M.
S., Cleveland, O. ; Vauehan, H. H., Asst. S. M. P., L.

S. & M. S., Cleveland, O. ; Woolley, James, Asst. Fore.,

L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O. ; Walker, Chas. G., Clerk,

L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O.
Mr. Johnson moved that the applicants be accepted,

and the names placed on the roll. Carried.
The following were appointed to the Board of Direct-

ors :

J. D. McAlpine, representing L. S. & M. S. ; W. Fen-
wick, representing W. & L. E. ; Geo. Lynch, representing

C, C, C. & St. L. ; W. J. Frey, representing- L. E. & W.

;

J. H. Acker, representing B. & O. ; G. M. Ferguson, rep-

resenting- Lake Terminal.

Mr. Johnson stated that each member ought to agree to

try and get at least one new member, and moved that the

secretary be instructed to furnish the members with ap-

plication blanks during the month. Motion seconded and
carried.

It was suggested that some expert in a certain line of

railroad work be invited to give a talk, or read a paper,

on some subject. A motion that the secretary be instructed

to correspond with Mr. C. H. Weaver, Air Brake In-

structor of the L. S. & M. S., with that end in view, and
to endeavor to obtain a representative of the Galena Oil

Co., for the following meeting, and give a talk on hot

boxes, was carried.

The question as to whether it was proper to substitute

an M. C. B. journal bearing and kev in place of a Uni-
versal bearing and key, where the Universal bearing is

defective, was discussed, and it was decided that this was
perfectly prooer, and was not wrono- repairs.

A vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. McAlpine for se-

curing pleasant room for meeting in the Kennard, and
also to Messrs. Johnson and Finnegan for securing large

number of new members, after which meeting adjourned.

•» » »

Personals.

Mr. William H. Hamilton, heretofore traveling engi-

neer, has been appointed to succeed Mr. Milton Player

as master mechanic of the Eastern division of the Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe. Headquarters at Argentine,

Kan.
Mr. Robert Gunn, who has been with the Erie road

for 40 years, has been made master car builder and will

be moved to Meadville, Pa.

Mr. E. De Silva has been appointed master mechanic
of the Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoenix, with office at Pres-

cott, Ariz., to succeed Mr. W. J. Hemphill, resigned to

eneage in other business.

Mr. J. Forster has been appointed master mechanic of

the St. Louis & San Francisco at Kansas City, Mo.

Mr. Milton Player, who recently resigned as master
mechanic of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has been

appointed master mechanic of the Fort Worth & Denver
City at Fort Worth, Tex., vice Mr. George K. Jackson,

resigned.

Mr. George Fox has been appointed foreman of car re-

pairs of the Erie at Buffalo, N. Y., to succeed Mr. Robert
Gunn, who has been appointed master car builder at

Meadville, Pa.

Mr. H. S. Spangler, division foreman of the Interna-

tional & Great Northern at Taylor, Tex., has resigned to

look after private interests, and Mr. Ben Ackerman, trav-

eling engineer, has been appointed acting foreman in his

place.

Mr. Charles A. Lindstrom has resigned as mechanical

engineer of the Chicago & Alton, effective on May 1, to

accept the position of chief engineer of the Pressed Steel

Car Company, at Pittsburg, Pa.

Mr. G. T. Hice has been appointed master mechanic
of the Dry Fork, with headquarters at Hendricks, W.
Va.

Mr. W. E. Symons has resigned as superintendent of

motive power and equipment of the Plant System, and
expects to sail for France about May 1, where he will

spend some time investigating modern French locomotive

practice.

The purchasing and distributing of fuel for the Balti-

more & Ohio has beeii placed under the direct charge of

Mr. F. D. Casanave, general superintendent of motive

power.

Mr. James Kersey, assistant general yardmaster of the

Wheeling & Lake Erie, has resigned to go with a southern

line. He is succeeded by Richard Kohn, formerly night

yardmaster.

Mr. J. W. Highleyman has been made general foreman

of the Union Pacific locomotive repair shops at Arm-
strong, Kan., succeeding E. B. Whalom.
Mr. Ernest Messiner, formerly connected with the

Lake Erie & Western road, has been made master me-
chanic of the Cincinnati, Richmond & Muncie, ,at Rich-

mond, Ind.

On the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with the retire-

ment of G. W. Smith, the office of general master me-
chanic of the western division has been abolished. G. R.

Joughins has been appointed mechanical superintendent

of the above division, with headquarters at San Bernar-

dino, this office to take the place of the one abolished.

Mr. T. J. Thomas, Jr., assistant to the superintendent

of motive power and car equipment, has resigned to ac-

cept the position of master mechanic of the Seaboard Air

Line at Savannah, Ga., the former office being abolished

on that road.

Mr. Edgar C. Cummings, general foreman of the Wat-

erloo shops, of the Illinois Central, has resigned to accept

a position with the Fraser & Chalmers Works, of Allis-

Chalmers Co., at Chicago.

Mr. C. H. Quereau has been appointed superintend-

ent of shops~of the New York' Central & Hudson
River, at AV^st Albanv. N. Y.

Mr. A. T. Cota. division master mechanic of the Chi-

cago. Burlington & Ouincy, at Beardstown. TIL, has been

appointed division master mechanic at Chicago, to suc-

ceed Mr. R. D. Smith. Mr. T. L. Smith, assistant master

mechanic at Aurora, 111., has been appointed master me-

chanic at Beardstown, to succeed Mr. Cota.

Mr. R. M. Sighme, road foreman of engines of the

Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago, has resigned.

Mr. John M. Scrogin, master mechanic of the Kansas

City Southern, with headquarters a'- Shreveport, died on

lithe 27th of March, at Tyler, Tex.

m
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Mr. Herbert T. Herr, of Denver, has been appointed

master mechanic of the Chicago division of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Fort Madison,

Iowa.

Mr. P. L. Raymond has been appointed superintendent

of machinery of the St. Louis, Memphis & Southeastern,

vice Mr. J. C. Fisher, resigned.

A number of changes have been made along the line of

the Northern Pacific, among which we note the follow-

ing: Mr. H. H. Warner, formerly master mechanic of

the Pacific division, will hereafter devote his time ex-

clusively to the management of the South Tacoma shops

and the Tacoma terminal, exclusive of locomotives in the

local yards. Mr. James Bruce, who held the position of

traveling engineer, with headquarters in Tacoma, has

been appointed master mechanic, with headquarters at

Head of Bay, Tacoma, and will have charge of the me-
chanical matters of the Pacific division with the exception

of South Tacoma and the Tacoma terminals, but includ-

ing the locomotive service in the Tacoma yards. Mr.
Morris Hickey, who held the position of general fore-

man at South Tacoma, has been appointed master me-
chanic, with headquarters in Seattle, and will have charge

of the mechanical matters of the Seattle division. Mr. C.

Larrison has been appointed airbrake inspector, with

headquarters in St. Paul, succeeding Mr. J. E. Goodman,
resigned. Effective April 1, the following appointments

of road foremen of engines have been made : Mr. C. T.

Hessmer, to the new Dakota division, with headquarters

in Fargo, succeeding Mr. C. S. Larrison, assigned to

other duties ; Mr. C. E. Allen, assigned to the entire Yel-

lowstone division, with headquarters in Glendive, Mont.

;

and Mr. J. H. Sally, assigned to the Montana division,

with headquarters in Livingston, Mont. ; Mr. H. A. Lyd-
don has been appointed master mechanic of the Minnesota
division ; headquarters in Staples, Minn. Mr. Richard
Smith has been appointed master mechanic of the Yellow-

stone division, headquarters in Glendive ; Mr. S. L. Bean
will hereafter have charge of the Brainerd shops and the

mechanical matters of the Lake Superior division ; Mr. H.
M. Curry will have charge of the Fargo shops and the

mechanical matters of the Dakota division ; Mr. W. S.

Clarkson will have charge of the Livingston shops and the

mechanical matters of the Montana division.

Mr. R. D. Smith has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Burlington & Missouri River Rail-

road in Nebraska, with headquarters at Lincoln.

Mr. Fred Cooper, general foreman of the Wabash
shops at Springfield, HI., has been appointed master me-
chanic at Moberly, Mo., to succeed Mr. George W. Mudd,
resigned.

Mr. G. W. Adams has been appointed master mechanic

of the new shops of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific,

at Chickasha, I. T.

Mr. John Purcell, master mechanic of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe, at Fort Madison, la., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of the company's shops at Topeka,

Kan., and is succeeded as master mechanic at Fort Madi-

son by Mr. H. T. Herr, heretofore master mechanic of

the Chicago Great Western, at St. Paul.

Mr. A. R. Davis has been appointed general shoo fore-

man of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at Topeka,

Kan., effective on April 1.

Mr. W. E. Fowler, of Denver, Colo., formerly master

car builder of the Colorado & Southern, has been ap-

pointed master ca^ builder of the Canadian Pacific, with

headquarters at Montreal, to succeed William Apps, re-

signed.

Mr. A. D. Folmer has been appointed master mechanic
of the Chattanooga Southern, effective on April 1. Head-
quarters, Alton Park, Tenn.

The jurisdiction of W. S. Haines, superintendent of

motive power of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been extended
over the New Castle division.

Mr. C. L. Petreken, master mechanic of the Southern
Ry., St. Louis-Louisville lines, at Princeton, Ind., has re-

signed and will be succeeded by Mr. D. Brown, formerly
general foreman of the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas
Pacific Ry., at Somerset, Ky.

On April 1, 1902, Mr. Jno. M. Taylor, heretofore chief

clerk of the machinery department of the Illinois Central

at Chicago, was appointed to the new position of general

storekeeper at Burnside, 111., having supervision over all

material and supplies, reporting to the superintendent of

motive power. These duties were formerly exercised by

J. W. Luttrell, master mechanic of the Chicago division.

Mr. John Lahey, division foreman of the Kansas City

Southern at Pittsburg, Kan., has been appointed division

master mechanic of that road at Shreyeport, La., in

charge of the Southern division, to succeed J. M. Scrogin,

deceased. Mr. Ely Punshon,. general foreman at East
Kansas City, has been appointed division foreman at

Pittsburg to succeed Mr. Lahey, and Mr. S. A. Irwin, dis-

trict foreman at Mena, Ark., has been appointed p-eneral

foreman at East Kansas City, in place of Mr. Punshon.

Mr. C. A. Sely has resigned as mechanical engineer of

the Norfolk & Western system to accept a similar posi-

tion with the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with
offices in Chicago. m

Mr. A. L. Moler, master mechanic of the Macon, Dub-
lin & Savannah, at Macon, Ga., has been appointed to a

similar position on the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific,

at Monroe, La.

Mr. George W. Campbell has been appointed general

foreman of the shops of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi-

cago & St. Louis, at Columbus, O.

»

»

Notes of the Month.

The Homestead Valve Mfg. Co. of Pittsburg report

an increasing number of orders. They are moving their

works to Homestead, where they will have greatly in-

creased facilities for the manufacture of their valves.

They will continue their Pittsburg office as heretofore.

The American Brake Shoe and Foundry Company an-

nounce the appointment of Mr. Joseph D. Gallagher, for-

merly president of the Lappin Brake Shoe Co., as second

vice-president, and Mr. Joseph B. Terbell, formerly presi-

dent of the Corning Brake Shoe Co., as general sales man-
ager of the American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company.

The Falls Hollow Stay Bolt Company, of Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio, furnish us with the following information in

regard to their staybolts : Professor J. W. Shepherd, of

the University of Chicago, says that with a properlv

drafted locomotive in which bituminous coal is the fuel

used, a proper distribution of hollow staybolts will un-

doubtedly be economic on fuel and also lessen the" black

smoke. The reason for this is evident because such a

scheme insures better mixing of the oxygen from the air

with some of the volatile fuel 'that would otherwise par-
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tially or wholly escape combustion. At a test made at the over long distances; for these messages consisted of

McGill University, at Montreal, the following results were words and sentences, not like the others, of a single letter,

shown with a sample of the Falls hollow, double refined and they were actually printed on telegraph tape, not as

charcoal staybolt iron I in. O.D. x 3-16 in. I.d. : Length, at St. John's, barely detected on a telephone by a straining

25^ ins.; mean diameter (outside), 1.014 in.; yield ear. The writer of the article is a personal friend of the

point, 32,000 lbs. per sq. in. ; ultimate tensile strength, inventor's, and the account is often given in Marconi's

49,300 lbs. per sq. in. ; equivalent elongation in 8 ins., own words.

31 3-16 per cent; reduction of area, 45.7 per cent. The

Falls Hollow Stay Bolt Company will gladly furnish fur- The n£w erecting shop at the Richmond works of the
ther information upon request. American Locomotive Co., which is now in course of con-

struction, will be 303 feet long, 83 feet wide and 52 feet

Mr. Jay G. Robinson has accepted the agency of the high. No wood whatever will be used in the construction,

Washburn Coupler Company of Minneapolis, Minnesota, brick, glass and steel being the materials utilized. More
for the sale of their couplers and other railway devices than half of the walls will be made up of glass, so that the

in the states of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and Ohio. Mr. interior of the shop will be unusually well lighted. The
Robinson has offices in the Old Colony Building, corner building will be equipped with two electric cranes, one of

Dearborn and Van Buren streets, Chicago. 120-tons capacity and a span of 70 feet, while the second.

or auxiliary crane, will have a capacity of 70 tons.

Arrangements have been concluded by which on and

after July 1st, 1902, the Railroad Supply Company and Mf Edward N Hurley, formerly president of the
the Q. & C. Company will be operated separately as pre-

Standard Pneumatic Tool Co ., now a director in the Chi-
vious to January 1st, 1901, except that all interests per-

cagQ pneumatic Tool Co.,has sai ied for London, England,
taining to tie-plates have been sold by the O & C. Lorn-

Thursday> April I?thj at which place he will meet Mr .

pany, and will be hereafter conducted by the Railroad
j_ w _ Duntey> and complete arrangements for the sale of

Supply Company.
. _ tne International Pneumatic Tool Co. of London to the

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. The Chicago Pneumatic

The Wells Light Manufacturing Co., of New York. Tool Co. one day last month received an order from one

report their sales for the month of March, 1902, to be European concern for 150 pneumatic tools. Their for-

more than double those of any other two corresponding eign business has increased very rapidly during the past

months put together. For the month of April to date few months, and there is every indication that there will

(14th) their sales were equal to a full month's business, be a proportionate increase in the future.

During the last six weeks their difficulty has been to ob-
;

tain material fo manufacture, rather than with selling the The hm of ±e American engineer to design steel
1 * 1 f

0,-0
^ ' structures of great strength and pleasant architectural

_ „ 1^,-0-1 1 4-1 ~~ i-^^aA „T;<.t,
effect, is shown in the eight half-tones on the handsome

The Grand Trunk Railway has recently contracted with '-. ,-.-.,,
, T , _-. _

the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company fdr the souvenir mailing card issued by the Joseph Dixon Cru-

equipping of fifty additional cars on their line with the cible Company, of Jersey City, N. J. The card is a piece

Pintsch system of lighting. The Pintsch Gas Works at of artistic advertising on the part of the company, and

Moncton, N. B., which has been in the course of con- wd l prove f decided interest to constructing engineers
structicm for the past two. months,^ is now^completed, and and architects> to whom it wiU be sent on reqtlest. Dixon's

Silica-Graphite Paint, which protects these structures

from corrosion, has been very extensively used in the

g-as is being- made there for use in the cars of the Inter-

colonial Railway

_ . , . , ,. -r, ., j r a 1 r ,^o„,r south, west and sea-coast sections of the United States,
The bolster works of the Bettendorf Axle Company. .',,,. . ,. „ . T TTr _ ...

'

manufacturers of the Bettendorf truck and body bolsters, also in Mexico, Australia, China, Japan, West Indies

are to be moved from Davenport to Gilbert. In its pres- and Philippine Islands and has proven its protective and

ent quarters the company cannot take care of their in- wearing qualities in all climates,

creasing business, and the works at Davenport will be

used for their wagon business. The new works will oc- . i'tv'h
, ,

; &
j ,1 ^ •„ v.„\\a\„„ ,„;ii ua ^*^ After a two years test, the Atchison and Pullman com-

cupy about 60 acres, and the main building will be 240 J '

feet by 700 feet in size, and be of modern construction. Pames have accepted the 115 "Axle Light" equipments

with latest equipment, including tramways, cranes and used in Atchison service, and private Pullman cars are

heavy machinery. The plant will have an independent now being equipped with their electric car lighting sys-

power house, and other accessory buildings will be tem _ The Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting and
erected as the further development of the works will cer- E . Company are also applying their lighting
tainly bring that about. . . , . / ., e X '

-\v • tjJ fe equipment extensively upon the cars of the Missouri Pa-

rj,. ,, -n- , -iv/r ri„r^ ~t i\/r „ >„ cific, St. Louis & San Francisco, Chicago Great West-
The account 111 the February McClure s of Marconi s

'

.

' ° >

experiments at St. John's,Newfoundland,Marconi himself ern
>
Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburg, Grand Trunk

declared to be the best popular account ever written of and other railways, as well as upon the private cars of

his work in wireless telegraphy. Now, in the April issue, many railway officials. Their "Axle Light" system,

Henry. Herbert McClure tells the story of the wireless wherever used, is regarded as a safe and satisfactory and
messages received on board the "Philadelphia" on her

economical method of car lighting on the market. The
now famous voyage. Ihese messages not only broke the . . „ ,, , . ,. .

L „
distance record established at St. John's, but also for the

company either sells these equipments outright or installs

first time demonstrated the practical utility of the system and maintains them on a rental basis.
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>P Railroad Paint Shop >?
A Department Devoted to the Interest of Plaster Car and Locomotive Painters

Edited by CHAS. E. COPP, General Foreman Painter, Car Department, Boston & Maine Railroad, Lawrence, Mass.

Official Org'an of tHe Master Car and Locomotive Painters Association

M. C. & L. P. A. Portrait Gallery-S. H. McCracken

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

1WAS born in Garretsville, Meade Co., Ky., Sept.

26, 1870. At the age of 16. while working for a

large stock raiser in Montgomery City, Mo., who had

a great deal of painting done, T began to paint barns,

fences, etc. I continued in his employ one year, when
I came to Cloverport, where

T worked for a contracting

house painter ; afterwards

contracting myself for house

and sign painting for three

years. I then went into the

paint shop of the L., H. &
St. L. R. R. at this place,

serving three years at car

and engine painting. I was
then called to Louisville,

Ky., to take charge of the

painting department of C.

Aultman & Of, manufac-

turers ofthreshing machines,

engines, etc. I worked for

them two years, at the ex-

piration of which time they

went into the hands of a re-

ceiver. I have a creditable

recommendation from their

general manager, Mr. W. R.

Donaldson, of which I am
quite proud.

I then returned to Clover-

port, by request of F. J.

Ferry, M. M. of the L., H
& St. L. R. R., and took

charge of their entire paint-

ing-, consisting of passen-

ger, engine and freight work, where I have since re-

mained. During this time I have worked for three

different master mechanics and my business relations

have been of the most pleasant nature with all of

them. I have performed my duty as best as I could

and I have received the very kindest treatment in re-

turn from my superior officers. I became a member
of the M. C. & L. P. A. at St. Paul in September, 1898,

and I have been a regular attendant at its annual

meetings ever since. While I have not taken an active

part in discussions coming before our body, I feel that

I have been greatly benefited by attending these meet-

ings, and I stand ready at any and all times to assist

in my humble way to promote the welfare of our

association. I read my first paper at our convention

held in Buffalo last September, and got "sat down
on" pretty hard by my friends Butts and Cohen.

However, I am still of the opinion that a car can be

cleaned with soap and water.

"Convince a man against his will,

He's of the same opinion still."

I am a member of Cloverport Lodge, No. 133, F. &
A. M. Served a term of two

years as a member of the

city council of this city, my
time expiring with the last

day of last vear.

»

»

Convention Arrangements

THE Committee of Ar-

rangements for the next

place of meeting has made

choice of the Copley Square

Hotel, Boston, as the head-

quarters of the Associa-

tion, and considers the

selection fortunate from

present indications. It is a

first-class house and in the

best part of the city. A
three-dollar per day rate on

the American plan has been

secured for rooms without

bath for two persons in a

room, and most of these

rooms have running water.

There may be a few

single room accommodations

available at same rate.

Rooms with bath, of course,

will be proportio n a t e 1 y

higher in price ; also rooms en suite. Ample provision

has been made for a convention room, free, on the

street floor, just off from the lobby. In case of an

overflow, arrangements have been made with "The

Nottingham," an adjoining hotel, to accommodate a

number at same rates. Members and ladies from the

south and west entering the city over the N. Y., N. H.

& H. and B. & A. roads need not ride to the terminal,

at a distance away, but may leave the trains of the

former at "Back Bay Station," within two or three

minutes' walk of the hotel ; and at the "Huntington

Avenue Station" on the latter road, half that distance

to walk. More detailed directions in this respect will,

however, be given later, probably in our August issue,

so as to be fresh in mind.

Mr. S. H. mcCrackrn.
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About every hotel in Boston of any note has been can-

vassed, but the date of the meeting, the second Tuesday

in September, is unfortunate for Boston hotels, as beach

and mountain visitors have returned to their fall and

winter quarters (or seeing the city enroute to their west-

ern and southern homes) and filled up the houses so that

a company the usual size of the M. C. and L. P. A. and

friends can hardly be accommodated in desirable places.

One verv desirable house would like the convention, but

at not less than $3.50 per day. Other old houses—two or

three—would accommodate possibly at a less rate than

has been obtained (one of them where the convention

was held when last in Boston, twelve years ago), but

they are now surrounded by an undesirable element and

in a locality that would make it unpleasant for the ladies

to go out unattended. Some very desirable houses in

good localities are on the European plan exclusively, with

no convention room to be had, and otherwise not adapted

as convention places.

The Copley Square Hotel, that has been selected, is

within a few steps of Boston's famous Public Library,

with its pictures of "the Holy Grail," recently added,

that are attracting much attention; also the Art Museum
Institutes of Technology and Natural History, the

famous churches of the Square, etc., and on direct car

line to subway and elevated railroad, and within a few

minutes' ride to the shopping district and principal points

of interest. It is to be hoped that the choice of the com-

mittee will prove to be as wise as now appears, and that

the best convention ever held will be enjoyed in old Bos-

ton town, "the Hub of the Universe," in September, 1902.

and that no one will be kept away on account of lack of

free transportation. Ho, for Boston

!

•» «

»

Old Ruts and New Ideas in Paint Making

By Charles Koons,

Master Painter, St. Louis Car Co.

AS a practical, every-day workman addressing

those who. are deeply interested in the modes
of modern paint and varnish making, I feel a little

backward about mentioning some matters that should

come under the head of "trade secrets," and may seem
to some to be out of place in this article. But what
I may say is not so much in the spirit of uncovering

some so-called secrets as it is in urging a change for

the better in manufacturing, as well as in the common
painter's way of doing things. I wish to speak from
a practical standpoint. Any proposed new methods,

or any ideas or any changes that may be spoken of,

are given freely and above holding that they are se-

cret, knowing that if they are freely followed out we
all will be profited and the trade generally advanced,

instead of working along in the old ruts that possibly

some of us have been in for the last decade.

We are all aware that this is a progressive age. In

most every known line of manufacture there has been
advancement. Every few years products have been
improved. Yet, I will venture to say that every oh 1

firm manufacturing paint products for the paint busi-

ness is still adhering to ways that they used thirty

years ago, in both the formation and the manufacture

of 75 per cent of their products. This cannot be said

of any other business known. No sooner is an im-

provement brought out than it is immediately put

into practice. The paint manufacturers have steered

clear and shirked the responsibility of this advance-

ment. They are the exception and are entirely too

slow. Improvements in the way of machinery for

making paint, new ideas that have been worked out,

new formulae that have been made, new processes and

systems that have been well known among the prac-

tical men, new mixtures to prolong the life of color

and also the wear of paint, new pigments, new me-

diums, new driers and a score of other preparations

that could be on the market, have failed to be pro-

duced. You might ask, Why the need, when the pres-

ent prepared products fill the bill and answer all pur-

poses? I could answer, Years ago we smoked and

prepared our own meats, made our own bread, canned

and preserved all the delicacies for the table use; and

now we can buy them better prepared at every corner

grocery. This is not the case with paint products.

You might say this has been done in a measure with

our prepared oil and japan colors. Perhaps so. But
if I were to ask every japan color house in the busi-

ness whether there was any difference in grinding

colors in japan now than when he first started, he

would answer, No. Still there is a better way.

Up-to-date painters know this and prepare their

own, because they can't get what they want from the

color manufacturers. Only recently I shipped back

to a prominent paint house about 400 pounds of fine

japan color that had "livered" and could not be used.

If the man who had ground it understood his business

and had been a little more advanced, this would not

have happened. The usual indiscriminate way of pre-

paring japan colors is not up-to-date, and causes

trouble to both the practical man, and later to the

manufacturer who sells them.

However, there is one feature in which there has

been too much advance, and possibly the guilt rests

upon a great many who try to meet competition by
a too free use of adulterants. When a pigment or a

medium is used that lessens the durability of both

color and the preservation of the paint, it is rather a

dear expedient along the lines of advance to any paint

manufacturer. There must be judgment used in the

knowledge of medium and pigment in regard to load-

ing with foreign material. It is dangerous at best

and should be handled with only one thing in view,

namely, the betterment of the paint, both as to dura-

bility of color and the protection it gives to the orig-

inal material. This we will speak of further along.

(To be continued.)
-. +—+

Colorado Springs, Colo., March 29, 1902.

Editor Railroad Paint Shop :

In reply to your request for articles of interest to
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our co-workers in railroad paint shops, I am sorry to

say that, at present, information as regards the work-

ing of this shop is meagre. The Colorado Springs &
Cripple Creek District Ry. has been in operation only

since April, 1901, so her rolling stock is practically

new. So far, in treating our coaches, I have been able

to produce the desired results with the "cut-in-and-

varnish" process alone.

If anything should come up in the shop which I

consider of interest to the progress of the trade I will

readily and cheerfully give it. If a few words regard-

ing my early apprenticeship and progress will be of

value to youths aspiring to master the fascinating art

of painting and to command the respect of their fel-

low-men, as men deserving confidence, I will most

heartily give it in an article later on.

Matt. Pfeffer,

Foreman Painter, C. S. & C. C. D. Ry.

bidding farewell to all the future miseries and devil-

tries connected with it. Can't we get some fellow to

come to the rescue with an article to take the place

of benzine for this class of cleaning? Something that

is not inflammable and warranted not to eat the hands

and boots off the boy using it? If you can give this

an airing through the "Paint Shop," I think it an im-

portant matter and a subject that hits us all. I re-

main, Yours truly,

John H. Kahler.
»

»

* *

Benzine as a Cleaner

Meadville, Pa., April 16, '02.

Dear Friend Copp :

—

For thirty-five years we have had the odor of benzine

about the shop ; but now, at this late day, the order

comes to discontinue its use. Consequently "my nose

is out of joint." In all these years we have had no

accident, and why insurance companies should be the

main fault-finders I cannot understand, as in past

years we have had no trouble in that line when the

true situation was known to them. Different agents

on inspection have heretofore been satisfied when told

that the benzine in stock was stored a safe distance

from any buildings, and a five-gallon can is all we
kept in shop at any time, and at night was returned to

store house for safety. If we are to lose the use of

this very important article, how are we to clean all

greasy parts of locomotives ready for painting? I

know there are still other agents left to do cleaning

with, such as kerosene, carbon oil and turpentine; but

when you are told to use lye (just think of it, lye!)

then you feel like throwing down the gauntlet and

Friend Copp: London, March 11, 1902.

I noticed in the last issue f the Railway Master Me-
chanic," in referring to Warner Bailey's headlining de-

sign you asked to hear from others along that line, so

I venture to submit original designs of my own under

separate cover to you today, and if you think them

worthy of space you are at liberty to use them.

This spring, so far, I have put up six new linings,

and more to follow. These were done in gold on two

--"^^Jfe-.-V^

^'igj
>
*^

>> friYl A,
r

Designed by Mr. T. J. Hutchinson.

light tints of mullen green, with a light olive border;

then varnished and rubbed.

We have been very busy all winter here, and pros-

pects are good for the summer months. At present I

am working about sixty men.

I am in hopes of meeting you again this year in

clear old Boston, where I shall feel at home, as I have
three sisters living in Cambridge.

I enjoy our conventions and value the opportunity

of an exchange of ideas. With best wishes, I am,

Yours truly,

T. J. Hutchinson.

Designed by T. J. Hutchinson.
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Designed by Mr. T. J. Hutchinson

Air Painting vs. Brush Painting.

The Southern and Southwestern Railway Club de-

voted the principal part of its January meeting to the

discussion of spray vs. hand painting of freight cars

(which subject was continued for the February meet-

ing), from the proceedings of which we make some

extracts as follows

:

Cost with Brushes, Car No. 2575—B.

Sides, ends and roof, "double board on roof," two (2)

coats of paint.

10 gallons of paint used, at 80c per gallon $8.00
2 l/2 hours labor rendered applying paint, at 22]/2 c 56

Cost of Painting Freight Cars, "Spray vs. Hand"

Brush.

While there has been many comments and much
said concerning the most economical method of paint-

ing freight cars, my experience has been that the adop-

tion of the spray machine has effected to much extent

a decrease in cost to paint cars. With the proper ap-

pliances, air pressure and the sprayer handled by one

of little experience, the quantity of paint required to

do the work would not be increased but little, if any,

and the time to do the work would be lessened by us-

ing the spray machine. This lesson has been taught

me and substantiated, by the recent numerous and va-

rious tests I have witnessed, I am aware there is a

wide difference of opinions as to the relative merits of

painting cars by spraying or by brush and whereas

the condition of the weather, might cut some figure,

in my opinion, only severe winds would interfere with

the use of the spray, which would possibly effect a

slight increase of paint and somewhat detrimental to

the person handling the spray machine.

To enable me to make an accurate test and render

an intelligent report I have just completed a rigid test,

selecting for the purpose, two (2) box cars, A. No.

2255 and B. 2575—-40,000 lb. capy. cars, each of them,

very much in need of repainting, and in same condi-

tion, practically speaking, results of this recent, care-

fully made test are as follows:

Cost with Spray Machine, Car No. 2255—A.

Sides, ends and roof, "double board on roof," two

coats of paint.

9
l/i gallons of paint used, at 80c per gallon ... .$7.60

\}/i hours labor rendered applying paint, at 22J/2C. 34

Total to paint car with brush $8.56

There is possibly a cost of about 5 cents per car

incurred on account of maintaining the spray machine
and an approximate figure of about 2 cents per car for

brushes. The substitution of the spray machine to

take the place of brush for painting freight cars, is in

my mind, not only a good invention, but is here to

stay, thrives and will be of great assistance to us in

preventing cars, needing painting, to accumulate on

our repair tracks.

As indicated above herein the work done with the

spray machine shows a decrease of 62c per car. With-
standing this fact and that the work is as well finished

as that done with the brushes, it seems to me we are

realizing desired acquirements with the spray.

Respectfully submitted.

G. A. Goodyear,

Foreman Car Department.

Mr. Goodyear— I think you have heard enough from

me in this report, Mr. President, but I wish to say

that we have been using the spray machine for years,

and while we do good work with the brush, and good

work with the spray machine, f am a little in favor

of the spray machine, as we get results more rapidly.

We made the test I mentioned in the report rair and

square. We requested the man before starting not to

rush the work, but to do it in the ordinary, every-

day way. I believe he did this, though I told him that

I thought he was taking a little too much time, but

he stated he was working as would ordinarily, and I

honestly believe that we gave it a very fair lest. I

would like for some of the members to give us a little

more light on the subject, as to the quality of the

paint, etc. Mr. Nix and I seem to differ a good deal,

and I hope the members will discuss the matter fully.

President—I am very much interested in the sub-

ject myself, and recently painted a number of oars

Total cost to paint car with spray $7-94 with the ordinary brush. T would like to have a good
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general discussion of the subject. I have never used

the spray machine, and would like to know if there ; s

not necessarily a good deal more waste with the spray

machine than with the brush.

Mr. Michael— In Knoxville, on the Southern, we
have had this system in use about three or four years,

and we had a test some time ago that demonstrated

the fact very plainly to us that there is practically no

loss by the spraying machine over the brush. Noth-

ing to amount to anything. We have had very good

success with the spraying machine, but there is one

feature that must be objectionable, and that is the

weight of the machine. You take a man handling the

machine all day long painting freight cars, when the

machine weighs from eight to ten pounds, and he gets

tired now and then ; but so far as the system is con-

cerned, we save a great deal of time and can turn out

a great many more cars than we can with the brush.

We can go over a 60,000 lb. capacity car in from eight-

een to twenty-five minutes with the spraying machine,

where it would take a good man with a brush about an

hour and twenty minutes, and I think that the spray-

ing machine is decidedly a success.

We are now painting about 200 cars per month, and

a great deal of this work is done out of doors, and Ave

do not find that the wind has much effect. If the wind

is very high, we have to gauge our machine and get

a little closer to the car, and when it is mild weather

we gjt a little farther away.

I notice there is a company manufacturing a differ-

ent kind of machine that will hold a barrel of paint

put on trucks so it can be carried anywhere, and there

is a light hose attached with a nozzle in the end, so

the man can work from the ground and not be -com-

pelled to work on a platform as we have to do with

our machines.

Now, if you take into consideration the fact of a

man working ten hours per day with that machine in

his hands, that weighs about eight or ten pounds, it

is very tiresome, but outside of that feature, we are

very well pleased with the system.

Mr. Sheffer—We have been working for nine

months with a spraying machine trying to make it a

success, but I am sorry to say that we do not think

it is a success. We selected four entirely new 6o,coo

lb. capacity cars, and tried two with hand atul two

with the spraying machine. Of course, with the brush,

we usually give three coats of paint. The first cc at

took three gallons two pints of paint, and time was

four hours and ten minutes ; the second coat took two

gallons of paint, and time was three hours and forty

minutes ; and the third coat took two gallons and one

pint of paint, and the time was three hours twenty-

eight minutes. The whole time on the car was 1

1

hours and 18 minutes at I2j^c per hour, which make,s

$1.41 and 7 gallons, 1^2 pints of paint at 48c per gal-

long, makes $3.54, and allowing 14c for brushes makes

a total of about $5.09.

We then tried the car with spray machine with the

following results, giving the car two coats. The first

coat took 5 gallons 2 quarts of paint, and time vas 1

hour 55 minutes, and the second coat took 4 gallons

and 1 quart, and the time was 1 hour and 30 minuS.es,

thus taking 3 hours 25 minutes at I2^4c and 9 gallons

and 3 quarts of paint at 48c, making a total ^ost of

$5.10, not counting the cost of the machine, cost of

the hose, cost of furnishing the air, etc. The cost of

the hand painted car was $5.09 and the cost of the

sprayed car was $5.10. Also look at the amount of

paint used ; with the brush seven gallons one and a

half quarts to give the car three coats, and with the

spraying machine was nine gallons three quarts to

give the car two coats, which shows a considerable

loss of paint in using the spray machine. I know that

some of you have been at Nashville and Chattanooga

shops and found the whole place painted red. I chink

Mr. Cooledge noticed this some years ago. (Laughter.)

It may be that some other paint is better for the

spray, but the paint we used had considerable sediment

in the bottom and ate out the hose very fast. We
started first to use a machine of our own ; using a good

big air reservoir, mounted on a truck, and the ma-
chine held about a half barrel of paint, and used two
nozzles with two hose attached to reservoir, but the

hose was soon eaten out and it was very unhandy to

handle this kind. We then got some of the hand spray-

ing machines, and we did pretty good work with them,

but in April we discarded them, thinking they caused

too much waste in paint. I do not think the spraying

machine does as nice looking job as the brush does.

But, of course, the spraying machines have been im-

proved upon in the last nine months, and if they can-

not get the machine down fine in nine months, they

are not apt to in nineteen..

Mr. Michael—In reference to Mr. Sheffer's expe-

rience wtih the spray machine, we found in instituting

that system there was considerable prejudice. The
men did not take to it at all, and we had to overcome

that by working with the men and showing them the

advantages of it, and in fact, I have taken the ma-

chine myself to instruct them and show them how to

paint with it, but after they learned the economy and

usefulness of the machine there was no further trouble

I have found that we have good results, and with the

number of cars we have to paint, we would never ac-

complish the work with a brush. The weight of the

machine is, of course, a great objection, as I find that

the men are apt to set it down for a little time to

get rest for their arms, and this, of course, amounts

to something.

As for the hose being eaten out, there is a hose man-
ufactured which will cost a little something, but you
can get such a hose that will not be eaten out. I am
very much in favor of the tank on trucks, and you can

then place as many nozzles on hose attached to the

reservoir as you want. Two men can then be placed

on each side of the car, and you will save just that

much time over one man with a single spray ma-
chine.

President—I would like to ask just one question for

my own benefit as well as for the others. Is it neces-

sary to use a specially prepared paint for the machine,
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or do you use the ordinary paint such as you would

use with a brush ?

Mr. Leake—The ordinary paint can be used.

Mr. Michael— I do not think it is necessary to use

a specially prepared paint.

Mr. Goodyear—We used the same paint that we
used with the brush although we strained the paint

we used in the machine so no sediment would get in it.

Mr. Michael—In my opinion, any paint you use in

the spraying machine should be light, that is, should

not hold too much of the pigment in solution. I think

there is now invented a tank with the ordinary at-

tachments, and there is a paddle revolving in the tank,

and the same pressure is used to stir the paint that is

used to spray with, and in this way the paint is kept

in solution all the time.

Mr. Goodyear—How much paint do you use to a

car?

Mr. Michael—I do not know that I remember ex-

actly, but I think we use about eight or nine pounds to

the car with the spraying machine and from twelve tc

fifteen pounds with the brush.

Mr. Jacobs—I would like to know which lasts the

longest, those cars covered with the spraying machine,

or those painted with the brush? Is it not a fact that

painting with the spraying machine makes the paint

go into the wood much better?

Mr. Leak—It depends entirely on the quality of the

paint. There is practically no difference in the preser-

vation of the wood, but the spraying machine will

reach parts that it is practically impossible to reach

with a brush, such as the grooves between the siding

of cars, and it would take a great deal of time for a

man to reach such parts thoroughly with a brush, but

so far as the endurance is concerned, I do not think

it makes any difference whatever, whether covered

with the spraying machine or brush.

'A Member—I find that the men get so much paint

in their lungs that they can not stand it. This is one

objection I have to the hand machine. The painter is

too close to the machine when he is on the platform,

and inhales more or less of the spray and fumes from

the paint. Now that he paints on the ground, he gets

away from this condition to a certain extent. There is

a system now in vogue of using a bamboo rod. This

rod is long enough xto reach any part of the car, and
contains a brass tube so the pressure of the air w ill

not split the bamboo. With this the painter can stand

on the ground and paint the car and keep away from

the fumes and spray entirely.

•» »

Notes and Comments.
In a note enclosing the report of the Advisory Committee it is fair to say it had the sanction of this scribe as an effort

meeting, Secretary McKeon writes as follows:

"I am in good health and hope to be able to meet you

at Boston next September."

This is good news and we trust his hope will be realized.

to get "our boys" to come to the assistance of an overworked
editor and was done in good spirit, if not so interpreted.

Some have already responded. One old "vet" said he felt

complimented to be thus invited to contribute to our columns.

Attention is called to friend Kahler's trouble, as described

in his letter in another column. Friend Dave has been

through the same experience at the locomotive shop of

the B. & M. at Boston. We invite his consolation in these

columns.

Mr. Herman F. Ball, sou of our friend and associate, Mr.

F. S. Ball, Foreman Painter of the P. R. R. at its Altoona

shops, has been appointed Superintendent Motive Power of

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Ry. A father with

three sons, we know how to rejoice with friend Ball in this

good fortune that has come to his son.

Our supply-men readers might as well be sharpening their

knives to go for Koons. See his article taking paint makers
to due in this issue! It's but about a third of the article he

sent in. We thought it more likely to be eaten if cut into two
or three pieces. They may think he is going out of his way,

but he is experimenting in paint-making himself and hopes to

surprise them some day. Keep your eye on him.

The selling out, or transfer, of the Kansas City. Fort Scott

& Memphis to the St. Louis & San Francisco R. R. some time

ago, let out all the old Foremen of the Memphis System, our

associate member, Frank Crocker, being among the number,

as we learn for the first time by a letter from him to-day

(Mar. 17) in reply to one from us asking for his photo and

sketch. He has just recovered from an illness and is now

busy.

In connection witli his autobiography in another column

Mr. McCraken writes: "I have just moved into my new paint

shop, which is equipped with air, steam, hot and cold water,

and, in fact, all the modern conveniences, of which I feel

very proud. I am also fixed for silvering and embossing, and

have had good success with this class of work so far. With

my new shop and its conveniences, and an increase in force, I

hope to have the passenger equipment on our road very much

improved in appearance the coming season-."

Prof. Louis Derr read an interesting paper on "Energy" at

the March meeting of the NT. E. R. R. Club. It is a good thing

for the average railroad man to listen to one of these tech-

nology men once in a while. It is such a sounding of the

depths that it helps one to realize more what an ocean of

knowledge he is sailing over and how small he is. At this

meeting officers were elected for ensuing year, reports read

and adopted and a lunch served.

At our last convention in Buffalo quite a bombshell was toss-

ed into the ranks of the terminal car cleaners by Mr. S. H.

McCracken, whose portrait appears herewith, by his advocat-

ing soap and water instead of oil emulsions. In fact, we did

not know when we wrote for his photo for these columns but

that Bro. Gohen had "scooped" him in on a cleaning contract

that he was offering him on the convention floor at that time,

so cheaply had he stated he could clean cars. But it appears

he is still "at the old stand," and we are pleased to introduce

to our readers a man from the land of persimmons and blue

grass, who has the courage of his convictions, if he does not

agree with others on this much-mooted subject. We hope he

will be able to meet with us at our Boston convention in Sep-

tember next.

If any have taken exceptions to a circular letter sent out

by the oditor-in-chief to members of the M. C. & L. P. A.,
••
'Tis pleasant to bo remembered for what we have done."
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The following, clipped from a local paper, will be read with

pleasure by "John's" many friends in our association, who

will like to know something of what the foreman Painter of

the Cumberland A alley road is thought of in his own town:

"While all the members of the old Council deserve thanks

and praise for the hard work they did for our town, for the

long hours they spent in public service, and for the loss of

money and time they incurred by reason of their two years'

term as Councilmen, there is one Councilman in particular

who should have unstinted public thanks for the labor and

worry he has expended over municipal affairs, and that man

is John W. Houser, ex-Commissioner of Water and Light.

Mr. Houser has served two terms in Council and the last

two years was our Water and Light Commissioner, an office

to which attaches some of the gravest responsibilities in our

local government and one requiring, nay, demanding, the

hardest kind of work. We know that Mr. Houser had to give

his time and attention for his term at all hours of the day

and night, Sundays, holidays and any time, and that he

worked harder than any one person about the electric light

or the water plant, aside from the care and worry he had to

carry. No matter what went wrong he was sent for and had

to settle the trouble, and we fear but few people gave to him

even a modicum of the credit which was his due. He made

a record, which will bear the closest investigation, and we
take pleasure in calling the attention of our citizens to the

gratitude they owe Mr. Houser for his assiduous attention

to his duties while in office."

as manufacturers of protective paints for iron and steel,

judging by three of their pamphlets lately received, two of

them well illustrated, namely, "The Story of Human Prog-

ress," and "Impressions and Expressions Regarding Protec-

tive Paint." The other, not illustrated, is the most valuable

of the three to a painter, as it contains many good points,

other than their own advertising matter, on "The Preserva-

tion of Wood, Steel and Galvanized Surfaces." We are in

accord with many of the views therein so well expressed.

See their full-page "ad" in this issue, with pictures of the

P. & L. E. R. R. Train-Shed at Pittsburgh, "protected from

rust by their Carbonizing Coating."

—»

The Goheen Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio, the home of the la-

mented McKinley, are pressing their claims in good style

Personal

Kenton, Ohio, April 17. 1902.

Editor Railroad Paint Shop:

I have just learned through a friend of the very great loss

our associate, Harry B. Forristall, has sustained, by the death

of his wife. He loses a good and faithful helpmate. It

makes it all the more lonely for him because he is left en-

tirely alone, and no one in his city to give him much conso-

lation. Any one who can write a good letter of condolence

to him will be a great help. He lives in Columbus, O., and is

employed by the Hocking Valley Ry.

Respectfully yours,

H. C. Herron.

Note.—Mr. Forristall is one of our oldest members, his

name appearing in our sixth annual report in 1875, N. Y.

convention. He will have the sympathy of our entire mem-
bership in his sad bereavement.—Editor.

&/>e Car Foremen's Association
A Department Devoted

to the
Interests of the Car Department

of Scranton
j& jZ? j& j& j& j&

Official Organ
of t H e Association

April Meeting:

On Saturday evening, April 12th, at 8:00 o'clock, the above
association held their regular montly meeting in the R. R. De-
partment Y. M. C. A. Hall, at Scranton, Pa.; Vice-President
R. B. Rasbridge in the chair.

The following is a list of new members received:
Ames, R C, car oiler, D. L. & W.
Aiken, Jno. P., car inspector, D. L. & W.
Avery, G. J., car inspector, D. & H.
Angwin, Edw., car inspector, Erie.

Alkinson, Wm., foreman, P. & R.
Bover, Frank J., air brake inspector, C. R. R. of N. J.

Barr, Jno. W., car repairer, P. & R.
Bradley, E. J., foreman car inspector, P. W. & B.
Clement, Samuel L., foreman, C. R. R. <>f N. J.

Corbett, F. A., clerk, D. L. & W.
Craig, Jas., foreman painter, Erie.

Clewell, Wm. H., joint car inspector.

Doellner, J. W., machinist, D. L. & W.
Daley, D. F., car inspector, B. & O.
Daley, Michael, car repairer, B. & O.
De Victor, Chas. H., car inspector, P. & R.
Dever, Wm. E., foreman car inspector, P. & R.
Evans, John G., painter, C. R. R. of N. J.

Fraley, Jno., car foreman, D. L. & W.
Fennell, P., car foreman, D. L. & W.
Glass, P. J., foreman painter, D. L. & W.
Gruber, Benjamin, foreman, P. & R.
Gortner, Geo. L., car repairer, P. & R.
Jaques, Chas. L., carpenter, D. L. & W.
Johnson, David, foreman car inspector, P. & R.
Kirchman, John, joint car inspr., C. R. R. of N. J.—D. L. & W.
Ludwig, B., car tinsmith, C. R. R. of N. J.
Lack, John, car inspector, D. L. & W.
Lash, Charles, joint car inspector.
McMichael, J. F., car repairer, C. R. R. of N. J.

Marcovitz, Joseph, car repairer, D. L. & W.
Masters, C. M., car inspector, D. L. & W.
Melkins, F. P., foreman wheel department, C. R. R. of N. J.
McGuire, Joseph, inspector, D. L. & W.
Mulqueen, Michael, carpenter, B. & O.
Mears, Geo. P., car repairer, P. & R.
Mears, C. P., car inspector, P. & R.

Miller, Isaac W., foreman car inspector, P. & R.
O'Neill, Joseph, upholsterer foreman, C. R. R. of N. J.
Opdyke, F. H., car inspector, D. L. & W.
Pigeon, yard foreman, D. L, & W.
Purnell, Geo. W., foreman car inspector, P. & R.
Pierce, John, car inspector, D. L. & W.
Reeder, W. W., passenger car inspector, C. R. R. of N. J.
Ryan, W. H., chief joint inspector, B. & O. and P. & R.
Redinger, Frederick, car inspector, P. & R.
Reeder, Jacob H., car inspector, P. & R.
Stair, S. E., foreman car inspector, C. R. R. of N. J.

Soden, G. F., foreman, D. L. & W.
Smith, H. D., car oiler, D. L. & W.
Smith, H. J., inspector, D. L. & W.
Shaneman, Geo., car inspector, P. & R.
Streeper, Isaac S., car inspector, P. & R.
Stuart, Robert, foreman car inspector, P. & R.
Schultz, Rudolph, car inspector, P. & R.
Schreck, Benjamin F., foreman car repairs, P. R.
Smith, William, car inspector, P. & R.
Summers, A. C, Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.
Tiffany, Alonzo L., truck carpenter, C. R. R. of N. J.

Teed, J. E., air brake inspector, D. L. & W.
Williams, Fred., car foreman, D. L. & W.
Weiss, F. A., foreman painter, C. R. R. of N. J.

Wesley, Frederick, car inspector, P. & R.
Weikel, Josiah, car repairer, P. & R.
Zimmerman, Geo. A., foreman car repairs, P. & R.
-Hughes, Thos. B., car inspector, P. & R.
Knuckle, Harry, clerk, C. R. R. of N. J.

Mr. Rasbridge: The minutes of the previous meeting have
been printed in The Railway Master Mechanic and it will be in

order for someone to make a motion that the minutes be ap-
proved as published.
Mr. Stuckie: I move that the minutes as published in the

Railway Master Mechanic be approved.
Mr. Bundy: I second the motion. (Motion carried.)

Mr. Rasbridge: The next order of business is report of officers.

Mr. Bundy: As treasurer of this association it might not be
out of place for me to say that up to date I have' received
$109.00 and paid out $81.00, leaving a balance of $28.00 in the
treasury.
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Mr. Stuekie: I move that the report of the treasurer be ac-
cepted.
Mr. Hall: I second the motion. (Motion carried.)
Mr. Rasbridge: The Constitution and By-Laws provide that

the officers of the association shall be as follows: President,
Vice-President. Secretary, Treasurer and Executive Committee.
The Executive Committee is supposed to be composed of rep-
resentatives from each road represented in the association. That
committee has not been appointed up to date. I do not know
but what it might be proper to appoint that committee tonight.
Mr. Hall: I move you that the Executive Committee be ap-

pointed from the different roads tonight. (Motion seconded and
carried.)

Mr. Rasbridge: According to our By-Laws, the President
appoints this committee, and I will appoint the same later. Are
there any reports of committees ? I am sorry that I was not
able to be present at the last meeting, account of sickness, but
I know the minutes were prepared in such form as to get the
most substance in the least space.
Mr. Burnett: Representing the committee on forms, I beg

leave to state that I have had printed application blanks, en-

velopes and letter-heads, but no receipt books as yet.

Mr. Hall: I move you that the committee be continued until

they conclude the work placed in their hands. (Motion sec-

onded and carried.)

Mr. Rasbridge: As Vice-President, I do not know that I have
anything to .report more than that I am greatly interested in the

welfare of this association and as I said the night we organized.

I feel that as we have made a start, I want to see it second to

none in the country, and being slightly indisposed, was not able

to be present at the last meeting, but I submitted nine applica-

tions, which unfortunately did not reach the secretary in time

for publication. Tonight I am able to present to you applica-

tions of 30 members.
Mr. Hall: I move you that all of the applications that have

been presented here tonight at this meeting be accepted.

Mr. Stuckie: I second that motion. (Motion carried.)

Mr. Martin: I move that hereafter the matter of acceptance

of new applicants be left to the Executive Committee and the

chairman cast the ballot. (Seconded and carried.)

Mr. Rasbridge: I think it might be well now to take up the

question of bonds of the Secretary and Treasurer. I would
like to hear from members of the association in regard to this.

The rules provide that a bond be furnished in the amount of

$500.00 by the Treasurer and Secretary. This has not been

done up to the present time, and I would like to know the pleas-

ure of the meeting.
Mr. Bundy: I will state that I have made no effort to get

bonds as yet, but by the next meeting I think I can be in shape

to furnish my bond.
Mr. Burnett: I think I can do the same thing.

Mr. Rasbridge: We will then defer this matter until the next
meeting. The next thing in order is the good of association.

Under this head we have three subjects for discussion, and I

will ask Mr. Streicher to open it:

Mr. Streicher: "Piece-wrork, repairing freight cars. Is it

profitable and practicable, and who does it interest?"
Mr. Streicher: The owners and part owners of individual aud

incorporated car or locomotive repair shops or any other fac-

tory and manufacturing establishments—expect on every dollar
incorporated car or locomotive repair shops—or any other fae-
ure to realize this eminently proper expectation will in a well-

conducted concern lead at once to investigations: Why not?
What is the matter? Who and where is at fault?
Searching comparisons will be made to find out why our com-

petitors in same line of business are prospering when we are
losing money. The sources of buying material will be closely

trailed not with the underlying or inspiring idea of getting
cheaper substitutes, but with the aim and purpose to discover
firms able to sell cheaper, on account of modern facilities, scien-
tific and improved methods of production.
The fixed charges, to maintain the organization and estab-

lishment in good working order, will be closely figured out for
each department separately and compared in a percentage ratio

to cost of production. This may lead to the discovery that our
competitor's fixed charges are many thousand dollars less on
account of having a better organization, fewer but better paid
men. This organization we find out is made up of men, of
which is and can be expected that they take an active individual
and collective interest in their employer's affairs. The direct

cost of the "productive labor" will next receive attention. The
actual cost for each stage of repairing and manufacturing will

be established on the bases of pounds, tons, feet, yards, thou-
sands, pieces or other "units" produced for the market or trade,

and many make the startling discovery that "labor charges" are
from 5 to 50 per cent more than they should be to make "a fair

profit on our investments."
Further investigations bring before us the fact that we are

using machines, tools and other implements and methods 20
years behind the times, in speed, design, construction and ca-
pacity. While we wondered how our neighbor could afford to
lie extravagant enough to sell his, what according to our notion
were good machines and tools at almost scrap prices, and buy
new modern tools and implements, we overlooked the undisputed
fact, that he doubled or trebled his production over ours, that he
filled his orders promptly and on the highest market prices when
there was a big demand at less cost per unit, and in less time
than we did.

Looking now deeply interested into our competitors' ways and
methods of doing business, we find out that while we are paying
fairly good wages and content Mirsolvos and men by compen-

sating them with so much an hour or so much for a day's work—he understood it to interest his men for his affairs—he managed
to consolidate their interests with his own by paying much
better for their physical and intellectual efforts, having as basis
of compensation or wage scales "The Piece-Work System" es-
tablished on good practical judgment, fairness, and justice to
both parties, working to mutual advantage of employer and em-
ployes.

While our men are satisfied and contented to work for so
much an hour or day in "come day, go day fashion," our coni-'
petitor's men try to ^"excel themselves among themselves," and
not so much by greater physical efforts a-s by making "good use
of the time"—advancing suggestions for improvements beneficial
to both parties and applying their thinking and inventive ability
to discover the easiest and quickest way to finish the "job," in-
creasing thereby the "units of production at increased pay."
Their brains are busy all the time to invent or devise handy

tools or implements. In many instances really highly ingenious
and absolutely original measuring or duplicating tools, jigs, tern-

plates, and Yankee tricks are produced—while our men expect*
as a matter of course to be furnished with same.
This constant looking out to improve their own way and

method of working becomes natural to them, being compensated
for it in "cash," and in turn brings out the slow features of tool

machines, lays open bad shop management. Constantly and un-
solicited new ideas, suggestions and observations are advanced
to the foremen, superintendents, managers and owners, because
they bring in return "an increased compensation in dollars and
cents for both parties."
While our men were accustomed to have the thinking done

for them, our competitor's men "assist him in that most im-
portant part of the business with the very gratifying result of

reducing cost of production per unit manufactured at increased
wages." What I have^ mentioned so far are every day facts and
their proper application is the secret of success in industrial
establishments, while their neglect or ignorance of, is the cause
of ruin aud failure, sheriffs' sales.

Railroad repair shops on many systems today yet are simply
looked upon as a "necessary but unproductive part of the whole."
So much money is yearly appropriated to carry on repairs to the
equipment, but contrary to all sound business principles. No
direct or fixed rate of interest is expected to be earned for the
company, by the parties handling this large amount of money
expended in that direction. Hundreds of engines and thousands
of cars of every description are built, rebuilt and repaired every
year in railroad shops, with such absurd differences of cost for
same amount of material and labor applied in different but
neighboring localities governed by similar or same conditions
that an investigating mind can not help but to ask and won-
der: "Why such occurrences are permitted to exist and no
effort is made to remedy them?"
While the cost of wages for running a division locomotive

repair shop, taking care of, say, 200 locomotives a yeyar, mayy be
in the neighborhood of $10,000.00 per month or rounded off

$40.00 for every hour of ten-hour day worked, in another lo-

cality governed by same or similar conditions, perhaps in the
same town, the expenditures for wages per hour worked for
same number of engines repaired and turned out is $50.00 to

$70,00, or one shop is run from 25 to 75 per cent "cheaper than
the other!" Based on a yearly average expenditure for wages
of $120,000.00 for first shop, the second shop would cost from
$150,000.00 to $210,000.00, or thirty to ninety thousand dol-

lars more, a difference big enough to think about. The pay roll

of a car repair shop for all kinds of freight and coal cars

amounts, we say, to $12,000.00 per month, or about $46.00 for

every hour of a ten-hour day, and the average number of cars

repaired is 1200 per month, or cost per car for wages is $10.00.

Another shop with same average pay roll of $12,000.00 in neigh-

boring locality turns out 900 cars only, based on same material

consumption. Average cost of wages for repairs per car $13.00:

now each car repaired in the second shop costs $3.00 or 30 pet-

cent more than in the first shop.

This is, however, not all: while the one shop gives to the

transportation department 1200 cars per month to carry freight

and coal the second shop turns over to them 900 cars only and
on this total are the repair costs 30 per cent greater in dollars

and cents direct, and number of cars repaired 30 per cent less.

The efficiency of shop management is thus 30 per cent in cost

and 30 per cent in output or 60 per cent altogether behind

other shop. With such actual occurrences and facts on hand,

would it not be the proper "policy" to employ the same methods
of the 'individual concern, by the second shop management and

try to find out why they get less cars and engines repaired for

more money expended? Would it not be in order to discover

the reason for the 60 per cent deficiency?

When we do so we will learn that while one shop pays his

men by the hour and day. the other shop has adopted, and in

successful operation the piece-work system in car and locomotive

repair shop. On the strength of what I have brought before

you, also considering the most important fact that we are per-

sonally responsible to our superiors, and the company in general

for the efficient and economical management of our respective

departments, large or small, the question: Who does it interest

to repair freight cars by piece-work? I answer this way:

No. 1. The general superintendent and superintendent of

motive power, as being directly accountable to the management
for the greatest possible results in dollars and cents with the

least possible expenditures.

No. 2. The master mechanics, master car builders, general
foremen, foremen and assistants, all in turn responsible to their
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superiors and all judged as to their fitness to hold their places
by record they enjoy of getting work out quick, cheap, good;
also capable of making the most of existing circumstances, con-
ditions, facilities and opportunities with a view of cheapening
the cost of labor charges, and still cultivate that necessary good
feeling of confidence and co-operation between employer and
employe, based firmly on mutual recognition and offered re-
wards for ability, merit, fair play and honesty.
No. 3. Skilled and unskilled labor, each having an even op-

portunity to demonstrate the "survival of the fittest" in an
honorable competition; each regulating his pay according to his
intellectual and physical efforts; each having it within his own
reach and will-power to demonstrate his superiority of physical
strength and endurance, also the gift of close observation, the
value of education, cultivated, acquired or inherited talents.

Repairing freight cars by piece-work does interest not only the
employer—it interests the employe equally as much, if not more,
as long as both parties are guided by "motives of fair play and
justice, and the prices are established by practical men, famil-
iar with the details of business, incorporating in the lists the
right to adjust too low or too high prices on fair basis."
The other part of the question is piece-work repairing freight

cars practicable and profitable? I will answer by referring you
to a table enumerating cost of repairs and time required to some
C. R. R. of N. J. equipment by day-work in the years 1889-
1890-1891, and placing alongside cost of same repairs to same
equipment if made today under our 1892 established piece-work
prices at Ashley shops, Pa., L. & S. Division.

The practical conclusions and deductions we can draw from
compilation of attached comparative statement, are that:

1. The average time for the 16 cars required to repair by
piece-work versus day-work is cut down by 42.7 per cent.

There is no use of secrecy about the prices, timekeeping and
checking up the work. It will be a great mutual advantage if

the men, inspectors, clerks and foremen, trust each other on
business principles and are free and above board in all their

transactions. Good piecework inspectors and timekeepers are
a most essential feature of the system. On their selection de-
pends in a large measure success or failure. The first should be
qualified first-class workmen, familiar with the ins and outs of the
trade and its tricks, capable of showing the men in the shop
and yards how to do the work to the best advantage, willing

to give information and pointers when asked for; also possess
knowledge of human nature and its failings. They must be men
with a good moral foundation and principles, fearless and impar-
tial in the discharge of their often disagreeable duties. They
must be close observers of men, their characters, tendencies and
habits, with the underlying motive of protecting the company's
interests against fraudulent charges or bad work. They must
be honest themselves if they expect somebody else to be.

Gentlemen: Where the enumerated features of piece-work,
their effect and operation, are carefully studied, honestly ap-

plied, impartially but deliberately operated, the question: Piece-
work applied to freight cars, is it practicable and profitable and
who does it interest? will answer itself by increased earnings for

both contracting parties, employer as well as employes.
Mr. Hall: I do not know that there is any room for argu-

ment in this matter whatever. I am well satisfied that piece-

work in all shops if carried on in the proper manner is bene-

ficial to the companies. Of course, as we all know, it weeds out

the poor men, and it gives the better class of workmen a chance,

and it is beneficial to the men themselves. I have seen a great

deal of piece-work turned out of our shops in the last year, and
I will say that there is far superior work being done at the

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT
Of Cost of Repairs to 16 C. R. R. of N. J. Cars at Ashley Shops. Pa., L. and S. Division, repaired in 1889, 1890, 1891 by Day Work, and cost of

same repairs if made under existing Piece-Work Prices in operation since 1892.

'

Kind of
Cars.

TIME CHARGES. TOTAL COST CHARGES. RATES. INCREASE.

Car
Numbers Day

Work
Piece
Work

Regular Time
Reduced by-

Piece Wrork.

Pay
Work.

Piece
Work.

Total Cost Reduced
by Piece Wrork.

Average
Piece
Work

Average
Piece
AVork

Per Hour Worked
by Piece Work.

REMARKS.

Hours. Hours. Cents Cents
Hours Per Cenc. Dollars. Dollars. Dollars. Percent. Per Hour Per Hour Cents. Per Cent.

42367 ...Coal... 98. 32.5 55 5 56.6 17.15 7.12 10.03 58. 17.5 22 4.5 25.7
41327 . . .Coal. .

.

45. 18. 27. 60. 7.88 3.93 3.95 50. 17.5 22 4.5 25.7
41457 ...Coal... 22. 13. 9. 41. 3.85 2.79 1.06 27.8 17.5 22 4.5 25.7
40306 ...Gal... 300. 121. 179. 59.6 52.50 26.73 25.77 49. 17.5 22 4.5 25.7
32658 ...Box... 80. 53.5 26 5 33. 14.00 11.76 2.24 16. 17.5 22 4.5 25.7
35252 .F.Sand. 113. 67. 46. 40.7 19.78 14.78 5.00 25. 17.5 22 4.5 25.7
904 .Cabooee. 112. 39.5 72 5 64.6 19.25 8.67 10.58 59. 17.5 22 4.5 25.7
516 ...Box... 110. 74. 36.5 32.7 19.25 16.30 2.95 15. 17.5 22 4.5 25.7

2606 .F.Sand. 115. 58.5 56.5 49 1 20.13 12.87 7.26 36. 17.5 22 4.5 25.7
32490 ...Box... 113. 56.5 56.5 50. 19.78 12.40 7.38 37. 17.5 22 4.5 25.7
32870 ..Box... 70. 51. 19.5 27.1 12.25 11.21 1.04 9. 17.5 22 4.5 25.7
32540 ...Box... 35. 23.5 11.5 33. 6.13 5.14 0.99 16. 17.5 22 4.5 25.7

900 . . Box. .

.

70. 46. 24.5 34.3 12.25 10.11 2.14 17. 17.5 22 4.5 25.7
841 ...Box... 80. 52.5 27.5 34.4 14.00 11.52 2.48 16.6 17.5 22 4.5 25.7

32690 ...Box... 80 57.5 23.5 29.4 14.00 12.64 1.36 9.7 17.5 22 ' 4.5 25.7
2568 .F.Sand. 80. 49. 31. 38.7 14.00 10.78 3.22 23. 17.5 22 4.5 25.7

Total, 16 cars 1523. 813. 701. 684.2 266.2 178.75 87.45 464.1 17.5 22 4.5 25.7

AVERACJE OP 16 CARS.

Hours. Hours. Hour.-;. Per Cent. Dollars. Dollars. Dollars. Per Cent. Cents. Cents. Cents. Percent.

95. 50. 44. 43. 16.64 11.17 5.47 29. 17.5 22 4.5 25.7

Rep lir Time reduced by Piece-Work, 43 per cent. Ashley Car Shops, April L2, '02.

Tot a 1 Cost of ^Wages red need by Piece-Work, 29 per cent. C. S'rREIGHER,
Waj es increased per msm per hour by Piece-Work, 5!5.7 per c int. Gen'l Foreman Car Depai tment

2. That total cost of repairs to the 16 cars when made under
existing piece-work rates is reduced 29 per cent per car.

3. That average rate of pay per man, per hour worked on the
16 cars under existing piece-work rates is increased from 17%
cents to 22 cents, or equivalent to a raise of 25 per cent.
The above figures are recorded average facts on our books.

They are proven to be correct every day since piece-work was
established and in succssful operation after a short instructive
period of evolution and on the strength of them and my own
previous experience as workman and foreman in wood-work-
ing; as well as iron and steel product manufacturing establish-
ments, government and railroad shops, I declare most emphati-
cally that repairing freight cars and locomotive by piece-work
is the most practical, most profitable and most satisfactory
system of labor compensation to employers, and employes, as
long as the absolute necessary principles of justice', fair play
and honesty of purpose are incorporated, adhered and faith-
fully applied to by both contracting parties.
The successful introduction of piece-work on any kind of

work, the prices by both parties acknowledged to be fair, depends
in a very large degree on the method of their introduction and
proper interpretation by the foremen, piece-work inspectors and
piece-work time keepers. Many failures of piece-work introduc-
tion are on record on account of high-handed arbitrary rulings
and principally for the reason that somebody else's prices were
copied without considering difference of working and operating
conditions. In many places prices were adopted and forced
upon "the man without any understanding on the part of some
officials what men can do, what they should do and what they
will do.

present time than there was when the day-work system was in
vogue. I have watched the matter very closely, and had occa-
sion some few years ago to find considerable fault on cars turned
out of our shops at Elizabethport, Ashley and Lakehurst, where
the men simply went along and repaired the car to their own
liking. Then we had no inspectors to overlook the work. It
was simply a matter for the foremen to look it over if he had
the time. There was one foreman in the shop, and he did not
have the time to look over every man's work. They were turned
out in a haphazard manner, and the result was that they were
simply turning out half-finished work to be sent back to the
shop in a very short time, but since we have inaugurated the
piece-work system on our line I find it has been beneficial to the
cars, the company and everybody concerned. We are getting
excellent results from piece-work. The men are satisfied with it.

Of course, there are men who are not. They are the drones.
Those who cannot keep up. I will say that I would like to see
piece-work instituted in every railroad shop in the country to-
day. We want to do as much work as possible and we are doing
it at a saving of from 30 to 50 per cent, cheaper than we did it

three years ago, and getting better results, better work in every
way, shape "and manner.
Mr. Fritts: I have not had a great deal of heavy repair work

done on piece-work, but I am doing quite some light repairs, and
from my experience I find that it is beneficial to both the company
and the men, especially those men who are willing to work. It
is not very beneficial to a lazy man, and of course we have no
use for men who are not willing to work. So it benefits us a
great deal in that line. It weeds out, as Mr. Hall has just said,

the poor men, and finally we find ourselves with only the best
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class of workmen, men who are ambitious and who are willing

and ready to work. Consequently we get out more work for the

amount of money expended. I tried an experiment some time
ago at Hoboken, in the line of cleaning passenger cars. I do
not know that it has been tried in a great many places through-
out the country, but we had very good results from cleaning

cars by piece-work at that station. We have a shed where we
run the cars in and give them what we call a thorough cleaning
with Emulsion cleaners, or soap and water, as the case may be.

I find in cleaning cars this way we save from 30 to 35 per cent,

and the men's wages also increase a large per cent. By doing
work such as beating cushions, washing cars on the outside,
wiping windows, etc., on piece-work, we also save from 25 to 35
per cent. The men likewise make a gain their wages. This
proves very thoroughly that it is beneficial to the men as well
as the company, and the men are all satisfied. Again, I believe
that it makes better men. If you have a man working day-work
he becomes so accustomed to running along in the old rut, he
watches for twelve and six o'clock, and he is thinking more
about the time than he is about the work. Even if he was a
good man in some class of work, he will eventually turn out to

be what we would term a lazy man. But put him on piece-work;
then he is in business for himself, and he gets a move on him
right away. The man soon becomes ambitious and interested in
his work and he gives better service immediately. Then the
question comes up, who is benefited? The man is benefited both
physically and financially, and the company is benefited at the
same time. My answer to the question of who does it benefit
would be that both the employer and the employe is benefited
by the piece-work system, if properly carried, although we must
admit that it means, as Mr. Taylor said in our last meeting in

regard to hot boxes, "eternal vigilance" on the part of the men
who have charge of this work.
Mr. Bundy: I think piece-work is practicable and profitable

to both employer and employe. My first railroad experience
was building new cars, and we built these cars piece-work. We
found we were very successful. When we started repair work
(before we started in on piece-work) I used to think it was not
practicable, but after we got into it and got it down to a proper
system, I found it was practicable and it was profitable to the
men, because they made more wages than by day-work. Of
course, they had to exert themselves a little more, but when they
get to work for themselves they are willing to do that. In that
way the men were benefited and so was the company also. I
think it is practicable and profitable in nearly all railroad work,
in locomotive shops, machine shops, repairing, both passenger
and freight cars, and I think in the course of time it will be
adopted by most all railroads throughout the country.
Mr. Reeder: My experience is that piece-work is practicable

and profitable to the company and the men, not only in regard to
wages, but the company gets the cars in shop and moving on the
road again promptly. If it did not pay in the matter of wages,
in this respect it would.
Mr. Fuss: I commenced my car experience in building new

cars. I worked on them for some years before I worked on
repairing ears. I never did day-work except at odd times, but
I know that at that time piece-work was so satisfactory to me
that I disliked very much to be put on day-work. Put a man
on piece-work; we will say he is a fair man, he is a good work-
man, he is honorable, he will give you a fair day's work and
probably earn his money, he is only interested in doing what is
right by his employer. He will commence on piece-work and
he will get right down and buckle in; he is going to do the best
he can for himself, and he is going to make more money; he is
going to turn his work out in two-thirds the time he would by
working day-work, also, by working piece-work; it gives the
foremen and inspectors more freedom to examine the cars to see
that the work is done properly and to attend to the various
other duties required of foremen and inspectors; for this reason
the men working on cars know that if their work is not done in
a proper workmanlike manner they will be required to do the
work over again. That does not pay them when working piece-
work; therefore, it behooves them to do their work in a careful,
workmanlike manner, so that it will be satisfactory. Another
thing. They are ambitious to work, while in day-work you
will always find a certain class of men, as soon as the foreman's
back is turned, always have a story to tell or they are loafing.
I have known men who are almost too lazy to sleep. But these
people will often get woke up by the men in gangs, because they
know they have to get a move on them or no one will work
with them; therefore, they are either soon weeded out of the
shops or they get to work and do something and make themselves
perhaps valuable men in the shops. Some of the best men may
be idling away time, simply because inspectors and foremen can-
not get around to see all the men and keep them all working
steadily when working day-work.
Mr. McKenna: It has already been said that railroad repair

shops are looked upon by railroad managers as a necessary evil,

and such, of course, they are. A car is thrown out of service
having a certain value per day, according to the demand at the
time, and the point is how or what is the best method that can
be used to return that car to service in the shortest possible time?
There is no question, I think, in the mind of any of us in regard
to piece-work that that is the proper method for the prompt
return of cars to service. The question as to whether it is bene-
ficial to both railroad companies and the men employed on re-
pairing cars: As far as the company is concerned, the bare
fact that the railroads are savins at least 30 per cent (which no
doubt is the actual saving in all cases) would settle that point.
As far as the men are concerned, that is a subject upon which

there is considerable difference of opinion. Take a man who
has been employed for some time at piece-work, a good, active
fellow, who is willing to work, he is satisfied to work on that
basis, because by a little extra effort on his part he is able to
increase his pay rate at least equal to that of the company's
saving. The conditions and organization is a very important
factor in the handling of piece-work. I think in most cases
where piece-work fails to be a success it is due to the lack of
proper organization. The foremen in charge of the departments
go into the matter in a half-hearted manner themselves. They
do not display a sufficient amount of backbone with the men in

insisting upon their doing work and doing it in a workmanlike
manner. The question of supplying material to the men: The
conditions existing in shops or yards in which work is done
must necessarily regulate the price paid for the different pieces
or items used in the construction of a car. Take even in the
same locality the variation in prices paid for certain items for a
car of the same construction is simply enormous. Within the
radius of 100 miles for the same items some railroad shops pay
double of what others do. It is hardly probable that conditions
existing between those two shops would warrant that variation
in price, but it is more likely that the matter has not been gone
into as deeply as with the shop paying double of what the other
does for the same class of work. The work on passenger equip-
ment can be made quite as beneficial to the men and to the com-
pany as on freight equipment under the same conditions.

Mr. Burnett: Piece-work on freight and passenger cars in a
properly organized shop is practicable and profitable and interests
both the railroad companies and all the employes connected with
it. The advantage tt> the company and the men, and the satis-
faction which it gives the men after they have experienced some
of its benefits seldom receives credence by those who have not
handled shops in this manner. The work is done cheaper and,
contrary to the argument often advanced, better. Small opera-
tions which it is almost impossible to get done by day-work, no
matter how numerous or efficient the foremen or inspectors, are
attended to in the smallest detail. Each operation means so
much money to the workman. To be paid for it, it must be
shown on the card, and, when on the card, must bear inspection,
and if not done it means a return to the car (which is not profit-

able to the workman), or whatever penalty the regulations may
impose. It has been my experience that often men who have
been doing the same work for years at day rate will learn more
in a few weeks at piece-work towards doing the work with a
minimum amount of labor than they have in all the previous
years at day-work. While they may work somewhat harder,
the main advantage is that they forget the clock and use their
heads more in planning their work and in getting quickly from
one job to another. They do not work in the same listless

manner that is often the case with day-work, and I am sure that
the day seems much shorter to them. They are of great assist-

ance to the foreman in seeing that the material is kept in stock,

in buying improved tools for themselves, in suggesting special

tools to be purchased or made that will cheapen the work, and
in taking care of their tools, by having some regular place to
keep shop tools and appliances where they can be readily gotten
at, and having them always in working order. Piece-work is

profitable to the company by cheapening the work, reducing the
time that cars are out of service, by increasing the capacity of
their plants and by inducing a more ambitious and self-reliant

class of men to remain in the service. The workmen receive
equal benefits with the company in their greatly increased earn-
ings, and are rewarded according to their ability and individual
efforts, as cannot be done by day-work, and it has been my ex-
perience that they do not take kindly to being placed on day-
work even for a few hours after having become accustomed to

piece-work. It seems to me that all the evidence that is neces-
sary to prove that piece-work is profitable is to note the manu-
facturing concerns throughout the country in which it is almost
universal. They, of course, have different conditions, but whether
they make piecework more profitable than in railroad shops is a

question. One very important thing in connection with piece-

work is to keep the men steadily employed the year around if

possible. This is of special importance if the shops are so located

that it is difficult to secure enough men to start a shop quickly.

In this connection it is a good practice where possible to have
new work planned for any force of skilled men that are liable to

run out of repair work for a season. While this might not help

the dividends for that month, the company would be ahead at

the end of the year. In the operations of a shop one foreman,
by keeping material on hand and seeing that there is no avoid-

able loss of time in getting from one job to another, will enable
his men to make a high rate, while another foreman of inferior

ability or experience with the same or higher prices will have
his men making probably 30 per cent less, which means a dis-

satisfied force and new men being continually taken on who cannot
make the higher rate for some time even were things properly

managed, and consequently make a very low rate unless the prices

are raised to an unprofitable basis, or bonus paid (a practice to

avoid). Prices should be itemized as much as possible, instead

of being bunched. This, if properly done, paying for necessary
renewals and replacements, almost entirely eliminates the "pot-

luck" feature of piece-work and is an advantage to the company
and more satisfactory to the men, as it gives them a more even

rate. Prices should and usually can be arranged that on the

same grade of work there are no so-called "good things," or jobs

that are shunned on account of not paying, whether the job is

large or small, uuless on operations which require men of supe-

rior ability, but who ordinarily are employed in the same grade
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of work «a the others. This refers to operations that occur regu-

larly bu should be adjusted at once, but we all know that there

are operations that may pay extremely well or very poorly, ac-

cording to the conditions that exist. This is a feature of piece-

work and must be stood by, whether the men make a high or a

low rate.

Mr. Hall: It does not seem to me that the Association gets

the gist of this thing exactly right. Mr. McKenna just stated

that within the radius of 100 miles there is a great difference in

the price on piece-work. If I understand this piece-work _ busi-

ness right, it seems to me that the prices are almost uniform.

There have been committees appointed from different railroad

companies to go around and find out from the various shops

throughout the country what prices they were paying for the

different kinds of work. I know before the C. R. R. of N. J.

attempted to put piece-work into effect they appointed a com-
mittee to go around to the different shops throughout the country

and find out what they were paying, and I have no doubt that

we are paying just as much as any of them, and in some cases

better. I have seen a great many of these piece-work prices on

different railroads, and I am of the opinion that they are all

nearly uniform in the various shops throughout the country.

Mr. McKenna: While I do not care to cite any particular

railroads or particular items referred to, I can recall a couple of

items for which we pay $3.25—which is a good price and on which
a man can make 24 cents an hour—and there is a certain other

railroad that pays $7 for the same job. I do not what these men
make.
Mr. Streicher: In regard to piece-work prices in vogue at

different shops: In the spring of 1901 the duty was assigned to
me to go over different price lists. I had the P. R. R. Sunbury
and Meadow shops; L. V. Packerton and Sayre shops; the P. &
R. Reading shops; the B. & O. Mount Clair shops, and the Pitch-
burg R. R. prices. I was to make a comparative statement
showing what we and what other people paid for same work.
This happened just before our troubles, and the statement was
to show in percentage all differences between our own and other
people's prices. A week was the time given me to do this work,
when I should have had six months, and I confess I had to give
it up. Not being familiar with the workings of the different
shops and all price lists being^ arranged on different bases of

working, it was impossible to make an intelligent, reliable state-
ment, particularly in the short space of time allowed. In some
of the shops they pay for removing old material and in some
they do not. In some shops material is delivered to men, in

others not, etc. Unless a man is perfectly familiar with every
detail of the schedule he cannot judge whether one road pays
more for same class of work than the other, and it is misleading
to compare the correctness of piece-work prices by schedules
only.

Mr. Rasbridge: Before closing this subject I think in addition
to what has been said, the first consideration we meet with is

the object of piece-work. What brought this about? There is

nothing more discouraging to a. mechanic or even a laborer
working on the same class of work, where previous to the estab-
lishing of piece-work they received a standard rate of pay daily
or hourly, than to put with him a man unfamiliar with the woi'k:
for instance, you are paying the same mechanics 18 cents to 24
cents an hour. I went through that custom years ago. It was
hardly possible for a mechanic to get a position unless he had
an indenture saying he worked his time in that particular
capacity, or had a recommendation from some previous employer.
Now he is confronted with something like this: If you will meet
our requirements, we will employ you; otherwise, we will have
no use for you. There is nothing so discouraging to a mechanic
as to put with him at the same rate of pay a man unfamiliar
with the work. There is no incentive for the man with mechan-
ical ideas or ability to do work, or to put forth his best efforts:

that is what brought about piece-work. I think piece-work is

profitable to both the company and the men. Speaking of men.
I mean men who are worthy of any consideration. As I said
before, if a man fills the bill you retain him: if not, you get rid

of him. If you place a man in a gang working on piece-work
and he is undesirable to the gang he is soon worked out. The
man who has the ability is paid for it, and there is an incentive
for him to put forth his best efforts to try and do that work iD

as little time as possible. Locomotive work, car work, car clean-
ing, this is all done by contract work to-day. The success of it

depends in a large measure upon the inspector who looks after
the work. There is just as much freedom in contract work for
a man to slight his work as there is in doing day-work where
there is no particular attention given to it. It all depends upon
the man delegated to look after the work to see that it is

properly done, and the men properly treated. I will say that
piece-work is both practicable and profitable to the men and to
the employer as well. It has been proven that piece-work has
saved at least 30 to 50 per cent over day-work. I can cite you
cases where it has been equal to 75 per cent. Put a man who
has been doing day-work on piece-work; there is an inducement
for him to invent means for doing work quicker and more of it,

and he is paid for any new ideas he brings out. Some men who
have been making from $1.80 to $2 per day, day-work, and who
earn from $2.20 to $2.50 piece-work, labor under the impression
that there is going to be a cut. That is wrong. I believe as
the old adage says, "The laborer is worthy of his hire." If you
have a good man worth $3 a dav. pay him that; if he can earn
$4 a day he is entitled to it. Regarding this question of piece-
work, it has been shown that the company can make a saving
of 50 per cent and the men have made an increase of from 20
to 30 per cent in their wages. It is on the order of the bee; if

you get a drone, you want to get rid of him. I feel as the
majority of the members here to-night do, that piece-work is prof-
itable to both employer and employe.
Mr. Dyer: I move that the sense of this meeting be that piece-

work is profitable and practicable to both employer and employe.
Mr. Bundy: I second that motion. (Motion carried.)
Mr. Rasbridge: Our next sub)ect for discussion is: "Of what

value to car owners is a defect card covering improper repairs
on a car when the improper repairs are parts for which owners
are responsible, the road making improper repairs not rendering
bill?" I will call on Mr. Bundy to open the discussion.
Mr. Bundy: I believe that when a road issues a defect card

it does not matter whether defect card covers part that the
owner is responsible for or not. Road issuing defect card is

responsible for having made wrong repairs, and applied defect
card admitting that the repairs were wrong. The road issuing
card is responsible for repairs made and bill will be proper.
Mr. Dyer: This question arose from a statement made at our

last meeting, that a road applying wrong material in a car in a
case where repairs are parts for which the owners are responsi-
ble, need not make bill, and by not doing so they could avoid
a counter bill from owners for replacement of standard material,
although defect card had been applied. Rule 5, Section 3, reads:
"When improper repairs of owner's defects have been made and
bill rendered, the owner may then counter bill for putting car to

original standard." It can hardly be assumed that a bill from
the parties making the wrong repairs must be made before a
bill by the owners would be legal. It should not be otherwise,
as it helps to give quicker service to the equipment, as the road
making repairs will not hold cars while standard material is

being procured from owners, but will return car to service at

once. The car owners certainly should be willing to lose some-
thing when in getting another road's car to service the handling
road is willing to lose the difference between the good material
and the scrap, and also lose the labor. The defect card in this

case is of no financial value.
Mr. Rasbridge: Turn to Rule 4, Section 12, where it states

that when repairs of any kind are made you shall attach repair

card. If you do not intend to render bill the words "No Bill"

shall be written across the face of card. The case submitted
at our last meeting was a matter strictly in accordance with the
rules, yet it may not be of any benefit to the car owner from a

financial standpoint, when scrap credit would reimburse him.
Reverse the conditions of weight and the value is apparent.
Mr. Fritts: I believe the M. C. B. rules state that every

company is responsible to the owner of car when making wrong
repairs, and as far as I can find in the decisions of the Arbitra-

tion Committee there has never been a bill turned down ren-

dered on defect card. I believe when one company applies defect

card to a car of another company he acknowledges that he is

responsible for what repairs he has made, or whatever is the

matter with the car, and he makes himself liable to bill for just

what the car calls for. I do not see how you could figure it out

in any other way.
Mr. Rasbridge: When a defect card is issued it is just the

same as a promissory note; you are responsible for the value of

it. There have been decisions on it.

Mr. Dyer: I know of a case where a defect card would be of

no value; a case of wrong side door attachment, Case No. 453,

between the N. Y., C. & St. L. and C. & N. W.
Mr. Rasbridge: In that case the conditions are changed. It

may not have been of benefit, yet the defect card was of value

to the extent of what was enumerated on the face of it.

Mr. Dyer: I again wish to refer you to Rule 3, Section 3.

Does this rule mean what it says:
Mr. Millen: A defect card, unless procured by fraud or mis-

representation, is worth to company receiving it all that is set

forth on its face; the fact that repairs made were car owner's

defects and that company making wrong repairs rendered no
bill, cuts no figure in this case.

I move you, Mr. Chairman, that the sense of this Association

is that a defect card issued under such conditions and circum-

stances is just as valuable as any other.

Mr. Hall: I second that motion. (Motion carried.)

Mr. Rasbridge: Our secretary, Mr. Burnett, has purchased

envelopes, letter heads, receipt books, application blanks, post-

age stamps, etc., and he should be reimbursed.

Mr. Hall: I move that an order be drawn on the treasurer

for $15.70 to cover these expenses.
Mr. Dyer: I second that motion. (Motion carried.)

Mr. McKenna: I move you that hereafter no remarks_ be

allowed to exceed ten minutes on any subject under discussion,

or that no one member shall have the privilege of entering into

the discussion the second time until the other members have had
the privilege of speaking on the subject. This refers to both

verbal and written matter.

Mr. Bundy: I second the motion.
" Mr. Martin: I move to amend that at each meeting a vote be

taken as to how long a member shall be allowed to talk on any

one subject.

Mr. Fritts: I second the amendment. (Motion as amended
carried.)

Mr. Martin: I move you that owing to the lateness of the

hour we lay the last subject on the table until the next meeting.

Mi*. Fritts: I second the motion. (Carried.)

Mr. Bundy: I move that we meet in this hall the second Sat-

urday night in May, at 8 o'clock.

Mr. Dyer: I second the motion. (Motion carried.)

Meeting adjourned.
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The regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Association of Chi-
cago was held in Room, 209 Masonic Temple, Wednesday,
April 9th, at 8 p. m. In the absence of President Grieb, Vice-
President Stimson presided. Among those present were the fol-
lowing:
Bickford, Wm. Kilian, Henry. Skilling, J. K.
Bossert, Chas. Keebler, C. F. Schultz, Aug.
Cook, W. C. Kroff, F. C. Stewart, H.
Cardwell, J. R. Kline, Aaron. Shearman, C. S.

Donahoe, F. P. La Rue, H. Sharp, W. E.
Dunley, W. T. Lutz, Jos. Schreck, D. W.
Barle, Ralph. Marsh, Hugh. Saum, G. N.
Elkin, Jno. L. Metz, C. Stewart, H. A.
Etten, L. Miller, Chas. Smith, E.
Evans, W. H. McCrudden, H. Stimson, O. M.
Frenk, Wm. Morris, T. R. Senger, J. W.
Frenk, Henry Nelson, Fred. Scott, J. B.
Guerin, L. O'Neill, Jas. Spohnholtz, C.
Guthenberg, B. Olsen, L. Saum, C. L.
Harvey, H. H. Parke, P. Terry, O. N.
Julian, J. B. Phelps, G. T. Tomlinson, Wm.
Jones, R. R. Peterson, A. F. Trepton, A.
Johnson, A. G. Richardson, Wm. Wensley, W. H.
Kennedy. J. H. Ryding, A. Wentsel, Geo.
Kamen, F. Rogerson, Edw. Wessell, W. W.
Krischel, M. Sepke, H. Weschler, H.
Knorr, Wm. Schultz, F. C. Willcoxson, W. G.

Vice-Pres. Stimson: The first in order will be the reading and
approval of the minutes of the previous meeting. As they have
been published in the Railway Master Mechanic and all of you
have no doubt received a copy, if there are no objections they
will stand approved as printed.

Secretary Kline: The following have made application for
membership:
J. W. Daulton, Foreman, St. L., K. & N. W., Hannibal, Mo.
John Finnegan, Foreman, C, M. & St. P., West Milwaukee,
Wis.

E. S. Macgowan, Asst. Manager, Washburn Coupler Co., Minne-
apolis, Minn.

Pearl Parker, Foreman, L. S. & M. S., Adrian, Mich.
L. W. Powers, Chief Clerk, Burton S. C. Co., Chicago.
W. B. Templeton, Pres. Templeton, Kenlt & Co., Chicago.
Michael Walsh, Painter, Armour Car Lines, Chicago.
Albert Zickuhr, Foreman, C. & N. W., Milwaukee, Wis.
Vice-Pres. Stimson: The first number on our program is the

report of the committee appointed to submit recommended
changes in the M. C. B. Rules for the present year. In order to
get action on the report it was printed in the last issue of the
Railway Master Mechanic, and I assume that all have received
a copy of the report, but in order that it may be placed before the
association for action I will ask the chairman of the committee
to read the report.

Chicago, March 18, 1902.
To the Car Foremen's Association of Chicago:
Your committee, in considering the revision of rules of inter-

change, find that there is a general feeling that the
rules should be allowed to remain unchanged. If they
are not changed, the benefits derived will be considerable
on account of the fact that there would be no disturbance
of the general good results being obtained under the
present rules. Very few cases have been referred to the Arbitra-
tion committee during the past year, and it is believed that the
number would be even less if the rules are not disturbed. The
Car Foremen's and Inspectors' Association of this country have
accomplished a great deal toward arriving at a uniform interpre-
tation of the rules. This is evidenced by the decided reduction
in correspondence relative to bills, and a great reduction in the
number of cars delayed at interchange points. The rules in their

present form are perfectly satisfactory, we believe, to railroad
and private car companies, and particularly so to inspectors who
handle the detail work of car interchange. Any radical change
in the rules has the effect of disturbing these conditions for at
least four months each year. It is desirable to avoid this condi-
tion of affairs, not only from the point of view of the inspector,

but also from that of the Traffic Department
Therefore, we would recommend that the xlrbitration Com-

mittee of the M. C. B. Association be advised that it is the
opinion of this Association that the rules governing interchange
and inspection should be allowed to stand as they are.

(Signed) LeGrand Parish,
Chairman.

Hugh Marsh,
H. H. Harvey,
F. C. Kroft,
T. R. Morris.

Motion carried that the report of the committee be received.
Mr. Evans (B. & O.): I move you that the report of the com-

mittee recommending changes in the M. C. B. Rules be adopted
;is read.

Mr. Sharp (A. C. L.): As a point of information,—we have
passed a motion to receive the report, which I believe is before
the house for discussion. Does that mean that if the motion
just made carries that this report is to go before the M. C. B.
Association as the recommendations of this association?
Vice-Pres. Stimson: Yes, sir. If this report is adopted it will

be presented as the recommendation of this association to the
Arbitration Committee of the Master Car Builders' Association.
Mr. Evans: My only object in making the motion was to bring

this report of the committee before the association for discussion,
and I will regret very much if my motion does not bring out a
full discussion of this report previous to its adoption. I think
that that is where we get the most benefit from these committee
reports, and particularly such an important matter as this from
the Car Foremen's Association to the Arbitration Committee of
the M. C. B. Association on changes of the rules of interchange.
While I am not prepared to accept the present M. C. B. Rules
as being entirely perfect, I think that the recommendation of this
committee this year are along the right lines, and that so far as
possible changes or additions to the M. C. B. Rules of inter-
change should be avoided. It is rather amusing to note some
suggestions that are made from some sources of things which
they consider necessary to be embodied in the M. C. B. Rules.
Frequently it occurs that it is of a very trivial nature or applies
to one certain locality. There are, however, some things which
I think this association should recommend to the committee, one
of which is a combination wheel gauge so that wheels of both
sizes could be gauged with one gauge. I would like to hear a
full discussion of this before it is put to a vote.
Vice-Pres. Stimson: I think yor position is very well taken.

There is no desire on the part of the association, or the chairman
at least, to railroad through any recommendations of any com-
mittee. Each of you have the privilege of expressing yourself
before this motion prevails, making any amendment to that report
that you may think necessary. I therefore hope that each
member will express himself freely, whether he is in accord with
the recommendations of the committee or not, and if not, to

explain wherein he differs, that the association may act upon his

opinion or recommendation (if he cares to put it in the form_ of
a recommendation) before making our report to the Arbitration
Committee.
Mr. Sharp: That is just the reason why I asked the question.

I was afraid that this motion made by Mr. Evans was going to

be put and carried and dispose of this committee report without
any discussion. I think the subject is of too great importance
to be disposed of in that manner. I believe the committee of
the Car Foremen's Association are on the right track in making
this report. I believe it takes a year to learn to understand the
rules and what they mean, and this continual revising the
M. C. B. Rules each year rather stirs up the settled conditions
in interchange, and by the time we all get to understand what
is meant by certain rules and get to moving along smoothly and
harmoniously the rules are again revised, and while each one of
us have some slight recommendations to make in regard to

changing the rules, yet the benefit to be derived from them may
be local, and it seems to me that the disposition the committee
has made of this is entirely proper.
Mr. Kroff (P. Co.): I will say that the committee went over

the rules very carefully, and we decided that they were very near
correct, there being some minor changes that could be made,
but as a whole they were very satisfactory.
Mr. La Rue (C, R. I. & P.): It seems to be the universal

opinion that the rules are nearly correct. There is only one
suggestion that I would like to see go into effect, and that is

that there is some class of equipment that belong to private
companies should be classified in the rules, and also there are
some private companies, when it comes to settlement for their

cars, seem to want to ignore the prices set by the rules, but I

think that has been taken up in a manner that it will come up
anyhow. There are some that do not seem to want to settle at

what is just and right according to the rules. There is no doubt
but what they accept all bills for repairs, but when it comes to

settling for the value of the cars they are on the other side of

the fence.
Vice-Pres. Stimson: Have you had any cases where you were

not given an opportunity to rebuild the car or replace it?

Mr. La Rue: I do not know of any sitch case, but there are
many times when it is so much better to settle for money con-
sideration rather than rebuild a foreign car.

Vice-Pres. Stimson: I had the pleasure of reading the report

of one of the associations in which it was suggested that instead
of having 13 rules with from one to 4G sections in each, that all

sections be made rules, each having a number. I would like to

hear an expression from this association as to whether that

would be any benefit or not from an inspector's standpoint?
Mr. Evans: While I am not acting in the capacity of an

inspector, I want to say that I am very decidedly opposed to that

manner of arranging the M. C. B. Rules, principally for the same
reason that this committee has found it necessary to make this
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report, as any subsequent revision would revise the numbers of

the rules and a rule would lose its identity at once. (A great

many of our old inspectors have become thoroughly familiar with

the rules as they now stand and it would be necessary for them
to learn the rules over, and I see no particular advantage to

be gained in numbering the rules numerically by sections from

1 to 113, or something Tike that.

Mr. Baker (0. J. I., Kansas City): I will say that m my part

of the countrv we regard Sec. 32, Rule 3, as entirely too

arbitrary. 1 think missing roofs and running boards should be

accepted under those conditions.

Mr. La Rue: I brought this matter up for the purpose of

discussion. I did not say that the party that owned the cars

was a subscriber to the rules, but I do think this, that when a

party is not a subscriber to the rules,—that there are thousands

of cars that are turned loose to be handled by the roads, they

should be amenable to the rules the same as the rest.

Mr. Sharp: If this party is not a subscriber to the rules, there

is no power under which he can be made to abide by the decision.

Mr. Kroff: I would like to ask Mr. La Rue whether he has

ever had any throuble in that respect,—parties owning cars that

were not subscribers to the rules?

Mr. La Rue: Yes, sir, we have had trouble in that respect in

this way. A car was destroyed and the owner wanted to make
one depreciation on one part of the car, another depreciation on
another part and another depreciation on another part, and
when we tried to settle under the M. C. B. Rules he said he was
not a subscriber to the rules.

Mr. Cardwell (A. C. O. Co.): In following up Mr. Sharp's

remarks in compelling that man to settle under the rules of

interchange, it is a fact that his cars have been operating over

every road in accordance with the rules, he has been paying

bills in accordance with the rules, and therefore it seems possible

that he should be compelled to accept settlement for cars de-

stroyed as laid down by the M. C. B. Rules.

Vice-Pres. Stimson: I think that point has been covered by
a recommendation from one of the associations, I am not sure

which, but I think there is a recommendation that will go before

the M. C. B. Association making it compulsory for any car owner
of 1,000 cars or more to subscribe to the M. C. B. Rules.

Mr. Elkins (S. R. C. Co.): It strikes me that whether a cor-

poration subscribed to the M. C. B. Rules or not, the very fact

that the rules are accepted by all the railroads^ and nearly all

private car lines in the country was sufficient evidence to estab-

lish in a court of justice that it was good law and he would be

bound to accept them.
Mr. La Rue: What I was at was to get the views of the Car

Foremen's Association whether it was not right for that com-
pany, after they built their cars and turned them loose to be
handled by the various railway companies and the repairs made
in accordance with the M. C. B. Rules, such bills excepted, why
should not they settle according to the rules the same as other

railroad companies. That was what I wanted the views of the
Car Foremen's Association on.

Mr. Stimson: Are you satisfied that what has been said by the
association agrees with your views on the subject?
Mr. La Rue: Yes, sir.

Vice-Pres. Stimson: If there is nothing further, a motion to

accept the committee report as read will be in order. Motion
carried, and the Secretary notified to so advise the Secretary of

the Master Car Builders' Association.
Vice-Pres. Stimson: This brings us to the second number on

our program, which is the discussion of the report of the com-
mittee presenting a code of rules for the examination of appli-

cants for position of Car Inspector, of which Mr. Bates was
chairman, but on account of his not being present at the last

meeting it was carried over to the present meeting. If it is

desired to discuss it to-night we will do so, otherwise we will

carry it over until such time as Mr. Bates is present, that he
may present the case himself. Motion made and seconded that
the report be carried over until such time as the chairman of

the committee is present.
Mr. Phelps (C. & A.): I do not agree with the motion. There

are other members on that committee and there ought to be some
of them here to defend the report, if it needs any defense. It is

blocking the business of this association, and will block it until

Mr. Bates is present. Motion put and carried.

Vice-Pres. Stimson: This brings us to Subject No. 3 on our
program, which is the discussion of the report of the commitee
on Repair Track Appliances and Facilities. This is a very
elaborate report and was compiled with a great deal of care and
detail by some of the most active members of our association.
It is hoped by the chair that this report will be discussed fully

by every member of the association. The paper is before you.
Mr. Evans, being a member of that committee, will you open the
discussion?
Mr. Evans: I think that the committee, at least, would prefer to

hear from the other members of the association in regard to this
report, as the report itself really embodies, to a great extent,
the ideas of the committee. When it started to investigate this

subject they found it was a very broad one and it was necessary
to divide it into a number of different heads, and they took it up
under the several divisions. It covers not only the repair track
appliances,—that is, the tools necessary and the arrangement of
the tracks, with such buildings and machinery as are necessary,
but the disposition of material, storage of material, and to a
certain extent the employment of 'the men. There are some
suggestions that the committee found to be very good that
we did not run down to our full satisfaction, consequently
did not elaborate on them in the report, one of which I might
mention, and that is the suggestion from Mr. Kroff in reference
to elevated tracks. With the situation in Chicasro it very fre-
quently occurs that it is quite difficult to sret in a wheel pit
without making a water-tierht tank and sinking it in thf sanrl

That seems to me to be an idea well worth looking into, I would

like to hear the report fully discussed, as I think that is where
you get the benefit from these reports.
Mr. Morris (C, M. & St. P.): I believe that anyone who has

read that report will agree that it is a very good one. The
committee seem to have gone over the ground very thoroughly,
and especially the recommendations in regard to the arrangement
of the tracks and method of handling material, etc., but it_ seems
to me they might have gone a little further in enlarging on
appliances to be used in repairing cars. We all know that there
are a great many devices that can be used and are used by some
roads, which very much assist the repairers in repairing cars,

saving time, etc. Some three or four years ago there was a
description in one of the mechanical papers of a chain to be used
in holding up the coupler when applying it. It was attached to

the car by raising the deadwood bolts so as to get the link of the
chain hooked on, then swinging the chain around the head of
the coupler and hooking the other end on, which would hold

_
up

the head of the coupler while the pocket was raised to position.

The coupler that we are now using, with pocket, followers and
spring, is a very heavy article to handle and very much different

from the old style of draw bar that perhaps one man could put
up in position. Usually a jack is required to force it up in

position, but with this chain device—which perhaps should not
be called a device, it is so simple—the coupler could be held up
part way. while the pocket is forced up between the timbers.
There is one other thing that I think of now that might

be spoken of. Whether there is any virtue in it or not, perhaps
there is some question. It is the use of some sort of a claw bar
to pull draft timber bolts out. We all know under what disad-
vantages a car repairer works in drifting out draft timber bolts.

We tried some years ago, on our repair track, the use of a claw
bar and we found it worked very nicely after the bolt had been
started so that a grip could be had on the head of it, and if the
bolt was not too tightly rusted in it could be pulled out. These
are two different articles that I have thought of, and no doubt
there are a great many more, and I think if the members who
know of such things would speak of them here it would be the
means of helping those who are in ignorance of these devices, in

a great many ways, and I would like very much to hear from
the members on that line, although I do not think there is very
much that can be said in reference to the paper, it is so very
complete.
Vice-Pres. Stimson: Mr. Morris has mentioned a very good

point in connection with this report. There are a good many
"tricks" that are used in repairing cars that are inexpensive and
very easily handled, and I hope the members will mention such
devices as they know of that have been found satisfactory under
such conditions as Mr. Morris has mentioned.
Mr. Morris: I will say in regard to that chain that I believe

it was written up by some one on the C. & A. R. R. I think
that the credit is due to the man that thought it out.
Mr. Wensley (C. & E.): Was it an endless chain?
Mr. La Rue: The chain was made with three round links on

each end to hook on the deadwood bolts. While I was on the
C. & A., I do not take any credit for that, for it was there
before I went there. I will say this, however, that I have never
seen the chain used with a coupler with the tandem spring in.

It was a little too heavy. I do not say that it could not be used,
but the tandem spring was not used in our wooden draft timber
cars until after I left, but with this chain the coupler was picked
up and set on the pocket end, the chain was placed around the
head of the coupler, each end hooked onto the bolts and then
a lever put under the draw bar which brought the rear end of
the coupler under the car.
Mr. Wensley: We do not use a chain. We use a piece of pine

2 in.xlO in.xS ft., one end on the truck bolster, the opposite end
on the ground; then place a roller under the pocket and run it

up to its place: then raise the opposite end up and place a small
step-jack under it and jack it up to its place, which takes but
a few moments to do.
Mr. Jones: We used a lever jack for applying couplers on

repair track. It was made of two upright pieces 2x4 in., about
3 ft. long, with holes zigzag. The lever would pass between
the upright pieces and operated with a fulcrum. Lever is about
8 in. long, 2 in. thick, with a jaw on the end to hold coupler in

position and prevent it from slipping. After the car repairers
got to use it they found it much quicker than using a jack.
The same jack can be used applying draft timbers.
Mr. Marsh (C, N. Y. & B.): I have seen the chain used with

large rings on each end, and have always seen it used by standing
the coupler on the tail end, bringing the chain around the head of
the coupler and then use a lever to get the back end up.
Mr. Jones: We use about the same thing as this jack lever

I was speaking about, for pulling draft timber bolts. You can
pull out a bolt 2 ft. long by the fulcrum passing through the bar.
This would save blocking every time you wanted to get a bolt
out, by raising the lever up and taking a new hold.
Mr. Marsh: I would like to ask if it is the idea to have the

wheel pit extending the full length of the track or only a short
section, say, for instance, for three or four cars.
Mr. Evans: The idea of a wheel pit was simply across the

track, or across two tracks, where you could drop a pair of
wheels and run them across and out, the same as is used for
taking driving wheels out, or what is used under coaches and
would be of particular advantage for heavy steel cars, particu-
larly the pressed steel cars from 80,000 to 100,000 capacity.
The idea of an elevated track was to elevate only sufficient to

get the wheels out at the side on a level with the ground by
simply removing a section of the track similar to what a great
many roads construct their ash pits with cast iron or wrought
pedestals about 4 ft. high, and then just simply take out a
section of the track, dTop the wheels down on a level with the
ground and run them out. As I said before, we did not pursue
that idea far enough to get it into shape to present with the
report of the committee. This elevated track would also make
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that number of car lengths long, with sections to be removed at
different intervals along the track. That would also afford a
space under the track for making repairs to cars similar to the
pits that are used in round houses or in coach repair tracks.
Mr. Stimson: Would there be sufficient advantage iu that

plan to warrant the extra switching of car requiring a wheei
change ?

Mr. Evans: The idea was to make that elevated track a part
of the track where wheels are usually exchanged and have them
so they could be taken out on that track.
Mr. Wensley: It occurs to me that that might be a good

thing for on the outside of the repair track where loaded cars
come in in the afternoon or evening. Some days we have four
or five pair of wheels to change after four o'clock, and a track
of that kind would be of great assistance in cases like that.
Mr. Phelps (C. & A.): The elevated track would be in good

service in low or swampy ground where two feet below the
surface you could not keep the water out. In a yard like that
the elevated track would be very much better than a pit.

Mr. Nelson (C, B & Q.): I have also read this report, but
find that it confines itself to a large repair yard, and I am afraid
very few railroads would furnish the facilities required for a
repair yard as described by the committee. It seems to me the
committee would have gone a little farther and looked up facili-

ties and appliances for smaller yards that handle from 15 to 30
cars per day. Many of these cars handled on those tracks are
loaded and must be repaired in a hurry, and any tools the com-
mittee would recommend that would facilitate the work of raising
loaded cars, handling wheels, etc., would be a great benefit to
us all.

Vice-Pres. Stimson: I think the committee prefaced their
report with the remarks that these were ideal conditions with a
view of having the members bring out in the discussion what
would be considered desirable modifications in the report for

a yard that would not warrant such a large and expensive lay-

out as they have mentioned. It is for that purpose the report is

before you, and I hope you will not hesitate to say in-so-far as it

applies to a small yard.
Mr. Harvey (C, B. & Q.): I notice in one part of the report

that the committee recommend as a part of the equipment for
every repair yard, two forty-ton hydraulic jacks. I do not
think a hydraulic jack is of much use on a repair track. They
are all right in a machine shop where they can be properly cared
for. but on a repair track where they are subjected to the
roughest kind of usage, they are almost constantly out of order

and are a continual source of trouble. The No. 200 Joyce, Grid-

land jack is far superior to any hydraulic jack for heavy work
on a repair track. It is compact, comparatively light, easily

handled and will stand all kind of abuse. We handle the heav-
iest loads with them and it is only on rare occasions that we
find a load too heavy for them and in such cases the assistance

of a couple of Barrett jacks is all that is required. I don't think

there is a jack on the market that will compare favorably with
the Joyce jack for heavy work, but for empty cars and light

loads, the Barrett jack is in my opinion the best that can be
found. In another part of the report the committee recom-
mends the use of standard gage material tracks. I do not agree

with them and cannot see the advantage of standard gage tracks

in a repair yard. In an erecting yard or shop where nothing

but new cars are built and where great loads of material are

needed, the standard gage track may be the best but in an
ordinary repair yard the warrant gage track is certainly pre-

ferable. The push cars should be short, just long enough to

take a pair of wheels lengthwise and one man can take a pair

of wheels across turntables, around curves and to any point in

the yard with the greatest ease. Give a small narrow gage car

a little kick with the foot and it will run a long distance while

with a standard gage track it takes about two men to push the

empty car and three or four to handle it if loaded. I can see

nothing to be gained by the use of a standard gage and it takes

up a lot of valuable room, especially is this the case in a re-

pair yard located in a city ywhere real estate is so valuable.

Mr. Morris: I want to say that I agree with Mr. Harvey
altogether about the narrow gauge track. We have one on our

repair track and it is all anyone could wish for. The cars are

small and easily handled and carry wheels all around the yard
from one part of the track to the other, with two men to handle
them. I think with the wide gauge track and a heavy car it

will take more men to handle it and take up much more room.

Mr. Marsh: I favor the standard gauge track. I like to see a

good-sized truck that will carry something when you go with a

load. If Mr. Harvey knows of trucks that takes three or four

men to push it is time to get the track men out to fix up the

track. As far as handling wheels are concerned I think they

can be handled very much better on a standard gauge track than

on the narrow gauge. I do not believe you will have a bit of

trouble moving material, anyhow when get there you have got

a load. With the small car it keeps somebody going continually.

Mr. Jones: I am really in favor of a wide gauge material

track. There are frequent occasions when you want to put a

truck under a car and with the wide gauge track you can run
the truck anywhere you want it. I was in a yard the other

day and saw two men trying to move a pair of wheels on a nar-

row gage track and they had the truck off the track four or

five times in going a few rods.

Mr. Sharp: I have read this report with a great deal of in-

terest and consider it a very able piece of work. There are a

few recommendations here that I do not just agree with. First,

in the spacing of the tracks, it seems to me that 14 ft. centers

is too close for a repair track. If I had my way about laying

out a repair track (which I recognize the mechanical depart-

ment does not always have), I would have 20 ft. centers. We
find the wider centers very much more desirable. I think it is

very essential to keep the tracks in good repair, and when that

is done I can see no advantage in favor of the wide gauge track.
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iu taklnS a Pair of wheels any distance it is easier to
take them on a truck than to roll them on the track, unless you
have two men doing it.

The committee recommends the use of a turn table or an
air jack for turning these material cars or trucks. I think the
turn table much more preferable. In the second part of the
report here is mentioned the advisability of having a space 35 ft.
wide left in the center for the sorting of scrap material. I
think they might have gone a little bit further and recommended
certain machines for handling scrap material. We have recently
built a rattler for cleaning truck material, especially. It is the
practice, I believe, for all railroads to clean the iron part of the
trucks, for the purpose of painting it and we started out to do
that and found it to be quite an undertaking. We built a rat-
tler or tumbling barrel large enough to put in a truck bolster.
Our trucks are taken down, the parts are taken up by laborers
and put into this rattler and it is a very little expense to clean
all the parts of the truck for repainting so that when the mate-
rial is put back on the car the surface is really better than when
the material was new and first painted. The committee omit-
ted the recommendation of air jacks. I notice they recommend
hydraulic jacks and while we do not use air jacks yet we con-
template using them and I hope some members of the committee
or members of the association will bring out all the objections
to the use of air jacks on the repair tracks. I think it is a fact
that all repair yards of any consequence are equipped Avith air
in sufficient quantities to use these tools and I believe they will
make a saving both in labor and expense and I would like to
know why the committee omitted that recommendation. Thev
say further on in the report that the small tools usually supplied
repair men should all be marked with the man's check number
and a suitable box provided to carry them around in, etc. I
would like to ask what way they would recommend charging the
men up with the tools, or whether it is the general practice to
charge the repair jinen with the tools.
Vive Pres. Stimson: Will the committee answer Mr. Sharp's

question relative to hydraulic instead of air jacks on the repair
track?
Mr. Kroff: The committee considered the air jacks as a good

jack in a planked repair yard, but in a yard that was not
planked it was found to be very unhandy to get around with a
large air jack. As for the hydraulic jack, would say that we
have some in our yard which have been in use for about fifteen
years, and are still in service. It is true, they get out ot'
order at times, but nevertheless, they are a safe and good jack
for loaded cars. In regard to the narrow gauge track, I would
say that it can be put in at first with less expense, but if I
had my choice, I would put in a standard gauge track, pro-
vided I had room to do so. I was in one of the repair yards
the other week, which was equipped with a narrow gauge tram
track and I saw four men trying to lift one of these narrow
gauge trucks, loaded with wood, on the track. They got it on
and shoved a little and off it went again. I came to the con-
clusion that they were no good.
Mr. Marsh: I believe the hydraulic jack is a very good thing

around the repair yard. The old whiskey jack is no good be-
cause there was never anything inside of them. As far as
air jacks are concerned, it is not to be put in the same class
with the hydraulic jacks at all. The hydraulic jacks are way
back. The air jack will do more work in the same time than
two hydraulic jacks will. A planked yard is not necessary to
use the air jacks. I have gone around the yard in Elsdon in
mud up to my shoe tops and we used the air jacks there. Two
men can take it around anywhere, set it under the car and
place the car on a tripod in a very short time. I do not be-
lieve the air jack is a good thing if it is left around the yard
where everybody could use it, but take two men and let it

be their business to jack up the cars and set them on a tripod
and you will find it far ahead of any hydraulic jack I have
ever seen.
Mr. Kroff: It is almost impossible for two men to jack up

all the cars in a large repair yard so all the men can commence
their work at seven o'clock, and in the evening have these men
let the cars down again, it seems to me there will be consider-
able delay. We made a test in our shop;—we placed the air
jack a certain distance away from the car, had two men get
the air jack, place it under the car and jack it up. Then we
placed two Mosher jacks and blocking the same distance away
from car, had the same two men jack up the car again in less
time than with the air jack. For light repairs, the ratchet
jacks are most suitable.
Vice-Pres. Stimson: I would like to ask Mr. Marsh how

many cars two men could jack up in an hour? How long would
it take to jack up 30 cars with two men?
Mr. Marsh: If we had 30 cars to jack up we would use two

jacks. We have our men on the repair track put a "J" on
the car that wants to be jacked up, and by the time they get
the car disconnected ready to be jacked up the men are ready
with the air jack to do it. We never had any trouble waiting
on the men for the air jacks.
Mr. Stimson: Supposing you had 30 cars on your repair track

to be jacked up and you wanted them all jacked up before the
car repairers started to work, how many men would you have
out and how long a time would it take to have those cars all

jacked up before the whistle blew?
Mr. Marsh: Six men, about an hour.

Mr. Stimson: We use the Barret jack and have six men in

our jacking-up gang. They are out one hour before the bal-
ance of the men and they will have 30 cars disconnected and
jacked up before the hour is up.

Mr. Sharp: I would like to hear from some of our members
who are using the air jacks. I have visited a number of repair

yards in Chicago where the air jack is being used and there-

fore decided to put them into use and expect to save money by
it. When it comes to jacking up a heavy car the arguments
seem to be in favor of the air jacks.
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Mr Morris: We do not use the air jacks ourselves but I

have been to the West Chicago shops of the Northwestern

where they have a system similar to that mentioned by Mr.

Marsh. Mr. Thompson, the foreman, said he would not use

any other jack. They had no trouble in getting them up when

they wanted or down when they wanted.
_
They also use the

tripod, say it is the best thing they ever tried.

Mr. Stimson: Our inspectors in marking cars to the repair

track put a mark on the cars, indicating those to be jacked up.

As I said before, we have six men in our jackmg-up gang, and

they come out at 6:00 o'clock in the morning. If they have 60

cars to jack up they work fast. If they have 15 cars they 0.0

not work so fast. I have never yet seen the time that these

men did not have the cars (15 to 30) jacked up ready for car-

repairers to go to work on at 7:00 o'clock, and they use the

common Barret jack.

Mr. Sharp: Do they jack up both ends of the cars.-'

Mr Stimson: Sometimes both and sometimes one. If the

wheels at both ends have to be changed we have to jack up

both ends. We have to take six men to do the work, as we

do not know how many cars there will be to pack up, and we
have them around early enough so that they will be sure to get

the work done before 7:00 o'clock.
. . .

Mr Evans: I am considerably interested in this air jack

nuestion, as that is ». matter we are all interested in at this

time, but I think Mr. Sharp has rather misunderstood the re-

port of the committee. The committee recommends for general

repair track work, lever or ratchet jacks, similar to the Barrett

or Mosher pattern, and also recommend that every repair yara

of anv importance be supplied with two 40-ton hydraulic jacks

for extra heavy work. This is to take care of what comes

on the repair track of any size that require new wheels, in

jacking up a 100,000 capacity steel gondola car that is pretty

well loaded that you are going against a stiff proposition and

it is providing against that contingency that we recommend the

hydraulic jacks. I have no question of doubt but an air jack

used in conditions as Mr. Morris states, or in Mr. Sharps

shops would be an improvement over the ordinary jacks, but

as Mr. Kroff says the floor must be level and it is not
:
easy

to get them around. As Mr. Kroff says, I think Mr. Marsh

would have to use two mules for that 24-mch jack. There are

other parts of the report I Avould like to hear discussed before

we get through. . .

Mr Sharp- I believe the Rock Island uses air jacks.

Mr' La Hue: We use the air jacks. We do not get any-

body out before 7:00 o'clock. We do not have the inspectors

mark the cars that are to be jacked up, consequently we do not

know until we look over the yards at 7:00 o'clock in the morn-

ing what cars are to be jacked up. Everybody in our yard

uses the air jack that needs it and I do not think we haye had

anybody hurt from that cause. I think that it is largely
_
due

to the opening that you have from the mam line to your jack.

I think there are so many mistakes made in getting the opening

too large and that runs the jack up too quickly, or if the hose

burst it will come down too quickly. We have not had to

help out to get the cars all down in the evening. We have to

help the other jacks besides the air jacks, consequently yester-

day I put four jacks of the Barrett pattern in the yard. We
had some trouble this afternoon in getting Barrett jacks for

some other purpose, so you can draw your own conclusion.

Mr. Nelson: I believe an air jack as described here is all

right for inside shops, but in a small repair yard the Barrett

jack for emptiers and the Joyce-Gridland jack No. J.W tor

loads are far superior.

Vice-Pres. Stimson: Mr. Sharp brought the question as to

the practice on the principal repair tracks relative to charging

out the tools loaned to an employe. Are they charged to him
and is their value deducted from his salary, to be returned to

him when he might leave the service of the company? Are the.v

stamped when issued to him? If so, how? What is the prac-

tice on the leading repair tracks in this respect.

Mr. Harvey: We simply give the man a kit of tools and put

him to work. If he wants a new tool he produces the old one

or a good excuse for not having it.

Mr. La Rue: We do practically the same as Mr. Harvey.

We furnish a certain number of a certain kind of tools, and

as he says, all the necessary tools. If one should be lost or

stolen, we replace them the first time, but the foreman should

take notice and if repeated should apply some remedy. When
he quits he is supposed to turn in the same number of tools

that he was given on the start.

Mr. Kroff: We furnish the men with certain kind of tools

which are charged up to them and if any are worn out or

broken, they turn them in to the storekeeper and receive a

good tool, and when the man leaves the company's service,

he turns in his tools to the storekeeper, who checks them, and
gives him a note that all company's tools were returned by him.

Mr. Morris: We give out tools to the car repairers, who are

the only ones we give tools to and they are stamped with the

company stamp. We do not take any particular note of them.

If a man loses a tool and asks for another one we expect some
very good reason for his asking for another tool, and if it is too

frequent, as Mr. La Rue says, we apply another remedy. As
a rule we do not lose many tools.

Mr. Sharp: I would like to ask another question. I would
like to ask if any of the members require the men to furnish
their own tools. I am often asked by men applying for work
if they have to furnish a set of tools. It occurred to me that

some yeards must be requiring men to furnish a. set of tools

and while we have no set practice along that line we have a

way of keeping track of tools.

Vice-Pres. Stimson: Are there any companies that require
the men to furnish their own tools?
Mr. Evans: I think that that recommendation, that is, in re-

gard to marking the tools, came from a representative of the
Lake Short road. I am sorry Mr. Parish is not here to elab-

orate on that idea, but it struck the committee as being a very

good idea to have the numbers marked on the tools so that the

man using a tool may know his particular tools and not de-

pend on the private mark. It is hard to make Bill Smith be-

lieve that Jim Brown is not using some of his tools.

Mr. Thomson (L. S. & M. S.): We furnish all our truck
hands with a kit of tools. We charge same up to each man.
We also stamp his check number on each tool, we do this to

avoid dispute among the men. When a man leaves the com-
pany's service he has to turn over these tools to the store-

keeper, who checks the tools again to ascertain if the same
number is returned; if there are any missing, and the party
can give a satisfactory explanation as to what became of the
missing tool or tools. We let him go upon authority from the
foreman, but we have not lost very many tools. since we started
this system of handling tools.

Vice-Pres. Stimson: Would you not get your numbers
mixed, that is, get your series full and make confusion in that
way? Why we handle the matter in this way. When a man
resigns the next man put to work gets his tools and check. If

we increase the force we stamp his check number on his tools

in the usual way. If we decrease the force we grind the .check
number off the tools and return them to storehouse to replace
broken ones.
Mr. Stimson: Mr. Evans has asked for a thorough discus-

sion on the general layout of the plan. We would like to hear
from you on that. Are there any recommendations, sugges-
tions or criticisms to pass on the layout that has been suggested
by the committee?
Mr. Evans: In regard to this arrangement of track, that of

course is an ideal arrangement where you have the room and
the idea of the committee was to represent what we thought
a first-class arrangement, because when you go to lay out a
repair yard you will certainly find that your transportation de-
partment have a voice and the engineer will help you a good
deal in crowding your room. You will have to fight to get
what you desire. The idea of putting the repair yard in some
little corner to one side that could not be used for any other
purpose is what the committee wanted to avoid. The recom-
mendation of having a double end yard met with the approval
of all the committee, but some of the replies that we received
did not favor that idea. I think one of the objections was
that it would double the liability for accident. The idea is to
receive the cars at one end and discharge them at the other,
so that the cars would pass along this way and keep on go-
ing. Of course they could be put in at either end, as far as
that goes, but the idea was* to put them in at one end and
out at the other. In this line I would say that we received
quite a recommendation from one party who recommended that
for the repair yards the tracks be made parallel, that is to
say, two lead tracks about 100 ft. apart, where your repair
tracks are parallel across so that it will hold about four cars
into clear between the leads, the whole yard being on a de-
scending grade about 5 per cent, and the repair man, as soon
as he is through with the repairs on his car, will give it a
push and it will run away clear out of the yard. That was
rather too radical an idea to incorporate in our report. It
seems to me that where the conditions permit it would be a
recommendation that would bear looking into. With this track,
of course, the yard could be separated in the center to ac-
commodate room for material tracks, but the committee was
unanimous of the opinion that they should be standard gauge
and the tracks should be grouped in pairs. The 14 ft. centers
Mr. Sharp speaks of was to be between the pair, and in the
wide space you have the advantage of all the room occupied by
the material track. This is of particular advantage in re-
moving wheels by having a shed or small light trolley car that
will simply skid the wheels from the material track under your
car into position. I have seen that used very successfully;
the principal idea is to get the apparatus light and handy so
that the man can conveniently take it about the yards. The
committee had this plan drawn up by an engineer to a scale
so that the curves and leads, etc., would be accurate, and if

any of the members of this association care to profit by the
investigations of this committee we will be pleased to furnish
a blue print of it. The illustration in the Master Mechanic is

so confined as to only give a general idea.
The hour is getting late but I would like to have a little

discussion on the latter part of our report, particularly that in
reference to the men.
Mr. Stimson: Is there anything further in regard to the lat-

ter part of the report relating to what Mr. Evans has re-
quested? Does any member desire to make any amendment
to the report with regard to the layout as shown on the plan
of the committee?
Mr. Morris: What do they recommend in regard to centers?
Mr. Evans: The committee recommends 14 ft. centers,—that

is, 14 ft. centers between the pair of tracks and 22 ft. centers
between the tracks where the material track is placed. That
will -give you the advantage of all the material track on that
side of the car.
Mr. Stimson: The committee recommends 22 ft. centers with

a supply track between them. Is there any amendment? The
committee recommends hydraulic jacks. Is there any amend-
ment to that?
Mr. Morris: I move you that air jacks be substituted.
Mr. Evans: I think if the matter is thouroughly understood

it will not be well for this association to recommend the adop-
tion of air jacks in connection with an ordinary repair track. In
the first part of our report we include what would be the ap-
pliances necessary for an ordinary repair track. While it is

true, as has been said, that most repair yards are now
equipped with air pipes, in the winter time you are liable to
have a great deal of trouble with your air pipes and a good
40-ton hydraulic jack will be worth all the rest of your air

jacks put together. The idea of hydraulic jacks was not to
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equip the yard with them, but simply haye them on hand for

such cases as it is necessary to use them. The committee rec-

ommends the Barrett or Mosher jacks for ordinary repairs. I

think it has been said here this evening in regard to air jacks,

that it applies almost entirely, to empty cars. Now we had
some experience with the air jack and the only trouble we
found was the air would not start a very heavy car. I feel

convinced that with the hydraulic jack two or three men have

never failed to start any car, so if it is going to be embodied

in the report as the idea of this association that all repair tracks

should be equipped with air jacks, I think it would be misun-

derstood by the public. I am not opposed to air jacks, but we
are now taking care of a repair yard generally.

Mr. Morris: I would like to hear from Mr. Marsh as to his

experience with the air jacks for loaded cars.

Mr. Marsh: We did not handle but very few loaded cars.

We did not have any 80,000 or 100,000 cars, but light cars,

and we did not have any trouble using the air jacks. We had
20-inch cylinders and 125 lbs. pressure, which gives lots of lift-

ing power. As far as trouble with the air jacks in the winter
time goes, if the pipes freeze up it is apparent that they are not

properly put in.

Mr. Jones: This winter we did not test cars at all as the

pipes were frozen up all the time. We couldn't use the air

jacks very much then.
Mr. Kroff: I would also state that the pipes in our yard were

frozen up three days. I do not know what we would have done
if we were depending on nothing but air jacks.

Mr. Morris: I believe when we use air jacks proper facili-

ties must be provided for supplying the air for them, and when
any one speaks of the air pipes being frozen up so they cannot
use the air it is evident the pipes are not properly taken care
of, and you cannot condemn the air system for jacking up
cars or testing cars because there have been cases where the
air is frozen up. The pipes have simply not been properly taken
care of.

Mr. Jones: This cold weather we drew all the water out of

the pipes and in three days the pipes were frozen up so we
could not use the air at all.

The motion to substitute air jacks for the hydraulic jacks was
here put and lost.

Mr. Stimson: Has anybody a recommendation to propose as
to whether narrow gauge tracks should be substituted for broad
gauge supply tracks as recommended by the committee.
Mr. Sharp: I move you that narrow gauge tracks be sub-

stituted for the standard gauge tracks recommended by the
committee.
Mr. La Rue: I have not said anything about the narrow gauge

track question yet, but I think it is largely owing to the condi-
tions. We have no narrow gauge tracks whatever and we are
not in position to use them. To put in that report that we
specify narrow gauge tracks in preference to standard gauge I
hardly think it would be right.

Mr. Morris: I think Mr. La Rue has a wrong idea there.
The recommendations that this committee make are, according
to their ideas of what is the better thing to do. There may be
conditions where the narrow gauge track cannot be used to ad-
vantage. Then they will have to use the wide gauge. What we
are trying to get at is the better way). It is my opinion that
the narrow gauge track is the better way in every respect.
Mr. Harvey: We have a large shop at Aurora, quite a large

shop, and I do not know of a bettei? system in the country
than they have there for handling material and they use the
narrow gauge track exclusively. They have narrow gauge
tracks that are three quarters of a mile long, from the lumber
yard down to the machine shop, to the storehouse, car machine
shop, locomotive machine shop, and in fact to all points in the
yard, and Mr. Dunley, who was here this evening, says they
have no trouble with cars getting off the track and they handle
all kinds of material. We have a narrow gauge track at our
shop and I do not think there has been 15 cents spent on those
tracks in the last five years and we do not have any trouble with
the cars getting off. There must be something radically wrong
with the cars or track if they get off the track so often.

Mr. Evans: I think that this association will be taking a step
backward if they go on record as recommending narrow gauge
tracks at this time. While it is true it has been the practice
in the past quite commonly to use narrow gauge tracks, and
no doubt those of the members who have been in the habit
of using them have become to believe that it is exactly the
proper thing, but to my mind the standard gauge track offers

so much more advantages in moving material and in moving
wheels. We have a standard gauge material track in our yard
and a man simply gets a pair of wheels started and follows it

along to the shop. I visited one of our neighbors a while ago,

he is not represented here tonight, and he wanted to show me
how nice his narrow gauge track worked and endeavored to

load a pair of wheels in order to get it, as he said, down to

put them under a car, and the difficulty that he experienced in

getting those wheels on that car, or to get them down there

convinced me that the narrow gauge was not the proper thing

for such work. He of course made excuses, claiming it was
two green men that were doing the work. Take the standard
gauge track and it is not necessary to put the wheels on1 a
truck car, simply run them down. The track arrangement at

the Englewood shops of the Lake Shore offers to my mind a

very excellent example of what standard gauge material tracks

will do for a yard, and those of the members who have not

been to see that plant I would recommend that they give it a

visit.

Mr. Kroff: I can remember when they wore building nar-

row gauge railroads through the country, but have since made
standard gauge out of them. I do not know why they were

changed to standard gauge, but no doubt they had a good cause
for doing so. I am inclined to think this would be about the
same with a 3-ft. tram track, as it would require special lot
of trucks which only could be used on this narrow gauge track.
I believe in getting things standard as much as possible.
Mr. Jones: I am in favor of the standard gauge material

track. I would like to ask Mr. Harvey if he had a pair of trucks
to put under a car, how would you get the trucks to the car on
a narrow gauge track.
Mr. Harvey: I would have the car set at the end of the re-

pair tracks near the trucks.
Mr. Sharp: We built a turntable on a very elaborate princi-

ple for changing trucks under cars, and after going to consid-
erable expense found it was a good deal cheaper to tear down
the trucks and build them up than to handle the trucks.
Mr. Evans: Mr. Sharp speaks of the trouble he has been

having with his material tracks. While I appreciate the fact
that Mr. Sharp has not room to put in standard gauge material
tracks, you will be surprised to find on inspecting this arrange-
ment that you do not need as much room as he has recommended.
By simply drawing those tracks together you will see we have
saved considerable room by putting in the material tracks and
keeping the other tracks closer together it will give you enough
room to put on siding, hang side doors, etc., or anything of that
kind. You will find the engineer will try to make you build the
tracks with 13 ft. centers throughout.

Mr. Morris: We are talking of building a new repair yard
and the plan that we have arranged is somewhat similar to
the one the committee has recommended. We have recom-
mended two different centers, one 15 ft. center and another 18
ft. center. The tracks with the 18 ft. centers has a narrow
gauge track in the space. We save 4 ft. in space over what
the committee ^has recommended, and that 4 ft. with the num-
ber of tracks we are going to have, if our recommendations are
carried out, will give us an additional track, and I am pretty
safe in saying, from the experience we have had with the nar-
row gauge track, having had them for 15 years, we will get
everything we will require in the way of service. In regard
to changing trucks, I do not think we have had occasion to
change trucks on the repair track in ten years, under a loaded
car. If it is an empty car we can send it somewhere else to
have the trucks changed. When we have a loaded car on the
repair track with defective trucks we always make the impairs.
I think the space we will save in the narrow gauge tracks in

that way is certainly a very good recommendation for it.

Mr. Evans: In regard to what Mr. Morris has said, I want
to say that Mr. Morris can put in a standard gauge material
track between the 18 ft. centers without any loss of room, as
(it the Englewood yards of the Lake Shore their widest tracks
are only 17 ft. 6 in. centers, but that seemed to be, to the
majority of the committee, rather cramped conditions, conse-
quently we recommended 22 ft. centers. I would say by all

means put in standard gauge material track and if you are go-
ing to use that amount of space between the wide tracks the
standard gauge material track would be no obection. It would
hardly be safe to have the material tracks connected into the main
lead, although I would say that we have one material track con-
nected into the main lead and we find it very convenient, and also
the yard people find it very convenient in switching cars out at
night time. For instance, you can throw O. K. loads on this

track and gives the foreman a chance to separate his cars and
under those circumstances it would not be an objection.

Mr. Parke (S. R. L.): I am certainly in favor of the wide
material track and as a general proposition can see no advan-
tage in a narrow gauge track, except lower first cost. It has
been said that narrow gauge material tracks would leave more
space between repair tracks, but in my opinion the space be-
tween centers of tracks are governed by other conditions than
the width of material tracks and standard gauge tracks are not
necessarily associated with a distance between centers of re-
pair tracks,- greater than would be used in connection with
narrow gauge material tracks. The difficulty of pushing a
standard gauge material car has also been raised as an objection,
but there is no need of three to four men to operate such push
car. I have frequently seen loaded push cars on standard gauge
tracks pushed by one man without any trouble whatsoever.
Possibly some of the members have noticed the light, steel, rol-

ler-bearing push cars used at the Pullman Co. plant? These
are so easy to operate that a man can by a slight shove with
his foot make the car or truck run quite a distance. One great
advantage of standard gauge material tracks is the fact that a
pair of wheels or a set of trucks can be set on them and run
where required. You can handle more material at one time on
a wide than you can on a narrow gauge track. If, however,
local conditions are such that standard gauge tracks absolutely
cannot be used, why then use narrow gauge tracks, but the
days of narrow gauge tracks as "recommended practice" are
gone. Progressive manufacturing plants find standard gauge
material tracks of advantage. In Europe where many local

narrow gauge roads were built, principally for the sake of econ-
omy, but also because considered just the thing for the purpose
intended, they have all come around to standard gauge, and
while this may have nothing to do with material tracks, I cer-

tainly agree with Mr. Evans that it would be a backward step
for this association to recommend the introduction of a narrow
gauge material track in connection with a modern and ideal

repair track.

Vice-Pres. Stimson: The last number on our program is the
discussion of M. C. B. Rules 4, 5 and 6, but as the hour is so
late we will defer the discussion on this subject until some fu-
ture meeting.

Meeting adjourned.
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put down brakes, but ineffectually, owing to tbe impetus

gained by his engine, in order to clear up all doubts as

to who was responsible for the collision, it was decided

to reconstitute the train in precisely the same conditions

as when the accident occurred. One of the most reliable

engineers on the road was put in charge of the engine,

and repeated experiments proved that the train could

be easily stopped at a distance of 150 feet from the spot

where the collision occurred. The ease and certitude with

which the huge locomotive answered the handling was

considered nothing short of miraculous by the authorities

of the road. As it is probable that important railway

extension will be effected in Tunis in the near future, this

circumstance will very likely be a factor in opening

negotiations for supplies of material from the United

States. The foregoing information was furnished the

state department by St. L. A. Touhay, Vice-Counsul at

Tunis.

* * »
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IN the April issue of the Railway Master Mechanic,

we referred to the very valuable work which is

being done by the smaller and by the local railroad asso-

ciations. At a time when the largest and probably the

most important railway associations in the world are

holding their annual convention, it seems fitting to call

especial attention to those lesser organizations, which

are becoming the feeders to these larger and more im-

portant gatherings. We publish elsewhere in this issue

the opinions of a number of railway officials whose posi-

tion, high in the ranks of their chosen profession, enables

them to speak from a wide and varied experience.

»

»

PURDUE University has now in process of erec-

tion, a temporary building for the accommodation

of its collection of historic locomotives. The building

is 60 ft. x 64 ft., and contains four tracks, three of which

are already occupied by locomotives. The list includes

the "James Tolman", an engine of English design ; the

B. & O. engine No. 173, known as a Hayes Ten-Wheel

"Camel" ; and a 16 x 24-in. American type engine from

the Chicago & North-Western Railroad. We understand

that the university very much desires to obtain an in-

side-connected engine which it can add to its collection.

IF the attendance at the Air Brake Association

held last month at Pittsburg gives any indication

as to the effect of the pass agreement among the east-

ern trunk lines, upon the conventions of railroad men,

it would seem that the usual large attendance at Sara-

toga may be counted upon. The work of the Railway

Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciation is of too great importance to be interfered

with by the lack of free transportation and even if a

few members are kept away this year on account

of it, matters will doubtless be arranged so that the

question of transportation will not keep any one at

home from the convention of next year. The import-

ance of not only such large associations is generally

recognized, but a perusal of some of the letters published

in another portion of this issue is evidence of the

recognized necessity of even the smaller and less pow-
erful organization.

»

»

ASERIOUS collision recently took place on the rail-

way line, a short distance from Tunis, between

an incoming passenger train from Algiers and an out-

going freight train. The investigation of the causes

of the collision developed a good deal of conflict-

ing testimony as to who was in fault, but one engineer

asserted that the origin of the whole trouble was the

unmanageableness of the Baldwin locomotive attached to

the outgoing train. He declared that, on observing the

signals of the incoming train, he promptly reversed and.

IN the discussion of a paper on the "Educational Re-

quirements of the Large Locomotives," presented

by Mr. F. P. Roesch, traveling engineer of the Colorado

and Southern Railway, before the April meeting of the

Rocky Mountain Club, Mr. G. W. Rhodes made the fol-

lowing very interesting remarks as regards the simple

vs. the compound locomotive

:

"In the matter of compound engines, I was a little

surprised at some data which I procured recently. Some

railroads, as you know, use nothing but compound en-

gines. For instance, the Milwaukee road now buys noth-

ing but compound engines, and the Baltimore and Ohio

are using compounds quite largely. On the other hand,

we sometimes hear of railroads changing their com-

pounds back to the simple engine, and it seems a little

strange that we have such different views about such an

important matter in mechanics. I was looking at some

figures the other day and was talking with a general

manager, and he told me that he had the question up of
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compound engines as against simple engines, and that he

found that with compound engines the item of repairs

amounted to far more than with the simple engine, and

further, that the saving he made with fuel, costing be-

tween ninety cents and a dollar, was not sufficient to off-

set the increased cost of repairs, and, therefore, he recom-

mended to his board of directors that they should not

purchase any more compound engines.

On another road, however, I was looking over their

figures very carefully, and, very much to my surprise,

I found not only that their figures showed a saving in

coal by the use of the compound engine, but also a de-

crease in the item of re-

pairs; and I then turned to

our own record. We have

a few compound engines,

but we have recently adopt-

ed a better system of keep-

ing account of the repairs,

and other items in connec-

tion with the repairs of the

engine. We have about

twenty or twenty-five of a

new class of engine, and

three of them are compound

engines. Under our system

of performance sheet, we

put all the same classes of

engines together, and of

each class we take the aver-

age, so that in these two

types of engines, the simple

are averaged and the com-

pound are averaged. So on

looking at our figures I

found again that with us not

only was the coal consump-

tion on the three compounds

less than the coal consump-

tion on the simple engines,

but the repairs on the three

compound engines averaged

less than the running re-

pairs on the simple engines,

precisely checking with the

data furnished by the Mil-

waukee road. At the same

time, information of this kind—if it is reliable—ought

to be seized upon by the master mechanics, and they

should wish to get the cheapest equipment for their

roads,—equipment, of course, that will do the best work

;

so that when the management compares their line with

a neighboring line, it will be found that they have the

better equipment of the two.

We are not accountants in the mechanical department,

nor in the operating department ; we operate without

regard to accounts ; and so I believe that if the young
mechanic of to-day will try to combine a little account-

ing knowledge with his operating and mechanical knowl-

edge he will find that he is going to forge ahead of those

who do not combine the former with the latter.

T
*

»

>HE University of Illinois has just issued a circular

describing its new courses of training for busi-

ness. In the opening paragraphs of the circular the

university authorities state their belief that modern con-

ditions make it necessary for those who would be suc-

cessful in business to have special training. The new
work is an attempt on the part of the university to offer

a college course which will furnish this special training.

These courses are planned to furnish general training

for business, for banking,

for service in railway

offices, for journalism, and

for insurance. Certainly the

young man of today needs

a training for business and

if more of our college grad-

uates were better drilled in

spelling, geography and ar-

ithmetic and could write a

legible hand, and their
knowledge of the dead lan-

guages could be replaced

with the ability to speak

German and French or

Spanish, how much better

equipped would they be for

the modern, business world.

+—+

Mr. Benjamin Norton,

president toledo, st. louis & western r. R.

Mr. Norton entered railway service in 1877, with the

Delaware and Hudson Canal Company, and since then has

risen through various departments on different roads to

the position which he now holds. His advancement has

been through the offices of purchasing agent, superinten-

dent, general manager and vice-president.

V ICE-CONSUL GEN-
eral D. B. Mason

writes from Berlin : Con-

cerning the much-discussed

subject of the Baldwin loco-

motives, which were pur-

chased for trial, examina-

tion, and for the suggestions

which their construction

might afford to the Bavarian

engine builders, the Berlin

Morning Post of February

13 contains the following

interesting paragraph : The

statement is often made,

when the clanger of Ameri-

can competition is under discussion, that American man-

ufacture can not compare with German goods in quality.

It was reported recently that the four engines which were

purchased for the Bavarian railroads had not been satis-

factory as to durability. In refutation of this report, it

has been officially stated that the American express and

freight engines have been very satisfactory, owing to the

simplicity of their construction, both as to work and

durability, and as yet there is nothing to indicate that

they will not last as long as engines built in Germany.

Some of the parts are now considered so simple and ef-

fective that they will be used as models in further con-

struction."
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The Value of Railway Organizations
Opinions of Some of the Representative Railway Officials

N the April issue of the Railway Master
I Mechanic we referred to the value of the

various railway organizations in this coun-

try, calling especial attention to the recently

formed Car Foremen's Association of Scran-

ton. It is to organizations of this class,

whose value is unquestioned, to which the

Railway Master Mechanic would call at-

tention, and accordingly published a number
of letters from railway men whose position entitles them
to a most attentive hearing from our readers.

» « » ;—
To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic :

1NOTE what you say in your April issue in reference

to the recently organized Association of Car Foremen,

at Scranton, Penn., and I am pleased to see that you are

taking an active interest in such organizations. They are

doing good work and should be encouraged.

Yours truly,

F. H. Clark,

S. M. P. Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Ry.

and I would say unqualifiedly that I think they always

have been and will undoubtedly be of the greatest pos-

sible value to the railroad companies. At their meetings

they bring up a great many questions of mutual and gen-

eral interest and a discussion of them cannot but bring

to the front the best views expressed on any matters dis-

cussed, and I think all reasonable encouragement should

be given to the organization and maintenance of such

associations.

Yours truly,

W. H. Truesdale,

President, Delaware, Lackawanna and Western Rd.
»

»

* »

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic:

REFERRING to your recent editorial, I have to say

that it is a great advantage to any class of rail-

road men to come together and discuss the various

methods of doing work, and I fully approve of organiza-

tions and associations for this purpose. I have no doubt

that the organization of car foremen will prove mutually

advantageous to the men and to the companies served

by them.

Yours truly,

H. U. Mudge,
General manager, Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Rail-

way.
+~—+

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic :

REPLYING to your favor on the subject of the

value of car foremen's association

:

Every railroad man acquainted with the subject dis-

cussed by the car foremen's association will agree that

no possible objection can be offered to the bringing to-

gether of men in such associations for the purpose of

discussion of the work pertaining to their departments.

On the other hand everything can be said in its favor.

Yours very truly,

Wm. P. Appleyard,

M. C. B.., New York, New Haven and Hartford Rd.
— +-+-+

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic :

I
HAVE noted with interest the editorial in your April

issue with reference to a recent organization of a

Car Foremen's Association at Scranton, Pa. You asked

my opinion as to the value of such associations as this,

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic :

REFERRING to your recent editorial, associations

for the improvement of the mind certainly have

great merit. The most essential feature of such a move-

ment is to have some one who is capable of teaching and

who has enthusiasm. Much depends on the work as out-

lined by the leading spirits. On this railroad, we have

not been able to accomplish much in this line, depending

largely on the Scranton Correspondence Schools and

their cars to fulfill this want.

Yours truly,

S. T. Crapo,

General Manager, Pere Marquette Railroad.

« »

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic :

1HAVE read the editorial on page 109, April issue of

the Railway Master Mechanic, and I am strongly

in favor of getting together as often as practicable, the

foremen of the different mechanical departments for inter-

change of ideas and the discussion of subjects pertaining

to the work peculiar to each department. We have held

quarterly meetings of the representatives of the mechani-

cal department, at different points on the System, with

very satisfactory results and have found them highly

beneficial. It is surprising to see the great interest man-

ifested by the men at these meetings, in the discussion 01

the different subjects brought before them for considera-

tion.

. Yours very truly,

W. H. Thomas,

S. M. P., Southern Railway
» •

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic :

I.N
the main shops of this road it is our custom at the

close of each day's work, for the foremen to meet

in the office of the general foremen, talk over the work

in hand and lay plans for the following day ; in this v. ay

they are enabled to anticipate their necessities in regard

to labor and material and its application.

Also at different times the foremen and general fore-
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men interchange visits between shops, enchanging ideas

in reference to methods of doing work, etc. Again at

stated times, from 30 to 60 days, the master mechanics

are called to a meeting at my office to talk over different

subjects appertaining to supervision, materials used and

economies in reference to the operation of this depart-

ment. The effect of these meetings is to encourage a bet-

ter co-operation among the different shops and a better

maintenance of standards, which is one of the most im-

portant things to be considered on a large railroad.

Yours truly,

J. B. Barnes,

S. M. P. and M., Wabash Railroad.
*-•-

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic :

'E note your editorial in the April issue with refer-w ence to an organized Car Foremen's Associa-

tion at Scranton, Pa.

We are entirely in accord with the interest your paper

has always taken in the various railway associations and

clubs, and no one appreciates more fully than myself the

valuable results that obtain in the interchange of ideas

and expressions at these meetings. These meetings ele-

vate the members to a higher standard of intelligence

and usefulness, and result in great benefit to' railway

companies.

I regret that the action taken by the eastern railroads

with reference to the interchange of passes will prevent

many from attending these meetings and dlereDy curtail

their usefulness.

Yours very truly,

W. N. Lewis,

S. M. P., Norfolk and Western Railway.

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic

:

'E note in your April issue an editorial on a newlyw organized Foremen's Association at Scranton.

I believe these associations are of the greatest im-

portance to railways. The interest your publication

has taken in the Chicago Foremen's Association is, in

our opinion, very commendable. On this end of the

Burlington not only do we approve of our men join-

ing such Foremen's Associations, but we endeavor to

have local organizations of our own. For the past

two years we have had six well conducted monthly

meetings at the principal division points of our line.

These meetings are carried on during the winter

months only, and with practically the same order of

business as the Railway Clubs. At these meetings

we make a special effort to have some of the day

men, enginemen and trainmen present. We think

this is of the utmost importance, as it removes from

the gathering any idea of the meeting being conducted

for purposes other than general instruction. We have

made it a special point to attend these meetings, and it

has been specially interesting' to see the eagerness

with which the younger men in the service of the

company attend and listen to what is going on at

the meetings. Not infrequently most valuable sug-
gestions come from these younger mechanics. It has
always been a favorite theory of the writer's that if

good grows out of gatherings of the head officers

of the road, good must also grow out of gatherings

from those occupying less important positions. We
believe the time is fast coming when no division point

or shop will be regarded as complete unless it is fitted

with a good meeting room capable of accommodating
from 50 to 70 people. One of the difficulties we have
at the present time in conducting our meetings is to

find rooms suitable for such meetings.

Yours truly,

G. W. Rhodes,

Asst. General Superintendent.

Burlington and Missouri River Railroad in Nebraska.
»

»

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic:

IN regard to such clubs as Car Foremen's and Inspec-

tors' Associations : I think they are of very great

importance to railways from the fact that we get together

the men who come in contact daily with all kinds of

equipment, new and old, including new and old devices,

and arc able to tell us what service we are getting from
our equipment ; they are able to observe any weakness

and very often make valuable suggestions as to strength-

ening the weak parts. They become better acquainted

and must necessarily benefit themselves by exchange of

ideas. Another point gained by such meetings is a more
uniform inspection of cars. It is very pleasant to notice

the interest taken by these men in such organizations,

as, for instance, Scranton is an out of the way station

having but four railways passing through it, yet our

organization increased from 54 to 166 members in four

months, and we have members from almost every rail-

road in the eastern country.

Yours very truly,

L. T. Canfield,

President, Car Foremens' Association, of Scranton.

4 » »

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic :

REFERRING to your editorial in which you call

attention to the newly organized car associations

at Scranton and other similar associations.

I most heartily believe in associations of this kind.

The more interchange of opinion and experience that

there can be between men in similar lines of work, the

better the results that will follow such exchange of ideas.

If a workman or foreman at any one point has found

an improved method of doing a certain class of work,

it is desirable that all points should know of that method

and be able to take advantage of it. There is no shop

or portion of a shop into which a man can go with an

investigating mind without learning some new point and

be benefited thereby. Where representatives from dif-

ferent shops, or different portions of the same shop, or

different portions of the same road, can get together and

give each other the benefit of improvements they have
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seen and adopted, a more rapid spread of beneficial re-

sults can be obtained than through any other method I

know of.

On the New York Central road we have recently in-

augurated on our different divisions frequent meetings

of Round House Foremen, Road Foremen of Engines

and Traveling Firemen for discussion of matters of

mutual benefit or interest.

We have also inaugurated at our largest shops weekly

meetings of the foremen and assistant foremen of the

different departments of the shops, and we also have

frequent meetings of the master mechanics and divi-

sion superintendents of motive power, together with the

general inspectors and supervisors of motive power de-

partment details. All of these are leading to beneficial

results and a healthy growth.

Yours truly,

A. M. Waitt,

S. M. P. and R. S., New York Central and Hudson River

R. R. Co.
<-»-

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic :

IN response to your inquiry as to whether I consider

organizations of the different classes of railway em-

ployes, mentioned in your editorial on that subject in

the April issue of the Railway Master Mechanic, to

be of real and practical value, T have but one reply to

make after having given long consideration and no small

amount of time to the work of such associations and 1

also believe I am echoing the sentiments of the great

majority of the railway men with whom T come in con-

tact when I say that in my opinion, these associations are

of very great value to both the railway company and the

employee. They afford opportunities for the discussion

of questions in such a way as to practicable the ideas

which are continually being awakened in the active minds

of active men while engaged in the daily pursuit of such

lines of work as may be under their supervision and in

this stage of the progress of the science of railroading,

the practical, workable ideas are those which must tell

favorably on the efficiency of the service which a rail-

way company is enabled to offer to the public to secure

its patronage. From a financial point of view the bene-

fits accruing to a company are very considerable and the

employee too receives the reactionary stimulus from be-

ing identified with a paying concern.

.But not from a money standpoint alone can the value

of such organizations be estimated. In my experience

in the railway world I have nearly always found the most

thorough, reliable, painstaking and up-to-date men in the

service, the men who had the largest and most accurate

grasp of their work, and who were destined to come to

the front for positions of greater responsibility to be

among those who were actively participating in the work

of these associations whenever opportunity was available

and thus reaping for themselves a harvest of resource to

stand them in good stead when dealing with the varied

phases of railway business. And in this connection I

might also add that the pleasure of intercommunication

with men united in sympathy by means of these associa-

tions is greatly enhanced both on the part of the heads

of departments and those in subordinate positions.

Someone has said that two of the greatest problems

that are confronting the entire world in the beginning

of the twentieth century, are the problems of education

and transportation. And in considering the latter prob-

lem as the one with which we are directly dealing there

is no line along which more rapid strides can be made

towards the solution of the problem of transportation

than in fostering the spirit of practical education in mat-

ters pertaining to this question ; and in the face of these

facts, railway officials cannot do too much to encourage

the men in the formation of such associations, as, proper-

ly conducted, will engender a lively interest in the practi-

cal science of railroading.

Yours truly,

E. A. Williams,

President, Canadian Railway Club.

*

»

"Maximum Trains"
MAXIMUM trains, their relation to track, mo-

tive power and traffic, was the subject of a

very interesting paper read by E. E. R. Tratman before a

recent meeting of the New York Railroad Club. Mr.J.N.

Barr in the discussion which followed the presentation of

the paper laid stress on the fact that to be successful as

regards the matter in question, there, must be a re-

vision of methods employed and a careful education

of men. Not having space to devote to the entire pa-

per and discussion, we publish Mr. Barr's very compre-

hensive remarks herewith as follows :

"This is a difficult subject on which to make any

offhand remarks 1 of any value, and I will speak only

on one phase of the question. I do not know that

what I say will be of any utility. Two men drink

from the same can of water; one gets typhoid fever,

the other escapes. It is a good deal the same way
with new devices and new advances in our work.

We are going into the use of more powerful engines

and heavier cars. The point I want to make is this,

we buy the cars and engines and turn them into serv-

ice, but do not consider the extreme necessity of

instructing our car and locomotive men as to what

changes they shall make in their practice to meet the

new requirements. It is here, I think, that we fail.

This matter is illustrated in hundreds of cases. Take
the compound engines for an example. Some roads

use them successfully and some do not. There must

be some reason for this, or those who think they have

used them successfully are deceiving themselves. In

my opinion it is merely the lack of proper knowledge
on the part of the men next to the work that is re-
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ouired to meet the new circumstances. It is the same
±

thing with piston packing ; with the use of boilers

carrying 200 lbs. steam, we have a great deal of

trouble with this packing; the rank and file do not

know how to take care of it. There are points of de-

tail which must be carefully attended to in the use

of such packing or the trouble from leakage will be

of a very serious character. The same is true of

the boiler carrying 200 lbs. pressure. The old meth-

ods that took care of a boiler and kept it in good

shape when carrying 125 lbs., are entirely inadequate

when the boilers are made to carry 200 lbs. Hun-
dreds of examples of this kind have been quoted in

which railroads suffer great expense before the rank

and file learn how to meet the new circumstances.

!We have our heavier power, heavier strain on the

rail, on the rail joints, on the machinery itself. I feel

that our heavier locomotives are not designed today

to meet the requirements. They are a much more
expensive machine to maintain than they should be,

but I think that our principal weakness is in not tak-

ing up all points properly with the men right down
at the work and showing them that a different sys-

tem of raking care of these various points must pre-

vail, or the result will be failure or great increase in

expense. The success of a good many of these things

is not in the device itself, it is more in the way the

men take care of it. While I have no direct experi-

ence on the particular subject under discussion, I

should say that the rail joint receiving a blow from
a weight of 25,000 lbs. every time a driving wheel goes

over it should be taken care of very differently from
that receiving a blow from a weight of 15,000 or

16,000 lbs. The same applies to the care of these more
powerful engines. The point I want to make is, that

if these things are to be successful we must revise

our ideas of the methods of taking care of thern and
must educate our rank and file in taking care of this

work to pursue decidedly different methods, or they
will be a great source of expense before we gradually

learn by long experience on the part of the common
unthinking men, how the work should properly be
done."

•»

»

Oak Grove Shops of the New York Central
HE New York Central and Hudson River

R. R. Co. are building at Oak Grove, near

Williamsport, Pa., some new shops which

we illustrate in the accompanying draw-

ings for which we are indebted to Mr. W.
J. Wilgus, chief engineer of the road. In

view of the construction of a new low-

grade line from the coal fields west of

Clearfield to a connection with the old

Beech Creek Railroad near Jersey Shore, Pa., and the

increasing volume of coal traffic, the company deter-

double depressed standard ashpit, 12 double pocket

coal trestle, and a portion of the ultimate scheme for

locomotive and car repair shops.

The plans for the engine house, coal trestle and ash-

pits were prepared under the supervision of the chief

engineer, in the engineering department of the com-
pany, in accordance with their standard practice,

which is plainly illustrated on the drawings. The
shop plans have been prepared under the general di-

rection of the chief engineer, by Mr. Charles A. Reed,

of the firm of Reed & Stem, architects of New York

Oak Grove Shops of the New York Central.

mined about a year ago to proceed with the construc-

tion of a new division terminal at Oak Grove, 2 miles

west of Jersey Shore, which includes : duplicate auto-

matic weighing scales operated by gravity, new stor-

age and classification yard, 20-stall new engine house,

and St. Paul ; Mr. Reed having had large experience

in this class of work, as, for instance, illustrated in the

new Oelwine shops of the Chicago, Great Western

Railroad.

The work is actively progressing, and it is ex-
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Oak Grove Shops of the New York Central—Power House.

pected to have the engine house plant complete ready is intended for use of loaded and empty coal cars,

for operation about June 1st, and the portion of the while ground conveniently located is reserved for

shops now under construction will be ready for use stock pile.

about November 1st, 1902.

These shops, which will be known as the Pennsyl-

vania Division Shops of the New York Central, are

intended only for locomotive and freight car repairs.

The location of main tracks, division yards, engine

house, coaling station, etc., to the shops has been

placed with the object of reducing to a minimum
the movement of locomotives between yards, coaling

The main buildings, to be used for erecting shop

and its machine tools, and truck tank and boiler shop

and its furnaces and tools are made the same both for

economy from repetition of parts and to provide for

the division of the space for the different class of

work as the changing needs of the work may require.

Each has a central aisle with a 30-ton crane of 70 ft.

span. The head room is planned so that it can carry

station, ash pit and engine house, while keeping the* the largest boiler over the largest locomotive; the

Oak Grove Shops of the
engine house close to the locomotive part of the shops,

and at the same time arranging for a repair yard

convenient to the main yard, and giving a double end

to it in order to make this switching more conven-

ient. The coaling station is of the "Central's" stand-

ard trestle type, and a small yard at the foot of trestle

New York Central.

pits are placed so that it can take drivers, trucks or

cabs from either end of the locomotive.

This traveling crane or the tracks on which it is sup-

ported has not the capacity to lift or carry a locomo-

tive but on the same tracks with wheel base of wider

spread is a dummy crane bridge, with special trolleys
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that will lift the largest engine off its drivers. It is

moved from pit to pit by the smaller crane so that it

can be used to lift locomotives on any of the pits but

not carry them from pit to pit. This arrangement

makes a considerable saving" in first cost and gives in

the lighter crane a quicker and more economical

crane for general use.

these timbers, when supported by the special clamps

as shown in the drawings, can be moved to any po-

sition after erection and so allow changes to be made
easily and facilitate the first erection of main and

counter shafts.

In the middle of this side of this building is a wing
to provide for additional light tools and tool room.
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Oak Grove Shops of the New York Central— Office and Store House.

The side aisle next transfer table of these buildings

is intended for storage of wheels, trucks and other

parts without removing them from the rails, and al-

lows them while still on the rails to be lifted by the

crane when taken to other parts of the shop. By the

use of this low side aisle the space is secured without^

putting extra weight and cost in the crane bridge and

reduces the cubic content of the shop to be heated.

The opposite side aisle is for such tools as should be

handy to the traveling crane. The width of the cen-

tre aisle will allow of driving wheel lathes and large

vilaners, boring machines, etc., being placed where the

The building on opposite side of transfer table is

the same in all its parts, but the truss over the forty-

foot side aisle is raised three feet to gain room for

a small traveling crane and the I-beams to support

shafting are omitted. The centre aisle being provided

with a 30-ton crane that can move a boiler or tank

to any position makes the division of this shop into

stalls unnecessary as far as it relates to the tank and

boiler work and allows crowding in case of necessity.

Such crowding will allow of the use of part of the

stalls for erecting work for light repairs when shops

are rushed.
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Oak Grove Shops of the New York Central— Erecting Shop and Tool Room.

large crane can deliver parts to them, while special

cranes and air hoists on trolleys can carry parts from

cente aisle to tools set futher back; the width, forty

feet, is used as the greatest that will insure good

light and allow of easy handling of parts. The trusses

over this side aisle are placed at proper height to al-

low of shafting timbers being supported by I-beams

attached to the under chord in such a manner that

The side aisle next transfer table is to be used for

storage of trucks and frames, and a part may be di-

vided off with temporary partitions to make paint

shop for tank. The forty-foot aisle 'is larger than

is required for the machinery furnaces and forges

required for boiler and truck work and portions will

be divided off by partitions for pipe and tin shops,

etc. Ample forced draft and exhaust fans with down
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Oak Grove Shops of the New
draft forges will keep this shop free of smoke and

gases.

The blacksmith shop will have both forced draft

and exhaust fans for forges and furnaces. The track

passing through the building leads to space under

corner of erecting shop and out to the scrap yard,

while the iron store and coal house for this shop are

on each side of it.

The oil house has its first floor on a level with car

floor and a basement in which are tanks holding 20

per cent more than a car. A special siding at back

of house allows a car to be set and oil run into base-

ment tanks by gravity. The oil is raised to first floor

by means of compressed air on the small tanks in

basement set at the end and below the large tanks,

the small tanks hold 20 per cent more than a barrel.

They are connected to large tank through pipe with

check valve. The compressed air pipe with three

way valve on first floor leads to top of small tank

and the discharge pipe from bottom. When air valve

is opened the pressure closes the check in connection

to large tank and the oil is forced up through dis-

charge pipe. The second position of valve closes the

supply of compressed air and allows discharge of com-

pressed air in small tank which is piped out doors to

prevent danger from volatile oils. As soon as small

tank is relieved of the air pressure the check valve

opens and allows it to be filled from the large tank.

Separate room is provided for storage of waste.

The platform as well as building is made fireproof.

The oil house is located so as to be convenient to en-

gine house shops and store house. The store house

proper is one story with balconies for light goods.

One end is two stories for office purposes. Adjoining

the store house platform is a fireproof building for

storing patterns. The freight car shop is to be pro-

York Central— The Oil House.

vided with two traveling cranes. Two plans are un-

der consideration, one with store room at side and

the other with storage space on a gallery in centre

where material can be carried to any part of shop by

the cranes. Push car tracks between the main tracks

allow of sills to be carried direct to each car.

The wheel shop is placed in separate building in

order to get plenty of yard room, a depressed track

allows of easy loading and unloading by hand. The
wood mill connects by push car tracks with freight car

shop and is located so as to be convenient to lumber yard.

The dry kiln will have three separate compartments

for standard lengths to allow different treatment of

lumber without interfering with each other, while

doors are arranged so that long timbers may be placed

longitudinally at the back of the compartments.

Transfer cars will carry trucks loaded in the yard

to the kiln which is of proper height to receive and

deliver them to the transfer cross tracks in mill will

allow lumber to be placed on trucks dried in the kiln

and placed ready to the planers, etc., without extra hand-

ling.

The power plant will furnish electricity for power

to the shops and engine house, and light for shops,

shop grounds, engine house, division yards and sta-

tion. It will heat the shops, engine house and divis-

ion yard and buildings, and furnish compressed air for

shops, repair yards and engine house. Direct cur-

rent at 220 volts will be used, as being best adapted

for the cranes and transfer tables, etc., which will have

a combined maximum horse power equal to 24 per

cent of the total motor load. With the heavy wood
working machinery which is used intermittently there

is a varying load often equal to 157 per cent of the

average load which would be made fully 20 per cent

more if alternating motors were used. The electric
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wiring will be arranged so that the uniform loads,

varying loads and lighting loads can be brought to

the switchboard separately, allowing the lights to -be

put on separate generator when the varying loads

reach a proportion that will interfere with their use.

ZlStegmPJge_

Oak Grove Shops—Oil House.

any available shop room. The fans will be driven by

engines. The high pressure steam pipe for this pur-

pose will also be used for steam hammers, water heat-

ers, glue pots, steam boxes, dry kiln and for supply of

steam in warm weather. Steam mains will be carried

overhead and the returns under ground.

The present power plant will consist of one 200 K.

W. and one 300 K. W. direct connected generator, and

1500 cu. ft. air compressor capacity and four 300 H. P.

boilers in two batteries. Space is provided for two

additional boilers and one 300 K. W. generator. The
coal is delivered by trestle into top of bins which will

deliver by means of aprons to floor near boilers. Deep
ash pits and a basement track for ash cars will allow

of removing ashes once in twenty-four hours by
means of air hoist that will lift the cars from base-

ment. There is also included among the plans the

MH

Gross Sect/on L0N6/TUDINAL SfCT/ON

Pits in Machine and Erecting House.

The heating will be hot blast system in erecting study made by the engineering department of the

shop, truck tank and boiler shop, wood mill, freight-

car shop and engine house and direct in the other

building. Fans and ducts will be located in the other

roof of side aisle and air delivered by galvanized iron

pipes in trusses so that heating will not interfere with

use of large size cranes in erecting shop, which shows
the disadvantage of a two-trolley crane on account

of the interference of the trolleys making it neces-

sary to handle loads twice in order to cover the en-

tire shop floor.

»
A Diagnosis of M. C. B. Coupler Defects, Based on Results

Obtained in Service

A Paper Read Before the May Meeting of the Western Railway Club by R. D. Smith, Supt. M. P
t

B. & M. R. R. R.

ONE of our members once made the some-

Owhat paradoxical statement that 'The best

papers read at our meetings do not always

produce the best results;" i. e., papers which

are exceptionally well prepared, and present

a comprehensive treatment of the subject, do

not always invite enough comment and criti-

cism, and are passed over without much dis-

cussion.

The following is presented without any pretense that

it is an exhaustive article containing all the important

points concerning the subject, but with the hope that il

may be productive of discussion which will be of some

value to our members :

The Interstate Commerce Commission recently ad-

greater safety and economy in the operation of trains

and in terminal switching. The answer to this would

undoubtedly be a practically unanimous affirmative.

From another paragraph of the letter it is evident that

there is some opposition to the M. C. B. coupler on the

ground that it has not entirely fulfilled the expectations

at the time of its adoption.

Extensive use generally discloses certain defects of

design or construction in any new mechanical device, and

when one considers that the automatic coupler was a

radical departure from the appliances used at the time

of its introduction, he must at least concede that it has

given excellent results.

There are probably very few who are familiar with

the present coupler, and its predecessor, the link-and-pin

dressed a letter of inquiry concerning the operation of drawbar, who will seriously contend that the automatic

the safety appliance law to the general managers of dif- coupler is not a great and decided improvement, although

ferent railroads. One of the questions asked is, Whether it has not proved satisfactory in every respect,

the application of automatic couplers has resulted in It must be remembered when considering the defec-
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tive and weak points of the M. C. B. coupler, which have

been developed in service, that the coupler now in use

does not differ in essential dimensions and strength from

the original coupler designed for cars of about one-half

of the capacity of those now being built. Furthermore,

longer trains are being handled by the heavy engines,

and the cars receive very severe service in switching and

terminal yards. The fact that the element of personal

danger has been largely eliminated by the automatic

coupler is believed by the writer to be responsible to a

great extent for the damage caused by rough switching.

In order, however, to get facts showing the actual

results obtained in service it will be necessary to present

a few statistics concerning couplers and their perform-

ance. The C, B. & Q. Ry. compiles a monthly "break-

in-two" statement, giving the number of trains parted

and the defect of the coupler which caused the parting.

A summary of these statements for the past three years

is given in the table, as the figures will tend to show the

comparative strength of the different parts of the coupler

mechanism

:

The foregoing table refers only to coupler failures on

the road, and does not include failures or breakages in

switching or terminal yards.

The first part of the table gives the number of failures

during the year due to the different causes, and what

per cent this number is of the total number of failures

for the same period.

During the first half of the three years covered by

these figures there were some link-and-pin couplers in

service, and as it is impossible to separate the link-and-

pin car mileage from the mileage of cars having auto-

matic couplers, no attempt has been made to determine

the number of car miles per failure for that period. The

figures given, however, are for automatic coupler failures

only ; the link-and-pin failures were not considered.

The second part of the table is based on the results

otbained after the link-and-pin coupler was abolished.

In this section the number of "break-in-twos" due to the

different causes during periods of six months and the

number of car miles per failure are shown. These figures

should be of value in considering the subject of couplers,

as they show that certain forms of failures have in-

creased very rapidly during the past year.

Particular attention is called to a few of the more im-

portant defects that are being observed in service. There

appears to have been a decided decrease in the number

of "break-in-twos" due to the lock working open. There

were thirty-seven "break-in-twos" attributed to this

cause during the six months ending November 30, 1900,

with an average of 2.985,770 car miles per failure; dur-

ing the next six months there were twenty-four "break-

in-twos," with an average of 4,411,341 car miles per

failure ; while for the last six months there were twenty-

one trains parted, with an average of 5,535,369 car miles

per failure. One or two of the minor defects also show

some improvement, but the lock working open is about

the only important defect which is decreasing in fre-

quency, while on the other hand there have been large

increases from other causes, with a corresponding de>

crease in car mileage per "break-in-two."

A good illustration of a defect which has increased

very rapidly is to be found under the heading of "Draw-
Bar Lugs Broken." This defect shows a decided in-

crease during the second six months, while during the

third six months the car mileage per "break-in-two" from
this cause has decreased to less than half of what it was
during the first six months. The number of "break-in-

twos" due to knuckle failures and to defective pivot pins

has also increased, but not as rapidly as that due to lug

breakages.

Record of Scrap Coupler Examination.

Deiects Numuei; Per Cent

Both lugs broken off "J5 10.14
Bottom lug broken off .•'.. 13 3.77
Top lug broken off 114 33.04
Broken guard arm 57 16.52
Broken through face 67 19 42
Broken through shank 34 9.85
Bent guard arm 18 5.23
Head broken off just back of bracket .... 3 .87
Head broken off front part . 3 .87
Broken through key slot 1 .29

Total 345 100.00

As the preceding table does not account for yard fail-

ures, several scrap piles containing a total of 345 couplers
vwere examined with the idea of determining the most

common cause of removal, and the results are given here-

with :

These figures show that nearly one-half of the scrap

couplers were condemned on acount of broken lugs, and

thereby confirm the other statistics, which indicate a very

large increase in the number of lug failures. Further

consideration reveals the fact that the breakage of top

lugs constitutes over 70 per cent of the total lug failures.

The question which now presents itself is: "What causes

the top lug to break more frequently than the bottom

lug?"

The breaking of the pivot pin is one of the common
forms of coupler failure, and it is believed that this is

the cause of the majority of breakages of top lugs. It

is found that the pin breaks at about the middle and the

lower half drops out, putting all the strain on the top

lug. In some instances the pin may have been bent, but

not broken, although in such a case the bottom lug or

both lugs would be as liable to break as the top lug.

This breakage of pivot pins has become so common,

and the lower halves of the pins may be found to such

an extent in any large freight yard, that it recalls the

conditions existing when the old link-and-pin coupler was

in service. It is not intended to convey the impression

that the number of broken pins is as great now as it

was with the link-and-pin coupler, but the number is

increasing and is attracting attention. Any person who
is skeptical concerning this matter can probably obtain

a little information by examining a few of the small
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DEFECTS

Lock Pin Defective . . . .

Lock Worked Open .

Lock Pin Worn
Lock Block Defective
Lock Block Worn ....
Lock Block Bolt Bent . .

Lock Would Not Drop
Knuckle Defective

Knuckle Worn
Wrong Knuckle .

Pivot Pin Defective .

Draw Bar Lugs Broken
No Visible Defects
Coupler Body Broken
Not Specified

Foreign Substance Under Lock-

Too Much Play ....
Miscellaneous

Total

Year Ending Year Ending
Nov. 30, 1899 Nov. 30. 1900

>Io. OF
Fail-

Per
Cent

No. of
Fail-

Per
Cent

ures ures

8 1.62 24 4.25

132 26.84 101 17.91

10 3.25 13 2.31

10 2.03 19 3.37

5 1.01 2 .36

5 1.01

6 1.22

113 23.00 151 26.77

36 7.31 56 9.95

4 .61 1 .18

23 4.68 21 3.71

40 8.12 40 7.09

42 8.54 62 11.00

24 4.88 40 7.09

21 4.26 28 4.95

3 .61

4 .81 6 1.06

492 100.00 564 100.00

Year Ending
Nov.. 30. 1901

No. 01

Fail-
ures

Per
Cent

14

45
3

11

15

8

1

210
69
6

33
78
84
63
26

1

12

2

2.06

6.61

.44

1.62

2.20

1.17

.15

30.85
10.14

.88

4.83

11.45

12.33

9.25

3.82

.15

1.76

.29

681 100.00

June 1, 1900.

to Nov. 30, 1900

No. of
Fail-
ures

11

37

12

83
30

13

22

31

26

15

Car Miles
Per Failure

10,043,044
2,985,770

9,206,124
55,236,743

1,331,006

3,682,449

S, 497, 960
5,021,522
3,563,660
4,248,980

7,304,900

22,094,697

287 384,925

Dec. 1, 1900.
to May 31, 1901

No. of
Fail-
ures

6

24
1

5

9

4

1

86
30
5

15

31

44
25

13

7

Car Miles
Per Failure

17,645,366
4,411,341

105,872,206
21,174,441

11,763,578
26,468,051
105,872,206

1,231,072

3,529,073
21,174,441

7,058,147
3,415,232
2,406,186
4,234,890

8,144,016

15,124,601

105,872,206

307 344,860

June 1, 1901.

to Nov. 30, 1901

No. of
Fail-
ures

8

21
o

6

6

4

124
39
1

18

47

40
38
13

1

5

1

Car Miles
Per Failure

14,530,344
5,535,369

58,121,377
19,373,792

19,373,792

29,060,688

937,441
2,980,583

116,242,754

6,457,931
2,473,250
2,906,070
3,059.020
8,941,750

116,242,754
23,248,551

116,242,754

374 310,809

Total Freight Car Miles 110,473,4S6 105,872,206 116,242,754

scrap piles which are usually found at various places in

large switching yards.

It is believed that the statistics based upon the coupler

failures upon the road do not show the true relation be-

tween pivot-pin failures and lug failures, as it is very

probable that the broken pins are frequently lost, or if

the pins are only bent they are not reported. The me-

chanical engineer of one road running into Chicago states

that he believes that fully 90 per cent of the lug break-

ages are preceded by bending or breakage of pins. The

representative of a large coupler concern also states that

in his opinion the bending of the pins is responsible for

some of the lug breakages.

It is evident that the number of lug breakages is ex-

cessively large and that it is necessary to do something

to obviate this condition. There does not appear to be

and good reason why the pins and lugs can not be

strengthened enough to bring this form of failure down

to a normal amount.

Some of the coupler manufacturers have been trying

to relieve the pin and lugs of part of the strain by putting

a hook on the end of the knuckle projecting through a

hole in the side of the coupler head, and some attempts

have been made recently to increase the diameter of the

pivot pin.

The M. C. B. specifications for couplers give the dimen-

sions of pivot pins and require the material to- be of

steel, carefully annealed after "forming. It is further

specified that the holes in the lugs and knuckles be drilled

or drifted to a diameter 1-32 of an inch greater than that

of the pivot pin. but an examination of several new

couplers, of different manufacture, shows that this require-

ment has not been rigidly followed. In one new coupler,

the holes in the lugs and knuckles are 3-32 of an inch

larger than the pivot pin; in another new coupler the

holes in the lugs are 1-32 of an inch larger

than the pivot pin, while the hole in the knuckle

is 5-64 of an inch larger. Several knuckles were also

examined, and some of the holes were found to be ellipti-

cal and to contain sand, which proves that they had not

been drilled or drifted out.

This matter is one of considerable importance which

should receive more attention from manufacturers, and

inspectors should not accept couplers or knuckles which

do not conform closely to the specifications. There is

some tendency for the holes to wear elliptical, and if the

pivot pin fits closely in the hole this tendency is some-

what diminished. There is also more opportunity for the

pin to bend if it has very much clearance in the holes.

It might be productive of some improvement if the

M. C. B. specifications recommended a certain composi-

tion for steel used in pivot pins. The chemical composi-

tion of the pins is not specified, and an analysis recently

made of three different pivot pins revealed a great differ-

ence in composition.

If the figures and suggestions given herewith attract

the attention of a railroad man to the importance of keep-

ing records of coupler failures, and impress upon manu-

facturers and inventors the necessity for strengthening

couplers to meet modern requirements, this paper will

have served the purpose for which it was written.

* »

»

Fast Service on the Philadelphia & Reading Ry.

NOW that the Central Railroad of New Jersey is

directly under the control of the Philadelphia

and Reading it has inaugurated an hourly express serv-

ice between Philadelphia and New York. Fast trains

from each terminal will run from 7 a. m. to 7 p. m. in-

clusive, without any change or waiting at Wayne Junc-

tion. This will be a great convenience to Philadelphia

and will be highly appreciated by the business com-

munity generally. It is an important change and is proof

of the energetic and live fashion in which the Reading

railroad is now managed.
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The Canadian Railway Club.

On February 18, 1902, a

circular was sent out to all

the railroad officials and

others in Canada, reading

as follows : "Realizing the

good that has been and is

now being done in railroad

affairs by the co-operation,

discussion and interchange

of ideas through the me-

dium of railroad clubs, we

take this method of calling

your attention to the fact

that Canada is without

such an organization ; and

wish to solicit your approval in forming such a society

as those already well established throughout different

parts of the United States. The climatic and other con-

ditions here are unlike those in other countries, and it

is essential, even necessary, if we are to work to the best

advantage for our individual companies, that we meet

together and interchange ideas on all subjects relating to

railroad matters.

We, therefore, propose forming a club (the name of

which will be decided at our organization meeting) whose

object shall be "the discussion and dissemination of

ideas pertaining to the construction, operation and main-

tenance of steam> and electric railroads and their equip-

ment, and the promotion of social relations among rail-

road men and others of like interest." It is also the

purpose of this club to work in unison with those in the

United States so as to get the benefit of their proceed-

ings. The endorsements that have been received from

railroad officials in all parts of Canada on this move-

ment are very gratifying indeed, and the younger ele-

ment who have indicated their willingness to join the

club, not only for educational purposes but also because

of the desire to serve their employers more intelligently,

consider that an appeal should be made to the higher

officials, urging them to become members of this club

in order that we might have the benefit of their presence

at the various- meetings, and be guided by their valuable

opinions on all questions of importance that come up for

discussion, thus preventing any possible chance of infor-

mation of an erroneous or objectionable character from
creeping into the reports of the proceedings, which the

committee can see might be the case, without the aid of

the more experienced and far thinking minds.

We will hold a meeting at the Windsor Hotel, Mon-
treal, Tuesday evening, March 11, 1902, at 8:00 o'clock,

at which time the permanent organization and election

of officers will take place. If you approve of an organ-

ization as outlined above, will you kindly favor us with

your presence or a letter of approval on date mentioned."

At a meeting on March nth, referred to, there was
an attendance of about 125, and a number of letters

approving of the proposal to establish a railway club

were read and it was unanimously decided to establish

a railway club and the name selected was the "Canadian
Railway Club." At this meeting 139 enrolled as mem-
bers and the following officers were appointed for the

current year: President, E. A. Williams, superintend-

ent rolling stock, C. P. R. ; first vice-president, T. Mc-
Hattie, master mechanic, G. T. R. ; second vice-president,

S. King, master car builder, I. C. R. A secretary and

treasurer and executive and finance committees were

also appointed and the club has now a membership of

200. The committee appointed to draft a constitution

and by-laws submitted same, which were approved and

adopted with slight amendments.

At the regular meeting of the club April 8th, a paper

was read and discussed on "The Standard Box Car—its

advantages and disadvantages"—also a lecture given on

"Coal Combustion" by a representative of the Interna-

tional Correspondence School, of Scranton, Pa. The
officers of the club state that every encouragement has

been given them in the forming of this club, and the

meetings already held give promise of the future success

of the organization. The members are deeply interested

in its welfare and the Canadian Railway Club will doubt-

less -be second to none in its importance and the benefits

which its members will derive from it.

» »

»

New Shops of the Oregon Short Line.

HE Oregon Short Line Railroad Company is

I building some new shops at Pocatello, Idaho.

These shops are situated at the junction of

the Idaho and Montana Divisions, the former

extending from Granger, Wyoming, to Hunt-

ington, Oregon, and the latter from Salt

Lake City, Utah, to Butte, Montana, and as

a consequence are conveniently and central-

ly located for the maintenance of the equip-

ment of the road. They will be modern in every partic-

ular, and are built of brick with stone trimmings, steel

frame, etc., both roofs and walls being well lighted.

The main building will be 486 feet in length by 150

feet in width, divided into four compartments as follows:

The machine shop 218 ft. 7 in. x 146 ft. 6 in., containing

ten pits, together with machinery, also a gallery in the

machine shop 218 ft. 7 in. in length by $7 ft. 3 in. in

width. The blacksmith shop 86 ft. 7 in. x 146 ft. 6 in.,

boiler shop 130 ft. 6^2 in. x 146 ft. 6 in., wheel and truck

shop 42 ft. 6V2 in. x 146 ft. 6 in., the power house is 75

ft. x 90 ft. built of brick and connected with Custodis

brick stack 7 feet inside diameter and- 150 feet high. The

tools, cranes and transfer table will be electrical driven,

the larger machines with independent motors and the
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Fig. 3, Oregon Short Line, Pocatello Shops, Machine, Boiler, and Blacksmith Shops.

Section on A-

A

FlG r i, Oregon Short Line, Pocatello Shops, Power House.
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No. Description.
1 Wheel lathe 76 in Niles
2 Wheel lathe 78 in Putnam
3 Lathe 54 in. swing, 8 ft. cen's. Putnam
4 Lathe 26 in. swing, 8 ft. cen's. . .Pond
5 Lathe 30 in. swing 10 ft. cen's. Putnam
6 Lathe 24 in. swing 8 ft. cen's.Fitchburg
7 Lathe 20 in. swing 9 ft. cen's. Putnam
8 Lathe 36 in. swing 6 ft. cen's. .. .Pond
9 Lathe 28 in. swing 10 ft. cen's.Putnam

10 Lathe 20 in. swing 12 ft. cen's. Sellers

11 Lathe Jones and Lamson
12 Lathe 18 in. swing 5 ft. cen's.Putnam
13 Lathe 18 in. swing 5 ft. cen's.Putnam
14 Lathe 18 in. swing 5 ft. cen's.Putnam
15 Lathe 15 in. sw'g 4 ft. 6 in. cen's. F'rg
16 Lathe 16 in. swing 3 ft. cen's. ..Flother

17 Lathe 16 in. swing 3 ft. cen's. ..Flother

18 Lathe Fox Kirkwood
19 Lathe 16 in. swing 3 ft. cen's. . .Fifleld

20 Boring mill 36 in Niles

23 16 in. drill

24 30 in. drill Pond
25 30 in. drill Pond
26 Radial drill No. 3 Pond
27 Planer 38 in. x 16 ft Niles

28 Planer 36 in. x 10 ft Niles
29 Planer 24 in. x 6 ft Fitchburg
30 Planer 38 in. x 12 ft Pond
31 Slotter 20 in Niles

No. Description.
32 Slotter 13 in Bement
33 Shaper 20 in Niles
34 Shaper (small) '

35 No. 1 milling machine Brainard
37 Nut facer )

38 Nut tapper. 6 taps (iron) Niles
39 Nut tapper, 7 taps (round). .. .Durrell
40 Bolt cutter, single.. Acme
41 Bolt cutter, single Putnam
42 Grind stone
43 Emery wheel
45 Universal grinder Brainard
4(i Bolt cutter, single
47 Lathe 27 in. swing 14 ft. cen's... Pond
48 Grind stone
49 Grind stone
50 Bending rolls 12 ft Hilles & Jones
51 Bending rolls 6 ft. (hand)
52 Comb, punch & shears. Long-Allstatter
53 Universal radial drill U. R. D. Co.
55 Flue welder Hartz
56 Flue cutter
57 Flue rattler
60 Car wheel tire lathe
61 D. H. axle lathe Niles
63 Wheel mill Niles
64 Car wheel press Niles
65 No. 8 fan blower
66 No. 5 fan blower

No. Description.
67 Bolt header Acme
70 Steam hammer Morgan

201 Lathe 24 in. swing 12 ft. cen's.. Niles
202 Lathe 22 in. swing 12 ft. cen's.. Niles
203 Lathe 18 in. swing 8 ft. cen's. . .Niles
204 No. 3 horizontal boring mill Niles
205 Turret lathe 22 in Bullard
206 Turret lathe 18 in., No. 2 Niles
207 24 ft. slotter Niles
208 6 ft. boring mill Niles
209 42 in. lathe 16 ft. cen's Pond
210 Yankee twist drill grinder
211 Universal radial drill Niles
212 Wheel press 90 in Niles
250 Plate planer 20 in Niles
251 Flange punch Long & Allstatter
252 Suspension drill
253 Stay bolt threader Acme
254 Splitting shear. .. ..Long & Allstatter
255 Punch & shear Long & Allstatter
256 Flue welder Hartz & Fix
260 D. H. axle lathe No. 6 Niles
261 Steam hammer 4000 lbs..Bement-Niles
263 Fan blower No. 9
264 No. 6 bulldozer Williams & White
265 Acme
266 Helve hammer 80 lbs Bradley
267 D. H. bolt threader Niles

Fig. 2, Oregon Short Line, Pocatello Shop, Arrangement of Tools.

smaller ones grouped and run from line shaft electrical

driven.

The power plant will consist of five horizontal tubular

boilers with double fire and ash doors, shell 72 inches in

diameter, steam pressure 125 pounds. One simple non-

condensing direct connected horizontal center crank type

engine, speed to be 200 revolutions per minute and en-

gine to be direct connected to two 150 K. W. 250 volt di-

rect cut rent multipolar, compound wound constant po-

tential electrical generators. Engine to generate 450 I.

H. P. at given speed with 100 pounds boiler pressure.

One smaller simple non-condensing engine direct con-

nected vertical type, speed 290 revolutions per minute,

direct connected to one 50 K. W. 250 volt direct current

compound wound generator, to generate 75 I. H. P. at

goven speed with 100 lbs. boiler pressure.

Air compressor will be the Ingersoll-Sargent Duplex,

Style "G" air cylinders tc be compounded, capacity 1,000

cubic feet of free air per minute. The transfer table will

be 80 feet long and 200 tons capacity and the pit 80 feet

wide and 520 feet in length.

The machine shop will have a 100 ton crane over pits

with a span of 69 ft. q !/2 in., travel 220 feet, and two

hoists of 50 tons capacity each.

There will also be one 10 ten crane over machines with

a span 38 ft. 8 in., travel 220 feet, and hoist 10 tons ca-

pacity. The boiler shop will have one 30 ton crane over

pits with a span 69 ft. gy2 in., travel 130 feet, and two

hoists of 15 tons each. One ten ton crane over machines

with a span 39 ft. 8 in., travel 130 feet, and hoist 10 tons

capacity. The truck shop will have one 15 ton crane

with span 41 ft. 6 l/2 in., travel 75 feet, and two hoists of

J
l/2 tons capacity each. There will also be one 15 ton

hand crane for power plant.

In addition to the above there will be 10 new stalls

added to the present roundhouse, making 30 stalls in all.

It is the intention later on to erect a modern car shop and

foundry, the location of car shop to be on opposite side

of transfer table from machine shop.

For the foregoing information and the accompanying

illustrations we are indebted to Mr. J. F. Dunn, superin-

tendent of motive power and machinery.
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Wheeling and Lake Erie Compound Consolidation Locomotive.

Wheeling & Lake Erie Compound Consolidation Locomotive.

HE American Locomotive Company has re-

cently completed at its Pittsburg works
some compound consolidation freight loco-

motives for the Wheeling & Lake Erie Ry.

We show in the accompanying illustrations

a photograph of the engine, together with

iVfiff drawings showing the side elevation and

lllilil boiler. The total weight in working order

is 167,400 pounds, of which 146,300 pounds
is on the drivers and 21,100 pounds on the truck wheels.

It is built to burn bituminous coal and with tender

loaded makes a total weight, including the tender, of

251,700 pounds. The cylinders are 22x33 inches in di-

ameter with a stroke of 28 inches. The driving wheel
base of the engine is 15 feet 8 inches, the total wheel
base 2^ feet 10 inches and the total wheel base of tender

and engine 52 feet 3^ inches. The detailed dimensions
and particulars not given above are as follows

:

DIMENSIONS.

Length over all, engine 38 ft. 6% in.

Length over all, total, engine and tender 62 ft. 6 in.

Height, center of boiler above rails 8 ft. 6% ins.

Height of stack above rails 14 ft. 10 in.

Heating surface, firebox 139 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 1,849 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,008 sq. ft.

Grate area 30 sq. ft.

WHEELS AND JOURNAL.
Drivers, number Eight.
Drivers, diameter 57 in.

Drivers, material Cast steel.

Truck wheels, diameter 30 in.

Journals, driving 8 x 11 in.

Journals, engine truck 5% x 10' in.

Alain crank pin, size 6% x 7 in.

CYLINDERS.

Cylinders, diameter 22 and 33 in.

Pistons, stroke 28 in.

Pistons, rods, diameter 4 in.

Main i-od, length, center to center 123 in.

S1i am ports, length H. P. 18 in.; L. P. 21 in.

Steam ports, width H. P. 1% in.; L. P. 2 in.

P:xhaust ports, length H. P. 18 in.; L. P. 21 in.

Exhaust ports, width H. P. 3 in.; L. P. 3% in.

Bridge, width 1% in.
Cylinders and valves oiled by sight feed lubricator

VALVES.
Valves, greatest travel H. P. 5 in.; L. P. 6 in.

Valves, outside lap H. P. 1 in.; L. P. % in.

Valves, inside clearance H. P. % in.; L. P. % in.

Valves, lead in full gear H. P. 1-16 in.; L. P. 3-32 in.

BOILER.
Boiler, type of Extended wagon top.
Boiler, water test 300 lbs.

Boiler, steam test 220 lbs.
Boiler, working pressure , 200 lbs.

Boiler, material in barrel Carbon steel
Boiler, material in barrel, thickness 11-16 in.

Boiler, diameter of barrel at front sheet 60 in.

Boiler, diameter of barrel at throat sheet 70% in.

Boiler, diameter at backhead 70% in.

Seams; kind of, horizontal, butt joint, double welted, sex-
tuple riveted 7

Seams; kind of, circumferential, double riveted
Thickness of tube sheet % in.

Dome, diameter 30 in.

Safety valves Three 3 in. Ashton pops.
Water supplied by two No. 10 Ohio injectors
Crown sheet supported by radial stays 1% in. diameter.

TUBES.
Tubes, number 260
Tubes, outside diameter 2 in.

Tubes, length over tube sheet 13 ft. 8 in.

Tubes, material Franklinite iron.

FIREBOX.
Firebox, length 108 in.

Firebox, width 40% in.

Firebox, depth at front end 67% in.

Firebox, depth at back end 64% in.

Firebox, material Carbon steel.

Firebox, thickness of sheets, crown 7-16 in.

Firebox, thickness of sheets, sides and back % in.

Firebox, thickness of sheets, tube % in.

Firebox, water space; width; front, sides and back 4 in.

Grates, cast iron, rocking pattern

SMOKEBOX.
Smokebox, diameter 61% in.

Smokebox, length from tube sheet to end 64% in.

OTHER PARTS.
Exhaust nozzle Single.

Exhaust nozzle, diameter 5% in.

Exhaust nozzle 1% in. below center line.

Smoke stack Taper.
Smoke stack, least diameter 15 in.

Smoke stack, greatest diameter 16 in.

Smoke stack, height above smoke box 45 in.
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Wheeling and Lake Erie Compound Consolidation Locomotive.

Track sander Pneumatic.
Power brakes Westinglio use-American.

TENDER.
Type, eight wheeled Avith swivel trucks
Tank, capacity, water 4,000 gallons.
Tank, capacity, coal 8 tons.
Kind of material in tank Steel.

Type of under-frame Wood.
Type of truck. ...Diamond; American Steel Fdy. Co.'s bolster.

Truck with rigid bolster
Type of truck springs Double elliptic.

Diameter of truck wheels ri;j in.

Diameter and length of axle journals 4 J4 x 8 in.

Distance between center of journals 75 in.

Distance of wheel fix on axle 5% in.

Distance of center of axle 4% in.

Length of tender frame over bumper 21 ft. 10% in.

Length of tank 19 ft. 6% in.

Width of tank 9 ft. 0% in.

Height of tank, not including collar 50% in.

Height of tank, including collar 62% in.

The following is some of the special equipment,

United States metallic packing, Richardson bal-

anced valves, Ashton valves, Westinghouse-American

brakes and Westinghouse draft gear and diamond
truck frame with American Steel Foundry Company's
bolster.

•» » »

Acme Automatic Nut Tapping and Bolt Threading Machine

WE show in the accompanying illustrations an

automatic nut tapper 'and bolt threader

which has recently been perfected and placed upon the

market by the Acme Machinery Company of Cleveland,

Ohio. This company has been for some time making
and experimenting with various designs of automatic

bolt threaders and nut tappers, but not until recently

have they perfected the machines to such an extent as

to make them perfectly automatic and reliable.

Many difficulties were necessarily met in the designs

of such automatic machinery, but these have finally

been overcome in a way to make them very reliable

and even self-protective, for they throw themselves out

of gear if defective or improperly sized pieces are pre-

sented to be machined, and, furthermore, great rapid-

ity of work has also been incorporated in the design.

The bolt threaders have a capacity of threading 8,000

^-inch bolts in ten hours, while the nut tappers will

tap 16,000 ^-inch nuts in ten hours, and the attendance

required is so small that one man can easily attend to

ten of the machines of either kind.

The nut tapper is provided with four vertical spin-

dles, each carrying a tap and fed by independent lead

screws running in split nuts, both nuts and screws be-

ing of tool steel. The feed is positive and, contrary to

the usual practice, is upward. The nuts are placed in a

receiving hopper, which, being divided into several

compartments, drops a certain number at regula

tervals upon the revolving plate below. They are

r in-

then

Automatic Nut Tapper.
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thrown outward by centrifugal force and pass into the ning in ground tool steel bearings, and arrangement is

runways leading to the taps. At this point is located a made for the quick and easy removal of the split nuts

relief mechanism which operates to throw the gear out on the lead screws, should this be necessary. The

on that particular runway, in case a bad nut or a piece threader has two spindles and will thread two bolts at

of scrap appears, until the removal of the obstruction,

when the machine automatically continues its work.

The taps are also provided with a relief in case a blank

nut should be presented. This relief is in form of a

spring support to the split nut on the lead screw, which

allows the nut to travel downward if the tap is checked

in its upward movement. The finished nuts are pushed

out in front and slide across the drainage plate into the

chute, which may be made to discharge either to the

right or to the left.

With the bolt machine the bolts are supplied to the

dies from a receiving hopper by means of two slotted

runways which engage the bolt heads. An automatic

feed is given by the use of a device which pushes a

bolt in place at the proper moment, when it automat-

ically centers itself and is clamped by a vise. The
spindles bearing the dies are vertical and the feed is

regulated by lead screws. The dies are of the solid

adjustable pattern and will cut any length of thread, ac-

cording to the adjustment of the cycle of the machine.

As in the nut tapper, a safety release is provided which
will automatically throw out of gear the mechanism
attached to a runway which has received an obstruc-

tion in shape of a crooked or misshapen bolt. The lu-

bricating arrangement is similar to that in the nut tap-

per.

In both machines the spindles are of tool steel, run-

each cycle of operation. The length of every cut is

fixed by a regulating device and when the die has run

to that determined point on the bolt, the belt shifts and

the die backs off at twice the cutting speed. Any style

of bolts from 5-16 to 1-2 inch and up to 4 inches long

will be handled, except bolts with machine heads,

which cannot be retained in the runways. One ma-
chine has an hourly capacity of eight hundred j^-inch

bolts and one man can attend to ten machines. The
nut tapper has four spindles and the same quick return

motion, and will finish four nuts at each cyclye, accom-

modating nuts from 5-16 to 1-2 inch with a capacity of

one thousand six hundred ^-inch nuts in one hour,

one attendant to ten machines being' sufficient.

*-*

A New Draft Attachment

THE accompanying drawings show very clearly an

improved draft attachment for railway cars re-

cently patented by Michael J. Donovan of Vicksburg,

Miss. The device consists of two cast steel base plates,

two continuous rods and two keys for same, also two

stand and draft springs at each end of car.

It will be noticed that the base plate is made in such

a manner as to transmit the strains of pulling and jerk-

ing to the face of the end sill thus tending to hold cars
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together, and not tear it apart, as is the usual case now. equipment, and management in our country, with a view

On the base plate is located a bracket, ribbed and cast of determining which, if any, of the distinctive features

integral with the plate. On one side of this bracket is

found a seat for the seat springs. It will be noticed that

the back end of coupler shank is cast with a spring seat

for the two springs, also a coil-lug on each side of the

shank.

of American practice could be advantageously adopted

for the improvement of the State railways in Germany.

The commission, as will be remembered, spent some

months in the United States, traveled over several of the

great trunk lines, and made elaborate studies of tracks,

bridges, locomotives, cars for passengers and the several
In practice, the base plate is bolted to the car sills as

dasses of freight> the block system and other methods of

shown at each end; rods are placed in position, spring signaling—in fact, everything pertaining to American

placed over rods, place the coupler on rods after which Railway building, equipment, and management. These

FRONT £HO y/£ft

Res'! trtO l//£W
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^W C//V & stcnc/f Hf o/i/w cw#i£#

put carry iron in place. It is desirable that the springs

should be compressed at each end, at least one-half ,an

inch, then put keys in the rods and fasten same with

small bolt and cotter. The whole device is very compact,

easily inspected, and readily applied to almost any car,

new or old. It possesses the greatest amount of strength

and small number of parts, and can be readily repaired

or constructed at railroad shops, and as steel castings are

cheap and easily obtained, it will be an easy matter for

studies were especially devoted to the Pennsylvania sys-

tem, which was taken as a typical American railway of

the highest class.

It has been expected that the official report of the com-

mission would be eventually published, and from time to

time statements, more or less conjectural, have been

printed in the newspapers of both countries, anticipating

what the report would or should contain. It can be

authoritatively stated that the official report of the com-

mission has been duly made to the Baron von Thielen,

chief of the Prussian Ministry of Railways, but it has
railroads to apply to cars new or old. A close perusal not been published, and, in accordance with the usual

of the drawings will bring out many of its good points, practice of the German Government in such cases, will

which will be readily appreciated by car builders.

»

»

The Prussian Commission on American Railroads.

not be. Being consulted in reference to this question of

publication, Minister von Thielen has stated verbally,

with great frankness and courtesy, that the whole subject

was one of deep interest to railway men in Germany ; that

they had learned a great deal from this scientific study of

the American system, which, as he stated, has been the

rapid outgrowth of conditions fundamentally different

from those which exist in Germany, and upon which the

It is more or less generally known that, during the
Prussian railway system had been slowly and carefully

•..««.., , , built up. Especially interesting and valuable was the
vear 1900, a committee of official experts was sent out by A 1 r 1 *.- *. *• • t „a~~a' y

\
F J American plan of locomotive construction in standard

the Prussian Government to visit the United States and typeS) w ith interchangeable parts. Something of this is

examine carefully the methods of railway construction, in process of adoption in Germany.

M
lows:

R. FRANK H. MASON, Consul General at Ber-

lin, writes the department at Washington as fol-
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But in respect to cars,

both for freight and passen-

gers, such changes as are

made must be planned to fit

the conditions existing here,

differ radically from those

in the United States. The

40, 50 or 60 ton freight car,

for example, is highly eco-

nomical and advantageous

in America, where freight is

moved in enormous masses

and over long distances.

Here in Germany, on the

other hand, the amount of

freight is much smaller, the

distances relatively short,

and the need for individual-

izing shipment so general as

to be a controlling factor.

» <

»

Coal Cars, C. H. & D.

Ry.

THE Cincinnati, Hamil-

tonton & Dayton Rail-

way Co. is preparing to build

in its shops at Lima, O., no
side dump coal cars of 60,-

000 pounds capacity. -The

design of these cars originat-

ed with Mr. C. H. Cory, su-

perintendent of motive pow-

er of the C, H. & D. Ry.

Co. It was thought by the

officials of the C, H. & D.

that there would be advan-

tages in both cost and time

of delivery to build these

cars in their own shops.

We take pleasure in repro-

ducing herewith drawings of

these cars. A lengthy de-

scription is not necessary, as

the drawings very clearly

show the principal dimen-

sions, the manner of hinging

the doors and the manner of

locking same in. closed posi-

tion, also the location, size

and kind of winding shaft

mechanism for closing the

doors.

These cars should prove

both serviceable and dura-

ble. The trucks are to be -

type with Simplex Truck

Bolsters ; the body bolsters

arc also to be. Simplex type.
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Counter-Bored Flue Sheet.

IN the accompanying illustration we show a coun-

ter-bored flue sheet which has been recently

patented by Mr. C. F. Lope of San Bernardino, Cal.

Mr. Lope gives us the following particulars in regard

to his patent: "Owing to the increased pressure now

carried on boilers, it has become necessary to use

heavier flue sheets than when we were carrying a

lighter pressure. By the method of counter boring

we decrease the amount of flue that is exposed to the

heat not protected by water. The blue print shows

the different thickness of flue sheet, namely: y2 inch,

protecting of flues. This device will overcome any
difficulty that has arisen by the introduction of heavy
flue sheets."

»
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y% and 24. In fact we can use any thickness of flue

sheet wanted by simply deepening the counter bor-

ing to any given dimensions desired. I have quite a

number of engines running, with flue sheets with the

dimensions given above or shown on blue print, with

good results. Also claim for the device that it is a

protection of the bead from the intense heat and cin-

ders. There has been a great deal said and written

in reference to the using of heavy flue sheets in the

Mechanical Stoker for Locomotives.

A Paper Recently Read Before the American Society of

Mechanical Engineers, by Mr. Fred H. Colvin.

THE rapid growth in the size of locomotives and the

consequent increased consumption of fuel per hour
have brought many of our railroads face to face with the

problem of securing men to fire them satisfactorily, for

the fireman has not increased in size and capacity as has

the locomotive. The question of economy in coal con-

sumption is secondary to that of keeping the steam pres-

sure at or near the popping point in order to secure the

maximum work from the engine.

The conditions of locomotive practice are so different

from those presented in the case of stokers for stationary

boilers that they have seemed almost insurmountable,

although much time and thought have been spent on

them. These difficulties are not confined to the mechanical

problem, for the selling of the locomotive stoker is an

entirely different proposition from that in the stationary

field. In the latter case it is an easy matter to show a

marked reduction in labor cost, and this saving seems

to appeal to buyers more than any other. In the case

of the locomotive stoker there can be no reduction in

labor cost, excepting in a few rare cases where two fire-

men are employed. This takes the cost of labor entirely

out of the field, as it is not advisable to employ unskilled

men on the locomotive equipped with a stoker, for in the

event of the possible failure of the machine, the engine

must be fired by hand until the end of the run. It is

also necessary to train engineers, and the only practical

way of doing this seems to be by having firemen work

with engineers as at present.

The practical advantages of the locomotive stoker can,

perhaps, be summed up as follows : Increased work from

the locomotive, due to maintaining a maximum working

steam pressure under all conditions of service. Doing

away with the necessity of constantly opening the fire

door and admitting large quantities of cold air into the

fire box, which opening tends to retard combustion and

also has an injurious effect on the flue sheet.

Even distribution of coal over the whole of the grate,

obviating thin spots through which cold air may be

admitted with results as injurious as when coming

through the door, or even more so. Marked decrease

in black smoke, due to the constant and steady firing

according to the demands of the boiler. Economy of

coal consumption, resulting from the steady firing above

referred to.

As the only stoker for locomotive use of which I know

is the one invented by Mr. John W. Kincaid, of Cincin-

nati, Ohio, formerly an engineer on the Chesapeake and

Ohio Railroad, my paper will necessarily be confined to

this machine and. its work. Starting with the idea of

producing a mechanical stoker which should take the
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place of hand firing, and realizing the difficulty of in-

troducing or even experimenting with a stoker which

would necessitate any radical change in the locomotive.

Mr. Kincaid designed his stoker to be attached in place

of the fire door. It will be noticed that it is a mechanical

but not an automatic stoker, as the experience of the

practical engineer showed that it was not feasible to at-

tempt automatic stoking. While it is possible that in-

genious mechanism might be devised which would regu-

coal fed forward to the ram can be varied by regulating

the amount of steam by a globe valve near valve chest,

and it can also be reduced one-half by throwing one of

the screws out of gear.

A globe valve admits steam to the valve chest of the

ram. The motion of this ram is controlled by an ingen-

ious valve, which gives three different strokes in regular

order. The first stroke takes a full charge of steam and

throws the coal to the front end of the fire box ; next

Fig. 2

—

Stoker Ready to .Attach, Showing Ram,

Door Casting and Deflector Plate.

late the amount of coal fired by the steam pressure in the

boiler, it would greatly complicate matters, and hardly

be as effective as though under control of a skilled fire-

man. There are many cases, such as preparing for a

hard pull up hill, where the fireman will anticipate the

demand on the boiler and prepare for it, while an auto-

matic device must follow the demand instead of anticipat-

ing it.

The Kincaid stoker is fastened to the fire door open-

ing, as will be seen from the illustrations, Figs. 1-3, and

Fig. 3

—

Top View, Showing Conveying Screws and
Auxiliary Fire-Door.

consists of the hopper, ram body, ram cylinder, steam

chest, door frame, conveyor cylinder, its valve chest, and

the ram. The conveying screws are actuated by the piston

in cylinder, which travels up and down and operates the

screws by the ratchets shown, Fig. 1. The amount of

Fig. 1

—

Left Side of Stoker with Hopper.

comes a medium stroke which takes care of the middle

portion, and lastly, a stroke which hardly does more than

push the coal over the deflector plate.

It is sometimes asked how this action distributes the

coal across the fire box, but the explanation is not difficult

when we note that the exhaust from the ram cylinder

passes along under the ram and goes over the deflector.

It is an ingenious arrangement, and required consider-

able experimenting to secure the right shape for this

plate. Mr. Kincaid tells me that during his experiment-

Fig. 4

—

Stoker in Working Position from Left and
Rear.

ing he found certain shapes of deflector plates which

would throw nearly all the coal along the sides of the

box, and other shapes which would pile it up in the back

corner. Any one familiar with the intense draught in

a locomotive fire box, would naturally credit this with

a tendency to assist in the distribution, but I am informed
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that one of the first machines gave equally good results mately uniform size, the same as in hand firing. On
in a small electric-light plant, where the draught was some roads this is done by machine before the coal is

due only to a chimney. delivered to the engine, but most roads let the fireman

That the distribution is practically perfect is proved do this himself. On the trip mentioned the fireman kept

by the fact that one of these machines has successfully a small hammer ready, and simply cracked the large

fired several of the largest engines on the Chesapeake and lumps. If, however, a lump larger than the size of the

Ohio Railroad in which the fire box was 41 inches wide ram should get into the hopper and be caught by the

and 11 feet long. It was my privilege to spend a day ram it would lift the auxiliary fire door, which has an

on one of these locomotives a little over a year ago, and angle apron or lip for this purpose. This door is large

in a nine-hour run the hook was used but three times, enough to open for examination of the fire from time to

It is probable that even this would have been unnecessary time, or for using the hook if necessaiy, and in fact it

but for the firing done at various stopping points to show is as large as the opening of some of the fire doors

the working of the machine to men who came on the used on a few of the Western mountain roads. With
engine. This rather clogged the fire and necessitated the hopper tipped back as shown, the locomotive could

opening it up with the hook. be fired by hand through this opening, but it is not nec-

As an illustration of the range of capacity of this ma- essary, as it is a simple matter to disconnect the steam

chine, it is interesting to note that the same stoker which pipe and swing the whole stoker to one side or even un-

fired the engine just referred to in my trip from Hinton, hook it entirely. One of the engineers of the famous

W. Va., over the mountains to Clifton Forge, Va., had "F. F. V." train on the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad

been previously used on one of the lightest passenger told me of his experience with one of the first machines,

engines on the division. Climbing some of the hardest A defective casting gave way when they were running

grades over the mountains the stoker was speeded up at full speed, and the fireman disconnected the stoker,

to 18 strokes per minute; and as the average charge was swung it out of the way, and commenced firing by hand,

5 or 6 pounds, this gave from 90 to 108 pounds per without delaying him an instant or even causing him to

minute, or from 5,400 to 6,480 pounds of coal per hour, ease up on the throttle.

The machine, however, had been run experimentally as I regret being unable to present any data as to the

high as 28 strokes per minute, and can, if necessary, exact performance of these stokers, such as fuel economy,

throw a 10-pound charge at each stroke. This would prevention of smoke, prevention of leaky flues, and in-

give 16,800 pounds per hour, which is not likely to be crease in tonnage, due to their use. I can, however,

called for in any practice or with any grate area which testify to the practical working of the device from actual

could" be supplied by this machine. experience, and am informed by Mr. W. S. Morris, super-

It may be interesting to note that on the return trip intendent of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad, and other

of this locomotive it was fired by hand, and in spite pf officials, that there is a marked advantage over hand fir-

all the regular fireman could do, he lost 50 pounds of ing. Some of the reports have credited it with a saving

steam in the first 12 miles. On the day previous this of 10 or 20 pef cent in fuel, but this is an estimate and

same fireman had no difficulty in keeping up steam al- not the result of careful test. It seems, however, that

most to the popping point all the way up the worst hills there should be no question as to some saving due to

on the division. This is self-evident proof that the stoker constant, regular firing.

enables the maximum work to be obtained from the en- Others inform me that it does away with nine-tenths

gine. On this occasion, and in almost every case where of the black smoke nuisance, while still others reduce

the stoker has been tried experimentally, it is simply this to 75 per cent. With dampened coal (and without

fitted to the fire box and the back end braced up with this, I believe, it is impossible to secure smokeless firing

a block of wood, or possibly a false deck is put on the with any device, as the fine particles are drawn up the

engine. This was the case on the large locomotive re~ stack before they can ignite) there should be a marked

ferred to, and the fireman was obliged to shovel every decrease in black smoke.

pound of the coal into the hopper, which was thus at One road tried the stoker only on an engine which

an inconvenient height, but in spite of this he told me leaked so badly that it could not be run when fired by

that it was the easiest trip he had ever fired, as he was hand. It did run with the stoker, but this did not lepair

not subjected to the intense heat of the fire box at every the engine, for, as Mr. Kincaid said, it was a stoker and

shovelful. Only those who have stood before the open not a flue caulker.

door of a locomotive fire box on one of these large en- While up to the present time the work with the stoker

gines hauling its full tonnage behind it can appreciate has been largely experimental, it is but fair to give great

the ordeal to which the fireman is subjected almost con- credit to Mr. J. H. Day, a well-known manufacturer of

stantly. Cincinnati, for his foresight and persistency in making

It apparently handles any kind of fuel from anthracite it possible for Mr. Kincaid to devote his time to this in-

to lignite, and ranging from lump coal to slack. It is vention. There is now no doubt as to the machine being

advisable, however, to have the coal broken to approxi- thoroughly practical, and it is quite probable that within
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the course of a few months it will be manufactured on

the scale it deserves. Although primarily designed for a

locomotive stoker it is admirably adapted for marine work

with the Scotch boiler. The fact of requiring no special

setting, but being attachable to' almost any boiler with-

out alternation is sure to appeal to the man who pays the

bills, as in case it should not meet all the requirements,

there is no expense or delay m taking out the device and

substituting those formerly used.

Up to the present time the stoker has been applied to

what is known as the narrow fire box locomotive, but it

requires simply a modification in design, and probably

a little experimenting into the bargain, to adapt it for

wider boxes. In the so-called Wooten fire box, which

in a few extreme cases is 9 feet 6 inches wide, it would

probably require two machines, one for each door. But

in view of the fact that the extremely large grate is not

well adapted to burning bituminous coal, and that within

a few years this is likely to be the only fuel for loco-

motives, this can hardly be called much of an obstacle.

Another locomotive stoker has been submitted to me re-

cently, on the plan of one of the under-feed stationary

stokers, but as it necessitates extensive alterations in the

fire box before applying, I do not see how it is to make

much headway against a device like the Kincaid, which

can be attached with practically no change or expense.

The Auxiliary Coupling.

THE accompanying illustrations show an automatic

device which is adapted for both pushing and

pulling on curves too sharp for the operation of the M.

C. B. Coupler. On almost every railroad, and in the

thousands of industrial establishments that line their

tracks, there are to be found many curves upon which

the automatic coupler will not couple, and around some

of which it is impossible to pass coupled cars without

sills cornering. At present such sidings are operated

with link and pin between the couplers, or by, means of

coupling bars. This state of affairs is bad enough as it

is, but with the approaching abandonment of the link

slot and pin holes it will be necessary to push cars

around such curves with a push pole and haul them out

with a chain or rope. This plan is practically prohib-

ited by the fact that the pushing is very liable to damage

the release rigging, and increase repairs at a point where

the greatest number of defects are now developed; also

by the danger of throwing cars off centers, as well as the

increase of time necessary to set cars.

After over a year and a half devoted to experimenting
and the study of existing conditions, the Railway Appli-
ance Co. have produced a device which satisfactorily

meets both present and future difficulties. The Auxil-
iary Coupling is in the first place automatic and needs
no attention after having once been placed in position.

It is cast from open hearth steel in a single piece and
weighs no more than the average knuckle. When a

curve is reached on which the draw-bars pass, the coup-

ling is taken from the caboose or engine and hung on
either one of the couplers, the opposing knuckle being

open. The cars are then backed together, the coupling

taking place automatically. The cars can then be hauled

to a straight track and the "Auxiliary" removed, or left

in position to be restored to the engine at a more con-

venient moment. In a word, the Auxiliary Coupling is

an auxiliary device which while working automatically

furnishes the flexibility which is necessary for the pres-

ent automatic coupler to work on sharp curves.

.
This device, for which patent has been applied, is ex-

citing a great deal of interest among railroad men, due

not only to the approaching abolition of the link slot

and pin hole, but also the investigation which has been

carried along for some time by the Interstate Commerce
Commission regarding the methods used by railroad

companies for handling cars on sharp curves. Two of

the largest switching roads in Chicago are using this

device and it is on test on many others, its great advan-

tage being that it is automatic and does not require the

presence of a switchman between the cars. Further in-

formation will be gladly furnished by the manufacturers,

the Railway Appliance Co., 680 Old Colony Building,

Chicago.

»

»

Electrically Operated Air Compressors,

T)
meet the constantly increasing demand for an elec-

trically driven, simple, compact air compressing

unit, the Christensen Engineering Company, Milwaukee,

are manufacturing a complete line of motor-driven com-

pressors ranging in capacity from 7^ to 1000 cubic feet
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of free air per minute. The smaller sizes are made for

portable as well as stationary service. The type "M"
motor-driven air compressor illustrated herewith, is for

stationary continuous service. It is built in capacities

from 50 to 1000 cubic feet of free air per minute.

The electric motor and the compressor have been de-

signed to form a compact self contained unit. The

cylinder and the valve heads are water jacketed through-

out. The clearance spaces have been reduced to the

lowest practicable limit, thereby correspondingly increas-

ing the economy. The suction and discharge valves are

arranged in cast iron heads bolted directly to the cylinder.

They consist of seamless cold drawn steel cups, so ar-

ranged that each is removable independent of the other.

ings with ring oiling arrangement. The bearings are

so designed that it is impossible for oil to get into tbc

armature.

An automatic governor starts and stops the motor com-

pressor at the desired minimum and maximum pressures.

It is a very simple piece of apparatus consisting of an

ordinary pressure gage mechanism with a special hand

which upon coming in contact with a conducting stud

at the position of minimum pressure, allows current to

flow through a magnet coil. This coil operates a plunger

to which the contact pieces for the motor circuit are at-

tached, thereby closing the circuit and starting the motor.

As soon as the pressure reaches the desired maximum
the hand strikes another stud and current passes through

Automatic Governor for Type M Compressor.

Christensen Type M Motor Driven Air Compressor.

The piston is provided with an improved form of packing

rings which are carefully fitted in place so that they form

as near a perfect sliding joint as can be obtained.

The connecting rod is composed of steel and is ar-

ranged to receive oil for lubricating the crank pin, wrist

pin and piston. The crank shaft is composed of a high

grade steel, and is provided with extra large bearings,

and is extended at the motor end to carry the gear which

is driven by a pinion on the armature shaft of the motor.

The gear and pinion are of the helical herring bone type

with teeth cut by special machinery in the most perfect

manner, thereby reducing the noise so that it is almost

unnoticable.

Either an alternating or a continuous current motor

may be used. The illustrations herewith show the con-

tinuous current multipolar type that the Christensen

Company build for this service. The lower frame of the

motor is of cast iron and the field is -composed of low car-

bon cast steel with detachable steel pole pieces. The

motors are series wound and are started and stopped

without using resistance of any kind. The armature is

of the latest ventilated type, built up of discs of soft

steel and slotted to receive the winding. Machine formed

armature coils are used ; the insulation and other mater-

ials are of the highest grade obtainable. The commu-

tator is built up of hard drawn bars of the best lake

copper insulated from each other by segments of mica.

The armature shaft revolves in extra long bronze bear-

a second solenoid magnet, thereby pulling the plunger

in the opposite direction and opening the motor circuit.

The governor is provided with a magnetic blow-out for

extinguishing the arc and preventing the burning of the

contact pieces. All the working parts are easily accessible

for inspection, and the governor is protected by a cover

not shown in the illustration.

Double Cylinder " Lightning Floorer."

Through an error on the part of the editor in the May
issue the wrong cut was used in connection with the arti-

cle on a flooring machine recently patented. To correct

this error we republish a description of its principal fea-

tures together with the correct cut.

It planes four sides 9 and 14 in. wide and 6 in. thick,

and by the use of belt-tightening apparatus, iy2 -'m. stock

can be matched to advantage, this last device being an

improved advantage. The frame is massive, preventing

vibration, and resists all strain, and the machine can be

run at a very high speed if desired, same being always

under control of operator. The feed is six large power-

fully-driven rolls, having expansion gearing, and they

can be easily raised and lowered, and the feeding-out one

is provided with scrapers.
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The matching works are very heavy, the cylinders four

sided and slotted and shaving hoods swing outward to

give access to knives. The pressure bars have easy and

quick adjustments, and possess many new improvements

for facilitating their works. Altogether, this machine

will be found to have incorporated many points for giv-

ing satisfactory work, inasmuch as this class of machin-

ery has been one of the most successful specialties of the

makers. J. A. Fay & Egan Company, of No. 145 to No.

166 West Front street, Cincinnati, O., the makers of this

tool, will willingly furnish any further details.

»

»

Personals.

Mr. S. F. Forbes, assistant superintendent of motive
power of the Central of New Jersey, has resigned.

Mr. C. F. Lape, division master mechanic of the South-

ern California at San Bernardino, Cal., has resigned.

Mr. J. H. Fields has been appointed master mechanic
of the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific at Lud-
low, Ky.

Mr. W. D. Robb has been appointed superintendent of

motive power of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at

Montreal, Can.

Mr. J. H. Murphy has been appointed master mechanic
of the Lehigh Valley at Weatherly, Pa., succeeding Mr.

J. H. Vought.

Mr. J. B. Dorsey has been appointed master mechanic
of the Denver & Rio Grande, with headquarters at Grand
Junction, Colo.

Mr. F. W. Cox has been appointed master mechanic
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul shops at West
Milwaukee, Wis.
Mr. C. A. Seley has been appointed mechanical en-

gineer of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with head-
quarters at Chicago.

Mr. W. B. Warren has been appointed master me-
chanic of the St. Louis & Gulf, with headquarters at
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Mr. W. E. -Symons has been appointed mechanical

superintendent of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, with
headquarters at Cleburne, Tex.

Mr. P. M. Crosby has been appointed general foreman
of shops of the Chicago Great Western at Oelwein, la.,

succeeding Mr. H. A. Fergusson.
Mr. A. H. Lamport has been appointed road foreman

of engines on the St. Louis division of the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.

Mr. John H. Vought, master mechanic of the Weath -

erly shops of the Lehigh Valley, has been made assist-
ant superintendent of motive power.

Mr. E. S. Guernsey has been appointed general fore-
man of the Seaboard Air Line shops at Abbeyville, S.
C, to succeed Mr. W. A. Wells, resigned.

Mr. Charles E. Dewing has been appointed traveling
engineer and air brake instructor of the Denver & Rio
Grande, with headquarters at Pueblo, Colo.
Mr. M. S. Monroe has been appointed master mechanic

of the Macon, Dublin & Savannah, with headquarters
at Macon, Ga., succeeding Mr. A. L. Moler.

Mr. G. W. Rigney has been appointed general fore-
man of the Denver & Rio Grande at Minturn, Colo., in
charge of the locomotive and car departments.

Mr. H. A. Fergusson, general foreman of the Oelwein
shops of the Chicago Great Western, has been appointed
assistant superintendent of motive power of that road.

Mr. John Player, consulting superintendent of motive
power of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has resigned

to accept a position with a manufacturing establishment

at Franklin, Pa.

Mr. William B. Hoeck, roundhouse foreman of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at Topeka, Kan., has been
appointed general foreman of the Fort Worth & Denver
shops at Fort Worth, Tex.

Mr. Charles Wincheck, general foreman locomotive

department of the Santa Fe Pacific at Albuquerque, N.
M., has been appointed master mechanic of the Mexican
Central at Aguas Calientes, Mex.

Mr. J. Schilling, formerly with the Wabash, has been

appointed division master mechanic of the fourth divis-

ion of the Denver & Rio Grande at Alamosa, Colo., to

succeed Mr. G. H. Shone, resigned.

Mr. J. R. Mitchell, who was recently appointed master

mlechanic of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe at Cleburne,

Tex., has resigned, and will be succeeded by Mr. F. L.

Carson, general foreman at Cleburne.

Mr. W. F. Eberle, general car inspector of the Pennsyl-
vania at Altoona, Pa., has been appointed assistant gen-

eral foreman of the car shops of the road at that place,

succeeding Mr. W. A. C. Henry, transferred.

Mr H. G.' Hudson has resigned his position as master
mechanic of the Michigan division of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis to accept a position with
the American Steel Castings Company at Alliance; O.

Mr. J. W. Luttrell, master mechanic of the Illinois

Central at Burnside, 111., has accepted the position of

superintendent of locomotive and car department of the

Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. S. T. Park, formerly master mechanic of the Santa

Fe Pacific at Winslow, Ariz., has been appointed divis-

ion master mechanic of the Southern California at San
Bernardino, Cal., succeeding Mr. C. F. Lape, resigned.

Mr. W. S. Lawless, formerly general foreman of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe shops at Topeka, Kan.,

has been appointed foreman of the St. Louis & San
Francisco at Springfield, Mo., in charge of stationary

engines and machinery.
Mr. Garret Vliet, assistant master mechanic of the

Grand Trunk, will hereafter be located at Portland, Me.,

instead of Gorham, N. H., continuing, however, in

charge of the Gorham station in addition to his super-

vision of mechanical matters at Portland.

Mr. W. J. Hartman has been appointed air brake in-

spector of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with
headquarters at Chicago shops, 47th street. He will be

particularly charged with the matter of instructing

employes concerned in the use of air brakes and air

signals.

Mr. J. N. Barr, mechanical superintendent of the Erie,

has been appointed general superintendent of the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, effective June I. It is re-

ported that Mr. W. S. Morris, superintendent of motive
power of the Chesapeake & Ohio, will be Mr. Barr's

successor on the Erie.

Mr. Jno. A. Pilcher has accepted a position as me-
chanical engineer for the Norfolk & Western Ry. Co.,

vice Mr. Chas. A. Seley, resigned, to accept a similar

position with the Rock Island railroad. Mr. Pilcher's

appointment is effective May 15th. Mr. Pilcher was for

eight years connected with the Norfolk & Western Rv.

as chief draughtsman, and for the last three years he
has been connected with the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

Mr. W. J. Wilcox, who a short time ago resigned as

general foreman of the Southern California Ry. at Los
Angeles, Cal., to accept the position of master mechanic

of the Mexican Central at the City of Mexico, has been

transferred from; the latter place to the same position
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on the Monterey division, with headquarters at Monterey,

Mex. Mr. Charles Wincheck, heretofore general fore-

man of the Santa Fe Pacific at Albuquerque, N. M., suc-

ceeds Mr. Wilcox as master mechanic of the Mexican

Central at the Citv of Mexico.

Notes of the Month

Mr. Charles A. Eddington has been appointed shop

and round house foreman at Dodge City, Kansas, vice

Mr. J. B. Hasty, resigned.

The Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Company have ap-

pointed the Compressed Air Machinery Company, of

San Francisco, Cal., to represent them on the Pacific

coast.

The Handy Car Equipment Company, Old Colony

Bldg., Chicago, has taken over the sale of the American
Dust Guard, manufactured and formerly sold by the

American Dust Guard Company, of Columbus, Ohio.

A. Leschens & Sous Rope Company of St. Louis, Mo.,

have issued their wire rope list catalogue for use of the

trade which completely describes and illustrates their

wire rope. A copy of their catalogue and complete in-

formation will be gladly furnished on request.

For those interested in the purchase of locomotive

equipment, James T. Gardner has issued specification

sheets in which are listed engines of different classes and

sizes ranging from 78,000 to 127,000 pounds. These

locomotives have all been built since 1890 and are ready

for immediate delivery.

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co. have been awarded
contracts for three of their large "Franklin" Air Com-
pressors of 2,000 cubic feet capacity for the new car

shops of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Rail-

way, of Readvilk, Massachusetts, and one for the Atchi-

son, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway.

The Q. and C. Company, manufacturers of railway

specialties, machinery and pneumatic tools, will ooe~arr

in their own name commencing June I, principal bffices

Western Union Bldg., Chicago; New York office, 114-

118 Liberty street, with their general sales department
located at their shops, Chicago Heights, 111.

The Handy Car Equipment Co., 890 Old Colony
Building, Chicago, bas added to its list of railroad spe-

cialties a patented locomotive pilot coupler and pocket
and which is to lie known as the Handy Horizontal
Swinging Pilot Coupler. It is the intention of the com-
pany to exhibit this device at the coming Saratoga con-
vention.

Burnham Williams & Co. have issued a very neat and
artistic little book giving the responses to toasts at the
dinner given by them in commemoration of the comple-
tion at the Baldwin Locomotive Works of the twenty-
thousandth locomotive and the seventieth year of con-
tinuous operation. A very handsome engraving of
Mathias W. Baldwin, the founder, accompanies the book.

The Norwalk Iron Works Company of South Nor-
walk, Conn., have just issued a handsome and very com-
plete catalogue of their air and gas compressors. In their

pamphlet they have confined their attention and space to

the varieties of compressors in most common use. They
have made, and now have under construction, many pat-
terns of unusual novelty and interest. Their designs have
been adopted by the United States Government for the
compressors used with the pneumatic dynamite guns on
the United States cruiser Vesuvius. The monitor Terror
is also equipped with Norwalk compressors which turn
the turrets, hoist the ammunition, and steer the ship.

These machines were selected by a board of experts after

a critical examination of the plans of builders in the

United States and Europe. For steering ships, for com-
pressing gas, for operating ordnance, for refrigerating,

any many other peculiar uses they have special machines.

Of these machines, or others for special duty, they will

be pleased to give particulars on application.

For the convenience of those who find it impossible

to visit the works of the Fay & Egan Co., at Cincinnati,

the second vice-president Mr. A. N. Spencer, will attend

the annual convention of the Master Mechanics and Mas-
ter Car Builders at Saratoga. The company extend an

invitation to call on them at their space in the exhibit

department. They have devoted much time and atten-

tion to the development of heavy wood tools for car con-

struction .and repair, resulting in a new and complete

line of machines which will probably be attractive to

those who contemplate modernizing their wood-working
departments.

The Ajax Metal Company, of Philadelphia, have re-

cently acquired additional ground adjoining their pres

ent plant, which will give them a floor space of very
close to one acre. They propose erecting a building ioox

175 feet for the purpose of refining all kinds of brass

scrap, under patents granted their Mr. G. H. Clamer,
B. S., to eliminate iron, zinc, manganese, aluminum, and
other impurities, making the metal practically pure. They
will be in position also to work the ores direct from the

mines, galena and copper matte. Under these patents

the)' can produce a metal for bearings which will cost

considerably less than the market prices ruling today.

The manufacture of Ajax Plastic Bronze led Mr. Clamer
to acknowledge the feasibility of a process for eliminat-

ing all impurities from metals. After consderable ex-

perimenting he conceived a successful method of refin-

ing- scrap material, and patents in question are s^id to

be the best ever issued from the patent office, and so pro-

nounced by expert attorn evs. The company expect to

have the additional plant erected and in successful oper-

ation by September next.

In answer to inquiries from the United States, Consul-

General O. J. D. Hughes, of Coburg, reports, April 18,

1902, that Mr. Erik Cornelius, chemist at the carbide

factory at Trollhattan, has invented a new acetylene

generator. This generator, says the consul-general, is

described as being much simpler in construction than any

yet placed upon the market, and occupies but little space.

In its operation, the falling of the carbide into the water

is automatically regulated by a hollow rubber ball, which,

as soon as it is filled with gas, closes the valve between

the carbide and the water. When the volume of gas de-

creases, the rubber ball contracts and the feed valve

again permits the carbide to drop. The gas is stored

partly in the rubber ball and partlv in the space between

the funnel-shaped carbide magazine and the water. If

more than the normal amount of gas is generated, it

secures more room by forcing the water through valves

into the water jacket in the sides of the apparatus. A
separate gas tank is therefore not needed. Should too

much gas be produced, both the water and the gas escape

through a safety valve. Common carbide is used ; no

cartridges. The gas is dried by being allowed to pass

through the carbide magazine, where the carbide absorbs

the moisture. As there is no gas tank, and as the quan-

tity of gas thus stored is insignificant, it is considered

that the fire insurance companies will, without raising

the premiums, approve of the apparatus, even when it is

placed in dwelling houses.
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Thomas H. Cornish.

Wtake especial pleasure in presenting to our readers

this month the portrait of one who has not had

the pleasure of meeting with us since he was elected Sec-

ond Vice-President at the Milwaukee convention in 1893.

Thus he may renew his acquaintance. We publish some

extracts from a private letter in another column that

will explain his long ab-

sence. Following is his au-

tobiographical sketch

:

"I was born Jan. 22, 1854,

in the little town of Hazel

Green, Wis., the Badger

State, where my parents had

settled down to farming,

after coming from England,

sometime in the year 1852.

Soon after I was born my
parents moved to the then

nourishing town of Galena,

111., the place I call home

and always will, for there T

spent my happy boyhood

days, and still faintly re-

member the going forth of

our hero, Gen. Grant, with

a multitude of other brave

heroes to do or die for our

Union.

"After attending the pub-

lic schools until 13 years of

age, I became restless, want-

ed to learn a trade. Chances

were very few, however, and

I was delighted when told

working there about one year, I left to go to California,

arriving here June 22, 1872. I soon obtained employ-

ment, and, as wages were $4.00 per day for stripers and

letterers, and the climate delightful, I soon came to the

conclusion that this was the state for me. After working

at journey work for some time I concluded to start in

business for myself and succeeded very well, taking les-

sons in drawing and art work from one of our local

artists, at the same time

keeping up with my work

and attending to my busi-

ness until the year 1877,

when I was offered a posi-

tion in the Southern Pacific

R. R. shops, Mr. Peter Wil-

son being foreman painter.

In April, 1884, Mr. Wilson

resigned, and the position

being offered to me, I ac-

cepted and still hold the

same, being 18 years this

month since I first took

charge of the paint shop

;

and, I believe, to the entire

satisfaction of the company.

"I have full charge of all

painters doing coach work-

on the Coast Division, which

is nearly 500 miles long.,

There is one other shop be-*

sides my own to look after,

about 30 miles from San

Francisco. There are about

40 painters employed at

present in both shops.

"I am a lover of art in all

Mr. Thomas H. Cornish.

by Mr. John Hassie, carriage painter, that I could enter

his employ as an apprentice, Mr. Hassie being an all-

around man had worked in different railroad shops of

the country; was an accomplished ornamentor, letterer

and striper. Being ambitious myself, I never lost an op-

portunity, night or day, to improve myself. I studied

as only one will that loves his trade.

"After serving with Mr. Hassie five years, I again be-

came uneasy and wanted to see new sights, so I left home

and went to Dubuque, la. I found employment in the

Northwestern Carriage Company's works under Mr.

Chas. Rodice, then foreman painter of the shop, a skilled

workman and a fine ornamenter ; and painting and orna-

menting a large number of circus wagons gave me a good

opportunity to improve myself in the line of trade. After

its forms, and when time permits can be found at the

easel with the palette and brush. So I have gone from

the bottom of the ladder right up the line, the same as

most of our brother painters, but still not satisfied;

there is always more to learn, and always will be."

* »

Old and New Ideas in Paint Making.

By Charles Koons, Master Painter, St. Louis Car. Co.

(Continued from May Issue.)

IT is not my purpose to decry the ability of our modern

paint chemists and grinders, but there is surely room -

for improvement in all of our manufactured paint prod-

ucts. We see the evidences of this on the vehicles that

run on our streets, and upon some of the cars that trav-
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erse the country, to the extent that a new era in paint

making is drawing- upon our chemists and paint experts,

if it is not already here. The old ideas are back numbers,

and are being cut off here and there by the studious paint

maker.

The tide of standards of so-called pure materials is at

a very low ebb. The word ''purity" has lost its power

in the paint world for reasons known to all of us, and

they are too numerous to mention here. One, however,

will suffice : When "purity" in a product is not sufficient

as a comparison, then the power of the word is surely

on the wane. The gauntlet is being thrown down for all

comers; and the comers are some of the new ideas just

mentioned.

Paint comparisons are three-fold in power in the object

lessons which they present. First, in the easy working

qualities of the material, which has to do a great deal

with the practical men of the brush. When the workman

is pleased half of the battle is won for the manufacturer.

The others are divided between the price at which the

material can be marketed and the service that it will give,

after being placed upon the work. This, I think, all

paint salesmen will agree with. Of course it is under-

stood that the salesman stands in well with the purchas-

ing agent. We often hear the expression, "pure paints".

The name is a misnomer, as applied to paint pigments,

and is almost obsolete when applied to the medium in

which the pigments are ground.

As we said before, the standard of medium for pure

oil paint is linseed oil; there is no better vehicle property

known to paint makers than this product. But the great-

est drawback for the practical man in its use is the con-

than the price of pure linseed oil, and often times are

claimed to be just as good. The up-to-date painter makes

no mistake about the truth of these statements, but tests

and experiments to his heart's content to find out whether

there is merit in a substitute. If it fails to show as

good, he condemns it and lays it on the shelf. Quality

and not price is the only advantage he can consider.

Many times the painter's work has shown deficient dura-

bility, just on account of using substitute mediums that

probably helped him to rush the work out sooner, but

eventually ruined it, as far as an average service was con-

cerned.

(To be Continued.)

» »

Efforts Appreciated.

We take the liberty of publishing the following extract

from a private letter from a fellow car painter whom
we never saw or heard from before, to show that our ef-

forts are appreciated at least by one who is isolated from

us in our association's work; also to show that he has the

true spirit of the up-to-date railway painter, though de-

prived of many of our privileges

:

To the Editor of the Railroad Paint Shop

:

Noticing a few very valuable notes in the December

number of the Railway Master Mechanic on the sub-

%XW^WXW^XWW^&a&&X

A Couple of Headlining Borders by Mr. Warner Bailey.

stant decrease of time-limit for doing work. There is

no known branch of work but that the painter is ham-

pered by the demand to rush the work, thus taking away
from him, in a measure, the very means of making his

work serviceable ; that which he depends upon more than

anything else for the life of his product. The nature of

oil being such that it cannot be used where surfacing is

demanded, forces the use of driers—or subterfuges, like

quick-drying oils, to hurry things along. This has opened

up a field for oil substitutes of an almost endless variety.

All the oils, fats and greases known have been utilized

to get a proper medium that will answer and fill the bill

for doing the work quicker, thus deteriorating the paint-

er's work to a more or less degree. These oils are placed

upon the market and sold, many times, a good deal less

ject„of painting, headed "The Railway Paint Shop," and

edited by you, Twill now take the pleasure of dropping

you a few lines in regard to the subscription price of the

same and where and of \vhom I could secure it. Living

away out here where we do, you might say nowhere, I

am unable to attend the M. C. & L. P. A. meeting wher-

ever it may meet. And of course as all men should be

seekers after knowledge in the art, we like to know what

our brother painters are doing and saying and gain what

information we can as well as giving to help one another.

Hoping that this in no way is imposing upon you, I re-

main,

Yours truly,

C. T. Walker,

Foreman B. and M. R. Paint Shop.
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Master Car and Locomotive Painters Going to Boston in 1902.

Weary Bill—Say, Pete, dem's a swell lot of hobos; dey is traveling
on de same pass we travels on.

Tired Pete—What kind of a pass, Bill?
Weary Bill—Why, de tie pass, see?

Pilgrims to the M. C. & L. P. A. Convention, Boston, Mass., Sept. 1902

THE humorous sketch by friend Hartnagle in this

issue, illustrating the pilgrimage of the painters

to the Mecca of the world, where their next convention

is to be held, is not inserted to discourage any one from

doing his best to attend, but rather to relax those anx-

ious lines that we fear are forming on the usually cheer-

ful and rotund faces of some of our dear "boys" in

regard to the menacing attitude of Aunty Pass, who
seems to have sat down on the whole business of attend-

ing railroad organizations and about to smother them

under her broad skirts, poor things, or spank them and

put them to bed.

By way of explanation, we might suggest that the

figures "200" on the milestone would perhaps more cor-

rectly read 500, as per our latest advices there are no

roads east of Buffalo offering anything but "good walk-

ing" to Boston, or a free ride on "Shank's mare," to

attend a railroad convention. Possibly this milestone

would better be changed to a gravestone to mark the

burial spot of the Master Car Painters, as well as about

every other railroad association. We suggest the fol-

lowing epitaph (as one of their number) and call for

bids for better ones

:

•

Here lies buried the M. C. & L. P. A.

Who dies for the lack of that which they

Spent so much time to discuss

—

air ; or,

In other words, the means to "get there."

Peace to their ashes ! Their souls go marching on

!

The fellow in the distance in the sketch, who has sat

down and is hanging his head is Gohen, who has got

tired of hearing the fellow with the waving flag say

that he can clean cars with soap and water as well as can

be done with "Modoc," and much cheaper. The two

fellows in the lead are Fitch and Cornish from Cali-

fornia; they have come so far that they have got their

"second wind." Quest, in a new-styled hat, in the im-

mediate foreground, is expostulating with and trying to

reclaim Rodabaugh to air painting, who has been waver-

ing of late, if not "clean gone," from the sprinkler-pot

ranks. "Tom" Byrne may be seen "following the flag,"

leading a Filipino boy, whom he has "taken to, bring up"

and teach the noble art of car cleaning so as to return

to not his native but Uncle Sam's adopted land and prac-

tice it there. (There'll be curled hair enough for use

on the heads of those shot that they do not want.) The

two men hurrying off the iron bridge are some who have

been scared by articles' thrown from the "cop" on "rust,"

and fear it is going down.

There is a good sprinkling of varnish and paint drum-

mers in the procession whom we recognize, but we fear

to print them out as they have so much native and in-

herent modesty that we should get ourself disliked.

The only consolation we can at present offer to our

troubled readers may be found in the words of the in-

spired penman, Jonah, chapter first, verse third: "So he

paid the fare thereof and went."

How many Jonahs will there be in our ranks? But

Jonah of old went by ship to Tarshish. Well, Boston

is a seaport town ; and unless fear of being swallowed

by an "octopus" or some other kind of a pus in the

shape of a trust, or railroad or beef combine, prevents,

it might be well to follow Jonah's example and go by

boat.

The artist signally failed in this sketch to depict

"Sam" Brown at the foot of Bunker Hill monument wel-

coming the serried columns with his "Star-bangled

Spanker."
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Wooden Ceilings or Head Linings

DOUBTLESS the best treatment for old, dingy

oak or other light wood head linmgs, when
they get past a presentable appearance—and what
wood has not scores of them?—is to paint them over

with some iasty ground color, some shade of oak. and

stencil them modestly and neatly and vanr'sh them,

then they will be as good as new, if the veneer is in-

tact, and fit for many years' wear. The pores of the

wood will get grimy after several years' service, when
finished in the natural wood, and this cannot be got-

ten out ; but it can be painted over without detri-

ment. If there is ridgey decoration and much varnish

on the lining it should be removed with a varnish

remover before painting, to make a first-class iob.

It is some twenty-five years since wood linings came
into vogue and the time is at hand when many of

them have got to be painted to renew their ancient

appearance. A dingy ceiling, when the Creator has

covered the earth with His light blue canopy, is one

of the worst defects about a car, and not excusable

when let go from year to year. We remember when
the wood lining began to supersede the cloth variety,

that we had visions of neck-ache for somebody in

scraping them, with eyes full of dirt, but happily they

are more easily taken care of than we (pared, in the

way above described.

There is a close-fibered composite material on the

market for ceilings, to be used in place of wood, that

we should think would have many elements of supe-

riority. By being painted when new and varnished

there are no pores for dirt to enter, no grain to raise,

no glue to protrude, and withal cheaper to finish than

their wooden kindred. But whether wood or of fiber,

the back side should be thoroughly painted, so as to

exclude moisture in case a leak should find its way
through the roof, and how many cars there are where
it does, and what a havoc it makes in warping the

lining or starting up the veneers!
+-+-*

Painting Steel Cars

REMARKS of our associate, J. G. Keil, at the

March meeting of the Central Railway Club:
"Mr. President—I have not had any care of steel

freight cars in my time, but I have had care of loco-

motive work. I believe I was the first man that took
up the sand-blast on locomotive work. About sixteen

years ago I perfected a sand-blast machine. As near
as my memory serves me, it used to cost from four to

six dollars to clean up a locomotive tank. To prepare

a new steel tank ready for paint after I perfected the

sand-blast, the work could be done on a small tank
for $1.25, and on a large would average from $1.50 to

$1.75. I noticed one point, after two or three years'

service on these tanks, that there was a great saving
in the painting—the after painting; it gets down to

the bottom of the mat and the after results pay for the

time taken at first. But it is even cheaper in the first

place to do that work. I should think that if it will

do the work well on a locomotive it would serve the

same purpose on steel freight cars.

"As to the pneumatic painting machine, in places

where it is hard to get in with a brush the machine is

certainly a good, thing, and the places that, in my
judgment, woultf'rust out the quickest are under the

sills or places that are generally left undone when it

is done with the brush. But I believe there is a point

about the cars and maintenance of steel cars where
there has been a great deal of trouble in after-rusting,

and that is at the plant where they are first built. I

believe that the painting has been done in a haphazard
way, probably getting two coats in one day. Prob-

ably the rust was not properly removed in the first

place, and I believe that rust in the steel cars is the

same as a cancer in a person's body—it must be re-

moved down to the bottom. If not, it will keep on,

no matter how well it is painted. This rust must be
removed first, otherwise it will rust under the paint.

I know I used to be very careful in doing a steel loco-

motive tank; that I would make it a point, just as

soon as I was through sand-blasting, to have it

painted at once in one hour's time. You take a pow-
erful magnifying glass and that tank would show to

be rusting, no matter if it was a dry day. I found
that it paid to put the paint on at once. It saves time

to a railroad company to see that the rust is first re-

moved. I do not think there is so much difference

whether the steel cars are painted with a pneumatic

machine or whether it is done by hand brush. If it is

done by hand brush and not get into the corners, cer-

tainly that corner is going to rust out."
* »

»

Terminal Cleaning

THE Boston Sunday Globe recently gave a lengthy

illustrated account of the blowing out of the dirt

from cars in the B. & M. yards with compressed air,

from which we make the following humorous extract

:

A Globe man was over in the Fitchburg car yard the

other day, looking for one of the high officials, when
he saw two workmen suddenly grab- a line of hose that
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was coiled on the ground near a draft of Pullman cars,

rush with it up the steps of one of the coaches and dis-

appear out of sight inside before he could draw two
good breaths. The first thing that came to his mind
was "Fire," and he started on a run for the can *

"Where's the fire? Any damage?" he asked breath-

lessly, as he entered the car. "Where's what?" asked

the man who was guiding the rubber hose in and out

of the arduous passage at the rear end of the sleeper

and seeing that it did not scratch off any varnish in

transit. "But the hose. Aren't you putting out a

fire?" "Naw; we're sweeping," and the man dropped
the hose while he leaned back against the side of the

car and roared. "Fire!

Well, I be— Say, that's the

best yet. Hey, Bill, here's

a fellow who thinks we
are putting out a fire," and

he went forward in the car

to explain to his fellow la-

borer the greenness of the

reporter. "Why, we are

just sweeping out the cars

with our patent pneumatic

broom. That is about the

best thing in its line that

ever happened. Why, look,"

and he gave the hose a

whisk that directed the air

into the heaters under the

seats, and the dust fairly

jumped out. "We never

could go down under there

with a broom or a duster

>or a cloth if we tried

for 100 years, and that is

only one advantage of

having a pneumatic
broom."

The hose was actually a

broom, and about the best

broom the reporter had ever

seen. It did its work so

thoroughly that hardly a

grain of dust or dirt was left

after the man had passed along. It could be shot into

the most impossible places, under the seats, around

corners of cushions and back of screened heaters, into

which it would have been difficult to insert a pencil.

Emerald Green."

»

»

Lettering Freight Cars.

THE lettering on a freight car is a matter of more
importance than it is upon a passenger car ; that

is to say, the legibility of the ownership and number
of the car, for it is by these all bills of lading of mer-

chandise are made by the consignor to the consignee,

and freight conductors in transit must compare bill

with car, and the receiver of the goods first gets the

bill and looks for the car to unload. Car inspectors and

others must also be in consultation with car initials

and numbers for defects and reports. Hence the mark-
ing of a freight car should be so distinct and plain

that "he that runneth may read," and in the night with
a dimdantern in hand. A passenger car rarely gets
far from its own line, but a freight car traverses the
continent and goes through many hands and should
be easily "read and known of all men," to use Scrip-

ture phraseology. It ought to be so that it can be dis-

cerned by "the natural man" without calling to his

aid a seer or a prophet.

But what do we have in too many instances? Not
only "a heterogeneous concatenation of conglomerate

hieroglyphics" that would

dazzle a reader of Egyptian

obelisks, but, what is more

often worse, the lettering

has chalked and washed

from the car until it is by

guess and by gracious that

it is told whose the car

is and where it belongs.

The postoffice department

requires an intelligent class

of clerks to decipher the

destination of mail, but the

freight departments of

railroads should also have

an equally expert force to

pilot its business straight

among the many doubtful

channels with which it has

to contend.

Not only a uniform sys-

tem of stenciling should be

in vogue but it is up to the

painter to put it on so

that it will not chalk, was''

and wear off in two or

three years. Many of these

cars are gone off the road

more than that length of

time and we should have

some means of recognition

without an introduction

when they get back. To this end the most lasting

stencil color should be devised and a liberal amount

of it put upon the car. What shall it be? As most

freight cars are now painted a mineral brown for a

body color, white has become the universal color by

common consent for stencilling; and for this purpose

white lead is used, too often forced to dry quickly

to be shoved out into the rain, by the addition of japan

and turpentine, until its life is killed. The best white

lead and oil should be used and a plenty of it. A per

cent of zinc added ought to prevent its chalking, but

some good, lasting pigment is doubtless better. If

about five per cent of chrome yellow is added its lasting

effect will be found remarkable, but the color would be

objectionable to many. A bit of lampblack will couu-
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teract the yellow effect of the oil upon the lead and paint, plump with good oil, must be put on the car as

make the color cover better and look fully as white a foundation. It need not be supposed that ever so

and impart much lasting quality to it. But one fact meritorious a stencil color will last on a lifeless paint

should not be lost sight of and that is that a good body underneath that, like a leech, is sucking up its vitality.

»«

»

Notes and Comments.

There is nothing more disheartening to the conscientious

painter than paint peeling—except banana peeling. But he

forgets it all while the "official organ's" pealing.

4 •+

This month, buoyant with every college student and pro-

fessor as to the end of their work for the summer, is sad-

dening to the car painter, for the same reason. His shop is

as dull as a navy yard in time of peace with no war any-

where in sight, until fall or winter; and then it's as busy as

the TJ. S. Senate with a Philippine discussion turned on full

head. "Now attend to the cultivation of the soil," as the

almanacs say. Meanwhile get that shop of yours in fighting

trim for the fall campaign. "Clear the decks for action."

"In time of peace prepare for war."

•» »

»

"Two thousand employes in the railroad shops at Bloom-

ington, 111., have agreed not to eat meat for 30 days. Thus

do the grasping beef magnates help the cause of vegeta-

rianism."

So says a daily paper. Come down to Boston to our con-

vention next September and have a clambake at Nantasket

Beach. Them's vegetables worth eating.

«

»

Though some 3,000 miles apart there are (railroad) "ties"

that bind us together, brothers Cornish and Fitch. May our

good presidents now and then give us o pass to cross these

"ties" to meet each other in annual convention!

We clip the following for what grain of comfort it con-

tains regarding the pass business from a letter from one of

the supply men, who is a member of the Committee of Ar-

rangements for our next convention: "I notice that in the

recent convention of the Traveling Engineers at Raleigh,

S. C, I think it was held, the various railroads issued what

was called complimentary cards of transportation, and I pre-

sume when our convention comes off the same thing will be

done." By way of comment on above, we may add that

there ought to be some Avay to get around this apparently

tight and fast rule, unless it is "like the laws of the Medes

and Persans," so that railroad organizations that have been

of such financial benefit to the roads may be made an ex-

ception, especially the Master Car Builders' and Master Car

Painters' Associations, which are the two oldest in the coun-

try, the former being organized in 1867 and the latter in 1870.

The train baggage car is a difficult thing to get out of

service for varnishing on the B. & M. system. Like at the

"Old Howard" (theater) at Boston, there's "always something

doing." What, with all the spare baggage cars pressed into

the transportation of scenery to through points in fall and

winter, crates of strawberries in spring and early summer,

overflow of baggage in midsummer to beach and mountain

and return into early autumn, cattle shows, etc., in fall, can

the Master Painter expect to do to varnish them—go with

every month of the varnishing season of nine months, so as

them and do them while the show is going on? There ought

to be spare baggage cars enough to release a ninth of them

not to have them all bunched at the end of the year. Ditto

combination cars, of which latter the B. & M. have more than

200, and still more of straight baggage.

We take the liberty and pleasure of making some extracts

from a private letter from Mr. Cornish, whose portrait and
sketch appear in another column, as follows:

"Your letter of April 4th at hand, and I assure you it was
an agreeable surprise to me to hear from you, for I supposed

I had been almost forgotten by most of our members, but I

have not forgotten the kindness I received and the honors

bestowed upon one who had traveled thousands of miles to

attend the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' twenty-

fourth annual convention, Sept. 13, 1893, at Milwaukee.

I fully intended to be at Buffalo the following year, but

the railroad strikes came on, and there was trouble all over

the country, and we in California had our share of it. Some
of the departments had new officials, and a great many new
men came to work and everything was unsettled for a long

time afterwards, so I lost my chance of 'going through the

chairs' of our association, which I think the members would
have kindly honored me with had I attended he next meet-

ing. . . . Mr. Fitch, our present vice-president, and
Master Painter of the Sacramento shops, is just 100 miles

from here. He occasionally visits San Francisco, and when
we meet paint is the topic until we are 'blue in the face;'

then we cut off until the next time. I believe I still retain

my membership in the association, although I am in arrears;

have not sent a remittance to Mr. McKeon for some time,

but I'll 'get a move on,' square up and 'be a good boy.' It is

all carelessness on my part, and I would not want to be

dropped from the roll for any amount of money. I have

not received any of the official organs. I presume it is be-

cause I did not pay for them. Now, if you will kindly send

it to me from now on I will remit you. And, furthermore,

having had about 36 years' experience in the paint shop, con-

stantly in harness, I will be only too glad to answer any

questions relating to the tricks of the trade that I can, and

in my humble way will always do the best I can."

»

»

"A certain useful animal which is converted, in the >nost

artful manner and in less than no time, into all sorts of

shapes and forms to serve and please humanity"—this was
Prince Henry's allusion to the hog in Chicago. Wonder if he

had in mind, as some of those "shapes and forms to serve

and please humanity," paint and varnish brushes made of the

bristles in "less than no time"?

» »

The car outfit from a paint-shop seems to be such an exact

science in the minds of some, who have a good deal to say about

it and have had little or no actual experience at it, that they talk

as glibly concerning it as they would about the product of a

cracker machine. "So many men, classified so and so, will turn

out. so many cars," etc. So they will, if all cars are alike in con-

dition ; but as seldom two cars reach any one shop that are alike

in this respect—many of them representing extremes in age of

paint and varnish with its consequent infirmities—they call for

various treatment, some light, others very heavy, so that, unless

the heavy jobs are made light or let go until "some other time,"

as is too apt to be the case under this system of calculation, it is
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not such an exact science as it seems tobe. "Things are not what

they seem" always. There is a difference between "absent treat-

ment" and being the doctor on the spot. It is better to have

the needs of an equipment at heart than to be so all fired charged

about the number to come out.— •*• »—;

Countryman—Where will the railroad run?

Civil Engineer—Directly through your barn.

Countryman—And do you think I'm going to stay here and
open the door every time a train comes along?—Dustige

Blaetter.

» »

INSUFFICIENT INQUIRY.

Miss Pomade—Where is the paint department, please?

Floor walker—Face or house?—Life.

4—~+

THE MAGNATES.
(From the Atlanta Constitution.)

Buyin' up the railroads—

They've got 'em safe an' sound:

An' if they do not own the earth,

They cover half the ground.
+-+-+

HAD HIS DOUBTS ABOUT IT.

Mamma—You don't mean to tell me you washed yourself?

Tommy—Yes. I did.

Mamma—Why, you're just as dirty as ever!

Tommy—Well, er—maybe it didn't take.—Stray Stories.

There's many a job of car washing also that "didn't take,"

judging from observation.

<» «

Railroad men contemplating convention and other trips

should be cautious and not be caught this year as was "Jen-

kins" in the following account:

Jenkins, who is a shrewd business man, has been shipping

a great quantity of goods over a certain fast freight line to

New York. He has always been shrewd enough to get the

lowest rates and the greatest number of concessions, so that

his has not been profitable business for the line.

But still Jenkins was not satisfied. He decided recently to

take a trip to New York with his wife, and promptly went

up to the office of the manager of the fast freight.

"I have been shipping a great deal of freight over your line,

Mr. Fowler," he said.

'"Yes," said the manager, knowing that some request was
coming.

"And my wife and I want to go to New York next week,"

he went on.

"That'll be nice," said the manager, sparring for wind.

"New York's a nice town to visit."

"Well," said Jenkins, "I same up here to ask you to give me
'Well," said Jenkins, "I came up here to ask you to give me

You know, I ship a great deal of freight over your lines."

On the instant the manager determined to teach Mr. Jenkins

a lesson. He didn't care much, anyhow, whether he lost his

business or not.

"All right, Mr. Jenkins," he said. "I'll send it to you in a
few days."

A couple of days later Jenkins got a letter from the man-
ager inclosing an official looking stamped document. It wasn't
like any other pass he had ever seen, but that didn't worry
him. He told his wife to go ahead with her packing. He had
everything fixed.

The day before the day set for their departure the thought
struck him that possibly he had better run over to the union
station and find out about the pass. The man in the window
looked at it, and said:

"That calls for transportation on one of the cars of the

Black and Blue fast freight line. It isn't over a passenger line

at all." Furious, Jenkins kiu'ried to the manager's office.

"Here," he said, slamming the pass down on the manager's

desk, "what the devil do you mean by giving me transporta-

tion for myself and wife on a freight car loaded with salt

hides?"

"You asked for transportation, didn't you?" said the man-
ager, coolly, "and I did the best I could for you. I thought

you knew that we didn't run passenger trains on our line."—

Chicago Tribune.

Yeast—I see Palette has just finished a picture of some sar-

dines.

Crimsonbeak—Done in water or oil?

"I really don't know."

"Well, do they look dead?"

"What's that got to do with it?"

"A good deal. If they look dead, they're in oil ; if they look

alive, they're probably done in water."—Yonkers Statesman.

* » »

SUCCESS AT LAST.

Foreman Painter: "Well, did you keep the thermometer in

the room at seventy degrees, as I -told you?"

Green Hand: "I did indade, boss, but I had a hard toime to

do it. The only place it would stay at sivinty was forninst the

chimney-piece."—Adapted from Life.
—

"Varnish."

+—+ :

A Painting Pastor.—Rev. J. C. Lemon, pastor of the Central

Christian Church, at Sioux City, Iowa, will erect a carriage

paint shop at that place.—Exchange.

Will he paint the town red?

< » »
;

Hair or moss do not afford good material through which to

strain color. Cheese cloth at 3 cents per yard is cheap, and gives

clean color. Varnish can be used to the very bottom of the can

by straining. In fact, nearly all first-class body finishers insist

upon straining all their varnish.

« » i

Miss Boresleigh—I admire your effects so much, Mr. Dauber.

I wish I could carry some of your brilliant coloring away with

me.

Mr. Dauber—I think you will today. You're—er— sitting on

my palette.—Stray Stories.
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of t K e Association

May Meeting
Proceedings of meeting of the Car Foremen's Association of

Cleveland, O., held at Kennard hotel, Thursday, May 15th, 1902.
Meeting opened at 8 p. m., President Berg presiding, among

those present being the following:
J. H. Acker, A. Berg, J. C. Dennerle, J. B. Dunkin, W. Fen-

wick, W. Gonnerman, J. E. HWleen, B. A. Hirsh, F. B. Johnson,
J. Johnson, H. R. Linn, Geo. Lynch, J. D. McAlpine, Jno. J.
Miller, D. O'Leary, L. G. Pearce, J. Sutter, C. Schneider, Thos.
P. Telfer.
The following made application for membership:
Battenhosen, Wm, Foreman, B. & O. Pass. Depot, Cleveland, O.

- Curry, Wm., F. C. R., Big Four Ry., Linndale, O.
Ferbach, W. N., Clerk, L. S. & M. S., Sandusky, O
Ingersoll, H. B., Machinist, L. S. & M. S., Ashtabula, O.
McCabe, J., Chief Joint Inspector, Cleveland, O.
Rice, Z. L., Asst. Fore., B. & O. and L. S. & M. S., Blyria, O.
St. Cyr, A. T., Inspector, L. S. & M. S., Ashtabula, O.
Scribner, W. H., Coal Inspector, L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O.
Talor, Geo. A., Triple Valve Tester, L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O.
Weaver, C. H., Air Brake Instructor, L. S. & M. S., Cleveland,

O.
President Berg: The applications will take the regular course,

and be referred to the Board of Directors for approval.
Mr. F. B. Johnson: I move the list of roads be read, which are

represented in this association, and if there are any roads enter-
ing Cleveland not represented by members the vacancies be filled.

Motion seconded and carried.
President Berg: I will appoint Mr. J. C. McCabe to represent

the Erie R. R.
Mr. McCabe: Mr. Lynch and I represent nobody. We are

ojint men, and should represent no particular road. Only those
who are foremen, etc., of one road, ought to be the representative.
•I respectfully decline the appointment.
Mr. Lynch: I represent the Big Four, but as we have an ap-

plication here tonight from a foreman of that road, namely Mr.
Curry, who will be present at the next meeting, it it my intention
to act only temporary.
Mr. McCabe: As we will no doubt have a representative from

the Erie at the next meeting, I will accept the appointment un-
der the same conditions.
President Berg: We have with us tonight Mr. C. H. Weaver,

Air Brake Instructor of the L. S. & M. S., who has kindly con-
sented to deliver an address on the air brake question. I take
pleasure in introducing to you Mr. C. H. Weaver.
Mr. Weaver: It is not an address, but a paper which I have

gotten up, and which I will endeavor to read.
Mr. President, and Members of the Car Foremen's Association:

It gives me great pleasure to have the honor of addressing you
this evening upon the air brake question. The air brake question
is not only one of vital importance to railway companies, but to

the employe as well. I am very glad to see the interest that is

evinced in the air brake by the members of the different rail-

way organizations. It shows that all realize the importance of
the air brake and its maintenance. As we depend almost en-
tirely upon the air brake to handle both passenger and freight

trains with, a grave responsibility rests upon those who have the
care and maintenance of the brake, to keep it to its full efficiency

at all times. Without proper care we cannot expect that degree
of efficiency that we desire in train handling from those who han-
dle our trains. The increased tonnage now hauled and the long-

trains makes it more difficult to successfully handle them with
the air brake, and unless hte brake is kept in good condition and:

those handling the ttrains understand the proper manipulation
uuder all existing conditions, damage is likely to ensue. We
might say, the air brake is a dangerous appliance in the hands
of those who do not understand its operation.
When we consider the many responsibilities of accidents occur-

ring from improper use of brakes, it seems to impress us with
the necessity of all who have either the care or the handling, to-

become a well informed upon this question as possible, and there
is no excuse for those who are interested in their work, for not
acquiring information. There are many facilities for obtaining*

instructions now at hand that we did not have a few years ago.

In a measure the successful operation of brakes depends upon
this organization. You, as foremen, have under your immediate-
supervision the care of brakes upon both passenger and freight

cars and a thorough knowledge upon your part as to the proper
maintenance of the brakes would be of material advantage in

making a success of the air brake system. When we consider the
vast amount of money invested in brake equipment, it being esti-

mated at about $80,000,000, I think we should realize the im-
portance of having as far as practicable, experienced men to look

after this investment. As brakes deteriorate more quickly out of
service than in service, it is important that all brakes be used. I

know of no more important question at the present time than the
proper maintenance of the brake. A few words here as to some
of the methods used in repairs may be of interest.

For instance; some cases have come under my observation
where triple pistons have been removed and oil poured in the
triple to make it work easily. Triple piston rings put in without
any means of testing; check valve springs put on top of emer-

taken from one valve and put into another; and then again cars
are stencilled "Cleaned," which have never been touched. Tin-
practice of cleaning triple valves without any means of testing
should be discouraged. It is a well known fact that the triple
valve is one of the most important parts of the air brake, and one
that has been sadly neglected in the past. It sometimes seems to
me that when a car has been equipped with brakes it is thought
that the whole duty has been done; that this brake would never
need any attention. Let me impress upon you gentlemen the im-
portance of taking care of triple valves. Many a case of slid

wheels is due to a bad condition of the triples; also many cases
of brakes sticking, and sticking brakes are conducive to slid

wheels.
_
Many cases are coming to light every day of inspectors

attempting to put in triple piston packing rings. As this is one of
the most important repairs, it should be applied only by an expe-
rienced man, and then only when there is an opportunity of mak-
ing a thorough test of the triple. Unless the ring is properly
fitted only one result will be likely to follow—stuck brakes.
We find that the triples on freight cars are in a deplorable con-

dition. I presume that it is safe to say that 80 per cent of them
in use would not stand the prescribed test. I am glad to know,
however, the interest now being taken in this subject. A number
of roads are installing yard testing plants for repairs to brakes.
This is a step in the right direction, and the more of them we have
the better condition the brake will be in. We must not think that
after we have put the triple in condition our whole duty is -ac-

complished; we have other parts that are just as essential and
need our attention. The brake cylinder must be looked after;
properly cleaned and lubricated, and it must be seen to that the
packing leather is in good condition, and care taken that the ex-
panding ring is in its place. Many are found entirely out of place;

and then the brake should be properly adjusted. Very little atten-
tion is given to this point. I have noted cases where on a whole
train there would not be one-third of the brakes that would not
have an excessive piston travel, and here I desire to say a few
words on this subject. The weight upon the wheel which is avail-

able for braking purposes is the least weight with which the wheel
may be replied upon to press upon the rail. The available braking
power of the train is therefore the light weight of the locomotive,
tender and cars. Upon freight cars we use 70 per cent, of the
light weight for brake purposes. This is based upon- emergency
application of the brake, with 60 lbs. pressure in cylinder. Now
when we consider the load carried, we can readily see that in-

stead of having 70 per cent of the load, we have only 70 per cent
of the light weight of the train. With a car loaded to its full

capacity, and a few tons more, just for ballast, we find our total
braking force reduced to as low as from 19 to 23 per cent, and if

we have excessive piston travel the braking power is further re-

duced.

We may have a brake in good condition so far as triple and
cylinder is concerned, but unless we have a proper adjustment, it

is of little use. I would also call your attention to the advisabil-

ity, when making adjustment of brakes, to make the adjustment
equal. Don't take slack all up on one end of the car. We will

welcome the day when all cars are equipped with an automatic

slack adjuster. Many shocks and rough stops are due to the un-

equal piston travel. Pay close attention, when necessary, to re-

newing any brake levers that you have one of the proper dimen-

sions. If not, it would either result in the wheel sliding, or not

having brake power enough. A good many cases of slid wheels

are the result of an unequal distribution of braking power.

Complaint is often made about the unsatisfactory service of the

air brake. When we consider what little attention is given to the

maintenance of the air brake on freight cars, I often wonder that

we do not have more trouble. Even where there are test plants

there is often not the time to test and make the propr repairs be-

fore the cars are switched into the trains; then a hurried test is

made and imperfect work, or neglect is not uncommon. I believe

the testing and repairs should always be made before the trains

are made up ready to go. The successful maintenance of brakes

on freight cars requires the co-operation of all who have anything

to do with the making up or handling of the trains. Any defects

noticed by the train men should be reported to the inspectors, or

the car carded for the defects, and this card should not be removed
until the defect has been remedied, and it often happens that these

defects are located only by the expenditure of much time and

trouble by train men, and it is very discouraging to train men who
interest themselves in this matter, and I am glad to say there are

many who do so, to see that no attention is paid to the defects,

but see the defect cards taken off without the repairs being made.
Improved maintenance of brakes makes it possible to use a larger

number of air brake cars in each train, thereby reducing the ex-

penses and danger resulting from break-in-twos to partially

equipped trains. One of the most prolific causes of complaint

from those who handle trains is that the pump will not supply

train line pressure and brakes drag. 90 per cent of the leakage is

in the train line, hose couplings, spongy hose, unions leaking, etc.

A great many of the hose gasket leaks are the result of pulling

the hose apart when switching cars. Leaky train lines makes it

very difficult to handle trains properly. The tighter the train line

; a thp hpttpv the work that can be done. Close attention should
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be paid to the condition of train lines when inspecting. Hose test-

ed under pressure by soap suds, and all that show a spongy con-
dition should be removed; every leak stopped in train Hue means
that much less work for the already overworked air pump.. A
good many cases of rough handling in service are due to the leaky
condition of train lines.

There is one more thing I will speak of in connection with this,

subject, and that is the location of the brake cylinder and reser-
voirs' on some cars. They are so located that they are inaccessible
for repairs, making any repairs both slow and expensive. In de-
signing cars this should be looked after and the brake located
where it will be convenient to repair; also a better means devised
for securing the brake cylinders and reservoirs to the car body.
We find a large number of cylinders and reservoirs loose upon the
car. This is one of the causes of a large number of leakages in
cross-over pipes. I have noticed on some cars that the cylinder
would be on one side, and auxiliary reservoirs on the other. On
such cars it is doubtful if there could be attained more than 45
pounds pressure in the cylinder, due to the increase of the volume
in cylinder by the long pipe connecting the auxiliary and brake
cylinder. This is another source of loss of brake power, from
what the car was originally designed to have.
We all should note these things and bring them before our su-

perior officers, with a view of eliminating these defects in future
designs. The installation of test plants at terminal points will
of course eliminate a number of the difficulties 1 have referred to.
One of the best things that has happened to increase the efficiency
of the brake is the increased price that, is allowed for cleaning and
testing, by the last convention of the Master Car Builders' Asso-
ciation. This has stimulated a number of the toad to giving the
brakes more attention, and not depend so much on the "other fel-
low" to do it, which of course, it being a losing venture, nor in-
vestment for him, he did not do it either. The results have been
that cars would run for several years Avithout any attention. We
hope to see, and will in the near future, a very beneficial result of
the efforts now being made in this matter of better brake mainten-
ance.
We should all remember the maxim in all cases that "Eternal

vigilance is the price of safety."
Mr. P. B. Johnson: I move this association extend a vote of

thanks to Mr. Weaver for getting up the paper and reading it.

Motion seconded and carried unanimously.
Mr. Weaver: I think on the other hand thanks are due this

association for requesting and giving me the opportunity to ad-
dress them. I feel very much gratified to see the interest mani-
fested on this subject. There are of course many points that I
did not attempt to cover in this paper. I have with me a copy
of the rules goverining the cleaning and testing of air brake triple
valves and brake cylinders which may interest the members. Will
read it:

First. Triple must charge auxiliary reservoir to standard pres-
sure in not to exceed 1%, minutes, with a pressure of 70 lbs. main-
tained in train line.

Second. Test triple piston packing ring by blocking in applica-
tion position by means of a ring for that purpose; port to brake
cylinder closed by closing cut out cock for that purpose; packing
ring must not show a leakage to exceed 15 lbs. per minute, with
a train pipe pressure maintained at 80 lbs.

Third. Slide valve, emergency valve and check valve test:
Triple must hold a soap bubble at exhaust port with triple pistou
in release, service and emergency positions. After making an
emergency application disconnect train pipe from triple; triple
must then hold a soap bubble at train pipe connection; this will
test check valve.

Fourth. Graduating valve test: Make a five-pound train pipe
reduction and see that brake does not release through exhaust
port of triple, or pressure feed into brake cylinder.
Fifth. Release test: Make a reduction of about 10 lbs. train

line pressure, then close cuJ;-out cock in train pipe under brake
valve, open by-pass valve, place handle of brake valve in release
position; triple must now release before gauge on train line shows
an increase of more than two pounds in train line pressure above
that in auxiliary reservoir.. Triples that will stand the above test
will be considered in good condition.
Mr. McAlpine: Are those instructions for the Lake Shore?
Mr. Weaver: Yes, sir.

Mr. McAlpine: Would they be all right for other roads?
Mr. Weaver: Most of the roads have something practically

similar to that. Some have slightly different methods of going at
it. The tests which we use are the prescribed tests as advised
by use of the Westinghouse Air Brake; also the New York Air
Brake Co.

President Berg: Are there any members present who wish to

ask questions?
Mr. Dunkin: What air brakes are there in existence besides

Hie New York and Westinghouse?
Mr. Weaver: The Haberkorn, Boydcn, Lansberg, and others,

but we use nothing except the New York and Westinghouse.
In presenting this paper for your consideration I was in hopes

it would bring out discussion from the various members. In this

connection I wish to say a few words in regard to the defective

air brake cards remaining on the cars until the defects have been
remedied. Experience has shown 11s that the defects are some-
limes very hard to locate, requiring the expenditure of a great
deal of valuable time and trouble. For instance, a train crew
locates a broken triple valve. They cut the air out and apply
defective air brake cards.
You who are familiar with the operation of brakes know the

result of a broken triple valve in a partial air brake train. It

may menu a serious wreck and may mean personal injury to

train men. Under present regulations, I understand, when a car
is delivered to a connecting line with this delect, a defect card is

applied by the inspector. I believe that those defective air brake
ranis should remain on the cars for the information of every one
concerned. If there is not time to make repairs before ear is de-
livi rid itiil I ln> i-nii m>/'l in"' lini prmnrH m.'iki> tin n llie ilel'eelivo

iwr brake cards should remain on the cars until the defect is rem-
edied. If they are removed it may cause just exactly the same
trouble 011 some other line. Would like very much to hear from
some of tlie gentlemen present on this subject.
Mr. McCabe—The custom at Cleveland in the Joint is, if a car

arrives over the Lake Shore loaded with fast freight we remove
the Lake Shore D. A. B. cards and apply Big Four cards. We
carry them in ouif possession for that purpose at Collinwood and
Linndale. The same applies to all other roads in the Joint at
Cleveland; but if the defect can be remedied it is done as soon
as possible. It is only in cases of rush freight that the cars are
allowed to run with defective brakes.
Mr. Weaver: I am glad to hear that that is the practice at

this point; but from my personal knowledge I know it is not the
practice at many other x^oints. Some of them remove the D. A.
B. cards without applying any other and without making any re-

pairs. I believe if some standard would be adopted by all of the
roads there would be no necessity for removing them, and all em-
ployees would be familiar with them.
Mr. F. B. Johnson: The Lake Shore now has instructions out

to allow the D. A. B. cards to remain on the cars until repaired,
regardless of whether they are going to another road or not. The
only objection to that is that some inspectors on other lines mistake
those cards as authority to render bill.

Mr. Berg: Before those instructions were issued this question
came up at a meeting of the old asociation and it was asked what
objection there wa to leave the U. A. B. cards on cars when de-
livered to connections with defective brake. We decided thai;
there was none whatever. It would be a great saving of time and
defects which Mr. Weaver spoke of could be remedied by the re-
ceiving road at that point where they would be in position to do
such work. For that reason it was recommended, and shortly
after this matter was brought up the Lake Shore issued a notice
that these D. A. B. cards could be allowed to remain on the cars
in cases where the repairs could not be made. Of course it is the
wishes of the Lake Shore that these defects be remedied before
the cars leave the road, and I think it is very essential, as Mr.
McCabe says, that the remedy should be applied before car is de-
livered. I have been a joint inspector for some time and thorough-
ly understand what there is in connection with such work, but 1
^as located at a point where we were unable to make the repairs
at all times. As far as there being any objection to leaving those
1). A. B. cards on cars I fail to see any, because as a rule they
are owner's defects. 1 think that the cards should be allowed to
remain, and that standard defective air brake cars should be
adopted by all roads.
Mr. St. Cyr: I would like to ask how Ions' should the D. A. B.

card be allowed to remain. I have seen cards which were on cars
for a month. One I remember moved from Ashtabula to Chicago
twice and back. The defect could have been remedied somewhere.
There are trains sometimes which have from ten to twelve cars
with defective air brake cards on them.
Mr. Weaver: For the information of the gentleman who just

spoke, would say that in a good many cases where these D. A. B.
Cards are allowed to remain, car has never been carded to repair
track; and as a good many roads have no facilities for making
air brake inspection cars are allowed to run in that condition. If
a car comes on the road loaded, it s'oes over that way; and if not
loaded it goes to the repair track. That was the object mentioned
in the paper of having air brake plants.

Mr. McCabe: I presume it is the desire of this association to

keep in line as close as possible with the M. C. B. rules. Now. in

regard to adopting standard defective air brake cards; if a car is

offered with defective air brake it depends on the receiving road
whether they will accept it or not.

Mr. Berg: That is very proper; but there are many points of

interchange where they are not equipped to do this work. For
that reason we will have to leave it optional with the receiving

road to accept the car, or arrange so that they would, thus mak-
ing it as fair with one as another. It is possible, however, that

the car never reaches the shop. There is no question but what
the maintenance of air brakes has been sadly neglected and there

is one thing that I have in mind. Recently we have been receiv-

ing cars at Ashtabula that came from a flooded district, where
the water had been above the cylinder, and when we came to

clean these brakes we found gallons of water in the cylinder.

That is something that I think ought to be guarded against. One
receiving cars in that condition is certainly very careless. The
high water mark ought to have been sufficient evidence to any in-

telligent man. If he had not the facilities to do the work neces-

sary, he could certainly have applied L). A. B. cards, so that the

brake would not be used.

Mr. McAlpine: I do not know but what Mr. McCabe is right in

saying that if a standard air brake card was adopted it would
lead to neglect of the air brake.

Mr. Berg: No, that was not the intention. It would simply

save time and trouble at points where they are not in position to

make the repairs, and would be in the interest of the receiving

road.

Mr. P. B. Johnson: Of course it is understood that D. A. B.

cards are nothing more than a notice that the air brake is defec-

tive. They are no authority to make bill for the repairs.

Mr. Dunkin: Would it not be a good thing for this association

to recommend to the Master Car Builders to adopt a standard

Defective Air Brake Card? Do you not think the time is comins
when they will have men inspecting who will do nothing but look

after air brakes?

Mr. Weaver: No doubt it will come to thai. There should not

be less than two men to look over a train to make repairs to air

brakes. Furthermore, those repairs should be made before cars are

[nit: in trains.

A motion that the Secretary correspond with a representative

or 1 he Galena oil Co. with a view of having him speak at the next

meeting 6a the Hot Box question, was carried, after which meet-

ing adjourned.
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T5he Car Foremen's Association
A Department Devoted

to the
Interests of the Car Department

of S cranton Official Organ
of the Association

May Meeting

On Saturday evening, May 10th, the above association held
their fifth meeting- in the railroad department, Y. M. C. A. Hall,
Scran-ton, Pa. In the absence of the president and vice-president,
the meeting was opened by Secretary Burnett.
The minutes of the previous meeting as printed in the Railway

Master Mechanic were approved.
The following new members were passed upon for membership:
J. J. Henchy, Car Inspector, D. L. & W.
W. E, Barber, Traveling Inspector. D. «fc H.
I). E. Vaneppe, Car Inspector, D. L. & W.
M. A. Kimmett, Car Foreman, C. R. R. of N. J.

Colin Kennedy. Carpenter, C. R. R. of N. J.
Henry J. Kuffield, Upholsterer, C. R. R. of N. J.
A. J. Seeley, Foreman Painter, American Car & Foundry Co.
Jos. M. Kane, Car Inspector, C. R. R. of N. J.
R. J. Kelly, General Foreman, Long Island R. R.
Win. Carrow, Car Inspector, B. & O. R. R.
R. M. Lutsey Chief Car Inspector, N. Y. S. & W. R. R.
E. S. Eden, Foreman, Erie R. R.
Mr. Burnett: This brings our total membership up to 196. The

next in order is reports of officers.

Mr. Bundy: As treasurer of the association, I would say that
I have had the matter of securing bonds up with the New York
Fidelity & Trust Company. The matter has been delayed con-
siderably, and the bond has not been returned to me as yet, but
I will have it surely by the next meeting.
Mr. Burnett: As secretary, I would state that I have also had

the matter up of securing bonds with the Fidelity »& Deposit
Company, of Maryland, but it has not been returned to me. 1

will have it ready for the next meeting, however. •

Mr. Bundy: I would also say that up to dale I have received
$175 and paid out $124.70, leaving a balance in the treasury of
$50.30.
Mr. Burnett: As secretary of the committee on forms, I would

report that we have had printed all the necessary blanks, and that
closes up our work. A motion to discharge the committee is in
order.
Mr. Bundy: 1 move that the committee's report be accepted

and committee discharged with thanks. Motion seconded and
carried.
Mr. Burnett: The next thing on the program is the discussion

of "Shop Managmeht: How Can We Educate Our Car Foremen
to the Highest Point of Efficiency," and 1 will ask Mr. Bundy to
open the discussion.
Mr. Bundy: 1 do not feel as though I could do the subject jus-

tice. The first thing that I think is necessary for a man to be a
successful foreman is to be industrious. There is always plenty
1o do. A man must be on the alert all the time and following up
his work, seeing that he gets good work, seeing that his men are
employed and getting good results for the money spent for labor.
Another essential thing is good executive ability. He should know
how to handle men so that they can accomplish something. He
should also have a fair knowledge of work, be a fair mechanic
and have some knowledge of drawings: he must also be, fairly

good in mathematics, writing, etc.; he wants to be fair with his
men yet firm, and should treit them as he would like to be
treated himself. The subject is a broad one and a great deal
could be said on it. I hope we will have a general discussion
on this subject to-night.

Mr. McKenna: This is a matter upon wThich the output or ef-

ficiency of any shop is largely, if not entirely, dependent upon.
The method of education to be pursued is something that would
necessarily vary to a greater or less extent, according to the par-
ticular foremen involved. We all have different temperaments,
and the method that might be pursued in the education of one
foreman would hardly produce the same results or desired re-

sults in another one. There is one thing in connection with fore-

manship that is very essential, and that is a good understanding
of drawings. This is the point on which I think we find the ma-
jority of shop foremen who come right up from working on cars
particularly lame. The presentation of a drawing becomes a per-

fect maze to them, and rather than acknowledge to their superior
officer or to their subordinates their ignorance in the matter, fre-

quently go along in a blundering manner. I do not say that in a
critical way, because all of our foremen have not had the oppor-
tunity in their earlier days, but I think under the present status
of affairs there is no excuse for any young man who desires to
work up to foremanship not becoming thoroughly educated in

this direction. To me this is one of the important factors in the
education of a shop foreman, to make a successful man. Tin-

education that is necessary for the handling of men is another
important factor. The men in shops are not all constituted alike.

You have got to study them. Some men will stand driving, other
men have to be more or less coaxed to get the best results—the
greatest production of labor. This is one of the nice points for

a foreman to know—how to handle the men who are under his

supervision. The education for production of work is something
that is largely within himself. It cannot, or at least a small part
of it. be acquired. One man is naturally ingenious to produce
forms, templets and such inventions as would reduce his work,

or rather increase his output, and in that way put his department
in a more favorable light.
Mr. Fritts: I am a good deal like Mr. McKenna. It was very

unexpected for me to be here to-night and I did not expect to be
at this meeting, consequently I have not given the matter thought.
In fact. I never handled any large shops. My business has al-
ways been terminal work and I do not know that I could speak
on the shop question intelligently or not. However, there are one
or two things that I thought of since the subject came up. It
is not every man who makes a good, successful foreman. It al-
ways seemed to me to be a waste of time trying to educate a man
who wTas not, as we often say, cut out for a foreman, because it is

my experience that you will utterly fail in the end. In picking
'

out a man for foremanship it has been mv experience in terminal
work to be very careful in making a selection. You should get
a man who is conscientious in his work, a man who is interested
in the work and one who is willing to work. Again, I think that
a foreman should be kept thoroughly posted by his employers with
every feature of his branch of the work, because if the foreman
is not he is groping around in the dark, as it were, and you can-
not expect much results from a man working under these con-
ditions as if he were kept thoroughly posted as to what was going

-

on in his branch of the work. I consider this a very imnortant
feature in this matter. I happened to work under these condi-
tions myself once, and I know how it puts a 5nan back. Another
thing, if you find out that one of your foremen does not under-
stand thoroughly a certain matter, I always find that you cannot
take too much pains to instruct him. Call him to your office: 1

have done it many times after working hours and talked the
matter over with him possibly making sketches, etc., and consult-
ing blue prints, of which he shoald have some knowledge. I never
spare any pains in instructing a foreman, and oftentimes a word
of praise to a foreman when he is giving good satisfaction goes
a great way. There are many things like that which tend to

bring the foreman up to his highest efficiency.

Mr. Dippre: 1 have had ten or eleven years' experience as a
foreman, and I have found that for a foreman to get the most
work out of his men to some extent must be the hardest worker.
You can educate a man and train him right up under you to your
wishes and he will do a certain job to perfection. Time drifts

along and the same job will come up again. You put the same
man on the job and you will find he is lacking. It is then where
the duty of the foreman comes in—for him to show lead and put
that man on the right road. This is one of the essential require-

ments of a shop foreman. Another important feature (as has
just been said), he must learn to understand the men he is

handling. Some men are eccentric. You must learn how to han-
dle them. This you can do by associating with them. That is

where the foreman derives the benefit from his men—by studying
their habits and characteristics. I do not think it proper for a

foreman to let himself in too deeply with his men. A foreman
must always show his authority. He must be self-possessing in

his actions, he must let the men know that he is foreman. There
are ways to get around all these things. The men do not feel

the same one day as they do another, but by using them accord-
ing to as you find them that day.it will come out all right before

the day is over. I also find that it does not pay in all cases to

abuse a man, swearing and throwing things about. If a foreman
has a certain point to reach he should not make promises such as

he knows he cannot fulfill and then try to knock it out of his

men. That is where he is abusing the men. There is a limit

to everything, even to a promise. If a foreman makes a promise
to reach a certain point and he gets in three or four days ahead,

he is better off than if he was two hours behind on a shorter

promise. He must always bear in mind that he is not going to do

the work himself, but he has to depend upon his men. If they
balk, where is the foreman at? He must stand by his men and
he must be at the head leading them.
Mr. Streicher: This is rathe.' a broxd subject and I think the

question at issue denends largely upon the individuality and the

way vou look at it. There are different ways and methods of

bringing out and educating foremen to a high point of efficiency.

One is by our setting an example, and leading the way bv which
a man can improve his knowledge and increase his ability. We
are most all of us practical men. Some had the advantage of

good schooling and some had to get along the best they could.

It stands to reason that men with the better education have a
certain lead or advantage to a cerain extent, however, only. On
the other hand, those who did not have advantage of an early

education in their line of business have to-day the chance to

educate themselves if they will only avail themselves of the op-

portunities spread broadcast around them. One of those oppor-

tunities is to associate themselves with men of same calling, ex-

change their views, ideas and methods of doins: work, ask ques-

tions, etc. Another way to raise their efficiency is taking a

course in schools making a snecialty to give the knowledge he is

anxious to possess. Many men spend money foolishly without

receiving anv benefit from it, when by the expenditure of a few
cents each week they could subscribe to some technical paper and

get valuable information, or if they put together a few dollars
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take up a course in some correspondence school, open to all ready
to grasp the opportunity and raise the standard of their efficiency,
if possessed with backbone to oursue the commenced studies. An
old proverb says, "Bach man is the smith of his own fortune."
This is true, I think, to a certain extent. One thing is certain,
no efforts, no results. It is useless for a man to think that at the
present time he can keep abreast in our broad trade without read-
ing and studying. We are confronted so rapidly with improve-
ments and new constructions in the different branches of car
building and maintenance that it is necessary for a man to spend
a few hours each week to familiarize himself with what others
are doing. A great deal can be learned from various capers and
books published as to how cars are constructed and repaired. By
pursuing a course along these lines and not being too clannish,
but willing to spend a few cents, any one of us can raise his own
standard of efficiency. Another important feature for a car fore-
man or any other foreman is "character." The foreman of the
shops or department is supposed to be at the head s

of it. The
men under him in a properly organized shop, look to him for in-
formation, in many instances for advice that has practically noth-
ing to do with cars in a general way. If they can go to their
foreman and ask for information, and if they know that he gives
advice readily aud cheerfully, they look to him as a man they
can follow safely when necessary to do so: and when it is neces-
sary on his part to call for extra efforts they are willing to stand
by him. but he must enjoy the reputation of being honest with
the men.
Mr. Puss: To attain the highest point of efficiency possible

should be the aim of every foreman. If he does not improve by
constant contact with the men, and the varied conditions of the
work, by the experience he has, and what he can learn from his
men as well as teach them, if he will not work towards the
standard of efficiency and improve right along, he had better step
down and out. To-day any young man who does not take the
advantage of the manv avenues of information that are open to
him whereby he can increase his ability, apparently there is some-
thing wrong; he either does not care to learn or is afraid to spend
a dollar for improvement. For my part, what knowledge I "Pos-

sess I derived largely by being advised by men of greater experi-
ence and attainments, by looking into new ideas and by constant
study, with the aim to become more capable every day.

Mr. Reeder: I think car foremen for the most part are self-

educated. A car foreman should not be one who is continually
looking for quitting time, and just as soon as the whistle blows
takes his hat and runs off, and that is the end of it. If he is

interested in the work he will, as Mr. Streicher has said, take
some journal or other books and papers treating on car matters;
read them over evenings, studying to better fit himself for the
position he holds. You will find if there is a vacancy in the line

of an assistant foreman the general foreman always nicks out a
man who has interested himself in the work, and has shown some
ability to handle men, and not one who has gone about his work
in a listless manner. Another way to educate a car foreman to
the highest point of efficiency is holding meetings like these, where
foremen gather together and talk over the workings of different
shops. It cannot fail but to benefit all.

Mr. Broadwell: I think this subject covers a large scope.
Prom the little experience I have had in educating car foremen
to a high standard, I think it requires superior officers to confer
with the foremen to educate them. You cannot educate yourself
in all things. He must understand blue prints. The foreman has
to look- to his superior officers, yet he must not entirely depend
upon them. He must try to educate himself. I know I have
studied hard. Study when I get home. Have books on various
subjects, especially drawings, and if I did not do that I certainly
would be behind. I think a man who is trying to elevate himself
and thinks anything of his position he will certainly try to edu-
cate himself and not depend entirely upon his superiors. I hope
it is every man's ambition to get all he can in his mind and to
reach higher always, thereby taking an interest in his work and
educating himself in the line of work he is following, and top of
all, to please his employer, doing all he can to the best of his
ability.

Mr. Canfield: I rather think that a man in my nosition can
very often gain some education from association with the fore-
men closely; at the same time I think car foremen can educate
themselves by meeting with one another, exchanging their ideas
as to how work should be done and how best to do it. I think
another thing that should be done in all large shops is to keep
your foremen well posted on drawings—keep them closely in touch
with the draughting room. I think a class in draughting should
be_ kept going almost continually among the foremen. I do not
think it proper to overwork the foremen, as they want rest the
same as any one else. They are certainly in a better position to
locate the weaknesses in equipment than some of their superiors.
They see what is coming to shop every day; they see what needs
strengthening; they see new devices put into use and in a short
time learn their usefulness, and I do not think that, shop foremen
and inspectors should hesitate to bring to the attention of their
superiors auy such weakness and any suggestion that they may
have to overcome such weakness. They ought to feel free to offer
such suggestions. It is from such men that we are able to better
the equipment in everv way. and by keeping in close touch with
the foremen and the foremen keeping in close touch with their
superiors, I think we all gain information. I also think car fore-
men ci ducate themselves largely by taking courses in corre-
spondence schools. I think the correspondence schools in Scran-
ton is one of the best institutions for advancing all kinds of
mechanics that I ever heard of. It gives everybody an oppor-
tunity to learn something and it does not crowd them. They can
hike their study as slowly as they like aud as fast as they like.
I think weekly shop meetings should be held by the foremen. I

established a system whereby we meel every Saturday to go over
all points pertaining to the work, and 1 know we are gelling good
results from ii.

Mr. Burnett: In educating foremen it must be remembered that
no two men are of the same ability or nature and that they cannot
all be brought to the state of efficiency of what may be our ideal
foreman. Two men may be of equal efficiency and accomplish the
same results, but by entirely different methods. The man selected for
foreman should have such qualities as character, self control and
resourcefulness; also practical knowledge and sufficient education
to render him capable and worthy of increased responsibilities and
promotion. He should be so treated as to feel free to consult or
offer suggestions to his superiors at all times. He should be taught
that what is considered good practice to-day will possibly be out of
date to-morrow, and that there is no such thing as standing still,

that it is either a forward or retrograde movement. He should be
encouraged to take up some course of study for which the oppor-
tunities offered by the correspondence schools and mechanical
journals are so easily in reach of all that there is no excuse for
not so doing. The foremen should be sent to visit the shops of
the other roads, and meetings of the different foremen should be
held at regular intervals to exchange ideas and discuss shop prac-
tices. They should be thrown on their own responsibility as much
as possible and be given sufficient authority to command the re-
spect of the men and give them an opportunity to develop what
natural ability they have. Given these opportunities a man will
work out his own salvation, but all the teaching possible will not
make an efficient foreman out of a man adapted by nature for
another sphere in life.

At this juncture Mr. Canfield took the chair.

Mr. Canfield: The next subject for discussion is "What are the
causes of excessive flange wear on cast iron wheels?" 1 will ask
Mr. Murray to give us his opinion on this.

Mr. Murray: One cause I think is that when the bolsters of
the car are down and rigid on the side bearings, the trucks do not
curve easily. Another cause is the rigid truck. Some of the
roads in the west use the swing motion truck altogether. It is a
little more expensive truck to keep up, and it is claimed by some
that the decrease in cost of fange wear compensates for the dif-
ference in price. We have a new truck now—the Barber Roller

—

which I think will reduce flange wear a great deal. I think with
a good stiff bolster and a free motion truck that flange wear
could be reduced to a minimum.
Mr. Bundy: I believe in addition to the reasons for excessive

flange wear on wheels that Mr. Murray has spoken of that wheels
improperly mated, not of the same size in circumference or diam-
eter is the cause of a great deal of our excessive flange wear. The
large wheel is crowding the smaller wheel on the other side all the
time, wearing off the flange. I also believe that our truck and
body bolsters have a great deal to do with flange wear. Where
we have too much weight on the side bearings it stands to reason
that our truck won't curve as it should and we will have excessive
flange wear. Again I believe if our car men do not keep trucks
tightened up as they should, the trucks become out of square. This
will throw two of the wheels against the rail while the other two
wheels will be running away from the rail. I think it a good plan
to keep the center plates well greased so that they will curve
easily.

Mr. Streicher: Of late we have experienced considerable trouble
with flanges wearing thin. Since the introduction of 80 and 100,
000 capacity cars sharp flanges have increased above everybody^
expectations. This led different parties to investigate the cause,
and many theories and reasons are advanced. One of the prin
cipal causes advanced by many is the body bolster side bearing
riding hard on truck bolster side bearings. *I can not agree, ac-
cording to my experiences and observations, to lay the blame on
that feature alone. In a rigid truck it is responsible for a large
percentage. On the Swing Motion trucks, however, I do believe
the argument does not hold out in practice, for the reason that
passenger cars being out of shops a very short time, have no vi-

bration, and properly so, as a correct constructed equalizer and
spring arrangement is supposed to take instanc care of all side

and longitudinal body motion in a way so as not to disturb the
passengers. A more general introduction of Swing Bolsters Fea-
tures on freight and coal car trucks, would greatly reduce the ex-
cessive number of sharp worn flanges on wheels of cars of 80,000
and 100,000 lbs. capacity, standing from 10 to 14 ft. 6 in. above
rail. An additional cause for sharp flanges is found by center
plates on truck and body bolster not being central. Center plates
being "male and female" in connection with King bolt, will force
body of car over one way or the other and keep wheel flanges on
one side hugging the rails as long as defect exist.

A certain class of new engines came on our road with four wheel
truck and rigid center. The sharp flanges showed up in no time.
Upon investigation it was found that engine center fitting into

truck center was % mch out of track and cylinder center. There
is no question that numerous cars are running in same condition.
The point mentioned by Mr. Bundy about different diameters of
wheels is another aud no doubt most frequent reason for sharp
flanges. Of course in a general way track conditions have to be
considered. Roads with numerous and short curves will have more
sharp wheel flanges than roads with comparatively straight tracks.
The effect of centrifugal force crowding outside pair of wheels
against rail head must always be considered and allowed for, and
particularly if wheels are not pressed on central or out of gauge
one way or the other.
Mr. Burnett: Mr. Streicher gives us to understand that there

is no vibration in passenger cars. 1 'beg to disagree with him.
Mr. Streicher: No vibration to speak of, about % of an inch,

whereas we Avant on freight and coal cars not less than % in. be-
tween side bearings. This difference does not and should not man-
ifest itself on passenger cars on account of spring and equalizer
arrangement.
Mr. Canfield: Mr. Streicher and Mr. Bundy have brought out

one important feature: the mating of wheels. I would like to ask
Mr. Streicher what is the variation in circumference on wheels?
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The greatest variation, according to M. 0. B. rule, is % inch cir-

cumference between wheels. Do you think that is too much?
Mi-. Streicher: Yes, sir, I do.
Mr. Canfield: What would be your recommendations?
Mr. Streicher: Not more than % inch, because it depends upon

way of gauging in foundry. It is very easy to overlook in the
hurry % of an inch of tape line.

Mr. Fuss: There are many causes for excessive flange wear
of wheels, the relative importance of which furnish an inter-
esting study, and taken collectively, tend to materially increase
the cost of maintenance of cars and hauling trains. Wheel loads
have increased 100 pc cent within a few years, causing a much
greater friction of the wheel flanges, which are continually re-
sisting mounting the rail, more especiallv. in mv opinion, on our
roads in mountainous districts than in other localities on account
of more and heavier grades, requiring a more severe and frequent
application of the brakes. We have more and sharper curves to
which much of the difficulty may be attributed. Curves are ele-
vated so as to obtain a maximum of safety for passengers and
all fast trains. We will assume that the curve is perfectly safe
for a train running 50 or 60 miles per hour; that the train is

perfectly balanced on the center plates, no matter what the de-
gree of curve may be: then consider a heavily loaded train on
ihe same curve at 25 or 30 miles per hour, and it will be readily
seen that the force will be exerted toward the center of curve,
causing the flanges to crowd the inside rail, especiallv the inside
hind wheel and outside front wheel of each truck, also the body
of car would be more liable to ride harder on the side bearings
on inner side, preventing the truck from curving as readily as if

in perfectly balanced position. Again, trucks not properly de-
signed and built of proper material may slew out of snuare as
soon as they strike a curve, and if the bolsters are defective so
that the side bearings bind, the truck is liable not to recover
when it strikes the straight track and continue to bear hard on
the flanges. Flange wear might be due to 'wheels not being bored
perfectly true, while entirelv within the safety limits. Wheels,
especially second-hand, paired might not be exactly of the same
diameter. This, however slight, would cause one wheel to gain
on the straight track, and would contribute to flange wear. The
center plate and side bearing problem is an ever present con-
dition of the flange wear difficulty. Therefore whenever we are
able to reduce these causes to a minimum, we shall have accom-
plished much to decrease flange wear and train resistance.
Mr. Meekins: In regard to mounting cast iron wheels, they

should be mated according to their tape. A wheel that will tape
No. 1 will measure 29% inches: No. 2 tape is the most nerfect
wheel, will mtasure 33 inches: No. 3 tape will measure 33%
inches. Care should be taken in the mounting of old wheels to

avoid worn flanges. In nine cases out of ten, you will find where
the flange is worn thin, the mate wheel will wear on the outride
of the tread and should not be mated with another wheel. Re-
garding steel tired wheels, in my experience I find the soft tire

wheel will wear a hollow tread and hold the mate wheel in such
a position that, it being a harder tire, will cause a worn flange.
Mr. McKenna: The wording of this article, as I understand it.

calls for excessive flange wear. Of course, we must all admit
that there is a certain natural wear that is imnossible for us to
overcome, due to track conditions, etc. Wear other than natural
is due in some form or manner to faulty construction. Excessive
wear might be summarized into two or three different points that
have been mentioned here to-night. The point of side bearings
and the one of mismating wheels, which have nrobablv more to
do with it than anv other one thing. Anv of us who have had
experience in foundry work know that it is nearly imnossible to
cast two wheels exactly alike in diameter. Wheels coming from
the foundry are supposed to be reasonably correct, but the con-
dition we get up against is that of mismating wheels. The M. C.
R. Association have set a limit of variation on it. but there is at
times a temptation on the part of machine shop foremen who find
themselves with a large number of old wheels on hand, and they
have got to get them in service, and while it should not bo done,
there is a tendency to stretch a point. The rigid truck. I think,
has a great tendency to increase sharp flanges over the natural
wear. While the Diamond truck is rigid there is a certain
amount of flexibility in it. whereas with the metal construction,
together with crowding the wheel over to the rail, it is perfectly
stiff, and held in that position causes much greater flange wear,
although there is a greater amount of elasticity in the truck. 1

can hardly agree with one of the gentlenvn who preceded me in

the matter of center plates. While theoretically there would be a

tendency to throw the weight on the same side of car. nrovided
the center plates wer? both central, over to one side, I think the
chances are about even on the other side, even though it was all

on one side. On straight track I fail to see where it would have
any effect on flanges. On certain cars, right or left hand, accord-
ing to the way it may be thrown out of square. I think there
would be a certain amount of excessive weight, and not to any
great extent there, as in curving on an elevation I think the ten-
dency would be to throw the weight the other way and relieve the
weight on that side of the truck. This is a matter that I pre-
sume has received the attention of all nrominent mechanical and
railroad men all over the world, and the reasons that have been
expressed here to-night very largely cover the cause: the principal
ones being the mismating of wheels and the question of side
bearings.

Mr. Canfield: Mr. McKenna, I would like to ask if you think
the time has arrived when the allowance permitted bv the M.
C. B. Association of variation in circumference should be re-

duced, considering the heavy capacity cars now coming into use.

Mr. McKenna: Undoubtedlv the condition we are un against
now with the increased capacity is going to necessarily bring
about some changes in the rules we have all been working under
for the lighter capacity cars: and if the line should be drawn
closer for the heavy canacitv cars, why should it not be drawn
closer for the lighter capacity cars? Personally. I think the line

should be drawn closer on all classes of wheels. The changing

of them means a tremendous expense to railroad companies in
the scrapping and throwing out of a large number of wheels that
now can be utilized.

Mr. Canfield: If I understand Mr. Streicher correctly, the drift
of Ins remarks was that we do not have the same number of
sharp flanges on passenger cars, due principally to the swing
motion truck. Mr. Fritts is here to-night, who handles a greatmany passenger cars, and we would like to hear from him.
Mr. Fritts: It has come to my observation lately more than

ever before that straight flange wheels are caused bv differences
in circumference of wheels on the same axle. I believe that a
large majority of straight flanges are caused on that account. I
have had occasion to measure up several wheels lately and T
always found a difference in the circumference of the wheels.
Ihe one that was wearing straight was always the smaller
wheel. I have found them as much as % inch smaller in cir-
cumference in some cases. I do not lav much stress on curves.
1 do not think it has much to do with straight flanges. If they
did, I think we would have straight flanges on both sides of the
truck, because on a great manv railroads when turning a right-
hand curve the wheels are against the outside rail. You do not
go very far before vou strike a left-hand curve. Then von would
be wearing it straight on the other side, and from mv observa-
tion I find wheels are worn on one side onlv. It looks to me as
if the flange was binding against the rail continuallv on the
one wheel—I mean one wheel on the same axle. Sometimes you
will find two worn straight flanges on the one side of truck
This is what makes me believe that the variation in the circum-
ference of wheels is the cause of most of our excessive flange
worn wheels. If it was in the curves and center plates, it would
seem to me that one wheel would make the same mileage as the
other. We have a great many cars running into our terminal at
Hoboken and it is a matter you can watch closely, as we have
the same cars every dav sometimes two or three times a dayWe had a case sonfe time ago when we had two pair of wheels
in the same truck, and one made three times the mileage of the
other, and I found that the wheel that had vforn straight flange
on the pair that had m-ide the least number of miles was % inch
less in circumference than the other wheel on the same axle
These wheels were measured up with a steel tape. I have come
to the conclusion that sharp flange wheels are caused by matins-
wheels one larger than the other. In regard to the question of
side motion, it has always been our practice to have about 4-1 f>

inch between each bearing. Sometimes after a car has run a while
it will get down on the bearing. It is our custom to remove a
small shim under the bearings which is applied when car goes
through shop.
Mr. Canfield: I would like to ask if you found it necessary to

tape any wheels recently out of the tire lathe. There is no' ex-
cuse for a wheel leaving a tire lathe, two wheels on the same
having different circumferences.
Mr. Fritts: I have found a slight difference, but not anv over

the limit allowed by the M. C. B. Association. I think % inch
should be the limit of variation, because sooner or later they will
give trouble—straight flanges will surely result.
Mr. Murray: I do not agree with Mr.' Fritts because he is talk-

ing of passenger cars only—steel tired wheels. Steel is one of the
hardest substances we have to deal with to get it uniform. You
can take two wheels of the same make and in turning them you
will find one wheel is harder than the other. Take two wheels,
putting them on an axle (of course they make the same mileage)
when they are worn down ready for turning one will be consid-
erably smaller than the other. That would make sharp flanges;
but the large percentage of our wheels are cast iron in freight
service. If the difference in circumference on freight wheels was
the only thing if we would ovrcome that we would overcome the
difficulty of sharp flanges, but 1 think there is one other point
that has not been brought out tonight, that is the side thrust on
the wheel, sustained by the flange when striking curves. We have
it all figured out in the office. You take the heavier capacity cars
when they are loaded they would have more momentum and
weight, therefore you would get more side thrust and the heavier
capacity cars show up sharp flanges sooner than the lighter ones.
That would prove you got a side thrust. If they would decrease
the speed of trains in proportion to the capacity of the cars I
think possibly it would decrease the flange wear to the same pro-
portion as the lighter cars. The faster the speed at which a train
1 ravels the greater the blow you strike the flange and the more
wear you will get.
Mr. Canfield: Your claim is that the freight car carries a great-

er load than the passenger car.

Mr. Murray: I claim you get more flange wear on 80 and 100,-
000 capacity cars than you do on the lighter freight cars or pass-
enger cars. I was making comparison only with the steel tired
wheels.
Mr. Canfield: Don't you think that is due to the increased

speed of the passenger car? Taking this into consideration would
not the force be greater and wear the flange more than in freight
cars?
Mr. Murray: I disagree with Mr. Fritts because he claimed

that there was no cause other than the difference in circum-
ference of wheels.
Mr. Canfield: Before Mr. Fritts answers Mr. Murray, I would

like for him to tell us how many vertical flanges we have had on
the 15 new coaches on our line. They are under his supervision
all the time.
Mr. Fritts: We have had four out of the 120 wheels. We are

running a great many cast iron wheels, and some years ago avo
ran a great many more than we do now, and I have seen the
same thing happen to them. 1 do not see how a curve could cause
these straight flanges altogether. If they did I cannot understand
why we should not have straight flanges on both wheels. If we
strike a right hand curve we would be grinding the flange on one
wheel and when we struck another curve we would be grinding
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the flange on the other wheel; now, why would not that cause

straight flanges on both wheels? I cannot get it into my head

that curves Sause straight flanges. I have always been looking

tb
Mr° MeeSnsf It' has just been said that you won't find two

wheels on the same axle of the same diameter. He is right in

that but wrong in saying that the softest wheel will wear taster

an the harder, because the hardest wheel will wear quicker

Mr Seeder: Philosophy teaches us that a body set m motion

will move in a straight line. To overcome this we have the flange

on ca r wheels. Sofwhen cars are rounding curves they will fol-

low the r ails. Watch the flanges of the wheels of two or three

caJs coupled together with very little lateral sway of the coup-

lers with dry center plates and dry side bearings. Also the

vheels of two or three other cars of the same c ass coupled to-

?e her but with greater side movement of the conplers with cento

plates and side bearings well lubricated In making_a compa 1

son between these two cases, do you not think you will tma one

cause of excessive flange wear not only upon cast wheels biu

also those of steel tired"? A fair comparison conId.not be made

however between the wheels of passenger and those ot tifflgM

earl because most passenger equipment have the three stem

Janey couplers, while freight cars have couplers of a shorter

make with hardly any side movement.

Mr. Streicher: With «ur present draft^g»^hS limit

of sSe^av^'S in on eS'side^f coupler shank and chafing

cast" It nas been mentioned before that this side, motion is

not sufficient If I am nor mistaken the question is seriously con-

41 inches, the same relative distance on tail bolt« «^mBle

coupler tin on^ca^fe nS fmSier b^Miout an addi-

tion al alo« for side clearance between coupler shank and

Sng castfngJ which is in my opinion also the cause of crowd-

,: flanges towards rail heads, and wearing sharp flanges

Mr Downing: I do not agree with the gentleman who said

tlvt 'the steel tired wheel which is hardest wears quicker. In in*

"perience I find tlmt the larger wheel will always have a good

£:tnsaiK luTcondi^r^%s1
H^noes worn most were the soft wheels. I remember an instance

of tlere befn?a difference of % in. in diameter between wheels

on the same axle. This would surely have a tendency to wear

one wheel more than the other. I have .Jund Borne % m %m.
and remember of having discovered a difference ot 1 in, in one

instance. ,
T

. ...

Mr C-infield- I am very glad this subject came up. Note 1

hafbrSught out some very Important points and theonothn

"oeins to me the most prominent is the mismating of wheels I

neartily agree with everyone who has .spoken on the subject. I

m somewhat surprised to hear Mr. Fritts say that he had found

•1 difference in the circumference of wheels that had recently Deen

turned out of our shops. I am speaking now of the steeMired

wheels As I said before, there is no excuse for permitting a

airtf wtlels "leave the shop one larger thao thepother You

have to caliper them, and you can just as well get it light as

wrong The point Mr Fritts makes about the wheels gettingver-

tical' on one side onlv is true. You very seldom find two wheels

on the same axle with vertical flanges. That I think goes to prove

t atTt !^principally due to the mismating of wheels, aj
,
thj

>
larger

wIippI i« hound to get ahead of the smaller one. 1 have just iuii

over a few figures
g
here and find that allowing % in. difference m

rne dfameterof wheels the large wheel will have traveled 8E in

less than the other, in a mile. Yon can readily /efwhat that

means when running for a considerable length, of time As to

the question of side bearings. That is ^#,imP°^* '*£&
We ought to keep our side bearing separated if our constitution

will permit of it, and that is one of the reasons why we have

gone into the metal construction. .
The transom and truck bolster

and nothing but a metal construction will keep these two beai ngs

apart It is very hard to keep a transom 8 ft. 6 in. or 9 ft. long

that is only 7 in. to 8 in. deep in the center from going down % in.

on the side bearings. This is a hard construction to hold up. 1

have made up my mind that it is impossible to hold it up at that

depth. We have added a truss plate or truss rod over the top ot

sills that goes down and is attached to the outer end of top

member of transom. I find they are doing very well, and other

transoms that are only 7 or 8 in. deep do not do well. 1 think.

too, that when a car is on our repair tracks and jacked up, it

should never be let down again without oiling or greasing the

center plates and side bearings. This I think will assist the

truck in turning curves. The question of swing trucks has come

up. There is no doubt in my mind but that is one of the best

trucks, and the onlv reason for leaving it several years ago was

ou .'(-count of the trouble we had with the hangers breaking. We
could aot keep the sand planks from falling on the rails, and as

Mr Murray says, there has been a truck produced now that gives

the swing motion feature without the hangers. There is a roller

placed between the bearings, either on top of spring between the

I ruck bolsters or underneath 1he spring, between that and the

bearing od archbars. This roller permits of a lateral motion 2y+

in. We have gone into this quite heavily in the last year; in fact

have got now built and under construction 3,100 cars. I am not

able to say much aboul them yet, but 1 am in hopes that they will

lessen the flange wear in general. As to the clearance of conplers,

I hardly agree with Mr. Streicher 00 that, because if we will stop

lo consider the difference between a freight and passenger coup-

ler and the difference between the point of coupler and the center
,,i center plate, then compare ihe clearance allowed on passenger
1 ith thai of freight cars, you will find the freight car ahead of

the passenger. I might say further that the question of getting

your truck to curve freely is being agitated all over the country.

I was down at Pittsburg last Monday making test of ball bearing
center plates and side bearings. We hauled a train of 48 cars,

carrying 3009 tons with one engine, using a dynamometer car,

which took record of the test. We made a second test, but un-
fortunately with not the same tonnage. We only had 2,522 lbs.

I do not think the conditions were nearly enough alike to make a

favorable comparison. However the figures we got from the
dynamometer car looks as though they are going to save about
8 per cent in drawbar pull, and if it does, it is surely going to de-

crease flange wear. The men we had with us did not have time
to complete their figures so as to give us any definite information,
but we could roughly get at about what it is going to save. I

expect next week to arrange for a test of this roller truck, and
1 propose to make same in the following manner: Take the max-
imum tonnage allowed the engine assigned to us in cars having
roller bearings, that gives the swing motion feature, and haul
it to the top of the mountain (What we call Pocono Mountain) a
distance of about 22 miles, allowing the truck all of the lateral

motion the rollers will permit. I want then to bring the same
train down the hill, put our car men on it, and block the roller

feature so as to throw it into a rigid truck. By doing this we
will have a rigid truck under the same cars with the same en-
gine, same dynamometer car and the same crew throughout. 1

want to make the second trip to the top of the mountain, noting
the difference in the drawbar pull, which will show whether we
are saving any flange wear or not. I want to make the third test

as it has been claimed by some of our experts on lubrication that
by giving special attention to oil boxes on cars you can increase
the tonnage very materially. In making the third test, I want to
remove the blocks and allow the truck its lateral motion, and put
the car oilers to work on the train, giving it special attention as
to lubrication. Then make the third trip up the hill and see what
difference we have in the drawbar pull. I had & man say to me
that they made such a test in the Western country and the sav-
ing showed to be something like 30 per cent. Now it is true that
we can run cars and keep them cool, particularly freight cars, at
a very small cost for lubrication, and it may be true (I do not
know that it is not) that we can increase the life of journal and
journal bearing, and get an increased tonnage by giving more
attention to lubrication. There is no doubt in my mind but what
the time has arrived when we have got to do something with the
center plates and side bearings. The increased capacity of cars
forces us to do so. I think from the talk we have had here to-
night, that we can all go home and benefit our companies by going
right into the wheel shop with the circumference gauge. I will
say this much for the D. L. & W., that 1 will expect our men to
take that question up at once to see if we are mismating wheels
to such an extent that they are causing this trouble, and see if we
cannot stop some of it. There was not much said tonight about
the rigid metal truck—the riveted up metal construction. I was
rather amazed some two or three weeks ago while visiting a

neighbor's shop, who has a large number of these metal trucks.
We passed through his truck shop where he was making repairs
and he said that was the best truck he ever saw; that it does not
cost 25c a month for repairs. I thought that was very good, but
w^e went on through the machine shop and by and by came to his
wheel shop, and I was surprised to see the number of men he had
turning axles and pressing on wheels. I asked him how many
wheels be turned out in a day. He said he was turning out 125
pairs of wheels, and yet could not keep up. I did not say any-
thing more about the metal truck. You can draw your own con-
clusions. ... If no one else has anything to say on the
flange question we will proceed to the next subject which is

"Should longitudinal sills in refrigerator cars foe classed as con-
cealed parts?" I will ask Mr. Rockwell to open the discussion.
Let us limit ourselves to three-minute talks on this subject.
Mr. Rockwell: I am not quite sure whether there have been

any arbitration cases on this or not, but I am of the opinion that
silis in refrigerating cars should not be considered as concealed
parts; because I think in most refrigerator cars, if the sills are
broken so that they impair the strength of the car, they can be
detected by the inspector, and for that reason I cannot see why
we should consider them as concealed parts.

Mr. Bundy: I do not think it was the intention of the trainers

of the M. C. B. rules to class longitudinal sills in refrigerator
cars as concealed parts, as there are a great many cars that have
the sills covered with insulation, while in other constructions the
insulation comes down within 1% inch of the bottom of the sill.

Sometimes the inspectors can detect broken sills on refrigerator

cars on account of the drooping ends. I have seen it myself
when inspecting cars. In going over cars I have made up my
mind that it had broken sills, vet unless I would tear off the in-

sulation I could not see whether they were broken or not. As
I said before, I do not think it was the intention of the trainers

of the M. C. B. rules to class these as concealed parts, but I be-

lieve thev should be so classed.

Mr. Millen: I am of the same opinion as Mr. Bundy in regard

to the intention of the framers of the M. C. B. rules. I do not

think they intended these sills to be classed as concealed parts.

However," I think that matters of this kind should be governed
and decided by circumstances. For instance, if center sills gave
out. in transit, and it was found upon inspection that same was
owing to general debility and decay, the car owners, regardless

as to whether a combination was formed or not, I think would be
properly chargeable.
Mr. Streicher: Considering that sub or insulating flooring

conies within one or two inches of bottom edge of sills, and that

most all sills under fair usage break above body bolster from ton

down, it is impossible for any inspector to see the fracture, which
may be one inch or more; and I think sills should be classed as

concealed parts.

Mr. McKenna: I think that sills with the floor over the top

and deafening down flush with the bottom of same, three sides

being hidden, that it comes pretty nearly being a concealed part,

and I think in my own judgment there is no question but what it
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should be considered as ;i concealed part, because there is no op-
portunity for the inspector to determine the condition of the sill

over the bolster. All he has to go by is four or five inches exposed
part of it on the bottom of sill, which may possibly be all right
at that particular point.
Mr. Bundy: If it is the sense of this association that longi-

tudinal sills on refrigerator -cars should be classed as concealed
parts. I think it proper that we recommend to the M. C. B. Asso-
ciation in their coming June convention that they be classed as
such.
Mr. Canfield: I was once called out to nass judgment upon a

refrigerator car that had the floor removed, as to whether we
would condemn it or repair it. After the floor was removed I

found every sill in the car was broken to such an extent that it

bad no strength left in it. and I do not think any inspector could
have discovered it without taking out the floor.

Mr. Anderson: I consider these sills as concealed parts. Take
a car with oak draft sills; it will sag down and give more than a
pine sill before it breaks. I know at times we had cars in shop
that I was pretty sure the sills were broken and end drooping
down from five to fix inches, and opening up the floor found the
sills to be O. K. At another time, I opened up the floor on a car
that appeared to be all right and found four sills broken, but we
were not sure of this until we removed the insulation. For that
reason I think they should bo classed as concealed parts.
Mr. McKenna: I move that we recommend to the Master Car

Builders' Association at their coming June convention that it be
the sense of this meeting that longitudinal sills on refrigerator
cars be considered as concealed parts and that our secretary be
instructed to notify the secretary of the M. C. B. Association.
Seconded by Mr. Milieu and carried.
Meeting adjourned.

Uhe Car Foremen's Association
A Department Devoted

to the
Interests of the Car Department

of CHicago
j& j& J& j£? j& JZ?

Official Organ
of the Association

May Meeting

The regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Association was
held in Boom 200 Masonic Temple, Chicago, Wednesday, May
14th, at 8:00 P. M., President Grieb presiding.

Among those present were the followings:

Borrowdale, J. M. Miner, W. H.
Bates, Geo. M. Olson, L.
Bourell, J. W. O'Neill, Jas.

Chambers. Frank. Parke?, Pearl
Chadwick, A. B. Parish, LeGrand
Cuthbert, J. B. Powell. C. B.
Cook, W. C. Rudd, O.
Downing, I. S. Ryding, A.
Elkin, Jno. L. Scott, J. B.
Evans, W. H. Silvus, Walter-
Fries, Wm. F. Schultz, F. C.

Gardner, H. W. < Schultz, W H.
Grieb, J. C. Schultz, Aug.
Godfrey, J. Stevens, C. J.

Harvey, H. H. Senger, J. W.
Hull, E. E. Stewart, H. A.
Hoff, J. B. Thomson, Geo.
Johnson, Axel F. Van Wormer, T. B.
Jones, B. B. Wessell, W. W.
Kroff, F. C. Wharton, R.
Krischel, M. Wentsel, Geo.
Kline, Aaron Williams, Thos.
Ban, W. C. Wirtchoreck, E. H.
Butz, Jos. Wolfe, Chas.
Marsh, Hugh Whitclmsch, T. E.
Morris, T. R.
Pres. Grieb: Unless there are some objections we will con-

sider the minutes accepted as printed in the last issue of the
Railway Master Mechanic, a copy of which I presume you have
all received.
Secretary Kline: It may be of interest to the members to know

I hat we have succeeded in re-leasing this room for the night we
do not use it, the fourth Wednesday night. It is necessary to

rent these rooms in pairs, that is, two nights a month so that
we have it the second and fourth Wednesday, but as we very
seldom use it the fourth Wednesday we have leased it for that
night to another society for half what we have been paying,
which cuts our rent bill down one-half.
Motion carried that the association extend a vote of thanks

to the secretary for his efforts in reducing the expenses of the
association.
Secretary Kline: The following have made application for

membership.
David Copland. Supt. German-American Car Co., Chicago.
Max Epstein, Gen'l Manager, German-American Car Co., Chi-

cago.

Wm. Frenk, Foreman, C. M. & St. P. Ry., Chicago.
O. D. Houser. Chief Clerk. B. & O. R. R., Chicago.
Chas. Johnson, Car Inspector, E. J. & E. Ry., Waukegan, 111.

Albert Marow, Wrecking Foreman, O. & B. I. Ry., Danville,

111.

T. E, Whitechusch. Plumber, C. B. & Q. R. R., Chicago.
Pres. Grieb: In the usual course these applications will be

acted upon by the executive committee and the names enrolled as

members.
Pres. Grieb: We now come to the first number on our regular

program for the evening, which is the discussion of report of com-
mittee to present a- code of rules for the examination of appli-

cants for the position of car inspector. I will ask that each of

you kindly assist in making the discussion lively and spirited so

that the members of the committee may see some active appre-

ciation of their efforts. We will call upon the members of the

committee and the chairman last of all, to close the discussion.

Mr. Bates (C. B. & Q.): It is somewhat surprising to me that

Ibis question is still hanging fire. I happened to be absent at the

last two meetings and felt satisfied the matter would be disposed

of before I returned, but it seems that nobody cared to say any-

thing. I think the committee has done all it can; we have made
f,nr vciinvt nnd nresented it to the association some two or three

months ago and it is before the association for acceptance or re-
jection.

Mr. Schultz (C. B. & Q.): I would like to ask the committee
what the idea was in making the age limit 45 years.
Mr. Bates: We put it in there so there would be something to

argue about as we knew that probably some of the members
would not be in favor of an age limit at all. Personally I think
there ought to be some limit and we decided on 45 years. We
thought if a man was over 45 years of age it was rather late to
start in as a car inspector, although there may be some men at
50 years who are good car inspectors.
Pres. Grieb: Do all present agree that the age limitation placed

by the committee is in accord with the wishes of this association'.'
Mr. Bates: I would say further in reference to his age limit,

that we read the reports made by Mr. Bhodes at the convention
and he seemed to be of the opinion that there ought to be some
limit. He mentioned several instances where old men were hired
for car inspectors and turned out to lie useless.
Mr. Schultz: My objection to the age limit is,—say if a man

worked for some company ten or fifteen years and wished to
change, or should lose his position, he would be practically tnrowu
out in making application on another road if he was over 45
years old. He would simply be treated as a man first making
application for position as car inspector, consequently he would
not get. work; I would be in favor of cutting out that part of the
report.

Pres. Grieb: Would you have any limitation as to age?
Mr. Schultz: No, sir, for this reason. A man may be a good

car inspector at 50, or even 60 years of age and I believe it ought
to rest with the company who employs him to say whether he is

able to do the work.
Motion made and carried that the limitations as to age be cut

out of the committee's report.
Mr. Williams (C. M. & St. P.): I am in favor of the questions

for car inspectors as presented by the committee.
Mi-. Olson (C. M. & St. P.): I do not think that code of rules

fits the car inspector at all. 1 do not think there is anything in
it that affects the practical car inspector. It all lays in his judg-
ment. You can have rules and you can have questions and in-
structions and do as much as you please but if he hasn't good
judgment he will never make a car inspector. My idea would be
to have the head of the department look out for certain men and
post them up to get the best record, regardless of rules and regu-
lations. He is the man to say whether the applicant would make
a good car inspector or not. It is of course understood the appli-
cant knows the rules. If the car inspectors were to do as the
M. C. B. Bules say he would not last long in any place. It is his
judgment that does the work.
Mr. Bates: I do not think that any car inspector who under-

stands the M. C. B. Bules would object to any of the questions,
because a man who understands the rules can answer every one
of those questions. I think that a man who is going to inspect
cars at an interchange point ought to understand the rifles and if

he does not he had better get out and make way for some one
else.

Mr. Morris (C. M. & St. P.): As I understand Avhat Mr. Olsen
says, he does not mean to say that an inspector should ignore the

' M. C. B. rules, but he means that to have a set of rules properly
answered by a man would not show he is competent, because a
car inpector requires something else entirely different from rollimr
off a lot of answers to questions from the book of rules. This one
question of judgment is the main thing that goes to make up a
car inspector. He might answer questions and repeat the M. C.
B. rules by heart but yet make a very poor car inspector for all

that.

Mr. Parish (L. S. & M. S.): I would like to ask the committee
if, in making up their report and setting the age limit at 45 years,
they took into consideration the test of eyesight. If they had
•that in view when they set the limit at 45 years.

Mr. Bates: We certainly did, because there are many men 45
years of age and over with eyesight just as good as mine.
Mr. Kroff: I think to learn those rules which are laid down

would be a good thing, but this is like a man having a good rec-
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nmmend but when put to work you find he has not got the experi-

ence, therefore I feel a good deal like Mr. Olsen. I think it

should be left to the judgment of each foreman and when he
finds he has a man who is trustworthy and using good judgment,
such a man will make a good car inspector, but simply to study
a code of rules does not make the best car inspector. \

Mr. Thomson (L. S. & M. S.): I do not quite agree with Mr.
Kroff in that respect. I do not think a foreman can be around
with the men all the time and if a man does not understand the
rules he has to depend on the foreman to tell him what to do.

There are often times when the foreman cannot be with his men.
In such cases an inspector being familiar with the rules would
help him to use better judgment.
Mr. Warton (C. & N. W.): There is a great deal that can be

said on this subject, more than I am able to say to-night. I

think the more intelligence a man has in car inspecting the bet-

ter he is. A man should be naturally a good writer, a good, in-

telligent man that you can talk to and explain things to. and if

he does not understand the rules let him come to the office and
find out what is necessary. We are always ready to impart any
information to them, and as a rule I think they have a better

chance of giving good satisfaction. Once in a while we find .they

make a little mistake and of course we see where they make
their error and try to set them right and get along better when
we have things fully understood. A man should be sober, quick
of sight and always ready, when trains are approaching the yard,

to be right on hand wherever possible. Ours is a large yard, six

or eight trains following one another right along and of course

those inspectors must get information from the yard clerks to see

what train is required first so as to keep the trains moving as

rapidly as possible. A man should have several years experience-

as a car repairer to become familiar with the different parts of

the car and know what strain the various parts have to stand in

service, so that if he finds any of them broken will know whether
the car is safe to run or not, and when you get a man that meets
these requirements, pay him a reasonable salary so there will be

some inducement for him to stay and do his work in the best

manner possible. I think a man should be conversant with the

rules as much as possible and I think a good car inspector will,

if he is interested in his position or is working his way upward
as much as possible.

Mr. Wentsel (Belt): Those questions could be easily learned

and still the man that learned them would not be a car inspector

if he knows the rules:

Mr. Harvey (C. B. &-Q.): I move that question No. 10, relat-

ing to minimum sizes of axles, be cut out, as I think it is asking

too much to expect a man to remember all the minimum sizes of

axles on the different capacity cars, and I do not think there are

three men in the room who can answer this question off hand.

Mr. Sehultz. This is just one of the things that the inspectors

can read up on, as it would not take more than 15 minutes to

get posted. A good car inspector will post himself on the rules.

Mr. Bates: I do not agree with Mr. Harvey that son few men
know about sizes of axles, because a car inspector is obliged to

know that. We have a lot of car inspectors in different parts of

the yard and I venture to say that every one of them knows the

minimum sizes of axles. They go along a string of cars and size

up the axles and if there is a small axle in the lot they must lo-

cate it. . ......
Mr. Harvey: I do not want to be understood as saying that it is

unnecessary for an inspector to know anything about the stand-

ard axles for different capacity cars as I agree with Mr. Bates

that it is necessary for them to be able to decide when an axle is

too small, but I believe that in inspecting a car they will look at

axles, and should they seem small they will caliper them and then

turn to the book of rules to see what the minimum size is for

this particular car. We measure quite a number of axles on

cars on repair track and we find it necessary to consult the rules

in many cases. I am still of the opinion that there are not three

men in' the house who can give correctly the minimum sizes for

centers, wheel fits and journals for all the different capacity cars.

Mr Bates: There is no reason why they should not know, and I

think that it is one of the most vital questions. While Mr. Harvey

may look at a lot of axles on the repair track I venture to say he

does not look at one-quarter as many as the inspectors receiving

cars from connecting lines. I am with the men a good share of

the time and I know that our men are familiar with these sizes,

especially the 40, 50, 60 and 80,000 lbs.

Mr. Downing: The inspectors down our way know the sizes

of axles, and I do not remember a case in several years of ear

being marked out account of axle being below the limits between

wheel Vats except on our own cars. I doubt if there is an in-

spector in the room who has marked out a car on that account

except on their own cars.

Mr. Thomson: I know our inspectors in Chicago are familiar

with the different size of axles under different capacity cars and

can read it off like a book and I think Mr. Harvey goes a little

too far when he savs there are not three men here that know the

different sizes of axles. I do not think there are more than a half

a dozen men in this room to-night but what are familiar with Rule

3, Sec. 17.
,

Mr. Bates: I will say for the information of the meeting here

that we do find a lot of small axles and transfer cars every day

on account of small axles. I have seen cars myself where all the

axles were too light and I believe that if an inspector was not

required to know this information he would let cars get out on

the lino and cause wrecks.

Mr. Thomson: Take any inspector, I do not say a man who is

familiar with those axles can tell what the diameter would be

unless he puts the calipers on. Hie sees the axle and it looks too

small and he takes out the calipers and measures the axle. But
as far as the sizes otherwise is concerned I think they arc all

familiar with them. I know our men are.

various reasons. In the first place the inference is that if a man
can answer the questions laid down by this committee he is a
competent car inspector. I think that is an entirely wrong idea.
He may be able to answer these questions and more, but still be
very far from being a competent inspector. I think that an in-'
spector, in the first place, should have some experience on the
repair track. He ought to be a car repairer before a car in-
spector. He ought to know why things are defective, and wheth-
er, if they are defective to a certain extent, they are able to
withstand certain service. He cannot learn that out of a book.
There is another thing that is one of the principal features, as I
said before, and that is the question of judgment. I do not see
how you are going to find out what judgment a man has in
handling cars, by asking him questions or a set of questions. I

do not think it can be done. It seems to me the best inspector is

a man that has grown up under your own eye; a man that has
been on the repair track and learned the work there and has been
given other, say easy, jobs inspecting cars Avhere you can see how
he carries out the work and then give him something with a little

more responsibility and keep on promoting him in that way, and
if you see that he carries out your ideas and follows the rules,
not only the M. O. B. Rules, but the local rules regarding the
receipt of cars, you know he is competent for something better.
The matter of sight is a very important one and while there are
a good many men who are good inspectors at 45 years of age we
all know that between 45 and 50 the vision certainly retrogrades.
It is not as good as previous to that time and it is pretty hard
for a man 50 or 60 years of age to find small cracks in the plates
of wheels, etc. I do not think, in hiring an inspector, you can do
anything but take him on probation, take his word for it and put
him to work and see what he can do and judge by that.

Mr. La Rue (C. R. I. & P.): I think Mr. Morris has explained
the situation pretty thoroughly, but I would say further that
while these questions were gotten up for the car inspectors, it

was, in my judgment, rather unnecessary, so-to-speak, for this
reason; as Mr. Morris says, your best inspectors are made right
under your own eye, but we have to go a step further. You take
a long line, with possibly one or two headquarters, and at some
distant point they send for a car inspector. Possibly you have
none right where he is available. You have probably got the
application of one or two and possibly their recommendations.
Now I do not hardly think it would be justice to the man nor
to the company to send him to that distant point without ask
ing him a few questions and form your judgment of his ability

by asking those questions. It is not necessary to follow this

regular rule that this committee has laid down here, but use
those as a guidance for formulating questions that you will

ask this man. That is the way I look at this question, and I

think that the car inspectors, for their own good and betterment,
Avould be justified in sanctioning such a code of questions.

Mr. Evans (B. & O.): While I can agree with Mr. Morris, I

am not quite certain it is necessary that there should be a code
of questions to examine car inspectors on, it occurs to me that
the car inspector might be all that Mr. Morris has suggested,
might be a man of good eyesight, excellent judgment, etc., and
still be a much better inspector if he could answer the ques-
tions laid down by this committee. It is well known that the
average car inspector is not as familiar with the M. C. B. Rules
as he might be. This is very clearly demonstrated from the
condition of the old M. C. B. Rule Books that they turn in

when they get their new ones, so if there is a necessity for a
code of questions for an examination I think that the report of

the committee is a very creditable report and I certainly do not
see but what a first class car inspector would be a much better
car inspector were he able to answer the questions laid down
by this committee. I would not pretend to say that simply an-
swering those questions would constitute a car inspector, and it

would be necessary, as Mr. Morris has said, that he have pre-
vious experience with cars to familiarize himself with the condi-
tions on the road, character of the equipment, etc., to equip him
for the position of car inspector in addition to being able to

answer these questions. The case cited by Mr. La Rue is a

very common one. A car inspector at a distant interchange point

leaves the service and it is necessary to get a man at that point.

The locality may be such that you cannot get a man from your
headquarters to go there and live. I think if you had some sys-

tem of questions, when you called a man up from that vicinity

you would at least know that he is sufficiently familiar with
the rules to pass upon cars in interchange. For one I am op-
posed to this system of catechism which has got to be quite a
fad of late in the examination of men for railroad positions, as,

like Mr. Morris, I am, I believe, more in favor of the old plan
of knowing the man for the position and put him in there, but if

is also a fact that with the increase in the interchange of cars
and the complication in construction of the equipment is go-

ing to require that the car inspector shall be of considerable
higher average intelligence than what we were able to get along
with some years ago. In reference to the age limit I would he
inclined to be very charitable to the man who had been in the
service and had reached the age of 45 after long continued serv-
ice as a car inspector, but certainly it appears to me in most
railroad yards, ift Chicago especially, a man cannot begin much
flfder than that and take full care of himself around the yard.
At another point where I was located we had two car inspectors
considerably above 45 and we had younger men who did the

heavy work and the effort these older men made to keep up
and do their part was sometimes a little pitiable.

Mr. Morris: I hope that no one got the impression that I

intended to convey the idea it was not necessary for an inspector

to know the M. C. B. Rules. I think an employer, in hiring an
inspector, should use his own judgment which would be about as
rrnrirl ns finvthinsr that rnnlrl hp rppnmnipndpfl hv anv emnmittpp
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in asking questions. I might be in such a position that certain

rules would be rigidly enforced and I would want to have a man
posted on those rules; another foreman would want still other

rules enforced and want his man more posted on those and I

believe we should rely on the judgment of the foreman in asking

questions just as much as the judgment of the inspector in han-

dling cars.
. , .

Mr. Elkins (S. R. G. Co.): It strikes me there is a kmd of a

disposition to rub it in to the committee. This committee cer-

tainly does not take the position that anybody to answer those

questions would make him a competent car inspector, but they

take the position that it is important that a man should know the

M. C. B. rules. Anybody that is hiring an inspector will use

his own judgment as to whether he is capable or not, whether

he knows these rules or not, but I think the rules that have been

laid down are very good, but I do not think they take the posi-

tion that a man that can answer them is a practical car in-

spector.
,

Mr. Marsh (A. C. L.): I believe that the report of the com-

mittee is a very creditable one and the questions are very suita-

ble. I think, however, that they might have gone a little fur-

ther and added, "and any other questions that may be asked the

applicant." That covers the whole ground because a man would

then be in a position to use his own judgment as to the capa-

bility of the applicant.

Mr. Bates: As you all know the thing that brought this ques-

tion up was the fact that at the last M. G. B. Convention the

question came up in regard to the capability of car inspectors,

and in fact there was a committee appointed by the Master Car

Builders to formulate a set of rules. We were appointed to

formulate something for a suggestion to the Master Car Builders'

committee. I will say that it was not the intention of the com-

mittee to put a man on as car inspector who could simply an-

swer these questions, nor did we intend that only these questions

be asked. This is a matter that is left entirely with the man
who is hiring the inspector. We did not intend to give a man a

job as car inspector who never had any experience. Our report

'shows that we recommend that a man have at least three years'

experience as a car repairer and as far as our own rules are

concerned I will say that we generally make our own inspectors.

We always take men that we know, as in that way we get pretty

fair men, and we~ presume that everybody else who is hiring

inspectors does the same thing. Tht.^e is nothing in these rules

that would indicate that we would have to hire a man just be-

cause he answers the questions but I think if a man can answer
those questions he must be a car inspector, because no matter

how much a man studies up on these things you can catch him

if you switch off on some other questions. Now Mr. Morris said

he would prefer hiring a man and taking his own word for it.

There is nothing wrong in making him answer these questions

and then using your judgment. If he does not know how to

answer the questions or handle the work you can easily find

it out. I do not see any reason why the questions should not

all stand except the age limit; I was rather skeptical on that

myself, but some of the committee wanted it, although I was
satisfied that some of the members here would object, but with

that stricken out I do not see any objection to leaving it stand

as it is and turning it over to the Master Car Builders' Com-
mittee for its information.
Mr. Marsh: I would like to make the motion that the sen-

tence I made a few minutes ago,—"And any other question per-

taining to the interchange of cars that may be asked the ap-

plicant," be incorporated in the report. If that is put in they

will have to go through the entire M. C. B. Rules to post

themselves to answer those questions. If he gets the idea that

he has just got to answer those questions he would be a very

narrow gauged inspector. If you get him on that sentence he

will have to study the rules from beginning to end to be able

to answer any question that may be asked him and it would

give the foreman an opportunity to ask any question he wanted

to. Motion seconded and carried.

Mr. Marsh: I would move that the report of the committee

as amended, be accepted and the committee discharged with

thanks. Carried.
Pres. Grieb: Unless there are some objections I will ask tlie

secretary to forward this report to the chairman of the com-

mittee appointed by the Master Car Biulders' Association on

this same subject together with a copy of the discussion per-

taining thereto.
. ,.„„,,,,

Pres. Grieb: This brings us to Question No. 2—Should de-

livering line inspector be required to sign joint evidence state-

ment covering defective condition of car in cases where any

wrong repairs are in existence?
#

Mr. Dunn (C, M. & St. P., Stone City, la.): I wish to state

in a case of this kind that I would require delivering line in-

spector to sign joint evidence statement, that is if car was not

carded for the wrong repairs that existed, because if I should

not notice the wrong repairs when I received the car and car

was on our line for about ten days and then returned to the

road that I received car from, but at some other point and the

receiving inspector noticed the wrong repairs, he would no doubt

require a joint evidence statement, therefore holding us respon-

sible for defects that existed before we received the car in the

first place, so my view of this case would be to have delivering

line inspector sign joint evidence statement covering defective

condition of any and all wrong repairs that existed when receiv-

ing car from delivering line.

Mr. Thomson: I suppose the gentleman means a foreign car.

He does not mean one of his own cars. He wants you to sign

joint evidence for wrong repairs on a foreign car.

Mr. Bates: That was intended to cover your own cars when

they came home with wrong repairs and other defects in exist-
ence with the wrong repairs.

Mr. Thomson: It has been our practice to make the joint
evidence card against the delivering company for wrong repairs
only—stating how the repairs are made and how they ought
to be made, and send it to the delivering company for him to
sign or furnish defect card, if he made them.
Mr. Schultz: I understand it this way, that it is the rule

when the owner receives his car home from connecting line, and
finds wrong repairs, for him to make out a joint evidence
card and forward it to the delivering line and have the inspector
sign it. I see no reason why the delivering line inspector should
sign the card, as he does not see the car at all.
Mr. Bates: Unfortunately the man who brought up that

question is not here this evening but it seems that what he
wanted to get at is this: One of his cars came home with
some wrong repairs on it and in addition had some defects on
the same end which formed a combination providing the wrong
repairs were broken parts instead of wrong repairs and he
wanted to know whether he should accept a joint evidence
card in that case or hold the delivering line for the defects
and wrong repairs.
Mr. Morris: I do not believe the joint evidence card, accord-

ing to a strict interpretation of the rules, would cover such
a condition, that it, it is not generally considered, I believe, in
that way, but broadly interpreted I think that it should be.
For instance, if we should get one of our cars from the Lake
Shore with two new draft timbers in and an end sill, broken
out between the draw sills, same end, and say a new coupler
on, it is very evident that that end sill was broken at the same
time the two draft timbers were, and if the draft timbers were
wrong the delivering line would not hestitate for a moment,—
in fact be compeled to sign joint evidence card for the wrong
draft timbers, and I think at the same time they should be com-
pelled to sign joint evidence card, providing the draft timbers
are all right and the end sill is broken out between the draw-
sills. Whether there are, strictly speaking, any wrong re-
pairs, or any improper repairs found, the fact that the end
sill was not properly repaired or renewed at the time the two
new draft timbers were applied is good evidence, to my mind,
that the car had not received proper repairs. The repairs that
were made, perhaps were proper, but the fact that they did not
make all the repairs left the car in an improperly repaired con-
dition. As a rule the delivering line, or any line would receive
that car without protest from connecting line, if it was on its
way home, and the owner has no recourse but to get a joint
evidence card. I think Hie joint evidence card, broadly
speaking, was intended to cover just such conditions, to
protect the owner. I do not believe that there are
many roads in Chicago that refuse, at the present time,
to sign joint evidence card under the conditions I have named,
but I do not know of lines in different parts of the United
States who refuse to accept the joint evidence parts of the
United States who refuse to accept the joint evidence card made
out to cover such defects, . and it seems to me that this point
ought to be covered by the rules very clearly and explicitly and
we, perhaps, should have made mention of such a thing as that
when we made our recommendations. I know we have re-
ceived a great many cars defective in that way, that is, defects
not repaired, which there is almost positive proof came into
existence at the time the parts that were repaired, were dam-
aged, and it is the only way we have of protecting ourselves,
and I do not think any line should object to signing joint evi-
dence card or accepting joint evidence card showing condition
of car.

Mr. Powell (I. C): I do not agree with the remarks that have
been made on that subject tonight for the reason there are
two Arbitration Decisions, Nos. 394 and 395, which make the
intermediate road responsible where the defects conflict and I

think the delivering company should issue defect card.
Mr. Morris: I would like to ask how an intermediate road

could protect itself against an end sill broken in that way.
If the Lake Shore, for instance, should receive a Cl, M. & St. P.
car at Cleveland with two new draft timbers and head block
and the end sill broken out between the draft timbers, what
could the Lake Shore demand of the delivering line? There
is a broken end sill there and the owner is responsible for it.

There are no wrong repairs,—that is, the draft timbers and head
block are all right. In what way could the Lake Shore hold
the delivering line and how could we hold the Lake Shore here?
Mr. Downing: What would prevent the Lake Shore putting

in that end sill and billing for it?

Mr. Bates: In a case as cited by Mr. Morris I would like to
ask him if, in his opinion, an end sill in a case of that kind
would not be broken by unfair usage.
Mr. Morris: Certainly by unfair usage.
Mr. Bates: Section 31, Rule 3, says,—"Damage of any kind

to the body of the car due to unfair usage, derailment or acci-
dent," delivering company responsible.

Mr. Morris: The owner assumes that that was unfair usage
because he sees a repair card on, perhaps, or because he sees
two new draft timbers. The delivering line is not going to

look for repair cards as closely as all that.

Mr. Bates: The Arbitration Committee in rendering the deci-
sion quoted by Mr. Powell, said if the defects had been covered
by a repair card the delivering line would not be responsible.
Here is a case of an end sill broken out in the center, new dead-
wood and two new draft timbers applied at the same end, and
I think if the owner could see and decide whether it was unfair
usage the intermediate line could do as well.

Mr. Olsen: I would like to ask Mr. Bates how an inspector
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should handle that car at an interchange point in delivering it

to the third party?
Mr. Bates: He should demand a defect card, according to a

strict interpretation of the rules. v

Mr. Olsen: If an inspector should demand a card the freight

would all be tied up at the terminals for such defects as that.

There is not one inspector in Chicago that gets his head up under
the head block to see whether the end sill is broken o-r not
except on his own cars.

Mr. Bates: The rules require that he should give foreign

cars the same inspection as he does his own cars and if he
fails to do that he is responsible for being negligent.

Mr. Morris: I believe it simmers down to this. It is im-
proper repairs, I think, and if an inspector did see it and was
satisfied in his own mind that that end sill was broken at the
same time the draft timbers were he ought to consider it im-
proper repairs from the fact that it was not properly repaired.
If we had the definition of improper repairs we would find it is

not only applying wrong parts but failure to apply proper parts,

therefore they are not broken parts in the broadest sense of the
word and I think that is the way it ought to be considered,
and in looking at it in that way, as wrong repairs, the inspector
of the delivering line would pay no attention to it.

Mr. Bates: I am well aware of the fact that the way Mr.
Morris has outlined it is the way the cases are generally handled
here, but I do not believe that it is the proper way to handle
them for the reason that so many roads break the combination
and attempt to evade responsibility. They go to work and
repair part of the defects and let the rest go, but if they were
made to issue a card it would probably lead to a better way of

handling these cases, and I think, as I said before, under a strict

interpretation of the rules they would be bound to issue a de-

fect card for the damaged parts.

Mr. Powell: We pass cars with such defects on a book record
and when the owners made request on us for card we furnished
same. We have been taking record and demanding card of the
delivering line.

Mr. Kroff: I would like to ask how bad the end sills are
damaged or broken. I notice when a draft timber breaks and
the pocket coupler pulls out, it always damages the inside end
sill more or less; sometimes not very bad at all. Now the
owner may make the claim that this breaks the combination.
The question is, "Does the owner take out all these end sills

for slight defects." I do not think a slight damage between
the draft timbers weakens the end sill. Of course when end
sill is broken it does.
Mr. Morris: I think it is a well-known fact that the owner

is the judge as to whether the end sill, or any other part is

damaged bad enough to come out, and further in regard to

whether the end sill was broken or not, I do not believe that
we can put ourselves on record as casting reflections on any road
and insinuate that they would ask for a card for end sills, or
any other parts and make bill on them if they did not make
repairs.

Mr. Downing: I would like to ask how an inspector would
be able to determine in the car of longitudinal sills, say you
break the two center sills and one inter sill was previously
broken and defects indicate it had been broken for some time;
road handling car makes repairs to center sills, allowing inter

sill to remain; when car arrives home the owner would claim
the inter sill was broken at the same time center sills were, or
in case we apply two end posts and car is delivered home with
one corner or one end post broken—same end. I do not under-
stand how an inspector could determine whether defects were
created at same time or not. I do not think defect card can be
demanded for any defects which do not form a combination,
except when the defects clearly indicate unfair usage, such as
cornering or damaging caused by derailment.
Mr. Morris: I believe it is the custom to hold the joint evi-

dence card until the bill comes in and if no bill is presented,
the owner is out. If the bill comes in you can fire it back with
the joint evidence card and ask them what they know about
it.

Mr. Schultz: I cannot see why all these joint evidence cards
are necessary. In nine cases out of ten the inspector of the de-
livering line does not see the car and I think the receiving road's
record ought to be sufficient.

Pres. Grieb: That is true in the case of the two lines in-

terested, but if it goes to a third party the statement on a

joint evidence card is much more effective than a plain copy
of a record.
Mr. Schultz: They should not be more effective. They simply

depend on the veracity of one or two men.
Pres. Grieb: A joint evidence card carries with it a good

deal more effect than the statement of any inspector. It is

more a question of equity than a strict observance of the re-

quirements of the rules to furnish this protection to the owner.
Apparently there has been no good argument presented against
affording this protection to the car owner if he requests it.

Mr. Powell: The question as cited here does not take into

consideration a combination of defects for the additional wrong-
repairs. With this taken into consideration, I would make
a motion to the effect that if the additional Avrong repairs are
of such a nature as to indicate unfair service and there is no
repair card on the car, then the delivering company should is-

sue defect card and not sign joint evidence.

Mr. Morris: That does not seem to cover the question at all.

The question of wrong repairs is taken care of by the rules.

What we want to get at is the defects in connection with proper
repairs which originally showed a combination.

Mr. Powell. I think that question covers it. I am of the
opinion it holds the delivering company responsible for the wrong
repairs and also for the additional defects that were not repaired,
in the absence of the repair card. Of course if the repair card
was there that would hardly be true.

Mr. Bates: I would like to ask Mr. Powell what he 'would
do if the repair card was on there and defects which would
form a combination in addition to the wrong repairs.
Mr. Powell: I believe you could hold the party who made

the repairs because he only made partial repairs and because
they did not make proper repairs. If the delivering company
received that car from connecting line in defective condition it

can get rebuttal card by showing that the defects existed when
they received the car.

Mr. Marsh: I may be a little bit thick in the head, but I
do not believe the motion by Mr. Powell fully answers the
question as put to the association. I believe it is fair to assume
from the remarks made by Mr. Bates, that defective condition
of this car existed in connection with the wrong repairs which
were made. Then I believe that a motion stating that it ir,

the sense of this association that defects existed in connection
with wrong repairs, therefore the delivering road should give
joint evidence to protect the owner. I do not think he should
give a defect card because he is not responsible, but he should
give a joint evidence.

Mr. Cook (S. B.. L.): If we are going to vote that a joint
evidence card is going to settle this we want to go a step fur-
ther; we want also to go on record that when that joint evidence
card is presented against the party whose repair card is on the
car, it should not be contested. Many of us know, who follow
those cases to the finish, it is simply a question of referring
them to the first interchange inspector for record in that par-
ticular respect, and naturally his reply in that no such defects
existed. The joint evidence card and correspondence comes
back with the information that the defects did not exist and you
simply put it in the file case. If we are going on record that
the joint evidence card is going to settle such cases let us fix"

it that the man that receives that joint evidence card is going
to have protection, otherwise it will probably not be worth the
paper it is written on.

Mr. Powell: Just on this question I think that the nature of
the additional damage decides the question. That is to say,
if the additional defects show unfair service, then I do not
believe the delivering line can avoid furnishing defect card.
Pres. Grieb: The question is not sufficiently concise or definite

as to the condition. I notice from the discussion that different
members take different conditions.
Mr. Morris: I would like to make an amendment that the

delivering line inspector should be required to sign joint evi-
dence statement covering defective condition of car in case where
rpairs have been made in connection with defects forming a
combination, and that this is proper interpretation of the rules.
Pres. Grieb: You do not want to lose sight of the fact that

the question of wrong repairs rests solely with the owner and
the party that made them. The trend of the discussion has
been that the additional defects in question are not of such a
nature as to form a combination.
Mr. Morris: I would like to say that at the present time,

nearly every road is doing business on the lines shown in the
amendment that I have given and I do not see how anybody
can vote against any such thing without stultifying themselves.
Mr. Thomson: I do not see any objection to signing the joint

evidence card in such cases as Mr. Morris has mentioned. It
does not hold the delivering company and helps to trace for the
man who made the wrong repairs.
Mr. Powell: I can simply reiterate my statement that Arbi-

tration Cases 394 and 395 govern, but as Mr. Morris has said,

it is a fact that cars are being handled as he states by those
who are not familiar with the Arbitration Decisions, but we
shall demand cards where defects denote unfair usage. I think
it might be well to lay the question over and have it presented
in a more definite form.
Mr. Downing: I think there have been cases rendered sub-

sequent to those mentioned, unless the owners produce evidence
to show that car received rough handling; the statement of
party making repairs will have to be accepted.
Mr. Cook: In one of the cases cited by Mr. Powell I think

you will find the Arbitration Committee held the delivering com-
pany for defect card. In the other they held that the joint

evidence card is all that could be demanded and the entire
matter that governed their decision was whether or not the de-

fects were owner's and whether or not there was a repair card
on the car.

Pes. Grieb: It might be well to hold this question over and
present it in a little more concise shape at the next meeting
so as to have a definite proposition before us and also give
everybody ample time to study over the points that have been
raised and come well equipped as to what bearing Decision 394
and any of subsequent date has to add.

Mr. Powell: I would make a motion that the present motion
and amendmnet be tabled and the entire question considered
at a subsequent meeting, with the understanding that the entire

question be re-written to represent a definite condition, to be'

presented at an early meeting.

Mr. Evans: I would sugest that the subject take in both
conditions—with the repair card and also without, so that wc
can have the entire question settled at one time. Motion carried.

Mr. Morris: I move that we hold Questions 3 and 4 over until

the next meeting. Carried. Meeting adjourned.
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^¥^HE report of 'Ton-mile Statistics'' formed one of

the most interesting reports presented before the

recent convention of the Railway Master Mechanics' As-

sociation, and the resolutions presented by the committee

were adopted and are to be presented to the American

Railway Association. The association very wisely con-

tinued this committee, which has in the past done such

excellent and efficient work.

» « »

vention hall that the ultimate test of draft gear must

be in an extensive road test similar to air brake tests

of a number of years ago. Possibly such tests may be

made at some future time, but meanwhile many roads

are putting on their cars draft gear of one kind or an

other, and so far as we are able to learn, a number of

makes of draft rigging have been giving satisfaction.

The draft rigging question is certainly an important one

and deserves all the time and attention that the Master

Car Builders' Association can give it, but meanwhile

the individual roads seem to be doing the practical draft

gear testing.

THE outside dimensions of box cars is one of the most

important matters before the Master Car Builders'

Association today, and it is up to them to meet the com-

mercial requirements of railway service. This question

was thoroughly discussed at the recent convention at

Saratoga and the committee was continued for another

year, and judging from the report already made the mat-

ter will be thoroughly investigated so that definite stan-

dards of outside length of box cars can be arrived at.

—*
I

AMONG the visitors at the convention of the

Master Car Builders' Association was Mr. Edw.

A'. Mosely, who addressed the association at its 'session

of Thursday morning. His remarks were a most flat-

tering endorsement of the valuable work of the associa-

tion. He did not intimate, however, that the work of

the association was completed, but rather expressed his

confidence in their ability to successfully meet and solve

the problems of the future.

*"•"*
!

THE report of the committee on draft gear while pre-

senting to the Master Car Builders' Association a

very elaborate and complete record of the recent tests

at Altoona and Purdue, did not put themselves on record

35= regards the merits of the various devices tested. These

tests were a test of material and it was said in the con-

» * »

THE Railway Master Mechanics' and Master Car

Builders' conventions of 1902, are a matter of

history, and judging from the attendance and the inter-

est shown, the conventions recently held at Saratoga are

to occupy an important place in the records of those as-

sociations. The exhibits were numerous and interesting

and had the weather been as pleasant and sunny as is

usually the case at Saratoga, nothing would have been

left to be desired.

TiHE action taken by the Master Mechanics' Associa-

tion in calling to the attention of the citizens of

Saratoga, the need of a room suitable for holding their

meetings, will, we hope, be productive of good results,

and next year when we go to Saratoga we shall expect

to find a hall whose size, arrangement and acoustic prop-

erties are suitable for the holding of the conventions.

The difficulty in hearing the speakers in the hall, used

in the recent conventions, was a matter of great incon-

venience in the work of the associations.

«» » »

PROBABLY the amount of work involved in getting

printed the various papers and committee reports, in

order to have advance copies for use at the convention, is

better appreciated by the railway press than by anyone else.

Secretary Taylor is certainly entitled to a large amount

of credit for work done in a limited time. Inasmuch as

the same engravings that appear in the advance copies

are again used in the bound volumes of the proceedings,

it would seem to be very important to have all reports

and blue prints in promptly on time, in order to have

the best possible illustrations in the association records.

<» * »

T
)

kHE topical discussion at the recent M. C. B. con-

vention on meters for stopping leaks in car work
expenses which was opened by a paper from Mr. G. W.
Rhodes is a subject certainly very characteristic of him.

Mr. Rhodes always has time to look out for the little

things which so often help in the solving of the larger

problems, and his subject provoked a very lively discus-

sion. Reference was made in the discussion to the light-

ing of headlights at two or three o'clock in the afternoon,

the waste of gas in the passenger cars, mrts. bolts and
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screws around the floors of the shops, to the fact that the has devoted $200,000 to this object, and offers a grand

full amount of work was not always obtained from the prize of $100,000 and minor prizes amounting to $50,-

shop machines. Where this is the case the meter is cer- 000. The rules and regulations governing this com-

tainly out of order and the employee is not as careful as petition will be sent on request.

he should be. The smaller leaks do exist and in the

aggregate amount to a number of large leaks. Possibly

the education of the employee is the way to stop the

small leaks, and by making him feel the importance of

his own small department, by urging the discussion among

the men regarding the work which they are doing, and

having them organize local associations where their prob-

lems may be solved. Such

associations throughout the

entire country would be of

more importance than the

Master Car Builders' Asso-

ciation, for if the smaller as-

sociations should solve this

and many similar problems,

the work of the older and

larger associations would be

greatly lessened.

* » » :—
MR. WILLARD A.

SMITH, Chief De-

partment of Transportation

Exhibits of the World's Fair

at St. Louis, has sent out a

preliminary announcement

regarding his department.

The Exposition has assigned

to the building devoted to

transportation exhibits, the

largest space of any on the

grounds. It is to be rectan-

gular 525 feet by 1300 feet;

a shape which allows every

foot of space to be utilized

to advantage. All exhibits

will be on the ground floor

and in the main building.

The architecture conforms

to the needs of the ex-

hibits. Locomotives, cars,

and all railway exhibits will

occupy a central position

There is no charge for exhibit space, and all ar-

rangements regarding power, light, et cetera, are of

the most liberal character. Blank applications for

space will be sent on request. The date of the Expo-
sition having been changed to 1904, there is abundant

time for the preparation of exhibits, but none too

much. Early interest on the part of exhibitors will

be to their advantage, and

greatly facilitate the work of

the Department.
»

»

^|\]

PRESIDENT
Mr. C. J. Ives.

BURLINGTON, CEDAR RAPIDS AND
NORTHERN RAILWAY.

Mr. Ives entered railway service in 1862 and rose

through the various departments of his road to the posi-

tion of general superintendent in 1879. For a number of

years he held that position until in 1894 he was made
president.

HE paper presented by

Mr. C.A. Seley at the

Master Mechanics' Conven-

tion entitled "Electric Driv-

ing for Shops", was certainly

a very timely subject as was

evidenced by the discussion

which followed the reading

of that paper. There is no

question but what the time

has come in up-to-date rail-

road shop practice when the

line-shaft drive must give

away to electric power of

some sort. The discussion

on the paper referred to

brought up the question as

to whether the group or the

individual motor was prefer-

able. Modern railroad shops

furnish examples of both.

Probably a combination of

both systems will be found

desirable in many cases.

+-*-+

T>HE following order has

been issued by Gen-

eral Superintendent T. E.

Calvert of the B. & M. Rd.,

concerning the handling of

cars under the per diem sys-

under the great roof instead of being relegated to an- tern: "With the inauguration on July ist of the per diem

nexes, as was required by architect's plans at Chi- system of paying for the use of foreign cars, it devolves

cago, and local surroundings at Paris. No industry upon all agents and others who are charged with the hand-

of any kind will be better provided for in all respects ling of such cars to exercise the utmost zeal in the interest

than those relating to transportation. Intending ex- f their prompt movement while on the company's rails.

hibitors will be aided by the Department with infor-

mation and suggestions; every facility will be afforded

and no efforts spared toward creating the greatest

transportation exhibit ever brought together.

The great and novel aeronautic contest will be un-

der the charge of this Department. The Exposition

At points where large industries are served, it is especially

important that the division officers be watchful and ener-

getic, in order that the expenditure for the detention of

foreign cars may be kept down to the lowest figure com-

patible with courteous, fair and just treatment. To this

endjhe co-operation of all concerned is requested."
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HE weather was all right when we arrived

and the sun was shining when we left, but

while we were there—well, that is another

another story. At any rate we were glad

to see the rain and to know that the

drought was broken, because upon the rain

depends the crops, and a good harvest

makes the farmer prosperous, and if he is

prosperous the railroads are in like condi-

tion and they order new equipment and business is

good with the supply man and he feels so good that

he gives the newspaper a thirty-dollar "ad" with the

privilege of discontinuing at the end of the first quar-

ter, and so as a general proposition we are glad to see

it rain.

Saratoga looked much the same as ever, the appearance

of the United States Hotel was just as inviting, in fact

we judge it was more so, as there were a larger num-

ber of guests there than at any previous year. The only

change was in the opera house and adjoining buildings

Sunday Morning on the Front Porch.
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As It Looked from the Porch.

which were destroyed by fire just a few days before the

convention opened.

The reports read in the convention and the discus-

sions which followed were interesting' and profitable and

are reported at length in another portion of this issue.

The committees are to be commended for their good

work and the associations are to be congratulated on the

work accomplished. The presidents of both associations

have served their respective organizations admirably and

the sessions of the Aveek were conducted in a systematic

and business like manner.

The exhibits were good, and there were plenty of them,

although the exhibitors were somewhat slower than here-

tofore in getting things in shape. The souvenirs were

plentiful and well selected. The entertainments were

numerous and enjoyable, for which Mr. Martin and his

committee are to be thanked. The American Engineer

and Railroad Journal, always a good paper, had an un-

usually fine issue in its convention number, the Railway

and Engineering Review published in both its convention

issues articles of especial interest to the mechanical de-

partment, and the "Daily" was as usual very much in

demand.

"Riley's. Dinner at Riley's.
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The Man that Makes the Brake Shoe 'Famous.
,

We publish some pictures which may be of interest

to those who could not attend. Those who were there

have probably seen enough of Saratoga for awhile. So,

for the man who could not go, we have published the

accompanying snap shots, in order that he can see that

The "Lackawanna's" Car Builder.

uals as the exhibits are all illustrated in the "Daily Age."

As nearly all of the pictures were necessarily instantan-

eous we are unable to show a half-tone with the same

clearness as it found in time exposure work. The pic-

tures shown are of persons so well known at the conven-

Not Business, Just a Sunday Afternoon Chat.

things look just about the same as last year. It has been

impossible to secure as many pictures as we should have

liked, but perhaps next year we will catch those whom
this year we missed. Some pictures of the exhibits are

shown but we have tried to get photographs of individ-

Mr. Hancock Looks Into the Question of Electric

Driving for Railroad Shops.
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Among the First Arrivals, Mr. Garstang and Mr.

Noble.

tions that we have not, in all cases, given their names, and

as the place where they were taken in clearly shown in

the photograph we will not write what is perfectly obvi-

ous to the reader. It is not necessary to explain a dinner

at "Riley's," if you have been there you know what a

good dinner they can give you, and if you have not been,

why one cannot explain a dinner, you must eat it to ap-

preciate it.

After the Close of the Second Day of the M. C. B.

Convention—Talking it Over.

The McCord and Company automobile was the prize

souvenir given away and every one had an equal

chance of winning it, one out of two thousand, and

nineteen hundred and ninety-nine of not getting it.

We did not get it. The little steel pocket rules were,

however, a very useful souvenir and much appreciated.

Mr. Bolles, the active and enterprising manager of

Bullock Electric Co.'s Advance Department, was respons-

Mr. Mackenzie Said, "Shoot, I am Ready." Mr. Symington Explains His Dust Guard.
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Mr. Waycott Wants the Convention in St. Louis in

1904.

ible for a new and very useful departure at this year's

convention. All who attended the conventions were

furnished with a button bearing a number which was

worn on the coat lapel and a printed list of the numbers

and names furnished much needed information as to the

names of the people you never can remember.

The supplymen held their usual meeting the evening

preceding the opening the the convention and voted the

usual assessment for the usual good time. Mr. John T.

Brown, of Pittsburg, Mr. J. G. Hendrickson of Phila-

delphia, were elected members of the standing commit-

tee for their respective districts. Mr. Frank Cooledge was

!

!?P3

.IB

The Tool Holder Man.

elected to represent the Southeastern district and Mr.

George A. Post was elected as member at largeand there

is no doubt of his being able to fill the bill.

Wednesday, the first day of the convention, opened of-

ficially at ten A. M., with the grand march to the con-

vention hall, which this year was the Grand Union ball-

room. There may be worse places to hold a convention

than that ball room. The Master Mechanics' Associa-

tion evidently do not think so, and very sensibly adopted

a resolution that if they are to go to Saratoga again a

suitable hall must be provided for the conventions.

The meeting of the railway club secretaries was held

A Newspaper Man and a Reformed Newspaper Man, Just Back from a Drive.
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A Sunday Morning Chat.

on Wednesday afternoon at the Grand Union, the clubs

being represented as follows : St. Louis Railway Club by

E. A. Chenery, Western Railway Club by J. W. Taylor,

Central by H. D. Vought, New England by E. L. Jones,

Northwest by D. Van Alstine, Southern and Southwest-

ern by A. J. Merrill. The Pittsburg, Canadian and Pa-

cific Coast clubs were elected members. The social event

of that day was the musicale in the evening.

Thursday night was the Master Car Builders ball, the

Sitting Under a Good Roof.

social event of the week, which was opened by the grand

march, led by President Hennessey and Mrs. J. W. Mar-

tin.

The "Refined Lyceum Entertainment" proved to be one

of the most popular entertainments, and C. Southard

Thompson as a money maker was an object of interest.

Possibly Mr. E. S. Macgowan, who sat on the stage,

can explain how it was done.

The National Car Coupler Company. Very Industrious.
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A Mm
"Daisies."

The program of the Master Mechanics' ball we repro-

duce in these columns just as a little reminder of one of

the happenings of the conventions to 1902.

No small amount of ingenuity was displayed in some

of the many signs which hung in various places about the

grounds. Some of them we reproduce. "Tennessee

Bloom" was the first thing that greeted the new arrival

and many white buttons and red ribbons were worn.

The trip to Schenectady on Tuesday was participated

in by over four hundred people who accepted the invita-

tion of the American Locomotive Company to luncheon

and to visit the works. A special train left Saratoga

Dr. Gould and His Exhibit.

shortly after the early adjournment of the convention at

noon. The luncheon was served in the new boiler shop

and the menu card, which we reproduce in these columns,

shows that it was no light luncheon, but what is termed

a "square meal."

That the Sessions-Standard draft gear is not up to

"Standard" among the ladies is evidenced by the follow-

ing : During the last days- of the convention one of the

ladies who was visiting the the hospitable booth of the

Secretary of the St. Louis Railway Club.

Mason Regulator Company's Exhibit in Charge of

Mr. Frank A. Morrison.
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The President and the Vice-president of the Two Men thai- Sell the Pressed Steel Car,

M. C. B. Association for the Coming Year. Mr. Mitchell—Mr. Postlewaite.

Standard Coupler Company pointed to the Sessions-

Standard friction draft which was exhibited there and

said: "What is that?" Another lady responded: "I

heard Mr. Post say that it was a draft gear." The first

lady replied, "That is strange ; there are no holes in it

and I don't see how they can get a draught through

that."

If the ladies do not understand the draft gear, some

of them were able to win some of the very handsome

prizes given the euchre parties which were held several

times in the parlor of the Grand Union.

Speaking of ladies, Mr. Post manages to make his ex-

hibit so attractive each year that the ladies all make him

a call, in fact several of them.

Who Wins the Automobile? Caught on the Side Porch.
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Mr. Woods Reads the Railway Master Mechanic.

One of the pictures that did not come out well enough

to be reproduced in a half-tone was taken of a number of

ladies in the exhibit of the Standard Coupler Company.

In fact a number of "attempts" were failures. One entire

Car Roofs vs. Car Paints.

film containing some of the best exposures was bad, and

we are unable to publish a group picture of Professor

Goss and his "boys." A number of other pictures are

for the same reason missing and what we expected would

be a fine picture of Mr. A. M. Waitt sitting out on the

front porch of the Grand Union reading his morning

paper was only a blank when it was developed. A
number of pictures of exhibits are also missing for this

same reason.

In most cases the pictures were taken without the

knowledge of the persons photographed and in many

Examining the Fercurson Kindler.
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Mr. Sargent—Brake Shoes and Airbrakes.—Mr. Isbester.

cases this issue of the Railway Master Mechanic will

be the first intimation of the fact that they are in print.

Sunday forenoon was a beautiful sunny day and many
of the best pictures were taken then. Mr. Post and Mr.

Tonge were caught by the camera late on Sunday after-

noon on the back porch, Mr. L. T. Canfield was also a.

Sunday picture, being taken in the forenoon on the front

porch. Mr. John Mackenzie's picture is taken with his

full permission, at any rate he said fire away, I can stand

it if you can.

Mr. Marden, president, and Mr. Brazier, vice-presi-

dent of the Master Car Builders' Association for the com-

ing year, were -:. both originally from the Fitchburg rail-

road, so that the road which is now out of existence as

far as the name is concerned will be well represented in

the association during the coming year.

Among the exhibitors whose exhibits do not appear

among the photographs published herewith was the Chi-

cago Railway Equipment Company, whose booth stood

in its usual prominent place and attracting especial at-

tention, as the subject of side bearings was one which

came before the meeting of the M. C. B. Association.

They exhibited a bearing which has been in service since

January 12, 1898, having had a mileage up to May 29,

Where the Convention Was Not Held. The King Platform.
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Resting at the Tired End of the Day.

1902, of 769,016 miles. They also had their usual brake

beam exhibit.

The Chicago Grain Door Company while not having

any exhibit was well represented by Mr. J. L. Mallory.

The number of orders recently taken by this concern,

when new grain doors are being introduced to the rail-

way public, would indicate that they will probably being

doing business at the "old stand" for some years to come.

One of the exhibits which was new this year was of a

lubricator recently invented by Mr. Elijah McCoy and is

VK#^»%»»»»i%»%»%»»»%»i

SECOIfcTID XSSTXE

LIST OF

Delegates m Supply Men

In Attendance at

M. C. B. a® M. M. Conventions j

June 17th -25th.

Corrected to 10:30 P. M., June 19th.

' ^ PLf

Compliments of

Bullock Electric Manufacturing Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

PLEASE REPORT ALL ERRORS TO REGISTRY CLERK AT EXHIBIT

.../Iftenu..

« « «

«

Soft Shell Crabs, Tartar Sauce.

(Calked inside the shell.)

Larded Sweet Breads, French Green Peas.

(Drilled and Countersunk )

Roast Philadelphia Squab on Toast.

Julienne Potatoes.'

(Riveted on by hand.)

Lettuce and Tomato Salad.

(In water-bottom tanks.)

Chicken and Lobster Salad.

(Sling stayed and crossed stayed.)

Individual Cream.
(Hydraulic flanged.)

Fruit Ice.

Fancy Assorted Cake.

(Mudring variety.)

Olives on Baffles Plate. Salte.cLAJmonds.

(With pressed steel fronts.)

PUNCH.
(Tested at 350 pounds.)

Thirty Fifth Annual Ball

fLmarican Railway
MastBr Mechanics' -Association

Saratoga Springs, N. T.

Tues'.iy Evening, June 24th 13Q2
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\ The Commonwealth Truck Is Explained.

5A<p
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"COOD MORNING"
TttIS CONVENTION IS
GOING TO BE A BIG
SUCCESS CLAD TO
SEE SO MANY

"Tennessee:
BLOOM"

FRIENDS HEBt.

being manufactured by the Michigan Manufacturing

Company.

The Pressed Steel Car Company made no exhibit at the

convention. Probably the fact that thousands of steel

cars made by this company and now in use on practically

all of the principal roads in the United States is exhibit

enough.

The Day-Kincaid stoker which was so much in evidence

among last year's exhibits is being withdrawn from the

market and a newer and better stoker takes its place.

This has not been done owing to any dissatisfaction on the

United States Hotel Court. Toppan Company Exhibit.
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CALL AND SEE
WHIT PRICE HENRI

MISSED
OUR PRIVATE CAR ACETYLENE, No. 100, STANDS AT
WASHINGTON STREET AND D. & H. R. R. TRACKS.

Acetylene Gas for Car Lighting has only One

Competitor—the Sun

Our Machine Carries 100 Pounds of Carbld, and will Light a Car for Ninety Hours

or from New York City to San Francisco Without Any Attention.

WE ARE NOT EXHIBITING A CAR. BUT A LIGHT.

ALL ARE CORDIALLY INVITED TO CALL

RAILROAD GAS LIGHTING COMPANY

Of CHICAGO
What Prince Henry Missed.

AUTOMOBILE

J. P.

AMERICAN U\\i\
SHOE CO.

CHICACO
Who Won the Automobile?

Down the Line of Exhibits.

'Fabrikoid."

Mr. Wilson Explains His Valve.
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Mr. Young of the "Burlington." The Philadelphia Pneumatic Tool Co. Packs Up.

part of the roads using the old model but because the

manufacturers are not satisfied with "good enough" but

want the best.

The Nathan Manufacturing Company had a well dis-

Mr. Coolbaugh, of the "Sterlingworth" Company,

and Mr. West, the President of the Master

Mechanics' Association for the Coming

Year.

Mr. Slocum of the Safety Car Heating & Lighting

Co. and Mr. Quereau of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R.
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The Mayor of Two Harbors.

played exhibit of lubricators and injectors together with

blue prints showing the interior and sectional views.

The Klinger patent reflex water gauge for locomotives

and the number 10 Monitor injector were also shown.

The Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting and

Equipment Company had their car on exhibition showing

the working of their axle light, and Col. Dickinson was

on hand as usual and made every one at home in his car.

The Major coupler was one of the new things at this

year's convention. This coupler is being placed on the

market by the Buckeye Malleable Iron and Coupler Com-

pany of Columbus, O. It is made of either malleable iron

or cast steel. The lugs of the knuckle measure 10 inches

vertically instead of the usual 9 inches. The coupler in

working order and its various parts were all shown in

the exhibit booth.

The Handy Car Equipment Company of Chicago which

last year exhibited the "Handy" car, this year displayed

in their exhibit on the side porch some of their other

devices. Among these were their swinging pilot coupler

and the Snow car replacer.

'The General Manifold Company of Franklin, Pa.,

whose exhibit was on the side porch had displayed their

carbon coated duplicating writing paper. In this system

each leaf has its own carbon and it can be applied to thou-

sands of blanks for all kinds of work. Such as M. C. B.

repair cards, engineer's coal tickets, extra oil order, en-

- gineer's trip books, and the like. It is already in use by

the United States government, telephone companies, and

upwards of a hundred railroads.

The Walworth Manufacturing Company of Boston ex-

hibited among other things the Mack injector and the

Stillson wrench. The exhibit also included high pressure

valves, taps, dies, die plates, and ratchet pipe cutters.

Simplex bolsters and Susemihl roller side bearings were

Fay & Egan Exhibit.

exhibited by the Simplex Railway Appliance Company.

The American Locomotive Company exhibited several

locomotives on the D. & H. tracks.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company had their usual

exhibit of their well known preservative paints for car,

locomotive and bridge work.

McConway and Torley were among the exhibitors this

The "Yankee Drill Grinder" is Explained.
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Mr. Slack of the D. & H., and Mr. Butler of the

Simplex Railway Appliance Co.

year and had displayed their steel and malleable iron
|

couplers of both the Kelso and Janney designs.

The National Malleable Castings Company, manufac-

turers of Cleveland, Ohio, manufacturers of the Tower

coupler, were represented at the convention by J. V.

Davidson, F. B. Whitlock, F. R. Angell, D. W. Call and

W. E. Coffin.

Of the "Hod Carriers" we have no picture and their

doings are not given out to the general public. For the

benefit of those who are interested we print the following

from the "Daily Age" : "The Hod Carriers' coronation

ceremony at Convention hall on Saturday evening was a

good deal of a blaze of glory. The reporter detailed to

describe it for The Daily Age was captured by the police,

who' at the last moment arrested all the chief conspirators,

and as the culprits are still in jail our readers will have

to bear with us until we can get together enough of the

fragmentary data now available to make a complete ac-

count."

Among the souvenirs given out was a gold handled pen

knife by the Gold Car Heating Company, a pocket memo-

randum of celluloid and aluminum. Leather match box

by the Boston Belting Company. The Philadelphia Pneu-

matic Tool Company remembered every one either with

their umbrella, cigar cutter, or paper cutter. The key and

chain was given out by the Curtain Supply Company.

The Chicago Grain Door Company distributed a leather

change purse.

The "conventions" of 1902 are over. Mr. Chamberlain

will not be bothered about his umbrella or the automo-

bile for another twelve months. Secretary Taylor will

not try to do three months work in one—until next

spring, the newspapers will not be talking the advantages

The Last Picture Taken.

of special advertising, the committees on the various re-

ports can begin getting ready and the respective presi-

dents of the two associations can begin now to jot down

notes for their annual addresses of 1903. Not all of the

good resultant from these conventions is found in the

convention hall. Around the porches and about the ho-

tels will be seen little groups of men discussing the matters

which interest them the most, the betterment of railway

rolling stock.

The convention hall, the discussions there, the com-

mittee reports, the topical discussions, the standards

adopted, the individual papers are not all in all the only

part of the conventions that is making for the improve-

ment of railway motive power and car equipment. The

exhibits, the new devices, the improvements on the old,

the mingling in good fellowship of the representatives of

competing roads, the meeting in social way of railway

and railway supply man, all seem to tend to an improve-

ment in railway service. The ladies are always welcome

and the conventions without them would not be—well

they not be the conventions, that's all.

The retiring president has congratulated his successor,

the gavel has sounded the adjournment, the secretary

is gathering up his papers, some of the exhibits are down,

others half down, the bus to the station is crowded and

the goodbyes and "hope to see you again next year" an-

nounce the end.

" I feel like one who treads alone

Some banquet hall deserted,

Whose lights are fled, whose garlands dead,

And all but him deserted."
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Railway Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders' Conventions

HE thirty-sixth annual convention of the

T Master Car Builders' Association is a thing

of the past and the meeting of the Master

Mechanics' Association is a matter of history.

There can be no question but what the work

of the officers and committees and the discus-

sions in the convention hall and the decisions

arrived at will be of lasting benefit to railway

service generally.

The programme of both conventions included an un-

usually large list of very important and timely subjects.

The more important committee reports on these subjects

will be found elsewhere in this issue and in the- pages

immediately following is given a condensed summary

of all papers and discussions. Among reports presented

before the Master Car Builders' Association, the report

on draft gear was by far the most important. It is well

known that a series of tests was made on various draft

rigging appliances at Altoona and at Purdue universities,

and although the committee has drawn no conclusions

from this series of tests, it has collected a large amount

of valuable information which may be used in the fur-

ther investigation of this subject. The introduction of

powerful locomotives and heavy capacity cars is of such

recent date that definite conclusions can hardly be drawn

as yet as regards the relative merit of the various draft

gears which are in the market.

The best methods in shop practice in meeting the re-

quirements for the maintenance of all steel cars and the

probable future shop changes necessary, was among the

more important subjects. It was unfortunate that no

printed report on this subject was presented by the com-

mittee, although it is a matter of the utmost importance.

So recent has been the introduction of steel cars and so

powerful their construction that very little has been nec-

essary in the way of repair work aside from the paint-

ing, which by the way is of the utmost importance.

The cleaning of triple valves and cylinders received

some of the attention which it deserves, and the associa-

tion has taken up the matter in a manner which shows

i.hat this very important subject is to receive still further

thought and investigation.

The committee on a "Code of Rules for Examination

of Car Inspectors" made a most excellent report on an

exceedingly timely subject. In this day of fast freight

and exceedingly fast passenger service, the car inspector

is a man of much greater importance than many men who
receive a larger compensation. The code of rules sug-

gested are excellent, but unless the position of car in-

spector is made sufficiently renumerative, it will be im-

possible to get a class of men that will be able to answer

questions or meet the requirements.

The subjects presented before the Master Mechanics'

Association were numerous and important. A some-

what new departure and one which is most excellent was

in the presenting of individual papers which dealt with

subjects of interest and importance to all members.

The "Up-to-Date Roundhouse" was perhaps as an im-

portant a report as that made by any of the committees.

So closely connected with "up-to-date" service is the "up-

to-date" roundhouse, which is such a large factor in

keeping the locomotive in good condition for service,

that the value of the work of this committee is readily

apparent.

The report on the cost of running trains at high speed

took up the work at the point to where it was carried

last year. While this subject is an important one, it is

difficult to arrive at very definite conclusions relating

to cost of high speed trains.

Master Car Builders' Convention.

The convention was called to order by the president,

Mr. J. J. Hennessey. After the usual opening program
and the address by the president, which reviewed the

work of the past year and made suggestions for the future,

the minutes were approved as printed and the work of

the convention began.

Secretary Taylor submitted a detailed statement of

the membership, condition of finances, etc., of the asso-

ciation, of which the following is an abstract of the more
important points. The total membership is 491, divided

as follows : Active members, 275 ; representative mem-
bers, 190; associate members, 8; life members, 18. There
has been but a small increase in membership during: the

vear, though numerous changes have taken place. There
have been transferred from active to representative mem-
bership 11 members ; 9new representatives from new roads

and 22 new representatives from old roads have been
added. The number of cars represented in the association

is 1.630,016, an increase of 124,394 cars during: the vear.

Durinp- the vear, 2^ subscribers to the Rules of Inter-

change have been added, all of these being railroads and
12 orivate car companies.

The report of the treasurer, Mr. John Kirbv, showed
a balance on hand of $q 16^.8=;. The reoort was received

and ordered soread uoon the minutes and the treasurer's

reoort was received and referred to the auditing- com-
mittee.

The renort nf the executive committee recommending
that the dues be reduced from $4. r>.=r vote oer vear to $q
r>er vote per vear was adopted. The first report on the

program was

:

SUPERVISION OF THE STANDARDS AND RECOMMENDED PRAC-
TICE.

The committee reported that there seemed to be but

few desires expressed for changes in the present stand-

ards and recommended practices. The committee con-

curred in the suggestion "that experience has shown that

the wedge-stop lugs on the outer end of the journal-box

for < bv g journal are deficient in strength, and that thev

should be strengthened by an addition of metal on the

front side, to make them conform to the lufs shown in the

drawing- for 5
1/ bv 10 inch journal, and it is also sue-

gested that the bottom of the box is not sufficiently strong
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for jacking purposes. The committee also recommended
that these lugs be extended laterally to the sides of the

box, instead of leaving about one-fourth inch opening, as

at present.

i'he stenciling of the ends of cars as "A" and "B"
ends was suggested by the Central Railway Club, an air

brake repair card, two steps to be fastened to each end
sill were also recommended. A more definite location

of handholds, uncoupling rods extended so as to be oper-

ated from both sides of the car were among the more im-

portant matters presented by this committee and sug-

gested for letter ballot.

ADVISABILITY OF USING METAL CENTER SILLS IN WOODEN
CAR CONSTRUCTION (TOPICAL DISCUSSIONS) OPENED
BY MR. R. P. C. SANDERSON.

Mr. Sanderson opened the discussion by saying that

he believed that the use of steel or iron center sills alone

in connection with wooden center sills trussed or other-

wise was a mistake. According to his experience it was
not the pulling strains which tears the cars but the dam-
age is done by the shocks in service. Mr. Simons of the

Pittsburg Coal Co., said that in his experience in car

construction, he had never yet been able to find a piece

of wood he 'could put in a car that would not shrink, or

that he had never been able to find a piece of metal that

could be bolted to a piece of wood that would not pro-

duce a moisture between the face of the metal and the

wood, causing decay to take place after a certain time.

Another feature he referred to was that we find in the

continual buffing strain the bolts in the timber will wear
the holes longitudinally, and it won't wear the metal, and
the result is you will find that the parts become loose.

The opinion seemed to be the time has gone by when
the wooden draft timber should be used for any purpose,

and in the construction of new cars steel underframing
should be used.

METERS FOR STOPPING LEAKS IN CAR WORK EXPENSES
(TOPICAL DISCUSSIONS) OPENED BY A PAPER FROM MR.

G. W. RHODES.
Anything by Mr. Rhodes is generally to the point, and

the paper sent to the convention by him caused an inter-

esting discussion. Mr. Rhodes said that "the substitute

for meters in railroad work then is carefully compiled

accounts, and that operating men are too busy to be in

full touch with the many accounts on a railroad, but there

is able help in this matter in the auditing- department, and
car men and machine shop men should be urged to keep

in close touch with the auditing department. Get them in-

terested in showing how the meters read. They have

charge of a most important department, and it is avail-

able to all of us if we will use it. The most successful

railroad of to-day is the one that can operate cheaper

than its neighbor. This is what has given this country

its commanding commercial position among nations.

Through economical methods of production and of trans-

porting we are able to invade the markets of every con-

tinent throughout the world. The members of our as-

sociation to be untiring in watching the meters of their

department and stop some of the wastes that even at the

present time are 30 glaringly prominent on many of our

best railroads.

In the discussion that followed many interesting points

were brought out in connection with the waste which is

constantly going on and it seems that while there is a

need of meters in the shop, there is a still greater need

of them in train service, where it is particularly hard to

watch things. Prof. H. Wade Hibbard made some com-
parisons between contract shops and railroad shops which
were not entirely in favor of the latter which provoked
an exceedingly lively discussion. Mr. Symington sug-

gested that inasmuch as we have to pay a good price to
get a good gas or water meter, that in order to get a
good man meter we must also pay a good price.

TRIPLE VALVE TESTS.
No printed report of the committee on this subject was

presented. Mr. Rhodes sent the following letter which
was read by Secretary Taylor

:

"Please report to the convention that during the last

12 months no triple valves have been presented to the
committee for test; that railroads generally seem to be
concentrating their efforts at the present time on proper
appliances tor repairing and maintaining the air-brake
equipment that is so rapidly increasing on the freight
cars of the country. The growing tendency for increas-
ing the carrying capacity of cars, thereby obtaining the.
immense advantage of a concentrated tonnage in a limited
number of cars, in place of a small tonnage distributed
through a large number of cars, is becoming so pro-
nounced that it is drawing the attention of inventors to
the necessity of having an air brake that will adapt itself

to loaded cars as well as to empty cars. While the brak-
ing power on empty cars of to-day represents 70 per cent
of the weight of the car, it does not represent more than
20 per cent of the weight of the car when loaded. There
is undoubtedly room for improvement in this matter, and
a demand from the railroads will bring it about."

Mr. R. D. Smith (B. & M. in Neb.) on request ex-
plained that they were experimenting with a triple valve
that provides for both empty and loaded cars, but that
as they had been in service so short a time that he had
but little to say in regard to them. He very kindly an-
swered a number of questions in regard to the matter. Mr.
Canfield said that the time has come when we must get
more braking power on the loaded car and that he had
been doing some experimenting along that line. Mr.
Herr said that the Westinghouse company was also in-

vestigating along this line, but were not ready to say
anything as yet.

BRAKE SHOE TESTS.

The report of this committee was referred to the ex-
ecutive committee and the convention adjourned until

Thursday.
TEST OF M. C. B. COUPLERS.

The committee reported that it is sure, and the opinion
seems to be very general, that the abandonment of the

link-pin holes and link slots would be the greatest im-
provement to the automatic coupler that could be made
at the present time, but there still seems to be some objec-

tion to making this change until some supplementary de-

vice is found which will be entirely satisfactory and
adequate for handling cars around short curves in mill

yards and at warehouses, as well as on and off floats

where the water level varies greatly. It also reported
in favor of increased dimensions of the coupler tread and
increased butt. The location of a general testing plant

at Purdue University was also referred to in the report.

In the discussion which followed. Mr. Appleyard supple-

mented the report by saving that he thought the commit-
tee had gone quite at length into the question of link

slots in their report. They had shown the association

in their report the large percentage of breakage due to

the maintenance of the link slot in the knuckle, and the

time is ripe when the association should take some action

looking to doing awav with that slot. On the road which
he represents, thev have perhaps as hard conditions as

any road in the countrv owing to their frontage on the

Harlem river, where the tide varies the height of the

slope. Mr. Appleyard thought that if they could get

along without it at such a point as that, the other roads

might be able to swing into line also. Mr. Waitt made
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a motion that the Master Car Builders' Association re-

commend to its members in purchasing M. C. B. knuckles

that they specify that the link slot and link-pin hole shall

be omitted and in that connection that the standing com-
mittee on couplers shall make an inquiry and report to

the convention next year the results obtained by that

change. He said in connection with this that it is possible

to have the matter then submitted to letter ballot as a stan-

dard practice of the association.

STANDARD METHODS OF CLEANING AIR BRAKES AND ADDI-

TIONAL PRICES FOR LABOR AND MATERIAL.

This report is published elsewhere in this issue. The
first part of the report was taken up for discussion leav-

ing the second part for discussion with the "Rules of

Interchange."

Mr. Quereau explained that the committee of the Air

Brake Association had been of assistance in preparing the

report and moved that they be given the privileges of the

floor in discussing the report. Mr. Nellis was accord-

ingly invited to open the discussion. President Hennes-
sey suggested that as there was quite a difference be-

tween the M. C. B. committee's report and those of the

Air B.rake Association, that it would be well to have
the committee representing the Master Car Builders' As-
sociation and the committee of the Air Brake Association

to meet and revise the two reports and report at a later

meeting of the convention. This was accordingly done.

RULES OF INTERCHANGE, INCLUDING REPORT OF ARBITRA-

TION COMMITTEE.
It is impossible to give space to this report or the

lengthy discussion which occupied nearly three times the

amount of time allotted to it. The new per diem charges

on freight cars stirred up considerable discussion and
probably a little experience along this line will give a bet-

ter understanding by next year.

MAINTENANCE OF STEEL CARS.

In absence of a committee report Mr. W. H. Lewis
opened the discussion on this subject. In his remarks
he suggested that it was rather too broad a subject to be

handled in a committee report and should rather be taken

up as a topical discussion. The discussion that followed

showed that in ordinary service the only repairs neces-

sary were repainting and that cars injured in wrecks re-

quired a much longer time for repairs than did wooden
construction.

EXAMINATION OF CAR INSPECTORS.

This committee report in full will be found elsewhere

in this issue. The report was accepted and referred to

letter ballot without any general discussion, with the ex-

ception of the remarks made by Mr. R. H. Stark (B. &
O.), whom we quote in full as follows

:

I believe this is a subject we should consider. In

these days when we are running high-speed trains and
high-capacity cars, we should have as inspectors, men
of intelligence. I regret to say that in some cases the

standard of our inspectors has been going backward in-

stead of forward. There are exceptions to this, of course.

Certain circumstances have brought this about. Years
ago the wages paid for car repairers were better, in pro-

portion, than the wages paid for other labor, and conse-

quently there was a better class of men who took up
railroad work. Then, again, the equipment has grown so

much heavier that the work of a car repairer is a good
deal harder, and the average American would prefer to

do something else than repair cars. We are forced to

employ a larsfe number of foreigners, illiterate men who
cannot get employment in other lines of work. Hence
the railroads find it difficult to get intelligent insoectors.

This is also true of the locomotive department. We are

finding it difficult to get good material for engineers. A

young man starting out today to fire a locomotive has
got to be a strong, able-bodied man, and only a small
proportion of them hold out. One of the essentials of

elevating the standard of car inspection is larger com-
pensation. I can remember when the average pay of a
car inspector was $50 a month, and the switchman was
paid $45. The matter is now reversed. The inspector
gets $45 and the switchman $65. We can hardly expect
a young man now to follow car oiling for a year for $1.30
a day with nothing in view except $50 per month. If

we want more intelligence and a better class of men I

believe we have got to compensate them better.

The meeting here adjourned until

Friday.
SPLICING PASSENGER CAR SILLS.

This committee reported that a circular of inquiry was
sent to each member of the association, to which seventy-
four replies were received. The committee, having re-

ceived drawings of various forms of splices and consid-
ering the subject of sufficient interest and value, deter-

mined to make a test of the various types most generally
used and that could be tested with the facilities at hand.
All tests were made in wheel presses. The first series

were made at Sayre, Pennsylvania, under the direction

of Mr. J. Hawthorne, master mechanic, and the second
set at Norwood Central, Massachusetts, by Mr. T. W.
Adams. The results of the two series of tests show that

the lock splice, as commonly used, is not near as strong
under compression, and it would appear from Sayre test,

not as strong under transverse loading as the step splice,

and very little stronger than some of the other forms
of splices.

It would seem to the committee that if the splice is

properly located over a needle beam, so as to eliminate

vertical strains, the step splice is much superior. It is

also apparent that this form, besides being stronger than
the lock splice, can be applied at less cost, especially in

the repairing of cars.

The committee is of the opinion that under these exist-

ing conditions both of these forms should be submitted
to letter ballot for adoption as recommended practice, and
in the event of neither receiving the required two-thirds

vote on the first ballot the one receiving the largest num-
ber of votes be again submitted to ballot. The association

voted so to do.

The plain step splice seemed to be favored by both
the committee and in the discussion which followed.

FURTHER REPORT OF ARBITRATION COMMITTEE ON INTER-
• CHANGE RULES.

This committee after meeting with the air brake com-
mittee presented some further reports regarding prices

which were adopted by the association after an extended
discussion. Some new rules were also presented in order

to have the rules in proper shape to work in connection

with the per diem system of handling cars. The discus-

sion indicated that the members wished to avoid the per

diem charges at the cost of time and convenience in other

directions. The discussion brought out the fact that some
of the members of the M. C. B. association felt that the

American Railway Association had made rules to which
the M. C. B.. must adapt themselves.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON DRAFT GEAR.

CSee another portion of this issue for report.)

Mr. Quereau opened the discussion by saying that the

draft tests are of comparativelv little value inasmuch as

a light weight (1,640 pounds) is used in the test while in

actual service the blow is of a much larger weight and
travels a much shorter distance. The great advantasfe

of the friction is in absorbing shocks, but time must be
given it which is not done in the drop test. The rebound
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simply shows the rebound to the preliminary springs.

Mr. yuereau regretted that the committee did not arrive

at any definite conclusions.

Mr. Chamberlain said that with all due regard to the

work done by the committee he thought that the report

was of no practical value. He referred to the fact that

only one draft gear manufacturer submitted draft gear

mentioning the road in actual service and that he wanted

to know as to whether the draft gears submitted were

exactly the same as gears in service. Mr. Sanderson up-

held the drop test as being valuable as regards the qual-

ity of the material and as showing the weakness or

strength of design. It was said in the discussion that

the ultimate settlement of the draft gear question must

be in an extensive road test, similar to the air brake tests.

Mr. Waitt speaking on the subject said that he was

pleased at the work of the committee, inasmuch as their

work was largely a matter of investigation and develop-

ment and that it is still too early to draw any conclusions

as to whether one gear is any better than any other, or

whether any of the gears were good enough, and that

the committee should be continued for further work for

the coming year.

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON SIDE BEARINGS AND CENTER

PLATES.

The committee having nothing definite to report asked

to be continued for the coming year. The association

accepted this report and instructed the committee to report

definitely on the subject at next year.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON CAST IRON WHEELS.

The committee found that owing to circumstances over

which it had no control, it was not able to get satisfactory

information on the subject. This is particularly the case

with reference to the wheels for cars of heavy capacity,

which have been coming into vogue for the last couple

of years ; in fact, it is believed that the information on this

subject is, so far, quite indefinite and fragmentary, and

that insufficient experience with cars of this character

does not permit of any very definite statements.

The practice for weights of wheels under 100,000-

pound capacity cars varies from a minimum of 630

pounds to a maximum of 750 pounds. 'As there seems

to be a great discrepancy in this respect, the committee

considers the matter of sufficient importance to recom-

mend the continuance of the committee for the coming

year, to pay direct attention to the developments which

may arise in this direction. This is especially important

in view of the fact that some roads have considered the

matter so seriously as to go, to a certain extent, into the

use of steel wheels.

In the discussion Mr. Fowler stated that he had found

that the mountain roads had trouble with the flanges

giving away, while on level roads they are giving satis-

faction. By adding same material to the wheel the flange

breakage has been avoided, but that cracks have developed

on the tread parallel to the axle. Also wheels that on

sixty and eighty thousand-pound cars give good service,

on hundred thousand-pound cars begin to fail. Mr. Mc-

intosh found that wheels that would render good service

where air is used on all cars, but that the use of hand

brakes had an exceedingly bad effect owing to the fact

that the brakes were liable to be set often on one car and

not on the others.

Mr. Pemberton Smith of the New York Car Wheel

Works was invited to speak, and showed that by the use

of better material, charcoal iron, in the manufacture of

wheels, such wheels cottld be made to give satisfactory

service. The question of flange breakages was also re-

ferred to by Mr. Smith.

OUTSIDE DIMENSIONS OF BOX CARS.

The report of this committee is found in another por-

tion of this issue.

The report was presented by Mr. Appleyard and es-

pecial attention was called to the latter part of the report.

Mr. Sanderson moved that the committee be continued

to consider the system of framing box cars above the

underframing of cars. Mr. Quereau on this subject

thought that now was an opportunity to work in conjunc-

tion with the American Railway Association, and that

the length of cars should be fixed by the M. C. B>. asso-

ciation and that the car should be so framed that it should

be strong enough to admit of the use of a six-foot car

door. Commercial necessity demands a certain opening
for the door and the M. C. B. association should also meet
this. Mr. Canfield reported that the engineering depart-

ment of his road asked for the average length and height

of box cars. Mr. Appleyard thought that the matter was
of too great importance to' be decided off hand in the

convention hall. Mr. Waitt thought that as inside dimen-
sions had taken ten years in their growth that the report

should be taken as a report of progress, and the committee
should be continued for another year. Mr. Sanderson's

motion was then adopted and the committee continued.

STANDARD PIPE UNIONS.
This same report, which should have been presented

before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers at

its December meeting, was crowded out owing to lack

of time and the committee was continued until its recent

meeting in Boston. Mr. E. M. Herr, chairman of the

committee, spoke on the subject before the M. C. B. con-

vention and suggested that it would not be well to adopt

the report until time has been given for further investiga-

tion, but have the committee continued, which was done.

SUBJECTS.

The report of the committee was accepted and the fol-

lowing is for investigation and report at the convention

of 1903:
1. To submit drawing of a proposed standard steam

coupling with outlet same size as steam pipes.

(a) To suggest a proper distance from center of

car and from top of platform.

(b) To consider the best system of admission

valves, and other matters pertaining to

train line pipes and steam hose.

2. To submit drawing for a uniform shape of brass

and wedge, and report upon the extent to which varia-

tions now exist from standard.

3. To consider and report upon a proper method of

handling condensation in air brake equipment and best

means of preventing ice forming in train line and hose

connections.

4. To consider and report upon the use of collarless

journals. What have been the results? Do they create

more hot boxes? What is a safe limit to allow them to

run?

5. To consider the difficulties existing because of vari-

ations in shapes and sizes of M. C. Bi. journal box wedges
;

best methods to obtain uniformity.

6. To propose a standard for signal lamp brackets

and sockets, and location for same on end of passenger

cars.

7. To submit drawing of proposed standard pedestal

and oil box for passenger cars with axles having 5 by 9
journals.

TOPICAL DISCUSSIONS.

Mr. H. M. Perry presented an interesting paoer in

opening a discussion on "Foundation brake gear, friction

developed and strains to which it is subjected."

Mr. L. H. Turner's paper opening the topical discus-
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sion on "Modern requirements and facilities for repair

tracks as influenced by high capacity cars," was read by

Secretary Taylor.

PER DIEM CHARGES ON FREIGHT CAR AND THEIR RELATION

TO THE MAINTENANCE AND CONSTRUCTION OF EQUIP-

MENT UNDER THE M. C B. RULES OF INTERCHANGE

Was a topical discussion opened by Mr. F. W. Brazier,

and of such importance we publish it in full herewith:

"I will attempt to call your attention to the most im-

portant feature in connection with the per diem rules

which affect the motive power and car departments.

Rule 7 of the per diem rules reads : "When a car has

been destroyed or damaged as to require an appraise-

ment under the M. C. B. rules, the per diem charge will

cease from the date of notice to the owner."

This rule for convenience might be divided into two

sections ; the first section to refer to cars destroyed, and

as per diem charge will cease on date of notice to the

owner, it will be to the advantage of the railroad com-

pany on whose lines the cars are destroyed, to pro-

vide for notice being given as promptly as possible after

a car is destroyed. On lines where the wreckage is in

charge of the maintenance of way department, they will

also become interested in the new rules, and should co-

operate with the motive power department and furnish

the motive power department the initials and numbers of

all foreign cars destroyed as promptly as possible.

The second section to deal with cars seriously dam-

aged ; in many cases of this kind it is necessary for the

company on whose line the car is damaged, to open up

correspondence with the owners of the car for the pur-

pose of ascertaining its age and present value according

to the M. C. B. rules, for the purpose of determining as

to whether it will be more economical to the company re-

sponsible for the damage to pay for the car in accordance

with the prices established by M. C. B. rules, or whether

to rebuild it.

The word "appraisement" in this paragraph, it would

seem to me, could be properly interpreted as to refer only

to cars seriously damaged and about which there was a

question as to whether the car would be paid for or re-

built, as in the case of a car destroyed no appraisement is

necessary in ordinary cases, as the rules provide a specific

initial value and depreciation of 6 per cent per annum.

The word "appraisement" would only apply in case of

cars being totally destroyed, where the cars involved

were of special design, such as special refrigerator cars,

special stock cars and other cars designed for special

purposes.

Section 8 of the per diem code reads : "When a car is

detained waiting receipt of repair material from its own-
er, the per diem charge will cease from the date the neces-

sary material is ordered from the owner, until the date it

is received by the road holding the car.

This means that the motive power or car department

will in all probability be called upon to show receipt of

material ordered for repairs to foreign cars, not at the

point at which the material is received, but the date it is

received on the line of the road ordering the material.

In addition to the above, and in order to fully protect

the interests of the road receiving the order to furnish

the material, it will probably fall to the motive power or

car department to show delivery of the material to the

road ordering it.

Both the information as to receipt and delivery of the

material it seems to me will be extremely difficult for the

motive power department to determine, and I would be

pleased to listen to the opinion of some of you gentlemen

on this particular point as to the best method to obtain

the necessary information.

Had the rule been made to read, "Received at the point

specified in the order" instead of "received by the road
holding the car," there is no doubt but what the clerical

work would be lessened materially in handling this partic-

ular part of the work, and it would seem to me to be a
question as to whether it would not be fully satisfactory

to all concerned.

The per diem rules at the present time do not specify

as to whether the per diem charge will be permissible in

cass where foreign cars become unsafe to load on account
of general worn out condition due to age and decay, and
for which home cards are requested of owners.

In the absence of specific rule covering this particular

point in which the motive power department is interested,

it would seem to me fair to all concerned, if the per diem
charge would cease from the date of request on the own-
er to furnish home cards. This rule, if made or allowed
to govern in connection with cars sent home for repairs,

would seem to be in harmony with the latter part of sec-

tion 1, rule 7 of the M. C. B. code, which provides that no
liabilitv shall be incurred as between the owner and road
handling a car, either for freight charges and handling,
or for car service during the movement, provided the
route coincides with that over which the car passed to

the point where it became unserviceable.

Rule 16 of the per diem code reads as follows : "These
rules shall not apply to private cars."

In connection with the per diem system, I wish to call

attention to the importance of giving foreign cars subiect

to per diem charges the preference, not onlv in repairs,

but in carding to repair tracks, and especially on repair

tracks.

In order to make the per diem system advantageous,
it seems to me that all foremen of freight repairs at shops

and foremen inspectors at outside points will have to bear
in mind continually that for each and every dav a foreign

car is allowed to stand on repair tracks waiting for re-

pairs, means 20 cents per day per car to the comoa'ir

paying" him for faithful service, which they expect him
to render.

It seems to me, that the carding of foreign cars, in

defective condition, to repair tracks, is Poing to reouire

more attention than it has in the past, as investigation a c

to v'bv such cars are held any great length of time "" 11

no doubt be referred to the motive power deoartment
for explanation, and for this reason a system of carding

and keeping proper records of repair track cards will be-

come quite an imnortant feature and will greatly assist

the motive power department in explaining why specific

cars, to which their attention has been called, were held,

aoparentlv, an unnecessary length of time for reoairs, as

the repair track cards, with proper records, will enable

the motive power deoartment. in many cases, to show that

the delav is not chargeable to their department, but
is properly chargeable to the fact that the cars have not
been nlaced on the tracks for reoairs, and which are

sn^cified on the cards attached to the cars."

This paper of Mr. Birazier's was referred to the ex-

ecutive committee.

Topical discussions included topics opened by Mr. H.
F. Ball and bv Mr. L. T. Canfield. These will appear in

forthcoming issues of the Railway Master Mechanic.

Report of the nominating committee having made its

reoort, the following officers were elected for the en-

suing year

:

President, John W. Marden ; Vice-Presidents, F. W.
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Brazier, W. P. Appleyard, Jos. Buker. Messrs. L. T.

Canfield, H. F. Ball and S. F. Prince, Jr., were elected

members of the executive committee. Convention ad-

journed.

Railway Master Mechanics' Convention.

The thirty-fifth annual convention of the American

Railway Master Mechanics' Association was opened

by prayer and the usual address of welcome. Follow-

ing" the president's address came the usual intermis-

sion, in which an opportunity was given to the visitors

to withdraw. The convention, after acting on the

minutes of the last meeting, the reports of the secre-

tary and treasurer were presented, which show a mem-
bership of 712 and a balance of $2,700.89 in the treas-

ury. Under the head of new business an amendment

was adopted shortening the hours of the sessions,

making sessions from 9:30 a. m. to 1 :30 p. m.

TON-MILE STATISTICS.

This report was read by Mr. Quereau, who called

attention to the great importance of this subject. This

paper is published in another portion of this issue. In

the discussion which followed Mr. Van Alstine spoke

briefly, requesting some further information, which

was given by Mr. Quereau. The first resolution,

which referred to the comparisons between the same

division at a different time rather than comparisons

with other roads, was adopted after some discussion.

All of the resolutions submitted by committee were

adopted, and it was voted to submit them to the

American Railway Association.

RELATIVE COST OF RUNNING TRAINS AT SLOW AND

FAST SPEED.

The report of this committee consisted of an ap-

pendix, giving some interesting tests made by Mr.

Wm. Mcintosh. Prof. Goss said in the discussion that

considering time the increase of power is proportion-

ate, but considering miles covered it is practically the

same same proportionate to increase of speed. Await-

ing a communication from Mr. F. A. Delano, action

on this subject was deferred until the next session.

ELECTRIC DRIVING FOR SHOPS.

A Paper by C. A. Seley.

This interesting paper will be found in another por-

tion of this issue. In the discussion which followed

Mr. Fowler advocated electricity, and showed that

the saving in moving of material was in itself enough

to pay for any additional expense which might be in-

volved. Mr. Roy B. Wright, of the Pittsburg & Lake

Erie, said that they had found the variable speed

motor the most satisfactory method for the class of

work which they have at their shop. Mr. Quereau

thought that in a manufacturing plant the speed re-

quired was practically constant, while in a railway re-

pair shop needs a widely varied power. He also called

attention to the use of belting vs. gearing, and spoke

in favor of belting as giving an elasticity which is not

found in gearing, and consequently the gearing more

often breaks. Mr. West, from his experience in his

shops, thought that there was increase of expense.

Mr. Pomeroy spoke of the concentration of the cen-

tral power plant with individual motors for individual

tools. In a new shop where electricity is used a lighter

roof can be used, tools can be made portable or can be

placed as desired. In a locomotive shop, where the

motors called for 3,500 horse-power, the switch-

board never showed the use of more than 1,000 horse-

power. Mr. Van Alstine in speaking said he thought

there was a lack of information regarding the variable

speed motor. Mr. Mcintosh said that they had found

it an advantage to drive their small tools in groups

and the large tools were driven by motors.

TOPICAL DISCUSSIONS.

The first topical discussion was as to whether the

Master Mechanics' Association's standard front-end

arrangement is best adapted to the modern locomotive

having wide fire-box, increased length of flues and

larger grate area. Mr. John Player of Dunkirk, in the

absence of Mr. Jas. McNaughton, opened the discus-

sion. It was brought out in the discussion which fol-

lowed that roads using the wide fire-box and long

tubes gave satisfaction with the same standard front-

end arrangement that has been used on the smaller

locomotives. Mr. Quereau said that he thought that

a front end could be designed without the use of the

diaphragm. Inasmuch as the American Engineer was

conducting a series of tests at Purdue, he moved that

the Executive. Committee be empowered to assist in

these tests. This motion was carried, and the con-

vention adjourned for the day.

SECOND DAY OF THE CONVENTION.

UP-TO-DATE ROUNDHOUSES.

Mr. Van Alstine read this report in the absence of

the chairman, Mr. Quayle. This very elaborate and

valuable report is too lengthy for illustration and de-

scription in this issue of the Railway Master Mechanic.

As stated by President Waitt, in this report the com-

mittee was asked to present plans for up-to-date

roundhouses recently constructed, so that the asso-

ciation could have presented to it as complete informa-

tion as possible as to what is going on in different

parts of the country. Mr. Quereau opened the discus-

sion and said that the report was very valuable and

interesting, and that it would take some time to call

attention to admirable things in it and would probably

result in less benefit than if it was criticized or differ-

ent plans proposed. He referred to the ash pit, and
disagreed with Mr. Quayle in recommending an ash

pit with one long track and advocated the use of two
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tracks with a track for cinder cars between. Another

suggestion was the advisability of having ventilators

located over the steam dome over the center of the pit.

In connection with drop pits he thought it necessary

that they should cover not less than three tracks so

that the wheels can be dropped from die two tracks

and the third one be left to take them out to tnc

machine shop. In regard to the pipe about the round-

house through which locomotives are to be blown off,

the speaker thought that from his experience this

would be a waste of time. In connection with the

drainage of the pits he thought side drainage prefera-

ble to the center. Mr. Quereau spoke very interest-

ingly in this connection in regard to the organization

and systematizing of the forces of the roundhouse.

Mr. Thompson of the New York Central said that

from his experience he thought the ideal way to blow

off engines was to have a good sized pipe running

along the floor of the roundhouse or immediately be-

low it in front of the engines and having branch pipes

leading from that pipe with flexible ends so as to at-

tach the branch pipes to the blow-off cocks.

This subject was discussed at considerable length

by various members of the association. As a great

deal of time was being taken, a motion was made by

Mr. Seley that the discussion be closed and that any

further information which the members desired to im-

part should be contributed in written form to the com-

mittee. This motion was carried.

PRESENT IMPROVEMENTS IN BOILER DESIGN AND BES1

PROPORTIONS OF HEATING AND GRATE SURFACES FOE

DIFFERENT KINDS OF COAL.

Mr. F. F. Gaines of the Lehigh Valley R. R., having

prepared most of the data on this subject, was called

upon to read the report. The report began by slating

that the "committee, after a preliminary study of the

subject, decided that it was more comprehensive and

of greater scope than its limited time would allow to

take up and treat thoroughly. For this reason it was
decided to deal with that portion of it that concerns

heating and grate surface. The remaining portion,

dealing with improvements in design, is of sufficient

magnitude to form an independent paper. As such a

paper would be valuable, the committee recommends
that it be considered as a subject for the next conven-

tion and a new committee appointed to investigate and
report on it.

"Knowing from past experiences that it is difficult

to obtain from the members full and prompt replies to

a circular of inquiry, the data for this paper was ob-

tained from the technical press. It consists of the en-

gines illustrated by the different railroad papers dur-

ing the years 1900, 1901 and the first four months of

1902. As only new types of engines, representing the

most advanced ideas of buyer and builder, are so

treated, it will be seen that the data is reliable, full

and covers the most recent practice. In addition to

the engines obtained in this manner, a few engines

with boilers and fire-boxes for burning anthracite coal,

the performances of which are known by the commit-

tee, have been added.

"The ratios given by the committee, in its report to

the association at the convention of 1897, do not cover

the recent increase in grate surface, and the basis of

comparison of the previous ratios determined for the

association contains only one factor—the working

force.. This factor alone, without considering speed,

with which the problem is so intimately connected, is

of very little real value for accurately determining the

correct proportions of a boiler. If, however, we com-

bine the working force with the speed or rate of work-

ing, we then have the power. As the boiler must fur-

nish a certain amount of power, or an amount of

energy sufficient to perform a certain amount of work

in a given time, it becomes apparent at once that the

real basis from which the amount of heating surface

should be computed is the maximum power, and that

the total heating surface of any boiler is the product

of a constant, times the maximum power demanded

by the service."

Mr. Van Alstine spoke first in the discussion which

followed and called attention that on roads where bad

water is used more heating surface per indicated

horse-power must be used, and also that the bad water

district must have a greater weight of engine per given

horse-power to make a satisfactory boiler. In case

the committee is continued he asked that they report

such information as is obtainable showing what per-

centage of the total weight of the engine the boiler is

and what percentage the machinery is, and it can be

ascertained how much the boiler weighs per indicated

horse-power in bad water districts and how much in

good water districts.

Mr. Seley thought that in view of Mr. Van Alstine's

remarks that the good coal and bad coal districts were

important factors.

Mr. Whyte, Prof. Goss, Mr. Forney and Mr. West
spoke on the subject, and Mr. Waitt spoke, stating

that he had been giving quite a little thought and

study to the figuring of ratios of heating surface to the

power developed by engines. He did not think it re-

quired so much figuring or algebraic formula or any-

thing of that kind to show that the weight of the

drivers is the basis of the power you are going to

develop. How are you going to get the power? You
must have the steam. It would seem that if you take

the ratio of these indications of the power to be

obtained from the engine, the weight on the drivers,

and the heating surface under the boiler, these two

features give you the key-note to the situation and

give you just what you want to arrive at. On passen-

ger engines Mr. Waitt found the ratios run all the

way from as high as 1 to 45.9, down to as low as 1 to

27, which is quite a variation. He said that there was
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a simpler way of getting at the formula necessary for

determining how much heating surface you want as

compared with the weight of the drivers, which indi-

cates the maximum power you can get out of the

engine. Freight trains are taking ten hours to travel

150 miles, whereas in passenger service they are doing

it in three hours, and you must furnish steam in less

time with passenger engines, so that with freight

engines the ratio of the heating surface to the weight

of the drivers can be higher.

The discussion on this report was closed without

taking any action on the committee report.

A TYPICAL SHOP TO SERVE A ROAD OR DIVISION EQUIPPED

WITH THREE HUNDRED LOCOMOTIVES.

Mr. Pomeroy presented this paper, on which discus-

sion was postponed until

WEDNESDAY.

After the preliminary business had been disposed of

the discussion was opened by Mr. Van Alstine, who

thought that there was quite a heavy investment in

cranes for the work to be done. He thought that the

subject of "costs" was a subject that has not had

sufficient inquiry nor enough attention. Mr. Seley did

not think he would invest in a 60-ton crane, as two

cranes are available for lifting a locomotive. The sub-

ject was closed for discussion.

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS FOR LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING

AND TRUCK AXLES.

On account of the valuable work of the International

Association for Testing Materials in formulating

standard specifications for axles and steel forgings

it was thought that the proposed specifications

as drawn up by this association were in the main so

comprehensive and satisfactory that, with slight modi-

fications, they would be acceptable to the association.

On this account it was decided to report progress and

to ask the association to authorize the committee, and

invest them with the necessary power to co-operate

with the International Bureau of Tests, with a view

of having such changes incorporated in the proposed

specifications as would make them acceptable to the

association, and to report to the next regular meeting

of the association. The committee also requested that

a representative from each of the locomotive com-

panies be added to the committee. Motions were made
giving such authority.

INTERNAL COMBUSTION OF ENGINES.

The committee on this subject was granted further

time on request.

HELPING ENGINES.

This subject was an individual paper by F. F.

Gaines of the Lehigh Valley Ry., in part as follows:

"The economy of using a helper under any given con-

dition is determined by the total cost of transporta-

tion with and without the helper, of one ton, or some
multiple of this unit, over the division. The condi-

tions may be such as to require no calculation to dem-

onstrate their economy. Or again, they may be such

that only a very careful analysis of all conditions and

factors is necessary to determine, whether or no, their

use will be advantageous.

"The leading factors in such a problem are : The

volume of traffic ; ruling grades, their length and rise

;

the time in which the traffic must be moved, due to

competing lines, and the economical train length and

tonnage considered in connection with other divisions.

The combinations of the variations of these factors

furnish an almost infinite number of conditions. Each

condition requires separate study and treatment, and

excludes from consideration any general law applica-

ble to all. The economy of using a helper, and its

tractive power, if desirable to use one, is generally in-

dicated by the average volume of traffic.

"Each of the leading factors are subject to many
modifications in connection with varying profiles. A
few of the more common grade conditions are :

"1. A comparatively level division, with the ex-

ception of a ruling grade of comparatively short

length.

"2. An undulating division with heavy grades, and

ruling grade only slightly in excess.

"3. An undulating division with a comparatively

short, heavy, ruling grade.

"4. A division with a ruling grade of great length."

Mr. Gaines in explanation said that this was a hard

subject to cover in an individual paper, or any other,

as it goes into a large territory not only of motive

power, but of transportation, and by way of apology

to the convention he wished to state that he had in

mind when he accepted this paper the gathering of

certain data, which he was not able to obtain until the

very last minute, but that he tried to give a few prin-

ciples in connection with helping engines, and also

some things in connection with design, which it might

be well to look over.

STANDARD PIPE FITTINGS.

The report was received and the committee con-

tinued for another year with instructions to conform

to instructions given a similar committee of the M. C.

B. Association.

MODERN WATER SUPPLY STATIONS FOR LOCOMOTIVES.

This subject was treated in a most admirable paper

by Mr. F. M. Whyte, and should be of practical value

as a reference paper. Mr. Whyte goes into the subject

so thoroughly and the illustrations are so numerous
that it is impossible in the limited space available to

republish it.

PISTON VERSUS SLIDE VALVES IN HIGH-PRESSURE

ENGINES.

The first on the list of topical discussions was "Pis-

ton versus Slide Valves in High-Pressure Engines."

The discussion was opened by Mr. F. H. Clark.
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Our experience with piston valves in locomotive

service dates back to 1895, when we ordered a Colum-

bia type engine with I9x26-inch cylinders and 84-inch

wheels for fast passenger service. This engine had

piston valves 9^2 inches or 10 inches in diameter, a

6-inch maximum valve travel and i-inch lap. The
packing rings were rectangular in section and about

9-i6th inch wide.

In the following year we applied piston valves to a

slide valve Mogul engine by substituting a valve cage

and valve for the steam chest and slide valve pre-

viously used.

We did a good deal of experimenting with both

engines and finally reached the conclusion that we
would make no mistake in building engines with pis-

ton valves. We now have about 150 of these engines

on the Burlington system, exclusive of four cylinder

compounds, and nearly as many more ordered for de-

livery in the next eight or nine months.

The principal advantages of piston valves result

from the fact that it is so nearly balanced that the
friction is reduced, and this of course means less fric-

tion springing and wear in the eccentrics, links and
other parts of the valve gear, and power saved for

useful work. Tests made in 1896 on the I9x24~inch
Mogul engine fitted with piston valves seemed to in-

dicate that the friction was less than one-half as much
as with slide valves.

The first 50 or more piston valve engines that we
built had I9x26-inch cylinders and 10-inch valves, but

these valves were considered to be pretty close to the

limit in size, except for switch engines and on more

recent road engines with cylinders 20x24 inches and

larger, 12-inch valves have been used. The packing

rings are all of the L-section with ^g-inch outside bear-

ing, ^4-inch projection and varying depth. These

rings give better satisfaction than the plain rectangu-

lar ring, though perhaps they are somewhat less dura-

ble. Although on the whole I think the piston valve

may be said to be fairly established, there is room for

improvement both in design and practice. There

seems in some quarters to be a tendency to expect too

much of it and to fail to take the same care in fitting

up and in renewals that all expect to give to slide

valves. I believe we can well afford, if necessary, to

give it even more attention than our slide valves de-

mand.

The convention closed with the election of the fol-

lowing officers for the ensuing year: Mr. George W.
West, president; Mr. W. H. Lewis, vice-president;

Mr. P. H. Peck, second vice-president, and Mr. H. P.

Ball, third vice-president.

*»*

Consolidation Freight Locomotive for the New York, Chicago

and St Louis Railroad
HE American Locomotive Company recently

built at its Brooks Works ten locomotives for

the New York, Chicago and St. Louis Rail-

road of the type shown in the accompanying

illustrations and drawings.

This engine has a number of features of

interest, among which attention is called to

the method of operating the ash pan hopper

doors by a linked mechanism ; also the style

of pedestal binders, which are quite new, they being of

the clamp order, operated by a screw and adjusting nut,

instead of the old practice of a bolt passing through the

thimble, or the old type of bottom binder. An observa-

tion of the details shows a wide use of steel in the con-

struction of the engine. It will be noted also that the

reach rod is of the adjustable type, being made of pipe

threaded at each end. The drivers, 62 in. in diameter,

denote that this heavy machine is to be used in fast

freight service. There will be found a number of points

indicating first-class locomotive practice in this

machine.

These engines will use bituminous coal. The weight

Locomotive for the N. Y. C. & St. L. Ry., American Locomotive Company, Builders.
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on the leading wheels is i8
;
ooo pounds, on the driving-

wheels 140,000 pounds, total weight 158 pounds and the

weight of the tender loaded is 102,000 pounds. The de-

tailed dimensions and particulars not given above are

as follows

:

General Dimensions.
Wheel base, total of engine 25 ft.

Wheel base, driving 16 ft. 9 in.

Wheel base, total engine and tender 52 ft. 4% in.

Length over all, engine 38 ft. 8% in.

Length over all, total engine and tender 62 ft. 6 in.

Height center of boiler above rail 114 ft.

Height of stack above rail 14 ft. 11^ in.

Heating surface, firebox 136.5 sq. in.

Heating surface, tubes 2353 sq. in.

Heating surface, water tubes.*. 23.8 sq. in.

Heating surface, total 2513.3 sq. in.

Grate area 45.2 sq. in.

Wheels and Journals.
Wheels, leading, number 2.

Wheels, leading, diameter 33 in.

Wheels, driving, number 8.

Wheels, driving, diameter 62 in.

Material of wheel centers, driving Cast steel.

Material of wheel centers, engine truck. .. .Cast iron spoke.
Type of leading wheels Swing.
Journal leading axles 6 in. x 12 in.

Journal leading axles, wheel fit 6 in.

Journal driving, main 9 in. x 11 in.

Journal driving, others 8y2 in. x 11 in.

Journal driving, main wheel fit 8% in.

Journal driving, others, wheel fit 8^j in.

Cylinders.
Cylinders, diameter 19 in.

Cylinders, stroke 28 in.

Piston rod, diameter .. .3% in.

Main rod, length center to center 137 in.

.Steam ports, length 24.2 in.
Steam ports, width 2% in.

Exhaust ports, least area 65 sq. in.

Bridge width 3ys in.

Valves.
Valves, kind of Improved piston.
Valves, greatest travel 5% in.
Valves, steam lap (inside) 1 in.

Valves, exhaust clearance (outside) in.
Lead in full gear in.
Lead, constant or variable Variable.

Boiler.
Boiler, type of Extended wagon top.
Boiler, working pressure 200 lbs.
Boiler, material in barrel Steel.
Boiler, thickness of material in shell

% in., 11-16 in., 9-16 in., % in.
Boiler, thickness in tube sheet % in.

Boiler, diameter of barrel front 64% in.

Boiler, diameter of barrel of throat 69% in.

Seams, kind of, horizontal Quintuple lap.

Seams, kind of, circumferential Double.
Crown sheet stayed with Radial stays.
Dome, diameter inside 30 in.

Firebox.
Firebox, type Wide.
Firebox, length 90 in.

Firebox, width 74 in.

Firebox, depth, front 6514 in.

Firebox, depth, back 52y2 in.

Firebox, material Steel.

Firebox, thickness of sheets ,

Crown % in., tube % in., side % in., back % in.

Firebox, brick arch On water tubes.
Firebox, mud ring width Zy2 back, 3% sides, 4 in. front.
Firebox, water space at top 6 in. back, 5% in. sides.
Grates, kind of ; Rocking.
Tubes, number of 306.

Tubes, material Steel.

Tubes, outside .'

2 in.

Tubes, thickness No. 12 B. W. C.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 14 ft. 9% in.

Smoke Box.
Smoke box, diameter outside 67 in.

Smoke box, length from tube sheet 62 in.

Other Parts.
Exhaust nozzle, single or double .Double.
Exhaust nozzle, variable or permanent Permanent.
Exhaust nozzle, diameter 5 in.

Exhaust nozzle, distance of tip below center of boiler. .3 in.

Netting, wire or plate Netting.
Netting, size of mesh or perforation 2% x 2%.
Stack, straight or taper Taper.
Stack, least diameter, taper 14% in.

Stack, greatest diameter, taper 16 in.

Stack, height above smoke box 32 in.

Tender.
Type 8-wheel oak frame
Tank, type Water bottom
Tank capacity for water 5,000' gallons
Tank capacity for coal 10 tons
Tank material Steel

Tank thickness of sheets %. in.

Type of under frame Oak
Type of trucks Brooks all metal
Type of springs Triple Elliptic

Diameter of wheels 33 in.

Diameter length of journals 5x9 in.

Distance between centers of journals 65 in.

Diameter of wheel fit on axle 6% in.

Diameter center of axle 5% in.

Length of tender over bumper beams 21 ft.

Length of tank inside 19 ft. 6 in.

Width of tank inside 9 ft. 8 in.

Height of tank, not including collar 61% in.

Type of draw gear R. R- Co.'s

» » »

Passenger Locomotive for Central Railroad of New Jersey

E show in the accompanying illustration one

of the twenty-five ten wheeled passenger loco-

motives recently constructed by the Brooks

Works of the American Locomotive

Company for the Central Railroad of New
Jersey. These engines are built to use fine

anthracite coal. The weight on the leading

wheels is 41,000 pounds and on the driving

wheels 120,000, making a total of 161,000

pounds. " The weight of the tender loaded is 106,000

pounds. The detailed dimensions and particulars not

given above are as follows :

General Dimensions.
Wheel base, total of engine 24 ft. 1% in.

Wheel base, driving 13 ft. 3 in.

Wheel base, total engine and tender... 51 ft. 9% in.

Length over all engine 38 ft. 5 in.

Length over all, total engine and tender 60 ft. 5 in.

Height center of boiler above rail 9 ft. 5% in.

Height of stock above rail 14 ft. 11 in.

Heating surface, fire box 156 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2,031 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,187 sq. ft.

Grate area 67.70 sq. ft.

Wheels and Journals.
Wheels, leading number Four
Wheels, leading diameter 36 in.

Wheels, driving number Six
Wheels, driving diameter 69 in.

Material of wheel centers All cast steel

Type of leading wheels Steel-tired spoke
Journal, leading axles 5%xl2 in.

Journal, leading axles wheel fit 5^ in.

Journal, driving axle 8y2 xll in.
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Passenger Locomotive-

Journal driving axle wheel fit 8% in.

Cylinders.
Cylinder diameter 19 in.

Cylinder stroke 26 in.

Piston rod diameter 3% in.

Main rod length center to center 118 in.

Steam parts, length 24.2 in.

Steam parts, width 2 in.

Exhaust parts, least area 65 sq. in.

Boiler.

Boiler, type of Wagon top; radial stayed.
Boiler, working pressure 210 lbs.

Boiler, material in bbl Steel

Boiler, thickness of material in shell. . . .11-18 % in., 9-16 V2 in.

Boiler, thickness in tube sheet % in.

Boiler, diameter of barrel front 60% in.

Boiler, diameter of barrel at throat 69% in.

Seams, kind of horizontal Sextuple.
Seams, kind of circumferential Triple
Crown sheet stayed with Radial stays.

-Central of New Jersey.

Dome, diameter inside 30 in.

Tender.
Type 8-wheeled, steel frame.
Tank, type Water bottom.
Tank capacity for water 5,000 gals.

Tank capacity for coal 10 tons.

Tank material Steel.

Tank thickness of sheets > M in.

Type of underfrarae Steel channel.
Type of trucks All metal R. R. Co.'s Standard.
Type of springs Triple Elliptic.

Diameter of wheels 33 in.

Diameter of length of journals 5 in. x 9 in.

Distance between centers of journal 65 in.

Diameter of wheel fit on axle 6% in.

Diameter of center of axle ....." 5% in.

Length of tender over bumper beams 21 ft. 1% in.

Length of tank inside 19 ft. 6 in.

Width of tank inside 10 ft.

Height of tank, not including collar 5 ft.

Passenger Locomotive for the Canadian Pacific

+•+

HROUGH the courtesy of Mr. E. A. Williams,

superintendent of motive power of the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway, we show herewith a

photograph and drawings of a compound pas-

senger locomotive recently built for that road

at the company's shops at Montreal. Twen-

ty-four of these engines are being built. The

principal dimensions, etc., are given in the

following

:

Class , S. T. 6

Number building 3

Running numbers 807 to 809

22 & 33

Cylinders compound
26

System Pittsburg

Slide valve H.P. & L.P

Allan Morse balance for engines 807-808.

Slide valve L.P Allan Morse balance for engine 809

Piston valve H.P For engine 809

Driving wheels, cast steel 69 in. diam. on tread.

Driving wheels, base 14 ft. 6 in.

Passenger Locomotive—Canadian Pacific Ry.
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Total engine wheel base 24 ft. 11 in.

Tender wheel base 16 ft. 9% in.

Total wheel base engine and tender 52 ft. 5 7-16 in.

Total wgt. engine in working order 165475 lbs.

Total wgt. engine on drivers 126125 lbs.

Total wgt. tender loaded 126600 lbs.

Total wgt. engine and tender 292075 lbs.

Boiler Radial stayed extended wagon type.

Working steam pressure 210 type.

Diameter at waist 64 in. I.D.

Tubes 2 in. O.D.

Tubes number 328

Tubes length 13 ft. 2% in. between sheets.

Heating surface, firebox 152.6 sq. ft.

Heating surface total 2415.5 sq. ft.

Driving axles, journal 9 in. diam. x 12 in.

Engine truck, journal 6 in. x 10 in.

Tender truck journal 5% in. dia. x 10. in.

Main crank pin journal . . . „ 6y2 in. dia. x 6 in.

Cab steel.

Tender tank Steel.

Tender tank water capacity 5000 imp. gallons.

Tender tank coal capacity 10 tons.

Tender frame Steel

Tender trucks Metal.

Tender trucks wheels 40 in. dia. W.I. disc steel tyred.

Passenger Locomotive—Canadian Pacific Ry.

Firebox, length 8 ft. 10% in. inside.

Firebox, width '.

3 ft. 5% in. inside.

Water space at foundation ring

Front 4 in., sides 3% in., back 3 in.

Firebox plates

Crown and back % in. thick.tube V2, in., and sides 5-16 in.

Boiler shell plates 13-16 in., % in., %, 9-16 in., 7-16 in.

Heating surface, tubes 2262.9 sq. ft.

The special equiqment includes Pyle-National electric

head lamp, Michigan and Detroit lubricators, bell ringer,

Leach sand trap, Westinghouse and American driver and

train brakes, air signal, Commingler heater system, Star

safety valves, Crosby steam guages, Washburn flexible

pilot couplers, tower coupler on tender, nickel steel piston

rods.

»»

Locomotives for the Mexican Southern

HE accompanying illustrations show some lo-

comotives recently built by the American Lo-

comotive Company at the Cooke Works for

service on the Mexican Southern. One en-

gine as will be noted is a ten-wheel narrow

gauge engine, the other a consolidation nar-

row gauge engine. Same peculiarities of con-

struction will be noted in the outside frames

and they are built for narrow gauge service.

The cylinders on the consolidation are 17 x 20. The

weight on drivers 81,000, on trucks 9,000, making the to-

tal weight in working order 90,000 pounds. The weight

of the tender loaded is 67,000. The other general dimen-

sions are as follows:

Driving wheel base 10 ft. 11 in.

Total wheel base of engine 17 ft. 2 in.

Wheel base of engine and tender 42 ft. 7% in.

Driving wheels, number Eight
Diameter outside of tire 3 ft. 1 in.

Driving wheel centers, material Cast steel
Diameter of driving wheels 32 in.

Engine truck wheels, number Two
Diameter engine truck wheels 24 in.

Engine truck wheels, kind Cast-steel spoked
Driving axle journals, diameter 7 in.

Driving axle journals, length 7 in.

Engine truck axle journals, diameter 4 in.

Engine truck axle journals, length 7 in.

Boiler type Straight top, radial stayed
Boiler working pressure 160 lbs.

Boiler, material Horizontal seams, quadruple rivetted

Boiler, diameter first course 56% in.

Boiler thickness of shell 9-16 in.

Boiler fire-box length 54 3-16 in.

Boiler, width 44% in.

Boiler style of grate Rocking
Boiler tubes, number 149

Boiler diameter 2% in.

Boiler length 14 ft. 6 in.

Boiler heating surface tubes 1,265 ft.

Boiler fire-box 80 ft

Boiler heating surface, total 1,345 ft.

Boiler grate surface 16.75 sq. ft.

Slide valve, pattern Richardson balanced
Slide valve, travel 5% in.

Steam ports, width 1% in.

Steam ports, length 14 in.

Exhaust ports , 2%xl4 in.

Lap of valve % in.

Lap of valve Outside line and line inside
Exhaust pipe High single nozzle, petticoat pipe
Smoke-box Extended
Smoke-box netting 5 mesh placed in stack
Center of boiler from rail 5 ft. 9% in.

Top of stack from rail 13 ft. 8 in.

Tender.

Frame 8-in. steel channel
Truck, style Arch bar combination bolster
Truck wheel, kind Spoked cast steel
Truck wheel, center 2 in.

Truck wheel tires 26 in.
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Locomotive for Mexican Southern.

Truck axle journal, diameter Z% in.

Truck axle journal, length 7 in.

Tank, water capacity 3,000 gals.

Tank, coal capacity 5 tons

The cylinders on the ten-wheel locomotive are 17 x 20

with weight on the drivers of 58,000 and on the trucks of

29,000 pounds, making the total weight in working order

87,000 pounds. The loaded weight of the tender is 67,-

000 and the other dimensions are as follows

:

Driving wheel base 13 ft. 2 in.

Boiler fire-box, length 49 3-16 in.

Boiler firebox, width ' 44% in.

Boiler style of grate Rocking
Boiler tubes, number 134
Boiler tubes, diameter 2% in.

Boiler tubes, length 11 ft. 7 in.

Boiler heating surface tubes 977 ft.

Boiler fire-box 1,538 in.

Boiler heating surface, total 1,054 ft.

Boiler grate surface 5% sq. ft.

Slide valve, pattern Richardson balanced
Slide valve, travel 14 in.

Steam ports, width 1% in.

Locomotive for Mexican Southern.

Total wheel base of engine 22 ft. 1 in.

Wheel base of engine and tender 42 ft. 7 in.

Driving wheels, number Six
Driving wheels, diameter outside of tire 3 ft. 11 in.

Driving wheel centers, material Cast steel
Driving wheels, diameter 42 in.

Engine truck wheels, number Four
Engine truck wheels, diameter 30 in.

Engine truck wheels, kind Cast steel center, 2-in. tires
Driving axle journals, diameter 7 in.

Di iving axle journals, length 7 in.

Engine truck axle journals, diameter 4% in.

Engine truck axle journals, length 7 in.

Boiler type Straight top, radial stayed
Boiler working pressure 160 lbs.

Boiler pattern Horizontal seams, quadruple rivetted
Boiler, diameter first course 52% in.

Boiler, thickness of shell 9-16 in.

Steam ports, length 14 in.

Exhaust ports 2V2 in.

Lap of valve % in. outside line and line inside
Exhaust pipe High single nozzle, petticoat pipe
Smoke-box Extended
Smoke-box netting 5 mesh, 15 W. G. placed in stack
Center of boiler from rail 6 ft. % in.

Top. of stack from rail 13 ft. 9 in.

Tender.
Frame 8-in. steel channel
Truck, style Arch bar combination bolster
Truck wheel, kind Cast steel center
Truck wheel tires 2 in.

Truck wheels, diameter 30 in.

Truck axle journal, diameter 3% in.

Truck axle journal, length 7 in.

Tank, water capacity 3,000 gals.
Tank, coal capacity 5 tons
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Passenger Locomotive for St Louis and San Francisco Railway
HE accompanyinug illustration shows a pho-

tograph of a simple, eight-wheel engine built

at the Pittsburg Works of the American Lo-

comotive Company for the St. Louis and San

Francisco Railway from designs by Mr.

George Hancock, superintendent of Motive

of that road. It is built to burn bituminous

coal. The total weight of engine in working

order, is 118,900 pounds, and the weight on

the drivers, is 79,800 pounds.

The detailed dimensions and particulars not given

above are as follows :

Driving wheel base of engine . .8 ft.

Diameter at smallest ring 58 in.

Diameter at backhead 66% in.

Crown sheet supported by radial stays 1% in. diam.
Stay bolts 1 in. diam., spaced 4 in. centers.
Number of tubes 266.
Diameter of tubes 2 in.

Length of tubes over tube sheets 11 ft. 9 in.

Length of firebox 96 in.

Width of firebox 3314 jn .

Boiler pressure 180 lbs.
Kind of grates Cast iron, rocking.
Grate area 22.4 sq. ft.

Heating surface in tubes 1624.9 sq. ft.

Heating surface in firebox 136.6 sq. ft.

Total heating surface 1780.5 sq. ft.

Diameter of driving wheels, outside of tires 69 in.

Diameter and length of journals 8 x 10 in.

Diameter of engine truck wheels 30 in.

Diameter and length of journals 6 x 10 in.

Passenger Locomotive—St. Louis & San Francisco Ry.

Total wheel base of engine 22 ft. 9 in.

Total wheel base of engine and tender 49 ft. 1% in.

Height of stack above rail 14 ft. 2 7-16 in.

Diameter and stroke of cylinders 18 x 26 in.

Type of boiler ; Extended wagon top.

Type of tank U, level top.
Water capacity 4300 gallons.
Fuel capacity 10 tons.
Weight of tender with fuel and water 92,000 lbs.

Type of tender truck Diamond.

«» » »

Personals

Mr. J. R. Richie has been appointed boiler inspector of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.

Mr. W. S. Morris has been appointed mechanical su-

perintendent for the Erie system succeeding Mr. J. N.
Barr.

Mr. W. A. Brown has been appointed master mechanic
of the Central New England, in place of W. C. Ennis,

resigned.

Mr. John H. Fildes has been appointed master mechan-
ic of the Lehigh Valley at Weatherly, Pa., succeeding
Mr. J. H. Vought.
•Mr. Edwin Manchester has been appointed traveling

engineer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with territory

north of Denison, Tex.
Mr. A. B.. Todd has been appointed division master

mechanic of the Santa Fe Pacific at Winslow, Ariz., to

succeed Mr. S. T. Park, promoted.
Mr. Louis Wellisch has been appointed master me-

chanic of the Louisville & Atlantic, with office at Rich-
mond, Ky., vice S. A. O. Bullock, resigned.

Mr. James Strade has retired from active service as

master mechanic of the Northern Central Railway, having
reached the age limit of 70 years. Mr. Strade has been
in active business for more than 50 years, nearly all of

which time has been spent in active railway service. He
began his career as apprentice boy in the Pennsylvania
shops.

Mr. W. V. Turner has been appointed air brake in-

structor of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Topeka,
Kan., succeeding Mr. J. B. McDonald, resigned.

Mr. D. D. Briggs, general foreman of the Louisville &
Nashville at Montgomery, Ala., has been appointed mas-
ter mechanic of the shops of that road at Anniston, Ala.

Mr.-F. E. Place, master mechanic of the Illinois Cen-
tral at Waterloo, la., has been appointed master mechan-
ic at Burnside, 111., to succeed Mr. J. W. Luttrell, re-

signed.

Mr. W. C. Squire, mechanical engineer of the St.

Louis & San Francisco, has resigned that position and
will fill a similar position with the Cotton Compress Co.,
of St. Louis.

Mr. J. F. Walsh has been appointed superintendent
of motive power of the Chesapeake & Ohio, with head-
quarters at Richmond, Va., succeeding Mr. W. S. Mor-
ris, resigned.

Mr. Alexander Stewart, foreman of the Cheyenne
shops of the Union Pacific, has been appointed master
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mechanic of the Wyoming division of that road, with

headquarters at Cheyenne, to succeed Mr. W. R. Mc-
Keen, Jr., promoted.

Mr. F. W. Thomas, formerly with the Baldwin Loco-
motive Works, has been appointed engineer of tests of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at

Topeka, Kan.

Mr. George F. Tilton has resigned as superintendent

of motive power of the Chihuahua & Pacific, to accept a

position with the El Paso Foundry & Machine Company
at El Paso, Tex.

Mr. H. N. Carl has been appointed master mechanic
of the St. Louis, Memphis & Southeastern, with head-
quarters at Cape Girardeau, Mo., in place of Mr. C. N.
Short, resigned.

Mr. H. C. May of Covington, Ky., has been appointed
master mechanic of the Louisville division of the Cleve-

land, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis, with headquarters
at Louisville, Ky.

Mr. H. J. Small, superintendent of motive power of

the Southern Pacific, will remove his office from Sacra-

mento to San Francisco, Cal. The clerical force will re-

main at Sacramento.
Mr. W. C. Ennis has been appointed master mechanic

of the Pennsylvania division of the Delaware & Hudson
with headquarters at Carbondale, Pa., to succeed Mr.
Robert Rennie, resigned.

Mr. L. W. Peabody, heretofore acting engineer of tests

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has been appointed

engineer of tests of the St. Louis & San Francisco, with

headquarters at Springfield, Mo.
Mr. C. M. Mendenhall, late superintendent of motive

power of the Chicago & Alton, has accepted the position

of assistant to the general manager of the Pressed Steel

Car Company at Pittsburg, Pa.

Mr. Thomas Anderson has been appointed inspector on
the Wheeling & Lake Erie with headquarters at Canton,

O. Mr. Anderson's jurisdiction will extend from Cleve-

land to Zanesville and Wheeling.
Mr. J. T. McCarthy, formerly with the Chicago, Bur-

lington & Quincy, has been appointed master mechanic of

the Michigan Central shops at St. Thomas, Ont., suc-

ceeding Mr. C. D. Hilferth, resigned.

Mr. W. J. Thomas, master mechanic, of the Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis at Mount Carmel, 111.,

has been appointed master mechanic of that road at Wa-
bash, Ind., vice Mr. H. G. Hudson, resigned.

Mr. J. C. Mengel, master mechanic of the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad at Erie, Pa., has been appointed master

mechanic of the Northern Central, with headquarters at

Elmira. N. Y., to succeed James Strode, resigned.

Mr. George W. Smith, until recently master mechanic
of the coast lines of the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe at

vSan Bernardino, Cal., has been appointed master mechan-
ic of the Illinois Central at Waterloo, succeeding Mr.
Place.

Mr. J. C. Leyonmark, chief mechanical engineer of the

Denver & Rio Grande, has resigned to accept a similar

position with the Chicago & Alton, succeeding Mr.
Charles Lindstrom, resigned to accept service with the

Pressed Steel Car Co. at Pittsburg.

Mr. O. Harlan, formerly assistant to the general fore-

man and master mechanic of the Pittsburg, Cincinnati,

Chicago & St. Louis at Logansport, Ind., recentlv re-

signed to become assistant to the principal of the School
of Mechanical Engineering of the International Corre-

spondence Schools at Scranton, Pa.

Mr. William Smith has been appointed assistant mas-
ter mechanic of the Hudson, Harlem and Putnam divi-

sions of the New York Central & Hudson River, with

headquarters at Mott Haven, N. Y., and will perform the
duties of master mechanic during the absence of Mr. W.
J. McQueen on account of illness.

Mr. Henry J. Beck, heretofore connected with the Cen-
tral of New Jersey, has been appointed road foreman of
engines of the Lebanon and Wilmington and Columbia
divisions of the Philadelphia & Reading, with headquar-
ters at Reading, Pa., in place of Mr. C. E. Chambers, re-
signed to become general foreman of engines of the Cen-
tral of New Jersey.

Mr. Samuel Higgins, superintendent of motive power
on the Union Pacific system, with headquarters at Oma-
ha, has been appointed to the position of general super-
intendent of motive power of the Southern Ry. and will
have his headquarters at Washington. Mr. William R.
McKeen, master mechanic in the Union Pacific shops at
Cheyenne, will succeed Mr. Higgins at Omaha.
On the Baltimore & Ohio, the jurisdiction of Mr. E. T.

White, superintendent of motive power, has been extend-
ed over the following divisions: Philadelphia, Balti-
more, Cumberland, Monongah, Wheeling, Shenandoah,
Ohio River—with headquarters at Baltimore, Md. The
jurisdiction of WT

. S. Haines, superintendent motive
power, has been extended over the following divisions:
Chicago, Newark, Pittsburg, Connellsville, Cleveland,
New Castle—with headquarters at Pittsburg, Pa.

»«

»

The Mason Locomotive Reducing Valve

^W^HIS reducing valve has been in use by the leading

*• steam-car heating companies for the last 12 years.

During that time over 25,000 have been placed on nearly

every railroad which has adopted steam heat. One fea-

ture which will commend itself to every engineer is the

self-locking device, which enables the valve to be set for

any pressure, and automatically locked. In the manufac-

ture of this valve there is no attempt made to save on

stock in order to cheapen the price. Every valve is made
of the best steam metal, and will not steam-cut at a

pressure of 250 lbs. Descriptive cards, showing sectional

view of any of the valves will be mailed upon application,

or any other information gladly furnished by the manu-
facturers, the Mason Regulator Company, of Boston,

Mass.
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A Two-Story Transfer Table

THE problem of economizing space at car shops and

street-car barns, which are frequently located in a

very limited area, has in many cases become a matter of

great importance, and the natural solution of the prob-

lem is to build up rather than on the ground. The chief

difficulty in this direction has been in handling the cars

on the second floor, as no satisfactory means of raising

or lowering them to and from the second floor or of trav-

eling them from one door to another on the second floor

has previously been devised.

The J. G. Brill Co., of Philadelphia, probably the largest

manufacturers of street cars in the world, were con-

fronted with this problem and decided to build their new

paint shop two stories high. They contracted with Geo.

P. Nichols & Bro., of Chicago, builders of transfer tables,

to solve the problem of the devise for handling the cars

for them, and the accompanying illustrations show their

solution of the problem, which has been entirely success-

ful in its operation.

The lower part of the structure is of their standard

transfer table design, excepting the deck carrying the

rails is distinct from the frame and constitutes an elevator

platform 50 ft. long by 11 ft. wide, stiffened by heavy

channels running the entire length on either side. Eight

lattice posts, four on a side, and properly braced, serve as

supports for the hoisting sheaves on top. On the ma-

chinery side are four double grooved drums, from each A Two-Story Transfer Table.

A Two-Story Transfer Table.
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of which two cables are led, one directly up the post

adjacent to it and the other across the table over a sheave

at the bottom of the post, then up to the sheaves on the

top of the post. Between the top of the post and the at-

tachment to the platform the cables are of three parts, so

that the entire load is lifted by eight three-part cables.

Between the electric motor and the hoisting drums is a

train of spur gearing with a mechanical load brake inter-

posed, which is engaged when the load is being lowered.

An electric motor brake is provided for stopping the plat-

form at the proper point, also a supplementary hand

brake.

In the operator's cab on one side of the table is placed

the clutch levers, the controller, brake lever and the

electrical devices. A winding drum is provided so that

the cars may be hauled on or off the table when the plat-

form is in either the raised or lowered position. Only

one motor is used, and by means of three friction clutches

controlled by two locomotive type levers, which are inter-

locked so that only one lever can be engaged at one time,

the table is moved longitudinally in the pit, the platform

raised or lowered or the cars hauled on or off by the wind-

ing drum. Automatic stops are provided at the top and

bottom of the travel of the platform by which the cur-

rent is cut off and the brakes set automatically.

The length of the table in the pit is 50 ft. and the

height of travel is 19 ft. 5 ins. An 8-ft. overhang con-

nects the rails on the platform when raised with the rails

on the second floor. The speed of hoist is 15 ft. per

minute and the speed of travel of the table longitudinally

is about 150 ft. per minute. The table was designed to

handle a car weighing 30,000 lbs., but was tested with a

load of approximately 40,000 lbs.

Notwithstanding the fact that this device was entirely

original and the first of its kind to be built, it was put

into service immediately on assembling without any

changes or modifications.
< » »

Rhodes Sensitive Drill Press

The accompanying illustrations show the Rhodes

Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio.

It stands 5ft. high over all. Floor space 14x22 inches

;

swings clear of column 12^4 inches; diameter of table

12 inches; countershaft has tight and loose pulleys,

small pulleys 2>H inches, i l/2 inch face; large pulley 7

inches. The table support revolves upon the column.

The table revolves upon its own axis and has a vise for

holding the work or a block upon which to drill. One
jaw of the vise is cast solid on the table, is 5 inches broad

and opens 23^2 inches. The weight of the machine is

160 lbs. The countershaft is on the base and the shifter

is operated by a foot pedal.

The column is wrought tubing 3^4 inches in. diameter.

The table is counterbalanced byaweight inside the col-

umn and may be moved up or down 24 inches ond is

Rhodes Sensitive Drill Press.

made rigid wherever desired by a grip screw in table sup-

port. The table is also made rigid by a grip screw. The
spindle is Y\ steel and driven by friction, and so con-

structed that when the operator wishes to increase the

size of the drill he may diminish the speed and at the

same time increase the power. The feed is produced by
a pulldown or sensitive lever and withdrawn by a

spring; the instant the drill is through or at the de-

sired depth the spring releases it and it is out ready
for mother hole.

So sensitive is the arrangement that one may use the

smallest drill and yet be able to drill a Y% hole in any
*-tal.

The minimum speed is 1,000 and the maximum speed

1,40c. Size of drills that may be used from 1-64 to 3-8,

and every machine is provided with a substantial chuck
for holding the drills.
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Rapid Growth of the Pintsch Lighting System

In a very interesting statement issued by the Safety

Car Heating & Lighting Company, covering the twelve
months ending with May, 1902, the number of railway
cars, locomotives, buoys and beacons equipped with
the Pintsch system of lighting in the various countries

throughout the world, is shown. From this statement
we find that there are in the United States and Canada
18,663 cars equipped with the Pintsch lighting system
and there are 66 Pintsch gas manufacturing plants in

operation. The complete statement follows:
Statement of Cars, Locomotives, Buoys, etc., Using

Pintsch System of Lighting to May, 1902.

Gas Buoys &
Cars Locomotives Works Beacons

Germany 40,156 4,786 71 124
Denmark 45 3 21
England 18,859 18 87 272
France 6,741 27 240
Holland 3,487 5 10 86
Italy 1,528 5 15
Switzerland 380 2 1
Austria 4,218 10 1

Russia 3,041 112 13 13
Sweden 679 43 4 2

Servia 216 ...

Bulgaria 98 1
Turkey 114 ...

Egypt 42 3 118
Canada 166 3 65
Brazil 974 31 1 33
Argentine 1,096 .

.

: .

.

10 2

Chili 46 2

India 9,584 16
Australia 2,053 13 38
United States 18,497 63 172
Japan 100 2 4

China 1 15
Mexico 81 1

knuckle, the auxiliary coupling, the economic metal-
lic packing, the Ajax diaphragm, the "R. A." bumping
post, the "R. A." car mover.

Total .
..-. 112,191

Increase for year. . 6,527

4,997

525
347
11

1,211

49

*«»

Notes of the Month

The Major coupler which is being placed on the
market by the Buckeye Malleable Iron & Coupler
Company of Columbus, is designed especially for the
heaviest service. All the operative requirements have
been met without adding a single piece more than is

to be found in the simplest, old-fashion coupler now
in use. Without any complication the Major coupler
has the modern features of a sure lock-set in the head

;

a positive knuckle opener ; the pivot pin and lugs re-

lieved of practically all strains ; a coupler pulling on a
central line and on the lock ; a much stronger knuckle
and shank; the operating parts enclosed in the head
and protected against snow, ice and dirt. Their
pamphlet recently issued giving full information will
be sent upon request.

The Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Company, Cleveland,
Ohio, have purchased a tract of land on Hawthorne
and Second Aves v and will at once begin the erection
of modern factory buildings. They have outgrown
their present shop space, and are unable to keep up
with their orders. They will employ about 150 men
in their new plant, and hope upon its completion to
be in a position to serve the trade more promptly than
at present. Electrical power will be used in driving-
trie machinery.

_

The "Industrial Applications of Electricity" is the
title of a pamphlet recently issued by the General
Electric Company. With the aim of increasing the
value of this pamphlet, descriptions of a few of the
many plants erected by this company, accompanied by
suggestions intended to aid in the solution of the vari-
ous problems arising in the installation of electric
power, have been included.

aveThe Railway Appliances Company of Chicago h^

,

issued a pamphlet descriptive of their various special
ties which include the Gilman-Brown emergency

_

Pratt & Whitney Company have issued a pamphlet
in regard to their ten-inch by five-foot new toolmakers'
engine lathe. They state that no expense has been
spared in the design and construction of our new 10-
mch toolmakers' engine lathe, and the result is a per-
fect and convenient tool in every detail. It is claimed
to be the most complete precision lathe ever produced
for the toolmaker or the model maker, and for all pur-
poses where accuracy and convenience are essential.

,*Yhe
u
Un

i,

te
? 5

tat6S Circuit Court
> Jud^ Buffing-

ton has handed down a decision in the case of the
Pressed Steel Car Co. vs. John M. Hansen. ThePressed Steel Car Co. had asked for an injunction

and applications for patents. In accordance with thedecision rendered, Mr. Hansen is allowed to make anvassignment of these patents and applications hechooses subject to the final decision of the court The
c£ f/V

S

°i
Pr°/-ideS that the aPP«cations for patentsshall be placed in the hands of an attorney from eachside, pending the final granting of the patents.—*-•-•

The Moran Flexible Steam Joint Co. of Louisville *„

nnJnnf
~iD ^ "S Utili* COvers alm<£ every concetablePmpose requmng a flexible conveyor of steam! a^gas^or

tZK
"T^en?Bt* Cent"ry" trains that go into service on

15th 3o2
Y
£
k

i
•

Centr 1 aUd Lake Sh0re ^ilroads on Jnn"
J,,?'ri-•

' / the rUn of 98° miIes between New Yorknd Chicago m twenty hours, will be eauinned with S
*ZtXnS7Ste^ 0t

+
eleCMc "^ts and'fanfof ê consohdated Railway Electric Lighting and Enuinment rwpany, 100 Broadway, New York.

equipment Com-

The Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., of Chicago, have comnleted

fvnJ
e
;r

UiP
^ent °f their p,ant and nave entirely reared

tnev suffeT/"
81011T dGlay inddent t0 the flre from wnichthey suffered recently. ney have largely increased theirfacilities and are now in better shape than ever before totake care of their rapidly increasing business. Thirty thou

un to S^5 t?
°f fl°0r SPaCe aDd an ample equipmenTofup-to-date machinery is now devoted to the manufacture ofArmstrong tool holders.

"J-<u-iuie or

We have a handsome little pamphlet from the E KeeWCompany of Williamsport, Pa., describing their water tubeboilers. They have had thirty-seven years' experience inbuilding boilers and installing complete power plants. In tak-ing such contracts they guarantee the successful working ofthe entire plant, insuring me highest degree of efficiency andsaving the expense and annoyance of a divided responsi'bilitvTheir equipment includes the most improved labor savin-
machinery, complete hydraulic riveting and flanging plantsannealing furnaces, hydraulic, electric and pneumatic cranes'
pneumatic caulkers, heavy duty bending rolls punches'
shears, drills, etc. They aim at the highest grade of me-
chanical construction, and on these grounds have achieved
a reputation commanding an increasing patronage both athome and abroad. They also design water tube boilers for
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any pressure, fuel or duty, and are always pleased to submit
plans, estimates and specifications.

Schumacher & Baye, of Cincinnati, 0., have issued their

Catalogue E under date of April, 1902, describing their engine

lathes. Their plant is located at Queen City Ave. and Buck
St., and is reached by several lines of electric cars. The
buildings are specially arranged for the manufacture of

engine lathes, which is their exclusive specialty, and are

equipped with the most modern machinery, special tools, etc.

They manufacture standard engine lathes, also lathes

equipped with their new arrangement for feeds and screw
cutting, which is described on page 27. This catalogue is

made up in the main of their standard machines, and will

be followed very shortly by a catalogue of lathes equipped

with their new arrangement for feeds and screw cutting.

»-*-»

The "New Yankee" Drill Grinder

WHEN a boy enters a machine shop one of the first

tilings perhaps at which he makes an attempt is the

grinding of twist drills and there are probably few operations

which he will ever perform inaccurately for a longer time than

this apparently simple matter. In fact, many never learn to

do it accurately.

In the old days when every machine shop, whether manu-

facturing or not, was conducted as a job shop would be now-

a-days, it was necessary that nearly every man in the shop

be a first-class mechanic. Things have changed now and in

many shops turning out a high grade of Avork there are many
operations which formerly required much skill in their per-

formance and which now, by the aid of modern tools, are

readily done by comparatively unskilled help. It is for this

reason that it is not expected now that every one employed in

a machine shop be able to grind twist drills, or do any other

work which requires a high class of skill and it is therefore

become more necessary to provide some means whereby these

tools could be ground as accurrately as if ground by a skill-

ful mechanic and yet require scarcely no skill at all.

It is for this reason that for years back many inventors have

Yankee Drile Grinder.

tried, and some of them in a measure succeeded, to produce
machines that would enable comparatively unskilled workmen
to produce a good grind on twist drills; but with nearly all of

these machines the trouble has been that there are so many
adjustments to make for different diameters of drills, differ-

ent kinds of clearance, etc., that they still require too much
skill to operate, and the better class of men who can grind

a drill properly by hand prefer to do so rather than to make
six or eight ajustments on a machine.

Within the last two or three years, however, a machine has

been invented and put upon the market which is so simple

in its construction, and the operation of which is so easily

understood, that it has been remarked that about the only

way in which there would be an opportunity for improve-

ment, would be to give the drills legs so that they might go

to the machine and grind themselves.

When a machine is so constructed that it is ready at any
time to grind without adjustment (except for the length of

the drill) any sized drill within its capacity, it is difficult to

see how even the most exacting would wish for more. Not
only this simplicity of construction and operation, but the fact

that the drill is so much more accurately ground than could

be done by the most skilled mechanic; both cutting edges at

exactly the same angle to the axis of the drill and abso-

lutely the same length, make it possible to drill a hole the

same size as the drill, which cannot be done if there is the

least error in either the length or the angle of the cutting

edges. This accuracy of form is also a factor in prolonging

the life of the drill, as the cutting will be equally divided

between both the cutting edges, and the drill will work much
longer between grindings.

The drill grinder to which we refer and which seems to

possess all of these qualities is the "New Yankee." manufac-

tured by the Wilmarth & Morman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

That this company has succeeded in attaining to such a

remarkable degree of success in the drill grinder field is 1 only

one of the many examples we see daily in which those who
constantly keep at a thing in an intelligent way will nearly

always meet with success. This company has made drill

grinding machinery their specialty. They have directed all

their energy in the production of a machine that could be

placed in any machine shop and operated by any one success-

fully, the usual requirements of "ordinary intelligence" hardly

being necessary. Of course, as it is with everything, the bet-

ter the man the better the work. Their drill grinders grind

drills from 1-25 in. up to 5 in. diameter; not all on one machine,

of course. But in order to be able to furnish machines in all

kinds of machine shops, their line now embraces some fifteen

different styles, and it certainly would seem as if it would be

quite difficult to find one who could not among so many dif-

ferent styles find a machine or combination of machines

suited to his needs.

The machine herewith illustrated is their style P Belt

Driven Wet Grinder, which can be furnished either with a

capacity from 3-32 in. to 1% in. or from % to 2% in.

This machine, like all their wet grinders, is entirely self-

contained, with countershaft, etc., though it can also be fur-

nished with overhead countershaft. The pump is centrifugal

type and has no bearings under water; neither are there any

stuffing boxes, so that the life of these wet machines is equal

to that of the dry grinders.

Among machines put out by this firm are included both

wet and dry, belt and electrically driven machines, and one

point worthy of note is that, unlike other electrically driven

drill grinders, the motor armature is mounted directly on the

wheel spindle, thus eliminating the use of belting entirely,

and making the machine both electrically and mechanically

simple and long lived.
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Old Ruts and New Ideas

In Paint Making.

By Charles Koons, Master Painter, St. Louis Car Co.

T T is not my purpose to decry the ability of our mod-

* ern paint chemists and grinders, but there is surely

room for improvement in all of our manufactured paint

products. We see the evidences of this on the vehi-

cles that run on our streets, and upon some of the cars

that traverse the country, to the extent that a new era

in paint making is drawing upon our chemists and

paint experts, if it is not already here. The old ideas

are back numbers, and are being cut off here and there

by the studious paint maker.

The tide of standards of so-called pure materials is

at a very low ebb. The word "purity" has lost its

power in the paint world for reasons known to all of

us, and they are too numerous to mention here. One,

however, will suffice : when "purity" in a product is

not sufficient as a comparison, then the power of the

word is surely on the wane. The gauntlet is being

thrown down for all comers ; and the comers are some

of the new ideas just mentioned.

Paint comparisons are three-fold in power in the

object lessons which they present. First, in the easy

working qualities of the material, which has to do a

great deal with the practical men of the brush. When
the workman is pleased half of the battle is won for

the manufacturer. The others are divided between

the price at which the material can be marketed and

the service that it will give, after beinsr placed upon the

work. This, T think, all paint salesmen will aeree

with. Of course it is understood that the salesman

stands in well with the purchasing agent. We often

hear the expression, "pure paints." The name is a

misnomer, as applied to paint pigments, and is almost

obsolete when applied to the medium in which the

pigments are ground.

As was said before, the standard of medium for pure

oil paint is linseed oil ; there is no better vehicle prop-

erty known to paint makers than this product. But

the greatest drawback for the practical man in its use

is the constant decrease of time-limit for doing work.

There is no known branch of work but that the painter

is hampered by the demand to rush the work, thus tak-

ing away from him, in a measure, the very means of

making his work serviceable; that which he depends

upon more than anything else for the life of his prod-

uct. The nature of oil being such that it cannot be

used where surfacing is demanded, forces the use of

driers—or subterfuges, like quick-drying oils, to hurry

things along. This has opened up a field for oil sub-

stitutes of an almost endless variety. All the oils, fats

and greases known have been utilized to get a proper

medium that will answer and fill the bill for doing the

work quicker; thus deteriorating the painter's work to

a more or less degree. These oils are placed upon the

market and sold, many times, a good deal less than

the price of pure linseed oil, and often times are

claimed to be just as good. The up-to-date painter

makes no mistake about the truth of these statements,

but tests and experiments to his heart's content to find

out whether there is merit in a substitute. If it fails

to show as good, he condemns it and lays it on the

shelf. Quality and not price is the only advantage

he can consider. Many times the painter's work has

shown deficient durability just on account of using

substitute mediums that probably helped him to rush

the work out sooner, but eventually ruined it, as far

as an average service was concerned.

In pigments there is more room and greater latitude.

While the whole paint world has settled down to the

fact that vegetable oils are the best for all general pur-

poses for durability and binders for any and all classes

of pigments, there are constantly new ideas of chemi-

cal combinations coming forward that prove to be su-

perior to the old line of paint pigments. Many of

these combinations are of long standing, but seem to

have a bad reputation stamped upon them in lieu

of a better one which they deserve; and it all comes

about because their makers have branded them what

they are not ; and these have easily been proven by the

practical men not to be pure. For instance, a keg

branded "Pure Lead" will be found to contain about

20 per cent lead, 50 per cent barytes and the rest prob-

ably whiting and zinc oxide, thus making a good paint

;

but why call it "lead paint"? It can not possibly fill

all the requirements of pure lead ;
yet I will venture to

say that the above will outlast any pure lead on the

market in one, two and three-coat house work. But

when it comes to surfacing and building up for other

colors, such as is done in car and carriage work, it is

not worth shop-room. There are many reasons why

this is true, and I will only mention one. In the rush

and push of work in our modern way of doing work,

the above combination cannot be made to dry thor-

oughly hard ; and as it takes a thoroughly drying pig-

ment to aid the car and carriage painter, there is noth-

ing better than pure carbonate of lead. This will dry
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so it will easily sandpaper dusty in two or three days.

It then can be coated again and surfaced up to a per-

fect, level surface ready for coloring, etc.

There is a great need of a change in paint branding.

If lead is lead, call it so. If a better wearing paint can

be made of combined cheaper pigments, don't be afraid

to name it just what it is, "a combination white paint."

There will be no misleading in such a branding, and

each will get its just dues in its particular work. What
will answer in one case will be unsatisfactory in an-

other, and vice versa.

This same principle holds good with the master

painter in the manipulation of colors, as well as in var-

nishes and driers. Misbranding anything helps no

one ; but, on the contrary, gets the practical men into

trouble and, in the long run, will injure the reputation

of any legitimate business. To use the expression of

a certain paint house regarding its products is right to

the point : "The supreme test of paint for the paint-

er's use is what it will do, and not what is claimed it

will do. A painter should know his paints, and the

skill of a paint-chemist should never be called in ques-

tion when his combination products give better service

than pure straight pigment goods."

As was said in the beginning, this is a progressive

age; and for some purposes a combination, or mixture,

is better than a straight line of one-pigment goods. It

has been proved beyond a doubt that the old-time idea

that lead was the best pigment to use for all purposes

for protection against the wear and tear of the ele-

ments on every kind of surface is a fallacy ; and the

only reason why this product ever attained such a

leading over ever)'' other pigment was because it is the

best all-round white pigment that was ever discov-

ered for surfacing purposes ; and also the fact of its

being the best base from which most other colors can

be made, with the exception of a few primary colors,

like reds and blacks ; and even some of these are bene-

fited by a little lead. So lead as a surfacer stands at the

head ; there is no other paint-pigment that can be ma-

nipulated like it. I speak now from a practical stand-

point) ; and in the realm of all painting where there

must be a surface built up by so many coats in quick

succession, like the outside of a car and carriage work.

The nature of carbonate of lead is such that, while

being hurried along with driers it holds its elasticity a?

well and a surface can be made that will give ger>od

service, as well as look smooth and show a fine finish

when varnished.

Now while this pigment is supreme as a general, all-

round paint pigment, it doesn't follow that it cannot be

made better by the addition of other pigments. For

some purposes I claim that there are combinations that

will wear longer without cracking, and mixtures that

will give better protection than straight carbonate of

lead and oil paint. I can prove this to the complete

satisfaction of any car painter; or if any painter will

write me I will show him how he can do it himself.

Now this is what I claim about the advancement
that is coming along all lines in paint products. The
time is ripe for these things, and paim makers are the

ones who should be ahead of the practical men in pre-

paring for it. The great question of an iron or steel

protective paint has been up for quite awhile and there

has been improvement in paint material, but there is

yet plenty of room for good iron paints to preserve and
protect iron surfaces from the ravages of rust on the

inside and the wear and tear of the elements on the

outside. The value of a paint is demonstrated by the

durability mostly. The finish and color sometimes
add a great deal in some pigments, but in a preserva-

tive for iron and steel the main thing is to get a ma-
terial that will in a reasonable length of time preserve

and stop the course of the metal's greatest enemy

—

rust. Chemists and paint makers have been working
along lines that have been in vogue for a century, and
I ask the question, if it is not possible to change?

(Concluded.)

*»+

Obituary

Editor Railroad Paint Shop:

Again the Archangel of Death has invaded our ranks,

by calling away our much esteemed friend and fellow

associate, Mr. John McMurtry, Sr., who died May 30th

of cirrhosis of the liver, aged sixty-three years.

Enclosed please find faithful photograph of the de-

ceased. He was born in Butler Co., Pa., and came to

Pittsburgh when young. In his early city days he was
an active member of the old Duquesne Fire Corps and

consequently was for many years a resident of the famous

old Second Ward of Pittsburgh. He was also one of

the Burgh's pioneer trade sign writers and was widely

known to the trade shops of that day as a glass specialist

and artistic sign maker. In the latter part of the Seven-

ties he began his railroad painting career in the B. & O.

R. R. Company's Pittsburgh shops, under the then fore-

manship of the writer. He afterward obtained employ-

ment in the Penna. R. R. Company's Allegheny shops

under the foremanship of the late John Josenhans, under

whom he creditably filled the position of gang foreman of

painters. For the past seventeen years, and during most

of the time an active member of our Association, he has

been foreman of painters at the Pittsburgh Plant of the

American Locomotive Works. He is survived by his

wife, Nancy J., one daughter, Miss Cora C, and five

sons, Joseph, William, John, Jr., James Bi. and Leroy.

He is also survived by one brother Joseph, Sr., of Alex-

andria, Ind., and two sisters, Mrs. Sarah Sneathen and

Mrs. M. Dwyer of Franklin, Ind.

He was a member of Blue Lodge 287, F. & A. M. Zer-

ubbabel Chapter 162; Pittsburgh Commandery No. 1,
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Knights Templars; Industry Lodge A. O. U. W. and

Allegheny Lodge 339, B. P. O. Elks.

With the most profound sympathy for the bereaved

family, especially the good wife, whom we all know so

Mr. John McMurty, Sr.

well, through her never failing attendance at our yearly

meetings in convention, whom we commend to Him who
doeth all things well, I remain,

Yours truly,

W. O. Quest.

» »

»

Death of a Member

OFFICIAL NOTICE.

Editor Railroad Paint Shop

:

I
HAVE just received information concerning the

death of Mr. John McMurtry, master painter of the

Pittsburg Loco, and Car Works, at his home in Alle-

gheny, Pa. He was ill for seven weeks with dropsy and

a complication of diseases and died on May 31st and

was buried on June 3rd. He became a member of the

M. C. & L. P. Association in New York in 1887 and has

been a regular attendant of the meetings since and will

be missed by all members at the coming conventions.

I am still treating my eyes but am sorry to say I can

see no improvement yet, although I have lost none. I

shall have the annual report, or convention program,

ready so you can publish it in the August "Master Me-
chanic." Will send it to you about July 20 if that will be

in time.

Hope to see you in Boston.

Yours truly,

Robert McKeon, Sec'y.

•» >

Lead vs. Iron

THE terms "white lead" and "painting" in gen-

eral are so closely associated and the relation-

ship seems to extend over a period of so many years

that the man who would assume to separate them
must have good cause, or his attempt will be a failure.

First, because of custom, which is said to be next to

law ; and also from the fact that everywhere white

lead is considered a standard, not only for light col-

ors (where still it must be used), but also for the

darkest colors, and as ground for everything, for pub-

lic opinion says nothing else will do. Now the ques-

tion comes to us, will any other pigment take its

place successfully? Or, is the use of white lead the

effect of past necessity and a continual running in an

old groove or rut, simply without stopping to think

if an improvement can be made? The writer does

not pretend to say that lead is not a good article for

grounds or for general purposes ; such a thing would

be absurd in the face of the long-continued use of the

article for such purposes, but does say that since

color-grinders and manufacturers of paints in gen-

eral have brought other pigments to the same state

of perfection which white lead has attained, that now
white lead is by no means the essential which it has

been the days gone by. Also that there are many
serious objections to the use of lead in a railway paint

shop. It is acknowledged as widely as painting is

known that lead is a poison—it is only necessary to

say here that if as a sanitary measure a poison can

be laid aside without loss it should be done. Next

the colors of railroad equipment, both of coach and

locomotive departments, are dark, and in order that

scratches or broken places on the surfaces will not

show, the ground must be kept dark. In order to do

so, lead must in all cases be darkened to suit. The

use of lamp black for the purpose of darkening lead to

the dark grey so universally used is not, as a rule

thought of as an expensive part of the paint shop be-

cause it has been so long in use and is taken as a

matter of fact. Still, if it were given a thought of

how much time is practically wasted by this mixing

process in a paint shop where lead is used, no doubt

the foreman painter and the management would be

astonished at the time spent in making up or mixing

each batch of lead. It is not necessary here to give a

lengthened account about how a batch of lead and

lamp black is mixed, for each and every time that
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lead is used, suffice it to say, on an average, ten

minutes is a very moderate figure in excess of what

would be really needed to simply thin up a bucket/ of

mineral brown, or any other dark color which was

properly ground and ready for use by the addition

of oil or turpentine, as the circumstances might re-

quire. We beg to call attention here to the universal

expression among painters of every class which is,

"you can't stir white lead too much." It can very

readily be seen that this is in reality an apology for

the waste of time which lead takes in comparison

with other pigments in the mixing process, and it

should not require very deep thought to see the enor-

mous loss to a railroad paint shop in a year's time. It

might be urged that it is the place of, and one man
does all the mixing in a well regulated shop. Granted

;

still while it is done more quickly by this method the

ratio remains unchanged. The mixing finished, now
comes the application. Lead is as sluggish in its

nature here as in the bar, and requires more brushing

to spread it evenly on the surface than any mineral

m the market, which is time lost again. Next comes

the sand-papering process. Who that has ever stood

by the side of a coach and sand-papered for hours

but has had that nauseating, sweetish taste and sat down

to eat his lunch in the same lead fumes and almost

kicked himself for being a painter?

Now turn it over for a moment and let me say from

the platform of a number of years of practical experi-

ence, that as durable and a cleaner, quicker working

derstood that the old oil process of surfacing a car is

gone forever; time is money and will not admit of its

use. We must now look for a ground work which
will adhere to the wood, and still be so hard that it

will not contract in drying, and break and crack after

the coats of color or varnishes, but rather a happy
medium must be obtained or the painting is a failure

the ground-work holding up the varnishes, and they

in turn protect the surfacing. For this purpose, while

there is a great variety of minerals which are cheap

and durable, either of them may be used in lieu of

lead. I prefer an iron oxide which is dark enough

without the use of any coloring matter. Prince's

metallic brown is a first class article, as its shade is

good. It should not be necessary to enter into a dis-

cussion regarding the actual wearing qualities of lead

or an iron oxide ; suffice it to simply call the attention

of any railroad man to the freight cars that are gen-

erally painted in the most indifferent manner, and

are subject to all kinds of abuse until the cars are

worn out. I beg to ask, has lead ever been known
to show such a record for durability? It is not the

prerogative or inclination of the writer to quote to

you the prices paid by the purchasing agent of the

company on any of these materials, particularly, as

market values fluctuate, but will add that when the

writer was paying $y2 to 6% for lead, he paid at the

same time for iron 2 to 2^. Experience says that one

pound of iron will cover about the same surface as

Wood Head Lining Stencil by Warner Bailey.

putty or ground can be made from minerals as can

be done with lead; that is, where the finishing colors

are of a dark shade. Probably here a practical expe-

rience will not be out of place. I have taken a coach

and painted from the center of one side around the

end to the center ^n the other side with mineral as a

ground, the corresponding parts with the lead sys-

tem, allowing the same time for both processes, ap-

plying the same color and same varnishes over all

parts of the coach. After four years' wear there was

no perceptible difference. Had the lead system not

been used, three days might have been saved in the

painting of this car. It is here supposed to be un-

one pound of lead. Having thus summarized the sub-

ject, I beg to leave it, that each man may draw con-

clusions for himself. J. L. Johnson.

» «

»

Boston, June 26, 1902.

C. E. Copp, Editor Railroad P~uit Shop:

For the benefit and information of members of the

M. C. and L. R. A., I wish to state that negotiations

are being made for a reduced rate of fare on all roads

east of Buffalo, the result of which will be published

in detail in the August issue of the Railway Master

Mechanic.

A. F. Dane, President.
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Painting Cars Made of Redwood

By Thos. H. Cornish, So. Pacific Ry., San Francisco, Cal.

OF all the woods I have worked with, California red-

wood is the most treacherous ; it is not the water

in the redwood that does the damage, but the acid. What

kind of acid this is I have never taken the pains to find

out. It took all the skill I could muster to keep the paint

from peeling off and blistering, and there are very few

California car painters but that some time or other have

turned out a well-painted car, only to be horrified a week

or two later, to find the car blistered and the work ruined.

The acid seems to act a great deal like alkali, softening

the paint in places ; and once the paint is soft the sun will

do its deadly work very quickly as all coach painters are

aware. The priming coat is composed mostly of oil and

lead, which is of a slow-drying nature ; this makes it all

the easier to succumb to the action of the acid.

After trying different methods for a number of- years

with but little success, I came to the conclusion that

something must be used in the primer that would either

draw the acid from the wood or kill it to a certain ex-

tent on the surface, so I tried the following methods

:

I first coated the car with a heavy coat of raw linseed

oil, putting plenty of it in the nail holes, there being one

pint of benzine to one gallon of raw oil, well mixed. This

coat I allowed to stand about two hours so as to thor-

oughly soak in or soften what acid there might be near

the surface, then the oil remaining on the surface is

carefully wiped off with rags or waste. I then allow

the car to stand four or five days ; if possible, longer.

I may be asked why I use raw linseed oil. In the first

place it serves as a primer for boards that may be dry,

and in the second place it neutralizes the acid as well

;

whereas, if lead was mixed with the oil it could not be

wiped off so easily, and would be a detriment to the pro-

cess which follows.

The next coat of paint after the oil coat is prepared as

follows : To 15 lbs. of flat lead color, add 15 lbs. of lith-

arge mixed as follows: Use enough best couch japan to

make the litharge about as thick as mush. It is then

poured into the flat lead, the whole mass, well stirred,

is then put into the paint mill and ground as fine as pos-

sible, then thinned down with turpentine to a proper con-

sistency to work easy under the brush. Give the cars

three coats of this mixture (one each day) ; the coatings

form a hard barrier and resist the acid wonderfully.

The next in line is a coat of preparation color to re-

ceive the knifing ; this color is made in the following man-

ner: 15 lbs. rough stuff ready mixed to 15 lbs. flat lead.

This combined mixture run through the mill, fine, and

thinned to a proper consistency. The car receives one

coat of this point, the reason for using this mixture,

which make a solid hard surface, serves a three-fold pur-

pose. First, the puttying is done on this coating, making

it easier to use the block pumice or sand paper, as the

rough stuff being in the mixture keeps the stone from

clogging up, and also the sand paper. Second, it makes
a fine surface to knife upon; there being just enough

grit in the color and hard also, the knifing works excel-

lent and much better than if it were all flat lead. Third,

it is a great help in using the stone and sand paper on the

knifing, which is prepared as follows : 1 1 lbs. dry white

lead, separate, 11 lbs. rough stuff, mixed to a stiff paste,

then add the dry white lead to the rough stuff then add
the following liquids. 1 pint japan, 1 pint rubbing var-

nish. Run the mixture through the mill; it will come
out a thick paste ; this mixture will be found to be an ex-

cellent knifing when used over the preparation color. It

fills up all the brush marks, dries hard, cuts easy, does

not clog the stone and forms a part of the hard, solid sur-

face with the other coatings which have preceeded it.

The car, blocked down, is then ready for pullman or any

color desired.

I would state that this formula is used only on cars

sheathed with redwood and containing a great deal of

acid. On other wood, such as white wood or pine I still

use the old method of lead priming, etc. I would also

state that in the past nine years, using this redwood for-

mula, I have kept close watch of every car turned out,

and in every case have been more than satisfied with the

result.

-»
Notes and Comments

The typos made such a mix-up in the transfer to the form
with Mr. Koon's article, "Old and New Ideas in Paint Mak-
ing," in the June issue, that we thought it best to reprint
it in connection with the concluding portion of that article

in this issue, and it may be found in another column. Our
apologies for the compositors, printers, etc., to our readers;
we are not to blame at this end of the game.
M* Henry D. Copp, a brother of the editor of these col-

umn's, and for many years a conductor on the western divi-

ion of the Boston & Maine, has connected himself with the
well-known paint and varnish house of N. Z. Graves & Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa., and will be their New England representa-

tive in the railway trade, a branch house having been estab-

lished at 131 Pearl street, Boston. He will attend our coming
convention and we shall be pleased to introduce our younger
brother to "our boys'' at that time.

Mr. B. F. Seisler, heretofore foreman painter at the Pitts-

burg & Western shops at Allegheny, Pa., has gone to the

Wabash shops at Decatur, 111., as acting foreman in place

of Mr. W. G. McMasters, who has been granted an indefinite

leave of absence on account of ill health. Mr. McMasters is

a brother of Harry G. McMasters of the Central R. R. of

New Jersey, and formerly of the Illinois Central, Burnside

shops.

We note that the "American Freight Agents' Association"

got there all right to the number of 250 delegates at their

recent convention in Cleveland, Ohio, and presumably did

not pay their fares, unless to be charged up to the expense
accounts of their various roads. This was their fifteenth

annual convention. The Master Car and Locomotive Paint-

ers will hold then thirty-third next September in Boston.

May they be as successful in getting there. We also note

that a rate of a fare and a third was made for the Master

Car Builders' convention for supply men and others presum-
ably not entitled to a pass.

As if it was not enough to make the outside of the railway

car look slick with his "Modoc" car cleaner, friend Grace

has gone inside and attacked the polish of the seats without
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indorsement. But to get the purchasing power of our rail-

removing them from the car with his "Plusholeon" to cleanse

and dry them at one operation; not "in cold blood," but with
a cold liquid, no boiling apparatus being used. Mr. C. 'C.

Grace is vice-president of the "Modoc" Company and presi-

dent of the "Plusholeon" Company, both of which are among
our advertisers. If he has got something to do all this,

which he claims in his circulars which ' he sends out, then

he has met another of those "long felt wants;" and we rec-

ommend that it be looked into by those in charge of the

upholstery to see if it may not be less injurious to the goods

than the hot-boiling-immersion process and more effectual

withal, subject to less danger to the ladies' white dresses

from crocking, etc. Write the American Plusholeon Company,
Cincinnati, Ohio, for further information.

Mr. Chas. Strahler, formerly with Mr. J. D. Wright at the

Mt. Clare shops of the B. & O., on locomotive work, and
later at Princeton, Ind., with the L., E & St. L. Ry., was
several months ago appointed to succeed H. L. Dickson as

master painter at the Chicago & Alton shops, Bloomington,

111. Thi3 was "the old stamping ground" of our associate,

Mr. J. G. Keil, who is now with the Lake Shore at Buffalo.

Since writing the above we are informed that Mr. Stabler

has resigned.

Harry McMasters moved his force of some forty men to

Ashley, Pa., on account of a fire last fall at the shops of the

Central of New Jersey R. R, at Elizabeth, N. J. The shops

at the latter place are being rebuilt with all the modem
improvements, we are informed.

We understand that new additional shops have been built

for the Northern Pacific at St. Paul, thus giving our old

friend Bishop increased facilities in the painting line. Also

the capacity of the Great Northern shops has been enlarged

and brother Watson is correspondingly blessed with better

accommodations.

"The Western Painter" says that plans have been drawn

for a $1,000,000 paint factory to be erected by the Sherwin-

Williams Co. at Calumet Lake and 116th street, Chicago.

Work will begin on the buildings June 1.

The Boston & Maine has just rebuilt six narrow gauge
cars formerly used on the Profile & Franconia Notch, until

that road was widened to standard gauge, for the Old
Orchard Beach road, which also is a standard gauge road
and operated only during summer business. New trucks had
to be built and the bodies of cars from roofs to sills are new,

including sash and seats which latter, the "Wheeler," are of

the most approved pattern used in electric railways and sit

crosswise of car. The interiors of cars are finished in ma-
hogany and outside are painted standard Pullman. This

work was done at the Lawrence shops.

The Canada Atlantic shops at Ottawa soon followed the
death of Brother Bruyere, the former foreman painter, by
destruction, for we are informed that the paint and car de-

partment shops were burned last March, four passenger
coaches being in the shop at the time and were also de-

stroyed. The shops have again been rebuilt very near the

same site of the former ones. A young man by the name of

W. J. Tyers is the master painter, and he comes from the

Canadian Pacific shops at Montreal, Thos. Cowan's "fort."

Let the new man, with all our Canadian members, meet with
us at our Boston convention in September. The "Boer war"
is over and they now ought to be spared.

The Chicago Varnish Co. has recently moved its Boston
store from corner of Pearl and High streets to 66 High street,

where, in commodious quarters "Uncle" Ford's genial face
and bald head (he belongs to the latter fraternity with the
writer, hence our familiarity), may be seen a few days each
month, as he divides his time between there and the New
York house, being Eastern manager, and extended trips off

South. "O. R." is about as busy a varnish man as there is

amongst us and as happy—when the orders are coining along.

Still he does not fret if they don't.

"Of all the cakes
My mother bakes,—
Give me the well-done clam."

That's what you'll say when you come to the Boston con-
vention next September and have an old-fashioned "clam
bake" down at the beach.

"Bob" Scott is working for the Union Traction Co., Phil-
adelphia, under Mr. D. C. Magee, the foreman painter, having
been obliged, on account of serious illness in his family, to
give up the traveling job he recently engaged in. He' is,

however, looking for a position as master painter, and we
would not be surprised if he landed one in the west.

A Born (Barn) Painter.

As if cutting off passes to our annual conventions is not
enough, now comes an order stopping kissing at the Jersey
City station of the P. R. R. Well, well! Isn't this "the land
of the free and the home of the brave?" It is estimated that
each day's kissing consumes ten solid hours of delay to
trains. That's "mingled sweetness long drawn out," and a
lot of cold calculation over a warm subject.

The highest pass in the world is the Ibi Gamin, in the
Himalayas. It is 20,457 feet above sea-level, and is closed

by snow from November to May, says the Boston Globe.

"The highest pass" to the Master Car Painters' convention
in Boston next September is by the presidents of the various
railroads. Please pass them along!

There is no economy whatever in buying a cheap brush,
says the Western Painter. If a job is worth doing at all,

it is worth doing well. It cannot be done well with a bunch
of whalebone or fiber, because these materials are not adapted
to good painting. Buy only the best pure-bristle brushes,
and see that every one of these bears a reputable maker's
name and trade-mark. To all of which we append our hearty
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roads to believe and practice this doctrine—"aye, there's the

rub."

In Knoxville, Tenn., lives the pioneer woman sign painter,

says The Painters Magazine. Having a love for paints and
brushes, she had the remarkably good sense to decide to make
use of it in the novel way by which she is earning a living.

She was led to adopt the business because she' could not

afford to study art, and fancied that she saw, in the huge
and unsightly signs of the neighborhood, an opening for

artistic work. Miss Meredith went into a painter's shop and
worked there for four years. She is now in business for

herself, and may be seen frequently in attractive golf cos-

tume, carrying a small ladder, a pot of paint, a can of

brushes and a drawing rule instead of golf sticks. This is

better than toting around poodle dogs.

Mr. Wm. McMurtry, a son of the late John McMurtry, has

received the appointment of master of painters of the Ameri-
can Locomotive Company's Pittsburg works. As the gentle-

man has served fourteen years under his late father, as chief

ornamentor and assistant foreman, he is judged to be emi-
nently fitted for the position to which he has been elevated.

* »

»

The Car Foremen's Association of Scranton

SPECIAL NOTICE.
There will be no meetings of the Car Foremen's As-

sociation of Scranton held during the summer months.
The next meeting will be held in R. R. Dept. Y. M. C. A.
Hall, Scranton, Pa., Saturday evening, 8:00 p. m., Sept.

13th.

<» »

»

&/>e Car Foremen's Association
A Department Devoted

to the
Interests of the Car Department

of CHicago
j£? jZ? j& j& j& j&

Official Organ
of the Association

June Meeting

The regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Association of Chi-
cago was held in Room 209 Masonic Temple, Chicago, Wednes-
day, June 11th, at 8:00 p. m., President Grieb presiding.
Among those present were the following:

Bickford, Wm.
Bates, Geo. M.
Bossert, Chas.
Chadwick, A. B.
Cook, W. C.
Downing, I. S.
Depue, Jas.
Evans, W. H.
Etten, L.
Grieb, J. C.
Guthenberg, B.
Jones, R. R.
Johannes, A.
Kline, Aaron.
Knight, L.

Schoeneberg, F.
Stinison, O. M.
Swinson, N.
Saum, G. N.
Scott, J. B.
Shearman, C. S.
Spohnholtz, F.
Thomson, Geo.
Van Cleave, R, S.
White, Thos.
Wensley, W. H,
Wentsel, Geo.
Whitchusch, T. E.
Yarnelle. S. D.
Zilmer, Chas.

La Rue, H.
Lutz, Jos.
Meyers, Chas.
Marsh, Hugh.
Nicholson, W. S.
Northam, F. R.
Nordquist, Chas.
Olsen, L.
Powell, C. R.
Parish, L. G.
Peterson, Wm.
Perry, A. R.
Ryding, A.
Richardson, Wm.
Sharp, W. E.

Pres. Grieb—On account of the extremely warm weather we
are having I imagine we must not expect very much of an at-
tendance this, evening. Everyone would rather remain out of
doors than to come to the meeting on such an evening as this.
We will try to get through our business as rapidly as we can.
If there are no objections we will consider the minutes as printed
in the Railway Master Mechanic accepted, and the secretary will
please so record it.

Secy. Kline—The following have made application for mem-
bership:

John H. Allen, Manager, Standard Rv. Equip. Co., Chicago.
Otto Berner, Chief Clerk. C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago.
F. L. Bilger, Salesman, Mechanical Rubber Co., Chicago.
Jas. Caruey, Chief Clerk, M. C. Ry.. Chicago.
W. H. Chandler, Wrecking Foreman, L. E. & W. Ry., Lima, O.
A. S. Harper, Foreman, C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago.
Louis Knight, R. H. Foreman, B. & O., So. Chicago, 111.

W- G. Millburn, Chief Joint Inspector, Fostoria, O.
G. W. Might, Joint Inspector, Fostoria, O.
O. P. Olson, Car Inspector, L. S. & M. S., Chicago.
L. Richards, Air Brake Inspector, C. B. & Q., Chicago.
Jones V. Snyder, Car Inspector, B. & O.. Fostoria, O.
N. E. Shaw, Foreman, L. E. & W., Lima, O.
C. F. Sundberg, EJngineer, C. M. & St. P. Rv., Sioux City, la.
W. M. Wilson, Repr., Griffin Wheel Co., Chicago.
Pres. Grieb—I would like to state that your board of directors

held a meeting this afternoon and one of the points brought up
for consideration was the question of holding the annual out-
ing of the Car Foremen's Association, which has become some-
what of an established feature with us, and holding it a little

earlier than was the case in previous years. If the sentiment
prevails here this evening that we shall have a day's outing, I
think it will suit most of the members to hold it in the month
of July, which will give us about a month to make the prelimi-
nary

_
arrangements. It seemed to be the sense of the directors'

meeting that in order not to make the expense burdensome we
should confine ourselves to a trip by rail to such a point as the
majority here might consider advisable, and the chair would be

very much pleased to receive suggestions from the members for
desirable places to visit, assuming that we will meet with
equal courtesy from whatever road would lead to this place
we decide on. A trip by lake was first thought, of but
finally disposed of by reason of the heavy expense which would
have to be incurred for transportation charges. If anybody will
kindly express himself as to what point, or points, he would
prefer to go to we can get this disposed of very quickly.
Upon motion, the president was instructed to appoint a com-

mittee of three to make the necessary arrangement for a day's
outing. The president appointed Mr. W. E. Sharp, Mr. C. R.
Powell and Mr. W. H. Miner.

Pres. Grieb—Before taking up the formal program for this
evening I would like to submit a communication in order to get
some discussion and action on it so that the results may be
referred to the proper committee of the Master Car Builders'
Association at their convention. It refers to the practice of
railroads interchanging triple valves of different types. For in-
stance, the correspondent says: "We find that different rail-

roads use different kinds of air brakes, and that the New York
triple valve is being applied quite freely to cars which were
originally equipped with the Westinghouse triple valve. I am
not prepared to say what the results will be, as there is differ-

ence in opinion as to which is the better air brake apparatus of
the two. However, what I would like to know is, if this is gen-
erally practiced by railroads, and whether or not the association,
as a body, considers this good practice." Any one that has had
experience in this line and has seen his cars, on which the Wes-
tinghouse air brake is standard, returned with a New York
triple, will have a good opportunity of expressing their views.

Mr. Bates (C. B. & Q.)—The C. B. & Q. have no cars equipped
with the New York air brake and I have never come across a
case where any one applied a New York valve in place of a
Westinghouse. I would not consider it very good practice to
make an exchange of that kind.
Pres. Grieb—If one of your cars would return to-morrow with

a New York triple in lieu of a Westinghouse that had been re-

moved, say for the purpose of cleaning, what course of action
would you pursue?
Mr. Bates—I think I would insist on the road taking back the

New York valve and replacing it with a Westinghouse.
Pres. Grieb—Has any member present actually been con-

fronted with this condition? It is contended that the New York
triples are becoming more common, and this condition may be-
come more general. It is a good time for the Chicago Car Fore-
men's Association to have it brought forward and outline for
itself a course of action, because there is no doubt whatever
but that the discussion here this evening will result, I think, in

having this question made a subject for topical discussion at
the next convention of the Master Car Builders' Association.
Mr. Evans (B. & O.)—I do not know that we have any New

York air-brake equipment, but if one of our cars were returned
to us with a New York air-brake triple in place of a Westing-
house triple I think we would consider that as wrong repairs
and ask them to take their New York triple back and replace it

with the same kind of a triple as they removed. I understand
that the question hinges on the cleaning of the triple. To facili-
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tate the cleaning the party doing the work simply removes the
triple and applies a clean one. It is quite a common practice

»o apply a triple valve in good order in lieu of one out of order.'

but I do not think the rules give anyone the right to apply a

triple valve other than what is standard to the car.

Mr. Parish (L. S. & M. S.)—I have not had any cases of that

kind brought to my attention. If we found one on our car I

hardly know what action we would take; probably take that

valve off and clean it and, if serviceable, apply it to another

"

car to which it was standard. There seems to be two or three
points in this question; one is whether or not it would be right

to apply an old New York triple valve or Westinghouse triple

valve in place of a new valve. Another question, I think, ought
to be brought out is the fact that there are several of the older

types of New York triple valves which are getting worn out

and in very bad order and I believe objection is based more on
that style of triple valve than on the new style triple valve.

Mr. Sharp (A. C. L.): We had two cases referred to us and
I made considerable inquiry and I found we were not the only
ones that have experienced this trouble. It seems, however,
we are the only ones to bring the matter up for discussion.
I found one of our neighbors who had had two cars come
home with New York triple valves on instead of Westinghouse,
and he simply removed them and as he had no repair cards
to locate where the work had been done, repaired them and
is keeping them until such time as he is able to use them. I

know of one case that came up between two railroads and I

understand the valves were exchanged. The idea of bringing
it here for discussion was not so much to cover what had been
done but to prevent a practice of this kind, which I believe
would be verv detrimental to the service. I do not know of
any rule that would define it as wrong or improper repairs
and I think some action should be taken, either by the Air
Brake Association of the Master Car Builders' Association, if

nothing more than discussion of the matter that might go on
record as being improper repairs, but it was more in the way
of a preventive than anything else that brought this up for

discussion tonight.
Mr. Stimson (S. B. L.): Is it not a fact that the New York

triple valve as now manufactured, and also the so-called "Fitz-
gerald" triple valve has complied with all the requirements of
the Master Car Builders' Association and that all three are
interchangeable, one with the other, and that the defects re-

ferred to are not apparent as determined by the tests arranged
by the Master Car Builders' Association. I am not well posted
on that subject, but I believe I am correct in saying that all

three of those valves have complied with all of the require-
ments of the Master Car Builders' Association as to the service
and emergency application.
Mr. Sharp: The rules of the various truck lines entering

Chicago, are very complete so far as the maintenance of the
air brake is concerned and it strikes me everybody has got
his mind mad« up as to what he would do tomorrow if he
found his car coming to him in interchange with these defects,
and while it may not be that a great many of them have had
this same ease to deal with yet it has been sufficient to demon-
strate its being done.
Mr. Parish: I would move you that this matter be referred

to Mr. Schroyer, Chairman of the Master Car Builders com-
mittee on air brake.

Mr. Powell (I. C): I remember of having one case where we
applied a Westinghouse triple in place of a New York for the
reason that we did not have a New York triple on hand to
make repairs. It was more in the nature of temporary re-

pairs and as the car belonged to a southern road we arranged
with them to take the car, which thr.y did, removing the
Westinghouse triple and applying the New York, returning the
Westinghouse triple to us in exchange for the New York triple
valve removed. My opinion of the case is that it would be
wrong repairs. For example, you might reason it out in the
same basis as the National Hollow brake beam in place of
Monarch. Our road procures joint evidence cards every day
for wrong repairs of that nature and I think the same prin-
ciple would apply with a New York triple valve in place of a
Westinghouse or a Westinghouse in place of a New York. I

am of the opinion the Illinois Central would treat them as
wrong repairs, and hold the road making repairs, if we could
locate the guilty party.

Mr. Sharp: Under that construction of the rule would it

not be necessary to have the car stenciled "Equipped with
New York air brake."
Mr. Powell: I do not know that any of our cars are stencilled

"Equipped with Westinghouse air brake," but all are stencilled
"Equipped with air brake." In reply to Mr. Sharp's question,
I believe the repairs themselves would be evidence of wrong
material having been used and I believe it would be suflicient
for joint evidence card.
Mr. Marsh (A. R. L.): I do not know much about this air

brake business, but it seems to me that in order to protect
ourselves and be sure that we get the Westinghouse triple
on a Westinghouse air brake system, it would be necessary
to stencil the car "Equipped with Westinghouse air brake."
I think that all the more strongly since Mr. Powell cited the
case of the brake beam. We all know that steel brake beams
are used, one for the other, and unless the car is stencilled as
being equipped with some particular make of beam you have
no way of getting that brake beam replaced in case of repairs,
and inasmuch as there seems to be no decided opinion, I would
like to second the motion made by Mr. Parish that the matter

be referred to Mr. Schroyer, chairman of the Master Car Build-
ers' committee.
Mr. Elvans: I think that this subject might be discussed all

evening and then we will not be getting any nearer a conclusion
among ourselves. It seems to be a matter only to be decided
by the proper committee of the Master Car Builders' Associa-
tion, and as their association meets next week, I believe, it

seems to me proper to bring this subject to their attention,
and if it is in order, I would move you that the secretary be
directed to present this question and address a letter to the
Master Car Builders' Association with reference to the use
of the New York air brake triple valve in place of Westing-
house, or vice versa, and also include in that same communi-
cation the question of applying an old second triple in place
of a triple that is comparatively new.
Mr. Parish: It is pretty hard to draw the line between au

old triple and a new one.
Mr. Evans: I thought that possibly might be embodied in

our recommendation. It certainly looks to me to be an im-
position on the railroad company or private line who gives a
contract for new cars and the first trip they come back with
old or worn out triple valves and it seems to me some line
should be drawn between a new triple valve and an old one.
Mr. Sharp: I recently had that question up with Mr. Kidder,

of the Westinghouse Air Brake Co., who is acknowledged to
be pretty good authority on the air brake, and I asked him the
question, What is the life of a triple valve? He hung his head
a minute and then said it was a good deal like the old lady's
stocking. She would knit a new foot on one year and the next
year knit a new leg. The question Mr. Evans brought up is a
good one. Take the Westinghouse price list for overhauling a
triple valve and you will find it runs all the way from $2.00
up, and it strikes me it is rather a hardship to be obliged to
pay six or seven dollars to get a triple valve overhauled, that
has been put on one of your cars in place of a comparatively
new one. There is no question but what that is happening to
everybody, because every railroad makes it a practice of taking
off the dirty triple valve and immediately substituting a clean
one, sending the valve to be cleaned to the repair shop,

so there is a general mixing up of the valves. It seems to me
this should go before the association for discussion, as it will

surely bring out some good points if it does not bring out a
rule covering it.

Pres. Grieb: It has been moved that this question of sub-
stituting old in place of new triple valves and the exchange of
New York and Westinghouse triple valves be referred to Mr.
Schroyer, chairman of the committee on air brakes of the Mas-
ter Car Builders' Association, and request that the question
be made the subject of a topical discussion at the convention,
which meets Wednesday next, and a course of action deter-
mined for the guidance of all interested. Carried.
Pres. Grieb: This brings us to item No. 1 on our program

for the evening, which reads: Should settlement be made by
joint evidence card of by defect card under the following con-
ditions:

a. Car delivered home without repair card and having
proper repairs, which in connection with existing
defects would form a combination, all damage ap-
pearing to have been caused at one and the same
time.

b. Car delivered home with repair card attached, in condi-
tion as outlined above.

Those of you who were present at the last meeting will
doubtless recall the discussion had on the question, but it was
decided to hold it over until this evening in order to be put in
concrete shape so we would have a definite proposition before
us. It seemed that the case as presented at the last meeting
was very much based on hypothetical conditions which would
not permit of our arriving at any decision because the condi-
tions were not sufficiently concise.
Secretary Kline: I would like to call the attention of the

association to the fact that a subject embodying the same con-
ditions as outlined in paragraph "a" was discussed at the De-
cember, 1899, meeting, and it was decided then that the deliv-
ering company should be held responsible for the existing dam-
age, but I believe I am safe in saying that this practice has
never been followed. This may be because it looks unreasonable
to ask the delivering line to furnish defect card for defect
which, on the face of it, should be charged to the owner.
Mr. Powell: I do not know what I can say on the subject

as it is now. In one sense it looks rather strange that the
owner should be compelled to accept a car without defect card
from delivering line when there is evidence of rough handling
and where only part of the repairs have been made. The arbi-
tration committee have decided both ways, although I think in
justice to the car owner the delivering company should issue a
defect card.
Mr. Stimson: I was in hopes that this question might at

least cause a free discussion, since it was up for discussion at
our last meeting. As I understand it. the case was not prop-
erly presented at that time. The conditions cited in the cir-
cular is one which we encounter quite frequently. We do nr>t
object so much to the delivering line refusing to issue a defect
card, but we do object to his refusing to sign joint evidencp,
which prevents our making any further investigation or making
any efforts to get at the guilty party. Personally, I believe they
should issue a defect card; at least, they should sign joint evi-
dence. We have been denied both, and quite frequently. Joint
evide.aee was not so necessary when a repair card was attached,
but when a repair card was not attached our hands were sim-
ply tied when we were refused joint evidence, because in re-
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ply to our statements when we had located the parties who hadmade repairs, they immediately asked for joint evidence card,
which we were unable to produce in consequence of the deliv-
ering line refusing to sign the joint evidence. In that connection
1 might add that it is the common practice with some of the
delivering lines to take a few days to find out if repairs were
made on their line before signing joint evidence, and if repairs
were made on their line they usually refused to issue the joint
evidence that we asked for.
Mr. Sharp: I should say that the first part of this case her*1

uader the head of "a." the delivering line should furnish an
M. O. B. defect card. I think joint evidence card is not proper
in that case. There are no wrong repairs made, and as I un-
derstand the object of the joint evidence card it is to cover
wrong repairs. Our experience is a little different from Mr.
Stimson's. We find them willing to sign joint evidence card
because he believes, if there is no repair card on the car we
cannot find out who made the repairs. I think if the rule is en-
forced that the delivering line be held responsible it will proba-
bly lead to making a closer inspection when receiving cars on
their line in such condition. In the latter part of the case, or
paragraph "b", where a repair card is attached to the car, a
joint evidence card is all that is necessary because we have got
the card showing the party who made the repairs.
Mr. Wensley (C. & E.): I would make the motion that joint

evidence card be furnished in case of partial repairs, whether
there is a repair card on the car or not. Seconded.
Mr. Sharp: I would like to offer an amendment to that mo-

tion. If I understand Mr. Wensley correctly, in making his mo-
tion, he calls for the issuance of a joint evidence card in both
cases as cited here. I would like to amend that motion to call
for issuing an M. C. B. defect card in case "a" and a joint
evidence card in case "b." I think if you read the rules rightly
you will find that a joint evidence card should only be issued
for wrong repairs.
Mr. Bates: It seems to me that we ought, in order to get

the proper opinion on this, to take the first paragraph and vote
on that, and then vote on the other. There are two conditions
and we should vote first on one and then on the other.
Mr. Sharp's amendment was carried by a rising vote.
Mr. Evans: I want to say decidedly that I think the matter

of a joint evidence card is being sadly abused all over the coun-
try and the freedom with which people pass off joint evidence
cards is something astounding, and I think if the delivering line
was compelled more often to deliver a defect card the owner
would probably find fewer defects and the occasion for issuing
defect cards or joint evidence cards would be lessened very
considerably.
Mr. Downing (L, S. & M. S.): I can bear out what Mr.

Evans said in the matter of issuing joint evidence cards. We
had a private line secure a joint evidence for malleable iron
oil box in place of cast iron about three weeks ago.
Mr. Saum (0. & E.): I would like to bring out one other

point. It is very plain to everybody that if the end sill and
draft timber is broken it certainly forms a combination, and
also plain that it must be done at one and the same time.
Now it is true a car might arrive at home with new draft
timbers and broken end sill, but is it true that both were
broken at the same time? This question, I think, should rest
entirely with the inspector on the ground. If he sees fit to
sign joint evidence, all right; but if not I do not think it proper
to compel him to sign it. I think that matter should be left
entirely with the inspector. If, in his judgment, a combination
existed at the time the draft timbers were applied he is only
doing his duty by signing the joint evidence to protect the
car owner. I think the present rules intend that such cases
be handled in this manner.
Mr. Sharp: I quite agree with Mr. Saum in the case he cited

here, and think he cited a very good one, and it brings out
just the point that I was trying to make in making the motion.
The matter should be left entirely in the hands of the two in-
spectors, the delivering line and receiving line, and that is what
you do when you carry it on as the motion is before the house
at the present time. If, however, the inspector feels that he
should not issue the M. C. B. defect card, and does agree to
give joint evidence card, is it not a fact that his conscience
tickles him a little bit when he gives that joint evidence card,
because if there is no repair card on the car the joint evidence
card is not worth the paper on which it is written. I hope
that the other inspectors that are present will cite just such
cases as Mr. Saum has. The fact of so many keeping still

reminds me of a story I heard, and it may not be out of order
to tell it. The story has it that a lady and her daughter were
sitting out on the front porch and the sparrows had been bother-
ing them a good deal in mussing up the porch and so on, and
they got into an argument as to the value of the sparrow. The
mother did not believe the sparrow was of any more value, and
in fact was as bad as the worms it was said to destroy, and
during the course of the discussion a dude came walking up to
the porch. This dude had been paying considerable attention
to the daughter and they decided to submit the question to him
as to which was the worst, the sparrows or the worms, so the
question was put to him. "Weally," he said, "that is a vewy
embarrassing question. I never had the sparrows." Perhaps
the most of the members have not had any cases similar to
those mentioned in our program.
Mr. Wensley: The case Mr. 'Saum refers to is quite an old

one. We received a car off our line some eighteen months ago
with two draft timbers broken and I made the repairs, putting
in two new draft timbers. There were four of us that were
prepared to take an oath that the end sill was not broken at

the time the draft timbers were applied, but when the car got
home the owner procured a joint evidence card showing that
the end sill was broken at the same time the draft timbers
were, and as our repair card was on the car we had to pay for
the end sill, although we did not break it.

Mr. Olsen (C. M. & St. P.): From an inspector's point of
view I do not think the defect card will cover this case at all.
You are going back to the same old stand where we were before
the new interchange went into effect—take all scratches, splits,
cracks, etc., on the car. A broken end sill, which has not been
cornered or damaged in an accident, is an owner's defect. It
does not make any difference whether new draft timbers were
applied. It is for the owners to take it up with the delivering
road so as to get joint evidence. That is what the joint evidence
card is for, so far as my knowledge goes. There is no reason
why an inspector, in receiving that car from a connecting line,

should ask them to card for an end sill unless it is broken by
cornering or in a wreck. There is no reason why I should hold
that car up at the receiving track to find out where the repairs
were made. It may be a load of perishable freight and if I
held it I would get fired and that is what any inspector would
get.

Mr. Downing: I would like to ask how an inspector is going
to determine whether these draft timbers were not applied by
the owners themselves. Frequently roads get blocked up with
cripples and they allow broken end sills, and also other defects,
to go right along. What is an inspector going to do if you
adopt that rule? The original motion, as amended, that defect
card under condition cited in paragraph "a," and joint evidence
card in paragraph "b" be furnished by a rising vote, 17 vs. 16.
Mr. Sharp: Perhaps enough has already been said about

question No. 1, but as the motion merely carried by one I think
that is splitting hairs. That means that almost half, if not
more than half of the members present here this evening are
going away from this association with their minds fully made
up that the action which goes on record here is wrong. I think
we ought to settle that. I can see the point Mr. Olsen meant
to bring out there, and I think the matter ought to be recon-
sidered, and so far as personal interests are concerned, I want
to say frankly that there is not a great amount of it, and if

that was all there was to it we would not consider the matter,
but what I was getting at was the construction of the rules as
applied to a case as cited tonight. Seventeen of us agree that
the rules dispose of paragraph "a" by issuing a defect card and
paragraph "b" by issuing a joint evidence card. Sixteen thought
differently, and a large number did not vote at all. We are
going out to 22 different roads tomorrow and each one is going
to continue doing what he considers right, regardless of the
motion that has just been passed. We ought to be able to find

some rule to work by. There is no rule in the book of M. C. B.
Rules which governs a dishonest man, and he is just the party
that causes the trouble by making only partial repairs and let-

ting the car go without putting any repair card on. I believe
the delivering inspector and receiving inspector ought to decide
as to the condition of the car, and when they decide this point
the party that is responsible stands the blunt. I think that is

the spirit of the rules, but would like to see the case re-opened,
and if it is in order would make a motion that a committee of

five inspectors be appointed to look into the_ matter at inter-

change point and report at some future meeting.

Mr. Wensley: 1 agree with Mr. Sharp as far as the two
inspectors settling it in all cases. We are the receiving line.

The receiving line inspectors go over the car and quite often
find cars with partial repairs without any repai'r card on. We
have to make a joint evidence card each and every time on one
particular road, otherwise we do not get anything. We make
out a joint evidence card and usually a defect card follows,

Pres. Grieb: If those who voted in the affirmative are will-

ing to allow the appointment of a committee, to consist of five

inspectors, to take this matter under advisement and inquire
into the practices at the different inspection points and report
at some future meeting, I will appoint on that committee Mr.
Louis Olsen, Mr. Geo. Thomson, Mr. G. N. Saum, Mr. G. M.
Bates and Mr. F. C. Kroff.
This brings us to item No. 2 on our program, Discussion of

that part of the report of the Committee on Repair track Facil-
ities and Appliances, which refers to the clerical work in con-
nection with repair tracks.

Mr. Evans: This subject has been postponed several meet-
ings, and it is now getting a little late, but it occurs to me that
a few minutes would dispose of this matter and we may get
some information that would be valuable, particularly to the
men on the repair track, who need it most, and with your per-
mission I will read that part of the report: "All cars requiring
repairs should bear a bad-order card, placed on it by the in-

spector in the switching yard, indicating the repairs required,
and also bearing initials and number of the car. The repair
yard inspector should also inspect the car, and attach a work
card, indicating in detail all the work required, also giving
initials and number of car. It is very necessary that this work
be done previous to the time the regular force begin work.
The foreman then distributes his men to best suit the repairs
required. When the repairs are completed the work is again
inspected and the material used placed on the work card and
the work marked O. K. From these two cards, the repair
cards or defect cards are made out by the repair yard clerk.
He checks the repairs for bills or defect cards, and also for
the correct numbers and initials. It is well known that only
by having a frequent check, mistakes in the initials and nam-
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bers of foreign cars can be avoided. A good practice is to give

the name of the roads in full in place of the initials.

The increasing amount of clerical work connected with the
/

repair track require that the work be systematized as far as

possible, and that records be arranged in cipher and filled in

under regular headings, to facilitate ready reference of cars

repaired or inspected. The use of rubber stamps is recommended
for dates, location and initials and numbers of repairs or defect

cards, and in fact wherever any saving in time or improvement
in legibility can be effected. Signatures, however, should be

written with a pen. Properly printed stationery and suitable

blanks will also effect a large saving in time and labor, all of

which means considerable money, when applied to car repairs.

The office work of the foreman should be reduced as far as pos-

sible, in order to enable him to be out among his men and mate-
rial. He should also be encouraged to visit the repair yards
and shops at other points, both on his own line and at those
of other roads to observe the different methods of repairing cars

and interchange ideas for improvement."
It is that part of the report I would like to hear discussed

this evening. The idea is not to institute any elaborate mode
of accounting, but it is thought possibly the different members
can make some suggestions which would very materially assist

the repair track foreman or his clerks in keeping their records.
At our yards we found one thing that helps out a great deal,

and that is keeping the record book in cipher,—that is, indicating
the car by placing it under the initial number, making it very
easy to refer back. I bave seen cases where if you had to go
back a month it would be almost an endless job to find a certain
car in the repair book. This can be done by one man by arrang-
ing his book so as to put the car number under the initial num-
ber. For instance, a car number ending in "9" is placed in the
part of the book indicated by "9." This would also apply to
defect cards issued, or in fact anything of that kind. Car re-
pairers and most inspectors have not had the opportunity to
become familiar with the method of doing office work or with
the cipher records as a general thing, or even with the use of
rubber stamps, and from my observation the writing in con-
nection with our repair track by the great majority of our men,
particularly if a man happens to be a little advanced in age,
would constitute almost his hardest work, and it appears to me,
and also to the committee, that this association could do a good
deal towards lightening their work by making little suggestions
of "kinks" in the way of systematizing it so a man could easily
refer to it.

Mr. Powell: Bach car repairer takes a number and enters it

in the repair card book, then the stubs are forwarded to the
foreman's office and there we have two large books with a
system somewhat similar to the one Mr. Evans has described,
only our books run in odd and even numbers. The clerk in the
foreman's office enters the repair stubs as given by the inspec-
tor or his foreman and in that way we locate numbers. We
have the clerk's check, the foreman's check and in addition
we have a gang foreman who has a check in his book which
he carriers for that purpose. In case of any wrong car num-
bers, if we are unable to locate it from tha- three checks men-
tioned, we refer it to the master mechanic or superintendent,
as the case may be, and he gives the train number in which the
car is forwarded to the shop, and we are thus able to locate
the correct number.
Mr. Parish: On the road I am with we make a practice of

putting a work card on the car when the inspector is looking
the car over in the morning. The track inspector puts the work
card on the car, giving the parts to be repaired, and in case the
repairer finds any additional defects, he calls the attention of
the foreman to those defects and they are also placed on the
work card. This card is taken off the car, when the work is
inspected, and the card goes to the office and the clerk makes
out the repair card for the car. This work card then goes to
the files and the card is filed in a case under the last number
of the car number in 100 divisions. Our records are all copied
the same way. There is no writing except what goes on that
work card, which constitutes all the record. As far as possible
we give every foreman a clerk, as we do not believe in having
the foreman do the clerical work.
Mr. Wensley: Our inspector, in going over the cars, puts

the number and initials on the card, also puts on the card what
is wrong with the car. The car then comes to the repair track
and myself and Mr. Saum look the car over. We also make
inspectors out of all our repairmen and have them look the cars
over also, when making repairs. We also look the cars over
again when the work is completed, to see that everything is
properly done, and if anything is found wrong we have it re-
paired. They carry a blue card on which they put down the
number and initials of the car and also the different bolts and
different material which is used on the car, so that when the
car is repaired one man takes them in to the clerk in the office,
who checks off the work. He also takes the yard each morning,'
the number and initials of all cars; also another inspector takes
the numbers and initials of all cars, so that it is an impossibility
for a wrong number to get out of our yards. After the repair
card is made out the clerk himself has to put the repair card
on the car and when he comes to a foreign car to put the card
on he looks to see if the number on the card agrees with the
number on the car.

Mr. Outhenberg (C. M. & St. P.): At our repair shops the
repair track inspector makes out the repair cards and stubs,
and he also makes out the bills at the same time. I think it

is good practice, for this reason: He gets the car repair slip,

on which the material is charged, off the car, makes out his
repair card and stub, and while he has" the necessary informa-

tion before him, makes out the bill, where otherwise, if he sent
the stub into the general foreman's office to have the bill made
out he certainly would have to attach a memorandum slip to
the repair stub, giving full particulars of repairs made, different
material and labor charges, so as to enable the bill clerk to
properly make out the bill. There is hardly any more labor
putting this information on a bill blank than it is to put it on
a slip.

Mr. Evans: That is what the committee is anxious to get at.
Here is one man doing what two or three men ordinarily work
at, and I believe it will be profitable to discuss this matter.
Another matter I do not want to lose sight of, and that
is the rubber stamp business. The average man at first thought
might think he could write, say the name of his station, a good
deal quicker than he could stamp it on. You can frequently buy
these stamps for ten cents and take and date the card and
stub in the book for about as many as you will need for that
day, and also furnish the man with a station stamp, and another
thing I would suggest, that you use a stamp for the number,
as there are four numbers to be written for every repair card,
one on the card, one on the stub that goes on the bill and one
on the stub in the book, and one on the reverse side of the
card. In addition to that, if you take and stamp the number
on the bottom of the repair card stub, or the repair card itself,

so that in tracing that case, with the bills bunched up as they
generally are, and a pin through about where the number is,

you will not have to tear it to pieces to find out the number of
the car. I understand a recommendation goes to the Master
Car Builders' Association this year that our M. C. B. defect
card and also the repair card be changed, and that the initial

and number be placed at the bottom of the card instead of at
the top. Another point in that connection—some inventive gen-
ius ought to find out some way where the repair card stubs and
bill can be put together in such a shape as to go into a decent
envelope and not make a block 2, 4 or 8 inches thick. I think
these little points we give out ought to help the other fellow
along a good deal.
Mr. Parish: One thing that occurred to me in looking over

the proposed repair card which goes before the Master Car
Builders' Association for approval, and that was that the prin-
cipal part of the writing is at the bottom of the card. A few
years ago I used to do some of that writing, and I found it

very difficult to write on the bottom edge of the book. Probably
some of our inspectors will find it very hard to take a book of

50 repair cards, from an inch to an inch and a quarter thick,

and write on the bottom edge. The hand is not supported, and
I do not see how you are going to write successfully on the
bottom of the repair card. It is much better for office use to

have the numbers and initials on the bottom, because they are
very seldom defaced.
Mr. Olsen: The clerical work on the Milwaukee road, in con-

nection with the record and repairs of cars, is different from
any other road in the city. It is very simple. Any bad order

record taken by an inspector within 40 miles of the city of

Chicago is reported to the general foreman's office every morn-
ing before eight o'clock and is copied into a copying book for

that purpose. Say, for instance, I receive a car from the Lake
Shore today with certain defects on for which the delivering

company is responsible. I send that car to the transfer track

or to the repair track. Tomorrow morning the chief inspector

takes all the numbers of all those cars and goes to the office

and looks up in the index book where the car was received, and
then he goes to the copy book, where we keep a copy of all

records, to see what record I had against the car, and if I have
a record, he makes a request for card. Instead of making a

blank to the office, "Please ask for card for so and so," he
simply makes out the request and signs it, and sends the dupli-

cate to the office and the original to the road where the car

cames from.
Vice-President Stimson then took the chair on account of the

president having to leave.

Mr. Parish: It just occurred to me that it might be a good

idea in connection with this matter of keeping records, for each

of us to bring up here some time, when the committee may think

best, copies of our repair cards, a sheet of our record books and
something to show our system right through, and each one under-

take to explain his system. Nearly every road has a different

system, and by getting them all together we may evolve a very

good system for each of us.

Mr. Evans: I think that is an excellent good suggestion.

The committee, in getting up this report, ran across a good deal

of that information that was of very considerable advantage to

the committee. It is more than likely that a man will bring

along something that to him has been in service so long that

he might not think it necessary to mention it, whereas it may
be exactly the thing another man is looking for. The discus-

sion that has been brought out here I think has been beneficial

in giving us an idea of the way the work is being done. There
is one question I would like to ask Mr. Olsen, and that is how
he would locate a car—say he received C. M. & St. P. 27654,

and took a record, is there any way he could refer to that

quickly in a month or so?
Mr. Olsen: My records are turned in to the general foreman's

office, and if any one asked me for the record of a car I would
call up his office and ask for the record, and it would be given

me in about a minute.

Mr. Evans: Just on that line I find that some roads make a

rule that all car numbers are to be kept under a cipher record.

For instance, Mr. Olsen's record came in this morning, the rec-

ord would be taken in book, page 100 which contains the general
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record. For instance, if the number is 27654, it would be indi-

cated on page 6, on line 54, No. 27, which is easily referred to

and also indicate the page number of his record, and you will

at once have access to his original record, because it would go
into court in the case in question as showing Mr. Olsen's original

handwriting, date and time.
Mr. Olsen: My original record is sent to the office. It goes

in every morning and is copied next morning in book so-and-so,

and the number indexed in the index book, showing the record
book in which the record is copied and the page number, so that
no matter when you want to look up the record of a car you
simply open the index book to that number, find it refers to, say

Book A, page 347. Open Book A at page 347, and there is a
copy of my original record.

Vice-President Stimson: If there are ho objections I will ask
the Committee on Subjects to adopt Mr. Parish's suggestion to
bring to the association and explain here the different blanks
and forms which they have.

Mr. Bates: I think we can enter it on our nert program under
the caption of Topical Discussions on the methods of keeping
records by different roads, and a representative from each road
can bring his copies or forms with him and explain matters.
Meeting adjourned.

<» » »

£f/>e Car Foremen's Association
A Department Devoted

to the
Interests of the Car Department

of Cleveland
j& j& j& j& j£? j£?

Official Organ
of t K e Association

June Meeting

The regular monthly meeting of the Car Foremen's Associa*
lion of Cleveland was held at the Kennard Thursday, June 19th,
at 8 p. m., President Berg presiding.
Among those present were the following: Jas. Anderson, A.

Berg, Wm. Battenhousen, Wm. Curry, J. C. Dennerle, J. B.
Dunkin, G. M. Ferguson, Wm. Gonnerman, C. A. Halleen, H.
B. Ingersoll, Geo. Lynch, J. D. McAlpine, J. McCabe, D.
O'Leary, E. W. Stafford, J. M. Sharp, Geo. A. Taylor.
Minutes of previous meeting were read and approved. The

following made application for membership: F. A. Davies,
Asst. Cab. Maker, L. S. & M. S., Cleveland. O.; P. L. Fisher,
Clerk, L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O.: A. Frank, Foreman, L.
S. & M. S., Cleveland, O.; E. W. Stafford, Foreman hose room,
L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O.; Chas. Schoel, Coach Repair Fore-
man, L. S. & M. S., Cleveland, O.; Alex H. Turner, Rep. Galena
Oil Co., Chicago, 111. The applications were referred to the
board of directors and accepted.
Communications: Letter was read from Mr. Turner, stating

that he would be pleased to address the meeting on the hot box
question if possible for him to attend, and that their convention
convened about the 19th. A subsequent letter was read in which
Mr. Turner stated he would be unable to attend.
On motion of Mr. McAlpine the secretary was instructed to

further correspond with Mr. Turner with the view of securing
him for the next meeting. Bill for $2.50 for 250 official printed
letter heads and envelopes was received and ordered paid.
Mr. Taylor—I move the subject of air brakes be taken up

a train tonight and discussed. Motion carried.

Mr. Taylor—Since the last meeting I got hold of one of the
yellow defective air brake cards from the Lake Shore, and
thought that it might clear up some of the darkness that pre-
vented my speaking at the last meeting, but I found that they
look very much like the trail of a snake; you could not tell

whether they" are going from home or coming back. Could not
tell what the use of the cards are for.

Mr. McAlpine—They are used for the purpose of indicating to
train men, inspectors, and others concerned, that the air brake
is defective. They show the location of the defect, and if the
car is delivered to another road with that card upon it, it will

prevent other parties putting car in train and using air. The
car might be unsafe to handle in that condition.
Mr. Berg—I would like to ask Mr. Taylor in what respect

the card did not give the information?
Mr. Taylor—The card simply shows on one side that the car

could be placed with air brake cars, and on the other side that
it could not: it shows the number and the initials of the car,

and is signed by the conductor or inspector that places it upon
the car. What is the good of it? If an inspector at a division

terminal is going to put on one of these cards what is the
card for?

Mr. Berg—The idea is just as Mr. McAlpine has explained to

you. The train men discover and locate a defect in the air

brake. They fill out defective air brake cards and attach them
to the car, and when the inspector finds this car with these cards
on it he knows where to look for the defect. If it is a defect-
ive hose it so states on the cards; if the defect is in the triple

that information is given, or any other portion of the air

brake, consequently he does not have to examine the entire air

brakes to find the trouble, but the card directs him to the de-

fective portion of it, and it is found very easily.

Mr. Taylor—Suppose the inspector at Sandusky has applied

defective air brake cards to a car, and that car comes to Col-
linwood. 'They repair the defect, do they not?
Mr. Berg—They will if they have the time.

Mr. Taylor—Suppose a car comes to Collinwood from the east

and is going to the Big Four Ry. with defective air brake cards;

they do not have the facilities to make repairs and shove it along
again.

Mr. Dunkin—There is no doubt in my mind but what those
defective air brake cards are honored along the Lake Shore,
by the trainmen, yard men, car inspectors and repairmen for air
brakes. I have been at West Seneca and have seen a train pull
into there, and the air brake gang go along to look after brake.
As soon as they see a car with defective air brake cards on it

they dive for it and make repairs, for the simple reason that
'- v have the equipment. Cars going through Collinwood re-

ceive a safety inspection only, and they do not want to hold the
freight. 'They are not equipped with an air brake plant, and
let the car go to West Seneca: After the car is repaired those
cards must be removed, signed and sent to headquarters.
Mr. Berg—The card is all right; and we also want to take

into consideration the fact that it is impossible to have every
car equipped with air brakes operative. If a car is not safe
to haul with the air brakes inoperative, why do you accept cars
that are not equipped at all? An air brake car with the air

brake cut out is just as safe to haul as when there is no air

brake. The card is there to inform the train crew that it is

this way or the other, and if they violate the instructions given
on this card it is no fault of the card. We will now take up
the subject which was left over from the last meeting.
"A foreign car has the roof, running board and grab handles

blown off by a storm, due to age and decay, or faulty construc-
tion. Owner is notified, and requests that the car be sent home
for repairs and furnishes home cards. In order to make car safe

for train men it is necessary to put on a temporary running
board, hand rail and roof handles. Is owner or delivering com-
pany responsible for labor and material to put car in a safe

condition to go home?
Mr. Dunkin—If the defects are due to decay, faulty construc-

tion, etc., I am of the opinion that the owners of the car should

be responsible for the labor and expense of making car safe to
• - home. I think they should be notified, first, however, of

those defects.

Mr. Taylor—Why should they be notified?

Mr. Dunkin—Because it is an owner's defect. The owners
can ask the road having car in its possession to repair it, or

thev have the right, according to M. C. B. rules, to have the car

sent home. If we have a car at Collinwood that belongs to

. Chicago, in the condition as described, we notify the general

office and usually get orders to send it home, first making tem-

porary repairs to put car in safe condition.

Mr. Halleen—Under the conditions mentioned I think the

owners should be responsible.

Mr. Gonnerman—The owners ought to_ be responsible for the

reDairs necessary to put car in safe condition to go home.
Mr. Curry—The owners ought to be held responsible. I be-

lieve all roads having car in that condition ought to bill the

owners for the repairs necessary.

Mr. Berg—I do not believe there is any question. It is gen-

erally understood that owner bears the expense of putting car

in safe condition to go home, but they should be notified that

car is to be sent home.
.

Mr. McCabe—Rule 4, section 1, says: "Any car having defects

which render it unsafe to run, unsafe to train men, or to any

lading suitable to the car, may be repaired," yet, as the ap-

plication of temporary running board could not be called proper

repairs, the owners would not be obliged to accept bill unless

thev authorize?! the work.
Mr. McAlpine—The owners would probably accept bill, but

under a literal interpretation of the rules they would not be
'

obliged to, even if notified that car was to be sent home for new
roof. . , . , •

, ,,

After some further discussion it was decided by the associa-

tion that owners are not responsible and could not be compelled

to accept charge under the rules, unless authority had been given.
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The next subject: "In ease of change of pair of wheels under
a foreign car, one wheel slid and the other worn flange, the
latter owner's defect. How should a charge be distributed? ,

Mr. McAlpine—That is a case where the defects are partly
owner's and partly delivering company's defects. On a basis
of equity the charge should be one-half the usual labor charge,
that is 75 per cent, and for one wheel.
Mr. Berg—The change would be made on account of owner's

defect, and while the worn flange wheel is being replaced the
slidden wheel is also replaced at no expense to the owners,
therefore they would have no cause to complain.
Mr. McAlpine—It should be remembered that we are as likely

to have to pay charges of the kind in question as to make bills

for same; and as the defects are partly due to unfair usage, it

is fair to waive half the usual labor charge.
Mr. Taylor—The owners would not know anything about the

slidden wheel, if charge was made for only the replacement of
the worn flange wheel.
Mr. McAlpine—The question is not what would be done, but

what should be done, and if repair card stated the facts the
owners would know that one wheel was slidden and would prob-
ably object to paying for any of the labor. They have as numb
right to claim that the change was made necessary by the slid-

den wheel as by the worn flange.

Mr. Berg—I think the whole of the labor should be charged
to owners.

Mr. McAlpine—Would you be willing to accept bills againstyou on the same basis?
8

Mr. Berg—Yes sir; I think that would be right
Mr. Taylor—I move it is the sense of this association that

the whole labor charge and the wheel with worn flange becharged to the owner, and the slid wheel be considered as new
as far as the owner is concerned.
After further discussion the motion was carried by a rising

vote r 12 in the affirmative and 4 in the negative.
Mr. McAlpine—It is the custom of different railroad clubs to

adjourn during the hot months, as it is difficult to obtain a large
attendance, therefore would move that we take a vacation dur-
ing months of July and August.
This was objected to by the members on the ground that con-

siderable interest was manifested in the association at present
and if a vacation of two months was taken it might lead to in-
difference on the part of the members. Motion was lost.
Mr. McAlpine—I was under the impression that perhaps the

members would be desirous of adjourning during the next two
months, which was the reason I made that motion. I am pleased
to note, however, that the contrary is the case, and that the
interest in the meetings is being kept up.
Mr. Wm. Curry, foreman car repairs of the Big Four, at

Linndale, was appointed on the board of directors, vice Geo
Lynch resigned on account of being a joint man.
Meeting adjourned.

•» » »

Reports Presented Before the Recent M. M. and M. C B.

Conventions"

Standard Methods of Cleaning Air Brakes and Addi-
tional Prices for Labor and Material.

Committee—C. H. Quereau, Chairman, W. E. Symons and
F. H. Scheffer.
To the President and Members of the Master Car Builders' As-

sociation:

STANDARD METHODS OF CLEANING AIR BRAKES.
After carefully considering the matter we have decided that

there cannot well be standard methods of cleaning air brakes be-

cause of the varying conditions and facilities, any more than
there can be standard methods of doing any other work. Dimen-
sions and designs can be made standard, but we believe it will be
best to recommend only standard practice for methods of clean-
ing air brakes. With this understanding the following is offered:

The brake cylinder and its parts need not be removed from the
car for cleaning. First, secure the piston rod firmly to the cylin-

der head, then, after removing the cylinder head, piston rod, pis-

ton head and release spring, scrape off all deposits of gum and
dirt with a narrow putty knife and place the removed parts in

kerosene or other light oil, leaving them there until the inside of

the cylinder is thoroughly cleaned. Particular attention should
be paid to cleaning the leakage groove and the brake cylinder
tube. Then clean the parts which have been soaking, removing
the packing leather and expanding ring for proper inspection and
cleaning. When the expanding ring is free its ends should be
from 1% to \y<2 inches apart. In all cases the follower nuts
should be drawn up snugly before replacing the piston head and
the inside of the cylinder and the packing leather evenly coated
with a suitable grease or vaseline. No sharp tool should be used
in getting the packing leather into the cylinder. After the piston

head is in place and before the cylinder head is fastened on. the
piston rod should be moved in all directions about_3 inches from
the center line of the cylinder, in order to be certain that the ex-

panding ring is not out of place. The cylinder should be sten-

ciled with the date of cleaning, using white lead, and if on a

foreign car, a repair card should be attached, as provided by the

rules. The bolts or nuts holding the cylinder and reservoir to

the car should be tightened.

The triple valve should be removed from the car for cleaning

in the shop, to be replaced by a triple in good condition. It

should be dismantled and all the parts, except those with rub-

ber seats, immersed in kerosene to soften the accumulated oil

and gum. No metal tool should be used to remove gum or dirt

or loosen the piston packing ring in its groove, as the almost
inevitable result will be damage to some vital part of the triple.

Particular pains should be taken in cleaning the feed groove

not to enlarge it. Rags, or better still, chamois skins should be
used rather than waste, as the latter invariably leaves lint on
the parts on which it is used. Great care must be used in re-

moving the emergency valve seat, as this is frequently found
bruised and distorted in triples which have been cleaned. The
working parts should be carefullv examinpd to know they are

in good order. Particular attention should be given the triple

niston packing ring, the ends of which should not be more than
1-64 inch anart when the piston is in its bush, and should be a

neat fit in its groove and the triple piston bushing. The bushing
should bo true and without more than a barely perceptible

shoulder in it. The graduating stem nut should be cleaned of

dirt and rust, the graduating stem work freely in its nut, and
the graduating spring be of standard dimensions. The slide

valve, triple piston packing ring and bushing should be lubricated

with a very few drops of signal oil, but the emergency piston,

valve and check should not be oiled.

Should the triple piston packing ring need to be renewed
or the bushing require truing, we strongly recommend that this

work be done by the manufacturers. We are thoroughly con-
vinced that the average workman cannot, at least does not,
do work of this kind satisfactorily, and that by far the largest
proportion of the attemnts to economize in this way result in
inefficient air brakes and slid flat wheels.

Usually sufllcient attention is not naid to the condition of
the emergency paTts of the triple, as shown by their condition;
the emergency valve seat is found distorted, the stem bent,
the^ rubber seat imperfect and the check valve not properly
fitting in a number of cases. These facts account for a large
number of slid flat wheels.

The cylinder cap gasket and check valve case gasket should
be carefully examined and cleaned by using a cloth. They should
not be scraped with a metal tool. Judging by an examination
of a number of triples, these gaskets should be renewed more
frequently than they are.

Before assembling the pirts after cleaning, the casings and
body of the triple should be thoroughly cleaned out with a blast
of compressed air.

In replacing the emergency parts the greatest care should
be exercised not to injure any of them when tightening the cap
screws.
When replacing the trinle on the auxiliary reservoir the gasket

should be fitted to the triple instead of the reservoir.
TESTING TRIPLES.

After cleaning and repairing it is essential that triples be
tested and come within required limits, if a reasonable efficiency
of the air brakes is to be maintained.
Test No. 1.—The tightness of the slide valve, the emergency

and chf^k valves and all joints should be determined by paint-
in/ with soap suds

Test No. 2.—Maintaining a pressure of 90 pounds in the
train pipe, the auxiliary pressure should reach 70 pounds in not
less than 45 seconds or more than 60 seconds, as provided in
test No. 9 of the M. C. B. Air Brake Tests.

Test No. 3.—To test repaired triples for release, charge the
auxiliary to 70 pounds pressure and make a full service reduc-
tion of 20 pounds, or until the auxiliary and cylinder pressure
are equal. Place the special cut-out cock in such position that
pressure must pass through the 3-64-inch port, and turn main
reservoir pressure of 90 pounds into the train pipe. If the triple
does not release under these conditions it should be condemned.

Test No. 4.—The triple piston packing ring should be tested
for leakage by blocking the niston in the graduating position,
preferably by use of the device shown at "A" in the accom-
panying diagram, maintaining the train pipe pressure at 70
pounds. Under these conditions the pressure in the auxiliary
reservoir should not increase faster than 15 pounds ner minute.

PRICES FOR LABOR ON AIR BRAKES.
We do not presume that the following schedule of prices

for labor on air brake work is nerfect. but believe that the
principle of having a fundamental key of prices coverine the
individual operations is well vorth careful consideration. When
this has been settled on it is only a question of determining
the onerations making up the total work involved in any piece
of work and adding the key prices involved to get the proper
price for the work.

The key prices below have been tested in actual service

for a short time and found to be fair. It is entirely possible

that a longer trial will result in changes in details, without
changing the principle involved. The committee is very largely
indebted to Mr. J. M. Hines for the schedule of prices for
labor.

In criticizing the prices given it should be borne in mind
that they apply almost entirely to work done in the repair

yards and involve delivering material and carrying tools from
one point to another frequently.
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Key of Schedule of Prices.
Cents.

Nuts % inch or over, R. & R„ 1 or 2 on same bolt 2
Nuts y2 inch or less, R. & R.. 1 or 2 on same bolt 1

Union disconnected and connected 2
Nuts tightened when loose, each 1
Plugs oil, R. & R., each 1

Pins riveted, R. & R., each 3
Train or branch pipe disconnected and connected, or only

connected, each connection 3
Spring cotters, R. & R., each 1

Staples, R. & R., each 1

Lag or wood screws, R. & R., each 1

Threads on pipe, cutting, per coupling 5
Pins connecting R. & R. (including split key) 2
Release valve, R. & R., each 2

Cap screws or studs or bolts, R. & R., each 1

Graduating stem nut, R. & R 2
Emergency valve seat, R. & R 5
Testing air (after repairs) 5

The following tables show how the proposed prices were
arrived at by use of the key to the schedule of prices. The
prices given include all labor. The letters "R. & R." mean "re-

moved and replaced." For convenience in comparison, the

present M. C. B. prices are given. It will be noted that in

•1 number of cases there are no \I. C. B. prices.

Rule 5, Sec. 23. The followingtable shows the charges
allowable, in cents, for the items named in air brake work, all

labor included:

Cylinder R. & R. Cents.
Pusn rod, 1 connecting pin 2
Clamping uiston. 1 cap screw 1

Cylinder head R. & R., 4 nuts % inch.... 4
Disconnecting cylinder from reservoir, 7

nuts % inch 7
Reclamping cylinder piston, 1 cap screw. . 1
Removing cylinder from car, 6 nuts %• inch 12

Reservoir R. & R.
Removing from car, 2 nuts % inch 4
Disconnecting from cylinder, 7 nuts % inch 7
Removing release rods, 2 spring cotters.... 2
Removing release valve 2
Removing two plugs 2

M. C. B.
Cents.

27 25

Removing triple valve, 2 nuts % inch.
Disconnecting union

4
2

Disconnecting union retaining pipe 2

Cylinder and reservoir R. & R.
Removing push rod, 1 connecting bolt.... 2
Clamping cylinder piston, 1 cap screw i

Removing cylinder head, 4 nuts % inch .... 4
Removing cylinder from car, 6 nuts % inch 12
Removing reservoir from car, 2 nuts % inch 4
Removing release rods, 2 spring cotters.... 2
Removing release valve 2
Removing two plugs 2
Removing triple, 2 nuts % inch 4

Dissconecting train pipe union 2
Disconnecting retaining pipe union. 2

Cylinder release spring R. & R.
Removing push rod, 1 connecting pin.. 2
Clamping cylinder piston. 1 cap screw.... 1
Removing cylinder head, 4 nuts % inch. ... 4
Reclamping cylinder head, 1 cap screw.... 1

25 25

37

- 8

25

10
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Cylinder gasket R. & R.

Disconnecting triple union 2
Disconnecting retaining pipe union 2
Disconnecting reservoir block, 2 nuts % in. 4
Disconnecting reservoir from cylinder, 7

nuts y-2 inch 7
Removing push rod, 1 connecting pin 2
Clamping cylinder piston 1

Cylinder piston packing R. & R.
Removing push rod, 1 connecting pin 2
Clamping cylinder piston, 1 cap screw 1
Removing cylinder head, 4 nuts % inch. ... 4
Removing leather packing, 4 nuts % inch. . 4

— 18

- 11

25

15

Cylinder piston R. & R.
Removing push rod, 1 connecting piu 2
Clamping cylinder piston, 1 cap screw 1
Removing cylinder head, 4 nuts % inch. ... 4

7
7

10

Removing packing leather expander (see cyl.

piston) 7
Removing slide valve, 3 nuts % inch 3
Removing cylinder cap, 3 nnts \% inch 3
Slide valve R. & R., grinding in 33 40
Retaining valve R. & R,, 2 wood or lag screws

(2) valve (3)
.' 5

Repairing retaining valve (R. & R. 5) 10 15
Release valve R. & R.

Disconnecting release rods, 2 spring cotters 2
Disconnecting release valve 2

- 4
Release valve, repairing (R. & R. 4) 9 10
Release valve rod R. & R., 1 spring cotter. ... 1
Removing staple 1

- 2 10
Triple gasket R. & R.

Disconnecting union branch pipe 2
Disconnecting union retaining pipe 2
Removing triple, 2 nuts % inch 4

- 8 10
Triple, taking down and taking apart.

Train pipe union 2
Retaining pipe union 2
Removing triple. 2 nuts % inch 4
Check valve case, 2 cap screws 2
Emergency valve seat 5
Cylinder cap, 3 bolts 5
Cleaning 5- 23 20

Hose gasket R. & R 2 3
Cylinder cleaned, oiled and stenciled.

Removing push rod, 1 connecting pin 2
Clamping cylinder, 1 cap screw 1
Removing cylinder head, 4 nuts % inch. ... 4
Cleaning and stenciling 13

- 20 20
Angle cock R. & R. (hose 3) 6 5
Air hose R. & Ri 3
Angle cock handled R. & R.. 1 riveted pin.... 3 5
Dummy coupler R. & R.. 1 lag screw 1 5
Push rod R. <ffc R.. 1 connecting pin 2
Train or branch pipe R. & R.

For each connection made (M. C. B. "re-
newing 1 sec. 10") 3 10

Cylinder and reservoir tightened where
loose, 8 nuts 8 10

Oil plugs R. & R., each 2
Unions disconnected and connected 2
Triple piston packing ring fitted 15

Slide valve spring R. & R.
Cylinder cap (3 cap screws) 3
Removing riveted pin 3

6
Emergency valve piston R. & R.

Disconnecting union 2
Remov'ag check valve ease, 2 cap screws 2
Removing emergency valve seat 5

9 10 <

Emergency valve seat R. & R. (see E. V. piston) 9 10
Emergency valve rubber seat R. & R.

Disconnecting union 2
Removing check valve case, 2 cap screws 2
Removing riveted pin 3
Removing emergency valve nut 1

8
Check valve case, spring gasket, or all R. & R.

Disconnecting union 2
Check valve case, 2 cap screws 2
Emergency valve seat 5

- 9
Triple strainer R. & R.

Disconnecting union 2
Triple cylinder cap R. & R., 3 nuts *A inch 3

- 5 5
Graduating nut, stem, spring, or all R. & R. . 2
Triple cylinder cap gasket R. & R., 3 nuts Yo in. 3
Triple gasket R. & R.

Disconnecting union (B pipe) 2
Disconnecting union (R pipe) 2
Removing triple, 2 nuts % inch 4

8 10
Cut-out cock R. & R.

1 union disconnected 2
2 pipe connections

- 8 15
PRICES FOR MATERIAL FOR. AIR BRAKE WORK—NO

CREDIT FOR SCRAP.
Angle cock, renewing $1.40
Angle cock, handle 08
Auxiliary reservoir 2.45
Coupling, dummy 10
Cut-out cock 1.20
Cut-out cock handle 08
Cylinder, body (8 by 12 inches) 1.60
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Cylinder, piston and rod -95

Cylinder, piston follower 10
Cylinder, piston packing leather £0
Cylinder, piston packing leather expander 05
Cylinder, piston release spring 50
Cylinder, non-pressure head .50

Cylinder, gasket .05

Gasket, air hose coupling 04
Pipe, nipple on end of train pipe 10
Pressure retaining valve . 1.00

Release valve .70

Release rod 10
Triple emergency valve .55

Triple emergency valve seat .50

Triple emergency valve piston 45
Triple emergency valve rubber seat .05

Triple emergency check valve .25

Triple emergency check spring .02

Triple emergency check case gasket .08

Triple cylinder cap (drain cup) .70

Triple cylinder cap (drain cup gasket) 35
Triple graduating spring 05
Triple graduating valve .05
Triple graduating stem .15
Triple graduating stem nut .25

Triple check valve case 80
Triple piston and ring 1.75
Triple piston ring (only) .25
Triple slide valve .90
Triple slide valve spring .05
Triple valve strainer .05
Triple valve gasket 15
Train pipe air strainer (1% inch) .55

In Rule 5, Sec. 24, we recommend that the price for air brakes
be made $27.50 and the change be made in Sec. 25 of the same
rule.

Side Bearings and Center Plates.

(B. Haskell, Chairman. HI M. Pflager, W. H. Marshall, T. W.
Demarest, Committee.)

CONCLUSIONS ARRIVED AT BY THE COMMITTEE.
Taking up the divisions of this subject, as outlined at the be-'

sinning of this report, (1) a design of center plate, your commit-
tee presents the results of tests already made, which show the
necessity for further tests in order to determine conclusively what
should be the minimum area of contact of plates under definite
loads, the shape of plate and kind of material. Owing to lack of
time and the necesity for redesigning the machine, in order to
complete the tests, your committer would ask to be continued
another year, in order that it may complete its work.
Attention is called to the reduction in flange resistance by

lubrication, the lubricant being a thick grease.
As already stated, the second and third divisions of this sub-

ject, namely (2) location of side bearings and (3) the relation be-
tween side bearings and center plates, are so closely allied to the
first, that your committee has nothing definite to recommend in
this connection at the present time. The replies received to the
circular of inquiry from eighteen members show a variation in

distance, center to center, of side bearings and center plates, from
24 inches to 32V2 inches.
The height of center plates varies from 2V-, inches to 7 inches.
As to the (4) merits of anti-friction side bearings for relieving

the center plate from part of the load, from the replies received
from the members it would seem that opinion is about equally
divided. Your committee is of the opinion, however, that with a
"»nter plate of nroper desien and material, and a truck and body
bolster of sufficient strength, the load can and should be carried
on but one bearing noint, namely, the center plat^.
As to the fifth subject, resistance between wheels and rails, it

is the opinion of your committee, and this opinion is substantiated
almost unanimouslv by the replies received from the members,
that the use of anti-friction side bearings will diminish this resist-
ance.
Attention is further called to the fact that when side bearings

arp in contact the pressure against wheel flanges is greater than
with center plates alone in contact.
In this_ connection it might be well to state that your committee

has received from one of the manufacturers of anti-friction side
bearings an offer to furnish, free of charge, any number of its
bearings that mnv be needed for the nurnose of tests against
plain bearings. This offer was received too late to be made avail-
able for the purpose of this report.

Code of Rules for Examination of Car Inspectors.
(G. W. Rhodes, Chairman. M. K. Barnum, Chas. Waughop,

Committee.)
At the last annual convention a topical discussion under the

caption of "Cannot the general work of Car Inspectors be im-
proved by giving more attention to the eyesight, hearing, etc..
of the men?" resulted in the appointing of this committee to
submit a code of rules for the examination of car inspectors. A
circular of inoniry tr> our members was issued bv the secretary,
resulting in verv general replies. While railroads usually pxpr-
cise care in their selection of inspectors, endeavoring to get the
best qualified men for the work, few roads have reduced to a
system the employment and promotion of such men. In your

committee's recommendation it is not intended to make any hard
and fast rule. We believe that any rules for this line of employ-
ment, as well as for other kinds of service, must be somewhat
elastic and may have to be deviated from more or less, depending
upon the supply of men eligible for such positions.
In determining the proper age for inspectors we have had to

bear in mind that vision and hearing, so important for men in
this line of railroad work, begin to fail at forty years of age.
Glasses then become necessary, and glasses are not always suc-
cessfully used in outdoor active work in all kinds of weather by
car inspectors.

It has also been thought wise to map out a line of work that
seems most desirable for the schooling of inspectors. The com-
mittee recommends:
One year at oiling cars.
Two years at car repairing.
Age limit for new men, thirty years.
Age limit for promoted men, forty years.
Vision, 20-20 in one eye ar.d not less than 20-40 in the other,

without glasses.
Method of Testing.—Acuity of Vision.—The test card should be

hung in a good light and the party to be examined should, if pos-
sible, be seated with his back to the window. Bach eye should
be examined separately, using, for the purpose of excluding.one
eye, a folded handkerchief. The lowest line that can be read
should be determined by exposing only one letter at a time
through a hole cut in a strip of cardboard. In making out the
report in each case, the visual acuity of each eye should be denoted
by a fraction of which the numerator represents the number of
feet at which the applicant is seated from the card, while the
denominator represents the number of feet at which the lowest
line which he can read should be read. Thus, if at 20 feet he
reads the line marked 20 feet, his vision—20-20 or 1, which is

the normal standard. If at the same distance he only can read
the line marked 70 feet, his vision—20-70. If at 20 feet he reads
the 15-foot line, the vision—20-15, or more than normal. If a
room 20 feet long cannot be used, a testing distance of 15 or 10
feet should be employed, in which case normal vision would be
represented by 15-15 or 10-10 respectively, and lower grades of
vision by such fraction, as 15-20, 10-70 and so on.
Field of Vision.—Test should be made by having the applicant

and examined stand about three feet apart, each with one eye
shut, looking each other steadily in the eye. The examiner
should then bring his hand in from the edge of the field toward
the center of the space, between them until the applicant sees it

coming. This should be done from different directions, up, down,
and from each side. The applicant should see the hand coming
about as soon as the examiner does. If not, this should be noted
on the report.
Hearing.—Test should be made in a quiet room. First, the ex-

aminer should hold the watch opposite the ear to be examined
not less than 48 inches distant, then gradually approach the car
until the applicant hears the tick, the stop being used to satisfy

the examiner that the applicant is not deceiving. The distance at

which the applicant hears the watch should be noted in inches.

The normal ear should hear the tick of the watch at 48 inches.

Then the hearing power will be denoted by a fraction whose
numerator represents the number of inches at which the watch is

heard. Thus, if he hears the watch at 48 inches his hearing—
48-48, or normal. If he hears it at only 10 inches distant his

hearing, 10-48, and so on.
Color.—The committee does not think it esential that inspectors

should be rejected on account of imperfect color sense. It is,

however, believed that inspectors should be tested as to their

color sense so that they, as well as their employer, may know their

condition in this respect.
Educational.—The applicant should be able to write a legible

hand in English, and also to- read manuscript matter as well as
printed matter.
Car Knowledge.—The inspectors should be able to name each

part of the cars in general use, in preference using M. C. B. dic-

tionary terms.
M. C. B. Rules.—Inspectors must pass a satisfactory examina-

tion on M. 0. B. Rules, answering seventy-five per cent of the
questions submitted. These questions should be of about the fol-

lowing charcter:
1. What are the Master Car Builders' Rules?
2. What is the object of th? M. C. B. Rules?
3. What is the underlying idea or principle of these rules?
4. When is a company, operating the cars of another com-

pany, responsible for defects of such cars?
5. When a company is thus responsible, what should it do?
6. What care should be given to foreign cars by the company

hauling them?
7. What cars must be accepted in interchange?
8. What is a defect card and how is it used?
9. Under Avhat conditions is a road obliged to accept a car

which is carded for defects for which the owner is not respon-
sible?
10. What are the defects of wheels and axles for which the

owners and delivering companies are responsible?
11. Describe the form and use of the M. C. B. wheel gauge.
12. What are the rules • which apply to the cleaning of triple

valves and cylinders?
13. What does the limit of height of drawbars mean?
14. When a company is obliged to make improper repairs, what

must it do to call attention to such repairs?
15. What does the term unfair usage mean?
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16. What are the rules regarding splicing rails?

17. What is the purpose of, the repair card?
18. How do these rules apply to switching roads?
19. Are switching roads allowed to render bills against owners

direct for repairs of any other defects than those named in Sec-
tion 23 of Rule 5?

Draft Gear.
(E. D. Bronner, Chairman, Geo. F. Wilson, Mord Roberts, W. F.

Kiesel, T. A. Lawes, C. M. Mendenhall, J. F.
Deems, Wm Forsyth, Committee.)

The report of this committee includes a portion previously
published. (See December issue Railway Master Mechanic.)
"In accordance with the arrangements had at this meeting, ten

draft gear manufacturers submitted designs for testing, the un-
derstanding being that each manufacturer should be permitted to

witness only the test of his own device, the details of the tests

to be presented in full to this convention. Your committee has
therefore thought it advisable to give in detail the result of tests,

which it is hoped will prove of interest.

"Appendix A includes details of the drop tests made at Al-
toona, Pa., illustrations of the appearance of the riggings after
tests, together with graphical statements showing the elastic
limit, ultimate strength and maximum rebound of the gears
tested, see pages *** to ***.

"Appendix B, pages *** to ***, includes the results of static
tests made at Purdue University. Lafayette, Ind., including ten-
sion and compression tests of both spring and friction gears at-

tached to both steel and wooden sills. On page *** is given a
typical diagram for both spring and friction rigging.
"Owing to the limited time between the date when the tests

were completed and the preparation of this report, no illustra-
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tions of the details of the gears tested appear in this advance
copy, but it is the intention of your committee to have them in
such shape that they can be added to the report prior to its incor-
poration in the report of proceedings.
"On account of the extent of the tests, the large number of

gears tested and reported on and the amount of work required to
put the results in shape, it has not been possible at this time to
do anything more than present the facts as shown by the tests.

The committee, therefore, has not attempted to draw any conclu-
sions from the tests or to make any comparisons of the various
gears.
"Your committee is of the opinion that in order to fully carry

out the instructions given by the association as to the nature of
a final report on the subject of draft gear, that a series of road
tests is necessary, whereby a record can be kept for a given
period of the repairs necessary to the draft gear itself and to the
other parts of the car independent of each other; also that a rec-
ord be kept of the car mileage and tons hauled during that period,
and it would recommend that a committee be appointed to carry
these tests to a conclusion. It would then be possible to design
a draft gear in conformity to the original instructions given the
committee by the association.
"The thanks of the association are due to Purdue University

for the work done in their engineering laboratory gratuitously
furnished by the director of the laboratory, Prof. W. F. M. Goss;
also to the Pennsylvania Railroad Company through Mr. W. W.
Atterbury, general superintendent of motive power, for the use
of the drop testing machine, to Mr. A. W. Gibbs, assistant me-
chanical engineer, under whose direction the work was carried
on, and to Mr. Samuel Thompson, who had immediate charge of
the testing at Altoona."

It is impossible to publish either appendix A or B in full but
given simply tables in appendix A showing elastic limit, ultimate
strength and maximum rebound and also tables under appendix B
showing general compression and tension tests.

APPENDIX B.
COMPRESSION AND TENSION TESTS OF DRAFT GEAR.

REPORT ON TESTS OF DRAFT RIGGINGS.
By Profs. W. Kendrick Hatt and W. Forsyth, Purdue Uni-

versity.
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Prepared for committee of the M. C. B. Association.
Lafayette, Indiana, May 8, 1902.

The following tests were made in the Laboratory for 'Testing
Materials of Purdue University, by the writers, assisted by
Messrs. W. Aitkenhead and P. E. Adreon, senior students' in
mechanical engineering. These students previously had a thor-
ough training in experimental work in the engineering laboratory,
and were skilled and careful workers. Valuable assistance was
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L. V. Lndy, instructor in the enj. neenngalso given by Mr
laboratory:

GENERAL.
These tests form a part of an investigation of the strength and

stiffness of various forms of draft riggings. The static tests

were assigned to Purdue University, and, as given below, in-

clude tests in tension and compression of both spring and friction

DROP TESTS OF DRAFT GEAR.

complete closing. In case of a theoretically perfect spring with-
out constraint the line of release would follow back along the
line of compression. This is not the case in the diagrams below,
partly from the fact that the load was run beyond the point of
solidity, and partly because of the friction of the parts of the
gear. Fig 1 gives a typical diagram of a spring gear.
In case of friction gear, the diagram is represented by Fig. 2.

There is usually a free action of the device, giving, as is proper,
a comparatively large movement for light loads (A-B). Then

•Table II.— FRICTION RIGGINGS.
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MIGHT

rife
0101/

Westmghouse (steel)

Westinghouse (steel)

Weslinghouse (wood)

-W rstinghouse ( wood

)

Standard (steel ).....
Standard (steel)

Standard (wood)
Standard (wood) . .

.

Stt-rlingworth (steel).

Sterlingworth (steel).

Httn (steel)

Piper (steel)

Piper (steel).

Piper isteel ).

Piper (steel). -..*....

Hinson (steer)

Hinson (steel)

Hinson (wood)

Hinson \ wood )

Hinson (woo<l)
Hinson (wood)

Series

No.

M»*lr«neni

at 40,000
io Ins.

Load for solid,

Inlbf.

Moron'!
tor solid,

in itu.

1—

I

I—

2

77
66

190,0x1

150,000

2.42
2.38

2-53
{

1—3 .89 170,000

1—A
2—1
2—2
2—3
*—

4

4—1
4—2
5—2
6—1

•7t

-45

-34
5*
.46

•24

35
52

79

380,000

100,000

140,000
140,000

140,000

290,000, about

340 000. about

2.39
19
1.91
2.03
2.11
2

1-9

230,000 2

6-2 .87 220,000 2.02
-|

6-3 .69 130,000 ..52{

6-4 83 140,000 ..,6]

11—

1

1 16 60,000 2 05

11—

2

1.88 50.000 l.o8{

II—

3

1.5) 130,000 j. 27

II—

4

19 lOO.OOO 2.281

II—

5

II—

6

1.66
1 61

110,000
140,000

2.02
2-43

Load at tailor,

iolba.

At 300,000, no failure

At 300,000, no failure

Sill bearing crushing,

250,000
At 300,000, no failure

At 300,000, no failure

Yoke bolts 290,000
Sills crush, 255,000

Sills spreading, 220,000
At 300,000, no failure

At 250,000* no failure

Casing cracked, 260,000
Friction plate bent
Yoke bolts bending,

260,000
Friction plate bent,

about 180,000

Friction plate bent,

about 180,000
At 300,000, no failure

Main bolt bending,
100,000

Sills rru^htDg, 180,000
Crashing at upper bear-
ing of sill plates. 140 000
At 260,000, no failure

See Report

Total work
In foot-lbs

18,399

13.879

6,933

16,900

9,600
I4.IOO
I3.4O0

12,500
I5,2O0
II.OOO

12,780
I3.8O0

5,450

6.250

3,950

5,8oo

5,230

•M5o
6,500

Work
absorbed

by friction

In foot-lbs

16,666

12.345

15.200

IS.OOO
7,600

II.CJOO

lO.OOO
1O.1O0

10.200
5.58o
IO.300

II.400

95O0

3.450

4,100

2,650

1,790

I,78o

2.900
4,4O0

Absorption
'- per cents
of total

9°
89

89

89
79-5
85
81

81

67

50 5
80

83

78

67

3'

34

65
67 5

In a/I tests, the height oi blow inrrer/tes on* foot each time from the
height f)j*en for f/rjt blow

The motion of coupler was obtained by the dnrmif of e> ngii into

d hloeh unaer the yoke: the measurements bemo' discontinued when

the settling and bendm? oi rty(>iin$ rendered them inaccurate for this

purpose.

The s/iearmo' of yoke bolts was due to tbe comparatively iijht

ueipht strihinp <a blov &f hifh speed - which is riot found in actt/el

Set vice

draft riggings, attached to both steel and wooden sills. These
riggings were sent by the manufacturers for the test.

ELEMENTS TO BE MEASURED.
The purpose of these tests is to determine:
(1) The Working Limit of the Riggings.—To this end, uni-

formly increasing loads were applied to the riggings and corre-
sponding movements of the yokes with reference to the sills

SPRING RIGGINGS.

the device .becomes less yielding under the action of the friction
surfaces until solid under a high load (B-C'-C). On release the
friction holds the device solid until a low load is reached (C-Dl.
when the springs force the yoke gently back to the free position
of the gear (D-Ei-A).
In testing these gears, release was usually made when the

gear appeared to be solid. In some cases (as it turned out on re-
sumption of loading) the release was made prematurely, and a
second release curve was then observed. The desire was. of
course, to obtain the release before failure of any of the parts
of the device was developed.
The elements of this test of friction gear, which are of value,

are:
(a) The free movement of the device under light loads, that

is, the length A-B before coming to the steep part of the curve:

-?- J<3
" Of/ffr- esrtle. £

/«2

Thomburg (steel)

Tliornburg (steel)..

Thomburg (steel).

Thornburg (steel* .

Miner (wood)

Miner (wood) .

Miner (wood) .

Mint-r (wood) .

Miner (steel) ,

.

Miner (steel) .

.

Miner (steel) .

.

Miner (steel) .

.

K..tler (wood) .

Miitler (woodl..

3—1

3—2

3-3

3-4

7—1

7—2

7-3
7-4

7—5

7-6

7-7
7-8
9-1

9—2

Movement
of yoke

at ao,aoo lbs

1. os

.68

.86

92

67

72

57

Load for solid

in lbs.

35,000

35.000

40,000

35.O00

40,000

30,000

40,000
40,000

50,000

40,000

60,000

65,000
40,000

40.000

'59

1.72

1 74

1.65

1.66

77
1.87

2 43
2-53
1.42

515-j

-I
X.I4 ]

•53 "I

Load at failure, in lbs.

Spring housings (steel),

bent, about 180,000
Sprink housings

(malleable), failed,

about 170,000
Spring housings

(malleable), failed,

about 120,000
Spring housings (steel),

bent, about 120,000
Test not extended
to determine failure

(see Report)
Sill bearing crushing,

about 50,000
Sills crushed, '150,000

Sills crushing, 120,000
Sill channels bend,

280,000
At 250,000 no failure

(see Report)
At 300,000 no failure

Yoke butt'- failed, 240,000
At 250,000 no failure

Sills crushrng, about
100.000

TotaJ work
In foot-lbs., in

spring action.

2.314
«

2,50s
*
N

2,900 fc.

2,406 \

2.950
3,116

3.750

2,883

6.07s
6.852
•2,012

2,139

ro 6o//0/?? c/ £///
r/p/c/ffsi ef *///. •

So/Te/// of C/y/ss/e /e /t>/> eoy~e •/'fr«-«3

7bft>/ //e/yfrr, /yv a/'v//j?> /0/O a/an ty-evi/ez

r7/t/f'6 ///f/0'e 6e/sree/s //>rs/?p

/r&^c/af doar"//

Sfbe/ /or-a/ec/Vo/p
Sofa/ rrs'ey'/J' ay&r~ e&r?S4

3i
8/

-6 -

//*

6 ,"

^2_
<?-7iit

¥^ JeAtz^// ^£a2/-y-y

/^. /.

Note — In TabU II an ewe'n number following scriea number Indicate- a tension test, an odd number, compression le-t.

Failure due to 'Tru-hing ot Sills " indicates that sills crushed at bearing on ptalfutm ol testine ma>.hi..e Such failure is not to be charged
to rigeiiig but rather to the lest attachments Certified to by W: K. HaTT.

were observed until the riggings became solid, thus giving what
is called in the diagrams below the "compression line," that is,

the "buffing line." In case of all friction gears, and in case of
some spring gears, the load was then released step by step and
the corresponding release curve obtained. The knowledge of this

compression and release actioir is the most valuable part of the
tests.

(2) The Load at Which any Part of the Coupler or Draft
Attachments Might Pail.—To this end, after the compression
and release curve had been obtained, the loading was resumed
just above the point at which the device became solid, and con-
tinued until some part of the rigging failed, or the capacity of
the testing machine was reached.

(1) Working Capacity.—In case of spring gears, the working
capacity is reached when the springs become solid. To determine
this point, it was sometimes necessary to run the load slightly
beyond the point of closing of the springs, in order' to insure

(b) the capacity of the gear before becoming solid, as shown by
the load and energy absorbed up to C; (c) the action of the fric-

tion in recoil, as shown by the length C-D and by the area
(expressed in terms of foot-pounds of work) between the com-
pression line and the release line. These elements are listed in

case of the gears tested in Table 2.

(2) Load at Failure.—It may be said that only in some cases
does the load at failure in the tests below have any connection
with the strength in service, for the reason that the attachments
used in the tests are not under the same action that exists in the
case of these attachments in car construction. That is, there
was a tendency for the sills as, used in. the tests to fail by buck-
ling slightly, thus throwing tjj'e bearing mainly on one edge of
the sill. This was attended wit5v, a crushing of the sills where
they bore on the platform of the testing rrfaefcine at a load un-
der which the lug bearings on these sills and the" coupler attach-
ments were unharmed. It is thought that the sills in "the car
under service are not subjected to the same strain as in the teste/
However, in many cases, the failure under test was due to

crushing of lug bearings on sills, bending of follower plates or
housings, and these are to bja classed as true failures of the rig-

ging, distinct from the failure due to the method of support in

test.

The testing machine used was the LOO.OOO-pound Riehle ma-
chine. In the course of the work certain weaknesses developed
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in the running gear which caused delay and made it necessary,
in case of the later tests, to limit the capacity of the machine
to 250,000 pounds. Subsequently proper repairs were made to
the machine.
The attachments for holding the riggings are shown in Ap-

pendix 4.

The riggings were first subjected to an initial load of 20,000
pounds and this load released. _ .>

Loads were then applied in increments, and the machine was
stopped to read the movement of the yoke. In case of one fric-

tion rigging a comparison of tests was made between results

from continuous running and loading at intervals. No difference
in the resulting curve, due to difference of rate of loading, could
be found. (See Laboratory Numbers 30 and 36a.) It is possible,

however, that a rapid action in F.ervfce or an impact action
might show slightly different form of diagram in case of friction

gears.
The movement of the yoke was determined with reference to

the sills, and this movement includes any failure throughout the
rigging, whether of follower plates, lugs, housings of lug bear-
ing. In case of tension tests, this movement was read from a
scale attached to a crosspiece fixed to the sills slightly below end
of the yoke, and in case of compression tests, the scale was
sup[ >rted directly on the bed of the testing machine. In some
cases a two-fold multiplying device was used.
After tests, the riggings were opened up and their condition

examined.
MATERIALS AND ADJUSTMENTS.

In some cases considerable work had to be done to bring about
proper fit of pins, etc. The friction surfaces of the friction
wedges of the Sessions gear were not in good order, and the
imposition of load was attended with violent jolting. In case
of Piner No. 2 the stop posts were too long, and the gear closed
at 1% inches, instead of 2 inches.

RESULTS.
Tn Part 1 are given the complete data, with proper diagrams.
Tn Part 2 are the drawings of the gear, as tested.
In Pax't 3 are photographs of some of the gears, as mounted in

the testing machine, selected to show method of holding rigging.
The mountings used in the tests are shown in Pigs. *** and

***

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS.
In Table I are given the draft gears tested.
In Table II are given the main facts of the tests.

Outside Dimensions of Box Cars.

(C. A. Schroyer, Chairman. G. W. Rhodes, W. P. Appleyard,
Jos. Buker, J. N. Barr, Committee.)

At the meeting of the American Railwav Association, held
April 24. 1901, the following principle regarding the construction
of box cars was anproved:
"That the essential elements of the standard box car require

that thf> height and width be as great as are permitted by the
•-hvsical limitations of the important railroad clearances and the
present established height of loading platforms: that the length
be determined by ecouomv in construction, maintenance and
operation and the requirements of economical storage."
At the convention of the same Association, held in St. Louis

on October 23. 1901, in Pursuance of the nbove principle, a
Committee on Standard Dimensions of Box Cars submitted re-
port in which the followiii"- resolution was offered for adoption:
"Resolved, That the dimensions of the standard box car be

30 feet in length, 8 feet 6 inches in width, and 8 feet in height,
all inside dimensions. Cross section 68 square feet, capacity
2,448 cubic feet. The side door opening to be 6 feet in width."
On a vote by the roads, the above resolution was adopted,

th^re being but one dissenting vote.
The cross section and longitudinal measurements are the di-

mensions between lining, the vertical measurements being from
ton of floor to underside of carline.

During the discussion of the above report the following reso-
lution was adopted:
"Resolved, That the Master Car Builders' Association be re-

nuested to consider and adopt the required external dimensions
for the standard box car, based upon the interior dimensions as
prescribed bv the American Railway Association."
Upon receipt of advice from the American Railway Associa-

tion to the above effect, the President of this Association ap-
pointed the undersigned a committee to consider and report at
this convention such external dimensions as would meet the
requirements of a car with the inside measurements as agreed
upon.
The above is a brief outline of the facts leading up to the

formation of your committee.
Believing the essential elements of the box car to be as stated

in the principles enunciated above, vour committee carefully
considered the physical limitations of clearances, etc., of the
railroads of the countrv, bearing in mind the further limitations
prescribed for inside dimensions by the American Railwav Asso-
ciation and submitted to the members of this Association cer-
tain outside dimensions, as follows:
For a box car set on trucks used as standard, where the height

from top of rail to top of floor is 4 feet:

Feet. Iuches.
Height, top of rail to upper edge of eaves. . . .12 fi%
Width at eaves, at above height, maximum. . . 9 7%

For a box ear set on low trucks, where the height from top
of rail to top of floor is 3 feet 6 inches:

Feet. Inches.
Height, top of rail to upper edge of eaves. .. .12 %
Width at eaves, at above height, maximum... 9 10

The members of the Association were asked to state whether
or not they approved of the above dimensions: if not, wherein
they should be modified to meet existing conditions. From the
renlies to this circular it was found that the exterior dimensions
given above were satisfactory to a majority of the roads, but
on certain of the trunk lines there were clearance limits which
would not permit cars set on low trucks (3 feet 6 inches) of
the cross section given (9 feet 10 inches) at the height of 12
feet % inch, to pass.
To meet these conditions your committtee has decided to

modify its original recommendation in this respect, and would
suggest 9 feet 7 inches as the maximum width at eaves at a
height of 12 feet % inch, and for the sake of uniformity would
also change its original recommendation as regards the width
at eaves of cars set on trucks with 4 feet in height to top of
floor, from 9 feet 7% inches to 9 feet 7 inches, thus giving a
standard width for cars of either height.
In the determination of the above figures the following dimen-

sions have been used:
VERTICAL DIMENSIONS.

For a box car set on high trucks (4 feet to top of floor):

Feet. Inches.
Height, top of rail to upper edge of eaves 12 6%

Details.
Top of rail to upper face of floor 4
Upper face of floor to under edge of carline 8
Width of carline at end where secured to plate. ... 3 13-16
Thickness of rafter to which metallic roof is applied 1%
Thickness of purline to which roof boards are secured 1%
Thickness of roof boards 13-16

• . • -
I* 7%~

Less pitch of roof from inside of plate to outside
edge of eaves %
Total 12 6%

CROSS SECTION.
Feet. Inches.

Width at eaves, at above height, maximum 9 7
Details.

Width between lining 8 6
Thickness of lining 1%
Thickness of siding 1%
Thickness of posts and braces 6
Air space between fascia boards 1

Thickness of fascia boards 1%
Projection on each side for roof, 9-16 inehe 1%

Total width 9 7
VERTICAL DIMENSIONS.

For a box car set on low trucks (3 feet 6 inches to top of floor):

Details.
Feet. Inches.

Height, ton of rail to upper edge of eaves 12 %
Top of rail to upper face of floor 3 6
Unper face of floor to under side of carline 8
Width of carline at end where secured to plate. ... O 3 13-16
Thickness of rafter to which metallic roof is applied 1%
Thickness of purline to which roof boards are secured 1%
Thickness of roof boards 13-16

12 1%~
Less pitch of roof from inside edge of plate to out-

side edge of eaves %
Total height 12 %

CROSS SECTION.
Feet. Inches.

Width at eaves, at above height maximum 9 7
Details.

Width between lining 8 6
Thickness of lining 1%
Thickness of siding 1%
Thickness of posts and braces 6
Air space between fascia boards 1
Thickness of fascia boards 1%
Projection on each side for roof, 9-16 inch 1%

Total width 9 7
In determining height from top of rail to upper face of floor

of 4 feet, the following dimensions were used:
Feet. Inches.

Rail line to center line of drawbar 2 10%
One-half of drawbar stem 2%
Clearance between drawbar stem and under side

of sill %
Thickness of sill 9
Thickness of floor .' 1%

Total 4
Where the height from top of rail to upper face of floor is 3

feet 6 inches, the following dimensions were used:
Feet. Inches.

Rail line to center line of drawbar 2 10%
One-half of drawbar stem 3
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Width of sill above gain for drawbar, the floor to

be rabbeted into sill , 4%

Total • .• 3 6
The inside measurementts having been established by the

American Railway Association, and the outside dimensions be-

ing confined to the limiting clearances of the leading trunk lines,

the committee has carefully considered the various forms of

framing which have been submitted to it in order that the best

possible construction may be had between these limitations,

and it submits for our consideration what is believes to be a

substantial box-car framing, which will carry the loads required
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and make a strong car in every particular.
Your committee would recommend that on all cars built to

these dimensions the words and letters "Standard; 12 ft. 6% in.

by 9 ft. 7 in." be stenciled in letters not less than three inches
in height on the end fascia boards.
Your committee would also recommend that the dimensions

for inside measurements of box cars as prescribed by the Amer-
ican Railway Association be adopted as the standard of this
Association.

SIDE DOOR.
The American Railway Association has recommended that the

side door opening for the above car be six feet.
Your committee finds that there is much objection from the

mechanical standpoint to the 6-foot width of car opening for
the following reasons.

1. It weakens the framing of the car both on the sill and plate
lines.

2. 'The increased size in the width and height of the side door
makes it extremely difficult to construct a door which will
remain strai-ht and prevent binding on the sides of the door,
which has always been found to be very objectionable and
destructive to both siding and door because of the indifferent
manner in which our doors are manipulated at the freight
houses.

3. On the grain carrying roads it would necessitate the use
of a grain door so heavy and large that it would be impracticable
for one man to handle it; additional complications would be
entailed in its construction, and it would necessitate carrying in
stock additional thickness of lumber in such size as not to be
readily obtainable.
Your committee, while it has recommended for adoption as

standard external dimensions which it believes adequate for

sttrength for cars of the inside dimensions adopted by the
American Railway Association, and has presented for your con-
sideration certain details of car framing to meet these external
dimensions, does not recommend these latter details for adop-
tion. It believes that the time is now here for the adoption by
this Association of a standard box-car framing, and it would
recommend that a committee be appointed to propose for adop-
tion as standard, at our next convention, a system of framing
for box cars with inside and outside dimensions as above.
A brief summary of the recommendations herein mentioned

is as follows:

1. That the inside dimensions of box cars as approved by the
American Railway Association, namely, 36 feet long, 8 feet 6
inches wide and 8 feet high be submitted to letter ballot for
adoption as standard.

2. For box cars on high trucks (4 feet to top of floor):

Feet. Inches.
Height, top of rail to upper edge of eaves 12 6%
Width at eaves, at above height, maximum.... 9 7

be submitted to letter ballot for adoption as standard.
3. For box cars on low trucks (3 feet 6 inches):

Feet. Inches.
Height, top of rail to upper edge of eaves 12 %
Width at eaves, at above height, maximum.... 9 7

be submitted to letter ballot for adoption as standard.
4. That the words and letters "Standard 12 ft. 6% in. by

9 ft. 7 in." be stenciled in 3-inch letters on the end fascia boarda
on all cars built to these dimensions.

"-

5.
_
That a committee be appointed to report at the next con-

vention a detailed form of framing for box cars, for adoption as
standard.

Relative Cost of Running Trains of Slow and
Fast Speed.

(Wm. Mcintosh, J. F. Deems, Geo. F. Wilson, W. F. M. Goss,
Committee.)

Your committee above named would report that various cir-
cumstances have served to prevent it from submitting an elabo-
rate report at this time. Chief among these is a feeling that the
whole question is one of many variables, and that it is properly
much more an operating question than one affecting the design
of equipment. The committee feels, moreover, that the excellent
work accomplished by its predecessors in office, and especially
the results reported last year by Mr. Delano, are indicative of
the general results which would be obtained in any in-

vestigation, however extensive. These considerations, coupled
with the fact that all members of the committee have been much
engrossed with the routine business of the year, have resulted
in nothing being done excepting by our chairman, whose account
of an interesting test the remaining members of your commit-
tee are glad to have submitted as an appendix to this report.

APPENDIX.
As pointed out in the report of 1901, there is very little reliable

data on this subject, and really no means of obtaining it aside
from special tests like those made by Mr. Delano in 1900.
The chairman of this committee was of the opinion that some

interesting comparisons would result from moving a train of a
>?iven weight over a certain distance at both fast and slow speed
by the same locomotive, and accordingly arranged to run such
a train between Jersey City and Somerville, N. J., over the
C. R. R. of N. J., a distance of thirty-seven miles and return.
These runs were made in June, 1901, between 10 a. m. and
4 p. m., under substantially uniform conditions of weather. The
engine was of the "Atlantic Type," having a boiler with _Woot-
ten firebox, burning anthracite coal; cylinders 18% by 26 inches;
driving-wheel 84 3-16 inches: weight on drivers, 80,000 pounds:
total weight of engine, 144.000 pounds; weight of engine and
tender, 245,800 pounds. The train consisted of eighty empty
passenger cars and a dynamometer car, the total length of which
was 580 feet, and the weight, exclusive of the engine, 309 tons,

including the dynamometer car.

The fast and slow runs were each made from Jersey City to
Somerville and return. It was intended to make the fast run
at a speed of between sixty and seventy miles per hour and
the slow run not to exceed thirty miles per hour: but owing to
various causes the slow run was made at a much higher speed
than contemplated, and there was a much narrower margin in

this respect than anticipated or desired. The object in using
the same engine on both runs was to duplicate the conditions
as nearly as possible, in every particular; and while, as shown
by Mr. Delano's tests, an engine of much smaller capacity would
have handled the slow train under favorable conditions, it would
have been unequal to the requirements of bad weather or making
up time, consequently no such engine would have been pur-
chased for, or assigned regularly to, such a run, and the relative
cost of the two engines would be much nearer $12,000 and
$15,000 than the figures given by Mr. Delano.

Owing to the unfortunate narrow margin between the two
runs, the results are more interesting in the way of illustrating

the difficulties of an attempt to gather data of this kind, on
short trims in districts of dense traffic, than instructive in other
directions. It would seem that to reach conclusions of

_
value,

runs of at least one hundred miles should be made in districts

of light traffic, where the least possible interruption to the con-
tinuity of the run would result, and even then a series of tests

would be desirable and, no doubt, necessary, to reach satisfac-
tory conclusions. In no other way does it seem possible to
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gather the information desired, the variables being so many in

the high and low speed runs of ordinary service that it is prac-
tically impossible to calculate results.

Wm. Mcintosh.

On Ton-Mile Statistics.

(H. J. Small, chairman; C. H. Quereau, G. R. Henderson. Geo.
I/. Fowler, committee.;

When this committee was first appointed to report to the
convention of 1899, the title of its subject was: "Advantages of
the Ton-Mile Basis for Motive Power Statistics." By some
method of evolution the subject title has been changed to "Ton-
Mile Statistics," and perhaps properly so, for the reason that
the convention of 1899 accepted the ton-mile basis by passing
the following resolution:
"Resolved, That it is the sense of this Association that the

ton-mile basis for motive power statistics is the most practical
and encourages economical methods of operating, and that it is

desirable that the heads of motive power departments urge its

adoption on their managements."
This, so far as the Association is concerned, practically dis-

posed of the question as to the advantage of the ton-mile basis,
and the adoption of the ton-mile basis in some form within the
past few years by several large railway systems has proven the
wisdom of the action taken by this Association, and we think
there are few, if any, members of this Association who will
now oppose the ton-mile basis as being the best basis for motive
power statistics.

Further investigation of this matter by your committee, under
the subject title of "Ton-Mile Statistics," develops complex
questions and conflicting opinions as to what the statistics should
include.

It has been thought wise to confine the present report to discus-
sion of the general principles involved, in the belief that with
these settled, the details can be worked out to better advantage
afterward, and numerous chances of confusion and an unneces-
sarily prolonged discussion be avoided.

It may seem out of place that an association of motive power
officers should venture and discuss opinions concerning operating
department statistics; but in view of the fact that this Associa-
tion was among the first to discuss the question of statistics on
the ton-mile basis, and has constantly urged their use, that this
basis is not as generally used for operating as for motive power
statistics, that we are convinced that its general use for the
operating department would result as beneficially as experience
has shown it has for the motive power department, and that the
use of the same basis for both departments will further result
in economies in the statistical department we venture our opin-
ions and suggestions.
In considering this subject, we should view it in the light of

what the statistics should include to best promote and suggest
motive power economies: should statistics include all classes of
service,

#
as passenger, freight, switching and work train? In

computing ton-mileage should weight of locomotive, tender and
caboose be included? Should statistics be segregated to show
main line and branches separately? Should passenger and freight
business be divided into fast and local?
While your committee is not in harmony on all these points,

it is deemed advisable to present an argument covering all the
questions, and request action thereon by the Association.
(This argument in full will be found in the printed report of

the proceedings. We give simply the resolutions recommended
by the committee.)
The following resolutions embody the general principles on

which your committee requests the action of the Association,
with a view to presenting the results of such action to the
American Railway Association for its approval:
As a substitute for the following resolution, passed by the

Association in June, 1901:
"Resolved, That it is the sense of this Association that a strict

comparison of motive power statistics, one road with another,
will not secure the best results, but that such comparison should
be made with the records of the same division for preceding
periods of time."
We offer the following as conveying the same idea in a better

way:
"Resolved, That it is the sense of this Association that con-

clusions based on a comparison of the statistics of one railroad
with another may easily prove incorrect, should be given less
weight than they usually are, are just only when the accom-
panying conditions are fairly well known and their influence
can be determined with some degree of accuracy; that a com-
parison of the statistics of a division or a system with those
of the same

<
territory for a previous corresponding period very

largely eliminates these uncertainties and makes conclusions
based on such a comparison much more reliable."
To make the record comnlete, we include the following, passed

unanimously in June, 1901:
"Resolved, That it is the sense of this Association that the

ton-mileage of the locomotive is a just credit to the motive power
department for statistical purposes."
We would amend this by inserting the words "and caboose"

after the word "locomotive."
"Resolved, That the ton-mile is the best practical basis now

available for motive power and operating statistics by which to
judee the efficiency of locomotive and train service.
"Resolved, That actual tonnage should be used in computing

ton-mile statistics for comparison with those of other roads,
but for comparison with the previous records of the same system
or division the use of adjusted tonnage is advisable.
"Resolved, That the statistics of passenger, freight, work train

and switching services should be on the ton-mile basis, each
service in a separate group, and passenger and freight service to
be each further grouped under Through and Local.
"Resolved, That the statistics of branch lines and main lines

should be kept separately.
Resolved, That the credit of ton-mileage for locomotives in

switching service should be proportional to their tractive power.
"Resolved. That the ton-mileage of trains using more than one

locomotive should be divided among the locomotives attached to
these trains in proportion to their tractive power and for the
distance over which the helping locomotives are used.
"Resolved, That the tonnage of the locomotive should be its

weight in working order, plus the light weight of the tender and
half its capacity of coal and water."

Electric Driving for Shops.
By C. A. Seley, Chicago, 111.

(Formerly Mechanical Engineer, Norfolk & Western Railway.)
(A Member of the Association.)

The subject of electric driving for shops is a very broad and
comprehensive one. The general principles governing this mode
of transmission of power have been so well covered by a com-
mittee report presented to this Association in 1901 and in recent
papers in other associations, as well as in contemporaneous litera-
ture, that an invitation from your Executive Committee to pre-
sent a paper on the subject was somewhat of an embarrassment.
The development of the art, however, shows such advances and
new opportunities that I may not be amiss in feeling that this
Association may be interested in knowing of what were the
considerations and ruling factors in the design of one specific
example and the application thereto of the principles laid down
b your former committee, rather than in a repetition of a gen-
eral paper on the subject.
We can not, as a rule, have new shops to lay out exactly to

meet our economic needs in railway equipment building and
repair work. Some few are so fortunate, but the many have
to build on and add to an old establishment until often the
original plan is lost. Transmission of material and movement
of partially completed and of finished product are of much
greater importance than transmission of power, and this is too
often lost sight of in railway shop arrangement. I can well re-

member the transition period in the flour-milling industry, when
whole floors of valuable machinery were set aside and replaced
by new designs, representing a little later advance in the art,

and in many mills more than ouce repeated. In many lines of
manufacturing, which employ metal and woodworking tools, the
most successful managers are those who have kept up with the
latest developments of modem tools, automatic machinery, elec-

tric cranes, pneumatic hoists and tools, and other means of mul-
tiplying production and, above all, economy of handling. Many
railroad managers are slow to recognize the value of such im-
provements, and regard as far more important the grinding out
of a few more miles to the pint of oil or ton of coal than in

obtaining possible and reasonable economies in their shop prac-
tice and methods of handling material and products.

It may be thought that electrical driivng for shops has its best

application in new shops, designed with special reference to

movement of material, but it is of special value in old establish-

ments that have outgrown their original plan, or those which
could be enlarged or rearranged in reference to economic move-
ment of material, provided a satisfactory solution of the power
problem was offered. In many old shops, and some that are not
so old, additions have been put on and line shafts unduly length-

ened, an engine put in here and a boiler there. The cost of

these auxiliaries is not so great, but if we look into the cost

of daily maintenance, the extra attendance, the handling of fuel

when distributed to a number of points, handling of ashes, the

low efficiency of small isolated plants, the general waste of sup-

plies when drawn for a number of plants scattered here and
there, and carefully analyze the cost of each of these items, it

will often be found that the fuel charge is by no means the

greater portion of the cost.

As an example of an old shop, very largely added to, employ-

ing auxiliary steam and power in several departments, I will

name the Roanoke shops of the Norfolk & Western Railway
Company.
These shops were built in the early '80's, on a liberal scale,

and fortunately were laid out so that additions consistent with

the general plan could be made. By June, 1901, the work re-

quired at Roanoke had developed to an amount that important

additional buildings were planned, necessitating also a general

revision of the power transmission which should also check the

waste due to the several plants. A liberal appropriation was made
after plans and estimates were prepared, and these improvements
have since been partially installed.

This paper was prepared with the full expectation that the

power plant referred to would be completely installed some
time before the meeting of this convention; that it would be
fully tested and produce the data whereby the correctness of the

theories of its design and arrangement might be shown. An
unfortunate delay in the delivery of some of the machinery has
pvofonted the starting up of the plant, so that this data is not

available at the time of writing. The original paper, therefore,

has been revised, and the views presented are open to challenge

and debate until they can be proven by the operation and tests

of the plant referred to.

In order to give a definite idea of the size of Roanoke shops

to those who have not seen them, it may be stated that they

take care of the medium and heavy repairs of nearly five hun-
dred locomotives, mainly of the consolidation type, build com-
plete one 21 by 30 consolidation engine per month, and of cars
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about one thousand per year. Add to this the freight repair

work of sixteen hundred freight cars per month, the entire pas-

senger equipment, heavy repairs and considerable building of

new passenger equipment, miscellaneous road work, switches,

water station and coal pier woik. etc., of a 1,600-mile road. In-

clude also a foundiy whose record for 1901 was as follows:

950,000 pounds of brass and phosphor-bronze castings, 44,000

pounds of white metal. 5.385 tons of gray iron castings, and
43.000 car wheels.
The various power plants at these shops in June, 1901, were

as follows:

Shop. Boilers. Engines.
Norn. Nom.
Rating. Rating.

Machine shop 270 200
Electric plant 170
Smith shop
Smith shop aux 60
Smith shop aux. furnaces 90
Flue shop and blowers
Bolt shop
Toolroom
Testroom
St. Dr. air compressor
Erecting and boiler shop 90 30
Erecting and boiler shop 30
St. Dr. air compressor
Foundry 60 40
Pattern shop
Planing mill 260 225
St. Dr. air compressor
Frog and switch shop 50 30
Rail saw mill 50
Dry kiln

From this table it will be noted that there were two principal
power plants, one in the machine shon which furnished power
to a number of shops, and one in the planing mill whose boilers
furnished steam for various purposes. Besides these, there were
five auxiliary plants of boilers or engines, or both, making a
sum total of 880 nominal horse-power of boilers and 775 nomi-
nal horse-power of engines for shop power, heating and lighting,

the latter service extending beyond the shop's inclosure and fur-
nishing all-night and such day lighting as was required for light-
ins general offices, hotel, depots and yards.
Thus it will be seen that a varied, scattered power service had

been built un, and to take its place a new plan must be made
which should take into consideration the concentration so far as
possible into a central power station such an amount of power
as would do away with all auxiliaries, thereby securing economy
of fuel in generating steam, economy of handling of fuel and
ashes, in operating force and expense for supplies and repairs.
In this plant the change had to be made without interference
with the operation of the shops or lighting plant.

A careful study of the situation developed the following plan:
To provide a new boiler plant capable of developing steam for all

power needed save and except only such as could easily and
with certainty be made by refuse from the planing mill with
practically no extra cost of handling, the object being rather to
utilize a means, without wasting it, of burning refuse.
In large electric installations the center of electrical distribu-

tion is an important point to find, and the generating plant
should be placed near thereto. In shop plants this is not always
the ruling factor and it may pay to use a little more copner
and place the nlant where other considerations are of more im-
portance. In this case the utilization of a large brick stack of
sufficient capacity and the location of an elevated trestle for
directly dumping hopper cars of coal indicated the location of the
new boilerhouse, which was planned for the immediate installa-
tion of 600 nominal horse-nower of boilers and reserve for
400 horse-power additional. In a more northerly location addi-
tional boiler capacity would be needful in winter for an estab-
lishment of this size.

These boilers are in 200 horse-power units, it being believed
that smaller units do not srive a like economy and that it would
not be wise to have less than a two-thirds capacity to fall back
on in case of the failure of any one boiler. It is deemed un-
necessary to go into detail as to the boiler arrangement, stack
and smoke connection: their general arrangement is shown on
the plan of the works herewith. The boilers have been installed
and connected to the old system of steam piping, and have been
operating for some months in a very satisfactory manner, and
some considerable economy of fuel and maintenance has been
secured thereby.
The direct current system of electric transmission of power

and lighting was adopted, using two-wire, 220-volt current for
motors and three-wire system for lights. This was determined
upon after visiting a large number of plants.
Instead of preparing a set of specifications requiring a definite

arrangement of the electrical machinery, it was thought best to
issue an invitation to the electrical companies to tender on such
forms of apparatus as in their opinion would best suit our needs,
these needs being fully set forth for their information.
Three instructions relative to the general layout read as fol-

lows: "There are to be three generators, each direct driven by
a compound, non-condensi.ig engine. Inasmuch as two voltages
are desired, namely, 110-volts, three-wire system for lighting,
and 220-volts for power circuits, the arrangement and design of
*v»ese generators may be proposed in more than one form, to

permft delivery of current from the switchboard of either power
or lighting voltage from any combination of Hie generators." A
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schedule of the power and lights probably required was then
given, covering the twenty-four hours. The instructions then
proceed: "All generators must be of the latest and most im-
proved type. They must be guaranteed by their makers to de-
velop electrical energy specified, and the guarantee should state
the electrical efficiency and also the limit of heating with the
rated load."
The system of shop lighting has been series, constant current,

double carbon, open arc lamps for general illumination and 110-

volt incandescent lamps on alternating circuits. The new sys-
tem puts the power and lights on the same current, using more
than one unit for generating, lessening thereby the probability
of a breakdown affecting the continuity of service.

Direct-current machinery was chosen on account of its ap-
plicability to all the classes of service required, and for three
principal reasons: First, for use in crane service, as being best

as to reduce this radius and the weight of the copper required.
The bidders were requested to fulfill the following conditions

in their tenders on the switchboard: "The switchboard to be of
marble, provided with one ammeter and one voltmeter for each
geneartor; two recording wattmeters (one for each side of the
three-wire circuits); one recording wattmeter for power circuits.
To have also automatic cut-outs for guarding against overloads:
lightning arrestors and the necessary fuses. Triple bus-bars are
to be provided for light circuits and double bars for power cir-

cuits, and suitable switches are to be provided to throw the cur-
rent from any generator to either the lighting or power circuits,
and in addition to these there should be a main switch for
throwing the two sets of bus-bars together. Contractors are re-
quested to furnish a design of switchboard embodying these
features and in addition such feeder panels and switches as seem
necessary to operate the plant, taking into consideration the plan

2
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General Arrangement Steam and Power Plant.— Roanoke Shops, N. & W. R. R.

adapted to that work„ Second, by reason of the slower speeds
of direct-current motors, they are more readily directly belted
to line shafts and machines without the use of intermediate
countershafting. Third, alternating-current motors are very en-
ticing on account of their simplicity and ease of repair, and I
have no doubt that their makers and users have very convinc-
ing arguments for their adoption and use: they are, however,
far more expensive per horse-power than direct-current motors.
Great care has to be taken in wiring for the alternating-current
systems to avoid trouble and losses from induction and cross
currents. No trouble of this kind is experienced with the direct
current if care is taken to properly proportion the wires for their
load and the odinary precautions in regard to insulation are
followed. The alternating current certainly has its field in long-
distance transmission, where a cheap source of power can be
reached and by high voltage be economically transmitted. In
such a case the final voltage and its mode of distribution must
be determined by local conditions and with special reference to
the work to be done.
There were, therefore, electrical, mechanical and financial rea-

sons that determined the use of direct-current transmission in

the shops I have named. The plan of the work shows that the
power station is by no means the center of distribution, the
greatest radius being about 2,000 feet, and it required a 700,000
C. M. cable to transmit the power necessary at the mill. The
investment in such a cable, however, was far less than it would
have been to install the powerhouse at an intermediate point so

of the works and the distribution of power and lights as stated.
"It is desired that the switchboard be of neat design, with all

istruments, switches and other attachments first-class in every
respect. It is desired to incur no unnecessary expense in elab-
oration, but to provide every facility for convenient operation,
safety and accurate electrical measurements and records. The
wiring between the generators and switchboards to be of heavy
cooper, braided, rubber-covered cable run below the floor in con-
duits."
A complete plan of the woiks and yards and the probable

amounts of light and power for each location were furnished
bidders upon which to base their recommendations and pro-
posals.
The plan finally adopted comprised three generators, one

75-K. W. and two of 160-K. W. each. The smaller unit being
approximately 100 horse-power and the larger ones something
over 200 horse-power each, it will be seen that by combinations
of the generators, 100, 200. 300, 400 or 500 horse-power may be
transmitted to the board. This is believed to be good steam en-
gineering, as it affords an opportunity to work the engines
closely within their most economical range of steam using.
The three-wire system of lighting generally requires two gen-

erators to be worked in series, but in this plant, for considera-
tions of simplicity, first cost and general convenience, and for
the further reason that the plant is primarily a power plant, the
arrangement and voltage of the generators were fixed with a
view to all these considerations and operated direct to the board
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at 220 volts. This being also the proper voltage for the outside

wires of the three-wire system the means of maintaining proper

Glance between the two sides was then considered and arranged

bv using a motor-generator balancer set of 10-K. W. capacity

This mlchine has its controlling switches on a panel of the

switchboard and in a simple manner maintains the balance of

tTe two sides, correcting any inequality of current pressure there

may be, due to one side being more heavily loaded than the

0t
If

r
the plant was primarily for lights, this plan would not have

been adopted, as in that case 110-volt generators, in.multiple

for lights and series for power, as in the Chicago & North-

western power plant, would be advisable.
.
Care being taken in

the distribution of the lights on the circuits, the balancer has

little to do and is a simple and effective device The shops are

to a considerable extent wired and equipped with incandescent

drcuits 110 volts, alternating current, and it is only necessary

to straighten out and extend the service, transferring the feed-

ers to the new switchboard. ,
.

General inside illumination is provided for by the use of 11U-

volt inclosed arc lamps on the same circuit as the incandescent

lanms the arc lamps having opalescent single globes and sheet

IroTshades painted white. It is believed .that this style of arc

lamp is best suited for shoo-lighting as against the use of double-

-lass globes with no shades. The shades distribute downward

a portion of the light that would be otherwise wasted upward

and do not interfere with the lateral distribution of the light.

The question how far individual motor driving should be con-

sidered for machines is an interesting one, but it is the belief of

the writer that it is not necessary or advisable to consider any-

thing but group driving in the average railroad shop.

There is one shop that has been considerably exploited by the

consulting electrical engineer who laid it out, that is a shining

example of the extreme in individual inotor-driving. The pub-

lished descriptions of this shop state that motors of the follow-

ing horse-powers are installed, as follows: 1, Z, 3, a.0, *, o, o,

7 5 8 9 5 10 13 15, 17.5. 20, 22.5. 25, 35 and 45 horse-power.

There' are' 94 'machines listed excluding cranes, turntables, etc.,

driven by 68 motors. The machine shop shows 42 machines

driven by 29 motors. The arrangement is such that if another

machine
J
were to be put in. a motor for it would be required

In the Norfolk & Western machine shop there are 1S6 macnines,

which will be group-driven by six motors, aggregating not over

10
A ma

r

chine
W
mav be added to any group without seriously over-

loading the mot6r, and as there are several groups we may add

a number of machines without change of motors. The additional
*
nd would be shown at the switchboard but by reason of the

group system it would add but a small amount to any one

m
The' reasoning in favor of group-driving of railway shop ma-

chinery is on this wise: One machine requiring 1 horse-power

may be taken as a unit; individually motor-driven this machine

would take a 1 horse-power motor to operate it, even

rf it ran but one-half the time, and average machine

tools are idle or running light at least that amount for

work or tool adjustment. Two or three such tools grouped

would not require their full multiple of the nmt power, but the

full value of grouped driving will be reached (first), when the

number of machines in the group will enable the use of a motor

of Sufficient size for a near approach to good electrical efficiency,

which is not possible with small motors; and (second), when the

number of machines is such that the proportion of idle time may

be so distributed over them as to be practically continuous and

effect a proportionate reduction in the power needed in the motor.

For example, if one unit takes 1 horse-power and is idle one-

half the thne, two such units can be driven by a 1 horse-power

motor provided the machines are run alternately, but if both

are oVated together the motor will be subjected to one hundred

per cent overload. If we take ten such units, however and use

a 5 horse-power motor, the chances are about even that the

motor wUl be driven to its rating, and they are infinitely small

£ to ite ever getting one hundred per cent, overload. There is

no argument alainst individual motor driving in case the ma-

chines to be driven are large enough or. if their isolation is

necessary to facilitate movement of material, .
but we are con-

smering"average railway shop machinery, and in most cases, old

maehinerv already group-driven from shafting.

The extremist in electric driving does not like .to use shafting,

but as against an almost one hundred per cent increase of total

motor capacity required, the low electrical efficiency of small

motors and also the high cost per horse-power for small motors

£ compared with those of moderate size and power, a reasonable

length of shafting will in the end prove the best investment for

0"/ class of work. In a wood planing mill the case is some-

what different. The power required is so much greater for heavy

planers, and other continuously operated machines, that individ-

ual driving may be attempted, but even here it may profitably
be limited. Saws, shapers, jointers, mortisers, tenoners, band
saws, borers, all intermittently operated machines, can be suc-
cessfully grouped and driven Avith a fraction of the power re-
quired for individual driving.
From the table it will be noted that the mill was equipped

with a large engine. An indicator test showed the average
power required, including all friction, to be 160 horse-power,
although for short intervals it ran a little over 200 horse-power.
It was believed that, by the elimination of the engine friction,
the heavy transmission belts, and certain unused lengths of
shafting, that 125 horse-power of motors would operate the mill,
using seven motors driving forty machines, all on the group
system. It was decided that it would be wise, however, to
overrun the calculated power at the heavy end of the shop
somewhat and 140 horse-power of motors were ordered.
Other departments that are to be motor-driven in groups are

the smith shop, bolt and forging machinery; the forge blowers,
together with the flue shop machinery; the bolt and nut cutting
machinery, together with the smith shop punching and shearing
machinery; boiler shop machinery; the foundry rattlers, grinders
and drilling machinery in two groups, and the foundry cupola
blowers are also to be driven with a motor with rheostatic
control for varying- the speed according to the need for blast.
In all twenty-three motors were ordered, as follows: Three 7.5
horse-power, five 10 horse-power, three 15 horse-power, ten 20
horse-power, one 30 horse-power, one 35 horse-power, aggregat-
ing 382.5 horse-power. It will be noted that the 20 horse-power
motor is ordered in a larger quantity than any other size, it

being intended that this should be the standard motor so far as
possible. All motors are of the regular commercial type, stand-
ard with the manufacturers.
The above described motors are in all cases to be directly belted

to line shafting. The writer has seen motors directly attached
on the end of line shafting, as at the General Electric Com-
pany's shops at Schenectady. At another shop hack-geared
motors were used directly attached, but the gearing was very
noisy and neither of these plans employ strictly standard motors.
At the Baldwin Locomotive Works, where both individual and

grouped driving are very extensively used, belts are used to the
"'•eatest possible extent and in many cases with such short belt
centers as to be surprising that good results could be obtained.
It was explained that this method was very satisfactory and
that after a belt was taken up a few times, in most cases it

would run thereafter almost indefinitely, and if it did fail, its

replacement was much easier, cheaper and speedier than to re-

pair broken gearing.
On the other hand, many shops employ gear connections be-

tween their motors and machines, especially the modern heavy
machinery, much of which is now built to be directly driven.
Where the gearing can be covered and protected it may do very
well, but wear is inevitable and gear breakages are expensive
and at times exceedingly inconvenient. There is a very desira-
ble flexibility in a belt connection and if there should be a
failure of the motor an extra one can be readily installed if

standard types are employed. Some of the electrical companies
have developed systems of multiple voltage, which, in connec-
tion with double or triple gearing, give a large range of adjust-
ment of cutting speed of tools individually driven, enabling
maximum outnut after proper speed has been determined by
experiment. These systems involve the use of considerable
gearing, additional wiring and a generating set arranged with
reference to the number of the voltage desired. Some of our
friends who have installed multiple voltage may be able to en-
lighten us as to its advantages, but as the writer does not favor
individual driving as a rule, multiple voltage was not consid-
ered in connection with the plant under discussion.
The description so far has reference only to the regular motors

for power purposes to be used at Roanoke shops. In addition
to these, various situations have been considered and electrical

power planned. Some of these are as follows: The substitu-
tion of a motor instead of a rope drive for the machine shop
walking crane which operates on a center track running the
length of the machine shop and serving heavy tools adjacent
thereto. A rrailway motor and controller is to displace a steam
engine and boiler driving a turn-table. A new 40-ton, 3-motor
crane with a 5-ton auxiliary hoist was installed in the erecting
shop, and a 25-ton rope-driven crane is to be re-enforced to
carry 40 tons and be electrically equipped in a similar manner
to the preceding crane for use in the erecting and boiler shops.
A rebuilt crane of 15 tons capacity is to be installed in the
foundry, displacing a hydraulic crane which could operate over
but a small area, while the traveling crane could cover a large
portion of the foundry floor. It is probable that in the near
future a second turn-table, now hand operated, will be electrical-

operated, and that electrical power will be furnished the gen-
eral office for elevator service.
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THE Twentieth Century Limited tram of the Lake

Shore & Michigan Southern Ry. on Saturday,

July 12, made a remarkable record for fast running.

The train when 45 miles west of Buffalo was 2 hours

and 28 minutes behind its schedule, and then an at-

tempt was made to make up as much time as possible.

The train covered the 134 miles between Brockton

and Cleveland in 131 minutes. From Cleveland to

Toledo at some points a speed reaching ninety miles

an hour was made, covering the distance of 113 miles

in 103 minutes. The run to Elkhart, Ind., 133 miles,

was covered in 115 minutes. The run into Chicago

from Elkhart was slower, on account of slowing down
while passing through three towns where the speed

of trains is limited by ordinance. Slow-downs were

also necessary for the fourteen grade railroad cross-

ings in Chicago. Despite these delays, the 101 miles

were covered in in minutes, and the train, which was
due in the city at 9:45 a. m., arrived at the Grand Cen-

tral Passenger Station only 28 minutes late. The
time for 481 miles was 460 minutes.

»

»

THE "Future Engineer" was the title of a paper

read at a recent meeting of the North West Rail-

way Club, by Mr. F. W. Dyer, of the Galena Oil

Company. Mr. Dyer said that "the engineer of the

present must, with all the modern improvements in

power, be not only as good but far superior to the en-

gineer of the past, for the reason that he is now sup-

posed to be not only a locomotive engineer, but he

must also look after the heating of the train, do the

braking for it, and be something of an electrician, as

electric headlights are becoming very common. When
all this is taken into consideration, it does seem to me
that we should have a different starting point than

the roundhouse pit, or, in other words, have the

future engineer commence his education as a wiper."

He thought that it would be an improvement to pro-

mote only those to firemen who have had at least one

year's experience as helper to the roundhouse machin-

ist. He thought from his experience that one year

in the roundhouse would have made him a much bet-

ter engineer at the start than he was when he first

took an engine. Meaning, as roundhouse helper, jack-

ing up engines, taking off steam-chest covers, taking

down rods, dissecting air-brake pumps, and, in fact,

every portion of the engine that is dissected in a round-

house, which should certainly give a helper an oppor-

tunity of learning a great deal abo.ut an engine in one

year. He would then know, in reporting work, how
to report it to advantage, as well as how to fix a dis-

abled engine.

*-•-

THE Chicago & Alton road has been experiment-

ing with locomotives of various patterns, bor-

rowed from a number of the leading western roads, for

several weeks, with a view to determining what type

of locomotives are best fitted for fast passenger service

on that line, and with the intention of placing an order

for 25 such engines. It is understood that a locomo-

tive obtained from the Illinois Central R. R. for test

purposes has been evidencing very satisfactory results,

and one borrowed from the Lake Shore & Michigan

Southern road broke all speed records for the Alton

line on July 6th. On that occasion a train of 12 heavy

passenger cars was handled between Roodhouse and

Bloomington, 111., a distance of no miles, in 142 min-

utes, making three stops. The schedule time for the

run with a train of four cars is 150 minutes, and on

the run in question a number of miles were made in

50 seconds each. From Petersburg to Mason City.

16 miles, the run was made in 15 minutes A
record run for long distance was recently accomplished

on the Pittsburg division of the Pennsylvania R. R.,

between Altoona and Pittsburg, 117 miles, the distance

being covered in 125 minutes by a train of 13 cars

drawn by one of the E-2 type passenger locomotives.

From Gallitzen to Pitcairn, a distance of 90.8 miles,

the time consumed was 86 minutes, while from the

former point to Wilkinsburg, 99.3 miles were passed

over in 99 minutes On July 8, the fast mail train

of the B. & O. S. W. road ran from Washington, Ind.,

to East St. Louis, a distance of 160 miles, in 188 min-

utes, including six stops which averaged 5 minutes

each ; making the actual running time between the two

points 158 minutes.
*-•-*

THE oil burning locomotive is attracting attention

and the answer by Mr. P. Sheedy to the Pacific

Coast Railway Club, "What is the minimum allow-

able time in which an oil-burning locomotive may be

brougfht into roundhouse with 100 oounds of steam,
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washed out, filled up, and 100 pounds of steam again engine is not new in the sense of having six wheels

gotten on boiler, without ill effects on the boiler?" coupled "600" type, designed for mineral traffic. This

"Above question is one that is rather difficult to in order of advent, having been preceded by the ten-

find a definite answer for. Ordinarily, the amount of wheelers built by Mr. W. Worsdell and also by those

time required by natural draft to cool the brickwork, brought out by Mr. P. Drummond on the Highland

together with water in the boiler, to the temperature line. Mr. Drummond's 'engine weighed just under 60

of the water used in washing out and refilling, should tons and Mr. Worsdell's earliest type just over that

be sufficient for the cooling part, and then sufficient amount, his latest reaching 67 tons. Mr. Dean's loco-

time should be used in firing up to gradually and thor- motive giant, in working order, turns the scale at a

oughly warm up the brickwork and lower portion of point slightly over 69 tons.

the fire box, without forcing the boiler into steam Mr. Dean's No. 100 not only exceeds in weight any

with a strong blower. As conditions will vary with other locomotive in the United Kingdom, it also sur-

different classes of locomotives, it is impossible to passes in boiler power every passenger engine in the

place a definite time limit on

the operation for all engines.

"In a general way, I would

say that the operation re-

ferred to in question No. 57

should not he carried out in

less than ten hours, to be di-

vided about as follows : First

let the steam off boiler and

allow water to remain in the

boiler until temperature of

brick lining is lowered to

that of the plates. For this

portion of the operation I

woul d recommend three

hours, after which water can

be let out of the boiler. The
boiler then should be al-

lowed to stand without

washing (if cold water is

used) for three additional

hours.- One hour is ample

time for washing and the

application of wash - out

plugs. The operation of fill-

ing and firing up should not

be performed in less than

three hours, making a total

of ten hours."

-*-•--

^HE first number of

Page's Magazine, an

English publication, which

appeared in July in very

handsome form, contained in

its notes on locomotive en-

engineering the following:

Mr. W.-L. Winchell.
VICE-PRESIDENT AND GENERAL MANAGER OF

THE ST. LOUIS AND SAN FRANCISCO R. R.

Mr. Winchell entered railroad service in July, 1873,
as clerk in the office of Superintendent of Machinery.
From that position he advanced through the Passenger
Department to become President of the Kansas City,
Ft. Scott and Memphis System, and later vice-president
and general manager of the entire Frisco System.

country and every locomo-

tive of any type, with the

single exception of Mr. Mc-
intosh's huge eight-wheel

coupled "600" type, designed

for mineral traffic. This

latter has 2,qoo sq. ft. of

heating surface as against

the 2,400 sq. ft. of Mr.
Dean's new engine, and also

has increased steam-genera-

tive capacity in its firebox,

which is a vast development

of the Belpaire tyoe. It may
be taken as probable, there-

fore, that the two immense
locomotives are very much
on an equality in respect to

dieir capacity in steam gen-

eration.

I RON AND STEEL, the

recognized organ of the

iron and steel industries of

the West, had the following

to sav recently in regard to

the ordering of cars : "The

man who is looking for busi-

ness straws could not do bet-

ter than to inspect the order

books of the various car and

locomotive builders through-

out the country. Next to

large stationary engine

jworks, their product is prob-

libly sold as far ahead
The year 1902 has already as any other important branch of the metal industry,

been signalized by the appearance of some novel Engine builders are sold ahead in some instances for
types of British locomotives, one of these being the eighteen months or more. The car builders are prob-
largest and heaviest passenger engine that has yet ably not far behind. It is said that for locomotives
been seen on British metals. Another—the largest in orders have lately been booked for 1900 delivery. Car
most respects— is certainly the most powerful from the works have lately been among the most active buyers
tractive viewpoint. f material, indicating that they have accepted large

Swindon's latest production is the huge express lo- obligations. One of the large western car builders
comotive bearing the number "100." Mr. W. Dean's has sent to the shops orders for enough equipment to
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keep the shops busy for more than a year. Just how
many orders are held back in the general offices for the

present is not known but the suspicion is that there is

a good lot of them.

"There is not any great outcry for more cars. The

railroads are taking care of freight offered with a

reasonable degree of dispatch. But the time for the

annual shortage is not quite due. One or two months

hence, something may be heard about it, if there is

no disorganization of business through strikes or oth-

erwise. One of the most pleasing circumstances in

regard to this large buying of equipment, by the west-

ern railroads, is that it indicates confidence in the

permanence of an increased traffic. A railroad official

remarks that no one not giving his immediate atten-

tion to the matter, knows just how rapidly the spa-

cious west is filling up, not with farmers, as it did

years ago, but with towns and cities and with fac-

tories, the elements that make traffic. The western

roads by analyyzing their business find that in all

parts of the west and northwest, there is a steady

growth of miscellaneous industries, which is destined

to make this region the future New England in man-

ufacture. It is the foresight of these coming condi-

tions that is inducing the railroad companies to pre-

pare for the populous regions by providing adequate

transportation facilities."

»

The Grand Trunk Railway London Car Works Literary Association

HE rapid development of Stephenson's

'l* crude model into the monster compound

locomotive, and the cramped, springless,

stage-coach type of lailway carriage into

the magnificent and luxurious Pullman

palaces of the present day, is not more

marked than the growth of the small band

of pioneer railroad operatives into the

gigantic army of officials, trainmen and

skilled artisans, who are to-day engaged in the oper-

ation of the immense systems, which intersect the

American and other continents. The up-to-date

twentieth century manager, who insists upon having

the latest and most improved equipment for his road,

knowing that no matter how great the expense, the re-

sults to be obtained justify the outlay, is equally in-

sistent in his efforts to obtain the very best product

of brain and sinew available to man the vast concern,

the piloting of which to prosperity and dividend earn-

ing basis, he is entrusted with ; and this requirement

he by no means confines to the executive heads of de-

partments, but extends it to every branch of the serv-

ice. Therefore, while he is anxious to provide im-

proved roadbed, with heavier rails, reduced gradients

and strengthened bridges in order to meet the strain

of the much weightier trains, and in construction and

repair shops, modern and expensive plant and ma-

chinery to build and keep in condition the valuable

equipment, the keen, far-sighted manager is prompt to

encourage every undertaking which makes for the in-

tellectual improvement and higher technical training

of the thousands of employes of which he is the head.

Accordingly, railroad Y. M. C. A.'s, reading rooms,

and circulating libraries, with their technical classes,

etc., have come into existence under executive approval

at many points where numbers of railroad men are

congregated. The history of one such institution

forms the subject of this sketch.

When, in the summer of 1897, the new and com-

modious car shops were by the Grand Trunk Railway

System erected at London, Ontario, and equipped with

all the modern facilities necessary to maintain the

rolling stock of the Middle and Northern Divisions

in its high state of efficiency, the question of provid-

ing suitable lodgment for a library, the nucleus of

which was already in existence, was early considered

and, by direction of the management, comfortable

quarters in the office and stores building were fitted up

with every convenience for its accommodation. By
April, 1898, everything was in readiness and that

month saw "The Grand Trunk Railway London Car

Works Literary Association" launched under the

guidance of the following officers:

President—Mr. Samuel King, Master Car Builder.

Vice-Presidents—Messrs. Thomas Treleaven and

Joseph McWood.
Secretary-Treasurer—Mr. Wm. Reid.

Librarian—Mr. Wm. Allaster.

Trustees—Messrs. J. B. Laurie and Charles Mc-
Wood.
Managing Committee—Mr. Wm. Lewis, Chairman;

Messrs. Thos. Tuxford, George Childs, A. Lacey,

Thomas Beattie, Henry Ellis and James Fitzgerald.

Auditors—Messrs. Samuel Sercombe and F. J. Rod-

gers.

The membership fee of the Association was placed

at a merely nominal figure, in order that no employee

need be debarred from partaking of its full benefits.

That the efforts of the management of the Grand

Trunk System, in their behalf, was appreciated by the

employees, was evidenced by the desire unanimously

expressed that the offices of PTonorary President and

Honorary Vice-President should be respectively

filled by the Second Vice-President and General Man-
ager, Mr. Chas. M.'Hays, and the Superintendent Car

Department, Mr. Wm. McWood. To this request

both gentlemen granted a ready assent, and continue

to hold the positions at this writing and to evidence a

lively interest in the organization.

During the past four years the reading tables have
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The Grand Trunk Railway London Car Works
been supplied, in addition to daily papers and weekly
periodicals, with copies of the leading monthly maga-
zines, both literary and technical, while the shelves
of the circulating department are stocked with some
Three thousand volumes in cloth binding. While here,

as elsewhere, fiction occupies a large space, the num-
ber of historical, scientific and technical works is by
no means insignificant, and reference to the librarian's

records shows that these are in constant demand. Sev-
eral considerable supplements to the catalogue have
been made necessary by the placing upon the shelves
from time to time of liberal selections from the latest

publications. That the committees in charge have
been able to do this is largely owing to the generos-
ity of the railroad management, which shows its prac-
tical sympathy with the Association by turning into
its coffers each year a substantial rebate upon the pro-
ceeds of the excursion over the system, in which the
four hundred car works employees and their families,

joined by many from the other departments of the
road, annually indulge.

Literary Association.—The Libraryand Reading Room.

During the past winter a series of evening classes

was arranged and proved very successful ; mechanical,

freehand and art drawing being carried on under com-

petent teachers, in accordance with the curriculum of

the Ontario Education Department; and if evidence of

the thoroughness and practical nature of the instruc-

tion imparted were needed, it is found in the fact that

several of the students following the course, creditably

passed the spring examination of the Ontario School

of Art and Design.

An era of prosperity and usefulness seems to be in

store for this exceedingly healthy organization, which

is at present officered as follows:

President—Mr. T. J. Hutchinson.

Vice-Presidents—Messrs. James Herriot and Thos.

Tuxford.

Secretary-Treasurer—Mr. Wm. Reid.

Librarian—Mr. Wm. Allaster.

Trustees—Messrs. Alfred Tory and John Phillips

Managing Committee—Mr. James Fitzgerald, chair-

man ; Messrs. Jeremiah Loughlin, George Childs, Rob-
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crt Moulc, Charles Barratt, Thomas Beattie and E. B
Graham.

Auditors—Messrs. Samuel Sercombe and F. J. Rod-

gers.

These, together with Past Presidents Thomas Tre-

leaven and Joseph McWood, form the group as-

sembled in the Library and Reading Room, repre-

sented in the illustration of this article.

4 »

»

Passenger Locomotive for Missouri Pacific Railway

E show herewith a photograph of and give

a description of a six-wheel connected pas-

senger engine, built at the Brooks Works

of the American Locomotive Company, for

the Missouri Pacific Railway. These en-

gines also give evidence of advanced

thought in design which, is shown in the

large grate area and heating surfaces, ana

the use of steel castings wherever desirable to reduce

weight, and have cylinders 20x26 ins. and 69 in. driv-

Ten of these engines were ordered foring wheels.

Journal leading axles 5y2xl2 ins.

Journal leading axles, wheel fit ^Va ms -

Wheels and Journals, Continued.

Journal, driving 9x12 ins.

Journal, driving, axle wheel fit 8% ins.

Journal, trailing, axle wheel fit 7x14 ins.

Journal, trailing, axle wheel fit 7% ins.

Cylinders.

Cylinder, diam 20 ins.

Cylinder stroke 26 ins.

Piston rod, diam 3% ins.

Main rod, length, center to center Ill ins.

Steam ports, length 25 1/2 ins.

Steam ports, width 1% ins.

Passenger Locomotive for

June delivery. They will burn bituminous coal and

the weight on leading wheels, 31,000 lbs.; weight on

driving wheels, 120,000 lbs. ; weight on trailing wheels,

22,000 lbs.; weight, total, 173,000 lbs.; weight tender,

loaded, 110,000 lbs.

General Dimensions.

Length over all, engine 44 ft. 8% ins.

Length over all, total engine and tender 67 ft. 9^ ins.

Height, center of boiler above rail 9 ft. 6 ins.

Height, stack above rail 15 ft. 4% ins.

Heating surface, firebox 152 sq. ft.

Heating surface, water tubes 22 sq. ft.

Heating surface, tubes 2778.5 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2952.5 sq. ft.

Grate area 42.4 sq. ft.

Wheels and Journals.

Wheels, leading, No 4

Wheels, leading, diam 33 ins.

Wheels, driving, No 6
Wheels, driving, diam 69 ins.

Wheels, trailing, No 2
Wheels, trailing, diam 49 jns
Material of wheel centers Steel
Type of Trailing Wheels Improved Radial

Missouri Pacific Railway.

Exhaust ports, least area 65 sq. ins.

Bridge, width 3 ins.

Valves.

Valves, kind of Improved piston

Valves, greatest travel 5 5-16 ins.

Valves, steam lap (inside) iy8 ins.

Valves, exhaust clearance, outside ,

Lead in full gear

Lead, constant or variable Variable

Boiler.

Bolier, type of Radial stayed wagon top
Boiler, working pressure 200 lbs.

Boiler, material in bbl Steel
Boiler, thickness of material in shell. .21-32, 11-16, 9-16, y2 ins.

Boiler, thickness in tube sheet . . .% ins.

Boiler, diam. of barrel, front 64 3-16 ins.

Boiler, diam. of barrel at throat 69% ins.

Seams, kind of horizontal Sextuple
Seams, kind of circumferential Triple
Crown sheet stayed with .Radial stays
Dome, diam., inside

. . .30 ins

Firebox.

Firebox, type Wide
Firebox, length 78 ins
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Firebox, width 80 ins.

Firebox, depth, front 77 7-16 ins.

Firebox, depth, back 63 ins.

Firebox, material Steel

Firebox, thickness of sheets '

...Crown, % ins.; tube, % ins.; sides, % ins.

Firebox brick arch On water tubes

Firebox, mud ring, width

3% ins., back; 3% ins., sides; 4 ins., front

Firebox, water space at top. 6 ins. back;6 ins.sides; 4 ins. front

Firebox, grates, kind of Rocking

Tubes, number of 256

Tubes, material Charcoal iron

Tubes, outside 2% ins.

Tubes, thickness No. 11 B. W. G.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 18 ft. 6% ins.

Smoke Box.

Smoke Box, diam., outside 67 ins.

Smoke Box, length from tube sheet 69 ins.

Exhaust nozzle, single or double Single

Exhaust nozzle, variable or permanent Permanent
Exhaust nozzle, diam 5 ins., 5% ins., 514 ins.

Exhaust nozzle, distance of tip below center of boiler. 3% ins.

Netting, wire or plate Wire

)

Netting, size of mesh or perforations 2% x 2%
Stack, straight or taper Taper
Stack, least diam., taper 15 ins.

Stack, greatest diam., taper 17 ins.

Stack, height above smoke box 37 ins.

Tender.

Type 8-wheel steel frame
Tank, type Water bottom
Tank, capacity for water 5,000 gals.

Tank, capacity for coal 10 tons

Tank, material Steel

Tank, thickness of sheets % ins.

Type of under frame Steel channel
Type of trucks All metal
Type of springs, Double elliptic

Diam. of wheels s 33 ins.

Diam. and length of journals 5x9 ins.

Distance between centers of journals 5 ft. 1 ins.

Diam. of wheel fit on axle 6% ins.

Diam. of center of axle 5% ins.

Length of tender over bumper beam 21 ft. V/2 ins.

Length of tank inside 19 ft. 6 ins.

Height of tank not including collar 5 ft. 114 ins.

Type of draw gear m. C. B. coupler

»

Tank Car with Steel Underframe.

21 ft. 10

HE American Steel Foundry Company, of

St. Louis, recently built some tank cars

with steel underframes for the Illinois Su-

gar Refining Company, for carrying glu-

cose. The accompanying photograph

shows the design. The tank has a capacity

of 6000 gallons and weighs 31,500 pounds.

The length over end sills is 27 ft. 9 in., the

greatest width is 9 ft. 6 in. and the tank is

in. long by 6 ft. 10 in. in diameter. The bot-

tom of the tank is 4 ft. 4 in. above the rail and the

height of the car over all is 12 ft. 7 in.

In designing this car the builders varied somewhat
from regular car builders' methods, carrying the tank

on two channel center sills supported at either end by
the body bolsters, the centers of these channels rest-

ing on double needle beams which carry the load

out to the side sills, which are of regular truss design,

and which in turn carry this load of the center of the

tank back to the body transoms.

Tank Car With Steel Underframe,
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The cast steel body transoms and one channel of

each needle beam extend out on either side of the

car and support the running- boards. The channel

center sills are lined with wood stringers which sup-

port the tank directly, and as the tank is blocked at

each end with wooden buffers, it leaves the tank en-

tirely separated and independent of the steel under-

framing. The usual flat steel bands were used to

hold the tank in place. These tanks contain coils

of pipe through which steam is passed for the purpose

of thinning up the glucose to aid in emptying. The

trucks are of standard American Steel Foundry Co.'s

design and the body bolsters are also of the one piece

cast steel pattern. The following parts were also

made of cast steel : end sills, draft lugs\ couplers, un-

coupling rod brackets and other miscellaneous parts.

We are indebted for this information and the accom-

panying illustration to Mr. R. M. Wiggin, chief engi-

neer of the American Steel Foundry Company.

•» <

»

Yard Testing Plants.

MR. H. F. BALL, superintendent of motive pow-

er of the Lake Shore, presented the following

on yard testing and charging plants in a topical dis-

cussing before the recent convention of the Master

Car Builders' Association :

Is there any economy in fitting up yards with air

pipes for the purpose of testing and charging train

pipes before the engine is connected to train? The
answer to this question depends entirely on the char-

acter of the yard and the trains involved and the

method of handling same.

As a geenral proposition, all division terminal yards

should have air pipes, also yards at large interchange

points, and the installation of the air plant will not

only be found necessary but economical. At terminals

where trains are made up the air-brake equipment

should be inspected and tested. This procedure in-

volves more or less repair work, which, if performed

while the engine is connected to the train, would mean
having the engine and crew in the yard from a half

hour to an hour earlier than would be required with

the use of a yard testing plant.

The average time required for inspecting, testing

and repairing air brakes per train at one of our termi-

nals for a period covering 100 trains was 42 minutes.

As some of the trains were made up at times on two

tracks, due to yard conditions, a much greater length

of time would have been required if the ro?d engine

had been used in place of the yard plant. From this

it will appear that for yards where trains are made

up of cars received from connecting lines and local

points or where through trains are switched and filled

out there is economy in having a testing plant. At in-

termediate division terminals, it is a question whether

any advantage would be gained in connecting up the

yard plant to through trains which go through solid

and which have passed through a regular inspection

at the terminal.

About seven minutes are consumed from time the

road engine is coupled onto train until it is O. K. to

leave, providing the train is left charged. If the out-

going engine is at hand it would appear that no time

would be gained by connecting to the yard plant. The
train having previously been inspected, tested and re-

paired, very little work should be required. As a mat-

ter of fact very few trains pass through a division

terminal yard without requiring some changes in their

make-up, and such being the case the yard testing

plant will be found necessary and economical in being

able to minimize the time required for the air brake

work.

On the road with which the speaker is connected

under present conditions very few, if any, trains are

run solid form terminal to terminal. A fast through

train may leave Buffalo for Chicago filled out with

Cleveland cars. At Cleveland cars are put in to re-

place those taken out, and this may be repeated at

each division terminal. So in order to reduce the

time at division terminals the cars awaiting the trains

should be tested and put in good shape before the

arrival of the train in which they are to be placed. At

points where no yard testing plant is in operation

about twenty minutes is required for charging and

trying the air after changing engines.

This time no doubt could be reduced in many cases

by. supplementing the work of charging the train by

connecting to the yard plants.

Burning Coke on the B. & M.

OWING to strike of the anthracite coal miners

some of the railroads have been put to a con-

siderable expense and inconvenience in order to secure

sufficient hard coal to keep its trains running, and the

practicability of burning coke as a smokeless fuel is

under consideration. The Boston & Maine road has

utilized that fuel for some time in some of its passen-

ger locomotives and a number of the freight engines

will be converted as soon as conveniently possible.

Mr. L. A.-.Tuttle, president of the road, in a recent in-

terview is quoted as follows : "Coke is a perfect loco-

motive fuel, and we are changing over our locomotive

equipment so as to adapt the same to the burning of

coke as rapidly as we can get engines into the shops.

We expect to have fifty locomotives changed over this

summer and 100 before next January unless some new
conditions arise which we do not anticipate. We al-

ready have about one dozen changed over and are us-
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ing most of them in our suburban service between

Boston, Gloucester and Marblehead. We have one on

our through Portland express and it is fulfilling all our

expectations. It costs about $50 to change over an

engine by placing in water grates which we find best

adapted for the purpose. The coke creates such an

intense heat that cast-iron grates are not durable. By
building up our engine tenders we are able to run our

engines from 125 and 150 miles without refueling, and

we cannot do better than this with coal. Of course,

the great advantage in the use of coke is that it is dust-

less and smokeless. On the run from Portland to

Boston there will hardly remain a handful of ashes,

whereas in the burning of coal almost three bushels of

ashes would remain. The cost of coke is just about

the same as bituminous coal, while the advantages are

innumerable. We estimate that the Boston & Maine

will effect a saving of at least $100,000 a year that it

now pays in damages, by reason of fires from sparks.

The use of coke is just as economical for freight en-

gines as for passenger, and when we can get to it

it will be used on both freight and passenger engines.

The engineers and firemen much prefer it to coal and

understand its use. Bituminous coal requires constant

firing, whereas coke only requires refiring about every

twelve miles."
«~*~*

Passenger Locomotive for the Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.

E illustrate herewith drawings showing a

\JLT i six-wheel connected passenger engine be-

ing built at the Schnectady Works of the

American Locomotive Company for the

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway. These en-

gines were designed by Mr. W. S. Morris

(who at the time was superintendent of

motive power of the above road) to fit

the conditions of the service existing

on that line. The engines described by the Whyte
classification are of the 4-6-2 type, and have some
notable features in the liberal heating surfaces, the

long flues, the large grate area, etc. The prints em-

brace side elevation and end elevations of engine, sec-

tional views of boiler, piston valve. Wtih these are

also general dimensions. We regret that there is no
photograph of this engine to make the presentation of

this fine machine as complete as it deserves. It will

burn bituminous coal and the weight in working or-

der is 187,000 lbs., and on drivers, 131,000 lbs. The
general dimensions are as follows:

Wheel base, driving . 12 ft. 8 ins.

Wheel base, rigid 12 ft. Sins.

Wheel base total 32 ft. 8 ins.

Cylinders.

Diam. of clinders 22 ins.

Stroke of piston 28 ins.

Horizontal thickness of piston 51^ jns _

Diam. of piston rod 31^ jns
Kind of piston packing Cast iron rings
Kind of piston rod packing Metallic
Fixe of steam ports

Size of exhaust ports

Size of bridges

Valves.

Kind of slide valves Piston type

Greatest travel of slide valves 6 ins.

Outside lap of slide valves 1 ins.

Inside clearance Vs has.

Lead of valves in full gear Line and line

Kind of valve stem packing Metallic

Wheels, Etc.

Diam. of driving wheels outside of tire 72 ins.

Material of driving wheels centers Cast steel

Tire held by Shrinkage

Driving box material Cast steel

Diam. and length of driving journals 9 ins. diam. x 12

Diam. and length of main crank pin journals, main side,

7 x 6y3 ins 7% ins. diam. x 4%
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Diarn. and length side rod pin journals 5 ins. diain. x 4%

Engine truck, kind 4-wheel swing bolster

Engine truck journals 6 ins. diam. x 12

Diam. of engine truck wheels 33 ins.

Kind of engine truck wheels Steel tired

Boiler.

Stvle Ex - wagon top, wide fire box

Outside diam. of first ring G6 in

Working pressure 200 lbs.

Material of barrel and outside of fire box Steel

Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of lire box....

11-16, %, %, 23-32 ins.

Horizontal seams

Butt joint, sextuple riveted with welt strips inside and out

Circumferential seams Double riveted

Fire box, length 90 ins.

Fire box, width 75 ins.

Fire box, depth

Fire box, material

Fire box plates, thickness, sides, % ins.; back, % ins.;

crown, % ins.; tube sheet, % ins.

Fire box, water space

front, 4 and 5 ins.; sides, 3% and 5%; back, 3% and 4% ins.

Fire box, crown staying Rading stays

Fire box stay bolts Iron

Tubes, material Charcoal iron, No. 12

Tubes, number of 291

Tubes, diam 2*4 ins.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 19 ft. 6 ins.

Fire brick, supported on Water tubes

Heating surface, tubes 3,328.28 sq. ft.

Heating surface, water tubes 23 sq. ft.

Heating surface, fire box 182 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3,533.28 sq. ft.

Grate 47.02 sq. ft.

Grate style Rocking Ry. Co's. St'd

Ash pan style

Exhaust pipes Single high

Exhaust nozzles 5%, 5y2 and 5% ins. diam.

Smoke stack, inside diameter 18 ins.

Smoke stack, top above rail 14 ft. 11 ins.

Boiler supplied by Inspectors

Tender.

Weight, empty

Wheels, number of 8

Wheels, diam 36 ins.

Journals, diam and length 5 ins. diam. x 9 ins.

Wheel base 16 ft. 8 ins.

Tender frame 10 ins. steel channels

Tender trucks, Schnectady Works, St'd with C. & O box

and center plates.

Water capacity 6.000 U. S. gals.

Coal capacity 8 (2,000 lbs.) tons

Total wheel base of engine and tender 60 ft.

Engine equipped with Westinghouse-American combined

brakes, with high speed attachment on drivers, trailer,

tender and for train, with 9% ins. air pump.

Evolution of the Lehigh Valley Coal Car.

THE accompanying illustrations tell their own
story of the growth in the last thirty-six years

of the Lehigh Valley Coal Car. We are indebted for

the photographs and the following information to Mr.

F. F. Gaines, mechanical engineer.

The first of the cars of 6 ton capacity was built in

the summer of 1863, its weight was 3^ tons, and its

capacity 12,000 lbs. The next step was in 1877, when
20 ton cars were built, with a capacity of 40,000 lbs.,

and an average weight of 20,530 lbs. In 1884 came the

The Lehigh Valley Coal Car Past and Present.
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Evolution of the Lehigh Valley Coal Car.

25 ton cars, with a capacity of 50,000 lbs., and weigh- of cars had increased to 40 tons, the load 80,000 lbs.,

ing about 23,590 lbs. The first 30 ton car was built and weight about 36,650 lbs., and in November of 1899

in May, 1887, with a capacity of 60,000 lbs., and about were built the 50 ton all steel cars with a total capac-

27,490 lbs. weight. By the early fall of 1899 the size ity of 100,000 lbs., and weighing 37,420 lbs.

» » »

Arrangement of an Electroplating Plant for Car Shops.

(Contributed.)

OR the modern railway passenger car a great

deal of brass, silver, nickel and other plating

is required, and the accompanying plans and

description are for an electroplating and pol-

ishing plant for railroad car shops. These

plans show the manner in which the dynamo,

voltmeter, switchboards, tanks, etc., should

be connected.

The dynamo is driven by a cable which

runs from the main shaft in the shop to a grooved wheel

and the latter is keyed to the shaft, which is connected

with a belt to the dynamo. "No. 1" in Fig. 1 is the

polishing room, "No. 2" the dry room, and "No. 3" the

plating room. The switchboards are marked "11" and

are arranged along one side of the room, and are con-

nected to the main conductor or anode rod. The dy-

namo is set at "No. 9" and the binding post at "No. 10."

The positive binder wire is joined to the main con-

ductor by means of heavy wire, and the negative is

joined as shown in Fig. 1. Connection is next made
with the anodes of the tanks, "No. 4" for silver plating.

"No. 5" for brass, "No. 6" for copper, and "No. 7" and

"No. 8" for nickel. "No. 13" is the place for the lye

wash, "No. 12" the scrub bench, "No. 14" cold water,

"No. 15" hot water, "No. 16" the sawdust box, and

"No. 17" is the bench. The main part of the vat is of

usual form, the false bottom being made by setting in

wood pieces around the bottom of the vat and saucer

shape, as shown in "Nos. 1 and 2" in Fig. 2. The

center is left open and provided with a cover, "No. 3"

so as to give access to the piping, "No. 4." Cover the

wood with sheet metal plates, "No. 2." Use copper, zinc

or good clout nails. The plates are perforated with 1-16

inch holes, an inch apart, in rows of two inches.

When the articles are to be cleaned they are placed in

a cylinder where the tumbling motion removes all foreign

matters which have been loosened by the lye. Next the

parts are given a cold water bath and scoured with

pumice stone. The hand brush, water and pumice stone

are employed for this work. An improvement upon

hand scrubbing is by the use of a mechanical contriv-

ance which may he creeled as shown in Fig. 3, which
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will do away with hand work. This shows a wood block

on which a bearing is bolted, and a cylinder is run on

a shaft in this bearing. There is a like bearing at the

other end of the shaft. The bristles in the cylinder

are the same as the bristles in the hand brush. Water

is obtained through the pipe as shown. The workman

starts the cylinder, opens the valve in the water pipe,

throws some pumice stone upon the cylinder and drop?,

the articles down one by one. The motion of the brush

carries the articles forward and at the same time cleans

them. After the articles have been run through two or

three times they are ready for the next process, which

consists in removing traces of oxide by putting the parts

into a mixture of sulphuric acid. After a cold water

bath the parts are in shape for plating. A copper base

is formed in the regular way, followed by buffing and

nickel plating.

In the drying process the air carries the heat neces-

sary for evaporation and serves to remove the vapor.

The capacity of air for heat is very small, its specific

heat being but .238, with water as I. Its capacity for

vapor depends directly upon its temperature and its re-

lation to the dew point, naturally diminishing as the

point of saturation is reached. With rise of tempera-

ture the capacity of air for vapor greatly increases. It

is estimated that air at 72 degrees Fah. has a threefold

greater capacity for vapor than the same volume at 42°

Fah.; at 132" Fah. its capacity is more than 80 times

as great. An increase of temperature thus means the

more rapid formation of vapor, with a much greater in-

crease in the capacity of air for absorbing it. Add to

this the rapid circulation of air, presenting to the moist

surface at every instant an atmosphere greedy for moist-

ure, and the great convenience and efficiency of arti-

ficial drying become evident. The essential require-

ments of the heating and ventilating apparatus of the

dyring room are that it should provide a large volume
of air at the requisite temperature, and maintained in

rapid temperature, 80-100 Fah. is productive of the

best results, A temperature in excess of ioo° Fah., or

air maintained at this temperature for any considerable

period is not only unnecessary but undesirable.

An inexpensive oven for small work may be made as

follows : A wooden box is made of inch boards the

desired size and shape, and a couple of layers of asbestos

paper tacked all over the interior of this. A complete

lining of galvanized iron is then put in. Next, line the

cover and the outside with galvanized iron. The oven

described is made with the wall about thirty inches deep

and four feet high inside. This gives comfortable room

for handling and yet is not over large. A round hole

perhaps four inches in diameter must be cut in the mid-

dle of the bottom for the gasoline burner. This may
be a common gasoline stove burner with tank attached.

Rg-Z

Fig.S

F'S-*

The buffing wheels are composed of disks of cotton

cloth or may be made as shown in Fig. 3. The stand

is rapidly turned by the band and wheel. The buffing

ball may be made of soft fabric and glued to the cupped

part of the revolving stand. The polishing is done with

tripoli.
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The Player Improved Locomotive Ash Pan.

THE accompanying drawings show improvements

in locomotive ash pans recently patented by

Mr. John Player and assigned to the American Loco-

motive Company. This device, while designed par-

ticularly for engines having a wide fire-box, is applic-

able to those having narrow fire-boxes. The claims

made for the device are that it provides means to

readily discharge the contents of ash pans of fire-boxes

and the discharge opening can be maintained by the

action of gravity in a tightly closed position at all

times between discharge operations.

In carrying out the invention the upper section or

body of the ash pan which is formed of sheet metal

and fastened to the fire box in the usual manner, is

inwardly and downwardly tapered so as to clear the

The sides are trusses with steel tubes as compres-

sion members and rods as tension members, and the

principle used is said to be applicable to all forms of

high-side cars, either for steam or street railroads.

The claim is made that a lighter, cheaper and simpler

steel-framed car is comprised in this design, which

will compare favorably in strength with any of the

present forms of steel-car construction. The tubes

utilized in this design are made of steel with a maxi-

mum of carbon of 1-10 per cent and a modulus of

elasticity of 28,000,000, manufactured by the National

Tube Co., McKeesport, Pa. As for the details of the

construction, the accompanying illustrations require

little explanation. The greater part of the load on

the center sills of the car is transferred to the side

sills through two 12-in. I-beams across and under-

Player Improved Ash Pan.

wheels and direct the ashes which drop from the grate neath the sills. The maximum compression in any of

toward its middle portion. The lower section of the the tubes is about 20,000 lbs. The ultimate strength

ash pan is in the form of one or more hoppers, each against compression of a 23^-in. extra heavy pipe 8

of which is open at the top to the upper section and ft. long, standing free, is 58,300 lbs. With a factor

has an inclined bottom in which it formed a discharge of safety of 4, the safe load is found to be 14,575 lbs.

opening, closed by a door which it fitted to about When it is further considered that each diagonal brace

against and make a tight joint with the walls of the is securely held by the two longitudinal girths be-

hopper. Each of the doors is suspended upon the tween side sill and plat, full safety is obtained. As-

sides of the hopper by a pair of hangers, the lower suming, for calculation, that these two longitudinal

ends of which are pivoted to the door and the upper girths reduce the free length of the tube to 6 ft., then

ends to the sides of the hopper in such a position that the ultimate strength against compression of the 2 l/2 -

when the door is closed the hangers will stand in an m - x - H - P»pe of 6 ft. length is found to be 103,650

inclined plane which intersects the door above the lbs -> and the safe load wilh a factor of safety of 4 is

intersection therewith of the vertical aerial plane of 25>9QO lbs. Each tube may be in two parts connected

the pivots by which the hangers are coupled to the by a regular coupling to facilitate the removal and

hopper.

The doors are opened by means of a transverse op-

erating shaft having a hand lever by which it may be

rocked in its bearings fixed to one of its ends. Op-
positely-projecting arms are fixed upon the shaft sub-

stantially in the longitudinal central plane of the ash

pan, and are coupled by links to the doors.

insertion of the tubes. Each tube is screwed into

footpieces, riveted to side sill or plate. In a struc-

ture subjected to sudden shocks and constant vibra-

tions as is a car, the initial strength of the material

will be in the course of time seriously impaired. Any
means whereby the vibration is minimized will mate-

rially add to the life of the structure. The diagonal

braces in the side-framing here shown being securely

held and clamped by two longitudinal girths only about
A New Method of Steel Car Construction. 35 in apart) win naturally act as a dampener of the

IN the accompanying illustrations there are shown vibration in the upper framing of the car.

plan and elevation drawings, together with cer- For the purpose of calculation the weight of the

tain detail views, of a design of car which has been car is assumed at 36,000 lbs., with a load limit of 96,-

recently patented by Mr. H. C. Hodges, of Detroit, 000 lbs., or 48 tons. Fifty per cent of the thus as-

Mich. sumed actual load is added to insure against shocks,

• »
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etc., and thus it is considered that ample reserve of

strength in construction is obtained. Relative to the

theoretical result of this construction, it is found that

the car here shown will weigh 33,500 lbs. Out of a

total maximum haul of 129,500 lbs., 25.8 per cent only

is dead load and 74.2 per cent is paying freight, a good

New Form of Steel Car.

result in box-car construction. If it is further taken

into consideration that all shapes in the construction

are standard and that therefore repairs may be easily

22 Pips' Soc/rcr - S/oe Z'P/pe SocKers-S/oe

Section Thro" Ctr. of Socircr

Section of Girth

New Form of Steel Car.
SzctionatBolster Scct atCenter
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made at any shop, it is seen that this construction will

compare even more favorably with other present de-

signs. The reduced cost of a car of this kind is also

put forward as a feature of advantage.

It was brought out some time since in an article

appearing in the technical press descriptive of a cer-

tain form of steel car construction comprising steel

upperframing that with the steel frame the entire side

of a car becomes a steel truss, the necessity for the

heavy side sills used in the steel underframe imme-

diately disappearing, and even then the side of the

car being still at least 50 per cent stronger than the

vertical load requires. The reason for this is that, in

addition to supporting the vertical load, the posts and

braces must also resist the centrifugal force, or bulg-

ing effect, which results from rounding curves at high

speed with a loaded car. The prevailing feature in

wooden car construction is to secure a post merely

by putting it in a malleable iron shoe, which means

nothing more than a hinge or pin connection. The

method of securing steel posts is to rivet them to the

side plate or the side sill, thus making it fixed or rigid

at both ends, which gives the steel post a great ad-

vantage over the wooden post. In the present design

the advantage of rigidly securing the braces making

up the sideframing is attained fully by screwing the

tubes into their sockets;

this system also having the

advantage of making easy

the perfect erection of the

truss, as it may be screwed

up until a perfect fit of all

different members is ob-

tained.

Comparing the strength

of a wooden post with the

construction here explained,

it is seen that the safe load

upon a 2 l/2 -',n. X. H. pine

of steel, as previously speci-

fied, of 8 ft. length free is

14-575 lbs., while the safe

load upon an 8-ft. oak post

4x3 in., assuming this to

be the average size of

wooden post in car con- (Juseky
struction, is 7,200 lbs., and to withstand the safe load
upon the pipe a solid oak post of at least 3x8 in. is

required. To come closer to actual conditions, it is

assumed, as before, that the free length of the brace
is reduced by the two side girths to 6 ft. It is then
found by comparison that the 2^-in. X. H. pipe will
safely stand 25,900 lbs., the 4x3-in. oak post only
8,400 lbs., and it would require a solid oak post at least
3x12 in. to obtain the same strength as the tube with
a weight per foot of about 12 lbs., compared to J.6j
lbs. for the tube, the same factor of safety being used
in all cases. Relating to a steel member vs. a wooden
member to resist bulging or bending, it may be found
by calculation that a 2y2 -h\. std. pipe 8 ft. long act-
ing as a beam will carry safely 1,243 lbs. and the
2^-in. X. H. pipe such as here used at the bolster—

1,590 lbs. uniformly distributed, while a 4x3-111. oak

beam of the same length carries only 624 lbs. when
lying flat, as in its position between lining and

sheathing in the side of the car. It would take an oak

timber 3x8 in. to obtain the same strength against

bulging and bending as is obtained by the 2 l/2 -n\.
std. steel tube. By reference to the line drawings,

further details and the various dimensions of impor-

tant parts entering into the method of construction

above outlined may be obtained.

-+—~+-

Observation Motor Car, Canadian Pacific Ry.

AUNIQUE and interesting form of motor car to

be used for observation purposes has recently

been placed in service on the Canadian Pacific Ry.

In order to furnish the traveler with a comfortable

and rapid conveyance for touring the Canadian Rock-

ies and obtaining a view of the same at close quarters,

a system of motor cars has been inaugurated by the

road which will be run from Banff Hot Springs

throughout all the adjacent mountain district. The
motor car is 13 ft. 6 ins. long over the body and 20

ft. long over all, having the general appearance of the

ordinary electric car, as may be seen in the accom-

panying half-tone engraving. It is open at the sides

ation Motor Car, Canadian Pacific Ry.'

and is fitted with cushioned seats running across the

car, except at the center, where a space is provided
for the engineer. The ends are closed with large

sheets of plate glass and curtains are placed on the

sides to serve as a protection from sun or rain. The
seating capacity is 14 persons.

The motive power is supplied by a 20 h. p. gasoline
engine fitted with electric spark, and the car can
attain a speed of 30 miles per hour on level track,

while having sufficient power to climb any of the
mountain grades or haul a trailer if desired. The
gasoline tank holds 20 gals., which is sufficient for a
run of 300 miles. The car is mounted on a four-

wheel truck with steel tired wheels 253^ ins. in diam-
eter, and all the machinery is carried beneath the
floor. The motive power machinery is of English
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manufacture, while the car body was built and the

parts assembled in the shops of the railroad. The car

complete weighs about 4 tons and can be easily

moved by hand, without the assistance of the gasoline

engine, which is a valuable feature in case of a break-

down. It carries three brakes, an emergency and two

hand-brakes, so that should one fail either of the re-

maining two are strong enough to hold it in check.

Lights are placed at the corners, and an electric gong

at each end. The advantages of this special design

of observation car are evident. It is possible to view

all the points easily and at close range, while scenes

over which one may have traveled many times de-

velop new interest when seen from this nearer point

of view.

»

»

Large Car Sill and Timber Dresser

THERE being a demand among saw and planing

mills, car works, for a timber dressing machine

not too expensive, and still capable of doing the work

required to advantage, we show herewith a cut of one

recently introduced on the market by J. A. Fay &
Egan Co., of No. 145 to No. 166 W. Front St., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. The machine is large and heavy, will

surface two sides up to 24 inches wide, and square up

on all four sides of timbers to 17 inches wide by 12

inches thick, at one operation. It has capacity to re-

duce car sills 1^2 inches at one cut if desired, and will

finish in a very fine manner at the rate of 30 feet per

minute.

The cylinder and rolls are adjustable for various

thicknesses to be planed ; all the cylinders are of solid

steel, carry three knives, and have lips to act as chip

breakers. The upper rolls are under instant control

of operator, the front roll having eccentric connection,

permitting sills Yi to 2 inches thick to follow each

other without stopping feed. The feed is very pow-

erful, under constant control of operator, and there are

two large feeding-out rolls to draw out the timber.

Flooring can be worked by changing the side cutters

for matching heads. The arrangement of the bed and

rolls is a combination for sill dressing that will be

readily appreciated by all lumber workers. The mak-
ers of this improved machine make a full line of saw
and planing tools, and will be pleased to furnish fur-

ther details and terms on request, together with their

new combined and complete catalogue.

Personals.

Mr. J. H. Acker, formerly with the B. & O. R. R. at

Cleveland, has been appointed joint inspector for P. &
W., C. T. & V. and B. & O. at Akron Junction.

Mr. Michael Meehan has been appointed superin-

tendent of construction in the Erie shops at Kent, O.

Mr. C. H. Barnes, master mechanic of the Boston

& Albany at Springfield, Mass., for 11 years, has re-

signed.

Mr. W. M. Kummer, master mechanic of the Au-
Sable & Northwestern has resigned to accept the same
position with the Detroit & Charlevoix, with head-

quarters at Deward, Mich.

Mr. Frederick Meir has been appointed road fore-

man of engines on the Lehigh Valley, succeeding John
McMullen, assigned to other duties.

The headquarters of Mr. Milton Player, master me-
chanic of the Ft. Worth & Denver Citv railway, have

been removed from Ft. Worth to Childress, Tex.

The following changes have recently taken place

on the New York Central & Hudson River : Master

Mechanics J. O. Bradeen of the western division and

Charles H. Hogan of the river division have ex-

changed places and Mr. Hogan thus returns to his

former territory. William Smith, assistant master

mechanic of the Hudson, Harlem and Putnam divi-

sions, has been appointed master mechanic, succeed-

ing W. J. McQueen, deceased. His former position

is abolished. The jurisdiction of Samuel Watson,

master mechanic of the middle division, has been ex-

tended over the engines and enginehouses on the Mo-
hawk division of the West Shore, from, but not includ-

ing Ravenna, and to, but not including Syracuse. Mr.

C. A. Miler has been appointed general inspector of

mechanical and electrical work, reporting to the me-

chanical engineer.

A. R. Davis, formerly general foreman of the Tope-

ka shops of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, has

accepted the position of master mechanic of the Rob-

inson Machine Co. of Pittsburg, Pa.

Mr. J. F. Walsh, superintendent of motive power

of the Chesapeake & Ohio, has announced the follow-

ing appointments in the mechanical department : W.
T. Smith, master mechanic of the Richmond division,

headquarters at Richmond, Va. ; W. H. Jones, assis-

tant master mechanic, headquarters at Fulton, Va.

;

J. A. Quinn, master mechanic of Clifton Forge divi-

sion, headquarters at Clifton Forge, Va. ; A. F. Stew-

art, master mechanic, Huntington and Greenbrier divi-

sions, headquarters at Huntington, W. Va., and W.
P. Hopson, assistant master mechanic, headquarters

at Hinton, West Virginia. G. W. Hepburn, who has

been assistant master mechanic of the Kentucky divi-

sion, has been made master mechanic of the division,

with headquarters at Covington. He has been suc-

ceeded as assistant master mechanic by W. R. Morris,

whose headquarters are at Lexington, Ky.
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Mr. F. H. Stark, at one time master car builder of

the Wheeling & Lake Erie, and for nine years master

car builder of the Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling, has

been appointed superintendent of rolling stock of the

Pittsburg Coal Co.

The following changes have been announced on

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific : Effective on

July 1, 1902, the office of assistant superintendent mo-

tive power was abolished, and Mr. A. L. Studer was
appointed master mechanic of the Kansas division in

charge of Horton shops, with headquarters at Hor-

ton ; Mr. E. O. Cole was appointed master mechanic

of the Nebraska division, with headquarters at Fair-

bury, Neb. ; Mr. W. E. Anderson was appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the Colorado division, with headquart-

ers at Goodland, Kan. ; the position of general fore-

man at Goodland was abolished; Mr. A. C. Adams was
appointed master mechanic of the Oklahoma division,

with headquarters at Chickasha, I. T. ; Mr. D. D.

Robertson was appointed master mechanic of the El

Paso division, with headquarters at Herington ; the

position of general foreman at Herington was abol-

ished.

Mr. W. B. Leach has been appointed division master

mechanic of the Boston & Albany at Springfield,

Mass., to succeed Mr. C. H. Barnes, resigned.

Mr. E. J. Powell, who has been general foreman of

the Hocking Valley shops at Columbus, O.. has been

appointed master mechanic of the road. Mr. John

Holland, roundhouse foreman, has been appointed

general foreman, and Mr. John Paul, foreman of re-

pairs, has been appointed roundhouse foreman.

Mr. W. H. Thomas, who has been superintendent

of motive power of the Southern for more than six

years, has resigned and is succeeded by Mr. Samuel

Higgins of the Union Pacific, whose title will be me-

chanical superintendent.

Mr. A. R. Davis, general foreman of the Atchison

Topeka & Santa Fe shops at Topeka, Kan., has re-

signed to accept a position with the Robinson Ma-
chine Company of Pittsburg, Pa.

Mr. Theodore F. Dreyfus, motive power inspector

of the Pennsylvania Lines, southwest system, at Co-

lumbus, O., has been appointed general foreman of

the Lancaster shops, C. & M. V. R. R. (Penn. Sys.),

succeeding the master mechanic, a newly created posi-

tion at that point.

Mr. Wilbur Garrabrant, for several years con-

nected with the Pennsylvania at Jersey City, has been

made general air brake instructor for the New Jersey

division, with office in Jersey City.

The scope of the test department of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe system is to be much enlarged

and the details of the organization are now being

worked out. There are to be a test engineer, located

at Topeka, and three assistants stationed at Topeka,
San Bernardino, Cal., and Cleburne, Tex., respectively.

In addition, a number of inspectors will be located at

manufacturing concerns where the road buy quanti-

ties of supplies. Mr. F. W. Thomas is engineer of

tests, Mrs. T. E. Layden, assistant at Topeka, and Mr.

R. S. Wickersham, has recently been appointed assis-

tant at San Bernardino, succeeding Mr. H. Gregg.

Mr. J. E. Simons, superintendent of motive power
and rolling stock, Pittsburg Coal Company, has re-

signed and is succeeded by Mr. F. H. Stark, formerly

master car builder Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling.

Mr. Andrew G. Steinbrenner, master car builder of

the American Refrigerator Transit Company at St.

Louis since 1888, has resigned.

Mr. William Meikle, general foreman of the shops

of the Cincinnati & Muskingum Valley at Lancaster,

O., has been appointed master mechanic at that place,

and is succeeded by Mr. T. F. Dreyfus, formerly mo-
tive power inspector of the Pennsylvania Lines.

»

»

Notes of the Month.

The Pressed Steel Car Co. is building for the Mo-
nongahela Connecting R. R. 100 cars with a capacity

of 100 tons each. The dead weight of the cars will

be about 30 tons each, making the entire weight with

full load 130 tons. The highest capacity cars ever

built are what are known as gun-truck cars, owned by
the Pennsylvania R. R. They have a capacity of 75
tons, weigh 87^2 tons without the load, and are used

almost entirely for the transportation of ordnance.
-+—*-

"Hints on Painting Structural Steel" has been re-

vised and the third edition published. It contains

much of interest to the practical paint man, having

been written by Mr. Houston Lowe, a practical paint

man. The book may be obtained from Lowe Broth-

ers, Dayton, O.
» «

»

The Republic Railway Appliances Company, re-

cently incorporated with a capital of $100,000 for the

manufacture of railway cars, locomotives and railway

appliances, have opened an office at 903 Plymouth

building, Chicago. The main offices of the company
are at 314 Lincoln Trust building, St. Louis. C. S.

Shallenberger is mechanical superintendent.

* *

»

The Economy Brake Shoe Company, recently in-

corporated under the laws of Illinois with a capital

stock of $100,000, has organized by the election of

the following officers : President, Edward S. Mar-

shall ; vice-president and general manager^ Albert

Waycott ; secretary, F. F. Rose. All of these gentle-

men are residents of St. Louis, where the headquart-

ers of the Economy Brake Shoe Company will be.

The company advise us that they will manufacture

high-grade insert brakeshoes and will establish plants

at many of the principal railroad centers in the United

States.
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Popular Mechanics published in a recent issue an

illustrated article concerning a tramway which we
built for the American Gold Mining Company, at

Ouray, Colorado, in 1900. The line is 4,200 feet long,

extending from the works of the American Gold Min-

ing Co., in the valley, up 2,000 feet to the mouth of

the mine. The line was built by Leschen & Sons Co.,

of St. Louis, and consists of two stationary sustaining

cables securely anchored at each end.

•» »

»

Mr. G. P. Altenberg, foreign manager of the J. A.

Fay & Egan Co., of No. 145 to 166 West Front St.,

Cincinnati, O., the large makers of wood-working

machinery, has just left in the interest of his firm.

He will also go to South Africa, where he will or-

ganize agencies and representatives. The cessation

of hostilities there has opened up a fine market for

the products of the company, and with their usual

activity they are losing no time in taking advantage

of this opportunity to introduce their wood working

machinery.

*»

Number thirty-one in the "Record of Recent Con-

struction" series has just been issued by the Bald-

win Locomotive Works, and treats of rear truck loco-

motives.

+• »

The Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Company send us

the following information : "The Chicago Pneumatic

Tool Company, a New Jersey corporation, having its

principal place of business in Chicago, and Henry A.

Pike and J. Walker Cregar, of Philadelphia, have been

sued in the United States Circuit Court, Eastern Dis-

trict of Pennsylvania, by the Philadelphia Pneumatic
Tool Company, of Philadelphia, through E. Hayward
Fairbanks, Esq., for infringement of three patents

owned by the latter company, viz., design for a cas-

ing for fluid-pressure-operated tools, pneumatic tools,

and pneumatic rammers. An adverse decision was
rendered, however, in the suit brought against the

Philadelphia company for alleged infringement of a

pneumatic hammer patent. The Cleveland Pneumatic
Tool Company, of Cleveland, has also recently,

through its attorney, Wm. Secher, Esq., defeated the

Chicago company's inventor in interference proceed-

ings in the patent office on a long-stroke hammer or

hand-riveter invention."

The case of Canda Bros., New York versus Michi-

gan Malleable Iron Co., of Detroit, has been decided,

by the District Judge, Henry H. Swan in the United
States District Court, Detroit, Mich., in favor of de-

fendant, and in his opinion rendered July 14th (too

lengthy to herein quote) he dismissed the bill with
costs. The defendant was charged with having in-

fringed certain claims of Letters Patented granted

Ferdinand E. Canda, Sept. 29th, 1901, No. 460426.

The infringement charged was based upon the manu-

facture by the defendant under contract then exist-

ing with the Thornburgh Coupler Attachments Co.,

Ltd., of draft apparatus, shown in letters patent No.

588722 granted Wm. Thornburgh, Aug. 24th, 1897.

The case has been vigorously and successfully de-

fended by the Thornburgh Coupler Attachments Co.,

Ltd., through their attorney, Wm. H. Singleton, Esq.,

Washington/ D. C, and the duly merited victory

gained fully sustains the validity of the Thornburgh

patents.

» »

»

The abolition of the war taxes relieves, among other

interests, the Pullman Company, as stamps are no longer

required on parlor and sleeping car tickets. It is sug-

gested that the company might well apply this saving to

improving the service. Passengers complain unceasingly

that, with the possibly exception of limited trains, the

sleeping car service has deteriorated rapidly since the

consolidation of the Pullman and Wagner companies.

As the business is now enormous and earnings cor-

respondingly large, there is no good reason for this de-

terioration except the absence of competition.

•» • »

The Panama Canal bill, as passed by the United States

Senate on June 18, was later passed by the House of

Representatives and has received the President's signa-

ture. The provisions of the bill were stated in our issue

of June 21, page 469.

* »

»

It is stated that the Twentieth Century Limited of the

New York Central broke the world's record for long dis-

tance running on its trip from Albany to Syracuse, June
30th. The train covered the 148 miles between the two
cities in 145 minutes, including a stop at Utica and several

slowdowns. This fast trip was made necessary by a delay

at West Albany.

«

»

In a short time it is expected that the Southern Pacific

Company will have its entire locomotive equipment, both

freight and passenger, fitted for burning oil fuel. This

road enjoys the advantage of traversing the entire oil belt

from Louisiana to the Pacific and was one of the first to

experiment with the liquid fuel. The experiments proved
entirely satisfactory and the conversion of fireboxes for

burning oil has been proceeding very rapidly recently.

The ferry boats at New Orleans and San Francisco will

also be equipped with oil burners.

--•-*-

It has been announced by the passenger department
of the Pennsylvania lines that a part or the whole of the

excess fare charged on the "Pennsylvania special" be-

tween New York and Chicago will be refunded in case

the stipulated time is not made. The fare will be re-

funded at the rate of $1 an hour, but no money will be
given back to the passenger in case the train is not two
hours late. If the arrival at New York is two hours be-
hind the schedule of the "special" $2 will be refunded, for

three hours $3 and for four hours the entire amount of
the excess fare, which is $4. The trunk line committee
took the matter of excess fares up the past week, result-

ing in this conclusion.
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* Railroad Paint Shop *
A Department Devoted to the Interest of master Car and Locomotive Painters

Edited by CHAS. E. COPP, General Foreman Painter, Car Department. Boston & Maine Railroad, Lawrence, Mass.

Official Org'an 0/ the Master Car and Locomotive Painters Association

M. C. & L. P. A. Portrait Gallery.

Matt. Pfeffer.

IN our May issue we gladly inserted a portion of a

communication from the above far-away member

of our association, reserving the rest of it for this

occasion ; and wrote for his photo to reproduce with

it. He sent it May 30th, but it returned to him, hav-

ing been sent to the wrong address, and has only re-

cently reached us. According to his former letter, this

is about the only way he ever expects to meet with us

as a member, and we cheerfully accord him this privi-

lege and insert his autobiographical sketch, as follows:

"At the age of eleven years I became an apprentice

to a carriage painter in St. Paul, Minn., and in four

years I was turned out a full-fledged painter of ve-

hicles. Leaving there for

Denver, Colo., I became

employed by Woeber Bros.

Carriage Co. for several

years, to work at the trade,

when this firm started to

build street cars, and I con-

tinued under their employ

for nine years more. Re-

ceiving an offer as foreman

of the Union Pacific, Den-

ver and Gulf paint shop, at

Golden, Colo., I worked for

them during the years '96

and '97, leaving them for a

more lucrative position with

the Florence & Cripple

Creek Ry. After three years

I was offered another and

better position by the Col-

orado Springs and Cripple

Creek District Railway Co.,

which I now hold. What I

have accomplished in the

last twenty-three years was

done only by hard work
and close application to my trade. I suppose I started

to learn the trade sooner than was necessary and I

would not advise boys to start so young, but I do

think that they ought to start while their minds are

young and impressionable, so that they will retain to

the best advantage what they have learned."

Official Notice of the Annual Convention.

HPHE thirty-third annual convention of the Master

Car and Locomotive Painters' Association will

be held at Boston, Mass., September 9th, 10th, nth
and 12th, 1902, convening at 10 o'clock a. m., Tuesday,

September 9th. Headquarters of the association will

be at the Copley Square hotel.

Committee on arrangements have secured a three-

dollar per day rate on the American plan for rooms

without bath for two persons in a room, a few single

room accommodations at same rate. Rooms with bath

proportionately higher in rate, also rooms en suite.

Ample provision has been made for a convention

room free on the street floor. Rooms can be secured

any time in advance by writing to the hotel.

Members from the south

and west entering the city

over the N. Y. & N. H. & H.

and B. & A. roads need not

ride to the terminals at a

distance away, but may
leave the trains of the for-

mer at "Back Bay Station,"

within two or three minutes

walk of the hotel, and at the

"Huntington Avenue Sta-

tion," half that distance to

walk. Those having papers

on the different subjects will

please send copies to the

secretary ten days previous

to the convention.

A cordial invitation is ex-

tended to all foreman car

and locomotive painters

throughout the states and

Canada to meet with us in

convention.

Mr. Matt Pfeffer Arrangements have been

made with the railroad

companies named below, whereby all members of this

association and their families, desiring to attend the

convention at Boston, Mass., who are employees of

railroads, by making application through the general

passenger agents of their respective roads, to the gen-

eral passenger agents of the roads named, will be fur-
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nished by said roads, if traveling at their own expense,

with half-rate tickets.

If delegates are traveling as representatives of rail-

roads or at the expense of railroad companies, no re-

duction wall be made ; members of the association who
are not employees of railroads are not to be provided

with reduced tickets.

Boston & Maine R. R.,

Boston & Albany R. R.,

New York, New Haven & Hartford,

Central Ry. of New Jersey,

Baltimore & Ohio,

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.

List of subjects to be presented at the convention:

1. "Is It Good Practice to Use the Same Priming

on Burnt Off Parts as on the Renewed Parts of Pas-

senger Equipment Cars?" Chas. Becker, C, C, C. &
St. L. Ry., Deleware, Ohio; H. M. Butts, N. Y. C. &
H. R. R. R., Albany, N. Y.

2. "Coal Tar Is the Best Protective Paint That

Can Be Adopted for Use on Steel Cars Where the

Color Is not an Objection." F. S. Ball, Pennsylvania

R. R., Altoona, Pa.; W. O. Quest, Pittsburg & Lake
Erie R. R., McKees Rocks, Pa.

3. "Sugggestions on Practical Scaffolding in the

Railway Paint Shop with Sketches on Prints." C. A.

Schroyer, Supt. Car Dept., Chicago & Northwestern

Ry., Chicago, 111.; J. D. Wright, Baltimore & Ohio R.

R., Baltimore, Md. ; W. H. Dutton, Lehigh Valley R.

R., Sayre, Pa.

Note—All members having modern scaffolding are

requested to furnish sketches or prints.

4. "Some of the Relations of Chemistry to Paint-

ing." Dr. C. B. Dudley, Chemist, Pennsylvania R. R.,

Altoona, Pa.

5. "What Are the Best Methods and Materials to

be Used in Making the Silvered Gothic Glass of the

Modern Passenger Coach?" B. E. Miller, Delaware,

Lackawanna & Western R. R., Scranton, Pa. ; D. L.

Paulins, Barney & Smith Car Co., Dayton, Ohio ; G.

H. Worrall, Boston & Maine R. R., Somerville, Mass.

6. "What Causes Putty to Bulge from the Nail

Holes of Some Passenger Equipment Cars Soon After

They Leave the Shop Where We should Expect It to

Shrink? How Can It be Avoided?" H. W. Forbes,

Erie R. R., Jersey City, N. J. ; C. E. Mance, New York,

Ontario & Western Ry., Middletown, N. Y. ; W. C.

Fitch, Southern Pacific Ry., Sacramento, Cal. ; T. J.

Rodabaugh, Pittsburg, Fort Wayne & Chicago Ry.,

Ft. Wayne, Ind.

7. "The Difficulties Encountered in Locomotive
Painting." G. J. Ginther, Wabash Ry., Moberly,
Mo.

; J. A. Gohen, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis Ry., Indianapolis, Ind. ; A. R. Lynch, Pitts-

burg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Ry., Dennison,

Ohio.

8. Essay : "Why a Railway Master Car and Loco-
motive Painter Should Meet With His Fellows in

Convention." Charles E. Copp, Boston & Maine R.

R., Lawrence, Mass.

9." Car Roofs from the Painter's Standpoint—What
Is the Most Economical and Durable Roof to Main-

tain? What Is the Best Color to Use?" B. F. Seisler,

Wabash Ry., Decatur, 111.
; J. F. Laufersick, Pittsburg,

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Ry., Columbus, Ohio.

Queries.

1. What Is the Best Paint Material to Use on the

Tubs at Water Stations?

2. Do Varnish Removers Give Good Results?

3. What Shop Material Combination Makes the

Best Joint Packing for Locomotive Front Ends, etc.?

4. The Best Car Glass Cleaning Methods and Ma-
terials.

5. Should Compound Gothic Glass Be Bedded in

Putty ?

6. What Is the Best Material for Stencils?

Yours fraternally,

Robert McKeon, Secretary.»
Official Notice.

To the Members of the M. C. and L. P. A.

*Tp HE order promulgated by the leading trunk line

railroad companies of the United States discon-

tinuing the granting of exchange passes, which went
into effect Jan. 1, 1902, will undoubtedly have the ef-

fect, as generally expected to reduce somewhat the

average attendance at the coming convention of the

Master Car and Locomotive Painter's Association to

be held in Boston, Mass., in September.

It was hoped, for what we thought were good and

plausible reasons, that an exception to the rule would

be made to members of railroad associations, com-

posed as they are of railroad employees, who meet

together once a year for the purpose, mainly, of de-

vising ways to keep at the minimum, and reduce, if

possible, the expenditure of their companies' money in

their respective departments ; depriving themselves as

they do of any vacation during the year except this

short outing of convention week; willingly paying their

own expenses. Surely it would seem perfectly proper

and right that transportation be furnished them ; but

this having been overlooked, or perhaps unappreciated,

the rule stands with two exceptions I believe, for "a

clean sweep."

These exceptions, by a printed article shown me by

my friend, Mr. Copp, editor of the "Paint Shop,"

names the Erie R. R. and Ontario & Western as the

good Samaritans, in which its officers declare they pro-

pose to give free transportation over their roads to all

railroad employees attending conventions. All hail to

the Erie and Ontario & Western.

Under the existing circumstances, I have, by ex-

tended correspondence, done all in my power to alle-

viate the prevailing handicap as much as possible, and

have succeeded in obtaining from the Boston & Maine,
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Boston & Albany, New York, New Haven & Hartford,

the Central Ry. of New Jersey, Baltimore & Ohio and

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis R. R.'s

(N. Y. Central and Pennsylvania R. R. yet to hear

from), their consent to accept a half-fare rate under

the following provisions

:

"Members of this association and their families, de- £reat advantag of attending our conventions,

siring to attend the convention at Boston, Mass., who Somerville, July 24, 1902

We referred the above letter to our Mr. Worrall,

who i- quite an expert on glass, and his answer fol-

lows; but we advise the Lehigh to send Mr. Green

along with Mr. Dutton to our coming Boston conven-

tion, where he can get a much better understanding

of it by talking it over with Mr. Worrall. This is one

are employes of railroads, making application through

the general passenger agents of their respective roads,

to the general passenger agents of the roads named

above, will be furnished, if traveling at their own ex-

pense, with half-fare tickets ; if delegates are traveling

as representatives of the railroads, or at the expense

of railroad companies, no reduction will be made;

members of the association who are not employees of

railroads are not to be provided with reduced tickets."

While there is no doubt, if the usual courtesies were

extended to us, as members of this association, as we

Mr. Jesse W. Green, Lehigh Valley R. R., Waverly,

N. Y.

Dear Sir: Your letter of June 18th to Mr. Copp

in regard to etching designs on glass with acid was

handed to me by him. He says: "Why can't you

answer this letter?" I told him I would, as I think it

nothing more than right to help a brother craftsman

out of his little difficulties when they stand in one's

way.

Do not use tin foil. If you use foil, get lead foil.

Tin foil is too brittle. But why use foil at all except

have had for the past thirty years, we should have the on some work where you want to put it through plain

largest attendance ever convened by this association, acid, then into white acid? In that case you want it

I sincerely hope the great interest that is taken by the to remain in the two acids quite a while, and where

members will not languish, but will manifest itself you use the printing process with Winchell's Printing

in making a special effort to be present, even at a little

additional personal expense. Certain it is that the

Boston members will endeavor to alleviate all regrets

by specially attending to your comfort and pleasure.

Very respectfully,

Albert P. Dane, President.

+ » »
1

Etching and Silvering on Glass.

The following inquiry on this subject has been re-

ceived :

Waverly, N. Y., June 18, 1902.

Editor Railroad Paint Shop:

1 WOULD like to ask you a question through your

department in The Railway Master Mechanic.

T am now etching designs on glass by coating the

glass with asphaltum and laying tin foil on and

pouncing the design on, then cutting the design out

with a knife, then washing design out with turps and

flowing with acid, which is a very slow way. Is there

any other way that is quicker? I read in the "Car

Journal" sometime ago about some western shop

using "Winchell's Printing Solution." and another

way of using a mold and soap. How are other roads

doing this work? Could you give me any informa-

tion how this work is done, or where this "Solution"

can be bought? Also, in mirror work, how long do

you let your glass stand after silvering before you

back it up, and what is the best material to back up

a mirror with?

I am now working in the coach department under

Mr. Dutton, the foreman painter; have been with the

Lehigh for twelve years as letterer and striper.

Yours truly,

Jesse W. Green.

Solution Cor asphaltum) it is likely to float up and

make ragged edges. But lay aside your way of doing

it and start this way : For ordinary glass work the

printing process is the quickest and best. "Winchell's

Invincible Printing Solution" you can get of him at

St. Louis, Mo., 1318 Bayard avenue, or you can get

a good quality of lump asphaltum at any paint store

and dissolve it in turpentine ; then flow or brush this

on your glass, giving it a medium coat. Let it dry

12 or 15 hours in a dark place, lying level; then you

are ready for your printing, which is done by laying

your negative on face down on your prepared glass

and place in the sun for i J/2 hours.

To make your negative, if you want your ornament

etched, put your ornament on your negative; either

pencil it on with black paint (flat color) or you can

paste paper on with mucilage and cut your ornament

out, removing all the paper from the ornament only.

The sunlight through the clear glass bakes your solu-

tion hard, and where your black paint or paper is ex-

cludes the sunlight and it remains soft and will read-

ily wash off with the washing solution, or turps. If

you wish your ornament to be clear glass and the

ground etched, you reverse your negative in prepara-

tion before described, or in other words, cut your or-

nament out, leaving your black paint or paper on only

where your ornament is. Your negative and the glass

you are to print are, of course, to be of the same size.

You can have as many negatives as you wish. We
will call the face side the side that has the black paint

of paper on.

Now you have it printed; take it in. remove the

negative and place in a dark place until the glass

cools off; then develop it by putting it in a bath in a

galvanized iron pan two or three inches deep, using
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Winchell's Developer (No. 2 Washing Solution) or

turpentine. Place it in the bath a few minutes, then

take a soft brush (a 2-inch badger varnish brush),

brushing it until that portion that the sun did not

strike comes off, leaving the glass clear and clean.

Then wash off with soap and water and dry off with

a chamois skin. Have enough Developer or turps in

the pan to cover the glass well ; say about an inch.

By a few trials in this way you will see just what

T mean. Then it is ready for your acid bath. Make
your acid bath pan about the same as your develop-

ing pan, only of wood, lining it with sheet lead, doub-

ling up the corners. Don't solder the corners, for

your acid will soon eat through where your solder is.

Before putting the glass in the acid bath, coat over

the back of the glass with parafine wax. Shave your

wax into a tin cup and melt it on the steam pipes, or

over a gas burner until it gets about as thin as boiled

oil ; then pour it on or brush it on with a 3-inch cam-

el's hair brush. If you pour it on, hold the glass in

your left hand over a pan of hot wax and let what

runs off go back into the pan. If you brush it on, lay

the glass down on a bench with a stick under one end,

being careful not to leave any little pin holes. After

the glass has been waxed, take a piece of cloth, or

plush and dry pumice stone and clean the clear glass

so there is no dust on the ornaments ; then place in

acid bath. I find after your glass goes through the

acid and is washed off, to remove the surplus solution,

I take "Phenoid," a varnish remover we have, take a

little on a piece of waste and rub it and it comes off

very easily ; then rub it with naphtha ; then lay it in

the sink and scrub with water and pumice stone with

a scrub brush and it will all clean off very quickly. It

is quite difficult to tell one how to do all this by let-

ter, but, as the fellow said when he was learning to

ride a bicycle, "when I get this thing going I will

show you some rapid work."

As to your second question, "How long do you let

your glass stand after silvering before you back it up,

and what is the best material to back it up with," will

say, after your mirror has been taken off the silvering

table, stand it on end for half to three-quarters of an

hour, or until the water has dried off; if a good, clear

day and warm, half an hour is long enough. Red lead,

ground in boiled oil, with a little turps, in it, is the best

to back up a mirror with. Some use asphaltum ; some
give it a coat of shellac, then a coat of any kind of

paint ; but red lead and boiled oil is the best.

G. H. Worrall, F. P.,

B. & M. R. R., Somerville, Mass.
• »

»

Fort Wayne Improvements, Etc.

Fort Wayne, Ind., 7-16-02.

Editor Railroad Paint Shop

:

I
DON'T know whether you care to hear verv much
from the West, especially from Indiana, for you

know we arc all "Hoosiers" and arc not supposed to

be very active. I thought perhaps it might be a lit-

tle interesting to you to know that the Pennsylvania
Co. was still doing business in Ft. Wayne, Ind., and
are making vast improvements here this summer; are

building a large roundhouse to hold about 100 locomo-
tives and will be equipped with all modern appliances.

They are extending our machine shop and building a

new boiler ,shop, which they will equip with modern
appliances

; are building a new freight house, 80x300
ft., with all modern appliances and improvements.
Now we must not forget a new paint shop and store

room. When these shops are completed they will

be second to none between Pittsburg and California.

They also expect, and probably will, this fall extend
their car shops.

We have just received orders for 500 XL steel

bottom box cars, which we will begin to build in a few
days. We are also turning out six new caboose cars

a week. Our passenger and baggage car department
have been better this season than for many years ; we
have about all of our force in this work that we had
in the winter season. The season from Oct. 1st to

June 1st is considered the busiest time of the year for

us, but this year is an exceptional one, for we have
been busy—very busy—ever since I came home from
the convention.

When our shops are completed, which we expect

before the snow flies, the company expects to consid-

erably increase their output here. The number of

men now employed in the Pennsylvania shops in Ft.

Wayne is between nine and ten hundred.

The freight department were never busier than at

the present time ; with light and heavy repairs we run

about 100 cars per week through the shop. The men
now employed in our paint shop number about 70.

I don't know of anything else of interest except that

possibly you might want to know if I am going to at-

tend the convention in Boston, in September. I will

say "yes," if I am alive and well at that time I will

be there and promptly on time.

I see our worthy secretary is still suffering with his

eyes. I hoped, when I met him in Pittsburg last

Februray, that by the time the convention convened
he would be much better, but it seems he is still very

poorly.

If there is anything in this letter you think of in-

terest to the public, you may use it.

Yours truly,

T. J. Rodabangh,

M. P., P. L. W. of P.
» • »

M. C. & L. P. A. to Boston by Airship.

SANTOS DUMONT presumably saw our cut in

the June issue, describing the contemplated

pilgrimage of "our boys" to 1he Boston convention

by the tie-pass method and, disgusted with the posi-

tion of the railroads in this matter, he volunteered to

take the whole crowd by his airship line for nothing,
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while waiting for the St. Louis exposition to grow up

co maturity and make its debut. Of course, he will

not take them all at once ; this is not necessary, as,

with a favorable breeze from an air compressor at the

start from St. Louis and helped along by Fred Ball's

iir paint gun at Altoona, it will take but a brief space

of time to drop a load in front of the Copley Square

Hotel, Boston, and put back after another. This will

give "the boys" a good lift this year and incidentally

give the "air line" a good "ad"; lor, be it known,

there are but few in this world who work along the

lines of pure and unadulterated benevolence. Nobody
but a man who has lost an arm in the service gets

along without making "one hand wash the other."

The artist has successfully depicted the initial trip

and the first load. This is "a garden party" com-

posed largely of supply men, but do not infer from this

that the ladies will not be there ; they know a good
thing when they see it and will not be easily scared

from attending the Boston convention. They will

be along on the next trip and Jim Gohen has decided

to wait for that boat. He will make himself useiul in

pointing out places of interest on the way. It will

be noticed that one fellow has taken along a sample of

inside "varnish" and made the mistake, in a fit of tem-

porary aberration, of putting it in a wicker-covered

demijohn instead of a tin can. "The ruling passion is

strong in death." Also a bottle of "turps" may be seen

dangling over the gunwale. This is used only for

cleaning the inside gear of the motor.

The ship, in turning and heading for "the Copley
Square" in the distance, has passed over Boston's

gilded dome and "Senator" Byrnes looks down with

longing eyes upon it. "The wind" has taken off

Rottabaugh's hat and one patriotic son catches a

glimpse of Sam Brown waving car-cleaning bunting

from Bunker Hill monument, and under a sudden im-

pulse decides to try his chances of dropping dovin

on it.

This is a great country and full of conveniences

;

when one fails another may be utilized ; and the "Mas-

ter Car and Locomotive Painters' Association of the

United States and Canada"—and Cuba, Porto Rico,

Hawaii and the Philippines (and Guam) is no small

part of the show, especially the Boston convention;

and he who misses it by allowing even a fiVe or ten

dollar note to' obscure his vision will go out around

the corner of his shop at intervals the coming year

and violently kick the peeling from his shins and say

things that would not look well printed in the Con-

gressional Record.

N. B. This ship was cleaned with Muldoon's car

cleaner and painted with Dooley's paint. No brushes

were used in the operation ; we don't believe in 'em

—

nothing but air for us (this trip).

»

»

Important.

*¥*PIE members of the Master Car and Locomotive

Painters' Association will be interested in the

following letter from Mr. F. D. Underwood, president

of the Erie Railroad, in answer to a letter from the

publishers of the Railway Master Mechanic asking if

the Erie road would extend to the Master Car and

Locomotive Painters' Association the same courtesies

in the way of free transportation as was extended by

that road to the Railway Master Mechanic and Car

Builders:
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Erie Railroad Company,

Office of the President..

New York, July 5, 1902.

Mr. Bruce V. Crandall, Editor, The Railway Master

Mechanic, Chicago

:

Dear Sir :—-Your favor of the 2nd. The Erie Rail-

road Company will not discriminate in its courtesies

to Railway Associations and will put the delegates to

the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association

on a parity with the delegates to any other similar

convention. Yours truly,

F. D. Underwood,

President.

; +—+

Our Headquarters for Coming Convention.

FOR the benefit of the strangers from abroad who
come by airship and wants to catch the earliest

glimpse possible, we insert herewith a cut of the Cop-

ley Square Hotel, which has been chosen as the head-

quarters of our convention in Boston next month.

This view was not taken from an airship, yet the

"skyscraper", we trust, will be able to recognize it,

and drop down and see us. Those fortunate enough

to have sufficient money, or a pass, to come by rail,

if on the B. & A., can leave the cars at the New Back

Bay Station (Huntington Ave.), within a half block

of the hotel. Those on the N. Y., N. H. & H., can

leave cars of that road at their New Back Bay Station

(Darmouth St.), within a block of the hotel, or passen-

gers on both can ride on perhaps a mile or so further

to the great South Terminal, said to be the largest

railroad station in the world, and take carriages or

cars to the hotel. A Mt. Auburn surface car (in

Dewey Square in front of station) via Huntington

Ave., coming south along Atlantic Ave., passes the

house. Or the elevated car can be taken to Boylston

St. or Park St. in subway, and there change for sur-

face cars.

Those entering the city by the Boston & Maine, at

the North Terminal would best cross Canal St. and
take the elevated (which at once descends into the

subway) for Park St. Station, where any Huntington

Ave. surface car is boarded (without obtaining any

transfer) for the hotel, which it passes.

We hope for a large gathering. The location of the

house, which is fire-proof, is away from the rattle in

the best part of the city. It is but a stone's throw

to Price Hall, where the New England Railroad Club

meets, and but a few steps from one of the finest

squares in the world, surrounded with institutions of

world-wide reputation. Whatever may be the dis-

position and provision of the roads regarding the

transportation problem this year or next, come to

Boston this year by all means. "Where there is a will

there's a way."

P. S.—Those "weary willie" from the West coming

by "the tie-pass", need not go to either of above sta-

tions, but leave the ties in Boston & Albany yards at

Exeter St. near the hotel.

*

»

Notes and Comments.

A Correction: Transfer, in your mind's eye, the top line,

first column, page 272, to the same position on next page,

and our observations about brushes in "Notes and Com-
ments" columns will be plain in the July issue, and the

break in the note on "Plusholeon" explained.

We have received a splendid photo of the library and read-

ing room of the Car Works of the Grand Trunk Ry at Lon-

don, Ontario, with the officers sitting around the table, our

Mr. T. J. Hutchinson, President of the Literary Association,

being in the foreground, who kindly sent us the picture and
article for publication, which may be found elsewhere in this

paper. Our cousins of the British dominion are to be warm-
ly commended for what they as railroad men do for the

comfort, instruction and pleasure of their employes. It is

money well invested and cannot but bring the return of bet-

ter men for it and is worthy the attention of all railway

managers.

During the year ending June 30, 1902, the Boston & Maine
put through its various shops 1,460 cars of its passenger

equipment for cleaning, painting and varnishing. Of this

number 156 were painted from the wood, including 90 burnt

off and 66 new or resheated; 34 were painted over old paint

throughout and 724 "cut in." To the uninitiated, the latter

means painting a coat of body color all over the car, leaving

the stripes, letters, etc.; 281 cars were varnished inside. Of

the freight equipment, 3,924 cars of all classes were painted.

At Springfield, Lynchville and Concord, 197 engines and 201

tanks were painted, but the locomotive shops at Boston and

Keene turned out many more.

The paint shop of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad at

Louisville, Ky., was damaged by fire to the extent of $2,000,

June 6.

The Sherwin-Williams Company has purchased land in

Kansas City, Mo., and will erect a $25,000 brick building at

once for the accommodation of the firm's Kansas City branch.

Regarding the resignation of Mr. C. H. Strahler's position

as foreman painter at the Chicago & Alton Shops at Bloom-

ington, 111., the following appeared in a local paper: C. H.

Strahler, who has been foreman painter of the Alton shops
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and who recently resigned, has several fine offers. He came
here from the B. & <). and was highly recommended as a prac-
tical man. His administration of the paint shop was credited

with heing successful, but there was some friction with the
other departments, and in the interest of harmouy he decided
to retire, much to the regret of Superintendent Humphrey.
Mr. Disbrow is looking after the department until another
foreman can be secured.

-*-•-#-

Frosting Glass.

HE following from an exchange is the regular practice for

deck lights for cars in B. & M. shops, with the exception

that glue is used instead of varnish. Having never seen the lat-

ter tried we do not know how it would work ; but good cattle

or hoof glue put on with a brush will do it nicely by putting the

glass in the sun or a warm, dry place. A new sort of orna-

mental glass is now made in Paris by M. Bay, which he calls

by the name of hoar-frost glass, "verre givre," from the pattern

upon it, which resembles the feathery forms traced by frost on

the inside of windows in cold weather. The process of making

the glass is simple. The surface is first ground, either by the

sand blast or the ordinary method, and is then covered with

a sort of varnish. On being dried, either in the sun or by

artificial heat, the varnish contracts strongly, taking with it the

particles of glass to which it adheres ; and as the contraction

takes place along definite lines, the pattern produced by the

removal of the particles of glass resembles very closely the

branching crystals of frost work. The pattern may be varied

in character by changing the thickness of the film of varnish.

A single coat gives a small, delicate effect, while a thick film,

formed by putting on two, three, or more coats, contracts so

strongly as to produce a large and bold design. By using colored

glass a pattern in half-tint may be made on the colored ground,

and after decorating white glass the back may be silvered or

gilded.

Painstaking: Effort

^XTHATEVER 1- worth doing at all is worth doing well,"

* * is an old saying that those should take to heart who have

formed the habit of doing sloppy work, and reform themselves

;

also the young in order to form correct habits. No one ever

made a pronounced success in any calling who was not pains-

taking in his efforts. He must not consult personal ease and

pleasure—unless he takes pleasure in his work, as of course he

should—but work like a beaver, early and late, and success will

crown his efforts. The lazy, lackadaisical people, who are in

abundance anywhere, will think he is a genius, or a "phenom"

;

but he knows he is nothing of the kind. He has got to the top

of the hill because he persisted in climbing all the time, while

others played by the way.

There are no such phrases in this man's vocabulary as "That's

good enough," "That's well enough." No; everything must be

done right. Right is right, and a dozen wrongs do not make

one right. "Good enough" is always bad enough. No mechanic,

be he carpenter, machinist or painter, will ever succeed who does

not banish from his head and be determined to have whatever

he does, done right, so that it will stand the inspection of day-

light without the mantle of charity. There will be legitimate

uses enough for purity, wax and charity other than to hide bad

work.

Take these things to heart, young apprentices, if you would

make- for yourselves a reputation that will be lasting and valu-

able in the mechanical world. Deny yourselves many things,

many pleasures and luxuries, turn your backs on ease, enter the

race stripped for the fray, and work like a Trojan and you will

be heard from later on when those who indulged their every

appetite and caprice have died and are forgotten. Study. Buy

good books, and read them when not otherwise employed.

Tonsorial Artist.

Ding—Why in the name of common sense does that barber

call himself as "artist," anyway?
Dong—Well, you know those alleged funny stories he tells.

Ding—Sure.

Dong—Well, he illustrates them with cuts!—Baltimore Her-

ald.

+-+-->

The New York Times tells of an Irish gentleman, stopping at

the gorgeous Waldorf-Astoria, who was asked why he didn't

put his boots outside his door at night to be blackened.

"Begorra," said he, "I feared they'd gild 'em."

The industrial commission has issued a report which shows

that railway employes in this country number nearly 1,000,000,

with probably 5,000,000 people dependent upon the wages paid

by railroads.

*-*-<>

Aggressive old woman— Sir, is this the smoking car?

Polite gentleman—No, madam ;
you'll find that two cars ahead.

<» * »

Sure Thing.

Irate Customer—Look here, you guaranteed this coat to

wear like iron, and just look how rusty it has gotten.

Tailor—Well, iron gets rusty, too, don't it?

&/>e Car Foremen's Association
A Department De-voted
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Interests of the Car Department

of Cleveland
j& j& j& j& j& j&

Official Organ
of the Association

The regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Associa-

tion of Cleveland was held at The Kennard July 17,

1902, at 8 p. m.

The president and vice-president being absent,

meeting was called to order by the secretary, and Mr.

Ferguson agreed to act as chairman pro tern.

Among those present were the following:

J. H. Acker, W. Battenhousen, G. N. Dow, J. B.

Dunkin, F. A. Davies, J. C. Dennerle, G. M. Ferguson,

W. Fenwick, W. N. Ferbach, W. Gonnerman, H. B.

Ingersoll, Geo. Lynch, J. McCabe, D. O'Leary, E. W.
Stafford, C. Schneider, A. T. St. Cyr, Alex. Turner,

R. E. Webb.
The following made application for membership

:

Campbell, S. J., Gen. Fore., L. S. & M. S., Collin-

wood, O.
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Clawson, A. C, Gen. Fore., B. & O. R. R., Lorain,

O.

Coffin, W. E., Salesman, Nat. Mai. Castings Co.,

Cleveland, O.

Cox, W. D., G. C. I., L. S. & M. S., Collinwood, O.

Humiston, E. S., Car Shop Fore., B. & O. R. R.,

Lorain, O
Thomas, T., Night Fore., L. S. & M. S., Cleve-

land, O.

Communications : Letter from secretary of the Car

Foremen's Association of Chicago in regard to sub-

ject discussed and decision arrived at at last meeting

in regard to charge to owners for application of tem-

porary running boards, etc., to take cars home.

Summary of the changes in the M. C. B. Rules for

1902 was furnished by Mr. McAlpine as follows:

To the President and Members of the Cleveland

Car Foremen's Association

:

As I cannot be present at the meeting July 17th,

I will ask the secretary to read the following memo-
randa of the changes in the M. C. B. Rules adopted at

the recent convention at Saratoga

:

The rules are to be renumbered 1 to no and the

section numbers omitted.

Several items are to be placed under different head-

ings than where they have been heretofore, so as to

get the items under their appropriate headings.

Rule 3, Section 15. A new gauge for wheels of

80,000-lbs. capacity or over is provided for.

Rule 3, Section 21. Journal box bolts may be
charged as well as bearings when necessary, in chang-
ing wheels.

Rule 3, Section 28. Car owners are made respon-

sible for loss or damage caused by defective or con-

cealed parts of tank cars.

Rule 4, Section 12. The repair card is rearranged

so as to bring the car number and initial at the bot-

tom of the card instead of at the top, as at present.

Rule 5, Section 2. Provides that no bill shall be

rendered on authority of defect card if the repairs

have not been made.

Rule 5, Section 21. The labor charge for replacing

a pocket coupler is ; to be 3 hours.

Rule 5, Section 22. Last paragraph is cut out. It

is the paragraph which now prohibits additional

charge for two items if labor for one would cover
both.

Rule 5, Section 23. Provides for new items of

labor charges on air brakes.

Price of air brakes in settling for destroyed cars is

reduced to $27.50.

Rule 5, Section 24. Price of body of flat car 40 ft.

long or over is to be $180.

An addition of $40 is allowed for bodies of cars de-

stroyed if they are 60,000-lbs. capacity or over, with
4-in. journals or over, and with metal body bolsters.

There were numerous changes recommended, but
very few were accepted, as will be noted from the
foregoing. The Arbitration Committee's answer to

our suggestion that the term "delivering company"
be defined was, that the term is now perfectly clear.

If that is true, how is it that some prominent mem-
bers of the M. C. B. Association claim that a torn

air hose may be replaced at the expense of car owner
if the car is not in interchange ; they apparently

think there is a difference between a delivering com-

pany and a possessing or handling company.

The committee also declined to make it plain what
the words "not elsewhere provided for" referred to in

Sections 19 and 22 of Rule 3. We are still left in

the dark as to whether hose cut by striking is an

owner's defect, as provided for by arbitration case

458, or not, although we gave the committee a chance

to settle the question that has been in dispute since

the change in 1901 rules added 'torn hose" to deliver-

ing company's defect.

The changes which I have referred to are gathered

from the proceedings as published by the Daily

Railway Age, and there may be some slight changes

when the rules are published.

Mr. Ferguson—We will lay those communications

over for new business. There being no unfinished

business, we are under the head of new business.

Under that head I wish to say that we have with us

to-night Mr. A. Turner, representative of the Galena

Oil Co., who has kindly consented to deliver an ad-

dress on the hot box question.

Mr. Turner—Mr. President and Gentlemen of the

Car Foremen's Association : The hot box question,

which you have assigned to me, is one of great im-

portance to all connected with railroad work, and I

know of no class of railroad employe better able to

reduce the number of hot boxes than the members ,of

this association.

Many conditions contribute to this trouble, the

chief of which are poor mechanical conditions of

trucks, journals rough and tapering, poor bearing-

metal, brasses of improper size and fit, dust guards

that are not dust guards, and carelessness on the

part of the men in doing the packing and oiling ; and

were I to undertake to deal with each and every one

of them a great deal of time would be consumed.

And besides, you have so many men here better qual-

ified to treat with the mechanical conditions, that I

will confine my remarks to the bearing of lubrication

on the question.

The lubrication of a car journal is the art of intro-

ducing a film of oil between the journal and its bear-

ing in order to reduce frictional resistance, and the

maintenance of this film of oil in order to keep down
or under control the running temperature of the

bearings, and by so doing prevent hot ooxes. The
ideal condition for perfect lubrication would be an oil

bath, but with the methods and appliances of the

present time this is impossible, the opening in the

rear of all journal boxes being from one to one-half

inches below the level of the journal, allowing all sur-

plus oil put into the box to drain off through this
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opening. We must, therefore, depend upon the capil-

lary attraction in packing to have the oil kept in con-

tact with the journal.

This packing, of whatever material, should be pre-

pared by submerging oil for at least 48 hours (during

cold weather in a room of about 70 degrees) and then

drained before using.

The first packing introduced into the journal box

should be in the form of a roll, pressed out moderately

dry, and packed tightly around the back end of the
' box, to help retain the oil and exclude the dust ; then

continue with loosely formed portions of packing,

sufficiently firm under the journal to avoid settling

away, but not so tight as to squeeze the oil out, pack-

ing still more loosely on the sides, the packing not

to extend above center line of journal, to avoid the

wiping effect. The packing should reach only to the

front end of the journal ; then a small bunch of pack-

ing, having no thread connection with that already

placed, should be dropped into the space between the

end of the journal and the front of the box, to keep

that packing under the journal from working for-

ward.

A box once packed in this manner should be in-

spected only about every 1,200 or 1,500 miles, the

packing then to be carefully loosened up and brought
into contact with the journal its full length, all hard-

ened or glazed particles of packing removed, and if

necessary a small quantity of oil added, care being

exercised not to put in too much oil, as by so doing
the packing becomes overloaded, requiring tighter

packing to hold it in place, with the result that it will

crust or glaze over much more rapidly, and just as a

tight or crusted condition of a lamp wick will result

in a poor flame, a tight or crusted condition of the

packing will result in a poor feed and imperfect lubri-

cation.

The most important part of the work of successful

lubrication is intelligent attention to the packing of

boxes on equipment in service, and this cannot be

expected unless careful, intelligent men are assigned
to the work, and provided with suitable tools.

In conclusion, I wish to say that my object in cut-

ting this short was to invite discussion among the
members present.

Mr. Dow—Is that practice carried out, Mr. Turner,
and do you have trouble instructing the men?

Mr. Turner—I regret to say that the practice as

recommended is not carried out as a general thing.

I have no trouble instructing the men, but in a great
many instances they are expected to do their work
too rapidly; they have too many cars to go over in

too short a time.

Mr. Dow— I notice you speak of irons should be
used every thousand or twelve hundred miles ; do
you consider that good practice Do you recom-

mend that every time the oiler opens the box he
should put in the packing iron and stir up the pack-
ing?

•Mr. Turner—Yes, sir, in order to be sure that the

packing is in contact with the journal its full length.

Mr. Dow—What is your experience with the col-

larless journals as compared with those having col-

lars, relative to hot hoxes?

Mr. Turner—On some roads where they have col-

larless journals on their passenger trains they run

remarkably well ; others do not. I think, however,
if conditions are good, the cars should run well with

collarless journals. I know of one road in particular

having a large passenger mileage, and all passenger

cars have collarless journals, and they have compara-
tively few hot boxes.

Mr. Dunkin—If a train starts out of Chicago solid,

with the journal boxes in good shape as regards oil

and waste, would you consider it necessary to treat

any of the boxes on the cars before that train reaches

Buffalo, a distance of about 525 miles?

Mr. Turner—No, sir; I would advise just touching

the outside top of the box, near the center, in order

to ascertain whether or not it is running cool. This

to be done at division terminals, where the train is

usually gone over and given a running safety inspec-

tion.

Mr. Dow—What particular style of oil can do you

recommend?

Mr. Turner—Any oil can that is convenient to

carry, of suitable size, and has a spout sufficiently

long and small enough opening so that oil can be

applied on side of journal where it will do the most

good.

The remainder of the discussion consisted of mem-
bers asking questions as to the number of cars an in-

spector could take care of as regards the oiling and

packing of the boxes, the effect of sand, coal and ore

when getting into the packing, etc., and answered by

Mr. Turner.

Chairman Ferguson—We will now dispose of the

communications which were read at the beginning

of the meeting. What is your pleasure as regards

letter from the Chicago Foremen's Association?

On account of the members taking the most prom-

inent part in the discussion of the subject at the last

meeting being absent, it was decided to hold the let-

ter over until the next meeting for official action.

Relative to the communicaiton from Mr. McAlpine,

on motion it was decided to incorporate same in the

minutes, for publication, in the Railway Master Me-
chanic.

A rising vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. Tur-

ner for his address on the hot box question, and his

kindness in enlightening the members on all ques-

tions propounded, after which meeting adjourned.
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X5he Car Foremen's Association
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of Chicago
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Official Organ
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July Meeting

The regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Association of

Chicago was held in Room 209 Masonic Temple, Wednesday,
July 9th, Vice-President Stimson presiding. Among those
present were the following:

Bates, G. M. Jones, R. R. Reinhard, F. B.

Buker, Jas. Johannes, A. Ryding, A.

Blohm, Theo. Johnson, A. F. Stimson, 0. M.
Carney, Jas. James, Chas. Scott, J. B.

Depue, Jas. Kennedy, J. H. Schultz, Aug.
Evans, W. H. Kane, G. W. Schultz, F. C.

Elkins, Jno. L. Kline, Aaron. Sharp, W. E.

Freer, Willis. Lamb, E. J. Saum, G. N.
Guthenberg, B. Morris, T. R. Van Cleave, R. S.

Gibson, D. L. Phelps, G. T. Williams, Thos.
Godfrey, J. Peck, P. H. Wensley, W. H.
Houser, 0. D. Sowell, C. R. Wentsel, Geo.
Hansen, A. P. Parish, L. G.

Vice-Pres. Stimson: Since the minutes of the last meeting
have not yet appeared in print, if there are no objections we
will defer approving them until some future meeting when we
have had an opportunity of reading them.
Mr. Sharp (A. C. L.) : At the^last regular meeting a motion

was made and carried that the matter of interchanging New
York and Westinghouse triple valves as discussed at the
meeting, be referred to the Master Car Builders' Association
lor action, but I found when I reached Saratoga that the
matter had been, referred to them as a personal matter from
me, rather than as coming from the association. I would
like to know how the minutes of our June meeting are going
to appear in that matter.

Secretary Kline: My understanding was that the matter
be referred to Mr. Schroyer, chairman of the committee
on air brakes, and I therefore sent him a copy of the dis-

cussion and I have here his reply.

SUBJECT FOR TOPICAL DISCUSSION-INTERCHANGE OF
NEW YORK AND WESTINGHOUSE TRIPLE VALVES.

June 14, 1902.

Mr. Aaron Kline, Secretary, Car Foremen's Association, 1146

Millard Avenue, Chicago.

Sir:—Your favor of recent date has just reached me, en-

closing report of remarks made at last meeting of the Car
Foremen's Association relative to the substitution of New
York and Westinghouse triple valves as discussed at the
a communication from Mr. W. E. Sharpe on this subject,

which reached me too late to be made a printed subject for

topical discussion at the coming convention. I have referred

this matter to the secretary of the M. C. B. Ass'n, and re-

quested that if opportunity presented he bring this question

before the meeting. I note carefully what is stated by your
members regarding the difficulties of this question, but there
is one thing that must be borne in mind in all questions of

this kind, and that is as to whether the prevention will not
cost us very much more in labor and in dollars and cents

than the value that is represented in the difference of these

triple valves. This is especially applicable to the substitu-

tion of an old for a new triple valve. The claim is made
that a new triple valve goes out into service and is replaced

by an old valve. This is indefinite and rather far fetched,

as there are not 1 per cent of new triple valves removed in

a year.

The M. C. B. Ass'n, recognizing these points have decided

that no depreciation should be allowed on air brakes, which
implies that the cost of maintaining air brakes is the cost

of cleaning; also representing the. efficiency of the opera-

tion of the brakes and the cost of repairs to defective parts,

so that the only difference between a brand new brake and
an old brake would be represented by the cost of the repairs

to individual parts. Cleaning would have to be done in either

ease. To my mind there is no system which could be in-

augurated that would enable us to put on a car a triple

valve exactly a duplicate of the valve removed unless ex-

pense is incurred very much exceeding the difference in the

value of the valves. I know of but few roads which use the

New York triple valves, and I believe that if the attention of

car men is called to this question there would be no trouble

about having proper valves put back.

Whether the M. C. B. Ass'n will see its way clear to take

some decided action on this matter, I do not know, but I

will be glad to refer this discussion to Mr. J. W. Taylor,

secretary of the association, with recommendation that it

be taken up if opportunity presents itself.

Yours truly,

C. A. Schroyer,

Supt. Car Dept.

Vice-Pres. Stimson: Reports of Committees. Under this

head we will take up the resignation of our president, Mr.

Grieb, which I will ask the secretary to read.

Secretary Kline: Mr. Grieb's letter reads as follows:

Milwaukee, Wis., July 3, 1902.

To the members of the Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.

Gentlemen:—Owing to the demands made upon my time by

my present business advocation, I find that I am unable

to discharge the duties as president of your association with

a degree of satisfaction to myself or commensurate with the

interests of your association, and on this account beg to

tender my resignation as president thereof, to take effect at

cnce.

I expect to continue my membership in the association,

and do all I can to promote its welfare, and very much regret

that my change in business makes it necessary to sever my
official connection with the association.

It is a pleasure to note the progress made by the association

during the present year in the large addition to its member-

ship, the character and quality of the discussions, as well

as of the reports and papers presented and the financial

condition of the treasury dependent on its own legitimate

resources.

It will afford me pleasure to keep in touch with your work

by close scrutiny of the minutes and an occasional attend-

ance at the meetings, when opportunity will allow.

I take this occasion to thank the members individually for

their loyal support and personal interest manifested in the

affairs of the association, which has resulted in achieving

the grand success which marks the present year.

Hoping that the policies outlined at the commencement of

the year may be continued for the time being, and wishing

you the best of success individually and as an association for

the interests you represent, I beg to remain,

Respectfully -yours,

(Signed) J. C. Grieb.

Mr. Phelps (C. & A.): As the communication is addressed

to the members of The Car Foremen's Association, I move
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you that the resignation of Mr. Grieb be accepted. Seconded

and carried.

Mr. Morris: The Board of Directors, I believe, instructed

the Secretary to write Mr. Grieb and express the feelings of

the Board of Directors and also of the Association as a body

regarding the resignation and the loss that they feel the Asso-

ciation suffers by Mr. Grieb's resignation, and I think the

Association should also endorse that, and would make a

motion to that effect. Seconded and carried.

Vice-Pres. Stimson: The resignation of Pres. Grieb was

referred to the Board of Directors. They have recently held

a meeting and decided to submit a report to the Association,

which we Avould be pleased to hear.

Mr. Sharp: As before stated, this matter has been referred

by the Board of Directors; they have taken action and have

a recommendation to submit to the Association, which is in

the hands of the Secretary.

Secretary Kline: The Nominating Committee of the Board

of Directors, after the resignation of Pres. Grieb had been

accepted, presented to the Board and accepted by it, the

name of Mr. O. M. Stimson for President.

Mr. Peck: I would move you that the report of the Board

of Directors be adopted. Seconded.

Mr. Morris: I would like to make an amendment t:> that

motion that the Secretary be instructed to cast the ballot

of the Association for the nominee presented.

The motion as amended Avas put by the Secretary and
unanimously carried.

Pres. Stimson: I did not come here prepared to make a

speech, but in accepting this honor which you have conferred

upon me by electing me President of your Association, I

must say that it is with some feeling that my time will not

permit me to serve you in the able manner of my predeces-

sor, Mr. Grieb, hut with, your hearty co-operation it shall be

my earnest endeavor to serve you to the best of my ability.

If I should talk an hour I could not express myself more
sincerely than by these few remarks. I thank you for the

honor you have conferred upon me.

Mr. Sharp: The committee appointed to make recommen-
dations, anticipating the need of a Vice-President, feeling

sure their recommendation for President would be accepted

and receive the hearty endorsement of all. at that time also

presented a nominee for Vice-President, which was approved

by the Board of Directors, and the nomination is in the

hands of the Secretary.

Secretary Kline: The committee presents the name of Mr.

LeGrand Parish for Vice-President.

Mr. Peck: I would move you that the recommendation
be approved that the Secretary cast the ballot of the Asso-

ciation for Mr. LeGrand Parish as Vice-President of the As-

sociation. Carried.

Mr. Parish: I thank you for the honor conferred upon me
and will do all I can to further interests of the Association.

Pres. Stimson: The election cf Mr. Parish to the office of

Vice-President causes a vacancy in the office of Treasurer.

Has the committee any recommendation to make?
Mr. Phelps: I move you that a nominating committee be

appointed for the purpose of presenting a name for the office

of Treasurer. Carried.

Pres. Stimson: I will appoint on that committee Messrs.

Peck, Morris and Parish.

After retiring the committee presented the name of Mr.

W. H. Evans for the office of Treasurer, and upon motion the

Secretary was instructed to cast the ballot of the Associa-

tion for Mr. Evans.

Mr. Evans: I thank the Association for this honor and
will try to conduct the affairs of the office in a manner
creditable to myself and the Association.

Mr. Parish: I move you that an auditing committee be
appointed to audit the accounts of the Treasurer. Carried.

Pres. Stimson: I will appoint on that committee Messrs.

Bates, Powell and Buker.

Secretary Kline: The following have made application for

membership:

D. L. Gibson, Foreman, B. & 0. R. R., South Chicago.

J. R. Hamilton, Draftsman, S. R. T. Co., Chicago.

G. W. Kane, Piece Work Inspector, Chicago.

Wm. J. Pine, Inspector, Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.

Chas. Taube, Car Repairer, 111. Nor., Chicago.

Wm. H. Ward, Inspector, C. & E., Lima, 0.

Pres. Stimson: These names have been passed upon by
the Board of Directors and will be enrolled as members.
Pres. Stimson: We will now listen to the report of the

"Outing Committee" in regard to the annual outing.

Mr. Sharp: Your committee can only report progress so

far. Working under the directions of the Association, as

expressed here at the last meeting, we have endeavored to

arrange for a railroad excursion. We have practically set-

tled on two points, one or the other to be selected. One is

Monon Park, on the Monon Railroad, and the other is Pewau-
kee Lake, on the Milwaukee Railroad. We expected to be

able to report definitely to-night, but on account of impor-

tant business the general managers have had to attend to

in the last few da} s we Jiave been unable to complete

arrangements, but we expect to have the outing sometime
during the month of July, and on account of not knowing
definitely to-night, we will notify each member by mail as

soon as arrangements are completed. We are arranging for

the entertainment of the members and their families and we
expect to charter the boats for a certain number of hours

during the day and will also charter the bowling alleys, race

tracks, etc., that may be on the ground for the use of the

members of the Car Foremen's Association. We will have
with us a first-class band of music, and we serve notice on

the fellows who went along last year and said they couldn't

dance because they didn't have their dancing slippers with

them, to slip them in their inside pockets this year, as we
will probably go where there is a pavilion and expect to

make use of it. There was something like 200 went on the

excursion last year and I believe we will double that this

year, and I am sure the members who went last year felt

repaid for the day, and it behooves them to advertise it

largely this year, as this is surely an important feature of

our Association work.

Pres. Stimson: I think that all will agree that the com-
mittee has taken the right action for furnishing an entertain-

ment that will be thoroughly enjoyable to all members and
their families and I trust that those present will cause it to

be known that their outing is being handled aggressively by
the committee and that there will at least be plenty of amuse-

ment for all. All should endeavor to work up some en-

thusiasm so as to have a very large attendance.

This brings us to the regular program of the evening, copy

of which you all probably have. The first is the report of

committee appointed to investigate conditions at interchange-

able points, in connection with subject No. 1 discussed at the

June meeting.

To the Car Foremen's Association of Chicago:

Your committee, appointed to investigate conditions at in-

terchange points with a view of determining whether or

not it is possible for an inspector, in making an ordinary

inspection of a car, to discover cases of recent repairs and
defects in connection therewith, which, together with the

parts repaired would fcrm a combination denoting unfair

usage, and which usage, and which defects may possibly be
partially hidden by the repairs which were made, and in

such cases whether a defect card should be demanded of the

delivering company or a joint evidence card furnished show-
ing the condition of the car, beg to report that a meeting of

this committee was held at the Union Stock Yards July 2nd,

and the matter fully discussed.

It is our opinion that, technically speaking, under the M.
C. B. Rules, a defect card may be demanded, but owing to

the difficulties in discovering such defects in ordinary inspec-
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tiori, and since it has been the practice at all times in the

past to simply furnish joint evidence card showing the con-

dition of the car, we would recommend that this practice be

continued. Signed

Louis Olsen.

Geo. N. Saum.

Geo. Thomson.

Geo. M. Bates.

F. C. Kroff.

Mr. Sharp: I move you that the report be accepted and

placed before the Association for discussion.

Mr. Morris (CM. & St. P.): I think that the conclusions

they have arrived at are all right but I do not quite agree

with the way they get at it. As I have said before, I believe

that defects which are part of a combination, that have not

been repaired, are wrong repairs:. I think they ought to be

considered wrong repairs on the broad ground that inasmuch

as only partial repairs have been made the car has been

wrongly repaired and I do not think it should be settled by a

technicality but by the broadest way of looking at it as we
all try to settle all questions. If a person making repairs fails

to renew some part which they should have done, it is an im-

properly repaired car and I do not think that a connecting

line should consider it as a defect, except in that way.

Mr. Peck (Belt Ry.) : You might make partial repairs on a

car to make it safe to run, and not make them all. I think'

a joint evidence card should be sufficient to show what re-

pairs you made, and the other will show for themselves.

Take it in several cities they have switching roads—we have

one here, one in Kansas City, Cincinnati and several other

places. They make repairs on a joint evidence card issued,

say fir an end sill, and make the delivering company, if they

break a draft sill, pay for the draft sill, but bill on the joint

evidence card for the end sill because it was not done at one

and at the same time, but when the car gets home it shows

there was a combination there, an end sill and draft sill re-

paired, one broken by one company and the other by another.

I think the report of the committee is correct on that.

Mr. Morris: I would like to ask Mr. Peck if he considers

this decision according to the M. C. B. Rules, without regard

to expediency or the way the matter is handled at Chicago.

Mr. Peck: I claim we are a Chicago Association and do

things differently here than is done at any other place. I do

not know that it is strictly in accordance with the M. C. B.

Rules, but it is the way it must be handled at Chicago in or-

der to keep the cars moving.

Pres. Stimson: You believe that a joint evidence card

should be given in every case of that kind, upon demand?
Mr. Peck: Yes, sir. The joint evidence card is merely a

form for tracing to find the road who is responsible and for

the owner to find who made repairs.

Pres. Stimson: The reason I asked that question was that

it was brought out at the last meeting that cars were deliv-

ered home in the condition mentioned when both defect card

and joint evidence card has been refused.

Mr. Peck: I think if an inspection shows the condition of

the car, as stated in the subject, when delivered home I think

the owner ought to have a joint evidence card, and there

should be no objection to furnishing him a joint evidence card

for the purpose of tracing, to see who made the repairs.

Mr. Morris: I would like to ask Mr. Peck, again, if a rail-

road company could insist upon its right and demand a defect

card according to the M. C. B. Rules. If they would not take

a joint evidence card could they insist on a defect card?

Mr. Peck: They might. I do not know as to that.

Mi-
. Sharp: I would infer from Mr. Peck's remarks that it

is his idea there was a repair card applied where these par-

tial repairs were made. The case specifically states "in the

absence of a repair card and partial repairs having been made,

what should be issued, an M. C. B. defect card or a joint evi-

dence card when car is delivered to the owner."

Mr. Beck: The joint evidence card could be used for trac-

ing, but a defect card would be proper when there is no re-

pair card on the car or no defect card showing "where the
partial repairs were made.
Mr. Morris: Did the committee consider the absence of a

repair card in making up their report?

Mr. Bates: We considered the question in the absence of

the repair card. That is what we were instructed to do and
that is what we did.

Mr. Evans: Does the report of the committee cover both
conditions ?

Pres. Stimson: The unanimous opinion of the Association

at our last meeting was that in the case of a repair card
being on the car a joint evidence card was all that was nec-

essary, but there was some doubt as to Avhat card should be
issued in the absence of a repair card and the committee was
instructed to report to the association what action should be
taken if a car was delivered home in that condition without
a repair card.

Mr. Evans: I think that under the rules, as Mr. Peck has
stated, the delivering line would be responsible to the owners
for defect card, but under the arrangement in Chicago I

think it has been quite a common practice to give joint

evidence. On that particular point it is well enough to bring

out the fact that it has become quite common to issue joint

evidence cards rather promiscuously and it is' a question

whether or not it would be advisable in some instances to

make it rulable that the delivering line furnish a defect

card, in which case I am rather inclined to think that wrong
repairs, or the evidence of wrong repairs would possibly re-

ceive, more scrutiny than they do when only joint evidence

card is required or demanded. Of course it would no doubt
work a hardship on a road such as Mr. Peck's is, that inter-

changes with 47 railroads in Chicago, but as among the dif-

ferent railroad companies I do not know but what it would
be a good plan to furnish joint evidence card.

Pres. Stimson: Is it not a fact, Mr. Bates, that all of

the decisions of this Association are based upon the M. C. B.

Rules, regardless of the practice at any particular point?

Mr. Bates: I hardly think so.

Mr. Sharp: I would like to say one or two things in re-

gard to the report of this committee. I think the report is

all right as far as Chicago practice is concerned, but I think

it ought to go a little further and say why they make that

ruling. I think we all pretty well agree here that the re-

port of the committee does not comply with a strict inter-

pretation of the M. C. B. Rules. Now if it is better to do

business in accordance with the report of the committee, at

Chicago, and if we are going to abide by that report, let us

have it understood that it does not comply with the M. C. B.

Rules.

Mr. Bates: I believe we said that and I think we give a

reason for making this decision.

Mr. Sharp: I would suggest that the word "technically"

be cut out, making it plain that the decision is conflicting

with the M. C. B. Rules, and would make that as a motion.

Pres. Stimson: Should not the words "at Chicago" be

added after the word practice, making it read "and since it

lias been the practice 'at Chicago' at all times in the past,"

etc.

Mr. Bates: I do not think it is necessary to specify Chi-

cago because it is well known that we do not do business

outside of Chicago and what we do here is for Chicago prac-

tice only, so that I do not see the necessity for putting it in.

Mr. Peck: We have got to be governed a great deal by
conditions. The M. C. B. Rules are made for the entire

country, but if we should attempt to do business in Chicago

strictly in accordance with the M. C. B. Rules we could not

do business at all. In heavy business we transfer 8,00(1 to

12,000 cars a day. A car of perishable freight is received at

an interchange point. The inspector receiving it is four or

five miles away from the man delivering the car. When the

train pulls in there is probably an engine waiting to take

that car away. If you should hold that car for a defect card

the contents would be spoiled before the defect card would
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be received. The report of the committee is all right in

making rules for doing business at Chicago. We could not

do business strictly in accordance with the M. C. B. Rules,

but must be governed by conditions. Chauncey Depew said

the other day that Chicago was the largest interchange point

in the world and always will be because its geographical lo-

cation is such that it gets the cars from all directions and

we have got to make rules for doing business in Chicago.

Take a car from the C, B. & Q. received at our inspection

point which is several miles away. We could not get a defect

card for three or four days. Mr. Morris' headquarters are

four or five miles from us and it would take several days

to get a defect card from him. The North-Western is the

same. We could not do business in that way.

Mr. Powell (I. C.) : I understand that it is not what has

been the practice. I understand that the object of bringing

this up is that some roads complain that they cannot get

joint evidence card. As I understand Mr. Stimson, in some

cases both defect and joint evidence card have been re-

fused, and as I understand it that is the sole reason for the

appointment of this committee and the decision which is

reached now.

Mr. Stimson: Does the committee wish to make any
changes in its report?"

Mr. Bates: No, sir. As far as I am concerned.

Mr. Morris: While I would like to see the decision of the

committee based upon different grounds, I do not think we
can get a report any better than that as a whole and I

therefore move that the report be adopted.

Mr. Peck: I think it is a good move to do this even if

it is not in strict accordance with the M. C. B. Rules. If it

is the proper thing there is no reason why the Car Foremen's

Association cannot start a new rule. The rules" we are work-
ing under now were started in Chicago and we worked under
them a year and a half before the Master Car Builders' As-

sociation adopted them. They thought they were not good
enough.

Mr. Sharp's motion to cut out the word "technically" was
put and lost.

The motion to adopt the report was unanimously carried.

Pres. Stimson: That disposes of Subject No. 1. Subject

No. 2 is Inspection of Cast Iron Car Wheels in Interchange.

Mr. Evans: I expect I am responsible in a way for this

subject in having recommended it to the committee and must
confess that I did not come here prepared to make any
elaborate discussion on it, but at the time I recommended it,

among other subjects, to the committee, it occurred to me
that this was a pretty live subject for this Association to

take up, principally from the fact that with the present

construction of a large proportion of our cars, it is very

difficult, to say the least, for an inspector to make what could

be termed a rigid inspection of wheels in service and the in-

creased capacity of cars without a corresponding increase in

the dimensions of the wheel flanges has demonstrated that

it is a very important matter at this time to thoroughly in-

spect wheels. We find that most wheels, particularly in the

larger capacity cars, are failing in the flanges, failing in the

plates and the hub:—wheels are loose on the axles, and
numerous other defects, that to my mind it is quite difficult

for an ordinary inspection to determine, particularly when
the wheels come to the inspector under a load of perishable

freight and it is very necessary to get it forward as quickly

as possible. I would much rather hear from some of the

inspectors in regard to the inspection of car wheels in inter-

change, give their ideas on the matter. Of course, as to the

Car Foremen's Association, it would hardly be proper for us
to confess that we are not making a thorough inspection of

the wheels and I am not prepared to say that this is the
case, but I am prepared to say that the necessity for and
the opportunity to inspect wheels at the present time is very
much greater in the first instance and less in the latter. I

think it is almost a general opinion that the railroads must
of necessity continue to use cast iron wheels for the greater

portion of their equipment owing, if for no other reason, to

the great cost of the steel tired wheels, and so far as I

am able to say, there does not appear to be any great ne-

cessity for abandoning cast iron wheels so far. One of the

most prominent wheel makers has said very plainly that

there is no question in making cast iron wheels of abundant
strength providing railroad companies will pay for them, in-

timating that the tendency had been to buy cheaper mate-

rial than was really economy. As I said in the beginning,

I do not feel prepared to open this discussion, but I would
like to hear something on the subject. I think, though, this

evening we have another subject, No. 3, which is rather more
important, as we are all particularly interested in Per Diem
at this time.

Pres. Stimson: If there are no objections we will defer

the discussion on Subject No. 2 and take up No. 3, which is

a discussion of the Code of Per Diem rules governing settle-

ment for the use of freight cars. I presume you all have a

copy of the Per Diem rules.

Mr. Peck: I am not very well posted on the Per Diem
rules as yet. It is a little too early in the game to say much.
It has only been running for a few days. I think the Per

Diem business is all right but the rules are crude. Like any
new rules coming into existence they need a lot of repairs

to make them run smooth. The Per Diem rules as now made
are all right providing every car is in good order. They only

make two exceptions for bad order cars,—one when you de-

stroy and have to settle for it and the other when you have
to order some material before repairs can be made. The
Master Car Builders' Association has been making rules for

35 years for handling bad order cars and the practice now is

for the road handling the car to make repairs and charge

the owners for them, but in the Per Diem rules as they stand

now, you pay per diem to repair an owner's defect. That
point has been overlooked. If you get a car now with some
defects you will have to pay 20c or 40c for making it serv-

iceable. That possibly will be taken up by the Arbitration

Committee, which I believe meets in Boston this week, and
changed.

Pres. Stimson: I would like to ask Mr. Peck the question,

What is your interpretation of the Master Car Biulders' re-

cent decision as to the amount of damage a car may sustain

before a railroad company may ask for an appraisal.

Mr. Peck: That is left open. There will have to be a rule

covering that. They have made a rule to avoid paying per

diem when a car is damaged, but they have not placed the

amount. You might have a bad order car that it would take

four or five days to repair that Avould run up quite a Per
Diem charge, but you could send for a center plate, or some-

thing you did not want, to avoid paying per diem.

Mr. Bates: The Per Diem rules are certainly going to

change our method of handling bad order cars. In the past

it has been the practice generally, on receipt of a foreign

car that belonged home via our line, to take and repair it

and start it along home, but under these Per Diem rules we
would have to refuse the car. We would require the line

that made the car bad order, to make the repairs and pay
Per Diem while making repairs, and 1 think one of the

advantages of a full discussion of this is that any one who
makes a bad order car will make the repairs as soon as he

can to avoid paying Per Diem. We have not had much
trouble yet. Of course the per diem system has only been in"

operation nine days and we cannot tell just how it is going

to work out, but according to our understanding of the rules

it will prevent bad order care being passed on to some other

company, and I think the road responsible for the damage
ought to make the repairs before sending the car "home. Over

our way, if we damage any car that is home in Chicago we
will deliver it home without making repairs and let the

owner make repairs and furnish him a defect card, but if

we damage a foreign car that is not home in Chicago we will

make the repairs and then send it back where it belongs.

Mr. Wensley (C. & E. ): I have not heard much about this

Per Diem. We have not had any notice of it, and we have

no foreign cars on our line, as we make the repairs and get

rid of them before noon.

Mr. Morris: I do not believe I can say anything about it.
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I know very little of it, although on our road we have
had the Per Diem rules furnished us. We have not received

any instructions from the general office in regard to details

in the handling of cars.

Mr. Parish: I would like to ask Mr. Peck if he believes

it is within the spirit of the M. C. B. Rules to return a cai

that has owner's defects?

Mr. Peck: No, I do not think we should. It is a case of

give and take and will balance up in the long run. I do
not think we ought to get in the old habit of returning cars

for broken lugs, or bolts or anything of that kind. I think

there will be a rule made to gcvern that, if not by the Amer-
ican Railway Association it certainly will be done by the

Master Car Builders' Association. I do not "think we ought
to get in the habit of returning cars because it costs a great

deal more than the Per Diem would amount to. I think

the best thing for the car men at Chicago to do is to go along

just as we have been, because our Secretary Taylor has writ-

ten the American Railway Association for information on cer-

tain points where it conflicts with the M. C. B. Rules and if

we cannot arrive at an understanding, to get the two commit-

tees together. One place where it conflicts with the M. C. B.

Rules is that the M. C. B. Rules give you 60 days to make
repairs to a foreign car while the Per Diem rules give you
but 20 days.

Mr. Wensley: I am sorry to say that there are some roads

in Chicago that have not got over the rules of ten or twelve

years ago. It was only about ten days ago that I had a car

returned for two draft bolts broken. It is a frequent occur-

rence to have from one to three cars a week coming back

to us at Chicago from one company, but perhaps they have
not got to understand the rules yet.

Mr. Parish: There is another matter I have noticed in the

last few weeks and that is that a great many roads have
commenced to order castings. I do not think that is right.

I think we should look at this thing from a broad point of

view. Chicago has held the position for several years, of

looking at things from a broad point of view and I do not

think we should make different rules regarding interchange

at the present time. We should wait until the Arbitration

Committee has met or communicated with the committee

from the American Railway Association.

Mr. Evans: I can second what Mr. Parish has said about

the idea of going along just as we have been. It seems to

me the Supt. Transportation or Train Despatcher all at once

began to get the idea that it was a bad thing to keep a for*

eign car on the road. It has been the part of the Car De-

partment, I think, that has been active in getting rid of for-

eign cars, as well as their own cars, but all at once we are

given the cue to let our own cars alone and go to repairing

foreign cars and get them home. I think as Mr. Peck does,

with this Per Diem going into effect, for us to delay making
any change in our policy of handling cars in the Chicago

District. I can see no necessity for setting a car back to

the delivering line, or an empty car that has owner's de-

fects. I think, too, that the rules of transferring freight

in bad order cars that are unfit to go forward, by the deliv-

ering company and setting the empty back, will work out.

Of course it will naturally stand to hand that the eastern

lines will get the worst of it because they will have to trans-

fer grain more frequently than the western lines will have
to transfer coal and coke, but I think the thing will work
out and I think we had better keep a little cool and let the

thing work out of itself. I think this Association can well

go on record as condemning the practice of laying a foreign

car out, say for a casting. There is one thing this Per Diem
rule is going to advance, and prossibly accomplish what the

Master Car Builders' Association has failed to do so far,

principally owing, no doubt, to the stubbornness of the prin-

cipal roads of this country, and that is to further the adoption

of M. C. B. standards in the repairs of cars. There is no

reason in my miud why every pattern maker on every dif-

ferent road should make a column casting or a center plate

a little different from anybody else, and the Master Car

Builders' Association can well go further than they have in

designing M. C. B. standards. So far as I have been advised
there is nothing about this Per Diem arrangement as affect-

ing Chicago people, but as it has been "before on the mileage
basis and we are to receive cars just as we have been be-

fore, and settling for them.

Mr. Peck: There is one thing I have discovered in the
Per Diem rules and that is it is a great friend of the Repair
Track Foreman. He gets his repair track pulled whenever
he wants it now.
Mr. Parish: There is one thing I have noticed about the

Per Diem rules so far that pleases me very much and that
is that everybody makes an effort to keep cars moving. We
sometimes handle as high as 75 per cent of foreign cars and
it is very important to keep cars moving. I think everybody
is coming up to the point of making repairs promptly. That
of itself is a very great benefit.

Mr. Morris (C. M. & St. P.): As we all know, there are

some roads that do not keep their equipment up as they
should and there are others that keep their equipment up in

good shape. The roads with the poor equipment are the ones
that are going to be benefited by the Per Diem rules as it is

handled at present, according to my understanding. For in-

stance, a road with poor equipment will deliver a loaded
car to another line, and the first thing that happens is that

the receiving line will have to put the car on its repair track
to make repairs. Another road, which keeps its cars up in

good shape, will deliver a loaded car, and it will pass right

on, without any delay. The road with the good equipment,
of course, pays per diem on the bad order car while it is

held out 24 or 48 hours, as the case may be, while the road

with the poor equipment does not have the same experience

with the car that was given it. I believe that there ought
to be some provision in the way of redress for the road that

receives an owner's defects which will have to be repaired

before the cars can be forwarded.

Mr. Evans: There is a rule here, No. 8, "When a car is

detained awaiting the receipt of repair material from its

owner, the per diem charge will cease from the date the neces-

sary material is ordered from the owner until the date when
it is received by the road holding the car." For instance, we
have a Boston & Albany car at Chicago that requires some
material from that road, can you consider that we would
have received that material when delivered to us at our

eastern connection? Or, for instance, a western line had a

car in San Francisco and we delivered a casting to them at

Chicago. That is a point I suppose the Arbitration Committee
will have to provide for. Another thing,—when does per

diem stop, at the date of your letter ordering the material

or the date received by the owner?
Mr. Peck: As I understand the report of the American Rail-

way Association, the per diem would stop at the date of your

letter until the casting was received at the point of des-

tination.

Mr. Evans: Just on that same line there is a subject I

think that this Association can well take up and that is the

transfer of material from different parts of the city. While

of course we do not have anything to do with the Agents,

or cartage, the fact that we have experienced considerable

difficulty from lines located just across the city in different

directions, it seems to me, is sufficient for this Association,

in connection with this per diem, to take some action to fa-

cilitate the movement of these castings. For instance, if the

North-Western ordered a casting from the B. & O., to go

by the usual way it goes through the freight houses and
is quite a long time in getting around and the same in go-

ing the other way. I am not able to suggest how that could

lie accomplished.

Mr. Peck: If we want to send a casting to the B. & O., we
get a B. & 0. car in bad order that is going home, put the

material in the car and bill it to him. Of course it goes

deadhead.

Mr. Evans: We do not have any trouble in getting castings

from Mr. Peck. Meeting adjourned.
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THROUGH the courtesy of Mr. R. P. C. Sander-

son, Superintendent of Motive Power, acting

with the approval of Mr. J. M. Barr, Vice-President

of the Seaboard Air Line Railway, Purdue University

is in receipt of a full sized model, accurate in all of

its details, of an early locomotive. Mr. Sanderson

states that the model represents the locomotive "Tor-

nado," which was the second owned by the parent

roads now forming the Seaboard Air Line Railway.

It was purchased in England and placed in service in

March, 1840. It has a single pair of drivers, a four-

wheel truck, and a cylindrical fire-box. A tender car-

ried on four wheels is attached.

OF interest at the time of a discussion of a smoke

preventor, is the fact that a prominent citizen of

Baltimore has sued a railroad company running into that

city, for ruining the interior furnishings of his residence

by the smoke emitted from locomotive stacks. As re-

gards the question both of smoke and spark prevention in

locomotives, it is much cheaper in the end to hinder the

sparks from leaving the firebox than to endeavor to col-

lect or arrest them after they have once passed through

the flues. When the condition has once been satisfac-

torily reached by which complete combustion takes place

before the gases pass the back flue sheet, railroad officials

should then be relieved of the constant fire of complaint

to which they are now subjected as a result of sparks set-

ting fire to barns, haystacks, etc., along the right of way,

the smoke nuisance within city limits, and the annoyance

caused passengers by flying cinders.

i

IT is gratifying to notice the interest taken by rail-

way motive power officials in the technical

training of young men for future mechanical posi-

tions. This is attested by the establishment of uni-

versity scholarships by railway technical associations.

The Railway Master Mechanics' Association having

such a benefit at the Stevens Institute of Technology
at Hoboken, N. J., and the St. Louis Railway Club

having recently announced its intention of establish-

ing a fund to maintain one student in Purdue Univer-

sity. This to be known as the Purdue University

Fund of the St. Louis Railway Club. In both instan-

ces the scholarships are open to competition among
the sons of members of the respective associations

supporting them. In our issue of January 1900 atten-

tion was called to the action of the St. Louis Railway
Club in instituting a scholarship at Blees Military

Academy under conditions similar to the one now pro-

posed at Purdue. This action was highly commended
at the time, being considered an apt disposition of the

club funds and the St. Louis Railway Club will un-

doubtedly be commended as highly in this instance as

in the case of the previous scholarship.
» • »

THE annual convention of the National Railway Mas-

ter Blacksmiths' Association at Chicago this year

was a success in every way. A number of valuable

papers pertaining to smithshop practice were presented

for discussion and handled ably and creditably by the

members. That the importance of the association and its

work is being realized and appreciated by master smiths

is shown by the large attendance of members from all

over the country and the continued increase of the sec-

retary's list of members. The gentlemen attending the

convention managed to have many pleasant times

together, as well as continue the business for which they

had assembled, and the number of ladies who visited the

city with the members were pleasantly entertained during

their stay by the entertainment committee and friends of

the association. When the business before the conven-

tion had been disposed of the association visited several

shops in and around the city, where they were extended

that courtesy and attention which attests the high regard

in which the organization is held by the railroads of the

country. During the convention the association assem-

bled in front of the Art Institute, where the members

and their visiting friends were photographed. This

photograph appears in this issue.
»

»

MR. Forney's lecture, "Reminiscences of Half a

Century," presented at the May meeting of

the New York Railroad Club was as interesting as it

was historical. Delivered in Mr. Forney's clear, mat-

ter of fact style, it covered the history of the locomo-

tive and its development so thoroughly and conclu-

sively that his paper must be recorded as one of the

most valuable in the history of the locomotive.

The development of the use of steam as a motive

power having been so slow in its early stages—hav-

ing first been heard of as used by the Druids to open

and close their temple doors— it is very interesting

to read of the rapid strides in its development during

the lifetime of one who has been so closely associated

with the advancement in the use of steam, in the

growth of the locomotive steam engine.
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Mr. Forney, referring to records of events previous

to his own experience, tells of the early locomotive

experimented with by Peter Cooper "which it is said

was about as big as a hand car." "It had a vertical

boiler and the water supply was carried in a barrel,"

gun barrels having been used for tubes as no other

tubes could be had.

The author goes on to show the substitution, in

time, of the horizontal for the vertical boiler; the

change from the vertical

cylinder to the horizontal;

and connecting pistons di-

rectly with driving wheels.

The obstacles encoun-

tered in early locomo-

tive practice were not alto-

gether unlike those of the

present and the early en-

gines were naturally sub-

ject to many defects and

weaknesses. "Notwith-

standing these defects,

though, when they did not

blow up or run off the

track, they were efficient

machines"—referring to the

camel locomotives of about

1856.

Looking at the past, the

present and the future, the

author continues: "It may

be interesting to summar-

ize briefly some data which

indicate the growth of lo-

comotives since their first

introduction on the Balti-

more and Ohio Railroad in

1832. The company then

advertised for engines to

weigh not over 3J/2 tons and

to haul 15 tons at a speed of

15 miles per hour. In 1852

Winan's camel engines

weighed 24 to 25 tons and

were about the heaviest

in use, so that the in-

crease in weight in the intervening years was at the

rate of a ton per year. The heavier decapod engine of

to-day weighs 130 tons, so that from 1852 to 1902 the

rate of increase has been over two tons per year. If

the rate of increase is again doubled during the next

fifty years, and should be four tons per year, then in

1952 locomotives will weigh 330 tons. We might let

our mechanical imaginations run riot in trying to con-

ceive how to build locomotives of that weight for a 4 ft.

S x/2 in. gauge track, and if the problem becomes in-

soluble, then we will be equally puzzled to know how
to widen the gauge of our railroads."

Mr. J. H. P. Hughart.

GKNEKAL MANAGER OF THE GRAND RAPIDS AND INDIANA RAILWAY

Mr. Hughart entered theservic? of the Pittsburg and Connellsville Railway

in September, 18f>9. Since 1874 he has beeh with the Grand Rapids and Indi-

ana Railway successively as secretary to th° president, purchasing agent, pay-

master, secretary, assistant to president and acting superintendent, second

vice-president and general manager; and since June. 189G has been general

manager of the reorganized road of the same nams.

^"^HE too ready accounts of the daily papers -giving

•*• the term "explosion" to any accident wherein a

gas tank figures cannot always be relied upon and should

not be credited unless found true after careful investi-

gation. An instance of an unreliable account of this

nature has been brought to notice in the case of an acci-

dent on the P. C. & St. L. Ry. near Xenia, Ohio, July

24, wherein it was stated that the wreck was set on fire

by the explosion of a gas

— I tank under one of the cars,

while in reality it was shown

upon investigation that the

only possible basis for the

above report was the fact

that the gas escaping from

the broken pipes caused the

flames to flash up suddenly.

Although the tank valves

were broken off of all but

three of the fifteen tanks, not

one of the tanks showed
signs of rupture from explo-

sion or any other cause even

though some of them were
more or less dented and
showed signs of having

been subjected to heat. Of
the number of tanks, nine

were Pintsch brazed and six

Pennsylvania Railroad. An-
other unreliable statement

of this kind was made in a re-

port of an accident on the C.

the same day, in which a gas
tank was said to have ex-

ploded. This imaginary ex-

plosion was absolutely denied

by the officials of the road;

the impression of an explo-

sion evidently having been

given by the same cause as

explained in the case of the

other accident.

--•-«-

It is announced that the

following additional ap-

pointments to the Purdue

Faculty have recently

been made: Mr. J. R. McColl to be Associate Profes-

sor in Thermodynamics; and Mr. Fritz B. Ernst to be

Instructor in Car and Locomotive Design. Professor

McColl is a graduate of the department of Mechani-

cal Engineering, Michigan Agricultural College, Class

of '90, and has done work as a graduate student both

in that institution and at Cornell University. After

serving for a time as an assistant, he was in 1892

placed in charge of the department of Mechanical En-

gineering of the University of Tennessee at Knoxville,

and for ten years has devoted himself to its develop-

ment. The University of Tennessee is a most pro-
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gressive one and Professor McColl has done his full

share in advancing- its growth. Mr. Ernst is a gradu-

ate of the department of Civil Engineering of Purdue

University, Class of '00, and since graduating has been

a member of the editorial staff of the Railway Age of

Chicago, in which position he has had much to do

with certain phases of railway design.

» •

PRESS dispatches report that the New York Cen-

tral & Hudson River R. R. has decided to adopt

electrical operation of trains from the Grand Central

station through the Park Avenue tunnel, in New
York, and that a proposition has been placed before

the city officials. Transmission is to be by means

of a third rail. The company proposes to widen the

tunnel and install a new electric lighting plant. In

return for these improvements the railroad company
asks from the city the surrender of land above the

Harlem river for purposes made necessary by the sub-

stitution of electricity for steam operation. It is

stated that the company is ready to begin work on the

new system as soon as the city will grant the conces-

sions necessary for the installation of the power plant.

It seems unlikely that it will be feasible to locate a

power house at the center of the electrically operated

section. The next best suggestion is that of locating

the power house at Harlem river, with a sub-station

at the Grand Central station, using an alternating cur-

rent of 11,000 volts on the primary circuit, which will

be transformed down and converted into a continuous
current of 600 volts.

+-++

THE following recent incident illustrates the efficien-

cy of the United States Mail Service: At Rock-

Island, 111., there was deposited, in a United States
mail box, a letter upon the envelope of which was
pasted a picture evidently representing some railway
passenger agent. This was all there was upon the

envelope. That the picture was some railway pas-
senger agent the Post Office authorities determined
from the uniform, and, under a microscopic inspection,

discovered that the cap bore the inscription—Chicago
& Alton R'y Passenger Agent. Upon reference to a

Chicago & Alton R'y folder (in which appears the pic-

tures of depot passenger agents at terminals to enable
passenger agents who meet incoming trains and assist

passengers in boardnig outgoing trains), the Post
Office authorities discovered a similar likeness, and
found that the individual to whom the letter was ad-
dressed was Mr. Price M. Taylor, Depot Passenger
Agent, Chicago & Alton R'y, St. Louis, Mo. The let-

ter was then forwarded, reaching Mr. Taylor three
days after it was mailed in Rock Island.

»

»

Tandem Compound Consolidation Locomotive—Erie Railroad

WE show in the accompanying illustration.one of tank is a water bottom, hopper type. The air brake

the tandem compound locomotives recently built equipment is the Westinghouse-American.

by the American Locomotive Company at their Cooke The general dimensions are given in the following

Works, Paterson, N. J., for the Erie Railroad. Inter- table

:

estine among- the features of construction peculiar to this
< ' n

,

Ufi(
/,' 4 ft

-
8% '"•... , . . . .

" heel base, driving 15 ft 6 ins
engine will be noticed the disposition of the air drums by Wheel base, total '.',',

.24 ft 3 ins

placing them over the firebox; the arrangement of the Wheel lmse
- tota] ell-'»e and tender 51 ft. 11 ins.

. . ., r /111 • lu
Weight, on drivers 185.500 lbs.

steam connection to the fountain (clearly shown in the Weight, on trucks ?3 500 lbs

general view) whereby drier steam is available for the Weight', total of engine 209,'ooo lbs".

usual devices to which the fountain supplies steam
;
the Diameter f cylinders, hig^'pr^siire 16 ins.

arrangement of hand rails at the front end of the engine Diameter of cylinders, low pressure 30 ins.

, ,, • , , • 1 r ,, , , 1 ,

,

Stroke of piston 30 bis.
and on the right side of the running board, and the ar- Valves
rangement of steps at the front end for reaching the run- Kind of slide valve Piston Type

.
'

, , • ,, Travel of valve 6 ins.mng board conveniently. 0utside lap of valvGj high pressure % in .

This engine, designated by the Whyte classification as Offside lap of valve, low pressure % in.
° J J Inside clearance of valve, high pressure line and line... .

a 2-8-0 type, weighs 185,500 pounds on drivers, exerting inside clearance of valve, low pressure 14 in.

a starting power of 45,900 pounds, is a powerful one and ]]Z
(

]t]'
ot' st

f
am P^P- h}- h pressure 1% in.01 ^ J r r Width of steam ports, low pressure 2% ins.

is constructed to burn fine anthracite coal and carry a Wheels, etc.

working steam pressure of 20 pounds. The material of Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 56 ins.
& r r Engine truck, kind Standard.

the main driving wheel center is cast steel and of the Engine truck wheels, diameter 30 ins.

first, second and fourth drivers, cast iron. The engine Driving axle journals, diameter, main, 10 ins
;
others. .. .9 ins.

& Driving axle journals, length 12 ins.

truck wheels have cast iron centers and steel tires, using Engine truck axle journals, diameter 6 ins.

retaining rings. The boiler is a straight top, radial Engine truck axle journals^length 10 ins.

stayed type, with a wide elevated firebox. The ratio of Type.. Straight top, with wide elevated fire box, radial stayed.

weight on drivers to total heating surface is 62.2 and Working pressure 220 lbs.
& ° Horizontal seams Sextuple.

ratio of total heating surface to grate area is 39.1. ' The Diameter of first course, outside 70 1/. ins.
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Thickness of shell 9-16 in., % in.

Fireb x length 114% ins.

Fire box, width 96*4 ins.

Fire box crown staying Radial.
Style of grate—drop front and back— 6 sections rock bar.
Tubes, number 369
Tubes, diameter 2 ins.

Tubes, length 14 ft. 6 ins.

Heating surface, tubes 2,784 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 199 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2.983 sq. ft.

Grate surface 76.27 sq. ft.

Exhaust pipe Single, high.

Smoke box Extended.
Smoke box, netting 2]/2 x 2% mesh; number 125.

Center of boiler from rail 9 ft. 5 ins.

Top of stack from rail 15 ft. 6% ins.

Tender.

Weight, loaded 120,000 lbs.

Wheels, number 8

Wheels, diameter 33 ins.

Wheels, kind Chilled cast iron.

Journals^ diameter and length 5 ins. x 9 ins.

Wheel base 27 ft. 8 ins.

Tender frame 12 in. steel channel
Truck, style Barber
Coal capacity 10 tons.

Water capacity 6,000 gal.

Air Press for Driving Box Brasses.

THAT compressed air has proven its importance in

the shop, and that no modern shop is up to date

unless equipped with appliances whereby pneumatic

tools may be operated, has long been realized. Tools

for using air are often designed to meet local condi-

tions, as necessity arises, thus producing many useful

designs.

The Illinois Central Railroad has designed and built

at their Burnside shops an air press. for pressing driving

box brasses in and out of the boxes. This machine is in

successful operation and is far more suitable than the

old methods of pressing brasses by screw or hydraulic

presses.

The construction of the machine is clearly shown in

the accompanying illustration and line drawing. The
cylinder is 20 ins. in diameter and the piston travels 13

ins. Where the travel of the piston is not sufficient to

press the brass the necessary distance, piston rod exten-

sions are supplied. (These extensions are shown in the

line drawing; and in the illustration may be seen standing

near the back end of the cylinder.) Air is admitted to

the cylinder through a three-way valve and pipes ex-

tending to each cylinder head, outside of the cylinder.

Exhaust pressure is released by a globe valve attached

to each cylinder head. To operate the press, the globe

valve is opened at the forward end of the cylinder and

the back globe valve is closed ; air is then admitted be-

hind the piston by the three-way valve. To move the

piston in the opposite direction, the operation of the

valves is reversed. About 6}i pounds gauge pressure

will produce a pressure of one ton on the piston.

Handling the driving boxes is facilitated by means of

an air jib crane—the hook suspending from this crane

is seen in the illustration.

Air Press for Driving Box Brasses.
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Air Press for Driving Box Brasses.

New York Central and Hudson
tion

HE drawings herewith shown illustrate the

air brake instruction car of the New York

Central and Hudson River Railroad Com-

pany recently constructed by them at their

West Albany shops. The arrangement of

the appurtenances of the car is such that

while the car is compact, it is at the same

time roomy and comfortable. The three

compartments of the car are arranged as follows : The
middle section is arranged for instruction purposes
and is capable of accommodating about twenty per-

sons. It is equipped with all the apparatus pertaining

to air brakes and train signals, including passenger
car, freight car, tender and driver brake equipment
arranged with service appliances and so connected
with the engineer's valve that they may be operated
individually or together. Twenty car cylinders, with
service appliances, are compactly arranged on a rack-

in a vertical position near the center of the car and the

piping necessary for a train of this number of cars, is

carried under the frame of the car. Piping for train

signal apparatus of a train of fifteen cars is arranged
to run between the deck windows and along the side

of the end partition and connected to the discharge

valve at the left side of the car. One end compart-
ment is furnished to accommodate the instructors ac-

companying the car and is supplied with a standard
upper and lower berth, book case, desk, chairs, clothes

press and wash basin. The opposite end compart-
ment contains a 2 1/? horse power gas engine con-

nected with a 4 in. by 4 in. air compressor, work bench,

heater, closets, lavatory, wash basin and water tank.

Though an air pump is installed in the car for in-

struction, the steam end is operated by air, the main
reservoir receiving its pressure from the air com-
pressor which supplies all air used in the car. The

River Railroad Air Brake Instruc-

Car
car is well lighted and ventilated throughout, notice-

able features being the hatchway openings in the deck

4 ft. & l/2 in. long by 18 in. wide, and the double end

door shows in the cross sectional view Fig. 1.

The usual line of construction is followed through-

out the framing. The length of car over sills is 60

ft. with a 54 ft. 6 in. wheel base, mounted on six wheel

Fig. 1. Air Brake Instruction Car, N. Y. C. & H.
R R. R. Section Through Car.

trucks having 36 in. wheels, truck wheel base being

10 ft. 10 in. The width over the side sills is 9 ft. 8 in.

and the inside width is 8 ft. 10^4 in. The height from

top of rail to top of roof boards is 13 ft. 9% in., the

ventilator standing 3% in. higher. Height from floor

to deck, 7 ft. 6% in. Height from top of rail to top of

platform is 4 ft. 2 in., and the length from inside of

pier panel to center of car is 29 ft. jyi in.
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Fig. 2. Air Brake Instruction Car N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.
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Portable Wood Boring Machine Frame

AMONG the many devices designed in shops to

meet local conditions there are often origin-

ated appliances which prove themselves profitable in

saving time and labor. Such devices are of interest

and worthy of attention as they are many times appli-

cable to conditions in other shops.

An interesting device of such nature is here illus-

trated. It is a portable frame for holding and guiding

air motors, by means of which a boring machine may

be set to bore to any desired depth, within the range

Portable Wood Boring Machine Frame.

of the machine, and may be adjusted to an angle from

15 to 90 degrees. This device has been used for sev-

eral years, in the shop in which it was designed, and

by using it work can be done more easily and accu-

rately than when guiding a boring machine by hand.

When using a non-reversible drill and desiring to bore

a number of holes to the same depth, attach collar

"D" to spindle "A" so that when the desired depth is

reached collar "D" will rest on top of frame "E," auto-

matically stopping the drill from continuing any

deeper.

To hold air machine up when not in use, a catch is

attached to spindle A so that when the machine is

raised the catch engages cross brace B. The catch is

so constructed that when the machine is raised

to its full height the catch automatically engages

cross brace B, holding the machine in position

until released by compressing spring under catch.

Spindle A is made of }i inch pipe and can be

easily attached to the top of any air machine. With

machines whose throttle is operated by the top handle,

apply a collar to the top of the machine and attach the

handle to the side of this collar, as to a "T." A cup

should be applied to the top of the collar and the pipe

—or spindle—screwed into the cup.

This device is not patented. For the illustration

and information of same, we are indebted to Mr. E. N.

Wiest, Master Mechanic, M., & N. E. R. R., Manistee,

Michigan.

»

»

Fuel Economizer and Smoke Consumer

OF the number of expedients resorted to to reduce

the amount of black smoke discharged from loco-

motive stacks, both by careful firing and mechanical ap-

pliances, the burner here illustrated appears to give the

most satisfactory and practical results. Not only is the

blackness of the smoke reduced, showing more complete

combustion of the gases, but the amount of coal per ton

mile is also reduced about 20 per cent, showing a more
economical use of fuel. Engineers have previously, as

a rule, paid more attention to the economical use of

steam than to economical means of producing it, though

die latter is a question of no little importance.

The construction and application of parts constituting

this burner appear to be simple. The arrangement in-

cludes two fire brick arches, the forward arch supported

in the usual way on water tubes and the rear one sup-

ported by arch studs, the opening between these arches

being but 17 inches, as seen by reference to Fig. 3.

Air is admitted above the fire through the tubes, shown

in end elevation Fig. 1 and in section Fig. 3 ; these

tubes extending into the firebox to the edge of the arch,

K. This arrangement supplies the following conditions

necessary for economical and smokeless combustion, air

supply over the fire, an intimate admixture of air with

the burning coal gases, and distance in which to com-

plete the combustion of the mixed air and gases. In

order to heat the air admitted above the fire a plate, B,

shown in Figs. 3 and 5, is attached to the back-

end of the boiler and all air entering the tubes O passes

between the back sheet of the boiler and the plate B, the

air receiving heat from the boiler as it passes through

this narrow space. The distance between boiler sheet

and plate is % of an inch. As the tubes O extend some

distance into the firebox the air is heated to much higher

temperature during its passage through the tubes. These

tubes are of composition metal and capable of withstand-

ing: the heat of the interior of the firebox. The method

of inserting these tubes is shown in Fig. 2. A blower

attachment, shown in Fig. 5 and in detail 4, is sup-

plied for use when more air is required than that induced

by the exhaust.

The experience of the New York Central & Hudson

River Railroad is that the device is a success as a smoke

preventor and informal reports estimate a saving of from

15 to 20 per cent in fuel. The second engine on the road
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equipped with this consumer, pulling a five car train and

making a run of 59 miles in 64 minutes, emitted abso-

lutely no black smoke whatever while the engine was

running.

The fireman did not make any extra exertion to pre-

vent black smoke, but in fact, at one time, put in seven

scoops of coal, and immediately followed with eight

more, and she showed no smoke. He then put in nine

scoops of coal just at the time that the engineer shut off

for a block ; as soon as the blower was put on she cleared

her smoke instantly. The fire at all times is incandes-

cent.

Quoting from a locomotive inspector observing the

run : "This engine shows more nearly perfect combus-

tion than I ever saw in a locomotive firebox, and unless

there is something that I have not yet seen, it is without

question an elegant thing to have. If all our engines

were equipped with this device we could simply say to

the firemen that the making of black smoke was abso-

lutely unnecessary, and insist on none of it being made."

This device was invented by Mr. S. W. Simonds and

Mr. J. S. Fulton. It is made and sold by Coffin-Megeath

Supply Company, Franklin, Pa.

Notes for Travelers Over the Trans-Siberian

Railway

MR. HENRY B. MILLER, United States consul

at Niuchwang, China, has communicated to

the state department some notes of interest to travel-

ers going over the Trans-Siberian Ry. Trains can be

taken at Vladivostock, Dalny, Port Arthur, or Niuch-

wang daily for St. Petersburg, all rail route except 2.7

miles across Lake Baikal. At present, only second-

class accommodations can be had from the Pacific to

Irkutsk. First-class trains are expected to cover the

entire route in a short time. Station eating houses

are plentiful along the route, but a good lunch basket

will be found advantageous.

From Irkutsk, three fast trains per week are run to

St. Petersburg. These are fitted up with dining cars,

bath, barber shop, and library. Slower trains run

daily. The time from Irkutsk to St. Petersburg on

fast trains is eight days. It is advisable to engage

compartments or seats on the train a day in advance

of leaving. Blankets, pillows, towels and soap should

be carried by travelers. Baggage to the amount of 36

lbs. is carried free, and all above that going into the

baggage car is charged for.
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A first-class fare from Irkutsk to St. Petersburg

does not exceed $62.57; second class, $46.81. The
sleeping car fare from Irkutsk to St. Petersburg costs,

first-class, $11.60; second class, $7.37; from the Pacific

to Londan, first-class, $128.75; second class, $103.

From Japan or China to New York via Siberia, the

time required and cost of trip are about the same as

across the Pacific and the American continent. Trav-

elers from Londan have been arriving at Niuchwang
in twenty days. Persons not able to speak the Rus-

sian language should have a small dictionary in their

native tongue and Russian, or at least a book contain-

ing the words used for food, drink and common re-

quirements. Only Russian is spoken by trainmen.

In the matter of money, after leaving the Pacific all

should be in rubles and kopecs. One ruble is about

equal in value to 50 cents gold and 1 kopec to ^2 cent

gold. Money can be exchanged at the banks at Vladi-

vostock, Dalny, Port Arthur, or Niuchwang. Pass-

ports, endorsed by a Russian consul, are required.

Trains from Pekin and Tientsin make close daily

connection with trains for St. Petersburg at Niuch-

wang, requiring two days' time from Pekin to Niuch-

wang. Several steam lines run from Japan, Shanghai

and Chefoo to Vladivostock, Port Arthur, Dalny,

Niuchwang and Tientsin.

The best hotels are at Dalny and Niuchwang, and

these are only fair. Port Arthur has as yet no hotel

accommodations, and it is advisable to remain on the

steamer until leaving by train. There is a consul of

the United States at Niuchwang, and a United States

commercial agent at Vladivostok. The United

States has no representative at Dalny or Port Arthur,

or at any other point in Manchuria or Siberia.

Telegrams can be sent to' London and points in

Europe for 59 kopecks (30.3 cents) per word, and to

New York for 98 kopecks (50.4 cents) per word.

Telegraph rates to all points in Russia are 15 ko-

pecks (7.7 cents) per message (number of words not

stated) and 10 kopecks (5.1 cents) per word addi-

tional.

»

Passenger Locomotive for Mexican National Railway

HE photograph and general view herewith

I

;
I

produced illustrate one of the ten-wheel

passenger locomotives built for the Mexi-

can National Railway, by the American

Locomotive Company, at their Brooks

Works, Dunkirk, N. Y. Among the points

of interest noted on these engines is the

starting power of 28,000 pounds, and the

adhesive weight, which is 4.75 of the maximum trac-

tive power, a value that will insure the maximum
draw bar pull under the average condition of rails,

without the use of sand. A handsome appearance is

presented by the clean-cut lines of mechanical details.

By the Whyte classification these engines are of the

4—6—o type. For convenience and safety when taking

sand a handle is attached to the top of the sand dome.

In place of continuing the running board along the

smoke box, a step is bolted to the cylinder casting to

facilitate passage at this point, a cheaper and more
convenient construction. The construction of the

frame is such as to give the widest possible grate be-

tween drivers, the mud ring overhanging the frames.

These engines are of standard American gauge,

4 ft. 8y2 in., are designed to burn bituminous coal and
carry 200 pounds steam pressure. The total weight

of engine is 172,000 pounds, of which 39,000 pounds
are on the leading wheels and 133,000 pounds on

drivers. Weight of tender loader is 140,000 pounds.

The total wheel base of engine and tender is 56 ft.

y/2 ins., total wheel base of engine 25 ft. 7 ins., driv-

ing wheel base 14 ft. 6 ins. The ratio of grate area in

square feet to weight on drivers in pounds is 1 to

48.29. The total heating surface is 2753.7 square feet,

Passenger Locomotive for Mexican National Rail way.
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Passenger Locomotive for Mexican National Railway.

of which 2553.7 are m the hues, 177 in the firebox and

23 in the arch tubes. The grate area is 35.15 square

feet. Ratio of grate area to total heating surface is

r to 78.34. The material of the driving wheel centers

is cast steel. Diameter of driving wheels, 68 ins.

;

diameter of truck wheels, 33^ ins. The cylinders are

of 20 in. diameter by 28 in. stroke.

The valves are of the improved piston type and the

valve motion is the standard Brooks' direct connec-

tion, which they have put on all their recent locomo-
tives having piston valves. The boiler is of the radial

stayed, wagon top type. The diameter of the barrel is

67% ins. at front and 75^ ins. at throat. The hori-

zontal seams are sextuple riveted and circumferential

seams are double riveted. There are 348 tubes, 2 in.

outside diameter, the material being charcoal iron.

The firebox is of the sloping type.

The tender, to whose large capacity we call atten-

tion, is of the eight-wheel type, steel channel under-
frame, gravity water bottom tank of 7,000 gallons'

capacity, and a coal capacity of 12 tons.

Engine equipped with American brakes outside
equalized on all drivers. Westinghouse automatic
brakes for tender and train service

; g
l/2 air pump. El-

liott acetylene headlight, connected by piping to gas
tank on running board near the cab. Shot shank M.
C. B. coupler.

The following are the general dimensions:

2?
us

?
•••• 4 ft. 8% in.

\\ eight on leading wheels 39.000' lbs
Weight on driving wheels 133 000 i ns

'

Weight, total 172o ,0o lbs ;

VV eight tender, loaded 140 (y>0 lbs
Wheel base, total, of engine 2n ft 7 in
Wheel base, driving '/ "

14 ft r; inW heel base, total, engine and tender 56 ft 3V, in
Length over all, engine 89 f't 4 fn
Length over all, total, engine and tender. .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.766

ft 3 in'
Height, center of boiler above rail 8 ft 9 in
Height, slack above rail 14 ft {^ «„'

Heating surface, firebox 177 S( , ffHeating surface, tubes '.'.':'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

2553.7 sq ft.'
Heating surface, arch tubes 23 so ft
Heating surface, total '.'.'.'.'.'.'.2753.7

sq ft."Grateare« •••• 35.15 sq.ft.
V\ heels and Journals.

Wheels, leading, number
4

Wheels, leading, diameter 33% in.

Wheels, driving, number 6

Wheels, driving, diameter 68 in.

Material of wheel centers Driving wheels,
cast steel; engine truck wheels cast iron spoke center

Journal, leading axles. 5y2^2 in.

Journal, leading axles, wheel fit 5% in.

Journal, driving axles 9x12 in.

Journal, driving axles, wheel fit 9% in.

Cylinders.
Cylinder, diameter 20 in.

Cylinder, stroke 28 in.

Piston rod, diameter 3^4 in.

Main rod, length center to center 10 ft. 10 in.

Steam ports, length 25y2 in.

Steam ports, width 1% in.

Exhaust ports, least area 65 sq. in.

Bridge, width 2 in.

Valves,
kind of Improved pistonValves,

Valves.
Valves,
Valves,
Lead in

greatest travel 5-15 /32 in.

steam lap (inside) 1% in.

exhaust clearance ( outside )

full gear 1-16 in.

Boiler.
Boiler, type of Radial stayed wagon t p
Boiler, working pressure 2(10 lbs.

Boiler, material in barrel Steel
Boiler, thickness of material in shell 9-16, %, %, 11-16 in.

Boiler, thickness in tube sheet i/A in.

Boiler, diameter of barrel front .67% in.

Boiler, diameter of barrel at throat 75^ in.

Seams, kind of, horizontal Sextuple
Seams, kind of, circumferential Double
Crown sheet, stayed with .Radial stays
Dome, diameter inside 30 in.

Fire Box.
Fire box, type Sloping
Fire box, length 124 in.

Fire box, width 42 in.

Fire box, depth front 77 in.

Sire box, depth back GO in.

Fire box, material Steel
Fire box, thickness of sheets

Crown, % in.; tube, % in.; side, % in.

Fire box, brick arch Supported by studs
Fire box, mud ring width. .3% in. back, 3% in. sides, 4 iii. front
Fire box, water space at top. .6 in. back, 5% in. sides, 4 in. front
Fire b:>x, grates, kind of .Rocking
Tubes, number of 348
Tubes, material Charcoal iron
Tubes, outside 2 in.

Tubes, thickness 12 B. W. ( !.

Tubes, length over tube sheets 14 ft. 1 5-16 in.

Smoke Box.
Smoke box, diameter outside 71 in.

Smoke box, length from tube sheet 641-2 in.
Exhaust nozzle, single or double Single
Exhaust nozzle, variable or permanent Permanent
Exhause nozzle, diameter 5% jn.

Exhaust nozzle, distance of tip below center of boiler.. 5% in.

Netting, wire or plate Wire
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Netting, size of mesh or perforations .2y2n2y2
Stack, straight or taper Taper
Stack, least diameter taper 15 in.

Stack, greatest diameter taper 17% in.

Stack, height above smoke box 39 in.

. .Tender.
Type Eight-wheel
Tank, type Gravity water bottom
Tank, capacity for water 7,000 gals.
Tank, capacity for coal 12 tons
Tank, material Steel

Tender.
Tank, thickness of sheets % in.

Type of under frame Steel channel
Type of trucks Basic steel bolsters
Type of springs Triple elliptic

Diameter of wheels 33% in.

Diameter and length of journals 5^x10 in.

Distance between centers of journals 66 in.

Diameter of wheel fit on axle 6% in.

Diameter of center of axle 5% in.

Length of tender over bumper beams 25 ft. 10 in.

Length of tank inside 23 ft.

Width of tank inside 10 ft.

Height of tank, not including collar 5 ft. 5 in.

Type of draw gear M. C. B. coupler

Canadian Pacific Railway Cupalo Observation Car

A novel design in the construction of an observa-

tion car is shown in the accompanying draw-
ings of the observation car for the mountain divi-

sion of the Canadian Pacific Railroad. This car

is 56 feet long by 9 feet 10 inches wide over frame, and

has a steel observation platform at each end enclosed

by handrailings and gates. It is equipped with C. P.

R. standard four-wheel trucks and 40 inch steel-tired

wheels, inside hung brakes, Westinghouse high speed
and National hollow brake beams. The car is built

without the usual monitor roof, or upper deck, and
has an elevated platform with cupola above at each

\Jfcr/(w*rAfaM/foow

gers in similar revolving chairs to tnose in the cupola,

placed in two rows opposite the side windows; the
sashes in the latter are arranged to drop down inside

Floor Plan

Cupalo Observation Car, Canadian Pacific Ry.

Cl/fOLA PIAN

end, each cupola being provided with revolving the car frame so as to provide for a wide range of
Vienna chairs for six passengers. The cupola having
two large windows on each side and end, allows of an
unobstructed view in each direction ; access to this

platform and cupola is gained by a stairway leading
up from the passage connecting the end door and main

observation. The car is finished both inside and out,

wtih polished mahogany, with panelled partitions

round the cupola platforms in main room and passage-

ways.

We are indebted to Mr. E. A. Williams, superin-
room. The main room between the two cupolas is 28 tendent of rolling stock for the accompanying illustra
feet long and has seating capacity for fourteen passen- tions and information.
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ink Grinding Machine at Illinois Central Railroad

Shops

HE photographs shown herewith present two

views of a link grinding machine constructed

and used at the Burnside shops of the Illinois

Central Railroad, which was built from plans

designed by the Grand Trunk Railway. The

radius arm, which is given an oscillating mo-

tion, and the emery wheel, which is used in

grinding the link, are supported on two sepa-

rate bases and operated from two distinct

countershafts. The link is bolted to the head at the end

of the radius bar through the holes, clearly shown in Fig.

1, and the length of radius arm is adjusted to suit the

radius of curvature of the link by moving the pivot block

(which supports the radius arm) along its supporting

base and along the length of the radius arm. The pivot

block is moved in either direction along its base by a hori-

zontal feed screw, the end of which may be seen in Fig.

2. In order to prevent uneven grinding of the link the

emery wheel shaft is given a reciprocating motion by a

suitable device and gearing belted to a pulley attached to

the gearing, by which the radius arm is operated. An
even motion while in operation is given to the radius arm
by a counterbalance operated on the same principle as the

counterbalance of a slotter. The balancing weights may
be seen at the right of the machine and the rod from the

radius arm to the equalizing lever over head is seen just

to the left of the belt, as is shown in Fig. 1. For the pur-

pose of grinding link blocks on this machine a supple-

mentary head is substituted for the head shown in the

Fig. 2. Link Grinding Machine, Illinois Central
Railroad Shops.

photographs at the end of the radius arm. This supple-

mentary head is made with an offset so as to place the

face of the link block in the same position relative to the

emery wheel, as the face of the link would be while being

ground.

Fig. 1. Link Grinding Machine, Illinois Central Railroad Shops.
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Convention of the National Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association

HE tenth annual convention of the National

Railway Master Blacksmiths' Association

was called to order at 10 a. m., Tuesday,

August 19th, 1902, by President W. P. Sav-

age, at the Wellington Hotel, Chicago. The

meeting was opened with a prayer by Rev.

James MacLagan, pastor of the Scotch

Westminster Presbyterian Church, who fol-

lowed his prayer by a short, pleasant ad-

dress of welcome to the visiting members.

The president in his address expressed his opinion

that such an address should include a report of his own

,Mr. W. P. Savage, President N. R. M. B. Associa-

tion.

acts in the capacity of president, and to advance this

idea he presented recommendations whereby knowledge

of the improvements in doing work, reduction of cost

of work, etc., could be gathered and presented by the

president to the association. He called attention, briefly,

to the necessity of uniformity of methods of doing work,

and in order that the association should promote such

methods he suggested that members should send to the

association descriptions of such tools and formers as

had proved successful in their individual shops. By
so doing other members could profit by their experi-

ence and gather many suggestions and ideas of improved

methods. He called attention to the desirability of

law and order in the association, recommending some
changes to insure the same.

After the address by the president the roll was called,

the minutes were approved as printed and the work of

the convention followed. The report of the secretary

and treasurer showed the membership of the association

at the time of the last meeting to be 225 and the pres-

ent number of members to be 261, of which number

232 are active members and 29 associate members,

showing a larger number to have been enrolled during

the past year than during any previous year. The treas-

ury also showed a more flourishing condition than any

previous year, having a balance on hand August 15th,

1902, of $315.17.

REPORTS AND DISCUSSIONS.
REDUCING BLACKSMITHING TO AN EXACT SCIENCE

When standardization of parts is accomplished by the

railroads this subject will be greatly simplified and will

tend more to uniform practice. Shops have not the

same appliances; different men follow different

methods of doing work. Welds are often allowed to be

used in cases of emergency where the judgment of the

foreman leads him to believe that a new piece should

be substituted. These and other instances are draw-

backs to the scientific application of the art of black-

smithing. Simple forms are more in harmony with the

material, for the strength and life is not worked out

before the material is brought to shape. The steam

hammer is the initial tool and by means of mechanical

forges, bulldozers, ponderous forging and forming ma-

Mr. A. L. Woodworth, Secretary N. R. M. B. Asso-

ciation.
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chines, and the application of dies and forms, much is

accomplished in reducing blacksmithing to scientific

principles. A consideration of the human nature of

men should not be overlooked. "The true foreman will

seek to know his smith, to understand his methods,

get his ideas, get his good will and confidence, get him

to do something, encourage and recognize his worth,

give him credit for his ideas."

THE CLEAN SHOP; DOES IT PAY?

The report on this subject emphasized the impor-

tance of order in the blacksmith shop. The consensus

of opinion was that a clean shop is absolutely necessary

to the production of good work. The report urged a

place for all tools when not in use, and the scrapping of

tools that had achieved their usefulness. The down draft

system was recommended as being of great help in

keeping the shop clean and well ventilated. A clean,

well-ventilated shop is a healthy shop.

CASE HARDENING.

The committee had no new methods to suggest for

the process of case hardening. Case hardening to the

depth of 1 -1 6 inch was considered sufficient for all prac-

tical purposes, and hardening too deep is often the cause

of cracks being found in motion work. When condi-

tions are favorable for this kind of work, the committee

recommended "an oil furnace placed close to the ground,

so that the work can be easily removed from the fur-

nace without raising or lowering the boxes, with the

vat close at hand so that there will be as little handling

of the work as possible. The vat should also be placed

in the ground with the water coming in from the bot-

tom at the end, so as to keep a constant circulation of

cold water at the bottom, and an overflow pipe at the

top to allow the surplus water to escape. A piece of

perforated plate should be placed about four inches

from the bottom of the vat and above the inlet, so that

a cold stream of water can flow under the work and thus

assure the work being cooled quickly. The boxes may
be made from either cast iron or out of boiler plate, if

a foundry is at hand. Cast iron boxes are the best as

they can be easily replaced. The boxes should be about

12 by 12 by 30 inches long in size, with lid to suit, for

such work as links, pins, quadrants, etc."

"In packing your boxes be sure and leave enough
space between the pieces to assure them getting all the

flux that is necessary. About two-inch space for large

work and one-inch for lighter work is sufficient. - In

heating your work, do not urge the fire too much at

the start, but give it time to heat thoroughly. After

the box is hot it should be kept at the right heat from
five to six hours, which will give you a case hardening
lor all necessary purposes.'

1

FLUE WELDING.

Of the methods of welding safe-ends on flues, the

scarfe weld was considered the most satisfactory as

forming a close, clean joint, keeping the outside and the

inside of the flue in straight lines and universally estab-

lishing molecular attraction throughout. While on the

question of flues, the members were requested to keep

a record of the number of engines towed in because of

leaky and broken flues, and to give the same as a report

at the next convention in order that some idea may be

had of the efficiency of the present methods of welding

flues.

FROGS AND CROSSINGS.

No new methods of making and repairing frogs were

recommended, the discussion being upon the usual gen-

eral practice. While the practice seemed to be to rivet

frogs to a plate, this met with some opposition, and the

consensus of opinion was that old rails were satisfac-

tory, and more economical than new, for making frogs

and crossings.

TRACK TOOLS.

This subject has been so often considered that rec-

ommendations and reports would but repeat present

practice. When opened, the discussion soon resolved

itself about claw bars and track chisels. Iron bars

should be abandoned; iron bars with steel ends are not

considered economical nor satisfactory; tool steel is ex-

pensive; good results have been had with scrap tire

steel. Whatever the material, the rough usage received

in service should be ever in view and the bar chosen

accordingly. No one argued against the use of steel

for track chisels, discussion centering around the per

cent of carbon which the steel should contain ; a good

practice recommended being that when a grade of steel

has been found to give good results and the tool smith

has learned to handle it, the grade should not be

changed, for uniform results are obtained from uniform

steel.

REPAIRS TO LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES.

Repair of frames was so well covered by the report

that it was generally conceded to be satisfactory. If

the break is from insufficient metal put in a new piece,

increase size where desirable. If the break is from bad

design, there is an ever present trouble which often

appears hard to right ; but each successive trial should

suggest some new remedy. "If from inferior workman-

ship, which is often the case, do it right." Care should

be taken that when a V is welded in, the fibre of the V
should be in the same direction as the fibre of the

frame.

TOOLS AND TOOL STEEL.

To get the best results from steel select a good steel

for the purpose for which the tool is intended; have a

clean fire, a deep body of fuel to prevent the cold blast

from getting through; heat slowly and thoroughly; use

judgment in forging, turning steel over and upside

down frequently; see that your anvil is nice and smooth;

never try to temper on the same heat of forging unless

it be a track pick; for machine tools after forging to

shape, lay aside till cold, then reheat as above, in a

clean, deep, bright fire, slowly and thoroughly, not any

higher than is necessary to get the necessary hardness,

then dip in your cooling bath; for lathes, planers, etc.,

it is not thought good policy to draw temper ; a little

practice with dipping will be found as satisfactory and

more so. When tempering large quantities of small
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tools it is sometimes found necessary to draw temper.

This is best done in oil in a pan over one or more gas

jets. Place pieces in pan filled with oil, raise to correct

temperature by thermometer, then turn down jet, and

allow pieces to cool off slowly. Such a device will prove

to be practical and a great saving in labor. It is best

adapted for large quantities. For extremely hard work,

self-hardening steel has taken a prominent place and so

far is maintaining it. Of late different modes of treatment

have been recommended; the burning process is bene-

ficial to some brands, while to others it proves to be det-

rimental. High-priced steel is being placed on the mar-

ket, machines are being speeded faster and faster all the

time, everything along this line seems to be in a state of

chronic transition. It is evident, therefore, that nothing

but the best grades of steel will prove satisfactory.

Steel is being put on the market that is extremely

high priced, but if we can increase the amount of work

from 30 to 60 per cent, then the price of steel is a very

small item. The days of cheap steel are numbered and

those in authority that will only buy a cheap grade of

steel will simply be relegated to the rear.

OIL AS FUEL.

It is conceded that oil is an ideal fuel for locomotive

and steam plants as well as for furnace work. As oil

contains no ash, every portion can be burned, thereby

producing heat from every particle of fuel applied. To
burn oil successfully the furnace should be so con-

structed that the oil will be burned before it comes in

contact with the iron. To do this a furnace for weld-

ing scrap should have ample length from the bridge

door to the air chamber wall and there should be an

opening between the retaining wall and the end wall

to permit ample air to pass in and over the retaining or

bridge wall, thus the air admitted in this manner is

heated before it reaches the combustion chamber, and

the oil being heated before going into the burner adds

to the combustion, thereby making a complete system

of the combustion of the fuel.

SPRINGS, MAKING AND REPAIRING.

The subject of "Springs and Spring Making" is a

most important one. Few railroads will provide the

iuxury of the tools and machinery that go to make up
the equipment of a modern manufacturing plant. To
make springs one must be prepared to do the work as

cheaply and maintain the quality of the product of the

various spring manufacturers. It is necessary to have
'

furnaces, formers, dies and all tools required to do the

work in every detail to obviate the necessity of hand
labor as much as possible.

To make a first-class spring the quality of the steel is

the main factor. The best is invariably the cheapest.

The most skilled'mechanic can have but indifferent suc-

cess with a poor grade of steel. He can only get out of

it the best there is in it. The life of a spring depends
upon the quality of the steel and the manipulation it

gets at the hands of the springmaker. Any steel manu-
facturer can furnish the grade of steel your purchasing
agent calls for, but as he sometimes looks at the first

cost, we do not always get the best. Be that as it may,

the only thing for the springmaker to do is to give the

steel in hand fair treatment. If he fails to do this the

company will save money by getting the cheapest arti-

cle. TheJieating and tempering are the most particular

points about spring making. The springmaker should

be as conscientious in the treatment of his steel as the

tool smith. If by accident a leaf should get too high a

heat, the proper place for it is in the scrap pile. It

will do no harm there, but if allowed to go into the

spring it condemns the whole spring, and will be a

source of trouble and expense.

BEST FORM OF THE OIL FURNACE.

Designs of furnace will vary with the men in charge

and often with the surroundings of them
;
perfect com-

bustion being the most important aim, and that is sought

by some with steam, others with high pressure air, and

others with fan blast, which should be at least 7 or 8 oz.

per square inch, and if less and a compressor is in the

plant, mix compressed air with fan blast by spraying

the oil with the high pressure.

A great many of the failures with oil furnaces are

due to lack of blast. The pressure should be at least

7 or 8 oz. per square inch. The internal lining should

be so built that it can be renewed without tearing all

the furnace down, avoiding projections that will retard

the free course of the flame ; easy round curves or bev-

els are not objectionable to obtain an objective point.

These things will suggest themselves to a close observer.

There should be a uniform heat throughout, with that

soft white flame that every blacksmith knows only by

experience. The outward walls of a furnace ought

to be substantiated and bound together with plates and

bolts; it will pay; the less fire clay the better if a close

joint is made.

The general method adopted for conveying the oil

to the furnace is by gravity, 12 to 14 feet being ample.

It has been found that forcing the oil, causing the open-

ing to be small, will give trouble stopping up, and where

practicable why not heat the oil as well as the blast?

BEST FORM OF FORGE FOR USING OIL.

Oil, as oil, will never be used in a forge from the

fact that there is not space enough to vaporize it before

it reaches the iron to be heated. This rule is not ap-

plicable to a furnace, but applies to the smith's fire.

The reasons taken to bear this statement out are that

the oil has to be atomized before being burned. Oil

turned into gas from a producer and mingled with super-

heated steam will give an intense heat in a small space,

the supply of oil and steam being under the control of

the operator. The steam could be blown in by an appa-

ratus as the Korting injector, which would induce a

current of the outer air, and would be almost equal in

heating power to the oxy-hydrogen blow pipe. Of

course this is very complicated, but it is about the only

way to burn oil in a forge.

REPAIRING BROKEN PISTON RODS; IS IT A GOOD PRACTICE?

The consensus of opinion on this subject was that

welding locomotive piston rods is unsafe; and the best
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practice with steam hammers is to renew rather than

to repair, though the latter is sometimes done.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND NEXT PLACE OF MEETING.

Buffalo, New York, was chosen as the next meeting

place of the associacion. The following- officers were

elected for the ensuing year : President, John McNally

;

first vice-president, George Lindsay; second vice-presi-

dent, T. F. Keane ; secretary and treasurer, A. L. Wood-
worth; chief chemist, G. H. Williams.

Tatlow Turntable Attachment

APRACTICAL and economical device, by which a

locomotive may turn itself upon a turntable, has

been designed and patented by Mr. R. H. Tatlow, Jr.,

of Denver, Colo., to whom we are indebted for the illus-

tration and information herewith presented. The device

consists simply of a small reversible air motor, so ar-

ranged by suitable gearing as to revolve any one of the

track wheels at the end of the turntable. By stopping

the locomotive so as to rest a greater portion of its weight
on the motor end of the turntable, the track wheel is

pressed against the rail in the pit, thus giving sufficient

traction to turn the table.

Tallow Tl trntap>le Attachment, on Union Pacific,

Denver, Colo.

Power is taken from the locomotive by simply coupling
the air brake hose to the motor and running the pump
on the locomotive ; an air pressure of 50 pounds being
sufficient to turn any locomotive.

As the cost of supplying the air from the air pumps is

almost inappreciable the cost of installation and mainte-
nance is practically little more than the first cost, and as

the hostler on the locomotive can set the table, connect
and disconnect the air, there is no need of a special man
being kept to turn the table. Where convenient, power
may be obtained by piping air from a compressor to the
center of the table, the necessary piping being clearly

shown in the line drawing.
The photograph shows this device in use on the Union

Pacific Railroad at Denver, Colo. The table is a 60-ft.

table and turns from 50 to 6o engines every 24 hours.
The attachment has been in operation about eighteen
months, going through all kinds of weather, rain, snow,
heat and cold and no difficulty is said to have been expe-
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Tatlow Turntable Attachment.

rienced. Other roads are applying this device experi-
mentally and as a result of a trial, begun last March, a

prominent system has decided to install a number on
their line between Chicago and San Francisco.

~+~—+~

Personals

Mr. G. R. Bennett has resigned as master mechanic
of the Wabash shops at Montpelier, O.

Mr. P. J. Sargent has resigned as foreman of the
Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern at Iowa Falls,

la.

Mr. Ira Miller has been appointed round house fore-

man of the Fort Worth & Denver City at Childress,
Tex.

Mr. J. M. Robb has resigned as master mechanic of

the Virginia & Southwestern, being succeeded by Mr.
John B. Camden.

Mr. J. R. Joughins has been appointed mechanical
superintendent of the coast lines of the Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe.

Mr. B. F. Marshall, master mechanic of the Cleve-
land, Akron & Columbus, has resigned to engage in

other business at Waverly, O.

Mr. A. Gillespie, car foreman of the Grand Trunk,
at Richmond, Quebec, has been transferred to Battle

Creek, Mich., in a similar capacity.

Mr. A. Ff. Thomas has resigned as mechanical en-

gineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul to accept

a position with the Baltimore & Ohio.

Mr. T. Whitson, general yardmaster of the Cincin-

nati, Hamilton & Dayton at Indianapolis, Ind., has
been succeeded bv Mr. J. B. Fitzpatrick.

Mr. John R. Christie has been appointed road fore-

man of engines of the San Francisco & San Joaquin
Valley, with headquarters at San Bernardino, Cal.

Mr. W. A. Nettleton has resigned as assistant super-

intendent of motive power of the Atchison Topeka &
Santa Fe and will devote his entire time to his private

affairs.

Mr. William Hunt has been appointed master me-
chanic of the An Sable & Northwestern, with head-
quarters at Au Sable, Mich., to succeed Mr. W. M.
Kummer.

Mr. M. W. Elliott, acting master mechanic of the

Southern railroad shops at Memphis, Tenn., has been
appointed master mechanic of the new shops at Tus-
cumbia, Ala.

Mr. Charles M. Muchnic has resigned as mechanical
engineer of the Wisconsin Central to accept a similar
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position with the Denver & Rio Grande, with head-

quarters at Denver, Colo.

Mr. R. S. Wickersham has been appointed mechani-

cal engineer of the coast lines of the Santa Fe system,

with headquarters at San Bernardino, Cal., succeeding

Mr. H. B. Gregg, resigned.

Mr. John B. Camden, superintendent of the Dora
foundry at Pulaski, Va., has been appointed master
mechanic of the Virginia & Southwestern at Bristol,

Term., vice Mr. J. M. Robb, resigned.

Mr. Theodore M. Markle, heretofore general fore-

man of the shops of the Pacific Coast Co., at Seattle,

Wash., has been appointed master mechanic of the

same company at San Luis Obispo, Cal.

Mr. J. E. Simons, superintendent of rolling stock
and machinery of the Pittsburg Coal Company, has
accepted the position of general manager of the Hunt
Foundry & Machine Company of Pittsburg.

Mr. Charles H. Kenison, master car builder of the
Maine Central, has retired. The jurisdiction of Mr.
Philip M. Hammett, superintendent of motive power,
has been extended to cover the car department.

Mr. John D. Jones has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Washington & Columbia River railway,
with office at Walla Walla, Wash., to succeed Mr. J.

W. Ashton, who has been assigned to other duties.

Mr. W. L. Kellogg, road foreman of engines of the
Arkansas division of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern, has been appointed master mechanic of all

lines on the Missouri Pacific out of Fort Scott, Kan.

Mr. D. E. Barton, heretofore with the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, has been appointed general fore-
man of the shops of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
at Topeka, Kan., succeeding Mr. A. R. Davis, re-

signed.

Messrs. W. E. Cavey and C. F. Richardson have
been appointed general road foremen of engines of the
Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Baltimore.
Md., reporting to the general superintendent of motive
power.

Mr. E. M. Roberts has resigned as superintendent
of motive power and equipment of the Detroit South-
ern. It is stated that Mr. A. E. Watts, master me-
chanic of the Cincinnati Northern, will succeed Mr.
Roberts.

Mr. W. C. Squire, mechanical engineer of the St.

Louis & San Francisco, has been appointed chief engi-
neer and assistant to the president of the Saint Louis
Cotton Compress Company, with headquarters at St.

Louis, Mo.
Mr. S. H. Draper, one of the oldest passenger en-

gineers on the rocky mountain division of the North-
ern Pacific, has been appointed road foreman of en-
gines on the Idaho division between Hope, Idaho, and
Spokane Falls, Wash.
Mr. N. L. Rand has been appointed master mechanic

of the Intercolonial Railway of Canada, with head-
quarters at Moncton, N. B., with jurisdiction over the
division from Moncton to Halifax and St. John, includ-
ing Moncton and Truro terminals.

Mr. G. W. Hepburn, assistant master mechanic of
the Chesapeake & Ohio at Covington, Ky., has been
appointed master mechanic, and is succeeded as assist-
ant master mechanic by Mr. W. R. Morris. Mr. W.
F. Jones, assistant master mechanic at Richmond, has
been transferred to Fultch, Va., and J. A. Quinn has
been made master mechanic at Clifton Forge, Va.

Mr. J. O. Bradeen, master mechanic of the New
York Central & Hudson River at East Buffalo, N. Y.,

has been transferred to North Durham, N. J., succeed-
ing Mr. C. H. Hogan. Mr. Hogan will go to East
Buffalo, N. Y., in place of Mr. Bradeen. Mr. William
Smith, assistant master mechanic, has been appointed
master mechanic at Mott Haven, N. Y., succeeding
Mr. McQueen, deceased.

Mr. Fred Mertsheimer has resigned as superintendent
of motive power and machinery of the Kansas City

Southern to accept the position of superintendent of ma-
chinery of the Denver and Rio Grande at Denver, Colo.

He succeeds Mr. Henry Schlacks, resigned. From 1880
to 1897 Mr. Mertsheimer was in the service of the Union
Pacific as master mechanic of different divisions, divi-

sion superintendent, and assistant superintendent of mo-
tive power and machinery. Since August 25, 1897, ne
has been in the service of the Kansas City, Pittsburg

& Gulf as superintendent of motive power and general

superintendent of motive power, being appointed super-

intendent of motive power of the road's successor, the

Kansas City Southern, which position he has held until

his recent appointment with the Denver & Rio Grande.

The following changes have been announced by the

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy company : Mr. W. B.

Throop has been appointed superintendent of the Chi-
cago division with headquarters at Aurora, 111. Mr.
R. M. Kimber has been appointed superintendent of

the Galesburg division with headquarters at Galesburg,
111. Mr. J. D. Besler has relinquished the position and
duties of general superintendent and hereafter will be
on the staff of the second vice-president. He will be
assigned to special duties connected with construction

work and the general inspection of the company's
property. Mr. F. C. Rice has been appointed general

superintendent with headquarters at Chicago, vice Mr.
Besler. Mr. H. D. Judson has been appointed superin-

tendent of the Illinois lines with headquarters at Gales-
burg, 111.

Mr. A. E. Mitchell has been appointed superintendent

of motive power of the Northern Pacific Railroad, with

headquarters at Saint Paul, Minn., to succeed Mr. Alfred

Lovell, resigned. Mr. Mitchell is a graduate of the

Maine State College where he received the degree of

mechanical engineer in 1875. ^n 1876 he entered the

service of the Baldwin Locomotive Works as an appren-

tice, entering railway service Jan. 27th, 1877, at the Al-

toona shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad. After serv-

ing in the test and signal department of this road, he en-

tered the service of the Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co.

July 1, 1 88 1, as designer of hoisting machinery. Enter-

ing the service of the New York & New England Rail-

road August 1, 1882, he was appointed chief draftsman

•Nov. 1, 1882. From September, 1884, he was consecu-

tively mechanical engineer of the French Furnace Com-
pany and the Arctic Ice Machine Manufacturing Com-
pany. He next entered the motive power department of

the New York, Lake Erie and Western Railroad- in No-
vember, 1 885, serving with this road as engineer of sig-

nals, engineer of tests, mechanical engineer and in April,

1892, was appointed superintendent of motive power
which position he retained with its successor the Erie. In

his positions as mechanical engineer and superintendent

of motive power with the Erie, he filled the same posi-

tions with the Chicago and Erie. Since November nth,

1 901, he has been assistant superintendent of motive

power of the Chicago, Milwaukee and Saint Paul which

position he resigned to assume his present duties with

Northern Pacific.
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Notes of the Month,

The Consolidated Car Heating Co., through its west-

ern agent, C. W. Martin, has secured the contract for

heating the entire equipment of the Wisconsin Central

system. This will include 11 cars now in service, and

16 buildings at the Pullman works ; 60 passenger engines

in service, and six buildings at the Brooks works.

The contracts for the new plant of the Cleveland

Pneumatic Tool Company have been awarded to Messrs.

J. A. Reaugh & Son, of Cleveland, Ohio. It is expected

to have the plant completed and ready for operation

within ninety days. The plant will be equipped with the

most modern machinery and appliances for turning out

the largest amount of work in the shortest time.

At a meeting of the stockholders of the Locomotive
Appliance Company, held in Chicago, Wednesday, Aug-
gust 6th, the General Office of the Company was removed
from Chicago to St. Louis, with headquarters in the Col-

umbia Building. Messrs. B.. F. Hobart, C. A. Thomp-
son, C. H. Howard, J. J. McCarthy, J. B. Allfree, Robt.

Shriver, E. B. Lathrop, Davis Olney, Ira C. Hubbell,

were elected directors, and at the directors' meeting Ira

C. Hubbell was elected President; C. A. Thompson, 1st

Vice President ; C. H. Howard, 2nd Vice President
; J. J.

McCarthy, 3d Vice President; E. B. Lathrop, Treasurer;

W. H. England, Secretary.

The Atlanta Car Wheel Co., of which John W. Nute,
of St. Louis, is manager, has started work on the con-

struction of tbeir large plant at Atlanta, Ga., for the

manufacture of wheels for steam and electric cars.

In the large building will be located the foundry, where
all the castings will be made. It is expected that the

plant will be completed and ready for business within

the next two or three months.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works, Pbiladelphia, have
issued their thirty-sixth number of "Record of Recent
Construction," containing information pertaining to a

variety of locomotives, of different gauges, for differ-

ent kinds of service, representing current requirements.
Also illustrated therein, is a photograph of Prince
Henry's special train, drawn by a Vauclain compound
Atlantic type locomotive.

The tenth annual convention of the Traveling Engi-
neers' Association will be held September 9, 1902, com-
mencing at 9 a. m., at the Stratford Hotel, corner of

Jackson and Michigan Boulevards, Chicago, Illinois.

The office of the secretary of this association is now
at Number 7 Manning Square, Albany, N. Y.

Our attention has been called to an error in our last

month's issue as regards the pneumatic tool situation.

The facts in the case are that the Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Co. some time ago brought suit against the Phila-
delphia Pneumatic Tool Co., through the Franklin
Boiler Works Co., for alleged infringement of the "Mof-
fet" drill patent, controlled by the Chicago Pneumatic

Tool Co. On July 15 Judge A. C. Coxe in the United
States Circuit Court at Utica, N. Y., entered a decree

as follows: "Now, after due consideration had, and
the court having found the so-called Keller-Philadel-

phia pneumatic drill, manufactured and sold by the de-

fendant, the Philadelphia Pneumatic Tool Co., and pur-

chased and used by the Franklin Boiler Works Co., to

be an infringement of the claims of the United States

letters Patent, No. 369,120, granted August 30, 1887,

to John Moffet for "Portable drilling machine," it is

ordered, that a preliminary injunction be and hereby

is granted and ordered to issue out of and under the

seal of this court, enjoining and restraining the defend-

ant, the Franklin Boiler Works Co., its officers, attor-

neys, agents, servants, employees and workmen, and
all others acting by or under its authority, from direct-

ly or indirectly manufacturing, selling, buying or

using, or causing to be manufactured, sold, bought or

used, in any manner or way whatsoever, any portable

drilling machines, or any parts thereof, in violation and
infringement of the claims of the said United States

letters patent, No. 369,120, granted August 30, 1887, to

John Moffet for "portable drilling machine," and es-

pecially from the further manufacture, sale, purchase
or use in any manner or way whatsoever, of the so-

called Keller-Philadelphia pneumatic drill, manufac-
tured by the Philadelphia Pneumatic Tool Co., and
from the further manufacture, sale, purchase or use in

any manner or way whatsoever, of the said inventions

or improvements in portable drilling machines set forth

and claimed in the claims of the said letters patent, and
from further violating or infringing the said claims of

the said letters patent in any manner or way what-
soever until the further order of this court."

Electrical Catechism—Compiled from the regular

issues of Power. The scope of this book is fairly well

indicated in the preface, wherein the author expresses

his desire of presenting a treatise on practical elec-

tricity to come within the range of men in actual con-

tact with electrical machines, as in a power plant or

central station. For one desiring the fundamental prin-

ciples of electricity, without wishing to spend the time
to enter deeply into the derivation of the mathematical
formulae and laboratory research work, necessary for

a more comprehensive study of the theory of electrici-

ty, this work will be found clear, concise and present-

ing such information as will enable one to grasp a fair

understanding of the usefulness of electricity and its

source. The catechism form should appeal to those

endeavoring to make a study of this subject without
the aid of an instructor as the questions, with the direct

answers thereto, bring out more forcibly the meaning
and argument of the immediate points at issue. The
book is well illustrated throughout with plain figures,

simplifying the descriptive matter by reference thereto.

The volume contains 205 pages and is published by the

Hill Publishing Company, New York. Price, $2.00.
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^ Railroad Paint Shop >^
A Department Devoted to the Interest of master Car and Locomotive Painters

Edited by CHAS. E. COPP, General Foreman Painter, Car Department, Boston & Maine Railroad, Lawrence, Mass.

Official Org'an of tKe Master Car and Locomotive Painters Association

M. C. & L. P. A. Portrait Gallery.

WILLIAM MOLLENDORF.
HEREWITH we present the portrait and sketch of

one who has more recently come among us, the

successor of Mr. H. G.MacMasters at the Illinois Central

shops, for whom he was an assistant. Following is his

autobiographical sketch

:

"After receiving a common school education in the

town of Urbana, 111., which is my home, and where I at

present have a brother, also a foreman painter, I began

my apprenticeship in 1876 at the early age of thirteen

with the Indianapolis,

Bloomington & Western

R. R. and continued there

until I became eighteen

years of age, when I was

offered a position with the

Chicago, St. Louis & New
Orleans R. R. at McComb
City, which is now con-

trolled by the Illinois Cen-

tral R. R. I continued

there until another opening

presented itself at Chicago

with the Illinois Central,

which I thought was bet-

ter, so I accepted it. In all

these places I was doing

passenger car, freight and

locomotive work. It was
after the car works in Chi-

cago, situated at 26th

Street and Lake Michigan,

were completely demol-

ished by fire that I was of-

fered a foremanship at

Freeport by the same peo-

ple, where they did a part

of their passenger car Work
for the time being, which
was one and one-half

they had constructed a

Mr. William Mollendorf.

present and would be glad to at any time receive any of

our brother foremen who should desire to visit our shops.

Hoping to be able to meet all of "the boys" at the com-

ing Boston convention, and wishing great success to

"The Railway Master Mechanic," I remain,

Respectfully yours,

Wm. Mollendorf.
'

Our Annual Convention:

SEPTEMBER affords the best time, all things con-

sidered, for our annual convention. The season

is not only favorable as far as weather is concerned, but

at about this time work in

the car paint shops is the

nearest to a standstill of

all the rest of the year,

especially in this section

of the country. Doubtless

this was the reason of the

selection of this time by

the early organizers of the

association, having seen

that November, when the

first meeting was held in

Boston, was too late and

the busy season fully

on, as well as too

cold for comfort
for out-door pleasures.

There have been some

efforts in time past to

change the time of meet-

ing, but they were not

wise, and probably so long

as the association shall

last, which we hope will

be while railroads run, the

annual convention will

continue to be held in the

good month of Septem-

ber.

years. By that time The good Book says, "Cast thy bread upon the waters

temporary shop in Chi- and after many days it shall return unto thee." Thirty-

cago again at 16th St. and Lake Michigan, where I re- two years ago "our fore-fathers" in car painting
turned and took charge until I was sent to the regular launched this association in Boston; to-day it again re-

shops at 26th St. as assistant foreman to Mr. Robert turns to them. It has had a pleasurable as well as a

Marengo, in which capacity I served until the shops

moved to Burnside in 1895. There I also served as as-

sistant to Harry G. MacMasters, and finally succeeded

him as foreman painter in May, 1900, where I am at

stormy voyage. Some of those who planned it and were

at the first meeting will be present and we trust enjoy

the thirty-third meeting in the city of its nativity. What
ourchanges in men, methods and materials for doing
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work have been made in that time would require a

lengthy treatise to describe; and much of that which has

been accomplished for the betterment of railroads, with

respect to changes in methods and materials, has been

sifted out of the discussions held in our annual conven-

tions. Truth always comes out that way. It is the

worst thing that could happen for us all to get together

and silently to agree and set our names to every propo-

sition. Our superiors would say, "Those fellows are

conspirators ; they have a ring among themselves, like

the doctors, and you can get nothing in the. line of real

information from them." No, we do not do that way.

We come from all quarters of this vast continent with

equally varied experiences and we fire away just what

we think "right out from the shoulder," without let or

hindrance. Such a free ventilation of opinion ought to

give the impression of honesty, if not of harmony. And

when we get home we reflect and read over the report,

ruminate our "cud" (not tobacco) and sift out from the

various opinions and experiences what we have heard in

private conversation, that does not appear in print, as

well as that heard in the public debates, and we suit to

our needs that which seems best. And so we go on from

year to year slowly but surely improving each other and

the quality and quantity of work best suited for profita-

ble railway operation. We trust the trunk line presi-

dents at their meeting this fall will correct the little over-

sight in the matter of transportation so that we can,

with other associations, enjoy our past privileges and

continue our good work.
«

»

Twentieth Century Paint Manufacturing.

By S. W. Cleveland.

A reply to "Old Ruts and New Ideas in Paint Mak-
ing."

As expected, a practical paint maker has picked up

the gauntlet thrown down by Mr. Koons, in his arti-

cles recently appearing in these columns, and sends

us the following rejoinder, which must make it evi-

dent to the candid mind that the layman has much to

learn from the professional in this as well as other

lines.— [Editor.]

It is a well known fact among paint manufacturers

that great strides have been made in the past twenty-

hve years in bettering their products both in the meth-

ods of manufacture and the selection of suitable pig-

ments and vehicles. It cannot be said that the im-

provemenc has been greater in one branch than in

the other. In order to take up these two subjects in-

telligently it will be necessary to subdivide them.

The first subject should be divided into five parts,

i. e., power, mills, mixers, conveying machinery and

labor.

The power plant of the up-to-date factory must

necessarily be economical and as electricity has

proved to be such an advantage in this business it

has been adopted very largely by leading manufac-

turers. The principal advantage in electric power is

that it allows the centralization of the power plant

with separate motors in each department, no matter

how remote. This does away with little donkey en-

gines here and there, also long lines of shafting, long

belts, etc., and makes each department independent.

In case of a breakdown it does not necessitate the

shutting down of an engine, or the whole plant, while

this department is being disconnected or repairs being

made. This is of great value to the department
grinding japan colors, as the stopping of the mills

makes the opening of them necessary and the conse-

quent readjustment before everything is running

smoothly again. Another great advantage which is

of equal importance with the first is the uniform speed

which can be maintained in the mills, thereby insuring

uniformity of grinding and finish to the product.

Power transmission is accomplished entirely by
gearing, thereby doing away with dust-catching belts,

etc. Of course this subject cannot be classified as an

improvement due to the paint manufacturer except in

the lesser degree of his ability to keep abreast of the

times in all matters pertaining to the manufacture of

paint and that he equips his plant with improved ma-
chinery, automatic devices for handling fuel, forced

draft, using exhaust steam and many other things

which reduce the cost of manufacture without resort-

ing to more questionable methods.

The mills and mixers of to-day are as radically dif-

ferent to those of twenty-five years ago as it is pos-

sible to make them. Then the iron or steel mill was
used almost exclusively while now the stone mill has

proven the most satisfactory. The mills which are

for sale on the market to-day are not as good as

those made by the manufacturers themselves, for the

simple reason that any knowledge the maker of these

mills may have of them must be theoretical. The
paint manufacturer recognizes this and consequently

has his own machine shop where these machines may
be experimented on until their efficiency is proven

beyond doubt. This has resulted in ball-bearing mills

capable of the finest adjustment and with water jack-

ets to keep the mills cool, to say nothing of other

things too numerous to mention. The matter of keep-

ing the mills cool is of great importance, as the heat-

ing of the mill works havoc with some colors and

affects all colors more or less. The mixers are so

constructed that the pigments and vehicles are thor-

oughly incorporated in the shortest possible time and

with the least amount of power.

The conveying machinery is an important factor

in the expense of running a large factory. Where
formerly all liquids were carried by hand, or elevated

to the upper stories in barrels and then drawn off, they

are pumped from a central storage plant through

pipes that never carry but one kind to the many de-

partments where in use. Linseed oil and turpentine

come in large tank cars and then are pumped into large

storage tanks having a capacity of from 500 to 2,000

barrels. They can then be pumped anywhere in the
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plant. This is a vital point in the handling of liquids

as it keeps all foreign matter from entering into them

or in others where there is a chance of evaporation

or combustion. It also renders the chance of mistake

less as the pipes are all plainly marked and barrels

may have the marks erased, thereby causing confu-

sion if not error.

Another item that has been improved is the pack-

ages. Formerly one had to worry with a knife and

frequently resort to an axe or a hammer and cold

chisel to open a small can, while now you produce a

penny from your pocket, insert under the cap and, with

a little pressure, the cap is removed immediately

without endangering your hands and possibly your

souls (which shows that money is the root of some-

thing besides evil). Improved machinery has resulted

in these cans being manufactured at a greatly reduced

cost. That this is directly the result of the foresight

and progressiveness of the paint manufacturer is

proved by the afore-mentioned machine shop. I have

in mind one large concern that makes all its own cans

which amounted to 6,000,000 the last year and they

are made better than they ever were able to buy them.

This is mostly clue to the soldering machines which

were their own invention and manufacture and there

are none like them in the country. These machines

seem almost human in their work as they are entirely-

automatic.

The last item of the first subject is labor and a

v^ery important one, too. Men and methods; one a

producer of the other, each fertilizing the other, there-

by rendering the best possible growth to the business

and success to its products. A man is selected to fill

a position. He immediately delves into the innermost

recesses and by untiring energy discovers methods by

which a product can be improved. He becomes valu-

able and is assigned a more important position. He

has a method for everything. It is contagious. Oth-

ers get it and the result is better goods. The man

that buys the pigment has brains ; the man that makes

the vehicle has brains ; so also has the man that makes

the mills, the man that mixes, the man that dresses

the stone and, as we say in the factory, "the man be-

hind the mill." This could not be better illustrated

than by the fact that the average output per mill of

coach black in this plant has been increased 50 per

cent and the finished product has been finer, of more

uniform consistency and finish than ever before with

the result that not a single complaint has been made

during the past year as to its fineness, color, consist-

ency or drying qualities. This is only one of many
instances which lack of space precludes naming and

it is the direct result of careful study, trying new
methods and devices, new ways of grinding, in fact

of brains and "progression." This is an age of pro-

gress and it is seen in the paint manufactory as much
as anywhere else! It is an age of specialization where
a man devotes his time to one thing, the analysis of

its minute peculiarities and seeks to overcome the

objectionable features and this is as true of the paint

factory as any other business. Here we have the

chemists, the experimental grinding department and

the practical experts whose duties are to devise new
formulas, have them ground and applied to panels or

the surface for which they were designed. Their

working and drying qualities noted, and if these

are acceptable they are exposed. A record is kept of

them and they are watched from day to day to ascer-

tain if they are holding. up. These are subjected to

the most rigid tests before they are allowed to be

put on the market and sometimes it is several years

before a product has proven entirely satisfactory.

This results in complete confidence in the goods by

every one concerned and if perchance a painter by his

slipshod methods complains of the goods it becomes

evident to the manufacturer that the trouble is with

the consumer and that is where he looks for it as it is

practically impossible for goods to go wrong where

so many precautions are taken to insure their success.
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There are thousands of items which might be taken

up in this subject but only a few are of interest to the

average person. As before alluded to, there are sys-

tems of testing and checking against wrong goods

getting out of the factory, in fact of watching every

stage of their manipulation from the time the raw ma-

terial enters the factory until the finished product leaves

it.

The other branch of this industry is Pigments and

Vehicles. Only a few of these can be taken up but

the writer will endeavor to take up the most impor-

tant ones. Progress has been made in the manufac-

ture of white lead. This is still made on what is called

the "Old Dutch Process," but it can hardly be said that

no progress has been made because this old methodhas
been adhered to. It has occupied the minds of chemists

for years and it cannot be denied that the method of

making it has been greatly improved. Other methods

have been devised but with little success, although

a method called the "Improved Dutch Process" has

been invented whereby a more uniformly corroded lead

is produced and great success is claimed for it in its

whiteness and fineness. Old painters claim that there

is nothing that equals lead and oil for house painting

when it is a well established fact that a mixture of

lead and zinc makes not only a better looking paint

but a more durable one. If there is any lack of pro-

gression in the paint business it is due to the love for

"Old Ruts" by the average painter.

Another pigment that has been so greatl}' improved

that there is simply no comparison between it and the

old is Tuscan red. The permanent Tuscan red of to-

day is
j
one of the most durable colors we have, while

the old would fade in a week. This is due to the

discovery of a different dye stuff.

Ultramarine blue has been improved and the cost

of manufacture reduced greatly. The time was when
English vermilion was thought to be the only ver-

milion on the market, but the discovery of another

dye stuff has made it possible to produce a vermilion

that is much more permanent and is being largely

used by the large agricultural implement makers, al-

most entirely superseding the old aniline vermilion.

The firm previously alluded to and which modesty
forbids my mentioning has a contract with 3 or 4 of

the largest firms of this character which call for 1,000

tons of this red. Why is this, if it is not because an

enormous stride has been made in these goods? The
manufacture of chrome greens has so advanced that

at the present day one is able to purchase a chrome
green that is nearly permanent. This was brought

about by almost endless experimenting. Chrome yel-

lows have been greatly improved both in methods of

manufacture and the finished product. But probably
no pigment has been so radically changed as graphite.

Formerly this was procured from the earth only and
consequently did not run uniformly, but now a much
better and more uniform pigment graphite is made
by an electrical process from anthracite coal dust and

refuse of anthracite mines. This is not only more

uniform but is much finer and is the nearest to being

amorphous of any pigment known. Where could one

find a greater revolution in the paint industry? This

is true of many of the pigments and I doubt if it is

possible to find one that has not been improved in

some way.

The improvement in some of the more expensive

colors may have been somewhat slower than the

cheaper ones, partly because of the smaller demand
for them and partly because the nature of these pig-

ments reduces the possibilities of change owing to

their peculiar chemical composition. While it would
be extremely foolish for the writer to say that these

could not be made better, it is a fact that these have

received a great deal of attention by chemists and

paint manufacturers for many years and it has result-

ed in much good. For instance, French Carmine could

not be ground without livering a few years ago and

to-day it can be ground successfully and gives entire

satisfaction. But to grind Munich Lake successfully

has not, up to the present time, been accomplished.

This is due to the alumina base which it is made on.

Many other bases have been tried but the brilliant

tone cannot be secured with anything known to-day

and with the methods known to-day it cannot be

ground either in oil or japan without livering, al-

though this condition can be retarded by the most

careful manipulation, but the writer has never seen

any yet that would not liver in time. All of the lakes

have a tendency toward bad behavior which is miti-

gated by the improved machinery and the brains of

tho;>e who make them.

The improvement in vehicles is as vast as that in

pigments. It is not so many years ago that litharge

was thought to be the best drying agent and the

process of making driers and varnishes was very

slow. To-day red lead and manganese are used and

varnishes are made in one-fourth of the time that it for-

merly required. Raw linseed oil is made from the

same seed, but there are great improvements in the

method of extracting it. It can be refined to-day and

made perfectly white without injuring it in the least.

This vast improvement has only been accomplished

by great study and experimenting. Coach japans are

much better to-day than ever, although all are not

successful in producing a thoroughly satisfactory-

article. Varnishes have been improved all along the

line and it is not so great a secret as it was years ago.

Then to some ignorant minds it was thought that a

man must have some intercourse with the lower

regions (and the results might have warranted it) to

be a varnish maker. It was thought to be one of the

most difficult articles to make and its manufacture was

conducted with great secrecy behind closed doors.

To-day the veil has been rudely torn aside and the

romance and mystery have departed. It is true that

turpentine retains practically all of its original crude

methods, but it has proved its usefulness and merits
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and it cannot be said of this that it has not received

a lot of attention and experimenting. There has been

a great discovery in benzol which has been turned to

account by the manufacturer. Theoretically this is

one of the best vehicles known and many chemists say

that it is the nearest to being a perfect solvent of any-

thing known. Its odor is against it, but there is no

doubt but that this will be overcome as it has been

in wood alcohol. Its discovery was not due to the

paint manufacturer, but its speedy adoption by him

in some formulas is another proof of his alertness and

ability to recognize merit in new products.

It would be a lengthy

task to try to enumerate all

the improvements that have

been used in this industry,

and, as space is limited, it

cannot be done. However,

it might be advisable to

make a brief summary of

our esteemed fellow crafts-

man's remarks and show

wherein he is mistaken.

The writer will not make
the statement that all man-

ufacturers have made huge

strides but he will stand by

the statement that the con-

cern that he is connected

with is not adhering to

ways they used thirtyyears

ago, in both formation and

manufacture of 75 per cent

of its products. In fact

there is not one of the 12,-

ood formulas that it has

that is made the same as

it was 15 years ago. And
then the statement is made
that up-to-date painters,

recognizing the lack of

progress of the manufac-
turer, prepare their own paints because they cannot get

what they want from the manufacturer. It is absurd
10 think that a man with a little pony mill (possibly

iron at that) can mix and grind little batches of paint

with the uniformity that can be secured where the

most improved machinery is used and tons made at

a single mix, to say nothing of the expertness of the

men that manipulate them. Can it be possible for a

man that makes a little batch of ten pounds or so

every two or three days to become as efficient a paint

maker as one who puts his whole life at it? I think

not and I doubt if anyone will disagree with me on
this. These colors are not manufactured indiscrimi-

nately but the most careful attention is given them as

already alluded to. The indiscriminate methods are

those practiced by the painter who makes his own

Tuty will be suovm our, Historic Features,

colors as he cannot make his dry stocks but must buy
them in small quantities with the consequent irregu-

larity which comes from different batches, to say

nothing of buying them from "Tom, Dick and Harry."

Reference was made to the idea of meeting compe-
tition by use of adulterants and the statement made
that possibly the guilt rests on those who try to meet
it in this way. Right here it might be well to say

that the consumer i has been ever ready as a rule to

buy cheaper products and the purchasing agent looks

around for them. He comes across little one-horse

concerns that will give him the same thing (guaran-

teed) for five cents a pound

less. It has been adulter-

ated because it does not

stand to reason that a little

concern^buying a barrel or

a few barrels at a time,

can produce as cheaply as

one that buys several car-

loads at once and who sells

at a reasonable margin of

profit. Well, a lot is bought

for him and the salesman

of the big manufacturer

comes around and says

that he will duplicate the

goods at the same price.

Then the stuff gets poorer

and poorer as the .purchas-

ing- agent looks around, or

until the large concern ab-

solutey refuses to make

such goods for fear of his

reputation. Why does not

the purchasing agent go

to a reliable manufacturer

and get good goods? It is

economy and the manufac-

turer is only too glad to

give them a reasonable prof-

it. It would be great wis-

dom on the part of the consumer to get his paints

from a large manufacturer for he not only can be sure

of the stuff but it must necessarily be more uniform

in every way and is prepared scientifically by men

who have a thorough knowledge of every ingredient.

Why did the largest car manufacturing establishment

in the world abandon its own paint manufacturing

plant and go to buying goods of a large house, if it

wasn't their foresight in knowing that this firm must

know how to make paint better than themselves? It

would be a good thing if every purchasing agent and

paint man would think this over and give it careful

study. He could not help coming to the conclusion

that goods bought of a large concern with a reputa-

tion to keep up must needs be better than those who
have not the reputation to keep up nor the means
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for scientifically investigating their products and ex-

perimenting and who do not conduct their business

on a business basis but are here to-day and gone to-

morrow.
+-++

Modern Color Making.

THE number of artificial coloring matters prepared

since Perkin's discovery nearly 50 years ago of the

preparation of aniline dyes from coal tar has been enor-

mous. It is' estimated that at the present day over 3,-

000,000 different individual dye stuffs are easily accessi-

ble to our industries, while at least 25,000 form the sub-

ject of patent specifications. The number of coloring

matters furnished by natural agencies is comparatively

small, and those that do exist threaten soon to be ignored

in favor of coal-tar derivatives.

Progressive paint makers are taking advantage of

these discoveries and are constantly making improve-

ments in colors by getting new and permanent dyes

which are precipitated upon suitable bases to produce

better colors than were formerly made in other ways.

Comparatively little English quicksilver vermilion is

used in carriage painting today, as it is supplanted by

that made from a dyed base and, when properly applied,

gives lasting results. Permanent Tuscan red is also

made in a similar manner that is superior to that former-

ly made in the old way.

~+~—+-

Courtesy of Railroad Men.

RAILROAD men have in too many instances had the

just reputation of being a brusque, rough class to

approach, especially those in charge of purchasing and

mechanical departments, not to mention the incivility and

pomposity of trainmen. This may be a species of reac-

tion or retaliation upon those who have attempted to mis-

use or "bunco" them, but it is inexcusable in one who
would be a gentleman. If one has been misused or abused

he should not forthwith proceed to slaughter all of that

class as fast as they come along. "There are black sheep

in every flock," don't you know? And by lowering your-

self enough to "get square" with the black sheep of an-

other flock you at once give evidence of being' the black

sheep in your own flock, see? You can't afford to do

that. Judge every one by his own merits, regardless of

class ; and to do this you must meet him in candor and

listen what he has to say or show you. Do as you would
like to be done by or, in other words, put yourself in

the other fellow's place. How would you like to go into

a purchasing agent's office so 1 iciting trade, or to a me-
chanical officer's office to solicit his good will in

the matter, or to seek for employment, and be sworn
to or snarled at and almost kicked out of the office?

Courtesy costs less expenditure of human energy than

is usually the case with discourtesy. The former is the

oil of life, a few drops of which now and then suffice to

make things run smoothly, but the latter are the hot

boxes that create a stench and almost irreparable loss. A
man will swear and fret and fume about being bothered

by somebody and at the same time bother himself and

those around him tenfold more than a courteous reply

would have made. Keep cool, brother. There are other

folks in this world besides you, remember. Now that

stranger who calls on you today and what he represents

may be your best friend. Be candid. If you haven't

time to look into it now appoint some other time. Treat

everybody politely—as you would like to be treated and

you will feel all the better about it after he is gone, and

live the longer.

A man's reputation among supply men will spread like

kerosene on the floor. If he is friendly he will have

what we all shall need some day and can be obtained in

no other way—friends. All will speak a good word for

him whether they get his business or not ; but if he is sel-

fish and ugly his photo will be taken as such and passed

around amonsr all the galleries.

*—*

Notes and Comments.

'"Brevity" will bo "the soul of wit" in the discussion at our

convention this year. This will be the first time for years

that our association has furnished its own stenographer, the

official organ hitherto having provided one; but, owing to the

distance from Chicago to Boston this paper deemed it too

much to assume ant discounted 25 per cent of its club rate

to cover that item, the committee accepting it; but owing to a

union of stenographers in Boston rates are high and stiff, 25

cents per hundred words being the charge for copy ready for

the printer. .So, "boys," short stories will be in order this

year as we have less than $40.00 to our credit for that pur-

pose to be even with last years' expenses. "Boil her dwn."
Give us condensed milk.

The Boston & Maine's new electric road from Concord to

Manchester was formerly opened Aug. 11. with new cars made
in the road's Concord shops and handsomely painted by our

association member, Warner Bailey. There are eight cars to

start with, which are lettered "Concord & Manchester" and

are painted Pullman color outside to conform to the road's

steam equipment and finished inside in mail gany with tastily

decorated oak linings. This line is a part of the Concord

city street railway which, together with the Portsmouth Elec-

tric Railway, makes two street car lines the Boston & Maine

owns and operates.

We note the following in a recent Bost n daily paper, which

refers to the destruction of the last of the Old Colony sir ps.

where James Piatt, a charter member of the M. C. & L. P. A..

Avas employed, and who was years ago killed, crossing the

tracks near bis shop, and was succeeded there by "Sam"

Brown, who later wis transferred to the Roxbury shops. Fine

shops are now being built at Readville. Thus cloth all pass

away. "The old brick machine shop, in the South Boston

yard of the N. Y.. N. H. & H. R. R., is beina; demolished. Its

situation made it an obstruction in laying out the four-track

line of the Plymouth division. The structure had been in use

ab ut half a century, and within its walls had been done the

highest class of w rk. The force of workmen has been dis-

tributed to the shops at Roxbury, Norwood and Braintree

until such time as the general shop at Readville shall be in

readiness to receive them all."
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S>6e Car Foremen's Association
A Department Devoted

to the
Interests of the Car Department

of Cleveland
j& j& j& j& j& j&

Official Organ
of t K e Association

August Meeting.

The regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Association was
held in room 209, Masonic Temple, Wednesday, Aug. 13th,
President Stimson presiding.
Among those present were the following:

Baldwin, M. J. Harrey, H. H. Peterson, Wm.
Bates, G. M. Kleppin. O. E. Rudd, Otis
Benning, Wm. Kroff, F. C. Rohrback, G. T.
Bickford, Wm. Kline, Aaron Schreck, D. W.
Briden, J. La Rue, H. Stimson, O. M.
Blohm, Theo. Mattes, J. Spohnholtz, F.
Chadwick, A. B. Marsh, Hugh JSchultz, F. C.
Chambers, Frank Nordquist, Chas. Stevens, C. J.

Callahan, J. P. Olsen, L. Sharp, W. E.
Cook, Roy J Pettis, C. D. Swinson, Norman
Etten, L. Parker, Pearl Wessell, W. W.
Evans, W. H. Peterson, A. F. Wentsel, Geo.
Guthenberg, B. Phelps, G. T. Warlick, Geo.
Haig, M. H. Parke, P.
President Stimson: The first in order will be the reading of

the minutes of the previous meeting. As we were unable to
approve the minutes previous to the last one on accouut of
their not being printed at the last meeting, it will be necessary
to approve the minutes of both the last two meetings at this
meeting. They have both been printed in the Railway Master
Mechanic, and I understand that all have received copies, so
there will be no necessity for reading them, and if there are no
objections they will be approved as printed. We will now
listen to the report of the committee on entertainment.
Chairman Sharp: The committee on entertainment has not

much to report any more than to say that they have performed
the duties assigned to them and are here to be discharged. I

might say, however, that there were 2G0 people participated in

the annual event, the expense of which was taken care of by
subscriptions from two of our friends, so that there was no ex-
pense whatever to the association—in fact, we have 97 cents to
be turned over in the association's treasury, and if you will

appoint a committee to receive it, I have the money.
President Stimson: In addition to what Mr. Sharp has said,

the committee has made a written report, and all the corre-
spondence that has passed between the committee and the dif-

ferent parties they were in communication with during the
time they were getting up the entertainment, the Secretary
will be instructed to acknowledge receipt of the courtesies and
express the appreciation of the association to the railroad who
tendered to us the train, and to our other friends who con-
tributed to defray the expenses of the entertainment. The com-
mittee has done so well that I think we will have to consider
it a standing committee. We will now have the report of the
auditing committee, which was appointed at our last meeting.
Chairman Bates: This committee has audited the books of

the Secretary and Treasurer, and beg leave to report as fol-

lows:
To the Car Foremen's Association of Chicago:
Your committee appointed to audit the accounts of the Secre-

tary and Treasurer beg leave to report that same has been
examined and found correct.—Geo. M. Bates, C. R. Powell and
James Buker.
Upon motion the report of the committee was accepted and

the committee discharged.
Secretary Kline: The following have made application for

membership:
.Tames D. Allenson, foreman, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago.
John Delaney, joint inspector, N. Y. C. & St. L., Fostoria, O.
Wm. T. Fitzgerald, master mechanic, W. & M., Peshtigo,

Wis.
H. W. Gardner, clerk, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Chicago.
H. T. Howe, car inspector, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Hillsdale,

Mich.
O. R. Lampman, chief clerk, L. S. & M. S. Ry.. Chicago.
0. W. Martin, general agent, Consolidated Car Heating Co.,

Chicago.
H. L. McGinty, general foreman, L. E. & W. Ry., Lima. O.
W. E. Priest, general foreman, Western Steel, C. & F. Co.,

Hegewisch, la.

President Stimson: The applications of the nine members
whose names have just been read have been referred to the
executive committee and received their approval. They will,

therefore, be duly enrolled as members if there are no objec-
tions.

This brings us to the regular program of the evening, a copy
of which, it is assumed, you all have. We will take up sub-

ject No. 1. "Inspection of Cast-Iron Car Wheels in Inter-

change." This subject was opened and discussed at some

length by Mr. Evans and some few other members at our last

meeting, so that the subject should be thoroughly understood by
all present, and it is hoped you will enter into the discussion
freely.

Mr. Evans (B. & O.): This subject of cast-iron wheels, it

seems to me, is about as important a matter as the car fore-

men have to contend with at the present time, particularly in

regard to cast-iron wheels under the heavier capacity cars. This
is carried out by the fact that the Master Car Builders' As-
sociation have seen fit to increase the thickness of the flanges

for the heavier capacity cars, and it is also demonstrated from
the fact that we are having more trouble at this time than
any other in my experience with flanges breaking. It occurred
to me that the interchange inspection of wheels, the opportunity

for an inspector to make a close inspection of the wheel, par-

ticularly with regard to defects that are liable to give way from
the flange breaking, is not very good, especially where an in-

spector receives a large number of cars and it is necessary to

make a more or less hurried inspection. It seems to me that

that matter could be discussed to considerable extent by this

association with a view of determining what inspection would
be to the best advantage at interchange points, particularly with

reference to these wheel flanges breaking. The seams in the

throat, according to my experience, could not be detected in any
other manner except by the eye. Some of the later cars are

built so low that it is almost impossible for an inspector to get

down to see any large portion of the wheel when the car is

standing still. Some roads still adhere to the old practice of

tapping wheels. While that is considered out of date by a good
many, it occurred to me that possibly that would be a good

thing in regard to wheels cracked, particularly in the throat of

the flanges. It might serve to call the car inspector's attention

to some peculiarity in the wheel which would lead him to make
a further inspection. On the other hand, it is argued that a

car inspector tapping wheels paid more attention to the tap than

anvthing else: that is, simply striking the wheel, but I am in-

clined to think that if the hammer is used as it is intended it

would possibly be a good thing, particularly at this time; much
more so, in my opinion, than it was when the car stood higher

and you could make a more thorough inspection. We re-

cently had a case where we were holding a joint inspection of

a car of 60,000-lb. capacity and one wheel was known to be

defective, according to the M. C. B. rules, but it was with the

greatest difficulty that a number of car men were able to find

that defect, notwithstanding we knew that particular wheel was
defective. How would you expect that a car inspector would
discover these wheels in a running inspection.

President Stimson: What was the nature of the defect you
referred to? •

Mr. Evans: The nature of that defect was a chipped flange.

Bearing on that subiect. it occurs to me that some of the rules

i"id down by the Master Car Builders' Association for the in-

terchange of wheels might well be extended or might be allowed

a little larger scope in some respects, and in other respects it

annears as though important matters in connection with the in-

spection of wheels are almost entirely overlooked. For instance,

tbe wheel gauge for a sharp flange wheel, which makes it so a

car inspector will put the gauge almost down. That, in my
opinion, would be a most dangerous wheel, where it is allowed

to go clear down, and I think a worn flange wheel which is to

be gauged in this manner is frequently quite as dangerous a

"heel as the one which has a thin flange and gauged in this

manner. It does not seem to me as though that gauge was the

• i->ht thing for worn flange wheels. I mention these different

matters with a view of bringing out a discussion from the in-

""^etors and those who have to do daily with the interchange

of car wheels. ...
President Stimson: I would like to ask what are the principal

defects that you are discovering in the inspection of wheels

under large capacity cars that differ from those under 60,000

lbs. capacity and under?
Mr. Evans: In reply to that question I will state that the

defect in the great majority of cases would be broken flange.

There are verv few slid flat wheels under.

Mr. Olsen CO., M. & St. P.): As to the most defects in cast-

'-«n car wheels, at my inspection point the most defects lie with

the manufacture of the wheel. There is no chill in them.

Under 80.0O0. 90.000 and 100.000 lbs. capacity cars you will

find that the wheels have not as much chill as thev have with

the 40.OO0, 50,000 and 6O,0O0-lb. cars. Another thing is that

those 050 and 675 lb. wheels pass inspection at the foundries

with seams in them. I have seen quite a few wheels that have

been removed from cars, that are practically not worn at all
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on the flange or tread, with 18 and 20 or 24 inches of the flange

broken off. I saw one wheel where all the flange, with the
exception of a few inches, was broken off, simply from seams.
I think it lays in the manufacture more than anything else.

There are certain makes of wheels running that do not have
those defects. Why can they not all get the same kind? There
are other wheels that will seam and that will break the rims.

The principal defects that I have found at my point of inspec-

tion is wheels that have been neglected to be removed from cars

when on the repair tracks. You will find one pair of wheels re-

moved, and it will be only two or three days when the car has
to have the other pair of wheels in the same truck removed.
On account of its being a foreign car the party making repairs

only removed the one pair that was actually condemned. I

think part of the trouble could be avoided if each and every
one would take an interest in removing wheels, and if one pair

is condemned and the other pair in the same truck is just about
to be, take it out and do not leave it for the next man to take
out. 1 hav^ had cars that have been repaired here in Chicago,
wheels put in, and I have got them three or four hours after-

wards and have had to send them back for a pair of wheels
Avhich were worn out.

President Stimson: In what way did you find them worn out?
Mr. Olsen: They were worn through the chil, worn flange and

worn flat.

President Stimson: Did the party acknowledge that the

wheel should have been taken out when he took out the other
pair?
Mr. Olsen: There was no dispute about it. He acknowledged

that the other pair should have been removed. If a foreign

car is marked in for a cut journal, that cut journal is removed,
and maybe the other pair of wheels in the truck is worn suf-

ficiently under the rules to be removed, but they leave that for

1he next man.
Mr. Harvey (C, B. & Q.): I have not noticed anything par-

ticularly the matter with wheels under the heavy equipment.
We have had a little trouble with the flange breaking under
heavy tenders, but they were on engines that had a long wheel
base and were pretty rigid. We have had no particular trouble
with cars.

Mr. Pettis (I. C): I do not know that I can add anything to

the information already given in regard to wheels, with the ex-
ception that we find on the heavier capacity cars a tendency in

the direction of flanges breaking. "We had a pair of wheels
recently removed from a ballast car with all the flange gone,
there being no injury or damage to the tread of the wheel. I

doubt exceedingly if the majority of the defects found on wheels
on the heavy capacity cars are attributable to the manufac-
1 urer. I think it is simply the disproportionate increase in the
thickness of the flange to the increase in capacity of car. We
have not been able to increase the thickness^ of the flange for
the 30-ton capacity wheel proportionate to the increase in the
capacity of the heavier cars. Take a 60,000-lb. capacity car
with a certain thickness of flange: increase the capacity of the
car to 100,000 lbs. loaded to 120,000 lbs.; you have an increase
of twice the load, but you have not increased the flange twice
as much. It is a very serious problem, iu my judgmonf, in in-
creasing the thickness of the flange for the heavy capacity cars.
Another feature, so far as the inspection of wheels is concerned,
is the question of cars of low height; also the introduction of
steel trucks, where a large proportion of the wheel cannot be
seen, as it is very difficult to get at them with steel trucks of
some types. The steel truck that has a solid diaphragm or side
will not permit satisfactory inspection of the wheel. On the
heavy capacity cars one defect and trouble, so far as my ob-
servation goes, is with the flanges, and in my opinion we are
going to continue to have trouble until some remedy is found.
I see recently where a road had a number of cars built of
200,000 lbs. capacity; a cast-iron Avheel with the maximum di-
mensions permitted for the standard section will not stand it.

Although, if I have learned correctly, the wheels put in the cars
mentioned are of the rolled steel type.
President Stimson: Do you find the flange, where you find

them broken, all on one side or on either side?
Mr. Pettis: Varied. A peculiar feature is the length of the

break. It is not an uncommon thing to find 24 inches of the
flange broken off a 40-ton car wheel, and in some instances
Ihree-fourths of the flange is broken off. It must be very try-
ing on the wheel to receive an impact of such continued force
as to break off all or nearly all the flange.
President Stimson: What I wanted to bring out was, if pos-

sible, whether you had any information that would lead you to
determine whether this trouble was traceable to track condi-
tions?
Mr. Pettis: In a measure. I recall a case where a new road

was being built, using a large number of heavy capacity bal-
last cars, and the fact that a large number of the wheels under
fhese cars had to be removed on account of broken flanges would
indicate that that was in a measure responsible for it; although
the length of the road being small in comparison with the total
length of the system where the cars were operated, this may
not have been the cause. The wheel previously mentioned hav-
ing all the flange gone was from a car used in construction ser-
vice on a new road.
Mr. Kroff (P. Co.): We have a good many 80,000 and 100.000

lb. capacity cars, but we do not seem to have a great deal of
trouble with broken flanges. The most I have found was two.
I have found them, as the gentleman says, with 24 inches of the
flange broken off. I had to send wheels out on the line and men

to put them in, because the cars were not safe to run. I do
not really know what is the cause of it unless it is the metal
in the wheel. Probably that has a great deal to do with it. It

strikes me that a car standing on a curve and getting a very
heavy_ blow in switching would have something to do with
breaking the flange. They have increased the thickness of the
flange on the inside considerably, and I do not know as we have
had any under our cars that have broken flanges that I know of.

Mr. Stimson: Do you have more broken flanges on your own
road than you have come to you in interchange?
Mr. Kroff: We have only had two that I know of, on our

own road. I do not know that I have seen any on our own cars
with broken flanges; that is, heavy capacity cars.
President Stimson: You have not been able to trace the

trouble to track conditions?
Mr. Kroff: I think a great deal of the trouble is in the manu-

facture of the wheel. I have seen them in smaller capacity
cars. There are wheels that have not been increased in the
flange sufficiently to warrant their use in the heavy capacity
cars.
President Stimson: Have you found instances of light wheels

being put under the larger capacity cars?
Mr. Kroff: I do not see how you can. The wheel hub would

be too small for the large wheel fit.

President Stimson: The reason I asked that question is that
I understand that there are some roads using wheels weighing
600 lbs. or under in 80,000-lb. capacity cars.
Mr. Kroff: I have not seen any of them.
Mr. Bates (C, B. & Q.): I do not know that I can add very

much to what has already been said, but I do know that we
have not been experiencing the trouble that many of these
other gentlemen have. We have a large number of 80,00O-lb.
canacity cars, but I do not remember seeing a single case of a
broken flange among them, though I have seen a few broken
flanges under foreign cars that we handle, but that was due to
the fact that the flanges were worn pretty low and overlooked
by the inspectors, and I agree with Mr. Evans that cast-iron
wheels do not receive the inspection that they should. As mat-
ters stand at a large interchange point, an inspector gets a large
number of cars and he must hustle through them in order to

< them all inspected, and he does not have a chance to give
the wheels proper attention. There are lots of cars, as Mr.
Pettis has said, that have steel trucks in which a good portion
of the wheel is hidden and so the inspector cannot see them
unless he could catch the car moving, and this you all know is

not possible in every case. A man at a large interchange
point has got to get. over the cars, which all come in a rush
and go the same way, and I think that men in charge of build-
ing cars lose sight of that fact. I think cars ought to be so
constructed that they may be easily inspected. Some roads
have very low cars; we have some ourselves. One-quarter of
the wheel is always up between the sills under the floor, and
a man would have to creep under the car in order to inspect
that portion, and it is very dangerous work for an inspector to

get under the car in that manner without having protection at
the ends, and I know it is contrary to our practice to flag any
tracks while inspecting cars. I understand that some roads do
that, but I do not think there are many. We are not allowed
to do it and the men have got to do the best they can.
Mr. Stimson: Have you a remedy to propose that would bene-

fit existing conditions?
Mr. Bates: The only remedy is more time or more men—more

inspectors, and that is a pretty hard thing to get. You cannot
get time, that is sure, and when you come to talk of putting
on inspectors you. run up against a snag right off.

President " Stimson: Do you think the advantages obtained
would justify the additional time and expense?
Mr. Bates: I think if would. Every now and then a wreck

occurs that costs thousands of dollars, and I think if more
money was spent in insuring proper inspection of cars many
accidents would be avoided.
Mr. Olsen: I would like to ask if any one of those broken

flanges under heavy capacity cars showed a clear break, no
seams or defective casting. I have not seen one, and I have
seen a good many of them that were broken. They all have
seams, which shows a manufacturer's defect.
Mr. Kroff: I have noticed that a great many of them have

seams along close to the flange, but these wheels that I have
referred to were broken so bad and had run quite a ways so
that we could not tell whether seams caused it or not. We
could not find any seams with the naked eye on any other por-
tion of the wheel. I have seen a great many wheels that have
seams close to the flange. I think it is due to the manufacture
of the wheel, and in some cases the wheel is not heavy enough
in the flange.
President Stimson: What has been your experience with re-

gard to the wheels you have seen with flanges broken, Mr.
Pettis? Did you discover any seams that would cause the
breakage?
Mr. Pettis: In some cases there were seams and in some

cases there were none. It would certainly be very improper for
a railroad company to apply wheels to its own cars or a car
builder to apnly wheels to a new car that had seams in the
throat, or had seams at all, especially under a heavy capacity
car. An inspector at a -new plant or for a railroad line would
certainly be remiss in his duty to apply a new pair of wheels
that were seamy. Cases have come under my observation where
flanges were broken and no seams could be detected, and the
thickness of flange greater than the amount allowable under
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the gauge. In other words, it would seem that it is not tracea-
ble to any defects in the wheel when new, but to the conditions
which are found in the car and the service in which it is used.
Mr. Sharp (A. C. L.): I would like to ask Mr. Evans a ques-

tion. I noticed inhis opening remarks he advocates the tapping
of the wheels. Do you mean that to determine whether or not
the wheel is cracked by the sound? If that was the intention,

I believe it will be found that there is nothing to be gained by
it. There are a lot of cars inspected where the brakes are set.

Asrain, a wheel will set directly between the ties and another
one over the tie. One wheel may be new and the other one
will have five or ten pounds or grease or sand on it. I used to

inspect cars and had a hammer to tap wheels, because it was
the order and custom of that road, and we used to be looking up
at the side of the car and striking the wheel at the same time,

and sometimes we would hit the oil box or the arch bar and
sometimes the wheel, but we never could tell what it was by
the sound of it.

Mr. Olsen: The question of striking wheels puts me in mind
of a little story I heard some time ago. A fellow used to tap
wheels out on the road. A passenger train came along and
stopped at his station, which had a new car with paper wheels.

He struck every one of them and had the car set out. It is

almost impossible for anyone, I do not care how much of a

mechanic he is. he must be a musician to take note of the

sound of the wheel. There are 150 different sounds, and then
he would not set the correct one.
Mr. Evans: That was nart of my object in bringing up the

hammer—to see if we could not get at some experience like Mr.
Olsen, but I am rather a little more inclined to believe some-
thing in the hammer. I have not had occasion to use it on the

track as Mr. Sharp has, where he hit the oil box and arch bar
instead of the wheel. I would not pretend to say, as Mr. Olsen
pstvs. he must be a musician to tell whether the wheels are

cracked. There is this about it: If an inspector tapping wheels
notices something peculiar about it, he is considerably more apt

to investigate than he would be if he had not tapped the wheel,

because that much ought to call attention to it. I chink loose

v-heels would be indicated with the hammer very rapidly, but,

like Mr. Olsen, we have taken wheels that have been bursted

by pressing on and endeavored to have men tell which one was
ciacked or not cracked, but I would not pretend to advocate the

use of a hammer except, as I say, it might be of advantage.

The discussion has wandered a little away from the car in-

spector. The discussion with regard to the manufacture of

wheels and reinforcing of the flanges, etc., is interesting and
no doubt would make a very good subject for another discussion,

but the particular point we want to get at this evening was to

assist, if possible, the car inspector at the interchange points^ to

determine what was going to cause trouble on his line. I think

Mr. Olsen is correct in saying that the majority of the cases

where wheel flanges fail is on account of seams, but, like Mr.
Pettis, we have found some broken where we could not detect

any seams whatever, indicating that no doubt the best flanges

break under conditions that do exist. The subject seems to re-

solve itself to the matter of getting the very best wheels that

can be made, and we are almost forced to admit that the car

inspector cannot make a thorough inspection at the average

ordinarv interchange point.

President Stimson: If there is nothing further to be said on

this subject we will consider it closed, and we will take up the

next subject, No. 2, "Air Brake Testing Plants for Terminal
Yards and Charging Trains With Air." This is a subject that

is worthy of more than ordinary consideration, and it_ is un-

necessary for me to say that I hope you will all enter into the

discussion freely and express yourselves accordingly.

Mr. Harvey: I think it a very necessary thing that a termi-

nal vard should have a testing plant. I do not believe we can

do our air brake work and do it the way it should be done un-

less we have a testing plant. The triple valve may be in good

condition, but when vou come to put it on the car there may
be some defect about the brake other than the triple valve, and
vou cannot determine what that defect is unless you test the

car after the triple is applied. We have two or three terminal

vards that are piped for air. and we find that a man will do

almost double the work in those yards that he does in a yard

where he has to use a hand pump. The work is also done much
more satisfactorily and better results are obtained. We do not

r.se our plant for charging up trains, although we did think of

doing that, but for some reason we never got around to it. I

think in the winter time we could use it advantageously for

that, especially where we have a long train of cars. It takes a

lonsr time to charge them up with the engine pump, and by turn-

ing on the air and charging the reservoirs from the storage tanks

wo could save quite a little time, and it would be much cheaper

to have a large compressor pump the air than to use the pump
on the engine.

Mr. Sharp: I would like to ask, Mr. President, if any of the

members are using the standard testing plant, as recommended
by the Westinghouse Air Brake Co.? They had an exhibit at

Saratoga and have since issued a circular giving a full descrip-

tion, and I understood some several weeks ago they have more
orders for these special appliances than they were able to

handle. Probably some of the members here have plants so

titled up and have some information which would be to many
of us very interesting; that is, whether or not they are finding

any additional defects or any more defective triple valves with

lliat plant than they did with the one previously in use. I do

not know that there is any standard arrangement in use—in

fact, in going around visiting the different shops everybody has
got the best. They all differ, however, and I presume that
alone prompted the Westinghouse Company to take up the sub-
ject of a device. I might make reference to the different results
obtained. We have had the same question raised by a neighbor
who was testing some triple valves which had. failed to pass
their inspection, and after dissecting them they found all man-
ner of defects, such as boring out main bushing, grinding all

the parts, particularly the slide valve, in order, to make them
pass inspection, and as a check on them we took two of the
valves that failed on this plant and put them on our plant under
the directions of a very skilful air-brake man, and they met all

the requirements.
President Stimson: Has anybody had one of the new devices

such as Mr. Sharp has referred to installed at their plants, or
has anybody ordered such an outfit?
Mr. Evans: I would like to ask what style of compressor any

of the members have found to be the most economical for then-
plants? That is, plants isolated from any steam plant, for in-

stance; 'whether it is advisable to use steam or some other
jiower.

Mr. Pettis: There is a compressor being manufactured at the
present time with power furnished by a gasoline engine. There
are really two methods of compressing air, either by power com-
pression or hand compression. There have been a number of
devices gotten up at different times which have been illustrated
in the technical papers for compressing air by hand. As far as
my knowledge extends, the hand compressor has been found un-
satisfactory. If a terminal yard is large the hand compressor
will be found unsatisfactory, as it cannot perform the work re-
quired of it. I think a large number of terminal yards are
being supplied with power compressors. Inasmuch as the sub-
ject seems to relate particularly to testing cars, the necessity for

an air plant in terminal yards, irrespective of the shop ques-
tion, will hardly be denied. The brake must certainly be tested
with air, as defects can only be detected in that manner. All
shops, particularly the large ones, are supplied with improved
methods for testing both the brakes on cars and triple valves.

New arrangements are continually being gotten up and. I think,

illustrated in the technical papers. One I have in mind where-
by the triple valve can be tested without the necessity of bolt-

ing it to the reservoir. This consists of a smaller cylinder lo-

cated over a 10-inch passenger cylinder, with piston connected
to an arm that holds, by air pressure, the triple valve against the

valve seat on the 10-inch cylinder. Such an arrangement is in

use by the company I am connected with, manufactured by our-

selves, and has proven very satisfactory and economical in that

a much larger number of triple valves can be tested than by
bolting to the reservoir. I fear there are too many cars going

out of the terminal yards without the air brakes being tested.

The question of the date on the triple valve is one that must
govern where there is no testing plant. On the other hand, the

triple valve may be found perfectly operative and in good con-

dition that has not been cleaned for more than a year.

Mr. Parke (S. R. L.): The railroads in general throughout

the city are at present pretty well equipped for handling air-

brake work and for testing cleaned or repaired triples, but when
it comes to testing triples on cars I consider the arrangement
lately devised by Westinghouse an improvement upon anything

now in use. The whole arrangement is put on a truck for yard

tests and by its use we are able to test triples on any number
of cars, and know that if a valve stands the test it will be

sensitive enough to give as satisfactory release at the end of a

fifty-car train as it will be in a train of a few cars. This is

accomplished by the use of a special controlling valve govern-

ing the rate of feed to train pipe. The new Westinghouse cir-

cular mentioned by Mr. Sharp also describes a device which. I

think, is an improvement upon the best arrangement used in any

vard in so much as it enables us to test triples for a more sen-

sitive release than has been possible heretofore. The movement
of triple piston can, by means of a weighted valve, be governed

to a fraction of a pound difference in pressure on either side

the piston.

To have yards equipped with piping for testing purposes and

provided with large compressors operated either by gasoline

engine or by hand, also to charge trains with air from such

compressors ought to be a desirable thing for railroad yards'

in general.
,

Mr. Bates: We seem to be getting off the track somewhat.
Everybody is talking about repairing air brakes at the shops

and different arrangements for testing and repairing triple

valves, but the question before us refers to a testing plant out

in the yard where they make up trains, and such a plant is

just what is needed. We are well supplied with devices for re-

pairing air brake cars and triple valves, but we have nothing

in the way of testing trains that are ready for the road, and it

is our experience that when we get an engine up against the

train we have all sorts of trouble, finding leaky tram pipes,

leaky hose and angle cocks, and all that sort of thing, and you

have "ot to have a man run up and down the train with the

brakeman and fix all these things. If there was a testing

plant installed all those things could be attended to before the

engine backed up against the train, and save delays. We very

often have trains delayed on account of leaky hose, bad hose

baskets and angle cocks, but we simply have to keep on doing

that wav until we do get a testing plant. We are talking

something about installing a plant at our Hawthorne yard, and

I presume in the near future it will be done. It is very im-

portant to have a testing plant to test all cars going out on the
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road, because the percent of cars that have been cleaned just

before leaving is very small— do not believe they will average
2 in 50, so you can see there is lots of chance for improvement
by having a plant to test cars before they leave for the road.

"President Stimson: What kind of a plant have you in mind
to install at your Hawthorne yard?
Mr. Bates: We are figuring on putting in a gasoline engine

to pump the air. Of course we expect to use air for various

purposes. Our transfer yard is out there and possibly we could

use the air to good advantage in hoisting heavy iron, etc., and
also use it ou the repair track where we clean cars, and in ad-

dition have the whole yard piped where we make up trains so

as to test all the cars before the engine is coupled on.

Mr. Kroff: We are going to pipe some of the tracks in our
55th St. yard to charge up the trains before the engine is

coupled on, to test the cars and regulate the brakes, etc. We
have started at it but haven't got it finished. I do not know
what results we will have. I think myself that most of the

roads are putting too much time in on the triple valves. They
are taking the triple valves and grinding them, etc., sticking

them back on again. You then have a good triple valve but

the brakes are not adjusted properly; there are leaks in the

train pipe, etc. It is not the triple valve alone that makes a

good brake. The car ought to be tested before you work on it

and it ought to be tested after the work is done, and also see

that the braking power is properly adjusted. In our shop yard
that is the way wo do it. We do not remove triple valves

and run them into the shop and grind them up unless there is

something the matter with them, because we do not see the
necessity for doing so, but before our air brake man goes to

work he tries the. cars and after the helpers are through with
them he goes around and tests them again to see whether
there are any leaks or whether the leverage is properly adjust-

ed. Of course all cars do not go through the repair tracks and
therefore I think it a very good idea to have a plant out in

the yard where the trains leave. We are rigging up one, but
I do not know what results we will have
President Stimson: In times past the Association has discussed

different subjects for an hour or two in the evening and have
left the hall without making any specific recommendation. In

the future I am going to ask the Association to adopt a rec-

ommendation, eithei aye or nay, for or against any of the sub-
jects that are brought before it for discussion, and before we
close our discussion on this subject I am going to ask some-
body to make a specific recommendation as to whether it would
lie an advantage in terminal yards to have the yards equipped
with testing plants for testing air brake cars and charging the
trains with air. I think that all will agree that we would get
more satisfactory results from our discussions if some specific

recommendation were adopted after we had discussed the sub-
ject.

Mr. Pettis: I venture the assertion that if you put the ques-
tion to the members of this Association here this evening as to

the necessity of having an air brake testing plant, which does
not refer to testing triple valves removed from a car, but test-

in? cars in terminal yards that are ready to go out in a train,

there will not be a dissenting voice. We all admit the neces-
sity and we see a number of railroads in Chicago are either
contemplating or are putting in plants for testing cars in ter-

minal yards. All the members, therefore, would recommend
such a plant. I would like to inquire, while Ave are on the sub-
ject, inasmuch as the question also relates to charging train

with air, if any of the members have had any experience in

charging cars in their yards as a daily practice, before semi-
ins them out on the line?
Mr. Evans: We have not had any experience in just what

Mr. Pettis has inquired after, but that is one thing we want
to get out of this discussion, is what the advantage is going to
be. Our people have been contemplating for some time equip-
ping; one of the large switching yards with a terminal plant and
I recently brought the matter to the attention of the Westing-
house people and asked them where I could see a first class
plant of this kind in operation and they very frankly told me
that there was not one known in Chicago. It looks to me like
a very good subject for this Association to get ahead of. I am
like Mr. Kroff, I believe we are spending entirely too much
time on the triple valve ami not enouach to gettins: the air brake
in first-class condition. It is not the triple valve alone that
nuts the pressure against the wheel. I think there is no ques-
tion but what we will all vote in favor of the air brake testing
plant for terminal yards and I, for one, would be free to say
that charging trains would be quite as much of an advantage,
because our experience is that the air pump and compressor,
with which most of our locomotives are equipped, has quite a
sufficient amount of labor to perform after the train is charged.
President Stimson: If there is nothing further the chair will

be glad to entertain a motion that this association is in favor
of euuipriing terminal yards with testing plant, and that it is

also in favor of charging' trains with air before the eiviine is

coupled on, believing' that the advantages obtained would com-
pensate for the additional expense.

Mr. Sharp: Perhaps I am a little out of order, but I would
like to give a little of my experience of this afternoon. We
were examining a large number of triple valves that had just
been brought info the shop and I am free to sav that there
is more actual damage being done to the triple valves bv what
we call "repairs" than there ever was in the history of the air

brake before. Every repair man at the repair plant, or the
majority of them at least, are working out their own ideas,
largely, as to how the valve should be repaired. One of the

particular defects I might refer to is the filing of the slide

valve. I examined twelve triple valves in succession and each
one had the slide valve filed, both on the edges and on the
end. He was not satisfied with filing the extreme ends but
filed off the corners, making a sort of an octagon. We all

know what the result will be. It is supposed that the sharp
edge of the slide valve will keep its seat cut clear in service,

but if you go to work and file off the edges, no matter what
gets in, it will act as a wedge. I would make a motion that
this association is in favor of equipping terminal yards with a
testing plant and that it is also in favor of charging trains
with air from this plant before the engine is coupled on.

Motion seconded and carried.
President Stimson: This brings us to question No. 3. What

is the best material for longitudinal sills?

Mr. Pettis: The point uppermost in my mind was. if the
ouestion included the use of structural shapes, that is iron or
metal longitudinal sills in place of wood. As I dare say the
time is not very! far distant when we will find the larger num-
ber of cars built with steel or iron. The punishment cars re-

ceive in switching, the use of large engines and the increased
capacity of cars has brought before us, daily, the necessity of
in some manner strengthening the sills, they, being the funda-
mental features involved in car construction. From the large
number of yellow pine sills used today, due possibly to the
fact that they are easily obtained, or at least more easily

obtained than some other woods, will explain their almost
universal use. As far as I am informed, the yellow pine sill

is being used almost entirely today, with the exception of cars
having steel sills, but I believe we are coming to the time
when steel will be used for reasons that are self-evident. As
to what is the best material for longitudinal sills, under the
conditions existing today, in my opinion is iron or steel, that
is. if the question of the relative value of the two is to be
considered, but if it is a question of what kind of lumber is the
best for longitudinal sills. I believe that long-leaf yellow pine
is the best. Oak sills have been tried and their use abandoned.
The necessity of writing the car owner for permission to sub-
stitute yellow pine sills for oak was troublesome. The difficulty

experienced in getting them more than any other, caused their

abandonment. It is my conviction that an oak sill is no better
in the long run than long-leaf yellow pine. Therefore in giving
mv individual views, from experience, in the use of sills, as

said before, I would advocate steel primarily in car construc-
tion, and if we are going to use wooden sills, then I would
prefer the yellow pine.

President Stimson: In expressing your opinion in preference
for steel sills, have you in mind any particular shape which
you consider desirable—channel bar or I-beam?
Mr. Pettis: The I-beam would seem to afford the best sec-

tion for a sill. Of the steel cars being built there is a very
large number of the pressed steel shapes. Of course there are
generally special shapes and have their advantages, as long

as the car decides to remain on the track, but after it gets off

the track, or in an accident of some kind, and yon a^e con-

fronted with the necessity of renewing it, you will find that

possibly the I-beam can lie secured more quickly and the re-

pairs to the car expedited. We had some experience with a

foreign car having channel iron center sills-. The car was low
and the draft rigging was secured directly to the channel bars

and channel irons which were continuous length of the car.

The car had evidently received a very hard blow and both of

the sills were bent about twelve inches out of line, similarly.

The car was on the reoair trade for about two months, we
endeavoring to obtain sills from the owner, as it was a special

len<rth, and finally received instructions that the sills could

not be furnished and to use yellow pine. I believe the pressed

steel shapes are very serviceable as long as the car stays on
the track.
Mr. Kroff: I think the metal sills are the best—in fact metal

underframing would be the best. It does not matter what
you use as a sill, it is how a car is constructed. That is the

trouble with pine sills, or wooden sills, the draft _ rigging is

so constructed that yon are bound to break the sills, and if

you construct the metal frame likewise no doubt you will have
results about the same as with the wooden sills, but I believe

the day is foni'ns: when metal underframing will take the place

of wood. I think they are more serviceable, providing they are

constructed right.

Mr. Evans: This subject, as between metal and wood, there

does not seem to be any question but what we are tending
towards metal longitudinal sills, but the idea occurs to in»

that there is a very large percent of railway equipment now in

service that never can have metal sills. It also occurs to me
that since we have begun to use metal sills of pressed steel

shapes and new designs of manufacture, we are only begin-

ning to realize what wonderful strains our long-leaf yellow

pine has been standing all this time and it seems to me that

the metal shapes are proving that yellow pine has been a won-
derfully good thing in its day. As I said before, there is no

ouestion but what the tendency will be towards metal sills

of either steel or iron: most likely steel. But as between nW-jl

and wood I think the long leaf yellow pine longitudinal sill_ is

the best that can be used for a long time in a great proportion

of our equipment.
Mr. Marsh (A. R. L.): It seems to me that every one here

this evening is of the opinion that metal sills are the nron"r

caper. I do not know but what, when it comes to a ouestion

of retaining its rigidity, metal sills are a good thins, but when
you take into consideration the expense of maintenance and
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repairs I think you will find that the advantage will be eaten
up by the additional expense. As for wooden sills, long leaf

yellow pine has had a long and very successful run. The
company I am connected with is using Oregon fir and it is

giving excellout satisfaction. 1 do not believe there is anoiher

line in existence today who have as little trouble with broken
sills as the line I am with, and we certainly think it is the
proper thing for sills. It is easy to get for repairs, as there
is plenty of timber in the country.

Mr. Rohrback (S. & S.): As for metal .sills, I have not had
any experience. For wooden sills I favor long leaf yellow pine
against any other grade of lumber.

Mr. Parke: There is no doubt in my mind but what long-

leaf yellow pine is the more suitable lumber for sills. It is

stronger than oak, it will resist more both in compression and
in tension; in fact, it is superior to any lumber that can read-
ily be obtained for this purpose. Regarding metal sills' there
is not much choice between structural and pressed steel shape.
In case of repairs, one is about as difficult to obtain as the
other. Best material for sills is, therefore, in my opinion, steel

and yellow pine. If steel, any design or shape convenient for

the requirements of the car.

Mr. Pettis: I would make a motion that the association
favors metal sills, but in case wooden sills are desirable, long
leaf yellow pine is considered the best material.

Mr. Evans: Is not that making the metal sill a little strong?
I think the tendency, of course, is towards a metal sill, and I

expect the road I am connected with have as many metal sills

in proportion to their equipment as any road, but we have a
Vvondorfullv 'aige proporiioii of long leaf yellow pine sills. I do
not think it advisable for this association to go on record in
a case of this kind. The advantage of +hio ass-jriation is for
the members that attend the meetings, and I have never had
much regard for the other fellow that does not come, or I do
not think we ought to go out of our way to give them the
result of the discussion. Those that are here and heard Mr.
Pettis' remarks, and those of Mr. Marsh, will know much
better what the general consensus of opinion was than those
who are not here would have as a result of this motion.
Mr. Pettis: I am perfectly willins to go on record in ex-

pressing the opinion of a member of the association, as heartily
advocating a steel sill as being superior to a wooden one.
About a month ago we had a new 40-ton car go into service
and it had not gone five miles before the eight sills were
broken. The car had never been loaded and had just left the
shop. If the sills had been I-beam or some approved shape the
car evidently would not have been broken. I understand it is

the object of this association to have its members give their
views oh any subject pertaining- to design, and for that reason
I made the motion that after considering this question we
believe a steel sill is superior to a wooden one.
The secretary then read a communication froju die Joint

Car Inspectors' Association, inviting our members to meet with
them at Omaha Sept. 15th, and was instructed by the presi-
dent to acknowledge receipt of same, advising that all who
could would attend.
Meeting adjourned.

Car Foremen's Association of Cleveland

August Meeting.

The regular monthly meeting of the Car Foremen's Associa-
tion of Cleveland was held at The Kennard Thursday, Aug. 21,

1902.
Meeting called to order by President Berg at 8 p. m., the

following answering to roll call: J. H. Acker, A. Berg, W.
Battenhosen, W. Curry, W. D. Cox, A. C. Clawson, J. C.
Dennerle, Geo. Dunrbau, J. B. Dunkin, F. A. Davies, W. J.

Frey, Wm. Gonnerman, R. A. Hirseh, B. S. Humiston, Titus
Johnson, J. D. McAlpine, Jno. J. Miller, J. M. Sharp, Jr., E.
W. Stafford, Jas. Woolley.
The following made application for membership: Titus John-

son, assistant foreman, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Cleveland, O. Geo.
F. Snyder, foreman, B. & O. Ry., Lorain, O.
Among the communications read was one from Mr. J. S.

Francis, mechanical engineer, of the Steel Attachments for

Wooden Cars Co., requesting names of the members of the
association.
Mr. Battenhosen: In connection with that I wish to say

that I received several circulars, drawings, etc., from that con-
cern which, in my opinion,, are valuable to car men, and pre-
sume that is his object in securing the names. He evidently
obtained several of the names from the Master Mechanic at
the time a number of us joined the association.
On motion the secretary was instructed to furnish the names.
Letter from the secretary of the Car Foremen's Association

of Chicago in regard to subject discussed and decision arrived
at relative to charging car owners for making temporary re-
pairs to roof, running board, etc., ii sending cars home for
repairs, was brought up for final decision.
Mr. McAlpine: It seems the minutes do not show the ques-

tion as it was understood during the discussion. My under-
standing is that the members were discussing whether car
owners could be charged for repairs, if they had not author-
ized the car to be sent home, and the discussion was as if

the question read "owner is notified and request made for
home cards to send car home. Is owner responsible?"
According to Section 1 of Rule 7, report must be made to

owners, and if they elect to have car sent home they shall
furnish home route cards. Section 29 of Rule 5, authorizes bill

aarainst owners for applying temporary running boards and hand
rails', but I think the point intended to be brought out in the
discussion was that the repairs could not be charged unless the
owners had authorized the car sent home: or in other words,
that Section 29 of Rule 5 should read: "Bill may be rendered
if the owner has elected to have car sent home, as provided
in Section 1 of Rule 7."
On motion it was made the sense of the meetimr that the

minutes should have read as outlined by Mr. McAlpine. and
that Mr. Kino, secretary of the Chicago C. F. A., should be

referred to the proceedings of this meeting for answer to his
communication.
The changes in the M. C. B. rules were discussed in an

informal manner, and the subject continued until the next
meeting, in order to give the members an opportunity to study
them and be better prepared to express their opinion.
Mr. Humiston: I would like to ask the members, in ease of

two rivets broken in a coupler pocket, no other damage to the
pocket; coupler pulls out and damages the end sill, is that
a combination of defects denoting unfair usage?
Mr. McAlpine: I should say no. An arbitration decision

says that bolts (which is equivalent to rivets in this case) can-
not be used as one item to form a combination.
Mr. Dennerle: When we get a bill for repairs account of

end sill and coupler pocket rivets (or bolts) broken, and draft
timbers ami pocket rivets or bolts, as a general thing we crit-

icize and return the repair card stub to parties making bill,

asking them if they are satisfied that there was no additional
damage—to the coupler, knuckle or pocket, for instance. If

they reply in the affirmative we accept their statement and pass
bill for payment. I would not consider pocket rivets, or pocket
bolts, as part of a combination any more than I would draft
timber bolts.

President Berg: Then you would call it owner's defect?
Mr. Dennerle: Yes, sir; most decidedly so.

After further discussion Mr. Acker moved that in case of

damage, as cited by Mr. Humiston, it is the sense of the meet-
ing that it be considered owner's responsibility. Motion sec-

onded bv Mr. Dunkin and carried unanimously.
Mr. McAlpine: Referring to Section 25 of Rule 3, 1991

Roles, makine delivering company responsible for torn air brake
hose, or missing or broken air brake fittings, etc., would like

to ask whether the members would consider hose couplings as

part of air brake fittings?

Mr. Humiston: In order to put the question up for dis-

cussion I move that hose couplings be considered by this asso-

ciation as air brake fittinsrs, making delivering company respon-

sible in case they are broken. Motion seconded by Mr. Acker.
After discussion motion was carried.

President Berg: Considerable trouble is sometimes experi-

enced in ascertaining make of brake beams, and it occurred to

me it would help matters a great deal if they were stamped by
the manufacturers.
Mr. Sharp: I move that this association requests the manu-

facturers of the different kinds of brake beams to have their

names stamped on them, in order that they may be more read-
ily distinguished, one from the other, the request to be made
through the Railway Master Mechanic.
Motion seconded and carried. Meeting adjourned.
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THE subject of leaky flues was accorded interesting

discussion at the last meeting of the Western

Railway Club. The causes of leaky flues are numerous,

but the cause most evident and generally agreed upon is

that of bad water and as long as there are impurities in

the feed water to form scale, locomotive boilers will be

troubled with leaky flues.

• »

»

PROPER Handling of Compound Locomotives, a

paper presented before the recent convention of

the Traveling Engineers' Association, is a report well

worthy of consideration. The title of the paper indicates

the significance which the handling of this type of loco-

motive bears to its successful operation. Prejudice

against the compound is still very strong and this must

be overcome before it is generally accepted, without a

feeling of distrust, by both shop and road men.

» »»

IN consideration of the convenience of its patrons

the Pennsylvania Railroad Company is going to

rearrange the steps leading to the platforms of its pass-

enger cars to have four steps instead of three. This

change will be made as soon as the cars can be turned

into the shop for the necessary reconstruction. The mo-

tive power department has considered the necessary

clearance at platforms, etc., and the improvement will

soon be made.
•»

»

THE discussion of locomotive front end arrange-

ment by the members of the Traveling Engineers'

Association, indicates the important bearing which the

draft rigging has upon the economical operation of the

locomotive and its capacity as a successful steamer. It

is very important that all roads should have a standard

adjustment for draft appliances on each of class engine

so that when an engine comes out of the shop these ap-

pliances could be set according to standard. Such a

standard is almost impossible of adoption for all classes

of engines and for all roads as the operation of the en-

gine k> largely dependent upon the local conditions of

its environment.

J± COMPLIMENT to American training for engin-

eering students and a manifestation of the high

regard with which American education is appreciated

abroad, appears in an article entitled "Engineering Edu-

cation in America," in the September issue of Page's

Magazine, published in London, England. This article

suggests a number of the leading American institutions

offering courses in engineering, among which "Cornell

and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology take first

r-'iik." To give an idea of the work pursued by an en-

gineering student, the writer outlines the course of in-

s^-, lotion and training followed at Sibley College of Cor-

nell University, and indicates the scope of the work of

special apprentices, who must be technical graduates, on

the Pennsylvania Railroad System, calling attention to

the necessity of complete practical training in connection

with theoretical instruction in the education of a com-

petent engineer.

+ »

»

THE necessity of equipping terminal yards with

plants whereby the air breaking apparatus of a

train may be thoroughly and carefully tested before

leaving the yards, is a question demanding attention of

the railroads and is a question of no little importance.

Triple valves may be in good condition when applied

to the cars, but when put in operation there often de-

velops a defect of some nature about the brake other

than the triple valve and it is only by a thorough test

that the presence of these defects may be determined.

A compressor and system of piping whereby a train

of cars may be charged with air and the braking ap-

paratus tested and adjusted before the road engine

backs into the yard and is coupled on to the train,

would be found to obviate delays ordinarily encoun-

tered after the engine is coupled on. In the absence

of such previous tests all sorts of trouble are often ex-

perienced after the engine is up against the train, find-

ing leaky train pipes, leaky hose and angle cocks, etc.,

making it necessary for a man to go along the train

with the brakeman and repair these failures before the

train is ready for the road.

As a matter of economy the same source of supply

of air for the yard testing plant might be used for

supplying air to the transfer cranes, hoists, etc., where

the terminal yards and transfer yards are together.

» »

»

THE Traveling Engineers Association has held its

annual convention for the third time in Chica-

go, the city in which its first annual convention was
held in September, 1893. Since the organization of
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the association much interest has been taken in its

welfare, the membership has increased steadily and

the association has from the first enjoyed the good

will and support of the superior railway officials.

Of the 107 members enrolled at the time of the first

annual convention, there were 98 present. At the sec-

ond convention held in Denver the roll showed a mem-

bership of 146; at the third convention in Pittsburg

the membership equalled 159; the places of meeting of

the following annual con-

ventions with the corres-

ponding membership were

as follows : Minneapolis,

172; Chicago, 211; Buffalo,

226; Cincinnati, 299 Cleve-

land, 349 ; Philadelphia,

381 ; Chicago, 408.

During the session a num-

ber of able papers were pre-

sented for consideration by

the several committees ap-

pointed for this duty. These

papers were creditably dis-

cussed and the recommenda-

tions offered show the care-

ful thought with which these

subjects were regarded be-

fore the association placed

itself on record as indorsing

them. Many suggestions

regarding locomotive care

and management were gath-

ered from all parts of the

country and the publication

of the proceedings will be

anticipated with much inter-

est by those associated

with the design and hand-

ling of locomotive engines.

Besides the discussion of

the locomotive and the

methods of its improvement,

the members with their

visiting friends, found time

to take advantage of the

opportunities of amusement and entertainment offered

by the entertainment committee and the friends of the

association. The association returns to Chicago in 1903

for its next annual convention.

Mr. John F. Wallace.
GENERAL MANAGER OF THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD

Mr. Wallace was born at Fall River, Mass. He entered railway service in
1869. and since has been consecutively: Rodman, C. & Q. Rd.; assistant engi-
neer of surveys, Q. A. & St. L. Rd. ; assistant engineer, office work, R. K. I. &
St. L. Rd.; assistant engineer, United States engineers; in private engineering
practice; chief engineer and superintendent of the P. & F. Rd. ; superintendent
of Central of Iowa Rd. in Illinois; master of trains, Iowa Central Rd.; bridge
engineer A. T. & S. F. Rd. ; resident engineer Chicago Terminals, C. M. & N.
Rd. and A. T. & S. F. Rd. ; engineer construction, Illinois Central; chief engi-
neer: assistant 2d vice-president; assistant general manager, and has just been
appointed general manager of the same road.

» » »

IT is reported that the Pennsylvania Lines are con-

sidering the erection of water purifying plants

throughout the system, as a result of the difficulty en-

countered by this road with impure water for loco-

motive boiler supply. Two experimental plants will

first be built, one at Ft. Wayne and the other at Al-

toona, for the purpose of making tests to ascertain

the cheapest and best methods of purifying the feed

water. Several methods are said to have been consid-

ered for purifying the feed water before being distrib-

uted to the engine tenders, but none have so far been

decided upon.

A consideration of this nature attests the realization

of the fact that to prevent scale and incrustation in lo-

comotive boilers it is necessary to purify the feed wa-

ter before it enters the boil-

er, rather than to attempt to

remove or dissolve the scale

after it has been formed.

That the boiler should be

kept free from scale rather

than to remove it after it

has already been formed is

a matter of economy, as the

scale increases the coal con-

sumption of the locomotive

and reduces its steaming ca-

pacity. Attempts so far

made to remove scale have

met with little success and

the compounds applied to

boilers which will dissolve

scale have a destructive ef-

fect on the metal of the

boiler.

The determination upon

purifying stations as sources

of supply is further a rec-

ommendation of the superi-

ority of this method rather

than
. the installation of

purifying appliances on the

locomotive. The water

supply is dependent upon

the country through which

the locomotive passes and

an appliance on the engine

would therefore have to be

designed to meet all the

variable conditions of the

water supply on the division

over which the engine is in service. Equipping each

individual engine would be less economical than the

erection and maintenance of purifying stations and
with the number of appliances already in the cab to

which the engineer must give attention, it is hardly
wise to add unnecessarily to this number.

«»

^p HE Master Steam Boiler Makers Association,
<* which was founded in Chicago, January nth,,

1902, will hold its first annual convention at the

Great Northern Hotel, Chicago, Illinois, October 9th,,
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10th and nth, 1902. The association desires to se-

cure the membership of every eligible man in the

boiler business, and believes it to be of interest to all

railroads in the country to have their foremen boiler

makers assemble with the members at the conven-

tion.

A number of interesting subjects have been se-

lected for discussion and the association has received

assurances that able representatives of the boiler

making business are giving these subjects careful

consideration and will attend the convention pre-

pared to enter into the deliberations and give the as-

sociation the benefit of their experience. The Rail-

way Master Mechanic wishes the new association

every success throughout its career and welcomes it

to Chicago at this, its first, convention.

•» »»

Sleeping Cars for the Minneapolis, St Paul & Sault Ste Marie Ry.

HE Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Sainte

Marie Railway Company have placed in ser-

vice four magnificent palace sleeping cars,

built by The Barney & Smith Car Company,

Dayton, Ohio. The cars are J2 feet in length

over end sills and 9 ft. ioy2 ins. in width

over side sills. Each end is fitted with wide

vestibules and Standard Steel platforms and

The Barney & Smith Car Company's anti-

telescoping device, consisting of sandwiched iron plates

in the end framing and side sills. The entire car is

constructed for strength and rigidity, the builders hav-

ing used their recently adopted new standards of fram-

ing, thus meeting the ever-increasing demand for heavy

and high speed trains. The cars are mounted on six-

wheel trucks, wheels 40 in. diameter, steel tired.

The interior design is on entirely new lines. A rad-

ical change has been made in the plan arrangement of

the main room. Especial mention should be made of the

new "Interior Vestibule," designed and patented by the

builders. The accompanying illustrations will show the

vestibule and seat arrangement. The object of this plan

is not only for the very handsome appearance it gives to

the ends of the main room, and a happy relief from the

straight box-like effect of the main bulkhead, which has

been used very generally heretofore, but the utility is the

main point considered. The vestibules are located at

each end of the main room, semicircular in plan. The
elevation is surmounted by a spherical art glass dome,

magnificent in artistic effect. The concave side faces the

main room, and a seat is built inside, which gives a seat-

ing capaity for two persons in each vestibule, making a

happy retreat while having berths made up, avoiding the

Sleeping Car—Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway—Interior.
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frequent embarrassment of sharing a neighbor's seat; The architectural design is a study of Eastern India

also on entering the car from the passageway and com- style, every detail carried out from carpet on floor to

ing immediately into the main room, the vestibule seat decoration on ceiling. At present the cars are lighted by

affords a place to rest until the passengers are assigned oil, pending the adoption of a suitable and permanent

their proper seats or section in car. system of lighting.

oQo oQo

=3Ssra^=Ji

Sleeping Car—Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway—Floor Plan.»
Air Brake Yard Testing Apparatus

AILROADS in general are usually pretty

Rwell equipped for testing air brake equip-

ment in the repair yards and shops and for

making shop repairs, yet so far they ap-

pear to have made little advancement to-

wards a systematic equipment of terminal

yards whereby trains may be supplied with

air and tested before leaving the yards for

the road.

The Westinghouse Air Brake Company to meet this

demand, have, after careful observation and inspection

in different parts of the country, produced an appar-

atus by means of which triples may be tested on any
number of cars. A valve having stood this test will

be sensitive enough to give as satisfactory release at

m rr^uC^Knn m

TO

Fig. 1

—

Special Valve,

the end of a fifty-car train as it will at the end of a

train of a few cars.

For the sake of portability this apparatus is mount-
ed and compactly arranged upon a truck as shown in

Figure 2. The special valve for use in these tests is

shown at N Figure 2 and in detail Figure 1. It is so

designed that, regardless of the length of train, or

amount of leakage, the rise of trainpipe pressure is

always at a predetermined number of pounds per min-
ute. This rise corresponds to the conditions exist-

ing at the end of a long air train when a release is

made, if the usual main reservoir pressure and a main
reservoir of recommended capacity be employed.
As air from the yard plant or engine enters the

valve at A (Fig. 1), it is free to pass through port B
into Chamber D. Trainpipe pressure can always be
maintained in chamber L under diaphragm 2 by means
of ports H and M. Air in port B is free to pass
through small pin hole J, thence through port C, and
out at E to the controlling reservoir. Owing to the
unchanging volume of the controlling reservoir, a con-
stant predetermined rise of pressure is obtained, and
this pressure is always free to reach chamber G.
When the pressure in this chamber is greater than
that in chamber L, connected with the trainpipe
through ports M and H, diaphragm 2 is forced down-
ward, thus unseating valve 1 and establishing a direct
connection from the supply pipe to the trainpipe
through A, B, D, H and I. With a long train, valve
1 is forced farther from its seat, thus permitting a
faster feed, while with one car the valve is barely off
its seat; hence, regardless of the length of train, or
the amount of leakage, this valve will cause a rise
in trainpipe pressure of a predetermined number of
pounds per minute, which feed is governed by the size
of the controlling reservoir and of port J.
The arrangement as shown in Fig. 2 is for use in

connection with a yard testing plant. It may also be
used between the tender and first car of a train when
an engine is to be used for testing same. The object
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Fig. 2

—

Air Brake Yard Testing Apparatus.

of this apparatus is to condemn from road service to

the cleaners any valve which will not release a brake

when the rise in trainpipe pressure corresponds with

that at the end of a long air train ; controlling valve N
accomplishes this result.

If this device is always to be used in connection

with an engine for testing trains, the brake valve (en-

gineer's valve shown in the connections Fig. 2) and

equalizing reservoir are unnecessary. In the event of

the brake valve not being used, the supply pipe should

be joined to the test apparatus at point D.

If to be used with a yard testing plant, connect

hose as indicated and turn cocks A and B as shown.

Cock C should always remain open when the yard test

plant is being used. The air now feeds through the

brake valve, and the usual tests to locate leakage,

faulty piston travel, triple valve, etc., should be made.

When this has been completed and the train fully

charged to 70 pounds, make a service reduction of 10

pounds; then turn cocks A and B to their closed po-

sition and release. Any triple valve which fails to re-

lease the brake when the trainpipe pressure has

reached 70 pounds should be removed, sent to the

cleaners, and be replaced by a triple that has been

cleaned.

If an engine is used to test brakes, the supply pipe

of the testing device should be coupled to the train-

pipe or the tender and the other hose to the car. In

this case cock C should remain closed throughout the

test and the brake valve handle be left in full release

position ; otherwise the manipulation of the cocks is

the same as just described in connection with a yard
testing plant.

To avoid the escape of air, when the brake valve

handle is in full release position, the warning port in

the rotary valve should be plugged.

If always to be used between a tender and train and

never with a yard testing plant, omit the brake valve

and equalizing reservoir and pipe as already explained.

The manipulation of the cocks is the same as with the

yard testing plant. The disposal of any triple valve

failing to release when the trainpipe pressure has

reached 70 pounds should be as already explained.

In making the release test from an engine, the en-

gineer should keep the trainpipe pressure as near 80

pounds as possible by leaving the brake-valve handle

in full release position as much as is necessary to ac-

complish this result.

The Westinghouse Air Brake Company, Pittsburg,

Pa., have issued a pamphlet giving a full description

of this device.

->
i

The Illinois Central Railway Company is preparing
to make the following improvements at Memphis,
Tenn. : It is contemplated to add 15 stalls to the pres-

ent roundhouse, the new stalls to be 85 ft. long to pro-

vide for the larger style of engines now in use. There
will be constructed south of the roundhouse a build-

ing 104x152 ft., which will be subdivided into machine
shop, blacksmith shop, boiler shop, boiler room and
coal rooms. South of this will be located a transfer

table, and next south a yard which will be used for

repairing freight cars. On the westerly side of this

yard will be constructed a building about 104x400 ft.

This will be divided into two portions ; the north por-

tion to be used for mill and carpenter shops and the

south portion to be used for car repair shops. South
of the roundhouse and west of the freight car repair

yard will be located a coal chute with 48 elevated

pockets, reached by an inclined track. These build-

ings are all designed and located so that extensive ad-
ditions may be made when necessary. In addition to

the above buildings there will be some smaller struc-

tures, including an oil house, fuel house, and store-

house.
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Six-Coupled Passenger Locomotive, Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad.

Passenger Locomotive for the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad

THE locomotive shown in the accompanying half-

tone engraving is one of a number recently built

for the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad by the American

Locomotive Company, at their Schenectady Works, from

designs by Mr. W. S. Morris, then superintendent of

motive power of the C. & O. On page 296 of our August

issue we presented a description of this locomotive to-

gether with line drawings of the elevation, boiler, and

sections through boiler and fire-box.

«»

Atlantic Type Locomotive, Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
HE accompanying half-tone engraving and

line drawings illustrate the 4-4-2 passenger

locomotive recently built a the Schenectady

Locomotive Works of the American Loco-

tive Company for the Chesapeake & Ohio

Railroad. This engine is similar in general

construction and mechanical lines to the

4-6-2 engine of the same road and is a

splendid second thereto. It is a single ex-

pansion engine designed for a working steam pressure

of 200 pounds and is fitted with all modern improve-

Among the special equipment may be mentioned

triple lubricator ; Westinghouse automatic air brake

on all drivers and trailer, the same being used for ten-

der and train ; Westinghouse engineers' air signal

;

Westinghouse high speed attachment; g
l/2 air pumn

;

steam heat; electric headlight; sand blast; bell ringer.

The following table presents the leading dimensions

and details of interest:

GENERAL DIMENSIONS.

Gauge 4 ft. 9 in.

Fuel Bituminous coal.
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Atlantic Type Locomotive, Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad.

ments appertinent to such a machine; for a temporary
increase of the tractive weight of the locomotive a

traction increaser of the form devised by the Schenec-
tady works is applied; cast steel is used extensively

throughout the construction ; the fuel used is bitumin-

ous coal; the ratio of weight on drivers to total heating

surface is 26.52 and ratio of total heating surface to

grate area is 69.67.

Weight in working order 173,000 lbs.

Weight on drivers 93,000 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 7 ft.

Wheel base, rigid 16 ft. 6 in.

Wheel base, total 27 ft. 6 in.

CYLINDERS.

Diameter of cylinders 21 in.

Stroke of piston 26 in.

Horizontal thickness of piston 5*4 in.
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Longitudinal Section Through Boiler—Atlantic Type Locomotive, C. & O. Ry.

Diameter of piston rod ty% hi.

Kind of piston packing Cast iron rings.

Kind of piston rod packing Metallic.

VALVES.

Kind of slide valves Piston type.

Greatest travel of slide valves 6 in.

Outside lap of slide valves 1 in.

Inside clearance % in.

Lead of valves in full gear

Line and line, 9-32 in. lead at 6 in. cut-off.

Kind of valve stem packing Metallic.

WHEELSJ ETC.

Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 72 in.

Material of driving wheel centers Cast steel.

Tire held by Shrinkage.

Driving box material Cast steel.

Diameter and length of driving journals 9% in. dia. x 12 in.

Diameter and length of main crank pin journals

6% in. dia. x 7 in.

Diameter and length of side rod crank pin journals

5 in. x 3% in., 7 in. dia. x 4% In.

Engine truck, kind 4 wheel swing bolster.

Engine truck, journals 6 in. dia. x 12 in.

Diameter of engine truck wheels 33 in.

Kind of engine truck wheels Steel tired.

BOILER.

Style Straight W. F. B.

Outside diameter of first ring 72 in.

Cross-Section Through Boiler and Firebox,

Atlantic Type Locomotive, C. & O. Ry.

$ TT

Elevation—Atlantic Type Locomotive, Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad.
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Working pressure 200 lbs.

Material of barrel and outside of fire box Steel.

Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of Are box

V2 in., % in., % in. & 1 in.

Horizontal seams Butt

joint, sextuple riveted with welt strips inside and outside.

Circumferential seams Double riveted.

Fire box, length 96% in.

Fire box, width 75% in.

Fire box, depth 80% in. F., 69 in. B.

Fire box, material Steel.

Fire box plates, thickness

sides 5-16 in., back % in., crown % in., tube sheet % in.

Fire box, water space

..... .4 x 5 in. front, 3% x 5% in. sides, 3%, x 4% in. back.

fire box, crown staying Radial 1% in. diam.

Fire box, staybolts 1 in. iron.

Tubes, material Charcoal iron No. 12.

Tubes, number of 396.

Tubes, diameter 2 in.

Tube's, length over tube sheets '. 16 ft.

Fire brick, supported on. ...
'. Water tubes.

Heating surface, tubes 3298.08 sq. ft

Heating surface, water tubes 27.09 sq. ft.

Heating surface, fire box 180.7 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 3505.87 sq. ft.

Grate surface 50.32 sq. ft.

Grate, style Rocking.

Ash pan, style Hopper.

Exhaust pipes Single.

Exhaust nozzles 5% in., 5% in. & 5% in. dia.

Smoke stack, inside diameter. 18 in.

Smoke stack, top above rail 14 ft. 10 in.

Boiler supplied by 2 inspirators No. 11 R. & L.

TENDER.

Weight, empty 51,800 lbs.

Wheels, number of 8.

Wheels, diameter 36 in.

Journals, diameter and length 5% in. dia. x 10 in.

Wheel base 16 ft. 8 in.

Tender frame 10 in. steel channels.

Tender trucks 4 wheel center

bearing with wrought ironside bars and channel bolsters.

Water capacity 6,000 U. S. gallons.

Coal capacity 9 tons.

Total wheel base of engine and tender 55 ft. 3% in.

+ »»

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railway Dining Car

HE dining car La Crosse, illustrated in the

accompanying line drawing and half-tone en-

gravings, has just been completed at the

Aurora shops of the C. B. & Q. Ry., from

designs made in the offices of the company.

The car will run on the St. Paul limited ex-

press train between Chicago and the twin

cities. This new dining car is a fit compan-

ion for the other magnificent cars with which
this train is equipped.

The dining room proper seats thirty people and is

large and roomy. It is finished in San Domingo mahog-
any, designed in Italian rennaisance style, with lemon
brass trimmings. The headlining is designed in full

empire style and decorated in gobelin green and gold.

The window curtain boxes are placed about ten inches

below the tops of the windows the upper portion being

filled with cathedral art glass which shows at all times

in the car and lends color to the general harmonious ef-

fect. At either end of the dining room the upper deck

is supported by massive disengaged columns reaching

from floor to cornice. The car is lighted by electric

lights with Pintsch gas auxiliaries in the upper deck and

electric candelabra over each table. The various cup-

boards and closets for china, silverware and linen are

equipped with roller curtains instead of doors, aiding

greatly to the convenience of serving.

Interior—C, B. & Q. Dining Car.
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Plan of Dining Car "La Crosse." Chicago, Burlington & Ouincy Railroad.

Fall Meeting of the St. Louis Railway Club.

THE opening fall meeting of the St. Louis Rail-

way Club was held in the Administration build-

ing of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, Sept. 12,

1902, where the party and their visitors were conveyed

in special cars of the St. Louis Street Railway. After

the party had enjoyed the hospitality of the Club at

luncheon the meeting was called to order by Presi-

dent John J. Baulch, in the auditorium in the north

end of the Administration building. The president, in

his address, announced that the Purdue University

scholarship, established by the St. Louis Railway

Club, had been won by Mr. Henry P. Barnard, son

of the second vice-president of the Club. The usual

order of business was dispensed with and a number

of gentlemen were called upon for addresses. The re-

marks were brief and interesting and in many in-

stances pointed out the responsibility borne by the

railroads in making a success of the coming world's

fair. Among the speakers were Mr. W. B. Stevens,

secretary of the Exposition company; Mr. F. J. B.

Skiff, director of exhibits ; Mr. Isaac S. Taylor, di-

rector of works; Mr. Morris B. Gregg, director of con-

cessions and admissions; Mr. Willard A. Smith, chief

of the department of transportation ; Congressman

Richard Bartholdt, Mr. W. K. Kavanaugh and Mr.

Joseph Flory. A happy addition to the list of speak-

ers was Mr. Ho Yow, Chinese consul general to San

Francisco, brother-in-law of Minister Wu. Mr. Ho
expressed his opinion as believing the American sys-

tem of railroads to be unequaled by any other in the

world. He gave an interesting account of the rail-

roads in China, saying that the first road in that coun-

try had been largely capitalized and constructed by

Americans. He dwelt upon the further opportunities

offered to American manufacturing and railroad in-

terest in his country.

At the conclusion of the meeting the entire party

boarded an observation train of four flat cars appro-

priately decorated for the occasion. This train was
run around the Taylor City Belt connections of the

Frisco and Missouri Pacific railroads by which these

roads enter the grounds. From the route taken by the

train the party were given an opportunity of viewing

the construction and improvements so far made on

the world's fair site. This was the first passenger

train run over the tracks of the exposition grounds

and it was very appropriate that the party on this ex-

cursion should have been made up of railroad men.

The registration showed 225 to be present at the

meeting, but further observation showed about 300

gentlemen to have been present in the dining room
and auditorium. During the meeting 21 new members
were added to the roll of the club.

-*-»-*-

Piston Travel Recorder for Air Brake Cylinders

THE importance of a device for registering maxi-

mum piston travel on air brake cylinders is indi-

cated by the necessity of maintaining uniform piston

travel. Not only does unequal piston travel cause slid

flat wheels but it is oftentimes the cause of trains break-

ing in two, due to a short piston travel on rear of trains,

both in freight and passenger service, where the trains

are very long. By the installation of a device whereby

car inspectors may adjust the brakes, every car will be

made to do its proportional part of the braking, the

braking power of the whole train will be increased and

the amount of air used will be reduced.

Such a device is shown in the accompanying line

drawing. With this device, which always registers the

maximum piston travel, the amount of travel may be

Piston Travel Recorder for Air Brake Cylinders.

seen at a glance at the attached dial, which is so placed

as to be seen from either side of the car. The dial is

balanced so that shocks which cars might receive in

switching have no tendency to change its position. The

construction and operation of the appliance is such that

when the piston travels out it effects a rotary motion in

the dial in one direction only. When brakes have been

adjusted the car inspector simply turns the dial back to

O, and by observing the dial when the application of

air is made, the travel of the piston is readily seen in-

dicated on the face of the dial.

This device was originated by Mr. Frank Robinson,

division foreman of the Maine Central Railroad, to

whom we are indebted for the information and drawing.
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The Traveling Engineers See Chicago.
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Convention of the Traveling Engineers Association

HE tenth annual convention of the Travel-

|
I

ing Engineers Association was called to

order by President W. G. Wallace at 9:15

a. m., Tuesday, September 12, at the Strat-

ford Hotel, Chicago, Illinois. The meeting

was opened with a prayer by Rev. Dr. J.

Clayton Youker, pastor of the Euclid Ave-

nue M. E. Church, Oak Park, Chicago.

Following the prayer was a short address

of welcome by Mr. Howard S. Taylor, City Attorney,

speaking in behalf of Mayor Harrison and the city of

Chicago. Mr. Robert Quayle, Superintendent of Mo-
tive Power, of the Chicago and Northwestern Rail-

way, presented a short address in which he considered

the magnitude of the work accomplished by the asso-

ciation and the necessity that invokes each member to

do. his part. Calling attention to the advancement of

the world by the great work of the railroad and the

qualifications of men to do the greater work of main-

taining the present high efficiency of the railroads, he

touched on the individuality of men in maior and min-

or positions, pointing out the confidence which a rail-

road man must demand from those in connection with

his own work as well as from the public in general

President W. G. Wallace.

Secretary W. O. Thompson.

The President in his address congratulated the As-

sociation upon its past success, among the features of

its significance being the promotion from its ranks of

men to fill higher positions of trust. He called atten-

tion to the necessity of patience and industry in pro-

moting the work of the organization and remarked on

the well chosen subjects to be presented for discus-

sion.

The report of the secretary assumed the nature of

a resume of the existence of the club and a history of

its organization. There were 53 members at the meet-

ing at which the association was organized and

though the first few years of its life were rather un-

certain, it is now continuing on a very firm footing.

September 1st, 1902, there were 408 members in good

standing and the treasury was in a pleasing condition,

there being $140.79 on hand and all bills paid.

The American Railway Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation, in appreciation of the importance of the Trav-

eling Engineers' Association, have requested during

the last three years that a representative of this or-

ganization be present at its meetings. This request

has been complied with, the president of the associa-

tion being the representative each time,
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REPORTS AND DISCUSSIONS. is set in line so the exhaust will go up the stack in-

what is the best method of drafting locomotives s
.

tead of striking the flare of the pipe, as this will some-

FOR ALL KINDS OF FUEL, STACK INCLUDED.
times destroy the vacuum and prevent the engine from
steaming as well as she ought to if the steam went

Committee—D. Meadows, J. D. Benjamin, W. b. straight up the stack. The same applies to the blower
Widgeon, J. A. Baker, H. S. Hunter. pipe or leaky joints.

Desiring to get an understanding of the methods "The master mechanics' association, in their experi-

used on the various roads in different parts of the ments of 1896 decided that the choked or boot-leg

country, the committee sent out a circular letter con- stack gives the best results. This, no doubt, is correct

taining the following questions

:

when using a stack 50 inches or more in length on a

1. Please state kind of front end used on your smoke-box shell of 60 inches diameter and with ex-

road, whether Master Mechanics' standard, modified haust nozzle about 35- inches from base of stack, but

Master Mechanics', or whatever kind it may be. Please on our large modern engines with a short stack and
send sketch of same. the exhaust tip from 35 to 45 inches from base of stack,

2. What is your method of increasing or decreas- we believe that the straight stack is equally effective,

ing draft on fire? Plow do you make fire burn evenly We find that some roads are using a 15-inch smoke
over grate surface? If by adjusting diaphragm, please box shell. This, we believe, is too small; much better

state your method. results would be obtained with a straight stack of at

3. Where draft pipe and sleeve or double draft least 18 inches diameter. We believe that the impres-

pipes are used, can they be adjusted to increase or sion that the exhaust should fill the boot leg stack at

decrease draft on fires? If so, how? Also, can you the choke is not correct in any respect. And kind of

make fire burn evenly by adjusting draft pipes? If so, stack should be large enough so that the exhaust will

how? n °t strike or impinge on its sides, or at least not until

4. Is one length of exhaust pipe used on all engines it reaches the top. The greater the distance between
or do you aim to have top of nozzle at a certain loca- the exhaust nozzle and base of stack, the larger the

tion for each size of shell? smoke stack must necessarily be to allow for the

5. What method is used to insure having exhaust spread of the exhaust without impinging on its sides."

pipe, draft pipe and stack in line, in shop or round- "We find that the lowest nozzle produces the great-

house ; also state what effect has exhaust pipe, draft est vacuum—other conditions being in proportion

—

pipe or stack out of line, on the steaming qualities of and also tends to lessen the back pressure, or in other

the engine. words, the efficiency of the low nozzle is greater than

6. Are the best results obtained when the fire burns that of the high."

evenly on the grates, or if most coal is consumed on The discussion brought out the fact that in many
back part of grates? cases the diaphragm plate is too near the flue sheet

7. State kind of coal used on your road, size of en- and the angle of the plate, relative to the flue sheet, is

gine and diameter of nozzle used in same. too acute. As the gases from the flues reflect at the
8. State kind of stack, whether taper or straight, same angle at which they strike the plate they will re-

and what are its proportions to size of cylinder; also bound against the flue sheet and cause an eddy. This
give reasons as to why you prefer either kind of stack, has the bad effect of stopping the current in the upper
as the case may be. flues and making them almost useless as the gases

9. Do you use single or double draft pipes, and say from the fire-box follow the freest way.
why ; also give dimensions of pipes for different sizes The result of experience with the diaphragm and de-

of shell and cylinder. flector extending beyond the exhaust nozzle and expe-
10. Do you have any difficulty in getting the same rience with them entirely in rear of the nozzle, tended

results with same device on low or high pressure of to show that more efficient steaming could be had
same dimensions, also wide fire-box engines? with the plate extending beyond the nozzle.

In most cases either the master mechanic's front end A resolution was passed by the association to the

or a modification of the same is the general practice, effect that they believed, in the present design of the

The method of producing even burning of the fire all Master Mechanic's front end the diaphragm is too near
over the grate is by raising or lowering apron of the the flue sheet and the angle between the diaphragm
diaphragm plate, as raising the diaphraghm plate will plate and the flue sheet is too acute,

cause the fire to burn heavier at the rear end, and low- Remarks by representatives of different roads in dif-

ering the diaphraghm plate will cause the fire to burn ferent parts of the country would argue that the "hon-
heavier at the front end. When the fire burns uni- ey-comb" formation in flues and on the crown sheet is

formly over the entire surface of grates no further ad- due to elements in the fuel rather than to leaks; and
justment of the diaphraghm plate improves the steam- this form of scale is not due to moisture. Designs
ing qualities of the locomotive. Where the diaphraghm were considered whereby the front end arrangement
has been properly adjusted, lower or raise top sleeve was such as to use no diaphragm sheet. While this

of the draught pipe, the lower flange of the pipe being might be done with a shallow firebox it would hardly

so located as to keep the netting free from cinders, prove practical with a deep firebox.

The length of exhaust pipe used on different classes It was realized that it was impossible to adopt a

of engines varies, but should be about the same pro- front end arrangement which would supply the de-

portion to each size of boiler shell. It is very neces- mand and conditions of engines all over the country,

sary that the exhaust pipe, draught pipe and stack and therefore each man must work out his own salva-

should be in line, as a poor steamer will result if this is tion, as the steaming capacity of the locomotive de-

not the case, for the vacuum desired in the front end pends upon atmospheric pressure due to the altitude,

is not formed by the exhaust steam passing through location of the division, kind of men handling the

the stack, unless the stack is filled evenly. Care should locomotive and the chemical elements in the fuel,

also be taken that the exhaust pipe from the air pump It was considered best not to use very fine netting,
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as netting that is too fine will cause more large sparks be upon the performance of the engine on the road,

to be thrown out of the stacks than will the coarse net- For this reason he is apt to hold an engine in for re-

ting, for the reason that when the passage through pairs when her condition is such that she could make
which the products of combustion pass are stopped up one or two more runs before the repairs are absolutely

a stronger exhaust is needed. necessary. A locomotive engineer being familiar with

what qualifications should a man possess to fill the operation on the road would be more economical

the position of engine inspector? »i the use of the engine by keeping her running until

Committee: C. P. Cass, Clinton Decker, J. R. Bel- the defects showed repairs to be imperative. A machin-

ton, E. W. Brown, Thomas Median. i'st will not attach the same importance to the blow

This subject was handled rather as a topical discus- that the engineer will, nor has the average machinist

sion than as a full-fledged report, the committee pre- the same familiarity with air brake operation and will

senting their views of the report and the members take not appreciate the advantage of excess brake pressure,

ing up the discussion and presenting their general Though it is generally considered that the railroad

ideas where the committee left off. company would be unwilling to pay an engine inspec-

When engines were assigned to men so each crew tor as much as $100 per month, many members consid-

had the same engine regularly, there was a sense of ered that a good inspector was worth this remunera-

proprietorship which tended to make this duty a pleas- tion, as such a man could save a large item of expense

ant one and have it looked after well, as it so closely for his company. The position of engine inspector was

affected the comfort and safety of the next trip; but considered of such importance that the following reso-

as the practice of using engines to pull cars over the lut'ion was adopted : That for the position of engine

road without much regard to who operated them came inspector a man should be chosen who is well edu-

in vogue, with it came a decline in the vigilance and cated, a good, progressive mechanic who has had road

accuracy with which the inspection was made. experience as engineer and fireman. He should further

Eventually, on roads where the men were not as- have executive ability and tact in handling men.
_
His

signed regular engines, this state of affairs brought remuneration should be such as to make his position a

about the selection of a man whose duty it was to in- desirable one, and his standing should be such as to

spect the machines impartially and thoroughly as soon encourage him to anticipate promotion,

as they came in from a trip, find out just how bad the proper air brake instructions to all concerned to

worn parts were so as to see whether they would prevent the ruination of wheels by si-txd-

stand another trip or not, locate all blows and pounds ding, and handling of air brakes on
and when possible, without too much work, remedy freight trains.

them; in short, do his best to see that the repair men Committee: W. H. Foster, Otto Best, T. A. Hed-
were notified as to the exact condition of the locomo- endahl, J. A. Kershaw, C. P. Lovell.

tive. As all of us know, there is a limit to all things. So
The training which a man should receive in this there is to the number of pounds pressure transmitted

business is, of course, of vital importance and the long- to the shoes against the wheels, if the pressure against

er an inspector works the surer he is to detect break- the wheel becomes great enough to skid it. Not only

ages and to locate them in the shortest possible time, do we cause flat spots on the wheels, but we also lose

and time is an important element in any inspection. about one third of the breaking power. To have a train

The number of engines which a man can thoroughly stopped in the shortest possible distance, the pressure

inspect in a day, measures his value, as engines may of the shoe to the wheel must nearly equal the pres-

come in at irregular intervals, thus crowding him with sure of the wheel to the rail, but if the friction between
work at one time and allowing him lots of time at the shoe and wheel becomes a little greater than the

others. adhesion between the wheel and rail, at that time the

Inspection must necessarily be done over a pit in wheel would slide. It has been demonstrated that the

order that the inspector can get under the machine, adhesion between the wheel and rail was practically

and this usually means a pit in the Roundhouse, as a about the same at all rates of speed, but that the fric-

cinder pit is certainly no place to inspect an engine. tion between the shoe and wheel increases as the speed
In no case should the engineer be excused from of the train decreases. When a brake is designed for a

making an inspection and report of the condition of car the leverage is figured from a sixty pound pres-

the locomotive he brings in. This should include in sure in the brake cylinder, which will give all the brak-

the report, condition of bearings, operation of injec- ing power against the wheel; they will stand and ro-

tors and air-brake equipment, and whether or not the tate until the car comes to a stop. With seventy

engine stemmed freely, and if not, the probable cause, pounds train pipe and auxiliary reservoir pressure, if

If the inspector and engineer should confer with each the triples are thrown into quick-action, we would get

other as to the condition of the machine it would no about sixty pounds pressure in the brake cylinder, pro-

doubt help the service. As long as they work in har- viding the piston in the brake cylinder does not travel

many the interchange of opinion would be beneficial. out over eight inches. Should the piston travel be
There were different opinions as to whether the much short of this the space in the brake cylinder

position of inspector should be held by a man whose would be so small to fill that the pressure would equal-

experience has been on the road as an engineer and ize above sixty; therefore, if sixty pounds will give the

fireman or whose experience with locomotives has necessary braking power, if there is over sixty the

been merely repairing them either in the machine shop chances are the wheels will slide, which may result in

or round-house. The position was taken by some that flattening, also losing about one-third braking power,
while a machinist is thoroughly familiar with the re- Brakes should always be tested after setting out or

pair and constructionof a locomotive, he will not be in taking on cars. The safety of the train and lives as

a position to know just what importance to attach to a well are depending on the brake. Before starting get

slight defect, not having had the road experience by all the information possible in regard to conditions of

which to know just what the results of that defect will train.
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The only secret in handling trains on heavy moun- engines on arrival at terminal where at all practical,

tain grades is to keep the speed low when the train When opened for discussion the opinion was ex-

can be handled with light applications. Always re- pressed that it was unfair to expect engineers to in-

charge in full release position. If it appears that the spect the engine unless it was put over a pit where the

train pipe pressure will be too high before it is neces- engineer might make his inspection conveniently,

sary to again use the brake return the valve handle to Unless such is done it is inconsistant to expect the

running position when the standard pressure has been engineers to be responsible for parts they cannot see.

obtained. Those defects of which an engineer should be able to

In order to handle freight trains successfully on form an opinion by his association with the engine

mountain grades or on level track where trains are on the road should be reported intelligently and identi-

long, a large main reservoir capacity is very essential, cally. Engineers running regular engines of any de-

having nothing less than 40,000 cubic inch capacity

;

scription should be held responsible for all blows and
60,000 is better. pounds, if not reported by him upon his immediate
The discussion of this subject centered largely on arrival at the terminal. As some blows are very de-

the sliding of wheels and the number of applications ceptive all concerned should understand or be taught
most practical to make stops in service without pro- to understand how to locate them. In order to secure
ducing flat spots on the wheels. The New York Central the most complete reports it seems from the views
uses one application for stops in suburban service, be- generally expressed, well to get report from the en-
lieving there is not the danger of sliding wheels as on gineer who has brought the engine off the road, and
through trains, for the reason that the stops are so this report be checked by the engine inspector. There
close together the speed on such trains cannot as a was a suggestion made to the effect that an engineer
rule get up so high as on through trains where the be required to inspect the engine so far as practically

stops are from 20 to 150 miles apart. While two ap- upon arrival at terminals and the engine inspector be
plications will overcome the sliding of wheels due to held responsible for all defects not so reported by the
short piston travel or bad rail, also to high leverage, engineer.

there are other things which may exist that the two The testing of engines for blows of any description
application stops cannot overcome. Representatives of is a very important item and is something that should
other roads generally agreed that best results were be given careful consideration, as it costs money to
obtained with two applications in high speed trains generate steam and weakens the power and sometimes
and one application in slow speed trains, and a few causes serious delays. The committee recommended
members held to the opinion that two application stops that where Engines are in the pool that Engines be
are applicable to all kinds of trains, and give most tested by roundhouse force for packing and valve
satisfactory results. Contrary to the experience of the blows.
New York Central, it was generally agreed that stops 0IL FUEL F0R locomotives.
in short distances on suburban trains are most sat- A Paper by James McDonough.
isfactorily accomplished and the number of flat wheels Oil as fuel was covered very thoroughly by Mr.
reduced by using two applications of air. McDonough's paper giving a brief history of the ad-
wrat is the best method of securing complete and option of oil as fuel, its use as fuel in general and so

intelligible reports of work needed on an applied to the locomotive in particular. His report
engine to fit her for the next trip ? incorporated the results of several fuel tests, both

Committee, F. O. Miller, Chairman, L. F. Beachman, on passenger and freight runs, the comparison coal
W. N. Case, D. M. Pearsall, R. D. Davis. oil and the comparison of different oils. The paper
The committee in its report was guided by the met with little discussion, a few questions being asked

answers they received to the following questions which by the members, which Mr. McDonough answered con-
they sent out in a circular letter. clusively and in a way complimentary to fuel oil.

1. What kind of a report do you expect from The heating power of oil is greater than any solid

Engineers? fuel, and continuous firing without the necessity of
2. What inspection do you require of Engineers opening the fire door keeping the fire-box at standing

and do^ you have engine inspected after the Engineer's temperature. The oil supply being controlled by a
inspection? valve and adjusted by the fireman according to the

3. What kind of blank reports do you furnish for position of throttle and lever, no ash-pan to clean, no
making work reports on? clinkers in fire-box, no loss of fuel at terminal or while

4. Do you hold Engineers for an)- defect not re- waiting at meeting points. Fire can be put out and
ported and found by the inspector? easily started again.

5. Do you make any test of Engines before go- The necessary changes required to convert a coal
.ing out (or on arriving) as to blows and pounds? This to an oil burning locomotive: The grates are remov-
is for Engines in the pooling system. ed and an auxiliary pan riveted inside ash-pan, two air

In the opinion of the committee, engineers should inlets are cut in bottom of auxiliary pan to supply the
be expected to make full and complete reports of all proper amount of air for combustion, inner pans, side
defects that may be on the engine. Some roads expect sheets are lined with fire brick and arches. The arch
engineers to get under engines and inspect all parts, should be lower than the flues. The heat of the oil

The committee further thinks that the engineer should is so intense that brick walls and arch are necessary to
be held responsible for all defects in engines provid- protect the rivet heads and flues. The oil flows to the
mg, of course, he has run her over the division. This burner by gravity where it is atomized and separated
is not to include leaks in fire box and flues. It is a into spray as it enters the fire-box. All adjustments
general opinion from reports that the engineer is ex- of pan, dampers and lifting pipe in front end (no net-
pected to inspect his engine thoroughly. This is more ting used) must be properly regulated to insure a free
imperative wkh engines that can be gotten under steaming engine and perfect combustion. The handle
readily. Engineers will be required to inspect all of the oil valve should be placed where fireman can
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conveniently reach it from the seat box. In cold cli-

mate heater pipe can be used to heat the oil and air

pressure can be used if necessary to force oil to the bur-

ner. Safety valves should be placed in the tank with
automatic connection within the reach of engineer and
fireman, so oil valve can be instantly closed in case of

accident. The engineer and fireman should work co-

incidentally to obtain best results. The engineer and
fireman must be very watchful, as he can waste or save

according to his ability and care. While perfect combus-
tion of oil is smokeless, it leaves a sticky deposit in the

flues which if allowed to remain interferes with the

steaming of the engine. This is overcome by the use of

sand. The fireman inserts a funnel through a hole in the

fire door (made for this purpose), pouring a few quarts

of sand into the funnel ; the engineer drops the lever,

opens throttle and draws the sand through the flues,

scouring them out. There are many burners on the

market, all claiming superiority.

PROPER HANDLING OF COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES.
A Paper by W. J. McCarroll.

The economy in fuel with the compound locomotive

is the result of passing the steam through two or more
cylinders, with the object of obtaining, by a succession

of expansions, more work from a given quantity of

steam than can be obtained from the use of steam
through one cylinder, and by reducing a certain

amount of condensation in the cylinder, by retaining the

heat required to warm the cylinder walls after they

have been cooled by extreme expansion. From the fact

that compound engines use less steam than single-

expansion engines, less water is used and less fuel is

required to evaporated the water.

It is not expected that a compound locomotive

should haul a heavier train or at higher speed than a

single expansion locomotive of the same weight and
class. No locomotive will haul more than its adhesion

will allow. The compound will, however, keep a train

moving at slow speed on heavy grades, where a single

expansion locomotive will stall. This being accounted
for from the fact that the pressure on the crank pin

is more uniform throughout the stroke.

On all styles of compound locomotives the exhaust

is much milder than on single-expansion engines. This

is due to the fact that the exhaust pressure is much
less, and on this account much better results can be
obtained by maintaining a light fire. With a deep,

heavy fire the mild exhaust does not create sufficient

draft to work the fire.

The fireman need not feel alarmed at any amount
of abuse or carelessness on part of the engineer, by
using the reverse lever in full stroke, or in slipping the

engine, because he cannot tear the fire to pieces, as on
a single expansion. It is also noticeable that when
a compound locomotive is properly adjusted and fired,

the great annoyance of cinders, black smoke, sparks,

etc., is overcome to a very great extent. In drifting

down grades the ash-pan dampers should be kept
closed.

From the experience an engineer has in handling a

single-expansion engine, he should not require any
further introduction to the reverse lever, but he should
use it for what it is intended. The reverse quadrant
on all compound locomotives should be so arranged
that it cuts off steam in the high-pressure cylinder at

about one-half stroke ; shorter cut-off will result in ex-

cessive compression in the high-pressure cylinder.

The importance of this topic was indicated by the
thorough discussion consequent to it, both favorable

and unfavorable views being set forth and supported.
Various results with the use of the compound were
reported, some having received excellent service and
others quite the reverse. That dry steam is to be
considered even more necessary with the compound
than with the simple engine was brought out. To
reach this end a desirable depth of water over the
crown sheet has been found in practice to be about
11 ins., and it will be found well to keep the water in

the water glass at such height as to produce this depth
over the crown sheets. Some little difficulty has been
encountered with the by-pass valve, due to gum being
formed by smoke drawn in. To obviate this, it has
been found well to put a y2 in. hole in each end of the
valve as near the head as possible, and apply a little

valve oil. The blowing of the piston packing should
receive careful attention, as it not only wastes steam,
but the condensation in the winter obstructs the view
of the engineer. The design and construction of the
compound locomotive is in its infancy, and the roads
so far have had but little experience with repairing
them. With more experience on the part of me-
chanics with compound locomotives, and the higher
education of them in this line, the compound will be
found, in the opinion of many, to give much better re-

sults. The compound locomotive being of a somewhat
more intricate design suffers at the hand of the me-
chanic in the roundhouse more than the simple en-

gine. The steam leakages have not been overcome,
and other faults in design have operated to cause the
engine men to condemn this form of engine without
fair trial. It will therefore be necessary for the de-

signers to show how all the shortcomings can be over-

come. On some roads it has been the custom to ask
the men while running down hill to use a little steam,
at the same time applying air to hold back the train.

By using just sufficient steam to keep relief valves

closed, a freer and smoother motion is given to the
engine, besides, this will aid in lubricating the cylin-

ders.

Following the discussion on the compound locomo-
tive a committee to draw up resolutions of thanks to

those contributing to the success of the convention
was appointed and the report of the auditing com-
mittee was received, stating that the books of the
officer of the Association had been examined and
found correct.

"The Cheapest and Safest Method of Disconnecting
Large Modern Locomotives in Case of Breakdown,"
was next presented in the form of a number of letters

received on the subject. In the absence of the chair-

man of the committee in charge of this matter, Mr.
C. B. Conger of the International Correspondence
School, read the communications, and he also referred

to an article entitled "Why Take Down Main Rods,"
which appeared in the May, 1901, issue of the Railway
and Locomotive Engineer. In a discussion of this

topic, the matter of clearing the main line in the short-

est time in case of breakdown was emphasized, and
it was stated that it might be cheaper to tip an engine
over and never reclaim it than to hold guaranteed
freight and mail trains by blocking the main line

through inability to get the locomotive to a side track
expeditiously. Mr. E. W. Brown, of the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western, contributed a paper on "Lu-
bricating Driving Boxes," which was made the sub-
ject of a motion to the effect that it be included in the
report of the proceedings as a matter of interest and
information for members, and a vote of thanks ten-
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dered the contributor. This paper was not discussed.

Subjects for Next Convention.

The report of the committee on subjects for the next

convention included three subjects for the committee's

consideration and four subjects to be investigated and
reported upon in the form of papers by single indi-

viduals. These subjects were adopted by the associa-

tion, but one of the topics recommended as a paper
by the committee was changed to a subject for con-
sideration through a committee at the next conven-
tion. The committee first recommended the continu-
ation of the investigation of front end arrangements
and this, together with the remaining topics suggest-
ed, were adopted as follows

:

1. "Traveling Engineers Front End Arrangement
Adaptable to Modern Power.''

2. "Most Satisfactory Method of Lubricating Pis-

ton Rod and Valve Steam Packing; also Cylinders on
Engines Equipped with Piston Valves."

3. "Taken from an Economical Standpoint, How do
You Consider the Use of Brick Arches in Locomotives
Burning Bituminous Coal? Deep, Shallow or Wide
Fire Boxes?"

4. "Is There An Advantage in Placing the Main
Check Valve Above the Water Line of Boilers Where
the Feedwater Contains Lime, and Where Scale
Forms on Injectors, Tubes, etc.? What Is the Best
Method of Removing the Same?"
The subjects for the papers were as follows:
1. "Is the Water Glass a Valuable Adjunct to the

Successful Operation of Modern Locomotives?"
2. "What Practice Should Traveling Engineers

Pursue in Riding on Engines and Instructing Engi-
neers to Obtain Best Results?"

3. "Is It Desirable That Freight and Switch En-
gines Be Equipped with Combined, Straight and Au-
tomatic Air Brake on Engine and Tender?"

In addition to the above topics, the subject of
Proper Handling of Compound Locomotives" was
continued as a paper.

Election of Officers and Next Place of Meeting.
The next in order of business was the balloting for

officers and the choice of a city in which to hold the
next convention. Following the established precedent
of the association the three vice-presidents were
elected to the respective officers just higher, Mr. D. T.
Meadows of St. Thomas, Ont., former first vice-presi-
dent, being elected president ; Mr. R. D. Davis, of Chi-
cago, former second vice-president, being elected first

vice-president, and Mr. G. W. Wildin, of Jersey City,
N. J., the third vice-president being elected second
vice-president. Mr. J. D. Benjamin, of the Chicago &
Northwestern Railway was elected third vice-presi-
dent. Mr. James McDonough, and Mr. W. O. Thomp-
son were electer treasurer and secretary, respectively.
There being one vacancy in the executive committee,
Mr. J. S. Seeley was elected, succeeding Mr. W. J.
Walsh, the retiring member of the committee. This
committee now stands as follows: J. R. Belton, Cov-
ington, Ky.; C. B. Conger, Chicago, 111.; and J. S.
Seeley, Franklin, Pa. The deliberations of the con-
vention closed with the presentation of the report of
the committee on thanks which acknowledged the
courtesies of the city, press, supply firms, Pullman
Company, Studebaker Theatre, Stock Transfer Co.,
Locomotive Firemen's Magazine, and others who con-
tributed to the success of the convention. There being
no further business, the convention adjourned Friday,
Sept. 12th, at 1 p. m., to meet in Chicago September
next.

Sharp's Dust-Proof Journal Box

APROMISING improvement in the design of

journal boxes with regard to the exclusion of

dust from the box is shown in the accompanying illus-

trations representing the Sharp dust-proof journal box.

The effect of grit on the bearings is too well-known to

require further argument and a box which will pre-

vent this evil will be appreciated.

To illustrate the features of design by which the lid

makes thorough contact, portions of the box are cut

away as shown in the half-tone engraving. For the

better illustration of the features of this box the old

and new types are presented side by side and a sec-

tion of the lid of the old box is cut away for the same

purpose of illustration as described for the new. By
looking through the opening thus made the crack or

joint between the top central portion of the lid and

the top wall of the box may be clearly seen to be a

space through which dust will easily pass. This open-

ing is a serious defect in the M. C. B. box which is

overcome by the new design.

In order to show the snug fit between the lid and

the box, sectional drawings are shown of the walls

TXE Ol-D. The Atscvv.

and lid at the point of contact at top, side and bottom.

By an examination of these figures the dust proof

feature is clearly seen to be a substantial seal against

the introduction of dust. The front edges of the box

are cast on a chill so that there is very little machine

work necessary to make a perfect fit.

The spring which operates the lid is a straight piece

of steel inserted in a pocket which is cast on the under

side of the lid, this pocket obviating the necessity of

machine work. The pocket is placed so as to hobf

the spring in place and cause a tension in the spring

without the usual rivet through the lid.

When applying the lid to the box, the operation

consists simply of inserting the spring in the pocket

and putting the pin, on which the lid swings, through

the supporting lugs.

The wooden dust guard at the inner end of the box

is inserted from the bottom, instead of from the top as

has heretofore been the general practice. When in-

serted from the top, an opening caused by a broken

dust guard allows dust to fall by natural gravity upon

the shoulder of the journal; whereas with the dust
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Sharp's Dust-Proof Journal Box.

guard inserted from the bottom there can be no open-

ing above the journal.

This oil box is designed and patented by Mr. W. E.

Sharp, superintendent of the Armour car lines, to

whom we are indebted for the information and illus-

trations.

» »

»

IT may be of interest to some to read an abstract of

equipment from the statistics of railways in the

United States for the year ending June 30, 1901. On
June 30, 1901, there were 39,584 locomotives in the

service of the railways, which was 1,921 more than

were in use the preceding year. Of the total number
of locomotives 10,184 are classed as passenger loco-

motives, 22,839 as freight locomotives, 5,959 as switch-

ing locomotives, the remainder, 602, not being clas-

sified.

The total number of cars of all classes in the service

of the railways on the date stated was 1,550,833, there

having been an increase of 99,995 in rolling stock of

this class. Of the total number of cars, 35,969 are as-

signed to the passenger service, 1,464,328 to the freight

service, and 50,536 to the immediate service of the

railways. These figures, however, do not include cars

owned by private companies and firms that are used
by railways, as no returns for them are made to the

commission.
The report under review contains summaries to in-

dicate the density of equipment and the extent of its

use. It appears therefrom that the railways of the

United States used on an average 202 locomotives and

7.926 cars per 1,000 miles of line, that 59.631 passen-

gers were carried and 1,704,005 passenger miles ac-

complished per passenger locomotive, and that 47,692
tons of freight were carried and 6,439,736 ton miles

accomplished per freight locomotive. Embracing in

the term "equipment" both locomotives and cars, it is

noted that the total equipment of railways at the end
of the year was 1,590,417. Of this number 1.164,048

were fitted with train brakes, the increase in this item
being 158,319, and 1,549,840 were fitted with automat i:

couplers, the increase being 145,708. Nearly all loco-

motives and cars in the passenger sennee were fitted

with train brakes, and of 10,184 locomotives assiened
to that service 8,870 were fitted with automatic coup
lers. Practically all passenger cars were fitted with
automatic couplers. Regarding freight equipment, it

is observed that nearly all freight locomotives were
equipped with train brakes and 89 per cent of them

with automatic couplers. Of 1,464,328 cars in the

freight service, 1,071,758 were fitted with train brakes

and 1,434,075 with automatic couplers.

» » »

Locomotive Exhaust Regulation

MR. THEODORE D. KLINE, general superin-

tendent of the Central Railroad of Georgia, has

designed and patented a device whereby the engineer, in

bis cab, may regulate the amount of exhaust steam pass-

ing through the exhaust nozzle. The construction and
operation of the exhaust regulator may be clearly seen
by reference to the accompanying drawing in which. Fig.

1 is a side elevation with valves and side plates in place

;

Fig. 2, a plan view; Fig. 3, a rear elevation with side

plates bolted on ; Fig. 4, a side elevation, with side plate

removed, and side port O closed, all exhaust passing
through central port; Fig. 5, a side elevation, with plate

removed, valve revolved, opening port O, therebyal-
lowing part of exhause steam to pass through this

auxiliary port.

The shaft on which the valve revolves is operated by
a crank situated on the outside of the smoke box, this

crank being connected by a reach rod to a lever in the

cab, easilv accessible to the engineer. A notched quad-
rant is arranged to hold the lever in any position in

which it may be placed, thereby securing the position of

the valve.

The maximum increased opening which this auxiliary

adds is about fifty per cent of the exhaust nozzle open-
ing and, as clearly seen, may be arranged to increase the
exhaust opening any desired amount up to this limit.

This increase of outlet for the exhaust steam diminishes
the back pressure in the cylinders and reduces the pull

Fig. 2

Fig. 1. Fig. 4. Fig.Fig. 3.

on the fire ; and the ability to vary this opening at will,

places in the engineer's power a means of regulating his

draught to suit the necessity of the fire, thereby reduc-

ing the amount of fuel which is unnecessarily burned

without result when the draft is stronger than re-

quired.

The valve, when open, discharges through a large aux-

iliary nozzle about ten inches in diameter and the exhaust

nozzle being lower than this auxiliary nozzle, the entire

body of steam is carried to the stack without a percepti-

ble difference in the angle of the steam jet issuing from

the exhaust nozzle. .

5-
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The Transportation Building at St. Louis Ex-

position

THE accompanying illustration shows the floor plan

of the Transportation Building which is now in the

course of construction. The great structure will stand in

Forest Park at Skinker road and Lindell boulevard, and

will be as wide as the Varied Industries Building and

100 feet longer. The general plan of the building is rec-

tangular. There will be no court. The great distinguish-

ing feature is the massing of the three entrance ways so

that they will form an arcade, and this feature will be re-

peated along four sides of the structure. The three

arched entrance ways will take up almost the entire 525
feet of the facade on the east and west sides. On the

north and south sides these arcade entrance ways are

placed in the center.

The Transportation Building is placed on the extreme

northwest corner of the main picture of the fair. It is

the most expansive structure yet designed for the Louis-

iana Purchase Exposition. When all the Exposition

buildings are up it will be exceeded in size only by the

palatial Agricultural Building. The Transportation

Building covers an area of 525 by 1,300 feet—over 15

acres. The facades show a most pleasing adaptation of

the French renaissance. The building combines a feeling

of the magnificent Exposition building and of the high

class railroad depot which prevails on the European con-

tinent. These two essenial elements are apparent through-

out the structure.

On the east and west fronts are three magnificent

arches which embrace more than half of the entire facade.

Each of these arched openings will be 64 feet wide and

52 feet high. Through these archways 14 permanent
railroad tracks will be laid from one end of the building

to the other. At the sides of these three openings the

projecting angles are accentuated by tower or pylon

effect, which reach to a height of 150 feet to the base

of the crowning statue. These pylons are not so much
accentuated as to be obtrusive, or out of harmony with

the structure.

On the north and south fronts the architect has deemed
it well to repeat the three massive archways which form
the center feature of smaller fronts. This treatment pleas-

antly breaks the unwieldly facade of 1,300 feet. On the

north and south fronts the pylon feature is omitted, but
massive piers are repeated at intervals and lend dignity

to the design. Flanking these three openings on the long
fronts are great rows of magnificent windows as wide as

the archways. Not only will visitors be admitted through
the twelve huge portals described above, but subsidiary

entrances are supplied at frequent intervals in the re-

maining stretch of walls. The roof treatment of the

building is peculiarly happy. Over each of the big arch-

ways is a lofty curve which supplies a background for

the architectural features.

The statuary is happily placed in front and at the base
of the main piers at the sides of the grand openings.
This affords 16 groups which will illustrate transporta-
tion in all its phases as well as the progress made by
the United States in this science. There will also be four
groups of stauary surrounding- the four pylons placed
at the east and west fronts. The architect has subdued
the use of sculpture in the building. He depends on
mass effects and on the grouping of masses. That is,

he depends on architecture rather than on tawdry deco-
rations for his effect. The management of the plan is

simple and direct. The entire width of the building is

spanned by five well designed uniform trusses. Special
endeavor has been made to afford plenty of illumination

by day without the use of skylights. Light is introduced
through the monitor windows over each span of the five

trusses. The building will contain about four miles of

standard gauge railroad track. Even with this immense
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trackage two entire parts of the building are left free

of rails and afford an exhibit space of 270,000 square

feet.
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MR. JOSEPH W. TAYLOR, secretary of the

American Railway Master Mechanics' Asso-

ciation, has sent out the following list of committees

for conducting the work of the association for the year

1 902- 1903:
1.—Ton-Mile Statistics. To determine what is the

proper tonnage credit for switching locomotives, and

also any other subjects pertinent to the general ques-

tion. C. H. Quereau, Chairman, G. R. Henderson,

George L. Fowler.
2.—Electrically Driven Shops. To present statistics

and information in regard to electrically driven shops.

C. A. Seley, Chairman, H. H. Vaughan, T. S. Lloyd,

G. W. Demarest, L. R. Pomeroy.

3. Locomotive Front Ends. To assist in the

tests now being conducted at Purdue University, La-

fayette, Ind., by the American Engineer and Railroad

Journal, on locomotive front ends. H. H. Vaughan,
Chairman, F. H. Clark, A. W. Gibbs, R. Quayle, W.
F. M. Goss.

4.—Specifications for Locomotive Driving and Truck
Axles. To submit specifications for locomotive driv-

ing and truck axles; also to confer with the Interna-

tional Association for Testing Materials. A. E.

Mitchell, Chairman, Samuel Higgins, W. S. Morris,

R. H. Soule.

5.—Pipe Unions. To confer with the pipe union man-
ufacturers and submit drawings of proposed standard

forms of pipe unions. C. H. Quereau, Thos. Filder,

E. M. Kerr.
6.—Locomotive Forgings. To work in conjunction

with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers,

the American Institute of Mining Engineers and the

International Association for Testing Material in pre-

paring specifications for locomotive forgings. The
committee to be continued until after the 1904 meet-

ing of the International Railway Congress, and report

results of its investigations in 1903 and each successive

year until its work is completed. F. H. Clark, J. E.

Saque, H. H. Vaughan.
7.—Present Improvements in Boiler Design. To pre-

sent recent improvements that have been made in

boiler design, with suggestions as to future improve-
ments. G. R. Henderson, T. W. Demarest, O. H. Rey-
nolds, John Player, David Van Alstine.

8.—Piston Valves. To investigate the subject of

piston valves, with special reference to recent improve-
ments. F. F. Gaines, R. P. C. Sanderson, F. H. Clark.

9.—Locomotive Performance. To outline tests and
experiments affecting locomotive performance, to be

carried on by experts under the direction of commit-
tees of the Association. F. M. Whyte, A. W. Gibbs,

E. D. Bronner.
10.—Revision of Standards and Resolutions. To re-

vise the standards and resolutions of the Association,

and bring them up to date. R. H. Soule, W. Mcintosh,
A. M. Waitt.

11.—The Progress of the Year. To embrace im-
provements in locomotives, shop practices, new ma-
chines, tools, etc., and to submit new principle and
methods for discussion. A. M. Waitt, E. M. Herr, S.

F. Prince, Jr.

12.—Cost of Running High-Speed Trains. W. W.
Atterbury, A. M. Waitt, H. D. Tavlor.

13.—Subjects. G. M. Basford, R. D. Smith, A. L.

Humphrey.
—- «»»» \

The Falls Hollow Staybolt Company, of Cuyahoga
Falls, O., manufacture both solid and hollow staybolt

material made of best double-refined charcoal iron or
steel. The average length of solid bar is sixteen feet

and average length of hollow bar is eight to ten feet.

The hollow bars are made any size desired, outside
and inside diameter. The diameter of hole, through
bar, generally used is ]/% in. to 3-16 in. The end of

the hole in the staybolt next the fire may be closed or

left open, if desired, to aid the combustion of fuel by
admission of air above the fire. The hollow bars are

rolled hollow from the solid material, making a

stornger bolt than one of the same size having a hole

drilled its entire length.

The following is a report to the Falls Hollow Stay-
bolt Co. from Prof. J. W. Shepard of the Universitv
of Chicago, March, 1902: "With a properly drafted

locomotive in which bituminous coal is the fuel used,

a proper distribution of hollow staybolts will undoubt-
edly be economic on fuel and also lessen the black
smoke. The reason for this is evident because such
a scheme insures better mixing of the oxygen from
the air with some of the volatile fuel that would other-

wise partially or wholly escape combustion. I have
seen hollow staybolts on several railroads." The Mc-
Gill University, engineering department, Montreal,
Can., made test on the 17th of February, 1902, for the

Falls Hollow Stavbolt Co., showing the following re-

sults : "Sample Falls Hollow double refined charcoal
staybot iron, 1 in. with 3-16 in. hole: Length, 25^ ins.

;

mean diameter (outside), 1.014 ins.
;
yield point, 32,000

lbs. per sq. in. ; ultimate tensile strength, 49,300 lbs.

per sq. in. ;.equivalent elongation in 8 ins., 31 3-16 per

cent. ; reduction of area, 45.7 per cent."

<» * »

An Interesting Design of Convertable Car

MR. HARRIS F. HOLLAND, of Indianapolis,

Ind., has recently designed a convertible

sleeping and parlor car, the construction being such

that while in use as a parlor car during the day, there

is no apparent indication that it can be converted into

a sleeping car at night, except the presence of the

upper berths which will necessarily be in the same
position as in the present standard sleeping cars now
being operated. In this car, which will seat as many
passengers as the standard parlor cars, each passenger

is provided with a large, easy, revolving parlor car

chair which will alloAV more comfort, when on long

runs, than either the seats in the parlor cars now in

use or the seats as arranged in the standard sleeping

cars of today. At night these chairs are made into

berths, which form the lower berths, the upper berths

beine the same as those now used in the standardo
sleeping cars. In this car each section becomes a small

compartment, with a 16-in. space in front of the berths

giving passengers a space in which to dress in com-

fort and privacy.

FIolland's Design of Convertible Car.
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The advantages and convenience of this car to pas-

sengers is apparent and needs no comment. The ad-

vantages to railroad and sleeping car companies are

several ; among the most important being the comfort
and privacy they are able to offer passengers and at

the same time being able to handle as many passen-

gers as they are handling in the present standard
sleeping car. Each upper berth is entirely separated

from the other, which is not the case in present prac-

tice. Due to the convertible feature, this car performs
a double duty.

The partitions for the three sides of the compart-
ments are of the same material and operate on the

same principle as the roll top desk. Chambers for the

storage of the partitions, in the day time, are provided
bv building a false floor ^

XA ins - above the permanent
floor of the car, in such a way as not to interfere with
the strength of the car. The false floor is supported
and made strong by the guideways between the two
floors. The guide pieces above the floor are removed
during the day.

In the arrangement of this car, is provided one 30-in.

lower and one 30-in. upper berth, on each side of the
car, a 22-in. aisle in the center, a 16-in. space in front

of each section which forms a small compartment.
In the accompanying line drawing a door is shown

for the compartments. Latest plans call for curtains
instead.

The ends of the partitions, which fit in guideways,
are covered with felt to prevent play.

The partitions on the inside of compartments are to

be covered with handsome tapestry and the aisle sides

are to be of the wood of which the partitions are

made, highly polished. The guide pieces are to be of

highly polished wood both inside of compartments and
aisle side.

Patents have been applied for by Mr. Holland, cov-
ering the design of this car.

> »

THE Rushmore Dynamo Works are building a

searchlight of new design for locomotive practice

and have a number of lights on trial in different parts

of the country. The light in itself is simple, being mere-

lv a matter of displacing oil lamps with acetylene. Dif-

PRINCIPLE OF THE APLANATIC LENS MlRROR.

fering from the usual railway practice of using a pol-

ished reflector the curve of which is in the form of a

parabola, this searchlight uses an aplanatic lens mirror,

the posterior surface of which is silvered. The gene-
rator is very simple, consisting practically of a rectangu-

lar box having a cast-iron door at one end, enclosing an
ash-pan carrying a carbide grate. In preparing the light

for the road, the roundhouse man merely opens the door,

dumps out the slacked lime-dust and places a few new
lumps of carbide on the grate. The fireman has but to

light and extinguish the light as the gas is always on
tap.

The manufacturers are now making the generators of

rectangular sections and of ten pounds carbide capacity,

sufficient for about 30 hours continuous or intermittent

burning. We are indebted to the Rushmore Dynamo
Works for the information and illustrations of this

searchlight.

*

»

Lens Mirror Searchlight.

MR. JOSEPH W. TAYLOR, secretary of the

Mester Car Builders Association, has issued

the following list of subjects and committees for year

1 902- 1 903 :

1.—Draft Gear. E. D. Bronner, Chairman, G. E.

Wilson, W. F. Kiesel, Jr., A. L. Humphrey, S. F.

Prince, Jr., Mord Roberts, T. A. Lawes, L. G. Parish.

2.—Side Bearings and Center Plates. B. Haskell,

Chairman, T. W. Demarest, A. E. Benson, J. W. Lutt-

rell, G. N. Dow.
3.—Cast-iron Wheels. Wm. Garstang, Chairman,

J. J. Hennessey Wm. Apps, D. F. Crawford, W. H.
Lewis.

4.—Outside Dimensions of Box Cars. C. A.

Schroyer, Chairman, G. W. Rhodes, Joseph Buker, W.
P. Appleyard, F. D. Casanave.

5.—Pipe Unions. B. Haskell, Chairman, W. H.
Lewis, Thos. Fildes.

6.—Steam and Air Line Connections. H. F. Ball,

Chairman, T. W. Demarest, J. T. Chamberlain.
7.—Collarless Journals. F. W. Brazier, Chairman,

F. H. Clark, L. T. Canfield.

8.—Signal Lamp Brackets and Sockets. W. P. Ap-
pleyard, Chairman, D. F. Crawford, A. E. Benson, F.

W. Brazier, W. F. Bentley.

9.—Pedestal and Oil Box for Passenger Cars with
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1

Axles Having Sxcj-inch Journals.—J. R. Slack, chair- automatic stop to the saw in both directions. When
man, Wm. Renshaw, G. L. Miller. this clutch is out of gear, the carriage can be moved

10.—Car Lighting. L. T. Canfield, Chairman, R. D. j
n e

'

lther direction.

Smith D F Crawford in tne engravlng actuates this clutch and by means of
'

c , j , tj , tt- 1 o j a r°d, passing through a lug on the carriage forms an
11.—Standard Requirements for High Speed r ° ° & to

Foundation Brake Gear for Passenger Service. F. M.
Whyte, Chairman, R. N. Durborow, F. H. Clark, C. A.
Schroyer, J. W. Luttrell.

12.—Subjects. C. A. Schroyer, Chairman, A. E.
Mitchell, F. W. Brazier.

* * »

HE accompanying illustrations show one of the
•*• latest type of Metal Sawing Machines manu-

factured by the 0. & C. Co., and are a part of the new
line of saws that have recently been brought out by
them. Machines of the type shown have recently
been installed in the new shops of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern Railroad Co., Collinwood, O., and
bv the Chicago City Railroad Co., Chicago, to be used
principally for frog and switch work, but also when
required are suitable for a wide range of work on
structural shapes, plates, bars, etc.

The machine, as will be noted, consists briefly of a
heavy bed, saw carriage, feeding and driving mechan-
ism and two work tables that are fitted to the bed.
The work is bolted to either of these tables and is cut

Q. & C. Metal Sawing Machine.

Q. & C. Metal Sawing Machine.

oft by the motion of the saw and carriages being fed
into it. The saw blade is 27-in. in diameter, fine tooth,
of the arbor driven type and has a longitudinal travel
of 30 ins., giving it a capacity for cutting "I" beams
up to 15 ins. in a vertical position, and 8 in. rounds.
The arbor is of extra large diameter of crucible steel
and the pinion on this arbor is formed solid with it,

thus doing away with all possibility of weakness that
could arise in a construction where they are keyed
together. The worm wheel shaft on which the driving
pinion is also formed solid, is of hardened crucible
steel, the worm being of hardened steel, and the worm
wheel of phosphor bronze.

The machine is fitted with the Q. & C. Co.'s latest
type of friction feed, giving an automatic feed varia-
ble from 3-16 in. to 13-16 in. per minute. The feed
is applied to the feed screw through a crown clutch
which in one position engages with the automatic
feed and in another position by friction engages the
feed screw with a train of gears, giving a quick return
movement to the carriage by power. The lever shown

A desirable feature and one of considerable

interest in this saw is the manner by which the

entire travel of the saw blade is made available

for cutting off work on the top side of table,

while at the same time rounds or squares up to

S ins. can be cut off in a V block provided for

this purpose, at the front end of the table. The
side table is in two parts, the lower portion is

movable longitudinally upon the base and the

upper portion is movable transversely upon the

lower portion of it. This transverse move-
ment is for the purpose of adjusting the work
with relation to the saw blades, after it has

been clamped into position so as to enable it to

be cut off at exactly the desired point without

.indue time being taken in clamping it.

When the lower table is in its extreme forward po-

sition the saw blade can cut off work on the upper
side table through the entire range of its travel. By
moving this table backwards the V block is brought
within range of the saw blade so that by this method
a greater capacity is obtained for a given length of saw
travel than is possible in the ordinary construction.

As will be seen by the engraving, the entire machine
is of exceedingly heavy construction, the section of

the bed being such as to afford the greatest possible

rigidity in a heavy cut. All of the gears are entirely

inclosed and while exceedingly simple in its construc-

tion, the saw is provided with every possible facility

for economically cutting off work. In these machines
there is 8^2 inches of the blade available for cutting

above the upper side table and with its 30-in. travel

makes it an extremely desirable machine for splitting

rails or other material where it is desirable to make
long cuts.

Further information and catalog can be obtained

from the Q. & C. Co., Western Union Bldg., Chicago,

or 114 Liberty St., New York.
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Oliver Sate Bench

THE accompanying- illustration of the Oliver saw

bench, manufactured by the American Machin-
ery Company, Grand Rapids, Mich., displays something

new in this type of machine and in many respects it is

possessed of some unique features. It is particularly

adapted to pattern work, coach work, locomotive cab

work, and in planing mills where interior furnishings

are made.
The ability to change almost instantly from a rip

to a cut-off saw, without stopping the machine and to

tilt the table top and have it stay in position without

troubling the operator to leave his position to make
things fast, makes it extremely convenient and adapted

to a large variety of work. The arrangement of the

graduation for the cut-off gauge, which may be read-

Personals

Mr. F. P. Hickey, master mechanic of the Seaboard

Air Line at Portsmouth, Va., has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic of the first, second and third divisions of

that road, with headquarters at Raleigh, N. C.

Mr. George Lindoff has been appointed general

foreman of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Ar-

gentine, Kan., vice Mr. A. J. Fitzgerald, resigned.

Mr. S. K. Dickerson, division master mechanic of

the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, at Cleveland.

O., has been transferred to the new shops at Collin-

wood, O.
Mr. R. Atkinson, who was formerly superintendent

of rolling stock of the Canadian Pacific, has, it is stat-

ed, been appointed master mechanic of the Philadel-

phia & Reading at Reading, Pa., and will have charge

Oliver Saw Bench.

ily set on all prominent angles, may be set very quickly
by any one whether a skilled workman or not.

The saws which are fourteen inches in diameter may
be made to protrude through the table from nothing
to four inches. These saws may be removed and a

single saw may be used up to 20 inches in diameter.
The throat through which the saw projects may be
widened by moving the entire movable portion of the
top away from the saw, thus allowing a cutter of at

least two inches in width to be used.

The machine may be belted beneath the floor, from
the floor on which it stands, or an electric motor may
be attached to the machine dispensing with the coun-
tershaft. The total weight of this machine is 1,800

lbs. and while strong and powerful is particularly

adapted to the most accurate and delicate work.

of the locomotive shops and roundhouses at that

point.

Mr. M. J. Drury has been appointed division master

mechanic of the Coast Lines of the Atchison, Topeka

& Santa Fe at Winslow, Ariz., succeeding Mr. A. B.

Todd, who has been transferred to San Bernardino.

Cal., as master mechanic.

Mr. William Robertson, locomotive foreman of the

Grand Trunk at Elsden, 111., has resigned to become
general manager of the Federal Supply Company
with offices in the Auditorium building, Chicago. Mr.

M. McKeen has been appointed to succeed Mr. Rob-
ertson.

Mr. W. T. Dickinson has been appointed master

mechanic of the Blackwell, Enid & Southwestern and

the Blackwell, Enid & Texas railways, with office at
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Cordell, Okla., to succeed Mr. C. A. DeHaven, re-

signed.

Mr. Gonzalez Marron has been elected treasurer

and comptroller of the National of Tehuantepec, with

office at Coatzacoalcos, Mex., succeeding Mr. E. C.

Buchanan, and Mr. J. J. Allen has been appointed

general traffic manager, with office at City of Mexico-

Mr. G. C. Morton has been appointed superintendent

of motive power at Coatzacoalcos and Mr. J. Scobie,

division engineer, at Julie, Mex.

Mr. W. O. Thompson, heretofore general locomo-

tive inspector of the New York Central & Hudson
River R. R., has been appointed division superinten-

dent of motive power, with office at Oswego, N. Y..

to succeed Mr. P. T. Lonergan, who recently resigned

to accept service with the Rutland R. R.- Mr. Ed-
ward Elden succeeds Mr. Thompson as general loco-

motive inspector, with office at West Albany, N. Y.

Mr. B. D. Lockwood, chief draughtsman in the of-

fice of superintendent of motive power Wm. Garstang.

of the Big Four, has been appointed mechanical en-

gineer of the Wisconsin Central, with office at Fond
du Lac, Wis.

Mr. George Thompson has been appointed assist-

ant master mechanic of the Union Pacific at Omaha.
Neb. Mr. Thompson was formerly general foreman
of the shops at Cheyenne, Wyo., and is succeeded in

that position by Mr. William Murrian.
Mr. Alfred Lovell has been appointed assistant su-

perintendent of motive power of the Atchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe, with office at Topeka, Kan., to suc-

ceed Mr. W. A. Nettleton, who recently resigned-

Mr. Lovell recently resigned as superintendent of

motive power of the Northern Pacific.

Mr. A. W. Gibbs, assistant mechanical engineer of

the Pensnylvania R. R., Altoona, Pa., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power of the Phila-

delphia, Wilmington & Baltimore, with office at Phil-

adelphia, Pa., to succeed Mr. Alexander Kearney,
who was recently appointed superintendent of motive
power of the Baltimore & Ohio at Pittsburg, Pa.

Mr. A. R. Breckenridge has been appointed master
mechanic of the Des Moines, Iowa Falls & Northern
Ry., with office at Iowa Falls, la. Mr. Breckinridge
has been employed in the machinery department of

the Illinois Central, at Waterloo, la., for the past 15;

years, having been foreman of the machine shop
from Oct. 1, 1895, up to Sept. 1, 1902.

Mr.. W. S. Lawless was recently appointed master
mechanic of the St. Louis & North Arkansas, with
office at Eureka Springs, Ark., to succeed Mr. Joseph
Orr, resigned.

Mr. J. M. McGie, master mechanic of the Central
Railroad of New Jersey, at Elizabethport, N. J., has
resigned that position and has been appointed sreneral
master mechanic of the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf
Ry., with office at Shawnee, Okla. Previous to his
appointment on the Central of New Jersey. Mr. Mc-
Gie was master mechanic of the Montana Central.
Mr. T. N. Gilmore, heretofore roundhouse foreman

of the Vandalia Line at Terre Haute, Ind., has been
appointed master mechanic of the Terminal Railroad
Association of St. Louis, to succeed Mr. W. C. Wil-
son.

Mr. George Fraser has been appointed foreman of
the blacksmith shops of the Atchison, Topeka & San-
ta Fe at Topeka, Kan.

Mr. James De Voy has been appointed mechanical
engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rv.,
with office at West Milwaukee, Wis., to succeed Mr'

A.^H. Thomas, who recently resigned. Mr. De Voy
has heretofore been chief draughtsman of the same
company.

Mr. M. T. Carson, formerly superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Mobile & Ohio, died suddenly at

his home, in St. Louis, last week.

Mr. David H. Hays has been appointed storekeeper

of the shops of the Rio Grande Western, at Salt Lake
City, Utah.
Mr. John McClurg, who recently retired as mas-

ter mechanic of the Peoria & Eastern division of the

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, has been
appointed master mechanic of the western division

of the Denver & Rio Grande.
Mr. Morris Prendergast has been appointed fore-

man of the Baltimore & Ohio shops at Cameron, Pa.

Mr. W. R. Hawkins, who has been assistant engi-

neer on the staff of W. P. Arp, superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Vandalia, has been appointed round-
house foreman, at Terre Haute, Ind., to succeed T.

N. Gilmore, who resigned to accept the position of

master mechanic of the Terminal Railroad Associa-
tion.

It is stated that Mr. William J. Flemphill, formerlv
master mechanic of the Chicago & Alton, but previ-

ous to that time master mechanic of the St. Louis,
Peoria & Northern, will return to the servi.ce of the

Chicago & Alton as master mechanic at Bloomington,
111.

Mr. John Dalman has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Cleveland, Akron & Columbus, to suc-

ceed Mr. B. F. Marshall, who recently resigned, with
office at Mt. Vernon, O. Mr. Dalman has heretofore

been general foreman of the Pennsylvania Lines at

New Castle, Pa.

Mr. Peter E. Garrison, master mechanic of the

Fonda, Johnstown & Gloversville R. R., died sudden-
lv in his office at Gloversville, N. Y., on August 22.

He formerly was connected with the Erie & Central
R. R., and was master mechanic of the western divi-

sion of the West Shore R. R. for a number of years.

Mr. William Apps, formerly master car builder of

the Canadian Pacific, has been appointed master car

builder of the Algoma Central & Hudson Bay Ry.,

with office at Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., to succeed Mr.
H. M. Perry. Mr. Perry was employed to design the
eouipment and organize the car department of the
Algoma Central, and having completed his work has
returned to his home in Chicago.

Mr. H. T. Bentley, heretofore master mechanic of
the Chicago & Northwestern at Clinton, la., has been
appointed assistant superintendent of motive power
and machinery of that road, with headquarters at the
Chicago shops. Mr. F. G. Benjamin, heretofore mas-
ter mechanic at Baraboo, Wis., has been transferred to
Clinton, la., to succeed Mr. Bentley.
Mr. John P. Neff, heretofore division foreman of

the Chicago & Northwestern at Huron, S. D., has
been transferred to Boone, la., to succeed Mr. W. H.
Hufman, who has been appointed master mechanic
at Baraboo, Wis., to succeed Mr. F. G. Benjamin,
transferred.

Mr. R. A. Billingham has been appointed general
master mechanic of the Pittsburg, Shawmut & North-
ern, with headquarters at St. Marys, Pa.

Mr. F. P. Hickey, who for about a year has been
general foreman of the locomotive department of the
Santa Fe shops in Topeka, Kan., has been made mas-
ter mechanic of divisions 1, 2 and 3 of the Seaboard
Air Line, with headquarters at Raleigh, N. C, and
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has jurisdiction over about 1400 miles of road. Pre-

vious to his connection with the Santa Fe, Mr. Hickey

was master mechanic of the Seaboard Air Line at

Portsmouth, Va.

Mr. E. Kennerdell has been appointed master me-

chanic of the Baltimore & Ohio at Lorain, O., to suc-

ceed Mr. J. A. Graham, resigned. Mr. Kennerdell has

heretofore been general foreman at Cleveland, O.

Mr. A. B. Todd, heretofore master mechanic of the

Santa Fe at Winslow, Ariz., has been transferred to

San Bernardino, Cal., as master mechanic.

Mr. P. T. Lonergan, master mechanic of the Rome,
Watertown & Ogdensburg division of the New York
Central R. R., has resigned to accept the position of

superintendent of motive power of the Rutland R.

R., with headquarters at Rutland, N. Y., succeeding

Mr. G. W. Kenney, resigned.

Mr. J. B. Musgrave has been appointed master car

builder of the Great Northern Ry. of Canada, with

headquarters at Quebec.
Mr. W. H. Sheldon has been appointed car account-

ant of the Gulf, Beaumont & Kansas City and Gulf,

Beaumont & Great Northern, with office at Beau-

mont, Tex.
Mr. M. J. Drury, general foreman of the Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Fe shops at Arkansas City, Kan.,

has been appointed master mechanic at Winslow,
Ariz. Mr. Drury began work for the Santa Fe as a

machinist in the Topeka shops in 1889. In 1891 he

was made a gang foreman and held that position for

two years, when he was made general foreman of the

shops at La Junta, Colo. In 1895 he was transferred

to Arkansas City, Kan., and for five years held the

position of master mechanic of these shops. In 1900

he was made division foreman for the Oklahoma line

and has held that position until the present time.

Mr. Benjamin Welch, master car builder, after 39
years of service with the Southern Pacific, retired

from that position on September 1. Mr. Welch is one

of the best known master car builders in the United
States. He was born in 1827, and at the age of 16

worked in the Portland (Me.) Locomotive & Car
Shops. He was afterwards master car builder of the

Kennebec & Portland R. R., and in 1852 moved to

California, and in 1855 went to work for the old Val-
ley Railroad, serving them until 1863, when he en-

tered the service of the Southern Pacific, where he

has continued up to the time of his present retirement.

For the past two years Mr. Welch has not been en-

gaged in active work, merely supervising and giving

information where it was needed in the car depart-

ment.
Mr. E. A. Gilbert, heretofore assistant master car

builder, has been appointed master car builder of the

Pacific svstem and lines in Oregon of the Southern
Pacific Company, with headquarters at San Francis-
co. Cal., to succeed Mr. Benjamin Welch, resigned,

effective on August 26. Mr. Gilbert has been con-
nected with the Southern Pacific since 1893, his first

position with the company having been general car

inspector. He was appointed general foreman of car

shops at Ogden, Utah, in March, 1894, and one year
later resumed his position as General car inspector.

In August, 1898, he was made assistant car repairer
of the western division and from August, 1899, to

February, iqoo, was master car repairer of the same
division. He has -been assistant master car builder

since February, 1900, Mr. Welch entered the service

of the Central Pacific road as car master in 1863 and
has been in continuous service of that road and the

Southern Pacific in that position and as master car

builder up to the date of his resignation.

Mr. Alexander Kearney, heretofore superintendent

of motive power of the Philadelphia, Wilmington &
Baltimore, has been appointed superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Baltimore &. Ohio at Pittsburg, Pa.,

to succeed Mr. W. S. Haines, who recently resigned.

Mr. Kearney was born at Washington, D. C, on Oc-
tober 24, 1869, and graduated from Georgetown Uni-
versity. He entered the service of the Pennsylvania
Railroad in 1888 as apprentice machinist and held

successively the positions of road foreman of engines

of the Philadelphia division, assistant engineer of mo-
tive power of the Philadelphia, Wilmington & Balti-

more division, assistant engineer of motive power of

the United Railroads of New Jersey division, assist-

ant engineer of motive power to the general superin-

tendent of motive power at Altoona, Pa., master me-
chanic of the Pennsylvania Railroad division at West
Philadelphia, and superintendent of motive power of

the Philadelphia, Wilmington & Baltimore. He is a

member of the American Society of Mechanical En-
gineers and an associate member of the American So-
ciety of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers.

Mr. W. L. Gilmore, formerly master mechanic of

the Michigan Southern division of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, has been appointed superintend-
ent of motive power of the New York, Chicago & St.

Louis, with headquarters at Cleveland, O., to take ef-

fect on September 1 to succeed Mr. J. Mackenzie,
who has resigned. Mr. Gilmore entered railway serv-

ice on April 1, 1864, as apprentice in the machine
shops of the Concord Railroad at Concord, N. H., and
from April, 1871, to April, 1875, was machinist in the

locomotive shops of the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern at Elkhart, Ind. On April 1, 1875, ne was
appointed foreman of the same shops and held that

position until April 1, 1881, when he was appointed
master mechanic of the Columbus & Cincinnati divi-

sions of the Cleveland, Columbus, Cincinnati & In-

dianapolis at Cleveland, O. He returned to the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern on January 1, 1884, as

master mechanic of the Michigan Southern division,

which office he held until December, 1899, when he
resigned. Mr. Mackenzie has held the position of su-

perintendent of motive power of the New York, Chi-
cago & St. Louis for nineteen years, or since 1883,

previous to which date he was for seven years super-

intendent of motive power of the Union Pacific. From
1874 to 1876 he was superintendent of motive power
of the Hannibal & St. Joseph and from 1870 to 18*74

was foreman of the Rogers Locomotive Works. He
has been in active railway service since 1859.

Mr. John Mackenzie, superintendent of motive pow-
er of the New York, Chicago & St. Louis, has re-

signed. Mr. Mackenzie entered railway service in

1859, serving as an apprentice machinist with the

Memphis & Ohio R. R. for two years, after which he
served as fireman, engineer and foreman of shops on
the same road up to 1870. Following this for two
years he was foreman in the Rogers Locomotive
Works. In 1874 he returned to railway service as su-

perintendent of motive power of the Hannibal & St.

Joseph, later going to the Union Pacific in the same
capacity. In 1883 he was appointed superintendent
of motive power of the New York, Chicago & St.

Louis, which position he has held until his recent

resignation.

Circulars have been issued announcing that Mr.
M. W. Elliott has been appointed master mechanic of
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the Southern Ry., Memphis division, and of the

Northern Alabama Ry. shops. Mr. Elliott will have
his headquarters at Sheffield, Ala.

The office of Mr. R. T. Hays, foreman of car repairs

of the Southern, has been moved from Memphis,
Tenn., to Sheffield, Ala.

Circulars have been issued announcing the appoint-
ment of Mr. W. S. Roninette as assistant road fore-

man of engines on the Pittsburg division of the Balti-

more & Ohio.
Mr. W. S. Haines, superintendent of motive power

of the Baltimore & Ohio at Pittsburg, Pa., has re-

signed. Mr. Haines held the same title at Newark,
O., but under the new arrangement of the lines of the
system he moved to Pittsburg and had authority over
all the lines under the jurisdiction of General Super-
intendent L. G. Haas, of Pittsburg, as well as the
Chicago division.

The Burlington & Missouri River R. R. announces
that, effective September 1st, the following changes
will take place in the mechanical department: Mr.
F. J. Kraemer is appointed master mechanic of the
Wyoming division, with headquarters at Alliance,
Neb., vice Mr. J. P. Reardon, assigned to other duties.
Mr. A. B. Pirie is appointed master mechanic of the
Southern division, with headquarters at Wymore,
Neb., vice F. J. Kraemer, transferred. Mr. W. F. Ack-
erman is appointed master mechanic in charge of
Havelock shops,_ vice Mr. A. B. Pirie, transferred.
Mr. Chas. S. Bricker is appointed piecework inspect-
or, vice Mr. W. F. Ackerman, promoted.

Mr. F. A. McArthur, formerly general road fore-
man of equipment of the St. Louis and San Francisco
has been appointed master mechanic of the eastern
division of that system wth head quarters at Spring-
field. He is in charge of all shops on the division ex-
cept at Monet.

Mr. H. C. Dearborn has resigned his position with
the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway to

enter the service of the Union Pacific Railway, at

Cheyenne, Wyo.

This catalogue embodies a great deal of useful in-

formation relating to injectors and ejectors, showing
the results that can be attained under various con-
ditions found in practice ; and the company will be
pleased to forward copies to anyone interested in the
operation or installation of these appliances. The com-
pany has moved into its new factory and is now
prepared to put a good injector on the market.

*»»
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company is contemplat-

ing the construction of about 500 locomotives to be
built during 1903 as additions to and to replace old lo-

comotives taken out of the present locomotive equip-

ment of over 4000 locomotives on the lines operated

by the Pennsylvania Railroad east and west of Pitts-

burg, at a cost of about $8,000,000. Of the 500 about

135 will be built at the company's shops at Altoona,

and orders for the remainder will be placed with out-

side builders.

The Pratt & Whitney Company, New York City,

manufacturers of machine tools, have issued a new
illustrated catalogue containing 16 pages of interesting

descriptive matter of their profiling machines. Both
their i-spindle and 2-spindle profiling machines are of

entirely new design and present many interesting fea-

tures. Copies of this catalogue will be sent to any
one desiring same.

The Detroit Graphite Manufacturing Company, of

Detroit, Mich., has received a very large order for their

superior graphite paint from Manila, P. I., and another

order from San Juan, Porto Rico. They have two ma-
chinists working constantly putting up new machin-

ery and their factory is working to its fullest capacity

and overtime in taking care of current orders.

4 » »

Notes of the Month

We are in receipt of a communication from Mr.
John Tonge indicating that there is a strong pressure
being brought to bear to have the Master Mechanics'
and Master Car Builders' conventions meet in Chicago
during the season of 1903. Mr. Tonge is opposed to
the convention being held in any of the large cities

where there is a liability of the members being kept
away from convention duties because of the numerous
other opportunities and inducements which are to be
found in such cities. Owing to the trouble to get
transportation for the members and their families it

might be considered advisable to hold the conven-
tion at some other point than Saratoga, although it

must be admitted that that city is well fitted for it.

Mr. Tonge suggess Colorado Springs as a suitable
place, there being extensive accommodations at Man-
itou and Colorado Springs, believing it would be bene-
ficial to Eastern members to have an opportunity to
meet in the western country.

The McConway & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa., are

distributing a pamphlet to be carried in the M. C. B.

Book of Rules, as it contains a list of changes, and an

index to the rules, also a brief abstract of the deci-

sions of the arbitration committee which makes it a

key for the explanation of rules that are subject to

different interpretations.

Mr. T. F. DeGarmo, 31 16 Clifford St., Philadelphia.

Pa., has been appointed eastern agent of the Falls

Hollow Stayboblt Company. Mr. De Garmo has had
a number of years experience in the railway supply

business, principally in the mechanical line and has a

host of friends in the railway field.

The Bullock Electric Manufacturing Company, Cin-

cinnati, O., have issued neat and interesting bulletins

describing their direct current multipolar motors, direct

multipolar generators-, Bullock type N motors, and their

marine lighting power sets.

The Hayden & Derby Manufacturing Company, of

New York City, has issued a complete, illustrated cat-
alogue describing their Metropolitan injectors appli-

cable to locomotive, marine and stationary boilers.

Desiring to call attention to their new designs of

Pintsch lamps, the Safety Car Heating and Lighting

Company, New York City, has issued a handsomelv
illustrated booklet, of thirty-three pages, presenting

new and elaborate designs of lamps and fixtures for

railroad service.
•»»

»

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railroad have
replaced all other makes of steam hose couplers on
their cars with the Sewall, having a i}4 hi. opening.
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& Railroad Paint SKop >?
A Department Devoted to the Interest of Plaster Car and Locomotive Painters

Edited by CHAS. E. COPP, General Foreman Painter, Car Department, Boston & Maine Railroad, Lawrence, Mass.

Official Org'an of tHe Master Car and Locomotive Painters Association

Master Car and Locomotive Painters Association

Annual Convention

BOSTON, MASS., SEPT. 9-12, 1902.

The thirty-third annual meeting of the above or-

ganization was held, as per arrangement, in the Cop-

ley Square Hotel and, like all joys that are fleeting,

is now among the things that are past. In point of

numbers and general interest, as well as in its social

features, it scores high among the best held in recent

years, though the outlook was most discouraging in

view of the anti-exchange pass agreement of the

trunk lines. In fact, there was a large attendance,

though some had to pay their fare a portion of the

with the various lines regarding transportation, try-

ing to obtain concessions, and issued many invita-

tions to officials hereabouts to attend, which brought

forth welcome fruit. His opening exercises, by spe-

cial printed programs, were unique and participated

in wholly, with one exception, by volunteer talent

from his suburban home, which speaks well of the

esteem in which he is held. Prayer was offered by

Rev. H. D. Stevens of the Unitarian Church, Read-

ing, Mass. The Hon. H. G. Wadlin, Chief of Bur-

eau of Statistics and Labor of Massachusetts, made
the address of welcome. As Mr. Wadlin took the

census of the state two years ago he ought to know

W. C. Fitch, President.

way, which shows that the love of "the boys" burns

deep for their association and its annual gatherings,

which is as it should be, except the fare. Nor was
there any perceptible falling off in the attendance of

the ladies, bless 'em. Come again!

The opening was at 10:15, Tuesday morning, with

President Dane in the chair, to whose untiring zeal

and labors much of the success of the convention

was due. He carried on a volume of correspondence

Robert McKeon, Secretary and Treasurer.

how many more bachelors than spinsters there are

;

and if any of our widows and maids fancied the Bos-

tonese on their trip he might be a good one to con-

sult. There was a baritone solo by Mr. John Web-
ster, a response to Mr. Wadlin by a member—Mr.

Chas. A. Cook—who was the only non-resident tak-

ing part in the opening, and a song, with encore, by

Mrs. Fred. Alden. Next followed the usual address

by the President, with an intermission to permit the
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Chas. A. Cook, ist Vice-President. John F. Lanferseik, 2nd Vice-President.

The Decorations. Entrance to "The Copley Square."

retirement of the ladies, and then the regular busi- officers. Pres. Dane merited and should and would
ness of the convention went on, by the reading and doubtless have had a re-election, but as he firmly de-

adoption of the Secretary-Treasurer's report, which clined it, the first vice-president, W. C. Fitch of Sac-

showed a deficit for the year of some $72.00, which ramento, Cal., was promoted to his place, and the 2d

was covered by a levy of a special assessment of vice, C. A. Cook of Wilmington, Del., to that of 1st

$1.00 upon each member. Then came the election of vice, and J. F. Lanferseick of Columbus, O., was
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Secretary McKeon and the Editor of These Col-
umns, the Latter with Hands in Pockets,

"Nothing Doing."

chosen 2d vice-president. The venerable Secretary-

Treasurer, Robert McKeon, was unanimously re-

elected for the thirty-first time. In fact, he is "in for

life," and might as well make the best of his fate.

After the election of officers and their responses,

Mr. Wm. E. Wall, Sec'y and Treas. National House
Painters and Decorators Association, was introduced

and made appropriate remarks, as did also their Pres-

Quest and His Tests. Telling Harry McMasters
and Bob Shore All About It.

ident, W'. J. Edwards, later during the meeting, hav-

ing been detained from attending the opening. Both
gentlemen were present by invitation from President

Dane.

At 11 45 a. m., all other business having been dis-

posed of, the regular program of subjects was taken

up.

At this point it is due to say that it has been de-

"Senator" Byrne from Richmond, Va.
The Original and Only "Sam" Brown in Copley

Square, in Straw Hat.
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cided by the committee appointed last year on orhcial lieved that the double publication of the proceedings
organ, together with the publisher, not to publish a was an unwise and needless expense,

verbatim report of the convention, with the papers The papers on subject No. 1 having been read a

read, in this issue, as has been the custom ; but to spirited discussion arose as to elastic and non-elastic

A Group of Supply Men. Mr. R. T. Brydon, Vice-President of
Wadsworth-Howland Co., Chicago, in Center Front, and Mr. F. J.
Shaler of Wisconsin Graphite to the Right.

Hartnagle, the Air-Ship Artist, with Arms Folded. Hutchison,
of the Grand Trunk, Saluting, and Fitch, the President- Elect,
Between Them.

leave that to the interest and freshness of the bound paints by a question from the "Gen. Longstreet" of

report, and to give a running account of the meeting, the Association, Mr. Warner Bailey of Concord, N.

with comments, and its social features here, illus- H., whom he resembles, and the second president,

trated with "snap shots" and sketches, as it was be- whose picture we are happy to produce herewith.
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Though invited by a brother-in-law to take Mrs. length of time, accordingly as it is mixed, as may be

Bailey and make his house their home during the determined by painting pieces of tin and letting them
convention, within a stone's throw of headquarters, dry and bending them back and forth between the

"Warner" early engaged a room at the hotel, saying, fingers, and at various periods of time afterward.

John B. Hicks and Mrs. Dutton, a la Grand March,
Thos. Medill and Mrs. Little Following.

Tableaux Vivante.
"that would be no convention for me ; I want to be
right with the boys."

Regarding elasticity in a coat of paint, undoubt-
edly the term is somewhat a relative one. All paint,

unless mixed with glue and water, contains some
elasticity, which it retains for a greater or lesser

That which contains the most clear linseed oil will

have the most elasticity and will retain it the longest

;

that which contains japan and turpentine only for ve-

hicles will have far less elasticity and will retain it

but a brief time comparatively. After much debate

it was voted that it is not good practice to use the
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same priming on burnt off parts as on the renewed primer can be freely flown on to those portions com-

parts of passenger equipment cars, and subject posed of new wood and rubbed out sparingly with a

No. 1 was passed. We may say in passing that, in stiff brush, or afterward wiped off with a rag, on the

an experience covering more than a quarter of a cen- burned off parts where the old paint in the pores

The Sherwin-Williams Trio—"Friendship, Love and Truth'

_j Albright, Medill and Richardson.

A Group with Sec. E. L. Jones of N. E. R. R. Club near Center.

tury, while the position taken is theoretically correct, prevents its absorption, however oily it may be, and

yet practically the results do not warrant the bother naught but good results follow.

incident to using two primers on a job of this sort. Subject No. 2 was declared to have been a mistake

It has ever been our practicce to use but one. Any of arrangement of words into the statement that
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"Coal tar is" instead of "Is coal tar the best protec-

tive paint for steel cars," etc., thus changing it to the

positive instead of the interrogative form. The pa-

per read by Mr. Quest and subsequent discussion

proved this, for the negative was taken most emphat-

Subject No. 3 brought out good papers and points

on practical scaffolding in the railway paint shop.

We hope to reproduce some if not all of the latter in

subsequent issues of this paper. The subject was
covered so well by the papers read that little or no

A Morning Sunning. "Davie" Little in "Panama" Talking with
Frank Taylor and Harwood of the C. & O. "Gene" Laing Starting
for a Walk.

"Seeing Boston."

ically, and so voted. We thought there must be discussion followed, with the result that, we hope, no
some mistake, or else somebody had "a pipe dream" road will ever design a car paint-shop without pro-

when the subject first came to our notice last spring viding permanent portable staging,

after the Advisory Committee meeting. Dr. Dudley, chemist of the Penna. R. R., failed to
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G. M. HOEFLER OF B.ROOKS LOCOMOTIVE WORKS, SOME-
WHAT of a Snapshotter Himself. "Harry"

Forbes to Left.

present a paper on subject No. 4 as expected, having

been too busy to prepare it ; but it was voted to ask

him to submit one later for publication, with the

proceedings, if possible.

Some subjects are of such a nature that they are

best known to experts or specialists. This was the

case with No. 5, regarding the making of the silvered

The "General Longstreet" of the M. C. and L. P.

A.

—

Warner Bailey, Its 2nd President, with
President Dane.

gothic glass of the modern passenger coach. Little

could be said on this by the rank and file, yet when
the "Query" list was reached and the topic came up

whether this glass should or should not be embedded
in putty much debate was evoked. We think this is

an important matter. The writer burned off 13 ves-

tibuled coaches the past season containing this glass,

Vice-President F. W. Brazier of M. C. B. Associa-
tion and "Uncle" Ford of the Chicago

Varnish Co. "Harry" McMasters and Daughter.
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and as the sashes were framed into the car and could too, from the Boston Herald office. He got up
not be removed, the glass had to be removed from against a warm proposition when he undertook to
the sashes to avoid breaking them with the burning- get everything down said by "our boys." They are
off flame; and some of it was broken in its removal, only exceeded by their wives as talkers. (Don't tell

it was embedded so hard in a hard-drying putty. them.) We prompted him, however, as well as we
These long, narrow lights, spanning two car win- could as to the names of speakers, etc., and trust a
dows, formerly cost about $7.00 each, but have been good report will be made. The tin roof, we will say
greatly reduced by home production. Our opinion in passing, was declared passe and canvas, when
is it should be set firmly with wooden beads with no properly applied, the thing for passenger equipment,
putty, else that putty mixed with non-drying oil, so and so voted.
that it can move in the sashes and not break in tran- The list of "Queries" came in for quick raps as
sit, and also be readily removed to re-silver or for from one to the other they were rapidly passed; and,
any other purpose without injury to sash or glass. all in all, the business sessions of the convention

Perhaps the debate and the eyes of the debaters were spirited and well attended and were graced by
bulged the most on "What causes putty to bulge the presence of some of our superior officers, viz.,

from the nail holes of some passenger equipment the President and Vlice-President of the Master Car
cars," etc., as per subject No. 6. A simple subject Builders Association, Messrs. J. W. Warden, Gen.
indeed is putty, but when all hands get to working Foreman Car Dept. Fitchburg Div. B. & M., and F.

it it grows warm and pliable and most anything can W. Brazier, Asst. Supt. Rolling Stock N. Y. C. & H.
be done with it or made of it. It reminds us of the R., both of whom were introduced and made speech-
saying of a bungling country carriage builder: "It es ; also by Messrs. J. T. Chamberlain, M. C. B., B.

takes a good deal of putty to make a good waggin." & M., and Henry Bartlett, Supt. Motive Power, and
Putty never swells, but rather shrinks. Neverthe- Carl B. Smith, M. M. of the same road; also F. H.
less in too many instances it bulges because forced Eddy, Gen. Foreman Fitchburg shop. Messrs.
out by the action of the wood around the hole in Chamberlain and Bartlett were called upon and made
which it is put, perhaps influenced somewhat by the speeches and Messrs. Warden and Bartlett were
frost and consequent moisture from the nail or screw added to the others as honorary members,
beneath it. Who cannot count every nail in a newly With tne installation of officers and speechifying
painted and varnished car as he enters the shop yard inc iden t thereto and some popular airs sung under
on a frosty morning? If of a soft, adhesive nature the leadership of W. T. Canan and prayer by our
it will stay, though bulging; if of a hard, brittle na- own brother Cook, the esteemed vice-president and
tnre it will crumble out.

assistant secretary, the convention adjourned to meet
"The difficulties encountered in locomotive paint-

in Chicago the second Tuesday in September, 1903.
ing" (No. 7) were only thought to be exceeded by
the difficulty in getting to the pinnacle of "The

"***

House of Trouble" in Thursday's outing at Nantas- The Social Features

ket Point. In fact we heard it there referred to in AL S the Boston Public Library is a center of at-

this way. The average locomotive paint shop, es- ^ • traction for the city, so it seemed to be a ren-

pecially of the round house variety, is a house of dezvous and starting point for our convention peo-

trouble indeed to the painter who has any ambition pie. On its broad steps, at the adjournment of Tues-

left in him to turn out creditable work. The paper day's session, group photos were taken. From its

by G. J. Ginther, read by the secretary, was so point- front, being in Copley Square and near the hotel,

ed that Warner Bailey arose and asked if he was in five chartered trolley cars were taken at 3:00 p. m.

the room; he wanted to shake his hand. Tuesday for the famous trip "Seeing Boston,"

No. 8, the essay, by the editor of these columns, which, occupying over two hours, takes in the his-

modesty forbids us to note, save that it was sketched toric points of the old city and its environs and sub-

out hurriedly one hot Saturday the latter part of Au- urbs, as well as Harvard University, Cambridge, the

gust and typewritten on Monday with his own hands homes of Longfellow, Lowell, etc. A lecturer ac-

and contains his sincere opinions poorly stated. Yet companies each car with megaphone who infer-

tile wish was expressed on the floor that it be printed sperses the comical for the amusement of the passen-

in the proceedings in red ink. gers, as well as the serious for their instruction. This

It can hardly be guessed beforehand what subject trip was much enjoyed, though it began to rain a

will produce a spirited discussion. Even the ques- little before the return, which, however, was the only

tion of "Car roofs from the painter's standpoint," weather to mar the convention, and that caused no

the last of the subjects, when the papers were read serious inconvenience. Tuesday evening there were

and it was thought about readv to die, came nn parlor theatricals in the hotel.

as^ain with a glow, like a charcoal fire with a fresh Wednesday at 2:00 p. m., the trolley cars were

breeze blown upon it, and the stenographer at our again taken as before, but this time for Norembega

side smiled as an unexpected dose was p-iven him as Park, Newton, a distance of some 10 miles. Here the

fast as he could take it; and he was a "crackajack," various animals of the "Zoo" were viewed, some lin-
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gering at the cage of their Darwinian ancestors, and

a vaudeville show in the summer theatre enjoyed.

This was a very enjoyable trip.

In the evening the order was Hollis Street Thea-

tre, with Warfield in "The Auctioneer," and was par-

the Nantasket Point Hotel. By the time this was
reached and the dinner ready it is not drawing on
the imagination to say that chowder, steamed clams,

and fish of all sorts, et cetera, vanished like dew be-

fore the sun. This over, the various amusements of

"Valentine" Varnish and "Chicago" Varnish.

Geo. Bigelow of Chicago Varnish Co., Shows His Exhibit.

ticipated in by nearly all, to their evident enjoyment. the place were at our disposal, such as the "roller

Thursday, at 11:45 a - m -> at same place as before, coaster," the "carousel," etc., in which many were
the trolleys were again taken, this time for the wharf initiated and took one or more degrees until the writ-

where the Bay Line steamer "Harlem" was boarded er's fish dinner "got chummy" and wanted to come
by 226 of our people bound for "a shore dinner" at up and see what was going on and enjoy the sport;
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A Brace of Pratt & Lambert Men. "Joe" Maycock
AND J. P. GOWING.

but he had presence of mind enough to swallow it,

to quit, and thus nip this proceeding in the bud.
"The House of Trouble" gave much trouble to the
uninitiated as the degrees were worked, and much
amusement to those who had reached the pinnacle

in looking down on them and bantering them to take

the right road in their meanderings to reach the goal.

This is a new "round-house" to the average railroad

man.

Returning to the veranda of the Point Hotel, the

trio of musicians with harp, violin and piccolo, occa-

sionally varied with clarionette, flute and fife, who
had accompanied us on the boat, were kept busy with

popular music until time for the boat to leave, while

our company rendered the vocal parts. Didn't know
Rattenbury was such a choirmaster.

On returning by boat to the city, on which light

refreshments were served both ways, there were pri-

vate out-dinner parties as well as the regular hotel

menu, and dancing to the music of the same trio.

Thus the festivities ended, Friday being devoted to

finishing the convention's work and to informal par-

lor receptions and visiting, all reporting a glorious

time and glad they came to Boston.

Convention Echoes

Home again from the convention and from cultured

Boston, with its historic sites and landmarks, many
of which mark the spot where American engaged in

deadly conflict with Briton for freedom from the

shackles of monarchical slavery, and for political

mastery of the grandest country that the world has

produced.

How synonymous with the thought and purpose

of the Master Car Painters Association, the object

Taking a Sun Bath.

of which is to liberate from the shackles of old fogy-

ism an art that not only contributes to the durable

and economical maintenance of railroad equipment,

but also, in a large degree to the security of the na-

tion, by contributing to the pleasure, peace of mind

and comfort of its people ; as it has been said, and

truly so, that the security of a nation rests upon the

contentment of its people. The opposite of this tru-

ism has been sadly experienced in the past by many
railroad corporations, and while the Master Car

Painters' Association is not directly a conservator of

the national, or of domestic peace, yet the elevating,

restful and refining influence of the art that it stands

for, together with the direct benefits derived from it

by the railroad companies, entitle it to the suppport

of all railroad corporations.

At the recent convention many subjects of vital in-

terest to the railroads were discussed, and will doubt-

less result in reducing the cost in these particulars

in the future, as it has done in others in the past, as

attested by a Master Car Builder and a Superinten-

dent of Motive Power who honored our convention

with their presence, and favored it with encouraging

addresses. All honor to these railroad officials. The
personnel of the convention was all that could be de-

sired ; the leading lights, such as Messrs. Copp, Fitch,

Dane, Little, Cook, the inimitable Gohen, the irre-

pressible "Sam" Brown, the musical Canan and Rat-

tenbury, the jolly Quest, and numerous others, were

present and contributed in a very large degree to

both the social and business features of the occasion,

the social features of which were supplemented by

the ladies who graced the occasion by their presence,

and without whom the whole affair would have been

a flat failure.
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So, with fond memories of the joyous occasion, On Tuesday morn, with greatest care,

with rested energies and sharpened wits, we resume He anchored ship at "Copley Square,"

the paint shop routine and look forward to a recur-

rence of the happy reunion at Chicago in 1903.

Until then, adieu

!

J. H. Pitard, M. & O. R. R.

Mobile, Ala.

"I'se Gwine to See What Dem Painters Said, I Is,

Caus Dey Was at Copeley Square, Boston,
and I Know They Said Sunthin."

Sept. 18, 1902.

Editor Railroad Paint Shop

:

I started up "the old paint mill" the other day, and
it ground ' out the following "jingle." There was
"crude oil" on the bearings and the "excentric" was
loose, which will account for the lack of "rhythmic
motion." Perhaps you can put it under "the sand-

blast" and smooth off the ragged edges and then take

it out back of the shop some dark night and sing it

very softly to the tune of "Upidee." I am not goin-r

to sign my name, because no "guarantee of good
faith" goes with this poem ( ?)

THE M. C. & L. P. A.
By "A Has-bean."

The light of day had long since failed,

When o'er a southern village sailed

A painter, in an air-ship gay,
Steering straight for old Boston bay

—

and the M. C. & L. P. A.

No pass had he by land or sea.

Said he, "Air's good enough for me;
I paint by air, by air I'll fly,

And I'll reach Boston bye and bye!"

—

and the M. C. & L. P. A.

His brow with care was furrowed deep

;

He'd a smirch of black on each cheek;
But he didn't care for looks, you see,

For he b'longed to the M. C. P.—
and also to the L. P. A.

Undid his grip, wiped off his jeans,

And gave order for Boston beans,

—

at the M. C. & L. P. A

In convention hall he didn't faint

At sound of putty', lead, or paint

;

He tackled shop-problems with a vim
And said that "the whole thing" was—HIM—

and the M. C. and L. P. A.

At "varnish-removers" couldn't stop

;

Seconded motion, Brother Copp,
"Varnish removers of success
Must remove varnish"—Well, I guess !

—

or an M. C. & L. P. A.

When the "Committee on Thinners"
Went to Nantasket for dinners

;

Rode the "Coaster" and "Carousal,"
He was in no "House of Trouble"

—

to the M. C. & L. P. A.

Thus ended "the thirty-third degree"

;

The painter took his samples free;

And, as the air-ship took its flight,

He vowed that "Bean-town" was all right

—

ALSO, THE M. C. & L. P. A.!
;

Among the Supply Men

AS usual the supply man was 'n evidence at the re-

cent convention of the Master Car and Locomo-
tive Painters' Association at Boston. Some concerns
were not represented there and we note .among those not
represented the Plusholeon Company and Modoc Soap
Company, two well-known concerns in Cincinnati. The
Supplymen's Association, under the general chairman-
ship of Mr. F. A. Barbey, took most excellent care of

the social side of the convention. The committee on
"Theatre and Entertainment" consisted of Wm. M.
Smith, chairman ; Geo. Kissam, Harry S. Shields, W.
B. Albright, O. Ford, R. T. Brydon, J. S. N. Dougall,

S. G. Leaks, T. M. Murray, F. O. Brazier, A. R. John-
ston.

The "Printing-" committee were as follows: Tohn

a
tu^Bovr-i^WT 7ko*4P>n ^ VNttviun Hop "^ >Mf w*-< ho>ae

^Tfcl-u Ho u Al-V, ABOUT ITllSe>=l]

e^ff
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15th* ANNUAL* CDNVENTICN.

/^letsfep * oar * ]fair)feps

of frjs Q.©.

%o*£o*i,, S&jLi. 3, if, 5.

y ui^s*p.ofei..

r\cccpli6r) • tiOrr)rr)i!fec.

CLARENCE BROOKS k CO.

CHICAGO VARNISH CO.

MURPHY k CO.

51IERWIN, WILLIAMS 81 CO.

JNO. W. MASURY a SON.

MOSES BIGELOW k CO.

J. BABCOCK k CO.

HEATH & MILLIGAN MANUF'O CO.

El). SMITH k CO.

VALENTINE k CO.

CARY, OGDEN k PARKER.

WOLFE, PATTEN k CO.

F. W. DEVOE k CO.

Gorrjrrjiffce oj • Br)fer}air)rr)er)f.

Executive Committee.

JACOB WEYMER, CHAIUMAH.

JOHN F. WEARE, TREASURER.

ALFRED D. KEYS, Secretary.

Carriage Committee.

D. F. PRICE. H. CONKLIN.

JNO. RAE. E. H. ANDRESS.

Theatre Committee.

1 B. CQX. W. II. HOUARTH.

W. T. JENKINS. W. G. BARBER.

Excursion Committee.

J. A. ELMENOllKF E F. FLOOD.

O; T. WOODBURY. F. J. LYNCH:

A. M. C11ACE. W. H. CARY.

wearjcsaety, ©cpi.

CARRIAGES FROM TWO TO SIX.

EVENING- THEATRE.

Y^uPselety, @3epf. \

EXCURSION TO NANTASKET BEACH,

VTO P M. tROM H01U-.

.

Steamer leaves Rome's Wharf at 2.2D, returning at

B o'clock.

spidery, dJep!<§.

VISITING POINTS OF INTEREST BY CARRIAGES.

An Interesting Reminder of Other Days of Boston Convention of 1884. Reproduced Through the

Courtesy of Mr. P. J. Lynch.

_ >

ft^t MP RolTtiW^ UP-To-OAT£ P/\!NTirRS.

Marshall, chairman; Jos. Maycock, I. H. Mumford, Bar-

ton Lucas, G. F. Sharkey, H. G. Taylor, J. F. Hartnagel,

E. V. Campbell, H. C. Carpenter.

And the "Transportation" Committee were R. L.

Whitton, chairman, Benson Brown, H. C. Walley, J. B.

Hicks, A. Dawdell, John Conway, R. T. Walbank, W.
B. Wolfe, H. Hubbell, Tom D. Davis.

Among the supply concerns present the following reg-

istered with the Railway Master Mechanic

:

Berry Bros., Ltd., Detroit, represented by R. L. Whit-
ton.

Clarence Brooks & Co., Newark, N. J., represented

by A. R. Johnston.

Eureka Solvent Co., Chicago, represented by J. T.

Hartnagel.

Wadsworth-Howland Co., Chicago, represented by
R. T. Brydon.

Lowe Bros. Co., Dayton, O., represented by Nat. C.

Dean and Charles Shannon.
Adams and Elting Co., Chicago, represented by F. E.

Campbell.

Flood and Conklin Co., Newark, N. J., represented

by H. P. Shields.

Sherwin-Williams Co., Cleveland, represented by
Thos. Madill and Messrs. Richardson and Allbright.

Wisconsin Graphite Co., Pittsburg, represented by
Fred J. Shaler and Tom R. Davis.

Chicago Varnish Co., Chicago, represented by Geo.

S. Bigelow and O. R. Ford.

Pratt & Lambert, Chicago, represented by J. Parker
Gowing.
James B. Sipe & Co., Allegheny, represented by L. N.

Gibbons.
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Devoe & Reynolds Co., represented by William C.

Rennolds, J. C. Conway, Wm. Phillips, A. R. Jeltner.

Protectus Company, Boston, represented by F. A.

Barbey. i i|
|

*'(

N. F. Graves & Co., Philadelphia, represented by

Henry D. Copp, N. F. Graves, Ferdinand Graves and

Wm. B. L. Price.

Patterson Sargent, represented by W. A. Polk.

Murphy Varnish Co., of Newark, N. J., represented

by Wm. P. Mellon.

C. A. Willey, Colors, Hunter's Point, N. Y.

Glidden Varnish Co., Cleveland, O.

John Lucas Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

McCaskill, Dougall & Co., Boston & Montreal.

Wolfe, Walker Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Chilton Paint Co., New York.
American Lucol Co., New York.
Beckwith-Chandler Co., New York.
Patton Paint Co., New York and Pittsburgh.

Heath & Milligan, Chicago, 111.

Detroit White Lead & Color Works, Detroit, Mich.
D. B. Crockett Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
Acme White Lead & Color Works, Detroit, Mich.
The Anglo-American Varnish Co., Newark, N. J.

Valentine & Co., New York.
Hildreth Varnish Co., New York.
W. H. Coe Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.

The Standard Oil Soap Co., New York.

» •

»

Convention Notes

There were 36 supply houses represented at the convention,
the same number as last year at Buffalo, though there were
some new comers this year; all doing their best to make the
meeting the success that it was, the Boston contingent of
course bearing the brunt of the battle on the entertainment
committee, of which Frank A. Barbey was chairman, being
assisted by Wm. B. Smith, both of whom are deserving 'of

especial credit for their untiring zeal and labors.
The souvenirs were of the usual variety and without which

no convention would hardly be pronounced a success. To
mention any without publishing all would be invidious, so

we forbear, as the list would be too long. Suffice it to say
that the donors no doubt have the kind remembrance of the

recipients, especially the ladies, until another convention
comes around. Some were very unique, indeed.

That was a very kind act, cleverly conceived and carried

out, of presenting a purse to cover the expenses of Secretary
McKeon to the convention, as he is now, and has been for a
year, without railroad connection. Mr. Jas. A. Gohen sim-

ply went around among "the boys" asking ror 50 cents from
each and some $60.00 were realized.

President Dane broke the record of past presidents, not
only in the character of the opening exercises but in the com-
plimentary printed programs which he prepared and gave
out. He also designed the official ribbon badge issued by the
committee, a reprint of which appears herewith.
Geo. B.. Cassie, formerly Master Car Painter, Lake Shore

& Michigan Southern Ry., died suddenly at Chicago, March
15, 1902, in his fifty-fifth year. Appropriate resolutions were
adopted at convention. ffl

J. H. Whittington, formerly with the Fort Worth & Denver
City at Fort orth, Texas, has gone to take charge of the paint-

ing at the Chicago & Alton shops, Bloomington, 111. A man,
whose name we have not learned, has been sent from John
Hartley's shop at Topeka to the Fort Worth shop, we hear.
The rumor is current that Harry McMasters goes soon to

take charge of the Southern Pacific paint shop at Sacramento.
We wonder if to supercede President-elect Fitch? The old

master car builder of that road, Benj. Welch, has lately been
retired on half pay and E. D. Gilbert, years ago with the B.

& M., and since Assistant M. C. B. of the S. P., is now M. C. B.

of the Southern Pacific.

Notes and Comments
The Endura Co., Ltd., of Detroit, Mich., have just issued a

very neat booklet descriptive of their paints, enamels and
coatings. They are manufacturers of "Endura" enamel, coat-

ing, signal enamel, lime-stone coating, Portland cement coat-
ing and anti-fouling paint.

Consolidated Car Heating Company.

Our attention has been called to a typographical
error in the last month's issue, regarding the contract
secured by the Consolidated Car Heating Company for

heating the entire equipment of the Wisconsin Central
system. The contract will include in cars now in

service, instead of 11 cars, as previously stated.
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£f/?e Car Foremen's Association
A Department Devoted

to the
Interests of the Car Department

0/ CHicago
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Official Organ
of the Association

September Meeting

Editor's Note.—Due to a typographical error, the August pro-

ceedings of the Chicago Car Foremen's Association, printed in

the September issue of the Railway Master Mechanic, page 348,

appeared under the head of the Car Foremen's Association of

Cleveland. We regret that this mistake should have occurred
and hereby refer to the page number on which the proceedings
appeared in order to discriminate between the proceedings of

the two associations published.
The regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Association of

Chicago was held in Room 209, Masonic Temple, Chicago,
Wednesday, Sept. 10th. In the absence of the President and
Vice President, Mr. G. M. Bates was elected President pro tern,

and presided at the meeting.
Among those present were the following:

Bates, G. M.
Baldwin, M. J.

Bates, B.
Bossert, Chas.
Baird, Wm.
Bilger, F. L.
Bourrell, W. A.
Briden, J.
Clark, I. N.
Carney, Jas.
Chambers, F.
Cook, W. C.
Depue, Jas.
Flkin, J. L.
Evans, W. H.
FfTinsrer. W. P.
Edwards. Jho.
Frips. Wm. F.
Flannagan, Jos.
Farrington. E. C.
Gardner, H. W.
Oallasrher, A.
Godfrey. J.
rin+ViOTlbPr<?, B.
Gruhlke, E.

Harvey, H. H.
Haley, Jno.
Husband, E.
Haig, M. H.
Isringhaus, G. H.
Johnson, A. F.
Johannes, A.
Johnson, A. G.
Josephson, E.
Jones, R. R.
Kroff, F. C.
Kramer, Wm.
Kamen, F.
Kline, Aaron
LaRue. H.
Powell, C. R.
Mehan, J. E.
Miller, R. S.

Miller, Chas.
Neath, Walter
Nixon, F. J.
Nelson, Fred.
Plummer, A. K.
Peterson, A. F.
Pettis, 0. D.

Rogerson, E.
Ryding, A.
Rohrback, G. T.
Snyder, R. H.
Snyder, R. H.
Saum, G. N.
Schramm, Chas.
Scott, J. B.
Schmitt, C.
Saum, C. L.
Schultz, Aug.
Schrick, D. W.
Shearman, C. S.

Swinson, N.
Schultz, Jos.
Taube, Chas.
Taylor, Sam'l
Towcson. Otto
Tabler, M. H.
Whituseh, T. E
Wirtchoreck, E. H.
Wharton, R.
Warlick, Geo.
Williams, Thos.
Wessell, W. W.

Chairman Bates: I noticed in reading the minutes of our last
meeting that the heading was wrong—that is, they had it headed
as the Cleveland Car Foremen's Association. Do you wish to
take any action on that matter?
Secretary Kline: I will say that Mr. Crandall wrote Mr.

Stimson, expressing regret at the error and stating that it was
due to the printers celebrating too hard on Labor Day.
Secretary Kline: The following have made application for

membership:
Victor J. Swanson, Sec'y Minn. Trans. Joint Car Insp. Assn.,

St. Paul, Minn.
Geo. Valiquette, Car Foreman, Oliver & Snyder Steel Co.,

Oliver, Pa.
Emery E. Jett, Asst. Stkpr., Armour Car Lines, Chicago.
E, J. Mansur, Foreman, C, M. & St. P. Ry., West Mil-

waukee, Wis.
Walter Spreen, Clerk, 111. Cent. Ry., Chicago.
H. E. Whalen, Clerk, 111. Cent., Chicago.
J. M. Coleman, Inspector, 111. Cent. Ry., N. Y. C. & St. L.

Ry., Chicago.
John Edwards, Asst. Foreman, N. Y. C. & St. L. Ry.,

Chicago.
Chairman Bates: You have heard the reading of the appli-

cations from those who desire to join the Association. If there
are no objections they will be passed upon in ,the usual man-
ner.

This brings us to the regular program of the evening, discus-
sion of the new M. C. B. rules. It is the intention to not only
discuss the changes, but go over the book and endeavor to
arrive at a uniform understanding of all parts that we may all

work harmoniously during the coming year. I hope the mem-
bers have their new M. C. B. rules with them and will take
an active part in the discussion without being called upon by
the Chair. We will now proceed with the reading of the rules.
Note—It should be understood that those rules which did not

elicit any remarks were fully understood and were found satis-
factory.

;
1

I

Chairman Bates: I wish to call attention to the new wheel
defect gauge. Are there any remarks to be made on it.

Mr. Evans (G. & O.): I would like to ask for my personal
information where that gauge comes from?
Mr. Mehan (C, M. & St. P.): If I remember rightly that

gauge was recommended by the committee of the Western Rail-
way Club.

Mr. Evans: I understood that another wheel gauge had been
recommended, but I understood this was not the one recom-
mended by the Western Railway Club.
Mr. Harvey (C, B. & Q.): Mr. Evans is correct. This is

not the gauge recommended by the Western Railway Club.
Rule 28. Journal bearings and journal-box bolts which re-

quire renewal by reason of change of wheels or axles for which
the delivering company is responsible, regardless of the previous
condition of the bearings.

_
Chairman Bates: I wish to call your attention to the change

in this rule. They have added journal-box bolts, making thecompany responsible who give a defect card for slid wheels or
defective wheels or axles.

Mr. Evans: I presume this is intended to mean, providing
the bolts cannot be removed in such condition as to permit of
being reused, the same as journal bearings. I infer that is the
idea.

Chairman Bates: Quite often such bolts are very rusty and
you have got to break them in order to get them out. I suppose
it is to cover such cases.

Rule 30. Cylinders or triple valves of air-brake cars not
cleaned and oiled within twelve months and the date of last
cleaning and oiling marked on the brake cylinder with white
paint.

Chairman Bates: This is a rule that ought to be discussed.
We find very often that a car has not run twelve months and
the brakes are cut out for some reason or other, and when we
make necessary repairs to brake cylinder triple and also clean
them, and in rendering a bill against the owner for doing so
they usually refuse to pay our bill. I would like to have the
members discuss this point.

Mr. Kroff (P., F. W. & C): I do not believe the stenciling
would make the brakes work all right. I think when an in-
spector finds that the brakes do not work he is justified in
making repairs and charging the owner for same, even if the
car was stenciled twenty-four hours previously.

Chairman Bates: That may be true, but we very frequently
make a bill for cleaning someone's car and we usually show
the date of the last cleaning, and they usually refuse to pay the
bill if the car has not run twelve months since the last clean-
ing.

Mr. Kroff: I fail to see anything in the rules that requires
you to show the last cleaning date. I have seen bills objected
to for the same thing.

Chairman Bates: In making repairs to an owner's defect it

is necessary to show the reason for making the repairs, and in

showing why the air brakes should be cleaned we give the
defects and also the date it was last cleaned. I do not know
that we are duty bound to do that, but it seems to be the
universal practice. I think we ought to have an understand-
ing on this point.
Mr. Evans: Was not the fact that the triple was dirty and

interfered with the proper working of the brake—wou'd not
that be sufficient for rendering bill against the owner? We
need not attach so much importance to the stenciling. I think

we should honor the bill. If that triple was dirty and needed
repairs we have the right to charge the owner for cleaning it.

Chairman Bates: It seems to me we ought to go on record
of doing one thing or the other. If we are going to pass bills

where the brakes have not run twelve months we ought to say
so, and if not we ought to say so.

Mr. Kroff: Supposing the cylinder did show cleaning within

a year and the brakes did not work. Would the delivering

road be responsible?
Chairman Bates: The delivering road would not be responsi-

ble for the cleaning of the cylinder. The owner would be re-

sponsible for that.

Mr. Kroff: I should judge the stenciling of the cylinder cuts
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no figure at all. If the inspector finds the brakes do not work
he is justified in making the repairs, and I do not think anyone
nowadays is doing work that is not required to be done.

Mr. Nelson (C, B. & Q.): It seems to me that the stenciling
under that rule is to call attention to the fact that the brakes
must be cleaned within twelve months. It does not say they
should not be cleaned any oftener than that. I move you that
it is the sense of this meeting that cylinders and triples found
dirty on a car, regardless of the stenciling, may be cleaned and
the expense of cleaning charged to the owner.
Motion seconded and carried.
Rule 32. Missing or torn air-brake hose or missing or broken

air-brake fittings, angle cocks, cut-out cocks, cylinders and res-
ervoirs, triple valves, release valves and pressure-retaining
valves or parts of any of these items.

Mr. Harvey: Under a strict interpretation of this rule, any
company that undertakes to clean a foreign triple valve is re-

sponsible for any broken parts found in that triple valve. If

they found a broken emergency valve stem they would have to

put in a new one at their own expense. I do not think the
framers of the rules intended it to be interpreted that way.
It also makes the delivering company responsible for a broken
piston head. That is something that cannot be discovered by
any inspector when receiving a car. It is a hidden defect and
it is impossible to discover it, and it does not seem right to

hold the delivering company responsible for it. You may have
the car in your possession three or four days or a week before
you find it yourself. It seems to me that what is meant here
is broken parts of these air-brake fittings that are broken by
unfair usage.

Mr. Saum (C. & E.) : I think there are a great many dif-

ferent ways of handling this rule. This rule, as it reads, cer-

tainly is not the way it is being handled at the present time. I

find a great many roads claim we are not entitled to bill for
any of these items. I find other roads say we can only in

case car is offered in interchange. They say that this means
here that if the car is offered in interchange you become re-

sponsible for these defects, otherwise you can bill the owner.
I would like to know what the proper interpretation of this

rule is. I think this ought to bring out quite a discussion.
Mr. Mehan: I would say to try a bill for the parts men-

tioned by Mr. Harvey, and if it was refused take it to the Arbi-
tration Committee for a decision. This rule also says "Miss-
ing or torn air-brake hose." Can a hose be missing under fair
usage under any condition? If the road is responsible for a
missing air hose only when they deliver a car, then the hose
can be missing in fair usage if bill is allowable for its replace-
ment before car is delivered. The same also applies to torn
or cut air hose. Can it be cut or torn in fair usage. The
Arbitration Committee decided that a hose cut by striking was
an owner's defect, but since that time the rules have been re-
vised.
Mr. Pettis (I.

_
C.) : For a missing hose the delivering com-

pany is responsible the same as for missing material of any
kind. In incorporating in the rules "Missing or broken air-
brake fittings, angle cocks, etc.," it is assumed these parts
cannot be missing or broken in fair usage, and consequently
if broken it must have been done in an accident, thus making
the delivering company responsible.
Chairman Bates: Suppose your company had torn off an air

hose on account of not parting the hose by hand, and you made
the repairs before delivering the car, what would you do in a
case of that kind?
Mr. Pettis: I think this is intended to cover ears offered

in interchange—in other words, the protection of one company
as against the other. Of course, if the evidence that the hose
was torn is unmistakable, or if missing, the delivering company
is at once responsible for it.

Mr. Mehan: I would like to ask the gentleman if he found
a foreign car on his line with missing air hose, would he re-
place it and bill the owner?
Mr. Pettis: Certainly.
Mr. Powell (I. C): I think there is a misunderstanding

somewhere. I do not believe that an air hose replaced on ac-
count of being missing can be filled against the owner. I know
we would not, and for that reason I think there is some mis-
understanding of the question. Those matters are all passed
upon in our general office and from my personal knowledge I
know that if a missing air hose is replaced we have never
billed the owner for it, and I think that is verified by the num-
ber of repair stubs which are returned to the owner marked
"No bill" for making such repairs.
Mr. Pettis: An air hose cannot be missing under fair usage.

The rules provide that for missing or broken air-brake parts
the delivering company is responsible. The Illinois Central in
replacing a missing hose certainly cannot charge for it.

Mr. _ Mehan: If an air hose cannot be missing under any
conditions in fair usage, how can any of the parts mentioned
in this rule become defective or missing in fair usage. Where
is the authority for discriminating what portions are chargea-
ble to car owner.
Mr. Bates: It seems to me so, too; but, nevertheless, you

take an air-brake piston becomes broken very often, and I fail
to see how this piston can become broken by unfair usage.
It_ is m the brake cylinder to be applied in the emergency ap-
plication, or service application, and if it cannot stand that, it

seems to me that is fair usage, but under this rule a good
many roads have taken the stand that we cannot bill them for
a broken piston, and we ought to come to some understanding
on this point.

Mr. Harvey: In one of the Arbitration Committee's de-
cisions it says says that air hose are made to uncouple auto-
matically, and if they do not do so and are torn in two it is

an owner's defect. There has been no arbitration case changing:
that decision, and the hose are made the same now as they
were when this decision was rendered. If it was fair usage
five years ago it seems to me that it is fair usage to-day. I

cannot see why it is not right, if you pull the hose in t-wo be-
cause it fails to uncouple automatically, and renew it before
car is offered in interchange, to call it an owner's defect. If
you bump into something and knock hose off, you make a
missing hose of it and have to replace it at your own ex-
pense. Regarding a piston head which is encased in cylinder,
it is absolutely impossible for anything to break it through
unfair usage without breaking the cylinder to pieces. It seems
to me that a broken piston head which shows no signs of un-
fair usage is clearly an owner's defect and, according to my
interpretation of the rules, it is entirely proper to bill owners
for same. You cannot hold the delivering company responsible
for it because you probably have the car in your possession a
week or ten days before you discover defect. Take it in the
Chicago terminals, if you receive a car from a foreign road
with air brakes in defective condition it will probably be four
or five days before you get the car on your repair track. It

may be that some interior part of triple valve is found broken:
that cannot be discovered unless the triple is taken apart, and
under the rules a great many roads will not pay a bill for

broken parts in such cases. Our road will not allow us to bill

for them. Take the case of a reservoir. You may have a
reservoir with the stud broken. They are certainly broken in

fair usage. The reservoir may be cracked from the stud out

and this defect cannot be discovered by ordinary inspection^ yet

we had a case on our line not long since where we received

a car at an interchange point and ran it about 75 miles, to

next division station, and then set it out on account of defec-

tive brakes. When examined that reservoir was found cracked
from the stud out, an old crack, and we rendered bill against

the owner of the car and the bill was refused under this sec-

tion. It seems to me that this is altogether wrong and I do

not think the framers of the rulers intended any such thing.

I think it would be the proper thing for this association to

go on record, if we cannot do any more than that.

Mr. Kroff: I would say in regard to missing and torn air

brake hose, I believe this association went on record that all

air hose should be uncoupled by hand. They do not uncouple
automatically without some injury to the hose and train pipe.

Mr. Mehan: I would like to answer Mr. Kroff as to whether
there has been any trouble under this rule since it was incor-

porated—I will say that we have had bills rendered against us

for hose cut by striking- and I am strongly of the opinion that

the defect cannot, under the present rules, be classed as an
owner's defect.

Mr. Kroff: A hose can be cut by fair usage by striking.

Frequently a car stands on a curve and the couplers go by one
another, and in that way a hose can be cut in fair usage.

Mr. Mehan: The rule says "Missing or torn air brake hose."

Suppose a hose is torn by striking as it invariably is. If a
missing air brake hose cannot be classed as fair usage under
any condition, why is it that a torn hose can? Where do you
make the distinction? Rule 32 places them under the one
classification.

Chairman Bates: I believe the Arbitration Committee has
decided that an air hose cannot be missing under fair usage.
However, they have decided that an air hose can be broken
by striking by fair usage. For instance, if the guard arm is

broken off a coupler and is knocked back against the hose, a
case of that kind they have decided was fair usage.
Mr. Mehan: In reply to that I will say when the decision

holding the owner responsible for a cut air hose was rendered,
the rules contained no provision holding the delivering line for
a torn air hose.
Chairman Bates: I do not see that it makes any difference

so far as I am personally concerned. A missing hose was
always included in this same rule and they simply added torn
hose in order to make it more plain that the delivering line
must card for a torn hose, but if they made the repairs before
they deliver the car, as I understand it, they can bill the
owner.
Mr. Mehan: As I said before, when that decision was ren-

dered holding the owner responsible for hose cut by striking,
the rule did not contain any provision for torn air hose. The
fact that they have incorporated that in this rule, and under
same heading as missing air hose, does not that annul the de-
cision in same manner as the bent axle decision was annulled?
Chairman Bates: I do not think so. Rule 32 refers to de-

livering car to another line.

Mr. Mehan: Do we understand by "delivering company"
chat it only applies when they deliver a car? Here we find
cut journals and slid flat wheels under delivering company's
responsibility. Do we charge the owners for them if we make
the repairs before delivering the cars? It is understood by
all that such defects cannot occur in fair usage under any con-
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ditons, regardless of the fact that it is under the heading of
"Delivering company's responsibility."
Chairman Bates: Rules 25, 29 and 35 make owners respon-

sible if repairs are made before delivering car to connecting
line, and then again Rules 2, 32 and 39 make the delivering
company responsible, providing they deliver the car without
making repairs.
Mr. Nelson: My understanding of this rule is as follows:

Railroad companies have spent a great deal of money in equip-
ping their cars with air brakes, and now that they are all

pretty generally equipped these same companies are begin-
ning to expend more and more money in maintaining the brakes
in good condition. In order to compel roads handling foreign
cars to keep the air brakes up in first-class condition this rule
was inserted. If the road handling a foreign car makes the
necessary repairs they can bill the owner for same, but if they
fail to make the repairs and deliver the car to another road
in a defective condition, this rule comes into effect, and as a
penalty they are compelled to card for defects. The rule, as I
understand it, is simply a punishment on a road handling for-
eign cars and not keeping air brakes in good condition, and in
my opinion the proper interpretation of the rule is similar to
that of missing material from car bodies or trucks. If you
make the repairs you can bill owners, but if you pass the cai!

along to another company you become responsible and must
card for defects.

Chairman Bates: I think the remarks made by Mr. Nelson
are well taken. I think we ought to be road-guaged in this
matter and pay bills for torn air brake hose, providing the road
that tears the hose makes the repairs. It is a well-known fact
that railroads are not equipping their cars with air brakes for
the fun of it. They are equipping them to get some service
out of these brakes, and if a car is away from home and has
a torn air brake hose and the party that tears this hose makes
repairs, the owner ought to stand good for it. It is getting the
car along and not delaying it, and I think if everybody under-
stood it that way we would get along much better.

Mr. Mehan: If you bill the owner for an air hose cut by
striking, and in that same act break the angle cock and train
pipe, would you bill the owner for the angle cock and train
pipe also?

Chairman Bates: I think I would if they were all broken at
the same time and were broken by striking.
Mr. Mehan: Then as I understand it, you do not consider

this decision on the air hose cut by striking annulled by the
change in the rules?
Chairman Bates: I do not think so, because Rule 32 refers

to cars delivered in interchange only.
Mr. Evans: It seems to me the practice of the railroad com-

panies now is largely as outlined by Mr. Mehan: It seems to
me also that under the preface to the rules Mr. Nelson's ideas
would be the proper method of handling that, outside of the
missing hose. I do not see how you can bill the owner for a
missing hose under any circumstances. I am not quite sure
that this torn air brake hose was really meant by the Master
Car Builders' Association to be taken as it has been inter-
preted for a hose that fails to separate and is torn in two.
Of course that is usually the way an air hose is torn, but my
personal opinion is that it should still be an owner's defect. If
the couplying is such that it fails to release it ought to be
charged to the owner. The missing hose in this case is a little
different from missing side door, for which we can bill the
owner if we make repairs, or card for it if we deliver it to
connecting line.

Mr. Pettis: The preface to these rules, found on the first
page, states that "these rules make car owners responsible for,
and therefore chargeable with, the repairs to their cars neces-
sitated by ordinary wear and tear in fair service," and which is
intended to convey the general plan to be followed, and in
going into the details of it, I doubt exceedingly if it is intended
to incorporate sub-conditions that contradict the preface, which
states that any repairs to the car necessitated by ordinary wear
and tear, the owner is responsible.
Mr. Mehan: The question to be decided is, can the items in

Rule 32 occur under fair or unfair usage?
Ml - LaRue (C. R. I. & P.): I am of the same opinion as

Mr. Pettis, that these rules should be governed with broad-
gauged meaning. I do not think it was intended that any un-
due advantage be taken of one or the other. That Rule 32,
111 my opinion, can be construed several different ways, and as
Mr. Pettis says, the preface or preliminary statement here, I
think, should govern in the interpretation of the rules. I am
of the opinion myself that a missing air brake hose cannot be
missing under fair usage. As to the others, I am a little in
doubt whether it can all be done in fair usage, but I think this
rule here has more reference to the interchange and delivery
of one road to the other.
Mr Cook (S. R. L.): I do not think that you can make

Rule 32 apply with the exception of cars offered in interchange.
If a car has not been offered in interchange, it is in the hands
of what might be termed the possessing company, and it should
be a matter for them to decide as to whether or not damage
had been done under fair and ordinary usage. Some of the
parts enumerated might become defective under fair usage,
and providing the company discovering the defects made re-
pairs in such a case, before delivering car to its connection
I think it perfectly proper that they should bill owners. On

the other hand, if they should pass the car to their connection
without making the repairs, they would then become the deliv-

ering company and Rule 32 would be applicable. As Mr. Nel-
son remarked, I think this rule serves to act as a penalty for
railroad companies passing cars with defective brakes to their
neighbors, the object being to promote the keeping up of the
air brakes in good condition. Aside from missing hose, if the
damage occurred under fair usage and repairs were made be-
fore delivery of car. I believe bill against owners to be proper,
but if the car is offered in interchange without repairs the de-
livering company is responsible.

Mr. Evans: As Mr. Cook has said, I do not see how an air

brake can be missing while in the possession of the possessing
company, consequently there would be no such thing as com-
pany handling the car having a missing air hose. If it is not
on the car it is in their possession somewhere, so I do not see
how the possessing company could bill the owner for missing
hose, but when they come to offer that in interchange to the
receiving company, it becomes a missing air hose for which the
delivering company would have to give a defect card. I think
that applies to considerable of the other. In reply to Mr.
Mehan I would say that I would not hesitate to say that at
least the great majority of defects that follow torn air hose
could occur under fair usage in extreme cases.

Mr. Baird (Bur. Route): I am a visitor here and was in

hopes you would pass me by. I do not agree with some of the

gentlemen in the view they take of these rules. The rules hold

two parties responsible, the owner and the delivering company.
There is no possessing company mentioned in the rules what-
ever. A railroad handling a foreign car is the delivering com-
pany in all cases. I believe that if any of the items mentioned
in Rule 32 become broken the railroad handling the^ car is re-

sponsible to the car owner and should make the repairs at_ their

own expense. The rules do not refer to cars offered in inter-

change—that is, so far as responsibility is concerned. Where
they do, they make that exception. The question is brought up
in regard to torn air hose. One gentleman says that at the

time the Arbitration Committee made the decision a torn air

hose was not incorporated in the rules. That is true. We must
remember, gentlemen, that the Arbitration Committee are to the
M. C. B. Association what the Supreme Court is to the laws of

the state. They must render their decisions according to the
laws then in existence. When the Arbitration Committee de-

cided that a torn hose was an owner's defect, there was nothing
in the rules to indicate who was responsible, but as soon as the
M. C. B. Association inserted a clause making the delivering

company responsible for a torn hose, the decision of the Arbi-
tration Committee became null and void. A torn air hose, ac-
cording to the rules, is a delivering company's defect and should
be replaced at your own expense.

Chairman Bates: Supposing you found a foreign car on your
line and you found it necessary to clean the air brake cylinder,

and in taking it down you found the piston head broken, would
you consider that an owner's defect or delivering company's
defect?
Mr. Baird: I would say in response to that, that as I inter-

pret this rule and as I interpret the parts of the brake appara-
tus, I do not consider the piston any portion of the brake cylin-

der. It is composed of but two parts, the brake cylinder body
and head. The piston sleeve, head, gasket, followers and studs
are separate parts and no portion of the brake cylinder.

Chairman Bates: If you will read the latter part of this rule

you will find that it says, "release valves and pressure retaining

valves or parts of any of these items." It seems to me that is

pretty broad and takes in nearly everything in the brake appa-
ratus.

Mr. Baird: The triple valve is not complete without all its

parts. When you buy a brake cylinder you do not pay for the
piston and follower, gasket, etc.

Chairman Bates: This same rule also mentions cylinders,

triple valves, and it goes further and says parts of any of

these items. As I take it, the piston head must come under
some of those items, and I would say further that we have
made bills for just such parts that I have mentioned, and the
bills were rejected and we have had to cancel them, unless we
took it to the Arbitration Committee, and we decided not to do
that.
Mr. Mehan: I would like to make a motion, in order to

bring this matter to a head. It seems that when we clean the
air brake apparatus we take down the parts and find some hid-

den portions broken. It looks like a hardship to make the party
making repairs stand that expense because he cannot protect
himself when receiving the car, account such parts being hidden
and I believe the Arbitration Committee would decide that
way. I would offer a motion that it is the sense of this asso-
ciation that none of the parts under Rule 32 can be missing or

broken in fair service under any condition, excepting hose burst
from air pressure, interior parts of the cylinder and triple valve,
and worn-out parts.
Mr. Powell: I would like to call attention to Rule 39. It

seems to me that we are laboring under a misapprehension of
what the delivering company is. In my opinion the delivering
company is the company who has the car in its possession, there-
fore I think the rule means just what it says—that any of the
air brake parts broken, the company having the car in its pos-
session should replace them at their own expense. Material
missing from body of cars offered in interchange is a delivering
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company's defect, therefore I believe, as I stated before, the

railroad having the car in its possession is the delivering com-

pany and should be responsible for all the defects.

Mr Harvey: Since you call attention to Rule 39, I would like

to call attention to Rule 27, "Delivering company responsible

for missing material from trucks offered in interchange. it

we have a car in our possession and we make the repairs we
can charge the owners for them. The same way with bodies.

If a side door is missing we can put a new one on and charge

the owner, but if we deliver that car to another company with

the door missing, we are responsible for it. I do not think that

motion is right at all. Take angle cocks, for instance. In the

winter time angle cocks open hard and handles are frequently

broken in trying to get cock open. You go along a string of

cars in the winter time and you will find a half dozen cars out

of fifty have the angle cock handle broken off. If the angle

cock handle is made so weak that the brakemen break them,

it seems to me that it is clearly an owner's defect so long as

repairs are made by the company handling car and it is not

offered in interchange. I do not think that that motion is the

proper thing at all.

Mr. Cook (S. R. L.): I only wanted to speak on the point

of delivering company and possessing company. One of the

members says that according to his idea the delivering company
is the company in whose hands car is, and in the same connec-

tion refers to Rule 39. If such should be the case, he would be

unable under any circumstances to render a bill for replace-

ment of material missing from body of car, and I hardly think

he would agree that his company never renders bill for replace-

ment of missing material.

Mr. Powell: There are certain rules which provide that those

parts can be billed against the car owner. You find a side door

missing, the owner is responsible; also brake shoes. I do not

see that that is any criterion.

Mr. LaRue: I do hope, before the members take a vote on

that motion, they will stop and consider. I am of the same
opinion as Mr. Harvey.
Mr. Pettis: There is no question about missing material

from cars offered in interchange. Material missing from any
car offered in interchange the delivering company is responsible.

The point of the controversy is when air brake ports are found
broken, with no evidence of misuse or rough handling to the car,

who is responsible for it? The preface certainly states that

these rules make car owners responsible for, and therefore

chargeable with, repairs to their cars necessitated by ordinary

wear and tear in fair service. In other words, if a cracked
cylinder is found, can you replace it and charge the owner?
Mr. Kroff: I want to call attention to Rule 27, to which Mr.

Harvey speaks about. It says, "Material missing from trucks

of cars offered in interchange." The owner is responsible for

those parts until the car is offered in interchange, then the de-

livering road becomes responsible. Then Rule 39 is likewise,

"Material missing from body of cars offered in interchange, ex-

cept locks, grain doors and all inside or concealed parts." Now
when that car is not offered in interchange it is an owner's
defect. Go back to Rule 32, it does not speak about inter-

change, therefore under Rule 32 there is nothing mentioned that
it is an owner's defect. The delivering road and also the road
handling the car is responsible for those defects mentioned in
Rule 32, and I think the motion is all right as it is put.

Motion put and lost by a rising vote.

Mr. Harvey: I move that it is the sense of this meeting
that any air brake part found defective on cars that show no
evidence of unfair usage and repaired by road handling car be-
fore same is offered in interchange to another road be consid-
ered owner's defects under the preface to the rules and Rule 29.

Mr. Powell: I do not think the motion is consistent. I do
not believe we can go against the rules of the Master Car Build-
ers' Association. The Master Car Builders' Association say
that the delivering company is responsible for these defects,
therefore the motion does not appear to me to be consistent.
Chairman Bates: I think it was Mr. Harvey's intention to

only cover conditions where the defects are found and repaired
by the road having possession of the car. On cars delivered in

interchange this rule would govern and the delivering line would
be responsible.
Mr. Powell: My opinion is this rule ought to be considered

strictly, and it is as fair to one road as it is to another to hold
them responsible for damage to all parts of the air brake equip-
ment while the car is in their possession. What little one road
loses in making repairs on foreign cars will be made up by his
own cars repaired on foreign roads.
Mr. Nelson: It seems to me Mr. Mehan is mistaken as to

how this works. The tendency of the roads would be, if they
found a triple valve did not work or a broken piston rod, they
would not repair the car if they knew they were not going to
get paid for it. They would pass it on to another line, because
they know they would never have to give a defect card for it.

I believe that the repairs ought to be made before delivering car
to a foreign road. There is no road that would make repairs
to any hidden parts if they did not expect any pay for it.

Mr. Kroff: I believe this association went on record that they
were satisfied with last year's rules, and this is really a last
year's rule that we are working under, and now we seem to
tear it all to pieces. Therefore I would not like to go on record
that it is a wrong rule.

Mr. Pettis: Personally I am trying to find out what they

mean exactly; the motion did not incorporate anything relating

to missing air hose. It refers specifically to defects found on
air brake parts without any evidence that car had been mal-
treated. Now, if it equalizes by having the different roads make
the repairs and not charge for them, it would also equalize if

they made the repairs and charged for them. I am of the opin-

ion that air brake parts are found cracked and broken without
car being roughly handled at all. In that case, if the company
having the car in its possession repaired it, knowing they could
charge the owner of the car, they would be more likely to make
the repairs than if they realized they were not to be paid for
it, thus maintaining the efficiency of the air brake. I think the
effect of the motion made by Mr. Harvey would be in this direc-

tion. As I take it, it is to discuss these rules and understand
them that we have come here. It certainly is not understood
that any motions which are passed by this association relating
to the rules are to govern.

Mr. Baird: Rules 29, 30, 31, 32 and 34 are headed "Brakes,
defects of brakes which justify repairs." Rules 29 and 30 state
plainly owner responsible. Rule 29 reads, "Defective, missing
or worn-out parts of brakes not elsewhere provided for, which
have failed under fair usage, except missing material on cars
offered in interchange." Rule 30 also states what the owner is

responsible for. Then we have Rules 31, 32 and 33 which tell

you what the delivering company, or the company handling the
car, is responsible for, and I have no doubt that if we live up
to these two rules, we will have no trouble whatever, and I do
not think any action that this association may take on these
rules will have any influence whatever on the Arbitration Com-
mittee. They will decide by the rules laid down in this book.
Mr. LaRue: I am of the same opinion as Mr. Pettis. I do

not think it is good policy for us to pass these resolutions, as
we call them; I do not think they cut any weight with the
Arbitration Committee at all. I think our business is to dis-
cuss the rules and understand them the best we can, and we
have got a lot of motions in our past record that have not
amounted to the breath taken to take the vote, and I think we
ought to use due consideration before we make these motions.
Here is Rule 32, as Mr. Kroff says, that we have been work-
ing under for a year and I have never heard a single complaint.
Now we tear it all to pieces.

Chairman Bates: There have been complaints in a way, and
I would say that we have had trouble with that rule. We
have cleaned foreign cars and found interior parts, such as
pistons, followers, and even piston heads broken, and when we
charged for them our bills were refused.
Mr. LaRue: Then certainly the road that rejected them did

not live up to the preface of the rules, if those repairs were
necessitated by ordinary wear and tear in fair service.
Chairman Bates: There was nothing to indicate any unfair

usage..

Mr Evans: In regard to this motion, I can almost quote what
I said at the last meeting, when our president, Mr. Stimson,
proposed that we have a decision on each discussion of this
character. It is a well-known fact that this motion could be
carried by us, directly contrary to the rules, if several of our
fluent members would get up and give a good, strong talk, the
rest of us would go with them. The benefits we get out of
these discussions is for those who are here, and I do not think
any great good is going to come by voting on this thing oneway or the other. I do not think that any railroad company
which is at ail inclined to be just would refuse a bill for re-
pairs of any of these items if you stated plainly in your bill
that none of the parts showed evidence of rough usage. At the
same time, a great many of us do not want to vote directly
against the reading of the rules.

Motion put and lost.

Rule 34. If the car has air signal pipes or air brake pipes,
but no air brake, the hose and couplings on the car are at own-
er s risk, unless the car is stencilled that it is so equipped.
Mr. Powell: In that rule I would like to ask the opinion of

this meeting as to whether, if a car such as a fruit car used
in passenger service is equipped with air signal and air pipes and
hose, should it be stencilled as equipped with both, or whether
one stencilling would be sufficient?
Mr. LaRue: In my opinion they both should be stencilled
Chairman Bates: I have noticed quite a number of cars

that were equipped with both air and signal pipes and alsosteam pipes, and I noticed the cars were stencilled "Equippedwith air pipe and hose, signal pipe and hose and steam pipe "
Mr. Powell: May I ask then, suppose a car is equipped withair brakes and so stencilled and also with air signal pipes and

signalf
necessai'y t0 stencil the car as equfpped with air

e ui
ai

ed
an EateS: I think lt should be Pencilled as being so

Mr. Evans: Is not that rule intended simply to cover wherethe nature of the car would not indicate that signal pipes waspart of the regular equipment, so that a car of such a naturerunning in passenger trains I do not think it necessary to sten-
cil at all If a regular freight car, equipped for one or twotrips, that ought to be stencilled.

brakes."
^ 1

' " ^ "** 0n *" that ™le
'

lt Says "bllt no air

Mr. LaRue: The air brakes cover it. The signal hose wn»M
have to be stencilled. They are substitute equipment
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Mr. Kroff: I think that is the rule, to stencil the signal pipe

and hose.
Combinations of defects which denote unfair usage is caused

at one and the same time and at the same end of car.

Mr. Mehan: The rules 1901 and 1902 are the same as re-

gards these combination defects. Since the rules of 1901 have
been in effect, the Arbitration Committee has rendered a decision

to the effect that it is not necessary that the damage be done
at one and the same time in order to form a combination. I

would like to know the opinion of the members here as to

and part new, or must the damage all be done at the same
time?

Mr. Evans: I think it is generally understood that the dam-
age should occur at the same time. The decision of the Arbi-
tration Committee has rather knocked that in the head. It cer-

tainly is the intention of the rules, in defining defects which
form a combination, that they should occur at the same time;
that a car, otherwise in good order, which receives damage in

handling that creates defects as described, makes the delivering
company responsible.

Mr. Mehan: Suppose a case, in order to bring it before the

members more forcibly. Suppose you received a car with
broken coupler, and before that coupler was repaired you broke
a draft timber, say, several days afterward. Would you bill

the car owner for the defect, or would you stand the whole
damage?

Mr. LaRue: I think that thing has been hashed and re-

hashed until there is nothing left of it. Decision 484 covers
that and is what we have been working under for a number of
years.

Mr. Mehan: I agree with Mr. LaRue, but I simply wanted
to know if that understanding was universal. Here is another
question I would like to have discussed. Supposing there was
a combination at one end and a draft timber broken at the
other end. Could the party repairing the combination bill for

the draft timber at opposite end? We have had actual cases
of that on the Milwaukee road and there has been a diversity

of opinion. I would like to know how the members feel on
that question.

Mr. Harvey: If the draft timber was broken old, at the
other end, we would probably bill for it. If we broke it, we
would not.

Mr LaRue: I think that this association is on record in one
of tl ose old notions, that the combination of defects would in-

clude both ends.

Rule 56. Repairs to foreign cars shall be promptly made,
and the work shall conform in detail to the original construc-
tion, and with the quality of material originally used, except
that malleable iron, M. C. B. standard, may be substituted for
gray iron, M. C. B. standard, and the gray iron may be used
in place of malleable, where gray iron is an M. C. B. standard,

provided that in substituting malleable for gray iron, the price
of gray iron is used, and except as provided for in Rules 60
and 61.
Mr. Mehan: Supposing a foreign car comes on your road

whether a combination exists when part of the defects are old
with a malleable iron oii box broken and you replaced that with
a gray iron M. C. B. box. Do you charge the weight of that
box at malleable iron weight or cast iron weight and at malle-
able prices or cast prices, or do you make bill as though you put
on a malleable box?
Mr. LaRue: The rules govern that, or the decisions of the

Arbitration Committee.
Chairman Bates: It seems to me that if a gray iron box >s

used in place of a malleable iron box that a proper charge
would be for the gray iron box. You cannot charge for an item
that you did not apply to a car. For instance, if you apply ^
gray iron box you cannot charge for a malleable box.

Mr. Mehan: The point I would like to have cleared is, pro-
viding you substitute a cast M. C. B. Box for one of malleable
irn, does the rule mean the weight of the malleable iron box
shall be charged at cast iron prices? That is the way it read?
Chairman Bates: The way I take it is this: If you substt

tute a malleable iron box in place of a gray iron box, the price
of your malleable iron box must not exceed the price of a gray
h'on box.

Mr. Kroff: The way I understand this rule is that where
the owner is responsible for the defects, you must give credit
equal to the part applied, therefore I judge if you put on a
gray iron box, you will charge for it at whatever that box
weighs and give him equal credit for the malleable iron which
you remove.

Rule 72. When second-hand axles are applied under condi-
tions which make them chargeable to the owners, the diam-
eters of such axles applied should not be less than % inch above
the limit dimensions given in Rule 23.

Mr. Kroff: I notice they have made a change in this rule. I
think that ought to read "journals," because the axle proper
does not wear down, and the last year's rule says journals in-

stead of axles.

Mr. Evans: It would seem to be the indication that the
printer left out the word "journals." According to the two
rules, I think the %-inch would appear to refer to the jour-
nals. I think it well enough for this association to call atten-
tion to that.

Chairman Bates: If there are no objections, we will ask tile

secretary to write the secretary of the Master Car Builders'
Association in regard to this rule, as to whether it was the
intention to leave out the word "journals" or whether it was an
error in printing.
Meeting adjourned.

15he Car Foremen's Association
A Department Devoted

to the
Interests of the Car Department

of Cleveland
j& j& j& j& j& j&

Official Organ
of t H e Association

September Meeting

The regular monthly meeting of the Car Foremen's Association
of Cleveland was held at the Kennard House, September 18,

1902.

Meeting opened at 8 p. m., by President Berg. The following
members were present: J. H. Acker, A. Berg, Wm. Batten-
housen, J. C. Dennerle, W. J. Frey, Wm. Gonnerman, E. S.

Humiston, H. B. Ingersol, George Lynch, J. McCabe, C. Schnei-

der, G. F. -Schneider.

The following subjects for discussion were presented by E. S.

Humiston, and laid over for new business:

"Rule 32. Are inside parts of triples known as air brake fit-

tings, and if so, does not Rule 35 and 39 protect delivering com-
pany, if such parts are stolen and valve cases put together just

prior to delivery to owner and unknown to delivering company.
Rule 42. It is not intended that the delivering company shall

be held for wrong repairs if he substitutes a pocket in place of

spindle.

How will owner feel about the labor charge of one hour more
than formerly and are Potter pocket straps to be treated as

spindles or pockets on this new ruling of labor?

Rule 47. What is a substitute for a spindle?

Does American Draft Rod, or Rods, form a combination, as
per Rule 47?

What connection has the last line of Rule 56, with rules 60
and 61.

Rule 72. Regarding diameter of axles, does it apply to wheel
fit and journal, as well as center of axle?
Rule 76. Has anyone ever been called upon to furnish as

per this rule?

Rule 91. Doors, each, applied no credit for scrap. Add except
on defect card for missing door, charge one hour labor to offset
scrap.

Rule 91. Is it $2.00 for 1%-in. hose applied to fittings or aD-
plied to car? L

Rule 91. Page 33; what is price of pressure retaining valvesame is indistinct on book.
Rule 98. What is the necessity of it, when Rule 91 mentionssame operation?
Rule 103. Putting on one handhold or grab iron, 20c is mate-

rial, grab iron and lags) cost included in this charge?
Rule 104. Page 36; if it is worth 40c more to change a com

posite body bolster than to change a plain metal or wood body
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bolster, why should not the same difference be shown when
changing truck bolster, of these three patterns?
Rule 104. If labor charge for replacing two or more wood

buffer blocks at one end of car is 40c, how much for one?
Rule 104. Page 37; why was the location in book and word-

ing changed regarding labor charge of applying head center pin

in loaded cars?
Rule 104. Page 37; is the labor charge of three hours, for

replacing center plate bolts in part or all, at one end, intended to

cover both top and bottom ones, should they need renewal?
Rule 104. Page 37; is it fair or just to charge a car owner

six hours to replace two ends at same end of car at same time

and is it fair for owner to expect a railway company to apply

one column bolt on each side of truck, for the same price allowed
one on one side only?
Rule 104. Page 37; all coupler stops at one end replaced,

three hours and as Butler casings take the place of draft lugs as

per Dec. 415 can a charge of six hours be made where casings
are taken down to replace a coupler pocket.

Rule 104. Page 37; should not the sixth and seventh lines in
items concerning couplers with stem attachments be omitted and
attached to succeeding item, making it read coupler with pocket
attachments, coupler pocket and coupler pocket rivets replacing
either or all at same end of car at same time, three hours?"
The changes >n M. C. B. Rules for 1902 were gone over, and

discussed.

Subject No. 1, Rule 32. After considerable discussion, it was
made the sense of the meeting that inside parts of triples be
considered as concealed parts of cars, making owners responsible
for same.
The balance of the subjects were laid over until the next meet-

ing, in order to give the members an opportunity to study them,
thus being better prepared to express their opinions.

&/>e Car Foremen's Association
A Department Devoted

to the
Interests of the Car Department

0/ Scranton
j& j& j& <& j& j&

Official Organ
of the Association

September Meeting

On September 20th, at 8:00 o'clock P. M., the regular monthly
meeting of the Car Foremen's Association of Scranton was held
in the Board of Trade Rooms, Board of Trade Building, Scrau-
ton, Pa. President L. T. Canfield in the chair. Members pres-
ent, 65.

Mr. Canfield: You have all read the minutes as printed in the
Railway Master Mechanic, and if there are no objections to same,
they will stand approved. Before proceeding any further, we
will listen to the Secretary's report of new members.
Mr. Burnett: I have the following applications for member-

ship in the Association:

J. F. Albrecht, Assistant Foreman, D. L. & W., Binghamton,
N. Y.
T. E. Clarke, General Superintendent, D. L. & W., Scranton,

Pa.
W. J. Cunningham, Clerk, D. L. & W., Scranton, Pa.
Richard Gaughan, Wheel Inspector, C.R. R. of N. J., Ashley,

Pa.
Alfred ECangen, Foreman, C. R. R. of N. J., Ashley, Pa.
Dennis Henry, Gang Boss, C. R. R. of N. J., Ashley, Pa.
Wm. Johns, Saw Mill Foreman, D. L. & W., Dover, N. J.
W. H. Kinney, General Foreman, N. Y. O. & W., Carbondale,

Pa.
Hugh McGlynn, Foreman Car Inspector, D. L. & W., Buf-

falo, N. Y.
Wm. Murphy, Airbrake Inspector, C. R. R. of N. J., Wilkes-

barre, Pa.
J. N. Mclntyre, Inspector, C. R. R. of N. J., Ashley, Pa.
Jos. Mofflt, Foreman Tinner, D. L, & W., Dover, N. J.
J. F. Martin, Joint Car Inspector, P. & N. and L. V., Allen-

town, Pa.
W. W. Patrick, Car Inscpector, P. & R., Harrisburg, Pa.
G. A. Poore, Chief Clerk to Gen. Supt., D. L. & W., Scran-

ton, Pa.
D. M. Scott, Car Inspector, P. & R., Philadelphia, Pa.
W. H. Schlick, Clerk, C. R. R. of N. J., Ashley, Pa.
Benj. Satterfield, Clerk, D. L. & W., Scranton, Pa.
Wm. Vickery, Carpenter, D. L. & W., Dover, N. J.
Wm. Wilcox, Inspector, C. R. R. of N. J., Ashley, Pa.
W. D. Zehnder, President, Scranton Bolt & Nut Co., Scranton,

Pa.
Mr. Canfield: If there are no objections to these applications,

they will stand as approved, and the new members received into
the Association. I think as this is our first meeting after the
summer vacation, that we had better get right down to the dis-
cussion of the interchange rules revised for 1902.
Each of the rules with their exceptions was then read by the

secretary and everything not thoroughly understood was dis-
cussed by the members and a general understanding obtained of
each individual rule.

Mr. Canfield: It is now getting quite late, and there is a mat-
ter that I would like to have brought up in our next meeting,
namely: the matter of trains parting. I would suggest that you
nominate a committee to investigate this subject. We are hav-
ing a great deal of this trouble on our line, and I know that our
neighbors are having considerable trouble also. I think it would
be well for this committee to take up the causes of trains parting
and suggest remedies and let us see if we cannot find out what
the causes are, coming here to discuss it among ourselves at the
next meeting. It is a matter that ought to be gone into very
thoroughly, because conditions have changed in the last few years
from what they were a short time ago. Nearly every day we

have a train parting, causing some damage, and we are liable,

those of us who have a double-track railroad, to have a freight
train part directly in front of a passenger train sometime and
cause serious damage. I am after it as closely as I know how-
and would like the assistance of every member of the club.
Mr. Rasbridge: Do you think a month's time would be suffi-

cient for this committee to get up a substantial report?
Mr. Canfield: We cannot hear from the committee any too

soon. We can have the committee report progress, at least, at
our next meeting.

Mr. Bundy: I move you that this be made a subject for our
next meeting and that the chairman appoint a committee of five
to look into the causes of trains parting, and report at our next
meeting if possible. Motion carried.

Mr. Canfield: I am not familiar with the names of all the
members present from our neighboring lines, and would like for
you to assist me, those of you who are acquainted with men con-
nected with lines operating long trains. I desire to have a rep-
resentative from each road.
Committee appointed:
J. D. Murray, Chief Draughtsman, D. L. & W.
R. B. Rasbridge, Gen'l Car Inspector, P. & R.
W. H. Hall, Chief Car Inspector, C. R. R. of N. J.
Wells Harris, Gen'l Foreman Car Repairs, Erie.
G. M. Davis, Gen. Car Inspector, P. R. R.
Mr. Canfield: I wish to say that we have a new friend in our

club tonight in the person of Mr. W. D. Zehnder, President of
the Scranton Bolt & Nut Company, and being a man of sterling
business qualities I know that we would all appreciate a few
remarks from him.
Mr. Zehnder:—
It is hardly fair when I come here so hastily, to be asked to

make a speech. It is one of the things I can hardly do, as my
friend Mr. Canfield will testify. I was at the Country Club thi's
evening and spent an hour bowling and came here exhausted. I
arrived somewhat late, and being of a good avoirdupois, I en-
tered the room with my wind about gone. Some of my friends
give me credit, and I think unjustly so, for bavins? too much
wind. Experience in the past year and a half have compelled
some of us to do a good deal of talking, which is responsible
for my reputation.

I am glad to be among a gathering like this; am very much in-
terested in the car builders, and have been for many years, be-
cause they are men with whom I have had the pleasure of com-
ing in contact for nearly twenty years, to a greater or less de-
gree, both in a social and business way. My business happens to
be of that character that compels you gentlemen to use some of
our product, whether our goods or other makers. Notwithstand-
ing the fact that you are constantly devising ways and means by
which you can curtail your expense of maintenance, I find that
orders for bolts and nuts keep coming in, and I hope in the good-
ness of Providence, aud for the benefit of everybody that labors
and toils trying to make a way in the world, that you may never
find a way that you can get around using a bolt and a nut. I am
free to say that if I had my way I would have every body in the
United States use Scrauton bolts and nuts.
In regard to these organizations for which you are gathered

here tonight, and for which you are banded together for the
studying of scientific and economic questions, and both social
and business acquaintances, let me say that I thought while sit-
ting in my office this afternoon of the wonderful progress that
ha^s heen made along these lines in the past ten years. We do
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not need to go back 100 years—only ten—and we will find that

the industrial life is bringing force and weight to this great sub-

ject,—of how we can economize. By the methods pursued ten

years ago, we would be using an old slide-valve engine and we
would have to keep pushing coal under the boiler to hold steam,

and gain only one-half the efficiency of the engine, but in these

modern times we employ brains, and we pay for the best we can
get to reduce the coal consumption to a minimum. We put in a
quadruple expansion engine, and we watch that engine closely to

see what efficiency we get from it. This is all to reduce the cost

of manufacture and bring it to the lowest point possible. It is

what we can get, not what we want for an article today in

manufacture, it is what you gentlemen are willing to pay for it;

and then the question is what we can produce it for. We must
produce it for as little money as our competitor produces it, and
if we cannot do that we must get out of the business. Conse-
quently, the manufacturer of to-day has not only the anxiety of

selling his product, and the anxiety of getting his money for it;

but the anxiety of producing it just as cheaply as he can, for

that is where his profit is to be made.
Let me say a word about the transportation of goods. Local-

ity does not seem to have anything to do with it. Only the other
day I saw an article where a gentleman shipped goods from
Arizona to London, and found the freight was just as cheap to

that point as it was to Chicago. 'This seems almost incredible,

but it is a fact. It enabled the gentleman to lay down his goods
in London in competition with goods of English manufacture;
the cost of the long haul was advantageous to the carrier, and is

so figured by the Transportation companies.
This appears to me an age of organization in all lines; will it

endure? There should be an affinity between labor and capital

today that could not be doubted. Strife should be unknown.
Some people claim that the organization of great trusts have
brought about the organization of labor. We can say much on
both sides, but the fact is we have both here. I believe, gen-
tlemen, as a manufacturer, and I believe that you as foremen
and employers of labor will agree with me, that we are reaching
a stage in this industrial life of ours where this question con-

fronts us, and that is, by what methods can we best bring these
two bodies together, amalgate them so that there will be perfect
harmony. These subjects have given us a great deal of anxiety
and thought. I wish to say that I feel we are reaching a point
in our industrial life, and we are going into a year, the year
1903, when, nothing interfering, we shall launch upon one of the
greatest years in the iron and steel business, and I hope the an-
thracite coal business, that this country has ever seen.

I am obliged to you for the courtesy you have extended to me.
I wish you well in your organization. A deliberate body like
this, interested in the great subject of, the maintenance of your
equipment, cannot help but be productive of much good both
intellectually and financially to you all.

Mr. Canfield: We also have a friend with us tonight from
Chicago who is a member of the Western Railway Club, and a
railroad man from the Rock Island. From the fact that he is a
railroad man and a member of other clubs, I know you would
all be glad to hear from him and see what he thinks of an or-
ganization of this kind. I will call upon Mr. W. H. Stocks.
Mr. Stocks: I can assure you that it affords me a great deal

of pleasure to be with you. I have enjoyed it very much. It
has been very interesting to me, and the interest shown by your
members would indicate the benefit that they undoubtedly derive
from these meetings. I do not attend a great many of these
meetings, but I do whenever I can. I am a stranger to most of
you here tonight, but I feel

x
as though I know you all personally.

I read your minutes in the Railway Master Mechanic and as I
said before, I feel as though I know you all. They have always
been very interesting to me, and there is nothing in my opinion
that will tend to make a man of benefit to his company more
than these meetings. I thank you for your courtesy and kind
attention, and should you be able to come to Chicago at any time,
I would be glad to meet you.
Mr. Rasbridge: I move you that we adjourn to meet the third

Saturday of next month, the Secretary to notify the members
of the meeting place. Carried. Meeting adjourned.

R. W. Burnett,
Secretary.
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WITH this issue is presented the first of a series of

articles outlining the careers of the several rail-

way clubs situated in different' parts of the United States.

A summary of one club will be included in an issue until

all the clubs now in existence have been introduced. The

order in which these sketches are issued is entirely with-

out reference to the standing of the respective clubs, the

sequence being arranged at random.

4 » »

THE Master Steam Boiler Makers' Association is

a new organization which should prove of inter-

est to railway officials and manufacturers. The associa-

tion desires to improve the existing condition of the boiler

making business and by the education of those immedi-

ately associated with the construction of boilers, advance

the art to such an extent as to keep the boiler ahead of

the demands made upon it.

THE Rocky Mountain Railway Club, in pursuance

of its highly commendable plan of broadening

the scope of its work by entertaining subjects of inter-

est to all other departments of railroading, as well as

the mechanical department, was fortunate in its selection

of Dr. Hermann Von Schrenk who presented a most

interesting and instructive lecture on the "Preservation

of Timber." The bearing of Dr. Von Schrenck's lec-

ture was largely on the preservation of ties, being made

all the more instructive by stereoptican illustrations and

samples from actual service which had been collected

from many parts of the world. An abstract from this

lecture is given on another page of this issue.

-4 *»

THERE are many looking forward to the displace-

ment of steam by electric traction and though

th interurban electric lines may relieve the steam rail-

roads of a large amount of suburban passenger traffic

and some little freight traffic, the electrical transmission

at high voltage can not yet be accomplished with adequate

efficiency to reduce the supremacy of the steam locomo-

tive for long distance traffic. While recent experiments

have shown that alternating currents may be applied suc-

cessfully to motors for electric traction, thereby main-

taining a higher voltage at long distance by the aid of

transformers, there are still physical limitations which

confine this method of distribution within bounds. Not

an unimportant limitation being the leakage between con-

ductors carrying a current of high voltage, and the diffi-

culty of maintaining perfect insulation of the same.

—»

THE St. Louis Air Brake Club has been formed by

a number of air brake inspectors associated with

railroads entering St. Louis. The object of the club is

the deliberation of questions relating to air brake equip-

ment with which inspectors have to deal. The meetings

of this organization are to be monthly, on the morning

of the meeting of the St. Louis Railway Club in St.

Louis. Mr. Charles F. Smith, traveling engineer and

air brake inspector of the St. Louis Terminal Railroad

was elected president and C. P. Cass, of the Westing-

house Air Brake Company, secretary.

»

»

IMPORTANT considerations in the application of

oil to locomotives as fuel are set forth in the fol-

lowing: "The two essential features to determine in

preparing for the use of oil as fuel, are, the availability

and extent of the supply, and the relative value of the

oil, as compared with other fuels, not at the well, but

THE inestimable value of the work accomplished

by railroad clubs in the advancement and prog-

ress of American railways is hardly appreciated by

the railway companies. At the meetings of these

organizations of railway officials, both superior and sub-

ordinate, the opportunity is presented for the exchange

of ideas among representatives of different roads and

among representatives of different departments of the

same road. By such an exchange of ideas each mem-
ber is educated along lines with which he may not be

intimately associated, and also has his attention called

to some item pertaining to his own department which had

failed to come to notice under his own personal exped-

ience. While railway clubs originally considered subjects

relating to the mechanical side of railway work, there is

now a greater tendency to discuss subjects of interest to

all departments and this fact should appeal to all railway

officials, thereby attracting to the meetings those men who
have heretofore remained away on the plea that the ques-

tions under deliberation were not in their line and there-

fore of no interest to them personally.
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DURING the discussion, at the Central Railway 50 per cent. When the link and pin coupler was in use

Club, regarding the application of the high-speed switchmen would always check the speed of the car with

brake, Mr. F. M. Nellis expressed himself as follows

:

the hand brake before making couplings. They did this

"The high-speed brake is certainly adaptable to suburban for their own protection, but since the adoption of the

service as well as high-speed, long distance train service, M. C. B. coupler you seldom see a switchman check the

and it brings equally advantageous results to both. Since speed of cars. It is most practicable, and considerable

the May meeting of this club, there have been two of the saving in time and labor in making up trains has been

leading railroads of this country, and, in fact, of the established, but the damage to cars has greatly increased."

world, that have adopted the high-speed brake for all of +++

their passenger equipment engines and cars in both long- A new $100,000 building, known as the Lowell Elec-

distance, high-speed trains and suburban service. Those trical Engineering Building, for the Massachusetts Insti-

roads are the New York

Central and the Pennsyl-

vania system. The Lehigh

Valley road has even gone

further, and at this moment

has the high-speed brake

equipment for cars on near-

ly every passenger equip-

ment car they own. That

road will probably be the

first in the world to have

their . entire passenger

equipment fitted with high-
speed brakes. The equip-
ment of their locomotives
with high-speed brakes is

going forward as rapidly as
the cars.

»

»

MR. C. C. Hedges,

Traveling Engineer.

B. & M. R., in discussing

the advisability of supplying

locomotive injectors with

small oil cups to feed a small

quantity of oil into the injec-

tor occasionally, said before

the Rocky Mountain Rail-

Club : "Two years ago, all

but one of our types of injec-

tors were fitted with oil cups

when put on the engines. I

have taken up an injector a

number of times where it did

not seem to work properly,

and by the use of a little oil through the cup I have gotten

it to work in pretty good shape, and I believe if only a little

oil were put in each day, the injector would work better."

Mr. O. W. Ruggles,

PRESIDENT AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OP GENERAL
PASSENGER AND TICKET AGENTS.

Mr. Ruggles commenced railway service with the general
passenger agent of the Ohio & Mississippi Road as errand boy
and rose by successive promotions to the chief clerkship of the
passenger department. He has attained a broad experience in
the passenger department of railways, having served in many
different capacities prior to his appointment to his present
position as general passenger and ticket agent of the Michigan
Central.

tute of Technology, is near-

ing completion at Boston,

Mass. The structure which

is located on a lot between

Clarendon St., Trinity PI.

and Stanhope St., Boston,

covers an area of 40,000

square feet and has 47

rooms, the principal ones be-

ing a power house 42 by 324

feet, and an auditorium

seating four hundred per-

sons. Large class rooms

and laboratories are also

provided.

-•-*

THAT pressed steel cars

are being appreciated

abroad is indicated by the

following under date of Sep-

tember 1, 1902, from Consul

B. H. Warner, of Liepsiz

:

The directors of the Prus-

sian State railroads have

recommeded to the Minister

of Public Works that a

bill be introduced into the

Prussian Parliament, pro-

viding for the construction

of pressed-steel coal cars of

20 tons carrying capacity.

The minister, after giving

the matter careful considera-

tion, has suggested that the

proposals be somewhat modified, and, as soon as the bill

is amended, it is believed that Prussian State railroads

will place pressed-steel cars in commission.

* »

REPLYING to the question, "To what extent has

the adoption of the M. C. B. coupler increased the

damage to cars in switching?" Mr. D. F. Knapp replied

to the Pacific Coast Railway Club as follows: "It would
be rather a difficult matter to obtain the exact percentage

as to the increase of damage caused by the adoption of

the M. C. B. coupler. During my experience in rail-

roading, I would say that the damage to cars in switching

since the adoption of the M. C. B. coupler has increased

<

»

>Tp]HE passenger department of the Delaware, Lacka-

wanna & Western Railway has issued an interest-

ing pamphlet entitled "A Romance of the Rail." The

booklet contains descriptions and illustrations explaining

the service offered by the road and the picturesque

country through which it passes. Photographs of the

famous Delaware Water Gap are reproduced. There also

appears a poem relative to the route, from which the

title of the pamphlet is derived
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West Albany Erecting Shop of the New York Central

HROUGH the courtesy of Mr. W. J. Wilgus,

pi chief engineer, we are enabled to present a

description and drawings of the West Al-

bany erecting shop of the New York Central

and Hudson River Railroad.

The building consists of twenty-two bents

20 x 90 ft. each, equipped with twenty en-

gine pits at 20 ft. centres, and one drop pit

for testing. The interior is thirty feet high

to top of crane runway rails and fifty feet to roof ridge.

The construction consists of steel skeleton with brick

and concrete enclosing walls ; steel trusses and mill con-

struction roof with tar and gravel covering. Concrete

floors in engine pits, with wooden platform surrounding

pits, thirty inches wide, to support the load from jacks.

The finished floor line is flush with the top of rail. All

woodwork in contact with earth is treated with asphalt

to prevent decay. The footings are calculated at 2,000

pounds pressure per square foot. The footings under

the columns are calculated to transmit full live load of

crane.

t=r

West Albany Erecting Shop of the New York Central—Transverse Section.

West Albany Erecting Shop of the New York Central—Sewerage, Foundation and Heating Duct
Plan,
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The building is electrically lighted and heated by hot

air blast apparatus supplied from two fans located in

gallery and distributed through underground tunnel and

ducts to outlets, two to each bent. Each bent supplied

with two and one-half inch cold water and live steam

supply for use of engine pits. Each pit is also furnished

with two one-inch compressed air pipes for pneumatic

tools. The air supply pipes and mains are carried in

concrete tunnel covered with iron plates, making it ab-

solutely accessible at any point.

Along one side of building a balcony sixteen feet

/failAnchor) roo ofrait
t>jix* mr f1:f!2W
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West Albany Erecting Shop of the New York
Central—Detail of Drop Pit.

e Arc Lamps • ffoin rioterleader + Life steom
^Incandescent Lights of/otAir Outlets riiose CQc/r \ /

^Proposed Pipe esJocken
\Sticp. r/ooX toys/wit/? 6a//er^-
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West Albany Erecting Shop of the New York Central—Main Floor Plan.

above floor is arranged for, 16 x 440 ft. in size, for

light tools, heating apparatus, etc. The gallery floor is

calculated for a floor load of 200 pounds per square foot.

The shop is equipped with two sitxy-ton D. C. elec-

tric cranes, and one seventy-five-ton locomotive lift,

with clear span of seventy feet, from center to center of

rails. The shop is built adjacent to existing machine

shop with the future intention of running cranes through

both shops and facilitating delivery of materal. Al-

though the building is designed primarily with regard

to its utility, particular attention has been given to its

exterior appearance.

»

»

An Auxiliary to the Air Motor for Inaccessible

Work

THE accompanying half tone engraving illus-

trates a device to be used in connection with

an air motor, whereby drilling and reaming may be

accomplished by pneumatic power in positions where

obstructions are such as to make it impossible to ac-

commodate an air motor. The photo-engraving rep-

resents the appliance in position, and properly con-

nected to an air motor, for drilling out a jaw bolt.

There are many other positions about a locomotive

where this device may be applied successfully, for

instance, in drilling out frame bolts through the

frame and cylinder wall, beneath the saddle casting.

Without such an appliance, drilling in inaccessible

places must be accomplished with a hand ratchet and

drill, which is a tedious job and uneconomical.

An improvement on this device would be the ap-

plication of four handles, (similar to those used on

an air motor) to the set screw for propelling the

drill. In the present form of the device this set screw

must be turned with a wrench, which is an incon-

venience to the operator.

This device is in successful operation at the 83rd

cti*eet (Chicago) round house of the Chicago and

Western Indiana Railway and the Chicago Belt Rail-

way, where it was originated by Mr. Joseph A.

Humphries, gang foreman.

Air Motor Auxiliary.
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have full empire decks tinted gobelin green with gold

decorations and with Lunette deck sash.

The parlor is in the rear of the car, furnished with ten

chairs, five on either side, luxuriously upholstered in

leather. It is carpeted with the finest Columbia Wilton

carpet. The observation platform opens off the parlor

and is separated therefrom by large plate glass windows.

The lower sash of the windows throughout the car are

of 3-16 inch plate glass—ovals and outside opalescent in

to be not less than number nineteen of the Birmingham

wire gauge, or three sixty-fourth parts of an inch in diam-

eter, and shall contain in each inch square at least eleven

wires each way at right angles to each other, that is in

all twenty-two wires to the square inch."

(8) "It shall be the duty of every engine-driver in

charge of a locomotive engine passing over a railway

within the limits of any fire district, to see that all such

appliances as are above mentioned are properly used and

^?5
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Burlington Cafe Parlor Car.

metallic frame with jewels which are visible from the

inside of the car. The inside upper glass is leaded

throughout.

At the forward end of the parlor are two upper and

lower berths provided for invalids. Leading off from

this end of the parlor is the ladies' toilet room on one side

and the gentlemen's toilet room and smoking room on

the other. The smoking room is fitted with willow chairs

and leather upholstered settee. The same passageway

leads to the dining room which holds four tables seating

four persons each ; leading off from the dining room is

the kitchen. The dining room, kitchen, and pantry are

large and very complete and fitted with every modern

convenience. One distinct feature is that all openings

to cupboards are fitted with roller curtains and sliding

doors thereby becoming great space savers. The cars

are lighted both deck and side with Pintsch gas and are

heated by the Gold duplex system of steam heat.

Spark Arresting

HE following copy of an act governing lo-

comotive netting in British Columbia has been

referred to the Railway Master Mechanic for

criticism in its columns and a discussion of

the question whether the netting mentioned

.

in the act can be used without detriment to

the steaming qualities of locomotives. The

act in question is

:

EQUIPMENT OF LOCOMOTIVE ENGINES IN FIRE DISTRICTS.

(7) "All locomotive engines used on any railway

which passes through any fire district, or part of a fire

district, shall, by the Company using the same, be pro-

vided with, and have in use all the most approved and

efficient means used to prevent the escape of fire from the

furnaces or ash-pans of such locomotive engines, and

the smoke-stack of each locomotive engine so used shall

be provided with a bonnet or screen of iron or steel wire

netting, the size of the wire used in making the netting

applied, so as to prevent the unnecessary escape of fire

from any such engine, so far as it is reasonably possible

to do so."

While it is a delicate matter to criticise a law of this

nature, especially when passed by the government of a

foreign country, it may not be inopportune to reply to

the above inquiry by presenting some results attained in

American practice.

A spark arrester of any size mesh within reason, will

necessarily impede the steaming qualities of a locomotive

to some extent. The happy medium to be reached is the

application of an arrester which fulfills its duty as a spark

preventer most efficiently, and with the least impediment

to steaming qualities.

The object of the spark arrester is to so break up the

cinders as to reduce the danger of fire and enable the

cinders to pass through the netting, thereby keeping the

front end clean. While being baffled about, the cinders

are held temporarily in the smoke box and being therefore

excluded from outside air are extinguished by the lack

of oxygen to support combustion. Their temperature is

lowered by contact with the escaping steam thereby re-

ducing the danger of fires when discharged from the

stack.

The total reduction of sparks depends on much more

than the spark arrester alone. Combustion in the firebox

should perform its share of the duty by keeping solid

matter back of the rear flue sheet and cinders should be

kept from reaching the front end as far as is practical.

The front end arrangement is largely responsible for the

proper adjustment of draft, and the design of this ar-

rangement is subject to many different conditions under

which engines operate, the kind of coal used being a very

significant factor. Unsatisfactory results from the fire-

box are often followed by condemnation of the smoke-box

arrangement before the true cause of the defect is placed,

frequently making the front end responsible for a defect

whether actually at fault or not.

The adoption of very fine netting rather increases the
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danger of fire from sparks than decreases it, as the ob-

struction to the passages through which the products of

combustion pass requires a stronger exhaust, having a

greater tendency to force sparks out of the stacks before

they have been killed. The reduction of the diameter of

the exhaust nozzle, to produce this increased draft, in-

creases the back pressure by offering a greater impedi-

ment to the free passage of the exhaust steam, thus low-

ering the efficiency of the engine.

"It is probable that with ordinarily constructed loco-

motives working pretty hard and using a violent exhaust,

at least as high as 15 per cent and possibly even 25 per

cent escapes combustion."

Upon investigation of American practice in this par-

ticular it appears that the wire netting most generally

used is 2^x2j4 meshes per square inch, No. 11 wire,

though this same mesh is sometimes used with Nos. 10

or 12 wire. The next in popularity is 3x3 mesh No. 12

wire. The results of continued experiments on a road

in Nebraska recommended 5x5 meshes per square inch

No. 14 wire where light lignite coal is used. This net-

ting is used in a diamond stack and is the same mesh

found satisfactory for wood burning. Where perforated

plates are used the openings are usually 1^2x3-16 inch or

34 inch.

»

»

Beck Tool Holder.

AFTER some years experience in wheel turning the

Messrs. Beck of St. Louis, Mo., have originated

a set of tool holders which may be successfully operated

in car wheel and locomotive driving wheel turning. The

holders are designed to carry the lathe tool and by facili-

tating the use of small tools in this class of work do

away with the large amount of excess steel of which the

general form of wheel lathe tool is made in ordinary

practice, the tool being necessarily massive to withstand

the stresses to. which it is subjected. By so supporting

the tool that the cutting edge is but a short distance

beyond the point of support a lighter tool may be used

as it is not subjected to so great leverage of a force.

The application of the tool to the holder is clearly

shown in the accompanying half tone engraving, Fig. 1

and the line drawing Fig. 2., The tool is held in position

by the key or gib shown above the tool. The holder is

of cast steel made in two sizes, the heavier designated
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Fig. 1

—

Beck Tool Holder.

Fig. 2

—

Beck Tool Holder.

as No. 1 is placed, when in operation, betwen the four

studs of the tool carriage and the lighter holder, de-

signated as No. 2, is set 3-16 in. lower than the other

holder and is placed outside of the studs and held by two

24 in. set screws, one in each cross bar. Tool holder

No. 2 may be replaced and removed by the mere manipu-

lation of the set screws and without removing holder No.

1. The tool may be removed from holder No. I, with-

out removing the holder, by unscrewing the two inner

nuts only and removing the inner cross bar.

Time is saved by operating two tools together by

grinding the flange tool to correspond to the shape of

flange desired and setting the two tools by a gauge, the

flange and tread may be turned at the same time in one

operation.

The size of tool steel used in making tools to be oper-

ated in connection with these holders is ^4xi in. and

the tool may be ground continually until it is about one

inch in length before being necessary to discard it.
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Timber Perservation.— The Protection of Railroad Ties.

HE following paper is an abstract from a

lecture presented before the October meet-

ing of the Rocky Mountain Railway Club,

Denver, Colorado, by Dr. Hermann Von
Schrenk, in charge of the Mississippi Valley

Laboratory, United States Department of

Agriculture.

Where, in the early period of railway

construction, timber grew so that bridge tim-

bers, piles, ties, etc., were cut on the right of way, there,

we must go many miles now and ship the material at

considerable expense. We have been dealing very waste-

fully with our forest resources, and there has come a

time now where intelligent and observing persons realize

that something must be done if we would be assured a

constant supply in the future. Think for a moment, that

one tie company in Chicago has contracts on its books

to cut timber for tie purposes, annually, for eight years

to come, from an area of forest land equal to 300 square

miles. One may well pause to consider where this is

to come from, and after eight years, where more is to

come from.

I beg to call your attention to another phase .of the

forest policy, which has an immediate and direct bear-

ing on your work. The prices of timber are appreciating,

and will continue to do so, because of greater scarcity,

but largely because of the greater cost of hauling it

from points more distant. Many of you are wondering

where the limit will be, and whether there is any way

out of the difficulty. There are two ways of saving

our supply, one by planting more trees, the other by

making it last longer than it does now. It appears to

me that the time has now gone by when you cut down
trees, made ties and put them into the track without any

care, and leave them to rot as soon as they will; to be

replaced in periods varying from one to ten years.

The increased cost of tie timber, bridge timbers, etc.,

warrants looking after these with more care than has

been the custom in the past. Timber exposed to air,

soil and water rots in the course of time, more rapidly

under unfavorable conditions, i. e., where it is moist and

warm ; more slowly in dry and colder regions. The decay

of timber is caused by the growth in the wood of a

number of low plants called fungi, which, in growing,

extract certain substances from the wood fibre, and there-

by make it rotten. These fungi form fruiting bodies on

the timber, the well-known punks, conchs, toadstools,

mushrooms, etc. These punks discharge countless thou-

sands of spores, which germinate or sprout on a sound

piece of timber, and in course of time causes that to rot.

The conditions favorable for the growth of these fungi,

aside from the wood, are moisture, air, and a certain

amount of heat. Without these, no growth, and, conse-

quently, no rot can take place. All know that wood

kept under water does not rot, neither will perfectly dry

wood. The so-called "dry-rot" is a misnomer, because

there must be some moisture for growth of the fungus.

Another familiar fact is the rotting of fence posts and

telegraph poles. These always decay at a point near the

ground and just below the ground. The very bottom is

usually sound, also the top. That is, because at the sur-

face there is sufficient air and water both, to promote

growth, while down in the soil there is no air, and up
above there is not enough moisture. If one remembers
these facts, it is easy to explain why some timbers decay

faster than others. It also suggests how one can go to

work to make it more difficult for these fungi to grow,

and thereby preserve the wood longer. In the first place,

the punks or toadstools should be destroyed. This is

often practicable. Burn all rotted ties and timber, in-

stead of letting it be around, so that the spores may in-

fect the sound wood. Then again, keep the wood as

dry as possible. In the case of ties, it is well known that

those in a well-drained roadbed last longest. Ties sea-

soned before laying will last very much longer than those

'laid green. The piling of ties so that large air spaces

are left between them is a feature to which not enough

attention is paid at this time. Then again, the use of

several small sticks for one large one, as in bridge build-

ing, is one way of making a timber last, i. e., instead of

using one I2xi2-inch beam, use four I2x3-inch timbers,

bolted together. The thinner timbers dry out faster

than the larger one.

The preservation of timber by injecting salts is another

way of increasing its length of life. This has been prac-

ticed for a hundred years or more in Europe, and is be-

ginning to be used extensively in this country. The
theory of impregnation with salts, such as zinc chloride

or copper sulphate, or with creosote (more properly called

tar oil), is briefly this : The presence of a certain amount

of salt or tar oil does not allow the fungus to grow in

the wood. When the amount of salt or tar oil falls be-

low a minimum, then the fungus begins to grow, and

decay sets in. There is now no longer any question that

it pays to treat timber, and it is only a question as to

how best to accomplish this treatment so as to do it as

cheaply, and at the same time, as effectively as possible.

Experiments are now being made to test the relative

value of a number of preserving substances with different

timbers. The processes now in use are zinc chloride

(burnettizing), zinc chloride, glue and tannin (Well-

house process), tar oil (creosoting), copper sulphate,

mercuric chloride, copper, iron and aluminum sulphates

(Barschall treatment), and "various combinations of these.

In this brief paper it is impossible to describe these vari-

ous processes. The reader is referred to an extended

report on this subject. (Von Schenk, Hermann, "The

Decay of Timber, and Methods of Preventing it," U. S.

Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 14.)

Much of the success of timber treatment depends upon

the thoroughness with which it is done. Poor work gives

poor results, and nowhere is this more true than in im-
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pregnating wood. Then again much depends upon the

records which are kept regarding results. It is hoped that

every one will urge the desirability of labeling every tie

or timber with a dating nail, and that records be made

not only when ties are laid and of their number, but also

when ties come out, their year number and number of

any particular year. Only in that way will it be possible

to draw reliable conclusions as to the value of any kind

of treatment.

The value of impregnating wood lies in saving the

cost of new wood, in saving the cost of renewal and the

time lost in making the change. It lies also in making

possible the use of inferior timbers, which, under ordinary

circumstances, would decay rapidly. This is one of the

most important phases of this subect. There will be used

this year, for the first time on a large scale, the lodge

pole pine of the northern states, which has hitherto been

regarded as of no account. It remains to be seen what

service it will give after being treated.

There are numerous factors which have a bearing on

this subect, such as the use of proper tie plates ; of screw

spikes, such as are used largely in European roads ; the

influence of various kinds of ballast, etc. Tie plates

which tear the fibre, allow the entrance of water, followed

by decay, and consequent loss of the timber. The same

holds true of our ordinary spike.

There remains much to be learned with regard to the

saving of timber, and every one dealing with structural

material can do his share in noting such facts as come

under his observation regarding the lasting powers of

wood, and in that way aid materially the investigations

made with renewed vigor at this time.

» «

»

Recent Construction at the Hicks' Locomotive Works.

HE recent improvements at the Hicks Loco-

motive and Car Works at Chicago Heights,

111., include the erection of a new coach shop,

boiler shop, blacksmith shop, power plant, dry

kiln and the installation of electrical operation

of machinery. The power of the entire estab-

lishment is to be supplied from a single power

plant, the several shops being operated by

electrical machines. The larger machine tools

have individual motors applied and the smaller tools are

arranged in groups operated by a single motor. The

dry kiln is heated from a separate boiler plant which is

also used for heating the coach-repair shop.

In a later issue the boiler shop and blacksmith shop

will be fully described when floor plans of the new build-

ings showing the positions of the several machines will

be presented.

BOILERS.

The boiler equipment consists of four horizontal tubu-

lar boilers, 150 h. p. each, and were constructed at the

shops, where facilities for boiler work are in readiness.

The Hawley down draft furnace is installed and is

operating economically in connection with a forced draft

system with "Sturtevant" blower. Good regulation of

the draft is thus effected, and the usual chimney is dis-

pensed with, the one in use extending but 12 feet above

the roof.

The main steam header is 10-inch pipe and is reduced

in size to 8-inch pipe where it enters the engine room.

All pipe and valves used in connection with the steam

generation are of the Crane Co.'s make, tested for 250

pounds pressure, though but 130 pounds are used nor-

mally. The exhaust pipe is 12 ins. and discharges into a

feed water heater, and also into the heating system in

winter.

ENGINE ROOM.

The engine room equipment is as follows : An "In-

gersoll—Sergeant" Type A Compound Air Compressor,

100 h. p. Capacity supplying a normal pressure of 100

pounds which can be raised to 150 pounds if requisite,

though 100 pounds is sufficient for the operation of all

air drills, chippers, reamers, etc.

A Worthington Duplex pump for the feed water for

the boilers, and an Aurora feed water heater in connec-

tion with same.

The engines are two in number, of the Ball type, and

are 200 h. p. each, compound and running at 240 r. p. m.,

non-condensing, though the intention is to install a con-

denser in the near future. There are belted to each en-

gine two Bullock Electric Co.'s generators, 75 k. w. each,

125 volts connected in series to operate a three-wire sys-

tem of distribution for both light and power.

WIRING DISTRIBUTION.

The general scheme of wiring is on the Edison three-

wire system for both lights and power, the neutral being

34 the size of the outsides. The mains or feeds for the

different buildings have been reduced to form sets of

3-wire feeds, to supply the four main buildings, or shops.

As stated, all lights and power in the various shops are

supplied from the same feeds, the lighting being no
volts and all power 220 volts pressure. The different

feeds having been figured for a 5 per cent drop from

the switchboard to the end of each line at a full load be-

ing used ; thus giving quite a good regulation for the

lighting. The main feeders start out from the switch-

board as 800,000 Cir. Mill cable and are reduced in size

along the line toward their end, by the insertion of the

necessary distribution panels with the proper size fuses

inserted for change in size of wire ; some thirty panels

in all being installed on the different feeds. All wires

installed are rubber covered, N. Y. Insulated Wire Co.'s

raven black core. The electrical construction work in

detail was installed by the company's electrical depart-

ment.
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MOTORS.

Some fifteen motors of Crocker-Wheeler make are be-

ing installed at present, some shunt and compound

wound, and both open and semi-enclosed types, accord-

ing to needs. The grouping of several machines to-

gether, as well as separately driven tools, are being car-

ried out in the most economical and advantageous man-

ner. The motors are in some cases belted, back-geared,

or connected by the "Renold" silent chain and sprocket,

as the case warrants. All starting and reversing rheo-

stats are the Cutler-Hammer Co.'s make, and I. T. C.

circuit breakers are installed in connection with each

motor as a safeguard and convenience.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING.

There are installed about 450 16-C. P. incandescent,

4-watt, no-volt lamps and also some 75 enclosed arcs.

All incandescent and arc circuits are equally divided on

each side of the system so as to keep the system well

balanced. There are installed on each set of feeds,

where leaving the various buildings, a type M. D. General

Electric Co.'s lighting arrester for the proper protection

of the generators and motors.

SWITCHBOARD.

The switchboard will be 11 ft. 6 in. in length and 7

ft. 6 in. in height, being set up 12 in. from the floor.

And is made up of 5 slabs of marbleized slate, 1^2 ins.

thick. There are four generator panels and one feeder

panel in the center. On each generator panel is an am-

meter and volt meter, field rheostat, 3-pole switch and

single pole I. T. E. laminated circuit breaker. On the

feeder panel there are four 3-pole (single acting arm)

I. T. E. circuit breakers, laminated type, a 12-circuit

ground detector and voltmeter switch, and a galvanome-

ter for testing grounds. The feeder circuit breakers have

independent or auxiliary coils for opening same in emer-

gency. Circuit breakers having been adapted throughout

in place of switches and fuses on account of the large

proportion of power being used for motors, and the in-

convenience and loss of time in replacing fuses.

The dynamo leads are 800,000 Cir. Mill lead covered

cable, laid in loricated unlined conduit, beneath the tile

floor.

A telephone system has been installed consisting of a

25-station switchboard with the different telephones lo-

cated about the shops; all connections being made
through the operator.

The engine installation of motors, dynamos, switch-

boards, wiring distribution, etc., was designed and con-

structed by the company's electrical department.

TRANSFER TABLE,

A transfer table 75 feet wide and having a travel of

325 feet, is situated between the coach house and main

locomotive erecting shop. It is constructed upon I-beams

resting on steel roller bearings and the whole is equally

supported upon six wheels, well ballasted. The table

is used to transfer engines and coaches from one track

to another and to the main switch track for shipment.

The table is operated at present by compressed air, but

will be driven by an electric motor, when the power

plant is completed.

There are being installed four 10-ton cranes 32 feet

span and 150 feet travel; each crane spanning two tracks

which accommodate four engines each. These cranes

are being constructed in the shops and are to be oper-

ated and controlled by electric motors.

» »

»

Keyser Shops of the Baltimore d Ohio.

HE Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company is

J J'

contemplating improvements on their plant

situated at Keyser, West Virginia, to facilitate

light roundhouse repairs of locomotives, the

shops having been previously equipped for car

work only. The roundhouse is to have twen-

ty-five stalls, of which six are to be equipped

with drop pits, and an 80-foot turn table.

Provision is made for extending the building

to a complete circular round house in the future. Ad-
joining the round house is a machine shop, 60 ft. by 85

ft., for- doing running repairs, and next to the machine

shop is situated a boiler room 39 ft. 8^ ins. by 49 ft.

and an engine and electric light room 20' ft. 3^/2 ins. by

49 ft. West of the boiler is situated the storehouse, 30

ft. by 65 ft., with an oil storage tank adjoining, placed

below the ground.

Diametrically opposite the machine shop and adjoin-

ing the round house is a two-story building, 50 ft. by

35 ft., of which the first floor is arranged for the offices

of the round house foreman, general foreman and dis-

patcher, and also for a lavatory for round house and

Fig. 1

—

Keyser Shops of the B. & O.

—

General Plan.
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Fig. 4

—

Keyser Shops of the B. & O.—Store and Oil House.

engine men. The second floor is arranged for reading

and sleeping rooms for engine men.

The forethought shown by the company in arranging

for the comfort and convenience of the men is highly
,

;J

commendable, for in many cases the designs of shops boc
have failed to include conveniences for the enginemen at

the ends of their runs, and it is often the case that both

engine and shop men have no better washing facilities

than a pail or faucet. Fewer yet are the reading rooms

supplied for the men.

Coal chutes 250 ft. long are to be built, the construc-

tion to be such as to accommodate the sand supply in

the lower part of the building. The ash pits are to be

250 ft. long and the ash is to be removed from the pits

to the Cars by pneumatic hoists.

The accompanying plan, Fig. 1, shows the present

arrangement and proposed changes. By reference to

this drawing the arrangement of supply and storage

tracks may be seen and tracks over which an engine

must move in coming to and from the round house

for water, coal, sand and for ash pan cleaning. A cross

section through the drop pit, and plan with trap doors

removed are illustrated in Fig. 2. A plan of the drop

pit showing arrangement of trap doors is presented in

Fig. 3. An idea of the general arrangement and con-

struction of the oil house may be obtained by reference

to Fig. 4.

These illustrations are presented through the courtesy

of Mr. F. D. Casanave, general superintendent of motive

power.

P/on Shomng arrangement of 7rap Doors

Fig. 3

—

Keyser Shops of the B. & O.

—

Drop Pit.
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The Master Steam Boiler Makers Association

First Annual Convention

prayer

invited

HE Master Steam Boiler Makers Association

held its first annual convention at the Great

Northern hotel, Chicago, 111., Oct. 9th, 10th,

and nth, 1902. The meeting was called to

order at 10 a. m. by President T. C. Best, and

opened with a prayer by the Rev. Mr. Frank

W. Gunsaulus, pastor of the Central Inde-

pendent Church and president of the Armour
Institute of Technology, who followed his

with a short and interesting address, in which he

the members of the association to visit the Armour

Sli'ding bolt to hold
Sect/on of Track mp/oce

P/on nith Trap Doorh ftemo/ed

Fig. 2

—

Keyser Shops of the B. & O.

—

Drop Pit.

Institute at any time that they felt so disposed, assuring

them that they would receive a hearty welcome. Ad-

dresses were made by President T. C. Best, Vice-presi-

dent William M. Wilson, Secretary George M. Clark,

Treasurer John J. Boyce and others. At the opening

morning meeting there were thirty-seven gentlemen pres-

ent, showing the interest taken in the association by those

in the boiler-making business throughout the country.

The increase in the number attending throughout the

meeting is a fair indication of the success which will evi-

dently result from the efforts of those interested in the

organization.

President Best, in his opening address, complimented

the efforts of those who had been instrumental in effect-

ing the organization of the association, whereby boiler-

makers may be elevated through the educational advan-

tages offered. He represented the necessity of such an

organization to bring about more amicable feeling among
master boiler makers, to discuss matters of interest, to

exchange ideas and to attract to the boiler maker that

recognition due him as the one whose work controls the

destructive elements of fire and water, which, if not prop-

erly governed, endanger both lives and property. Con-

tinuing with an outline of the bearing of the boiler upon

the operation of machinery, he portrayed the improve-

ment in boiler construction to meet the demand of con-

tinually increasing steam pressure, showing wherein the

boiler is the foundation, the primary existence, of power.

In consequence of the amount of time necessarily con-

sumed by the convention at this, its first annual meeting,

in perfecting the organization it was impossible to devote

to the subjects for discussion as much attention as de-

sired.

SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION.

INSPECTION OF BOILERS.

Boilers will hereafter be inspected by the following

method: First, man-holes and other covers should be

removed and after a thorough examination of the boiler

in and out side, the actual measurements taken .of all

braces, stays, seams, etc., and the working pressure to

be found by a series of calculations formulated by the

association after which the covers are to be put on and the

hydraulic pressure applied. This method was suggested

by the president and adopted by the association.

FACTOR OF SAFETY.

A factor of safety of 5 was adopted by the association

on cylindrical shells of boilers.

RIVET HOLES.

It was recommended by the association that all rivet

holes be punched 3-32 inch smaller than the rivet and

afterwards reamed to the desired size.

TELL TALE STAY BOLT HOLES.

It was recommended by the association that all tell

tale holes in stay bolts be drilled on the outside, the flue

sheet stay bolts and four or five upper rows of stay bolts
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on the side sheets to be drilled on the inside of the fire

box.

STAY BOLTS.

As it was impossible for the association to come to any

definite decision in regard to stay bolts on account of the

short time at their disposal, it was recommended that the

matter of stay bolts be given every possible attention

during the coming year and the matter be taken up for

discussion again at the next convention. Twelve threads

to the inch was adopted as the standard for all stay bolts

and stay bolt taps.

Committees were appointed to take up these important

questions and report at the next convention.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND NEXT PLACE OF MEETING.

The next annual convention will be held in Chicago,

October 8th, 9th and 10th, 1903.

The officers elected are : President, T. C. Best, Chi-

cago; vice-presidents, Wm. M. Wilson, Chicago; Wm.
Ord, Stratford, Ont. ; F. H. Ryan, Alamogordo, New
Mexico ; F. A. Mayer, Cheyenne, Wyo.

; J. Wolfenden,

Milwaukee, Wis. ; secretary, Geo. M. Clark, Chicago

;

treasurer, J. J. Boyce, Chicago.

-•-*

T
The Alton Grill Room Chair Car.

HE Chicago & Alton Ry. has inaugurated a novel

buffet service by the introduction of a grill room

chair car. Fig. 1 illustrates the interior of the grill room,

Fig. 2, the pantry, and Fig. 3 is a floor plan of the car.

m

Fig. 2

—

The Alton Grill Room
Pantry.

Car—Interior of

Fig. 3

—

The Alton Grill Room Car—Floor Plan.

Fig.

In the fore part of the car is a small kitchen

connected with a little room 10x8 ft. The

grill room is fitted up after the style of a

small dining room patterned after American

dining rooms. Other rooms will be finished

after the style of English dining rooms and

German dining rooms. The grill rooms of

the cars put in service recently are finished

throughout in mahogany with small, well-

stocked and ornamental sideboards ; a round

table at which six people can be seated. The

kitchen is entirely isolated from the grill

room and the diners in the grill room are in

close touch at all times with the steward-

cook. The decorations are elaborate. The

table-ware, including the china, is made to

correspond with the general decoration,

whether American, English or German, as

the case may be. The car is lighted through-

1

—

The Alton Grill Room Car—Interior of Grill Room, out by the Pintsch system.
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Oil as Locomotive Fuel

N interesting comparison of oil and coal as

A locomotive fuel from an economical stand-

' point, appears in the Record of Recent Con-

struction No. 37 of the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, wherein abstracts are taken from the

reports of Mr. Urquhart, Dr. C. B. Dudley

and the American Railway Master Mechanics'

Association. Though oil is comparatively

limited in its application to locomotives as

fuel, this being governed by the availability and extent

of supply, much progress has been made in adapting

locomotives to burn oil as fuel.

"The first experiments in Russia in adapting loco-

motives to burn oil as fuel, were made in 1874, but it was

not until 1883 that the fuel was used to any marked ex-

tent. Up to the beginning of 1901, the application of

oil as fuel for locomotives in the United States was quite

limited, only a few railroad companies having taken the

matter into consideration in a systematic way. The de-

velopment of the Texas and Southern California oil fields

has increased the visible supply, of oil and brought about

renewed activity in the use of liquid fuel. As a result

many companies whose roads are contiguous to the oil

producing centers, can now, with economy equip their

locomotives for the use of this ideal fuel.

"The following table shows the relative heat-produc-

ing power of coal and oil. In this table, the following

assumptions are made. A pound of anthracite coal is

supposed to contain 90 per cent carbon. A pound of

bituminous coal contains 85 per cent carbon and 5 per

cent hydrogen. A pound of oil contains 86 per cent car-

bon and 14 per cent hydrogen, and the heat producing

power of the carbon and hydrogen in the theoretical part

of the table is calculated by the means of the well-known

heat units of these two substances.

RELATIVE HEAT-PRODUCING POWER OF COAL AND OIL.

Lbs. Oil. Lbs. Coal.

Theoretical anthracite 1 1.61

Theoretical bituminous 1 1.37

Urquhart's experiments 1 1 -7S^>

Peninsular Car Company 1 1-742

Elevated railroad, New York 1 1.785

"The ratio of coal to oil having been obtained, we are

in condition to begin to study the financial part of the

problem, and it is clear that thus far the oil has

the advantage, for every pound of it is as good as

one and three-fourth pounds of coal. However, oil is

usually bought by the gallon or barrel, while coal is dealt

in by the pound or ton. It is plain, therefore, that in

order to get a figure representing the cost of doing a cer-

tain amount of work, either by coal or by oil, we need

to bring these measures together. There are certain

chances for economy in burning oil that do not occur

with coal. Of these there have been pretty well worked

out, economy in handling fuel and ashes, and economy

in repairs to locomotives. The amount of these has been

obtained in dollars and cents, and is, perhaps, best ex-

pressed by saying that, taking all ascertained economies

into account, a pound of petroleum is as good as two

pounds of coal. The two must be compared in the same

situation, and if the ratio of one pound of oil equaling two
pounds of coal is considered, the prices must be com-

pared with the fuel ready for use, either on the locomo-

tive tender, or in the tank at the stationary boiler.

"Allusion has already been made to certain advantages

which oil has over coal as fuel. Among these advantages

the following may be enumerated

:

"(1) Less waste of fuel. Upon this point it should

be stated that it seems probable that, with ordinary con-

structed locomotives, working pretty hard in using a

violent exhaust, at least as high as fifteen per cent, and

possibly even twenty-five per cent escapes combustion.

There are three ways in which the fuel escapes : First,

smoke and unburned gases which go out the smoke-stack

;

second, cinders which go out the smoke-stack ; and third,

fuel which escapes through the grate. With oil, how-

ever, it is believed that combustion is practically com-

plete. As said above, in oil burning a slight gray smoke

is allowed to escape in practice, and it is also possible that

some of the gases may escape unburned but the loss is

believed to be very much less than with coal.

"(2) Economy in handling fuel.

"(3) Economy in handling ashes.

"(4) Diminished repairs to locomotives.

"These three advantages have already been mentioned,

and their money value has been obtained by experiment.

"(5) Economy in cleaning engines. The absence of

smoke and cinders around the locomotive when using

oil is the source of this economy.

"(6) Less waste of steam at the safety valve. It is

obvious that all the steam which goes out of the safety-

valve simply means so much fuel gone to waste, and

until recently we have never known of any positive in-

formation showing how much this loss was. . During the

experiments made with oil on the elevated railroad in

New York, it as found that it took twenty-five per cent

more water to do the same work with coal than with oil,

and the explanation of this was the waste of the water

in the form of steam at the safety-valve. This . loss on

the elevated railroad is, of course, much higher than in

the ordinary locomotive practice, owing to the fact that

the steam pressure must be kept as high as possible, that

an anthracite fire is a difficult thing to control, and that

frequent stops must be made.

It is probable, however, that in ordinary locomotive

practice the waste of the steam at the safety-valve may be

as high as five per cent, and possibly more. With oil

as fuel, it is possible to work for days without raising

the safety-valve. During nearly a week's daily riding

on the locomotives of Russia, on the Grazi-Tsaritzin Rail-

way, I only saw the safety-valve lifted once, and with
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proper care on the part of the fireman, there is no need

of any waste at the safety-valve.

(7) Economy in cleaning ballast. The cinders which

are thrown out of the smoke-stack in coal burning loco-

motives are a loss, not only because they are not burned,

but because they fall on the track and choke up the bal-

last, especially where stone ballast is used. This chok-

ing of the ballast interferes with the drainage, and the

result is every year thousands of dollars have to be spent

in cleaning the cinders out of the ballast. It is difficult

to say how much of a saving would be effected if oil

alone is used, with consequently no cinders, but it is safe

to say that it would amount to a good many thousand

dollars on stone ballast roads in a year.

(8) Economy of space in carrying and stowing fuel.

A pound of oil does not occupy as much space as a pound

of coal and consequently a sufficient amount of oil to

furnish a certain amount of heat could be carried in a

smaller space than coal. This is of great importance on

steamers, and of course not of relatively so great impor-

tance in locomotive practice.

(9) No fires from sparks. Oil-burning being prac-

tically free from smoke and cinders, there are no build-

ings or other property destroyed along the track. How
serious a difficulty this is with coal-burning roads it would

take an examination of the damage account to show, but

it is safe to say that it is not small.

( 10) No smoke and cinders. It is difficult to put into

money the advantages arising from the absence of smoke

and cinders, but we will venture the assertion that the

railroad that first adopts oil will distance its competitors

in its passenger traffic, owing to the absence of smoke

and cinders.

(11) Possibilities of utilizing more of the heat. It-

may be, perhaps, not generally known that the size of the

flues in an ordinary locomotive are decided upon by the

ability of being able to keep them from becoming choked

up with cinders. A small flue is readily choked with

cinders in coal-burning locomotives. On the other hand,

the smaller the flue the more heating surface it is possible

to obtain in the boiler, and the greater relative advantage

is obtained from the fuel actually burned. If locomo-

tives were constructed for oil-burning, it would probably

be easy to use flues one inch in diameter instead of one

and three-fourths or two inches as at present, with con-

sequent ability to utilize more of the heat generated than

is now done.

"One or two points further very briefly. What kind

of oil should be used ? There are three reasons why crude

oil should not be used, especially on locomotives, namely,

it is more dangerous, it has an exceedingly unpleasant

odor, and it is not so economical. As is well known,

crude oil contains more or less gaseous matter, and also

vaporizes quite readily. With the necessary use of lan-

terns and open lights around locomotives, there would

consequently be more or less danger of explosions. Fur-

thermore, in case of a wreck, if the oil tank was ruptured,

it would be almost impossible to prevent a fire. The odor

of the crude oil need not be specially mentioned, further

than to say that it would certainly be extremely unpleasant

to ride behind a locomotive fed with Lima crude oil. The

reason why crude oil is not so economical as reduced oil

is because oil is usually sold by volume, and a gallon of

crude oil, instead of weighing, as we have assumed, 7.3

pounds, weighs about from six and one-fourth to six

and one-half pounds, and as the heat is directly in pro-

portion to the weight of the combustible, it is plain that

a barrel of crude oil will not give as much heat as a bar-

rel of reduced oil. The oil which is now used on the

Grazi-Tsaritzin Railway, and which is believed to be

safe to use, is an oil not below 300 degrees fire-test. It

is fair to add that crude oil can be used on stationary boil-

ers where it is kept in tanks and brought to the boiler in

pipes.

"Fuel oil can be used in almost any form of firebox,

the best location for the burner being below the mud
ring, spraying upward into the firebox. In some recent

experiments with oil of 84 degrees gravity, 140 degrees

flash and 190 degrees fire test, in which the boiler had

twenty-seven square feet grate area and 2,135 square

feet of heating surface (eight per cent being in the fire-

box), it was found that there were about .45 pounds per

square foot of heating surface per hour, the equivalent

evaporation from and at 212 degrees being about twelve

and one-half pounds of water per pound of oil. It was

also computed that there should be about one-third inch

width of burner for each cubic foot of cylinder volume,

or width of burner in inches equals

:

VOLUME OF BOTH CYLINDERS IN CUBIC FEET

Or that one inch width of burner was sufficient for 600

square feet of heating surface.

"In the foregoing calculation, the figures are based

on single-expansion engines only. In compound loco-

motives the consumption of water will be ten per cent

and fuel about twenty per cent less than in single-expan-

sion engines. By the above formula, in calculating the

width of burner for compound engines, the volume of

only the high-pressure cylinder or cylinders, should be

considered.

Fig. 2.

Various forms of burners are in use for properly

atomizing the oil as it enters the firebox. In this con-

nection steam is commonly used as a vehicle on account

of its convenience and ready supply.

The devices differ in construction as to the relative

position of the oil supply and the forcing jet, some

claiming better results with a central forcing jet, as in the

original Urquhart burner, others that the proper position

for this jet is above, and still others that it should be

below the oil supply. While each of these devices may
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have its peculiar advantages, that ordinarily used by

the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and which has proved

successful in upward of 250 locomotives built at these

works for railroads in Russia and the United States is

illustrated herewith.

The burner shown in Figure I, is rectangular in cross-

section, with two separated ports or chambers (one above

the other) running its entire length. Into the upper of

these ports the ail from the reservoir is admitted through

suitable pipes. The flow of oil is controlled by a plug

cock in the feed pipe, provided with an operating handle

placed in the cab within easy reach of the fireman. Steam

is admitted to the lower port of the burner through a-

pipe connected to the boiler in such a manner as at all

times to insure the introduction of dry steam. The valve

controlling the admission of steam is also conveniently

located in the cab close to the fireman's seat. A free

outlet is allowed for the oil at the nose of the burner;

the steam outlet, however, is contracted at this point by

an adjustable plate which partially closes the port, and

gives a thin, wide aperture for the exit of the steam.

This arrangement tends to wire-draw the steam and in-

crease its velocity at the point of contact with the oil,

giving a better atomizing effect. A permanent adjust-

ment of the plate can be made for each burner after ther

requirements of service are ascertained. The moving of the

plate would not then be required except for cleaning pur-

poses. The oil, as it passes through the burner, is heated

to a certain extent by the effect of the steam in the lower

portion, and flows freely in a thin layer over the orifice.

It is here caught by the jet of steam issuing from the

lower port, and is completely broken up and atomized at

the point of igniting. The oil is carried into the firebox

in the form of vapor, where it is mingled with a sufficient

quantity of oxygen from the incoming air to insure as

near as possible perfect combustion. F01 the size of the

burner it is computed that one inch in width is suitable

for one hundred inches of cylinder area. The proper

width of burner for any locomotive may therefore be

obtained by the following formula:

cross section. As the plug is turned to cut off the flow,

the opening retains its angular form and a finer feed

adjustment is attained than is possible with a cock of

ordinary construction, where the hole in the plug is cir-

cular in form; it is also less liable under such circum-

stances to become clogged by refuse in the oil.

<3ecr/on as -
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B=CX7584,

in which

100

B=Width of burner in inches.

C=diameter of cylinder in inches

The oil pipe leading to the burner should be made of

ample size to insure a full supply, as it is essential that a

regular flow be maintained ; a small pipe would be found

inadequate with oil having a sluggish tendency. Any in-

terference with the flow, other than that interposed by the

feed cock, will cause a loss of efficiency.

At times, especially when the locomotive is standing

still at stations, or when drifting down grade, it is desir-

able to allow only a small supply of oil to enter the burner.

To accomplish this, the feed cock, Figure 2, is used. The
passageway through the plug of this cock, which regu-

lates the supply of oil, is made square, as shown in the

Fig. 1.

With a firebox such as is ordinarily used for burning
coal, the changes necessary to adapt it for burning oil are

easily accomplished. The general arrangement of a fire-

box of this description is shown in Figure 3. The burner
is placed below the mud-ring at the back and on a line

with the center of the boiler, and it is pointed upward
at a slight angle to allow the spray to enter the firebox.

A firebrick arch at the front of the firebox protects the

tubes and gives direction to the heated gases, to insure

their mingling with the incoming air. The throat sheet

below the arch is protected with a wall of firebrick, and
a layer of the same material is placed on the grate-bars
(or equivalent supports), which extends back from the
front wall covering about half the bottom area of the
furnace. A firebrick hearth is placed under the burner
to catch any oil which may drop from it. A course of
brick is also placed on each side, sufficiently high to pro-
tect the side sheets of the furnace from excessive heat.

A device corresponding to the ash pan of an ordinary
locomotive is fitted with a damper, preferably at the
back, to govern the admission of air. This damper
should be made as large as possible, with heavy frame,
and arranged to close perfectly air-tight. Heavy ope-
rating rods should be provided in order to withstand
rough usage. The proper admission of air is an im-
portant feature, and the means for regulating it should
be carefully adjusted to give a sufficient supply when
needed for combustion, and on the other hand, to en-
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tirely stop the supply and avoid the loss of heat which

would be occasioned by a circulation of cold air through

the firebox and tubes when the oil supply is cut off. A
plate with a convenient sight hole may take the place of

the firedoor, or the firedoor may be retained, care being

taken that the joints are perfectly air-tight; in either

case a protection of firebrick should be provided for the

inner surface to avoid the liability of warping the metal.

Boilers fitted with the Vanderbilt type of firebox

have shown excellent results in burning fuel oil. This

fire-box, as is well known, is circular in cross-section,

being rolled in the form of a large corrugated tube, and

is peculiarly adapted to the class of fuel under consider-

ation.

The arrangement of the firebrick used in a firebox of

this description is shown in Figure 4. It is generally

similar in arrangement to that already described, the

only variations being those suggested by the structural

will be greater. Care should therefore be taken in set-

ting the firebrick not to choke the passage between the

upper portion of the arch and the crown sheet. If this

area is insufficient, the products of combustion will im-

pinge upon the crown sheet, and the intense heat gener-

ated at this point is liable to be detrimental to the sheet.

The forced draft occasioned by the exhaust should be

so regulated as to be equally distributed through all the

tubes. This can be accomplished by a careful adjust-

ment of the "petticoat pipe" and deflecting plate. If a

collection of soot appears on the sheet around some of

the tubes, it will indicate that the draft through these

• tubes is not sufficient, and a readjustment of the draft

rigging* should be made until no such indications are per-

ceptible. It is suggested that after the draft rigging in

the smokebox has been satisfactorily adjusted, it be rigid-

ly attached to the boiler, in such a manner as to be readily

removed and replaced without liability of derangement.

Fig. 3.

changes in the boiler. The burner is introduced through

the lined casing forming the back head of the boiler,

and is located a short distance above the bottom of the

firebox. The corrugated sheet forming the firebox is

protected at the bottom and a portion of the sides by a

lining of firebrick. The front wall and arch are placed

at a suitable distance back of the tube sheet, to allow an

unobstructed entrance to all the tubes by the heated

gases, forming also a combustion chamber at the front

of the furnace.

In burning oil, the combustion being more perfect

than in burning coal, the heat generated in the firebox

As the weight of oil used by a locomotive for a given

distance is about one-half the weight and bulk of coal

for the same distance, it is obvious that a saving is made

in the dead weight hauled, or with the same weight, fuel

for a much longer run may be carried. In locomotives

without tenders it is often difficult to arrange for an

adequate supply of coal without encroaching upon space

required for other purposes. This difficulty is largely

overcome when oil fuel is vised, as the reservoirs can be

located where it would be impracticable to place a coal

bunker, and in this way room for a sufficient supply of

fuel is easily obtained.
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The tender tank of an oil-burning locomotive is usu-

ally constructed with two compartments, the upper being-

used as a reservoir for the oil and the lower for wate

The partition which separates these compartments, and

inclined toward the front, to allow the oil to flow by

gravity to the feed outlet. In cold climates a coil of

.steam pipe may be placed in the reservoir, around this

nutlet in order to rarify the oil and insure an even and

which forms the bottom of the oil reservoir, is preferably continuous flow.

Fig. 4.

•» »
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Springs and Spring Making

A Paper Presented by Mr. C. A. Miller Before the Recent Convention of the National Railway

Master Blacksmiths' Association

HE subject of springs and spring making is

Tone of great importance to railways and that

it is so considered by railway master smiths

is indicated by the number of times it has been

presented, and the discussion consequent to

it. Previous reports have included the mak-

ing of springs in every detail, at the large

manufacturing plants as well as making and

repairing of same at our different railroad

shops. Few of us can enjoy the luxury of the tools and

machinery that goes to make up the equipment of a mod-

ern manufacturing plant. We are all to a certain extent

governed by our surounding environments, and it seems

like an endless task to get up the necessary equipment.

But, if we would retain this branch of our business, we
will have to prepare to do the work as cheaply and

maintain the quality on a par with the product turned

out by the different spring manufacturers. To do this

it is necessary to have furnaces, formers, dies and all

tools required to do the work in every detail ; thereby

obviating the necessity of hand labor as much as possible.

To make a first-class spring, the quality of the steel

is the main factor. The best is invariably the cheapest.

The most skilled mechanic can have but indifferent suc-

cess with a poor grade of steel. He can only get out

of it the best there is in it. The life of a spring depends

upon the quality of the steel and the manipulation it

gets at the hands of the spring-maker. Any steel manu-

facturer will furinsh any grade of steel your purchasing

agent calls for, but as they sometimes look at the first

cost, we do not always get the best. Be that as it may,

the only thing for us to do is to give the steel in hand

fair treatment. If we fail to do this, our company will

save money by getting the cheapest article.

The heating and tempering are the most particular

points about spring making. The spring-maker should

be as conscientious in the treatment of his steel as he

the toolsmith. If by accident a leaf should get too high

a heat, the proper place for it is the scrap pile. It will

do not harm there, but if allowed to go into the spring it

condemns the whole spring, and will be a source of

trouble and expense.

Some people have a preparation that they use in the

bath that is a specific for burned steed. "It not only

brings it back to its normal condition, but makes it bet-

ter." That is all a delusion. The cold water cure is
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as good as any patent medicine for burned steel, if dipped

at the proper heat, but the best thing to do with burned

steel is to throw it away. There are spring-makers that

make a practice of plunging their steel in the bath at a

white heat and draw no temper, and still have no trouble

with broken springs. Wonder if it is a fact? If so,

the spring-maker should not be blamed. It is not his

fault.

In the past thirty-five years I have had more or less

experience with most makes and grades of spring steel.

I have roasted the maker of some of it at times, but

have used none of it that was not more or less sensitive

to roasting. All grades of steel have a safe heat limit.

To go beyond that means disintegration. This is as

positive as the law of gravitation. It is very true that

there is steel low enough in carbon to stand the white

heat without any perceptible deterioration, but such steel

is not fit to make springs of. Steel for springs should

contain sufficient carbon to harden at a red heat. If

sufficient hardness cannot be obtained with the oil bath

at this heat, raise the specific gravity of the bath until

you get the desired result, but never raise the heat. Steel

has a refining heat which can be readily found by ex-

periment, and in heating it for the bath the nearer it ap-

proaches that heat the better for it.

The question of hardening steel is the time consumed
in cooling. The bath that cools it the quickest hardens

it the hardest. Anything added to oil or water only adds

to or detracts from its density or specific gravity. Fur-

ther than that it has no power to make steel harder or

softer, better or worse. Salt, owing to its specific gravity

and purifying quality, adds to the density of water and

removes all foreign substances such as sulphur, etc., from

the surface, and gives the bath free access to the steel.

The same may be said of acid or anything of an acid or

alkaline nture. They have no other virtue. For steel

that contains sufficient carbon to harden in oil at the

proper heat, it is the safest bath to use. It seems to

have an affinity for steel and reduces the loss by crack-

ing to a minimum. The oil should be kept at a low and

even temperature by pumping it through cold water,

changing the whole every five or ten minutes. A pump
for this purpose can be constructed at a nominal figure,

and the same run by the air blast, virtually costing

nothing for power. Turning the air blast into the oil

bath for the purpose of keeping it cool is poor practice.

It perhaps would be of some benefit in a dry atmosphere,

but in a humid atmosphere too much water gets into the

oil which makes it flashy. We tried the experiment

twenty-five years ago, and had to abandon it on account

of the danger of burning the old wooden building we
were in at the time ; besides, we got no perceptible bene-

fit from it. A good and economical bath is the drip irom
the chest of the steam hammer. Use a little salt as a

cleansing medium. The steam can be turned on at will

to temper the bath to suit the steel in hand. Of course,

you can add any specific you have that you imagine is

a restorer of lost vitality.

The proportion of a spring governs to an extent its

elasticity and durability. The space should gradually

decrease from the longest drawn leaf to the shortest,

making a graduated run. It makes the spring more

elastic toward the ends and lessens the liability of break-

ing at its central portion. The question is often asked,

'Why do the short leaves of a spring break first?" There

are two good reasons,—first, excessive gather or snap;

second, the rigid band. Excessive gather throws too

much strain on the short leaves. When the spring is

Clamped together for banding, it throws from one inch

to one and one-half inches more camber to the main leaves.

It puts a strain on the short leaves to do this. When
the spring takes its load, ^the long leaves act as levers

on the shorter ones until this added camber is taken out.

When they commence to take their load the sort leaves

have more than their proportion and it is only reasonable

to expect them to break first.

The solid band not only destroys the resilience of the

spring at its central portion, but provides an anvil to

break the leaves over. A leaf of a spring, or any bar

of metal that is subjected to shocks, strains and vibra-

tions, will invariably break where it is held rigid, or

where vibration suddenly ceases. For instance, if you

were to break a short piece of steel off of a bar, you

would hold the nick over the corner of an anvil. If

you were to break a piece from a small rod of iron or

steel and nothing in sight to do it with but a vise, you

would put it in the vise and squeeze it tightly with the

desired point of fracture even with the top of the jaws

of the vise, or where vibration ceases. The solid band

acts the same as the anvil and the vise. It destroys the

elasticity ; also the steel by crystalization at that point.

For the past fifteen years we have grooved all drawn

leaves on one or both ends. We have a tool that nibs

and grooves them at one operation. We have a gauge

for each class of springs which is hinged to the tool,

and which makes the work very expedient and accurate.

The grooved leaf is an invention as old as the elliptic

spring itself, so far as I know, but it is an addition to

the spring that costs nothing and it takes a great deal of

responsibility off of the band by holding the leaves in

longitudinal alignment with each other. We compress

all springs before banding at double their load deflection.

By so doing any defect in the steel or bad manupilation

at the hands of the spring-maker will become manifest

and the defect remedied. It is less expensive to find these

defects before the spring leaves the shop, than to do so

after they are put into service. It also has a tendency

to make the spring-maker more careful.
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Tools for Planinq Driving-Boxes ^ie rear °f ^e bar. At the top of the shaft are a worm
and wheel, as shown in cut, and at the lower end a pair of

IN the Texas and Pacific Railway shops, at Marshall, bevd gearSj one o£ whi(±
.

g fastened to the rear of the

Texas, machining driving-boxes on a planer is ac- cjrcuiar head. Either hand or power feed may be used,

complished with a double tool, shown in the accompany- The tool post is of the regular planer type, and is made
ing illustration, Fig. 1, for planing the cellar fits, and with a vertical adustment operated by a screw and nut.

UJ UJ

Fig. 1.

a Pedrick and Ayer circular planer tool for planing the

crown brass fits. The practice in many shops is to per-

form this work on a slotter. By using the appliances

herein described much time may be saved in machining

driving boxes, as a much larger number of boxes may

be set up and machined at one time on a planer than

is possible with a slotting machine and a further time-

saving feature is the arrangement of double tools for

planing the cellar pits.

The two tool heads, Fig. 1, are similar to a planer head

and operate in a horizontal plane, the tools being held in

a cutting position by a coil spring, this arrangement per-

mitting them to clear on the return stroke. The tools

are adjustable to any size box by moving in or out as

occasion requires. This device affords a simple means

of machining economically and we are indebted to Mr.

J. P. Calligan, of the Texas and Pacific shop, where the

device was originated, for the illustration and information

concerning it.

In the construction and operation of the Pedrick &
Ayer planer tool the bar is made of heavy forged steel,

strong and stiff, and has cross sections of 2^2x3 inches.

The circular head which carries the tool post rotates on

an annular bearing at the lower end of the bar, and the

smallest radius of cutter is 3% inches. Motion of the

head is obtained through a vertical shaft in a groove at

Fig. 2.

Through the courtesy of the Pedrick & Ayer Co., New
York, we are enabled to publish their circular planer tool.

o * »

An American Railroad Man in Japan.

THE many friends of Mr. Willard C. Tyler will be

interested in the following from the "Railway
Times," of Japan, the only paper in the far east devoted

entirely to railway topics. Mr. Tyler is well known to

railroad men and his instructive lecture on Japan pre-

sented before the New York Railroad Club, February
21st, 1901, was highly appreciated by those so fortunate

as to hear him.

MR. TYLER IN JAPAN.
From the Railway Times, Japan;

"In one of the previous numbers of the Railways Times
under the heading of the American Locomotives for Japan,
we referred to the fact that the Americans were with their

might and main pushing themselves in the Japanese market,
while the English were rather dilatory in pushing their in-

terests in the East, which fact may be recognized in many
different ways. Our Japanese edition gives an account of
interviewing Mr. Tyler who is now staying in Tokyo to pro-
mote the interests of the American companies.

"Mr. Tyler, a perfect American gentleman of middle age,

experienced in the wisdom of his business, is the ablest busi-
ness emissary to Japan on behalf of the Americans. The
writer had the pleasure of meeting him at the Hotel Met-
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ropole in Tsukiji. To the question put by the writer to

show the advantages of the American locomotives for Japan,

as compared with those of England his gentlemanly nature

apparently prevented him from disparaging English made lo-

comotives. He spoke very highly of them; for instance he

said that the English locomotives were very well made and

last very long time although comparatively expensive. In

fact what impressed the writer most was the fact that he

did not utter a sylable against the English locomotives. This

is what we, the Japanese who are taught in strict Eastern

lessons of politeness, appreciate to the highest degree. We
think Mr. Tyler has learned secrets to approach the Jap-

anese so as to effectively win the hearts of the latter, which

(the winning of the heart) is, as everybody knowes, a neces-

sary condition of success in anything. The writer expected

to meet a man of impulsive nature, putting a nonchalant air

as much as to say, "Pshaw, the idea. These young Japs

calling themselves editors of such and such a paper, but

to our pleasant surprise, we were met by a type of gentle-

man such as easily appreciated by the Japanese. We thought

at the instant that this gentleman would surely succeed in

business in Japan and we were not deceived when he told

us that his prospects for his line of business in Japan were
very promissing. The Kyshu, the Hokkaido and several other

railways are buying locomotives from the company which
he represents. The company in America which has sent him
out here ought to be congratulated in obtaining a successful

representative in Japan and the East. When we asked for

his photo, and when he declined our requests, saying that

no body would care to see his face, we were inwardly struck

at his humbleness. When we asked him his opinions on the

Japanese railways, his modesty came into play to the fullest

extent and said that the improvement of the Japanese rail-

ways was simply wonderful and that every times he comes
to Japan, he learns something of improvement in the railway
system. He praised our railways so much that we wished
then that if he would point out our defects it would be much
more kind of him for Japan, but in-as-much-as he did not do
so, we can not blame him for his praise of Japan.
"We think, however, we have learned a great deal from this

visit of Mr. Tyler, although it was within the space of a few
minutes. He spoke so freely and at home about any ques-
tion we susgested that we felt the contrast with our visits

sometimes paid to railway Japanese magnates, who always
squat down of Japanese mats like a bronze image answer-
ing to our queries in meno-sylahles, thus giving us a great
deal of trouble to get anything out of this muddle-brained
so-called railway man. We pen this by way of thanking
Mr. Tyler for his receiving us kindly and to show the ex-

ample of receiving news paper visitors."

The "National Safety" Door Fastener.

ASIMPLE, compact and durable car door fastener,
one designed to prevent the opening of the car

door without destroying the seal and dispensing with the
chain for securing the seal pin to the car, is comprised
in the "National Safety" fastener, manufactured by the
National Malleable Castings Co. Upon a glance at the
details of construction of the fastener as shown in the

Fig. 1

—

"National Safety" Car Door Fastener,
Showing Application.

accompanying illustrations it will be seen that it is im-

possible to open the door without destroying the seal,

and it thus prevents a common practice of thieves to pry
with a lever or pinch-bar on the door staple, holding the

hasp in such a manner as to withdraw the leg portion

of the staple from the wood, permitting the hasp to be

slid out of position, and then, after pilfering the contents

Fig. 2

—

Hasp, "National Safety" Car Door
Fastener.

of the car, to replace the hasp and press back the leg of

the staple into its former position. It will be noticed

that the lip or projection on the forward end of the

staple, in Fig. 3, effectually prevents such removal of the

hasp. The latter (Fig. 2) has been modified to adapt it

for use with the new form of door staple, but in other

respects the fastener is identical with the "National"

fastener made by the same firm, and it possesses the

advantages of the latter in addition to the safety feature

Fig. 3

—

Door Staple, "National Safety" Car Door
Fastener. Fig. 4

—

Staple Plate with Steel Pin Attached.
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mentioned. The sliding seal pin or bolt is securely fast-

ened to the staple plate and the two go out for applica-

tion as one piece, as shown in Fig. 4. The riveting of

the seal pin to the staple plate overcomes the common
annoyance of the loss of the former. This fastener is

thus complete in three parts, there being no chains, sta-

ples nor separate pins to apply. The offices of the Na-
tional Malleable Castings Co. are at Cleveland, Chicago,

Indianapolis, Toledo and Sharon, Pa.

•» »
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The Interlocking Brake Shoe.

ABRAKE shoe has been recently designed and put

on the market which embraces a number of prac-

tical and interesting features. In the design, the life of

the shoe has been given due consideration, with the re-

sult that the shoe can be so worn before its usefulness is

at end that there are but a few ounces of metal remain-
ing to be scrapped. The economy of a brake shoe which

Fig. 1

—

Plain-Faced Type, Interlocking Brake
Shoe.

so utilizes the material of which it is constructed to the

fullest extent, will be readily appreciated. The shoe is

made in two parts, the division being at the center at

right angles to the length of the shoe, each section being

supported individually by lugs precisely as the ordinary

shoe is attached to the head.

Fig. 2

—

View of Back of Interlocking Brake Shoe.

There are two different forms of this shoe, the lugs

on the back of both forms being identical, the difference

being in the face of the shoes. The form used in the
first application of the interlocking shoe has a plain face

and this form is used in interchange when the shoe re-

moved from a foreign car is not an interlocking shoe
and for new equipment. The second form is a pocket
faced shoe and is used for the second and subsequent
applications. These shoes conform to the M. C. B.

specifications and are applicable to any M. C. B. brake
head.

Fig. 4

—

View Showing Worn Brake Shoe Locked
Into Face of New Shoe.

Upon the first application of the interlocking shoe

the plain faced shoe is attached to the brake head and

after remaining in service until practically worn out, it

is removed from the head and applied to the pocket faced

shoe which in turn is pinned to the brake head. The
plain faced shoe is then allowed to become entirely worn
out, the wear continuing into the pocket faced shoe.

When the pocket faced shoe has withstood as much wear

as is practical it is in turn applied to another pocket faced

shoe, the same process being repeated indefinitely.

Fig. 5- -Interlocking Brake Shoe Partially Worn
Out.

The division of the shoe at the centre relieves the shoe

of all undue strain putting the stress on the brake head,

thereby allowing the shoe to be worn thinner than would
be practical in the solid construction. This form also

permits the shoe to fit the head at both sides of the hold-

ing lugs and at both guide lugs, also permitting the shoe

to adjust itself to the tread of the wheel.

It is claimed by the makers and stated by roads which

have used the shoe extensively, that an average net sav-

ing over all other types of shoes of from 38 to 45 per

cent is obtained in the interlocking shoe.

Fig. 3

—

View of Pocket Face, Interlocking Brake
Shoe.

Fig. 6

—

Completely Worn Out Interlocking Brake
Shoe.

Fig. 1 is a view of the plain-faced type ; Fig. 2, a view
of the back of the shoe; Fig. 3, view of the pocket-face

of the same; Fig. 4, a view showing a partially worn
interlocking shoe locked into the face of a new shoe,

and pinned on the brakehead ready for re-application;

Fig. 5 presents a view of a shoe nearly worn out, and
Fig. 6 shows a completely worn-out shoe. This shoe is

sold by the Manufacturers' Supply Company, the Fisher

Building, Chicago.
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Personals

Mr. W. O. Johnson, heretofore general foreman, has

been appointed master mechanic of the Iowa Central,

with headquarters at Marshalltown, la., to succeed Mr.

George D. Brooke.

Mr. D. A. Sullier has been appointed acting master

mechanic of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Raton,

N. M., to succeed Mr. D. Patterson, resigned.

Mr. W. T. Edwards has been appointed road^ foreman

of engineers of the Cincinnati Southern to succeed Mr.

Morgan Crane, resigned.

Mr. H. E. Benson, manager of the works of the Pull-

man Company at St. Louis, has been transferred to Buf-
falo, N. Y., in the same capacity.

Mr. A. Underhill, of the Cincinnati division of the

Big Four, has been made road foreman of engines of the

Peoria & Eastern division, to succeed E. James, resigned.

Mr. M. L. Harden has been appointed assistant mas-
ter of machinery of the Western Maryland, with office

at Hagerstown, Md., to succeed Mr. H. E. Passmore,
resigned.

Mr. J. F. Place, heretofore foreman of the Illinois

Central at Water Valley, Miss., has been appointed mas-
ter mechanic at that point to succeed Mr. J. G. Neudor-
fer, promoted.

Mr. G. L. Van Doren has been appointed superintend-

ent of shops of the Central Railroad of New Jersey at

Elizabethtown, N. J., to succeed Mr. W. L. Harrison,

resigned.

Mr. T. S. Reilly has been appointed master mechanic
of the southwestern division of the St. Louis & San Fran-
cisco, at Sapulpa, I. T., to succeed Mr. L. H. Waugh,
resigned.

Mr. J. W. Connaty has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Springfield division of the Cincinnati, Indi-

anapolis & Western, with office at Moorefield shops, In-

dianapolis, Ind.

Mr. B. K. Hawkins, heretofore master mechanic of

the Gulf, Beaumont & Kansas City, has been appointed

master mechanic of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, at

Brownwood, Tex.

Mr. E. T. Needham has been appointed acting master
mechanic of the Wabash at Ft. Wayne, Ind., to succeed
Mr. M. R. Coutant, who resigned to accept service with

the Erie R. R.

Mr. M. H. Quinn, who for some time has been a fore-

man in the Erie shops in Hornellsville, has been pro-

moted to the position of general foreman of the Erie

repair shops at Port Jervis, N. Y.

Mr. Frank Powers has been appointed assistant road

foreman of engines on the New Castle division of the

Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at New Castle

Junction.

Mr. J. G. Leefeever has been appointed assistant road
foreman of engines of the Baltimore & Ohio at Glen-

wood, Pa., to succeed Mr. E. G. Brown, transferred.

Mr. H. B. Smith, heretofore chemist of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul, has been appointed to the same
position on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, with

office at Collinwood, O.

Mr. George Austin has been appointed division fore-

man of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Arkansas
City, Kas., to succeed Mr. M. J. Drury, who was recently

appointed master mechanic at Winslow, Arizona.

Mr. J. E. Muhlfeld, who recently resigned as superin-

tendent of machinery and rolling stock of the Inter-

colonial, has been appointed assistant to the general su-

perintendent of motive power of the Baltimore & Ohio,

with office at Baltimore, Md.
Mr. H. M. Sehrt has been appointed master mechanic

of the first district, southern division, of the Cincinnati,

Hamilton & Dayton Ry., and of the Indianapolis division

of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western Ry., with

headquarters at Gest St. shops, Cincinnati, O., vice Mr.

J. C. Homer, resigned.

Mr. M. R. Coutant, who has been acting master me-
chanic of the Wabash at Fort Wayne, Ind., since Janu-
ary of this year has resigned, and has been appointed

master mechanic of the Erie shops at Susquehanna, Pa.,

effective Oct. 15.

Mr. F. M. Mast has been appointed superintendent of

motive power and car equipment of the Lake Erie, Alli-

ance & Wheeling with office at Alliance, O., in place of

Mr. F. Gleisch, master mechanic, who has been assigned

to other duties.

Mr. Walter Saunders has been appointed acting road
foreman of engines of the western division and the Colo-
rado division of the Santa Fe in the territory from La
Junta to Pueblo and the Canyon City branch, vice Albert

McCready, transferred.

Mr. J. B. Kilpatrick, master mechanic of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific at Valley Junction, la., has been
transferred to Llorton, Kan., to succeed Mr. A. L. Stu-
der, who is transferred to Cedar Rapids, la., as master
mechanic of the Northern Iowa division. Mr. D. W.
Cunningham has been appointed to succeed Mr. Kil-

patrick at Valley Junction.

Mr. J. J. Bayley has been appointed master mechanic
of the Southern Ry., with office at Lawrenceville, Va.,
to succeed Mr. S. R. Richards, who has been transferred

to the same position at Selma, Ala. At Selma, Mr.
Richards succeeds Mr. J. F. Sheahan, who has been
transferred to Columbia, S. C.

Mr. J. J. Sullivan, heretofore master mechanic of
Louisville & Nashville at Louisville, Ky., has been trans-

ferred as master mechanic of the New Decatur, Ala.,

shops. Mr. J. G. Clifford has been transferred to the
territory heretofore under the jurisdiction of Mr. Sulli-

van at Louisville.

On the Rutland R. R. the offices of assistant superin-
tendent of motive power and assistant superintendent of
rolling stock have been abolished. Mr. J. McMasters
and Mr. G. W. Kennedy have been appointed general
foremen of locomotive and car repairs, with offices at

Malone, N. Y., and Rutland, Vt., respectively.

Mr. E. E. Albee has been appointed mechanical engi-
neer of the Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., and
Mr. M. P. Stevens, superintending engineer. Mr. J. A.
Dixon is appointed general superintendent of the Pintsch
Compressing Co., which is allied to the Safety Car Heat-
ing & Lighting Co., and will be in charge of the opera-
tion and construction of Pintsch plants.

Mr. W. S. Haines, who recently resigned as superin-
tendent of motive power of the Baltimore & Ohio at
Pittsburg, Pa., has been appointed master mechanic of
the Erie with office at Jersey City, N. J., to succeed Mr.
H. A. Childs, assigned to other duties. The jurisdiction
of Mr. Haines will extend over the New York division
and branches, including the Port Jervis shops.

Mr. C. E. Chambers, heretofore general road foreman
of engines of the Central R. R. of New Jersey, has been
appointed division master mechanic at Elizabethport
N. J., to succeed Mr. J. McGie, who recently resigned
to go to the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, as master
mechanic.
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Mr. L. B. Heers, master mechanic of the Pittsburg,

Shawmut & Northern, has resigned, and the office has

been abolished. The mechanical department of this road

will be under the jurisdiction of Mr. R. A. Billingham,

whose appointment as general master mechanic we noted

in these columns in a previous issue.

Mr. George W. Smith, heretofore master mechanic of

the Illinois Central at Waterloo, la., has been appointed

to the position of assistant superintendent of machinery,

with headquarters at Chicago. This makes three officials

working under that title and it is understood that Mr.
Smith will be practically a traveling superintendent of

machinery.

Mr. R. W. Bell, master mechanic of the Illinois Cen-

tral at East St. Louis, 111., has been transferred to Water-
loo, la., to succeed Mr. George W. Smith, promoted.

Mr. I. Rova has been transferred from Mattoon, 111., to

East St. Louis, 111., to succeed Mr. Bell. Mr. A. J. Mc-
Killop succeeds Mr. Rova as master mechanic at Mat-
toon, 111.

Mr. George D. Brooke, master mechanic and master

car builder of the Iowa Central, has been appointed su-

perintendent of machinery and equipment of the Minne-
apolis & St. Louis, with office at Minneapolis, Minn. Mr.
Brooke has been master mechanic and master car builder

of the Iowa Central since July, 1900, and previous to that

for nine years he held the same position on the St. Paul

& Duluth.

Mr. C. Graham has been appointed master mechanic
of the Port Richmond, Philadelphia, shops of the Phila-

delphia & Reading, to succeed Mr. John S. Clampitt,

retired. Mr. Clampitt has been in the service of the Phil-

adelphia & Reading for 50 years. Mr. Graham was at

one time master mechanic on the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western.

Mr. A. F. Giles has been appointed master mechanic
of the Louisville & Nashville, at Louisville, Ky., to suc-

ceed Mr. J. G. Clifford, transferred. Mr. Giles' juris-

diction extends over the main stem first and second and
Knoxville divisions.

Mr. A. L. Studer, heretofore division master mechanic
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at Horton, Kan.,

has been transferred to Cedar Rapids, Iowa, in charge
of the Northern division. Mr. J. B. Kilpatrick, general

foreman at Valley Junction, Iowa, has been appointed

to succeed Mr. Studer at Horton, Kan.
Mr. A. S. Grant, master mechanic of the St. Louis,

Iron Mountain & Southern at Argenta, (post office.

Baring Cross), Ark., has been transferred to Sedalia,

Mo., as master mechanic of the Missouri Pacific. Mr. A.
Harrity, heretofore master mechanic of the St. Louis,

Iron Mountain & Southern, at De Soto, Mo., has been
transferred to Baring Cross, Ark., and Mr. S. P. Weller,
formerly at Sedalia, Mo., has been transferred to DeSoto,
Ark., to succeed Mr. Harrity.

The following changes are announced on the Erie

:

Mr. C. E. Fuller, heretofore master mechanic at Susque-
hanna, Pa,, has been appointed assistant mechanical su-

perintendent, with headquarters at Susquehanna, to suc-

ceed Mr. W. Lavery; Mr. W. M. Perrine has been ap-

pointed master mechanic at Rochester, N. Y., to succeed
Mr. I. Bond, resigned. Mr. W. S. Haines, heretofore

superintendent of motive power of the western lines of

the Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed master me-
chanic of the New York division and branches, includ-

ing the Port Jervis shops of the Erie, with headquarters
at Jersey City, N. J., to succeed Mr. H. A. Childs, as-

signed to other duties. Mr. C. H. Morrison has been
appointed signal engineer, with headquarters at Jersey

Citv.

Notes of the Month

The office of the Real Estate Agent of the Lehigh Val-

ley Railroad company has been removed from No. 228
South Third Street, Philadelphia, Pa., to the Havemeyer
Building, No. 26 Cortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.
All communications should be addressed accordingly.

*-^-»

Mr. B. F. Pilson, Southern sales agent of the Chicago
Railway Equipment company, has removed his office from
Richmond, Va., to Room 17, Sun Building, Washington,
D. C. Mr. Pilson extends a cordial invitation to all his

friends to make his office headquarters when visiting

Washington.
»

The Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Company are

illustrating their new designs of mechanics' tools in an
interesting circular of ten pages. Special attention is

called to the combination sets, protractors and calipers

which are made with much care and attention to detail.
< «

»

To illustrate their line of valves, fittings, steam spe-

cialties, engineers' supplies, etc., the Crane Company,
Chicago, has issued a handsome, cloth-bound pocket cat-

alogue, fully illustrated. This catalogue is arranged so

that the subjects illustrated are carefully classified and
may be readily found with least effort to the reader.

*-•-»

The following are the representatives of the Falls Hol-
low Staybolt company: T. F. De Garmo, 60 West 63rd
Street, New York, N. Y. ; P. F. Leach & Co., 1014 Majes-
tic Building, Detroit, Mich.

; Joseph R. Lehmer, 1218
Farnam St., Omaha, Neb.

; John Livingstone, 607
Temple Building, Montreal, Can. ; Berger, Carter & Co.,

150 Beale St., San Francisco, Cal. ; A. M. Castle & Co.,

Chicago, 111.

» »

The Lukenheimer Company gave a very pleasant re-

ception to their employes, October the 25th, in the main
building of their Fairmount works ; an interesting pro-

gramme being arranged by which all present were hap-
pily entertained throughout the evening. A feature of

the evening was the presentation to the company by the

employes, of two large American flags and the timely

response of Mr. Lunken in behalf of the company. Con-
tinuing his remarks Mr. Lunken cave a short history of

the career of the company, its early life and the patron-

age which they have received ensuing from the high

grade of products of their factory.
» • »

"Locomotive Sparks," by Prof. W. F. M. Goss, is a

treatise wherein the subject of the volume is truly in-

dicated by the title. The introductory pages and those

pages not bearing directly on sparks (cinders being con-

sidered under the head of sparks) relate to parts which
have an indirect connection with the production of

sparks, their results, or methods designed for the pre-

vention of the same. Due to the clear and simple man-
ner in which the author treats the subjects at hand, the

work is at once instructive to the student who is not in

a position to be in touch with locomotive performance,
and is educational to the motive power official who, while

familiar with locomotive operation and construction, has
not the time to continue research work for himself. While
results from the experiments can not be considered abso-

lute in all cases, the tests have been conducted along such
lines as to approximate the losses due to sparks, the

consequence of imperfect combustion. The book is cloth

bound, fully illustrated and contains 165 pages. Pub-
lished by John Wiley and Sons, New York. Price $2.
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& Railroad Paint SKop *P
A Department Devoted to the Interest of rlaster Car and Locomotive Painters

Edited by CHAS. E. COPP, Oeneral Foreman Painter, Car Department, Boston & Maine Railroad, Lawrence, Mass.

Official Org'an of tHe Master Car and Locomotive Painters Association

serving under his

M. C. d L. P. A. Portrait Gallery

Charles B. Harwood.

MR. Harwood, whose' portrait appears herewith, was

born in Aurora, Ind., June 14, 1854, and attended

the public schools of that city until he was fifteen years

of age, when he began with his father to learn the house

and sign painting business. iAfter

father about five years at this

branch of painting, he se-

cured a position in the Ohio

& Mississippi shops at Coch-

ran, Ind., as journeyman un-

der Mr. W. L. Marsh, and

next under his successor*,

Mr. J. A. Gohen; and, after

working for him for a few

yearss (he having resigned'

to go south) then under his

successor, Mr. A. N. Brad-

ley. After working for him
a few years, and desiring to

roam, he concluded to take

a trip to the State of Texas.

After going over a good

part of the state, he finally

secured a position as

journeyman with Mr. P. M.
Jonders, at the Galveston/,'

Houston & Henderson

shops , at Galveston, Tex.

After working for Mr.

Jonders about a year, he

returned north and obtained

a position with Mr. J. A.

Gohen, at the Kentucky Central shops at Covington, Ky.,

now a part of the Louisville & Nashville system. After

working for Mr. Gohen at this place he left to take up

sign painting; but, in 1886, he accepted an offer as jour-

neyman from Mr. Gohen at the Chespeake & Ohio shops

at Huntington, W. Va., and worked for him until the

latter part of 1893, and when Mr. Gohen resigned as

Foreman Painter to go with the "Big Four" as Master

Painter, he was appointed as his successor, where he is

still located.

He joined the Master Car & Locomotive Painters Asso-

ciation at the Buffalo meeting in 1894 and has attended

every convention since and read a paper at Buffalo last

year on subject No. I.

Mr. Charles

A Chip from the Granite State

Concord, N. H., Oct. 20, 1902.

Editor Railroad Paint Shop:

I see, by the October number of the Railway Master

Mechanic, that I am referred to as "the Gen. Longstreet"

of the Association, so I suppose you expect me to do some

fighting worthy of the name.

I had the honor of meeting

that old General in twelve

battles of the rebellion, and

I have a "right smart" re-

collection of him as one of

the hardest fighters of the

army of northern Virginia.

Now, I don't want to make

one of his "flank move-

ments," or a "center charge,"

but only a "slight skirmish."

I am one of those painters

that want to know "why this

is thus," and the "whyness of

the wherefore." I want to

pluck a flower from that per-

ennial century plant, called

"elastic paint."

What is an "elastic coat of

paint?" I hardly think we

have such a thing ; only tem-

porarily such. The nearest

approach to it would be

linseed oil; and authorities

tell us that linseed oil paint

applied to the outside of any-

thing will absorb all the oxygen possible in from ten to

twelve weeks, and consequently will be dry and no more

elastic than the article that it is applied to. Iron and wood

will expand with heat; Bunker hill monument is higher

in warm weather than in cold; but we hardly speak of

these as "elastic."

For a finishing coat of paint I think elasticity is the

right thing; but for paint for varnished work I think a

hard-drying coat of paint is the only kind to use. Of

course more or less oil is wanted in all paint, especially

the priming, as well as subsequent coats ; but not enough

to prevent drying hard before varnishing.

My object in writing this is because of the unsatisfac-

Harwood.
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tory answer to a question of mine at the late convention

in Boston, as to what constitutes an elastic coat of paint.

If brothers Gohen or Butts can give us something in these

columns that will satisfy me better, it will be appreciated

by W. Bailey.

•» »

»

A Canada Trip

In connection with my recent usual trip to the Lydon-

ville shops of the B. & M. (within 36 miles of the border

line) I took a run up to see Brothers Cowan and Jones of

the C. P. R. shops at Montreal, and also incidentally to

pay a $1,000 death benefit to the widow of a former em-

ployee of the B. & M. at the writer's shop in Lawrence,

said employee having kept up his membership in the B.

& M. Relief Association since severing his connection

with the road some ten years ago, as the by-laws allow

them to do by conforming to them and paying the dues.

There are some 300 such members scattered over the

states and Canada, business with whom being usually

conducted by mail, and we commend this feature of relief

work to other railroad relief associations. I found this

widow in Three Rivers, P. Q., 95 miles beyond Montreal,

toward Quebec, and that she had eight children, the

eldest being 17 years old. That check for $1,000 will

work in handy there. Speaking of large families, a man
told me while there that a prominent acquaintance of his

had 17 children, his wife at 52 years of age having pre-

sented him with another ! That's the kind of a wife to

have! Must be good air there. If- there are any of the

members of the M. C. & L. P. A. worried for fear their

name will become extinct they might try Three Rivers!

Three Rivers is a city of about 15,000 population, 90

per cent of whom are French and less than 5 per cent

can talk English, if my experience goes for anything. One
may as well land in Paris, France. I had to employ an

interpreter to do any business at all, as my French is as

badly neglected as their English. This was an entirely

new experience for me and taught me to respect any

foreigner who comes to this country and tries to talk,

who is respectable.

Returning from Three Rivers to Montreal, I stopped

at the "Place Viger" (but don't imagine it is pronounced

the way it is spelled), a magnificent hotel and railroad

station combined, owned and operated by the C. P. R.

as is also the "Chateau Frontenac" in Quebec, and many
others elsewhere. This would be a grand place for a con-

vention, but doubtless "The Winsor" would be a better.

By the way, "Uncle Tom" Jones, Foreman Painter of the

C. P. R's. locomotive shops at Delormier avenue, which

are about fifteen minutes walk from friend Cowan's car

shops, has hardly given up having the convention in Mon-

treal yet, which he has been agitating for years. Cowan

and I went over and surprised him. "That's the fellow

who queered the whole business" said he, pointing to

Cowan, the latter having thrown cold water on his scheme

at a recent convention. Well, now, with the exception

of being "away off in one corner of the earth," Montreal

has much in its favor as a convention place. Mount Royal

alone has many attractions, whither friend Cowan took

me for a drive all one afternoon with his fine team, up a

circuitous road to its summit, though there is a railway to

its base and an inclined elevator to the top ; and then there

is the St. Lawrence with its famous Lachine Rapids near-

by, down which the steamers fly to the wonderment and

excitement of the passengers. And so on. Still Mr. and

Mrs. Cowan, whose kind hospitality I enjoyed in dining

with them and their three nice boys, think that Montreal

is "too slow" for one of our conventions. But I may say

that this, my second visit to this famous old city, made
me think still more of it.

I was shown all over the C. P. R's. "Hochelaga" car

shops, as well as the Delormier avenue locomotive shops,

for the first time, and met Mr. W. E. Fowler, the master

car builder. To say this is a busy plant is to draw it

mildly. I never saw so much work being done to the

square inch of shop space in my life. Each department

is so congested with it that it is with difficulty one can

get around. The car shops are not old by any means, hav-

ing been built but about 12 years ago, we believe, still

they are outgrown and foundations for new ones are

going in nearby that will consolidate both car and engine

work under Mr. E. A. Williams superintendent of rolling

stock, who now has jurisdiction over both. The Hoch-

elaga shops are mainly a bunching together of wood
work, painting, etc., in one great structure on the round-

house plan with dividing walls; but we noticed that the

walls did not divide worth a cent the various kinds of

dust-making work from the painting. Like the famous

fable of the camel who asked permission to put his nose

into the tent and was not long before his whole body was

in, so in this case a few harmless (?) things done to-day

in the paint-shop soon transforms it out of all resem-

blance to its former self where clean work could once be

done. But we realize that congestion unavoidably works

evil in many other places than this, which is soon to be

remedied. The C. P. is right in the midst of a 500 box

car order and there are box cars "to the right of you and

box cars to the left of you," with a "volley and thunder"

of hammers that is deafening. At present, until the pas-

senger equipment comes in for its annual repairs and

cleaning and varnishing, which is about due, every inch

of space is given up in paint-shop, what there is left of it,

and elsewhere to this and other new work, which consists

of 20 first-class coaches, 6 sleepers, 2 parlor cars, etc., a

similar lot of new passenger equipment having been built

during the past year excepting that two diners were made

in place of the parlor cars, together with 18 baggage cars,

a lot of 10 each new boarding and sleeping cars for con-

struction men and an observation car of the usual type,

as well as one of the unusual, made with electrical and

gasoline motive power that can be interchangeably used.

They do fine work there. The large cabinet shop is a

veritable beehive of industry in getting out interior finish

of fine carved mahogany and inlaid work. A carving

machine is used to rough-out the work, which is afterward

finished by hand. The coaches, parlor, sleeping and din-

ing cars are all being made with a Pullman roof (aban-
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cloning the old-time deck) through which at intervals

arched transom lights are put that make a very pleasing

effect, together with the wood ceilings that are painted a

delicate olive green tint and decorated with gold. I have

seen no equipment for years that pleased me more for

richness, taste and good workmanship.

Mr. Cowan then had 82 men, all told, including car-

washers, sweepers and men in the brass dipping room

;

but when the busy season is fully on he has about 175.

The total number of men in the car shops was about 1 ,400,

and during the busy season about 1,600. Mr. Jones has

about 20 men under his charge at locomotive painting, and

there is about 1,100 men working day and night in the

shop. The Delormier avenue shops have been in opera-

tion since 1882. B-oth shops were together until 1890,

when the car shops were moved to Hochelaga.

About all supplies are obtained on the Canadian side

of the line to avoid the payment of duties, and many of

them of a good quality. The Sherwin-Williams Co. have

a factory in Montreal and Mr. Cowan's eldest son is em-

ployed there.

I found friend Cowan struggling with a paper on car

cleaning that he had been invited to write and present at

the October meeting of the newly organized Canadian

Railway Club. Here's wishing him and the club success,

together with all the rest of our brothers on that side of

the line. Chas. E. Copp.
+*—+

Reply to S. W. Cleveland in September Issue

In answer to friend Cleveland's reply to my article in

the July issue of this paper, entitled "Old Ruts and New
Ideas," will say that I expected the professional men
would take the matter up ; but I don't think Cleveland's

reply touches, the subject of the article at all. If the

writer will reread the same he will find that no mention

was made of the lack of improvement in machinery, nor

was anything said about the output of paint manufactur-

ers, or the preparation of same. Competition and the de-

mand of the times have forced paint houses to improve

their machinery in every way possible so as to meet the

demand, but this is jumping the question entirely. My
only point I tried to impress was the need of improving

the stability of colors. The standards of almost all paint

houses are about the same that was on the market 30 years

ago as to cast and durability of color
;
possibly improved

machinery has made the output better as to fineness and

adaptation to painter's use ; but this does not aid the dur-

ability of the color. The average prepared standards in

all colors will fade and darken in spite of the fineness of

the prepared article. The wholesale way of grinding all

kinds of pigments in japan is one reason why such is the

case. There are pigments that should never come in con-

tact with such harsh mediums as straight japans. Never-

tbelcss, color-houses are grinding indiscriminately any-

thing and everything in the shape of color in this vehicle,

thus sacrificing the durability of the color of the pigment

in order to get it to dry quick.

The highest art in paint-making is in making a color

last longer than the other fellow's ; and the way it is done

is in knowing what medium is best adapted for holding

up the cast and beauty of the fresh color the longest.

There are some pigments that will stand almost anything

;

but delicate tints to be made to withstand the wear and

tear of the elements should be handled with the greatest

care in their make-up. Hence I claim that there are better

ways of preparing them than are in vogue by the leading

color-houses, in spite of improved machinery. The so-

called "one-horse painter" with his half dozen mills and

pony mixer, or air apparatus for mixing heavy pigments,

may not get his colors ground as fine as the manufac-

turer, but he knows what to grind each separate pigment

in to get the most durable results. And, more, his colors

are brighter and richer and will stand longer, because he

takes more care in testing his mixtures for durability than

a manufacturer would on material he is trying to make
to sell, i. e., I mean by practical tests on work that is right

before his eyes where the elements are playing havoc with

fugitive pigments that can't be tested in any other way
better than by sunlight, air and water.

As I said before, there are some pigments that the

average fiery grinding japan should never touch, but

where will you find a color house but that has a list of

japan colors that takes in everything in the way of all

kinds and classes of pigments? This is against all judg-

ment in the paint shop ; and you don't have to ask many
practical painters to verify this statement. There are so

many ways of putting up colors in the raw state that the

man who takes the responsibility of mixing is bound to

study the chemical action of all kinds of mediums and

paint vehicles in order to adopt the best and most appro-

priate liquid for wear and service.

There is no better and surer way than in actual test

on the work. I had an occasion to see this on a lot of

tests made on a street car line that ran about 200 feet from

one of my shop windows. I had used different makes of

a certain kind of standard color on different cars. When
the cars were run out in service, in watching them as they

passed one another, I could see the different shades and

casts of the same color, only put up differently by the

various paint houses. This was plainly perceptible in two

or three days' service. While the colors showed a differ-

ence they would not be noticeable on each separate car by

itself, but showed when one car was against the other in

perspective. This opened my eyes about the output of

different houses of the same material.

Now any painter can prove this by getting a piece of

painted panel and preparing it the regular way and paint-

ing on any japan color of different makes, covering half

of the surface, and exposing it to the elements. In six to

eight days he can see a difference. Then let him experi-

ment by trying the same standard pigment in different

vehicles and exposing them the same way, and he will

have his eyes opened to the fact that there is a difference

in preparing delicate colors. And to get the best results

you have to grind pigments in mediums that are especially

adapted to make the color hold up and show its freshness

any length of time. In other words, any light and delicate

pigment is robbed of its natural cast by grinding it in
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japan at all. Still, color houses will do it to the detri- this "New England weather," which Mark Twain say*

ment of the stability that it would have if better judgment is "always doing something," "getting out new de-

were used. signs," etc. It is a source of all trouble to keep

I don't say that all paint grinders do this, but in test- painted. More than one foreman painter has been

ing one color against another you will find a difference. I condemned on account of his roofs peeling when he

lay it to the lack of knowledge in knowing how to treat is no more to blame than anybody else over him. No
each separate pigment. paint will adhere to tin after the elasticity is gone

;

In the aforesaid article mention was made of the lay- and it is gone regardless of whose it is when that

man not knowing as much as the professional. Allow me paint has baked one a tin roof a dozen years ; and put-

to say that while I don't claim to know all about the paint ting on another coat on top of it every year does not

business, and have a great deal more to learn—in fact am impart adhesion to the priming coat. Indeed, it only

learning every day new ideas about this subject—still I increases the mischief, for we have seen the roof of a

do claim to know what I am writing about. I have been car in the best apparent condition repainted and, when

36 years at the business, in both car and carriage paint- dry, put out of shop only to cleave up and be blown

ing; have been in charge of some of the largest manufac- off by the wind in patches, revealing the bright tin

turing plants in the country ; and have had every oppor- underneath ; and if the car had got sent away without

tunity to learn something about the manufactured paints being remedied in this regard the painter would have

that have been on the market for the last decade. I have likely got blamed whether he saw it or not.

been a foreman ever since I was 16 years old, and have Now what causes this? do you ask. It is the sud-

been a constant student all my life about paint pigments den contraction of the tin on a very cold day when the

and the mediums used in their manufacture. I had charge car is pushed out of a steam-heated shop that loosens

of the Cincinnati St. Ry. System quite a long time when the new adhesive undercoating of paint, helped along

we had 21 different colored lines; and painting in those in the curling-up process by the new coat of paint ap-

days was quite different from what it is to-day in regard plied over it. Many car roofs that peel in this way
to the stability of color. My experience at that time was would be all right if let go without painting. We
in finding out how to make colors wear and hold their paint roofs for looks simply when cars are varnished,

freshness the longest. The interesting and profitable when, if we could get over this notion and overcome
study commenced at that time has never been eliminated our feelings in this regard, it would be much better

from my mind. I am always at it with an interest that for durability's sake to let them alone, except to clean

never ceases, learning more and more every day, and I them from the effects of the work done to the wood-
would that every one would look at the matter and study work of the deck,

it from a practical as well as a theoretical standpoint. It strikes us that if canvas were substituted for tin

I remember when the first prepared japan color was on passenger equipment and once well painted, and
placed on the market. The idea was first a theory ; then possibly sanded, it would not require repainting for

put into practice after a great deal of experimenting by years, whereas we paint the tin roofs every year. Pos-

some leading color houses that are still prominent in the sibly copper might be still better than this, as that

business. They have made a great success in this line of would not need painting at all, provided the acids from
prepared paints and have been improving, as the writer the engine smoke would not be detrimental to its last-

stated, from year to year, but not as much regarding the ing quality.

stability of color in this special way as they have in per- "Oh, well, you do not use the right kind of paint on
fecting machinery, etc., to make colors finer. This I will your tin," says Mr. Verdant Supplyman, as he comes
admit, but not the other. along buckling a piece of tin back and forth between

So, hoping Bro. Cleveland will take up the gauntlet his fingers with some of his paint on it. "See here, this

again in the spirit in which I first threw it down, I am does not crack, chip or peel, no matter how much you
Very respectfully, bend it." Now "come off;" do give us something new

Chas. Koons. and worth while, my good, innocent friend. That's as

* '
*

old as the hills. You ought to know enough that be-

Car Rnn-ft ^ore y°u &° an^ furtrier relating that yarn and that

"continual performance" that as a practical test that

THE question of the peeling of paint from tin car does not amount to a picayune. Almost any paint

—

roofs is an ever-present evil in the eye of the certainly some kinds that would be impracticable to

average car painter. We believe the days of the tin use for the purpose—will stand that test all right

car roof, like the ancient kingdom of Babylon, should while it is new and retains its elasticity and adhesion

—

be "numbered and finished," because it has been most anything, unless mixed with glue-size. Don't do
"weighed in the balances and found wanting." It is that any more, please, before the eyes of any except

"the handwriting," not "on the wall" but, "on the roof" the unsophisticated. You will only be laughed at in-

wherever the paint flakes from the bright tin ; and it ternally, if not outwardly. When your paint has been
does not require even a Daniel to interpret it. It is a on a tin car roof in all kinds of weather a dozen or

prey to all the evils of this northern temperature

—

twenty years and you will bring a piece of the tin that
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is well certified to by affidavits before a notary public

or justice of the peace, and buckle it back and forth

as you are wont to do this piece recently painted and

under the cover of your satchel, we will talk business

with you instead of "jollying" you.

have your way today
;
you settle with another master

tomorrow.

«

»

»
Cutting White Shellac.

TO those having- trouble in cutting white shellac "The

Western Painter" says in answer to an enquirer:

"White or bleached shellac, if left exposed to the air, ab-

sorbs moisture and weakens the alcohol by diluting it

with the water it contains, which is probably the cause in

most cases, and especially in the case you mention, where

you bought a lot and the first installment cut readily, but

the balance, which you kept on hand a while in a jar

covered with a paper, would not dissolve short of several

months, and then not properly. Break up the shellac in

a mortar and dry it in an oven at 120 deg. F. and try a

small lot and see if that cures it. If drying does not do

the work, put it in a jar and cover it with sulphuric ether

and let stand until it swells and softens, which will be

but a few hours if you break up the shellac fine in a mor-

tar. When swelled and softened, drain off the ether and

save it for the next batch, then add the alcohol and it will

cut in a short time. Experiment in a small way to find

out if the alcohol is good and will cut your shellac all

right, then go ahead. If the grain alcohol does not work,

try wood alcohol. I never have had any trouble cutting

white shellac which was prepared with ether after being

thoroughly dried. Keep the gum in an air-tight glass

fruit can. Dry the gum before putting away by artificial

Now most of these quick-process systems of ready-

mixed primers and surfacers that are gotten up to

paint cars with, which cars are worth one hundred

dollars a day to the traffic department while in the

shop, but fifteen cents a day while in their hands

sitting on a side-track waiting for something to do

(or waiting for wheels), should have lead or oil or

both added to them to give them more elasticity and

to lengthen out their brief days. Put it into the

primer. Put it in all along up through. Put it into

the color-coats. We will trust it is already in the

varnish, or we would say, put it into that also. In

other words, measure out the elasticity and grade it

carefully all the way—this is the secret of successful

car painting, if there is any secret about it. Paint in

this way and your paint will stay on and wear "while

you wait," and make you feel good while otherwise

you might feel—well, "like the devil," to be orthodox.

If the old man would have the elastic step, let him

put it in all along through his life in right living. If

he would have elasticity in his painted car, let him

mix that in also as he goes along, for in neither case

can it ever be restored. Too much indulgence in this

and that—you know—and too much turps and driers

in the paint means "death in the pot" in both cases.

"You pays your monish and has your choice." You

A
Obituary.

ANTHONY S. BANER.

NTHONY S. BANER, formerly master painter

of the Evansville and Terre Haute Railroad

here, and prior to that time a number of years master
painter of the Monon at New Albany, and Air Line at

Princeton, died at the home of his daughter-in-law, Mrs.

John L. Baner, No. 1220 Cherry street, Evansville, Ind.,

on Friday evening, Sept. 19, 1902, at 11:15 p. m.
Mr. Baner had just returned from a visit with his

daughter, Mrs. Fess, of Kearney, Neb., where he had
gone a few months before in search of health. On the

15th he returned to Evansville with his wife, delighted

to again be with his friends and comrades in old Indiana.

Mr. Baner was born in Cape May, New Jersey, in

1843, and moved to New, Albany, Ind., in 1848, and on
the 12th day of July, 1861, at the age of twenty years,

enlisted in the regular army, and, at that post of duty
he served until July 23, 1865, when he was honorably
discharged ; during his enlistment he served a number of

years as captain of Company G, 23d Indiana Vols.

The deceased left a widow, Amelia Baner, who will

reside for the present in Evansville, two daughters, Mrs.
S. A. Fess of Kearney, Neb., and Mrs. E. R. Maxam
of Princeton, Ind., and a son, John Baner; also a sister

and brother, Mrs. M. Moley and Mr. John Baner, of

New Albany, Ind.

After the services in Holy Innocents Church on Mon-
day morning, the funeral party left over the Southern
for New Albany, where services, conducted by Rev.
Carter of Evansville and Rev. Wright of New Albany,
were held at the home of his sister, Mrs. Moley, on
Market street ; the remains were then laid at rest, after

the ritualistic service of the I. O. O. F., of which he was
a member, in the family lot in Fairview Cemetery.
The deceased was a dutiful father, a loving husband

and a Christian gentleman in every sense of the word,
having recently became a member of Holy Innocents

Episcopal Church of Evansville, and was a vestryman
at the time of his death. Many beautiful floral offerings

demonstrated the fact that he was a man loved by all

who had the pleasure of his acquaintance. He met with

us last in convention in Buffalo, 1901.

A. J. Bruning.

Evansville, Ind.

;

"•"

Changing a Railroad's Name.
We clip the following concerning one of our esteemed mem-

bers from a recent Boston Globe that came all the way from
the Denver Post. This big job didn't appear to be worrying
"John'' any when last we saw him at the Nantasket Point
hotel in connection with attending our Boston convention in

September

:

John Rattenburg, master painter of the Rock Island system,
is in Denver for a novel purpose. He is entering upon the

work of changing the name of the "Great Rock Island Route"
to "The Rock Island System," over the entire property of

that company.
At first glance such an undertaking would not seem so very

great, but only a moment's thought is necessary to see that

it will take a long time to accomplish the object and that the

cost will be up in the thousands.
When the railroad consisted of only 180 miles of ill-laid

track, all running in one state, the name "The Rock Island

Route" was adopted, and for many years served its purpose,

bringing fame to the little terminal point which is now only

a way station on the great system.

But when the road grew into a powerful organization, with

nearly 7,000 miles of track, the name was not comprehensive
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enough, and a few weeks ago the edict went forth that here-

after "The Rock Island System" would replace the old trade-

mark.
That little order meant that every piece of stationery in

hundreds of offices, window signs, literature, advertising mat-
ter, box-car names and dozens of other accessories of the sys-

tem would have to undergo a change as soon as possible.

The master painter has only a part of the work to do. He
must transform the name on the windows and doors of the
offices and on signs at stations and on the billboards.

Today he will begin work at the western terminals of the
line and transform the name at Denver and Colorado Springs,
and then he will work his way east, stopping at every small
station and every billboard.—Denver Post.

Terminal Cleaning.

The following from the Boston Globe, Oct. 1, is a testimony
to the thoroughness (?) of average terminal car cleaning.
Articles of this kind are usually found and cigar butts, etc.,

left. Of course this was not on the B. & M. A Springfield,

Mass., traveling man who carries a postage stamp box lost

it on the train a few days ago and made up his mind that
it was a final disappearance. He boarded the same train two
days later, and as luck would have it, it happened to be in

the same car in which he had ridden on Monday. He went to
the seat which he had previously occupied and much to his

surprise found the box wedged into the seat and with every
evidence that it had been unmolested. In the two days the
car had traveled far from the city and each night had been
overhauled and cleaned.

As Nature Is.

If I had power to paint the heavens anew,

And it were given to me to choose the hue,

What would I do?

I'd paint them blue!

—From Four-Track News for June.

Notes and Comments.

Confirming a rumor appearing in our last issue we note the
following from a California paper:
Sacramento, Sept. 27.—A notice was posted in the railroad

shops to-day announcing that H. G. McMasters had been ap-
pointed foreman of the shops to succeed W. C. Fitch. The
notice announced that the change would take effect to-day.
Mr. Fitch is one of the oldest employes in the service of

the Southern Pacific Company, having had charge of the
car painting department for a great many years.
Mr. Fitch went to Boston several weeks ago to attend the

Master Carpainters' convention, then in session in that city.

He was elected the president of the association.
McMasters, who succeeds Fitch, is said to be a recent ar-

rival from the East.
Benjamin Welch, one of the veterans of the Southern Pa-

cific Company, was recently relieved from the position of
master carbuilder, a place which he had filled for about forty
years, to make room for a younger man.
Commenting on the above, we understand that Mr. Fitch

has been assigned to other duties, but have not learned what
duties. We regret the passing of friend Fitch from the field

of activity among us, but are glad that his successor is our
friend McMasters.
Here is a pointer for those railroads that are in the first

stages of the steel car fever. The following was clipped from
a Boston daily paper:
"The relative durability of wood and iron is given strange

illustration by an old cannon which has stood since 1850
on the high grounds of point Bonita, at the entrance of San
Francisco bay. The gun has rusted away, while the wood
supports are in a state of perfect preservation."
It is perfectly plain that the only salvation to the iron and

steel car is in the paint that protects it from the ravages of
rust.

A convention pointer for 1903: A painter with $8,000,000
in his pocket (and from Pittsburg!) was refused a room at
the Auditorium hotel, Chicago, Sept. 26! But, catch your

breath, he was a Fainter by name instead of a painter by
trade, and had just sold out his business to the steel trust
in the smoky city. He was about to buy the hotel when
the clerk at last found him a room.

Here is a sample application for work—verbatim et litera-

tim—that sometimes reaches those employing labor. But
don't laugh, boys, it's by a mother for her son. "Dear sirs,

knowing you to be Christian men. I will ask a favor in the
name of our Heavenly Father. That you please give my son
employment in your establishment, has a good education,
and has a lovely family dependent on him; six children, two
sets of twins, included, and no employment, he has applied
there in one of the departments; his family is in great need
and he is willing to work at anything to make a living for
his dear ones; is 40 years of age and has seen better days
and is worthy and good character. Please take him in con-
sideration and address"

A Rochester divine has found a way to keep the congrega-
tion until church is out. In fact, the freshly varnished seat
method he tried on Sunday held some members of the con-
gregation until the crowd had dispersed and they could
steal home without attracting so much attention to their torn
garments.

In sending his article, which appears elsewhere in this
issue, Mr. Chas Koons, formerly Master Painter, writes, among
other things in a note, as follows: "I also am sorry to in-

form you that I have severed my connection with the St.

Louis Car Co. Will inform you later on when I get settled
in another line."

In a vessel varnished inside with shellac, water may be
heated to 8 degrees above the ordinary boiling point, which
is 212 degrees Fahrenheit.—Recommended to the notice of
"Shellac Brown" from Boston Globe.
The DeGolyer Varnish Co. has been incorporated at New

York City, with $25,000 capital stock. Directors: Samuel
M. Lindy and Wm. E. Gardner, Troy, and Joseph Oshinsky,
of New York City.

A new varnish plant, to cover five acres of ground, is being
erected at Buffalo, N. Y. The company is said to be capital-

ized at $6,000,000, and has plants at long Island City, Chicago
and three in Europe. A. A. Bedford, New York, is president;
Robert Ingham Clark, London, vice-president, and W. H. An-
drews, treasurer and general manager.

A natural soap mine and a paint mine are two of the latest

mineral discoveries in the Canadian Northwest. Several soda

lakes have been found in the foot hills near Ashcroft, B. C.

Their bottoms and shores are encrusted with a natural wash-

ing compound, containing borax and soda. Tests prove the

substance to be equal to the washing powders in common
use. A syndicate of British Columbian men has been formed

to put the product on the market. About 275 tons of the com-

pound have been cut and taken out of the lake. It is handled

precisely as ice is handled. The blocks are more than nine

inches in thickness, and are sawed into pieces of 15 by 18

inches and weigh fifty pounds each.—Bag-ol-ogy.

We clip the following for what it is worth, from a current

paper: "Lampblack, which for hundreds and hundreds of

years has been the chief ingredient in dark pigments, may
perhaps be eventually displaced by acetylene black. The chief

merit of the new substance lies in its freedom from grease

and therefore in its more ready manipulation. It is said that

acetylene black is admirably adapted for the uses of the man-

ufacturer of printing inks. The high cost of acetylene black

is the only obstacle that bars its general introduction."

Mr. George R. Kinney has been appointed foreman painter

of the Baltimore & Ohio shops at Zanesville, O.
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5>6c Car Foremen's Association
A Department Devoted

to the
Interests of the Car Department

0/ CHicago
j& j& j& j& j& j&

Official Organ
of the Association

October Meeting

The regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Association of Chi-
cago was held in Room 200 Masonic Temple, Wednesday, Oct.
8th, at 8 p. m. President Stimson presiding.
Among those present were the following:

Ackerman, J. Johnson, Axel Parke, P.
Alderson, R. R. Johnson, Chas. Peterson, A. F.
Bossert, Chas. Joseph, H. A. Perry, A. R.
Blohm, Theo. Jett, E. B. Powers, G. J.

Bourell, J. W. James, Chas. Phipps, D. L.

Beckor, J. Keebler, C. F. Parker, P.
Briden, J. Kern, H. Ryding, A.
Bowen, A. C. Kaufman, Nic. Rudd, O.
Bates, G. M. lvaminski, W. Kogerson, Edw.
Cook, R. J. Knight, L. Rohrback, G. T.

Cranston, Jas. Kirby, T. B. Stephens, Gus.
Carey, C. H. Kuauss, O. J. Sharp, W. E.

Cook, W. C. Kane, G. W. Sepke, H.
Cuthbert, J. R. Kramer, Wm. Stevens, C. J.

Callahan, J. P. Kroff, F. C Shannon, S.

Cornwall, J. R. Kline, Aaron Sponholtz, C.

Kline, J. C. Stimson 0. M.
Senger, J. W.
Shoemaker, C. A.
Sohultz, W. fi.

Swerika, J.

Schultz, A.

Dunley, W. T
Depue, Jas. La Rue, H.
Edwards, John x.aVA, Jos.
Earle, Ralph Atoms, T. R
Evans, W. H. Mattes, J
Flanagan, Jos. Murray, Jas.
Gardner, H. W. Marsh, Jas. £

au™'
t \.

Galvin, W. J. Mullally, T. J
^eott, JA B

^
Guthenberg, B. Meinhardt, H. Si*

8*'
</ „ '

Arwn*™,, r A,- ,-,• . TT r Stewart, H. A.txodfrey, J. McGinty, H. E. Tmn1in<soTi Wm
Gruudlach, Chas. McAlpiue, A. R. TZton A
Gibson, D. L. Manning, G. W. ntt A c
Husband, E. Marsh, Hugh VnnrWp >h n «

He n"
anw °haS - Neath

'

WaLr V"S; $?B.

Haf« M H S
elTD'-! reA Wirtchoreck, El H.iiaig, M. H Nordquist, Chas. Wood, G. S.Isnnghaus, G. H. Olson, Frank Weschler H

Jones, R. R. oisen, L. Wentsel. 'Geo.
Jamieson, J. R. Peterson, Wm. Zanone, ' F. J.

i-res. Stimson: The first in order is the reading of the min-
utes of the previous meeting. As they have been printed in theKailway Master Mechanic they will be approved as printed if
there are no objections.
Mr. Bates (C. B. & Q.) : I wish to call attention to a little

error in one of my remarks at the last meeting, which appearson page 396 of the October Master Mechanic. I quoted Ruleand the printer shows ft as Rule 2. That should be col-
lected to read Rule 27.
Pres. Stimson: I assume that having called attention tothe error and having mention made of it in the next issue

of the proceedings, it will be satisfactory. If there are noother alterations or corrections the minutes will stand approved
as printed.
Secretary Kline: At the last meeting I was instructed towrite the Secretary of the Master Car Builders' Association in

regard to the omission of the words "of journals" in Rule 72and was also asked by one of the members to call his attention
to the omission of reference to Rule 41 in Rule 4, and to the
cuts of wheel gauge on pages 8 and 9 as compared with thegauge on page 6, to which he has replied as follows-

\f?J°£.^li
?e'>

Sec '

y Car Foremen's Ass'n of Chicago,
1146 Millard Ave., Chicago.

Dear Sir: Replying to yours of September 11th, the words
of journals was unintentionally omitted from Rule 72 I donot think, however, that there will be any trouble arise from

this omission. Yours truly,

,,r . „.. _,
, „ Jos. W. Taylor, Secretary.

Mi. Aaron Kline, Sec'y Car Foremen's Association
1146 Millard Ave., Chicago.

Dear Sir: Replying to yours of September 19th, my attention
has already been called to the omission of reference to Rule 41
-This was clearly a mistake, as it should be included, and I ex-
pect to notify the members of this omission.
In regard to the wheel gauges, while it would look belter to

use the new gauge, I do not think there will be any trouble
from the fact that the old gauge is shown in the figures referred
to. I think, however, next year that we will have this cor-
rected to show the new gauge. Yours truly,

Jos. W. Taylor, Secretary.
This being the Annual Meeting, reports were received from

the retiring officers, first of which is the address of Pres.
Stimson:

Chicago, 111., Oct. 8th, 1902.
Members of Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.
Gentlemen:—We have been called together at this time for

the purpose of reviewing the work of the Association during
the past year, and to elect officers for the ensuing year.

It is therefore with much personal pleasure, that I am per-
mitted to address you as your president.
In reviewing the work of the Association, however, I am not

unmindful of the fact that much of the success of the Asso-
ciation during the past year was due to the untiring efforts of
our former President, Mr. J. C. Grieb, who found it necessary
to resign the office after haVing so ably conducted the affairs
of the Association for nearly three-quarters of the present year.
From the Secretary's report it will be noted that our mem-

bership has increased from 420 at the beginning of the present
year to 752 at the present time, while during the same period
but 23 members have resigned or have been dropped for non-
payment of dues, thus leaving a net increase of 332, or 79
per cent.

What stronger evidence is wanted, that the work of the
Association has been both interesting and beneficial to its mem-
bers and to the interests which they have represented?

It is a well known fact that but a few years ago much diffi-

culty and delay was experienced at Chicago in passing freight
cars in interchange and that was at a time when the number of
cars interchanged would be considered small indeed, compared
with the interchange of today in this great city which is recog-
nized I believe as the largest freight interchange point in the
world, and I dare say that there is as little delay experienced in

interchanging this vast number of cars as at any other point
in the country. These changed conditions have been brought
about very largely through the benefits derived from the meet-
ings of this Association.
There is probably no part of our work that requires more

time and careful thought, and which contributes so mucn to the
success of our Association, as that of providing interesting and
instructive subjects for discussion before the Association, and
the very able manner in which this duty has__ been performed
by your "committee on subjects" entitles them to much credit.

The subjects that have come before the Association for dis-

cussion during the year are too numerous to refer to in de-
tail. Special attention, however, is called to the reports of the
committees on "Defective Air Brakes," "Condition of draft rig-

ging under cars and suggestions of improvement to same," and
"Repair track appliances and facilities." Full details of these
reports and the discussions of same appear in the regular is-

sues of the Master Mechanic of October, December and March.
The annual outing (which has become a feature of the Asso-

ciation) was handled so creditably by the committee this year,

as all who participated will agree, that it was considered wise
to make the committee a "standing committee on entertainment."
From the Secretary's report will also be noted that, during

the year just closed, we have had twelve meetings, at which
there was a total attendance of 784, or an average of 65; the
greatest number at any one meeting being 133 (January), while
the smallest number was 38 (July).

While it is gratifying to note the interest displayed, it should
be remembered that the average attendance has been but a small
part of our total membership, and I sincerely hope that the
coming year will show an improvement in the average attend-
ance.

It is also hoped that at future meetings of this Association
a greater number of the members will participate in the dis-

cussions without waiting to be asked to do so by the Chair.
This Association was organized October, 1897, with nine

charter members and incorporated September, 1900, at which
time it had 269 active members in good standing. At the pres-

ent time we have 752 members.
It cannot, however, be expected that our membership will

increase to the same extent in the future as it has done in the
past, and as the fund with which to continue the success of

the organization is almost wholly dependent upon the dues of

the members, which at the present rate of one dollar per annum
will not meet the expenses of the Association, unless the present
membership is fully maintained, I would therefore recommend
that a committee be appointed to consider the matter of ways
and means with instructions to report at our next meeting
with a specific recommendation covering this important matter.

It is believed that a satisfactory arrangement could be made
for having our proceedings printed in pamphlet form similar to
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that of most other associations. I have in mind two associations
who would doubtless be glad to pay us a reasonable amount
to have their proceedings printed in the same pamphlet as ours,
which together with the advertisements that might be obtained,
would not only place the venture upon a self-supporting basis but
in my opinion would provide some additional funds, with which
to meet other expenses.

I would therefore recommend that a committee be appointed
to investigate tbe entire subject, and report at the next regular
meeting of the Association, with a specific recommendation.
Up to the present time the work of the Association has been

confined very largely to matters of interchange and facilities

in connection therewith, but the success with which we have
met in this direction prompts me to the opinion that the Asso-
ciation might well broaden out a bit along conservative lines

and take up matters pertaining to Car Construction and jSftop

Practice, when it is considered that almost within the lifetime

of this Association there has been a revolution in the matter of

construction of cars and the operation of railroads, all of
which has taken place under the very eyes of members of this

Association.
Is it any wonder that we should expect among our members

men whose opinion, based upon observations of actual per-

formance of the newer designs of equipment and appliances,

would be most valuable? With this brief reference to the mat-
ter, I submit the question to the committee on subjects, and
hope that it will receive full consideration at their hands.

I would also recommend that a committee be appointed to

investigate "The extent of damage done to Freight Cars while
switching in terminal yards and on sidings."

My attention has been directed to this matter by the num-
ber of meetings being held by general officials of trunk lines

to consider the cause of the accumulation of bad order cars.

In conclusion I wish to personally thank the officers and
members, especially the different committees, for the assistance

extended to me during my term of office as your President.
Respectfully submitted,

O. M. Stimson,
President.

SECRETARY'S REPORT.
Year Ending Oct. 1, 1902.

The meetings of the Car Foremen's Association of Chicago
have been held regularly the second Wednesday night of each
month in Room 209 Masonic Temple, with the exception of

the ''January meeting, which was held in the rooms of the

International Correspondence Schools. The average attend-

ance for the year was 65. The largest attendance, 133, and the

smallest, 38.

At the last Annual Meeting the membership numbered 420.

During the year we have taken in 255 new members, and have
lost by reason of lapse of dues, resignations, etc., 23. The pres-

ent membership is 752. Thre have been no deaths in the Asso-
ciation during the past year, that have come to the Secretary's

notice.

There is attached to this report a list of companies repre-

sented and the membership of each company; also a list of mem-
bers classified by occupation. It may be of interest to note that

301 of our members are outside of Chicago and its suburbs.

The receipts and disbursements have been as follows:
RECEIPTS.

Cash on hand Oct. 1, 1901 $ 47.35

From renewal of dues 324.34

From new members 347.00

Contributed by railroads 35.00

From sub-rent of hall 25.00

From outing committee .97
Interest on deposit 3.99

Total $783.65
DISBURSEMENTS.

For rental $120.00
Secretary's salary ; 150.00
stenographer 78.60

" stationery 45.87
Postage .'..'.'.' 125!40

" surety bonds, Secretary and Treasurer 10.00
To Railway Master Mechanic (subscription) 149.98
Miscellaneous 11.65

„ Total $691.50
Cash on hand October 1, 1902 $ 92.15
The arrears of unpaid dues to October, 1902, amount to

$75.75. There is also due from new members whose applica-
tions have been received, $8. There are no unpaid bills.

On the 7th of August the Association held its annual outing,
a picnic being held at Monon Park, about 260 of the members
and their families participating. The C. I. & L. Ry. kindly
furnished a train of eight cars, free of charge, taking the mem-
bers to and from Cedar Lake, Ind., ana the day was spent in
playing ball, bowling, boating, dancing, etc., a thoroughly good
time being reported by all.

Respectfully submitted,
Aaron Kline,

Secretary.
Number of members per companies

A. C. H. & B. Co ILibby, McN. & Libby 1
Armour Car Lines 32L. E. & W. Ry. .

.

Q
Anglo Am. Ref. Car Co 2L. & N. R. R '

"
j

American Cotton Oil Co. .. . 1L. H. C. & C. Co 1

A. T. & S. F. Ry 2 M. C. R. R 6
Arms P. H. C. Co 1 Mather H. C. Co '.

"
' •>

Am. Ref. Trans. Co 2 Minn. Trans. Ry 7
B. & O. R. R 31 M. K. & T. Ry. . '

*

7
Belt Ry 11 N. Y. C. & St. L. R.' R."

.' .'
.' 4

Burton S. C. Co 5 Nelson Morris & Co 1

Brittian Prov. Co 1 N. Y. C. & H R R R '

"

' <o

B. & A. R. R 1 N. Y. O. & W Ry ' "
' 1

C. M. & St. P. Ry 140 Nor. Pacific Rv. 1

C. B. & Q. R .R 49 Prov. Dealers' Desp k
Con. Cattle Car Co.... 4 Penna. Co . .

.

"17
C. & E. R. R 17 P. C. C. & St. L.'Rv 11
C. J. Ry 3 Swift Ref. Line qn
C. & A. R. R 4 Streets W. S. C Line \
C. & N. W. Ry 18 Shippers Ref. Car Co"" 1
C. R. I. & P. Ry 9 Soo Line .

2
C. L. S. & E, Ry 18 S. F. Ry.. 7
C. T. R. R. R 6 St. L. K. & N 'w 1

C. & G. T. Ry 3 S. F. & S. J. V. Ry 7
C. & E. I. R. R 3 T. & O. C. R R 1

C. N. Y. & B. Ref. Co 4 Union Tank Line 1

C. I. & L. R. R 4 Wabash R. R. . .

.

'. 3
Commerce Desp. Line 1 Wis. Central 9
Cold Blast Trans. Co 9 W. & N W Rv 1

O. H. & D. Ry 2 W. & M. R.' R. \
C. G. W. Ry 2 Weaver Coal Co. 7
Central Branch Rv 1 U. P. Ry 9

n \- «
&A Ê ; L Classified by '

Occupation.
D. S. S & A. Ry 2 Pres. and gen. manager . . 1
L>. & H. Co 1 General manager 1
Des Moines Union Ry 1 General supt .'..'.'.

7
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Dairy Shippers Desp 1 Supt. motive power....... 10
E. J. & E. Ry 6 Asst. supt. M. power 3
E. & W. V. Ry 1 Master ear builders IT
El Paso & S. W. Ry 1 Master mechanics 29
G. R. & I. R. R 1 General foremen 37
G. B. & W. Ry 1 Foremen 200
G. C. & S. F. Ry 1 Clerks 87
German Am. Car Co 2 Chief inspectors 9
111. Central 20 Car inspectors 223
111. Southern 1 Supply men 126
111. Northern 3 Railroad companies 510
K. C. St. J. & C. B 1 Private car lines 116
L. S. & M. S. Ry 70 Supply men 126
Lipton Ref . Line 2
Live Poultry Transp. Co 2 Total 752

TREASURER'S REPORT.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 8th, 1902.

Mr. O. M. Stimson, President Car Foremen's Association, Chicago,
111.

Dear Sir:—Herewith I submit the following as a report of the
lianaces handled by me during my form of office as treasurer:
Aug. 30, 1902, received from Mr. LeGrand Parish,
former treasurer, the amount deposited with the
Illinois Trust and Savings Bank with interest to
date $186.96
Same re-deposited with the same bank.
Disbursements for all purposes as per bills pre-

sented with your proper approval.
August 30th §21.00
September 16th 4.50
October 8th .- 69.31 94.81

Balance on hand October 8th, 1902 $ 92.15
Respectfullv submitted,

W. H. Evans,
Treasurer.

REPORT OF AUDITING COMMITTEE.
Chicago, 111., October 8th, 1902.

To the Car Foremen's Association of Chicago:
Your committee appointed to audit the accounts of the Secre-

tary and Treasurer, beg leave to report that same has been ex-
amined and found correct.

G. M. Bates.
T. R. Morris.
C. R. Powell.

Secretary Kline: The following have made application for mem-
bership:

T. E. Christie, Bill Clerk, C. N. Y. & B. Ref. Co., Elsdon, 111.

W. T. Charlson, Foreman, C. B. & Q. R. R., Aurora, 111.

John Deane, Foreman, C. R. I. & P.. Chicago.
E. M. Downer, Supt., National Car Co., Elsdon, 111.

S. H. Harris, Cabinet Maker, C. R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago.
H. A. Joseph, Air Brake Inspr., B. & O., Chicago.
J. Kramer, Car Inspector, C. L. S. & E. Ry., Indiana Harbor,

Ind.
Xavier Wolf, Foreman, Penna. Co., Erie, Pa.
President Stimson: The names of these eight applicants have

been passed upon by the Board of Directors, and if there are
no objections they will be duly enrolled as members.
Secretary Kline: I have received from one of the members a

proposed amendment to Art. IV., Sec. 3 of the Constitution, to

make it read as follows: A period to be placed after the word
"membership" instead of a comma, and the words, "and shall

be chosen by the President" eliminated, and the following added:
"The representatives of each railroad company or private line

to choose from among its members one who shall represent them
on the Board of Directors." The section as amended would then
read: "The Board of Directors shall consist of one member from
each railroad company and private car line represented in mem-
bership. The representatives of each railroad company or private

line to choose from among its members one who shall represent
them on the Board of Directors."

President Stimson: Our Constitution provides that any pro-

posed amendment to the Constitution must be presented in writ-
ing and read to the Association one regular meeting before adop-
tion. This proposed amendment will be brought up and voted on
at the November meeting.
We will now take up the matter of election of officers for the

ensuing year. At a meeting of the Board of Directors this
evening, a committee appointed by the chair to present nomina-
tions for the different officers, made its report, which has re-

ceived the approval of the Board of Directors. The secretary
will read it to the association.
Secretary Kline: The committee has made the following re-

port:
"To the President of the Car Foremen's Association:
Your committee, in considering the matter of electing officers

for the ensuing year, have decided that it would be wise to take
cognisance of the fact that a number of the members of this
association have taken exception to the method which has here-
tofore been practiced in connection with the nominations. These
members have stated that it would undoubtedly be more satis-

factory to have two tickets presented to the association for the
members to choose from. Your committee, therefore, in pursu-
ance of this object, hereby submit to the association the following
tickets:

No. 1.

For President—O. M. Stimson.
For Vice-President—L. G. Parish.
For Secretary—Aaron Kline
For Treasurer—W. H. Evans.

x No. 2.

For President—L. G. Parish.
For Vice-Presideat—W. H. Evans.
For Secretary—Aaron Kline.
For Treasurer—J. R. Cardwell."

Signed, T. R. Morris,
Geo. M. Bates,
Geo. N. Saum,
W. E. Sharp,
H. La Rue.

Pres: Stimson: You have heard the recommendation of your
committee, appointed to present nominations for officers for the
eusuing year. What is your pleasure?
Moved and seconded that the recommendations be accepted and

concurred in by the Association. Carried.
Ballots were distributed and 113 votes cast—47 for ticket No. 1

and 66 for ticket No. 2.

Pres. Stimson: Mr. LeGrand Parish, having been elected to
the office of President of the Association for the ensuing year
but not being present, it will be incumbent upon Mr. Evans, the
newly elected Vice-President, to occupy the chair during the
remainder of the evening in his place.
Vice Pres. Evans: Gentlemen, I am supposed to speak for

Mr. Parish. I have no doubt Mr. Parish will make you a Presi-
dent you will be proud of, as his experience in the car line ably
fits him for the office of President, and no doubt the term under
his guidance will be a grand success. I hope it will be, at least.

As for myself, I have no speech to make. I can only say this,

that when it becomes my duty to cccupy the chair I cannot be
the meeting. The members will have to be the meeting and I
only the figurehead, as I think that is where this Association
can improve—if the members themselves all take an active part.
Mr. Sharp: I would like to make a motion that the proper

committees be appointed to take action on the recommendations
of the retiring President. Perhaps it would be just as well to
defer the appointment to another evening, or until the President
is present.
Motion seconded and carried.

Vice Pres. Evans: The hour is early and there are a number
of strangers present. If no one has anything to offer for the
good, of the Association it might be well to adjourn and spend
the balance of the evening getting acquainted and having a good
social time.
Meeting adjourned.
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2f/>e Car Foremen's Association
of ClevelandA Department Devoted

to the
Interests of the Car Department j& jtf? J& J& J& J&

Official Organ
of tKe Association

October Meeting

Minutes of meeting of Car Foremen's Association of Cleveland
held at The Kennard Thursday evening, Oct. 16th, 1902.

Meeting opened at 8:00 o'clock by President Berg, the follow-

ing members present:

J. H. Acker, A. Berg, Win. Battenhousen, J. C. Dennerle, We
Gonnerman, C. A. Halleen, J. D. McAlpine, D. O'Leary, Z. L.

Rice, W. H. Scribner, A. T. St. Cyr, C. Schneider.

Minutes of the previous meeting was dispensed with account
published in the Railway Master Mechanic.
Reports of Committees.

Mr. McAlpine: According lo the constitution, the election of

officers is proceeded with first by the Board of Directors present-
ing names selected by the nominating committee, but in view of

the fact that only one member of the Board of Directors is

present tonight, and he is unable to get up a nominating com-
mittee, would suggest the election of officers be postponed until

the next meeting, when there will be enough present to form a

nominating committee.

Fres. Berg: There being no objections we will accept the sug-

gestion and pass that.

Mr. McAlpine: I move the list of questions presented by Mr.
Humiston be discussed in lieu of the changes in the M. C. B.
Rules. Motion carried.

Q. Rule 42. "It is not intended that the delivering company
shall be held for wrong repairs if he substitutes a pocket in

place of spindle. How will owner feel about the labor charge of
one hour more than formerly?"
Mr. St. Cyr: If I could get my cars repaired and put in better

shape than they were for practically the same money, I would
be glad to have it done. It is my opinion, however, they would
be wrong repairs for which the parties making same would be
responsible to the car owners, and if the latter desired they could
properly insist on redress.

Mr. Halleen: I have been repairing cars a good many years,
but I have no recollection of ever having seen pocket in place of
spindle attachments.

Mr. Schneider: I have seen a number of them.
Mr. Berg: The object of the Rules in makiug delivering com-

pany responsible for spindle in place of pocket was, as I under-
stand it, to discourage the use of the spindles, as they are not
considered as strong in standing shocks, etc., as pockets.
A. It was finally considered that the cases of owners object-

ing where spindle is changed to a pocket attachment in a car

where spindle attachment is standard are so rare that it would
not be advisable to take official action.
Q. Rule 47. "What is a substitute for a spindle? Does Amer-

ican draft rod or rods form a combination as per rule 47?"
A. President Berg: Arbitration case, decision 629, settled

that question.
Q. "What connection has the last line of Rule 56 with Rules

60 and 61?"
A. It was decided that it was in connection with the first part

of Rule 56 which refers to the original construction and material
originally used.
Q. Rule 72. "Regarding diameter of axles, does it apply to

wheel fit and journal, as well as center of axle?"
A. It was the sense of the meeting that it was intended to

refer to journals only.

Q. Rule 76. "Has any one ever been called upon to furnish
as per this rule?"
A. It was the sense of the meeting that the rule is intended

to refer to repair stubs as well as cards, and that in the experi-
ence of the members there are frequent calls for duplicate repair
stubs.

Q. Rule 91. "Is it $2.00 for 114-inch hose applied to fittings

or applied to a car?"
A. $2.00 for applying to a car.

Q. Rule 91. "Doors each applied, no credit for scrap. Add
"except on defect card for missing door, charge one hour labor
to offset scrap."
A. Charge for labor replacing missing door on authority of

defect card to cover the value of the scrap would be proper.

Q. Rule 91. "Page 33: What is the price of pressure retain-
ing valve; same is indisinct in book.
A. $1.00.

Q. Rule 98. "What is the necessity of it when Rule 91 men-
tions same operation?"
A. No necessity now, but it was formerly; before the price of

brake shoes was established.

Q. Rule 103. "Putting on one hand hold or grab iron 20c. Is
material, (grab iron and lags) cost included in this charge?"
A. Yes.
Mr. Gonnerman: I would like to ask the members present if?

it would be proper to charge for rivets in changing coupler
account broken or missing knuckle.

It was decided that a charge for rivets in that case was not
authorized by the rules.

Meeting here adjourned.

&/>e Car Foremen's Association
A Department De-voted

to the
Interests of the Car Department

of Scranton
jZ> jZ? j& jZ? j& j&

Official Organ
of the Association

October Meeting

On Saturday night, October 18th, the Car Formen's Associa-

tion of Scranton held its regular monthly meeting in the Scranton

Board of Trade Rooms; President L. T. Canfield, presiding.

The following is a list of new members received:

B. E. Miller, Master Painter, D. L. & W. R. R. Co.

W. L. Siegel, Foreman Car Inspector, C. R. R. of N. J.

Reuben A. Hess, Track nspector, C. R. R. of N. J.

H. F. Bickel, Airbrake Inspector, New York Airbrake Co.

Earnest Steckel, Foreman Passenger Shop, Lehigh Valley R.

R. Co.

Mr. Canfield—The first thing in order is the reading of the

minutes of our previous meeting, and as they have been printed

in the Railwav Master Mechanic, unless there are some objec-

tions, they wifl stand approved. There being none, we will pass

on to the next order of business, which is the report of officers.

I presume this being the end of our fiscal year, it would be

proper for the secretary to make a report of the financial stand-

ing of the club, but as the secretary was called away on ac-
count of death in his family in the West, we will omit that
tonight and call for it at the next meeting. It would also be
in order tonight to appoint an auditing committee, and on that
committee I will appoint Mr. Wells (Erie) and Mr. R. B.
Rasbridge (P. & R.), to report at the next meeting of the club.

Reports of committees is the next thing in order. Is the com-
mittee on "Trains parting" ready to report tonight?
Mr. Murray (D. L. & W.)—As chairman of that committee,

will say that I arranged for a meeting of the committee but
failed to get a majority to same, so I have prepared an indi-

vidual paper on the subject, which I will read tonight simply as
a report of progress.
Mr. President and members of the Car Formen's Association

of Scranton:
Trains parting can be attributed to a number of causes, but

we find in the majority of cases it is due,
First—To the handling of long trains which naturally fol-
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lowed the introduction of the heavy type of engines of today.

Second—To the giving way of the draft rigging and the pull-

ing out of the ends of some of the older type of cars, on account

of the excessive strains, especially when these heavy engines

(commonly called "Hogs" in this section of the country by the

railroad men) are double-headed. These engines are built to

take the place of two of the lighter type of engines, built a few

years ago, and have a drawbar pull as high as 40,000-lbs., or

80,000-lbs. for two of them, if they are double-headed on a

train, and the only design of draft rigging we have today cap-

able of standing ' this strain is the Friction Draft Gear, of

which vou will find a very small per cent, of the cars equipped

with- iii fact the large majority of cars have the Single Spring

attachment, with a capacity of 19,000 lbs. (See M. C. B.

specifications), while a comparatively small number have the

double spring draft gear. From the report of the M. C. B. com-

mittee an draft gears to their association last June, the average

elastic limit of double spring gears attached to wood draft tim-

bers and sills, from the drop test made at Altoona, Pa., was

reached by a 1640-lbs. weight dropping free, 4% feet; the average

ultimate strength was reached by the same weight dropping 23

feet- and from the test made at Purdue University on a test-

in°- machine by the same committee, the average weight to com-

press the springs solid was 40,000-lbs., and to cause failure of

the rigging was 75,000-lbs., from which you can readily see

that the very latest and most modern design of draft gear (not

including the friction) is hardly strong enough for one of these

large engines, and certainly not for two, while the single spring-

attachment in modern railroad practice is inadequate.

Third—To sticky triples, commonly called "kickers," on ac-

count of not being cleaned as per M. C. B. recommended
practice.

Fourth—To releasing brakes at slow speeds on long trains,

thus allowing the slack to run out, and if there are loaded cars

on the forward part of train and the cars are equipped with

train pipes having two, three or four elbows in same, the

brakes on the hind end will not release in time to prevent a

brake-in-two (the resistance of one elbow to the flow of air

is equal to 15-ft. of pipe). To save damage to the equipment

and expedite the movement of trains over the system, by avoid-

ing full stops when not necessary at slow speeds, have the

head brakeman turn up the retainers on eight or ten of the cars,

or equip the engines with the straight air brake device, as is

being done by several of the leading roads of the country.

Fifth—To the engineer not allowing brake valve to remain in

full release position long enough for the main reservoir and
train pipe pressure to equalize.

Sixth—To not enough main reservoir capacity to bring aboul

a uniform release.

Seventh—To rough handling in starting trains.

Eighth—To taking and leaving cars from rear end of long

trains.

Ninth—To applying brakes on trains that are partly equipped

with air when backing train, the trainmen not aplying a suffic-

ient number of hand brakes to prevent the slack from running
out.

Tenth—To defective couplers; in not conforming to the con-

tour lines as laid down by the Master Car Builders' Associa-
tion as standard; too much play in the pin-holes of couplers

and knuckles, allowing too much play of the knuckle, and then
by causing excessive wear of the different parts; to the wall
of the knuckle in front of the pulling face of same being too

thin on account of the coupling pin hole being so large that it

gives way or flattens out, increasing the distance from the face
of the coupler to the wearing face of knuckle, allowing too
much free play between couplers when coupled. This distance
is gauged by some companies, and couplers are condemned
that exceed certain dimensions at this point; other companies
condemn when the shortest distance from the knuckle to the
guard arm exceeds 5% inches. Again couplers with the grav-
ity type of locking device will have the inclined plane that throws
the lock block forward worn so that even when the knuckle is

open the lock block will not fall to its proper position, and if

block is worn so that it protrudes beyond the face of coupler
and receives a blow by the train bunching, knocking the lock
block back, the train may uncouple before the lock block will
fall in place.
Eleventh—To defective coupler strap and broken springs in

trains.

Twelfth—To the unlocking device of couplers, the chain be-
ing so short that when the coupler is pulled out from deadwood
from five to six inches, as is the case on some of the old typa
of cars, it unlocks; to the design of chain that will allow the
links to turn and catch, thereby shortening the chain.
Thirteenth—To old cars which were designed for use a num-

ber of years ago and will not stand the service required today,
as is shown by the ends being pulled out; also to the everload-
ing of these old cars at center causing ends to raise and throw
the coupler above the standard height, and the carrier iron on
the next car being down so that the coupler is below the stand-
ard, trains will part when running over sags. This accounts
for some of the breaks-in-two when knuckles are found locked.
Fourteenth—To the overloading of engines, causing the same

to slip. On a test made with a special car arranged to meas-
ure the drawbar pull in pounds it was found that there was a
loss of 33 per cent, in drawbar pull when the engine slipped;

the momentum of the rear end of train will cause the slack to

run in, and when the engine catches the rail again the shock
is so great that it causes a break-in-two, sometimes parting

the train in two or three places; also that the officials who as-

sign the rating to the different classes of engines, make the

proper deductions for a wet, , slippery rail to avoid excessive

slipping of engines.

In conclusion, I would recommend that all railroad men em-
ployed in the handling of long trains be thoroughly instructed

in the proper method of using the airbrake; of handling long
trains on the road and in switching same; that all inspectors

and car men be more thorough than ever in their work, as the
conditions confronting us today require a greater effort on our
part than ever before.

Respectfully submitted,
J. D. Murray.

Mr. Canfield—We have a report of progress from the chair-

man of the committee. If there is any other member of the
committee who wishes to report individually on the subject, we
should be glad to hear from him now.
Mr. Rasbridge (P. & R.)—Mr. President and gentlemen of the

Car Foreman's Association of Scranton:
With the evolution of heavy engines came longer trains which

developed greater wear and tear and damage to cars, and a very
noted increase in "Trains Parting."

First—Due to wear and failure of coupler parts, common
among which are knuckle lugs, knuckle pins, coupler body, guard
arm, knuckles and locking pins, creeping locks and short un-
coupling chains.
Record of one road shows 65 per cent of trains parting due

to failure of knuckle pins which break about the middle, the
lower half drops cut putting all the strain on the top lug which
fails in many cases and is the second highest of coupler parts.

Second—Is failures of draft rigging on old equipment.
Third—Is neglect in not keping the air brake equipment in

the best possible condition to insure ample or sufficient braking
capacity, and the proper handling of same.

Fourth—Is the bursting of air hose accompanied by emergency
application of brakes, this comprises the principal cause of
"Trains Parting." Records show a noted decrease in the num-
ber of defects or cause for "Trains Parting" in some cases, and
a rapid increase in others, especially coupler knuckle lug,

knuckle and pins. This is so common that a visit to any yard
or scrap pile will verify the statement. Some of this trouble
can be attributed to the coupler designed for low capacity cars,

but the high capacity car will force a remedy to a great extent.
The strengthening of. couplers will of necessity develop other
failures in other parts, which eventually will lead to the
strengthening of other car parts in general. The greater part,
however, can be charged to the severe service in handling which
the coupler has made possible, and permits of throwing cars
together with terrific force which is not necessary and is the
general practice the country over, however, if it is found that
knuckles will not lock easily and great force is needed with an
occassional knuckle to lock it, a little oil on the locking parts
will remedy the trouble.

The draft rigging failures will be avoided to a very great ex-
tent when the weak or old equipment is removed from service,
which is only a question of time. In this connection it has
been noted that the draft rigging and attachments in many
cases are practically the same on the low and high capacity
cars, this has been a serious cause of trouble from the fact
there was no strengthening of these parts with the increased
weight and capacity of cars. The draft rigging will not with-
stand the tension and compression which occurs both on the
road and in the yard, this is aggravated to a great extent by
the severe service in handling, 80,000 and 100,000 capacity
cars with care will deliver much more severe blows and shock
than the low capacity cars.

The trouble already stated developing with the heavy trains
in a measure due to comparative weakness of draft rigging, can
best be remedied by the car department As a matter of infor-
mation the following may be of benefit showing what strain
draft gears are subject to in daily service, which was shown
by the use of a dynamo- meter car especially designed for this
purpose. One of the notable facts was the low average in con-
nection with tensile strain.

The strongest shocks or strain seldom exceeded 50,000 pounds,
with a skillful engine-man the tensile and buffing strains seldom
exceeded 50,000 and 80,000 pounds, with a less skillful engine-
man this increased to 70,000 and 150,000 pounds. These are
stresses arising through the manipulation of the engine and
train remaining intact, no cutting to take on or set out cars.
It was also demonstrated even moderate rough handling gave
disastrous results.

This would of necessity show the need of something better and
more efficient than the commonly used spring draft gear, which
it would appear is not capable of withstanding tensile strain of
150,000 pounds and buffing strains of 50,000 pounds, from this
you will readily see the spring resistance is inadequate.
The handling of long trains with present conditions in a safe

and efficient manner depends to a_ great extent on ample braking
capacity, the brake adjustment is not universally kept in the
best possible condition. Again, cars are moved nearly or quite
empty with cars loaded to their limit, and it is very difficult to
regulate the braking power. This is specially severe on lines
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with long and steep grades, other causes are difficulties in hand-
ling very heavy trains in starting and stopping, the existence
of steep grades and rolling country, commonly called "Tobog-
gans" or "Loop the Loop," attributing to the trouble of "Train
Parting."
The handling of the air brake as well as the proper main-

tenance of same is of great importance, and neglect in many
cases in this respect has aggravated "Train Parting." Retard-
ing force unequally applied throughout a long and heavy train
is another cause.
To insure a uniformity as near as practicable on all cars in

a train there must be, first; quick application throughout the
train, second; uniform pressure on brake shoes and uniform
co-efficient of friction of the brake shoes on the wheels. Much
thought has been given the brake foundation and many sugges-
tions offered, one to which attention is called "The two brake
cylinder," of present size connected to the same system of levers,

the arrangement providing for the use of one cylinder when car
is empty, and the two cylinders when under load, giving a brak-
ing power of 75 per cent of light weight and 150 per cent when
loaded.
This is objectionable on account of increased cost and the

trouble and accidents liable, due to the necessity of every car
having to be cut in or out according to its load.
The tendency toward increase in engine weight has not reached

its limit where satisfactory results are shown on any particu-
lar road. The actual weight of maximum trains vary consid-
erable on different lines and divisions according to engines and
cars in use, however, it is evident a remedy is very desirable
for "Train Parting" from the fact train expenses are for a cer-
tainty decreased by the maximum train.

The heavy engines and cars are a permanent fixture on all

roads, although large sums have been a necessary expenditure
for improvements to road and rolling equipment it has shown
an ultimate economy, and there is yet room for further im-
provement, especially in strengthening the weak parts which
develop under the severe conditions of service. Railways are not
operated with a view of economy to their various departments,
economy is viewed as to the efficiency of the operation of which
they form a part.
Improvements to draft rigging, couplers, brake equipment and

the proper maintenance and handling of same, seems to be the
remedy.
Mr. Canfield—Has any other member of the committee got

anything to report. If not, gentlemen, having heard the individ-
ual reports of two members, what are your wishes in the matter.
Mr. Bundy—I move that they be accepted as reports of pro-

gress, that the committee be continued for a final report and the
topical subject be now opened for discussion. Motion carried.
Mr. Canfield—Before starting on the discussion, I want to

thank the gentlemen for their interest in the matter, and I

hope that at our next meeting the whole committee will give
some further information. If not a final report, to report further
progress in the matter. The subject is now open for discussion.

Mr. Streicher—We have tonight with us Mr. Bichel of the New
York Airbrake Company, who has had a large experience in that
line of business, and perhaps if you call on him we will be able

to get some information.
Mr. Bundy—Mr. Bichel not being as yet admitted to member-

ship, I move that we extend to him the privilege of the floor.

Motion carried.
Mr. Bichel—Mr. President and friends. I am pleased to have

the opportunity of coming here this evening and hearing a subject
of this kind discussed. Not knowing anything about the sub-
ject adopted for this evening, I did not prepare myself for any-
thing of this kind. My intention was to come here and visit

with you this evening, and to make application for membership.
I do not know that I can add very much to the individual re-

ports of the two gentlemen who have already reported to this

Association tonight. Both reports combined, I think, cover the
conditions that are the cause of breaking our trains in two as
a rule.

I rather think that the strains placed on the draft gear is well
taken, and I feel like asking the question, whether the break-
ing of trains in two has not been reduced considerably where
the standard ears, or modern cars of today are being run as a
whole in one train as compared with the older cars connected,
where these heavy engines that the committee speaks of are

used. It would seem to me that a number of breaks that occur

in a train are largely due to the old equipment within itself,

and a little bit to the manner in which the train is handled. I

find in going over the various roads where they are using the

improved equipment, whether they have the friction draft gear

or not, that the separation of trains is reduced very much, very

seldom having trains part and piling up. I also find in passing

over the various roads where they are handling cars of the

modern type mixed up with the lighter cars of the old type,

that they have a considerable amount of trouble account of trains

parting. In most cases it is due to the draft gear in the olfl

equipment.
In speaking of the brake applications, it would seem to me

that the committee referred to, I think, only one point in refer-

ence to the main reservoir capacity. This is one of the essential

features in connection with trains parting. In addition to that

(I think Mr. Langan will agree with me) we should obtain a

very high excess pressure after the brakes are applied, as well

as an increased volume of main reservoir pressure. These two

conditions combined relieve the engineer frequently from mak-
ing reports to the Division Superintendent of trains breaking
in two that are placed at his door as being responsible for I
find that has been one of the great causes of our trains part-
ing, and even some of our modern trains are being separated
today because of this heavy tonnage on the long trains that is

back of a good big modern engine, having a main reservoir
capacity of probably from 30,000 to 35,000 cubic inches; while if

the engineer had on that engine a main reservoir capacity of
50,000 cubic inches, with 30 or 40 pounds excess he would
avoid all the trouble that is brought upon him. He, however,
eventually gets all the blame, or the responsibility is placed at
his door, because he is operating the brake.

I am not here to say where cars should be placed in a train
or how much money a railroad company should spend to place
its cars in proper condition, but as railroad companies desire to
use the old equipment, it seems to me that they could relieve
the situation considerably by finding the proper place in trains
for the old equipment. I have been on engines myself operating
the brake and I find it very difficult to keep the train together
with the light equipment bunched up in front, and the heavy
equipment on the rear end. It was absolutely necessary almost
after each release of the brakes to keep the entire braking force
on the engine and tender and a few retainers on the head end
to keep the train in close condition. I note the remarks in Mr.
Murray's report lead up to the cleaning of the airbrake equip-
ment. I find that the airbrake inspectors in the East are pay-
ing a great deal more attention to that portion of the work
than in other portions of the country, and I very seldom find a
triple valve that will give the kind of trouble that the com-
mittee refers to unless it is due to not having a sufficient amount
of reservoir volume and enough excess to release the brakes on
a well equipped train. The cleaning I find in my past experience
if attended to about once a year and in the proper season of the
year will keep our airbrake equipment in first-class condition. I
believe this is being done pretty thoroughly right in this neigh-
borhood. I know it is on the D. L. & W., because I know Mr.
Langan's capacity in that line, aud his desire to keep their
condition the very best. Still you will find, occasional trains part-
ing sometimes, although the airbrake conditions are up to the
standard.

I think if the condition of volume and excess were added to
the improved draft gear that we now use on modern cars, the
separation of trains would be rare. I thank you kindly for your
attention.
Mr. McKenna—I came here tonight to hear an expression of

opinion from some of the other members rather than speak on
the subject myself. It seems to me that the individual papers
presented pretty nearly cover the subject. The condition that
confronts all of us now is something with which we are all per-
fectly familiar. A few years ago we were all operating com-
paratively light power and short trains, and this difficulty was
of comparatively small import. The introduction of the heavy
motive power on nearly all lines recently and the old equipment
being left in service has increased the trouble to an alarming
extent, and is something that has got to be given attention by
all of us. The majority of the cars running over the country
are of the lighter capacity, having only about 19,000 or 20,00*0
pounds spring capacity and none of the modern engines have a
drawbar pull of less than 40,000 pounds, and this trouble being
aggravated by the introduction of two or three engines on a
train brings the old cars in a position where it is almost impos-
sible and impracticable to hold them together. Of course the
remedy for the draft timber part of it is the long draft timber
which materially improves the condition, but even with this
improvement in the draft gear, we are not entirely free from
this trouble account of the spring capacity not being anywhere
in proportion to our drawbar pull of the engines. Transportation
officials are expected to transport certain tonnage, and the
physical conditions from one division to another are scarcely
taken into consideration, and as we are all aware, it is compar-
atively an easy matter to handle a long train, on a level road,
with very little trouble on account of trains parting, whereas
under other conditions, severe grades, and excessive curves in
the ground to be covered, of course, this trouble is aggravated.
The trouble aside from the draft gear itself being weak on the
old cars, (the modern car being comparatively strong enough so
far as the draft rigging is concerned) is the coupler proper. All
the couplers have been in service some time, the parts are
becoming worn constantly by service, and it is questionable
whether on the majority of roads the wearing parts have been
renewed proportionately to the years they have been in service,
including, of course, the distance between the knuckle and the
guard arm, wearing on the inside of the knuckle, and all these
conditions which tend toward the parting of a train. I am not
personally inclined to think that the parting of trains to a
very great degree can be attributed to the airbrake. I wish
to be understood in that, however, in this way. While triple
valves may get into a condition and unquestionably do get into
a bad condition by serious neglect, resulting in the "kickers,"
I think that apparently a small part of the parting is due to this
cause. As regards the bursted airhose, I do not believe that
trains ever part by the bursting of a hose, in that the applica-
tion of the brake though a bursted hose is slow. The rupture
is not caused at once. It is a small rupture that takes place
and there is a gradual reduction in the trainline, resulting in
a gradual application of the brake. Much more might be said
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on the subject. There are so many things that tend to cause
this trouble that none of us in connection with the Car Depart-
ment or in any capacity connected with a railroad can for a

minute hesitate to give it all the attention we possibly can.

Mr. Langan.—The reports of both members of the committee
have taken up the subject and from my own personal knowledge
have gone into it thoroughly. From an airbrake standpoint I

will agree with Mr. McKenna, also with Mr. Bichel, but I would
like to say this, that in the trains of today, say from 75 to 90
airbrake cars, regardless of the amount of main reservoir capac-
ity that is placed on the engine, we would be hampered in get-

ting air pressure to the rear end of a 90 car train. That, re-

member, does not imply that a large main reservoir capacity
should not be put on our engines. I notice Mr. Murray states

that we have four, five and six elbows on one car, and that the
frictional resistance is 15-ft. per elbow. This on a train of 90
cars would mean something over 3000 feet of frictional resist-

ance.
The bursting of airhose is the only exception that I would

take to Mr. Rasbridge's report, from the fact that I have been
on . no less than 35 trains to my knowledge where the air hose
bursted and bursted with conditions reversed. I have been on
trains where we were using steam when the damage was caused
If you stop to consider we very seldom have an airhose that
will burst to such an extent that it will cause an emergency ap-
plication. This is partly relieved by the brake valve handle
being in running position, and you feed direct from the main
reservoir to the train line As I said I have in the past three
years been on at least 35 trains with bursted air-hose, and in

not one case have I found an emergency application. I will

say that a bursted airhose can cause a train to part, for in-

stance, if a man was using steam, and the physical condition
of the road was curvy and the bursted hose was on the rear
part of the train, the resistance would be so great as to prob-
ably pull a drawhead, or break a knuckle, or any of these de-
fects. One bad habit the engineers have is just about as they are
to release the brakes, if their engines are not quipped with re-

tainers they invariably reverse their engine, without opening
the cylinder cocks. This naturally gives the desired resistance
but by throwing the lever to forward motion after the slack is

bunched the train parts just the same; in fact, it only invites
it. I have noticed this in several cases. One of the worst
trains to handle is a mixed train. We speak of tonnage, the
airbrake man must speak of cars. By mixed train I mean loads
and empties, not passenger and freight trains. This point was
brought out m Mr. Rasbridge's report. It is very hard toi reg-
ulate the braking power on these trains when we consider that
the braking power of a car is based on its light weight, and
that the same braking power is used when the car is loaded.
We can see that as the capacity is twice the weight of the car
our braking power on the load is 1-3 of what it is on the empty
cars, and with this resistance which Mr. Murray speaks of in his
report, with the loads on the rear end the causes of trains part-
ins are greatly increased.
There is one important point in airbrake work that must be

attended to, especially with long trains—the cleaning of triples

and cylinders. Now, a sticky triple is due to its having a dirty
or a tight-fitting packing ring, or something of that sort, and
will not apply on a service aplication of five or six pounds, but
on a further reduction goes into the emergency. Such a triple
will not cause as much ramage on the head end of a train as
on the rear. Prom the fact that it is on the rear end and the
brakes going into the emergency sticking that part of the train,
you get a greater resistance, allowing the head end to run out
which will cause the train to part.
The instructions to the engineers cannot be enforced too se-

verely. I remember at the Airbrake convention where one of
the members (who was also a member of the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers) wished to have the examinations for
engineers eliminated on passing from firemen, wrhen looking for
a position on different roads, and the consensus of opinion of the
airbrake convention was such that he did not follow the argu-
ment up very long.
In picking up cars on side tracks and coupling onto trains

that are already charged, or at passing siding where cars are
picked up very often the engineer or trainmen will not couple
the hose after coupling thenars. They back the train which is

already partly charged and start off before making any attempt
to get the train equalized, that is the pressure on the cars they
picked up and the part of the train that they have left standing
on the main track have not been equalized. The consequence is

that the brakes begin to stick, and naturally, if there is any
weak draft rigging in any part of the train, the train will part.
The engineer not allowing the brake valve to retain in full
release position long enough for the main reservoir and train
pipe pressure to equalize; that too is a common cause. Where
on a 70 or 80 car train after the brakes have been applied, the
engineer invariably goes to the full release, then back to running
position, eventually he throws off possibly 30 to 40 brakes, and
with the reai- end resistance a knuckle is broken, and train
parted. The releasing of brakes at slow and high sneeds is one
that can be overcome, but naturally when a break in two oc-
curs, the easiest thing for a conductor to do is to make out an
accident report, reporting bursted airhose. If the train crews
would give their reports correctly, the number of bursted air-
hose would be cut down to about 70 or 85 per cent, and would
also put the officials thinking in different directions. They al-

ways look for a bursted airhose or a break-in-two whenever
there is any trouble on the road.
Mr. Canfield—I would like to ask if any member„Jiere tonight

has any specific rule in regard to guaging couplers for worn
parts.

Mr. Hall, (C. R. R. of N. J.)—The only guage we have adopt-
ed so far is the M. C. B. standard contour guage. Each inspector
does not carry one at present, but in a short time I think these
guages will be furnished to them at the most important p ints.

We are using the Pratt & Whitney guage. It would not be well
to put these in the hands of every inspector, for they could con-
demn almost every coupler in the market. It is a movub'e guage
and it has got to be used very carefully to get the right am .unt
of wear before a coupler is condemnable. Sometime ago i

noticed many couplers away out in the contour lines, but we
have taken the matter up in such a way that our inspectors
have been given rigid orders in regard to the inspection of
couplers. They are instructed to look after the wear, and take
no chances whatever with any worn knuckle pin, locks, or any-
thing connected with the coupler. We are since having better
results.

Mr. Canfield—May I ask, Mr. Hall, have you a limit as to
the number of engines or to the maximum drawbar pull permit-
ted on any one train?
Mr. Hall—No sir, not that I know of. Of late, we have been

making a practice in our coal trains of pulling all the heavy cars
ahead. On long trains we generally have one engine ahead and
one pusher. We occasionally have two engines ahead, but it is

not our general practice. \

Mr. Harris (Erie)—As regards the numb.r of engines used
in one train on our line: As a rule we use one engine on the
head end, and pushers on grades. I have no information as'

to the limit of drawbar pull, but engines are rated according to
tonnage. I think the maximum number of cars is 85, very sel-
dom exceeding that number. Relative to gauging couplers:
We use the M. C. B. standard guage. Each inspector does not
carry one, but it is kept in a convenient place for use when
there is any question in regard to the condition of the coupler.
All couplers on cars placed on our repair tracks are expect; d
to be guaged. Of course, it would be hardly possible to guage
every coupler at an interchange point when cars are coupl d
together, it being necessary to separate the cars in ord r to gmge
the couplers. I think the guage is a very good one for determ-
in'ng defects in couplers.
Mr. Kinney (N. Y. O. & W.)—We handle most of our trains

with three 100-ton engines and we do not make a practice of
putting two of these engines on the head end of a train, unles»
it is for the purpo'se of getting a train out of the yard when
our tracks are blocked. In that case we put two engines on the
head end to get the train out on the main track; then the
pusher drops behind. I must say that we have very little trouble
on our line in regard to train parting. When we' use three en-
gms we us? one at the head and two at the r.ar. We never
plaee an engine in the middle of a train.
As regards guages for determining when old couplers ne d

renewing: we have none.
Mr. Brennan (D. & H.)—On our line we use two pu-hers be-

hind, sometimes three. We put our flat cars ahead. We had
some trouble with flat cars not Ion? ago wh?n we placed them
in the rear of trains by breaking in two. We then made it a
practice to put the flat cars ahead, and since have had no trouble.We used to place more than one engine on the head end of the
train, but not any more. In regard to a guage for determining
when any part of the coupler needs renewing, we use the stand-
ard M. C. B. guage, the same as the Erie,—the M. C. B. adjust-
able guage. With regard to finding very many couplers that
require renewal of parts, we have found ten in the last year.
Mr. Harris (Erie)—Some years ago our company adopted a

plan for determining the causes of breaks-in-two. They placed
a form in the hands of each train crew and every time a train
parted the conductor had to fill out this blank', showing the
number of cars, between which the train parted, and the cause
as nearly as could be determined, and at the terminal the form
was handed to the inspector, who also had a blank to fill out
giving the conditions, the actual cause of the break-in-two and
who sent the two reports in together, which made a very com-
plete record of the breaks-in-two that occurred. We found bvmaking the necessary repairs that cases of trains parting de-
creased very materially.
Mr. McKenna—The question was asked what system the dif-

ferent roads had of guaging couplers. I did not 'hear from the
I). U & W. We have a system that any car coming to our
repair track or any car found coupled to another one in the
yard that looked suspicious, we have a guage fitting between
the point of the knuckle and guard arm, and any coupler found
that exceeds 5% inches must be renewed or repaired.
At this juncture Mr. Rasbridge, vice-president, occupied the

chair, presiding for the remainder of the evening.
Mr. Canfield—I would like to make a few remarks on this

sub.iect, as it has been one that has worried me quite a -ood
deal in the last lear or two. I have gone into it as thoroughly
as my time would permit, and I guess everyone associated
with me has gone into it as far as they could.
As regards the gauges, as Mr. McKenna has just remarked

we made up our minds that when coupler parts 'were worn to
such an extent that when taking hold of the knuckle bv the
hand pulling outward, it would come out far enough to create
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a distance between the inner point of the knuckle and the inner
face of the guard arm to exceed S^A inches, that the couplers
would part, and it was time then to renew some part of that
coupler; it may be the knuckle, or it may be the knuckle pin,

or the lock block. We have instructions out where each in-

spector is supposed to guage every coupler that he can catch
separated from another car. I discovered at one point on our
line where the inspectors had gone a little farther and requested
the yard force, that prior to starting out a train that they
stretch the train until they had the slack all out (they carrying
their little guages, that are nothing more than a piece of wire
less than the size of a lead pencil and 5*4 inches long). When
the couplers would permit, they brought the little guage into

use and if the distance exceeded the above measurement they
asked that the cars be separated.

The uncoupling chain usually has a vertical movement of
l x/2 inches before it begins to lift the knuckle lock pin, or the
lock block, as the case may be. In some of our investigations
we have discovered in some of our long trains that the coupler
body itself will move ahead so that the distance will measure
5% inches. In our original construction we intend that that should
be 1% inches with the coupler at normal position. There being
only 1% inches movement in the draft spring would only allow
that to come out 3% inches. The remainder of the 5% inches,
or the other 2 inches must have been due to the slipping of
draft timber, on account of the end sill, and this extreme move-
ment of coupler,- unless you have a sufficient travel of your un-
coupling chain, will lift your lock block pin and in some cases
the knuckle will swing under, or pass the locking device.

Another thing has been brought to my attention in the past
few days and that is in one type of coupler we have a locking
block that becomes worn to such an extent that when it drops
into position it will protrude past the wall of the coupler %
inch in some cases, and as explained to me by one of my fore-
men the idea was that when bunching the train together the
lock block was driven up to clear the tail of the knuckle and
the rebound was so quick that the tail would pass under the
lock block before it could get back in position.

Mr. Murray in his report mentions the fact that the improper
handling of long trains causes trains to part. The long trains
are here and have come to stay. We have got to meet that
condition. We have got to find out how to best overcome the
difficulty. In the second paragraph he mentions the giving
away of draft rigging. It is a lamentable fact that a very large
number of cars were built fifteen years ago, when the idea of
100 cars in one train would have made a man fall dead. Cars
built at that time were not designed for any such service as we
now give them. However, the fact is we have them, and we
will have to meet the conditions until they are replaced with
others. I know on some railroads 42 per cent, of their equip-
ment was built 15 years ago. I know of only one railroad in

the United States today having equipment that some of them
do not exceed 15 years of age. Others run down to as low as

2y2 per cent., some 14 and others again 25 per cent. I venture
to say that the equipment running throughout the country to-

day that is 15 years old is at least 30 per cent of the total
equipment.

Mr. Murray mentions the fact that the draft spring as adopted
by the Master Car Builder's Association has a capacity of 19,000
pounds, commonly called the 20,000 spring. He also says that
fhe later type of locomotives has a drawbar pull of 40,000
pounds. That is true, and 40,000 pounds on that draft spring
will set it solid. The result is that the car is rigid. For in-
stance, stretching a wire to its elastic limit, a little blow or
shock at that time would cause the wire to break the same as
would some part of the car to give way. When it came to
putting two or three of those engines -on the head end, we are
asking a great deal of the equipment. Mr. Murry goes on men-
tioning that recently there has been a new type of draft rJgging
come into service,—the friction type. There are quite a number
of designs, and it has been proven in tests made by the Master
Car Builders' Association that they will stand an average of

125,000 pounds pull. It is now a question if we do not have to

get something of this kind in all of our equipment. It is going
to cause an extra expenditure of money, but won't it be well
spent? I mention these things for the consideration of the
committee in their next report.

Relative to the airbrake. Not being an expert on airbrakes I

do not feel justified in going into it very deeply. The sticky
triple question that Mr. Langan speaks of is one that causes a1

great deal of trouble, being known on our line as "kickers." A
short time ago I had to inquire what a kicker meant. It is true,
there are triples running throughout the country in such con-
dition that would cause serious damage.

I note in Mr. Murray's fourth paragraph he refers to the re-
leasing of brakes at slow speed. I am satisfied that this is one
of the_great causes of trains parting. I am speaking now only
of these extremely long trains that haul for instance 85 or 100
cars. An engineer comes to a bridge where he has a slow order
and he is possibly making 25 or 30 miles per hour, or maybe 20.
He makes a slow application of the brake and lets the train
down to about eight miles per hour, or it may be a flag, and he
receives orders to go ahead. He releases his brakes. The re-
sult is in most every case that the release is not uniform, it

goes from one car to another until there being no retarding force

on the head end, it goes forward. This snaps the tram in" two.
There is one thing about it, we have to get some kind of a de-
vice on the forward end of the train to hold it while the brakes
are releasing on the rear end. We have a device in use that
will do it providing it is handled properly, that is the retainers.
If the forward brakeman will go over the train and turn up
eight or ten retainers on the forward cars prior to making re-
lease it will hold at least 14 or 15 pounds nressure on these
cars, holding them long enough for the cars on the rear end
to release. They will do it while the superintendent or any
other official is on the train, but the minute he is away they
are too tired, and the result is we have trains parting.

I was very much interested in reading a paper and its discus-
sion 111 the Northwestern Railway Club, in March issue of this
year, m which the fact was brought out that a new device has
been put on the market, called the straight air in connection
with the automatic air on locomotives. The straight air at-
tachment is connected from the main reservoir direct to the
brake cylinders on the engine and tender, and prior to making
a release (as I understand the apparatus) the engineer will ap-
ply the air to the engine, then he makes his release. Now it
is connected in such a manner that if the packing leathers should
leak on your engine, which they very often do, it is always being
fed from the main reservoir direct, and you do not notice it un-
til it has leaked the main reservoir drum below the point the
reducing valve is set at. Consequently you always have 50
pounds pressure on your brake pistons on the engines to hold
that weight there until you can release the brakes on the train.
Then release your engine and go ahead. I have heard some
locomotive men ask this way: If we put anything like that on
we are going to slide tires, but it is to be used only in case of
making a release on long trains; otherwise you do not use it

at all, if I understand it correctly.

The question of the capacity of the main reservoir is men-
tioned in Mr. Murray's report. I have talked so much on that
question that I feel as though I am a crank on main reser-
voir. Certainly, engines designed 10, 15 or 20 vears ago, or
perhaps not that far back, to haul trains of 10, 20 or 25 cars
with a main reservoir capacity of 22,000 cubic inches if it was
sufficient at that time to handle that kind of a train it is not
sufficient to handle 100 cars. Further, we are getting more air-
brake cars into service, and consequently more airbrake cars
in one train. The idea of having a large storage in the main
reservoir as I see it is the larger flow of air from the main
reservoir back to your train line; the larger the storage at 90
pounds pressure, the less you will reduce the pressure in going
back. Take an exaggerated statement of it. For instance, you
have a wine cup as a main reservoir and attempt to release
the brakes on 100 cars, why the air would be all gone in an
instant. The larger the reservoir the more air we have to draw
from, and the larger the pressure, the quicker the flow of air
through the train line. That is one point that ought to be
watched closely and one that we ought to take up with our
people to see if the need of larger storage, or main reservoir
capacity exists. Some are recommending 60,000 cubic inches,
and I know one man who recommends 100,000 cubic inches.
Rough handling- in starting trains is one point where we get

a great deal of damage. I do not think the engineer could take
too much care in starting slowly to avoid pulling cars apart.
The rule on some roads is to avoid stopping engines on these
long trains at water tanks. I think the engineer should stop

his train before he gets to the water tank, cutting loose from
the train. I mention this fact because you may damage your
draft attachment on a car when stopping at a water tank and
it will cause the train to part further down the road. You
may be able to start your train all right, but you have weaken-
ed it.

On Mr. Rssbridge's report I do not see that I can say any-
thing further on the wearing of coupler parts. I think he hit

the nail on the head: except one thing. It has come to my no-
tice that we have some several different sizes of knuckle pins
ranging from 1 5-16 inches to 1% inches in diameter. We
have had cases where there was a broken knuckle pin 1%
inches in diameter and somebody in repairing it would put in a

1% inch. The result is the knuckle moves forward to such an
extent placing too great a strain on it and it bends.

I also find occasional cvases of knuckle pin being broken in

knuckle and the lower half gone. I found another case where
the drawbar lug breaks and allows the knuckle to get away
and damage a number of parts. These are parts the inspectors
should watch closely.

On the question of bursted airhose. I will have to agree with
Mr. Langan. I think in all cases of bursted hose the trains do
not part. The rupture starts very small, and the flow of air is

so slight that it would hardly be liable to make an emergency
application; you get more like a service application.
In regard to the conductor's statement, Mr. Langan refers

to: I do not think it is fair to the conductor or anyone else to

eall upon him to make a report as to what in his judgment
caused the train to part, because he is going to pick out the'

easiest excuse in sight. Of course, when a train parts it pulls

the hose in two, and the first thing he sees is the bursted hose.
It was bursted all right,—because it would not pull the rest
of the cars. I would rather follow the practice Ave are trying
to follow on our line, and that is, the minute we hear of a
train parting, the superintendent is instructed to wire the near-
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est car inspector giving him the car numbers and if necessary
to set the car out at that point we send a car inspector there
to perform an inspection of the parts. The only thing is that
the Transportation Department officials fail to wire us some-
times in time before the cars have gotten to their destination,

or even got off of our line.

I think there is a great deal of room for instruction and
guidance to our enginemen and trainmen in regard to the use of
airbrakes. I notice Mr. Rasbridge mentions it. I do know
that some roads are not giving the attention to cleaning and
inspection of airbrakes that they should. I do not know whether
we are doing much good by it, but we do our best to keep them
in the best shape that we know how. We insist on the tripples

being cleaned every six months and the cylinders once a year.

I think the triple should be cleaned twice as often as the cyl-

inder.

I do not know that I can say much more on this subject.

It is a subject I am very much interested in, and I would be
awfully well pleased to have the committee go further into it,

and let us have the benefit of what they discover between
now and our next meeting.

Mr. Streicher—If the committee will consult the M. 0. B.
proceedings of 1899, page 117, "Report on Trains Parting,"
they will find considerable information. Patricularly under
what condition couplers would part in road service.

Mr. Harris—In regard to the report I mentioned a few
minutes ago that is in vogue on our line. My experience has
been that when the conductor fills out this report he puts it in

writing and we find in most cases he makes a pretty accurate
report, because he knows that the report is going to the car
inspector, and he knows that there is going to be an inspection
made of the couplers, and the truth will be told if it is possible

to find out what caused it. I most cases, I find that they try

to give as nearly as possible the exact cause in order that their

report may agree with the inspector's when sent in.

Mr. Rasbridge—I think there has been a great deal of valu-
able information brought out tonight for the benefit of the
committee, and that was my object in having this matter
brought up as it was presented tonight. I am only too sorry
that some of our Transportation Department friends are not
with us to hear this discussion. In regard to the bursted hose,
on our line we had all kinds of trouble, attributed to this. We
went into the matter very rigidly and thoroughly and found
some employes making out wrong reports. After closely in-

vestigating the matter on our line and forcing them to the wall,

we began to get more reliable reports and we are now getting
some very valuable information. I hope at our next meeting the
committee will be able to make a satisfactory report to the
Association. Now a report of a committee, as in this case of
bursted airhose, does not signify that it is your own individual
idea. You generally expect you are going to have a report to
the Association criticized and will be effective in bringing out
points you want discussed, and you expect there are going to
be exceptions taken to it. That is where we get the benefit
out of it. I think it is a good idea to take a report, sift out the
good parts and impress it upon the minds of those concerned, so

that we will get the benefit in guarding against what has been
discovered.

Mr. Murray—The thought struck me that we are all agreed
on one point, and that is that the heavy power at the front end
of trains has come to stay, also that long trains have come to
stay, and as Mr. Canfield stated in his remarks, on an average,
about 30 per cent, of the equipment we have today was built
prior to 15 years ago. There is one thing certain, we cannot
expect railroad companies to throw all this equipment away at
once to overcome the difficulty of trains parting. The next
best thing we can do is to strengthen the individual parts and
see that all parts are in the best possible conditions under the
circumstances, that is to say that the draft rigging bolts are
all in the draft rigging, and that they are all in good 'condition,

and drawn up tight, and that car is in first-class running order
before being put in these long trains.
Mr. Canfield—There is one important thing that occurs to me.

In one of the two reports there was mention made as regards
the coupler used or designed to be used in light capacity cars.

I hope the committee will take into consideration this question
when they give us their report at our next meeting. The ques-
tion of the capacity of a car or the light weight of a car does
not enter very largely into the strength of the coupler, from the
fact that the light capacity car is just as apt to be next to the
engine as it is on the rear end. Consequently, it looks to me
as though you have got to have just as strong a coupler in one
car as in another. I do not see that the capacity of the car or
its loaded weight enters into the question. The coupler and
draft attachment has got to be strong enough to do the work
regardless of the capacity of the car. I hope the committee
will take this into their consideration when they make their

final report.

Mr. Canfield—I move you that as this is our annual meeting,
we lay the further discussion of the M. C. B. rules on the table
until our next meeting, and we now proceed to the election of
officers for the ensuing year. Motion carried.

Mr. Langan—In the absence of the chairman of the executive
committee, I was requested to read the report of the executive
on nominations, which is as follows:
"At a meeting held by the Executive Committee of the Car

Foreman's Association of Scranton, it was unanimously de-

cided to present to the" Association as their choice for the en-
suing year the officers elected at the first meeting. These officers
are:
President, L. T. Canfield, D. L. & W.
Vice-President, R. B. Rasbridge, P. & R.
Secretary, R. W. Burnett, C. R. R. of N. J.
Treasurer, C. L. Bundy, D. L. & W.
Mr. Hall—I move you that the secretary cast the ballot for

these officers. Carried.
Mr. Canfield—I presume I am out of order, but there was

something overlooked earlier in the meeting. One of our mem-
bers has died since we last met, who was a member of the com-
mittee on trains parting. I think it would be proper to appoint
a member in his place, and draft suitable resolutions.
Mr. Rasbridge—I will state that resolutions on the death of

Mr. Davis have been drafted which has received the approval
of the executive committee, as below:

Scranton, Pa., October 18, 1902.
George M. Davis, General Car Inspector of the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company, a member of the Car Foreman's Association
of Scranton, residing at Williamsport, Pa., having departed this
life October 14th, 1902; We, as members of the Car Foreman's
Association of Scranton, realize that we have lost a valuable
member, he being a willing worker, who did all in his power for
its advancement; Therefore be it

Resolved, That this Association extend to the family of our
late member, George M. Davis, our most sincere and heart-
felt sympathy in their hour of deep sorrow.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be forwarded to

the family of the deceased, that they be printed in the official
proceeding of our meeting, and spread upon the records of this
Association.

R. B. Rasbridge,
C. L. Bundy,
W. H. Hall,

Committee.
Mr. McKenna—I move that we adopt these resolutions.

Carried.
Mr. Hall—I move that we adjourn to meet the third Saturday

in November at the place to be given later by the secretary.
Carried.

Meeting adjourned.
R. W. Burnett,

Secretary.
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THE Chicago & Alton Railway has decided that the

wooden platforms around its stations must be

abolished in the interests of safety and durability. They

will, as rapidly as possible, be replaced by concrete.

These platforms can easily be kept clean and are much

more durable and but little more expensive than the old

ones.

front end is less economical of coal, the smaller nozzle

and greater induced draft increasing the rate of combus-

tion. At the same time there is an economy in handling

cinders and the self-cleaner steams more freely as the

front end is not allowed to be clogged with cinders and

the flues are kept clear. Mr. Slater's paper is reproduced

in this issue.

« »

THE Canadian Pacific Railway Company has found

it necessary to place abroad an order for locomo-

tives. This is due to the fact that the builders in Amer-
ica are so crowded with work that they are unable to

deliver the equipment when required. The order has

been placed in Scotland for twelve modern 10-wheel loco-

motives. They are to be built along American lines, ac-

cording to plans and specifications devised in the office of

the Superintendent of Rolling Stock. This is the first

time that the Canadian Pacific has purchased equipment

from Europe since the original purchase of equipment

for the road.

»

»

«» *

»

THE Pacific Coast Railway Club has offered generous

inducements to members of any railroad club in

the United States to submit a paper pertaining to the

construction, equipment, maintenance and management

of steam railways. The fact that the paper is to be

judged solely by its intrinsic value to the railway world,

and not from a literary standpoint, is an indication that

the desired feature is a clear and practical conception of

the subject suggested. Further particulars relating to

this offer appear on another page of this issue.

THE Illinois Central Railroad has recently completed

a series of tests which will establish a new rating

for each class of locomotives in service on the different

divisions of the entire system. Desiring a more thorough

and satisfactory basis by which to determine the tonnage

rating behind the draw-bar, this test was conducted to sup-

ply the mechanical department with data which will in-

dicate the actual performance of any class of locomotive

at any point of the road. The Illinois Central dynamo-

meter car was operated in connection with the test, careful

record being taken of the performance of the locomotive

and the actual weight of the train being obtained by

track scales.

«» »

»

« »

THAT the locomotive front end arrangement is ever

a live subject is demonstrated by the continued dis-

cussion consequent to this subject at the November meet-

ing of the Western Railway Club. The topic was intro-

duced by Mr. Frank Slater, master mechanic of the Chi-

cago and Northwestern Railway, in a paper entitled "Self

Cleaning Locomotive Front Ends."

.

While it was not unanimously agreed that the self-

cleaning front end is the best, this design appeared more
popular than the arrangement whereby the front end
must be cleaned at intervals. It was generally conceded

that the ideal condition is reached when the combustion
is so perfect that cinders do not. leave the firebox.

Further discussion indicated that the self-cleaning

THE Traveling Engineers' Association gives every in-

dication of being determined to decide upon a

front end arrangement which will fulfill the demands of

service as efficiently as possible, with the purpose of ar-

riving at a design which, as far as practical, may be con-

sidered a standard for American railroad practice. As
difficult as the problem is and as many as are the variable

conditions under which locomotives operate, the associa-

tion has embodied in its reports the results of experience

obtained in widely separated parts of the country and by

so presenting these several designs at its conventions the

members are enabled to discuss the rigging, discriminat-

ing against the inferior designs, commending those ar-

rangements which have appeared to advantage, and, as

capable men who are in continual contact with the loco-

motive, they are peculiarly well situated to recommend a

design which fulfills the demands made upon it. At the re-

cent convention the report on the best method of drafting

locomotives for all kinds of fuel, stack included, was
given great prominence and at the next convention to be

held in 1903 the subjects for discussion, presented on an-

other page of this issue, are headed by the subject "Trav-

eling Engineers' front end arrangement, adaptable to

modern power."
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WITHOUT detracting from the inestimable educa- operation of other railroad shops which make it worth a

tional advantages derived by members and vis- man's time and the time and expense of the company

itors at conventions of associations composed of men which he serves. Even though one prides himself on the

representing the different departments of railways, rail- management of an up-to-date shop there are very few

way mechanical men, especially those in minor official main or division shops which might be inspected that will

positions might derive material benefit by a systematic not present some idea worthy of consideration,

inspection of shops on other roads. This question is
"*

worthy of the consideration of superior officers, for by ^pHE importance of proper inspection of freight cars

arranging circumstances so that their subordinates may M.

be given the opportunity

of observing other people's

methods of doing work rap-

idly and economically, the

road will accrue the real

benefit. There are origin-

ated from time to time shop-

built devices designed to

meet local conditions, which

are often adaptable" to other

environments and frequent-

ly found to be great time

and labor savers in perform-

ing work other than that for

which they were originally

devised. While a general

foreman or shop foreman

feels, and justly so, that he

can ill be spared from his

shop for several days or a

week at a time, it is not

an impractical argument to

suggest that a certain

amount of time spent each

year, or so many times a

year, in visiting other shops

would be of much benefit to

the road he represents. This

applies rather to roads in

sections of the country far

removed from his own im-

mediate locality where the

surrounding conditions are

foreign to him. Not only

may many valuable pointers

be gathered, but such sys-

tematic observation of the

progress of others has a

Mr. William G. Besler,

GENERAL MANAGER OF THE CENTRAL RAILROAD
OF NEW JERSEY.

Mr. Besler is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, Class of 1888. He entered railroad service
in 1880 as trainmaster's clerk with the Chicago, Burling-
ton & Quincy Railroad, advancing by successive steps to
the position of trainmaster and division superintendent.
In 1899 he joined the force of the Philadelphia & Reading
as division superintendent, being appointed general super-
intendent in 1900, which position he held until his appoint-
ment to his present position.

at interchange points is indicated by the interest

taken in this subject at the

recent meeting of the Car

Foreman's Association of

Chicago, and the lively dis-

cussion consequent thereto.

The lack of uniformity in

the condition of the cars

makes it impossible to deter-

mine upon a fixed time per

car for inspection, or upon

an average time per car.

For this reason the only ap-

parent remedy for the diffi-

culty is to leave the matter

in the hands of the inspector

in each instance, assuming

the inspector to be a man of

judgment and one in whom
responsibility can be placed.

Taking into consideration

the necessity of careful in-

spection to prevent acci-

dents, it appears that the car

inspector should be given

nore consideration. As a

thorough inspection neces-

sarily requires time it does

not seem inconsistent to ar-

gue for an increase in the

number of inspectors, where

great haste is required to

prevent delay. It appears

that while the length of

train has greatly increased

there has not been a corres-

ponding increase in the

number of men inspecting or

in the time allowed for in-

spection. During an in-

spection, the car inspector

should have full control oftendency to broaden a man

and guide him out of ruts in which it is so easy to follow the train and the train should not be allowed to proceed

unconsciously. The fact that a man has held such a posi- until the inspection has been reported as satisfactory.-

tion so many years during which time he has followed

such a course unceasingly is often a very poor argument

in the defense of that course.

There are many instances in which a tool has been de-

signed and installed to meet local conditions, its original

cost being more than saved by the economy with which

it turns out the work. There are suggestions of this na-

ture to be obtained by keeping in close touch with the

The very great extension in the use of compressed air

makes a list of its present applications almost innumer-

able. It has been employed for a number of years in min-

ing, quarrying, pumping, etc., but only comparatively re-

cently has it been adopted generally for use in manufac-

turing. To-day no machine shop, factory, or foundry is

considered complete without a compressed air plant.
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Air Brake Testing Department of the Armour Car Lines

HROUGH the courtesy of Mr. W. E. Sharp,
1 we are enabled to present herewith illustra-

tions of the triple valve testing department of

the Armour Car Lines, Chicago. Realizing the

necessity of efficient action of the brakes,

much consideration has been given this de-

partment in the effort to perfect a system of

cleaning, repairing and testing the air brake

parts, with very gratifying results.

A corner of the shop is devoted to this work exclu-

sively, to which all triples in need of repairs are taken by

the workmen from the yard and placed on a rack under-

neath the repair bench, Fig. I, where the triple is stripped

by the use of special tools. The several parts are carefully

inspected and cleaned by dipping them in gasoline and

burnishing them on a buffing wheel. This buffing wheel

is placed on top of the repair bench, together with a sup-

ply box containing a surplus of repaired rubber-seated

valves, new gaskets and strainers.

These parts, when removed, are placed in one of the

pigeon holes of this supply box, and after the repairman

has finished his regular number of triples for the day, he

devotes at least two hours at the close of the day to re-

pairing these special parts, boiling the strainers and get-

ting his supply ready for the following day's work.

The slide valve is faced on a lead block loaded with

emery powder, and should the packing ring need grinding

this is done on a special machine, Fig. 2, designed for that

Fig. 1

—

Air Brake Testing Department of the
Armour Car Lines.

purpose, which has a reciprocating motion for grinding

the piston bushing, when required.

The bench on which this special grinding machine is

situated is also provided with an electric soldering iron

for soldering the rivets in the stem of the slide valve, also

with a vice for repairs and a hose testing vat. After the

triples have passed over this bench they are placed on a

rack, whence they are taken by the man who makes the

test, on a special device, shown in Fig. 3. A full copy of

the instructions for cleaning and testing, which covers

this point, is embodied in this article. The bench, Fig. 3,

is also provided with a fitting for angle cock testing and

repairs, also for testing and repairing the pressure retain-

ing and release valves.

Similar plants are being installed at the shops of the

Armour Car Lines in Omaha, Neb., Kansas City, Kan.,

and Los Angeles, Cal., for the repairs and maintenance of

the air brakes.

An important consideration in testing triples, and one

Fig. 2

—

Air Brake Testing Department of the
Armour Car Lines.

which has heretofore been given no attention, is the

valve for testing leaks past the piston. This valve is

shown at K in the line drawing Fig. 4 and the detail of

its operation is embodied in the directions for testing

triples. It is readily understood that a leaky piston is

a serious obstacle in the way of an otherwise sensitive

valve. With a leaky piston, the triple can not be under

perfect control of the engineer's valve. When a light

reduction is made the air leaks past the piston instead of

moving it, and, if the leak is very great, it may be neces-

sary to make a reduction sufficient to throw the valve into

the emergency position before the piston may be moved.

RULES GOVERNING THE CLEANING AND REPAIRS OF AIR

BRAKES ON THE ARMOUR CAR LINES.

1. Brakes on each car (except Beef Cars) to be thor-

oughly cleaned and repaired once in six months, and on

beef cars, once in ten months, in the following manner

:

2. By removing the triple valve from the car, taking

it into the shop or repair plant to be cleaned and repaired,

and applying a valve from the stock which has been

cleaned, tested^and repaired. (Each repair station must

have the required number of repaired triple valves on

hand at all times, so that repairs of this class will not

cause a delay to cars.)

3. Remove the piston from the cylinder and thor-

oughly wipe all parts. Examine the piston leather care-

fully and oil the piston leather and cylinder with a small

amount of air brake compound (inferior grade of oil

must not be used for this purpose). Care to be exer-

cised in putting the piston back into the cylinder to see

that the expanding ring is in proper place. Use a clamp
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on the plunger when removing the piston, and by no

means use a wedge or other device that will spoil the end

of the sleeve.

4. After all connections have been made, carefully

test the train pipe, joints, angle cocks and pressure

valves, to see that there are no leaks, and see that the

angle cock is proper distance from center line of car and

set at proper angle. Also test the brakes to see that the

piston travel is not less than four nor more than seven

inches. (Use by-pipe, as furnished, for testing the

brakes.)

5. Shop cleaning and tests of the triple valve. Re-

move all parts and carefully examine to see that the triple

piston packing ring is so fitted that the ends corne^ nearly

together when in the cylinder, and also to be perfectly

free when revolved in its groove. Thoroughly clean each

part by dipping in gasoline and wiping with cheese cloth

(do not use waste for this purpose). Lubricate the pis-
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Fig. 4

—

Air Brake Testing Department of the Armour Car Lines.

ton packing ring and the bush in which it works with a

small amount of dynamo oil. (Do not use a file on the

edge, corners or end of the seat of the slide valve.)

6. Packing Ring Test. With all cocks closed, open

F and H
a
turn screw to extreme inward position, close

cock F and open cock H very slowly. 80 pounds "pres-

sure in the train pipe should not show more than 15

pounds pressure in the reservoir in one minute.

7. Feed Groove Test. With all cocks closed except F
and H, exhaust all air from train pipe through cock F.

Close cock F. Open cock B. Triple piston in release posi-

tion. No air in the auxiliary reservoir; 80 pounds press-

ure in train pipe. The auxiliary should charge to 70

pounds in from 60 to 85 seconds. Note time required to

charge auxiliary. Coat exhaust port with soap suds for

slide valve test.
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Fig. 3

—

Air Brake Testing Department of the Armour Car Lines.

8. For release. With all cocks open except E, A and

F, and 10 pounds pressure in reservoir, close cock B,

slowly reduce pressure through cock A until train pipe

gauge registers 6o pounds ; then close cock A gradually.

Coat exhaust port with soap suds to see that slide valve

is tight in service position. Close cock H. Open cock E.

Now triple should release the air from the brake cylinder

without special weighted valve being lifted. If it is lifted

from its seat, triple is not sufficiently sensitive.

9. For Slide, Emergency and Check Valves. With

all cocks except F closed, leaks in slide, emergency and

check valves, castings and gaskets to be determined by

painting exhaust port and the joints with soap suds.

Then uncouple the union and cover the train pipe con-

nection with soap suds to detect any back leakage by the

emergency check valve gasket.

+ »

»

A Tool for Dressing Cylinder Bushings of Air Brake Valves

THE precise movement of the piston in the triple

valve has a very important bearing upon the

action of the air brake. It is, therefore, necessary that

the piston should respond readily and accurately to the

least reduction and application of air. In order to insure

this result it is necessary that the piston should fit well in

the bushing, there should be no leak past the piston and
the bushing should be bored perfectly true.

Realizing the necessity of a bushing in which there

should be no variation in diameter, Messrs. Robert Gra-

ham and E. R. M. Pierce of Los Angeles, Cal, have
patented a tool for dressing cylinder bushings of air

brake valves.

The device, shown in the accompanying line drawing,

consists of a head carrying six cutting tools which may
be adjusted accurately and to a minute fraction of an
inch. The tool head operates upon and is guided by a

guiding bar, the bar operating within adjustable sleeves

to control its movement. The operation of the head in

the adjustment of the cutting tools is practically uni-

versal. The six tools are of the same size and, as shown

in the longitudinal section of the device, their

upper edges bear against a nut. The principle

of the adjustment of the tools is the movement of a

wedge over an inclined plane. By referring to the sec-

tion it is seen that the body of the tool and the plane

of the head are cut to the same taper. By turning the

nut the tools are moved along the inclined plane of the

head. With all of the tools bearing against the nut each

tool is moved an equal amount, thus increasing the dis-

tance between the cutting edges of two tools diametric-

ally opposite. The cutting edges of the tools always re-

main parallel.

The adjustable sleeves are arranged within the bush-

ing in which the slide valve travels and are adjustable

centrally. The arrangement of the sleeves and the jam
nut is shown in the longitudinal section of the device.

'

Having adjusted the sleeves within the valve bushing,

the guiding bar is inserted within the sleeve, the thread

at the end of the bar being made to engage a correspond-

ing thread in the jam nut which is screwed to the sleeve.

The thread on the bar furnishes the feed for the device,
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A Tool for Dressing Cylinder

The apparatus is operated by a double-ended wrench, ac-

complishing the movement of the tools without shock or

jar.

A set of sleeves are made of such dimensions as to be

used in an engineer's valve for dressing the bushing of

this valve also. The adjustment of the tool is similar to

its adjustment in the triple valve.

The apparatus is capable of such careful adjustment

Bushings for Air Brake Valves.

that a bushing may be dressed without materially increas-

ing its diameter. It is possible to true a bushing to the

largest diameter of its irregular section. With this fact

in view it cannot be said that the device is impractical be-

cause of its increasing the size of bushings to such extent

as to be unfit for use with the present standard packing

ring.

»

»

The First Railway Train

VISITORS at the World's Columbian Exposition historical exhibit of the Baltimore & Ohio Railway. A
will remember the painting called "The First photo-engraving of the original painting has been pub-

Train," which occupied the central position of the great lished. It is in colors, and competent art critics pro-

The First Railway Train.
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nounce it one of the best specimens of reproductive work
which has been brought out in this country.

The original painting by E. L. Henry was the result

of faithful study of all available historical material and

the greatest care to secure accuracy in detail. The por-

traits and costumes themselves were individual studies

and not mere figments of the imagination. The artist

had the advantage of consulting persons who were pres-

ent at the scene depicted, and who, though advanced in

years, had preserved a clear recollection of the event

which proved so important.

The scene represents the starting of the first railway

train on the Hudson & Mohawk Railroad, drawn by the

locomotive "DeWitt Clinton," September 9, 1831. The

Old Hickory Inn, shown in the picture, was two miles

from Albany. David Mathew was the engineer and John

C. Clark the conductor, and there were well known pub-

lic men among the passengers.

The picture is a most appropriate one for the railway

office or for the home. It will bear careful study and will

afford unfailing satisfaction. It can be seen, we under-

stand, at almost any first-class art dealers. It can also

be obtained of the publishers, C. Klackner, 7 W. 28th

street, New York. The size of the engraved surface is

14x34^2 inches, and the price of artist proofs is $15 each.

» »

»

Atlantic Type Passenger Locomotive — Vandalia Line

HE construction of the 4-4-2 passenger loco-

motives recently built by the American Lo-

comotive Company at their Schenectady

Works for the Vandalia line, exhibit some
interesting features and a thoroughly modern
design. The boilers are designed with a large

grate area and heating surface, now so much
in vogue for engines requiring an unfailing

boiler power. The engines are single expan-

sion, operating under a boiler pressure of 200 pounds;

the valves are the "D" slide type and the fuel burned is

bituminous coal. The position of the injectors on the

boiler head and the extension of the delivery pipes within

the shell, presents a new method of arranging these ap-

pliances in service.

The weight on drivers being 91500 and the tractive

effort of the locomotive being 23,800, gives a ratio of ad-

hesive weight to tractive effort equal to 3.84; the ratio

of tractive effort to total heating surface is 7.96, and the

ratio of total heating surface to grate area is 64.42.

The front truck is of the four wheel swing bolster type

with three point hangers, and the trailing truck is of the

radial type standard with the Schnectady works, equipped

with 48 in. wheels with outside bearings.

The following table presents the general dimensions

and further details of construction:

Gauge 4 ft. 8% in.

Fuel Bituminous coal

Weight in working order 164,500 lbs.

Weight on drivers 91,500 lbs.

Wheel base, driving 7 ft.

Wheel base, rigid 16 ft.

Wheel base, total 26 ft. 9 in.

CYLINDERS.
Diameter of cylinders 20% in.

Stroke of piston 26 in.

Horizontal thickness of piston 5% in.

Diameter of piston rod 3M> in.

Kind of piston packing Plain rings

Kind of piston rod packing Metallic

Size of steam ports 18x1% in.

Size of exhaust ports 18x3 in.

Size of bridges 1% in.

VALVES.
Kind of slide valves American balanced
Greatest travel of slide valves 6 in.

Outside lap of slide valves 1% in.

Inside lap of slide valves Line and line

Lead of valves in full gear. .. .Line and line full forward
motion % in. lead at 6 in. cut-off

Kind of valve stem packing Metallic

WHEELS, ETC.

Diameter of driving wheels outside of tire 78 in.

Material of driving wheel centers Cast steel

Tire held by Shrinkage and retaining rings

Driving box material Cast steel

Diameter and length of driving journals 9Vaxl2 in.

Diameter and length of main crank pin journals
Main 6x6% in. main side 7x4% in.

Diameter and length of side rod crank pin journals. .4%x4 in.

Engine truck, kind.4-wheel swing bolster with 3-point hanger
Engine truck, journals 6x10 in.

Diameter of engine truck wheels 36 in.

Kind of engine truck wheels Spoke center, 2%-in. tire

BOILER.

Style Straight W. F. B.

Outside diameter of first ring 68 in.

Working pressure 200 lbs.

Material of barrel and outside of firebox Steel

Thickness of plates in barrel and outside of firebox

11-16, y2, %, and 1 in.

Horizontal seams Butt joint, sextuple riveted

with welt strips inside and outside

Circumferential seams Double riveted

Firebox, length 102 in.

Firebox, width 65% in.

Firebox, depth .75% in. front, 66 in. back
Firebox, material Steel

Firebox plates, thickness
Sides, 5-16 in.; back, % in.; crown, % in.; tube sheet, % in.

Firebox, water space. front, 4% in.; sides, 4% in.; back, 4% in.

Firebox, crown staying Radials
Firebox, stay bolts Iron 1 in. diam.
Tubes, material Charcoal Iron No. 11

Tubes, number of 338
Tubes, diameter 2 in.

Tubes, length over tube sheets .....16 ft.

Fire brick, supported on
Heating surface, tubes 2,816.87 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox 169.8 sq. ft.

Heating surface, total 2,986.67 sq. ft.

Grate surface 46.36 sq. ft.

Grate, style Rocking
Ash pan, style Sectional

Exhaust pipes Single
Exhaust nozzles 4% in., 4% in., 5 in. diam.
Smoke stack, inside diameter 16 in. bottom, 17 in. top
Smoke stack, top above rail 15 ft.

Boiler supplied by Two injectors No. 10 position R. & L.

TENDER.

Weight, empty 55,000 lbs.

Wheels, number of 8

Wheels, diameter 36 in.

Journals, diameter and length 5% in. dia. x 10 in.

Wheel base 21 ft. % in.

Tender frame 10-in. Steel channels
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Atlantic Type Passenger Locomotive—Van jalia Line.

Tender trucks P. R. R. standard Westinghouse American brake on all drivers and trailer,

Water capacity 7,000 U. S. gallons with high speed brake attachment. Westinghouse automatic
Coal capacity 12 tons air brake for tender and train. Two main reservoir 16x84
Total wheel base of engine and tender 58 ft. 5% in. in. and 9%-in. left-hand

v

air pump.

Oooooooo

53-j"Setuve/r //res Tw#r
4

Cross Sections Through Fire Box and Boiler. Rear Elevation, Vandalia Line Passenger Engine.
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The Pacific Coast Railway Club

By Mr. C. C. Borton, Secretary

December, 1902.

THE long-felt want, and the ambition to keep pace

with the rapid advancement in the railway world

led to the organization of this club on similar lines with

other clubs in the east. The meeting called for the pur-

pose of organization was held at the Palace Hotel, San

Francisco, Cal., May 25, 1899. This has been the per-

manent quarters of the club. Its meetings are held on

the third Saturday evening of each month ; although side

the car department at Oakland, was elected to the posi-

tion of secretary and treasurer. Mr. W. H. Russell, mas-

ter mechanic Southern Pacific Co., whose photograph is

shown herewith, was chosen as the fourth president and

Mr. Borton re-elected to serve in his former capacity as

secretary and treasurer.

The papers presented and discussed have been of both

mechanical and literary nature and have served to dis-

seminate much useful knowledge. The question box de-

partment has become a prominent feature, as it always

contains material particularly interesting to some mem-

bers of the club, who are seeking information on the par-

ticular subject brought up in this way.

The enterprise of the club is indicated by the fact that

it is now offering $250 in prizes for papers pertaining to

the construction, equipping, maintaining, and manage-

ment of steam railways, the papers to contain not less

than 2,000 nor more than 6,000 words and open to mem-
bers of any railway club in the United States.

The prizes will not be awarded from a literary stand-

point, but according to their intrinsic value to the rail-

way world. Five judges will be selected from leading

railway officials of the Pacific coast, and, to eliminate all

possibility of favoritism, the papers will be numbered and

the names withheld until the decision of the judges has

been made.

All papers must be in the hands of the secretary, Mr. C.

C. Borton, 1213 Twelfth street, Oakland, Cal., on or be-

fore Jan. 1, 1903. Prizes will be awarded as soon there-

after as possible. The $250 will be divided into four

prizes, as follows: first prize, $100; second prize, $75;
third prize, $50; fourth prize, $25.

»

Mr. W. H. Russell, President of the Pacific Coast

Railway Club.

trips have been taken and meetings held each year at Sac-

ramento and Los Angeles, Cal., and Portland, Ore.

Mr. A. W. Foster, president of the California North-

western Railway, was elected the first president, and Mr.

E. A. Gilbert, master car builder of the Southern Pacific

Company, secretary and treasurer. It started with a

membership of 88, which has steadily increased until

now it has a membership of something over 400, repre-

senting the various railway companies of the Pacific

coast. Mr. H. J. Small, general superintendent motive

power, Southern Pacific Co., filled the chair as president

during the second year of its existence, while Mr. Gilbert

retained the position of secretary and treasurer. Mr. W.
S. Palmer, superintendent of the western division of the

Southern Pacific Co., was elected to the presidency for

the third year and Mr. C. C. Borton, general foreman of

The Scope of Car Foremen's Associations

To the Editor of the Railway Master Mechanic.

I read with a great deal of interest the reports of the

meetings of the Car Foremen's Associations which you

publish each month in your paper. I occasionally attend

the meetings of the association in Chicago and the feel-

ing expressed above must be my excuse for volunteering

a word of advice to the executive committees.

The Car Foremen and Inspectors in Chicago, Cleve-

land or Scranton, as the case may be, have a field that

is all their own. They come in daily contact with con-

ditions that the heads of the car department scarcely

know of, except through reports of these same men; in

fact, it is impossible for them to have personal knowledge

of the conditions as in the very nature of things they find

it impossible to give the time to the details that the fore-

men and inspectors are confronted with each day. There-

fore I say that each has his field and neither should at-

tempt to encroach upon that of the other, and the danger

to all associations lies in this. The foremen and inspect-

ors should be satisfied to consider only those subjects that
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are in their particular domain, so to speak. If they at-

tempt to discuss subjects that properly belong to the su-

perintendents of motive power to decide, their' work

necessarily will be crude, they will be neglecting those

with which they are thoroughly conversant and the re-

sult will be ihat the usefulness of the association will be

gone.

It is not meant by this that it is the intention to throttle

the aspiring man who aims to be more than a mere un-

derling. To such an one I say : Go to the "Western" or

any other railway club where your efforts will be received

by men who will appreciate them, but keep your abstruse

words and phrases away from the car foremen's associ-

ations. Dont be technical when talking to car inspectors.

Use the car foremen's association, if you please, as a

preparatory school and when a man thinks he has ex-

hausted it, or that his abilities and his education fit him

for the companionship of a higher grade of mechanical

men, let him try his wings in the more technical associ-

ations where no doubt he will be listened to and judged

according to his worth.

The Master Car Builders' Association to a man recog-

nizes the car foremen's associations as being composed of

men who know their business and welcome their recom-

mendations in regard to changes in the rules, but I think

I am safe in saying that they would not consider their

conclusions in regard to the strength of steel for sills for

the bodies of cars, for instance. C. F.

»

»

The "Golden State Limited" 0/ the G, R. I. & P. Ry.

HE Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway

I has placed in service a new and thoroughly

equipped train between Chicago and Los

Angeles and San Francisco. This train,

known as the "Golden State Limited," is

made up of new cars built by the Pullman

Company at Pullman, 111. The equipment

comprises buffet-smoking-library car, with

both barber shop and baggage compart-

ment, dining car, ten section and double drawing-room

standard sleeper, compartment sleeper with seven state-

rooms and two drawing rooms, ten section observation

car with observation room and observation platform.

The train is illuminated and ventilated throughout with

the Consolidated "axle light" system of electric lights and

fans. The train is very brilliantly lighted, special at-

tention having been paid to the arrangement of lights in

the cars. A notable feature is the placing of individual

lights in the berths, a feature which adds materially to

the convenience of the passengers. The cars are equipped

with electric fans serving the double purpose of keeping

the cars cool and ensuring good ventilation.

C. R. I. & P. Ry. "Golden State Limited"—Observation Room.
C. R. I. & P. Ry. "Golden State Limited"—Interior of Sleeping Car.
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LIBRARY-BUFFET CAR.

SLEEPING CAR.

COMPARTMENT CAR.

© ® © ©

2 4
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OBSERVATION CAR.

C. R. I. & P. Ry. "Golden State Limited"—Plan of Cars.

All cars of the train are tastily arranged on the in- 8 ins. over side sills. The cars are built for strength and

terior, the decorations are handsome and elaborate and rigidity, thus meeting the demand for heavy and high-

the architectural design is carefully carried out in every speed trains.

detail. The sleeping car, compartment car and diner are The accompanying illustrations show the floor plans of

70 ft. 6 ins. over end sills and 9 ft. 8 ins. over side sills

;

the several cars, the interior of the sleeping car and the

the observation car is 72 ft. 6 ins. over end sills and 9 ft. observation room.

»

»

A Method of Operating a Side-Dump Ballast Car

ESIRING a simple method of operating a side-

dump ballast car to be manipulated by an inex-

pensive mechanism, Mr. W. J. Schlacks, mechanical en-

gineer of the Colorado Midland Railway, has designed

an arrangement of levers which is being applied to ten

side-dump ballast cars into which light capacity gondola

cars are being converted.

The construction of these cars and the dumping ar-

rangements are fully illustrated in the accompanying line

drawings. There are two doors on each side of the car

hinged at their upper extremities as shown. The hinges

are applied to the doors with y2 -m. bolts, the straps con-

tinuing below the door so as to engage the operating

mechanism.

The mechanism by which the doors are operated con-
sists of four continuous wrought iron rods 1% inches in
diameter extending one-half the length of the car, one
for each door. They are forged to the shape shown in
the drawing, the offsets in the rods being formed over
male and female formers under the steam hammer, the
general alignment being corrected after the offset cranks
have been formed. By the use of formers no difficulty
is encountered in forming the rods, and the work is done
at small expense. The rods are supported by malleable
iron castings held in position by 24-inch U bolts.

By having two doors on each side of the car, the car is

clumped in four sections, the doors being operated one at
a time from two points at both ends of the car.
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An important feature in this design is the fact that a

door may be opened and closed without necessitating the

movement of the operator away from the lever. In many
designs it is necessary to close the door and hold it in

position while the locking arrangement is being adjusted.

In this device, however, the door is closed as well as

locked by merely swinging the lever to position. After

the material with which the car is loaded has been

dumped, the door naturally swings by gravity to the ver-

tical position. In swinging the lever back to its position

the offset crank in the rod engages the strap extending

below the door, swinging it beyond the vertical until it

is in the closed position against the car. The angle of

the controlling lever with respect to the engaging crank

of the rod is such that when the lever "A" rests on the

end sill of the car the crank "B" has passed just beyond

the perpendicular, locking the door securely in place.

-9-/0i

itr-Hf-

Side Dump Ballast Car—Colorado Midland Railway.

Telescoping Air Jack

THE air jack is found a very convenient accessory

in the machine shop to take the place of screw and
hydraulic jacks. The air jack is found capable of lift-

ing heavy loads in little time, thus saving a great amount
of time when compared with the screw jack. While the

hydraulic jack is more economical of time than the screw

jack, the air jack moves much more rapidly than the

hydraulic. This is a very important item when it is

necessary to lift great weights for any distance bv means
of jacks, a crane being inaccessible.

The accompanying half-tone engravings and line draw-
ing illustrate a telescoping air jack constructed under the
supervision of Mr. E. Belknap, general foreman of the
locomotiv, department of the Hicks Locomotive and CarWorks, Chicago Heights, 111.

The jack consists practically of two cylinders, one op-
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Telescoping Air Jack of the- Hicks Locomotive
Works.

erating within the other, and a piston traveling within

the inner cylinder. The outer cylinder is a section of 24-

in. wrought iron pipe and the inner cylinder is of 20-in.

pipe. The cylinder heads and piston are cast iron and

the piston rod is a piece of 6-in. pipe. The inner cylinder

and piston are packed with leather to prevent the leakage

of air while in operation. The air hose connection and

arrangement of piping to admit and release air are clearly

shown in the half-tone engravings. A check valve is to

be attached to the air distributing pipe between the globe

valve and drain cock to maintain pressure in the cylinder

in case of accident to the hose after pressure has been

applied. The piston travels 14 inches within the inner

cylinder, the inner cylinder in turn traveling 12 inches

within the outer cylinder, giving a total travel of 26

inches.

Around the top of the outer cylinder is a steel band,

held in position by tap bolts, supporting two journals

which are designed to fit in bearings on a truck con-

structed to transport the jack to any desired point about

the shop.

The jacks are used principally in lifting locomotives

when removing and replacing driving wheels, and as

Telescoping Air Jack of the Hicks Locomotive
Works.

Telescoping Air Jack of the Hicks Locomotive
Works.

turning points when it is necessary to transport driving

wheels to and from the machines and to the yard. The
travel of 26 inches is sufficient to lift any locomotive of

present practice to a height sufficient for the driving

boxes to clear the jaws and for the eccentrics to clear the
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mud ring, when drivers are being rolled from beneath

a locomotive. Four of these jacks are capable of lifting

a locomotive weighing over seventy tons. While lifting

and lowering a locomotive, no temporary blocking is

necessary nor is it necessary to change the blocking dur-

ing the operation.

Smaller jacks of this type are being designed for the

exclusive use of wheel lathes. A jack is to be placed be-

tween the face plates of each wheel lathe to facilitate

placing the wheels on the lathe centers. With this ar-

rangement it will be but necessary to roll the wheels to a

position wherein the axle will be immediately above the

jack and by raising the jack the wheels will be adjusted

very readily and without loss of time.

For use in roundhouses, division shops and under any

circumstances where there is no crane for lifting locomo-

tives and accomplishing heavy work, jacks of this type

will be found great time and labor savers.

Transfer Crane-B. & M. B. By.

THE Burlington & Missouri River Railroad has in

service at the Havelock (Nebraska) shops, a

transfer crane which has been found to be a very useful

machine. This crane operates in the machine shop, trav-

eling throughout its full length. The track over which

Transfer Crane—Sectional Elevation Showing
Crane Swung at Right Angle—B. & M. R.

Ry., Havelock Shops.

it travels continues beyond the shop at each end, so that

the crane may transfer material between the yard and

shop. Much economy in time and labor is gained by

operating this machine in transferring driving wheels,

frames, castings and any heavy material.

The crane was constructed according to designs and

/^,2.

specifications originated in the office of the superintend-

ent of motive power. The construction is clearly shown

in the accompanying line drawings and photo-engraving,

in which Fig. 1 is a sectional elevation, showing crane

swung at right angles ; Fig. 2 is a plan with platform and

Transfer Crane—Elevation—B. & M. R. Ry.,

Havelock Shops.

Transfer Crane—Plan with Platform and Pipes

Removed—B. & M. R. Ry., Havelock Shops.

Fig. 4

—

Transfer Crane—B. & M. R. Ry.,

Havelock Shops.
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pipes removed ; Fig. 3, a side elevation, and Fig. 4 a half-

tone engraving of the crane in the yard. A steel frame

mounted on four wheels supports the crane. A wooden

platform, or floor, covers the frame for convenience of the

operator. The wheels are arranged to standard gauge.

The machine is operated over the track by two horizontal

engines geared to the front axle. The engines are oper-

ated by compressed air and are provided with link mo-

tion reversing gear.

The jib crane is designed to revolve through a semi-

circle, the radius of which is 10 ft. 5 ins. The principle

by which the crane operates is illustrated in the sectional

elevation, Fig. 1. The lifting chain is directly attached

to a rod rigidly connected to a piston traveling in an air

cylinder.

By operating this piston with air the chain is raised or

lowered as desired. The crane is revolved by a rack and

pinion operated by a thrust air cylinder. This gearing,

together with the air cylinder, is situated beneath the

frame and is clearly shown in the line drawings.

Above the track in the machine shop, over which the

crane operates, there is a guide which engages the four

small wheels shown at the top of the main shaft or mast.

This is arranged to prevent the overturning of the ma-

chine when the jib crane is swung at an angle and bear-

ing a heavy weight. For this same purpose clamps are

attached to the four corners of the frame to be made fast

to the rail when operating in the yard.

An adjustable canvas curtain is supplied to protect the

operator when the machine is being used in the yard dur-

ing bad weather. Air connections are arranged at inter-

vals along the track to supply' the storage tank on the

machine when necessary.

Through the courtesy of Mr. R. D. Smith, superin-

tendent of motive power, and Mr. W. F. Ackerman,

master mechanic at the Havelock shops, we are enabled

to present these illustrations.

» »

»

Subjects for the /903 Convention of the Traveling

Engineers' Association

SECRETARY W. O. THOMPSON has announced

KJ the following subjects for discussion to be pre-

sented at the next annual convention of the Traveling

Engineers' Association, together with the chairmen of

the several committees

:

No. 1. Traveling Engineers Front End Arrangement,

Adaptable to Modern Power. F. McArdle, B., C. R. &
N. R. R., chairman.

No. 2. Most Satisfactory Method of Lubricating Pis-

ton Rod and Valve Stem Packing. Also Cylinders of

Engines Equipped with Piston Valves. E. W. Brown,

D., L. & W. R. R., chairman.

No. 3. Taken from An Economical Standpoint, How
Do You Consider the Use of Brick Arches in Engines

Burning Bituminous Coal, Deep, Shallow, and Wide

Fireboxes. W.' G. Wallace, C. & N. W. R. R., chairman.

No. 4. Is There An Advantage in Placing Main

Check Valves Above the Water Line of Boilers Where

Feed Water Contains Lime, and When Scale Forms on

Injectors, Injector Tubes, etc.? What Is the Best Method

of Removing Same? F. T. Bowles, chairman, L. E. &
W. R. R.

The following papers will be presented

:

No. 1. Is the Water Glass a Valuable Adjunct to

Successful Operation of the Locomotive? By Clinton

B. Conger.

No. 2. What Practice Should Traveling Engineers

Pursue in Riding on Engines and Instructing, to Obtain

Best Results? C. H. Hogan.

No. 3. Is It Desirable That Freight and Switch En-

gines Be Equipped with the Combined Straight and Au-

tomatic Brake on Engine and Tender? What Are the

Advantages and Disadvantages of Having An Engine so

Equipped ? W. H. Green.

No. 4. The Proper Care and Handling of Compound

Engines. By A. L. Beardsley.

Change of Constitution and By-Laws, Malon Laquay,

chairman. Subjects for discussion for 1904. John Don-

ovan, chairman.

Committee of arrangements for next annual conven-

tion. A. M. Bickel, chairman.

•» »

»

/k NEW and novel system of lighting trains by elec-

tricity was illustrated in the Railway and Engineering

Review of November 8th This system, known as the

"Gullott," has been experimented with sucessfully on a

small scale and is now to be applied to an express train.

As in the case of the "axle light" the motidn of the

train is used to generate the electricity. Instead, how-

ever, of taking this power from the car axle, is it furn-

ished by a rotary fan attached to the front end of the

locomotive.

The fan is located close to the boiler head and presents

a moving and cutting surface to the air pressure, caus-

ing- the air to travel to the outer end of the fan's blades

until discharged. The fan cutting through the air re-

volves swiftly and does not add to the resistance of the

air nor retard the speed of train. No gale of wind is re-

quired to cause the fan to operate ; the ordinary pressure

of the train moves it sufficiently to generate the electrical

energy required to light any train and leave a large sur-

plus for ventilating fans and other purposes.

The dynamo is located either on or under the pilot and

is direct-connected to the fan by a special device. A
storage battery is located on the tender or underneath

each car ; and so equipped automatically with cut-outs as

to properly govern the flow of current from dynamo to

battery. It is evident that the cost of illumination will be

only the expense of installing and maintaining this ap-

paratus.
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Self-Cleaning Locomotive Front Ends

A Paper Presented by Mr. Frank Slater, M. M., C. & N. W. Ry., at the November Meeting

of the Western Railway Club.

GREAT deal has been said on the subject of

/^ locomotive front ends, including diamond
~

stack, extension front, and self-cleaning

fronts. It would therefore seem that nothing

more could be said that would be new or of

interest to any one. In the September meet-

ing of the Western Railway Club, in the year

1899, Mr. J. Snowden Bell read a very valu-

able and lengthy paper on "Extension and

Self-Cleaning Front Ends." It covered the ground so

fully that it is difficult for any one to see wherein any-

thing additional can be said or added to Mr. Bell's paper.

I therefore cannot go into the subject to any great extent

without repeating what has been said by others, and

therefore only refer to the subject of "Self-Cleaning

Front Ends."

It has been the opinion of practically all railroad men,

that an extension front is an absolute necessity, in order

to prevent setting out fires; but in my opinion this is a

mistake. I have made very careful observations of the

accumulation of cinders in extension front ends, and in

nearly all cases cinders accumulate very rapidly in an ex-

tension front end, until they have reached a certain height,

this height depending entirely upon the front end ar-

rangement. Many of the cinders which are drawn into

the front end remain in it until a certain height is reached.

The front end then converts itself into a self-cleaning

front end. No more fires are set out after the front end
becomes in this condition than is the case before, or when
the front end is perfectly clean.

The master mechanics and round-house foremen must
agree that it is a very difficult matter to keep the door

joint on the boiler front air tight, as well as the joints

on the cinder hopper. Any slight leak will allow the hot

cinders to burn, thereby warping and cracking the front

end, which is very expensive, as well as giving the en-

gine a very bad appearance. It seems to me, therefore,

that a self-cleaning front end would be by far the most
economical for a railroad company to use, and would give

the company the same protection against setting out fires

that the extension front end does.

Some years ago it was the custom on many roads to

clean the front ends of locomotives at several places on

the division over which the engine was passing. This

practice has practically died out, and engines are now
expected to pass over the entire division without clean-

ing the front ends. Thus, over a greater portion of the

division the engine is being operated with what might

be termed a self-cleaning front end; and when in start-

ing out on a run the engine is equipped with a spark

retaining front end, it soon converts itself into a self-

cleaner.

I have experimented a little for the purpose of finding

a front end arrangement that could be applied to the ex-

tension ends in use, which would be self-cleaning and do

away with the accumulating of cinders back of the steam

pipes and exhaust pipes, and at the same time so dis-

tribute the draft through the flues that all flues will re-

main clean.

A great many front end arrangements are in use and

applied to an extension front end, whereby the diaphragm

or baffle plate is carried out ahead of the exhaust nozzle.

The table plate which extends from the baffle plate, back

of the pipes, to the one ahead of the pipes, is a solid plate.

Front ends fitted up in this manner always fill up with

cinders around the bottom of the steam pipes, and back

of the exhaust pipes, as well as stop up a large number
of the lower flues. Cinders also accumulate on the top

of this table plate.

The front end which is shown in the accompanying

drawing, No. 1, has a table plate made of perforated

steel. The ordinary diaphragm is used back of the steam

pipes which is adjusted to distribute the draft through

the flues uniformly, and should be set as high as possible

without allowing the cinders to accumulate around the

bottom of the steam pipes or back of the exhaust nozzle.

The front diaphragm or baffle plate is used for the pur-

pose of carrying the draft far enough ahead to make the

front end a self-cleaning one. A perforated table plate

is used for the purpose of preventing an accumulation of

cinders on top of same. In practice it will be found that

enough of draft will pass up through this table plate to

keep it clean, but the major portion of the draft will pass

ahead and under the front baffle plate, thus keeping the

front free from cinders. The advantage in using this

device, applied to an extension front, is that it affords

ample netting area to reduce the velocity of the cinders

and in this way allow cinders to be churned around the

front end a sufficient number of times to extinguish them

and pulverize them, throwing them out harmless. It is

my opinion, however, that locomotive front ends with

this device can be shortened considerably, as no cinder

hopper will be required ; but I have not conducted any

experiments for the purpose of determining just how
short the front end can be made and give the engine a

sufficient amount of netting for free steaming. It will

also be noticed that front end No. 1 has a petticoat pipe.

The front end shown on drawing No. 2 is also ap-

plicable to engines with extension front ends. It will be

noticed that this front end arrangement differs quite con-

siderably from the arrangement shown on drawing No. 1.

The back diaphragm is without movable apron, and is

set at a height which has been found by experiment to
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prevent the accumulation of cinders. .This experiment

should be made on an engine with a movable apron, and

when the height is found, on engines of any given class,

a solid plate can be used which will reduce the cost, as

well as avoid the expense of adjustment, which will be

found unnecessary.

On the engine experimented with it was found that

eighteen inches was as low as was necessary to keep cin-

ders from accumulating back of the steam pipes and ex-

haust pipes, also low enough to prevent the lower flues

from stopping up. It will be noticed that the table plate

is extended to within twenty inches of the front end, and

the front diaphragm or baffle plate is vertical instead of

on an incline, as is the case in drawing No. 1. The ad-

justment of this diaphragm will enable the front end to

be kept practically free from cinders. It will also be

seen that no petticoat is used, which simplifies the front

end very much. The solid table plate, however, allows

an accumulation of cinders on the top of the plate, which

of the netting or diaphragm arrangement. While it may
be barely possible that cinders, in their movement
through the flues and up through the stack, will not pass

through these openings, and that the openings serve for

the purpose of allowing the cinders which have passed

through the netting to drop back into the front end space

below the netting, it will be simply impossible for any

witnesses to convince a jury, such as are ordinarily se-

lected to try a case for fire damages, that it would be pos-

sible to prevent live cinders from escaping through these

openings and through the stack. I question very much
whether a jury of mechanics would agree that a Johnson

front end would be a safe one to use. A railroad com-

pany must not forget that there always have been and

always will be suits for damages wherein the locomotives

have not in any way been responsible for the setting of

the fire, and it therefore will stand them in hand to have

a front end arrangement ^with the finest possible netting

that the engine will steam with, and under no circum-

FlG. 1

Self-Cleaning Locomotive Front End.

does no harm. I would also call attention to the netting

being brought back so as to be as close as possible to the

exhaust nozzle, thus giving the greatest possible amount

of netting, which is necessary.

Both styles of front ends shown in the two drawings

are giving very good service, and its choice would de-

pend entirely upon the user.

By referring to Mr. Bell's paper and examining the

cuts presented by him, it will be seen that two front end

arrangements are shown which have openings in the net-

ting for the purpose of allowing cinders to fall back after

having passed through the netting ; at least, it is my opin-

ion that this is what the openings are intended for. I do

not believe that it is safe or wise to apply a front end

arrangement to any engine that has openings in any part

stances must there be openings in any part of the net-

ting larger than the opening of the mesh.

It may also be desirable to have passenger engines

equipped with an extended front end which will deposit

a large number of the cinders in the smoke arch, for the

comfort of passengers; but there are a great many en-

gines built for switching purposes and freight service

which will never be used in passenger service. On en-

gines of this build, a self-cleaning front end, so arranged

that live sparks of a size which will set fire cannot escape,

will certainly be a more serviceable and profitable front

end arrangement than the present extension fronts,

whereby it is the intention to collect cinders.

In examining drawings of front ends in use on many
other roads throughout the country, it will be seen that
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a great many of the roads use front ends minus the pet-

ticoat pipe. I have tried a great many times to dispense

with the use of the petticoat, for the reason that the

simpler a front end can be made the more easily it can

be adjusted to do its maximum work, but I find the fol-

lowing : It requires a smaller nozzle without a petticoat

than it does with one. In addition to this, on engines

having low exhaust nozzles, as is the customary prac-

tice at this time the blower is very poor, not having the

will be generally adopted throughout the country by the

different railroads, is entirely out of the question.

No two superintendents of motive power, master me-

chanics or round-house foremen, will agree on a front

end. Two neighboring roads running through the same

section of country, using the same grade of fuel, cannot

(at least, so it is claimed) use the same front end. In

fact, it is safe to say that the different master mechanics

on the same road will hardly agree on a front end. Each

Fig. 2.

Self-Cleaning Locomotive Front End.

same effect upon the fire that it will have when a petticoat

is used. It therefore requires a greater length of time to

get up steam when the engine is being fired up than it

does when a petticoat is used; and also the blower must

be applied very much stronger without a petticoat than

with one, when it is intended to check black smoke, when

engines are standing at stations. Should the steam pres-

sure from any cause become lowered, and it is desired to

force the fire with a blower, so as to raise the steam

pressure, the engines without the petticoat will be found

to be very much slower in generating steam than when a

petticoat is used. The double petticoat shown in the

drawing, which is the same as the one recommended by

the Master Mechanic's Association, is the best form of

petticoat I have found; and I have tried all kinds that I

have seen illustrated, as well as many that I have not

seen illustrations of. If a person should take the time

to look over the hundreds of drawings of front end ar-

rangements which can be found in different mechanical

journals, as well as the papers of different persons which

refer to the different ideas on extension front ends, he

will become satisfied at once that such a thing as a stand-

ard front end arrangement for locomotives, and one that

one of them has some idea of a front end that is just a

little different from the others and which he thinks is

superior.

What seems strange is that two men, or any number

of men, cannot get the same results from any style of

front end; at least, it has always appeared so to me.

This matter can be carried so as to include all locomo-

tive engineers. Almost every engineer has some idea of

a front end that he thinks is better than the one in use,

and if he were only allowed to fit up a front end with

his ideas it would certainly be better than any front end

that he has ever seen. This might be true if he were al-

ways to run the engine, but some other engineer getting

on the engine will want an alteration made. I believe

that round-house foremen who have the most to do with

front ends will agree with me that this statement is cor-

rect. Therefore it seems to be a hopeless case of ever

trying to get a standard front end.

The differences between the different front ends, in

many cases, are so slight that it does not seem sensible

to have this difference exist, but it does exist, and will so

long as there are locomotives and master mechanics in

charge of them.
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A Portable Pressure Accumulator

WE illustrate herewith a portable pneumatic-hydro-

static pressure accumulator designed and pat-

ented by Mr. Alfred Parfitt, foreman of the boiler shop

of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway, at Topeka,

Kan. The illustrations show very clearly some of the

uses of the device in supplying power for a small shear

or staybolt cutter and a small punch, the apparatus hav-

ing been designed to facilitate work in boiler-making and

repair.

The appliance is mounted on a small four-wheel truck

for portability and may be easily transferred to any point

in or about the shop. The main cylinder is wrought

pipe IS/4 inches in diameter with flanged heads on either

end. Around the outside of the cylinder for about one-

half of its length is a water space, storing the water used

for hydrostatic pressure. A stuffing box is screwed into

the top head of the main cylinder and into this is screwed

a piece of hydraulic pipe 1^4 inches in diameter. In the

brass cap at the top of this cylinder is the connection of

the copper pipe leading to the tools. This copper pipe

the water space to the upper cylinder. This pipe is

caught over the top of the small cylinder in consideration

of the fact that the tendency of water to seek its own
level might otherwise fill this pipe with water which

would flow back into the air connections. A piston oper-

ates in the main cylinder, its piston rod extending into

the upper cylinder. Water having been forced into the

upper cylinder and copper pipe connection, by the initial

pressure in the air line, air is admitted below the piston,

raising it and increasing the hydrostatic pressure in the

upper cylinder by the upward movement of the piston.

The piston and piston rod are both packed with leather.

The portability of the accumulator and the facility

with which the small hydraulic tools may be handled, es-

pecially in inaccessible places, make these appliances very

useful additions to the boiler shop. The small shear is

used for cutting off the square heads of button-headed

radial stays, after the stays have been screwed into place.

The heads were formerly cut off with hammer and chisel,

but the blow of the hammer loosened the thread in the

A Portable Pressure Accumulator.

is flexible and is arranged with a ball and socket con-

nection to the tool. The lower part of the upper cylinder

or hydraulic pipe is connected through a pipe with water

space, the connection to the water space being as near the

bottom as possible. The small ^-inch copper air pipe

shown, is the connection by which water is forced from

crown sheet which had the bad effect of encouraging

leaks. The shear is also useful in shearing off staybolts

in throat sheets, on top of radial stayed boilers and in

other places where it is inconvenient to manipulate the

heavy staybolt clippers.

The small hydraulic punch is used for punching all
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holes which were formerly punched with a screw punch,

and many holes which were drilled, for instance, in the

flanged corners of door and flue sheet, the flanges of

firedoor hole and back head, the holes necessary to be

punched in old boilers when they require patching and

the holes in firebox sheet when half side sheets are be-

ing put in.

In work that formerly took three men three to three

and a half hours with a screw punch, the same may be

accomplished by two men in ten minutes with less ex-

ertion on the part of the men. With 100 pounds air

pressure sufficient force may be generated in the accu-

mulator for punching a 13-16-in. hole through %-in.

boiler steel. One of the advantages of this tool is that

ingly slow, and in which most of the power applied is

lost in friction. It has a coarse pitch, double-thread screw

and a hand wheel with heavy rim, the inertia of which is

utilized to force the arbor tightly into the workbore. By
the use of this combination as great a driving effect is

produced as with a sledge but without the results so

injurious to the ends and centers of the mandrels. The
inertia of the hand wheel is made use of for giving the

A Portable Pressure Accumulator.

the work is done with very little air, because of the pre-

liminary pressure that forces the punch, shear or riveter

against the work, before the intensifying pressure is ap-

plied. With other designs of hydraulic tools the ram
cylinder is filled with high pressure fluid for full length

of stroke.

.

«

»

New Yankee Arbor Press

\X7 E herewith illustrate a press for driving lathe arbors™*
_
and for straightening work, differing from others

now in use, and claimed to do its work more satisfac-
torily. Because it has a screw it should not be confound-
ed with the ordinary screw-press whose action is exceed-

New Arbor and Straightening Press.

arbor two or three final impulses after it has been forced

down as far as can easily be done by turning the wheel

in the ordinary manner, the leverage being 47 to 1.

It should be understood that the thread is of so coarse

a pitch that the screw will never lock on the work, and
when turned down quickly on a tight-fitting mandrel will

be repelled and turn in opposite direction. Its action

is much quicker and it requires much less exertion to op-

erate than the ordinary screw press, which is claimed to

be an advantage also over rack and gear presses, whose
leverage alone is depended upon to force the arbors into

the work. The arrangement of jaws on the anvil to ac-

commodate different diameters of mandrels is excellent

;

they open and close in unison so the work is always cen-

tral under the screw and arbors can be readily forced

in and out of thin bushings. To straighten shafts, etc.,

the jaws are opened some distance and the pressure ap-

plied centrally between. With one hand on the work and
the other at the hand wheel, the ram may be brought
down with an easily gauged force and the work quickly

straightened almost without leaving a mark on it. It

would appear as if for light work of this kind alone the

press would be valuable in many places. Hardwood
strips are inserted in the bottom so that when bolted to

a lathe bed no damage will be done to the ways ; and lugs

keep the press forward to prevent arbors marring," the

front edge. It is equally well adapted to be bolted to a

bench. The makers are the Wilmarth & Morman Co.,

(irand Rapids, Mich., of New Yankee drill grinder fame.

—

-

»

No. 6 New Four-Spindle Car Borer

ILLUSTRATED herewith is a machine designed ex-

pressly for car shops, where a machine for heavy

boring is always very useful, and the makers recommend
this machine very highly to those who have use for a

car shop borer.

Attention is invited to these points : ( 1 ) One of the

most improved features on this machine is the great

driving power conveyed to the boring spindles, which
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enables large holes being bored with facility, and, in con-

junction with the heavy column, vibration is materially

lessened while the boring is being done. (2) The
spindles are of improved construction, having a vertical

movement of 13 inches, with a transverse movement of

16 inches, and holes to 3 inches in diameter can be bored

No. 6 New Four-Spindle Car Borer.

to advantage; all this being controlled by quick-acting

adjusting levers. (3) The table is 8 feet long, 15 inches

wide, and carries nine rolls, one of which is fluted, so

that fast work is insured with little labor. The different

adjustments are easily and accurately made, saving time,

labor and attention. (4) The spindle frames are gibbed
on both sides, and each frame has four gibs, so all wear
can be taken up. The frames are rigidly supported at

top and bottom, and are counterweighted to give smooth-
ness to the up and down movement, a new feature which
will be readily understood and appreciated. They are

adjustable vertically. The spindles are driven by one
belt, and the machine is provided with an automatic
sliding belt tightener for giving proper tension to the

belts.

The makers, J. A. Fay & Egan Co., No. 145 to 166
West Front St., Cincinnati, Ohio, will send further

particulars, descriptive cuts and terms to those interested,

also their new and complete catalogue.

» • »

Personals

Mr. William Baer has been appointed general fore-

man of the Burlington shops at St. Joseph, Mo.

Mr. J. H. Kelley has been appointed traveling engineer

of the Fort Worth & Denver City, with headquarters
at Fort Worth, Tex.

Mr. C. J. Bushmeyer has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Blackwell, Enid & Texas, with headquarters
at Vernon, Tex.

Mr. B. P. Flory has been appointed mechanical en-

gineer of the Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at South
Bethlehem, to succeed Mr. F. F. Gaines, promoted.

Mr. F. F. Gaines has been appointed master mechanic
of the Lehigh Valley at Wilkes Barre, Pa., to> succeed
Mr. E. T. James, transferred.

Mr. E. T. James, heretofore master mechanic of the

Lehigh Valley at Wilkes Barre, Pa., has been transferred

to Buffalo, N. Y., to succeed Mr. G. W. Seidel, resigned.

Mr. F. Tuma, master mechanic of the Erie at Port
Jervis, N. Y., has been appointed master mechanic of

the Buffalo division, with headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y.
Mr. A. M. Machin has been appointed master me-

chanic ,of the Missouri Pacific at Osawatomie, Kan., to

succeed Mr. W. J. Hill, resigned.

:M:r. J. Searles has been appointed assistant engineer
of motive power on the Baltimore & Ohio, with offices

in Pittsburg.

Mr, E. A. Westcott, master car builder of the Balti-

more & Ohio at Newark, O., has resigned, and the

position has been abolished.

Mr. C. J. Bushmeyer has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Blackwell, Enid & Texas, with headquar-
ters at Vernon, Tex.

Mr. John H. Magee, master mechanic of the Penn-
sylvania Railroad at Olean, N. Y., died at his home
in Olean, N. Y., Nov. 9, of heart trouble.

Mr. George Gregory has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Chicago Great Western, with headquarters

at Fort Dodge, la., to succeed Mr. L. L. Smith, resigned.

Mr. L. L. Smith has resigned as master mechanic
of the Chicago Great Western at Fort Dodge, la., and
has been succeeded by Mr. George Gregory.

Mr. W. H. Stocks, master mechanic of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific at Chicago, has resigned to enter

the service of the Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co.,

with offices at Chicago.

Mr. C. W. Tait, acting master mechanic of the Gulf,

Colorado & Santa Fe, at Beaumont, Tex., was shot and
killed at Waukegan, Tex., on Nov. 16, by another em-
ployee of the road.

Mr. J. E. Goodman, mechanical inspector of the

Northern Pacific at St. Paul, Minn., has fbeen appointed

master mechanic of the Lake Superior division, with

headquarters at Duluth.

Mr. James McDonough, road foreman of engines of

the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, has been appointed as-

sistant division superintendent of the Southern Pacific,

with headquarters at Freeport, 111., effective on Nov. 20,

Mr. G. W. Crownover has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Freeport division of the Illinois Central,

with headquarters at Freeport, 111., effective on Nov. 20,

to succeed E. O. Dana, deceased.

Mr. N. N. Calderwood, who has been car foreman of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Chanute, Kan., has

been appointed foreman at Argentine, Kan.
Mr. Wm. Jenkins has resigned as foreman for the

Southern Railway at Blacksburg, to accept a position

with the Mexican Central at Monterey, Mexico.

Mr. Webb C. Ball is appointed chief watch inspector

of the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad,

with headquarters at Cleveland, O., vice Mr. Frank
Hammond, resigned.

,
W. L. Harrison has resigned as superintendent of

locomotive and car shop of the Jersey Central, to accept

the position of master mechanic of the Choctaw, Okla-

homa & Gulf Railroad.

Mr. Benjamin E. Connell has been elected chairman of

the Chicago committee of the Central Freight Associa-

tion. He has been acting chairman for two years, since

the death of Mr. J. F. Woffington.
Mr. George V. Massey, assistant general solicitor of

the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been elected general so-

licitor for that road, with headquarters at Philadelphia,

in place of James A. Logan, deceased.

Mr. J. J. Reid, heretofore general foreman locomotive

and car repairs of the Rutland Railroad, has been ap-

pointed mechanical inspector of the Northern Pacific,

with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., in place of Mr.

J. E. Goodman, promoted.

Mr. J. H. Moore, heretofore master mechanic of the

Erie at Buffalo, has been appointed master mechanic of

the same road, with headquarters at Rochester, N. Y.,

to succeed Mr. W. M. Perrine, who has been appointed
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master mechanic at Port Jervis, N. Y., in place of Mr.
F. Tuma, transferred.

Mr. J. E. White has been appointed master mechanic

of the Pensacola division of the Louisville & Nashville

at Pensacola, Fla., to succeed Mr. C. Giles, who was re-

cently transferred to Louisville, Ky.
Mr. Alex Struthers, formerly master mechanic of

the Denver & Rio Grande at Grand Junction, Colo., has

been appointed master mechanic of the El Paso &
Southwestern railroad, with headquarters at Douglas,

Ariz., to succeed Mr. David Read, resigned.

Mr. G. A. Schmoll, heretofore motive power inspector

of the Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed mastei

mechanic of the Mt. Clare shops, Baltimore, Md., to

succeed Mr. E. L. Weisgerber, assigned to other duties.

Mr. F. W. Fritchey, heretofore foreman of the shops

of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis at

Belleforitaine, O., has been appointed master mechanic
of the Iowa & St. Louis, with office at Connellsville, Mo.
Mr. H. A. Passmore, who recently resigned as assist-

ant superintendent of machinery of the Western Mary-
land, has been appointed superintendent of motive power
of the Detroit Southern, with office at Springfield, O.,

to succeed Mr. E. M. Roberts, resigned.

Mr. Joseph Davis, general foreman of the Altoo^a
shops of the Pennsylvania, has been promoted to master

mechanic of the Harrisburg shops, and Mr. W. B. Nor-
ris, now general foreman at the West Philadelphia shops,

will succeed Mr. Davis at Altoona, Pa.

Mr. Henry Montgomery has been appointed master
mechanic of the Pennsylvania at Oil City, vice D'. E.

Cassidy, transferred; and Charles D. McCormick has

been made general foreman of the same shops in place

of Henry McCormick, promoted.

Mr. W. L. Harrison has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, with head-

quarters at Little Rock, Ark., to succeed Mr. Charles H.
Welch, resigned. Mr. Harrison was formerly superin-

tendent of the car and machine shops of the Central of

New Jersey at Elizabethport, N. J.

Mr. C. T. McElvanev has been appointed master me-
chanic of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, of Texas, with
headquarters at Denison, Tex., to succeed Mr. A. C.

Loucks, resigned. Mr. McElvaney at one time held this

same position, but resigned to become mechanical super-

intendent of the American Cotton Co.

Mr. David Patterson, recently appointed joint master
mechanic of the Denver & Rio Grande, Rio Grande
Western and Colorado Midland at Grand Junction, Colo.,

has been transferred to Salida, Colo., as master mechanic
of the Denver & Rio Grande, and Mr. M'. Shirmer has
been appointed master mechanic at Grand Junction, to suc-

ceed Mr. Patterson.

The offices of assistant superintendent of motive pow-
er and assistant superintendent of rolling stock of the

Rutland Railroad have been abolished. Mr. G. W. Ken-
ney has been appointed general foreman of locomotive
and car repairs, with headquarters at Rutland, Vt., and
Mr. C. J. McMaster has been appointed general foreman
of locomotive and car repairs, with headquarters at Ma-
lone, N. Y.

Mr. T. E. Merritt has resigned as master mechanic of

the Cincinnati, Richmond & Muncie, and Mr. H. K.
Mudd has been appointed to succeed him, with the title

of master mechanic instead of superintendent of motive
power. Mr. Mudd will have his headcmarters at Rich-
mond, Tnd.

Mr. J. H. Moore, heretofore master mechanic of the

Erie at Buffalo, N. Y., has been transferred to Roches-

ter, N. Y. Mr. Frank Tuma has been appointed master

mechanic at Buffalo, N. Y., to succeed Mr. Moore. Mr.
Tuma is succeeded as assistant master mechanic at Port

Jervis, N. Y., by Mr. W. M. Perrine.

Mr. H. K. Mudd has resigned the position of assistant

master mechanic of the Wabash Railroad at Decatur, 111.,

to take the position of superintendent of motive power
and machinery of the Cincinnati, Richmond & Muncie,
with headquarters in Peru, Ind. It is stated that Mr.
Charles Hathaway, general foreman of the Wabash at

Decatur, will succeed Mr. Mudd as assistant master
mechanic.

Mr. H. N. Brenneman, heretofore master mechanic of

the Baltimore & Ohio at Newark, O., has resigned and
has been appointed assistant superintendent of motive
power of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with office

at West Milwaukee, Wis. Mr. John Dalman, hereto-
fore general foreman of the Pennsylvania Lines at New
Castle, Pa., succeeds Mr. Brenneman as master mechanic
of the Baltimore & Ohio at Newark, O.

The following changes and appointments have been
announced on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-
way: Mr. W. A. Parker has been appointed M. C. B..

at Minneapolis, Minn., in place of Mr. H. Goehrs who
has been appointed assistant M 1

. C. B. at Minneapolis, a
new position. Mr. C. F. Winn has been appointed mas-
ter mechanic of the West Milwaukee shops, vice Mr. F
W. Cox.

«» » »

Notes of the Month

At the Dusseldorf Exhibition which has just terminat-
ed the highest award of merit, the gold medal, was
awarded the "Hunt" Convevor. This conveyor is manu-
factured by the C.W.Hunt Co,,West NewBirighton,N.Y.

» » »

Barber Trucks will be used under the 9 Locomotive
Tenders building by the American Locomotive Co. for
the D. M: & N. Ry. Also under 10 Locomotive Tenders
building by the Baldwin Locomotive Co. for the Erie Ry.

«

»

In "Record of Recent Construction" number 38, the
Baldwin Locomotive Works illustrate the electric motor
•and trailer trucks manufactured by them to meet the
demand caused by the development of electric traction
for surburban and interurban railways and for elevated
and underground roads.

•» »

»

William Sellers & Company have issued an interesting
and clearly illustrated, cloth-bound hand book, describing
the self-acting injector of 1887, its ooeration, uses and
advantages. The book further illustrates repair parts,
boiler attachments, combined main check and stop valve,
angle steam and main check valves, locomotive feed water
strainer, boiler washer, filler and fire extinguisher.

«

»

The Acme Machinery Company, Cleveland, Ohio,
calls attention to their excellent facilities for the manufac-
ture of bolt and nut machinery in a well illustrated cata-
logue of 140 pages. The works have been greatly en-
larged and thev are equipped with the most modern tools

the market affords and with special tools of their own
make for the manufacture of machinerv in their line.

<«

»

The new styles and sizes of air compressors manu-
factured by the Rand Drill Company, 128 Broadway,
New York City, are illustrated and described in a cata-
logue of 31 pages, recently issued by the company. The
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very great extension in the use of compressed air makes

a list of its present applications almost innumerable.

To-day no machine shop, factory or foundry is considered

complete without a compressed air plant.

» •

.
The General Manifold Company of Franklin, Penn.,

have distributed a number of folders describing their

method for making duplicate copies of blank forms of

every description, its uses and advantages. They make
carbon manifolding or duplicating papers by a new
process that produces a dry, clean, water-proof, non-

crocking carbon sheet.
»

»

The Christensen Engineering Company, Milwaukee,

have distributed three neatly arranged catalogues illus-

trating their direct current motors and generators, alter-

nating current generators and transformers, and describ-

ing the various devices that comprise the Christensen

straight air brake equipment for electric cars, explaining

the function of each part of the apparatus.

and these principles being then applied to actual service

conditions of present practice. In studying the perform-
ance of the valve the principles of operation are illus-

trated by graphical methods, the various positions of the

crank and eccentric with reference to the corresponding
positions of the slide valve being represented diagramati-

cally. Many of the principal designs of valve motion of

to-day are illustrated and described. Among these may
be mentioned the balanced D slide valve, Vauclain valve

(for 4 cyinder compounld locomotive), Corliss valve,

Buckeye Independent cut off valve and Worthington
pump gear. While the subject matter of the book is

presented in such form as to be adapted to the practical

man, it can be studied to advantage by the student of

engineering. The book is cloth-bound, contains 139
pages and 87 illustrations. Published by D. Van Nos-
trand Company, New York. Price $2.00.

*

»

4 »

»

Much information regarding the construction, oper-

ation, performance, uses and convenience of cranes of

all kinds, may be found in the catalogue of the Whiting

Foundry Equipment Company, Harvey, Illinois. The
illustrations embodied in the catalogue demonstrate the

uses to which different designs of cranes are put, illus-

trating a large number of cranes built by the company,

which are now in successful operation.

<» • »

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com-
pany, in conjunction with the Baldwin Locomotive Com-
pany, have published a complete and handsomely illus-

trated book relating to electric locomotives for surface

haulage. Electric locomotives are peculiarly adaptable

to industrial establishments, short lines of railroad, on

plantations, etc. This catalogue presents the advantages,

of electric motive power for such service, enumerating

the standard types and classes of locomotives so used,

giving a general description of their construction, in-

cluding both mechanical and electrical features, together

with tables of weights and characteristics of each class.

» •

The Duff Manufacturing Company, of Pittsburg, has
brought two suits in the U. S. Circuit Court, for the

Northern District of Illinois, against Templeton, Kenly
& Co., Limited, of Chicago, for infringement of the Bar-
rett patent No. 455,993, granted July 14th, 1891 ; and the

other for infringement of the Barrett patent No. 527,-

102, granted Oct. 9th, 1894, by the manufacture of the

lifting jacks lately placed upon the market by Templeton,
Kenly & Co., known as the "Simplex" jack.

The first of these patents sued under covers the auto-

matic lowering mechanism known as the "yielding trip-

ping plate" embodied in the Barrett jack No. 10 made
bv the Duff Manufacturing Company. This patent has

been sustained by the Circuit and Appellate Courts on
numerous occasions, and automatic lowering jacks of the

same general type as the Simplex jack have been held to

infringe the patent. In the second suit it is also claimed

that the Simplex jack infringes the later Barrett patent,

as well as the one which the courts have previously con-

sidered.

Motion for preliminary injunction restraining the

manufacture of the Simplex jack pending the suit under
the earlier Barrett patent has also been made, and will

probably be brought up for hearing some time during

December, 1902.
»

»

Materials of Machines, by Albert W. Smith, Professor

of Mechanical Engineering in Leland Stanford Junior

University, is a treatise on the materials used in machine

construction. While not taking up the mechanics of

materials, it outlines the metallurgy of iron and steel

;

considers briefly the testing of materials and the methods

of recording and interpreting results ; and presents the

alloys of greatest importance in engineering practice.

In considering the selection of material the author de-

liberates upon the stresses to which the members are to

be subjected, the probable wear of parts, the relation

the parts bear to each other, and by presenting a number
of examples, discusses the material to be selected to per-

form the duty for which the machine is designed. The
book is well worth the consideration of both engineers

and students. The volume is cloth-bound, illustrated and

contains 133 pages. Published by John Wiley & Sons,

New York. Price $1.
«

»

The Slide Valve and its Functions, by Julius Begtrup,

M. E., is a treatise on the mechanism by which the circu-

lation of steam is controlled and regulated in the modern
steam engine. The subject is treated comprehensively,

the principle of the valve operation beinp- first considered

Volume one, of Historic Highways of America, traces

in a very interesting manner the adoption of the early

trails of the Indians and buffaloes for practical routes

of railways of to-day. Leading over mountains, through

gaps and across the beds of rivers, the buffaloes, in the

days when they were allowed to roam undisturbed, un-

failingly selected the most accessible and easiest routes.

In such large numbers did they travel and so often did

they pursue the same course that their trails clearly

marked and their way so clearly cut through forests as

to be followed by the early Indians and later by the

white settlers. In a number of cases have railroads fol-

lowed these trails so closely that where the roads have

tunneled through a mountain the trails have passed

directly over the tunnels. The entire work, consisting'

of sixteen volumes, by Archer Butler Hulbert, is devoted

to the history of the exploration, conquest and develop-

ment of America, based noon its highways of war, com-
merce and immigration. Volume one, the first placed on

the market, is cloth-bound, contains izto pages and is

illustrated with maps of the early highwavs and the sec-

tions more generally traversed. Published by the

Arthur H. Clark Company, Cleveland. Ohio. Price

$2.00; volume 2, $2.00; volumes 3 to t6. $2.50.
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*P Railroad Paint Shop *t
A Department Devoted to the Interest of flaster Car and Locomotive Painters

Edited by CHAS. E. COPP, General Foreman Painter, Car Department, Boston & Maine Railroad, Lawrence, Mass.

Official Org'an of tKe Master Car and Locomotive Painters Association

M. C. & L. P. A. Portrait Gallery W. Hayes, Supt. M. P., and Mr. Frank McGee, M. C. B.,

J. H. Whittington. Fort Worth, Tex., which position he held successfully

OUR columns are adorned this month with the por- until Aug. 1st, 1902, when he resigned from the employ

trait of one who has not been privileged to meet of that company to accept the position of foreman painter

with us but few times in convention, but who, neverthe- of the Chicago & Alton Ry., at Bloomington, 111., under

less, takes a deep interest in the work of our association Mr. A. L. Humphrey, S. M. P., and Mr. James Lowney,

and hopes to be so situated

that he can attend the Chi-

cago meeting next year. We
herewith present the photo

and sketch of the recently

appointed foreman painter

of the Chicago & Alton

shops at Bloomington, 111.,

Mr. J. H. Whittington.

He was born in Madison

county, near Canton, Miss.,

Dec. 12, 1867, and while

quite young his father

moved to near McComb
City, Miss., where he

worked for his father on a

farm, and, not having the

opportunities of school, he

says he only received the

rudiments of an education.

He was always fond of

painting and the most of his

spare time was consumed in

making sketches. In the

month of October (21st),

1884, he accepted a position

with the Illinois Central R.

R. at McComb City, Miss.,

as apprentice painter un-

der Mr. A. Latsch, master

G. F. car department, which

position he holds at the

present time.

He joined the Master Car

and Locomotive Painters'

Association at the Buffalo

convention, 1894, but owing

to circumstances over which

he had no control, he is

sorry to say, that he has not

attended any of the meet-

ings since that time, but he

has these meetings at heart

and knows that "a great

deal of good is derived from

gatherings of this kind

where we are enabled to get

together once a year and ex-

change our ideas of the

methods used in the many
different kinds of work of

the companies from whom
we earn our livelihood, and,

if all goes well, I will be

more than pleased to meet

with you in Chicago in

1903," he writes. Mr.

Whittington was married

in Vicksburg and has a

family that he is proud
painter, Mr. Robt. McKenna being master mechanic and of, consisting of two boys and four girls. To which we
Mr. J. C. Bishop, master car builder, and remained with are tempted to add the famous words of our famous
that company until his apprenticeship was completed. On president to Fred Banan when in this city on his trip

March 16, 1887, he accepted a position with the Louis- last September: "Bully for you, I have six." Fred be-

ville, New Orleans & Texas Ry. at Vicksburg, Miss., hnSs to the band here and was helping to do the mu-
under Mr. J. A. P. Glass, master painter, Mr. J. J. Casey, slcaI honors, and as he shaved the rough rider in Medora
being S. M. P., and Mr. P. Long, M. C. B., and worked P

akota, he renewed his acquaintance and compared fam-
for that company until March, 1899, when he returned to ^ n°tes a^ the inquiry of our most democratic presi-

the Illinois Central, again working for Mr Latsch, and dent
'

if he is a Republican,

remained with him for two months, when he accepted the

position of general engine painter of the L., N. O. & T.

at Vicksburg, under Mr. Glass, which position he held

until Feb. 12, 1894, when he was appointed foreman

painter of the Fort Worth & Denver City Ry., by Mr. E.

Mr. J. H. Whittington

» «

»

The Preservation of Steel Structure
•^TE are not only at the dawn, but well into the day

of the age of iron and steel in structural work-
where once wood played such an important part.
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Bridges, buildings, ships and cars seem to have grown

up of this material, like mushrooms in a night, without

a realizing sense of their existence, especially by those

who have not the construction and care of them. Our

chief concern is the fear that they may be comparatively

as perishable as the mushrooms. Some seem to think

a thing made of iron or steel has defiance wrought into

its very existence, and once made is made to stay. Well,

that depends. It has become proverbial that a thing

"wears like iron," but that depends upon what are the

conditions of wear. Swords and plowshares in constant

use in the battel of life shine like cimetars, but left idle

and exposed to the tooth of rust v their brief tale is soon

told. It is a bloodless duel that the elements fight with

steel, but it is none the less fatal. The only "seconds",

referees, or "backers" are protective paints. They hold

"the stakes".

Mark Twain's "strongest argument" in "Roughing It"

was a six-shooter ; but the strongest argument today for

the existence of steel structures, especially of cars, is a

protective paint that protects. A prohibition that does

not prohibit is no prohibition at all ; and many so-called

protective paints are, we fear, like the liquor law in Maine,

New Hampshire and Vermont—prohibitive or protective

in name only. Like as with the protective law on our com-

merce near the borders, smuggling is constantly and

alarmingly going on without eternal vigilance—the

smuggling in of rust and general decay.

Now we have not one word to say against, but many

in commendation of that wide awake American genius

and enterprise, that at a time when the cry of alarm has

been raised at the depletion of our forests, has evolved

the manufacture of steel into such important uses. They

have done their part and need to be crowned with the

wreath of fame, instead of the crown of thorns, while

they wait for others to perform theirs. Now it is clearly

"up to" the chemists and painters to design and apply

paints that shall successfully resist the action of the vari-

ous elements with which they have to contend—and they

are many ; such as salt water and barnacles, and the vari-

ous climates upon ships ; the consumption by rust going

on unobserved in the hidden column of our sky-scraping

buildings that may some awful day throw them down,

like "the fall of Babylon"; and the many things with

which steel cars have to contend as, for instance, red-

hot coke laden into a car and cooled off with salt water

from a hose, to soak down through and on to the pressed-

steel trucks, to say nothing of the action of sulphuric

acid, etc., from other causes.

Nor is this all. The proper condition of the surface of

iron and steel to receive its protective coating is as im-

portant as are all the rest, if not more so. If you were

to spray-paint a ship-yard covered with chips, what differ-

ence would it make what or whose paint you should use,

as to the durability of the job? We happened in a cer-

tain ship-yard recently where a mountain of hundreds of

pressed steel trucks had been unloaded with a derrick and

piled up atop of each other. What a pity, we thought,

that those cannot be painted before they begin to rust;

but, stepping along to them and examining them critical-

ly, we found the rusted portions actually in the best con-

dition to paint. That which had not rusted was covered

with a mill scale that could be easily removed in patches

with a knife, or would fall off at the touch. And yet, as

usual, those trucks were to be painted as unloaded with-

out any further preparation! What's the odds whose or

what paint is used? Evidently they would be better off

if left to rust and throw off this scale, but what is to be

done when cars are building too fast to wait, unless to

order them a long time in advance? It would seem that

if these could be treated to a sand blast at the factory to

remove this scale and then be coated—possibly dipped

with a crane—with a suitable hot coating, the results

would more than pay for the extra outlay, in comparison

with the usual crude methods in vogue.

Going to church on a recent Sunday we chanced to

pass some coal cars and we could not help combining

profane with sacred duties enough to—we don't mean

that we swore, although under strong provocation—ex-

amine some pressed steel trucks and we took our knife

and cleared off a cake of rust, paint and steel as large as

our hand and thick as window glass and laid it up, in-

tending to take it when we returned so as to show it with

our story that our superiors might not think we were ly-

ing; but the preacher so wrought us up on heaven and

hell that we forgot it. But our reflections about "the

shortness of life"
—

"in the midst of life we are in death,"

etc.—were made very appropriate on the way to church

by that discovery of the decay of the steel truck ; and we

here leave the matter for the present to the profitable re-

flection of our readers.

—»

White Lead Adulteration

SOME idea of the way the adulteration of white

lead was viewed years ago may be obtained from

the following, copied from the Salem (Mass.) Mercury,
vtnder date of Wednesday, May 21, 1834:

"Several wagon loads of spurious lead were lately of-

fered in market at Galena, Mo. We give our country-

men up for utter reprobates after this. No other people

under heaven would ever have thought of such ponderous

iniquity as this. We once heard of a fellow who coun-

terfeited half cents, but the passing of light lead is an

enormity not to be paralleled and ought, at any rate, to

be heavily punished. The rascal that would do this deed

would hesitate to utter base granite for true Chelms-

ford."

The above is not bad doctrine from "the Witch City,"

even in the light of to-day, in the eyes of all who like to

see and to use such an important article as pure lead.

But the trade has become wofully bewitched after cheap

materials since the above was written. There has been

a sad letting down of the bars to the incoming of adulter-
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ation in all that we eat, wear and use until purity con-

sists chiefly in the brand rather than in the nature of the

material branded.

»

»

Painting Over Old Paint and Varnish

THERE are those who are squeamish about painting

cars over the old paint and varnish, especially

where a radical change of body color is concerned. Some

years ago the writer was visiting a western shop of a

road that was changing its body color from one dark

color to another, and as a car was being burned off

whose paint was in good condition, without a sign of a

crack or of chipping or peeling, we inquired why they

did so, and they replied that they had orders to burn off

every car regardless of condition. This struck us as de-

cidedly queer.

Others have told how they first cut off the old varnish

with ammonia or something of that sort, before repaint-

ing a varnished car. Well, now, that is all right—if it is

a case of recent varnishing with elastic varnish, because

paint put over such a foundation would pull apart with

the contraction of the varnish in shrinking as it dries

;

but with a varnished car that has been in service a year

or so there is no occasion for anything of the sort, be-

cause the varnish has lost its shrinkage and become hard

and, with proper cleaning and sandpapering, has a good

foundation for painting.

Of course, it is a misfortune to have to repaint such a

car before it needs it, still it can be successfully done

where a road wishes to change the color of its equipment

rapidly.

There is a case in point in the writer's shop at the pres-

ent time. The B. & M. began to change the color of its

large equipment from straw color to Pullman color eleven

years ago; and, while we did not rush it, still we painted

many cars that color over the old straw color in order to

make out trains all of one color. We revarnished many
cars still in the yellow and sent them out. It is a favor-

ite dream of the writer now, with a late supper, that there

are still yellow cars in the shop being varnished, though

we completed the change of color six years ago. Now
there is one of these cars in the shop that we painted

Pullman over yellow eight years ago ; and it was in such

fair condition that they had got half of it cleaned ready

for varnishing before we ordered it burned off. It was
no worse off for cracking than some since painted from

the wood with well-known primers and surfacers. In

fact, one of the latter is now in the shop burned off that

has only run four years since before painted, but this is

an unusual case.

We mention these facts for the benefit of others who
may be passing, or about to pass, through similar ex-

periences. Do not burn off and throw away a good lead

foundation that is firm and uncracked, if you are chang-

ing your color. It is like throwing away stone to build

upon the sand.

One of the Veterans

WE intended to have had a snap shot of Mr. Wm.
B. Getchell among the rest in our October issue

;

but, failing to get a picture in time, we are herewith

pleased to insert the same.

Mr. Getchell was at our late convention in Boston

;

and, with Warner Bailey, formed a brace of Veterans;

for they were the only two in attendance who were at

the first meeting in Preble Hall, Boston, in November,

1870, and, indeed, with the possible exception of M. W.

Mr. Wm. B. Getchell.

Stines, they are the only living members who were at

that first convention. Mr. Stines, then master painter of

the Boston & Albany, was in Dayton, Ohio, at last ac-

counts.

Mr. Getchell was foreman painter of locomotive work

for the Eastern Railroad at East Boston at the time our

association was organized. Later he had charge of car

painting for the New York, New Haven & Hartford R.

R. at New Haven, Conn. At the time of the lease of the

Worcester, Nashua & Rochester R. R. to the Boston &
Maine he had charge of the car painting of the leased

road; and later, by the writer's advice to Mr. D. C. Rich-

ardson, then master car builder of the Boston & Maine,

he was transferred to the East Cambridge shops (Bos-

ton & Lowell ; now Southern Division ) ; and when those

shops were demolished to enlarge the yards of the Union

Station, Boston, he was transferred to the Somerville

shop as assistant to Mr. Worrall, which position he now
holds, and is one of the "young old men" of the times,

of which our association has several, and the B. & M.

some examples, like Warner Bailey and others.
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Reply to Chas. Koons in November Issue

Editor Railroad Paint Shop: It is not my desire to

appear like the old woman, desirous of having "the last

word;" but after reading our friend's little letter I do not

think it would be right to "lie down" now.

It is quite evident that Mr. Koons is not familiar with

the inside of a large paint factory. I stand accused of

evading his thought ; and if he was in a position to know
he would acknowledge that improved machinery is one

of the most vital factors in securing a stable color. Also,

by a careful re-perusal of my article, he will find that in

many places I alluded to the vast improvements in pig-

ments.

Now where he makes his biggest mistake is in the al-

lusion he makes to the wholesale grinding of colors in

japan, and that color houses are grinding indiscriminate-

ly anything and everything in japan. He says that dif-

ferent colors require different handling, and I agree with

him there, but where I do not agree with him is in the

statement that the laymen do know about the manufac-

ture of paints and what the best mediums are to grind

japan colors in. Now, they say comparisons are odi-

ous, but in this case they are necessary.

Firstly, the firm that I am supposed to be drawing on

as an object lesson have more different vehicles than any

living painter would ever dream of. I confess it is a

marvel to me every day to think of the combinations that

are made and experimented on. Why, japan color for-

mulas are almost as varied in their vehicle proportions

and ingredients as the shades themselves.

Secondly, as to the judgment of a paint grinder being

equal to a painter, I might say that this firm does not

rely on one man's judgment, but that it is more on the

verdict of a staff of experts. An experimental force is

composed of practically twenty-five ,men who are termed

non-producers in the factory ; that is, men who are not

credited with one pound of output. This body of men

is divided into chemists, practical experts (men who have

served their time and had years of experience in the

paint-shop) and expert grinders who understand the

technical as well as the practical side of paint grinding

;

and these men make and try out different formulas and

expose them under varying conditions. We probably

make and expose more tests in one week than Mr. Koons

ever did in a year.

Furthermore, these tests are made and watched by

men that have been secured for their particular fitness

for this class of work. We are not limited to a town or

We present this headlining through the courtesy of Mr.

W. W. Schoettlin, Springfield, Mo.

• »

state for exposures. The roofs of our several plants are

covered with tests. We do not limit ourselves to this

country for tests even, but send them to foreign countries

to see how the effect of different climates acts upon them.

At the present writing we have some tests exposed in

Australia, India and England. In fact, these tests are

sent all over the world to be looked after by our repre-

sentatives who send them in at the appointed time.

Does our friend Koons think that with his limited fa-

cilities he can be in position to know and study the paint

industry as thoroughly as a body of twenty-five men

backed by the moneyed manufacturer who pays out so

much money for experimental work from which the only

return is through the sucess of his goods?

Hoping that Mr. Koons will see this in the light in-

tended, I am yours, Very respectfully,

S. W. Cleveland.
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Notes and Comments.

One member returned from the Boston convention and had
his expenses paid by the railroad company employing him
and his salary raised $10 a month. That's the stuff! Other
roads "please copy."

-<-

And now the Pennsylvania R. R. (Nov. 13) grants a 10 per
cent increase in the pay of all its employes who receive less

than $200 per month. The advance affects almost 100,000

men and distributes about $6,000,000 more per annum in

Avages. Of course this affects our associates on the P. R. R.

Good for them!

Last week Mr. Koons severed his connection with the

St. Louis Car Company and entered suit as above stated.

« »

In a personal letter from a member of "Test Committee" in

reply to a letter of ours, he writes, Nov. 10: "I enjoyed
reading your letter on that Canadian trip of yours in the

November issue; also our 'General Longstreet's' elastic shot

at friends Gohen and Butts—'Warner's a Safe Cure.' " The
latter is an apt use of a phrase advertising a well-known
patent medicine.

The Western division railway sales department of the

Later (Nov. 19) it seems to be spreading like an epidemic,
for the New York Central, Lake Shore and others have fol-

lowed suit. We may be "down with it" here soon. Hope so,

but it hasn't broken out yet.

+ * »

We are informed that Mr. Wm. Kruger, former superinten-
dent of the American Car Co., of St. Louis, succeeds our as-

sociate, Koons, in charge of the painting at the St. Louis Car
Co.'s plant.

»

»

We call attention to an error in the advertisement of the
American Plusholeon Company, on page 12 of the advertising
sheets of our October number. The advertisement should
have read as follows: "For $5.00 a car you can take the
grease, stains, dirt and spots of any kind out of your cai'

seats and backs, and re-dye them absolutely fast colors with
the one operation by the use of Plusholeon Liquid Dyes at
any yard terminal or shop, by common labor, with a scrub-
bing brush, etc."

»
.
* » —

One thing that impressed the writer much, having never
seen anything like it before, on his recent trip to Montreal
and Three Rivers, Canada, were the number of tin roofs on
buildings of all kinds, the costly dome of the cathedral as
well as the roof of the lowly cot, that never had a drop of
paint on them. Referring the matter to friend Cowan of the

C. P., he pointed to the roof of a public building that had
been put on at least fifteen years ago and never painted.

Some were partly stained with rust from the edges of the tin

where the iron was exposed. Of course, it is altogether a dif-

ferent tin than is put on our car roofs, which would rot out
without paint in a very brief time.

•

»

The N. E. R. R. Club had "Smokeless Firing, and How to

Prevent Smoke at Stations" as one of the subjects at its No-
vember meeting, with paper by Mr. John S: S. Fulton, of the
Coffin-Megeath Supply Co. This is the device in which our old

friend, Mr. "Sam" Simonds, formerly master mechanic on
the N. Y. C. & H. R., is an interested party, being a co-inven-
tor and promoter with Mr. Fulton, we believe. "Sara's" birth
place and first railroad experience was but a few steps from
the B. & M.'s South Lawrence shops, and in this city he was
crossing tender, assistant baggage master, etc., in his boy-
hood days. We wish him success with his new device.

»*»•

In these columns in our November issue was the announce-
ment that our associate member, Koons, had severed his con-
nection with the St. Louis Car Co. The following from a St.

Louis paper gives the cause:
Suit was filed Monday before the Circuit Court for $7,370.02

against the St. Louis Car Company by Charles E. Koons, of
4427 North Twentieth street. The comnlainant states that
on February 3. 1898, he entered into contract with George J.

Kobusch, president of the St. Louis Car Company, to paint
all cars turned out by the company at so much per car.

Under this contract Mr. Koons was to employ all the labor
and furnish the materials" himself.
At the end of a year, he states, Mr. Kobusch canceled the

contract and placed him in charge of the paint shop under
a stated salary.

He claims that there was still a balance of $7,370.02 due
him under the contract, which was never paid, and that
he was put off from time to time on various excuses until

recently Mr. Kobusch declared it was all off.

A "Warner Bailey Scroll"—Boston Convention
Caricature.

Sherwin-Williams Company, paint and varnish makers, is

now in the Fisher Building, Chicago, 111.

•» » »

Rumor has it that Chas. Strahler, who left the Chicago &
Alton shops at Bloomington, 111., is to go to the Ann Arbor

R. R. of Michigan.
•» •

The Carriage Builders' National Association convention was
held in the Hotel Cadillac, Detroit, Sept. 30 to Oct. 2, and
showed their good sense by choosing Boston as the next

meeting place. We clip the following item from "Varnish,"

one of our brightest exchanges:

The Sherwin-Williams Co. had their exhibit in the Oriental

Room of the Cadillac. It consisted of an ebonized case con-

taining many samples of colors on glass discs, which show
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up the brilliancy of the colors. The four representatives in

charge explained the merits of the perfect method of coach
painting, which is being told month by month in Varnish.
It is a system which is making many converts.

» * »

Under a picture 5% x 7% inches of a young house painter,

with a pail of paint in his left hand and a 4-inch wall brush
in his right against the clapboards, the following appears in

the Boston Globe, Nov. 18, as "No. 122" of "Types of Amer-
ica's Toilers." The Globe is a great newspaper, but not
much of a painter's magazine. It had "the carriage painter"
recently painting the wheel of a coach with the body on.

>»

The Boston & Maine is building 600 box cars at its own
shops, 300 each at Fitchburg and Concord, and to say that
the Master Car Builder, Mr. J. T. Chamberlain, has been
busy of late attending to all the details of this and other
new equipment, as well as carrying on his regular work, is

to draw it mildly. Always affable and appi*oachable, he has
been "quarantined" in his private office with his draughts-
man going over prints and specifications and ordering mate-
rial with almost "a red flag" out to those without urgent
business to keep away from him for awhile.

» • »

ERRATA.—The type-wtielder undertook to weld together

two articles of ours on different subjects on page 430 of our
last issue under the heading of "Cutting White Shellac," but
even a blacksmith can see the bad point about midway of

the same. It's like welding copper and iron. A part of an
article on quick-process systems of ready-mixed primers and
surfaces got butted up against the unfinished end of the

article on "Cutting White Shellac." The separated articles

will again appear.
The same "devil" made us say "new adhesive" for non-

adhesive in the second paragraph of article on "Car Roofs."
page 429. This is the opposite of our meaning.

* »

"The real object of painting is to protect wood, metal and
stuccoes from the action of the atmosphere. For exterior

work white lead is regarded as the best base and boiled lin-

seed oil as the best liquid. The painter uses brushes of dif-

ferent sizes, made of hair and bristles. His implements and
his materials are few, but in many cases the materials re-

quire a great many ingredients. • An important thing for the

painter to remember is to hold his brush constantly at right

angles with the face of the work, for if it is held in any
other fashion it will leave the paint in thick masses, and the

surface will be daubed, instead of painted. James Whitcomb
Riley, the poet, was once a painter, chiefly of signs."

We learn that Robt. Scott has been to Jamaica, whether to
work for a railroad there we know not, but has returned
completely disgusted, and is now (Nov. 3) in Altoona making
arrangements to take hold of the trolley car shops at that
point.

» »

Thirty-two years ago last month the writer, just previous
to employment with the B. & M., went to Worcester, Mass.,
and applied to the venerable car builder, Osgood Bradley,
then a white-haired veteran, for work. Yesterday (Nov. 11)
he casually met for the first time the grandson, John E.
Bradley, at dinner in Boston, who is a son of Henry Bradley,
the office man, and a nephew of the younger Osgood, now
deceased. "Jack," as he is familiarly known among his
fellows, is carrying on the business so long established under
the name of "Osgood Bradley & Sons," with all the enter-

prise of his predecessors, and doing well. He to'd us he
had contracts to build 25 60-ft. passenger cars for the Boston
& Albany (N. Y. C. & H. R., lessee), 15 of which will be
plain end and 10 wide vestibule; also 30 more plain-end pas-
senger cars for the Philadelphia & Reading, having recently
completed a contract for 20 plain-end and 10 Gould vestibules
for the latter road, one of which vestibules runs on each
train of the Hourly Express between New York and Phila-
delphia. Thus he has* orders for 55 first-class passenger
coaches on hand, and he forecasts prosperous times for sev-

eral years in car building. He built a portion of the Boston
elevated equipment.

•» »»

The advocates of "coal tar as the best protective paint that

can be adopted for use on steel cars where the color is not an

objection," are directed to thre following extracts from an edi-

torial in "The Railway and Engineering Review" March 15.

1902. Deputy Building Inspector O'Shea, of Chicago, had been

quoted as an advocate of coating building beams of steel, with

boiling tar instead of paint, or sheathing them with concrete.

"Probably very few will agree with Mr. O'Shea as to the value

of tar on steel. It is rarely applied uniformly and its adhe-

sion is defective: it is also affected in time by moisture and

other atmospheric influences. A grod preservative paint is

much more reliable. The preservative element is generally

found in the pigments; of which carbon in some of its forms

is most inert and hence suitable. The vehicle should be of so

adhesive a nature to begin with as to bring the pigment into

close contact with the metal and afford a uniform coat of

mail against corrosion. It should, if possible, be of a neutral

character and resist successfully the action of moisture, gases,

etc."
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S>>c Car Foremen's Association
A Department Devoted

to the
Interests of the Car Department

0/ Chicago
j& j& j& j& j& j&

Official Organ
of the Association

November Meeting

The regular meeting of the Car Foremen's Association of Chi-
cago was held in Room 209 Masonic Temple, Chicago, Wednes-
day Nov. 12th, 1902.
Meeting called to order at 8 p. m. by President Parish.
Among those present were the following:

Olsen. L. Graham, Thos. O'Neill, Jos.
Bossert, Chas. Harris, S. H. Osterman, R.
Botirell, J. W. Haig, M. H. Parish, L. G.

S"
ker

n
JW a

Hi*h <
R - A - Peterson, A. F.

Bourell W A. Heisterman, Wm. Powell, C. R.
Clark, I. N.
Christie. T. E, Hammill, C.

Chadwick, A. B. Houser, Carl.

Depue, Jas. Haas, C. A.
Downing. I. S. Jones. R. R.

Evans, W. H. Johnson, Axel.

Elkin, Jno. L. Johnson. A. F.

Edwards, Jno. Joseph. H. A.

Etten, L. Kennedy, J. H
Franz, Wm. Kane. G. W.
Fries, Wm. F. Kaminski, W.
Frenk, Wm. Kline, Aaron.
Frenk. Henry La Rue, H.
Godfrev, J. Lockrey. J. F.

Griffin,' H. G. Morris, T. R.

Gardner. H. W. Neath. Walter

Perrv, A. R.
Rohrback, G. T.
Stephens, G.
Schultz, F. C.
Schultz. Aug.
Snohnholtz, F.
Shoemaker. C. A.
Spnger, J. W.
Thomson. Geo.
Tabler, M. H.
Treptow, A.
VanWormer, T. R.
Wirtchoreck, E. H.
Wharton. R.
Walter. M. O.

President Parish—The first in order will be the reading of the

minutes of the previous meeting. They have been printed m
the Railway Master Mechanic, and if there are no objections

thev will stand approved as printed.

Secretary Kline—The following have made application for

membership: „ _ _

.

A. O. Botoff, foreman Wood Mill. C. B. T. Co., Chicago.

A. M. Bickel. traveling engineer, L. S. & M. S., Elkhart, Ind.

L E Cartmill. foreman. Armour Car Lines, Los Angeles, Cal.

John Dahm, foreman. C, L. S. & E.. Chicago.

Chas. M. H'nldey, chief clerk, B. & O. R. R.. Chicago.

Chas. W. Hinklev. treasurer. Soper Lumber Co.. Chicago.

Chas. Hammill, painter foreman. C. B. T. Co.. Chicago.

R. A. Hieh. foreman, L. S. & M. S. Ry.. Toledo. O.

F. A. Johnson, night foreman, L. S. & M. S., Toledo, O
R. Ostermann, stenographer. C. B. T. Co., Chicago.

Frank Paullis, foreman painter, L. S. & M. S. Ry., Elkhart,

Ind.

Geo. Senger, supply clerk, L. S. & M. S., Chicago.

W. H. Stocks, M. M., 0.. R. I. & P. Ry.. Chicago.

P Wertenberger, foreman, B. & M. R., Deadwood, S. Dak.
M. O. Walter, clerk, C. B. T. Co. Chicago.

President Parish—If there are no objections these names will

be enrolled as members.
Under the head of unfinished business we come to the question

of voting on the proposed amendment to Section 3 of Article IV
of the Constitution. I will ask the Secretary to read it.

Secretary Kline—"Change Section 3 of Article IV as follows:

A period to be placed after the word 'membership,' instead of a

comma, and the words 'and shall be chosen by the President'

eliminated, and the following added: 'The representatives of

each railroad company or private line to choose from among its

members one who shall represent them on the Board of

Directors.' "

Mr. Morris (C. M. & St. P.)—Mr. Bates and myself, I be-

lieve, are responsible for that, and it was brought up because of

the numerous remarks that were made by the different members
in regard to the present way of appointing the directors. It was
claimed by some that it gave the President of the association

too much nower. While it does, perhaps, give the President

considerable power, I do not think that it has ever been abused
by any one, and I do not imagine it ever will be. Although
somewhat responsible for its being brought up, I will acknowl-
edge that there are some things about the amendment that are

objectionable, the princinal one is, I believe, that it would be a

difficult matter for the directors to be chosen in the manner
shown. It would be hard to get the different members belonging

to any company together to make a choice of one of their num-
ber. If any member can suggest some way to get around that

I think it would be a very good thing to pass this amendment,
because in case of its passage it would give the members the

power of electing their own representative, whereas as the Con-
stitution now stands they have nothine to do with it—it all lies

with the President of the association. I think it should be pretty

freely discussed, and as far as I am concerned I have no ax to

grind and I would only like to have it settled in the most satis-

factory way to all concerned.
Mr. Powell (I. C.)—When I received my notice of the pro-

posed amendment I cannot say that I was in favor of the sug-
gestion. Of course I do not know the circumstances under
which the proposed recommendation was brought up and the
reason thereof. If I remember correctly the officials of the
various railroads appoint a representative in the Master Car
Builders' Association to represent their company and cast the
votes upon any ore proposition. It seems to me that in place
of the proposed amendment it might be well to view the case
from that standpoint—that is to say, as to whether it would be
advisable for the head of the mechanical department or the gen-
eral manager of the different railroads and private car lines rep-
resented in this organization to select their own representative
on the Board of Directors. As far as our making a selection
by casting votes and selecting a renresentative from among the
members of any one particular railroad and having that one
person act as the committeeman. I hardly think advisable, for
the reason in many cases we would not secure an active member
of the association, and the result would be we would not have
the proper representation. I think, therefore, that some further
consideration should be given the proposed amendment before
voting on same.
Mr. Evans (B. & O.)—I do not think that I am in favor of

this proposed amendment altogether, not that I object to the
idea, but I do not think it would work in the way we would
expect it, possibly, and I think, like Mr. Morris, it would very
likelv be a long time before we would be advised as to who
would represent the railroads and private car lines. I cannot
say that I am altogether opnosed to it, but like Mr. Powell I
thing it ought to be well considered before we change that part
of the constitution. It might be well enough to have them
recommend to the President the names of one to act as a di-

rector and still leave the appointment to the President providing
a recommendation was not made.
By a rising vote the amendment was lost.

President Parish—This hnngs us to the program of the even-
ing, subject No. 1 being "Continuation of the discussion of the
new M. C. B. Rules, beginning wi+h Rule 73."

Rule 73.

Mr. Powell—In that sect'on I wish to call attention that while
the M. C. B. Rules prescribe a certain procedure, there is no
penalty fixed in case you do not comply with the rules. Under
those circumstances I would like to hear from some of the mem-
bers as to what the object is in having such a rule—the benefits
to be derived from it?

Mr. Depue (Belt Ry.)—The Pennsylvania Co. have some cars
that are not equipped with air and have two brake staffs on the
car. In this case thei'e is no provision made to show which
end of the car is repaired. How can you get around that, the
cars not being stenciled A and B ends?
Mr. Downinsr (L. S. & M. S.)—I think the rules require that

both ends be stenciled whether A or B end.
Mr. Powell—I might say for the benefit of some of the gentle-

men that I believe at the last convention of the Master Car
Builders' Association they adonted the stenciling of A and B
ends. I know a short time ago the Illinois Central had occasion
to draft stencils, sending them to the master mechanics with
instructions that they should stencil the ends of the cars as
prescribed by the M. C. B. Association. While I do not find

that this is embodied any nlace in the rules, yet it is part of the
proceedings of the M. C. B. Association.
Mr. Evans—That question raised by Mr. Powell in regard to

the penalty imnosed if you do not comply with the rules—for in-

stance, if you do not put A and B ends on the repair card stubs.
What does that amount to? Or if you do not fill the repair
card out on both sides in ink. For my part, I do not see the
necessity of filling the repair card out on both sides. It is

double work and T think in most cases it is very seldom done.
Mr. Downing—The only penalty I can see is in the case of

improper repairs. If your repair card stub does not state A end,
they can hold you if there are any wrong repairs found at B end.
Mr. Depue—Suppose they fill out the repair card stub and do

not fill out the card at all—do not nut any card on the car?
They just fill out the stub and send it in.

Mr. Morris—It seems to me that the trouble in making any
penalty of any kind would be the difficulty in locating the guilty

party. If, as Mr. Denue says,- they fill out the stub and send
it in and do not make out the card, if we claim they did so

there is no way of getting at them. They would say they did
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fill out the card and put it on the car, and I do not see how you
are going to penalize them.
Mr. Depue—I would like to inquire about what percentage of

the cards that are put on cars find their„way into the office of
the trunk lines? Of course the stubs all get there, but what
percentage of repair cards reach the office?
Mr. Powell—I have made the assertion that in so far as the

Illinois Central Railroad was concerned I do not believe 25 per
centof the repair cards reach the main office. We have stand-
ing instructions with ail our inspectors, and I presume all other
roads have the same, that when a home car is received bearing
repair cards the same shall be removed and forwarded to the
general office with information as to whethei mv additional re-
pairs had been made or whether the repairs were standard.
Those cards reach the general office, and if thb inspector says
the repairs are propertly made and if there are no additional
defects on the cars, or any additional repairs made and not
shown on the repair card, then the card is destroyed. If there
are any wrong repairs or any additional repairs not shown on
the card, we endeavor to procure either joint evidence or defect
card in order that we may be properly protected.

Mr. Morris—This is a case where you can locate the guilty
party if they do not write on both sides of the card. If you
want to put a penalty on them, you can do it. If you cannot
locate the repair cards, or if they have never been put on the
car, you cannot impose any penalty on that party, but you can
locate the party that writes on one side of the repair card.

Rule 76.
Mr. Evans—Would you understand by that that in case bill

was rendered on the stub and the repair card had not come
home with the car, you could require a duplicate. According to
my idea of the repair card, it is to give the owner the character
of the repairs and the party making the repairs, and unless the
card comes home on the car the entire object of the repair card,
to my mind, is avoided.
Mr. Depue—Does not that refer to M. C. B. defect cards and

not to repair cards?
Mr. Downing—I think Mr. Evans' point is well taken. How

are you going to determine whether the repair card was lost or
not? You might receive the stub in thirty days and the car
might not get home for six months, and the card could be lost

a good many times in that time.
Rule 80.

Mr. Powell—Under that rule I would like to know the sense
of this association as to whether the owner has the right to
object to a bill for improper repairs without going to the trouble
of securing a defect card and locating the car and having proper
repairs made. That is to say, would one road be justified in
refusing to accept a charge for improper repairs, even though
it did not make the car unsafe to run. For instance, as many
roads maintain a standard of pocket rivets, in many instances it

is impossible to apply rivets, and bolts are applied. That is wrong
repairs, but is the owner of the car justified in refusing to accept
the bill for the application of the bolts.

Mr. Griffin (L. S. & M. S.)—I do not believe that the owner
is supposed to stand the expense of changing these pocket bolts.
The road applying the pocket bolts should card for the wrong
repairs. The owner could then make counter bill against the
road making the improper repairs when he applies the pocket
rivets.

Mr. Powell—I would like to ask the gentleman if it is neces-
sary for the owner to locate that car and probably trace the
same for several months before he can find that the bolts are
renlaced by rivets, and then render bill?

Mr. Griffin—I do not believe that the owner should render a
bill in this case until the repairs are made. If the defect card
is applied he can make bill any time he makes the repairs, but
not before that time, and if he does not make the repairs, he
cannot under the rules render a bill.

President Parish—Do you find many cases where defect card
is applied by the party who puts in bolts in place of rivets?
Mr. Griffin—I find in most cases we have to trace a case of

bolts in place of rivets. I do not ever remember of finding a
defect card on a car for bolts in place of rivets.
Mr. Jones (B. & O.)—Is not most of this done out on the line

where they use bolts and they have no defect card with them?
They make repairs, put in bolts. They would have to have
proper cards along, but if they make wrong repairs you can get
joint evidence.
Mr. Downing—I do not believe that a bolt of the same size as

rivets, with double nuts, should be considered improper repairs.
They certainly would not have a car cut out of a train or
switched to the repair track to change it. While strictly speak-
ing it is improper repairs, I do not think it should be consid-
ered so.

Mr. Griffin—In. the case where a road takes down a coupler
and applies rivets I believe they should get a card for it. I
know in every case we get in our repair yard we make this
change, and if we cannot get a card for it we do it at our own
expense. We maintain our standards.
Mr. La Rue (C R. I. & P.)—I think the rule of improper

repairs should hold good in regard to bolts in the coupler
pockets, the same as for any other improper repairs on the car.
It is improper repairs, and you cannot make anything else out
of it.

Mr. Morris—I agree with Mr. La Rue. We get a great many
cases with bolts in place of rivets and consider them wrong re-

pairs, and we get joint evidence cards. I cannot recall an in-
stance now of finding a car with defect card on for bolts in
place of rivets. They are very scarce indeed. We do not cut
a loaded car out of a train or delay it in order to put rivets in,
but we generally keep after the car until we get it to some point
where the repairs can be made. We consider rivets much better
than bolts; they are our standard, and I find a great many cases
where they use 1-in. bolts instead of 1%-in. A 1-in. bolt cer-
tainly is not as good as a 1%-in. rivet and I think the change
ought to be made for the physical well-being of the car just as
soon as possible and we try to do it. I do not believe that we
get paid for many cases where we make the change for the
reason they are very hard to trace. There is no repair card on
and no defect card on but we make the repairs for our own good

Rule 82.

Mr. Morris—This brings up the question I have said a good
deal

_
about at one time or another and that is not making the

repairs that should be made, leaving some parts defective. For
instance, in the case of two draft timbers, an end sill and coupler
repaired and an end post bruised and battered up at the end so
its strength is greatly reduced. What should that be called? The
repairs that have been made—that is, the draft timbers, end sill

and coupler—may be put up all right, perhaps, but the end post
has not been properly repaired. I think that is improper repairs,
and as I have said before, that inasmuch as the repairs have not
been fully made they are improper, and I think the words "im-
proper repairs" covers just such cases as that. I believe that
joint evidence should be signed for all such cases. We have
had a great many of them r.nd I do not doubt but all other
roads have the same thing. We find a large number of end
sills broken between the center sills. New draft timbers and
head block are put up covering that end sill, which must have
been broken out after the damage to the draft timbers had been
done. I have come across one or two instances where a road
refused to sign joint evidence card for such a defect as that.
I believe they ought to. I believe they ought to protect the
owners in looking after its interests to that extent. We say
in our joint evidence card in case of an end sill broken out,

where the two draft timbers and coupler and head block are put
up, "end sill annarently broken at the same time the draft tim-
bers were." That is all we can say. We know that the end
sill cannot be broken out in the way it was unless the coupler
is down and the draft timbers and head block broken. • It would
be simply impossible to break the end sill out in that way. I had
some papers returned to me—in fact, I answered the letter

to-day—where an eastern road had made repairs to one of our
cars, putting up two draft timbers, headblock and coupler and
making some other slight repairs, and we found one-half of the

end sill broken between the center sills. We made out joint

evidence card stating tnat the end sill was apparently broken
at the same time the draft timbers were. Our superintendent
motive power sent the joint evidence card to the party having
the repair card on the car coverinsr the repairs, and they refused

to honor it, stating that the end sill was not broken when they
put up the draft timbers, in face of the fact that it bore evidence
that it had been broken at that time. I do not know what we
can do in case that they still insist on refusal to pay for it, but
it is certainly right that we should be paid. There is no question
but what all the damase occurred at the same time.

Mr. La Rue—With all due respect to what Mr. Morris has said

in regard to draft timbers pulling out, I think that there are
some companies that are running a class of equipment at the
present time, the company that I am with being possibly no ex-
ception in some cases, but not quite so bad as others, and the
question of damaged end posts in connection with damaged head
block and draft timbers, and I think they draw the line a little

too fine to carry out the spirit of the M. C. B. Rules, for this

reason. The end posts have a lip that run down outside of the
end sill behind the deadwood. In some cases the lower end of
this is damaged a little bit, sometimes more, sometimes less, but
is good and solid between three and four inches behind the
deadwood, and a company that runs a car with draft timbers in

with only two bolts between the end sill and transom, and no
way of tieing the deadwood back to the transom, or anything
of that kind, must expect to have the draft timbers pulled out,

and for that reason I say they are drawing the line a little too

tine. I have known cases of the kind, but as I say, I do not
think it is in accordance with the spirit of the rules. Draft
timbers that are fastened in that way are liable to be pulled

out more than once, and possibly as Mr. Morris' connection
says, that end sill was not damaged at that time. I think this

is 'a question right now, that Mr. Morris has raised, that ought
to be pretty freely discussed, because we are all up against the
old style of equipment between the heavy equipment that is

being used nowadays.
Mr. Griffin—I agree with Mr. Morris in that case. I believe

that when a road breaks the draw timbers and head block and
covers up a defect in the end sill, the road who made those re-

pairs is solely responsible to the owner of the car. It stands
to reason that the end sill cannot be broken in any other way
unless the car hafl the deadwood and timbers out and the car

was handled on a chain, and often the end posts are damaged
at the same time, and I believe the road handling the car should
pay for them as thev are responsible for the damage. It is for
their own convenience that they handle the car on a chain.

Mi'- Jones—I wonder how many times the coupler is pulled
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out before the draft timbers are broken? In many cases, if we
take the trouble to find out, we will find that there is not one
out of ten but what have the end sills all broken back of the
deadwood where the coupler has pulled out prior to the time
the draft timbers are broken, as a rule. When you say the
draft timbers and end sill are broken at the same time you do
not know whether it is or not. We made repairs to a certain

car, put up two draft timbers and head block, and they asked
us to make joint inspection of this car when it got home. I went
over and made it, and we got on the wrong end of the car, and
the answer was, "I am sorry we did not get you before; that
is on the wrong end of the car." We took particular notice of

these cars and inspected every car that came on the repair track
in two months, and we found forty-five cars with the end sill

broken behind the deadwood.

Mr. Downing—It seems to have been taken for granted that
an end sill will become damaged when the draft timbers are
milled off. The way I understand it, if it cannot be avoided.
That damage would come under the decision where a spring
hanger was renewed and wh?re they allow you to bill for one
spring plank. I cannot see any other bearing on it. You cannot
pull the timbers off without damaging the end sill, and it is

therefore consequential damage that cannot be avoided, and the
owner is responsible.

Mr. Griffin—There was a decision a short time ago where a
bill was rendered for an owner's defect, but during the handling
<jf the car further damage was caused which formed a com-
bination such as breaking the end sill. The party making the
repairs undertook to bill for the entire damage, with a view of

proving that it was not done simultaneously. The committee
decided that the bill would be proper if the end sill was ex-
cluded.
Mr. Olsen (C, M. & St. P.)—I would like to ask any one of

the gentlemen how an end sill would be broken between the
center sills and one-half of it missing without any damage to
the draft timbers, head block or center sills. I have never seen
one and I have been inspecting cars a good many years. They
will either break the lug castings or the pocket or pull out the
coupler, or do something else making a combination. I think in

a case of this kind, as the question is raised, a joint evidence
card should be signed so as to get after the party that did the
repairs. By refusing to sign it only helps to cover up the party
responsible. This. I think, is wrong. Where a party repairs
a car he should fully repair it, not do only half the work, think-
ing he will not be caught. I get cases where the repairs have been
partly made, one case especially where some slight repairs were
made to a car and there was a lot of additional damage at the
same end. It is something like that with the end sill. If a
narty breaks the coupler and draft timbers and puts them up,
he ought to repair the end sill and stand for it. I have not seen
an end sill broken outside of cornering, between the center sills,

without having additional defects at that end of the car, forming
a combination.
Mr. La Rue—I think it resolves itself into what shall con-

stitute the extent of damage, as the gentleman here says. A
drawbar is pulled out and an end sill has been damaged a little,

more or less, and the coupler is put back. Somebody also han-
dles the car, and he pulls out the draft timbers and possibly
the same damage remains on the end sill. Is he to be stuck for
the end sill? That is where I should draw the line as to what
should be the extent of the damage. In talking about broken
end sills, I have seen cars where the end sill is broken between
the center sills.

Mr. Morris—The case that I referred to showed the end sill

about half gone between the center sills, and I do not think it

was done by pulling out the coupler, either. It was done by
handling the car on a chain. That is how the end sills get
broken. Not only that, but the appearance of the defect on the
end sill was new. So far as the C, M. & St. P. Ry. is con-
cerned, I will say that if the defect showed old we would not
think of asking for a joint evidence card, or anything else, but
where we say on oui joint evidence card "end sill apparently
broken at the same time the draft timbers were broken" we
mean just exactly what we say. Not a little wood scraped off

by the pocket being pulled out, but half of it gone. I have
come across dozens of cases, and the one that I referred to was
one of that class, with the end sill half gone between the draft
sills. That was not done by a little scrape; it was done by
the handling of the ear on a chain and a coupler of adjoining
cars pounding it. There is nothing to protect it there. The
coupler and draft timbers and head block are gone and every
time the cars came together the coupler of the adjoining car
banged that end sill and battered it so it was 50 per cent gone,
and I think the owner of the car ought to be protected in a ease
like that. In regard to what Mr. La Rue says about a little
damage on the end of an end post, I do not think anvbody would
pay any attention to that. In my remarks I said that when
the strength of the end post was reduced one-half by being bat-
tered at the ends so the bolts would not hold. I think we oua-ht
to be paid for a new post, and any company that would delib-
erately cover up broken end sills ought to be severely penalized.
I think further, that every road ought to be willing to do all
in its power to prevent any such rascality.
Mr. Downing—In case the draft timbers are pulled off and

the end sill damaged by an adjoining car, the road handling the
car has the right to render bill for the draft timbers and pay

the owners for the end sill. It is no combination when it occurs
in that manner. It may be necessary in a case of this kind to

obtain authority from owners, but in my opinion they are re-

sponsible.
Mr. Morris—I have not seen a single road take advantage of

that. They put up the draft timbers, put up the coupler and
head block and make out their repair card and say nothing
about the end sill, leaving that for the owner to find out.

Mr. Downing—I think I can cite a case we had with the C,
M. & St. P. Ry. We had a car on our repair track at Air Line
Junction with draft timbers broken. The transfer house was
about two miles distant and in getting the car there we broke
the end sill. We undertook to render bill for the damage that
occurred prior to the time it went to the freight house and
carded for the damage that occurred in that movement, and I
think they refused the bill. They did not think we were tell-

ing them the- truth.

Mr. La Rue—I think Mr. Morris' explanation of the damaged
end post is all right. A car that is damaged by being handled
on a chain, the company handling the car is responsible. What
I was getting at was to get the extent of the damage. I think
there is a decision about handling a car on a chain.
There is a question in Rule 82 that was raised to me a year

or so ago, and that is in the signing of the joint eivdence card.
The rule says: "The evidence of a joint inspector or the joint
evidence of two persons, one representing the owner of the car
and the other representing the delivering road, that the repairs
are not proper, shall be final." The question raised with me
was, was it right for a person to sign that card except at the
delivering point? Would it be right for the Shop Superintend-
ent or Shop Foreman at a point, say 100 miles away from where
the car was received, sign the joint evidence card?
President Parish—I believe that practice is in vogue around

Chicago. I would like to hear from some of the inspectors in
regard to it.

Mr. Powell—I would like to ask if it is not a fact that the
majority of the joint evidence cards, or a large percentage of
them, the inspector of the delivering road never sees the de-
fects, merely taking the word of the inspector getting the car.
At least, we find that to be the experience on our road. In
many cases where we have asked our inspector if he personally
inspected the defects, he has stated that he could not verify the
statement. We understand in many instances the inspector
could not do this, as he has not the time to personally inspect
the cars, travel a distance of several miles to see whether the
repairs were improperly made. We have overlooked these
things, yet at the same time it diminishes the value of the joint
evidence, and in manv instances it was not the evidence of the
two inspectors but that of the receiving inspector. We do not
view them with very much respect. It is simply due to the fact
that in the majority of the cases the inspector does not per-
sonally see the defects, to ascertain whether they are improper,
but signs the joint evidence upon the statement being made that
repairs are improper.
Mr. Morris—I think Mr. Powell is right in that statement;

in fact, I think I can say I know he is right. I do not believe
we can do business with the joint evidence card in Chicago in
any other way. The distances between the several yards of
the different railroads in Chicago are so great that if the cars
would have to be held for an actual inspection by the two in-
spectors, business would be paralyzed and we would have to
have two or three inspectors on the road all the time between
one yard or another. I do not see anything wrong about the
system. If the C. M. & St. P. gives the Lake Shore a car we
will take the inspector's record of that car, even if it conflicts
with our own record and if it costs us twenty-five dollars in the
way of defect cards. We will accept their record and they ac-
cept ours, and I think everybody in Chicago knows that that
practice is very seldom abused. If we do that every day where
thousands of dollars are involved, I do not. see why we should
not take the same rec.ord in the case of improper repairs.
There is nothing wrong about that way of doing. I know we
have had cases where parties, when they do not understand how
we do business in Chicago, have objected to that sort of a joint
evidence card, but I do not believe they should. It is done hon-
estly and it is the only way we can do it. We cannot expect
the Lake Shore to send a man from their Bnglewood yard to
our Western Avenue yard, a distance of about fifteen miles, to
look at a follower plate that is a half inch too thin, or some-
thing like that.
Mr. La Rue—I think the same as Mr. Morris. What I was

after was information on the point.
Mr. Depue—I think as Mr. Morris does about this joint evi-

dence card business, but it is very seldom that cars are inspected
by the inspectors both ways. An inspector does not inspect a
car that he delivers both ways. An inspector does not inspect
a car that he delivers, but I think the joint evidence cards should
be signed by the two inspectors, the inspector delivering the
car and the inspector receiving the car, and not at the shop.
Mr. La Rue—The case I had in mind was the case of a short

axle. It would not very easily be caught in a joint inspection
of the car, and when the car came to the shop and the axle
was removed it was discovered and I think it right for the
shop superintendent to sign the joint evidence because he found
the axle wrong and he is the man to go after the settlement.
I do not think the joint inspector of that road ought to sign it
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as he would not be the proper person to go to In case it came
back for information.
Mr. Depue—In that case I think the inspector of the deliver-

ing road should go and see the axle before signing the joint

evidence card.
President Parish—If there are no objections we will pass

subject No. 1 and take up No. 2. as it comes very much in

line with the rules. Subject No. 2 is. "What is a reasonable

length of time in which to make an inspection of a car at an
interchange point; also in making an inspection for safety?"

It should be understood that this refers to the time of one man
doing this. The time per car per man.
Mr. Evans—This subject. I think, is one that the inspectors

can talk on to better advantage than anybody else. We are

all very well acquainted on how much time we usually allow
inspectors to do the work, particularly on how much tjme the

yard master allows them, or the superintendent. I think this

subject should have the effect of bringing out the car inspector

and the car forman himself, just what would be a reasonable

time for making ai interchange inspection and an inspection

for safety. It is well known in Chicago that an interchange
inspector, especially at the stock yards, must inspect cars very
rapidly, as they are almost constantly on the move from the
time they leave Packingtown until they reach New York and
the chance for the interchange inspector is very limited. I

would like to hear from the car insoectors on that subject.

Mr. Heisterman (L. S. & M. S.)—I expect it takes an inspector

about three minutes to do this work. They are very much
hurried by the yard master and have to get the cars inspected
very quickly. They have to take record of the car and also

look the grab handles and safety appliances over. Three min-
utes is about as long as we can serve on a car.

Mr. Thompson—I made a test with two men this afternoon.
The two men inspected three cars, gave them an interchaage
inspection, averaged two minutes to a car.

President Parish—What work did you do in making that in-

spection ?

Mr. Thompron—We opened all the oil boxes, inspected the

brasses, running gear in general, sills, bodies, roofs, all grab
handles; also gauged the couplers. But would state that the

cars were in pretty fair shape and did not have much of a
record to take from either of them.

Mr. Heisterman—If Mr. Thompson had to take record of every-
thing on the car, I do not think he could take record of the
car in that time. I think if you take three minutes it is pretty
well limited.

Mr. Olsen (C. M. & St. P.
1

*—I do not know whether I can
say much on this. It all depends on what kind of an inspec-
tion you want. I do not think there is one road in Chicago
that allows three minutes for a car inspector to work on it.

And I think we have to take chances. We have no protection
whatever, and we could not do it if we had protection, the rest

of the roads would all have to lay idle while I was working.
It is like this: if a man has to open every oil box, look inside
and outside of every wheel he comes to, he stoops sixteen times
and looks up three times on each side of the car. and then when
he is through he has got to get on the roof to see whether the
grab handles and running board are all right. This does not
allow him any time to take record, and I do not think there
is a car inspector that can start in the morning and kpep on
that way all day. He would not last. His back would give
out, or his knees. It is all left practicaly to the car inspector's
own judgment. Sopteiimes he can go over a car in a minute
and sometimes it will take ten minutes for one car. If it was
like a place I saw some years ago, where the cars were put
on a track and a flag put ud at each end and the switchmen
were not allowed to take a car out without the car inspector
said so. Over at the stock yards, the cars are thrown in at
each end of the track and there is an engine working with the
cars all the time. When vou get a string of cars, the train
crew is usually there waiting for it and you have got to get
the inspecting done by the time the conductor gets the numbers,
and I think we do well under the circumstances and do not
attempt to look at the roof other than from the ground except
in case of roof damaged new.
Mr. Heisterman—The Lake Shore is very particular about the

roofs and grab irons and it takes time to climb up one ladder
and down the other to make a safety inspection. We cannot
always do that, especially in the place where I am. Most of
the time I have to inspect the cars while they are running.
They never stand still.

A Member—I cannot give the exact time it will take to in-
spect those cars. We get a car from our connecting line and
it will take about three minutes to do that inspection for one
car for one man. Cars coming over the line we have to get
rhem on the run and repair them very often on the run.
Mr. Olsen—As I understand this question, I presume it was

brought up to see what time should be allowed the inspector.
There is nothing allowed them now. It is simply a train is
shoved in, 30 or 40 cars, and a crew laying there waiting for
them. Now take nine-tenths of the car inspectors will try to
get over those cars as soon as possible, and in so dofng 'may
miss some defects, for which he may be called down from the
office. This may not always be the case, but we do get them
sometimes, and no credit is given the inspector for the time he
saves on the engine and crew. It does not look that way in

the office. It is never taken into consideration what you save
on the other hand, but the inspector is at fault. I think if it

was generally understood between the higher officials what the
car inspector has to contend with, he would be allowed a cer-

tain length of time to look over the train there would not be
so much trouble for the car inspectors as there is.

Mr. Evans—I think Mr. Olsen has about stated the case of
the way it is being done in Chicago. That is the idea of bring-
ing up this question, to get at what is a reasonable time to in-

spect a car. I think the better way to consider this question is

to figure on two inspectors, as done on the Lake Shore, because
in most of the safety inspections, and also the interchange in-

spections, where it has to be rapidly done, we have to have
two men. and in that case I do not see how you can come much
below two minutes with two inspectors and perhaps a third
man up on the roof. Here is a train of GO cars pulled in on
your inspection track, and these are, for instance, Illinois Steel
Company quick despatch coke racks, and everybody along the
line is keeping a check on them to see that they go rapidly to

the coke regions, and it is important to know what is on the
cars in mak'ng their inspection, and it seems to me he ought
to be given, as Mr. Olsen says, a sufficient time to make a thor-
ough inspection.
President Parish—There are two classes of cars received at

inspection points; special cars, like the coke cars spoken of by
Mr. Evans, and mixed cars. The coke cars or special cars run-
ning over the line regularly are usually in better condition than
mixed cars and do not require the same length of time for in-
spection. v

Mr. Treptow—T think three minutes is about all the time a
car inspector needs—that is. on an average. Some cars will

need less time and some more, but I think three minutes a fair
time. In regard to switchmen taking them away, the inspector
can protect himself by putting up a flag. As long as the flag
is up there nobody can take them away. I do not mean by this
that he will toKe mere time than he really needs. I have in-

spected refrigerator and oth^r freight cars, take twenty of them
and go over them in twenty mmntes: that is, two men. If two
men inspect the car. one has the draw bar gauge and the other
the book. They both open the boxes and the man that has the
gauge puts the marks on the cars. In that way there is very
little time lost. I think three minutes is a fair time for an
average train. Two minutes would be fair enough for two men,
but it will depend on what class of cars or equipment they get.
Some roads have their cars in proper condition and some in poor
condition, and it tr.k»s twice ns long to inspect those cars as
where they are kept up in good condition.
Mr. Heisterman—While we are making this inspection we find

a knuckle broken, or have to chain up a car. Can yon figure
that in with the inspection? According to that it would take
quite a little time longer, where you have to make repairs or
go three cr four blocks to get a chain and chain the car up.
Mr. Olsen—What are three men who are waiting for the car

doing while you are chaining it up? Why not let them chain
it up?
Mr. Heisterman—They are not doing it.

Mr. Olsen—They are supposed to do so. A short time agm a
party refused to chain up a car for me. I told him all right.
He got an order to go to the repair track and bring 35 chains
and bring in 35 bad orders. He could chain all afternoon, but
he couldn't chain for me.

I would_ like to say a little more on that chain question. I
do not "think it is fair to ask one man at an interchange point
to lug chains around and chain up cars and have five men, who
are paid a higher rate of wages, stand around and look at him,
and I think it is the practice with nine-tenths of the roads any-
way, when a car comes into the yard at an interchange point,
with the coupler out, for the inspector to go to work and chain
it up. I do not think it is right for a man to lug a chain around
and chain up the car. He could not do it properly if he did
try it.

Mr. Depue—I think it would be pretty hard to establish a
time in which an interchange inspector should inspect a train
of cars. You take, for instance, a train of St. Paul cars that
one inspector might use two minutes per car; take a train of
North-Western cars it might take two and a half minutes, and
then a train of Illincis Central cars might require three min-
utes. I think it is pretty hard to establish a time an inspector
should require to inspect a miscellaneous lot of cars.
Mr. Olsen—I think it would be a good idea to have a general

understanding of what should be considered a reasonable time
for a man to look over a train. There are some crews that I
deal with that will take the conductor as long a time to get the
numbers as it does me to look the train over. In the other case
they take the numbers on the fly. I had one case where a crew
arrived with an engine at 10:55 and left with the train at 1:05,
two hours and ten minutes. I got a letter from the superin-
tendent about it, wanting to know why it was necessary to
hold the engine from 10:55 to 1:05 to inspect 35 cars. It was
made out that way by the switchmen in mistake. Any excuse
is put on the ear inspector. In this case the engine went for
water a distance of two miles; no report made of that, but he
put it all in one place. I think we should have an understand-
ing that for one hour after a train of 25 cars was delivered at
an Interchange point, the inspector ought to be left alone. Not
take out a car here and there and make you chase them up.
There are a whole lot of different ways of inspecting cars.
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Each company has its way of looking over the cars, such as for

safety, and for records; that is to have lots of records. Some
roads do not want any records of owners' defects; others do.

What time it takes to look over one car is hard to say. It all

lays in which way the cars are constructed and what is neces-

sary to get on them. There is no need of a man writing five

or six sheets of paper wilh all owners' defects, unless he has

to repair it or transfer it. And I think, taken altogether, one

hour should be allowed for 25 cars at an interchange point.

Mr. Morris—It seems to me that this is a very difficult ques-

tion to solve. No two car inspectors, men who are doing the

work every day and all day, seem to have the same opinion, and
that is due, I think, pretty much to the different conditions. I

do not believe that any one will disagree with me when I say
an inspector ought to be given a train and have charge of it

while he is inspecting it. He ought to be protected. Flags
should be put up and no oae allowed to touch that tra*in until

he himself says it is all right. So far as the C. M. & St. P.

Railway is concerned I will say that we do not use any flags

to protect the inspectors. They have to protect themselves and
they have to get their records pretty fair too. I do not think

this is right. I do rot know that it can be remedied. In the

Stock Yards the conditions are very bad. It is claimed that
business would be very badly delayed if the trains were held
for the car inspectors to do their work. I know in our West-
ern Avenue yard a great deal of inspecting is done while the
trains are on the mo/e and while the train is being made up.

I know also trains are taken to pieces before the inspectors get
over it. They will get perhaps half the cars in a string and all

this time looking out for themselves, and the balance of the cars
they will have to chase around the yard to find. It is wrong.
The work of an inspector is just as important as anything done
on a railroad and he ought to be given every opportunity to do
it right, and I think the time will come when these things will

be changed. It is a very difficult matter, I think, to say we
should have two minutes on a car, or three minutes, or four, or
whatever one happens to think. Trains are made up of good
and bad cars. Some trains of 20 cars will take longer to in-

spect than another of 50 cars. It is very hard to strike a me-
dium and I believe it should be left to the inspector's judgment.
Most of the men are men of good judgment. They have to be
in order to fill their positions, and I do not think they will de-
liberately waste the time of the crew who are waiting to take
the train away. I think they will do the best they can to get
over it, and if cases come up where the inspectors have delayed
A train, where the yardmaster or foreman of engines thinks a
train has been delayed and the matter is taken up, and if there
has been cause for complaint, I believe that would be the end
of it. The next time it would be done a little bit better. I
think it would be very hard indeed to set any certain time for
the inspecting of a train, and in order to do the work properly
and get the best results it should be understood that the in-
spector's work is as much a part of the railroad work as the
superintendent's, and perhaps in a good many cases very much
more necessary thac he should have sufficient time to do it in.

Mr. Evans—This subject of car inspection is one we have got
to meet and the conditions just now are a good deal as Mr.
Morris rather invites us to continue; that is, leaving it to the
judgment of the inspector, consequently we would have to,

where Mr. Olsen is located, leave it to Mr. Olsen, and the other
men the same. I canvnssed the matter pretty thoroughly at
our principal interchange points, asking the car inspectors as
to the time to make a first class inspection, and it may interest
you to know that they vary from three to six minutes for an
interchange inspection, and from a minute to nearly three min-
utes for a safety inspection. Of course that is figuring on one
man on each cor. Now the average of all the recommendations,
the lowest on the interchange is about three and a half minutes
and the highest on the interchange is nearly five minutes. I

can imagine seeing ourselves holding a car five minutes for an
inspection, even at an interchange point where it requires that
a car move promptly. On the safety inspection the average is

from 1% minutes to a little more than % minutes, in our
different recommendations. The idea is just here, whether the
Car Foremen's Association here, or this association this evening
will bring out the fact with sufficient force to direct attention to
the matter that the inspection of a car is of considerable more
importance than what we have given credit for. That is, there is

a great deal more of the car to be looked at than is usually sup-
posed. Take the boxes, eight of them and eight brasses and eight
journals, two draft riggings, six to eight sills at each end to
be cracked or broken, body of the car and roof, to say nothing
of the safety appliances. When a person comes to run over a
car in that way you will readily see that the best inspectors
we have could occupy themselves very industriously for at least
two minutes, and possibly five minutes would not be stretching
ft. Again, in the matter of safety insnection, take the fast
freight train's wheels into your yard. The engine going out
is on the spur track and it is only a matter of a very short
time to cut off one engine, the other that is waiting is coupled

on and ready to go. Two inspectors run down along side of
that train and they cannot get many defects by the time they
are ready to pull out. Now the question is, how long is it
reasonable to inspect a car, taking everything into considera-
tion,—the value of the freight, the importance of getting it to
its destination, how long it is reasonable to give the car in-
spector, or two inspectors, to go over that train. If it is neces-
sary you can put three men on, one to ga over the top. I do
not see how you can get out of it much less than a minute
to a car. While it is a fact that we are doing it, and other roads
are doing it very much less than that, our fast freight trains
average from 35 to 40 cars, and I do not think they have been
held for safety inspection that long at any place. The inter-
change insnection at Chicago is considerable different from what
it is in most other places, from the fact that so many inter-
change inspections, have to be made in the regular yard tracks
and are delivered by transfer engines or Belt switcher or some-
thing of that kind. Most of the other places that I am ac-
quainted with have transfer tracks generally set aside for that
purpose, and they simply fill those tracks up and after the in-
spector of the receiving road takes the cars on that track, they
are ready to fill up the tracks. In that case they are not
handled like they are at Chicago, and I think the result
of this discussion to-night certainly shows that a car cannot
be thoroughly inspected for safety in much less than a minute,
and for a thorough interchange inspection in much less than
two minutes, no matter how many inspectors you use.
Mr. Morris—I would like to say just one word more. I wonder

how many Superintendents of Motive Power would accept as
an excuse in case of a car breaking down and causing a wreck
on account of defective wheel for instance, that the inspector
did not have time to inspect the train. It is taken for granted
that he did, that he has taken time to do the work, but never-
theless he has had to fight his way. He has had to contend
with the switchmen at every point. They want to take the cars
away and they think he is delaying them. I believe that this
matter of giving the inspectors plenty of time to look the train
over is a very important one, and with the present high speed
of our railway trains, making it much more dangerous to handle
cars on the road, the necessity for a good inspection has in-
creased every day, and I think the heads of the car depart-
ments owe it to themselves and to the railroad companies that
the inspectors be protected in their duties.
Mr. Treptow—What is needed more than anything else, I

believe, is the protection of the inspectors while thev are doing
the work. From what I can hear there are very few roads
who put up flags. The inspectors on the Lake Shore are allowed
to put up flags. I would like to ask how many roads repre-
sented at this meeting allow the inspectors to put up flags at
interchange inspections; so that the switchmen cannot go in on
this track nor take any cars away while the inspectors are
doing the work.
Mr. Downing—When the inspectors take care of the boxes,

running packing iron into box on each side of journal to ascer-
tain if packing is in good condition, which is required on inter-
change inspection, the average time required for. an interchange
inspection in my opinion would be four minutes' per car during
the day and five to six minutes at night.
Mr. Morris—There is one point that has not been discussed

and that is the difference between day and night inspection
That is quite an important matter, I think.
Mr. Evans—I will say that our company protects its inspectors

by a blue flae in the day time and a blue light at night, and
in case this is disturbed by the switchmen the inspectors have
positive instructions to report each instance. We find in case
an insnector reports a switchman for removing a blue light, it
generally works pretty serious for the switchman. However,
they must work quickly, because they are timed from the time
they put up their light until they take it down and it is quite
important that the inspectors get their train out as promptly
as possible and complete the inspection. There is another
matter that has not been brought up, and that is whether an
inspection is really a delay. We do not figure on the changing
of engines as a delay, it is very common for the train master
and yard master to refer to the time consumed in inspection
as a delay. It does not occur to me it ought to be spoken of
in that way. It is a good legitimate part of the movement
of the train, and the inspector should be given his full time
to make the inspection.
President Parish—We have another subject on our program

to-night, but in view- of the lateness of the hour, I think it
would be well to carry it over. It is a very important subject
and we should have the necessary time to discuss it.

Meeting adjourned.
NOTICE.

The committee on subjects will meet each month on the
Wednesday following the meeting of the association, which will
be the third Wednesday in the month. Until further notice the
committee will meet in the office of the Railway Master Me-
chanic. Room 501 the Plymouth Building. 305 Dearborn St.
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Minutes of meeting of Car Foremen's Association, of Cleve-
land, 0., held at the Kennard Hotel, Thursday, Nov. 20, 1902.

Meeting opened at 8 p. m. by President Berg. Among those
present were the following: J. H. Acker, A. Berg, J. V.
Berg, W. Battenhosen, A. C. Clawson, J. C. Dennerle, W. C.

Green, E. S. Humiston, J. D. McAlpine, E. S. Mooney, C.

Schneider, George F. Snyder, G. A. Taylor.

The following made application and were enrolled as mem-
bers: L. G. Parish, M. C. B., L. S. & M. S. Ry., Englewood,
111.; J. V. Berg, clerk, L. S. & M. S. By., Ashtabula, 0.; W. C.

Green, assistant foreman, car inspector, L. S. & M. S. Ry.,

Ashtabula, O.

The question of charge for air hose (Rule 91), which was
discussed at previous meeting and decision arrived at that
the price is $2.00 for application to a car, was again taken
up, and on motion of Mr. Mooney the former action was re-

considered.

Mr. Taylor—Rule 91 is so plain that there is no room for
argument. It says "Bills for repairs made under those rules
and for material furnished, shall be in conformity to sched-
ule of prices," etc. It cannot be made plainer. Air hose is

not complete without nipple and coupling; there is nothing
allowed for the old hose, and nothing for the coupling,
and there is the labor taking the old hose off car
and putting on a new one. That is not taken notice
of at all in this schedule of prices. Suppose you clean a
triple, find a broken part and replace it, and reapply to car.

You get paid for cleaning that triple, but you do not get
anything for replacing the broken part.

In case of a hose being burst, or on account of age, has
to be renewed, there is 3c allowed for the labor; $2.00 is for
the hose, nipple and coupling.
Mr. McAlpine—Is that list of prices for material only?
Mr. Taylor—That is all.

Mr. McAlpine—If you look down further in the list you
will find journal bearings, applied. How would you recon-
cile that?
Mr. Taylor—That part of the rules I have not studied up,

but the rule says decidedly "for materials furnished."
Mr. Mooney—I would like to ask a question. Mr. Taylor

claims that Rule 91 simply covers material furnished. The
way I read it it covers the whole business. It says "Bills
for repairs made and for material furnished." In some
cases, for instance, journal bearings, brake shoes, etc., the
labor charge is included, but in regard to air brake hose I
would take the stand that as long as Rule 109 states specifi-
cally "Removed and replaced," an additional labor charge
would be proper.
Mr. McAlpine—It has been thought by some that as Rule 91

reads "Hose with fittings applied," that it means applied to
the fittings, and also applied to the car, but in view of the
Item in Rule 109 I am in favor of charging 3c for applying

a hose to a car, until the Arbitration Committee rules dif-

ferently!

Mr. Humiston—I would take the stand that we should
charge 3c for applying a hose to a car, for the reason that
they allow us to charge 4c for applying hose gasket; there is

an operation of removing a defective part from a car and
applying a new one.

Mr. McAlpine—If you replace the hose and hose gasket,

would you charge 7c?
Mr. Humiston—No, 1 do not believe I would charge 7c; still,

it may be all right.

Mr. McAlpine—It would seem like a contradiction to con-

sider the item of $2.00, under Rule 91, as covering the labor
applying a hose to a car, and then under Rule 109 authorize
an additional labor charge.
Mr. Taylor—I move it is the sense of the meeting that

$2.00 be considered the price of the hose with fittings applied,

and 3c additional be charged for labor removing and re-

placing to a car.

Motion seconded and carried.

Mr. Mooney—Referring to the labor charge for applying
pocket couplers and for applying coupler pockets (Rule 104,

page 37), is it consistent to charge three hours for applying
pocket coupler, or only two hours for applying the pocket?
Some claim that it is in connection with a spindle coupler,

but I do not think that is the case. It mentions coupler
stops, draft springs go with that, and if errors creep into
the rules, that is the point that I am trying to make. The
people that made those rules are no more infallible than we
are, and I believe we ought to voice our sentiments. As the
labor in applying a pocket or pocket rivets to a coupler is

considered by all to be about equal to applying a coupler, it

would seem that the labor charge should be about the same.
Mr. McAlpine—When would you charge two hours?
Mr. Mooney—In case of pocket coupler, or coupler pocket,

I should make the charge equal, or three hours.
Mr. Humiston—I move it is the sense of the meeting that

the 6th and 7th lines, Rule 104, in items concerning couplers
with stem attachments, should be omitted, and included in

succeeding item, making it read "Coupler with pocket at-

tachments, coupler pocket and coupler pocket rivets, re-

placing either or all at same end of car at the same time,
three hours."
Motion seconded by Mr. Taylor and carried.
Mr. Humiston—Does anyone know what the Arbitration

Committee of the American Railway Association is? Is Jos.
W. Taylor their secretary?
Mr. McAlpine—Mr. Taylor is not secretary of the Per Diem

Arbitration Committee, but of the M. C. B. Arbitration Com-
mittee. The leaflet issued in June was by the M. C. B. Arbi-
tration Committee concerning Per Diem Arbitration Commit-
tee decisions.

Meeting adjourned.
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